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Editors' preface

The Sixth International Conference on Il-VI Compounds and Related Optoelectronic Materials was
held at the Doubletree Hotel in Newport. Rhode Island, USA, from 13 to 17 September 1993. This
special volume of the Journal of Crystal Growth is devoted to a collection of papers presented at the
above conference. This meeting was the sixth in a series of international conferences on Il-VI
compounds first held at Durham, UK (1982). Aussois, France (1985). Monterey. USA (1987), Berlin.
Germany (1989) and Tamano, Japan (1991). The location of this conference also marked the 26th
anniversary of the first ever organized international conference on II-VI semiconducting compounds
held on 6 to 8 September 1967 at Brown University, Providence. Rhode Island, USA. The site at
Newport, Rhode Island. provided the scenic ocean view and grandeur among its famous mansions and
yachts.

The conference differed significantly from earlier conferences. In previous conferences. the feasibility
of achieving injection devices based particularly on the wide bandgap II-VI semiconductors was
considered to be somewhat of a long range event. The initial breakthrough results of blue-green lasers
were first reported at the last conference in Tamano. At this conference, we felt increased enthusiasm.
vigor and eagerness to achieve practical optoclectronic devices as early as possible. As a measure of the
rapid progress, work on advanced ZnSe-based quantum well hetcrostructurcs has led to the demonstra-
tion of room temperature continuous-wave diode lasers. even if short-lived for now. This accomplishment
is a striking example of the benefit that basic research has endowed to the field. To further vitalize the
conference, an effort was made to incorporate invited talks on III-V semiconductor lasers, in order to
learn the material and device issues from this mature technology. We believe that this overlap will speed
up the commercialization of the shorter wavelength lasers.

The conference was well attended and attracted over 250) participants from 2t0 countries. The invited
and contributed oral papers were presented in a single session format and were accompanied by seeral
poster sessions. The quantity of the presentations and enthusiasm among the participants was evident in
the excellent audience attendance during the entire conference.

T"o mark the event of the first international II-VI meeting held at Brown University in 190a special
retrospective evening session ("A Quarter Century of II-VI Semiconductor Research: Was it worth it'?")
was organized. The talks were given by Professor Shigeo Shionoya, Professor Immanuel Broscr, and Dr.
Manuel Aven, and summarized the trials and tribulations of the Il-VI semiconductor research from
1951) to 1975. Their combined pioneering effort represents over one hundred years of active research in
the field of wide bandgap Il-VI semiconductors. We were fortunate to have several of these eminent
scientists among us who "believed" in the field and encouraged younger generations not to give up.

With the recent device breakthroughs, we look forward in the future to acceptance of the potential
optoelcctronic applications of I1-VI semiconductors by the broader scientific community. The recent
improvements in heterostructure materials design and device performance have attracted new blood to
our research community. This is clearly evident by the number of invited talks on II-VI semiconductor',
presented in other recent prestigious meetings. At the same time, the advances on the device front haic.
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if anything, showed the need to pursue basic research in the I1-VI semiconductors with full vigor.
Among the current critical issues are doping and defects as well as hetcrojunction physics. Progress in
these and other problems connected with the efficiency and lifetime of light emitting diodes and lasers is
a pre-requisite for technologically viable devices.

The next (seventh) conference will be held in 1995 at Heriot Watt University, Edinburgh, UK. and we
convey our best wishes to the organizers for a successful conference.

During the preparation for this conference in Newport. we were saddened to learn of the loss of a
valuable colleague and member of our program committee, Professor Otfried Goede of the Humboldt
University. Berlin. Professor Goede made many important contributions to the understanding of
electronic structures of wide gap Il-VI compounds, especially for isoelectroic centers in solid solutions.
We wish to dedic;ite this volume to his memory.

Ramesh Bhargava
Ralph Ruth
Takafumi Yao
Arto Nurmikko
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(In,Ga)P buffer layers for ZnSe-based visible emitters
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Abstract

The growth of ZnSc on pseudomorphic and partially relaxed (lnGa)P epitaxial buffer lasers has been insecsti-
gated. The (tn.Ga)P and ZnSc layers were grown in separate gas source molecular beam epitaxy systems using
elemental Sources for the cation species and cracked PH, and H- ~Sc for the anion species. Surface morphology
studies using scanning celctron microscopy showed that the ZnSc layers were featureless at at magnification oif
1.2 x 104~. Four crystal (40(0) X-ray rocking curvs indicated that the ZnSe full width at half maximum (FWIIM) wkas
131)). while the pseudomorphic (ln.Ga)P buffer Layer FWHM was 18". The (511) reflections oif X-ray rocking curves
were used to measure the residual strain as wecll as the composition in the (In.6a)P buffer layers. The Iou
temperatture photoluminescenice spectra fromt the ZnSe films grown on partially relaxed (Iln.Ga )P exhibited
intensities of the donor-bound and free exciton transitions of nearly equal magnitude. as well as transitions due ito
extended defects.. suggesting highly pure material. The luminescence front the (ln.Ga)P buffer layers wkas also
detected.

1. Introduction techniques by the Eagle-Pitcher Company has
provided high quality, highly resistive substrates,

TYhe wide range o~f direct energy bandgaps whereas conducting material has not yet been
available in the ZnSe-hased material system, in- achieved. Since n- and p-type conducting bulk
eluding (Zn.MgXSSe) quaternaries and (Zn.Cd) substrates arc unavailable, the Il-VI device
Sc ternaries. offers the potential to ohtain light structures must be grown on Ill-V substrates.
emitters functioning at any wavelength through- such as GaAs, either as pseudomorphic layers
out the visible or shallow UV spectrum. A signifi- that are completely strained, or as relaxed. and
cant o~bstacle to achieving long-lived device per- thus dislocated, layers. Laser devices fabricated
formance. however. is the lack of large area bulk to date have almost exclusively utilized the for-
Il-VI substrates. Recent progress (I I in bulk ZnSe mer approach, and thus are severely constrained
crystal growth and related surface preparation in the choice of material compositions available

to achieve a particular optical source operating at
_______a specified wavelength [2-81. Removing the re-

Corrcspionding author. quirement that the structure be pseudomnorphic

tXf22-tt248/94/$tt7.(Xtt, 1994 1:t scvicr Science 13.V. Alt rights reserved
S81)1 ttt22.tt248(93)A1t558-()
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would permit far greater flexibility in selecting a on GaAs substrates; both I-VI and IlI-V semi-
material composition, but the resultant lattice- conductors were deposited by gas source molecu-
mismatch between the IlI-V substrate and the lar beam epitaxy (GSMBE). During the various
II-VI epitaxial layer causes the formation of growths and while the Il-VI layer was nucleated
strain-related defects and dislocations. For exam- on the IIl-V surface, the films were analyzed in
pie, the 0.27% lattice-mismatch between ZnSe situ by reflection high-energy electron diffraction
and GaAs gives rise to a large number (> 10' (RHEED). The surface morphology and the
cm -2) of misfit, and thus threading, dislocations structural properties were characterized by scan-
and defects which severely degrade the optical ning electron microscopy (SEM). high resolution
and electronic properties of ZnSe. These strain- X-ray diffraction, and cross-sectional transmis-
related defects have been shown to propagate sion electron microscopy, whereas the optical
throughout the ZnSe-based light emitting diode oroperties where investigated by photolumines-
structures during device operation which reduces cence spectroscopy (PL).
the lifetime by the creation of dark line defects

191.
(lnGa)P epitaxial buffer layers (grown on 2. Experimental procedure

GaAs substrates) provide an "alternative sub-
strate" for the subsequent growth of the Il-VI The III-V buffer layers were grown in a dedi-
compound family. By varying the In mole frac- cated GSMBE reactor utilizing cracked arsine
tion, the lattice constant of the buffer layer can (AsH 3) and phosphine (PH 3) as the anion species,
be varied from GaP, which is nearly lattice- and elemental In and Ga as the cation species.
matched to ZnS. to inP, which is lattice-matched Thermal pyrolysis of the hydrides was carried out
to ZnjjCd048Se. By using a specific (ln,Ga)P in a single gas cracker at 900'C. The procedure
buffer layer, designed to be lattice-matched to a for GaAs O(W)) substrate preparation has been
particular II-VI device structure, the strain-in- described previously [1l0. Prior to growth of the
duced misfit dislocations can be confined to re- (InGa)P buffer layers. a 0.5 jum epitaxial layer of
main primarily near the (lnGa)P/GaAs interface undoped GaAs was grown on the GaAs sub-
via the insertion of dislocation blocking strained- strate, at a temperature of 6(0°C. in order to
layer superlattice structures. The strain in the achieve an epitaxially smooth surface. The sub-
Il-VI layer is thus minimized even during the strate temperature was calibrated using an opti-
heteroepitaxial nucleation of the II-VI device cal pyrometer to observe the eutectic phase tran-
laver. Elimination of the problems due to lattice- sition of 5W0 A of Au on Ge (356°C) and the
mismatch would require the use of bulk crystals melting point of lnSb (525°C). The AsH 3 flow
having the appropriate lattice constant. Addi- rate was 1.5 SCCM. Upon completing the growth
tional benefits are anticipated due to the larger of the GaAs epilayer. a diffraction pattern show-
(ln.Ga)P energy bandgap enabling a grading of ing a sharp (2 x 4) reconstruction was observed
the valence band discontinuity present between with RHEED. The substrate temperature was
the GaAs and the ZnSe; such bandgap engineer- then reduced to 4500 C, where a c(4 x 4) RHEED
ing is anticipated to improve the transport prop- pattern appeared prior to initiating the growth of
erties of the laser and light emitting diode de- (inGa)P.
vices. Chemical differences between the ZnSe At the beginning of each (In.Ga)P layer growth.
and (ln.Ga)P, as compared to GaAs. may also a sharp (2 x I) surface reconstruction pattern was
enhance future device processing technologies routinely obtained by RHEED, complete with the
due to the capability of using various new selec- observation of strong RHEED intensity oscilla-
tivc etches. tions which persisted for many minutes. Informa-

In this investigation, ZnSe epilayers were tion derived from these RHEED intensity oscilla-
grown on a range of InGa , _P buffer layers, tions was used to estimate the growth rate and
having various In mole fractions (0.46 < x < 0.55), alloy composition. The precise alloy composition

I- - n~ • '/ mnmm~
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was determined by (400) and (511) X-ray diffrac- 3. Results and analysis
tion rocking curves. The phosphine flow rate was
1.8 SCCM. For both the GaAs and (In,Ga)P The quality of the (Qn,Ga)P surface was crucial
layers, the group V to group III ratio was approx- for the subsequent nucleation of ZnSe. After the
imately 2:1 as determined by both group Ill- growth of the (ln,Ga)P layers, in situ RHEED
limited and group V-limited measurements of observations showed a sharp (2 x I) reconstruc-
RHEED intensity oscillations. For the aforemen- tion pattern, indicating good surface quality. Dur-
tioned gas flows, the chamber pressure was typi- ing the ex situ transfer step, one of the two
cally (0 - 2) x 10-5 Torr. The (In,Ga)P buffer (InGa)P samples was removed for surface analy-
layers were grown to a thickness of approximately sis. The surface of the films were featureless
I Aim or 4 Aim. Upon completion of the Ill-V when viewed by SEM at a magnification of 1.2 X
buffer layer structure, amorphous As was used to 10': cross-hatching at the surface was not ob-
passivate the (ln.Ga)P in situ by exposing the served for a variety of (ln.Ga)P films grown at
(ln.Ga)P surface to a cracked arsine flux for 3t0 450'C. At lower magnifications, oval defects and
min once the substrate temperature had cooled particulates were observed. Under the same SEM
to below l°C. Transfer to the II-VI dedicated magnification of 1.2 x 10', the ZnSe surface was
growth chamber was then carried out ex situ also found to be featureless [121. In contrast.
through air. (lnGa)As buffer layers, that are lattice-matched

The ZnSe layers were grown using elemental to ZnSe, have been found to exhibit a cross-
Zn and hydrogen selenide (H ,Se) as source ma- hatched surface [13]. However, cross hatching was
terials. An optical pyrometcr observing the observed for high temperature (above 5(90)C)
Au/Ge eutectic phase transition (356°C) was used growth of partially relaxed In,Ga , P layers ha'-
to calibrate the substrate temperature. (The ing compositions with x -0.45. which results in
Au/Ge eutectic sample was mounted with a liq- the layers existing under tension.
uid In/Ga solder when the sample was trans- To obtain ZnSc layers free from misfit disloca-
ferrcd ex situ from the Ill-V GSMBE to the tions using a GaAs substratc, one possible method
II-VI GSMBE.) A majority of the ZnSe films is to grow an ln,,,Ga,, 4.,P buffer layer. which
were grown at a substrate temperature of 275°C would provide a lattice-match to ZnSe when re-
with the surface stoichiometry maintained slightly laxed with respect to the GaAs substrate. For
Zn-rich. as determined by the surface reconstruc- lattice-mismatched epitaxial layers, it is wcll
tion pattern obtained during growth. The Zn flux. known that below a certain critical thickness, h,.
measured by a water-cooled crystal oscillator the misfit strain between the epilayer and sub-
placed at the position of the substrate, was ap- strate will be accommodated by elastic dcforma-
proximately t0.7 A/s. The cracker temperature tion. Under such pseudomorphic conditions, the
and the flow rate of the HSe were I(MM)(C and in-plane lattice constant of the epilayer. a . will
1.5 SCCM, respectively. Additional information be equal to that of the underlying substrate.
regarding the growth and material quality of the Based on the force balance model of Matthews
ZnSe has been described in ref. [II]. The passi- and Blakeslce [14]. the critical thickness of
vating layer of amorphous arsenic was desorbed In.,Ga,,4,P on GaAs is predicted to be approxi-
in the Il-VI growth chamber at approximately mately 0.047 /im. Using double crystal X-ray
270'C until recovery of the (2 x I) reconstruction diffraction rocking curve techniques. measure-
pattern characteristic of the (in,Ga)P surface was ments of the (511 ) peaks, for ln,,Gaq,,,P epilay-
observed. A streaky RHEEI) pattern appeared ers of approximately I Am in thickness, indicated
immediately upon the nucleation of ZnSe, and that a6 of the epilayer was equal to the lattice
persisted throughout the entire growth on constant of the GaAs substrate. The X-ray analy-
(In,Ga)P films having lattice constants near that sis indicated that the ln,,,Ga , P films are still
of ZnSe [12J. pseudomorphic for thicknesses much greater than
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the critical thickness predicted by the force bal- than the hc calculated from the force balancing
ancing model. model. Using the prediction of a critical thickness

Ozasa et al. [15] have reported that the energy of 3.4 am, the ln(Is2Gao.4,P layers were grown to
balancing model is more appropriate to describe dimensions of approximately 4 am. Subsequent
the lattice relaxation mechanism of (lnGa)P. measurements of the (511) X-ray peaks, obtained
From this model, h, is given by: using double crystal X-ray diffraction rocking

I I - I, sin 2 0 curve techniques, indicated a 0.117% lattice-mis-
-lcos20 + ) match to still remain between the In,,, 2Ga) 45 P

v167r2 I + v and the ZnSe, indicating that the buffer layer was

h2 1 h•, only partially relaxed.
X__ In(j X-ray diffraction rocking curve techniques of-

fer one method of determining the crystalline
where a is the relaxed lattice constant of the film, quality of a multilayered structure; the breadth of
h is the length of the Burgers vector of the the features is indicative of the amount of scatter-
dislocation line (equal to a/VlC). v is the Poisson ing of the X-rays by dislocations and defects.
ratio, 1 is the angle between the dislocation line Four crystal X-ray diffraction rocking curves ob-
and its Burgers vector (600 for (ln,Ga)P), a is 60', tained on the 1.15 Am (ln,Ga)P epilayer showed
and f is the absolute value of the misfit strain a FWHM of 18 arc sec, which was comparable to
between the (ln.Ga)P epilayer and GaAs sub- the FWHM of the GaAs substrate (14"). (For the
strate [16]. From the formula, the critical thick- measurement, the ZnSe was selectively etched
ness calculated for an ln(, 2 GaO.48 P epilayer on away from the (In.Ga)P.) The extremely narrow
bulk GaAs is 3.4 jAm and is significantly larger (4(XW) peak suggested that the 1.15 /Am (in.Ga)P

?~ Ino 52GaO 48P

FWM=40"

C I,
C FWHM=30'

(b)

-1000 -500 0 500
Arcseconds

Fig. I. (a) (4OW) X-ray rocking curve obtained from a 1.1 jAm ZnSe film grown on 4•3 jam (n.Ga)P. The residual strain between the
6aAs substrate and the (InGaIP buffer layer is ,.a/a = tt.151'k. (b) (lnGa)P film X-ray rocking curve obtained after the ZnSe had
been selectively etched away. The peak of the GaAs substrate feature has been shifted to t0" for clarity.
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layer was pseudomorphic to the GaAs substrate ation of the epilayer; (511) reflections indicate
and was subsequently confirmed by cross-sec- that the (ln,Ga)P is still mismatched (0.1 ý4 ) to
tional transmission electron micrographs. Fig. I the ZnSe layer. For the 1.8 Aim fully relaxed
shows the double crystal X-ray rocking curve ob- ZnSe film, grown on the 1.15 Itm (In,Ga)P buffer
tained from the structure containing the 4.3 A.m layer, the FWHM of the (4O(1) X-ray rocking
inO52Ga).48 P buffer layer. The (400) reflections curve is approximately 130", while a larger
for structures with and without the ZnSe epilayer FWHM is observed for the ZnSe films grown on
are shown. The FWHM for each of the peaks the 4.3 uim (In,Ga)P layers (as seen in Fig. 1).
from the III-V layers are 30" for GaAs and 40" Although it is expected that the FWHM for the
for the (In.Ga)P. For mole fractions of In and Ga ZnSe should be narrower for a smaller degree of
of approximately 50:50, Masselink et al. [17] have mismatch, additional difficulties in the arsenic
observed the tendency for ordering of (In,Ga)P evaporation and subsequent nucleation of the
grown by GSMBE. The presence of ordering ZnSe layer on these particular partially relaxed
appears as a shoulder on the (400) X-ray reflec- (In,Ga)P surfaces is believed to be contributing to
tion on the side away from the GaAs. As can be the broader rocking curve for the ZnSe growth on
seen in Fig. 1, the (ln,Ga)P peak does not contain the 4.3 jim (InGa)P layers. ZnSe grown on a
a shoulder of significant intensity. However, for GaAs substrate exhibited FWHMs in the range
thinner (- 1 um) (In,Ga)P pseudomorphic lay- of 180" to 230".
ers, the shoulder was observed in the X-ray spec- The optical properties of the ZnSe films were
tra [f11. The increasing width of the feature origi- examined by low temperature (10 K) photolumi-
nating from (In,Ga)P is due to the partial relax- nescence spectroscopy. As shown in Fig. 2, the

12 E

Yo

-no. 52Ga 0 48P

1.8 2 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8
Energy (eV)

Fig. 2. I10 K photoluminescence spectrum of the 1.1 Am ZnSe film grown on partially relaxed 4.3 /tm (In,Ga)P film. The feature at
1.938 eV is attributed to the photoluminescence from the (in,Ga)P buffer layer. Features at 2.803. 2.795. 2.776 and 2.N13 are
identified as F,1, I,, ll, and Y,,, respectively. The.origin of the feature at 2.717 is unknown and is under investigation. (The feature
at 1.907 eV is the second harmonic of the 3250 A line from the He('d laser.)
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donor-bound exciton (I.) and free exciton (E,) and D. Grillo of Purdue University for perform-
transitions were of nearly equal intensity for the ing the four crystal X-ray diffraction rocking curve
1.1 Am ZnSe layer grown on the 4.3 jim measurements. This research project was spon-
Inf.52Ga5 .48P buffer layer, indicating that the sored by the National Center for Integrated Pho-
ZnSc epilayer had a low donor concentration and tonic Technology (Contract No. 542-381). the Ad-
high crystalline purity. The Y,, transition at 2.602 vanced Research Projects Agency/Office of
eV and the I" transition at 2.775 eV have been Naval Research University Research Initiative
attributed to extended defects and are typically (Grant # 284-25041), and the National Science
observed in high purity ZnSe epilayers [18-22]. Foundation (Grant # DMR-92-02957).
The wider FWHM of the X-ray rocking curves,
and the presence of the Y,1 and the I' transitions,
suggest that the ZnSe layer still contains a num- 6. References
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Abstract

The selected area epitaxial overgrowth of narrow gap HgTe as well as wide gap CdTc and ZnTe on CdTc/GaAs
substrates which had been structured by dry etching techniques, has been investigated. A plasma etching process
using a barrel reactor with CH 4 -H, gases has been employed to prepare stripes with a width of about I Am with
anisotropic as well as isotropic etching profiles. It has been found, that the selected area HgTe overgrowth takes
place with a high local selectivity to the low index planes of the patterned surface. In contrast, the selected area
overgrowth of the wide gap CdTe and ZnTe is controlled by anisotropic growth kinetics provided that the substrate
temperature is not lower than 22 0 'C anti 'he starting surface consists of well developed low index crystallographic
planes.

I. Introduction and (ii) to exploit the anisotropy of the growth
kinetics. If the dimensions of the structures in the

The epitaxial overgrowth on patterned sub- pattern are of the order of the surface diffusion
strates has been studied in the last decade to our length of the adatoms, then the adatoms can
knowledge entirely for Ill-V compounds. It is of migrate to planes with lower surface energies and
technological importance for the fabrication of condense there. Therefore a peculiar feature of
index of refraction guided injection lasers [1] as growth on patterned substrates is a position de-
well as for the synthesis of low dimensional struc- pendent growth rate across the surface which
tures [2] which could form the basis for novel provides the possibility to induce localized con-
device applications. The basic idea of a "true" densation and thereby to generate laterally de-
selected area epitaxy (SAE) is (i) to adjust the fined structures. The MBE growth kinetics of
pattern dimensions of the substrate surface to II-VI compounds is not uniform. The sticking
correspond to the diffusion length of the adatoms coefficients of cations and anions of wide gap

Il-VI compounds are comparable over a wide
temperature range and therefore the minority

* Correspxonding author, flux determines the growth rate [3]. But growth
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regimes are known, where a self-regulation be- isotropically etched and an anisotropically etched
haviour takes place, e.g. the chalcogen atom sticks stripe pattern, respectively. Charactetistic dimen-

only in the presence of a metal atom, similar to sions of the investigated patterns are a stripe
the Ill-V semiconductors [4]. On the other hand, width of 1 jim, a stripe height of 0.8-1.5 Am and
the sticking coefficients of the narrow gap Il-VI a stripe to stripe distance of 10-100 Aim. All
compounds containing Hg differ by at least two stripes were oriented parallel to [110] directions
orders of magnitude and show an unusually strong with a {100) surface plane. Electrical measure-
dependence on the growth direction [5]. The pur- ments were conducted on contact areas of about
pose of the present work is to study the SAE 300 × 500 jim, which were placed on both ends
growth mechanism of wide gap as well as narrow of the stripes.
gap ll-VI compounds on structured surfaces in The epitaxial overgrowth of HgTe and CdTe
general and to determine the possibility of direct was carried out in a Riber 2300 MBE system.
preparation of as-grown nanometer structures on which was adapted to the special requirements of
micrometer scaled surface structures. Hg as described elsewhere [8]. The patterned

CdTe/GaAs substrates were cleaned with stan-
dard solvents and etched with HCI in order to

2. Experimental setup remove oxygen from the surface. The substrates
were then mounted on a molybdenum holder

The CdTe/GaAs substrates used in the fol- with a graphite solution. All substrates were thcr-
lowvi% SAE experiments consist of appioximately mally cleaned in vacuum at 350'C for 2 min.
30 jm of CdTe grown on (100) GaAs by hot-wall Before overgrowth a homoepitaxial buffer layer
epitaxy [6]. These CdTe/GaAs substrates are re- of 500 A was grown to ensure the reproducibilty
ferred to as CdTe substrates in the following. The of the nucleation process. The HgTe layers were
CdTc layers were etched using a CH4- H. plasma grown at a temperature of 180'C and the CdTe
in a barrel reactor. Details of this process are layers at 230'C. Some of the experiments. in
described elsewhere [7]. Both the anisotropic and particular the ZnTe overgrowth, were carried out
isotropic etch regimes, were used to generate in a hot wall beam epitaxy (HWBE) system. The
periodically corrugated CdTe surfaces as shown principle of the HWBE has been described else-
in Figs. la aiiJ lb, which are scanning electron where [9]. The ZnTe growth rate was varied
microscopy (SEM) images of cross sections of an between 0.4 and 2.7 jim/h in order to investigate

(a) IN •/I •-

Fig. I. (a) SEM image of the cross section profile of an isotropic etched CdTe stripe pattern. (h) SEM image of the cross section
profile of an anisotropic etched ('dTe stripe pattern.
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the influence of the growth rate ats well as the
growth temperature on the selected area growth [
mechanism.

3. Results and discussion 'p
The epitaxial HgTe overgrowth was carried

out on patterned CdTe/GaAs in order to investi-
gate the influence of the crystal orientation on
the HgTe growth rate. A scanning electron mi-
croscopy image of a (100) surface, which was
overgrown with a 0.2 /m thick epilayer of HgTe,
is shown in Fig. 2. The image was made in the
Hg-sensitive compositional-contrast mode and Fig. 3. (leaved cross section of a single ('dTc stripe ocr-

shows the lateral distribution of HgTe after the grown with tlgTe.

growth process. It can be seen, that HgTe has
grown only on the (100) oriented surface plane, regime where the basic condition for epitaxial
i.e. on top of the smooth surface of the stripes as growth.
well as on the rough surface between the stripes,
as indicated by the uniform gray color. No growth Kjtrt.( Tk,•,,, ) > pig{ hk1}p~c'-.

was observed on the { Ill) planes on both sides of was fulfilled only for the {110(0) planes. Hcre
the stripes or on the (110) oriented sides of the K tgJiuh•-r, h is the temperature dependent
stripes, which is indicated by the darker color. It equilibrium coefficient of condensation, p11jhkl1
has been experimentally shown that the HgTe is the Hg partial pressure (concentration of phys-
growth rate and hence the Hg sticking coefficient isorbed Hg) and p1. is the partial pressure of
S is orientation ,dcpendent according to the fol- tellurium (concentration of phvsisorbed Te). The
lowing relationship [7]: orientation dependence of the Hg sticking coeffi-

S( 111) B > S(IIM() > S( 11 )A > S(111). cient implies that the concentration of phys-
isorbed Hg is also dependent on the orientation

Apparently overgrowth has been performed in a of the growth surface. The substrate temperature

and flux intensities chosen for this experiment.
have enabled hetero-nucleation of HgTe for the
(10) oriented surfaces but not for the other

(100) surface orientations of the patterned substrate.
which we assume are DI11) A surfaces. This result
confirms qualitatively the orientation dependence
of the Fig sticking coefficient and demonstrates
that it should be possible to use this behavior for
local selectivity of epitaxial overgrowth. High res-
olution X-ray diffraction has shown for all experi-
ments that the full width at half maximum of the
corresponding rocking curves was significantly
smaller after the epitaxial overgrowth with typical
values of about 2MN arc sec. Fig. 3 shows a cleaved
0I I0) cross section SEM image of a single CdTe

Fig. 2. Si'M compositional contrast image of tigre %elected stripe after IlgTc overgrowth. It can be seen, that
area cpjtaxv. on top of tlikt i f ip. a faceted structure has formed
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with two 1Ill) side surfaces and a (100) top comparable with data of good quality MBE grown
surface. This indicates, that the growth rate R of HgTe layers as reported in the literature [10] and
HgTe for the (I II surfaces must be smaller than clearly demonstrates the possibility of growing
for the (100) surface. Tellurium determines the epitaxial HgTe layers of sufficient quality on top
growth rate in the MBE growth of HgTe, which of CdTe stripes.
took place at a very low substrate temperature The overgrowth behavior of wide gap Il-VI
(180°C), and therefore, the migration anisotropy compounds was investigated with a series of
of the rate determining species should be rather growth experiments with CdTe and ZnTe. The
low. The growth rates on {100) and (111) in this starting surface was the same as that used in
case are mainly influenced by the ratio of effec- MBE overgrowth of HgTe, i.e. CdTe/GaAs was
tive incident fluxes F: dry etched to generate mesa shaped stripes along

F{ 11) A = F{ 100) cos(54.7°), the [110] direction. The overgrowth of CdTe was
carried out after the surface was thermally

This results in the formation of a truncated pyra- cleaned and the buffer layer was grown as de-
mid on top of the stripes. The measured growth scribed above. The substrate temperature was
rate ratio Q(HgTe) = R(I 1 )A/R{ 100) is shown decreased to 230'C and the CdTe overlayers were
in Table I and confirms that this growth rate grown using an additional Cd source, in order to
relationship is reproducible; therefore it seems maintain a more stoichiometric growth. In some
possible to reduce the width of the top {100) cases, HgTe layers were overgrown on top of the
HgTe surface from I lim down to a few tens of CdTe overgrowth, which reproduces the features
nanometers, aod thus to fabricate quantum wires discussed above. Fig. 4a shows a SEM image of a
which are in an as-grown state. The principal cleaved cross section of such a structure. The
advantage of the selected area overgrowth on top starting surface profile was isotropically etched as
of a mesa-type pattern, demonstrated in this work. shown in Fig. Ia. It is easily recognized, that the
is that epitaxy takes place on surfaces which are CdTe overgrowth on the stripe starts also with
almost in an as-grown state and not damaged by the formation of two I 11) facets on both sides of
the plasma. In order to determine the electrical the stripe but obviously now with { 111 )B polarity .
properties of the 200 nm thick HgTe overgrowth Because of the incident flux relationships, the
stripes, Shubnikov-De Haas (SdH) measure- growth rate of these two (Il1) facets is smaller
ments were performed. The contact areas were than that of the (100) growth plane. The stripe
bonded with gold/indium contacts and the trans- width becomes larger as the overgrowth proceeds
verse magneto-resistance was measured. From the which implies the (I I I)B polarity of the surface.
positions of the oscillations a donor concentra- When the HgTc overgrowth is started, the cross
tion of 6 X (0') cm ' and a mobility of 3.2 × 1(04 section profile changes immediately: the HgTe
cm V ' s 1 at 4.2 K were determined. This is forms (I11 facets with the opposite polarity and

the stripe width becomes smaller as discussed
above. The mechanism behind the formation of

I able I the opposite type 11) facets is not fully under-
(;rov, th r,,te raIti. (2 R? 1Il1/R I I0('((I (or o~crgrtv~n 1hor,, stood at the present. If we consider the surface
S;mple ( chrgronn (irtvnth rate Q(Ilg'Fe) Q profile between the stripes, we observe the for-
No. ir a hlong I IMl mation of "lips" near the stripes. The measure-

(p rni/hi
ment of the overlayer thickness between the)4 1a IM I g'rc /1('dTe I}.h5 0.52 01.26

Q411% Ilg'l'c/('d]le 0.6,5 1." 0(,511 stripes results in a constant value of 1.5 jim.
Q41'C ('dTt 0.45 -,34 which indicates that in the case of an isotropically
1866-4 IigTc/(dITe 0.35 0. h4 0.38 etched substrate profile the surface diffusion is
1866-6 11gle/(dVc (0.35 0.63 03S less efficient and the selectivity of the growth rate
1866-5 zn.-re 0.45 o(.27 is suppressed. The formation of "lips is there-
186I.(-10 ZnTc 2.75 0.(,1 fore caused by a shadow effect from tOw stripes
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Fig. 4. (a) Selected area growth of HgTe/CdTe on isotropically etched stripe pattern. (b) Selected area epitaxy of CdTe on
anisotropically etched stripe pattern.

and not influenced by surface kinetics. The same This means that the growth velocity of the {l I l
surface profiles were obtained for low growth facets is reduced due to a net flow of the rate
rates of about 0.5 jim and high growth rates of determining species from the {l 11) facet to the
2.5 Am. For comparison, CdTe overlayers were adjacent (100) plane. Such a net flow can only
grown on anisotropically etched zurfaces which occur if the mobility of the adatoms on the (I Itl
are shown in Fig. lb. Fig 4b shows the resulting facets is sufficiently high and exceeds the mobility
cross section surface profile after deposition of at the (I0) plane. In this context, one can cx-
0.9 Am of CdTe with the same growth parame- plain the abscence of "lips'" in all experiments
ters as described above. One can see that a with anisotropically etched surfaces. The large
completely different profile of the surface be- surface diffusion compensates local inhomogeni-
twcen the stripes results without the presence of ties in the incident fluxes, i.e. shadows. Table 1
"lips". In analyzing this behavior, we have mca- summarizes the measured growth rate ratio Q for
sured the thickness distribution, considering that HgTe as well as CdTe and ZnTe overgrowth on
the Cd and Te flux densities arriving at the (Il1) anisotropically etched starting surfaces.
and (100) planes is different from geometrical
reasons. Without sufficient surface migration we
would expect a relationship for the growth rates 4. Summary and conclusions
on f100) and ({11). analogous to the situation for
the low temperature HgTc growth, i.e. R{II) = Selected area epitaxial overgrowth of narrow
R{100)cos(54.7°). Hence. if the measured ratio gap HgTe and wide gap CdTe and ZnTe on dry
Q = R{III)/R(I00) is significantly greater or etched CdTe/GaAs substrates has been invcsti-
smaller than 0.57. the surface kinetics and in gated. A plasma etch process using a barrel reac-
particular the migration of adatoms influences tor with CH4 -H, gases has been employed to
the growth velocity of the adjacent planes, The prepare stripes with dimensions of about 1 Am
measured ratio in the experiment discussed here and with anisotropic as well as isotropic etched
is profiles. It has been found, that HgTe grow with
Q R I 1)/R{ IM) a reduced growth rate anisotropy because of the

low mobility of the rate determining Te adatoms
= 0.15 Mm/h/0.45 Mm/h = 0.34. at substrate temperatures of 180°C. A significant
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Migration enhancement on ZnSe surface in photoassisted
molecular beam epitaxy and long duration time of the effects
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Department of El'ctronics and Information Science, Faculty of Engincering and I)cijgn. Koto Institute of Tv( hnoh,II,'avtiugasaki.
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Abstract

With He-Cd laser irradiation during MBE growth of ZnSe at 25 0 'C. the density of hillocks of cpilakers was
reduced from 1()6 to 14 cm 2 . The critical thickness was extended and the intensities of free-cxciton emissions wsere
remarkably increased. These results can be explained by the migration of surface adatoms being enhanced by the
irradiation. Chopped irradiation was used during growth and it was revealed that the effects persisted at least 5 mns
after the light was turned off. which suggests that the change in the charge state of the surface which cause% the
change of the behavior of the adatoms during irradiation endures for a long time after the light is turned off.

1. Introduction thickness or the chopping frequency of the irradi-
ation light was varied, which can give information

We have studied photoassisted molecular beam on the behavior of surface adatoms and the dura-
epitaxial (MBE) growth of ZnS,S, -, [1-5]. tion time of the light-irradiation effects.
Crystalline quality improvement [1] and low-tem-
perature epitaxial growth at 150'C [2] in ZnSe are
already established by this method. The desorp- 2. Experimental procedure
tion of adsorbed atoms in photoassisted MBE of
ZnSe was reported by several researchers [6.7].
These effects arc attributed to weak adsorption ZnSe epilayers were grown on GaAs(1(H)) sub-
forces due to the excess carriers photogenerated strates by photoassisted MBE. ON Zn and 6N Sc
in the epilayer [3]. In these previous studies, were used as source materials. The molecular
continuous illumination was used and the thick- beam intensity ratio of the group VI clement to
nesses of the epilayers were about 2 Am. In this the group If clement (.lI/J, ratio) was usuall.
study, the change in the crystallinity of ZnSe 2. In the study of JI/J, ratio dependence, the
cpilayers was investigated when the cpilaycr ratio was changed from unity to 2. The substrate

temperature was 25110 C and the growth rate was
about 0.5 /Jm/h. The cpilaycr thicknesses were
varied by the growth time. A He-Cd laser (441.6
nm, - 250 mW/cm2 ) was used as an irradiation

Corresponding author, source. Both irradiated and unirradiated epilay-

I()22-024S/94/$O7.AX) , 1994 E'lsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
SSD) 00212-0248(93 )-10500o-T
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ers were obtained in a single growth run because 5.69.
the laser beam, with a diameter of 5 mm, irradi- Ts:250 =C

ated only part of the substrate. Continuous irradi-
ation was used in the experiments of the epi-
layer-thickness dependence. The chopping tre- V -

S5.68-quencies with a duty cycle ratio of 50% were z
varied from I Hz to 20 kHz by using an optical
chopper (Scitec Instruments, 300CD). z

0The lattice constants normal to the epilayer U
surface were determined by X-ray diffraction. W 5.67:= (---.bl
and the lattice deformation and relaxation were ZnSe bulk
examined. The epilayers were characterized by
photoluminescence at 11 K. The exciting light
was a 365 nm line from an ultrahigh-pressure Hg 5 irradiated
lamp. 5.66- unirradiated0.1 10

EPILAYER THICKNESS [pm]

Fig. 2. Thickness dependence ot the lllitc t.co .olll, , norm ail

3. Results and discussion to the epilaver surface (a .

3. 1. Thickness dependence of the irradiation etflcts
irradiation [4]. The reason why the density de-

Fig. I shows the surface morphologies of unir- creases with irradiation is that the enhancement
radiated (Fig. la) and irradiated (Fig. Ib) epilay- of the migration of the surface adatoms by the
ers with thicknesses of about 2 Am. Many pyra- irradiation leads to the enhancement of two-di-
midal hillocks with a basal planes with (1011) mensional growth.
oriented sides arc observed in the unirradiated Fig. 2 shows the thickness dependence of the
cpilayers. The density is of the order of 10" lattice constants normal to the epilayer surface
cm -. The density increased with increasing the (a ). The critical thickness of the unirradiated
epilayer thickness. With laser irradiation, the epilayer is about 01.2 Am. With laser irradiation.
density is remarkably decreased to the order of the critical thickness is extended to about 11.35
1(04 nm It is considered that the hillocks are Aim. The lattice relaxation may be enhanced in
the result of three-dimensional nucleation caused the unirradiated part by a coexistence of inhomo-
by the insufficient migration of adatoms. because gencous tensile and compressive strain which is
the substrate temperature of 250'C is close to a induced by three-dimensional growth. With laser
critical temperature for epitaxial growth without irradiation, its mentioned above, two-dimensional

growth is enhanced, and as a result, the critical
thickness is extended. The critical thickness is
large compared to the generally accepted value

o,•, .. ,( - 0.1r5 Am). The reason is not clear at this stage.
But we consider that the growth condition of

.J./J4 ratio of 2 and a low growth temperature
- . ,of 251 0'C may he responsible.

"Fig. 3 shows the thickness dependence of the
intensities of the free exciton emissions in the

Fig. I. Surface morphologies ot unirradiated (a) and irradi- photolumincscence spectra. In the unirradiated
ated (hi epilaycr, grown at 25('(" with thicknesses of about 2 epilayers, the intensities increase with increasing
p.m. Marker represents 201 jam. the thickness and saturate at (0.6 A.m. It is consid-
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7 10' cause the photon energy (2.807 cV) of a He-Cd
11K laser is close to the handgap energy of ZnSe.

e J 2In our previous study. we clarified that

physisorbed atoms desorb by light irradiation and
•z 1o that the effective J,,!J,, ratio decreases with the

irradiation [4): for example, the ratio becomes 1.6z
z • in the irradiated part when the beam with a
0
(1) ./,Iv/J,, ratio of 2 is supplied at a substrate tcm-
,0 perature of 250'C. Therefore. samples with vari-tous Jv1 /J1 ratios were grown in order to investi-

- gate whether the change in the effective J\,/JI
0) T, 250 340 'C

* irradiated ratio by the irradiation is the origin or not of the

10 unrradiated improvement of the crystalline quality and of the0. 100
W' 0 1.0 reduction in the density of hillocks. As a result.
u_ EPILAYER THICKNESS liml the intcnsitv of frec-cxciton emission became a

Fig. 3. rhickne- dependence of the intensities it the lrce-cx- maximum at a . 1 0/J11 ratio around 1.5 in the
citon cmkision in phitolurnineccrne ,pectra. unirradiated cpilaycrs, tiowkever, with laser irra-

diation the intensities were larger than that in the
unirradiated epilaycrs at every J. i/J,, ratio stud-
ied, especially at a ,l1 0J 1 , ratio around unit%

cred that the saturation is related to the crys- where the intensity of the unirradiated epilayer
tallinitv remaining constant beyond the thickness drastically decreased, the intensity increased by
of ).6 pm and the small penetration depth of the several orders of magnitude with irradiation ill

~cfl~ing �ight i3t'5 nmr. that is. the thickness of spite of the less favorable (Zn-rich) J3,/3, ratio.
ZnSc which gives photoluminescence is consid- The density of hillocks on the unirradiated epi-
ered to be smaller than 0.6 pm. Intensities in the layers is reduced to the order of ((it cm by
irradiated epilaycrs arc larger than those in unir- setting the J, /J, ratio to 1.6. But the densities
radiated epilavers and this effect becomes re- can be reduced further to the order of It10 cm
markably large with increasing the epilaver thick- by the irradiation at all J, /,Jt ratios studied.
ness. The intensities are as strong as those in These results indicate that the quality improvc-
unirradiated epilayers grown under an optimum nient by the irradiation in Figs. I and 3 cannot be
growth temperature of 34(0"C. The increase due explained by the decrease in the effective ./• Lit
to the irradiation is attributed to the improve- ratio. The migration enhancement of surface
ment of the cT-stallinity of the epilayers. that is. adatoms is really caused by the irradiation.
reduction in the density of non-radiative recombi-
nation centers. The intensities do not saturate at 3.2. (hopping-freqtuency dependence o the irradia-
a thickness above 0.6 pm but increase almost tion ef'cts
linearly with increasing the thickness up to about
2 pm. This indicates that the quality of the Fig. 4 shows the chopping-frequency depcn-
surface region of the cpilaycr is improving more dence of lattice constants (a ). The epilayer
and more with increasing the thickness. Such thicknesses in this study were about 0.3 pm. As
improvement is attributed to the enhanced migra- shown in Fig. 2, the cpilayer with continuous
tion '%hich is similar to that at a substrate temper- irradiation grows coherently and the epilayer
aturc of 3410- and to the increase in the total without irradiation partially relaxes (a = 5.68 A)
number of the photogencratcd carriers with in- at this thickness. The a value of the cpilayer
creasing thickness. The penetration depth of the with a chopping frequency of I Hz is the same as
irradiating light is larger than that of the exciting the unirradiated epilayer. that is. no irradiation
light in photolumincsccncc measurements be- effect is observed at this frequency. At a chop-
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emission is similar to the values of the other
5.69- THICKNESS -0.3pm epilavers at a frequency above 10-' Hz.

coherent Fig. 5 shows the chopping-frcqucncN depcn-
-- @ dencc of the intensity ratios of the frec-exciton

emissions of the irradiated and the unirradiacd
- 5.68... epilaver. The ratio is unity at a chopping Irc-

queney of I and [0 Hz. At a frequency above 1(0(0
U Hz. the ratios are about 2.5. that is. the irradia-

tion effect is observed though the ratios do not
reach the value with the continuous irradiation

5 .67 bulk - (about 4.1). The difference in the critical fre-SZnSe bl

quency in Figs. 4 and 5 shows that the photolumi-
nescence is a more sensitive measure than theTs:25°C ,/J,,: •irradiated

Ts=25OC J/J =2 unirradiated lattice constant for characterizing cr-stalline qual-
5.66 100 102 ity. We can say that the light-irradiation effects

CHOPPING FREQUENCY [Hz] last at least 5 ms after the light is turned off.
We previously clarified that photons wvith crner-

Fig. 4. (hopping-frequenc, dependence of the lattice con- ge lrer than phothe eia eera

,tants normal to thc cpilacr surtace •a I. gies larger than the bandgap of' the epilavrs and

both photogenerated electrons and holes are re-
sponsible for the light-irradiation effects [3.51.

ping frequency above l1) Hz. the epilaycrs grow and proposed a selective charge-transfcr model

coherently, that is. the irradiation effect appears of photogencratcd carriers to the chemisorbcd

clearly. At a frequency of 10' Hz the epilayer atoms [51. Now we discuss this long duration time

partially relaxes. This is not clear at this stage. of the effects based on the model. The lifetime of

Hovcver. we do not consider that the irradiation photogcnerated carriers in the ZnSc bulk is re-

effects on the epilayer is weak. because. as is ported to be S5 ps [8]. which is much shorter than

shown in Fig. 5, the intensity ratio of free exciton this duration time. Therefore. the bulk carrier
lifetime does not determine the long duration
time. We have to consider the behavior of carri-
ers at the surface region of the epilayers. A (lII)M

5- Ts=250 "C J,./J =2 1lK growing surface consists of both Zn and Se cx-
posed atoms. If photogenerated electrons trans-

Scontinuous fer selectively to the uppermost chemisorbed Zn
Z 4 irradiation atoms, and holes to the uppermost chemisorbed

Se atoms, electrons and holes separate spatiall\.

3. In this situation, the modified charge state of the
0 surface atoms may last for a long time after the

2light is turned off because of the difficulty ill
c 2 recombination of those carriers. The modified
>-F- charge state may reduce the adsorption forces of

z 1. physisorbed atoms. which enhances the desorp-
tion and migration of the adatoms.

Z THICKNESS 0 3ini

CHOPPING FREQUENCY [Hz] 4. Conclusion

Fig. 5. (hopping-trcqucnc' dependence of the intensitv ratio%

o the tfree-cxciton cmision%. of the irradialed and the uinirra- The surface morphologies of the epilayers \cre
dialed cpilklcr. improved and the critical thickness was increased
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Metalorganic molecular beam epitaxial growth kinetics
and doping studies of (001) ZnSe

D. Rajavel *, J.J. Zinck, J.E. Jensen
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Abstract

Thermally pre-cracked diethylzine and diethylselcnide were used for the nietalorganic molecular beam epitaxial
growth of (001) ZnSe films on (001) GaAs substrates. The growth kinetics of (001) ZnSc was studied by measuring
the growth rate as a function of the substrate temperature and the TI/VI flux ratio. Arrhenius plot of the Se-limited
growth rate indicated an actixation energy of (.08 CV for the desorption ol the Se species using Se and Se. species
for ZnSe growth. Triallylamine. allylamine. tertiary-butylaminc and ammonia were evaluated as sources for the N
doping of ZnSc. Secondary ion mass spectrometr, measurements were used to determine the impurity Concentra-
tions. When the amines were pre-cracked in the cracker cell. N concentrations in excess of I X 101"° cm were
incorporated in films grown at < 225°C. The N concentration decreased sharply with increased substrate tempera-
ture. Large concentrations of C and H were measured in films doped using the amines. and correlated with N
concentrations: with ammonia, high Hi concentrations were observed and also correlated with the N concentration.

1. Introduction kinetics of ((M)1) ZnSe. determined by measuring
the growth rate as a function of the growth pa-

The successful p-type doping of ZnSe has re- rameters such as the I1/VI flux ratio and the
suited in the development of light emitters oper- substrate temperature, is reported here. Informa-
ating in the blue region of the visible spectrum. tion obtained from the growth kinetics was used
This advancement has been possible due to the to identify the optimal growth conditions for ((X)1)
incorporation of electrically active nitrogen atoms ZnSc and to determine the desorption activation
in the ZnSe lattice using a nitrogen plasma source energy of the Se species. In MOMBE, the gas
during molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) 11-5]. phase source materials are directed through ther-
Other vapor phase epitaxial growth techniques mal cracker cells before they are incident on the
such as metalorganic chemical vapor deposition growth surface. The source materials can be ei-
(MOCVD) and metalorganic molecular beam ther allowed to decompose on the growth surface.
epitaxy (MOMBE) have also been used to investi- or pre-cracked in the cracker cell before inci-
gate p-type doping of ZnSe and related wide dence on the substrate surface. This provides an
band-gap materials [6.7]. The MOMBE growth additional degree of flexibility for the decomposi-

tion of the dopant source material for the incor-

poration of the dopant impurities in the host
lattice. Both pre-cracked and surface-cracked
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nitrogen compounds, triallylamine, allylamine. range of temperatures in order to study the effect
tertiary-butylamine and ammonia for N doping of of pre-cracking the nitrogen compounds on the
ZnSe layers. The concentrations of nitrogen and incorporation of nitrogen in the ZnSe films.
other potential contaminants incorporated in
ZnSe, and their dependence on the dopant
cracker cell temperature and the substrate tem- 3. Results and discussion
perature is reported.

3.1. MOMBE growth kinetics of (001) ZnSe

2. Experimental procedure It has been shown that the II/VI flux ratio of
the growth species has a profound influence on

The experiments were conducted in a custom the structural and optical properties of the de-
Vacuum Generators MOMBE system 18] equip- posited films [I1]. Studies of the growth kinetics
ped with separate cracker cells for the group II, can provide information about the stoichiometry
VI and the nitrogen dopant source. The flow of the growth surface, as well as the sticking
rates of the source materials were controlled by coefficient and desorption activation energies of
regulating the pressure on the upstream side of the constituent elements. Thus information ob-
an orifice attached to the inlet port of each tained from the growth kinetics can be utilized to
cracker cell. Diethylzinc (DEZn) and diethylse- optimize the growth conditions to obtain high
lenide (DESe) were pre-cracked at 800 and 900CC, quality material. The MOMBE growth kinetics of
respectively, and the ZnSe films were deposited ZnSe were determined by measuring the growth
on (001) GaAs substrates. The system was rate of the film as a function of the substrate
equipped with a quadrupole mass spectrometer temperature and the II/VI flux ratio. Growth
(QMS) that could be moved via a translation rates were determined in situ from RHEED in-
stage to the substrate position. In this line-of-site tensity oscillations. The electron gun was oper-
geometry, the QMS could sample the flux directly ated at an acceleration potential of 10 keV and a
incident on the substrate, prior to any collision or filament current of 2 A, producing an emission
recombination at the surrounding liquid-nitrogen current of 2 mA. It has been reported that the
cooled panels. QMS measurements determined electron beam used for RHEED analysis can
that DEZn decomposed at 8000 C in the group II stimulate the desorption of Se species from ZnSe
cracker cell to produce Zn and hydrocarbon frag- via a thermally activated process [12,13]. To eval-
ments, and DESe decomposed in the group VI uate the extent of the electron stimulated desorp-
cracked cell to produce Se, Se 2 and hydrocarbon tion, ZnSe growth rates were also determined
fragments. There was no detectable polyatomic from in-situ time resolved reflectivity (TRR) mea-
selenium species, Se,, (n > 2) even when the QMS surements using a HeNe laser (A = 632.8 nm),
mass resolution was reduced to maximize sensitiv- and compared with values obtained from RHEED
ity, for ionization energies between 10 and 70 eV. oscillation measurements. In TRR measurements
Furthermore, monomer Se was detected when the interference of the laser beam reflected from
the ionization energy of the QMS was reduced to the substrate-film and the film-vacuum inter-
10 cV, which was less than the energy required to faces results in the temporal variation of the
fragment Sc 2. Thus the Se-species consisted ex- reflected intensity, with a peak-to-peak separa-
clusively of Se and Se, which is in contrast to the tion corresponding to a film thickness of A/2n
Se (n = 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8) species produced during (for normal incidence), where n is the refractive
thermal evaporation of elemental Se from a con- index of ZnSe at the growth temperature [141.
ventional MBE effusion cell [9]. Details of the The uncertainty in the growth rates determined
dependence of the Se* QMS signal on the ion- by either of these techniques is < ±+5%. Growth
ization energy will be reported elsewhere [10]. rates determined by TRR measurements were
The dopant cracker cell was operated over a 5-10% higher than those evaluated from RHEED
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intensity oscillation measurements. This corre- II/VI flux ratio. However. for the calculations of
sponded to a reduction of the growth rate due to the desorption activation energy, where the abso-
electron beam stimulated desorption of < 0.07 lute values of the growth rates are required.
/Am/h. Farrell et al. had reported that a static Se supporting TRR measurements were also used.
stabilized (2 x 1) surface reconstruction reverts to The growth rate of (001) ZnSe was measured
the unreconstructed surface, and this transition is as a function of the II/VI flux ratio by keeping
accelerated in portions of the sample exposed to the upstream pressure of DESe (Pt)Es,) fixed.
the electron beam [12]. However, we could not and varying PDEZn. The growth rate measure-
observe the same enhancement of the transition ments were performed for substrate temperatures
upon reposition the electron beam on different between 275 and 375°C, and the results are illus-
parts of the sample. Furthermore, the maximum trated in Fig. 1. RHEED intensity oscillations
growth rate reduction of 0.07 tim/h observed measurements were performed after the gr, h
here is far smaller than the 0.4 Am/h reduction of = 2 Am of ZnSe on the (001) GaAs substi %
observed during MBE growth by Farrell et al. and were observed over a wide range of growth
[12]. Thus for the operating conditions of the conditions. The symbols represent growth rates
electron gun, and for the Se and Se 2 group VI determined from RHEED oscillations and the
species employed in our experiments, we find solid lines serve to guide the eye. For a fixed
that the electron stimulated desorption was mini- PD~E,, the growth rate increased monotonically
mal. Thus growth rates determined from the with increasing P1tFZn, and saturated at a maxi-
RHEED intensity oscillations were used to study mum value. The saturated maximum growth rate
the growth kinetics, which provides semi-quanti- decreased systematically with increasing substrate
tative and qualitative information regarding the temperature. In the Se-limited (Zn-saturated)
dependence of the surface stoichiometry on the regime the maximum growth rate is determined

0 0 lR- PCCh= 1.5 TorrA W -EED A
8 Substrate temperature ('C).

E 0 225 , : 325

S7o 0 A A 0 250 A 350

A 0 275 0 375
E 610 A 300
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I I I I I I I
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Fig. I. "he growth rate of (WD11l ZnSc as a function of the DEZn upstream pressure and the substrate temperature. rhe points
represent growth rates determined from RIIEFD oscillation measurements, and the lintes serte to guide the eye. The inset sho%.,
the Arrhenius plots of the growth rates determined from RIl:FD and TRR measurement, under Se-limited growth conditions.
The slopes indicate an average activation energy of (0.08 eV for desorption of the Sc species.
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by the re-evaporation rate of the Se-species. Thus growth temperatvre. As shown in Fig. 1. for a
the temoerature dependence of the Se-limited fixed PI)Es., the growth rate increased with in-
growth rates are indicative of the desorption ki- creasing PDLZn" and saturated with a further
netics of the growth rate limiting Se species. increase in PDFZ,, corresponding to near-stoichio-

(001) ZnSe growth rates in the Se-limited metric growth conditions. The near stoichiomct-
(Zn-saturated) regime were measured for sub- ric growth conditions were bosen tas the initial
strate temperatures between 27, and 375'C. us- growth parameters. Films deposited under Se-
ing PDFZn higher than that shown in Fig. 1. to stabilized growth conditions which exhibited the
ensure saturation of the growth rate. Arrhenius (2 x 1) Se reconstruction had the best x-rayi rock-
plots of these growth rates determined from ing curves. Films of 2-3 Am thickne,.s deposited
RHEED and TRR measurements are shown in on GaAs substrates at temperatures between 325
the inset of Fig. 1. The slopes of the best-fit and 225°C exhibited X-ray full widths at halt the
straight lines are approximately the same and intensity maximum (FWHM) of 170-220 arc sec.
yield an average activation energy of 0.08 eV. which compared favorably with values reported in
This value is more than a factor of 10 lower than the literature. Single crystalline films %cr,. de-
that reported for the desorption of Se from a posited at temperatures as low as 15(0"C. results
static ZnSe surface by Cornelissen et al. [15] (1.2 similar to that obtained by using a Sc cracker cell
eV) and Ohishi et al. '13] ( < 1.23 eV). and values in MBE growth [9.18].
measured for desorption from the surface during
growth by Zhu et al. (0.9).) eV [16]. However. 3.2. Nitrogen doping of (001) ZnSt
these values reported in the literature are for the
MBE process employing the polyatomic Se,, (n >_ Nitrogen doping of ZnSe using a pladsma nitro-
2) species. It appears that the low desorptiou gen source has been the most successful means of
activation energy measured in this st i-ly is re- realizing low resistivity p-type ZnSc. Doping in
lated to the Se species, which in this case. con- MOMBE using gas sources such as aumnonia and
sisted exclusively of Se and Se,. It should be t-butylamine has also showed promise [11.201.
noted that measurements on a static surface cor- Here we present the first studies on N doping
respond to the desorption of Sc species from a using triallylamine ((H-tC = CHCH )JN. BP =

ZnSe surface initially stabilized with Se. as indi- 150 0C) allylamine (HC CHCH,NH,. BP-
cated by the (2 x ) surface reconstruction. How- 53(C). as well as t-butxlamine ((CH.),(-NH.
ever. the values reported here are those inca- BP = 46o() and ammonia (NH,,). Hoke ct al.
sured during film growth, corresponding to the have reported that delocalization of the dcc-
desorption of Se species from a Zn-stabilizcd Ironic charge in a parent molecule enhances the
surface as inferred from the c(2 X 2) surface re- formation of stable decomposition products
construction, and the growth rate curves which thereby reducing the energy required for dccom-
indicated Se-limitcd growth. However. in a recent position [21]. The delocalization effect is signifi-
study of the desorption of Te from the CdTe cant in compounds with one or more carbon-
surface during MOMBE growth. Benz et al. mica- carbon double bonds. Thus as the allyl radical is
sured activation energies more than a factor of II0 relatively stable, triallylamine and allvlaminc were
lower than that measured for a static CdTe sur- anticipated to decompose at lower temperatures
face. a result attributed to low binding energy than that required to decompose NH •. Nitrogen
precursor states of the Tc species [17]. incorporation in ZnSc ,,ias investigated by utiliz-

In general, the crystalline quality of an epitax- ing thermally pre-cracked dopant sources and
ial layer is best when growth is performed under also by allowing decomposition on the growth
ncar-stoichiomctric conditions that require mini- surface. Nitri. -n incorporation was studied as a
mal re-evaporation of the excess species incident function of the dopant cracker cell temperature
on the surface. Achieving this condition requires and the substrate temperature. A detailed
the optimization of the II/VI flux ratio at a given quadrupole mass spectrometric study of the py-
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rolvsis process will be reported elsewhere [2-71 dependence of the pyrolysis products. TriallyI-
Secondary ion mass spectrometric (SIMS) meca- amine decomposed in the cracker cell at temper-
suremnents were performed to determine the con- atures in excess of 700'C. Due to the large hydro-
centrations of potential contaminants in the films, carbon background in the MOMBE chamber it
The detection limit of H-, C, 0 and N in the films was not possible to determine all the pyroly'sis
is 5_ X 1() cm - .and is limited by the pres- products, but no N or N, fragments wecre de-
enec of these elements in the SIMS ambient. The tected. The use of triallylami ne as a dopant Source
absolute concentration of N in the films was for N doping of ZnSe was investigated at sub-
referenced to a N implanted sample. It has been strate temperatures of 225 and 325'C. and for
reported that the presence of high levels of C dopant cracker cell temperatures of 25WC(
that can be incorporated in ZnSc films grown by (without pre-eracking the dopant source). 700,
MOCVD affect the structural. optical and electri- 800 and 9t00'C. The SIMS depth profile of a
cal properties of the films [23]. However, SIMS doped ZnSe film grown at 2_25'C for '.racker cell
evaluation of undoped ZnSc films grown by temperatures of 700. 800 and 900'C is shown in
MOMBE indicated that the concentrations of C Fig. 2. The concentration of N in the doped
and 0 were below the detection limit. The varia- portions of the sample wvas =zI x 10'" cm ', and
tion of N.. H. C and 0 concentrations in the was constant when the cracker cell w-as operated
doped films with the growth conditions is dis- above 700'C. In addition. the conicentrations of H1
CUSSed. and C were 3 x 10 "' and I x 10"~ cm z. respec-

tively, in the doped region. For the same dopant
32. '.I. Ni;,vt,'i'n dopingu,'lsing tirailviammet (H-,(= flow rate, and cracker cell temperature. films,
(Icww-I) ".\' izrow\n at 325'SC have N. H and C' evl. o~ er a

Quadrupole mass spectrometr\ studies were factor of tenl lower than that measured at tlw
undertaken to study the cracker cell temperature lower growth temperature. In conlra~st, wkhen tri-
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pletely decomposed at 700'C. a temperature sig- the same as that of N. while the concentration of
nificantly lower than that required to decompose C was lower by an order of magnitude. The
ammonia, its direct incidence on the growth sur- concentrations of N. H and C dropped dramati-
face (without pre-cracking) did not result in the cally with a decrease in the cracker cell tempera-
incorporation of N in ZnSe. ture or an increase in the growth temperature. as

shown in Fig. 3.
3.2.2. Nitrogen doping with allylhnine (H,(=Ctt-
(0tNIt ) 3.2.3. Nitrogen doping using t-buhlalnine

Doping studies were performed over a range (CH,),C-NH_
of cracker cell temperatures and substrate tem- The use of t-butylamine as a dopant source for
peratures. The flow rate of allylamine was ap- N doping of ZnSe was investigated over a sub-
proximately a factor of four higher than that of strate temperature range of 175-325°C. and at
DESe. Quadrupole mass spectrometric studies dopant cracker cell temperatures of 250'C
indicated that allylamine undergoes nearly com- (without pre-cracking the dopant source). 700).
plete decomposition at a cracker cell temperature 800 and 9(g)'C. There was no let.,.,-table N in the
of 9)00 C. NH and NH. species were produced ZnSe films when t-butylamine was not pre-
upon pyrolysis. The impurity profiles of a ZnSc cracked for all substrate temperatures investi-
sample doped with allylamine for cracker cell gated. However, when thermally prc-cracked t-
temperatures of 300 (without pre-cracking the butylamine was supplied to the growth surface. N
dopant source). 700. 800 and 900'C at substrate concentration in the film increased with the
temperatures of 225 and 325'C is shown in Fig. 3. cracker cell temperature, attaining a N concen-
the highest concentration of N (5 x 10"' cm 3) tration of 3 X 10"'' cm - (at K = 175°C), the high-
was obtained at a growth temperature of 225°C est level observed for this dopant source. Similar
with the cracker cell operating at 900'C. The to the trend observed with the other amines.
concentration of H in the film was approximately significant levels of C and H were present in the
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films. A SIMS profile of the impuriti,',s as a Migita et al. [20). On operating the cracker cell at
function of the cracker cell temperature is shown 900'C, the concentration of N in the films in-
in Fig. 4. The maximum N concentration mea- creased by a order of magnitude, with a maxi-
sured at the growth temperature of 225°C was mum concentration of I x 101" cm ' measured
7 X 10 " cm '. These results are similar to that at a growth temperature of 225°C. The concen-
reported by Zhang and Kobayashi 119] when t- tration of H is approximately the same as that of
butylamine was employed for N doping by migra- N on surface cracking NH•, and about a factor of
tion enhanced epitaxy. A five-fold decrease in the two lower than the nitrogen levels when NH, was
dopant flow rate in steps of == 0.2 SCCM. from thermally pre-cracked at 9(t)°C. It appears that
the maximum of I I SCCM, also resulted in a the low electrical activity observed by Migita et
decrease in the impurity concentrations by the al. can be attributed to the presence of H in the
same degree. The dependence of the impurity films. However, based on this information, it is
concentrations on the dopant flow rates is indi- not clear if H is present as H, H,. NH or a
cated by the SIMS profiles at a depth between combination of these. Despite the presence of H
1.0 and 2.0 Aim from the surface. in the films, the 5K PL spectrum was dominated

by the acceptor-bound excitonic emission at 2.792
3.2.4. Nitrogen doping using ammonia eV [20].

Migita et al. have demonstrated electrolumi-
nescence in ZnSe diodes which were doped p-type
using ammonia as the dopant source material by 4. Summary
MOMBE, although only about 4% of the nitro-
gen atoms were electrically active [20]. In those Thermally pre-cracked DESe and DEZn were
experiments ammonia was allowed to dissociate used to grow (0X)1) ZnSe films on (001) GaAs
at growth surface, with the highest concentration substrates. Analysis of the pyrolysis products of
of N obtained at a growth temperature of 350'C. the DESe cracker cell operating at 900'C indi-
Here we examine the effect of pre-cracking am- cated that the selenium species consisted exclu-
monia on N incorporation, and examine the de- sively of Se and Se.. The growth kinetics of ((X01)
pendence of N and H incorporation on the ZnSe was studied my measuring the dependence
cracker cell and substrate temperatures. The of the growth rate on the substrate temperature
pressure of ammonia was controlled at 10.0 Torr and the il/VI flux ratio. For a fixed DESe flow
on the uspstream side of the cracker cell orifice, rate, the growth rate of ZnSe increased linearly
Under these conditions, the ammonia flow rate with DEZn flow rate and saturated to a maxi-
was one order of magnitude higher than that of mum value, corresponding to Se-limited growth
I)ESc, and the pressure in the MOMBE chamber conditions. High quality ((101) ZnSe films were
during growth was 2 X 10( 4 Torr. Quadrupole deposited on GaAs substrates under Se-stabilized
mass spectrometric analysis indicated that at the growth conditions. An Arrhenius plot of the
maximum investigate cracker cell temperature of growth rates measured by RHEED and TRR
900(C, decomposition of NH, was not complete. measurements under Se-limited growth condi-
The products on the partial pyrolysis of NH , tions indicates an activation energy of t0.08 cV for
were N, and H,. The SIMS profile of an ammo- the desorption of the Sc species during growth.
nia-doped ZnSe film is shown in Fig. 5. With the The Se growth species produced upon pyrolysis
cracker cell at 30)0C, pulse-doped profiles were of DESe. which consisted exclusively of Sc and
grown at substrate temperatures of 225, 325 and Sc,. appear to account for the small desorption
375'(. The highest concentration of N of 1.5 x activation energy.
l0('ý cm e was measured for a substrate tempera- Nitrogen doping of ZnSc was studied using
ture of 325°C. At the growth temperatures of 375 triallylamine. allylamine t-butylamine. and ammo-
and 225°C, the nitrogen incorporation levels were nia as the dopant source material. The depen-
significantly lower, similar to that reported by dence of the impurity concentration on growth
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Growth of ZnS and ZnCdSSe alloys on GaP using an elemental
sulfur source by molecular beam epitaxy

Kunio Ichino *", Toshikazu Onishi, Yoichi Kawakami, Shizuo Fujita, Shigeo Fujita
Department of Electrical Engineering, Kvoto University, Kyoto 606-01. Japan

Abstract

MBE growth of ZnS and ZnS-based alloys using an elemental sulfur source is reported. The initial growth
process has been investigated by reflection high-energy electron diffraction, and crystalline quality is evaluated by
X-ray rocking curve measurement. It is shown that crystalline quality is greatly improved by using ZnS buffer grown
at a high substrate temperature. However. the quality of ZnSSe with nearly lattice-matched composition is still not
perfect. The results are discussed in terms of relationship between growth process and crystalline quality.

1. Introduction [6]. The advantages of the structures are as fol-
lows: (1) ZnCdSSe/ZnSSe(ZnCdS) QW struc-

Since the first operation of ZnSe-based laser lurs in whch banda enegs of thwel
tures in which bandgap energies of the wells

diodes (LDs) have been reported [1,2], remark- correspond to the near-UV spectral region can be
able progress has been made in the development grown coherently on GaP substrates, and (2) large
of blue and blue-green light-emitting devices, band offsets for conduction and valence bands

On the other hand, ultraviolet (UV) and/or can be expected as a result of composition differ-
near-UV light-emitting devices are attractive as ences in both group 1I and group VI elements
next targets because large readout density in opti- between wells and barriers.
cal recording will be achieved by the use of shorter Mitsuishi et al. have reported metalorganic
wavelength light [3]. So far, several groups have vapor phase epitaxy of ZnSSe on GaP and im-
reported UV-light-emitting devices using provement of the crystalline quality by lattice-
ZnCdS/ZnS multiple quantum wells (MOWs) on matching [7]. However, for construction of QW
GaAs substrates [4] and GaN system [5]. structures, it is important to control layer thick-

We have previously proposed ZnCdSSe/ ness precisely as well as to make smooth and
ZnSSe (ZnCdS) quantum well (QW) system grown abrupt interfaces. For such purposes, molecular
on GaP substrates for UV and/or near-UV beam epitaxy (MBE) is a more suitable growth
light-emitting devices and obtained preliminary technique. As a sulfur source in MBE, ZnS has
results for fabrication of multi-layered structure commonly been used for the growth of alloys with

small sulfur content such as ZnSSe nearly
* Corresponding author, lattice-matched to GaAs. However, it is impossi-

A member of Fellowships of the Japan Society for the ble to control the flux ratio of sulfur to zinc by
Promotion of Science for Japanese Junior Scientists. this method. And this would result in the diffi-
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culty for the control of electrical properties of ZnS-based alloys on GaP substrates by MBE
alloys with large sulfur content. using an elemental sulfur source. Although MBE

In this paper, we report the growth of ZnS and of ZnS has been reported by several groups [8-
18], the relationship between growth process and
film quality is unknown. Therefore, we mainly
investigate the effects of the initial stage of the
growth and the misorientation of the substrate on
the quality of the epitaxial layers.

2. Experimental procedure

(a) The samples were grown using a MBE system.

Source materials are elemental zinc. cadmium.
sulfur and selenium (6N purity each). As for the
n-type doping, ZnCI, (5N purity) was used. Con-
ventional Knudsen cells were used except for
sulfur. Owing to low operating temperature re-
suiting from very high vapor pressure of sulfur.
accurate control of beam flux can not be easily
achieved. This makes it difficult to grow alloys
such as ZnSSe and ZnCdSSe with sufficient uni-
formity of sulfur composition. In this study, we
used a cracking cell specially designed for the use
of sulfur (made by ULVAC Japan Ltd.).

The temperature of a sulfur-source effuser was
kept constant using oil flowing from a constant-
temperature oil bath. Stabilities of the tempera-
ture and flux intensity measured by a nude ion
gauge were in the range of +_0.1C and +51-,.
respc.tively. The temperature of the cracker is

( C) kept at 200'C, thus sulfur molecules probably are
not cracked to smaller species such as S,.

Two types of GaP substrates, whose orienta-
tions are just (1OW) (just substrate) and misori-
ented 6' toward [ll1] (misoriented substrate) were
used. Before the growth, the substrates were de-
greased and etched, followed by (NH 4 ),S, treat-
ment 119.20).

(d) 3. Results and discussion

Fig. 1. RHEED patterns along (0111 direction for ZnS irown
directly on GaaP substrate at several thickness: (a) 270 A; (W) 3. 1. RHEED obsertvation
4801 A; (c) 7803 A: (d) 23(M) A. Twin spots were observed at the
thickness of around 480 A. Orientation of the substrate is Fig. I shows reflection high-energy electron
(1 [W) misoriented 6' toward 1011]. Thicknesses are estimated
assuming that the growth rate in the early stage of nucleation diffraction (RHEED) patterns observed when
is the same as that in the growth of thick layer. ZnS was grown directly on the misoriented sub-
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strate at the substrate temperature ( I, 11 ) of 33(1(.
In this case. RHIEI) pattern changes as llows:
(I) diffuse spots. (2) lattice pattern. (3) spott.
pattern with twin spots. (4) streak pattern. Twin
spots are due to crystals rotated on the (I II)
plane. They were observed under wide range of
growth condition, such as substrate temperature

JIM iand flux intensity of group If and VI sources. on
(a) 1 either the just or the misoricnted substrates.

Moreover. they were also seen during the growth
of ZnS-based alloys such as ZnSSe and ZnCdS.

Appearance of such twins shows that a large
number of defects are produced at the initial
stage of the growth. Therefore, it is desirable that
epitaxial growth is carried out without twin for-
mation.

We found that twin spots are not observed
during the growth of thin ZnS buffer layer up to
the thickness 0t) of about 2M)) A at T,., = 49,I(C.
and following ZnS growth at T,, = 330'C. as
shown in Fig. 2. As will be shown later. this
insertion of ZnS buffer layer improves the crns-
talline quality effectively.

Fig. 3 shows RHEED patterns observed dur-
ing the growth of ZnS with the buffer layer on
the just substrate. Narrow v-shape streaks wcre
observed along [011] direction at t = 4M)) A and
t= lI1X) A. while such patterns were not ob-
served for the growth on the misoricnted sub-
stratc (see Fig. 2). This indicates that facets with
small misorientation from (H1)M) plane are formed

rather than (I()M) plane on the just substrate.
whereas only one type of surface is formed on the
misoriented substrate.

3.2. X-ray rocking curve measurt'mcnt

(d) Dependence of full width at half-maximum

(FWHM) of X-ray rocking curve (XRC) of (4M)))
diffraction on sulfur composition was investi-
gated. Fig. 4 shows the dependence of FWHM on

Fig. 2. Ri1tE-) pattern observed during the growth of ZnS
buffer at 491t(-M (al-tel. and folloting ZnS growth at 330"(.
(d) and (e0. on the mnisoriented substrate: (a) 51 A: (b) 150 A:

(e0 21 , ( : (4 ) 43tE A. T,,in .,,rnot ohbwete
during the %hole stage of the growth.
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ZnSSe(1.2-1.4 P m)/GaP ZnSSe(1.1 -1.3 p m)/
1500 1500 ZnS buf.(200A)/GaP

a. 4 FWHM 1500 1500
0:• -- g-" :Inclination a- FWHM

.- "- In nation
0) 0)SI [o 1ooo ~ • - cnai

I* , - 0 -; a -1 00500 5001

70 80 90 100 0
S composition 70 80 90 100

Fig. 4. FWIIM 01 XR(" and inclination of ZnSSe layers grow'n S composition (/%)

directly on the substrate as functions of S composition. Fig. 5. FWHM of XRC and inclination of /nSSc layers grown
on the buffer as functions of S compo~sition.

sulfur composition for ZnSSe grown directly on
the substrates (solid line). The dashed line in Fig. 550-600 arc sec. However, when the layers were

4 shows the inclination of the crystal axis of the thinned to the thickness of 190(X A., the FWHM

epitaxial layers with respect to the substrates. values for the ZnS increases to 1500 arc see.
FWHM values are rather large in the whole while the value for ZnSSe shows only a slight

sulfur composition range and do not show the increase to about 800 arc sec. From this result.
effect of lattice-matching condition to GaP. On we see that the lattice-matching effect on FWHM
the other hand, inclination is reduced around of XRC can be observed for thin layers, while the
lattice-matching composition. effect is screened by another cause for thick

Fig. 5 shows FWHM and inclination depen- t >_ 1 m) layers.
dence for the layers grown on the ZnS buffer
layers. Compared to Fig. 4. FWHM values arf 3.3. Discussion
drastically rcduced. This is most likely caused by
the improved process in which twins are not By mea5W60 of RHEED observation at the initial
produced. However, narrowing of XRC peaks by stage of growth, it is suggested that three-dimcn-

lattice-matching is still not observed and reduc- sional (3D) nucleation occurs at any substrate
ion of inclination is observed again, temperature. It is also suggested that twins arce

To investigate the reason for which lattice- readily formed on the (11w) facet a typical

matching effects on FWHM of XRC are not suestrate temperature of 330°C. However, since
observed, thickness dependence of FWHM were twin spots become weak and disappear as the
assessed. Two samples, nearly lattice-matched growth proceeds, it is likely that such twins arc

ZnS, ,Se j• and ZnS, both of which were grown not formed on the fiat surface. i.e.. the (1001)
on the ZnS buffer, were chemically etched in plane.
HF,S4 and KCrO a solution. On the other hand. during the growth of ZnS

For as-grown layers r o w.n om), the FWHMs buffer layer at the high substrate temperature of
fhr ZoS and ZnSSp are similar values of around 490°i twins are not formed owing to the en-

Fig. 3. RIlE'FI) Iattern along l1lt I1 and 101/1 direction for ZnS buffer (a)-te). and ZnSu (d) and Ic), on just (lln)1 sboricnted (aP
substrate: Ia) 211 Ai (bI Igate A: It ) 21)1 : (d) 4()h ,: Ie) 621N1 ,. V-shape streakd .ily ich werd not seen on the misoriented subtrate.

cerO aibsntvcd along [lut II tircton.n during upper ZnS growth t gd), (e)).
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hancement of migration of the source species. properties have not been assessed yet for the
although the nucleation is still 3D mode. ZnS(Se)/GaP system. We expect that further

Once the surface becomes relatively flat as a modification of the GaP surface and/or utiliza-
result of the high temperature growth of the ZnS tion of some refined growth techniques such as
buffer, it is likely that the following ZnS or ZnSSe cracking of a sulfur source [15.181 would be effec-
growth proceeds without twin formation even at tive for the two-dimensional nucleation and also
T,,,, = 330-C. for the improvement of crystalline quality of

Thus, we can speculate that a rough surface ZnS-based alloy layers.
causes the tormation of twins and related defects. Although the qualities of ZnS and ZnS-based
This is coincident with the effect of the misori- alloys are still to be improved, we have fabricated
ented substrate. As stated previously, the ZnCdSSc/ZnSSe metal-insulator-semiconduc-
smoother surface is formed on the misoriented tor LEDs to evaluate the potential of this mate-
substrate rather than on the just substrate. In rial system at the present stage. We obtained
addition, the FWHM values of XRC for the ZnS strong near-UV emission at 77 K, which suggests
or ZnSSe layers on the misoriented substrates a high potential of the material system. Details
(5001)-600 arc sec) are better than those on the are reported elsewhere [22]. This fact indicates
just substrates (700-800 arc sec). Therefore. we that high performance will be achieved using this
can conclude that crystalline quality is related to material system if the crystalline quality of the
surface smoothness during the growth, and that ZnSSc/GaP system is further improved.
the surface should be kept flat to obtain high
quality crystals.

Next, the reason why lattice-matching effect is 4. Summary
not observed for ZnSSe is discussed.

If the unexpectedly large FWHM value of 5010 The inluence of the growth process on the
arc sec for ZnSSc layers grown under lattice- crystallin
matching condition is due to the composition shown ehat the crystalline quality of ZnS and
fluctuation during growth. it corresponds to more
than 7; of fluctuation in solid composition. This ZnSSc is greatly improved by using a ZnS buffer

grown at a high substrate temperature. However.
vauctuation is too learg toux. be eainedt.~ the f the crystalline quality is still not perfect. even for
variation of the beam flux. In fact, the position of ate-ace emoiin tislkl htti

the -ra difracionpea dos no va% wt h lattice-matched composition. It is likely that this
the X-ray diffraction peak does not vary with ismnldutoheeetsgeredate

is mainly due to the defects generated at the
thickness, which was ascertained by etching ex-
perimcnts. Thus the fluctuation in composition is ZnS(Se)/ZnS-buffcr/GaP interface.

not the main cause.
On the other hand. the FWHM values of the

ZnS films are reduced to about 3100 arc sec with 5. Acknowledgements
increasing thickness to about 2.5 jim. Thus, if the
ZnSSe layers are grown coherently on the sub- We would like to thank Mitsubishi Kasci (Cor-
strate. the FWHM values arc supposed to he at poration for supplying the GaP substrates. This
least less than 31011 arc sec, whereas the values work was supported in part by a Grant-in-Aid for
remain about 500 arc sec. Thcreforc, we can Scientific Research from the Ministry of Educa-
estimate that the quality of the ZnS(Sc)/ZnS- tion. Science and Culture.
buffer/GaP interface is still rather poor and this
causes the relatively large FWHM values.
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Optimization of strained short-period ZnSSe/ZnSe superlattices
grown by metalorganic vapour phase epitaxy
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Abstract

Series of' ZriSC/ZriSe , straincd-laN cr superlattices with x 0.1 -0.14 groxsn b% MOV11- uising cithcV
diclh>Isu lphidC (DFS) or hydrogen sulphidc (H1 ~S) its thtc sul phur source lhiiaseh b11 NtUd iCd %% ith1 -rai doiuhle-erxstil
d iffractomet ry arid photol um ncscencc. The e ffects of period t hickness. ui ufuher of pcriods. grV 1%imii ji1t C1VtL~pi01 Miiiaid
stabilization of t he ZlSSc-to-ZflSc inteirfaeC its WAc it s hu ffCr lavers onl the struetuitral anrd opt ical propitfcsI \Ci .C V
determine~d. These data scre ats basis f'or optimization oftegrowth parmMIteCI. I (iL1h Ltldit\ht nIIOCIMI %l a ObtAillo~d
ats iridicatcd by riarrov. peak widths arid numerous satellite peaks in thC Viaa\ dillracti on piroilesc orl Opt nli/Cd
samples growri with DES (1 20 periods, withbout stabi lizat ion. V. itbout bt huIlr). 1ii g,1Ii \ c tlicicti hiii b 11 In imne CsC neC at
2.7 eV observed at rooriu temperature confirmis thle c\ccIIcInt properties of file liCtCrost rilCtit liN. BCeettise of the high
iCsolu tori of t hC do~blC -Crystal X- ray diffract ion We %%er VCC Ia bCd to detect \e \ sninall a Vialt~ion of Ii\C V thlickniess
arid compositiori in the supeirlattict: s~strn~s.

1. Introduction deep blue laser diode operatitng at room terrlpera-
lure hats not been deCmonist rateCd to dat C.

ff1-V semiiconductors operate very successful In partieular. tile ter nan- iris Sc ,,(0I ___ _

in optoelectronic devices in the red spectral re- I ) is x'er\ pro mising tmaterial to obtain at blue
gion (e.g. lasers, modulators and waveguides) but laser at 300( K because thle bardidgap- eai be varied
to reach the shorter wavelength range there is a front 2.7 to 3.6 eV (blue to tilt rtin iolet I at ro
strong interest in wide handgap I 1-VI com- temperature. Fspecially superlattice stri i tures ol
pounds. In 1991 the first blue-green laser diode this material are potential candidates to achic\c
wits reported [11 and by now room temperature this object. because the carrier confinement in
pulsed blue-green injection lasers operating at the optically active region or ceset localized states
2.45 eV were achieved [2]. E-ven at real blue (2.67 should reduce the laser threshold [45.In addi-
and 2.6u4 eV at 3(H) K) photopumped laser was tion, the luminescence is tutnable from blue to
developed using ZnSSc/ZnMgSSe and ZnSe/ ultraviolet due to thie quantumn size effect (QSE'l.
ZnSSe heterostructures [3.41, respectively, but at It hats already been shown intilte AI(iaAs./(iaA~s

material systeml that superlattice: strutctures used
_______-is buffer call strongly imiprose the crystalline and

Covrrsponding auithor, optical properties of (ilie layers oin top [1i1. I-let-

1x022(t24X/1i-l/S(17 (Mt 1994 Lismser Science It.N. All rights rcersckie
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erostructures consisting of ZnSSe are under corn- structural intormations were obtained by compar-
pressive strain caused by their lattice mismatch to ing the experimental data with simulations based
the GaAs substrate and their different thermal on the dynamical theory [9]. The PL investiga-
expansion coefficients. To avoid crystalline de- tions were performed using a He-Cd laser with a
fects in these structures which degrade the opti- laser line at 325 nm. Therewith the emission of
cal properties, very thin pseudomorphic layers the upper 100 nm of the ZnSSe heterostructure
with an adequate composition and layer tnickness could be detected from low temperatures (10 K)
are necessary to ensure an average lattice con- up to room temperature. On the other hand, the
stant for the hetcrostructure stack which is nearly X-ray technique samples the entire structure in-
lattice matched to the substrate. Also the proper- eluding the underlying substrate. A comparison
ties of the heterointerfaces show great influence of the results of these characterization methods
on the crystalline and optical properties of the was done by taking the difference of the penetra-
superlattice structures. In this work the optimiza- tion depth into account.
tion of strained short period superlattice struc-
ture, consisting of ZnSSe is discussed. The
MOVPE growth parameters, the well and barrier 3. Growth procedure
thickness, the number of periods, a stabilization
method and the sulphur sources we varied to In this paper we report the ,esult of several
study the effects on strain and interface quality series of samples grown with HS (x = 14ri) or
which were monitored by photoluminescence and with DES (x = 10%) as sulphur source. The var-
X-ray diffractometry. ied parameters for the H ,S grown structures are

the following: well and barrier thickness (2.5 or 5
nm), with and without stabilization during the

2. Experimental setup interruption time, without or with a buffer con-
sisting either of ZnSe or of ZnSSe. and the num-

The growth was carried out in a horizontal bers of periods (30, 60 and 120). For the superlat-
metalorganic vapour phase epitaxy (MOVPE) sys- tices grown with DES, the layer thicknesses, the
tem. This computer-controlled system works at stabilization procedure. the buffer and the num-
atmospheric pressure and uses a rotating suscep- ber of periods also were varied as enumerated for
tor to improve the homogeneity of the epilayers the samples produced with H.S. It is known that
[7]. The samples were grown on epiready (100) the hydrides react in the gas phase with the MO
GaAs misoriented 20 off, which leads to a lattice sources even at room temperature, which results
mismatch of 0.271 for ZnSe and -4.32%/i for in an unintentional coating and powder in theo

ZnS, respectivelyo(a( 1 .,, = 5.6535 A, aZs = reactor. The resulting sulphur depletion in the
5.6686 A. aZnS = 5.4093 A) [8]. The growth tem- gas phase leads to inhomogeneities in the layer
perature was set to 480'C and the total gas flow thickness and composition. Using DES, a less
achieved the value of about 4-5 I/min with a gas pronounced gas phase reaction could be ob-
velocity of about 15 cm/s. Palladium-purified by- served, but to achieve sufficient growth rates and
drogen was used as a carrier gas, as precursors high sulphur content in the ternary layers, we
the metalorganic sources diethylzinc (DEZn), di- were forced to use a high gas flow of H. through
ethylselenide (DESe) and diethylsulphide (DES) the DES bubbler, because the decomposition rate
were used. and as second sulphur source the at a temperature of 480'C is much lower corn-
hydride hvdroge- sulphide (HS) were in use. pared to the other MO sources [10].
The samples were characterized by photolumi- After each layer growth it is useful to interrupt
nescence (PL) and by X-ray double-crystal the growth for several seconds (tO = 5-20 s) to
diffractometry. Symmetrical ((W)4) reflections were achieve smoother interfaces caused by migration
measured using a diffractometer with (0W4) Si and to supress a carry-over of sulphur. However.
first crystal and Cu Ka, radiation. Quantitative we have recently shown that sulphur desorbs from
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the surface of the ternary layer if there is no Wavelength (nm)
suitable stabilization [1 1]. With the hydrogen flow 460 455 450 445 0 435

only, broadened wells with graded interfaces were '6o Periods .... I

obtained. To avoid the sulphur desorption, a sta- SLS BE FE

bilization with H,S or DES and DESe was devel- 11 K stabilized a)
oped. To flush the sulphur and the selenium
reactants out of the reactor to avoid an interfer-
ence with the growth of the next layer, a purge
for 4 s only with hydrogen and DESe is compul- ) stabilzed

sory.

U-
Se)

4. Characterization of superlattices grown with stabilized C)

H 2 S _j

FE ZnSe

In this section the heterostructures grown with
H,S as sulphur source are discussed. To investi- not stabilized d)

gate the stabilization effect on the ZnSSe-to-ZnSe
interface, samples have been grown under similar 2.7 2.73 2.76 2.79 282 2.85
conditions, but with different growth interrup- Photon Energy (eV)
tions. From the measured growth rates and sul- Fig. 1. 1t K PL specra of ZnS~e/ZnSe superlamee s
phur concentrations of thick ZnSe and ZnSSe tures with different period thicknesses and stabilizations. Th,
reference layers, the thicknesses and sulphur con- period thickness for sample (a) is 13.2 + 0(.3 nm, for sample (lb
tent of the supcrlattice structures were calcu- 16.6+ 11.3 nm. for sample (ci 7.11 01.3 nm and tfor ample idL
lated; these are the "nominal" values. In Fig. 1, 5.8-+10.3 nm.
tht near-bandedge PL at 11 K of two sets of
superlattice structures with 60 periods and nomi-
nally x = 14% in the barrier, but with different blue shift occurs for sulphur-stabilized samples.
barrier and well thicknesses, are shown. Reflec- Therefore we suggest that stabilized structures
tivity spectra show that the peak at higher ener- consist of more sulphur in the barrier or more
gies is the free exciton heavy hole transition peak abrupt interfaces compared to unstabilizcd sam-
(FE): the lower energy peak is supposed to be pies. If we compare the stabilized samples (a) and
correlated to a bound exciton transition (BE). (c) and also the unstabilized samples (b) and (d).
This result is in accordance with the literature it can be seen clearly that the PL peaks of the
[12J. The structures (a) and (b) were grown with thinner wells show an enhanced blue shift.
the same parameters, giving a nominal well and The interpretation of the enhanced sulphur
barrier thickness of 5 nm (period thickness 10 content in the stabilized samples is confirmed by
nm), but sample (b) is with and sample (a) is X-ray diffraction measurements. The two rocking
without stabilization. The same applies to the curves shown in Fig. 2 are taken from the same
sample pair (c) and (d), but with a nominal well samples as shown in Figs. la and lb. For both
and barrier thickness of 2.5 nm (period thickness samples, several orders of intense, well-defined
5 nm). From the X-ray data, the period thickness satellite peaks could be detected, indicating the
were evaluated to be for sample (a) 13.2 + 0.3 homogeneous periodicity and the high quality of
nm, for sample (b) 16.6 + 0.3 nm, for sample (c) the structures. The superlattice period was evalu-
7.0 ± 0.3 nm and for sample (d) 5.8 ± 0.3 nm. ated from the angular spacing. As shown in Fig.
Obviously, these values differ from the nominal 2. all satellites are broad as compared to the
ones. Comparing the PL peak positions of sample substrate peak. This suggests that both superlat-
(a) and (b), also (c) and (d), it is obvious that a tices are not free from dislocations. In addition.
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variations in the period thickness may broaden Wavelength (nm)
the satellite peaks. The unstabilized sample shows 444 43 442 441 440 439

on the left-hand side of the GaAs reflection a ...........
pronounced feature which does not correspond T =2 K FE

5 im/ 5 nm without
to the diffraction profile of the periodic structure BE buffer
and which may be attributed to a highly disor-
dered part of the superlatticc close to the sub- a)
strate. Although our simulation model assumes
perfectly coherent films free of disorder, we ten-
tatively compared the X-ray data with theory.
The simulated spectra using a two-layer model fit .ebufwith

quite well the intensity ratios of the supcrlatticc b)
reflections when the following parameters are _
used for simulation: sample (a) 11.3 nm well and E_
5.3 nm barrier thickness with x= 18.51i, and with

sample (b) 5.7 nm well and 7.5 barrier thickness ZnSSe buffer

with x= 28.2%. respectively. Obviously, the sta- x=14,c)
bilized superlattice structure contains in total -.
more sulphur compared to the unstabilized het- 2.79 280 281 282 283

erostructure in accordance with the PL measure- Photon Energy (eV)
m ients in Fig. I. Fig. 3. 2 K Pt. spectra of ,uperlafficsr with difterent hutter

To study the effect of lattice strain, different material sample (a) Aithout. sample (b) with ZnSc and ,arr-

kind of buffer layers were investigated. Without pie 1I0 with ZnSSe 1t = 1)' i butfer.

any buffer, both the barrier and the well are
- -. . .. . . . .- . . . . . .strained in opposite direction and only the entire

GaAs (004ý
a) I Unstatfli.ed supcrlattice stack is nearly lattice matched to the

r °, substrate. With a relaxed ZnSe buffer the well
should be unstrained, but the ternar. barrier is
under strain, with at ZnSSe buffer (x =14" ) the

I e• *. isituation is reversed. In Fig. 3 the near-bandedge
PL spectra of three superlattice structures (well

cal and barri_'r thickness nominal 5 nmi/5 rn. x
L, ! 14%.*, 60 periods. 20 s interruption time withoutS. . . . . . . .istabilization), sample (a) without buffer, sample
- t~bJ',ed I(b) with a I jim thick ZnSe buffer and sample 0e)S_3 b) , with a I u m thick ZnSSc buffer (x = 14%). are

shown. The ratio of the free excitn (FE) to the
bound exciton (BE) indicates the quality of the

I ] " layers. By comparing sample (a) without buffer
and sample (c) with ZnSSe buffer (FE/BE = 1.9
and 2.1. respectively), it is evident that the ZnSSe

S. I buffer does not improve the superlattice het-
erostructure. because both spectra have nearly

30Q0 320 34 C 360 the same lincshapc. The frec-to-bound-exciton
W (,geeý ratio of sample (b) is much smaller (FE/BE = 0.8)

V2i X r.aý diltraction pattern and corresponding simula- as compared to the `E/BE = 1.9 ratio of sample
lion,, of a~i'iih,ctl and un,,taihli/cd Nupcrlaiice Iructjres. (a), where the free exciton is dominating. This
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can be explained by the fact that the relaxed - .

ZnSe buffer shows structural defects - caused by -0s1

the relaxation process - which continue into the N-, ,

upper superlattice.,
To examine the dependence of optical proper-

ties on the number of superlattice periods, room .
temperature PL was chosen because optoelec- ,

tronic devices should operate at 300 K. A large
near-bandedge to deep centre emission ratio is a
strong hint on good structural properties, whereas
enhanced deep level emissions indicate crys- Fb KS GOs (004)
talline defects. In Fig. 4 the room temperature 1 10PL spectra of three different samples arc shown. . w'd•'-"

These are structures with well and barrier thick- - oc-"".s
nesses of nominal 5 nm/5 nm without stabiliza- 1- 330 M

tion, but with different numbers of periods: 30. 60 C D
and 120, respectively. The upper two spectra in -3 -

Fig. 4 with 60 and 120 periods show strong blue
luminescence (2.7 eV) at room temperature with
nearly negligible deep traps, but the sample with 310 330 350 373
only 30 periods shows dominating deep center 3 (3egree)
emissions at about 2. 1 eV in the spectrum. With w(ere

Fig. 5. Comparison of X-ray diffraction pattern of 1201 period

increasing number of periods in the superlattice samples grown with different sulphur precursors: (a) 11,S

structure grown under these conditions, the ratio Isimulation spectra with S.01 nm ZnSe welt and hIx) nm ZnSSe

barrier x = 14`t): (b) DES

Wavelength (nm)

750 700 650 00 as 5 450 of near-bandedge to deep-centre emission also
- ..I.... . ..... increases and at least 60 periods are needed to

SLS 5nml5nm Periods achieve good optical properties, but PL only mon-
withoutstabilization itors the upper layers of the structure (penetra-

300 K 120 x tion depth approximately 100 nm). From binary

" . quantum well structures it is known that the
layers close to the substrate are very wavy and

. many crystalline defects are observable by scan-

ning transmission electron microscopy (STEM)
Z 60 x 113]. Going to the top of the structure, the layers
Q_ . ..- are getting smoother and the defects are reduced.
-j 'In the ternary material investigated here it is

similar [141. so that the layers close to the sub-
strate act as a buffer region to reduce defects as

30 x previously investigated in Ill-V heterostrucures
[6].

. .. .. The X-ray diffraction pattern shown in Fig. 5a
1.6 18 2 2.2 24 2.6 28 3 of the 120-period sample of Fig. 4 exhibits a large

Photon Energy (eV) number of satellite peaks indicating smooth inter-
Fig. 4. 3Mil K Pit. spectra ot St. structures with different faces with well-defined modulated structures.
numbers of periods. However, the satellite peak intensities are clearly
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asymmetric about the zero-order peak, which Wavelength (nm)
closely matches to the substrate peak, because of 443 442 441 440 439 438 437

the lattice matching of the superlattice structure DES x =10. T

to the substrate. In addition to the substrate peak 7.3 nm 0 nrn 3

and to the superlattice satellite peaks, sets of 120x I
weaker peaks can be resolved in the tails between Tpt= 10K __ ....____

the satellites. These peaks have nearly the same 18 2 22 24 26 28

spacing as the other, but correspond to a differ- =
ent average lattice constant. This superlattice is E l= 1 WCm(LH)
believed to consist of a number of different su- 25X

perlattices with nearly constant period thickness
but compositional variation. Using a two-layer FE
model, no reasonable combination of layer thick- - I - 31mW/cm

2

ness and sulphur content could be found to pro- 2 -
- - FE(LH)duce an adequate fit to the experimental data BE B

(Fig. 5a). Although the peak positions fit very I 25X

well the calculated intensities of the satellite,
peaks are clearly larger than the measured ones.
Additionally, the relative peak intensities of the
-4 and +3 order peak differ remarkably as Photon Energy (eV)
compared to the experimental curve. Fig. 6. 1) K PL spectra of a superlattice structure grown with

Room-temperature PL from stabilized SL DES measured with different excitation intensities. The inset

structures with 120 periods showed no significant shows the room temperature PL of this sample.

luminescence. From the observed cross-hatch
pattern on the surface we conclude that this
stabilized superlattice with 12t0 periods exceeds saturates with increasing I, as the theory de-
the critical thickness, because of the enhanced mands for bound excitons in accordance with the
sulphur content in the barriers. For that reason nomenclature used in Fig. 1. An additional peak
crystalline defects are produced on top of the can be observed, denoted B [15], which is only 3
structure, which destroy optical transitions in the meV below the free exciton. This peak increases
upper layers. superlinearly with the excitation intensity, but the

origin is still under discussion. The very low
halfwidth of the free exciton peak with 2.2 meV

5. Characterization of ZnSSe/ZnSe superlattices and the large FE-to-BE ratio (FE/BE = 5 for
grown with DES I,. = I W/cm 2 and FE/BE = 2.7 for .,= 31

mW/cm 2 ) indicate very good optical properties
In this section, samples grown with DES as of the samples grown with DES. Additionally, the

sulphur source are analysed. In Fig. 6, the near- free exciton light hole transition peak in both
bandedge emissions of a superlattice structure spectra could be observed 15 meV above the FE
(7.3 nm/l0.7 nm, 120 periods, without stabiliza- peak. This peak was labelled FE(LH) in accor-
tion and x = l(K, ) with different excitation inten- dance with the literature [15]. Also, the inset of
sities I., arc shown (I and 31 mW/cm2 ). The Fig. 6 with the room temperature luminescence
peaks were identified experimentally from their of this sample shows the excellent properties. The
intensity dependence and from reflectivity spec- very intense excitonic emission without deep Iev-
tra. The dominant peak is the free exciton light cls shows the improved luminescence properties
hole transition which increases linearly with in- as compared to the sample grown with H ,S and
creasing excitation intensity. The second peak, 120 periods shown in Fig. 4, where deep traps can
labelled BE, is very likely a bound exciton which still be recognized.
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For comparison, the X-ray diffraction patterns sulphur and selenium sources during the inter-
of both samples just discussed are shown in Fig. ruption time - between the growth of the ZnSSe
5. Several orders of intense satellites could be and ZnSe layer - can be used to prevent the
detected: their widths increase progressively with sulphur desorption from the interface region and
the satellite order. This effect is usually inter- the broadening of the wells. Therefore we get
preted as a drift of period thickness. Whereas for sharper heterointerfaces with less graded compo-
the sample grown with HS even the first order sition of the layers, and an enhanced blue shift of
reflections are symmetrically broadened (Fig. 5a), the PL emission peaks results. X-ray measure-
the central reflections (-1.0. 1) in Fig. 5b are ments also proved the lower sulphur content in
clearly splitted into separate narrow peaks (inset the entire unstabilized superlattice stack caused
Fig. 5b). This situation is difficult ti) observe very by the desorption from the surface region. A
close to the substrate peak where one zero-order ternary buffer could not increase the PL effi-
peak at the higher angular side celd not be well cicncy as compared to a SL structure without
resolved. Nevertheless, the occurrence of two buffer: on the other hand. ZnSe as buffer mate-
zero-order peaks indicates that the structure con- rial even decreases the luminescence caused by
sists of at least two superlattices whose average the larger strain from buffer to the superlattice
lattice constants are slightly different. The sepa- stack. Due to this fact, structural defects disturb
ration of the corresponding higher-order peaks the optical transitions. The photoluminescence at
leads to nearly the same period of 18.0 + 0.2 rim. room temperature showed the excellent quality of
The simulated diffraction profile was calculated the SL structures and the need of at least 60
from a model with periods 1-60) of 7.3 nm periods to obtain PL spectra with low deep centre
ZnSc/10.7 nm ZnS(,, ,Se.,).• and periods 61-1201 emissions. The underlying layers act as buffer and
of 7.3 nm ZnSe/10.7 nm ZnS(1 )Se(,•,, The improve the crystalline quality of the upper lay-
agreement of simulation and experimental data is ers. which are monitored by PL measurements.
very satisfactory in both the relative positions and Structures with 12(0 periods show a very strong
the relative intensities of the corresonding peaks. excitonic emission with negligible deep traps. It
The presence of more than one superlatticc was was shown that DES is a more suited sulphur
also observed in other samples. From the splitting source compared to H .S, which shows a tendency
of the higher order satellites, differences in peri- for prereaction in the gas phase.
odicity of the superlattices of approximately 0.7
nm were calculated, corresponding to two mono-
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Use of germanium interfacial layer for the hetero-epitaxial
growth of CdTe on Si substrates
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Abstract

Epitaxial (100) CdTe layers have been grown by atmospheric pressure organometallic vapor phase cpitax.
(OMVPE) on Si(100) substrates misorientcd 9' towards the (110) direction. A thin Gc buffer layer grown a1t los%
temperature followcd by an interfacial layer of ZnTc was used to get high quality (10(0) CdTe. The layers were
characterized by X-ray diffraction and optical microscopy. X-ray rocking curve with FWHM of about 26(0 arc sec has
been obtained for a 4 um thick CdTc layer. The results presented demonstrate a novel technique to grow. high
qualily CdTc on Si in a single OMVPE reactor.

1. Introduction There are two approaches to achieve CdTe

HgCdTe is an important semiconductor mate- growth on Si. One approach in OMVPE is the

rial for the fabrication of infrared focal plane use of commercially available GaAs/Si substrates

arrays. Epitaxial growth of this material is carried [1.2]. Since considerable effort has gone into de-

out on CdTe substrates, since they are nearly veloping the 'CdTe on GaAs" technology, use of
lattice matched and chemically compatible. How- ta commercially available GaAs/Si substrate is anlattinrce nt mat edand, chemichally eena com tibe. - excellent alternative. However, it is better to avoid
ever, in recent years. there has been a consider- GaAs since Ga and As are both dopant impuri-
able interest in using CdTc epitaxial layers grown ties in Il-VI compounds and hence any high
on alternate substrates, since bulk CdTe is not
available in large area wafer form. GaAs sub- temperature heat treatment may cause significant

out-diffusion of Ga and As to the active laver. Instraes hav bn studied extensively for this pur- addition, the complete structure (HgCdTe/
pose and high quality (dTe and H-gCdTc layers adtion, the cotb gre ( sg lewere grown on them. However, the Si substrate is CdTe/GaAs/Si) cannot be grown in a single

feregrownor dtheman Hgdevr gw sice is reactor, adding considerable amount to the start-
preferable for dTc and Hg'dTc growth. since it ing wafer cost.
will reduce the thermal mismatch problems en- gcounteredu when ath ferml wistch s lproblessiong The best alternative, then, will be direct growthcountered when a Si wafer with signal processing ofdeonS.Tihabentemedyte
electronics is bonded to detector arrays. In addi- of CdTe on Si. This has been attempted by the
tion. Si is avaibble in largecr arra than GaAs. molecular bcam epitaxy (MBE) method [3.4] dur-

ing the last few years. and by hot wall epitaxy [51.

A few studies were reported by OMVPE [6] as

S(o•rrcsponding author, well, but detailed structural characterization was

1Mt22-(t24Si()4/$tt7.(Kt ( • E)l)4 :-isevicr Science 13.V. All right% reserved
NSDI 0012 2-01248(93)1F0564- N
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not available. Most of these studies have concen- the growth temperature was varied from 420 to
trated on (111) oriented CdTe on (10()) silicon. 700°C. CdTe and ZnTe films were grown in the
Vapor phase epitaxy of ( 11) oriented CdTe is same reactor on Ge/Si substrates using dimethyl-
frequently subject to twin defect formation, which cadmium (DMCd), dimethylzinc (DMZn) and di-
does not seem to be the case in (100) oriented ethyltellurium (DETe) as the precursors. The
epitaxy. Hence, it is important to study the growth CdTe growth temperature was 360'C and that of
of (100) oriented CdTe on (100) Si for the subse- ZnTe was 420'C. The thickness of the Ge layer
quent growth of HgCdTe. Even though (100) was measured using a Tecon a-step profiler by
oriented epitaxy historically had hillock rroblems. selectively etching the Ge layer.
control of their density to within 50 cm-2 is
possible using careful control of initial growth
conditions [1]. 3. Results and discussions

The main difficulty for growing high quality
CdTe directly on Si arises from the presence of a 3.1. Ge growth

A strong native oxide on Si. This native oxide can
be removed by baking the wafer at low tempera- We initially investigated the heteroepitaxy of
ture to remove the adsorbed moisture, followed Ge on Si at various temperatures from 420 to
by a deoxidation step at high temperature, gener- 701X°C. Layers grown at higher temperatures had
ally in the range 80()-9(1)°C. However. the high rough surface morphology, whereas those grown
temperature heat treatment is not preferred in at lower temperature had smooth surface. How-
the OMVPE of CdTe/Si because Te is known to ever, the growth rate at lower temperature was
react with the Si surface [7]. Unless the reactor ; not high enough to grow thick layers. The rough
previously cleaned or baked at high temperature, surface morphology we found at higher tempera-
this deoxidation step can result in pitted surfaces ture may be caused by surface contamination of
caused by Te from previous growth runs. There- the starting Si substrate during heat up. When Si
fore, it is better to avoid the high temperature is heated to higher temperature for growth, Si
step before CdTe growth. In this paper, we will oxidation is very likely caused by desorbed 0.
describe, for the first time, a novel method to and moisture from the reactor walls, and any
grow (1O1W) CdTe on Si substrate using Ge and residual contaminations from the H, gas. Growth
ZnTe interfacial layers, without subjecting Si to on such a substrate will result in poor quality
high temperature dcoxidation step. films. In addition, Ge growth on Si is known to

occur by the formation of three-dimensional is-
lands at higher temperatures [11], which finally

2. Experimental details coalesce to form a continuous film. This also will
give rise to rough surface as shown in Fig. I.

For all the studies reported here, (1(X)) ori- We developed a two-step growth process to
ented Si substrates which are misoriented 9' to- obtain perfectly specular Ge on Si substrates.
wards (110) were used. The cleaning process is First, a 3W(1 A thick layer of Ge was grown at
very similar to that outlined in ref. [8]. Before the 420-450'C range, followed by a thicker layer at
substrates were loaded into the reactor, the na- 650'C. This growth process resulted in Ge layers
tive oxide was removed in HF: methanol (1 :5 by with specular surfaces and good crystal quality.
volume) solution [9]. Gc growth on Si was carried The results are shown in Fig. 2. For example, for
out by the decomposition of GeH 4 [101 in a 2 a I Am thick Ge grown with the two-step process.
inch diameter horizontal reactor operated at at- the X-ray FWHM of (0(14) reflection was only 140
mospheric pressure. No load lock or glove box arc sec, whereas I Am thick Ge grown directly at
was present and therefore the reactor was ex- 650'C had FWHM of 350 arc sec. As shown in
posed to air and moisture during sample loading. Fig. 1, the surface morphology was excellent for
Pd-purified H, was used as the carrier gas and Ge grown with the two-step process. The better
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80(1 may be caused by two reasons. First, the Si sur-
face may be covered with sub-monolayer native

0 oxide even after the HF etch. There are manN
6001 0 reports in the literature which show that HF
, I etched Si is passivated with hydrogen [13]. and

0 oxide-frec surface can be obtained if loaded
00 quickly into an UHV chamber. However, pres-

e 0 a 0 ence of sub-monolayer oxide cannot be com-
000 pletely ruled out due to variations in the process-

;T I I 5•ing conditions. For example, we used an atmo-M Al 0 1,3UM spheric pressure reactor without a load-lock. so
0 lOam that Si surface oxidation during heat-up is very

J o likely from the adsorbed 0. and moisture on the
S0 1 2 3 4 5 reactor wall.

Thickness ( jam A second reason for the polyerstallinc CdTc
growth can be the presence of strong Si-H bonds

Fig. 3. Double-cr'stal X-ray FWIIM of CdTc layers grown on which are stable up to about 520'C. Epitaxial Si
ZnTe/'Ge/Si as it function of ('dTe thickness. growth has been demonstrated on hydrogen pas-

sivated Si in MBE at 370'C [14], much below the
hydrogen desorption temperature. However. in

only on 90 misoriented (1(0)) wafers. Growth on another study [15], the authors have shown that
non-misoriented (1(0) wafers resulted in rough introduction of = 1I0- Torr of hydrogen during

MBE growth could suppress (10(1) Si epitaxy and
In order to understand the role of Ge interfa- this was attributed to hydrogen segregation up to

cial layer, we carried ou, some direct growth of
CdTethe monolayer level on Si surface. Even though

substrates were always (11m) oriented polyc rystals these results cannot be directly extended to CdTe
whenthegrowthtemperatres were a I ienthe pyrytane growth, we postulate that hydrogen coverage of Si
when the growth temperatures were in the range is partially responsible for non-epitaxial CdTe
• "X) to 450°C [7]. The absence of epitaxial growth growth. If H, coverage is not perfect, there will

be nucleation sites for polycrystallinc CdTe
growth. Otherwise, a perfect H. coverage may
result in amorphous CdTe. provided the growth
temperature is low. On recrystallization. this
amorphous CdTe may give rise to (11) CdTc.
since (H11) is the natural growth plane for CdTe.
A systematic study in a MBE system with and
without H. passivation should be carried out to

confirm this.
As mentioned above, a high temperature treat-

ment to desorb native oxides cannot be used in
our system. Even when a "clean" surface is ob-
tained, the presence of H, may hinder the growth
of epitaxial (1UM) CdTe on (O(W))Si. When we used
germane gas, it reduces SiO, to Si forming GeO
[16,171 which is volatile and desorbs. Since the

Fig. 4. Surface morphology of 4 um thick C(dTe layer grown Ge-H bond is weaker than the Si-H bond, the
on tItX)Si. misoriented 9' towards (II1)). The marker repre- presence of hydrogen does not affect the ('dTe
sents 25 Arm. growth on Ge.
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Molecular beam epitaxial growth mechanism of ZnSe epilayers
on (100) GaAs as determined by reflection high-energy electron

diffraction, transmission electron microscopy
and X-ray diffraction

P. Ruppert, D. Hommel *, T. Behr, H. Heinke, A. Waag. G. Landwehr
P'tiisikaixscte In/staiut. Uniu ernsitit Ii iirz/uru:, I)_ A 074 It )irZt)irL'. G;'rmant

Abstract

The properties of molecular bcam epitaxial growth of ZnSc cpilavers deposited directly on a (GaAs substrate arc
compared to those grown on a GaAs hulfer layer. The superior quality of the latter is confirmed bh RUIEED. TEMI
and X-ra. diffraction. Based on RHEED oscillation studies, a model explaining the dependence of the ZnSc groIth
rate on Zn and Sc fluxes and the substrate temperature is developed taking into a.ccouLnt phssi- and chcmisorbed
states. For partially relaxed cpilaycrs, the correlation bct%%ccin the relaxation slate and the crstall inc mosaicit),. as
found by high resolution X-ray diffraction. is discussed.

1. Introduction gram of the surface growth conditions was ob-
tained [4]. Diffusion lengths of Zn and Se ha\c

"I he growth of ZnSe layers on GaAs substrates been determined by RHIEED oscillation studies
is of high practical importance due to the applica- during ZnSe growth on slightly misoriented GaAs
tion in blue-green emitting laser structures [1.2]. substrates [5]. The quality' of ZnSc/(iaAs inter-
Recently even room temperature CW lasing hats faces has been proved by transmission electron
been reported [3]. To obtain long term stable microscopy (TEM) [6]. but only recently were
lasing. the growth conditions have to be opti- systematic studies of the initial growth conditions
mized in order to improve the interface quality performed [7.].
and to reduce the dislocation density. Reflection Despite the problem of lattice mismatch be-
high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED). as a tween ZnSe and GaAs. an important question is
surface sensitive method, is a powerful tool for how a GaAs buffer layer deposited prior to II-VI
studying the growth conditions in situ. Observing growth influences the crystalline quality. To an-
the changes of RHEEI) patterns, a phase dia- swer this, high-resolution X-ray diffraction mea-

surements of epilayer and quantum well struc-
tures have been performed and results correlated

- (-orrv-ponding atilhor. to cross-sectional TI-M images. Further on. a

lfl22-0i248/t4/Sl7.ix 1)994 [Isewir Science 1V, All rights rescmed
. (1)I 11022 01248( 0 )(()1 I0)13 5
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ZnSc growth model has been developed based on
in situ RHEED oscillation studies. It will be
shown further on that X-ray diffraction is a pow-
erful tool for studying partly relaxed epilayers
and that by this non-destructive method a corre- ZnSe
lation between the relaxation state of the epilayer
and its mosaicity can be obtained.

GaAs substrate
2. Sample preparation and experimental results

All studied epilayers and quantum well struc- ZnSe
tures have been grown by molecular beam epitaxy
(MBE) in a 6-chamber Riber 23(g) system. A
GaAs chamber has been adapted recently to the
three II-VI growth chambers. They all are con- GaAs substrate

nected via an UHV module track to an analytical Fig. 1. High dcnsit% of dislocations in the first 101 !m of a

(XPS. AES) and a metallization chamber. Ele n Fig. 1 r Hghdni dislctions a (thGairstr:uc hop).ZnSe epilavyer groun directl~v on it (100l) GaAs, ubstrate (top).

mental Se, Zn and Cd have been used as source Even under optimized growth conditions the interface region

materials (Asahi Osaka). Lattice matched ZnS, is far front being dislocation free (bottom).

Sct , has been grown using a compound ZnS
source. The Se:Zn flux ratio has been varied
between I : I (Zn-rich growth with c(2 X 2)
RHEED reconstruction) and 2: 1 (Sc-rieh, (2 x with a sufficient oxygen desorption prior to
I )). Better growth has been achieved in the latter growth. As long its this cannot be done under As
case. and thus results reported here have been partial pressure, which is not possible in a II-VI
obtained under Se-rich conditions. The substrate chamber due to cross-contamination, the sub-
temperature was usually kept at 300'C. The strate surface either becomes Ga-rich or still con-
growth rate was typically 0.35 um/h. tains some oxygen. as found by XPS studies [10].

Thc studied RHEED patterns generated by a Under such conditions, fully reproducible and
35 kcV electron gun were monitored by a CCD reliable sample preparation is not possible. Typi-
camera and stored by a video recorder. A 6-crystal cal cross-sectional TEM images are seen in Fig. I.
diffractometer consisting of a four-rcflection Bar- In the first 300 nm from the ZnSe/GaAs inter-
tels monochromator (4 X Ge 220), an analyser face. the density of dislocations is very high (Fig.
crystal (Si Ill) and the sample itself were used I. top), but there are only a few dislocations
for high-rcsolution X-ray diffraction. Details reaching the epilayer surface. This is in line with
about the TEM imaging used can be found else- the RHEED observation that after 5-10 min the
where [9]. surfaces recover and two-dimensional patterns

are observed again. Even for the best ZnSc epi-
layers grown directly on the GaAs substrate. the

3. ZnSe growth on GaAs substrates and (;aAs interface region is still characterized by many

buffer layers dislocations (Fig. I. bottom).
The dependence of the full width at half maxi-

Studies of the RHEED pattern, especially in mum (FWHM) of the (0W4) reflection in X-ray
the first 10-15 min after the growth started, allow diffraction as a functidn of epilayer thickness is
a qualitatively good prediction of the interface given in Fig. 2. A thin, completely strained. pseu-
and crystalline quality. The problem with the domorphic layer (150 nm) has the same FWHM
growth directly on a GaAs substrate is connected (1019 arc see) as a 5 Am thick, fully relaxed layer
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Fig. 2. Dependence of the rocking curve FWHI-M on the
epila.er thickness. For thin pseudomorphic (151) nm) and Fig. 3. For a nearly lattice-matched ZiL, ._Se,, lkier gron

thick. full. relaxed (5.2 um) epilavers. the same values are on a GaAs buffer.a rocking curve half-width as narroi as 12

obtained due to neglectable misfit dislocations. are sec has been obtained.

(115 arc sec). In both cases misfit dislocations one of the two species. Zn or Sc) with the de-
either do not exist or can be neglected. scribed probabilities are included:

A completely different situation takes place 0 entering the precursor state (with the probabil-
when the substrate is covered by a GaAs buffer ity I):
layer. A much better quality of the interfaces can * diffusion in the precursor state (p,, and p',):
be obtained. This is confirmed by TEM and X-ray * scattering in the precursor state, causing
diffraction where the FWHM of a 1 ,Am thick chemis,,rption (p.,) or desorption from the pre-
ZnSe epilayer could be improved from about 350 cursor state (p,, and p,1):
to 220 arc sec. a value far below the curve given 0 desorption of localized adatoms from the
in Fig. 2. Also. nearly lattice matched ternary chemisorbed state
ZnS, Set -, epilaycrs (850 nm) with x = 4.89% and
a 004 FWHM as narrow as 32 arc sec have been riitering tLe precursor state
grown on a GaAs buffer (Fig. 3). The best value ..
we obtained without buffer was 110 arc sec. __

4. RHEED model of ZnSe growth F) .

The following investigations were made in or-
der to determine the dependence of ZnSc growth (-C" T Y Y
rate from the three parameters Zn flux. Se flux
and substrate temperature. A model was used in , -.. . . .--
which scattering processes of atoms during diffu- Fig. 4. Model for the MBE growth process. For one kind of

sion in the precursor state can be taken into species the probabilities for adsorption, desorption and diffu-

account. It will be shown that the observations sion at a scttering event are shown. Scattering of this atom
on a surface covered with the other species is labelled with p,

agree well with model calculations. In this model and on a surface eoveted with the same kind of species with

the following processes (as shown in Fig. 4 for p.
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For the following calculations, the desorption cients ki need additional observations of the ZnSc
from chemi.,orbed states was neglected. The specular spot intensity [11].
probability of an impinging atom (species i) to be The probabilities are taken to get an Arrhe-
chemisorbed is expressed by nius form. Fitting the model to measured ZnSe

I -- growth rates (taken from RHEED oscillations)
P.,leads to the functions

+ ), - 0, - I
P-1, ., J Sy( TO) = I + cxp( 3 .7 - 0.27 eV/kT) S) f 1.

vkith i = 1, 2. ( )1

The equations for the growth rate R and surface a( T,) ý exp( 11.8 - 0.7" eV/kTs)Ss,(Ts
coverage 0. using the abbreviations (F, = particle -
flux in A/s) (11)

S -, + NPj, (2) and the growth rate of ZnSe can be written as
follows:k, := 1 -p.,i( p,., +Pa.,). (3) R r, < 5k, 1,.,P",(3) R( Fz., f'se. Ts)

"I. + ,iv1.(4)

arc F ss I(TS) I-
RF , 1 - 0, (5* F z "

II -, I-5 f 's, s,( Ts F

/119 I-' 01 - F, S, 1A. -0 . (6) F,,,

_~k - , F z nS s T s )2

1- H, -0 (7) F" " 1( ) (12)
SI -0,k, - I -  191k, (

where n is the surface concentration of atomis on The measured and calculated growth rates for a
the ZnSe (I10) surface. S, represents the maxi- constant Se flux arc shown in Fig. 5. Including
mum for the function p,(O,). and k, describes the the desorption of Se (which cannot be neglected
influence of surface diffusion on the growth rate above Ts z 39t0C) from the chemisorbed states in
and surface coverage. For the steady state o, (I
the growth rate is given by:

/1 5/FS "l S±

1 4 "8) I+ - I+ .+
wit -15 300

l -+-- W 50

I -- k I- - , k. (9) 15 r,0

(r can be determined explicitly from fitting the Fig. 5. Calculated growth rates compar~d to experimental
model to measured growth rates alone (Eqs. (8) result" taken from R-t I oseitations The Sie flux was kept
and (9)). hut the individual k, cannot. [he coeffi- consutant
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the calculations will cause changes for the func- 4. 5

tion a(T T) above T, = 390'C. The shown depen- og=02
dence ot growth rate on the flux and substrate 4() tr!
temperature will not be affected by these consid-
erations [IlI].

5. ZnSe /GaAs relaxation process studied byU
high-resolution X-ray diffraction -7

The relaxation process of ZnSc layers grown3.8
directl\ on GaAs substrates has beei investigated
b\ X-ray diffraction. Fig. 6 shows tho (004) recip- 19
mecal space map of a 3101 nrn thick epilayer. In the ,7

contour plot, the logarithm of the intensity as a t
function of the coordinates in reciprocal space is 1975~

expressed in terms of the non-integer Miller in- 20. 8~ 7-
dices It and 1. 1.97

The triangular shape of the reciprocal lattice AIIIjoo ) o)0) (1111

point (RLP) of the layer was found to be charac- (hhOl I
teristic for partially relaxed layers. The coexis- Fig. 6. Reciprocal space miap of the ((114) rctlccition. The

fenc ofdiferet srai sttesin he pilycr contour plot on a logarithmic scale sho\%s the scattered titen-
stt\ a.,a function o1 the real Milletr indices h and /. accord inc!

causes a broadening of the RLP parallel to the ito the azimutth reference [110(1 and the surface normal 111111
surface normal f0011, In addition, the distortion I� - ) Subsidiar ' line along surface normial: .I F~hald

observed perpendicular to the [WIa)I direction can sphere: I relaxation-mosaicity triangle.

be related to mosaicity. A mosaic crystal is an
ensemble of perfect crystal blocks whose lattice are see. The corresponding broadening enhances
planes are tilted with respect to each other and with increasing i-values, or equivalently, w ith pro-
%khosc block sizes vary around a mean value. gressive relaxation. Such a direct relation he-
Here the mosaic block size is in the range of tween the relaxation state and structural imper-
tenths (If Aim. and the maximum tilt angle is 2001 fection (mosaicity) has been predicted theorcti-

- fivji5)0d curw ~ 1

jto

064

0I 5o -

197 15 1ý Ai99 4 1) 501 no t50 200i 2-5)u 0
Miller index I thickrness ImmI

igý 7 Mcasured anid simulated cujrses for a scati along the surface ttirnial throuigh the O(l-l reciproc~al lattice point 4.i0. aind depth
dependfence iii fth rnosaiciI% ofinaieted for this ,traini profile fb),
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cally [12], but not confirmed experimentally by ysed versus those grown on a GaAs buffer layer.
studies of a single layr. This non-destructive Based on RHEED, TEM and X-ray diffraction
method of reciprocal space mapping allows such studies, a significantly higher ZnSe/GaAs inter-
a direct correlation to be established, face quality can be obtained in the latter case.

Laterally, the studied partially relaxed layer Based on RHEED oscillation studies, a model for
was found to be homogeneous. Thus the coexis- the growth rate dependences of ZnSe has been
tence of different strain states is caused by a developed. Using high-resolution X-ray diffrac-
depth profile of the strain. This profile can be tion, a correlation between the relaxation state
determined quantitatively by comparing a inca- and the mosaicity was found for partially relaxed
sured diffraction profile to a dynamic simulation. ZnSe layers. The depth profile of the strain can
Fig. 7a shows a measured and a simulated curve be studied by this non-destructive method of re-
for a scan along the surface normal through the ciprocal space mapping.
(004) RPL. The dynamic simulation was carried
out using the formalism developed by Bartels et
al. [13]. The influence of the apparatus, both
polarization states jnd the background was taken
into account. (For details, see ref. [14].) The
asvmmetrv of the layer peak is caused by the This work has been supported by the Bun-

depth profile of the strain. To obtain good agree- desminsterium fuir Forschung und Technologic
ment between the measured and simulated curves, and partly by the Deutsche Forschungsgemein-
a full lattice match has been assumed until at a schaft (H. Heinke). The authors would like to

layer thickness of 170 nm the relaxation process thank Mrs. P. Wolf and Mr. Th. Schuhmann for

starts. This value of the critical thickness for assistance in sample preparation, Mr. F. Go-

ZnSe growth on GaAs is in good agreement with schenhofer for thickness measurements, and
other published data [15,16]. Messrs. A. Sch6inteich and R. Brauncr for keep-

Knowing the strain gradient and the correla- ing the whole MBE system running.
tion between strain and mosaicity. it is possible to
derive a depth profile of mosaicity. For this.
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Surface engineering during molecular beam epitaxial growth
of wide-gap 1I-VI structures
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Abstract

Systematic investigations have been carried out in order to control the surface morphology of ZnSc and related
compounds. Rough surfaces can be smoothed by means of growth interruptions. The smoothiiig of the surface is
reflected in the halfwidth of the intensity distribution along the 00t rod of the reflection hbgh-cncrg. electron
diffraction (RHEED) pattern. Reduction of the halfwidth is observed to occur within times of less than a minute: a
fast process removes short range disturbances of the surface morphology. A more detailed analysis of the intensit.
distribution reveals a fine structure. From this, it can be derived that the distance of surface terraces is made
uniform during the growth interruption, but this takes several minutes: a slow process removes long range
disturbances. Degree and time dependence of surface smoothing are influenced by the beam equivalent pressure
ratio during layer growth.

1. Introduction pound, growth interruptions turned out to be
most efficient if the Zn source is closed while the

Molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) grown wide- Sc source is kept open [4]. What is going on
gap II-VI materials are promising candidates for during growth interruptions can be iniestigated
blue light emitting devices [1-3]. Advanced de- by means of RHEED reflection profile analysis
vice structures require ultrathin layers of well [5,61. tlerc, the intcnsit. distribution along thc 00tt
defined dimensions with sharp interfaces. Flat rod is measured. Smoothing the surface yields a
surfaces arc a pro-requisite to produce sharp reduction of the halfwidlh of the intensitt distri-
interfaces. Furthermore, starting the growth on a bution. Furthermore. the fine structure revealed
flat surface. RHEED oscillations occur and can within the intensity distribution can be exploited
he taken to control layer thicknesses. (irowing a to estitlate the average distance of surface ler-
thick layer, however, the surface becomes rough races [7].
due to growth fluct, uations. The surface must
therefore be smoothed. Rough surfaces can be
smoothed by means of growth interruptions. In 2. Experiments
the case of ZnSc, the basic wide-gap II-VI com-

ZnSe layers have been grown on almost exactly
(1)01) oriented GaAs cpi-rcady substrates in a

Correpontling autlhor. DCA 350 MBF. system. The growth conditions

0()22-10248/94/$017.(K) 1l994 Elsevier Science B.y. All rights rcservcd
S8I)I 11012 2-12480 E03 )E17t84-:
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Fig. 1. ZnSc growth on stoichiometric conditions: (a) RHEED intensity distribution: (h) R-tEED pattern.

have been changed between stoichiometric and tion as well as a weaker (I x 2) reconstruction are
Se-rich. Se-rich conditions mean that a well-de- seen simultaneously [4].
veloped (I x 2) reconstruction of the RHEED Fig. ]a shows the intensity distribution along
pattern is solely seen. The term stoichiometric the 00 rod of the RHEED pattern (Fig. Ib). This
refers to conditions where a c(2 x 2) reconstruc- pattern has been taken during the growth of
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Table I smoothing process is thought to consist of the
ltalfwidth (a.u.) of the intensity distribution along the MX) rod re-evaporation of isolated ad-atoms and of the

Growth conditions diffusion of atoms along the edges of terraces.

Stoichiometric Se-rich which smoothes the edges. In general. it is a fast

ZnSe growth 52 47 process, removing short range disturbances of the
Interruption I min 47 43 surface morphology. With respect to this process.
Interruption 6 mrin 48 43 no difference between stoichiometric and Sc-rich

growth conditions has been observed.
Figs. 2 and 3 show the intensity distribution

ZnSe under stoichiometric conditions. The accel- during growth and after a growth interruption of
eration voltage is 15 kV and the azimuth is [110]. 1 min and 16 min duration for stoichiometric and
Besides the reflection itself, the shadow edge and Se-rich growth conditions. respectively. The reso-
the peak of the primary electron beam are clearly lution of the reciprocal space axis is higher than
seen. Herefrom, the angle of incidence has been in Fig. la. thus making it possible to reveal a fine
derived to be 1.50. A background correction has structure. The occurrence of a fine structure
been applied, would indicate the presence of surface terraces of

Table 1 summarizes the halfwidths of the in- regular distances. Here, there is a difference be-
tensity distribution during growth, after a growth tween stoichiometric and Se-rich growth condi-
interruption of 1 min duration, and after a growth tions. The case of stoichiometric conditions will
interruption of 16 min duration. The samples be discussed first (Fig. 2).
have been grown under stoichiometric and Se-rich During growth (Fig. 2a), there is only a weak
conditions, respectively, indication of a fine structure. This means that the

The halfwidth reduces during the first minute terraces occurring and disappearing during
of the growth interruption, but it remains un- growth show a relatively wide distribution in size.
changed during the next 15 min of interruption. After I min interruption (Fig. 2b), a fine struc-
The process that is reflected in the reduction of ture is clearly seen. It is. however, not developed
the halfwidth is completed after I min. The in a regular manner. The terraces hayc become

100 too 100

80 80 80

60 60 60O

40 40 40
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0 ~-- 0 - 0-~-
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Fig. 3. RIII IN-) intensity distribution (higher resolution). So-rich growth conditions: (a) ZnSc gro,,ht (b) growtlh interrupt on I

min: Ic) growth interruption l6 nin.
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more uniform, but several diffraction processes remove short range disturbances and long range
are still super-imposed. Only after 16 min growth disturbances of the surface morphology, respec-
interruption (Fig. 2c) is a regular fine structure tively. The matter is less clearly understood in the
found, which indicates the terraces to have been case of Se-rich growth conditions. However. too
made uniform. The distance of the peaks that long a growth interruption seems to make the
form the fine structure shows that the distance of surface more rough again.
terraces is in the order of IM0 nm. In addition to The results obtained by means of RHEED
the fast process mentioned above, there is a slow reflection profile analysis agree with experience
process. It is thought to consist of the rc-evapora- obtained from the occurrence of RHEED oscilla-
tion of whole terraces of small size and of the tions. In order to get RHEED oscillations, growth
diffusion of atoms between terraces to make their must start with two-dimensional nucleation. In
distances more uniform. In general, the slow pro- other words, nucleation sites that compete with
cess removes long range disturbances of the sur- two-dimensional nucleation should be removed.
face morphology [8]. This is fulfilled after a long growth interruption

The matter seems to be more sophisticated in in the case of stoichiometric growth conditions. A
the case of Se-rich growth conditions (Fig. 3). A set of uniform terraces supplies a minimal num-
fine structure is seen during growth (Fig. 3a), but ber of nucleation sites: only the ledges compete
it is totally irregular. In principle, it is the same as with two-dimensional nucleation. The best devel-
in the case of stoichiometric growth conditions: oped RHEED oscillations have actually been seen
terraces show a relatively wide distribution in size under these conditions.
during growth. A regular fine structure is found Further investigations that interpret the inten-
after 1 min interruption (Fig. 3b). This again sity distributions by stmtistical means are in
indicates the terraces to have been made uni- progress.
form. Their distance is also in the same order of
magnitude like above, but it has taken less time
to get this surface morphology. There is no dis- 4. References
tinction between a fast process and a slow pro-
cess. After 16 min interruption (Fig. 3c). the fine [11 M.A. Hlaasc, J. Qiu, J.M. DcPu~dl and It. Chcng. Appl.
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On the mechanism of reflection high-energy electron diffraction
oscillations studied by phase-locked epitaxy of ZnSc
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Abstract

Molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) is one of the most promising methods for growth of sophisticated desicc
structures. Starting the growth on a flat surface, reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHFtED) oscillations
occur. The question which phase of the oscillations corresponds to lattice plane completion and the most flat surface
nmorphology is not vet fully resolved. There is hardly at direct access to the answer. Phase-locked epitax\ (PIE).
however, appears to bc at tool for studying this phase problem. P11 permits the grow~th oft lasers wsithout losing
RHEED oscillations due to damping the hikesOf Which is great enough to become measurable 10\ common

techniques. This enables to compare the directly determined layer thickness with that obtained b\ counting tile
number of RHEED oscillation periods. Results are presented that show the phase relation betsseen R1lE I11)
oscilIlat ions and lattice plane completion.

1. Introduction thieker laxers cannot be monitored by means of
RHEED oscillations.

One of the most important advantages of V'IBE PILE [2.3] helps to give an answer ito the phase
is thatt the technique works in ultra-high vacuum, problem and overcomes the damping of RHIEED
permitting simultaneous pertormance of electron oscillations. In PILE mode. only at few lattice
diffraction experiments. Most popular is RHEED. planes are grown. Then, the surface i's given time
RI-WED oscillations are frequently used to mofli- to smooth during at growth interruption, and so
tor layer thicknesses. Hlowever, the question which on. Growth and grothtl interruption make a es-
phase of the oscillations corresponds to lattice ele. The shutter operation is locked onto thle
plane completion and the most flat surface mhor- phase of the oscillations observed. During grosvth
phology is not yet fully resolved, neither in the interruptions, thle Zn source is closed \Nhile the
field of Ill-V semiconductor compounds nor in Sc source is kept open.
the field oif Il-VI compounds [Ill. Furthermore.
only at limited number of oscillations can be seen
due to damping. This means that the growth of

2. Experiments

ZnSe layers have been gro\%n on almost exact[\
Corresponding author. ((NIl) oriented (iaAs epi-rceadv substrates in a

tKI22it248 / /4/$It7,lt ( 1944 Fisevier Science l3N. All rights rescrsed

8801 00_____________-
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DCA 350 MBE system [4]. Buffer layers of sev- figure. The figure demonstrates that the growth
eral 1IM nm thickness were grown in conventional of a layer of 45 nm thickness can be monitored by
MBE mode first. After a growth interruption to means of RHEED oscillations.
smooth the surface of the buffer layer. growth To answer the question which phase of
was continued in PLE mode. RHEED oscillations actually corresponds to lat-

Fig. I shows the specular beam intensity of a tice plane completion, a sample has been grown
sample that has been grown using 40 cycles, each that is drawn schematically in Fig. 2. ZnSe layers
consisting of 3 oscillation periods and 10 s inter- have been grown in PLE mode closing the shutter
ruption. The sample has been grown closing the 900. 1800, 2700 and 3600 after the 3rd oscillation
shutter 180' after the 3rd maximum. Even the maximum, respectively. Fig. 3 illustrates what
120th period is well seen. Starting growth, the these angles refer to. In addition, one layer has
intensity increases in contrast to what seems to be been grown in the conventional MBE mode for
common for Ill-V materials. The lattice planes testing; it is not involved in the current discus-
are therefore thought to become complete at the sion. The ZnSe layers are separated by
oscillation minimum rather than at the maximum. (Zn1 i,,2CdO ,,)Se layers of about 10 nm thickness.

Although only 3 oscillation periods are seen The thicknesses of the ZnSe layers have been
per cycle. 4 lattice planes are grown. This has measured by means of scanning electron mi-
been found by means of an experiment where the croscopy using a cleavage plane. The results are
thickness of a layer was determined by IR inter- summarized in Table 1. The phase question can
ferometry and compared with the number of cy- now easily be answered. If the shutter is closed
cles counted [5]. The growth of the first lattice when the growth of a lattice plane is completed,
plane is indicated by a shoulder, see arrows in the an integer number of lattice planes will be grown

1500 Zn off 6th period 1500 114th 117th 120th

4 4period period period

E

1000 [ 1000

500 _5 
500

1st cycle 2nd cycle 38th cycle 39th cycle 40th cycle

(a) (b)
0 0
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 0 10 20 30 40

Time (s) Time (s)

Fig I Specular hcdm intens.ity during PIL: 0i) c+ycls I and 2: (hi cycles 3M. 39 and 40. The arr +•w mark a shouldcr. see text.
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- ..... .Table IZnSe cladding layer Layer thicknesses

5 ZnSe, PLE, 360° Layer Mode d (nm) n

I PLE. 90' 125+4 3.7, 0.1
4 ZnSe, MBE 2 PLE. 180' 139+7 4.1 +0.2

3 PLE. 270° 137+4 4.0 +0,1
3 ZnSe, PLE, 2700 4 Conventional MBE ' 113+4 -

5 PLE. 30 0 0 143-+ 7 4.2 -(0.2

2 ZnSe, PLE, 1800 " Growth rate and time have been aimed to get a thickness of

10011 nm.
1 ZnSe, PLE, 90'

ZnSe buffer layer where n is the number of lattice planes grown
per cycle, d the thickness of the layer, m the

GaAs substrate number of cycles and a the lattice constant. The

number of cycles has been chosen to be 120 and

(ZnCd)Se the ZnSe lattice constant is 566.8 pm.
In the case of layer 1 (see Table I). n has a

Fig. 2. Schematic drawing of the sample grown to answer the fractionlspart tat exce e e rn. The

phase question. fractional part that exceeds the error range. The

shutter has not been closed at lattice plane com-
pletion. It has been closed before completion of

in each cycle. Otherwise, the number of lattice the 4th plane. In the case of layer 5, n has also a
planes that is grown per cycle is fractional. Obvi- remarkable fractional part. The shutter has been
ously, it is closed after completion of the 4th plane. The 5th

n = 2d/rna, (1) plane has already begun to grow. In the case of
layers 2 and 3, the fractional part of n is small in
comparison with the error range. The shutter has
been closed near completion of the 4th plane. At
the diffraction conditions applied, a phase of

90. 180. 270• 360' 180'-270' corresponds to lattice plane comple-
100 tion.

3. Conclusions
C:

. IPLE turned out to be a good technique to
overcome the damping of RHEED oscillations.
In this mode, also the growth of thicker layers

50 can be monitored by means of RHEED oscilla-
tions. Layers can be grown in PLE mode with
RHEED monitoring, the thickness of which is
great enough to become measurable by means of

IR interferometry or scanning electron mi-
croscopy on cleavage edges. This gives the possi-
bility to answer the question which phase of the
RHEED oscillations corresponds to lattice plane

0 completion. Investigating the number of lattice
Time planes grown per cycle, a phase between 18(I' and

Fig. 3. Different phase% of shufter operation. 2700 has been found to correspond to lattice
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plane completion. With this, the phase problem is 5. References
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Atomic layer epitaxy of CdSe/ZnSe short period superlattices

Takashi Matsumoto *, Taizo Iwashita, Kenji Sasamoto, Takamasa Kato
Department of Electronic Engineering. Yamanashi Unit 'ersin'. Takeda 4, Kofu 400. Japan

Abstract

Short period superlatticcs with structures of {(CdSc),,ZnSe)..,,, with n = 1-4 and in = 1-3(0 were grown on
GaAs(ItX)) substratcs using an atomic layer epitaxy (ALE) method by alternately supplying Zn. Cd and Se source
beams in a molecular beam cpitaxy (MBE) system. The influence of source flux density. shutter opening duration.
buffer layer thickness and substratc temperature has been studied. Satellite peaks due to thc superlattice structures
and subpeaks between the satellite peaks according to the Lauc functions of the superlatticcs were obsermed in
X-ray diffraction patterns. Photoluminesccncc (PL) due to the transitions in the CdSe quantum wells was observed.
The well-width dependence of the PL peak energy is explained by the Kronig-Pcnney model.

I. Introduction configurations at the heterointerface are ex-
pected to be controlled at an atomic level by

Wide-gap ll-VI compound superlattices of ALE technique. The influence of source flux den-
CdSe/ZnSe show strong exciton emissions in the sity, shutter opening duration, buffer layer thick-
blue-green region of the spectrum [1]. and are ncss and substrate temperature will be described.
important materials for the active layers of short X-ray diffraction and photoluminescence (PL)
wavelength laser diodes. A point which should be properties of .uperlattices with different thick-
noted is the lattice mismatch between the two nesses of the quantum wells and different num-
materials of as large as 7Tr. The large mismatch bers of superlalicL periods are discussed.
induces uniaxial strain and reduces the degener-
acy of the valence band top. The large mismatch
also brings lattice relaxation of a strained layer to
an unstrained layer by introducing misfit disloca- 2. Experiments

tions when a layer thickness exceeds the critical
thickness. The critical thickness of quantum wells ZnSc and CdSc layers were grown with ALE
in the CdSe/ZnSe strained layer system was re- method by supplying source beams alternately in
ported to be of order 4 monolayers [2]. In this an MBE system. One monolayer per cycle growth
paper. we describe atomic layer epitaxy (ALE) of of ZnSe was obtained in the range of substrate
CdSe/ZnSe short period superlattices. Atomic temperatures of 280-360 'C or CiaAs(11O) sub-

strates. The source-cell shu'cer opeing sequence
for one monolayer growth was as follows: Zn
opened for 4 s/all shutters closed for I s/Se

(ortr,,ponndin author, opened for 4 s/all shuttc:, closed for I s. The

(X)22-II248/94/$I7.(Xl ( 1994 Elsevier Science B.. All rights reserved
.NS0)I 0022-1)248(03 )E07 III-O
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growth rate was confirmed to be independent of 45 r I I I n r

source beam intensities in the range of (2-4)× x
10()• atoms cm - s' with VI/II ratio of about ML
unity for a substrate temperature of 2800C.
Growth conditions of CdSc ALE will be de- 40
scribed in the next section.

Short period superlattices with structures of 2 0 0

{(CdSe),,(ZnSe)11 },,, with n = 1-4 and m = 1-30 0

were grown on GaAs(100) substrates at 310 0C. U
ZnSe buffer layers of different thickness were - -EE

W FULLY RELAXED
inserted between the superlattice and the sub- z0
strate. The effects of the Cd beam intensity, Cd TEMP. 190 200 210 220 230 240 250 260 "C

shutter opening duration and buffer layer thick-
ness on the quality of the superlattices were stud- 30
ied. Cd BEAM INT (atoms cm-2 s-1)

Fig. I. One cycle width of {(('dSe)-(ZnSe),}3Ib superlattices
prepared with different Cd beam intensities. The dashed and

3. Results and discussion dot-dashed lines show the expected values for superlatlices

coherently grown on GaAs(I(X)) and fully relaxed. respc,,:-

The optimum value of Cd beam intensity was tively. The vertical bar in the figure indicates one-monolayer

determined by monitoring X-ray diffraction pat- thickness.

terns and PL spectra of samples prepared with a
shutter opening sequence for the growth of su- 105 cm - s . The period of the superlattice
perlattices with a stucture of t(CdSe),(ZnSe)1 11) 3.. coherently grown on GaAs(100) substrate is cal-
The buffer layer was 30-monolayer ZnSe. The culated to be 35.10 A by using the lattice con-
intensities of the Zn and Se beams were 3.4 x 10' . stants and elastic constants given in Table I. and
cm -, s- ,, and the shutter opening sequence for that of a fully relaxed superlattice is calculated to
the ALE growth of ZnSe layers was as described be 34.34 A. The measured value is in good agree-
in the last section. The shutter sequence for one ment with the calculated one. The growth rate of
monolayer growth of CdSe was as follows: Cd the CdSe layers was independent of the shutter-
opened for 4 s/all shutters closed for I s/Se opening durations of Cd and Se over the range of
opened for 8 s/all shutters closed for I s. We 2-30 s and 8-31) s, respectively.
have found that the sticking coefficient of Se
atoms on the Cd surface of CdSe is smaller than Table I

that of Se atoms on the Zn surface of ZnSc by in Physical parameters of ZnSc and ('dSe used for the calcula-
situ observation of the specular beam intensity tions

of reflection high-energy electron diffraction Parameter (unit) ZnSe ('dSe
(RHEED). The details will be reported else- Lattice constant (A) 5.6684 6.0177 [3I
where. Therefore, we doubled the Sc shutter Energy gap (eV) 2.821 (9 K) [41 1.765 19 K) {41

opening time for the ALE of CdSe. The thickness Dielectric constant. e,, ').1 10.2
of one cycle of the superlattice was estimated Electron effective mass(in5 ) 01.16 0.13141
from the positions of satellite peaks of X-ray Ilole effective mass ( 0n) 1).6 11.45141

diffraction patterns. Fig. I shows the one-cycle Elastic constant •N .1)151 6,6711]

thicknesses of the superlattices prepared with Elastic constant C(, 4.88 151 4.633101
different Cd beam intensities. We can see that (10") N n)
the thickness of one cycle of the superlattices is Deformation po:ential a (cV) -4.17 171 - 3.bt4 141
about 36.5 A and is almost independent of the Cd Deformation isotential b (eV) - 1.2 [71 -0.1 [41
beam intensity over the range of 3 × 10'3 to I V
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54) ((CdSe),,(ZnSe) 1 h} superlattices on Ga ',t 100) substrates as
a function of the numbers of CdSc layis. The solid and

Fig. 2. Peak energies of PL from {(CdSe)2(ZnSe)i }•l super- dashed lines indicate the calculated reflection angles tor the
lattices prepared with different Cd beam intensities. The relaxed- and coherent-growth cases.
dashed line indicates a peak energy expected for a square

quantum well with a thickness of 2 monolayers L'dSe.

of Cd atoms at the heterointerfacc and the effec-

Fig. 2 shows PL peak energies observed from tivc width of the well is reduced, but the period

supcrlattices prepared with different Cd beam of the superlattice does not change. The PL from

intensities. When the Cd beam intensity is in the the quantum well was the highest in intensity

range of 1.8 x 1014 to 1.2 x 1)5 cm- 2 s - . the when the Cd beam intensity was 3.3 x I0' cm

peak energy is around 2.57 eV and is indepen- s '. The intensity of satellite peaks in X-ray

dent of the Cd beam intensity. The value of the diffraction showed a maximum at the same Cd

peak energy is in agreement with the value calcu- beam intensity. Ther ",re. we adopted the value

latcd for a square quantum well with a width
corresponding to two monolit\ers of CdSe. as
described later. The energy change induced by a 28- 12K ZnSeCdSe Znse GaAs

deviation of the well thickness by one monolayer RELAXED

------------------------------------- COHERENT
is calculated to be 11.14 eV, as can be seen later in .. E
Fig. 4. This result indicates that one monolayer .26

growth of CdSe per cycle of the shutter sequence
z

of "Cd = 4 s/pause = I s/Se = 8 s/pause = I s" wZ
was realized with the Cd beam intensities. When 2.4-

40the Cd beam intensity departed from the opti- 0,,o

mum range to the lower side, the PL peak energy
became higher than the expected value. This ( 2.2

means that the effective width of the quantum
well becomes narrower with decreasing Cd beam 0 10 20

intensity. The thickness of one cycle of the super- WELL WIDTH (4)

lattice, however, did not change, as can be seen Fig. 4. PI peak energies of ((('dSe),,(ZnSc)l1 j,), superlatticc,

in Fig. 1. The discrepancy between the data of forn = 1. 2. 3 and 4. "rhe data at /ero well-width arc thc Iree

X-ray diffraction and PL measurement can be exciton energy observed in a thin ZnSe layer coherentl, grow•n
on (iaAs( I1M). Solid and dashed lines show calculated peak

explained as follows: When the Cd beam intensity energies of exciton emission in ('dSe quantum well, lor the

decreases, the quantum well of CdSt is deficient relaxed- and cohcrent-growtlh cases. respectively.
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of' thle Cl b)eamn intensity f'Or the preparation (it growth easecs. respeetioclx, '['hc parameters usecd
superlatticcs descrihed hiclow. for the calculation arc given in Tahlc 1. -1he good

X-ra% diffraction spectra Of a series of' short agreement hetwecen the ohserxed and calculated
period superlattices of' {iCdSe ),A ZnSe ...);, with %ariation of' PL peak energy wkithI the xkcel xkidih
n =-. 2. 3 and 4 wkcrc Studied around the svmi- confirms that the obsers d IT cmissions origi-
mictrjc (4001) reflection. Blesides the substrate re- natc f'romn transitions hetwccn the electronic states"
ficcijon. thce peaks of' zeroth-order satellite and in the conduction and the %aleneco hand in the
first-order satellites of- the supcrlatticcs were quantum wcllS. The intensit of' P1. from thle
clearly observcd. Fig. .3 shows X-ray diffraction n = I supcr-lattice was smaller than that of n -2.
angles 20~ of the satellitc peaks as a f'unction of partly duie to the spill-over cffect of cxcited carri-
thle number of CdSc lavcrs. TIhe solid and. dashed ers from the quantumn Ncll. Whcn the numbher oft
lines indicate the calculated angles for the eases (idSc lavers wAas increased to 4. the Pl- intenisit,,
of' fully-relaxed and coherent growth. respec- was reduced strongly, and was' "caker than that

tie\-The experimental diffraction angles arc in of' ii = 2 and ii 3 superlattices b,. txO Orders oft
agreement w ith thle calcullated ones of the coher- magnitude. This degradat ion is due to thile lalx-
L'nt ease for n = I and with the relaxed ease f'or ation of thle lattice mismatch by introduILCing misfit
1i --- 4. The intensity of' each satellite peak wNas dislocations, which act as nonradiat ive rccombhi-
o IbseicrCl to become smaller xitht increasing numn- nation centers. The F\A"HN1 of' the PE line from
her Of ('dSe las ers in a wecll laver. [he zeroth- thle n, . 2 sample wkas 25 meV\ at 12 1K. It \%a,,
Order satellite decreased in inltensity more rapidly reduced Ito I5 meV h\ increasing the huffer laxecr
than tile first-order sael Tes. 11 croth-order thickness, upj to 4001-S00 imonolasers ot /.nSc.
satllite reflects, the average: properties of, thle [malls. we d cescrihe tilie properties Of
superLrIMCe. Ms hreas tilie f'irst order satellites, (tCd Sc I lZse f)L superiattices )s ith ma1111le
comc fromi the periodic stackin of' tilie (dSe nu.11mhers Of su1perlattice cycles,. Suhpeoaks accord-
as% crs. [hle critical thicknessN of tlie coherent illg- to tile L aue funcihonl Of thle suLperlattiCc \e src

"1ross t iOf C dSe Orn inSo colic rent l\ grossN il on learls ohsersed hCtk% cul the .'cro! h O~ der and
MMa-s 111 ubtae is calcuklated to be a iess to tile first-order saelclite peaks.. The suhpeaks' sscrc

1;AIS .\[- t0l and thle lattice cohercy-lc is expected obsersed f'-rom thle samples ss ithi m vausdoss ni
to he hrokcni sshen the numiher of (dSc lasers, to 3. [ýhis ohscrxation confirmis thlat the shOrt
eceeCds, 2 or 3. Th'le break Of thle coherenes re- perilOd suLper-l1attiCcs prepared h\ tilie .\ I.
su1It, In tile derdtOn f tile ave rage properties met hod are Of' high quaIZlit\. IT peaks due to, thr,
(it thle SuIperdlatieC. irid bringS al rapid decrease (It qu~anltluml-%kel t-ransitions ssereC also obsersed froml
thle intensit\ Of the /croth-order satellite. [Hie thle superlatt ices ssith smrall mn values.
first -OrdClr Satellite, reflectring tlwý periodic stack-
Ing Of (dSe lasers iii thle sulperlalt ice arc rclai-
tisels insens~itixe ito tie Lattce reclaxation. 4. Conclusions

lVig. 4 shoss sIT peak e nergies, fr-om thle supier-
1lattices, of(it ( v ,1/n ,wth 1i 1 I. 2. 3 Short periOd superlattices with structures, of
and 4 as, a function oft the thickness oft (dSc wecll It dSei,,(ZnlSe)1 L, msitl it - . 2.ý3, and 4 aInd

la rs he closed and Open Circles shos0)s eXperi- m - 1 --30 ss crc gtrossn On (GaNi 10)1) substrates
meritilJ datal. [he \\ell wkidth sss eSt 1matd onl t11e wkith hullecr lasers of 301-8001 ionolasers oft /nSc.

bisOf thle numbe1hr Of ( dSe layers, for the tmso Source be-am intensities- and source-cell shutter
eases .t. (Ile.tc sulperlattiCe is cohecrently grossn oiio opening seq~uecesc, for one mionolayer grossl (ito
(V iatihsubsrates lOpen circles,) and it is, fully /.nSe and ( dSe wecre described. ( rosst i temper-
relaxed isolid circle,,). [he solid aind dashed lines attire ssas 310i'C. Satellite peaks Originiating front
sh% fistlie energies 01f exeiton enilissions iii tlie thle superlatlice structutre and] suhpeaks, aceording
CdSe quait tini ss ells calculated by thle Kronig - to tilie lane fulnctions ot thle superlattiCe ssere

Penney model lot the relaxed- and coherent- clearily obsersed in the X-ras diffraction patterns,.
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Critical thickness in heteroepitaxial growth of zinc-blende
semiconductor compounds
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Abstract

It is assumed that the critical layer thicknesses (CLT) in strained heterocpitaxial layers of zinc-blonde sccmicon-
ductor compounds depend on an energy balance relation between the strain energy and the deformation energ.
induced by the misfit dislocations. The first energy is evaluatcd by theoretical means and confirmed bN calculation.
In order to calculate thc latter energy, we have dcvcloped an interfacial misfit dislocation model in association w ith a
computer simulation method based on Keating's valence force field approximation. In this was the cncrg. of the
relaxed grown laver is obtained in the case of a complete network of txo-dimensional misfit dislocations. The
computer simulation results arc compared with published experimental data. The predicted %alues are in excellent
agrccment with the experimental CIT measurements for CdTc on (dZnTe substrates as ,,ell as for (eSi on Si
substrates. over the entire alloy compositional range. It is shown that the CIT depends in fact only on lattice
mismatch Y7. The r7 ' lass of variation of the CLIT found in this way may thus be considered as quite general and is
extended to (ialnAs/(iaAs, (iaSbAs/6aAs and GalnAs/InP systems.

1. Introduction agreement between the model calculations of
critical thicknesses in various systems and the

Most of the calculations of the critical thick- experimental published data is often rather poor.
nesses are based on assumptions concerning the with discrepancies as high as an order of magni-
mechanisms for misfit dislocation generation [I- tude [11-13].
4]. Recent studies assumed either the force bal- In the present paper a simplified model is
ance model proposed by Matthews and Blakeslee proposed to determine the equilibrium critical
[5.,] on the basis of energy considerations, or the thicknesses of semiconductor layers grown by het-
minimum strain energy density required to nuclc- eroepitaxy. The misfit associated with the inter-
ate dislocations 17-9]. A kinetic model of misfit face between the two different crystals is assumed
accommodation was developed recently by Dod- to be accommodated by misfit strain (coherent
son and Isao [10]. A model based on energy case) or by both misfit strain and misfit disloca-
minimization was proposed by Jesscr and Van tions (relaxed case). A valence force field (VFF)
der Mcrwc [I I. However, it is to he noted that approximation, considered from the point of view

of energy minimization criterion, is used for the
calculations. In the foregoing it is assumed that
the two crystals have the same thermal expansion

'orrcspondirtg aiuthar coefficient.

15122.1124x/'94/S$17.) , 1•04 Ilfwsier Scicn'c I.V. All rights reserved
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FREE SURFACE
2. Computational procedure PLANE 001

/EPILAYER
2.1. Relaxation procedure EPLANES

A numerical procedure is used to relax both i INTERFACE

bond-length and bond-angle distortions [14] of I._ ISFIT

each atom k in tetrahedrally coordinated struc- - DISLOCArn0N

tures by minimizing the Keating elastic energy UBSTRATE

expression [ 151 Q

3a , PLANES

16 (r( k
p= I 101V

4 3i + 2
, Fig. I. Schematic drawing of computational reference volume.+ rt, r,,, + ' r, 1

Y 8r- r1 o) The cell consists ot :hko regions: the region tt epilayer plane,P.'1 1P 0with a free surface and the substrate region with fixed plane,

valid for small displacements, where a and f3 are at the bottom. A crossing of misfit dislocation, is located at

bond-stretching and bond-bending force con- the ('01.) interface and the basic surface is 77 times

stants, respectively [16,171, and where ru1 is the h-/2.

normal bond-length and arccos( - 1/3) the nor-
mal cubic angle. The sums in the expression are ary conditions, with regard to the forces acting on
on the four nearest neighbours, specified by p, the atoms. are used in the Kll 1) directions.
with a separation rk,,. A set of misfit dislocations of .~omer type arc

Starting from the approximate equilibrium co- located at the ((d1I1) interface along the I 1type and

ordinates before relaxation, the program moves (11o ) axes. During the relaxation procedure. all

each atom in the entire volume to the equilibrium the atoms are permitted to move except those of

position defined as zero-force point under the the bottom plane of the substratc, which are held

Keating potential. The used potential leads to 22 fiei the o rigina latte site.

force components: with 4 central (a), and 18

non-central ones (J3), and where 6 forces are
related to the nearest neighbours and 12 to the 3. Principles for the calculation of critical thick-
second neighbours. The total strain energy is then ness
calculated. The motion of each atom is repeated
over many cycles (1M) to 20001)) until the total The central idea is based on the comparison.
strain energy converges to a definite minimum. at given misfit, between the elastic energy due to

coherency stresses. E,,,h, and the total energy of a
2.2. Computational reference rohlze completely relaxed structure, E,,,, as a function

of the thickness, expressed in atomic layers. For
Throughout the strain energy determinations the sake of simplicity, the calculations arc made

we consider a very simple heterostructure model throughout the computational reference volume.
containing a bi-crystal with an interface perpen- The critical thickness t, is then obtained when
dicular to the (001) axis (Fig. In. The misfit is
defined as r1 = (h - a)/a, where a and h arc the Eoh tc) =Ed'..I( t.) (2)

normal atomic spacings of the substrate and the As it will be shown later, at the critical thick-
epilayer. respectively. The computational refer- ncsses, a small part of the misfit-induced strain is
cnce volume consists of a parallelepiped with a used to build the dislocations. The major part of
square basis (of 77 atoms at the interface) and the elastic strain is redistributed between sub-
variable height. Two-dimensional periodic bound- strate and layer, as proposed by Junqua adl
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Grilhe [181, in a ratio depending on the elastic , . .
Constants of the two materials. The main effect of
this process is to reduce significantly the residual
strain energy in the epilaycr. In the foregoing it is
assumed that the misfit is entirely accomnmodated 2,

by both misfit strain and a complete square array 7

of interfacial misfit dislocations. That is to say
that neither the exact mechanism by which misfit
dislocations are nucleated nor the kinetics of "
strain relief are taken under consideration. An-
other assumption is that no intermixing of the
elements occurs across the interface which is in
other respects supposed to be geometrically flat
and perfect. , _

I AY• R I I M(K\1 I A I

3. 1. Elastic c'e'rtk- calculation Fig. 3. t)ependcnec of strain energ' of totall relaaed truc-
ture on number of atomnic aver plane for ('dIe on (0I0l)
o GaAs. Calculation is made using Keatings potential \NhcrC

Suppose that the stress in the epilayer. on a elastic constants a and 13 are ott Nartin [171.

thick (essentially rigid) substrate, arises only from
homogeneous isotropic elastic misfit strain. In
this case the simplest approximation is to con- that the computed values of the elastic strain
sider that the energy per atom is proportional to energy as a function of rf fall close to a straight
the square of the misfit. , = Bri-'. through a pa- line with slope 2. The deviation for increasing
rameter. B. which depends solely on the elastic values of the misfit ( r > liWt ) indicates that the
constants of the deposited material, chosen harmonic potential is rather inaccurate in

The calculations are made using the Keating that case.
potential and the values of a and /3 tabulated by Thus the cncrgy in the computational refer-
Martin [17]. The results shown in Fig. 2 are ence volume rY 't. where t is the thickness, is
obtained using arbitrary values. It can be seen l 77,h 1/ Bt. (3

It is to be noted (i) that the energy of a gicn
"area of r7 2 (times W-/2) is no morte dpende'nt
on the mis.lit and (ii) that the parameter B can be

- 1V2 interpreted as the plane energy in a fictive coher-
"ent unit cell.

7

t -4 3.2. Lncrty of 'relaxed ,itructun-

Consider a completely relaxed layer and rc-
,/ member that the strain is then distributed be-

S/ tween substrate and laver. The calculations are
,/ carried out. under the conditions previously listed

/ (see Fig. I). first for a two-plane layer, then for a

.-o I I 2 three-plane layer, and so on. The dependence of
IA It] , ltMc E,,I on the number of planes. t. is illustrated in

Fig 2. t-lastic sitron energy versus lattice mismatch. (alcula+ Fig. 3.
tion is made using arhilrarx a and 13 elastic ionstants. The ''The fact that the energy of the outer plane is
slope of the istraight line is 2. always found to be about half of the energy of the
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St WsIkN I I I %vYR Integrating expression (4). the total energy can

. I be written, for given misfit q. by

=A + -arctan - (6)
:D I F-2 9 "C 7

- Comparison of the computed values of l-,.,

from Keating's equation ( I ) with the results calcu-

lated from expression (6) shows a very reasonable
q 14%6 agreement.

"I L3 QNote that even for low values of t. the plateau
III 2*2 N i2t of the curve L,(t ) may be rapidly attaincd it c is
'Ismall enough, which is generally the case.

Fig. 4. Energy of atomic planes ,ersUs plane number. for
three gien values of misfit 77 = 2.7'i. 5.91i and 14.6'. (Calcu-
lation is made using the same arbitra ry elastic constants tor
the substrate (from plane number I to plane 421 and the layer 4. Critical layer thickness
(number 43 up to 84). In the model, the theoretical inter-
face" is located at plane number 41. Now the critical thickness is obtained through

the implicit equation

Bt. = L',,.( t. ) (7)
underlying plane is not very surprising and can be
understood as an effect due to the superficiatl which can be easily solved graphically by inter-
dangling bonds. What is interesting to note is that sceting, for the same given misfit, the straight line
the energy of each other plane does not depend 1 -. ,hO ) with the curve lErci ). It is clear that for

on the total number of planes, used in the calcu- thicknesses wAhich are not too small (or for rcla-

lation. but only on its own height in the layer. tively small 17). the interscct ion of the two curcs

Furthermore. it is seen that, beyond a given will be located in the plateau. where E,,, is

thickness, the total energy remains almost con- roughly constant, so that the critical thickness is

stant. indicating that the normal atomic spacing now simply

in the layer is then more or less recovered. t = E,,.,( 7. x)/B. (8)
The share-out of the energy bct\Accn substrate Let us deal with the problem of the critical

and layer depends on the elastic constants of the thickness-misfit dependenC.. Consider a given
two materials. The choice of equal elastic values height t. corresponding to the flat part of the
leads to an cquipartition of the energy. symmetri- energy cure - r -/-,•(x). as shown in Fig. 3
cal with respect to the interface, as shown in Fig. (although the approximation \%ill be reasonably
4 for three given values of misfit. Now, as sug- valid tor smaller ). The variation with r7 can be
gestcd by the above observations, the energy of a expressed as
plane can be approximately given by the expres-
sion E';,.( Xc) -A'r 17 " (9)

"w77 - t (4) which yields for the critical thickness

with -. ,7 "/B. ( 10)

I f(-1) Note that as Ai and B are basically dependent
/.,( t ) ------ . (5) on the same deformation p,,t -ntial with regard toS• ( 7 ) + I- the elastic constants, one m i, -,peculate that their

and where c is a constant versus 1. ratio A/B = A.* does not \at,: too much. at least
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t able I better accuracv, to be calculated Usinethein
Calcula~ted critical t hicknesses in atori fluelascrs (ALl fir %at-~ p1 jeit equaltiofl (7). le il

,ions hetcriostructures: the .4 * ma %Ines are, obtained using ai and Ante(eakIa ob ad n e c
J3 elastic constants tabulated bv Martin 117]Antermakhsob ado h ac

- that the self-energy of the dislocations has been
MIismatch I onst ant Critical

q [(AL) thickness neglected in the evaluation of the total energm of
riAL) relaxed layer E,,,. Suppose that e,, is the self-en-

(dieT CdItnIT I --2.7 0. 14-I. 1i 131) 33 ergy per unit length (expressed in interatomic
GeSi Si 1-4 0.t-u0.l5 1201-19 spacing times v'2 / 2 ) of a misfit dislocation be-
G.A, 'Si 4 0I.14 Is t%%ecn an epilayer and a thick substrate. As thle
GaSh , GaAs _s RIS - total dislocation length per unit cell is 21 1 . the
(die/GaAs 14.3 1 .39 approximate value of the energy per unit area

____________________ ___________ will be

as long as the model is valid. That leads us to On the one hand the evaluated values of c,
suggest that the critical thickness varies more or are fairly small and on the other hand the -I

less oidt/v ivit/I lattice mijsmatcht for aill zinc-blende power law variation, for small enough misfit. is,
semiconductor systems. This belief is strength- overcome by the -3/2 power law variation found
ened by the Values calculated via Eq.( 1() for for E•,,.,(- ) so that the including of' /-,, in the
various heterostructures and is shown in Table 1. expression of the total energy will have: no sigtuifi-
A good approximation seems to get the value cant effect on critical thickness determinatton.

.- *- ((.15 in the majority of examples. except for
CdTe/GaAs. Two arguments can be invoked to
explain the relatively high value A1* =0.3(0 found 5. Comparison with experimental results
in that case: Wi the misuse of the Keating poten-
tial which is less valid for large misfit and (ii) at Experimental data on critical thicknesses in
too small critical thickness which requires, for 11 --V1 com poutnds are of FIat are n k et tl. [11).0]. (

Measurements on samples grown bý molecular

IV

I A ' I MIS I I0 t I I. I l-I It(I\ 111 1 IC

Fig. 5 C atc.,latcd criticat layer thicknesses as it Cinoion (it Fig. A.. pliot of critical Iai~er thicknesses igmnitt lattie
lattice tnismndiah for Ud Fr ion 0101) I din~i: alloys. eompared misntritch htii Sit ;e illims on IMIN (0i I data ot Kasper et al,
withi experimentat data of ltataretik, et al. I19.2111 (alcutation 1-21.221. 1 1I data ofi Kohanta et alI. 4.25I. and I - I dat.1 of
is made using elastic constants it aind 13 tabulated by Martin ltc~k t Ai 123). the III is obtatinedl %ith 4- - 01.145 ior tile
1171. first diata set andi V1 - 0l.36o or the others.
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except for a part of the curve reported by Hobson
et al. which presents a change in the slope in the
high misfit region. However the fact that A*
values greater than 0.15 have to be used somc-

* $times to fit the data is believed to result from two
.2 types of factors:

-1 - Firstly, as suggested by Van de Leur et al.
[32]. those related to the experimental conditions

i t:-i of the layer deposition (i.e. growth technique,
temperature and deposition rate) and their corre-
lation with strain relief. Also the effect of relax-

H•• ation kinetics ,i the determination of limiting
-I I II. thickness as emphasized by Fritz [13] and Freund

[A. IICt I SMt A TC 0.n) [12]. Furthermore Dodson and Tsao [111] hase

tiC. v. 'ritical thicknesses versus misfit for ttt-V heteroepi- reported that the misfit of an initially strained
taxial systems: <71 InGaAs'•GaAs data of Laidig ei al. [26i. layer can be accommodated by both misfit dislo-
( ) data of (iourle• ct al. [271. (*) data of Orders and tUsher cations and a thickness-dependent elastic strain
[25] andi (I) Udata of Weng [29)]; (e) nGaAs/inP data of retained in the overlaver. explaining by this wa%
lakanio et al. [301] and ( E) ) (iaShAs/GaAs data of 1tohson et
i [.31]. The pricteC'td straight lines are calculated using eq. the results of People and Bean [33] on thermody-

III M %%hrcc -I 1.5 (hiier onel. 11.35 (middle) and 1.511 namicallv unstable SiGe films, as clearly demon-
hupper onc). strated by Van de Leur ct al. One other source of

discrepancy may be found in the epitaxial growth
beam epitaxy (MBE) of CdTe on ((001) CdZnTc mode, in particular for the island-type 3D groxvth.
%,erc made using either RHEED or photolumi- w~here the strain relaxation is often partial and
tcsCCnCc on single quantum wells. As shown in occurs locally, so that the status of the coherent-
Fig. 5. the agreement between experiment and relaxed transition is no more defined.
prediction is surprisingly good considering the - Secondly. the experimental conditions of
simplicity of the model, critical thickness measurement have to be taken

Good agreement is again found for the into account, particularl. when comparing direct
Si(ie Si structures shoswn in Fig. 6, where wce or derived thicknesses obtained by numerous
haxc plotted the data reported by Kasper et al. techniques of observation such as: reflection high
[21.22]. Bevk ct al. i'3] and Kohama ec al. [24.25]. encrg. electron diffraction [f1 920.23]. ion
Note that the data of Kohima et al. and Bevk et backscattering and X-ray diffraction [26.28.31].
Jl. can be fitted to Eq. ( 10) if a value A *- (1.30 photoluminesccnce [2(0.27.29]. electron beam in-
is taken. In Fig. 7. the experimental data for duced current [74,25]. optical interference con-
&t ;ictl thickness in GalnAs/GaAs icportcd by trast [29,31] and transmission electron microscop.
l.aidig ct al. [26]. G(ourlc. ct al. [27]. Orders and [201,211. In fact, some of these techniques pro\idL
tIhcr [281 and Weng 12)]. together with those in apparent critical thicknesses gcrner:ly thicker
(iaInAs•InlP gi\,en by Takano et al. [301 and than the expected equilibrium values calculated
those in (iaSbAs/G(iaAs reported by Hlobson et using Eq. ()10).
aL. [311. are plotted as a function of the misfit. All the above considerations suggest that an
S.olid lines are predictions calculated using Eq. empirical appropriate A* valuC for fitting to
(Ml) %% here AI 0 (1.15, 01.35 and (1.50. theoretical prediction has to depend not onl. on

the elastic constants (although in a rather compli-

6. Discussion cated way), but also has to take into account
actual growth conditions and measurement tech-

The model describes well the variation of IL niques. However, the fact remains that for obtain-
with the misfit at least for the - 3/2 power law, ing it rough estimation of critical thicknesses it is
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enoug,_h to choose a value A =0.! 15 in Eq. (I 10). 14J P'.M . Mircc. J.( Mulbrour inid iT. 1 ,tn der \ccn. 1.

However, if' need be (for example in the case of pp hv.6ll)744.

variable misfit systems), a more precise determi- 151 l.W. Matt hew and AT. Blakeslee. .1. ( ix~ial (irm~th 2-7
(1974) 118.

nation may be obtained by using the 77 varia- 161 i.w. Niti~ .~.vac. sci. rcchniil. I' 4 P45i) 26h.
tion law together with af specific value of A * 171 J.H. \an tier Mcr%%c. Surf. Si. .31 119721 1"5.
which can he obtained by nmeans of just one ]s] ill. xan dci Mcrv~c and C'A. Ball. in. tLpitaxia) G(mirou.

experimental measurement at at given misfit Ptil H . FEd- .1. Matthews I.Academnic Pre,,. Nc" Nork.
19754 ch. 6.

[9] I.C. Becan. t.C(. Feldman. \.-. F~im. S. Jakahara and
I.K. Robinsron. .1. vat. Sci. 'rcchnoil. A _'(19K4) 436,.

7. Conclusion [10l] BIw' DOINOfIain ~d J.Y. 'tIal.t) Appi. PhvN Left, I 4 19,S"
1325.

ilil W.A. Jesscr and J.11. %an ,fcr %icnc. in IDisl,li'aiiin', in
We have proposed an energy balance model SolidS. Fd. .R.N. Naliarrii f Nonth-I tolland. Anin~rcdarn-

for calculating critieal layer thicknesses in bet- 108S) p. 4-'].
croepitzaxial growth of semiconductor compounds. [12] L..H. I-rcund. J. AppI. Ph%, I. N (10'910 2i3

j 'be negie t becopard ae he lasicl 131 I.J. Ht/r. Appil. 1%h, 1 Cif. iI 19$"7) 111s.1I
Thc neriesto e cmpard ac te casscal 1141 P. Steinhardt. R. Alhcen and 1). Vi ciirc. -1. Non-C r\,iaIstrain energy (without an\' ehange of the substrate line Sollids IS; 4 f'74f 199.

nor misfit dislocation formation) and the detor- I1151 P.N. Keating~. IPhy'. Rcv. l14 k 1'4664 hl'

mat ion en e rv duLI to a full syst em of' in te rfacial 110 Ji].P. 1'. I isia~c and I.A. f'i plc. Proc. Rm s. Not l.c.41 idin 4

misfit dislocations. Both energies have: been caul- A '2,, (41 Qi,2) 474

culatcd b,, means of a computer simulation I Iq .NI. ati nd )''~. Rcs 11. VhI S1,0111 SOii5 I 41) (0
method based on Keating's valence force field 419473

approxsimation. Temto yilsary simple 119 S4 . Iartircnki. 1. (ihert. (I. F'ciiillci. K. Samnincidasar. Ic
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Influence of growth non-stoichiometry on optical properties of
doped and non-doped ZnSe grown by chemical vapour deposition
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B. Lummer K. V. Kuizer K, 1. Broserc
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.%bstract

Thick pols -ZnSc: la~ cr5 uscd loti o cal componcotis inl inrarcd latsci s~stcnis slio%% slirong> \ars ing lrscr daIII~IAc
di rcshi rds. lii is is, duc it) difft rcinc ii kind M id conccimirttion of cairrict t rappinrg dclecci ill t11 hc maicna' g roi s

oII& ndc ri0ri i SC, ZI1 partl i aprcssu rc a ii ios. 'ihc V I If iatio dctcylinilcs a nori-stiric hiomlc tric girm~t il anrd dc rcllnin n
anl u ppcrIi fiii it ton rIhC concc iiiatoni~n (1 ii a ICiscOdccN. lIih c optical pniipci0 ics of pols -ZniSc aic s t11id icd h% mc a is 01
iimc - iiicg ra tcd anrd liimc -rcsolscd phi rlut im ncscecL riPcIAI' as ss clI as spatialkl rcsi ils cd cat hodoui dii ncsccincc i( I
It i-, sliirwr that sampics grirxn ill Sc csccss, arc of good ttualil% arid havc thic lossCNIt dctcCt Ciiicciati~tions. 11wc
changging of propcrtics of riin-stoici'iciinmtc gross i sallipics Ihr dupIing 5 iii I-i aMid Ill ill a piist-groms i diffusioni
, 1riccss 'Ails als"O silui~dcl.

I. Introduction components in irrtrarcd latscr applicationis. ]'here
is. ho\Ac\cr. it \ci strung diffcrectic in thc Lic-

l1here is soinic evidence that thc problems (it sirrcd OptiCal atid elcctrical proipcrtics hctsccri
carricr type and conduLctiVitx control in w\idc gap hot h applications. For tlic irifrar-cd dIcsiccs, thc
II -VI Compounds arc stroingly rclatcd to native carrier concentllrat ions fItrcc carriers. in shalloss
dctccts generated hs non-stirichionictric comiposi- traps. in dcep lc),cls) mutst hc ats lo\iss a po-sihic.
lion during growth or additional thcrmal trcat- asking tbr extremeily los\ iniptinit\ Contenits and
mlcnt. Causing thc phenomcna of sc~l'-conipcrisa- stoichiomictr\ control. 'llncrcborc. suc gross punl\
tirn [1 -41. crystalline ZnSc shicets h\ at spccial chemical

/.nSc is t hc most promising II -VI matcrial for Va~potr dcpositioni Methoud ((*VID). an1d incstigzatc
thc fabrication Of p1-jUnlCtiOnl dcsiccs (b)Luc laser t hc intcrrclation b~ctnccn gross ti conditions. dc-
diodc) and has bcen intcnsivcly studied during fcct gcncration, arid optical proiperties. ']hc deCpo-
rcccnt ycars. It is also %,cry important fur optical sitioin tcnlperaturc arid thc Zn 'Sc ratio in thc gas

phase arc thc miain parrarnctcrs goscrnlins t hc
I'urira Iiu n (if sto ic hic ierii r- rc lai cd dcefcct s. In this

I irrespiiilirrg urirhor, work wc report inn inscstigatioiis on /inSc

101121-t024. 94, 11t" i 1tti4 lFsckicr St ieCeIIIfV \ I ll night' 1Cres Crs l
SAN/) ii022 m,2-511 )-I .2
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platelets grown under different VI/Il ratios at the optical arrangement were published by Men-
constant deposition temperature. We used low ninger et al. [5]. In the case of In doping, phase-
temperature photolumincscence (PL) and angle correlated (PAC) y-ray spectroscopy was
cathodoluminescencc (CL) in connection with performed for test;ng the incorporation of In on
colour imaging to characterize our samples with Zn lattice sites.
respect to impurities and intrinsic defects.

3. Experimental results
2. Experimental procedure

3.1. Cathodoluminescence studies
ZnSe layers of comparable thickness (400-500)

pm) were deposited on glassy carbon sheets in a Typical CL spectra s'iow a series of deep-level
CVD process using the reaction of the elemental transitions beside the known exciton lines. It is
vapours Zn and Se (Se, mainly) in argon ambi- possible to distinguish between defects by study-
ent. In this work we report mainly on a ing the dependence of optical properties on the
".stoichiometry row" deposited at the optimum Se/Zn ratio. Fig. 1 shows the result of such an
growth temperature of 675'C (optimal with re- experiment for the "optimum" temperature 075°C
spect to measured laser induced damage thresh- and a VI/Il ratio of 1.13. In addition to the
old at 10.6 Am) and a Se/Zn ratio between 0.3 exciton line, the donor-acceptor pair lumincs-
and 2.4, i.e.. between 701)% excess of Zn and up to cencc, the Y-band. the so-called Cu-green emis-
140"¼ excess of Se over the stoichiometric quanti- sion and the luminescence of the self-activated
ties. Growth rates were found to be 30-50 pm/h. (SA) centre can be seen.
depending on component concentration in the By colour imaging we are able to compare
gas phase. The diffusion doping experiments were different wavelength images in regard to the lo-
carried out in sealed quartz ampoules at 420'C calization of different deep level emissions (seen
for 48 h. Dopant source was stoichiometric ZnSe in Fig. I). It is clearly seen that the Y-band is
powder containing 10' g/g ZnSc of Li or In localized at large crystallographic defects like
metal. respectively, grain boundaries, twins, or dislocation networks.

For the PL spectra the ZnSe layers are excited The Cu-green luminescence is observed in the
aboh, the band gap by the 364 nm line of an same crystal areas as the Y-band. The distribu-
Ar-ion laser (spectra physics). for time-resolved tion is homogeneous in the neighbourhood of the
measurements by a dye laser synchronously defects. The SA luminescence is typically ob-
pumped b. an actively mode-locked Nd:YAG served in point defect clouds, whereas the cxci-
laser (coherent) with a frequency-tripling BBO tonic luminescence is only seen in those crystal
crystal. Luminescence transients arc detected by regions with low crystallographic defect concen-
a micro-channel-platc photomultiplicr tube in tration. That means that electron-hole pairs arc
coniunction with the time correlated single-pho- trapped by deep defects suppressing the excitonic
ton-counting technique. The transients arc fitted luminescence.
by convolution of the apparatus response with The doping experiments add some interesting
two exponential functions, one for the lumines- results. Comparing the Li-doped to non-doped
cencc rise (7, ) and one for the luminescence sample pieces treated in the same run, a notice-
decay (r7). C(I measurements and colour imaging able change is observed for near stoichiomctric
wcrc made using a scanning electron microscope material where the deep levels disappear. In the
(.I.)l.-U3) at carefully controlled excitation con- Se excess layers the Y-band is strongly dimin-
ditions of 25 kcV and 30 nA at about 77 K. The ished. It is concluded that l.i is bound to ex-
excitation depth was estimated to be 2-3 Am. tended lattice defects. in this way changing the
Spectra were recorded with a mirror spectromc- self-trapped exciton centre (Y-band). No specific
ter and conventional lock-in technique. Details of feaiture could be found in colour imaging. It is
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consistent %vith the results to assume Li incorpo- ZnSe
ration on interstitial sites. Tz2K

In the case of In-doping only Se excess layers

show remarkable changes, increasing with Se ex- ~S/n 11
cess. This can be interpreted in terms of defect 16 FE
chemistry, very simply with the need of Zn vacan-
cies for In substitution on Zn lattice sites and the
also likely formation of these under Se excess. Se/Zn

095
High donor and acceptor concentrations and an .9~-''.' ~.
increasing amount of deep levels (yellow-green, ~
SA) are measured. Our results correspond with 03/Z

those of Shirakawa and Kukimoto [6]. The puz- ...
zling result Comes froni PAC measurements where 1e0 200 240 280 27' 2782720 1

71(' of In at maximum are found on lattice sites. energy leVi energy (eV)

That means that at z4diffusion temperature of Fig. 2. TLpical Iunninecwcncc ýpcctr;a of pI -in~lc it Li K'
420'_C. practically no In atomis Substitute Zn lat- vorning the Se i inmol ratio.

tice atoms. Therefore. the mechanism of In im-
pact on optical properties should be considered niected with the grov~th condition under Sc cx-
to involve other possibilities as interstit ial posi- cess. indicating an association ).%ithI Zn vacancies.
lions, of In or complex formation. Also no specific whereas the donor-acceptor pair lum11inesýceceIC
I r-relateil defect could be found in the spectra and the emission hands at I .9) eV as wecll as at
and in coiour images. 1.85 cV arecrnhanced in erxstals 1eroxkl iiunder Znl

excess.

Furt her infornmat ion onl the detect coneenrtra-
tion and thle quality' Of the ZnSc crxstals vs~ as~
obtained using timec-integrated and timec-resolved S/nT
P1. investigations at heliunm temperatures. Typical 1,67 -rise =200ps

P1. spectra of ZnSc with varied Se//Zn ratios AIt

one fixed growth temperature are seen iii Fig. 2.' decay =400ps

In the exeitonic region (right-hand side of' Fig. 2). 1
E

the luminescence of' the tree cxciton (FE). the Se/Zn
dono r hbouLind cxci toil (I _ .the acceptor boundl 0.95 s

exeiton (I)d. and of an exciton bound to a deep
acceptor is observed (I Withi increasing Se/Zn 2.1 decay 1 loops
miol ratio the line is boosted. demonstrating decay 2
this deeply botund exciton line is correlated with eZ
Zn ýacancics. Deccreasing the Se/Zn ratio. the0.
intensitN of' the shallow bound exeiton lines 1,rse =20p
and] I , is enhanced in comparison to 1,(

[he halfwidths of the hound and free exeiton decay = 470ps
lines, arc comparable to those in single-crystalline
ZnSc. [his showis that the extensioin of the single ---- r
crysNtal line region,, is rclativelk large, i.e.. for the 0 t000 2000 3000 4000

exeitoti grain boundaries can he neeleeted. The time (ps)
appearance of the Y-band and lie sell-activated Fig .1. 1 rnsicni~o 'il 11 Isnind ec~citn enliill'rl % .imrq tic
band atl 2.01 CV (left-hand Side of Hig.3)is coil- Sc /tniowl ratio'
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samples grown under vary'ing Sc,/ Zn ratio. -Ihr~,
a0 = 2.5 nm N =2 1*10"cm ratio critically determine's the concentration o!

W-=1*10' S' 10, deep native defects generated during grow~th at

Zn/Se =0.3 Zn/Se =0.6 675C. Using a model proposed by Thomas et iL.
W- = 810' S,[10]. we evaluate from DAP luminescence train
W - 80 S 'sienits tile shallow donor concentration ND) of

N 6.4*10"cm samples grown in Se excess (seen in Fig. 4). and
b lfn,, a factor proportional to the recombinat ion

10' D probability in that model. A detailed description
S of the fitting procedure is given elsewhere [ I11.

The DAP luminescence grown with a Sc/` noto
E Z ratio of 0.3 decays considerably laster thaai that

b of' the sample with at Se1/Zn mol ratio oft 0~.0

10' bSuggesting a much hligher native defect concent-
t ration. This is Obviou~s from the la rge mnce;scas of

- ~ ~ 0 a I -l, owever. there is no corresponding sig'iifi-

cant change in thle imlpurit\ concent ration, as

2.60 2.65 2.70 ZnSe (IL rmin~d troml thle DAP~ t;ansientls. So \\c e ind
enery (e) T=K an increased defect generation sý ith lareer de\Ka-
energ 1eV)T2lion from stoichiomectric growtlh condit ion".

10~ 10" 10" 10 lu 1 10' 10 4

time (s)

I-Ig, 4 11I~i.I~II,IiT t1[ie donl,'i accept~io ur pi ttiiiuiiic~cecuC 4. ConclC usionl

t)<\P tuimuirc",ccii- Icctrri arc Tc.l!-- anlalysis (1 timeC-integr"lated Mid tinlC-re-

soilved IT as \,,elI as CT imc stigat ions ýie kls a
last and( reliable access to imx sticationl if theL
influence of impurLllit\ con1centrion~s .antI COM~-
petisationl effects oil thcý oipticail properties inl

limec-resolved IT. neasurcmecnts (FIig. 3 ) of Semiconductors. In this p~aperl I strongl influence
sanlples grow~n x ithI a large Sc or Zn eceCss of thle stoichiomeit r\ onl defect ucne rat ion iti
demonstrate that the lifetimes oif the different poly-tIISe is established. Assumning a1 constant.
cxciton lines are relat ively long and comparable I~ix, imlpurity Icx l. weC Conclude t01a t lie C leets
xý ithI t hose in MBEF ZnSe epilayers [8] or single tounld are related to natixc defeets in thle /11 or
crystals of good quality [9]. Obviously there is SC sulblattice. Material 21roxAl illuder SC ecess-I has
onlN relatively little non-radiative decay of d~cc- the lox.%LSt dtefct con1centrattonS as compareCd to
tron-hole pairs via deep centres. We found the samples groxkl iNwith Znl excess and xx itli a necar
free exeiton life tirmes to range betxx cen 1040 and stoichiomletric Sc ,'Zn ratio. Wkith respect to thle
2040 ps. x\ hercas the lifec time (of" the acceptor doping experiments,, it is rioitexxorthIt that no spe)-
bound excitoti 1 amounts to 4004 ps in samples cific dopant-related defect emnissiotn \xas loiund.
gro\Nn \txxith Sc excess. Tbis demonstrates that the but large differences, inl tile kind arid the concen-
defect contcent rat ion in these samples is small. Itt t rations of' defects generated inl deCpencelI1C onl
crystals growti with it Se//ut mol ratio near 1, the ruon-stoichiomectric growkthl. Ihlerefore. it seems
cxcitoti lifetimes are drastically reduced. rexeal- possible that complexes Of intrinsic dI~efcts auc

ing ~mptit~c on-adiaivcproesss itro- onl moifidhb initroducinig inmpurities. [he role
diteed by a degrauded crystal quality. of' large crystallographic defects (tMxitls. dislloca-

[hei inset (if Fig. 4 depicts, thle donor -acceptor tions) ats source or drainl of opticulls\ actixe point
pair M IAP) luminescence band at 2 K of the samec dtefcts, should hle stuldied more int-it'nsivcl.
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Structural properties of perfect ZnTe epilayers on (001)
GaAs substrates
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Abstract

We report on molecular beamn cpitaxv and hot-w~all beamn epitaxy growth oft ZnTe cpilaxers on (0(11) (iaXs
substrates. The surface reconstruction of (001 ) ZnTe is measured by reflect ion high -ene rgý elect ron di (tr1ct i~n
(RH1EEID). The RHEED pattern as a function oft the beamn equivalent pressure ratio p', and substrate
temperature is Studied. Mosaic structures of the ZnTe epilayers grown under optimized conditions arc irncs etiatcd
quantitativ~ely by high resolution X-ray diffract ion and photolumninesccence. These data, " hich are related to the
three-dimensional perfection of epilavers. are contrasted to RIIEE!) measurements of thle surface mnorphologý.

1. Introduction in the middle of the seventies [3]. L~ater. ZnTc
has been grown also by metalorganic chemnical

The interest in epitaxial growth of ZnTe has vapor deposition (MOCVI)) [4-0]. atomic laver
recently been stimulated by the fact that graded cpitaxv (ALE) [7] and hot-wall epitaxy (HWE)
bandgap Zn(SeJe) ohmic contact can improve [8.9] on GjaAs. The main problemn of hetcroepi-
the characteristic of p-type contacts for blue-green taxial growth of' ZnTe oin GiaAs results fromt
and blue emitting ZnSe based lasers [I]. High-qu- different lattice constants of Zn~le (a~,,, h, .10)4
ality ZnTe epilayers may also be used as Sub- A) and GiaAs (a,,A. = 5.054 A). The mismatch of"
strate material for the growth of HgSe/(Hg.E-e)Se 7.6Wý influences the nucleation behavior in the
semimagnetic semiconductor heterostructures initial growth stage [10] by formation of disloca-
and superlattices. These structures are expected tions.
to have interesting physical properties [2]. In this paper, we report on the growth of

The epitaxial growth of ZnTe layers by molec- Znl'e/G;aAs epilayers with optimal structural
ular beam epitaxy (MBE) has been reported first properties, the quantitative measurements of the

mosaic structure in these layers by high resolu-
tion X-ray diffraction (HRX[)) and photolumi-

_______nescence and the investigation of the surface
Corresponding author, morphology by RHEFI.

(1022-0)248/94/$0t7.04) (1994 tFlsevier Science B.V, Atl rights reserved
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2. Experimental setup
4

Growth of our ZnTc epilavcrs was performed 0 0S21

in an MBE and a hot-wall beam cpitaxy (HWBE) 3 - c,2x21

system both designed and constructed at Linz .. o

University. Each system consists of a load-locked 10 a . , e
substrate preparation chamber coupled to the 0o ,90amsmem ooooo9
main growth chamber. The priociple of HWBE *SO9b9O ,O Cm Mrs

has been described elsewhere [I1]. All epilayers -a Me Beee m 00oooooooooooooo' -•OOOOMI

were grown on epiready (001) GaAs substrates o
"which were 2' misoriented towards the next [11110 0 1001)ZnreGaAs

direction. The epiready GaAs were preheated 0 _f __1_______Gas

prior to growth in order to remove the oxid layer. 100 200 300 400 500
The temperature of the substrate holder in both Tsub ( C)
s'stcms was calibrated allowing one to compare Fig. I. The surface reconstruction ol MB[tr-grovmn (I1)(I)

the results of both growth methods. The MBE ZnTe/GaAs epilavcrs as a function of gro',th temperature

growth was carried out using elemental Zn and and the equivalent beam pressure ratio pl_ p1),,. he
Tc evaporation sources with 6N and 7N purity RHEED pattern in region I sho%,, a CI 12) reconstruction

purchased from Nippon Mining. The ZnTe source and in region 11 a c(2:. 2) reconstruction is obcred. A

material for HWBE was prepared by closed zone mixture of both reconstructions can he obscrved in region III
indicating a stoichiometric surface. Region IV is the conden-

melting from Zn with 6N purity and Te with 7N sation boundary and in region V three-dimensional gro, th
purity. This granular compound consisted of large occurs.
stoichiomctric monocrystalline grains. The MBE
growth chamber was equipped with a 35 kV
RHEED system. Intensity profiles and the full these regions, two different reconstructions of the
\idth at half maximum (FWHM) of the RHEED (001) ZnTe surface are observed. A streaky (I x 2)
reflections were obtained from digitized high res- half-order reconstruction along the I110) azimuth
olution photographic pictures taken from the is observed in region I. In this region, the BEP of
RHEED screen during growth. The epilayers the Te beam is high and we believe that this
wvcrc characterized by high-resolution X-ray region represents a Tc-rich surface composition.
diffraction. Rocking curves of the (002) and (004) In region il which, on the other hand. is assumed
Bragg reflection were measured using a 5-crystal to represent a Zn-rich surface, a streaky two-fold
diffractometer. The X-ray wavelength was 1.5406 c(2 x 2) reconstruction along the [I0)1 azimuth is
A. 4.2 K photoluminescence (PL) spectra were observed by RHEED. Both types of reconstruc-
measured using a standard set-up and argon ion tion. c(2 x 2) and (I x 2). are observed simultane-
laser excitation at 458 nm. ously in region Ill. Our established surface phase

diagram for ((X1)I ZnTe is similar to that of ((041)
ZnSe [121, where two regions of c(2 x 2) and

3. Results and discussion (I x 2) surface reconstructions have been clearly
identified. However, an extended region of coex-

In it series of RHEED experiments, the rela- istence of both surface reconstructions was not
tion between the substrate temperature, the beam observed. The existence of only two different
equivalent pressure (BEP) ratio PtJPzn and the reconstructions on the (001) ZnTe surface agrees
surface reconstruction has been investigated. Fig. with measurements and tight-binding calculations
I shows the results of these experiments. The of the total energy of the (0W)D ZnSe surface [13].
surface reconstruction diagram can be devided It has been shown that the coexistence of both
into 5 regions. Regular two-dimensional (2D) reconstructions indicates a nearly stoichiometric
growth is obtained in regions 1, 11 and Ill. In surface condition [14], yielding optimum condi-

A
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tions for the growth of high quality ZnTe epilav- ....
ers. This has been proofed by measuring the a IOO1IZnTe GaAs

width of the X-ray rocking curves of epilayers *
which were all grown at the same BEP ratio but M o MBE

with different substrate temperatures. The mini- 0.1 0 o
mum of the rocking curve full width at half maxi-
mum (FWHM) was observed for those samples
which are found clearly within region III in the
surface phase diagram. 1000

For substrate temperatures above 45(J°C. the
growth rate decreases rapidly because of en-
hanced re-evaporation of adatoms (region IV). At
substrate temperatures below about 200'C (re- 2 100 - W
gion V). a transition to a three-dimensional (3D) Z: MBE

growth mode and facetting due to the reduced
mobility of the surface atoms is observed. b

The growth optimization in the HWBE has 0101

been carried out by measuring the half-width of layer thickness (1 1)

X-ray rocking curves as a function of the sub- Fig. 2. Thc radius ot mosaic biocks R (a) and thcir ateragc
strate temperature. The layer thickness was held misorientation a (b) trom MI-t:- M.tid I M [it•,L10%-frffn 15

in the range of 3.2-4.5 Aim for these experiments. ZnTe/GaAs epilayers %ersus thickness at the epmlaer,,
Because of the use of a binary compound source.
the vapor composition is rather stable with a
Zn-to-Tc ratio of about 1. This vapor ratio pro- epilayers. indicating that the density of extended
vides a Te-rich surface at lower substrate temper- defects in HWBE-grown cpilavers is smaller than
atures at 300()-330'(" and a Zn-rich surface at in MBE-grown ones. If wc compare our HRXD
higher substrate temperatures at 401°C. as it has results with published data [4.9. 151. we find that
been measured. It is not possible to determine a for a given layer thickness our HWBE-grown
surface reconstruction diagram for HWBE growth films have excellent structural properties. To our
optimization because of the constant flux ratio knowledge the FWHM value of 140 arc see for a
which is supplied by the ZnTe source. 5.6 Aim thick ZnTe epilayer is among the best

The best values of the half-width of the X-ray values reported so far.
rocking curves were FWHM < 1SO are see for 3 Recently we have shown that the size and
Am layer thickness. This high crystalline quality average misorientation of mosaic blocks in epilay-
of the ZnTe films was achieved for a substrate ers can be obtained from an analysis of the form
temperature of 370'C. of the rocking curves [16]. This theoretical model

After we had obtained the optimal conditions of X-ray scattering in non-perfect crystals, which
for MBE and HWBE growth, a set of epilaycrs is described in detail in ref. [16]. has been used to
with a thickness between (1.2 and 6 ,im were calculate the radius and the misorientation of
grown. For MBE. a BEP ratio of about 1.5 was mosaic blocks in our epilayers. Results are shown
used and the substrate temperature was 330'C-' in Fig. 2. The mosaic block size is approximately
for HWBE, it was 370('C. The FWHM of the linearly increasing with the layer thickness. The
(002) reflection rocking curves of these epilayers penetration depth of the X-ray beams is about 2
was about 15(0) arc see for the thinnest layers and jim for the (002) Bragg reflection. Therefore the
it decreased to 140 arc see for the 5.6 jtm thick obtained mosaic block parameters are an average
HWBE-grown layer. We find for equally thick over this depth range. This is important especially
epilayers that the FWHM of HWBE films is for thin layers where the mosaic size is strongly
about 30`¼ smaller than that of the MBE-grown varying with thickness.
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100 . .. ... ....... .... demonstrate that the surface morphology of ZnTc
:d 0o1)ZnTe'GaAs 1 epilayers (thickness > 0.2 i'm) is superior to that_ I

) 11101 az~muth of the GaAs before growth.
0 The 4.2 K PL emission from a 5.6 Am thick

Z HWBE-grown ZnTe epilayer is plotted in Fig. 4.
0 FThe spectrum is dominated by bound exciton
IJl

-r emission lines (A0 X). The weaker emission lines
- are due to donor bound exciton (D'X) and free
"0• exciton (FE) recombination. We find that the

a0te near-band-edge emission in thin layers is :,ignifi-
"1 " cantly reduced. In order to compare PL data
" io L.. from epilayers with different thickness we have0.001 0.01 0.1 1 10 related the intensity of the 2.369 eV bound exci-

layer thickness (prm) ton line. 1
e.,,,, to the total PL emission between

Fig. 3. The FWHtM of the (01 ) RHIEED reflection measured 1.8 and 2.4 eV, The va~ue of is
in the 11111] azimuth from MBF-grown (O01) ZnTe epilayers plotted versus mosaic radius in the inset of Fig. 4.
%ersus later thickness and front the GaAs substrate as mea- Only for those epilayers where the mosaic radius
,ured before growth was started, is significantly larger than the radius of bound

excitons. which is about 50 A in ZnTe. is a

pronounced near-band-edge emission observed.
The block size in HWBE cpilayers is about In those layers where the mosaic block size and

twice that in MBE-grown epilayers. Since this the exciton radius are of comparable size. the
relation holds for the whole ra-ge of layer thick- radiative recombination of excitons is suppressed
nesses. we suppose that the mosaic size is intflu- due to enhanced non-radiative recombination at
enced by the nucleation rate during the growth of the grain boundaries.
the first atomic layers (initial growth). In the
quasi-closed space HWBE system, a quasi-ther-
modynamic equilibrium between source and sub- -A X

strate is established. We assume that the forma- 5 03 (001)ZnTe GaAs

tion of islands with minimum orientation disorder
is more likely in HWBE than in MBE. due to tht: 4 -0.2 0
more intensive exchange between the solid and M ,x

the gas phase during the nucleation process. Z' 3 "o 1

It has been shown by computer simulation [171 J 0 0 0
that the intensity profile (e.g. the FWHM) of . 2 001
RHEED reflections is sensitive to the surface R0m DO

morphology. Fig. 3 shows the FWHM of the (01) mDX

RHEED reflex measured parallel to the shadow 0 (001)ZnTeias

edge and recorded during the growth of our . . . . . .
MBE samples. Also shown in Fig. 3 is the FWHM 2.26 2.28 2 30 2.32 2.34 2.36 2.38 2.40

of the RHEED reflection from the GaAs surface energy (eV)
as measured immediately before growth was Fig. 4. The 4.2 K near-band-edge PL emission from a 5.V Um

started. The FWHM of the RHEED reflection thick ((Mil) ZnTe layer grown by tIWBE on ((Mi1) GaAs. The

from the layer is decreasing with layer thickness lines are due to acceptor (A/X) and donor (D1X) bound

from a value which is significantly larger than excitons. as well as to free exciton (FE) recombination. The
that from the GaAs surface to values which are insert shows the normalized excitonic PL intensity versus

mosaic block radius of the ZnTe layer. I,,n is the intensity
smaller than the substrate value when the layer of the 2.368 eV (N'X) line and I/oa is the integrated intensity

thickness exceeds about 0.2 j~m. These data between 1.8 and 2.4 eV.
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Growth and characterization of electrodeposited films
of cadmium telluride on silicon
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Abstract

This \%ork descrihcs the growth and characterization nil'clcctrodcposited filmis nil' thc 1- JI Wit sc~niieoiidutr d die
dfirect l\ on ito p- and n -tyrpc silIicon. In-sito ci IipsoflictIr), has rcvca ld t he pIcsclC ric a spODin A1n elrr I PN1L dcp-stdIC
lawcr on ill u miinacd p-type Si and on n-ct~pc Si. The groiwth o f t he Sponta neous I ax c has bcc il' %cri ficnl I) 11 ot he tli
lcchniqucs used to characterize the clctirodepositcd filni1S. sulch as differcntial scanning carlmnirtimen \-rax ploimnt
electron spcct roscnip\. e ne rgv dispersiseaayssb X-rays. RU~lctoh f rd backseat te ni n anrd -N -si\ dilfl ridin ii ii
subsequenti growth of the ('di~e laver on top of this is close to str ich ioniric co lmipoisitioin [It the fi ni dries no(
appear to formni acoherernt laver.

1. Introduction nietalnirgatiie vapouir phase cpitatxN (ION MOPF!
[101-121 and] also by cloised hot wal eitiaw

('die is of' current interest in the field ot' (ClW1) j131. Mlthough at large lattie mismatch
infrared detector technology as- it proVideS at near ( 19 ) oistetnsibly exists between die (diel~ anid Si.
ideal substrate for the epitaxial growAth of' the epitaxial relationship is ('dcjId 1111 on Sit 100)l
('d, fig, Tc ('MIT). The direct growth oif ('die which resu~lts ill a latticc mismatch of" only 3.4'e
oif silicotn therefore forms at key component in the along the ('di{21 1l) direction [91. The electrode-
development of' monolithic detectors based (in position method for ('Ie %\sas ficst established b\
UNIT for infrared focal plane array applications Panicker and co-workers 1141 in 19(78 and offered
[1 -31. Another important area for the ('die'/Si an ailternative low6-cost pat liiax. in comparison toi
heterojunetion is in X-ray imaging sensors 14-f)] the above groiwthl methods. for the attainnment of
ats well ats in solar energy applications [41. The good quality ('die' layers on it variety ni' conduc-
('die'/Si hecteroepitaxial groiwthi has been live substrates. Sincc that time. thec letrochemii-
achieved by molecular beamn epitaxy (MBE') [7-91. cal route has been thle subj-c~t uof considerable

study, in particular foir the developmcnt of' soilar
cells based on the ('die /'dS heterojunction
[15-21i1. Although various elect rochemtiical niech-

oiinrspntiu(ing author. anisms have been proposed 114,15.17.21.251 lot-

00r22.rt2-t/r4j;$t7 (Xt l 194 tkescvrr Scicnice tI. All rights rvecsctcl
SSI)I 00~22-0248(9.)l-,0082 2W
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the deposition of CdTc as the alloy rather than although the temperature control for each dcpo-
metallic Cd and Te, the essential step has been sition run was to within + IEC. The solution in
the shift in the Cd deposition potential towards the cell wits maintained at the growth tempera-
that of tellurium, assisted partly by the free en- ture by constant circulation from a thermostatted
ergy of formation of the alloy and also by the ca. reservoir. The solution was circulated from the
2550: 1 concentration ratio in the solution of cad- reservoir and the cell by a peristaltic pump. The
mium to tellurium [14]. The substrates employed lower temperature limits employed here %kerc
for deposition have ranged from In or Sb doped necessary due to the distortion at higher temper-
tiil oxide coated glass [14,18.20] to titanium attires of the in-situ cell which was constructed
[16.19.27] and CMT [27]. The temperature range from perspex. Quartz windows were fixed to the
for the deposition is usually 70 to 9(0'C. with cell such that the laser struck the %kindo•k sur-
increase in crystallinity reported for the higher faces at normal incidence and penetrated through
temperature deposits and also after annealing of forming an angle of incidence of 70- with the
the electrodeposited films [14, It)]. Circulation of substrate. A platinum flag or a graphite rod Aas
the electrolyte in the deposition cell is also car- employed as the secondary electrode. The refer-
ried out to increase the mass transport of the ence electrode used \Nas the saturated (KCI)
limiting reactant, xiz. HTeO." to the substrate so calomel electrode (SCE) which has it potential of
that more uniform growth can be achieved. 0.242 V versus NHF (the normal hydrogen elec-

trode). All potentials were measured and arc
reported in this paper with respect to this refer-

2. Experimental procedure ence electrode. In-situ ellipsometr\ was per-
formed throughout the clcctrodeposition. using a

The clcctrodepositions were carried out on Gaertner L116B Auto Gain Ellipsometer with a
(lt)t)} p-type Si (B-doped) and 111 n-type (Sb- He-Ne laser (A - 032.8 nm /I ml\). The olcc-
doped). obtained from Wacker-Chemitronic trodeposited films were then further charac-
(MF13H. The cell employed for electrodeposition terised in their "as-grown" state or after anneal-
%kas the in-situ cllipsometl r cell described in a ing in air at 4()0°C for I) mini. Several techniques
prceious "ork on (dTe electrodeposition on ('MT were employed for ev-situ analysis of the elec-
[271. The Si wafers (11) cm diameter) \werc first trodepositcd films. Of particular importance w•ere
cleaced into samples of around I cm'. The back X-ray diffraction (XRD) and X-ray photoelectron
of the sample wNas then either etched in 2M spectroscopy (XPS). The XPS data here were
NH 1: (1p)i 4.5) for 15 min in the w\ay described obtained w•ith a VSW 100) mm hemispherical
b.l Kautek and co-workers [28] or alternatively, it analyser and X-ra. source vsith an aluminium
m.as roughened with 1200 grade emcery paper be- anode.
fore electrical contlact vas cstablished bctween
the Si sample and the cell baseplate, using gal-
lium-indium eutectic. The sample was then 3. Results and discussions
sealed in place using silicone rubber sealant and
the surface cleaned with 1.1.1 trichlorocthylene The elcctrodcposition of ('dTc on both n- and
prior to etching with either 10; HF or the NIl F p-type Si was carried out by linearly decreasing
solution described above. Etching using the I 10" the potential from the equilibrium value of ca.
HF Solution was carried out under a nitrogen - 0.2 V to the final growth potential between
blanket so that the surface of the silicon was not --0.5 to -0).8 V and maintaining that potential
exposed to oxygen before deoxygenated deposi- until the desired film thickness wits obtained. A
tion solution was added to the cell. This consisted typical cyclic voltammogram is shown in Fig. I in
of an aqueous solution of 0.5M ('dSO. and 25 which the potential was swept between the limits

ppm 'c (as tI1Te( ) ) at pHl 1.8. The electrodepo- of -0.2 and - 1.0 V. The oscillations produced
sition temperature was in the range of 55 to 701%(' in the "'plateau'" current are due to the flow

I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Wats at reaction hut onl% in thle areca of laser
impingement for p-tN'pC Si. causing. the format ion

- 0.8 - 0.6 0.4 02J of it creanm coloured film. No deposit wxas found
oil the areas of silicon untouched h\ the laser and
this wals confirmeld bx CX-SitU nieasul-rlCmntS. 1 huS
the reaction taking place in thle (dS() solu.tion is

mx' CM' catalvsed by intense light. an d not by normal
laboratory illumination. This is not unexpected

-200 since both visible and IJV laser-induced deposi-
tion on semiiconduetor substrates ineludinL, silicon
is alread% %%ell documented [29-31I ). When thle

/ ~deposit ion Solution \&ias used. a filnm sponta-
neously formed and wýas visible to thle naked cxc
over the whole of the Si surface although it wxas

Fit. 1 Uww hanftwrar fcored n 1-1PC i I a strongest at the point w\here thle laser beam imn-
Vig . \ticxoianrn'grrnrccried Ii~ ~ il a pinged the Surfice. T[his reaction is therefore

ii n on ani n (5 \ t\f( Ian 25pp I idI a p t cat a lvsd cx en bx normal la bora torx ill um inat ion

LS. - o C ,ý%cp jle 5, IIVand it is \North noting that n10 deposit ion Oecurred
when at p-type sample wkas placed inl contact wxith

eonditions from the peristaltic pumrp sinee the tilie deposition Solution in thle dlark, cx en after 12
reaction in this region is Occurring Under mass hi. A typical ~lfipsonietrx' trace monitored for the
transport control. "]he farge increase in current at spontaneous deposition of the film on illuminatedCL
thle end of the plateau is due to the eleCtrodepo- p-type silicon is shown iil F-ig. 2.
tsjito I ofl netallic cadmium, The thermodynamic The optieal constants obtalined, rercliItixc inl-
potential for the reduction Of ('d ions'to Cd dcx n 1.2and extinetion coeffieient A 0.1 1-;
tinder thle eondition,. here is -0t.064 V. [hle po- for the first part of this :ur-%c are eonsixtent \01
teiit ial observed here for the deposition Of Cd is those prex iouslV measured inl t his fabhorators 1,1
obv~iously more negative, and we attribute t his inl t(hill eleetrodteposited films of' tellurium onl x an-
part to thle increase inl resistance of thle substrate Otis substrates (271. ITius it wxould appear that an
due to the deposited (die. [ur1t herniore. at this electrodehess plating nmechanisnm for fe operateN
poItentiall ( -.. - 0.85 Vt. Cd xwould be electrode-
pOSitring Onl (die. Tbus, ats thle mechianisni lead-
rig to an effective tinderpotentiah deposition of 1 Sjl_ýS QAI VA _E

CdI (to fornm (die) does not apply here, an over-1:
potenitial for the (.d deposition is fouiid.

It wAas apparent from thle aiialvsis of thle chlip-
sonictr\ datta that tilie optical constants iiicasUred
for tile -bare" silicoii substrate in contact with
the deposit(ion Solution did riot co'mrespond to that 7

of Si. To investigate this anlonialk. ellipsonietrx
experiments were carried out xx here thLc silicon 6

.surface xx us nionittored from I,- -, moment of' eon- 50

tact with solutions containing tlli: various conipo-
nciets of' the deposition solution. Thus, in at 25 40

ppmn Ic solution at pH I1.8 and 551C. there was 0 10 20 30 .0 5C 60

no detectable change in the optical constants 4~/ deg
Observed ov~er at pe riodtL of 2 h . Iii a01.5 M ( d~ Fi tg. '. I xpcoinien¶ a f1 if'I plot o0r t he ,:ro imh oil .m spo nt&
solution at tile same pH and teniperature. there n~colN F Imcfdr on fIllminaied p-INTpC SI.
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when silicon is in contact with a solution contain-
ing both Cd and Te ions. The shift in Te deposi-
tion potential when Cd is present in the solution
is of course funldamcntal to tile simultaneous
deposition reaction to form CdTe [14]. Electron T i. ...
(or hole) injection into the conduction (or va- 420 4"')

lence) band of the Si substrate will occur if the I Itig. 4. I)S(. irdce rcorded bor t|he |c li~er on1 hxiincam V~ile

band edges arc in close proximity to reduced (or 1K n )i.
oxidised) states respectively of the redox species
in the solution. This situation becomes somewhat
more complex if" surfalc.e staiL-s are present on the in the sample. However. ,altics of 57h.1. 571.)
silicon. For bare Si. the condw:tion and valence and 569.46 eV for the Fe 3d, . binding cncrgic,,
band edges in aqueous solutions have been re- were recorded. The first two correspond to Ic(),
ported as - 1.79 and -0.69 V. respectively [281. and Te. respectively [321. The third peak can
Under the conditions of our experiments, the tentatively be assigned to [c associat ed vitlh a
('d/('d C redox species lies at -0.654 V and more clcctropositive element and this is most-
that of the Tc/HTeO_; at 0.156 V. Hence. Cd likely to be Si. No data are currentlI aýilahlc
and not Tc would be expected to undergo a which relate this value to that of a telh IItrium
deposition reaction by hole injection into the Si silicide. However. examination ol tile correspond-
Nalcnce band. The fact that it is tellurium which ing Si 2p spectrum shows the Si-Si peak at 99.4
is deposited would suggest that under the acidic eV and a peak around 103.4 cV corresponding to
conditions here, cadmium must subsequently un- SiO,. The latter peak is broad and wse note that
dcrgo a dissolution reaction (essentially a corro- an Si-TFc bond would appear in thiis region. It
sion reaction). This would provide the necessar should also be noted that in certain clectrolcss
electrons for the tellurium deposition which would depositions involving visible radiation. silicide lay.-
be in competition with the hydrogen evolution ers have been known to form on silicon substratcs
reaction as the corresponding cathodic corrosion [31.33]. Further evidence for this tellurium avcr
process. conies from analysis of the layer h. DSC. Fig. 4

XPS measurements (Fig. 3) were carried out shows the trace obtained and an endothermic
on a p-type Si sample which was left standing in at transition is observed at 435'C. which has been
solution containing 3000 ppm (Td and 30 ppm attributed to the melting of thin films of tellurium
I fllc() " at pH 1.6 and 1 = 56"('. The measure- metal [27.34]. No other peaks were obscrcd o\cr
nients indicated that no cadmium was to be found the temperature range studied, up to I0HIOC.

From the above discussion. it would therefore
appear that the subsequent clectrodeposition re-

,000 action for ('dTe occurs not on the silicon surface
(b)0 but on a tellurium layer as once the Si surface is

7,20 covered by the metal film. the substrate bcha\es
.so, like the metal electrode with respect to redox

, - species in tile solution. Thus. the mCchanismI pro-/ posed by Panicker and co-workers [14) for the
23 0s, I ' electrodeposition of CdTe using the above solu-

,,0 .tion is equally valid here and the shift to more

positive values in the deposition potentials of
°0o. . ~o. . a 0, .. . . both le and ('lI Will occur. Indeed. the single560 S70 S 0 5 95 105 115

Binding .n.ergy I*Vt ,,d,.g .. ,9, 0.v) deposition wave shown in Fig. I indicates that the

Sig. ;. X'S %pecltra ol (;0) lc 3d, ., and (b) Si 2p mcasu red Ih alloy Cd Ie is formed rather th.ian tihe separate
the te liser on Si. depositions.
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18 ____ Although the spectrum is quite noi, . there are
B two distinct peaks are at 2Hi =23. and 39.i

'60 corresponding to d-spacings of 3.72 and 2.28 A
1,C Gro.th of spontaneous layer along the (Ill ) and {220) orientations of CdTc.
120 respectively. These are in close agzrecment with

X• Start o# electrodepositior

-' ,oo ] XRD data for CdTe (36]. After annealing in air
. I• at 400"(C for 10 min. these peaks become sharper

" ,and there is also an increase in intensity (Fig. 0).
Si-Two new peaks at 27.70 and 46.8' are also brought

4C into prominence. These corrcspont ti the d-

20 ,,_ . spacing of 3.22 A in ('dO.TeO, and to the (die
d-spacings of 1.94 A along the (311 direction

0 5 '0 '5 20 25 respectively. These are again in excellent agree-

A (deg) ment with literature values [36]. Annealing pro-
duces an increase in the crt'stallinity of the film.F:ig. 5 Et'xperimental .A- 11 plot [(itlo the grouath of (CdTc

on n-tlpc Si. The model (AI ,,ho, the first layer due to ats might be expected. and also a slight preferred

,jpontaneor , Ic groath (it 1.66. k = 0.08 and thickness 321) orientation along the 1l0 axis. This orientation
A) and the ,,cond layer of clectrodepo,,ieLd CdTC (1 - 2.65. of ('dTe is the one most commonlN found tor
A , 1•-,). elcctrodepositcd films [23].

A CdTe film was also prepared by the clcc-
trodeposition method on p-type Si. l)S(" analssis

A typical ellipsometry .1-1' plot monitored on this film did not reveal the presence of either
during electrodeposition of CdTe on n-type Si is free tellurium or cadmium in the unanneaied
shown in Fig. 5. This clearly shows the change in film. Rutherford Backscattering (RBS) carried out
the -I-q' values which occurs due to the forma- on this sample using 2 MeV 'Fie ions is shos, n in
tion of the spontaneous layer on the silicon sur- Fig. 7. This shows the sample to be non-uniform
face. prior to the start of the clectrodeposition in the area analysed by the beam (ct. 0.2 mm-') as
reaction. The difference between the bare Si sub- evidenced by the sloping back edge of the ('d ic
strate value and that at the start of the electrode- signal and the sloping front edge of the Si signal.
position reaction can be accounted for by the
spontaneous deposition of a 320 A thick film
having n = 1.66 and k = 0.08. These values are in 300 0 !19} Annealed sampe

c' se agreement to experimentally determined 20 {

o;,tical constants for thin. electrodeposited layers 0 2
of tellurium (271. The second laver which grows Z I

C 100
on top of this corresponds to ('dTe with optical
constants of n = 2.65 and k = 1.512 [35]. The 0
model provides a close match to the experimental 100 -

data up to a ('die thickness of 9001 A after which.
there is a quite substantial divergence. This might A n
not be too surprising since over the time scale of 50-_
deposition here, the conmposition of the solution
would be altered as the tellurium concentration _
becomes depleted. which in turn further affects 0
the stoichiomctric composition of the deposit as 20 30 40 50 60

has been discussed in a previous paper [27]. 26 (degrees)
The XRD spectrum of a film electrodeposited Fig. 6. XR) ,peCtira lor the electrokdelpited (die on nt-tMpe

on n-type Si at -- 0.8 V is shown in Fig. 6. Si. before and allcr a 10l min anneal ti air at 41W1 (
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[he small signal corresponding to silicon at the 1000
surface suggests that there is either pinholing or a I.) 1000 (b)

small amount of Si incorporation into the layer. 750 / 5

[he presence of an oxygen signal indicates that
this element is to be found throughout the laver. 500 500

A careful examination of the Cd/l'e signal gives T.0,,

a Cd :le ratio of (.S: 1. This excess of Te was 250 Cdl. I , 2

also evident from EDAX analysis of this layer
which gave a ca. (1.3,:1 Cd :Te ratio in the film..-. / :-..
The lovwer ratio seen bv the EDAX analysis stems 570 572 574 576 578 580 582 395 400 405 410

from the fact that the depth probed by the analy- Binding n..,gy (eV) Binding .... gy I.)

sis ( 17 keV electron beam) will be much greater Fig. S. XP'S ,peclla ol (a) le 3d, • and ih) (d 3d., olr the

than that of the RBS and will certainly be picking annealed electrotdcpositcd ('dlie zi.cr on ni-tM le Si.

up the tellurium laver initially formed on the Si
surface. The fact that DSC analysis did not show
this Te excess might be because this is present as be noted that a similar conclusion as to the
the silicide, as implied by the in-situ ellipsometr, nature of the film on p-type Si wias reached after
data and by the XPS results of the spontaneous :malvsis of the RBS data of Fig. 7. The XPS
deposit or that it has been transformed to the sp,'ctra for Cd and Te in this film are g&i en in
dioxide prior to DSC analysis. Fig. 8 and indicate that the majority of Te is

A 4700 A film was electrodcpositcd at -0.8 V present as ToO. ( l/i = 576.1 cV). There is. ho\w-
on n-type Si and annealed. The film appeared ever. a small shoulder at ca- i72.7 eV that could
dull grey prior to annealing and metallic looking correspond to either hTc or (die, as these
subsequently. XPS analysis showed the presence compounds have binding energies that are vcry
of a strong SiO. signal which is surprising since close together. 572.) and 572.7 cV. rcspcctlielx
the substrate should be buried tinder the rcla- [32]. The calculation for the C(d:Te ratio in the
ti.elv thick deposit. This would indicate that the film is made more difficult here by the fact that
elcetrodeposited film must be non-uniform. al- the Te at the surface is present as TeO. and as
losining access of the beam to the silicon. It should noted above, the film is also discontinuous. -low,-

ever. if we assume that the CdTc film is homoge-
neous and thick in those regions of the substrate
on wAhich it grow•s. the value calculated, corrected

I nerL\ Me\' for sensitivity and inelastic escape depth ditfer-
ences. is Cd:Te O.S" L. Kohiki and co-workers
[37] have reported a surface ratio for Cd Te of
01.5 I for CdTc oxidized in ambient atmosphere

,d I eover a period of ten days. They suggested that the
, 4 incorporation of oxygen caused the breaking of

,4, Athe Cd-Te bonds and the formnation of Tc-O
S /and ('d-O bonds at the surface. Subsequentl\.

"21)0 the ('dO. which is less stable than TeO.. vapor-
izcs. leaving the oxide laver rich in Te.

I U('d Te

00 200 Wo 400 500 4. Conclusions

Channel
li. 7' 2 MeV 'lie RUIS spectrum of clccirodeposited ('(I c The electrodeposition of ('dTe from aqueous
on p 1)pe. Si solution containing HTcO" and ('d2 " ions at pH



1.8 and temperature range 55 to 70'C' hats been 171 YV. Loi. R.N. Blicknell. 1.11I. MC1.1. J1,Shctiiita1a oILd 11.

carried out on p-type { 1001) and n-type { I 11) sili- StadelCniejeir. J. APPIr. Ph~... i4 11 P)531 4-23N.
subsrats. Tereis sron evienc to ug- Is] IH. Sporken. Nit). Lange. C. M.,.... and IT.1. I tiuric.

coni usrts hr sstogeiec osg AppI. Phys. I-ell. 57(199I0) 1-44).

gest that on both surfaces. at spontaneous layer of (91 J.P. Faurie. R. Sporken. 'V.P. Chen. NM.D. t.;angc anid 's.
tellurium is deposited prior to any electrochemi- Sivnainahan. Matter. Sci. Eng. Bi 16( P193) 5,1.

cal reaction. This is most likely to be initiated by HOii] R1.. (Chou. M.S. tin and K.S. Chiou. App!. Pi'h,.. [ic! %

hole injection into the valence band of Si. Growth (110) 2
of' the ('die occurs on this laver and a single 1111 A. Nouhi. G~. Radhakrkhiian. J. Kai/' li, K, Koiv..id.

AppI. Phy'.. Lett. 52 (1988) 20128.
Wave is observed for the electrodeposition indi- [121 It. File and If. Takigiaw. %later. Scit Eng. 13 If (1993)

eating that alloy formation occurs rather than 4; .
individual deposition of the two components. Anl- [13] I.C. KIjO. NA.. Chi. l'.K. (ihos.hi. 1'.(. Kornreich an1d k.

n eaIi ng at 40 0'C fo r 10) m in increases the crvs- liei'.ick. 1h in Solid] Film., IQ (97 I) P1071

:allinitv of" the la~'er. although the surface [l1aPRyeikr N n.ic n 2..K~er 111clayer irochem. Soc. 125 ( 1978) 566.
apars to become heavily oxidized, withth 111F.riurI.lcicen.S.25 lS!i2.

majority of surface 1'e species present as TcO [ 161 R.N. tihattiacharsit aind K. Raiime~''ar. J. tiectrochein

1K, CdTc films do not appear to forin a coherent Soc. 131 ( 1984) 20132.

layer on the silicon surface. Further studies on 1171 Wi.. DItnather and L.L. t;1.an... .\u..raliian J (hicnt.

the growth mechanism ot the spontaneous 1Te ( IIJS] t ) 689... .MSakdanA.Iia.Sla(l I

layer and on the role of the photon in the process [18 13M iO .. Si~~diil idi.Slr(el

i119551 279.
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Compensation processes in molecular beam epitaxially grown
zinc selenide doped with nitrogen
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G. Horsburgh, B.C. Cavenett.
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Abstract

Recent work has shown that nitrogen produced in a plasma source is a p-type dopant in MBE grown ZnSc vith
" N - "•to I x l0I cm b hut at these concentrations the material is highly compensated. In a prcsious stud%. ,Vc
have examined the PL spectra of nitrogen doped material grown in our laborator% and have shown that there arc
two sets of donor-acceptor pair (DAP) peaks which can be explained hb a simple model involving a nitrogen
acceptor and two donors. The first donor is a native shallow donor and the second is a nitrogen related
compensating donor thought to be a complex of the form V,,-Zn-Ns.. Optically detected magnetic resonance

results on samples showing both shallow and deep DAP luminescence showv signals due to the shallosk isotropic
donors and deep anisotropic donors consistent with our proposed model. ('alculations of the vaCanC. concentrations
and degree of compensation that should be expected in nitrogen doped ZnSc shoi,, that at all temperatures and
under all growth conditions the material is highly undersaturated with sacancies. The harriers operating to prevent
the compensation are discussed.

I. Introduction was relatively insensitive to total nitrogen flux.
Higher doping levels of 2 x 10"I cm * were ob-

The behaviour of the group V element nitro- tained by these authors with a reduction in the
gcn in ZnSe is currently of great interest as at growth temperature to 150'C [4].
present it is the only reliable p-type dopant avail- ZnSe doped with nitrogen shows weak accep-
able which can be used in the molecular beam tor bound exciton emission and prominent
epitaxial growth of ZnSe. Nitrogen can only be donor-acceptor pair (DAP) emission at 4 K. We
incorporated into the ZnSe epilayers by being have previously shown that there arc two sets of
activated in an RF discharge as first shown by DAP transitions involving nitrogen acceptors and
Ohkawa [I] and Park [2]. Qiu et al. [31 showed two different donors, these being native residual
that doping levels of I x l(O1 cm 3 could be donors and deeper donors situated approximatcly
obtained with substrate temperatures during 44 meV below the conduction band edge [5-7].
growth of 250-3O(1oC and that this upper limit The deep donor concentration increases with the

incorporation of nitrogen and we have suggested
that this deep donor is actually a complex consist-

(orresronding author. ing of a nitrogen acceptor and a doubly charged

0X)22-024X/(4/$()7.(X1 t 1994 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
XSI)I 0022-0248(t)3 )II'060 7- 3
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selenium vacancy donor on next nearest neigh- Details of the technique can be found in Cavenctt
bour sites (Ns,-Zn-V& ). The complexing of ni- [9].
trogen atoms with vacancies results in the auto-
compensation of the material and leads to a
lowering of NA - No. Subsequently, the presence 3. ODMR results
of large numbers of vacancies within ZnSe: N has
also been suggested by Petruzzcllo et al. [8] as an Fig. I shows the emission spectra at 2 K for
explanation for the anomalous relaxation of the two ZnSe: N samples. The shallow DAP rccombi-
lattice parameter of heavily doped ZnSe:N as nation transitions are shown in (a) for a sample
observed by double crystal rocking curves. Our with NA - N'D = 9 X 10 1' cm -'. A weak deep
proposals arc also consistent with these authors DAP recombination can be seen between the
TEM and Raman measurements. main transitions which are separated by the LO

In this paper, we present recent results oh- phonon energy. In (b) the deep DAP emission
tained by optically detected magnetic resonance dominates the spectrum for a sample with N, -
(ODMR) which are also in accord with the model NI) = 4 x 1(117 cm 3

developed in ref. [7]. Also. as vacancies are a Fig. 2 shows the ODMR signals for the two
mobile species within the semiconductor lattice, samples shown in Fig. I where the maximum
the dynamic properties of vacancies and any com- microwave induced change in the luminescence
plex involving them are of interest. We have was .5 Ci. Fig. 2a shows the results for the sam-
previously shown that the complexing process can pie with lower nitrogen doping with the emission
continue after growth even at room temperature spectrum given in Fig. la and the three signals
consistent with the diffusion of vacancies from which are increases in emission correspond to g
the surface [6,7]. In order to understand the values of 1.11 + 0.02, 1.38 + 0.13 and 2.(11 ±+ 0.02,
bchaviour of this material, we have modelled the as indicated. The resonance at g = 1.11 is well
vacancy concentrations as a function o1 tempera- known as the shallow donor resonance and has
ture and selenium and zinc overpressures. We been reported previously by Dunstan et al. [10].
have found that the material is always undersatu- The g = 2 resonance is typical of deep acceptors
rated with vacancies and that there is a substan- in ZnSc [I1], whereas the g = 1.38 resonance has
tial concentration gradient leading to the subse- not been observed before. In the case of the
qucnt indiffusion of vacancies.

ZnSe:N
2. Experimental procedure T =2K

The samples were grown in a Vacuum Genera-
tors 288 MBE system on GaAs( 11M) substrates at
a growth temperature of 280'C. Solid Knudsen " (b)
sources of zinc and selenium were used and the
selenium was not cracked. Nitrogen doping was
obtained by using an Oxford Applied Instruments
plasma source. (a)

ODMR on these samples was carried out at
9.32 GHz with a 2.5 T superconducting magnet. 4500 4600 4700 4800 4900 5000

The luminescence was excited with 350 nm from Wovelength (A)

a coherent krypton ion laser and microwave in- Fig. I. Photoluminescence spectra of the samples used. (a)

duced changes in the emission wer detected tLow nitrogen concentration sample 0V..,- X,) = 1x 10"'
cm sI showing deep and shallow DAP recombination. (h)

using an S20 photomultiplier and a lock-in detec- Iligh nitrogen concentration sample CV, - N,) = 4 X 101"

tor. The microwaves were modulated at 3(M) Hz. cm 'I showing deep DAP recombination only.
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Sg=
2

.00 g=1.38 fects diffusing from the surface. A similar change
can also be seen in the photoluminescencc as
shown in Fig. (3). Curve (a) shows the initial PL

(b) data characteristic of a p-type sample with N, -
x N, = 5 X 10" cm ", that is, showing principall

shallow DAP transitions. After six months. cur-c
(b) the deep DAP transitions are very much
stronger, implying that the compensation process

(a) 10 has proceeded at room temperature.
,The compensation of semiconductors b.

charged vacancies has been studied by a number
0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 of authors since Mandel [12] showed that almost

Magnetic Field (T)

Fig. 2I ODMR signals: (a) from the sample shown in Fig. la: complete compensation could occur in Il-VI

(b) from the sample shown in Fig. lb. The scale factors are semiconductors via the singly and doubly charged
relative to the largest signal. which %kias a change in Itmines- vacancies. Recently, the behaviour of vacancies in

cence of 0.5';. Note that the signals in (b) were actuall, ZnSe has been investigated with a view to finding
negative. see text. conditions which could limit the compensation b.

these charged species [13-15]. Ichimura ct al. [131
have examined the concentrations of vacancies

sample shown in Fig. lb where the emission is which occur under conditions of thermal equilib-
from deep DAP recombination, only two reso- rium and photoirradiation and find that a sub-
nances are observed, and these arc decreases in stantial reduction in concentrations may occur
the emission corresponding to the case where with weak levels of above bandgap irradiation.
there is a decrease in the radiative DAP transi- Using the equations and free energy terms given
tions because of competing non-radiative recom- in ref. [13]. we have examined the concentrations
bination processes. The absence of the shallow of vacancies which should occur as a function of
donor signal is consistent with the fact that the temperature and growth conditions. The com-
shallow DAP transitions have been largely sup- pletc set of equations used is given in ref. [131
pressed at the higher nitrogen concentrations, and only those equations showing the formation

The recombination model proposed by Hauks-
son et al. [7] involves two recombination paths.
namely, shallow donor to nitrogen acceptor and ZnSe N
deep donor to nitrogen acceptor. We assign the T=2K
g = 1.1 Iresonance to the 25 meV shallow donors,
the g 1.38 signal to the 44 meV deep donor and
the g = 2.00 resonance to the 110 mcV deep Z
nitrogen acceptor.C

C

4. Selenium vacancies in ZnSe D I - b)

The proposed role of Vs, centres in the com-
pensation process in p-type ZnSe was supported '/A ,
by the observation [71 that over a period of four- --....-- a- -;
months the carrier concentration as measured by 4500 4600 4700 4800 4900 5000
('-V profiling, changed from a uniformly doped wavelength (A)
layer to one showing a surface depletion region Fig. 3. Pt. spectra of sample taken: (a) immcdialtc, alter

and a decrease in NA Ni) characteristic of de- growth: (hi after six months.
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of selenium vacancies are given here to illustrate where N, is the number of lattice sites, and N,
the main points. and N, are the shallow acceptor and donor

The concentration of neutral and charged selc- concentrations. Given these equations. and those
nium vacancies can be obtained from the follow- describing the concentrations of the charged zinc
ing equilibria: vacancies, the concentrations of all charged
Zn, = Zn 1, + V("I. ) species can be determined at different tempera-

- .tures and zinc and selenium pressures. We have

+ VS,. + c . (2) obtained values for the charged and neutral va-
cancv concentrations for a wide variety of initial

e= V.(3) conditions covering the temperature range 25-

Similar equations can be written for the zinc 3)00'C. The pressures of zinc and selenium used
vacancy species. Eq. (1) involves only neutral correspond either to those found above ZnSc
species, and gives a value for the concentration of under free evaporation (with no applied pres-
the neutral selenium vacancy which is indepen- sures of zinc and selenium and p),, = 21,,.) or to
dent of any dopants present within the material, a range of overpressurcs corresponding to those
Thus. we can determine the concentration of used in MBE at normal growth rates. Under
neutral selenium vacancies: normal p-type doping conditions at equilibrium it

K, = [Vi /ip,. (4) can easily be shown that the doubly charged
selenium vacancy is. by several orders of magni-

Here, quantities in square brackets refer to tude, by far the most common species and changes
molar concentrations and p,,, is the zinc partial remarkably little in concentration over many or-
pressure above the ZnSc surface. Eqs. (2) and (3) ders of magnitude pressure change and several
involve charged species, however, and thus de- hundred degree change in substrate temperature.
pend upon the concentrations of electrons pre- These results are similar to those published, us-
sent within the material. The equations for the ing the same thermodynamic data. by Ichimura ct
two charged selenium vacancies are: al. [131 for higher substrate temperatures and

K, n/.V IV'I () larger overpressures.
The result of this high degree of compensation

K, (n/N )[VS," /[Vs.]. (6) is that the maximum possible hole concentrations

Hlere n is the clectron concentration and N,. is arc predicted to be several orders of magnitude
the density of states in the conduction band. . smaller than those observed in practice and are

the criityof'staes n te cndutio bad.Eqs.3
(4)-(6) may be then combined to give [Vi.f in typically in the range l0'14-I)(i cm 3. This sug-

terms of P,, and n: gcsts that there may be a kinetic barrier or pro-

cess which prevents the formation of V,'"' at the
v•.-= K, .Kh'N-p,,,/n. (7) surface of the growing semiconductor, leaving the

Alternatively, the concentrations of the cpitaxial layer undersaturated with vacancies. The

charged vacancy species can be expressed as slow compensation process, shown in our sam-

functions of the Fermi level position: pIes. is therefore a natural adjustment of the
vacancy levels towards their equilibrium values.

[v,. K- K,K,h1p,, cxp[2( IE -- !E, 1 /kIT)] . and it is the low levels of compensation obtained
(8) by nitrogen doping which must be explained.

One solution, suggested by Woodall et al. [15]
The concentrations of all charged species arc is that band bending at the surface leads to an

notindependent, butiosi aertincrease in the Fermi level at the surface with a
troneutrality relationship corresponding reduction in [VS',-' 1. This is shown

,, + N, ([V,,, 1 [V2,, ) + N, in Eq. (8). where for a constant zinc pressure and
a fixed temperature of. for example. 550 K a

+t N, ([V,1 + 2 [VS',-' N,). (9) change in the Fermi level by only 0.5 cV will

j___._ ___ __
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decrease [V1 at equilibrium by X 10 '~. The calculations show that p-type ZnSe is undcrsatu-
neutral vacancy will then become the dominant rated with vacancies at the growth temperature
defect, and after the growth front has passed, the and at room temperature. We suggest that the
Fermi level will move towards its hulk value with hand bending at the surface presents a barrier to
the simultaneous ionization of the selenium va- the formation of the charged vacancies in agree-
cancies. A lower limit to the compensation level ment with the model proposed by Woodall et al.
will be given by the concentration of neutrals [151.
which incorporate at the surface. As the selenium
vacancies ionise, there exists a large concentra-
tion gradient of neutral vacancies in the subsur- 7. Acknowledgements
face region.
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for diffusion constants at the growth tempera-
ture. At room temperature. the vacancies are .Rfrne
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Observation of preferential donor-acceptor pairing in ZnSe: Na

L. Radomsky *. GA-. Yi. G.E. Neumark
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Nott York 10027 UNA.

Abstract

Donor -accc ptor pre ferenlit al paiiirin can C~ loccur in com pentsated scmiconduiCtor, (11C Itt tile ( 'on1lo011itt Mt~itt it

hect CC i ionizCd donors and aIcceptors. I fokcvc r. Cx! nsi~ C pre C~feretial pa iring requ i res high iton tl mobilities at
rclat iVcI% los', tenmperatures. aind hits heen ,cr% dillicult toi establish -~1h1iC% Vc therC repoirt identificatiotn tit

Such preferentialI pairing. fromt donor-aicecptor pair Iluminescence in mot samnples of Na-dopcd /nSc. Nke ohsk~rvcd

cssntialt) I identitcal cltose pair lintis (both in ltocat ion antd in rclat tC intenlsiPty) in hoth samiples, but tleic sstciai~tct

dist a t pair pca k %is~ abs C rvcd ata Ii highe r eC tCrgý in onIl Nanipic than in t hc ot her. WC C'iplt in t his by assurliiing, that

there is strong prefeCrentital pairing in hiC tirst sattifli anrd A cakcr pairing tin the sectond sa mple. O ur t b~se iat it n ofi

pretcicriCntia! pairing alsti shtims th at one can i hats Chiigh iton mtohi litiCs il /411SC.

1. Introduction D)AP theor\. Specifically, DAP luminescence canl
hc divided into two ranges. one ins~olsing (sharp)

It hats been postulated in a number of in- lines due to close pairs and tile other insls ~ling at
stances that in compensated semiconductors one [)road peak (and its phonon replicas) duc to thc
can have preferential (versus random) donor- distant pairs (e.g.. refs. [1.21). This behavior canl
acceptor pairing. dlue to the Coulomb attraction best be understood by consideration of thc under-
between ionized donors and acceptors. H1owever, lying equations. The emission energy from any
any preferential pairing that is sufficiently exten- givetn DAPR hi'. can be well approximated (tie-
sive to be observed requires high ion mobilities. gleeting the quantum overlap term, which is sig-
and has been difficult to prove. A good tool for nifieant only at fairly small R) as a function oft

such studies is donor-acceptor pair (DAP) photo- the pair separation. R. by:
luminescence (PLA) which in general is at useful
tool for the studies of impurity properties [1.21. hIt = hr~' + (,'/c R. I
By our observation of preferential pairing, we
here show that one can have such high ion mobil- i ~+L~).(2
ities in ZnSc. where Ihm, is the emitted energy at infiniite pair

Before proceeding to describe random and separation, the e 2/E R term results from the
preferential pairing, it is important to first review Coulomb interaction between the ionized donor

and acceptor. c is the dielectric constant. e is the
electron charge (3.847 x It) ' cV cm). E., is the

iirrevpintling atitihtr. band gap energy. and E, I /,,,) is the donor

1n022-021x /4 , 4t] (17,X 00 (114 1 Iscsir Science liV. All rights rcscrsctl
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(acceptor) ionization energy. Discrete lines often tice, it is generally very difficult to determine
result from close pairs due to a large emission whether such pairing is indeed present, since data
energy spread between the lines (small R!). The can usually be fitted either by this pairing or by
intensity distribution of these lines is determined adjusting other parameters of the theory, such as
by the number of sites available for each shell the impurity radius, where the latter is usually
(where a set of lattice positions at a given R is poorly known.
called a shell). For distant pairs. using P(hi)= It can be noted that in preferential pairing.
I(R) dR/dha [1-31. due to the Coulomb attraction. the average pair

separation is smaller than the one in random
I( h') = N,,,(/-)R-t( R) W( R) f( R) (3) pairing. Thus, from (I). it can be seen qualita-
'( R) tively that a preferential pairing peak will appea•r

at a higher energy (smaller R) than a random
=4 -,N,,,,,, R- exp( (/R) exp( -4:-nN,,,R' 1/3), pairing peak. The same can be shown quantita-

(4) tively. Eqs. (1)-0X) lead to a maximum in l(hv)
versus lih. In the notation of ref. [2]. the value of

l( R) = 4) exp( -2R/aO). (5) R at the maximum. Rn,. can be expressed as [3]:

'( R ) = [I 0 .R)/gr(R)j (

,r R) =,-R-. (7) (9)

(0 = "-,/Ekl. (8) where 'i is the value of f( R) at separation Rn,.

where I(hv) is the emission intensity. P(R) the This result also gives the corresponding Coulomb

distribution of pairs [31. 14(R) the radiative tran- energy. E., [21:

sition probability. a l the Bohr radius of the shal- /:,, e2-/f R,,. (10)
lower member of the pair. f(R) the fraction of
excited pairs. N,,,,,,,, the concentration of the Therefore, from (9). it can be seen that the dis-
neutral majority (minority) dopant. a the temper- tant pair peak due to preferential pairing will be
aturc dependent Coulomb term [3]. k the Boltz- found at a higher energy than the one due to
mann constant. 7 the temperature at which ion random pairing.
mobility ceases. g the continuous excitation in- The distant DAP peak position also depends
tensity. (r( R) the capture cross section, and A on excitation intensity. In ref. [4]. it is shown that
,iid If', are constants, For distant pairs, the pair distant pair peaks shift to higher energies as the
lines ovcrlap, leading to a broad peak in intensity excitation intensity. g. is increased. We have also
versus energy. This -'distant pair" peak occurs calculated the excitation intensity dependence of
because the luminescence intensity first increases the DAP peak position as a function of (t by
with increasing R as more sites become available substituting (6) and (8) into (9) and solving for the
for the second member of the pair. However, the normalized excitation intensity (gA/If', using
radiative transition probability. 4( R). decreases N,,,, = l(11 cm 3 and at, = 3.6 x 1) - cm [5]. The
exponentially with increasing R. and the intensity plot of the normalized excitation intensity versus
eventually decreases because the most distant the Coulomb energy is shown in Fig. I for ran-
pairs hardly contribute to the luminescence. dom pairing (a = 0 cm) and for preferential pair-

The degree of preferential pairing is given by ing (a = 6.5 X 10 'cm). where we assume the ion
the temperature dependent Coulomb term (8): mobility to cease at T= 4(91 K. It can tOc seen
ar = 0 (T--' x) for random pairing, and a > 0) for that at high excitation intensity, the Coulomb
preferential pairing. From (8). it can be seen that shift is larger for preferential pairing than for
any preferential pairing that is sufficiently exten- random pairing. 5 meV in this example. We fur-
sivc to be observed requires ions to be mobile to ther note (eq. (9) and e.g. ref. 16]) that the rate of
relatively low temperatures. Moreover, in prac- shift also depends on aH and Nm,,. although the
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IE -14 Czerny-Turner Spectrometer (model 78-496) and

detected by a cooled Hamamatsu R329-0J2 photo-
S!E- 13 multiplier tube. The PMT signal was recorded by
_ an SR400 Gated Photon Counter. whose output

was plotted on a computer.
(0RANDOM
Z PAIRING

~ E-II
z -- PHIEFERENT1 AL

E PAIRING 3. Results and discussion

The spectrum of sample A is shown in Fig. 2
'E '-09 (the spectrum was retaken here, for better com-

'E-0- - parison to B). As shown previously [6.7]. there arc
10 12 14 16 !8 20 22 24 26 28 30 close pair lines from 2.78 eV down to 2.73 eV. a

COULOMB ENERGY (meV) pronounced DAP peak at 2.685 eV (with phonon
Fig. I. Plot of normalized excitation intensity, E.4 /If l;, versus replicas at lower energies). and a shoulder at
the Coulomb energy. E_. for random and preferential pair- 2.704 eW. One can also note bound exciton lines:
ing. using T = 400 K. an = 36 A and NAl_ = 1 Cm cm

two 1, lines (at 2.7942 and 2.7936 eV, due to
Naz,,), an 1. line (at 2.7979 eV, due to donors),

effect of the latter is relatively minor. Thus, if aB and a phonon replica of the I, lines (the notation
is poorly known, a cannot be determined from is standard [1,6,71). The pair line intensity distri-
the shift of the peak with intensity.

2. Experimental procedure ZI

The two specific samples on which we report <
here were Na doped ZnSe. The spectra of one
(A) has been reported and discussed previously ,
[6,7]. This sample was grown by adding Na,Se
and Se to a Bi melt, and heating ZnSe crystalline z
wafers in contact with this melt. The procedure is .
similar to that used for liquid phase epitaxy (LPE) AAMP,.aI

layers in ZnSe, except that Zn was omitted from 255 26 2.65 2E7 275 28 285

the melt. This was done to encourage the Na to eV

be incorporated on the substitutional Zn sites.
Fig. 2. Photoluminescence of samples A and 13 at 1) K. TheThe other sample (B) was grown via the vertical insert shows a close up of the DAP peaks and lines from close

zone method [8] from 50 g ingots at 1574'C. The pairs of both samples. In sample A. there are close pair lines

dopant was Na,Se (Cerac), 99.9 c% pure, intro- from 2.78 eV down to 2.73 eV. a pronounced DAP peak at
duced to the top of the charge. The crystals 2.t,85 eV (with phonon replicas at lower energies), a shoulder

contained less than 2(0 ppm of all impurities, with at 2.714 eV. two It lines (at 2.79)42 and 2.793h eV. due to
Na,,,). an I, line (at 2.79i79 eV. due it) donors). and a phononsulfur being the major impurity [81. replica of the I, lines. In sample II. there arc close pair lines

The low temperature PL measurements of between 2.73 and 2.78 eV (where for this sample the spectrum

these samples were made at 9 K using a Janis in this region must be magnified for this obsersation). a
Closed Cycle Refrigeration System. The excita- pronounced DAP peak at 2.683 eV (with phonon replicas at

tion source was a He('d CW laser emitting in the lower energies), a shoulder at 2.t,95 eV (arrow). an I, line (at

UV (325 nm; a UG- II filter was used to elimi- 2.7943 eV. corresponding to the position for Na. with the
second Na line not resolved). an I. line (at 2.7q801 eV. due to

natc the low power emission at 442 nm). The donors), an 1I""" line (at 2.7828 eV) and a phonon replica of
spectra were processed by a Jarrell-Ash 0.75m the I, line.
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bution is different for donors and acceptors on shoulder at 2.695 eV rather than at the previousl.
the same type of lattice site (type 1) than for observed 2.704 eV. An I1 line (at 2.7943 eV:
donors and acceptors on different lattice sites corresponding to the position for Na. with the
(type 11). The pair lines in sample A were identi- second Na line not resolved), an I line (at 2.7981)
fied as type II [7] by successfully matching them eV). an WI)"'ci line (at 2.7828 eV) and a phonon
with similar type II lines in GaP and with theoret- replica of the I , line are also visible.
ical predictions for type 1I spectra. Attempts to The close pair lines from samples A and B are
superimpose the pair line spectra on known type shown in Fig. 3. The relative intensities of pair
I spectra in ZnSe with Li acceptors were unsuc- lines of both samples are just about identical [10].
cessful. It was determined that in view of Na The line energies of specific shells of both sam-
doping and the observation of Na exciton lines pies are also very similar (sample B exhibits more
that the acceptor species must be Na on the Zn substructure, which could be due to better resolu-
site (Naz,,). This means that the donor in the tion of shell substructure, but the overall similar-
peak associated with the type 11 pairs must be on ity is still very striking) [II]. Therefore. the DAP
a site other than Zn. and it was attributed to an species must be the same in both cases, and thus
interstitial Na donor (Nai) [6.7]. Also. using rea- the lines in B also cannot be associated with the
sonable values for pump intensity and doping "P" peak at 2.683 eV. but must he associated
density, it was determined that only one assign- with the shoulder at 2.695 cV. Thus two shoul-
ment results in a correct value of the Coulomb ders (i.e. minor peaks), one at 2.704 eV (A) and
shift. E,,: the close pairs are associated with the the other at 2.695 (B) eV are associated with
shoulder at 2.70)4 eV. which is due to Naz,, ac- identical DAP species. This requires stronger
ceptor and Nat donor, and the peak at 2.685 eV preferential pairing in one case (A) then in the
is then attributed to Na,. acceptor and a group other (B). We still note in this connection that a
Ill metal on a Zn site as donor, making it the peak at - 2.69 eV could be associated with Li/,,
so-called "P" peak [9]. as acceptor instead of Na,,,. However. no lithium

The luminescence spectrum of sample B is acceptor bound exciton (expected at 2.7921 eV
also shown in Fig. 2. As in sample A. one can e.g. ref. [12]) was observed. and this rules out that
note close pair lines between 2.73 and 2.78 eV the shoulder is this peak. Another peak observed
(where for this sample the spectrum in this region at = 2.69 eV. the free-to-bound (conduction band
must be magnified for this observation), and the to Na,,, transition) peak. can also be ruled out
"P'" peak at 2.683 eV: however, there now is a, because free-to-bound peaks do not shift with

SAMPLE B

X' SAMPLE B

X1 -. X1
SAMPLE A

' SAMPLE A

X2

2.72 2.73 2.74 2.75 276 2765 2.77 2.775 2.78 27865

eV eV

Fig. 3. Lines from close pairs of sample A (bottom) and sample 1 (iop) at 9 K. The i " peaks of both samples (2.759- 2.7h4 eV' arh
omitted. There is a change of scale for sample A from IX to 2X as indicated. Note that the large peak at 2.7513 eV in sample B is
the phonon replica of ihe I .
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2SMAPL E A z

a: X7
-X82

2.625 2.65 2.675 2.7 2,725 2.75 2 625 2.65 2.675 2.7 2 725 2 75
eV eV

Fig. -1. Excitation intensitv dependence (if DlAP peaks and shoulders of sample A (left) and sample 13 hight). I he cxcltatlui
intensit% is 10 times higher for the spectra at the top than for the spectra at the bottont. There is Ichange ot scale as indicated.

excitation intensity [1]. while ats shown in Fig. 4 DAP peaks have been associated %0 ih the samec
the shoulder shifted with excitation intensity [13]. close patir lines.
Thus. as stated above, we conclude that the
shoulder at 2.695 eV in sample B mu'. also be
due to Na,-Nan pairs, hut with weaker pairing 4. Acknowledgments
than in sample A.

Our conclusion regarding preferential pairing The samples were supplied byý Philips Labora-
is supported by the excitation intensity depen- tories. We would like to thank Dr. M. Shone and
dence of the spectra, shown in Fig. 4. The shoul- Dr. BiJ. Fitzpatrick for them. This work wais
ders in both samples shift to higher energy with supported by NSF grant DMR 91-21302.
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[10] Note that the intensities of the 1, line and its first [12] P.J. [)can, D.C. Ilerhert. (.J. Werkhoscn. .J Fit/-
phonon replica are higher in sample B than in sample A. patrick and R.N. Blihargasa. Phs. Re\ 1B 23 ( I ,"1 ) 4S,",,
Thus the relative intensity of the pair lines corresponding [13] As can he seen in Fig. 4. the shoulder in sample 1 is
to shells No. 23-26 next to I) o (not shown in Fig- 3) is apparent only at high excitation intenito, rhj ohser.a-
higher in B than in A due to peak overlap. tion shows that it shifts to higher cricrgý with increasing

[III The position of comparable close pair lines in samples A excitation inlensilty laster than the' P" peak.
and B differ b, less than I nicV. This is well within the

experimental error.
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Organometallic vapor phase epitaxial growth
of p-type ZnSe using phenyihydrazine as the dopant source

Salman Akram, Ishwara Bhat *

Elec-tricalI. ( Thpater and Sx'vt??i. I•ng'ieeriun, Departmenut. Re,,va'Iaar Pouivtechim !,a.tita IC. Trv.'i Vot ,rL / 15NO ( S. I

Abstract

The growth and nitrogen doping ef ZnSe by photo-assisted orgainometallic vapor phase cpitax,. (0MVPI_) have
been investigated using phecnyihydrazine (Phifz) ats the dopant source. The lasers were eharacteri/ed tusing
photoluminescence (PLI secondary ion miass spectroscopy (SIMS) and capacitanee-\soltage (U-I * ) nmeasuremnents. A
high incorporation (it nitrogen wats observed o5cr the growth temperature range bct\%ccn 350) and 400V,(' even "b ell
extremely low& dopant partial pressure of 10t) atmi was used. Typical layers had active acceptor concentration-. of
( 1-2) x 10"I cm '. L~ow temperature growth kinetics with the above dopantl source wecre inveCstigated and it possible
miodel for the nitrogen incorporation is presented.

1. Introduction Studies on the use of' ammnotiia (N H ,) [4] ats a
dopant source for n-doped ZnSe by OMVPE did

During the past two years. we have seen not result in low resistivity material. Recentl\.
progress being made in achieving heavily doped, rapid thermal annealing (RIA) at 700-80M0'C' (if
low resistivity p-type ZnSe [1]. This resulted in n-doped ZnSc uoped by NH, hats yielded layers
the demonstration of blue-green laser diodes at with at carrier concentration in the range(i(-3
low temperatures [21. making the quest for effi- x 10"I' cm ' [5]. Nitrogen from ammontia is bec-
eient blue emission froni ZnSe-related structures lieved to incorporate as NH or Nli _ thereb\
at reality. However, this success hats been re- being electrically inactive. RTA may' break sonic
stricted to the use of molecular beamn epitaxially (of these incorporated NH niolecules. resulting in
(MBE) grown ZnSe, doped by active nitrogen. electrical activity. T'herefoire, alternate nitrogen
*Fhc demonstration oif highly doped. lo1w resistiv- precursors such as hvdrazines and alkylamines
ity ZnSe N material has remained elusive in an must be explored which are thernially less stable
OMVPFL environment, in spite of the faet that than ammonia, and preferably deliver atomic ni-
incoirporatioin of nitroigen as at shallow acceptoir trogen at the growth surface.
wats first demonstrated by OMVPE~ [3]. E-arlier Hydrazine (N.H,) is an undesirable dlopant

soiurce because of its explosive nature, but
phenyihydrazine. (in the oither hand, is less reac-
tive and hence can easily be handled and puni-

(nrresponiding tiithor. fied. One advantage of the hydrazines over anitnes

)Kt22.tt24X/94/$t)7.nu 1994 Ilsevier Sciencc I).V. All rights reserved
WSD 00122 -0)245193)01-. 1)
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I able I this ness precursor wcre insestigat ed. and at possi-
B0a1d strength of li~dra,,ic maurccý [iI ble model for dopant incorporation is presented
SOLMrCc Boidi,~ nd ',(rcngtl here.

1) ( kca I mat

1%LraINI le ( Nil ,II iN Ni1l 01. 2. Experimental procedure
%let 11%Ih% (tairiin (ii1 ulN Nil, 64A

WI Iimct INdr,i I I N-Nl J~ lhe growth of' ZnSe on GiaAs substrates was
((II Ii Icarried out in at horizontal reactor usinig dinicth-

l'hC,,slh\draine (',i11,1IN Nili 51..; vlzinc (DMZn 1. dimrcthlvsclenide 4 lMSe 4 and
If( IjljIINJl.] phicnvylhx'drazine (PhIz) as the reactants. Semii-

insulating ( 1440)(aAs. mlisoricnted _2 to%%a Ids
(1101). wa-is used as at substrate. (irowli 1 hskas car-

is Ithat the honding Collfiguirat ion which includes at ned out at at reactor pressure of ' 1)40 lorr anid at
single riitrogcii-nitrogeir bond (N-N) is expected susceptor temperature in the range of 1501-4041 C
to hase at lowser bond strength than the single using photo-assisted OMVPE [7]. Near bandgap
carbon-nitrogen (C-N) bond lin the amine group photoexcitation at 50) niW/em2 les ci front at mer-
of simnilar structural configurationl. In Table 1. the curN arc lamnp was used to irradiate the g-rossth
bond strength of' ammnonia and some possible surf'ace to enhance the growth rate- A 04.5 pmn
hi~drazine Source materials for nitrogen are listed thick undoped bufier laver wais first groswn at
[t1. Phlenslhsdrazine is seen to be thermially less 52'(0 C without using UPV excitation. lollowed by%
stable ais comiparedl to other hy .drazines. This doped 2-31 pmn active laxver at 3154-4114 C range.
should enable at much higher incorporation of' TN.pical partial pressures used for D%1Zn and
nitrogecn wkith lo%% dopant flux and at low% growth t)MSe .. 1 " 11 ý Mi atm Sl X 10 14 a tni.
temlperalturs. Another advantage of' phcnylhy- rLcxpL%.tiVelv. Partial pressures ot PHIzI were in
drazine is tial its decomposition results, in t\ the range ( 1-104) X- 10 atmi.
nitrogeil-containing radicals. [he fir-st iadical. The gr ~mni la~ ers ss crc characteri/ed b\ see-
Ni I is similar to that liberated inl tile ll, conipo- oridars\ ion miass spect roscop\ (SIMS). capaci-
Sition of animionia aind the alkI aniines such ats taP!_. \oitu'eI (C- I ) meiasurenienls" and pliotolu-
er1 i a butylamninc (((il -,(N I and is at Source muliescence (IT). IT 1 spectra were mecasured atl 1)

of nitrogen. A significant ratio olf these nitrogen K using at 104 imW argon ion laser.
radicals ma\ incorporatc directly ats N1, i o Nil1
instead oif N. wshich are likclx to be electrically
in active. 3. Results and discussions

Niitrogen libe raled froni thle secondL radical
4(UJI IIN could incorporate as atomnic nitrogen F~irst. wec have carried otit grossth at high Icmi-
at the growsthI surf'ace, libecral ing benzenc. Carbon peratures (5044-525-Cl) and found thlat ineorpora-
contanilnation in the doped layecrs is expected ito tion oft nitrogen is negligible [81. Girowth at losser
be loss because the st rong bonding configurat ion temlperatuire, w\ithl UV ec\itationl. resulted in sig-

fca rbon in the p lieliv I gro up in ia p resen t Ic cas-- nifica nt inucorpo ratIion of niit rogeni. - x~pecal spect ra
age of* cairboni fronmit (lie ring at loss gro wt Ii ni - of' doped ZnSc are show n in Fig. 1. IThe partial
peraturcs. These advantages make Phil Ii a i ighll pressure of' Phil wzsas 8 \ I04 atmi and the ratio
(lesi riblc soure for ni-doping of /.iSc by photo- of* PlhI-Iz/ MSe was,. I x 14) for F'ig. lit. [he
assisted ( MVPIL. Ih spectra shoss i in Fig. lit atar dominated bN at

We have explored fiic use of phenllvlhsdrazine strong donor-acceptor pair (DFAP) emission, ail
'F FIfN -NIf .) aind obt ained at tyvp ical acce ptor aibouii 2.7/0 cV accom paniied by phonon replicas

coincentrationi ( .\, ND) oif I x 10"' rni '. lIn Amd (h fl, bit 11dedge emission is dOnliinaIed 11\
addition. loss temiperature growth kinetics using ill ; 4 Miund xc\itonl Peak (I) at 1.71] c\.
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WAVELENGTH (A)
Fie. 1. PL ~pectra of doped layers: (at) Phil% 8 ý 10 aim, structure has a series resistance of - 16 k 12 and
temperature -= 3S0 C: (h) Phil% = S x 10 1 atm, temnperatulre the necessary corrections were made to the inca-

- 351 Cl (0) Phi 1% - 1.0 " 1 atm. temperature - 350 C. sured capacitance to obtain the junction capaci-
tance. Fig..3 shows l/C- versus I< plot ofa laver

whc ha it nirgncnetaino' 25 l"

The free exciton emission line (E,) wic ha a n itrogen to ptt of 2.5 x il i
donor--bound 0citon peak (I9 are also observed. cm measured by SIMS. The carrier concentra-

but with significantly lower intensities. Also showSn tinmaueby(I sapriaey x

in Fig. I are the PL spectra for ZnSecN films cm a. (-stmeasure me nts on layers with brod
grow~n under different conditions. Fig. lb shows band donor-acceptor (D-A) emissions, show~ed

them to he fully depleted. and therefore hie 'hlthe PL. spectrum for a sample grown with identi- c patid.
cal partial pressure ats Fig. lIa. but at at lower compen sated. rot rt a 50C

tac.Fig. 4 shows the' g erowth rat at ofm oflye

growth temperature of 350'C. Fig. Ic is 1. ZnSew N epilavers as at function of the' dlopant
spectrum from a sample growin at 350'C. but with f
an higher partial pressure of Ph)ir (l. X I0 fwi A increase in thbs flow.h raig s howserthe
atm witwiigni b iandry in Predinated fAs boad- sowsFdvariation in growth rate with temperature forand ln emission shifted to longer wav- nD e ns
lengths. indicating significant acceptor copnsa- ed e for i

cal partidlpprt partials pressurebof 3. a)lowIt)cotmenAare-

tion compared to sample of Fig. lia. No emissions Fig. 4 pressure owth 10 ait A re-

viere observed in the txcitonic region for these
heaviily doped layers. fh I×

Thithe ntrogen concentration (N) in the ZnS.5 N
layer shown in Fig. I arwas determined to be
2.5 x 10 cm ". [hlie SIMS profile for this film is teperat 6+

sehown in diig. 2. The net acceptor concentration
Nh D) in /nSc N layers was estimated usingC+rs

cons entional C'-1 profiling at I MHz. Two co-
planar Schottkv diodes were used for C-' mca- 0C+0 • t)

-4 -2 0 2 4 6 9 10
sUrcments [ TI. [he actual capacitance measured VOLTS
needs to be corrected for large series resistance Fig. 3. ( I ploi of Au ZnSc ."cthottk, barrier. tat thick-
effects 191 when using high frequencies. Our ness ý - 3.2 Mam.
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rat. ZnSe (A) with a Phliz partial pressure ot 3.11 0 I ') atm and
rate. for undoped ZnSe (B).

duction in growth rate is observed for ZnSe:N we present a growth model for the incorporation
layers. However, this reduction is seen to reduce of N into the ZnSe epilayers. as shown in Fig. 6.
with increased growth temperature. This clearly The phcnvlhydrazine molecule on arrival at the
indicates that the decomposition products of growth surface decomposes into two radicals
phenylhydrazine being heavy molecules take (C,H,)HN and NH,. NH, (x •< 2) can incorpo-
longer to desorb from the growth surface at low rate as electrically inactive nitrogen. The second
temperatures (350 0C), thereby blocking sites for radical (C,,H-HN) may decompose into atomic
incorporation of Zn and Se on the growth sur- nitrogen on the surface and benzene. If the growth
face. At higher temperatures (380'C). the desorp- rate is fast. this atomic nitrogen can incorporate
tion of benzene is enhanced, thereby increasing before recombining with other nitrogen or hydro-
nucleation sites for Zn and Se atoms on the gen. How•ever. the possibility of hydrogen from
surface. The flow of PhHz is low (PhHz/DMSe other sources to complete the benzene ring can-

I x 1I1) 4), so depletion of source molecules by not be ruled out, thereby leaving NH on the
parasitic gas phase reaction or adduct formation growth surface as opposed to atomic nitrogen.
can be discounted. Based on these observations, The use of He as a carrier gas instead of H

(C 6Hs)HN NH 2  
C6H6 c Desorption

(C6HS)HN NHx H
N-N-H HH H

HH H H N-H
H , N, H

HHH Nh -H N N
P ZnSs P L;qzI:ISzIz

SI GaAs SI GaAs SI GaAs

C6H5HN N is chemisorbed
is physisorbed

tig. (i. A possiblc growth model tor the incorporation of nitrogen using PhIl,, as the dorant source.
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could reduce such an effect. Based on the electri- source, and the use of optimized growth tech-
cal activity of our doped layers, we believe both nique and RTA anneals may further increase the
atomic nitrogen and NH, radicals get incorpo- active concentration.
rated. A higher growth rate and a lower pressure
with He carrier gas may enhance the incorpora-
tion of atomic nitrogen, based on the above 5. Acknowledgements
model. Preliminary studies with layers grown at
38 0'C (Fig. 5) which exhibited a higher growth We would like to thank J. Barthel for technical
rate revealed more electrically active nitrogen as assistance and P. Magilligan for manuscript
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for providing the new nitrogen source and Steve
Novak of Evans East for SIMS measurements.
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Auto-doping of Ga in ZnSe/GaAs layers grown at low
temperatures by post-heated molecular beam epitaxy

Minoru Yoneta, Hiroshi Saito *, Masakazu Ohishi
Department of'AIpplied Phv.fsu, Okavama I•un er.•av of Sciei'e. Ridai-cho I-1, Okawma 70..laplai

Abstract

The donor species in Li acceptor-doped ZnSc cpilaycrs grown on GaAs substrate are determined by means of the
secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS). The compositional depth profile by the SIMS points out that a large
amount of (;a atoms are incorporated into the ZnSc cpilaver regardless of doping. In doped epilaycrs. the Ga atoms
are concentrated at the region where the IJ atoms are doped. We conclude that Ga atoms originating from the
droplets due to the thermal cleaning of the substrate are most likely the major donor species.

1. Introduction yond our understanding that the reduction of
resistivity for highly N-doped ZnSe is closely re-

A new technique for doping nitrogen in molec- lated to the appearance of another DAP band in
ular beam epitaxy has enabled us to grow low the low energy side of the Q-DAP band. indicat-
resistive p-type ZnSe epilayers [1]. What hinders ing that other deeper donors are induced [3].
us to grow low resistive p-type ZnSe using other The present studies are intended to make sure
acceptor species such as Li, P. etc.'? Does the which kinds of species are responsible to the
problem exist only in the doping techniques? 'For donors, i.e. induced donors or external donors.
epilayers doped with these acceptor species. low Li-doped ZnSe cpilayers ,acrc grown by using the
temperature photoluminescence (PL) spectra post-heated molecular beams. ILow temperature
show without exception emission lines due to the PL and secondar' ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS)
recombination of donor-acceptor pairs, the so- have clarified that (ia atoms originating from (;a
called Q-DAP band, even if no donor species are droplets on the substrate are major donors.
intentionally doped [2]. This is usually ascribed to
the occurrence of shallow donors in conjunction
with the doping process. Nevertheless, no new
bound exciton line associated with the induced
donor could be observed. Furthermore. it is be-

Semi-insulating 0r- and O-doped GaAs with
surface orientation of (001 ) are used as sub-
strawts. After chemical etching using the conven-
tional I1- SO, and H 0, solution. two types of

(orresponding author, surface cleaning were employed in the high vac-

1)22-024K/94/(S)7.It) , 1994 Elsevier Science I.V. All rights reserved
NSNW O1t22-124X( 93 )[ l•iP) 2-1Z
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uum growth chamber prior to the molecular beam T(Lb)

epitaxial (MBE) growth: (l)The substrate is only I, - .C

thermally cleaned at the typical temperature of
580 'C. showing the (4 x 1) reflection high-energy ,- . ,
electron diffraction (RHEED) reconstruction
pattern. It is well known that Ga droplets are "a DAPI

formed by the thermal cleaning at high tempera- 2751C -I

tures [4]. Process (2) is aimed at obtaining Ga Z
droplet-free substrate surface. That is, just after U /,
the RHEED streaky pattern appears, which indi-
cates the achievement of the thermal cleaning, D

the substrate is exposed to an As beam cracked at 3

6001C with a beam pressure of P(As) - 3 x 10 ,t
Torr until the substrate is cooled down to 400- C X1
250'C. R1tEED showed the (2 x 1) reconstruc-
tion pattern, which however was different fromthe c(2 X 2) pattern usually observed for the As- - '13°c/

stabilized surface. In this paper we refer mainly _aJ ,

to the results obtained using process (2).
ZnSe/GaAs epilayers were grown by using hot

Zn and Se molecular beams (PH-MBE) at growth 440 450 460 470 480

temperatures of T. = 25t0'C [5]. Both the Zn and

the Se beams were post-heated at 600'C with flux Fig. I. Photolurninescence spectra measured at 4 K tot epila.-
ers grown at 2i5 (" under different Li doping lee•ls on sub-pressures of P(Zn) - 3 x Ill0 Torr and P(Sc) strates prepared bh process (2).

I x10 " Torr. respectively, measured by
means of an ion gauge, corresponding to VI/Il -

I in terms of the number of atoms [6]. As the by process (2). where the As-treatment was per-
p-type doping material we used Li. The doping formed at 580'C for 10 min. At the lowest doping
levels were varied by changing the Li effuscr level the spectra consist of two sharp lines de-
temperature. T(Li). In order to study the extent noted as 1, and 11 and equally spaced 3 to 4
of the diffusion of doped-Li atoms, we have grown broader lines denoted as DAP. With increasing
cpilayers with a structure consisting of three lay- doping level, both 1, and the DAP become
ers. i.e.. Li-doped ZnSe is sandwiched by non- stronger, whereas the I line intensity remains
doped ZnSc layers. Each layer was grown for I h nearly constant. At higher doping levels the in-
and has nearly the same thickness of about (1.4 tensity of these luminescence lines decreases, and
g ni. instead another equally spaced line denoted as

Grown layers were characterized by low tem- FA appears at the high-energy side of the DAP.
pcrature photoluminescencc (PL.). and double In addition to these results, measurements of
crystal X-ray diffraction measurements. Thc com- temperature dependence and excitation intcnsity
positional depth profile was measured by SIMS dependence of PI. spectra have clarified that the
using Ar* ions with the energy of 11-17 kcV as I, line is ascribed to the bound exciton recombi-
the primary ion beam. nation associated with the Li acceptor. the DAP

band to the recombination between unknown
donor and Li acceptor, corresponding to the so-

3. Experimental results and discussion called Q-DAP band, and FA is the free carrier-
to-Li acceptor recombination. The energetic posi-

Fig. I shows Pl. spectra measured at 4 K for tion of these lines and bands yields the binding
LIi-dopcd epilayers grown on substrates prepared energy of the Li acceptor of about 110 meV and



10, decrease of the Cia concentration necar I um
depth from the surface corresponds to the inter-

10 d~ 5mface between the GiaAs substrate and the ZnSc
Ga epilaycr. The shoulder follow.ing the steep dc-

Ga s crease points out the existence of Cia atoms in-
0 Ga~sside the ZnSc laver. The Cia concentration de-

10 creatses with increasing distance from the inter-

CU The secondarv ion count of (ja in the GaAs
0. A substrate is of nearly the saturato eelo h

U) apparatus. and therefore does not show~ the ac-
10 *.. Se tuial Gat concentration. We did not obsersc either

V 1, ,,, I t11ý,the As distribution inside ZnSc or the Zn and] Sc

10-0 0 5 1 0 1 5 2 0 distributions inside GaAs. indicating that the (Ga
Depth(om)distribution inside ZnSe is not caused] b% the
Depthtim)mutual diffusion across the heiterointerface. The

A IIC2. ( 01impiltl-il &J111 Illih iii~C 11C~tillrCi h\ SIMS ol Ga atoms are considered to be incorporated from
lii iniioicd 1111C oi ;i _,ii) C5 oi ~uh~tratI') preplred 1 the droplets on the growing surface into the epi-
pt 'cc'x (2).

laver.
Actually the Ga concentration in epilayers

that of the Unknow~n donor of' about 28 me\.'. grown on the substrates prepared h% process (2).
assuming the Coulomb energy associated with the e.g.. Fig. 2. is found to be lowser than in those
donor-acceptor recombination to be 14 mcV [7]. grown on the substrate prepared by process ( I).
This value oif the binding. energy for the Linknossn The results shown in Figs. I and 2' indicate that
donor is, ser\ close to that for at typical donor in there exist still a large amount oft (Cia atomis eveni
inSe stich as, 0 and (fia [81. It is pointed out that on the As-treaited subst rate SUrtae.
epilayers grown on the substrate prepared h% Fig. 3 depicts an example of the SINMS analssis
process, ( I) shows almost the same I1T spectra ats for at I i-doped epifaver grown I on the substrate
those showsn in F-ig. 1.

FUli w;idths at half maximium (-WNI-INis) of the
rocking curves measured by the double-crystal 10,
X-nis diffract ion met hod are about to -- s() ire non- LD- non- d=1 1811m
see for epilayers grown helo\ss ot IJi) -,. 2t0t1C and 10 doped doped doped
are narrose~r than that for non-doped samples. Ga
For 10- Li . 2011V the value (it' FWIIM increases C 10"'
and at I. 275 C it amounts to about N - 700) are 0 GaAs
see [he reUlts suggest the degradation of crystal C:

quality for highly doped epilaycrs. in accordance >
wuih the decrease in IT. intensity. 10

In order to determine which kinds, oif' donor -

seisare responsible for tile 1)AP band. wse --

analy/ed epilayers by means (if' the SIMS. Fig. 2 10 ~L
shows at typical result Oif the compositional depth10
pro filIc ania lysis in at nin -doped sample groiwn at 10 00 15 2T~~ 05 100" 15 20sbtaepcp db rcs

25f nasbsrt rpre ypoesDepth (urn)
2). where the As-t rca ti-men t wats continued do\iw ii Fig. 3.( de~si iaIici h rprold Ic namoe t,\ I lor15I

to 300(fC. No correction of the sensitivity oft the I idoped saniplc gr\n~ at i 24;1) (ii~i~[, ~
apparatus for each (ion wats mnade. The steep prilccs% (2).
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prepared by process (2). where the As-treatment probability of incorporation oit Ii atomns into ZnSe
was continued down to 30WlC.~ In Li.3 are shown epilavers is considered to be in proportion to thle

the depth profiles only of Ga and i to see clearly Li density on the growing surll;Icc WeC aSSuIme
the relation between them. Remarkable differ- that the Li atoms are accumulated onl the gr~ irig
enee compared with the non-doped sample shown surface because the %apor pressure of Li is loss
i Fig. 2 is that the Cia distributioa has at peak enough compared w~ith Znl and Sc. This miakes
just at the position where Li shows at peak. al- the maximum of' the Li concentration to shif t
though the peak is located not at the center of' toward the direction of the epilayer surface.
the I-doped layer. but at the boundary of i- Summarizing the results. Li-doped ZnSc layers
doped and non-doped ZnSc. Similar depth pro- grown by PH-MI31L show thie I , neutral acceptor
files of' Li and (ia are observed for epilayers bound exciton line and the so-called U-I),\f band
grown under different As-treatment conditions. in to%% temperature photolumineseenecc spectra.
We cannot mention at present why the Cia atomis SI MS analyses have clarified that at large amiount
are concentrated in the Li-doped region and also of, (;a atoms are Incorporated into ZnSe epilat~cr
whether at similar depth profile occurs even if whether i is doped or not. [Urthecrmore. the (1ia
other acceptor dopants. Such ats N. are used, atomis are concentrated in the region .klhere: the

The SI MS analyses show no other I Il-group Li atomns are doped. Fihese results lead us to thle
elements such at, Al and In. Although the SIMS conclusion that thle Cia atoms w~hich ma\ origi-
apparatus has almost no sensitivity for V Il-group nate from the droplets ow~ing to the thermal
elements Such as G' and Br. which are also the cleaning of'the substrate arc most likely the donor
donor species, we believe that no halogens are species contributing to the D)AP hand. The
supplied fromt the source materials such ats Li and preparation of Ga-droplet-free substrate surfaces
Sc. If* any halogens are supplied from the Li is an Urgent problem to settle if thus incorporated
dopant. the I ,intensity should increase with in- Cia atomis arc major donors in /iiSc.
creasing doping level. If any halogens are sup-
plied from the Sc source, the I .intensity Should
decrease with increasing doping level, because 4. References
somec portion of halogen atomis should take part
in the DAP recombination. Experimnirtally the I,
line intenisity remains nearly constant. indepiend- IKOk~. TI~di t\r,,uI(h'l(rr.ii

cut (of' the Li-doping level. T he SIMS results lead 1] iIC Ki,',,..idt.i (r.l

us, to the conclusion that the Ga; atoms are mlost (;rno\%h I I -tO192) 30),
likely the donor species contributing to the DAP [3] 1t.S. t tauk-inn .1. Sirnponi. S.N \V ing. ls\ Piot11,
hand. [he conclusion is in accordance with the It.( ( gc~iApp?ý t'hvý t ell (I' 1i "11021 10,

ibse rx ed hinrding c nergN tbr t he uniiknown donor 141 H. A. imi~cc. in: iMo mtilai Beam tIn t iilis\ m1id t ctc cm mt i
tuirc'.F Id,. t .1 (Channg mid K Pot'Immm iNiihoml. tDordichi~.of' about 28 mcV. We riced not to take any tiniS)ich. 2. p, l-,

induced donors in conjunction with the Li-doping (51 NI. )Odm tnla t, 1 Ntw~ .M. )hi~hi mid t1 t. Niium. J \ ic
such ats the interstitial Li atomns into considera- SC. t'Cchnmmt. It It I tN.")i N71h

tion. If)] NVI. Nmmnctd. NI1 (Pliilhm. tt. Saitoim id t1. t taniam~aki, tip I.1

The SIMS result that the maximum of' the Li A\t~tlI Pht%,. 3 2 (141); 1t t 11114.

distribution exists at the boundarN of' Li-doped (71 113ý ri~m Mn'llj Rcý Htiil, (i 1: 3 Neima B.1 iu)tikin

arnd non-doped ZnSe epilavers cannot be a5s- ixI 11.. tDean. D).C. I tcerhc. CT. %%Alurk ellc. HI. I m1,parriek
eribed to the thermal diffusion of' Li atoims. [he amnd R.N. Bhamra~ i. Ph~s. Rev 1 '; il '190 1 4NNX
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Low pressure growth and nitrogen doping in metalorganic vapor
phase epitaxy of ZnSe

Kohsuke Nishimura *. Yasuyuki Nagao, Kazuo Sakai
AJ)I) R& 1 ) L1wasratirw%. 2-1 /-5 Ohiara.A,,ifki'~ shitaga~na 3Th. Japan

Abstract

L~o% pressure (0(.1 -1.0 Torr) metalorganic %apor phase epitaxy (MOVPE) of ZnSe. using tertiairshui~lsclcnkol
(t-BuScH) as a selenium source precursor, was studied. Although several growth properties at such a loss pressure
were different from those at a higher reactor pressure. thc quality of the layers grown at 1 .0 Torr was as good as that
of the layers grown at 300) Torr. Nitrogen doping into ZnSe was carried out at 1.0 Torr using nitrogen plasma excited
by 2.4i G;Hz microwave. Nitrogen concentrations [N] oif the doped layers ranged from 2 x lot- to 8 Y)'~ 10 m;
measured bI secondary' ion mass spectrometry (SIMS). and photoluminesccene spectra measured at 4.2 K of such
lasers w~ere dominated by donor-acceptor pair emissions. H-owever, all the as-doped layers wsere highly TCSmtwe'.
ii -1\pe. It s,.as found that hydrogen wais incorporated into the doped layers, and its concentration wsas about 1.7 time%
more than IN] as established bw SIMS measurement. Therefore it is probable that hydrogen passisates nitrogen
acceptors in the doped layers. Several doped layers were annealed at 55t1-700'C in atmospheric N. after deposition
of SiC), cap laveis. The carrier types of part of the annealed samples were inverted to p-type, and their net acceptor
con.c.ntratioits \-.ere (3-7) x 101'' cm

1. Introduction the epilaver surface. The other requirement ts to
lower the growth temperature (I.) in order to

Nitrogen doping using plasma cell has been enhance the sticking probability of nitrogen radi-
established ats it doping technique for p-type ZnSe cals onto the layer surface. As for lowering k._
in molecular beamn epitaxy (MBE) [1-31. How- the authors have reported on MOVPE of Zt&e
ever, this technique was not studied much in and ZnSSe at tenmperatures as low as, 280'('.
metalorganic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE-) without premature reaction, using tertiarybutflse-
growth of ZnSe. There are two major require- lenol (t-BuScH) as at selenium sottrce precursor
menits for applying nitrogen plasma doping to [4.5].
MOVPFE. One requirement is to lower thc reac- In this paper, we examined low pressure growth
tor pressure (1 'P). since the nitrogen radicals ex- of non-doped 7nSe at oi) -i.1) Torre. The quality
cited in plasma would he inactivated by colliding of the epilayers grown at low pressure was ats
with the carrier gas molecules before reaching good ats that of epilayers grown at atmospheric

pressure. We also examined nitrogen plasma dop-
ing at 1.0 Torr. The nitrogen concentrations of

(orr csponding author. the doped layers were its high its 10'"- 10 " cm

(K)22.It2.X/9)4/$tI7J1 t, M4 Flscvier Science B.V. All rights reserved
'AI)I 011122- 1248f '3 )lFth13-2
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Howexcr, all the as-doped samples were highly microwave is fed from a 2.45 GHz magnetron
resistive n-type. Annealing these doped samples. oscillator, of which the output power t,) is
their carrier types were inverted to p-type with variable in the range 0)-1 kW. to the plasma cell.
net acceptor concentrations of (3-7) x 10•5 cm '. Semi-insulating (100) GaAs was used as a sub-

strate. Matrix source precursors. diethylzinc
(DEZn) and t-BuSeH. were transported by hy-

2. Experiments drogen (H.) carrier gas employing conventional
bubbling method. The molar flow rate of DEZn

Fig. I shows a schematic illustration of the ([DEZn]) was constant at 5 Amol,/min. while
MOVPE reactor. It consists of a horizontal reac- [t-BuSeH] (or [VI]/[II] ratio) was varied in the
tor and a plasma cell. which are separated by a range 5-100 tmol/min ([VI]/[Ill = 1-20). T, and
stainless orifice of 0.3 mm diameter located 80 P, were varied in the range 300-350(C and 0.1-
mm apart from an RF heated carbon susceptor. 1.0 Torr, respectively. [H_,1 and [N.) were also
A stainless shutter is also equipped in the vicinity varied in the range 30-1000 SCCM and 2-20
of the orifice, so as to achieve a sharp interface of SCCM. respectively.
nitrogen-doped and non-doped (or n-doped) lay- The grown layers were characterized by photo-
ers. The matrix source precursors are mixed in luminescence (PL) measured at room tempera-
the tubings just before being introduced into the lure (RT) or 4.2 K using the 325 nm line of a
reactor, and blow against the substrate through a He-Cd laser as the excitation light. Double-
quartz nozzle. The reactor pressure. Pr, is con- crystal X-ray rocking curves were measured using
trolled in the range 0.1-10) Torr by a variable Cu Kac radiation and (400) reflection. Secondary
conductance valve. Dopant gas, pure nitrogen ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) measurement and
(N_. > 99.)999'4). is introduced into the plasma capacitance-voltage (C-V') measurement were
cell through a microdust filter and a mass flow also done for several doped samples. C-V mica-
controller. The plasma cell pressure ( P1) is deter- surements were performed at 10 kHz with the
mined by the N. flow rate ([N.I) and P,. The double-Schottky barrier configuration. After

OclaoMicrowave

DEZn Bubbling Line

t-BuSeH Bubbling Line Quartz Nozzle

Z • RF Heater

Pure N2 00I00•oo

ý- J Mass Flow. Plasma Preparation
--- Controller• Celt 'M• P, '- , Chamber

Orrifice (0.3mm) StainltessaryCarbonShut ter -Susceptor

E -Pressu re Controller

::•Mechanical

Booster Pump,, • ---

Rotary Waste Gas

Pump
Fig. I. Schematic illusiration of the Io% pre.,surc MOVPE reactor with a pl,,ma cell.
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evaporating gold on the epilayer surface as a 1.2

Schottky electrode, the rings of 5 gm in width 1 -

and 500 Am in diameter were removed by pho- 2 .

tolithography technique. The area ratio (or capac- E 0.8 "
itance ratio) of smaller to larger electrode was
typically 0.01. ' 0.6

S-Wf T 300 C
2 0.4 -

3. Results and discussion Pr =1.0 Torr
0.2

[DEZn] = 5 Lmol mai
3. 1. Non-doped layers

C.0 I , ,
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14

Fig. 2 shows the growth rate dependence on [\ 1] [i[]
the ratio of total flow rate (TFR) introduced into Fig.3. irowth rate dependence or VIi. lIJ ratio.

the reactor to P,. which indicates the gas flow
velocity. The growth rate decreased almost expo-
nentially with increasing the velocity, except when
the TFR/P, ratio was more than several thou- Fig. 3 shows the growth rate at i, ý 300°C and
sands. It suggests that the sor,c precursors dif- Pr = 1.0 Torr as a function of [Vl]/[li] ratio. As

fuse through the bound- .. ,i.ter in the vicinity of seen from the figure, the growth rate at 1.) Torr
the substrate surface whcn the TFR/PI ratio is did not saturate in the range [VI]/[Ill] < 8. while
less than 1000. As c,,uence, the in-plane devia- that at 300 Torr saturated in the range [VlI/[il]
tion of thicknes, was relatively small ( ±+ 1 -5;), I [5]. It is presumable that the reduction of the

even though the gaseous sources blew against the partial pressure of t-BuSeH resulted in a higher
substrate through the nozzle. desorption ratio of Se from the epilaver surface.

This also implies that the [VI]/[II] ratio in order
to achieve ZnSc of good quality is higher at 1.)
Torr than that at 3t0t) Torr. Therefore the [VI]/[II]
ratio was set at 1) for the growths discussed

Tg = 300 C hereafter.

1.0 [ . [DEZnl = 5 LImlO min All the layers exhibited almost deep-free PL
spectra at RT. We also measured PL spectra at

N 0.1 Torr 4.2 K for non-doped layers. A typical spectrum is
6 U 0.3 Torr

1.0 Torr shown in Fig. 4. The spectrum is dominated by

.2 near-band-edge (NBE) emissions together with
S• several emissions denoted bv Y and S. which are

* generally attributed to the extended-defect re-
2( 0.1 lated emissions [6]. The deep-center emissions

denoted by SA. which are generally attributed to
the donor zinc-vacancy complex emissions [7].
were relatively weak. The NBE emissions consist
of free-exciton emissions (E,) and neutral-

0.01 donor-bound exciton emissions (I Q. of which the

0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 superscripts lh and hh stand for light- and heavy-
TFR hole transitions [8]. The peak intensity of E, is

- (SCCM Torr) larger than that of I,, and it is proof of the high

Fig. 2. (irowth rate dcpcndt:rne on the ratio of the total Ilow purity of these non-doped layers. We have found
rate ('[FR) to the reactor pressure (1',). previously that the donor impurities, which form
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1, emission centers, originated from t-BuSeH, X1 X20x1 20
and the major residual impurity might be chlorine
[5.6]. The auto-doping of donor impurity is an Y

unfavorable phenomenon in terms of carrier Z- NB E

compensation of nitrogen acceptor, which is dis-

cussed in the next section. However, all these

non-doped samples were n-type but highly resis- SA

tive, and we could not evaluate the free electron
concentration by Hall measurement. Therefore
the background donor concentration is expected 2. 2 2 .
to be low enough not to spoil the p-type doping. 2,8 2.6 2.4 2.2 2 8

The full width at half maximum of the X-ray
rocking curve for the layer of 1.1 jim thickness
grown at 3001°C. 1.0 Torr and 2t00) SCCM was 3t00 E. 1h

arc sec. It is [as small as those for the layers grown -

at 10(1 Torr [6].T mo

rh (I-BuSeH] = 50,,mo i m,n

3.2. Nitrogen doped laver.s C E Tg 30 0 
CSP, : .0 Tor,

The nitrogen doping was carried out with ni- Q. I,
trogcn plasma flow and with the shutter open.
The typical growth rate was 1.1 Am/h, and typi-
cal thickness of the doped layer was 3.3 gim. 2.83 2.81 2.79 2.77 2.75 2.73

Fig. 5 shows the 4.2 K PL spectra of the doped Photon energy (eV)
layers with various nitrogen concentrations. The Fig. 4. lypical photo]lumiincsccnce ,pcctruni nictulrcd at 4.2
donor-to-acceptor pair (DAP) emission, which K for non-doped ZnSc lakcr gro.,n atl 1.0 Tirm
was weak in the non-doped layer spectra, is domi-
nant and its phonon replicas are clearly observed.
The zero-phonon lines for relatively light-doped all these as-doped layers wcre highly resistive
layers stand at 2.7(0 cV, while those for heavy- n-type, as found by ('-V measurement. Fig. 8
doped layers shift to the lower energy side. Such shows the hydrogen concentration [H] of these
behavior of DAP emission is similar to that rc- layers as a function of [N]. There can be seen a
ported for MBE grown N-doped layers. The linear relation between [N] and [H]. and [H]/[NI
FWHMs of X-ray rocking curves of doped layers = 1.7. Since the hydrogen concentrations of non-
were 10-201; larger than those of non-doped doped layers are below detection level, doping of
lavers. nitrogen radicals induces hydrogen incorporation.

Fig. 6 shows the nitrogen concentration [NJ Therefore it is supposed that the hydrogen-re-
measured by SIMS versus P " when P., = 20111 W latcd centers passivate the nitrogen acceptors.
and Pr = 1.0 Torr. [N] increases from 7 x l017 to Kamata et al. reported similar results for atmo-
8 x I1011 cm 'as P1 increases from 6 to 13 Forr. spheric pressure MOVPE of ZnSe using ammo-
It saturates at [N] = 8 x 1I0S cm ' in the range nia (NH ) as a dopant [9). They also found hy'dro-
13 _< PP s 21 Torr. and [NJ drops again in the gcn incorporation in nitrogen-doped layers, and
range P. > 21 Torr. Fig. 7 shows the P., depen- concluded that the hydrogen was one of the most
dence of [N] when P', = 1.0 Torr and PP = 6.0 probable inactivation centers of the nitrogen ac-
Torr. [N] gradually increases as Pm increases, but ccptor.
the varying range is not so wide as the varying In order to clarify the origin of hydrogen in
range with P . nitrogen-doped layers. several growths in N. car-

In spite of the existence of nitrogen acceptors, ricr gas were carried out. Both [N] and [H] in the
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a) [N]= 2 X 10
17 cm "3 d) [N] = 1 X 10

1 8 cm "3

Pm= 200 W Pm= 600 W

Pp= 8.0 Torr X1 Pp= 6.0 Torr

N 2 carrier gas H 2 carrier gas

xi
X250 X20

b) e)

[N]=2X101
7 cm"

3  [N] = 1.5 X 1018 cm"
3

Xl

P, = 200 W Pm= 800 W

Pp= 4.8 Torr Pp= 7.6 Torr

H2 carrier gas L H2 carrier gas

X250
X30

C) f) [NJ = 4 X 1018 cm"
3

[N] = 6 X i017 cm"3  
--

0 0
i~

xi Pm= 200 W -M 20-
Xl P p= 9.5 Torr

PP=6.0 Torr H2 carrier gas

H2 carrier gas X250

X250

3 2.8 2.6 2.4 2.2 2 1.8 2.8 2.6 2.4 2.2 2 1.8
Energy (eV) Energy (eV)

Fig. 5. 4.2 K photolumninecncn spectra for nitrogen doped lavers with various nitrogen concentrat ions, the gri sth conidition, tlo

each la•er are shown in the figure.

layers grown in N. were about 1/10 of those in radicals and hydrogen probably produce NH or
the layers grown in H. with identical growth NH, radicals, which has high chemical rcactixity.
parameters, but the [H]/[N] ratio did not change. We tried to anneal several samples after de-
Since the hydrogen in the doped layers grown in positing SiO. cap layers b. plasma-assisted chem-
N, cannot be from the carrier gas, it must come ical vapor deposition. They wcre annealed at
from the source precursors. From this result, we 55(I-70l0'C in atmosphcric nitrogen .arving the
can say that most of the nitrogen radicals react annealing temperature (]i,) and duration time
with carrier H . In addition, they also react with (t ,). It was found that the conducti~ity type of
hydrogen involved in the organic source precur- part of these samples was inverted to p-type.
sors, although their rate is less than that of the However. the dependence of carrier type inver-
H carrier gas. These reactions between nitrogen sion on 1, or t,, was not definitely confirmed.
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19 _____________________________
10 I'll'' 0

S 1019

18 0: N 2 carriergas -1
10

Pr �1.0Torr

0 Pm�200W St

17 � I I
10

0 5 10 15 20 25 108
P� (Torr) �- N 2 carrier�s

Fig. iv N it rose 11 eiincentration (IN]) � a In net tin of plasma
ccli pressure I I: (.1 [NJ in the lasers grilsstt in It earner 1018 iO�
Sa'. I I [NI in the laser srown in N tarrier � [N] (cm3 )

Fig. 5. I Ivdrogen eilnceiitratitlii ([I I]) sersils nitri'e'en elineen-

The net acceptor concentrations. N, - .Vd. of an- tratilln tIN]) mr ititrllsen doped la�erv *) �3ll1t5 tir the Ii�er�
nealed layers ranged from 3 > (1 � 7 � I0� gros�n itt II. carrier gas. I I plot or ilte Ia�er gross it in N

carrier gas.

cm The rate of activatiotl. (N, - � )/[N]. was
still less than I � after annealing. It suggests that
most of the nitrogen acceptors were still compen- reported that annealing N-doped samples. which
sated. were also hiehlv resistive when as-grow et. at tern-

SIMS measurements of doped and annealed peratures higher than 70(VC in atmospheric nitro-
satnples were carried out. There was no distinct gen resulted in the inversioti (If carrier type from
difference in both [1-I] and [NI between as-doped n- to p-type. The p-type conversion for our sat�i-
samples and annealed samples. Therefore rear- pIes occurred at a lower teniperature than that
rangement of either hydrogen or nitrogen atoms for their samples. and it is probably due to the
probably yields free acceptors. Taskar et �tl. also fact that our samples were grown ,mt lower tem-
reported on the annealing effect Of MovPE perature than their samples.
grown nitrogen-doped layers using NW [It)]. They

1019 � 4. Conclusion

Low pressure MOVPF growth of ZnSe usine
t-BuSeH as a selenium precursor was studied.
Although several growth properties such as

E * ] growth rates were different from those [or atmo-
S spheric pressure growth. the quality of the layers

grown at low pressure was as high as that of the
P1  1.0 Torr j la�.ers grown at atmospheric pressure.
P9  6.0 TOrr Nitrogen radical doping using plasma cell was

10 t I I I examined, and doped layers incorporated nitro-
0 200 400 600 800 1000 gen at concentrations as high as 2 x lt)' to S

�m 1W) 101.9 cm �. However, these as-doped samples were

tsig. 2. Nitrogen concentratitill (I NI) as a function ut mi- all highly resistive n-type. From SIMS rcsult�. the
c ri iw ire pos� cr i. most probable species that compensates nitrogen
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Contamination effects from tellurium in ZnS-ZnSe superlattices

D. Bouchara. A. Abounadi. M. Di Blasio. N. Briot, T. Cloitrc. 0. Briot. B. Gil
J. Calas. M. Averous. R.L. Aulombard

%bstract

We have studied the temperature dependence of the photoluniinesceence of tellurium-doped ZnS-/.nSe Nuper-lat-
tices. Byv comparing the rehlectivity and photoluminescence data,. we %kcrc able to identify both itree cw~itoaa
reconmbination and] self-trapped exeiton band energy split by 901 niV. The behaviour of the photolumlineseenee vs %ith
temiperature results fromt trapping versus dectrapping effects which are ruled by an aetisation cncrg% of SOP nic'. J[ha'
he has jour is analysed in the context of at con figu rat ion coordinate dijagran.

1. Introduction after at ZnS,,Tc~,, -buffer la~er. lattice-niatehed
to G1aAs. hats been deposited. 1-fosseser. earlier

There is a eurrentlv increasing interest in speetroscopic studies have widely demonstrated
ZnS-ZnSe superlatties due to their potential that alloying ZnX (X =S. Se) wsith Fe leads to
utatilization for realization of advanced visible light exciton self-trapping. causingz a strong Stokes shift
emitters. Various substrates have been tested in between luminescence and] rellectivity features.
the litterature. including G;aAs [1-51. Si [6]. ZnS even at Very low% tellurium concentration 1101-131.
[7], ('all [8.91. etc. Presently, it seems that GiaAs Moreover, the photolumineseeneec of saniples
as established ats the best candidate. due to com- where exciton self-trapping occurs is several or-
bitied reasons that are linked to its lower cost and dcrs of magnitude more intetnse than iii the ab-
high crystalline quality when compared to other sence of this effect. Such at phenomenoni shouald
polar substrates. The growth of ZnS-ZnSe di- be encountered inl ZnIS-7.n1SC superlattices if'
rectlv onto (iaAs may lead to contarninatioti by contaminated by telluriuni. It i~s therefore itilpor-
diffusion from the substrate, It is thus essential to tant to deterniine how large could be the co1nse-
employ a good quality II -VI buffer layer between quences of telluriuni incorporation for thle opt' cal
the substrate atid the superlattict: in order to properties of' such superlalttices.
optimi/.e the electronic properties of the strue- This work reports oti the influence of the
ture. In this context, we expect at very low defect introduction oif telluriuni at doping level (assumn-
density if growth of the 11 -VI superlattice occurs ing that a ZnS-ZnSe sujperlattice and it ZaiSle

buffer were grown in the same grossth chamber.
during the same run) o)ti the optical properties of
at ZnS-ZnSc superlattice. .*\ series of retlecii its

* ( rrestiadaag ,aaathor. and] photoluminescence dlata resealed a small

IXP22-t)248 ''P4 $17M .M 1994 t~lscvier Scictnce li.V. AlJl rigtt rcser'edl
A3 .DI 00a22.1p2451',3 0711 (.x
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Stokes shift (10 meV) between the two experi- layer had been performed in the same growth
ments. The 2 K photoluminescence spectrum ex- chamber. No particular reactor cleaning was per-
hibits a strong photoluminesccnce band about 90 formed between these two growth runs. We be-
meV below the free exciton band. This low en- lieve that this procedure is particulary useful to
ergy band disappears when the temperature in- evaluate separately the effect of cross contamina-
creases, and the photoluminescence is dominated tion between a tellurium-containing buffer layer
by free-exciton contribution at high temperature. and the ZnS-ZnSe superlatticc.
We interpret this in terms of exciton self-trapping
at tellurium centers and analyse our data in the
context of the configuration coordinates ap- 3. Experimental data
proach in order to obtain the activation energies
which rule the effect. Fig. I illustrates the reflectivity and high-en-

ergy photoluminescence features at 2 K. The
transitions related to the buffer layer are de-

2. Sample growth tected at 2.8 eV and those related to the superlat-
tice at 2.95 and 3.05 eV. A small Stokes shift is

The ZnS-ZnSc superlattice was grown using observed between the free exciton photolumines-
an ASM OMR 12 MOVPE equipment. The sam- cence peak and the low-energy reflectance struc-
pie was deposited onto a (100) epi-ready GaAs ture of the superlatticc. The 2.95 eV structure is
wafer. Prior to the growth. the surface oxide was more pronounced than its higher energy (3.05
thermall. desorbed from the substrate for 10 min eV) companion, as expected when these two tran-
at 550°C under a hydrogen flow. We have em- sitions are identified as the heavy-hole excitons
ployed the triethyl amine dimethyl zinc adduct and the light-hole excitons [16]. In fact, an inten-
(Me.ZnNEt;) as a zinc precursor in order to sity ratio of 3:1 is given by standard group theory
minimize the premature reactions with the hy- for the band-to-band process in zinc-blende crs-
drides [14]. H,Se and H.S were used as selenium tals [17]. The high-energy (3.23 cV) reflectance
and sulfur precursors, respectively. The carrier structure corresponds to the spin-orbit split-off
gas vas paladium-purified hydrogen and the H, exciton freely propagating in the ZnSc buffer
flow through the reactor was 3.3 SLM (standard layer. This transition is the analogue of the 2.8
litrcs per minute) during the growth experiment. eV structure corresponding to F.,-rclatcd heavy-
The VI/Il molar flow ratio was set to 5 during hole and light-hole transitions in this ZnSe buffer
both ZnSc and ZnS layer growth. The precursor layer.
flows were set as follows: Me,ZnNEt = 30
jimol/min. H.S = 1501 /mol/min and H.Sc = ZnS-/iSc:Ic Supcriatli•:e

15(1 Amol/min. The deposited structure consists 7 /,, ts ", ru n
of 45 periods of 37 nm ZnSe and 33 nm thick 7

ZnS layers deposited onto a 0.3 ptm thick ZnSe _c
buffer layer. These thicknesses were deduced
from the growth rates, and were confirmed by .

X-ray experiments. Growth interruptions were ._,
introduced between each layer deposition in or-
der to optimize the inteiface abruptness since -_ kh,,,,,•
such a procedure is of crucial importance, as
previously demonstrated for ZnSe-ZnTc super- 2801) 2,(H) 3000 3(00 320)

lattices [15]. In order to simulate the effect of I-iicrgy (me.'
residual tellurium contamination originating from Fig. I. 2 K reflectivity (upper curve) and nar-band-edge

a ZnSTc buffer layer, we have grown the super- photolumine.cencc (lower curve) for a 3.3 nm-3.
7 

nm ZnS-

lattice immediately after the growth of a ZnTe ZnSe superlatice.
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/s~c bk4. Data analysis

N To quantify more completely the mechanisms

/nS-n~e-i,:involved in the evolution of the photolumincs-
cence spectra with temperature. we employed at

/ic 3 [il model to evaluate the electronic population of
various levels resulting in these spectra. This
model is based on arguments linked to a detailed

7 balance principle similar to the model developed
by Leroux-Hugon and Mariette [18] for studiving

I cw the temperature dependence of exciton transfer

2K between isoelectronic centres in GaP. Therefore.

Gr 1 ,s - Rile = (bchP -Ic +±(

~Il - bn-.ic_(cP -k (1)

II

K5 "o) -G = R
dt Gel -cRc cut chp --. , cu1c ,

Inenp (eV + (b,\c - r -
4

ichp ell cuc , I,

Fig. I. temperature dependence of the photolurniinecuence cin (2)x
ZnS--ZnSe:'re supertattice. Note the exchange of amplitude - 6w -n, _

hetwecn tree exciton (exc) and self-trapped excitort (SI ) hands. , Il

Alm) note the photolumninescence signal of the ZnSc butfer The levels included in our model arc: (i) the
(needle oin the 2 K spectrurn). free electron-hole pair (ehp): (ii) free exciton

(exe); (iii) tellurium self-trapped exciton (Te) and
(iv) at certain number of non-radiative levels (nr).
Here. /1,/7, is the decay rate. 6,, ., is the trap-

Folowig i a iscssin o th phtolmins- ping rate from state a to state 13. and 6,,- is

Followat.ing. is adscuwssino the pholtiouinofte- the dletrapping rate from 13 to a. We next assume
cenc daa. ig.2 sows he voltio ofthe that the generation rate (;i,. essentially (bc,, . I,.

photoluminescence spectrum as the sample tem- is constant within the range of tempera'ture of the
perature increases. The 2 K photoluminescence experiments [12]. The temperature dependence
spcctrum exibits a strong band (hereafter de- of if will therefore be essentially controlled by
noted SI) peaking at around 901 meV below the detrapping mechanisms via free'exciton states
free exciton emission. When tncreasing the tem- and non-radiative centres. Taking into account
perature. this SI band collapses from 30 K. and two non-radiative centres, this can be written ats:
disappears comr etely above 100( K. while .the. dn 1 tcl

exciton transitions grows. This behaviour is simi- -____ = 0 = G
lar to that previously reported for ZnSeTc alloys. dt
where tellurium acts as an isoelectronic centre E Ip - E~ll,
[(10-13]. T[his strongly suggests that tellurium in- III (ic tCN exuc kT
corporation occurred in the sample during the i

growth. By analogy to data reported for ZnSeTc Ell -i Elli~~ r

alloys, we interpret the photoluminescence: be- +(l x k 11T
haviour in terms of thermally activated detrap- E jc- El,
ping of' excitons localized at Te-related centres +a,, -c xp'I (3)

x( kBT
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d/1" , c) -Il, - /nS-/nSe: re
d t .XC L in>: 3.3nin

E. E ) /nSe: .3nmn_= ,

_l exc

+ e h. c.xp (4)

Concerning Eq. (2), we assume the outcome A

rate from the free exciton level to non-radiative
levels to be negligible. This is justificated as fol-
lows: the non-radiative centres must probably lay Ii ) 100t 151
in the vicinity of tellurium centres. For the Temperature (K)
trapped exciton. the mean free path is severely Fig. 3. EvOlution of the integrated intensit of the photolumi-
impeded by the high value of its effective mass nescence hands in the ZnS-ZnSe:Te ,uperlattice. Squares
[11]. On the other hand, as tellurium atoms must and diamonds are used to represent the experimental data for
cause some disturbance in the lattice because of free exciton hand and self-trapped exciton hand respecti.el%.

their size. one can think that they are associated The curses represent the fit to the data.

with extended defects such as dislocations. More-
over. II-VI semiconductors generally exibit a Ell, - E, = 12 meV, with E,,,. - E = 80 me\
larger density of such defects than III-V com- and Echp - E,,c = 40 meV. The series of ar coef-
pounds. Using these arguments, it can be under- ficients used in the fit is:
stood that the coupling between trapped exciton
and non-radiative centres is significant, while the r c r. = t.8. tc(, . =
coupling between the free exciton and these same 7

i,(t .... = 280M0. r.c.• ca -_,hp = 10t.
non-radiative centres is negligible. Taking -,.x = I(M) ps [19] gives (t", . chp - 10' /s.

Rather than the capture cross section (, r,. In the context of a configuration coordinate
fitting of Eqs. (3) and (4) gives the )roduct r,(k, diagram, this gives the scheme reported in Fig. 4.
together with 4 activation energies. Among these The barrier potential is 16 meV for the exciton-
4 activation energies, one (I'chp - E,,,) can be to-tellurium path, while we fit 80 meV for the
taken from previous studies of electron to heavy- reverse process (tellurium to free exciton thermal
hole binding cnergieshi ZnS-ZnSe superlattices. detrapping). Including a temperature dependence
Since non-radiative levels do not appear directly for the generation rate G ,. would have intro-
in photoluminesccnce spectra. their presence in
the sample is deduced from the irregular be-
haviour of the photoluminescence features. ZnS ZnSe

Fig. 3 displays the behaviour of the SI-like and Ec
cxcitin luminescence features versus tempera- ( ncv
turc. We did not succeed in fitting the experi-
mental data without including non-radiative cen- -, -CV
trcs. In such a case, the filled SI peak height hh
remains unaltered at low temperature [121. while 1hI ,20 I.\
we clearly observe a decrease in the experimental 1h th
data. We need to include two non-radiative levels
in our calculations in order to correctly fit the M•I,,,e., M
experimental curve. The activation energies de- hh

duced from the fit arc: En'l - E, = 2 meV and Fig. 4. Band line-tips in the ZnS-ZnSe superlattiece.
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tions are broad. So, we preferred to use the
I rce values previously reported in the article. The
Sc I-to/observed experimental energies arc nicely repro-

duced by using the conduction valence band pro-
files reported in Fig. 5 after Minami ct al. [21].

_ 011-1 We note that the confining potential is small in
'So 11• ",,,V 6,4'V the conduction band and large in the valence

band; it is also in good agreement with the theo-
I lrappcd rctical predictions of Van de Walle [22] and

Bertho and Jouanin [231.
Sl

5. Conclusion

We have studied the photoluminescence of
Fig.. Configuration coordinate diagram deduced from the fit tellurium-doped ZnS-ZnSe superlattices. The
to the data (see text for details). photoluminescence displays a complex tempera-

ture dependence. Both free exciton and self-
trapped exciton photoluminescence lines are de-

duced additional parameters in the fitting proce- tected with energy differences of 9(0 meV. At
dure, but would not have significantly modified liquid-helium temperature. the photolumincs-
the conclusions, since trapping and detrapping cence is dominated by contribution of self-trapped
mechanisms occur via barrier potential in a ratio excitons. Increasing the temperature, the free
1 :5! This a posteriori confirms the validity of this exciton emission dominates the spectrum, and a
approximation. The binding energy of the elec- quenching of the self-trapped exciton band is
tron-hole pair, say E,,o -/E,,. used in the fitting produced. The temperature dependence of the
procedure is 40 mcV. There is a significant in- photoluminescence for the exciton and self-
crease in the binding energy in the sample corn- trapped exciton bands is interpreted in the con-
pared to the bulk ZnSe value ( - 17 meV) [201. text of a configuration coordinate diagram and is
This large value is related to the exciton confine- ruled by an activation energy of 801 meV. The
ment and is close to the one reported by Minami Rydberg energy fit from the experiment is 40
ct al. [21] who found 41 meV from two-photon mcV. in agreement with values of the literature.
absorption spectroscopy for 20-20 A ZnS-ZnSe
free-standing superlattices. and is consistent with
a type I configuration for the electron to heavy- 6. Acknowledgments
hole transition.
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Atomic layer epitaxial growth studies of ZnSe
using dimethyizine and hydrogen selenide
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Abstract

Atomic layer epitaxial (ALE) growth studics of ZnSc wecre carried out in at low pressure horizontal mctalorganic
vapor phase epitaxial (MOVPE) reactor. G;rowth ssas carried out by alternately exposing the GiaAs substrate to
hydrogen selenide (11,S0) and dlimethvlzinc (DMZn) using flow modulation epitaxy, (IFME). It w~as found that at a
susceptor temperature of 2l 00C and above, the adsorption of either of' the reactants is estremecly small and hence
self-limiting monolayer growth does not take place. Significant deposition of ZnSc took place on the reactor w~all in
front oif the susceptor as well. A hot "all reactor with colder susceptor configuration \&is used ito prevent deposition
oin the reactor walls and also to confirm the growth model proposed].

1. Introduction the deposition of next laser occur before that
happens.

ALE is an attractive growth technique suitable In MOVPL. however. gaseous sources of the
for the deposition of thin, uniform layers with constituent elements are used. ALE growth is
monolayer abruptness. The technique has been accomplished by the sequential flow of each reac-
used for the growth of various 11-VI semiconduc- tarn over the substrate followed by a flushing
tors [1-61, using molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) period. This is also termed ats flow modulation
and MOVPE. In MBE, constituent elements are epitaxy. If the gaseous sources decompose par-
deposited alternately on the substrate followed by tially on the surface. then chemnisorption of these
a growth interruption. When more than at mono- eonstituents up to at Mi. is possible. This happens
layer (ML) of material is deposited. the first ML in the ease of' CdTe [if where dimethylcadmium
ts chemisorbed. atnd anything beyotnd are only (DM~d) and diethyltelluride (DETe) are used ats
physisorbed. Hence, during the -rowth interrup- eonstituent precursors. D~uring DMCd cyele. it
tion which is generally of the order of a few decomposes on the surface in to Cd (or some
seconds, all the physisorbed elements are des- intermediate) and covers the surface up to a
orbed thus leaving I ML. The desorption oif this monolayer level. D)uring the I)LFe cycle. DETe
chemisorbed MI, element takes longer time and reacts with fully adsorbed Cd to form a ML of

CdTe. On the other hand, if gaseous sources do
not decompose even partially, only physisorption

________oh' source molecules occurs. In this case. true
Correspionding itithor. ALE growth may or may not be possible depend-

(X422-0248/')4/S447.4t4 199'4 FHsevier Science lt.V. All rights reserved
SSMI (4(22 -(2451'4 (1(7445 .
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ing on the desorption times of the adsorbed der low pressure. The reactor pressure was kept
molecules. If the desorption time required is large at 100 Torr. Dimethylzinc (DMZn) and hydrogen
in comparison to the gas flushing time, then self- selenidc (H .Se) were used as the reactants. The
limiting growth up to a ML may be possible. flow velocity of the total gas through the reactor

Growth of ZnSe by ALE technique has been was over 13 cm/s so that it took less than a
reported by many workers in a metalorganic second to flush out the reactants from the front
molecular beam epitaxy (MOMBE) system [7.8]. of the susceptor. To avoid any gaseous intermix-
Since Zn and Se source gases were cracked in ing, we kept the flush period at 3 s. A typical
MOMBE, the growth kinetics are similar to that ALE cycle consisted of 2 s of DMZn flow. 3 s of
of MBE. Koukitu ct al. [9] reported atmospheric hydrogen flush period, 2 s of H.Se flow and 3 s
pressure ALE growth of ZnSe using elemental of H. flush period, which will be designated as
zinc and hydrogen sclenide. The GaAs substrate 2: 3 : 2: 3. These are typical numbers, but were
was alternately exposed to elemental Zn and varied to find out their effects on the growth rate.
H,Sc vapors by moving the substrates using a The reactor was equipped with a fast switching
mechanical arm. ALE growth was obtained over manifold.
the temperature range of 35(1 to 500'C. for vari-
ous HSe and Zn pressures. In all the above
cases, chemisorption of Zn takes place on ZnSc 3. Results and discussion
surface, and hence self-limiting ALE growth was
observed. Fig. I shows the growth rate as a function of

Shibata and Katsui have used diethylzine susceptor temperature. For this set of cxperi-
(DEZn) and H.Se for the growth of ZnSe in an ments. DMZn and H,Se partial pressures were
atmospheric pressure vapor phase epitaxial reac- 3 x 10 5 and 2 x 10 I atm. respectively, and flow
tor using flow modulation technique [10]. Their sequence was 2:3:2:3. As the temperature was
system is potentially superior to the one using increased, there is a steady decrease in the growth
elemental Zn because of the ease of handling rate and at 25 0 'C and above, negligible growth
alkyl sources, and hence commercially viable, rate was observed. In addition, the growth rate
They have carried out the growth by the sequen- was not very uniform over the whole wafer, but
tial introduction of DEZn and H ,Se, without any gradually decreased along the flow direction. This
flushing period between them. They obtained a is contrary to what is expected if the growth were
growth rate of more than I ML/cycle. indicating true ALE type. Since H.Se and DMZn react
significant intermixing of gases caused by the even at room temperature, significant deposition
absence of flushing period. Hence, the results
were not conclusive whether ALE growth was
achieved. 4

In this work. we have undertaken a careful
study of ALE growth of ZnSe using dimethylzinc "41 I Monolayer(I)M Zn) and H ,Sc in a horizontal low pressure 3 ....................... .................................

reactor. Our objective here is to investigate '< B

whether ALE growth of ZnSc using the above " 2
two precursors is a practical method to grow
device quality ZnSc.

o

2. Experimental details 000.. . 00 100 200 300
Temperature ('C)

A[,E growth experiments were conducted in a Fig. 1. (rowth rate ot /nSc as a function ot groth .enipcra-

horizontal. 501 mm diameter reactor operated un- lure.
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the flushing period of hydrogen. No self-limiting
growth window was obtained under the condi-

I Mon0layer tions studied. Since. the growth rate decreased
3 '..................................... .................. when the flushing period was increased. %C he-

0 lieve the adsorption of either precursors is too
2 weak for ALE growth to occur. Once again. the

growth rates were not uniform over the whole
a sample on the susceptor. indicating that sclf-

11 " •.limiting growth windows were not obtained.
0 1 2 3 4 A more exhaustive investigation was under-

Ht:Se Partial Pressure( x 10-' atm) taken in order to explain the above results. Based
Fig. 2. Growth rale of ZnSe as a function of tI Se partial on our studies, we can explain the grow~th mneha-
pressure. Grovth temperature = 2(4)"c. D)MZn partial pres- nism as follows. During DMZn part of ALE
sure 3 X 1I0 atrn. cycle, the reactant will get adsorbed on all colder

part of the reactor and to a lesser extent on the
heated sample as well. Since, I)MZn does not

%Nas observed in the reactor tube in front of the decompose at the temperature studied, it %ill
susceptor as well. only be physisorbcd. D)uring the flushing c.clc. all

To determine whether the supply of H ,So is the reactants from the gas phase will be flushed
limiting the ALE growth rate at 2t1(0C. we in- out from the reactor as expected based on the

creased the HSe partial pressure keeping all flow rates used for the carrier gas. Htowcver, the
other parameters constant. The results are shown desorption of DMZn from the reactor walls is a
in Fig. 2. As H ,Sc was increased, the growth rate continuous process and will continue duling the
continuously increased, but no clear saturation in H ,Se cycle as well. Hence. these desorbed DIMZn
the growth rate was observed. The growth rate will react with H ,Sc in the gas phase and this w ill
increased beyond I ML/cyclc. indicating that result in growth of ZnSc on samples in the sus-
there is some intermixing of gases. even though ceptor. HSc will also react with the remaining
we used sufficient time to flush out all the gases t)MZn on the reactor walls to form a continuous
from the previous cycle. Therefore. effect of film on the wall.
flushing period on the ZnSc growth rate was In order to confirm the above model, a mass
studied. spectrometer should be installed to sample the

Fig. 3 shows the growth rate as a function of exhaust gas. If the model is true. the DMZn (or
H,Sc) peak would steadily decay instead of
abruptly dropping to the background level during

4_ _ the flush period. Since the mass spectrometer was

not available, we tested the hypothesis by carn-
* ing out ALE growth experiments by. heating the

-................. front end of the reactor tube. This will reduce the
adsorption of DMZn (or H Sc) on the wall in

2 front of the susceptor. Since ALE growth rate is
close to zero at a growth temperature of 3(00'C.
we kept the wall temperature at 3011 0'C to prevent
any growth at the walls, and kept the susceptor at
2(W)°C. This arrangement should prevent any ad-

0 '2 " 6' 8' 10' sorption of the species on the wall, thus %%iminat-1,- 2 4 8 a 11 0 -l.t u lm n t
Flushing time (Sec) ing any depletion of the reactants, if any. Based

Fig. 3. Growth rate of ZnSe a% a function ot flushing period. on the decomposition study of Yoshikawa et al.
(routh temperature - 211 ('. [I I]. neither of the above reactants should dc-

it
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4 4. Summary

S1 MONOLAYER We have investigated the ALE growth of ZnSeS3 ........ ......... .............. . . . . . . . . . . .

in a low pressure MOVPE system using H.Se
and DMZn as the reactants. Growth was carried" 2 2 out using flow modulation cpitaxy. Reactor con-

ditions were varied in order to identif) ALE
St growth window for ZnSe. We have found that

true ALE of ZnSe using the above two sources
0 .. . may not be possible because the adsorption of

0 t00 200 300 400 500 the reactants on the substrate is very weak. Sig-
WALL TEMPERATURE (4C) nificant adsorption and subsequent desorption of

Fig. 4, (rowth rate of ZnSe as a function of %%all tcmpcralure. the precursors take place on the reactor wall in
Ihe susceptor was kept al 200(C. front of the susceptor.

compose due to the heated wall. No growth was
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Gfr~wth of CdTe/CdZnTe strained-layer single quantum wells
by modified hot-wall epitaxy method and their properties

1.-S. Hwang *, BIJ. K~oo 1, I.H. Chung 2, H.L. Park. C.H. Chung
I),partmol'n of)"Phi'vrs.. }bonci Ui )m,'rill. Seoul 120J-741). Smithi Apre,

Abstract

Several C'dTec/dZnTc strained-layer single quantumi well (St-SQW) structures. with (dLie well wsidth ranging
fromn IS to 2401 A. were groswni on GaAs) 100)) substrates. by modified hot-wall epitaxv (IIWE) met hod for the first
timec. Our HWE system is eqo ipcd with at gold tube radiat ion shield which is more c (feeti~ il in hat con fin rilemn and
temperature stabilitv than conventional metal tubes. Photolumnincscncrio ( Pl-) measuremncrts of- SL-SQ\X Show\Cii t hat
the sharp e h, excitonic transition peaks in the range of 1 .597 to 1.624 eV shifted ito the higher energ), with
decreasing wsell %8idth. Fromn the Pl- excitation (PI-E) mecasuremnents of SLSOW, we obtained the n -1. 2.3" and
ii I . 2 excitonic transition peaks for the 240) and IN( A ('di~e well widthl SI .SQ0W structures. respeetisel. 'Flic
excitonic transition energies were calculated eonsidcritig strain effects and this results, were agreed well with
expcrimnental ones considering the esciton binding energ\. Moreover, the FWIIMs of' ecitonie transition pealks
obtatincil fromn P1l. and PIT mecasuremecnts were about 2 mneV and Stokes shifts between I[ and ITIE spectra %\ere
about I nicV. It inilicates that the SLSQN~s grown b\ I IWE in this study have a hlighl quaZlit\ comiparable to
MBIL-grow on lles.

1. Introducition substrate are increasingly studied and their strain
effects are more important because Of their large

Strained-layer structures in semiconductors lattice mismatch. Strain can also inhibit the de-
have a great interest recently because of their feet propagation. Sugivania et all. [31 used the
device applications including high speed devices. Cd'le/C'dZn'Fc strained-layer superlattices as at
laser diodes and infrared detectors [1,2]. Strain- buffer layer to reduce the dislocation for fabricat-
ed-layers modify the energy band gaps, hetero- ing Hg('d~re epilayers oti GraAs substrates.
junction band oftsets and band structures. More- Strained-layer structures are fabricated by var-
oiver. Il-Vt-based structures grown on the GaAs ious crystal growth techtniques such ats molecular

beamn epitaxy (MBE), metalorganic chemical \a-
potr deposition (MO('VD) and hot-wkall epitax%
(1UWE). Among these techniques. HWE is a sim-
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I'rcesn atidress: (io~ld~ar ('able Co. Iltd.. Anang. South pean iexnsv mthdc prdtoM3

Korea. or MOC'VI. however, many studies report that
IPresent address: Samnsunlg Fleetro-Mechanies Co, -td.. Sol- HWE grown epilayers have a high quality, its

%%on. South Korva. good as M13E or MO('VD [4.5]. T'herefore. HWI.
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SSW) 0(122 -1245) 13 1:141,4 -1
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can be a promising epilayer growth technique for
the production of strained-layer structures which CdTe/CdZnTe SLSQW PL T 18K
can be used as a devices, well width .Wi we eprtof el wd~ FWHM

In this paper, we report the growth of ,240 A 2 meV ',
CdTe/CdZnTe strained-layer single quantum

wells (SLSQWs) on GaAs substrates for the first
0time by modified HWE method. The epilayer 120A 25mev

quality and the strain effect in CdTe/CdZnTe _ -U

SLSQWs were examined by low temperature F
photoluminescence (PL) and PL excitation (PLE) U 0
spectroscopy. The results were compared with W 60A 1 5meV

the calculated values considering strain effects z
and exciton binding energy. 0

30 A 3 meV

2. Experiments
0

"1 5 A 4 6 meV
C'dcie/CdZnTe SLSQWs were grown by the

modified HWF system. Our system used a gold 1.45 1.50 1.55 1.60 1.65

coated quartz tube as a radiation shield because ENERGY (eV)
it enhances the thermal properties (i.e.. heat con- Fig. 1. Photoluminesccncc emi~sion spcctra at 21) K o1

finement and temperature stability) by its good (diTe ('dZnic single quantuni %clk %ith dittercni ('diLe %cll

infrared reflecting property. The detailed system itidlh, (15. 30. 6(0I. 120. and 241 •A).

modification and experimental results were re-
ported elsewhere [61. energy range of 1.5967 to 1.6240 eV in the PL

For the CdTe/CdZnTe SLSOW growth, spectra were identified as eh 1 excitonic transi-
(100)-oriented Cr-doped semi-insulating GaAs tion peaks and shifted to the higher energy (blue
was used as a substrate. Sample preperation and shift) with decreasing CddTe well width as cx-
growth procedure were described in rcf. [7]. The pected. From Fig. I. the full width at half maxima
structures of' C'd'lci(dZn'le SLSQoWs consist of (FWHMs) of cih, excitonic transition peaks were
a ('dTe well (width from 15 to 240 A) sandwiched about 2 mcV in the well width of over 6W A at IS
between 3 Aim thick buffer and 10(100 A thick top K, whose value is comparable to the MBE-grown
(dZnTc barrier layers in which Zn composition ones, and it indicates that the HWE-grown
is 6.4",. Low temperature PL was measured us- SISQWs have high quality structures. For 30 and
ing at He-Ne laser (632.8 nm). at SPFX 1702iong a c-Natcr, a (6A-432.8 nm), a SPEX 7 15 ,A well width, due to the thickness fluctuation.monochromator. a RCA-4832 photomultiplier PL spectra show slightly larger FWHM values. 3

tube and a conventional lock-in system at IS K. and 4.6 meV, respectively. Because our HWr

The PLE measurement was the same as the P1L
system does not use a shutter, which is used in

measurement. except for the use of a Ti-sapphire MBE, the thickness fluctuation in a very thin
laser which was tunable between 691) and 825 nm cpilayer (about 10 A) is inevitable. In a SLSQW
and excited by a 5 W Ar' laser. with 120 A CdTe well, two main peaks were

observed. The peak at 1.61)69 cV was due to the

3. Results and discussion e h, excitonic transition peak and the peak at
1.60139 eV, 3 mcV below the c 1 h1, excitonic transi-

3.1. PL. tneasuremefl.¥ tion peak, was reported as a result of excitons
trapped on impurities or interface defects [S].

Fig. I shows the PL emission spectra of five Also, a broad defect band can be observed around
(dTe/CdZnTe SILSOWs. The main peaks in the 1.55 cV. The defect band intensity of 12') A well
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CdTe/CdZnTe SLSQW T=18K increased with deer .,siný; Co Fe well width and
was clearly observable for the thinner well - idth

PL C2h (a) below 60 A. It is believed that the excitonie
120A emission intensity of relatively thinner %Nell " idth

~ is small due to thc jioiuncic of thickness fluetnla-

Z P L fCdZnTe3. L naue ntUJ(b) 240A PL naueets

e^__ e,i To obtain transition energies highei han the
I 2 e~h, rnsto peak. emaue tePEse

trum. In Fig. 2a, six peaks were observed. Ac-

1.58 1.60 1.62 1.64 1.6 16 .0 cording to the quantized energy state calculationENERGY (eV)of 240 A well width, it can have it = 1 2 and3Fig. . Photoluminescence excitation spectra of ('dTec sae nlhrfrth ek t157 .0
C'dinTc singlc quantum well with a (die well width of 240) A and 1.624 eV were considered as nt = I. 2 and I
(a) and 120) A (b)I. The c h t excitonic transition peak obtained
from photoluminescence is inserted. cxcitonic transitions, respectively. T[he small peak

at 1.601 eV was the first excited state of n =I

exciton and the peak at 1.629 eV hats originated
width was markedly intense in comparison with from the acceptor bound exciton of the ('dZn-Ie
the others, and it is consistent with the appear- buffer. We also obtained a small peak at 1.610
ance of the impurity related peak at 1.6039 eV. cV. which is considered to be the transition be-
We obtained a peak at 1.6250) eV which is consid- tween the ground state electron and the light
cred as an impurity bound exciton peak of hole.
CdZnTe barriers from five SLSQWs (in 15 A well The PLE spectrum of 1201 A well width is
w~idth; this peak is embedded in the main peak). shown in Fig. 2b. The peaks at I1.606 and 1.025
This peak intensity, relatively smaller compared eV were n = I and 2 excitonic transitio~ns. restiec-
to the c~h, intensity at the width of 240 A. was tively. and the peak at 1.6301 eV hats originated

Unstrained Strained

CdZnTe CdTe CdZnTe CdZnTP CdTe CdZnTe

CB ~CB
35 meV 30) meV

1.601 eV

1641 eV L"(i eV 1.641 e-V 1."3 eV

VB- VB- h0TOmeV

lb t1 5 meV

A,-0 strain exists only in CdTe layer
Fig. 3. Sketch of the (dL'le/( dinie' single quantum well conduction and valence hand profiles; (a) tinstrained and (h) strained.
the thick and thin lines represent the heavy and light hole, respectively. Zn composition was OA'-
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fromt thle C dZn'Ie bufter laser, the samei as thle 1.65
case of the 2404 A welil %61idth. Bastard ct il. 19] CdTe/CdZnTe SLSQW
explained that tile Stokes shift betwe.en thle ab- 1.64
sorption and thle LnluineCscenCe spectra wAas inl-3
dIuced fromt the impurities or the excitons bound 1.63 n 2 -

to tile inltefCe-~i detcfCt. Gcincralls. thle Stokes, shift n
0AA

tit III -V comon ds1.1I.1 '.ias albout 5 mc~v. [or thle CE 16

ctse ofl 24(0 A skcll ss idth. an it I transition Z
cticrg' iof I1.5904 and I .5969- cV was obtained z
tront PL. and P+1 U respectivcl\. hi tile Cas of 12(0 1.61

A %ell ss idthl. these energies were I1.6045. and
1.00464 cV obtained tront PI, and PLF. respec- z 1 60-
tkivel. Thu1.S. the Stokes shifts have smnall values of' A

-Calculated data(0.1 and 1.1 tie\, in this experiment and suCth 1.59 Experimental data from PL
"Mida, \aluecs imipl\ that the l-iWL-gzrowNn SISQ ,. A Experimental data from PLE
Iiave at good in t ertace . 1,.581

0 50 100 150 200 250
.(fal/U ('/11(1 ill Cih' / (d/ni,' SlSQI(\N WELL WIDTH (A)

1 1. 4. 1 11C C_ 11. c\Cii'iirc Ir~triiinII[I CtICT~c INC 01 illcr~i-c

Ill semlicondLuctor heterostructurCs. the inter- (dic cll \udih1 Ill ;i (d11C (d/Ine icinglc tiui.nimirr kcll.

faces arc strained due to lattice misniatch. TFhe Solid liiics ile kc~tlialeid d~iij1 C0IIr'IdCTrjr IhC NIrIiltl :ct'
dual ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 01~ strainrc chneoni adcn iurt ~ ~ ~ .id lillcd nia nglc' mic cxpctirncniail dai.,i

reCsidi strai chage tehn Colfg rt01 I I lrom phtlurni 11 cscciicc w id hI'iincc l/cI

and splits, the degenerate valenice bandL into hicas' tmijii niciiýjcrucrll. icspccricl
and light hole bands [1(0.11]1.

Ill "1. 3.%w depicted our result. Iin ouir calcu-
lat ions. ss c took thle parameters fromt ret. [I1I]. exciton binding energy. Fromt F~ig. 4. ss e found
Hihe stratin effect was considered onlyý for at (d'de that (lie excilon binditi' ecricx v5as about Il4
laser for Mso reasons: first duie to the critical nick, for ablove 644 Aý %kCll sidth atid 131 and I5
Ithickness. the 3 unin thick C 'd]ii'ic buffeIr aveCr tie\/ for 304 atnd I, . %%well ss idthI. respectis clý As

eLrtm oiit on a(iA\s subst rate ss as lulls strain re- %\ c know\. the excitori binding ericrg\ increases as,
la~cd [12]: second. the (d"ie lai~cr is thin eniough the \%ell widthis decrease. I losses er. tile reported
compa~red to thle (dtnl"IC layers and so it does value of exciton binding enenp. are aroun,11d 14
nlot attcct thle ( dIuIi'C top laser. 'ihrci-corc. %ke tile' for- the ranizi ot 11111) to '3011) A %%ell width
aissume1 thatl tile (C d/ln[c barriers have not strain. ('die C/d/n'Ic SLSQ\V [141. ind ss% econsider
A\ Calculation of quantized electron and hole still- that this difference has originated fromt the lo,.%
baud energies %%itas performed for each ('diela'crIi~ Cdtifle barrier height and the thickness 111uetnaL-
thickness liv the finite potetntial well problem tion inl SSQWV.
famiiliair fromn quanum1,1 theor%. 'Ihle valence band
ofisct A~as assumned to bee ro. and In, - 0.041 11,
Mnd mni 11,(513m,, [13] were used. Fig. 4 shows 4. Conclusion
thle calclated CiLi Ce1 xcitonic transition energies
(solid line)I and thle experimentcal ones obtaitned In sumninars. high qtjiaiit\ ( FIl C Ud/n I.
4fron t I- Mnd ['i 11 measurements (open sqtiares SISUWs were L'rowtl by modified F IWI met hod.
and tilled trianglcs. respcts ely) its at function of F'ront the P).- measurements oft ecaci SISOW%. thle
thle Confitned ('ieFI \kcll ssidths. The expeirimiental 0 1, excitonjic transition sas obtained. and its
ailtics shossed a simnilar tretnd ats the calclateditL cnerigs itncreased with decreasing ('die' lasecr

\alues. hutl sceritl meV below (the calculated thickneLss. We obtained the quilntilCed eClitOnlic
valuecs. "I'llis diliclcrnce is duie to the hecavy hole transit ions fromt the P111 spectra. Quanti.'ed subl-
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taking into account strain effects and the calcu- (Academic P're'. N"~ Nork. '191) Icli 1,

lated e h, transition energy agreed well with the 121 R.N. Bhargai~a. J. Cry~tal (iriimth I I- ( 1992) 5194
1.31 1. Sugiurnia. A. I Iohbs. L. Satito. (). t cdk. K. Shinoliti

experimental values. The obtained PL. and PLE and I I."Takilkima. J. ( rvsial C iroý%l 11-4191P) Ifd
spectra indicate that the SLSQWs grown by HWE 11 ID- Schikirta. tIf. Sitter. J. I tniiciihcti~cr anid K. I i~clhk.l,
in this study have at high quality comparable to Appi. PhN'. LcH 48 95 I 27hsi .

MIBE grown ones. Thus. We conclude that 1-IWE 1451 A. tMida. K. Nimriaratnts. If. tAJk1~.ithi.111(d IV I k111%,111.

is af versatile method for the growth of high AI ppt . Pý I cit 55 119895'f 4310. I. akadC.
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Thickness dependent properties of ZnSe on (100) GaAs grown
by atomic layer epitaxy
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Abstract

ZnSe cpiflavers wecre gro%% n oin semni-insulating GaAs (100Il) SUhstraic's b), Al-E I atrn'ic la~r cpitu'A% nimodified
from ('VD (chemical vapor deposition). Thle optical properties of ZnSe flnim depending oil thickness. v cre Ntuiiiie
through mieiro-Ranian and Pt. (photolumninescencei) spectroseopN. The critical thickness %%as determined to ble about
0. Mi m k a nalvzi ng the change in the peak sh ift of' 1-O-phionon modes o1 Zn Sc lilinri. Tb is is conirnfired fri nii thle

increase of the intensities of* the deep center hand in the Pt. spectra %%hen the thickness exceeds 0t. 1A

1. Introduction other physical properties such as the degradation

phenomena of" ZnSe-bascd devices due to the
The ZnSc/(GaAs l 100) system hits attracted misfit dislocations 121. The effects of' thle strain for

considerable attention due to the Suecess Of ZnSc ,/UiAs lieteroititerfaces hase been studied
blue-green laser diodes at 77 K in 1 991 [1]. Until through X-raN diffraction [3]. TEN/ I transminsstonl
now, since high-quality ZinSe bulk material ats a electron microscop\) 141. and the optical measure-
substrate is difficult to obtain. nmost ZnSe based mecnts []
materials arc grown on GiaAs substrates. Because Atomic laver cpitaxv tMll), which is %%ell
of the lattice mismatch between the two materials known ats at method to control to the monolayer
(11.27'% ), ZnSe films growtn on CiaAs substrates by supplying the Source materials alternatively.
arc under biaxial compressive stress in the direL - hats been applied to the various kinds of' the
tion parallel to the hecterointerface. In this ease, compound semiconductors since the original de-
the strain is formed in the lattice structure. While sielopmcnt by Suntola and Ansion Ih] in 19Y74.
for very thin films, elastic strain is aecommo- AU: includes thle important characteristics oft the
dated. films with thicker thickness start formation self-limiting mechanism: the growth becomes sat-
of dislocations. Such a strain hats much effect onl trated automatically. independent of' the main
the electronic structures, optical properties, and growth parameters. Therefore. At.F is Useful to

grow thin filmls. superlattice structures, the active
layers in semicondtuctor devices, and all thie pro-

* (inresponindgn autho~r. cesses in which more accurate thickness control is

I0022-1t248/94/'SOT7.M) l 994 tElsevier Science 11NV. All rhelfs tcresene
VV.I) Ml122 -024X)93 )t1t7tt(, .1
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required. Furthermore, ALE is known [7] to be a
useful method in studying the growth mechanism. E
because the growth is performed in a two-dimcn-
sional layer-by-layer mode. 750A-

In this paper. ZnSe films were grown with -_" _
ZnCI, and H ,Se source gases by using the ALE _
technique modified from C(VD (chemical vapor 150---/0as "•-0-- ZnSee/ ~a As

deposition). For ZnSe films with various thick- 3000 A Temp =300 K

nesses. optical properties were studied through I
micro-Raman and phoolunlin-scence spec- 230 240 250 260 270

troscopy. The experimental results are discussed Raman Shift (cm-')

with the focus Of the tlicknr:s:,-dependent proper- Fig. I. Raman rpccira of ZnSc films, %,ith %arimu, thicknc'c,,.

ities of ZnSe films on GaAs substrates.

A). Hence, the epitaxial growth of ZnSe on (1100)
2. Experimental procedure GaAs substrate produces a strain in the lattice

structure due to a biaxial compression along the
Thea(1c))Gas. sbtrated wmasldly rad in itHSO, directions parallel to the interface. When the

atoms have slightly deviated from the original
H ,0, H ,O (4: 1 : 1 ) solvent for 90) s, rinsed with

dcionized ý,ater. and loaded into the reactor. positions, a coherent interface is formed between
the substrate and the film due to elastic deforma-Before growth. the substrate w&as heated at 60 ' tion. However, when the stress is relatively large.

for Ml ruin in If gas flow for initial oxide desorp- atl equilibrium. the crystal energy becomes nmin-
tion. After lowering the temperature down to the

mum with the proper combination of residualgrOVh Itemperature (45,0`0, ZnCI. and H ,Sc elastic deformation and formation of misfit dislo-
reactant gases were supplied alternatively by ro-fating tile substrate. To get .It series of Zn .S e films cation [9]q. Therefore. when the film is \red thin .
tatig the subsrate. th ogetsase riwes ofpt allnte filh only elastic deformation takes place without for-
prithdifferent thinessmes, wd kept all the groth mation of misfit dislocations. With an increase of

iprg ccles. [his is based on thie "self-liniiting the thickness of the film, the density of the misfit
mechaniesm Thissed oneofli impotant poerfties if dislocations increases [1)].

echanism", one of the important properties, of Fig. I shows Ranian spectra due to the zone
AILI. which has been reported in detail []. center (I' LO phonons of ZnSe films with thick-

Optical properties of ZnSc/GaAs films were cener ( V) 1 5phns and1 fi .Th ick-

stuiedthrughmico-Rrna an phtolmins- nesses of' 751). 1000. ISM11. and 31MM) A. The [L(studied through micro-Raman and photolunines- phonoon frequency to of the ZnSe thicker than
ccnce (IT.) spectroscopy. Micro-Raman spectra 0

cr taken under excitation of the 47.5 '. which is consistent withwerem take-n under ecati rof thmperare , 47 timlne that of bulk ZnSe. On the other hand, for films
from anl, Ar-ion laser ait roon temperature, in the with thickness less than 10111) A. a blue shift of I
back scattering geometry. Raman spectra were cm was observed with respect to that of the
analyzed using a double monochromator (SPFEX bulk. and w of a 151)11 A thick ZnSe film is
14013. f - 0.85 m). Photolumineseence spectra between that of l0M1t) and 31M)1 A. The shifts of
\kcre measured in a, Ie cycling refrigerator. The b

clie LO phonon frequncey arc summarized in Fig. 2.
excitation source for the luminescence was the LO plain the observed cn ophn

305 ulllineof t li laip.To explain the observ'ed changes of phonion
35 ini line of a lg laiiip. frequency, we discuss the effect of the deforma-

tion on the lattice vibration depending on the

3. Results and discussion film thickness. Generally, since the GaAs sub-
strate is much thicker ( - 6(10) Am) than the ZnSc

[he lattice constant of ZnSe (a ,, 5.669 A) film, the lattice constant of ZnSe parallel to the
is slightly larger than that of GaAs (a(.,, = 5.6533 heterointerface is considered to be the same ais

j
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that of GaAs in complete deformation. in this DApair ZSeaA 1
case, the strain e is -0.0(027. and LO phonon Temp pi20 K;/G

frequency w depends on E with the expression
[11]

,=w + 2 A.11, - _-M..t.I)-
E F, 1000

where ftio is the phonon frequency of bulk ZnSc. Cu-green SA

and A-M, and AL1 are
p12 11 , \±2WI qE (2) • i i/2

6(oj() 1i + 512 •

1) - q St1I - S1_,-, 2 . , s , , s , 4( 31pt e t a l

In the case of ZnSe. the deformation potentials, E

-(p + 2q)/6wo' and ( 1) - q)/2wo,,. are known
to be 1.15 and 0.62, respectively [12]. Here, sub-
stituting S, + S, = 0.0145. S,, +- 2S•_ = 0.006.
and S l- "S1 = (1.0315 [11. the shift of the LO.
phonon frequency 6(o, becomes 400 450 500 550 600 650

Wavelength 
( nm)

&(oI{) - 85.)-I•: cm ).(g) Fie..3. Phololuminc,cenct: ,pectra ot ZniSe filmi, vilh %.ariou,

Substituting c = - 0.001)27. the blue shift of I cm thicknc~s,,.

is obtained.
As shown in Fig. 2. LO phonon peaks of ZnS" misfit dislocation. The critical thickness I,. the

are blue-shifted for ZnSc films with a thickness maximum thickness before the formation of mnis-
of less than 10(10 A in comparison with that of fit dislocation, is estimated to be 100(10( A.
bulk ZnSc. Ahich is indicated by the solid line. For further understanding of relaxation of
This value corresponds to that of completely strain tor ZnSe films grown thicker than the
strained ZnSe films. As the thickness becomes critical thickness on GaAs substrates, the photo-
larger, the -() phonon frequency comes closer to luminescence spectrum was studied. Fig. 3 sho\xs
that of bulk ZnSe. Such experimental results indi- PL spectra of ZnSc films of 1001111. 1500. and 2011111
cate that if the film thickness is larger than 1000 11 . The PL spectra consist of the I, line 12.707

A. relaxation ,tarts to occur due to formation of eV). I)A (donor--acceptorl pair (2.7S3 eV). SA

(self-activated) band (2.017 eV). ('u-green band
(2.34 eV). and free exciton peak (2.8(12 cV) which

5 -''F . . is overlapped with the I . line. Here. the I . line is
E lZnSe/GaAs the peak due to the exeiton bound to the neutralS• [,• tTemp -300 K,

ep30('1. which appears because of the source material

S05 v ZnCl .. The Pl. spectra show that the intensity of
L t•.the deep center band increases with an increase
o of the film thickness above 1J1110 A in comparison

• 001 Bulk ZnSe with intensities of I, line and IDA pair. Relative

.05 intensities of I, line peak with respect to deep

10 0' center band (I_,/SA) are plotted in Fig. 4. Theo

Layer thicknesS (A) ratio of intensity. I / SA. increases up to I M) A.

Fig. 2. Lnerg, ,hilt o 11) phonon dcpending on I(he ilm and above that thickness, it starts decreasing.
1hicknes,. This is explained by the fact that the relaxations
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3t the strain wits being relaxed, the LO phonon

o " n~eia~speak wais shifted to the MO phonon frequency of'
'7 b ulk ZnSe. From this result. the critical thickness

2 * 10~,X)SA -which is the maximum thickness of zro Tn
*good films without formation of dislocations -

S ~wats determined to be 1000)) A. F-urtherniore. thle
-PIL spectra showing free exciton pecak. I peak.

DA pair and SA center confirm the critical thick-
0 ness of' 100014 A through an analysis of the change

0 1000 2000 3000 of inestcatoo h exciton peak to thle deep
Layer Thickness center band (I /,/ SAY.

Fig. 4. Initensit ratio l ifMiotola iiin Fc.cc rce spcctra (12 S-
dependitig on t he filmi I hickvies.
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The metalorganic ehemica; vapour deposition
and photoluminescence of tellurium-doped ZnS/CdS: Te

strained layer superlattices
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M.. Davies c
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Abstract

1lellurium (eTO exciton traps hzwc been dopedl into the %kclls oif ZnS/7('dS:TIc super-klatices to inscstligate the
potential for achieving enhanced blue emission intensities at roomn temperature. Exeiton trapping Mnd corresponding
blue emnission viias confirmed front photolurnimnescencte studies. buss cS r. the eminission ss as hu und fto queunch ahuus e
about 200) K, which is prohahl% att rihutahie to dislocation format ion in high]%v strained la~ ers %%lhen its lrg ions such its
Fe are incorporated. ('umnipa rison oif the emission li ness idt hs with t ha~t of hulk ( 'dSAle shos that thle natuire of
electron- phonon coupling to the Te centres changes in the superlattice structures, compared to huilk material.

1. Introduction knoss n. in certain 1-II-v compounds. to lead to
intense bound exeiton l umi nescenrce. In addition.

Rapid advances in epitaxial growth. electrical since such impurities are electricallN neutral. this
doping and structural quality of wide bandgap should not significantly alter the electrical be-
II -VI compounds in recent years has led to con- haviour. Isoelectronic traps oeeur when atomrs
tinuing development of blue light emitting and from the same group of' the periodic table ats that
laser diodes. for which a fundamental problenm of the host atom substitute isovalentll%. TIhe re-
concerns the radiative quanturn efficiency. LA)w- sulting, short range potential leads Ito tight local-
dimensional structures are known to exhibit in- ization of one carrier type: followed bN coulornbic
creased radiative efficieney as well its optical tun- attraction of' the other carrier, thereby creat ing af
ability. However, an alternative witv of increasing bound exeiton.
the radiative effieiency may be possible by. incor- Isolated tellurium t'Ie) isoeleetronic ions are
poration oif isoelectronic impurities which are known to produce deep exciton traps in (CdS

leading to intense orange luminescence at 2.0)5
cV [I]. In addition. the bandgap of' ZnS (3.84 cV.

uorrcsp niting aut hi uu 4 K) is approximatel 1vI.3 e V larger than that oif

I122-0)248 /94 ý S07.00) -994 [Ises icr Science B.N. Atl right% rescr,,cd
XI)I1122-024SO1930471 1 -1
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CdS. Consequently. the aim of this work was to [-able I
confine Te trapped cxcitons in thin (•25 A) CdS Parameters USned during grow~th in) /nS (dS aid

wells of ZnS/CdS superlattices to obtain intense ZS-(SI ueltie~i h ~r
luminescence in the blue region (42.6-2.8 eV). In GrowtIh temperature 31(It)

11 S (5' in I I , IHim rate Slien, mnuthis paper, we report on the initial attcmpts at M.,Zn(NH) buhbbler (17.5 ( flni%%rate _211- I I cm rain
achieving such emission from Te doped ZnS/CdS DNWi bubbler (11T) ilONN rate Cm *- I 1

superlattices grown by metalorganic chemical Total reactor flo%% (11t. reactant,) S I min
Vapour deposition ( MOCVD ). Reactor ( I litre %olumcl flu~h-oiit time 20 ,

DlI1e diffusion channel length 35 cnm
IDFTc diftusion channel diameter 4 imm
tDit tU~i0II channel bvpass flr iv 2501 cm nun

2. Growth

Growth %%,is carried out in at horizontal flow,
atmospheric pressure MOCVD reactor essen- 7.25%., making the corresponding superlattice
tiallv similar to that described previously [21. The system highly strained. Consequently. the major-
ZnS /CdS and ZnS/CdS:Te supcrlattice struc- ity of' superlattices were grown with 501-601 short
tures were deposited onto (001l) GaAs substrates periods ( <501 A) and narrow~ CdS LaIvers ( -_ 2',
after first growing an - 30(h)1 X ZnS buffer layer A). in order to maintain pseudomorphic growrth
which was expected to be fully relaxed [3]. The to the relaxed ZnS buffer. In this instanice. the
substrates were cleaned in boiling propan-2-ol CdS layers are expected to be f'ull% s.trained.
and then chemicaliv etched in at 5: 1 I solution of
1- .SO, H 0O: H 0,O at 4t0'C for 10) min. Sub-
strates wecre loaded into the reactor on a SiC 3. Phololuminescence
coaled graphite susceptor. T[he reactor was
flushed w ith purifiedl H ,before heating the sus- Low temperature ( 1.8 K) PL. spectra obtaincd
ceptor to 6001"C for 10I min under H,_ flow, from at typical Te doped and an undloped super-

lDiniet hylzinc- tnet hviaminc IMe.Zn(N~tr 1]. lattice are shown in Fig. 1. The superlattice layer
diniethylcadmium [DMCdI. and hydrogen sul- thicknesses were obtained by TEM. Fig. I also
phide [if ~S] were uIsed ats the zinc, cadmium and shows the PIL spectrum of at fe doped (CdS:Tc
sulphur Sources, respectively.. For Ic-doped epilayer grown onto ((H)1) GaAs (Fig. Ic). The
struIctures diet hltelluride (DFETe). with at partial epilayer wais - I uni thick and is assumed to
%apour pressure of - 8 TIorr at room tempera- have relaxed to the wurtzite phase [51. The
tltrc. ý%!as used. The low levels of Tc' incorpora- wurtzite bandgap of CdS is marked on Fig. I. The
lion rcqlUired in the CdS lavers were achieved P1. spectrumi of the CdS 'le epilaver is domi-
using the diffusion cell doping technique de- nated by an intense broad (FWHM - 215 me\')
scribed previously [4]. Essentially, at single diffu- band peaking at 2.1)5 cV. This band has, previ-
sion channel leading from the , I'c source cell is ously been attributed to exciton trapping at iso-
fed into at fast flowing bypass line, which leads to flated Tc centres, with a trapping depth of 260o
the reactor vecssel. For at fixed diffusion channel meV [6]. Trhe smooth broad lineshape is the re-
length and diameter, the concentration diffusing suilt of strong electron-phonion coupling associ-
into the bypass line is proportional to the partial ated with the tightly localized hole.
vapour pressure of thc precursor. In this way T[he Pl- spectra from the undloped 7.nS//CdS
levels, of 'Ic belowA 10l"' cm Iwere achieved], as structure (Fig. Ia) shows at superlattice emission
determined froni the photoluminescence of cor- peak at 2.924 eV. in the violet region. [his emis-
responding ('dS: Ic epilayeirs. The growth condi- sion has previously been attributed to quantum
tions used] are summarized in Table I. confined free exciton reconmbination (e.g.. ref s.

'['he lattice mismatch between cubic ZnS (a , [7.81). The large blue shift with respect to the CdS
-~5.41093 A) and C'dS (a( 5.83201 A) is -bandgap is expected for such at narrow well strue-
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ITe doped structures grown wcre found to exhibit
a reduced superlattice emission intensity and deep
centre emission. In many cases, no superlatticc
emission was observed at all. with only deep
centre emission present. These findings probablN
result from substitution of large Te impurities
into the very thin and highly strained CdS layers.

I, T It is possible that such large ions enhance the
onset of dislocation production and the subse-
quent relaxation of the layers. Temperature de-
pendence measurements on the superlattice

S,.b emission intensities further reveal the conse-
quences of deep radiative and non-radiative cen-
tres. The superlattice emission of undopcd struc-
tures could be observed up to room temperature.
whereas for doped structures, the emission atten-
uated more rapidly and was quenched above 2014)

a K.
The superlattice emissions of the doped strut-

1.40 . / , 3.40 tures were mainly observed to occur close to the
.... ' 1...... UdS bandgap (e.g.. Fig. lb) giving blue emissions.

Energy (eV) Clearly, the large quantum confined blue shifts
observed in undoped structures are absent in the

tig. I. .or, temperature Is K) phthninct'ttese. ,pecira doped structures, and to illustrate this further. an
from a Zn5/('dS (a) and a ZnS ('dS:- Te(Ib) uperlattice. and

from a ('dS: Te epilaer (c). All sampiles Aere excited using estimate of the electron-hceivy hole n = I transi-
351.1 nm radiation at I W nc'i intensity. Well and harrier tion energy was made using an envelope function
thicknesse,, obtained h% TEM are indicated, approximation [9]. An arbitrar% valence band off-

set of 3(10 meV was used leaving most of the band
offset in the conduction band. in agreement kith

ture having a large band offset. Intense superlat- the common anion rule. Since data are scarce
tice emission in the violet/UV region (up to 3.3 concerning the low temperature cubic bandgap of
cV) with little or no deep centre emission was CdS, the wurtzite band vsas used. %,hich is a
obscrvcd from the range of undopcd superlattices reasonable approximation in vieew of the sane
grown. with the narrowest ('dS wells, typically room temperature bandgap (2.51) e") quoted for
< 20 A. In wider well samples. reduced supcrlat- both wurtzitc and zincblcndc phases [111]. The
tice emission intensities (implying increased non- predicted n = I transition energies for both the
radiative recombination) and relative increases in doped and the undoped supcrlatticc of Fig. I are
deep centre emission were observed, both of indicated. The higher calculated encrgN for the
which can be attributed to relaxation of the doped structure simply reflects the slightly thin-
strained cubic 'dS well layers with the conse- ner well width. It is clear from Fig. I that the
quent introduction of misfit dislocations and supcrlatticc emission is significantly red-shifted
phase instability defects, with respect to the corresponding n = I transi-

The PL from the doped structure (Fig. Ib) tion for the doped structure ( - 41M) mcV) com-
shows a superlattice emission peaking in the blue pared with the undoped structure ( - 5i) me\).
(2.627 cV) as well as significant deep centre cmis- Similar large red-shifts were observed for the
sion. In addition, the supcrlattice emission inten- range of Te doped supcrlattices grown. This is a
sity was approximately an order of magnitude clear indication that trapping of excitons at Tc
lower compared with Fig. la. Indeed. most of the centrcs occurs in the doped wells. Further, it is
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noted that the extra red-shift for the doped su- tight localization of holes expected at Te centres.
perlattice of Fig. lb ( - 3550 meV) compared to the linewidths from doped structures might be
the undoped structure is larger than the bulk expected to be larger than those from undoped
CdS: Te exciton trapping depth of 2601 meV. It is structures. and closer to those of epilayers (Fig.
thus possible that the Te trapping depth has Ic). This was not found and thus it appears that
increased in the CdS superlattice layers, caused the strong electron-phonon coupling associated
by a perturbation of the highly localized Te bound with Te ions in bulk CdS does not occur in thin
hole by the confining ZnS barriers. We have quantum confined CdS layers. This is further
calculated, from application of a hole capture highlighted by the variation of FWHM with tem-
theory previously developed for Te isoelectronic perature for CdS:Te epilayer emission and the
traps in ZnSe [11]. that the effective diameter superlattice emissions from doped and undoped
(assuming a spherical potential) of the trapping superlattices. as shown for typical samples in Fig.
potential for isolated Tc traps in CdS is - 16 A. 2. The rapid broadening of the epilaycr emission
The well widths of the doped structures grown with increasing temperature is a classic character-
here were comparable with or smaller than this istic of a strongly coupled centre [1]. whereas the
diameter, and would support the idea that the Te two supcrlattice emissions behave in a similar.
impurity potential may be modified by the ZnS less dramatic way. It is possible therefore, that
barriers, the confining ZnS barriers not only alter the Tc

Finally, it is noted that the linewidths of super- centre trapping depth. but also the nature of the
lattice emission from doped and undoped struc- electron-phonon coupling to such centrcs.
tures are comparable (e.g.. Fig. 1). and are found
to lie in the range 100-1501 mcV. Such large 4. Conclusions
linewidths are attributed to interface roughness.
the effects of which are pronounced in large hand ZnS/CdS and ZnS/CdS: Te strained layer su-
offset systems such as ZnS/('dS. In view of the perlattices were grown to investigate the poten-

tial of using deep isoLiectronic Te traps to en-

400 , 1 , 1 , hance the radiative efficiency of superlattice
• d; ,p,,+•, emission at the technologically important blue

> 350 q /, 7 d; 0AP'5A) %avelengths. Exciton trapping was confirmed at
E ,';'d¶ le iS, +A the Te ccntres in the CdS superlatticc layers

2 300 resulting in blue emission, although the emission
T wwas less persistent with increasing temperature
L,.250 + than that for undopcd superlattices. This is at-

_250 tributed mainly to the problems of doping large
impurity ions, such as Tc. into the thin. highlk

C 200 strained CdS layers. Future progress may depend
on the growth of It-VI superlatticcs with ternary

E 150 compounds such as ZnS,/ZnCdS to reduce the
0 interlayer strain whilst still allowing quantum

0 emission in the blue/violct region. In addition.
010 , ,.. Ee.... l'e isoclectronic traps are known to produce deep

50 efficient luminescent traps throughout the

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 Zn1 , Cd, S composition range [ 12].
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Epitaxial growth of ZnS on Gal? by molecular beam deposition
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Abstract

Nearly coherent growth of ZnS on (iaP by using at ZnS compound ats a source material of Zn andl S ss as achics c&i
The strains in the epilavers were determined by both X- ray diffraction and the measuremnent oft reflection Mnd
Ramian spectra. The mecasured value of strain in the 200( nmi thick lavers i~roskn at a substrate temiperature of '401 U
shows that the epilaver lattice in the plane of the interface matches the substrate lattice. In the cpilaser of 200( min ito
11000 nmi thickness grown at T,1= 10()'(C the lattice strain is fully relaxed. It was obser~ed that thle thickness of the
epilayers gro% ii at T,., = 240'C wais limnited to 2001 nmn.

1. Introduction stages of growth, the epitaxial layer groN.ss cohter-
ently to the substrate with the elastic strain en-

Zinc sulphide is it promising material for an ergy density increasitng with thickness. When the
optoelectronic device in the violet and blue re- thickness reaches at critical thickness, the forma-
gion because of its wide band gap. Intensive study (ion of nmisfit dislocation begins to lower the total
has been done to produce ZnS thin films for light energy of' thle sy'stem. T[he critical thickness is art
emitting diodes, laser diodes and light niodula- important parameter in thle design process of' the
tors. To obtain at ZnS layer of high quality for devices.
optoelectronic devices, techniques for epitaxial For MBEF growsth of ZnS it has" been1 difficult
growth, such ats molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) to control the S vapor pressure Mihen solid stil-
[I]. nietalorganic molecular beam epitaxy (MOM- phur was Used as at source material, because of' its
BE) [2]. metalorganic chemical vapor deposition high vapor pressure evenl at temperatures of about
(MO('VD) [3], and atomic layer epitaxy (ALF) 20010C. If at ZnS compound is used ats at source of
[4]. have been developed. S and also Zn. it is easy to control the S x apor

In MBE or MO('VD growth. (iaAs. GiaP and pressure. Yoneda et anl. [5] reported onl the epi-
Si are used as substrates. [he lattice mismatch taxial growth of ZnS on GiaP Uasing at ZnS source
between ZnS and Giall is 0 .7 ';, which is larger in an MBFL chamber, but they did not achiicse a
than that between ZnSc and G;aAs at 0.3". The coherent growth of ZnS.
general growth process of lattice-mismatched svs- We report the demonstration of thle coherent
tems has been well documented. In the early growth of ZnS on (001) CiaPl at at substrate tem-

perature of 240'o(' in an MBE system using at ZnS
compound source. We find that the thickness of

.)rresrpondiig ailuhor. layers grown at the substrate tMlperat ire is 2001

1x122-1124X,')-,/$07,7I - 119t4 tt',evicr Sciclice "N.. \ll rights. rcwr~cd
8801i) 00t224-74M41,I)F JlI78- I'
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nnm independent of the growth time. The tech- 3. Results and discussion
niques of X-ray diffraction and the measurement
of reflectance and Raman spectrum were em- The morphology and RHEED patterns of cpi-
ploved to evaluate the lattice strain in the grown taxially grown ZnS did not change with the sub-
layers. strate temperature, but the growth rate and the

thickness of the layer did change. Grown surfaces
were flat and mirror-like smooth. The RHEED

2. Experimental procedure patterns of the epilayers grown at substrate tem-
peratures in the range of 1610 to 240'C were

Zinc sulphide is grown in an MBE system streaky. It was observed in a preliminary experi-
(Nissin Mini Bee) equipped with diffusion pump. ment that twin spots or ring patterns appeared
The MBE growth chamber was baked at 20)00 C when the substrate temperature was lower than
for 24 h before growth. The sulphur-doped GaP 160'C or higher than 300'C. The measured thick-
(0011) substrate was etched in HCI: HNO,: HO nesses of the epilayers and their growth condi-
= I : 1 : I at room temperature for 30 min, and tions are shown in table 1. The thickness of the
then thermally cleaned at 650'C for 30 min in the layers grown at T,,, = 160'C increase., propor-
growth chamber at 5 x 10 "' Torr. tionally with growth time. The growth rate is 1.2

A beam flux intensity of ZnS was maintained nm/min. This is rather slower than that reported
at 5 x 10 ' Torr by controlling the ZnS K-cell in ref. [5], even though the layers were grown at
temperature around 750'C. A background pres- higher substrate temperatures. The thickness of
sure during the growth was 5 x 10 " Torr. Sam- the layers grown at Tub = 240"C was constant and
pies were grown at substrate temperatures of 100. independent of the growth time. The growth rate
200 and 240'C and growth times from 1.5 to 12 h. at 7,,tb = 240'C within 1.5 h of the beginning of
The RHEED patterns were observed during the growth is supposed to be the same as that at
growth. The thickness of the grown ZnS layers To, 16C. When the substrate temperature was
"ias measured by ellipsometry. A reflectance 310 0'C. the grown-out layer was very thin and we
spectrum and a Raman spectrum at 77 K were were not able to measure the thickness.
measured with a grating monochromater (Jobin- The relaxation of the lattice mismatch in the
Yxon HR640). A light source for the reflectance layers has been determined by X-ray diffraction
measurement was a Xe lamp and for photolumi- (XRD) in conjunction with the low-temperature
ncscencc a iec-Cd (325 nm) laser. The lattice reflectance spectrum. For thin layers one expects
constant perpendicular to the growth surface was ZnS, with a smaller equilibrium lattice constant.
measured with a diffractomctcr (Rigaku Rad-C). to experience a tetragonal distortion tinder biax-

r: bc I
Sunm ra, ot the gromth conditions and the experimental ,,aluc, for the ZnS cpila.crs as a tuniction of thicknc,,. A. from XR|) and
rcflcctlnce rcstlls

No. (ondition d a I-, al 77 K \RD C"' at 77 K j 11(2) - -l1. 14

nnto) (A) (V) ( o 1) 4) (4) ) imcV)

27 240 (:S h 206 5.365 3.783 -- 6.4 It)5 - 16
2I 244) U: 4 h 20t4 5.364 3.793 - 6.6 - 6.5 1h
29 2410 (C: 6 h 24(7 5.368 3.744 -6.04 - 5.9 14
3;1 2(01 C: 8 h 325 5.393 3.795 -2.4 04 )
32 60( 1: *S h 575 5.4044 3.794 - (0.8 -1.5 1
13 C1 (U: 4 h 367 5.4044 3.793 -(.8 - 1.1 3
;7 101) (: 1ih 591 5.4(07 3,7`06 - 0.3 (4.5 1

(64 100( *: 12 h 101(4 5.406 3.795 -40.5 ( 0

11 164 (U: 1.5 h 170 5.393 3.795 -2.4 0
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ial tensile stress parallel to the interface. This .
results in a decrease of a . the lattice constant 77K growth time: 8h

normal to the interface. The value of a is given
by [6] Wu

\ ! . // -, Tsub: 240

11 =,,,[I - (2c,,-/c,,)E] .) .

where a, is the equilibrium lattice constant of - Ts.b: 200 C

ZnS. c,, and c, are elastic stiffness constants ,,
and E is the strain component in the plane of the TSrb 160C
interface.

The XRD measurement of a in the 11)14 nm
thick epilaver yields 5.40)6 A. This agrees fairly
well with the value of the equilibrium ZnS lattice 3.75 3.8 3.85 3.9
constant. It iidicates an almost complete relax- PHOTON ENERGY (eV)
ation of the misfit strain in the thick layer. Fig. I. Reflection spectra of the ZnS epilayers for dillecrnt

The value of a for samples of the same substrate temperatures. [he dip position shits tonard Iovmer

thickness of 21)0 nm is dependent on the sub- energy aý the substrate temperature rise..

strate temperature. The lattice constant a of
the 20)0 nm layers grown at T,,u, = 160'C is almost
the same as that of the 10114 nm layers. The 200
nm epilayer grown at 7',,,, = 240'C yields 5.365 A. 3/2. m, = + 3/2) and a light hol. valence band
This value is 0.8% less than that of the layers at i,(J = 3/2. m, = + 1/2) [(8]. The numerical rela-
k1,b = 160'C with the same thickness. tionship of the shifts in the bandgap energies

The value of c. the strain component in the between a conduction band and the two valence
plane of the interface, is calculated using expres- bands and E. the strain component in the inter-
sion () and the values of c 1 =9.81 × 11)1 N/in2  face plane, is obtained using the expressions in

and c = 6.27× 10x l. N/m' [7]. The values of a rcf. [8]. To make the calculation, we set the
and E KRt), the calculated value of E. are shown in hydrostatic deformation potential a = -4.25 cV
table 1. The value of c\R" is approximately 0.6%"' and the shear deformation potential h = -((.53
for the 2101) nm thick epilaycrs grown at T_, = eV [9]. The value of a is cilculated using the
",40C: it is 791%' of the lattice mismatch of this relationship in ref. [8] taking the hydrostatic coef-
system. This indicates that nearly coherent growth ficient of the energy gap 01/141 = 5.7 " I) "
can be achieved in the layers grown at ,b = cV/Pa [9]. The numerical relations are obtained
240'C. its:

Fig. I shows the changes in the reflection
spectra of the epilayers grown at three different I) = .85 7e. (2)
substrate temperatures. The position of the dip in I-( 2) 4 .2 72 c. (3)
the reflectance spectrum shifts toward higher en-
ergy its kLb, lowers. The position of the dip be- Since this study is concerned with the amourt
comes vague for the layer grown at 1,,t = 2401'. (f change in the bandgap energy. we take - LA I ).
The energy of the dip position corresponds to the difference from the energy of the reflection
F., the energy of the absorption band of a free dip of the thickest epilaycr. which is 3.795 eV.
exciton. The value of A E(I) for the epilayer is shov. n in

For a zincblendc-typc crystal the valence hand table I in terms of c"'. the calculated value using
at k = 0 consists of a fourfold P, . multiplct and eq. (2).
it twofold P, , multiplet [8]. Under biaxial stress The value of ft'" is almost the same as that of
the P, i multiplct band splits into two valence 4E "" in the layers grown at , = 240'C. The
bands. a heavy holc valence band noted as 'Pll = X-ray diffraction patterns and reflectivity spectra
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77K VaIlue Of OE" is less thani C \ii)max indicait: the:

relaxation of' tlk lattice constant tooxards, it', Cqul-
on flibrium ivalue nea~r the top surlface [MIt].

S 240(. 1 1ie. 2 shows thle Ramian speCtru -it 7' K inl
thili region neat the hand gap. 'Ihree: peak,, at

*3.778. 3.770. and 3.726 cV arc Raman scattered

2001, lines of thle 325 rnm lasingz line of a 1kc-CdI laser

20 111.12]. [hle 3.770 eV peak is assigned. to a line
Zscattered hi, a longitudinal optical phonon ot

Z , ZnS. The peak position shifts too,%ards higher

160( c nergY a-, 1 ~ rises. lFhe shift of' 1-0 phonon
frcqucnevl is exp)~laine inl terms Of thle ifrequene1\

3-7 3J75 3.8 dependenee onl the lattice strain [l101. Il11k rela-
PHOTON ENERGY (eV) tion prediets thle red shift in thle frcquene1\ tor

I ,imn.m i'cti-.~i inS / pits cr it Lilicicrni utIihi liC tensile strain.
FcF~pc.F~~c~ tiidci I 1~h isili tit i.sVc~iI~iW linallv \%c discuss the redctionC01 in the -roixoth

RA lql tN Ic I RaI.Fscr th1c ItIjc tO 011cs.Nt 10 pho 'ItI) rate oft thle epilaiers gzrown at 240 C.'1 In

Iii onl piIttiitd Ix~w 1,( pumINtit. IcstcctllwI\ II.i.ti order to realize coherent gromilt. it is neccessary
110,111,111 0 111'. RI tI) [ill, stuns, I'mad httu1cl ctlctvm 1 for (the moleceule to haveC aIde Liate thermal, cnerg\-2

Ktbtii NU cnupcvItttCIl)CIlLC rISCN. to migrate onl tile top Isurl'ec., loeate atl ai kua
sistable site and thlen make a bond there. WkithI
increasing, substrate temiperatures. thle life timec oft
tile impingitng molecule becomes% shorter and thle
sticking coeff~icient Of ai tiiolCCUle inl theC incident

sixthat the laittice oft tile ep~ilaxers growl i at beamn becomes smadller. 'Thei rate of re-ex apora-
I -241t C is distorted to match the substrate tion and sticking of ZnS balances to resuLlt Inl at

lattice and those at 160) and 200 C arc W11% or reduction of the L'rowoth rate to /ero x\ ith a rise ofl

pairt li rlaxed. thle substrate1-M teniperature. At thle top surface oft
I he cerictx! differecei tin thle split bands is thle substrate. an exothermnic reaction for the

,howl i in thle last columnn oft table I. Th'lis diffter- _,romxhi of' ZnS from thle %apor occurs. As thec
eticc is, P, m\c' for the layers iproxx at 1_1, diethra eoTndUCtiMit Of' ZnS is three timtes less

Illi ( . Ilhc split of thle bands mia\ cauise the than that of Gal). the tempertr t h o
shatpe ofthei dipl ito broaden tin tig. 2. surface of the groxm n la~cr rises higher than that

I hc ialule of ('"is slIwhtlý less, than that of at the start of* grmoxth xx ith an increase tin the /nS
"'.As (the .- ra% diffraction is, measured at avei thickness. We think that \%hien thle thickness

111111 temlperature and thle reflc~tance spectrum reachecs 200) rim, thle tempelrature rises, to the
I' nis meaUrd ajt 77 K. thle differecei heti,%een the critiical \xaLuC andk thle grOxxth rate reCduLces to 1ero.

thermlal exp1ansionl Coefficient of thle cpilawcr and
thle subsNtrate \%its tried1 o lhe takenl into aCCOUnt.
[hI ti thernial expansion coefficienti of /nS is larger

thaln thalt Ot ()A'I. Whentilte NsIsC111 is heated .Coclsin

fromi 77 it) 300 K. [the tensile strainl in the /tls
epluai~cr should decrease b% an amnouti of 3.11 It tk as demonstrated that /trs laxers grom. cpi-
11 1 So. Nxe conclude that this is nlot thle case. taXiall\ onl (pid (001) s~btisrat 11\ usingV /nIS

Ilie rfcted~CL lights, i,%ill sample~ a \xer\ thin cotmpound as a source material for Zn and S. Wec
laI~cr onlyv mat akinl depth from thle top surface. s1ho)% that thle /nS cpilawer lattice in (the plaie oft
()n [the therc hand. tile X-raxs saniple [thc entire thle interlace is defIormecd to niatchi the substrate
thickness oft the epila~er. So". thle fact tiat (the lattice When the layecr is, g ro nati al su list rat e
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Abstract

The rc Iaxat ion of' the m isnia tch -induced strain in (10001) wu rtzie type epilaxe rs 01' CIdSC and ( dS and of re at ed
',upc i-at tices on (KaIAN 11I) is dIiSCUSSed. For ('dSc,/GaAs) II 1) Irigli-resol ution elect ron niicrosco px Nhi n' t hat t tic
inii slit dislocations are W) d islocations. the glide (ii whiclh is Iirnitid toi the pla ne parailelI to the rintcrlace. 1-he
cpulayers arc 11herefore tree of' in-grown threcading armis. The thiekriess of that rcgion fin the laxer. s" lictr is
si en ifica nt l% strained. is found to he larger ii case of' at two-dirilensiiina I grossIh rOIiod t Ira if) icase tit a
tliree-djmecrisiirial one.

1. Introduction arid optical epilayer properties. TFhe dislocation
densitv in the aetive taxer of' ZnCdSe 'ZnSc based

In ihis article the relief' of' mismateh-induced (iRINSCI- single quantum w ell laser diodes. lor
strain in i[-Vt cpitaxial lavers with the wurtzite instance, can exceed I x II0 cm _' ieausc. of,
type crystal structure is studied. TIhe orientation these in-growni threading arnis [2]. [hexic originate
ot* the primary glide planes relative to the jilter- in these devices mainly f'romn misfit dislocations at
face is tound to) have significant influence on the the barrier-cladding interf'ace.
dislocation structure induced by lattice mismatch. Hfere we report at study of (01001 ) wurtzite tipe
]in (0041) zine-blende type epilayers. which are Il-VI epitaxial layers by high-resolution electron
eommonly used, the tour (Ill1) glide planes allow microscopy (IIRFM) and h\ retlectixe high-en-
mtsfit segment formation by glide of' existing dis- ergy electron diffraction (RI-lEDI). Th'le only pri-
loeat ions or surf'acc nucleated half' loops. '1lie mary glide plane in these structures is situated
line ends of the half' loops extend into the grow- parallel to the interf'acc. Wec show, that the f'orma-
ing layer and form the well-known network (of' tion of' threading arms is then eliminated comn-
threading arms [1]. which degrade the electrical pletely. TIhe structures Studied are ('dSc and] (dS

layers and (CdSe/('dS Suiperlattices grown on
(iaAs( Ill I). which arc highly mismatehed. The
(ill I) substrate orientation provide,, the required

*(orrvsponrdirrg oittihor (M10l1) layer orientation.

(022-1)248/94,'S07)M 1994 [Iscs'icr Scienct: KtV All rwiiirs resencil
.SS)I 0022 1i24M9.1)1)11- Ili Ur-1
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2. Experiment

The wurtzite type epitaxial layers were grown (a)

by hot-wall epitaxy and hot-wall beam epitaxy on
(III)B GaAs [3]. The substrates were etched in
the standard manner and deoxidized in a hydro-
gen atmosphere. CdSe and CdS were evaporated !
from two parallel effusion cells and the substrate
was moved to each of the desired cells. CdSe
layers were grown at 470'C without a spacing dSe
between the substrate and the effusion cell, which
is the usual hot-wall epitaxy (HWE). CdS layers
and CdSe/CdS superlattices were grown at 430'C
with a spacing of 10 mm, which is called hot-wall
beam epitaxy (HWBE) [4]. In-situ RHEED was
carried out at the CdS growth position in the
HWBE mode. The CdSe/CdS strained layer su-
perlattices (SLSs) were grown on thick CdS buffer
layers and consist of 30 symmetric periods capped GaAs
with thin CdS layers. Growth of CdSe/CdS SLSs Fig. I. (a) Cross-sectional single-beam bright field TEM mi-

by metalorganic chemical vapour deposition has crograph of a CdSe/GaAs(I 11i) interface. HIori•ontal lines in

already been reported by Halsall ct al. [5]. the undamaged layer region are attributed to planar detcts

HREM was performed using at Philips CM 301 I '(h 2)A , 120,. lýI,,\, selected area diffraction pattern

microscope operated at 300 kV. The point resolu- Niith the ((MIII) reflection marked.

tion was 01.23 nm. Cross-sectional samples were
prepared in a conventional manner using a two-
side argon ion milling process at liquid nitrogen
temperature for final thinning.

sponds to a relief of 95 + 21 of the strain, which
is induced by the mismatch of - 6.9'( at the

3. Results growth temperature. The Burgers vectors of the
misfit dislocations were determined from Burgers

3. 1. IIRI;M circuits. Fig. 3 shows a circuit around a disloca-
tion. The Burgers vector is parallel to the inter-

An example of single-beam bright field imag- face plane with magnitude 'a.,\,(l II. It be-
ing of the ('dSe/GaAs( I11l) interface is shown in longs to at full or possibly dissociated 60' disloca-
Fig. I. Thc photograph reveals only a few planar tion, the glide of which is limited to the (0001)
defects, but no further dislocations in the layer. plane. This limitation of the glide motion parallel
The selected area diffraction pattern shows a to the interface rules out the formation of thread-
nearly unstrained wurtzitc type cpilaycr. Multi- ing arms, which produces a CdSe cpilayer nearl.
beam lattice images show a few stacking faults free from in-grown dislocations.
within the wurtzite type layer (Fig. 2a). Misfit For CdS epilayers unfortunately low% resolution
dislocations were recognized by Fourier filtering single-beam images were not taken. but the ab-
of selected atomic nctplancs in the high-resolu- sencc of threading arms is similarly probable in
tion image (Fig. 2b). D)islocations are found within this system. Multi-beam lattice images of the
the first few CdSc bilayers at an averaged dis- CdS/GaAs(I 11) interface show an interface re-
lance of 5.27 + (1.13 nm in the (I 1• \.,,\, dircc- gion of about 8 nm width with a high stacking
lio,. The obshercd dislocation distance corre- fault density. Misfit dislocations are spread within
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this regiton. A meaSUrcment of' the amount of'A 9
strain relief' using the Fourier filtering technique CdSe
failed. From these observations we suppose a
significantly more sluggish strain relief in-
('dS,/(aAs( Ill I) than in CdSe/GaAs( Ill)I

3." IJWI)

The H-WBE grown CdS layers always show -
streaky RHEF D patterns. The associated quasi-

C-d.Q.Biue~crci rinia netcilnittunictu

Ga~~s 2 nni Grota odtin nue ptsRft)pt

ning. d.uringter incitl ar ronwth ntetacia. [he F Iictwi.
grow11 n cdielaygers eino ithe on2(a. I ti orac oinc (\ in

athre-dimensional (21)) growth mode.i Pobtained
thisoidighu tislde tholte ilimited rangc. ['lof ros t

Ga sml rwhconditions aalal inducre spitax\ appi-D rat-u o

togurn the diffrntiatice mi~khsmatces. Cubic tslin-
11,f 11'r 1'r I I a nin is not~k obscaerv edtfor onGds r n.d

Thfer lvrs showi) pt\ H pattern. ofte de edSS .
II~ showeadtransiiona fOm ) streky pattern to spott\k
2n this. fining. is aIU seisof pthlmtedrnobaingedo durig

I~~~~~~iii ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t 2 t1M m1riia(~ ~(II ttre gothe oifasueretlattice wimth hs ( peid eghi ofn-

Iiiterlare ~ ~ ~ ~ ho reiin ale iire IC m htreaksiio patern istpreservedtteup to aboutt

ink! I tie tutck a rri m india i e t mic ii iinam fll) sit us? rate t he 7111 period corresponding to ap rxiimat clv -30
Phit c" nmi total SI S thickness ( Figs. 4b and 40e. Then it
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I 1,. 4. Set oit RI tilt patternN dtritig groimh of a 4 /4 nim dSe UdS ~uperlattice oin a 700i tint CdS buffer h~t~ci on C iaA.i Ii I I a
(dS butter lat er. (h) 4thI SLS pen.tio& (c) t SI i1.S period: W)i 151h SI .5 period: (c) 201th SI S pecriod.

graldually changes into at spotty pattern within the corresponding ratio of' the metastable phase [6i].
next 10l periods (Figs. 4d and 4c). The spotty The observed stackingz faults are atssumed ito be
pattern then remainfs Unchanged during growth of, due to this effect or possibly due to stacking lauilt
the remaining SI.S. It reveals sonic Cuibic twin- hands of' strain relieving Shockley partials. This
ning. D)uring cap laver growth the streaky pattern assumption alloxxs at consistent interpretation of
is restored. The grow-th mode transition from our IIREN1 and RHEFI) results: the nmismatch-
quasi-21) to 3D is rcfitted to the relaxation oft the induced strain in (000t) I wurtzite type layecrs is,

inlitiall pseudomiorphie SLS. relieved byv full or dissoeiated till disloeations. the
nucieleation oif' which does not1 take place \ia at
half'-loop niechanisn iand is hampered 11% at 21)

4. D~iscussion growth niode and f'acilitated by at 3,1) growxth
moide.

The stacking fault regioin at (the CdS/ GaAs T[he 31) growth of' (dSe/(iaAs( Ill)I results in
(IlI interface observed in UHRLM and RHEE!) an efficient strain relief near the interf'ace and
is aseribed to the presene of' compressive strain. subsequent growth wvith low stacking fault den-
C ompressive strain larger than about Iý should sit\'. The 21) growth of' (dS/(GaAs( Ill I) and the
cause at loss of* stability of the bulk-stable phase in SI.Ss causes strained layer reg~ions of noticeable
Layer growth via an increase of* the actual bond thickness. The observed "critical thickness** refer-
lenigt h ratio of vertical to in-plane bonds over t he ring here to the thickness (if' a significantly
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strained region is about 8 nm for CdS/GaAs( 11l) of dislocations in cubic ZnTc grown on
with -3.1"14 mismatch as deduced from H-REM. GaAs(I 1l). These two results show thait thle sup-
For the CdSe/CdS SLS the onset of at 3D growth pression of threading arm formation in mis-
mode above 501 nm total superlattice thickness matched epitaxy is also possible in zincblende
allows formation of misfit dislocations, which type epilayers. provided that at (Ill1) interface is
shifts the SLS in-plane lattice constant from that used and that only misfit dislocations aje gener-
of the buffer layer to that of the free-standing ated with glide planes parallel to the interface.
SILS [7]. The RHEED deduced value of 50) nm
represents therefore roughly a* "critical thickness-
of' the SILS ats a whole, which has a - 1.9c/, 5. Conclusions
mismatch to the CdS buffer layer. Possibly, the
free-standing part is relaxed to a certain extent Wurtzite type epilayers of CdSc and CdS in
due to its 3D growth mode and only the pseudo- (0W01) orientation show no extension oif mis-
morphic part is coherent. The cubic twinning in match-induced dislocations into the epilayer -,ol-
the SILS most likely originates from the compres- ume. The misfit dislocations in CdSe/GaAs( l1t)
sivelv strained CdSe lavers, are full or dissociated 600 dislocations, the glide

From photoluminescence measurements, af motion of which is limited to the interfacial (N)OI)1
".critical thickness" value of about 5 nm for the plane. Threading arms arc therefore not formed.
individual CdSc and CdS layers within the SILS is RHEED data of CdSe and CdS lavers and of
estimated (- 3.8'-( mismatch in the pseudomor- CdSe/CdS superlattices give evidence that the
phic case). A detailed discussion of this result is strain relief is speeded up by at 3D growth mode.
beyond this article. We state here only that the
energy of the luminescent electron-hole transi-
tion in tie coherently strained SLSs depends 6. References
linearly ont the period length due to strain-in- IISc ~z.R il.Ci.R% oi lteMw.Si
duced pi,.:'.o-electric fields [3. 51. Strain relaxation I Skee.2 eS. .hl. itRs oldSaeMte.S-
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Wide gap Cd1 Mg.,Te: molecular beam epitaxial growth
and characterization

A. Waag *, F. Fischer, Th. Litz, B. Kuhn-Heinrich, U. Zehnder. W. Ossau, W. Spahn.
H. Heinke. G. Landwehr
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Abstract

We have grown the tcrnarv alloy Cd, ~MgTe ats well ats ('d, MgTc/'('kTc quantum %%ell structure,. b'.
molecular hcamn epitaxy - to our knowledge for the tirst time. ('d ~Mg Te exhibits some %cry interesting features:
The hand gap has been determined as at function of Mg concentration. and at band gap ot 3.0 cV ,-.as found for
zincblendc MgTe at room temperature. C'd, MgTe thin films w~ith Mg concentrations of up to 0.'5 ssere
fabricated. which corresponds to a band gap of 2.8 eV at lowv temperatures. Therefore, the whole %risible band gap
range (at room temperature) can be covered with Mg conce nt rat ions between 01.30 (red) and 0.75; (blue). Bulk MgTC
crystallizes in the wurizite structure, but zincblendc MgTe could be grtown on (l10t1) oriented C'dTe substrates uip to at
layer thickness of approximately 51)0 nm. The lattice mismatch between zincblende MgTe and C'dTe \%as found to be
ats small as 1.11%. The growth of cubic MgTe could be followed by reflction high energy electron diffraction
(RI-EED) oscillations. In general, excellent structural quality could be reached, which is demonstrated bý the
FWI-IM of 22 arc see for a Cd I MgIc thin film with 01.44 Mg concentration on at ('d IZnIc nearly lattice
matched substrate. The Poisson number of ('d ' ,MgTc hats becn determined by X-ray diffraetion ats at function of
Mvg concentration-('d1 I',Mg Tc/C'dTe single quantum %%ell structures have bcen fabricated %%ith at large Lkonfine-
ment energy of uip to 0l.8 eV. The photoluminescence spectra show~ exciton lines ,k ith very narross lines\ idths. We are
able to obscr\vc excited exeiton states, and from thc energetic difference bet\%een Is and 2s heca%\ hole cxciton lines
\ssc deduce cxciton binding energies. Very bright lumninesccnce eould be seen esen at room temperature, which is ain
indieation of at large exciton binding energy and an effective radiative reconmbination.

1. Introduction Factor of 4 higher than iti GaAs. In addition.
(d'dIe is the base material for the related ternary

('di'e itself exhibits at lot of interesting fca- alloys HgCdl'e and Cd, ~Mn,TFe. Hg~dle is an
tures: at band gap in the middle of the solar important infrared detector material, and
spectrum, a high atomic weight for X-ray detec- Celt -MnTe as a dilute semiconductor exhibits
tion, and an electro-optic coefficient, which is a unique features like. e.g.. a giant Faraday rota-

tion and magnetic polaroin formation.
Cd, ~MnTe as well as ('d, ZnTe have

_______been intensively studied in the past as barrier
(orrcsponding author, materials for CdTc based quantum well struc-

()022-I)248/94/S$l7.(X) , 1994 Eleve Science BN.. Alt rights reserved
S.VSI 0022.024x(IME0t~551).t
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tures [1.21. In principle. Cd, Mn,Tc is suited citation (PLE) spectroscopy at temperatures rang-
for light emitting devices in the whole visible ing from 1.7 K up to room temperature. An argon
region: MnTc is a wide gap semiconductor with a ion laser (476 nm or 514 nm) or a dye laser
band gap of 3.2 cV. and recently an electron (DCM. Pyridin) was used for the PL and P1E
pumped CdI , Mn,]T/CdTe quantum well laser measurements, respectively.
emitting in the red was fabricated [3]. However.
on the one hand the intra-3d transition of the Mn
ions limits the recombination energy in bulk 3. Results and discussion
Cd, , Mn ,Te. On the other hand, the lattice mis-
match to CdTe is relatively high (2.3"(). leading The bulk properties of the ternary alloys
to a small critical layer thickness or a high dislo- Cd , - ,MgTe and Zn, -, MgTe have been stud-
cation density. This is especially relevant for ied in the past by different groups [5-15].
higher manganese contents. The band gap of There have been some discrepancies in the
ZnTe is only 2.3 eV at room temperature, and literature concerning the band gap and lattice
therefore it is not possible to reach the entire constant of Cd, Mg,Tc. We therefore deter-
visible range with this material. In addition, a mined both band gap and lattice constant as a
large lattice mismatch of 5.5% occurs between function of Mg concentration. For this the Mg
CdTc and ZnTe. Therefore we have searched for concentration has been calibrated via X-ray pho-
an alternative material with a better lattice toelectron spectroscopy (XPS). and the band gap
matching to CdTc. which in a ternary alloy with and lattice constant have been determined b% PI.
('dTc %ould cover the entire visible region of the and X-ray diffraction (XRD). The PL excitonic
spectrum. recombination energies were directly used for the

Cdt, Mg,:l'c is such an alternative ternary band gap determination, no correction for exci-
allo.x. Recently, wc have demonstrated the first tonic localization energies has been applied. The
Cd , Mg,Tc thin film growth by molecular beam errors inferred with this are small compared to
epitax. (MBF) [4]. In this contribution we report the error of the determination of the Mg concen-
on the optical and structural properties of trations via XPS. which is estimated to be about
Cdt ,Mg,'lc thin films as well as on CdI ,MgI 10%;-20%. The XPS measurements wcre per-
Ic (dTC quantum well structures. This is to our formed in a surface analysis chamber which %,as
knixlctlgc the lirst time that ('d, MgTc/Cdlc directly connected to the MBE growth chamber
quantum well structures have been grown by any by a UHV transfer tunnel. Therefore any surface
thin film technique. contamination could be minimized. Mg Is and Cd

3dý , peaks with sensitivity factors of 3.65 and
2.55. respectively, have been used for the analysis

2. Experimental procedure [17].
Tlhe results of such measurements are shown

The MBEf growth procedure hast been de- in Fig. 1. where the energy of the band gap is
scribed in dctail clsehcre [4]. The thin films plotted versus the lattice constant for the ternarN
%%crc grown on ( Itt0))(Cdl'c and (I()X'd, , Zn, Te alloy Cd, , MgTc. We find a room temperature
substrat•s. The Cd, Mg,'Tc structures were band gap for the zincblende MgTe of 3.0) cV. and
grown at a substrate temperature of 250'C. a lattice constant which is only 1.0% smaller than
Reflection high energy electron diffraction that of CdTc (aMg,(cubic) = 6.417 A).
(RilED)) was used to monitor the MBE growth These results could be very interesting in terms
in situ. The lattice constant as well as the strain of visible light emitting devices based on
in the layers was determined using a five/six Cd , Mg,Tc. The band gap of Cd , Mg,Te can
crystal X-ray diffractometer. The optical proper- be tuned through the whole visible range by vary-
ties of' the structures were investigated using pho- ing the Mg concentration from 30'; up to 75C.
toluminescencc (PL) and photoluminescence cx- In the same range the lattice constant changes by
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only 0).45";. If at suitable substrate is used, which
is lattice matched to Cd, (Mg,'ITe with at Mg
concentration of about 0.50, then at lattice mis-
match to the substrate of only 0).25C7'( occurs if the a,=.41AI%06
band gap is tuned through the whole visible range. ~t6
Cd, -,ZnTe substrates with a Zn content of________________
about 0).09 would fulfil these requirements. and in -

addition such substrates are cornmerciallv avail- -

able. a,,(=6.456 A,. %=11.44)

The high structural quality of Cd, ,(Mg (Ic
thin films grown on nearly lattice matched
Cd, -,Zn ('Te substrates is demonstrated in Fig. 2.
Here rocking curves of the (004) reflection are
plotted for Cd - (Mg ,Te thin films with three -T62 I a,,---.476 A.. x=0t.I0

different Mg concentrations: v~g= 0.10 corre-4
sponds to a band gap of 1.65 eV, x,,, 0.401
corresponds to a band gap of 2.1 eV. and V,, = *I*I*I*I*

01.63 corresponds to a band gap of 2.45 eV. The "S5I2 5 2.4 2 5~~

film thickness was only 50(0 nm. and therefore the ,;Idev I
intensity of the layer peak is relatively small. The Fig. 2. Rocking curves fr((fl X- raN diltractio (fltot thre

lattice constant of the thin film with the lowest Cd, Mg,]le klyers %%ith %alvinig Mg contcenttration( on

Mg concentration of x,,, = 0.10 is larger than (d1  ZnTe substrates, the band gap is %aried through the
wNhole visible range. and the lattice mismatch it, the substrate
still stass small. The FNVIIN ofI the substrate reflectio(n is
arountd 211) arc sec. whecreas the FIAICN of the Cd MgVIc

I I ' I * laver depends on the lattice muismatch to( the substrate. F-or
small Mg conctent rat ions, the lattie confstantI( of Ite Ia' r is

NMg~le icuhici larger than the ((tie of the substrate. F-or higher MgIi concert-

30 (Itrat iins the Sit uat ion is %ice %ersa.

that of the substrate. whercas the lattice constant
2.5 *of the thin film with the highest Mg concentra-

tion of x sg = 0.63 is smaller thani that oif the
substrate. For all Mg concentrations shown the

0 structural quality is very good, which is indicated
2.01 by the small full width at half maximum (FWI-M)

of the layer peaks. Rocking curves with it I-WHM
T L.7 K of the (00)4) reflection of as low as 22 arc sec for it

Cd, Mg,(ICe layer with a Mg concentrationt of
1.5 I * I * I * 0.44 on a Cd, (Zn ,'Ie substrate could be ob-

6.42 6.44 6.46 6.48 tamecd.
The strain in the layers hats been investigated

lttticc coniitsttt ( A) by reciprocal space mapping of asymmectric X-ray
Fig. 1. Bland gap of cubic ('d Mg, Ic as a function uf its reflections. From this at strain parameter y was
lattice coinstant. theb i-valttes fo~r sotnic o(f the thint filmsý were deduced. which reflects the degree of relaxation
calibrated by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopN. The hand gap oftelyr.y0Icresod oaflysrie
can he tttned through the whole visible range with Mg concert- ftelyr.y=Icrepnst tflysrie

tratiions varying from 01.30 tor 0t7S. In this range the lattice layer, whereas y = 0I corresponds to at fully re-
constant changes by only 11,45' . laxed layer [4]. For the three layers of Fig. I. y
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Table I of 0.75 corresponds to a band gap of 2.63 eV at
Poi•sson number of Cd1  Mg,Te as a function ot Mg concen- room temperature and a wavelength of 472 nm.
tration: the value for CdTe is taken from ref. [I 1: a, is the which is high enough for the emission of blue
lattice constant for the relaxed material

light. Therefore the instability of highly Mg rich
2(,2C: /1 C, = P % (A) bulk Cd, Mg,Te ternary alloys does not seem

01 1.3758 6.4825 to be a limiting factor for the tunability of the
0.11) 1.364 6.4758 band gap through the whole visible region of the
0.40 1.33 t.4560 spectrum in CdI , Mg, Te thin films.

If one wants to fabricate CdTe-based quantum

well structures, the small lattice mismatch be-
turned out to be one. Nevertheless, a better lat- tween CdTe and MgTe (1.0%) is advantageous
tice matching results in a smaller FWHM of the compared to (CdZn)Te and (CdMn)Tc. which are
rocking curve, as can be seen from the figure. in general used as barrier materials. We have

From the XRD determination of the lateral grown - to our knowledge for the first time -
and perpendicular lattice spacings of strained Cd, .,MgTe/CdTe quantum well structures. A
Cd, , MgTe layers, the Poisson number could typical sample consists of a Cd , MgTe buffer
be derived. For this, layers on CdTe and on a (100) Cdo ,Zn,Te substrate, followed by a
Cd, ,Zn,Tc substrates with varying degree of series of quantum wells, which are separated by
relaxation were investigated. In Table I the Pois- 50 nm thick Cd, - ,MgTe barriers.
son numbers derived are given for Cd , MgTe An efficient electron-hole confinement is im-
thin films with different Mg concentration. As portant for a possible usage of Cd, ,MgTe/
can be seen from the table, the Poisson number is CdTe quantum well structures in optoelectronic
only very slightly decreasing with increasing Mg devices. We have investigated confinement ef-
concentration. This result is important for the fects in such quantum well structures, and from
determination of Cd, -,MgTe lattice constants the heavy hole-light hole splittings for different
via XRD. beacause the Poisson number of CdTe quantum well widths, a valence band offset of
had been used for the calculation of the relaxed 0.30 of the band gap difference between
lattice constant. Table I shows that this simplifi- Cd,,MgTc and CdTe could be derived [18]. In
cation made for the data points shown in Fig. I combination with a large difference in the band
introduces a negligible error. gaps obtainable, this ensures a good electron as

In bulk Cd, , MgTe. a zincblende-to-wurtzite well as hole confinement.
transition occurs for Mg concentrations above Fig. 3 shows a PL spectrum for a set of quan-
0).50 [12]. We did not find such a behaviour for turn wells with a well thickness between 2.1 and
Cd, ,MgTe thin films grown on zincblende II nm. at a temperature of 1.7 K. At this temper-
CdTe or Cd , Zn,Te substrates, with film thick- ature sharp excitonic transitions can be observed.
nesses ranging up to 2 Am and Mg concentration The FWHM of thin quantum wells at low tern-
below 0.75. In addition, for Mg concentrations perature originate from monolayer fluctuations of
above 0.510. bulk Cd, ,Mg,Tc gets very hygro- the well widths. In our case, the FWHM is in
scopic [9]. Chemical reaction with water produces general smaller than what one would expect from
MgO and H ,Te. which decomposes immediately, one monolayer fluctuation (3.2 A for CdTc). This
leading to a black Te deposit. In contrast to this, is an indication that the interfaces are rough with
we were able to produce Cd , Mg,Tc thin films lateral islands on the order of the exciton Bohr
with Mg concentrations oft up to 0.75, which did radius [19]. For smaller quantum well widths, the
not show a visible deterioration of the surface, as FWHM increases as expected. because then the
is the case for pure MgTc. MgTe immediately well width fluctuations have a larger effect on the
reacts in air. the thin film is destroyed, and a subband energies.
black residue is easily visible. No surface passiva- The same quantum well structure as in Fig. 3
tion was used in our case. The Mg concentration shows efficient PL even at room temperature: the
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7000 ' I 1 destroys the PL efficiency in bulk CdTe. Similar
results have been observed in (ZnCd)Se/ZnSe

60X r17and (CdZn)Te/CdTe quantum well structures
Sr 1.7 K [20,21]. The reason for this behaviour is the fact

5)OX II nm that the exciton binding energy gets enhanced in
6.5 nm two-dimensional systems, and can become larger

5nm than the LO phonon energy hiow1 . As it result
.3 4ooo. the phase space available for the LO scattering

-(X) processes is reduced.
For some of the Cd, ,MgTc quantum wells.

the 2s heaxy hole exciton could be directly ob-
2,)X 2.1 nm served in addition to the Is heavy hole transition.

From this a lower limit for the cxciton binding

I OW energy of 28 meV was derived for the 5 nm well.
and a binding energy of 23 meV for the 6.5 nm

I well, which is much higher compared to 1I0 mcV
1.5 .6 1.7 1.9 I,9 2.0 for bulk CdTe. These values of the cxciton bind-

energy leVI ing energy are higher than the LO phonon energy
of 21 meV in bulk CdTe. which is obviously theFig. 3. Photolurninescence spectrumn of a series )f

Cd, ,Mg,Te/CdTe quantum w'ells at a temperature of 1.7 reason for the efficient room temperature radia-

K. tivc recombination observed in Cd, ,Mg,Te/
CdTe quantum wells. It is interesting to note that

spectrum is plotted in Fig. 4. All quantum wells the intensity of the I I nm well is smaller than the

involved can be identified in the room tempera- intensity of the 5 nm well a( room temperature -

ture spectrum - despite the strong coupling to which is in contrast to the low temperature case

longitudinal optical (LO) phonons in CdTe which (see Fig. 3). This is expected, because the cxciton
binding energy is smaller for larger quantum well
widths.

. . ... In Fig. 5 the integrated PL intensity is plotted
i)00 as a function of temperature for a 5 nm quantum

IT= 31111 K well as well as for a Cd -, Mg,Te laver. The

i nm intensity of the Cd, ,MgTe layer decreases
14W5 6.5nm drastically with increasing temperature. whereas

the intensity of the 5 nm Cd, , Mg,Te/CdTc
12,X) n nm

2.1 nm quantum well decreases by less than one order of
- (f, magnitude. This again demonstrates the stabilit.

of the confined excitons at room temperature.
=- 5)5)The efficient radiative recombination in

6MX Cd, ,MgTe/CdTc quantum well structures
even at room temperature is a key point for the

4,5) efficiency of optoclectronic light emitting devices.

2(X)I

I S 14. SummaryI 5 I. ., 7 I X )() 2))

energ) (cV) In summary, we have investigated the strue-

Fig. 4. Photoluminescence spectrum of the same structtire as tural as well as the optical properties of
in Fig. 3. but at room temperature. Cd, , Mg,Tc layers and Cd, , MgTe/Cdl'c sin-
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CdTe and CdTe ,9Se01 crystals grown by the travelling
heater method using a rotating magP'-tic field
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D.G. Matioukhin
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Abstract

UdTc all lUdc ,, sc, cryst als wc rc gri rn h\ I he Ira~cltin g hicalcr met hod u nde r di ftc rent matrl cat Ird impi
r-cgimc'. TFhc di ftcrcm 11 1 alport rcamimcs in t he liquid /One %' crc eit her ca uscd by diffusion (and rc-sid U at corn ctlion l
mnh I te monvection or, t hý Jorcd co in'ccion. Thc tor'CCd coMC00n Vc ion ' Produccd h\ ai B =2 mlT rotating nmaonc tic
tic Id (4001)11 /) U nder M C condit ions. 111C CtLu ations" for tLICsrihilng 1tic mo1dc I 01 hc rotati ng niagilc tic fild ai-tac

rFICd. sh 0%kni i hLit tic nmagflcic force tecrm in t he Na~ic r- Stokcs Ctt11tld 1 o Mt I he caICIML cu ac t cparaMct~ ill thei
citsc oI pi: Cconditions and 'limati magnctic field. -rhc rotating inidgncic1 tiC i~tiCM1 gccrtc Na)I Ndilc tcid\ 110\ inl tile
,il)ur on ionc. % hich improkcs Ithe radial and axia) dittiriblulion 01 7 pr-Odoct".

I. Introduction and experimental conditions convectionl under pg tconditions b\ a rotatino

nmagnetic field.
A homogenecou, tliStrihutionl of' defects and (Cdie and (kl c ry'stat growsth cxperi-

tlopan1Mts is, desirable for certain sernicontluctor ments were successtlulv, performetd tduring ttile
applications. Both defeccts ;Ilit dopants arc influ- uinmanned PHOTON 7 and PHIOTON 8 mtisslolis
enicetl by the materiat transport in the tiquid zone in October t1991 and 19492, rcspectixelý. The er\s-
during crystal growth tiSing the travelling heater tats were grow~n inl the fuirnaee ZONA 4 b\ thle
method. T Ihe scienitifie objectives are Ito sLtudy the travelling heater method. All experiment,, w\ere
influence of* tiffcrent material transpoirt mecha- aecompanied by theoretical modelling of' temnper-
nisms, inl the tiquid izone and the resulting ery'stal ature profiles, phase boundaries and flow pitt-
properties. Experiments were cairried out for dit'- terns in the ic zone.
fercrnt material transport regimes. which were The mission support (if* the P~HOTON 7 mis-
either cau1.sed by dit'tusion (and residuail ConlveC- sion and first results as wvell as thle anipoulec
lion under M K ), or by I g convect ioin, or by f~orced design are described inl ret's. 11 -31. 'Fihe seed

crystals Udl'e and the I'ced materials (diec (]
were used during (tic P1 f()'lON 7 mission and

iirrCNINiiidiIig M111tl0i (die, ,Sc,, , :0 during, the PHIOTON 8 muý,sion.

HIi 2-112-IS ill W 7. t' 1 o. H)sll lc' it'r Stine Kt \~Al I ll righ s i r:se cti
SSt)I 111122 0)2 I115)1ii).1117(,.N



A rotating magnet ic field %kith a magne211tic ill- VJ'0,
duction of 2 niT and a frequency of' 40011/ - .~
chosen for the experiments. I he magnetic field -'- : - 1. .c (3
rotates perpendicularly' to thle ampoule axis, PC

Compared lwith the experiment wkithout at mag-
netic field, these values ensure an appreciable + V Ij -1 . 4)

(it VCe
change of miass transfer and Cd distribution in 'Ihdecito ofilrtangiantcfed
tile solution zone. Thieir values1 simlUltaneIousix'1 edspii fth oaigmcei il
cause at stable stcad\ flov, at the ervstall izationl requlires thle %MaXwellI equaItions, in tile hi~drod\ -

frow [4.5]. namnil approxiniation (5 (-(W and Ohmi's la\\ in
[Ilic timecline of' the PHOTON 7 experiment the &ceneralized form (9)):

" it Iiin the ro tating maecnt ie field is described in r j o7
ret. [13]. '[he t inicline is subdlivided into 5 phases. r -B I
At first thle heater wlas switched(. onl and thle 1'C
ione \tias heated up to 750 C. After a homoge- r - B Rc "II .

nr/atronl time of 2 h. the ampoule wkas mioved vwth T' x E
apulling rate of 0(.27 mmn 1Ii for l10t h1. For thle

l'irs 5)() h., the er\ stat w\as crown %s ithin thle rotat- j [ F ( B)l . 9)

im!nlimacntie field, then the magnetic field wais Ohmi's la\m inl thle nonldimens'iOnlilli/ed for11M )
s"sitchecd otf. can be obtalinedI fro0i1i 1'. (9)) h\v usinc1 thecha acllH-

Inl thle t1t110V in g sect(ion. fliiid dvT~ii a ciCakl e - teristic values, I P,. anid B:
tions hia\e been performed in order to show te lie~
theoretical influence of at rotating magnetic field j,,`,E Re o)
oin the fHoti% pat tern in the '('M solution z one. ReC ,,
E'xperimental results .k ill be giveil for jig rzeperi- Ihle follo(M il! aIssumptions and siurplifi0ca'*

are made:
0 The fio , klaminar1 and q~ssaira'

2. Theoretical eviminatiiin 0 IBUoaNMIC and .solutal ci ni.eetron are: nectel:~Ld
Urndeir mrerrigr~lA%\ txconlditions.

2. I , hu 1', mc m 0 1d oIII * it thierrid' nniM1Ca1 (ulll~l eAuibi I at C Ih H-
lt lcr1ae" .

Ibhis mo1del ik usedl tor the deeIptiori101 Of tra\ - 0 inl orderl to usc -'D 111elClis t 0\\ 11~~i

elui etrcr\ stat Iro\%thr e'~ipleuimets %Nthlin assumed to ble aix-svmlnretricarl.

lirii ýkitliout a rotatiril! niacnrtic field. T[le scicip 0 Aceordilig to0 thle reCgular isucaed fitlU1iii

hue ibjeti~coftile eCilerrlationrs arc to deter- ' dlo ni I] h iil\ i pce ii
mine: the phiase boundlaries,, the local grom~th rates I~,- be reCarded inl the IVC /011C: 'd IC, ( dISe 1r1d

'111d thle seCLrecation. Illre fiillri~rilg lmdrodvllnami- Sc (Ohe diffusion coefficienits ;re auiedto beC

Cail equationls. gilCn inl thle MiIiridirneirsirinil humr, equal)

arc neededCL: Nas icr Stoke,, equations (1I). euurti- 0 Fu.,cd silica amilpoule arid Liec cr~st~la ire e.ke-

riuit\ eqJuatirir inl tIle BOuNusIinesqappismtir trical inis1lators.

(2), .ciiiiCCti\C ditfuiliri equahtionl tn aChld species * ( 'r-stallizatioii hecal is ric1leeted&
(3). arid ciunwoccticehat trasfcerq~uaitioni (4): '11Che bundar, conditions alL' the tollok ring.

Re 0

I la' R c Iithi B, 1?. I1- .. 1 l

Re' ,I\i B At thle phrase boundaries and tine amipomule s a~ls
tlie velocities are zero.
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0 The heat transfer betwecn heater and ampoule
",,I'! occurs bs' radiation, Eq. (1-2) can be obtained
from the Stefan-Boltzmann law for radiation, the
Fourier law of hecat conduction and the continuity
equation for enervV:

Il 1 r ,~Sk (' I- T*) (12)

9 The mass flux through the ampoule wall:

11 t,*13

* lThe mass transport at the phase boundaries is
caused onl\ by diffusion. The concentration of
the species are taken according to Laugier [6]:

- (~ )(14)

* TheC armpotIle anid the crystals arc electrical I~i! 1. 1 ilie CICC11i r i m cncic imicc cati'i g ati'nun i I il moion III

insulators: fihe ic /onc.

j, R ) = I). ( 15)

j,1 (16)

Vx1C- here is thle Current normial to the phase vection termn and %s e hawe to use thle full set ot

boundarxN coupled equations. Nos% weC comb1Iine Eq. 17)

* The macnmet ic field is continuous at all bound- with Eq(.. (7) and calculate theC Curl:
aries. because the relative magnetic permecabibity x B )r x ( Re",' E ) (81
(it the crstal. Ic zone and anmpoule is nearly I.

wkith

u/ic l (I qi)

The eurrent densitx in the Tc zone is die-
scrihed in Eq. 10):

Re \iFeed

E ReNV B ).(1) Material V

In (his, nondimnilsional formi E and ( V' x B"
are oft the order of I. According to experimental
data 17.'41. the ratio Re\ 1 /RReN I-',/I? II is I
sm11all( - ff1) I) r small H artmann numbers (here: Te iV 2

IlIa if0.5 . Ihrcfcorc E~q. (If))can be simplified to Zone

j- E< 17)

With this ;ipproxriiltiiil. the Maxwcll equationIs

are separatcd from the Nay itcr-Stokes equations
and can be Ereated independentlyI. Vhis S12pala- Seed

lion can onl\ be done for small Hlartmann ntun,- Crystal

bers tinder niicrugraiwit conditions,. tinder earth tin. 2, \CeIcifiiie ofi willlic p.1,II filte IC /finc In file
co ndit ions. lie IHa~rtmann Ilinuber has to be eho- liilgIlglielie), iiii lcititiiii l~iihi

sen71 large enough to dominate the buoyancy con- \e~ei;I ,si am tiii1 I i \le)4si610,~
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Influnetce ot the rotating field on the different '.elocitieN in the
Te Zone

MIagnetitc N~aximaI veloci tyent, s)
HitIduiort1 Axintnthai Axial Radial(e

I I I) I .5 ' x IHl 7.12'1 It)
10Il~ 2.4.Ž1 x1 1. 75 1 o

(0 2 12 2 1.19,x 1(j 2

4 2Wo 11)~ 3.71 , 1) 4.15 x 10

and E~q. (8). NWc obtain(d

r - W = 0. (

The nmagnetic field is separated from the electric
tield. After tihe calculation of the magnetic field.
the electricail field is obtained by' Eq. (8). The
electromagnetic force term in (1) combined with . '

(17) ik given bN

IFla R c
F e jj ( EFý x B' (22)()

the difference be)t\ecn a rotating miagnectic field
antd a static magnetic field should be emphasized.

67 1-. E rT

24-

Axial Length ýdimenstonless

I rtietc 'Ii, toiI11'11: 11m1,glicttc held I'lt the ('41e

toniltml

initiC1in41 ire h'l,k)t .Iit wed erstal: (h) grt~ti ms'taI %kthmt
the toititttt mane~~nec Itcld. tet gronm ,, ~tal wtthiitI the onr
11t.1tgteie ik E t1i lt(d I C lotte. t40 veil tttit,1ci,.d1
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In a constant magnetic field, the current is pro- exact flow patterns and the corrcsponding axial
duced by the motion of the fluid in the magnetic cuts of the crystals are given in refs, [3.4].
field. The Lorentz force which acts upon this In spite of an increase of velocity in the solu-
current, results in a damping of the velocity nor- tion zone, the temperature field inside the am-
mal to the magnetic field. In a rotating magnetic poule is insignificantly deformed. The sccondarx
field under microgravity conditions the motion of flow accelerated appreciably the mass transfer
the fluid can be neglected. The current is pro- through the zone. The influence of the rotating
duced by induction, and the resulting force gen- magnetic field on the concentration distribution
criates a forced convection, along the solution zone axis is shown in Fig. 3.

The solid line shows the ('dTc concentration
2.,. 1i7oretical results distribution in the Te solution without the mag-

netic field, and the dashed line the distribution
Fig. I shows the electromagnetic force in the with the rotating magnetic field. The dashed line

centre of the Te zone. The force only has an resembles two plateaus. which are produced bh
azimuthal component. Near the phase boundaries the mixing of the convection tori in the solution
both radial and axial components are present. zone. For the rotating magnetic field we stress
This force produces an azimuthal primary flow. the fact that the CdTc fraction in the solution

The eclocity at the phase boundary is zero, zone is significantly larger on the sccd crystal
and therefore the viscous forces produce a sec- side.
ondary flow, consisting of two toroidal convection
rolls. The resulting flow pattern with the different
%clocities are depicted in Fig. 2. At I g the rotat- 3. Growth results
ing magnetic field has no influence on the flow
pattcrn arid the material transport. due to the The descriplion of the axial ctw, of ihe gro\\ln
weakness of the magnetic field. Table I shows the CdTe crystals is given in refs. [3.4]. This article
calculated velocities depending on the magnetic summarizes the rotating magnetic field experi-
induction for the frequency of 400 Hz under ,ig ment under Mg conditions. Fig. 4 sho\,s the in-
conditions. The theoretical calculations of the frarcd image of an axial crystal slice with a thick-

grovn cr)y ta I grown cry.-tal
within magnetic field without magnetic field

-, -

Axial Length Immi
tipg .•X,• I dl II,l'Zi iI,0101 OfI ilW J, plJh, I lII hc t i Irit part i, rtn\I, •ithin ,t rotjat(IIIg 1 ll. [ ictic lield, the hax, pICl tithul te
ritugntctlti fhed
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ncss of 2 mm. The picture shows two sections of E = wo/ Characteristic electric field
the grown crystal: one with the rotating magnetic E = I-E* Dimcnsionalized electric field
field and one without. The magnetic field was j=j Dimensionalized current density
switched off after half of the crystal growth time j = •ro-wB/ Characteristic current density
had elapsed. This produced a change in the flow n Normal vector
pattern and the solution zone supersaturated r. p. z Radial. azimuthal and axial compo-
nearby the crystallization front (Fig. 3). A tempo- nents
rally high growth rate [4.5] results and creates a Ri Ampoule radius
thick heavily disturbed region of about 1 mm. t = I /w Characteristic time
This region is full of Tc inclusions, where the T = TF* Dimcnsionalized temperature
grown crystal broke during the cooling process. T[ = fTT* Dimensionalized furnace temperature

The part of the crystal which was grown within U* Dimensionless local growth rate
the rotating magnetic field shows the most homo- V = [1'* Velocity
geneous A7- products (Fig. 5) and resistivity dis- Yr. vY. y. Radial. azimuthal and axial compo-
tribution (3]. All other experiments without the nents of vector y
magnetic field at Ig and p.g conditions reveal a y*. D Dimensionless and characteristic
wide distribution of p)r products. quantities of y

. Stefan-Boltzmann radiation constant
/Al Magnetic permeability

4. Conclusions W Frequency of the rotating magnetic
field

The equations for describing the rotating mag-
nctic field were derived for ug conditions and 5 paramet'rx
small Hartmann numbers. The rotating magnetic 1, Diffusion coefficient
field generates a stable steady flow in the Te-zone. c Emissivity
improving the radial and axial distribution of the

K Thermal diffusivityFe inclusions and the /1r products. A Tlhermal conductivity

I, Kinematic viscosity
p Density of the melt
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5' . ,\ouu',la titre PC, =' Solutal Peelet number
1)

B RIB* l)imcnsionalitcd magnetic field Re '-f Reynolds number
strength ,,

C, c,' )imcnsionali/ed concentration of ReM = '"Ap.r Magnetic Reynolds number
component i Re = -tog,, (r Rotational magnetic
liquidus concentration of component Reynolds number

c" Solidus concentration of component i Sk Stark number
A
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Growth of large, high purity, low cost, uniform CdZnTe crystals
by the "~cold travelling heater method"

A. El Mokri. R. Triboulet *, A. Lusson. A. Tromson-Car~l. G. Didier
1.alsratotre tit 1'Jnv-dicue dc% Sotides tit Bello ,t'. C ARS, I I'hut A . Briand~. F. '219'5.%loodon, ,hall r,u

Abstract

The cold traxelling heater method ((TH-M) has been Used to gr-Ow ('d]Znl'c cr\stals(.v/, - 0.4 and 0.20)) of 2
inch diameter. %%hich is the largest diameter ever used tin TIM. A simple model confirnms that consection is thec
dominant mechanism of matter transport in ThIM. jUStifyNing the use oif the accelerated crucible rotation technique
(A('RT). in v. hich is imposed a forced convctlion regime, to cnlairgc the site of the cry.stals and increase the grossh
rate. In order to obtain single crvst a Is solid state rervst al l iat ion (SS R has, been applied for thle first tume 10 ( diec
Ingots of excellent ax\iai and radial utiihwmiiy' base been obtained by (1VI IM. as xs eli as, crsstals purer than the
Bridgmant gross i one,,. from 5N elemients ats source material atl tenl limtes loNser price thati the OiN ones classicalls
used tor Blridgmian growth. SSR crystals hawe been found also of lower punit\ than o ie ("Him onies. it f~ollos that
cont amniinat ioti in ('die gros t h is expected to occur not on ly from thle start intg elenien ts bit palrtien I irlv fronm thle
hitgh temnpe rat ures used. The ma in ageniits of h ighi tetiiperatu re contami nat ion are shoss it t o b II 1-i and ('Lti. Sonic
mosaic structure of the ens! a Is comes fromnt flie off-stoiehiome tric TIMIN grow!Ith conditions aMil could he as idcd h\
SSR atinealinig under ('dI vapour pressure.

1. Introduction gat ion, f'or instance). purit\ (need (of' high punit\
starting material, f~or at disappointing finial purit\x

TIhe tise of lattice-matchecd ('di~n'lc substrates and cost (complex set-up and process) of thec
for the ep-itaxial growth of' I lg('d'l is recogtiiZed substrates.
ats at key fr making high performianec IR detec- Theli cold travelling hecater mtil!hod (('III N)
tors [ 1.2]. has been shown ats an altractise. simple and ittex-

'orniniereiall\ aIVailable ('d'/AI'e* substrates are pensive teehni(Iue to prodUee stuch eonipotunds as
produIced frontn vertieal and horizontal Blridgman ('dI'e and Zn'Ie [3]. Ill this tecehnique, at cornipos-
growAthl bý the major wkorld suppliers. I'hese: teeh- ite source material, constituted of' a ('LI for /n)I
tIIILqeS present nevertheless somic limitations con- rod Surrotunded I,\ 'l' pieces anid po%%der. is tused.
cernitig uni lormiitv (dif'ficult control oif Znl segre- I'hc comondlOII~ nev~er reaches its mielting point

duritng the whole process (from which the namec
of' "cold"). It has been adaLpted to [tlie gross! h of
('d/n'I' ingots of diameter as large as- 2 inch.

.'rri'p'ming it alitor. which is the largest diamecter ever Used inll _14Ni.

ii()22.o'8/4,<,''4 Soi7txi) - 194 ILsc~icr Sciciec if V.r All rights resersed
,A~iIIi)I2.Ii24X(it i~i55IfI
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In order to obtain large single crystals. three because several parameters change drasticallb
approaches have been followed: with diameter, like temperature gradients. super-
- optimization of the main growth parameters: cooling amount, etc. On the other hand. the

- accelerated crucible rotation technique composite nature of the CTHM source material
(ACRT): makes it difficult to perfectly control the growth
- solid state recrystallization (SSR) used for the interface position.
first time. to our knowledge, for CdTc. The optimization has concerned essentially the

"The assessment of the crystals has been initial amount of tellurium, which conditions the
achieOed using IR microscopy, scanning electron height of the solvent zone and thus the position
microscopy. X-ray topography. X-ray double and shape of the growth interface in the furnace.
diffraction. photoluminescence. Hall effect. icc- and the growth rate which was varied between 2
trical conductivity and chemical analysis, and 3.0 mm/day. In order to check the signifi-

cance of the growth parameters experimentallI

determined, a simple model has been used.
2. Experimental procedure Following the work of (hcrepanova [41, we

have adapted to our configuration a quaSi-difftu-
The crstals have been grown by CTHM ac- sivc one-dimensional model (diffusion of CdZnIe

cording to the experimental process described in in a CdZnTe + Te mixture) in \xhich the matter
rcf. [3]. In order to grow 2 inch diameter CdZnTe transport can be described b\ the equation:
ingots. both Cd and Zn rods. of appropriate di- I) ± , + I. (1
ameter to obtain the desired composition, sur-
rounded by Te pieces and powder. have been with the boundary conditions:
used as source matctial. L.et us recall that synthec- l)( (/BZ ) = I ('" (
si,, growth and purification are achieved at Io\%
temperature. at the same time. in a simple and where I is the travelling rate of the ampoule. 1),
incxpcnsi\c furnace, in contrast to other pro- the solutal diffusion coefficient and ( the con-

ccsesl. lTh very principle of this technique allows centration in ('dZnlIe. %kith (C and (C,' the con-
the growth of large diameter ingots. because there centrations at the growth ( - ý -- ) and dissolution

is no need to prepare a pre-synthesized source =.c .Z) interfaces. respecticlyv.
material. The material never reaching its melting According to the diagram of Fig. 1. 1,, is the

point during the %tihole process. which limits dras- initial zone length. Y, and Y', are the slopes

licall.l an% contamination from the surroundings, dT/' ýz. (C,, is the initial concentration of ('d Zn Ic
aind the efficient purification of solution zone in the liquid zone, T, is the dissolution tempera-

refining allows the use of 5N elements, as starting tlure and T, is the naximnum temperature.

materials. at ten times lower price than the ON
ones, for a better final purity of the crystals.
pro•vided that very purc•N Tc is used as the 0
solxent. The growth temperature was 780'(C for
.l 0-0,4 and Nil)(' for t /,, 0.20. Because of

the lack of compactness of the composite source
material, limiting the definition of the growth

rinte rface posit iorn. at second THI M pass, %as
acehiccd to ,,itain large single crystals. a lx

2. I. (Opitinrialto!n f thi groiowth paramlti're r '1

LO

O)ptimum gro•,th Conditions oInr a given di ame- Figa. I grai tit thhc r,.Irihtr im k pc 'e tliv e ,ure tndt con-

ler cannot be easily extrapolated to larger sizes. ccinl;tihon ",iu,, dItan•,c n..' r ti, I IIM ,ohc.ni ione.
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The parameters used for the growth of to natural convection, as already proposed by
Cd, ,Zn,. Te were C, = 1. C, = 0.184, T, = Wald and Bell [8]. One can expect ACRT to be
850'C, L. L 50 mm, V= 3.6 mm/day, R = 25 mm. particularly efficient in the case of large diamc-
Y=370C/cm, Y.=47°C/cm and 1), = 5 X 10' ters where the "supercooling amount" is quite
m-/s (for CdTe). large [9] and should impose excessively low growth

Solving Eq. (1) under its dimensionless form rates.
gives the concentration and temperature differ- Different flows have been shown to occur in
ence between dissolution and crystallization in- rotating systems [71: the Ekman-laver flow has
terface. AC = C(',- Cý'= 0.08 and A11'= T,-_- T," been stated to be the most prominent under

= o73'C. respectively, and the final zone length spin-up and spin-down. especially in containers
Lt = 58 mm. Introducing these values into the that are not very tall compared to their diameter
expressions of the dimensionless numbers gives: [I I] as in the THM case (5 cm diameter. - 3 cm
* thermal Rayleigh number. Ra'= agRRAT/ long for the solvent zone in our case). It is a
(1)1) = 2.5 X 1It': radial flow that occurs in a narrox, horizontal
* solutal Rayleigh number. Ra" = /3gR•_A('/ layer just aboxc the boundary layer through which

1),IH = 9.3 X 10": only diffusion must take place. ensuring a supplI
* Lewis number. Le t D,/I), = 780: of material near the growing interface. Under
e Prandtl number. Pr = vi/1) = 0.04. spin-up, an Ekman layer forms at the bottom of

llcre a and 13 are the thermal and solutal the ampoule. Inside this layer, the liquid is sub-
expansion coefficients, respectively. 1), and 1D, mitted to a fast radial movement and is rejected
arc the thermal and solutal diffusion coefficients, toward the top near the walls in spiral arms. The
respectivek. and v, is the kinematic viscosity, expressions of the time during Mshich the hlow

A slight increase of the solvent zone length decreases. 1I. the Ekman la\er thickness, d. the
(I., "/, 1.2) is observed: the growth and disso- radial velocity within this laecr. I ' the vertical
lution interfaces have not suffered an important velocity ill the container. It. and the Ekman
distortion during growth. as confirmed by the constant. F. are given in rel. [71.
large size of the crystals obtained. The solutal Spiral shearing distortion describes a laminar
Rayleigh number is larger than the thermal one and two-dimensional flo\w of liquid under spin-op
confirming. as shown experimentally by Schxxen- and spin-down in a tube long enough for the
kcnbecher and Rudolph [5]. that solutal convec- influence of the bottom to be neglected. It is
tion is the dominant mechanism in IlIM growth. therefore at secondar\ mechanism in TtiVM under
Ihis justifies the use of A('RT to enlarge the size A('RT conditions. It is caused b\ fluid a tlhe
4l the crystals and increase fle growth rate. walls changing velocity faster than in the bulk.

The width of the arms of the -'spiral shearing
2.2. .lccelrated crui'le rotation technitque distortion'*. Ir, the nuniber of spiral arms..\,

and the time after -which the rotation rate at the
The accelerated crucible rotation technique centre of the liquid is reduced to about 1,, 2. 1..

has been developed initially bh Scheel and co- are also given in ref. [71.
w-rkers [01 for the solution growth of garnets at In two experiments, respccti\cl\r noted A and
high temperatures, and has been modelled byr B. for ('d, ,,Zn, l'c. the maximum rotation rate
SChulz-l)ubois [7]. An improvement of the size of was 0,, = -- 0 rpm with the ACRT cycle displa.cd
the crystals by a factor of 1(000 over growth with- in Fig. 2.
out AC(RT was obtained by the authors. The following parameters can be calculated:

Natural convection being the most effective L' = 3 x 10 F -- 22 s. T, = 401 s. d i 1.37 x
and dominant mechanism of matter transport in 10 cm. I' 21 cm/s. IV = ).11 cmtos, Ar = 3.7
(dTe TIIM growth makes A('RT very promising X 10' cm and N ý 667.
for creating a forced convection regime that is For at diffusion coefficient of ('dTe in liquid
reproducible and amenable to control, contrary "e of - 10 ý cm' s 8 XNI(1,( the homoge-
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2.3. Solid state' rec'crstallization

Solid state recrystallization (SSR). essentially/ d used for metals, has been proposed by Kruse and

Schmit [11], according to a "quench-anneal" pro-
80 cess, for the growth of HgCdTe single crystals. To

our knowledge, it has never been used before for
Fig. 2. A(RV1 csclc used (rotation rate ýersus time). CdTc. Energetically, this process is favoured by

the multi-grain state of the material, which is

nization will occur within about I s for a distance
betwecen spiral arms of 3.7 x 10) cmi. The high
radial \elocity of' 21 cm/s ensures a fast supply of
the material near the growing interface. Growth.
-comectrical and ACRT parameters for experi-
menits A and B are given in Table 1.

Crystal A consisted of small grains, with a
regular structure. In crystal B. the grains have
grown considerably, due to the modification of
thle ACRi' parameters. S, in-uip and spin-down
times (25 s) for A are I'' her than the Ekman
time T] (22 s). The stop-time is rather large (I I
S). By comparison, spin-up and spin-down times a
tor B ( 14 J) arc lower than the Fkman time and
the stop-time ats wNell. This allows at faster trans-
port of matter to thle interface, ats wais also ob-
served b\ Capper and co-workers [ 10] for the
gro\Nth IOf (dIeC and (dZnie by Bridgnman
mlet hod using AC RT.

In spite of' at ery significant inmprovement in
the grainl size of thle crystals gro~kn using A('R'
and af substantial increase in the growth rate, the
optirmi/ation needs further experinments. Solid

state recrystallization has been tried in order to
obitain larger crystals.

(4 MLgeoTIiiericJi [[IIIr A(R I painicitetrs lt oit, ewciil-b

rlicill, nol'td and Bi)I

Ii rjInie c .cI\ It

Igtrg liaiii eter (Im I 511
nI Iitia I ;I oufnlt of -1c (g) 397 ;12
0irovth rate (imm dakim 7.2 h,

Spill-lt) l1ime. /I1 ,, 2S 14 Fig. 3. (ro~s-~eettonaI \ioe s ii ;I ('m e0 Irlm fingoi. Of title

Spin-tio~ inicrm . 1 ., (,f 2 14 giain slrli-LICIR rLe it~iing h mIrIIii ifltenlhiiral filoidt,Idl i etfl of
Stop tiic I, 01 the growkth paramtecirs. (b') same ingot after 'olid itate recrs-
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lie rniodynamical 1v unstable. Energy accumulatesE
in the grain boundaries which are the most unsta- x
ble zones. Trheir disappearance by minimization 94

of energy is the driving force of recrystallization.
In isothermal recrvstallization, a first step is to
heat slowly the multi-grain charge to at tempera- IAzL

ture I7ý. lower than the melting point by about a
hundred degrees. allowing thc formation of nu- -

clei. and to keep this temperature (luring a time t C2~
chosen according to thle growth rate of the nuclei.
The growth of a grain happens at the expense o4 1 -

it1cghor.363-8 14258 14878 15498 16118

We have found that a significant asset of il-M
is the possibility of obtaining. with parametcrsb
intentionally maladjusted tor the CdTc growth, abAOX
regular fine grain size Structure. as shown in Fig.
.,it. all the more adapted to recrystallization hc-
cause the high temperature gradient at the liti-
ulid-solid interface brings about some quenching
effect. Such ingots have been used for SSR exper-
imcnts and heated up under vacuum to the rc-
crystallization temperature 7. at about 4-C/h. in
or-der to avoid the thermal strains due to an -

abrupt thermal change. In a first experiment, 1587&3 1588.25 158M~7 -i5a949 15901,

w here 1. = lO6tioC. very close to the ninckting point.
a significant increase in thc grain size \\as oh-
taincd. hut thc crystals presented mail\ gasl buh-
hlcs. In at second experimlent. I has, been re-
dUCed to 9()')(V' and kept tw~o 'months at this ~
'.aluc. A cross-section of' this ingot shows, a grain

occupy'ing morc than half tllc scct ion. demion-

I lecricjil cli raictcri',ic. ofi t'tiicaI CIt t1 . SSR did Bisic' '

'ii .i,11cicr'. *\iincalcd A1iiLFcalt A, gl-FrFFFF48"8 I5188 15498 15808 'I
CTIt I %I SN R sam iii B r idgman i

P tilk. oSte ýN Cd. SN Ic ISN (4. SN I c iN I)/R ( d I,)( ' I It I'M '.1ii11t11C.
I IcnTiMiii' ,i1Cd (,N OZR I e N Q/.R (A5 I /i Ic

iro l ~Iiicinip. I (I75( 940((

\~ (Crii '1 ý lol 2 II) 2.2II strating thc cfficicnic\ o f thc process (Fig. 3h).
\,,11 1.4 10 7j, - 111' 1,4 , M New experiments, arc in progress in order to

,u""(011 s) '.1 4o 25s 75(1 obtain onl\ one crystal over the M hole \olumne.
(tF m~. 0 11 ;-NO(2,S K) FMUI ((

2
2 K) I ;i XH (41) K l after oiptimiz/ation of the parameters (initial struc-

I., rn~i I 11. (tire, heating timc, SSR temperature and time,
---------- and vapour prcssure ).
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3. Material assessment ture processes. This confirms the signific:ance of
growth temperature with regard to contarnina-

3. 1. PuritY tion.

Electrical -haracteristics of typical Cold THM. 32. Lnifinwimirv
SSR and B~ridgman samples arc displayed in Table
'. By comparison with the Bridgman sample. N,~ The longitudinal composition profile. inca-
and ND' are about ten times lower for the THM sured by electron microprobe analysis ( EMA). of

sample, with higher low and room temperature a Cd, Zn, ,Te ingot prepared by (THM is shown
mobilities. indicating at higher purity level. More- in Fig. 5a. A stationarv state is reached right from
over, the TI-M sample had to be annealed to the beginning of the growth leading to a large
eomxert its conductivity type fromi p. resulting uniform fraction of the ingot. T'he avecrage conm-
from the Tc rich growth conditioi-s. to n. suitable position is 20`% + .% which is qu1ite accept-
for electrical measurements. As imatter of fact, able. The radial homogeneity (Fig. 5b) is found to
for at significant comparison, the as-grown Bridg- be better than _1).1%( over a 2 inch diameter
man sample has to be brought in the same state, slice. Suich results have been found repeatable.
because residual impurities, segregated into le
precipitates. out-diffuse during anncaling 1121. 3.3. Crvysiallographlic propertw.'s
[he best low% temperature mobilities measured]
among many annealedI CdZrnTe samples comling The presence of' a sub-grain boundarN strue-
fromn variouIs suppliers never exceeded 5 x 101' ture. typical of CdTe crystals grown under Off-
em2 ,,A -s. [his demonstrates not only the benefit stoichiometric condlitions. is revecaled b\ X-raN
of "[H M to reach a high purity level at low% topography (contrasts indicating aI misorienitat ion
price. but also thle faet that contamination in betwecen sub-grains in the cry-stal). X-ra\ double
Brigmian g-roxvt i comecs not only from the initial diffraction t multipeak rocking eurves) and elee-
Inurlit\ oft the starting elements,. but also from the troll nmicroscopy in eathodoluminescence m1OdeC
high temiperatures, uIsed.

[he Io\\ temperature photoluminescence spec-
trumi of a t~pical SSR crystal (Fig. 4a). is domi- 25

n1icd h\ the classical ~NA emission. shok ing t\%o 20 .a

comnponents at 1 .5895S and 1.589)2 eV (Fig4. 4b)
aIttributed to CL ;iind] Li. respectively 113]. with its
tw\o phonon replicas. 13ý comparison with the IT.
"spectrum11 of a Cold I'llM sample, with only filie N iiiLirm

cla'ssical V. I) aind NA lines. and their plionon 0 -

repf-licas C Fig. 4a). the SSR sample shows two0 20 4 60 0 0

aIdditiolnal D)AP transitions at 1.550) eV and - I~ntiiri

1 .42 cV W ig. 4b). corresponding to k . and ( 'i
reslpect ixle . ( hem ical analssis confirms the pres- b

cilec of Li and C u M-(5 and I pplii. respecct i\el\ ) in
hei SSR satnplcs. It stemis fronm these opt cal
feat urcs a,, \%cl as, from the electrical characteris-
tis displa~cd in Taible 2 that the purity of' the
SSR samples. although higher than the annealed, . -

Br'idginanl ones,. is lower than that of the CT'IlM
onles. Some coliamnination occurs from impuiri- 111

tiesý. mainIN L i and ('ii, diffusing into the ingots tig. S. tmgmuImmtI4,1,1 (d) Mmmd mIIIJI (h) O VIIrmmm Nrmlmu1 pmrotIlL. '

fromn thieir environment (luring the high temipera- ,(lt1t1M mpgnn.
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(direct observation of a sub-grain lattice). In or- temperatures used. The main agents of contami-
der to avoid this kind of detrimental structure, nation have been shown to be Li and Cu. The
experiments of SSR under Cd vapour pressure SSR crystals, as the (THM ones. sho" a mosaic
are in progress. structure as a result of the initial off-stoichiomect-

ric THM growth conditions. Experiments with a
saturated Cd vapour pressure during the SSR

4. Conclusions process are in progress to overcome this draw-
back.

Cold THM has been tried to grow CdZnTe
crystals (X.,, = t0. 0.04 and k,.20) of 2 inch diame-
ter which is the largest diameter ever used in 5. References
THM. A simple model confirms that convection
is the dominant mechanism of matter transport in (11 R. Trihoulet, X. Tromson-(a'dlh. I) lnrai, aid I

THM. This has justified the use of the acceler- Nguen-l)u.. .I. Electron. kaicr. 22 (l'it)3 S-2'.

ated crucible rotation technique, in which a forced [2 i R.E. Deamc,. JAI. ArW.IaP. IG. SPi iI.ko SA Shin, M.
Zandian ad(.m . Williams. 19Q•2 LIS, Vork•.hop on

convection regime is imposed, to enlarge the size PIysICS and ('heiIS(tr oN cTrcUT-, ('adniun(i Tclllhidc
of the crystals and increase the growth rate. In ind Other IR Material.
order to obtain larger single crystals. solid state 131 R. Triboulet, Khoan Pham Van and (G Dithicr .1 (rTrIal
reervstallization (SSR) has been applied for the Groiv, th 1)1 (I i990) 21t).
first time to CdTe. [41 T1A. ('hercpano a. ( 3stal Res. lechnol. F- ýINs-) -14

[,] K. SchImenkenbechcr and P. Rudolph, (Cr\,,tal Re,. I ccl-
The ingots grown by CTHM have been found nol. 2'l ( P19) 1•01).

of excellent axial and radial uniformity. Crystals I61l IiH. Sch ,.I. .1 (rsta(lio,,h 1I , 14 (N')
purer than those grown by Bridgman. as shown 171 -). Sclhuli-l)IIhois. J. (0\'Ial (irOv.Mh 12 WI)-2 sI

from electrical and optical measurements, have IS] F.V. 'aAd and R(I. Bell. J. (ri,tal (iroth 1, (•l)5N)

() RI.. It10LoeIie Jand P). 611ilC. J. (rx..ial G(Iisiil iN '1 I t3been obtained by CTHM. usine only SN elements RSI.
as source material, at ten times lower price than [10)] 1. ('aClm. I .1. Klmri, . ( )'Kctc. ( I I .lhic,. ( K, \d.

those regularly Used for Bridgman growth. SSR 1'. Ma~cki ýmd I' D)utionr. Malci S'i tI B1, WI 3
crtstals have been found alsO of loeCr purity than 11.
the (I[ RI ones biecause ot cointanination occur- 1iii I' \, Krmc and .I.[ . Schnit. LS Patent ..

[I2 I -' J. I'miuttai. JAI. I ranete- N. Miacnea., i \to, and krin.g durintg the high tcnmpcrature process. It fol- s12 1 .I.iitt ..I a. ( - Ira n i. G . Io\% nca - 5 1 4\' ,h n K
ho%,s that contamination conies not only from the 1t3j I. M .o.a .J.P1. ('hanm lm m aii LI . '1 mmauti. 1'.1, sit'l.,

starting elements but particularly from the high Solidi (h) l10l) 4 1t•5•) m5
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On the nature of the excitonic luminescence in narrow-gap
Hg, ~CdTe (x _-.3)

J.W. Tomrn " . K.H. Herrmann ",W. Hoerstel ". M. Lindstacdit 11H. Kissel
F. Fuchs

Ab~stract

t;\LitIn hirnuneseenice is studiced in it erie, ot iannealedi rarrm%~-gitp I ig, J'i jC (1, x 0.4) CT\ I-%lSa rox n h

thc i Ia~elljnuC heater niethod (FIlM). A numbet of tcchniques, - phorlo1lnniieseeCe,~C ([T), IT eCeIL1r1j0I. nraentlicti-
ni nesee ncc - % *r applied to Iget insight in t he act ion o I nira nx-bod\ fleetý (hand _,ap renorli Ili/atiml. I I Ie L\CIIOI1'

aind their locali/alion) in this narrow%-gCp niaterial.

1. Introduction neto-lumlineseenee as it method for- samrple chiar-
aete rizatnion.

'Ihik inf'rared luniincecencc stud% of Fig,- Iri recent \VearS mlUCh xs\ork wait done to clear1
('(I,, -I~ is mnotivated inainix hx two reasons: Lip thc nature of' t he cxcitonje luntinescene in
Firstly there exist general qutestionls alfter the H&'g (L,ICd e (0.4 - A I ) witl coniparittixeIk
aetion of' excitows in narrow-gap semilicon dutctors large gaps, bct,.%cen 0.4 anid I1.0 c\ [1.21. It Iliese
bccauise oscillator st rengthI as wxell ats binding bhroader gap" samlples, haxe at sutlicetlxC11 smalli
ccurex decrerase with deecas-i ring ga1p ( 1., ). carrier concecnt rat ion anid ifthc (lie \crc 1enW rx1 c,1
Ilg ('dTc is the hest knoln i semiconductor file therrnrrdk~l;ramie eItuilibriitn1 11\ the traxelline,
),,,here t hc cnc rgx gap "Caitis dIown f~rom thc wkide- heaiter melthod (li NIM) or-th lie I uid phalse ep~ilta\,
gap region ( I)C((die) -1.6 eV)t to /cero and (ITI.Pl the photoluminneseenee IPl.) iii the 0i.1
therefoire sceems to be ai good model substance. O.5 m.ý[ole f'ractionl ralnge is domlinated h\ local-
The second niotixatron arises, fromt the optical ized intrinsic ec\itonls trapped in potenitial xxells
properties of' thle mlixed crx stall itself. tAs outli ned generaited h\ all[oN disorder~l. [hlis is plO\Cx h\b~ the
bclox%. there appear changes in the lumlineseenec tace( that tire thermal dcloealli/.ation enerexn lot
behaiou~tr in even the composition range wxhich samples of this kind( is proport60ionl to the disor1-
\%it, studied~. FuLrther niotivation coice f'rom the der funictiorn .%( I - xi ) 121ý Fhe txpical Iuniines-
diode lasers ats well as the riced to develot iamg- cerice line shape is at smmenitr neinc followxed b\

1-3 replicas separated b\ thle ('diel~ phoionol en-
crgý its shoxxn in thle inset of Fig. I for

Fi119(1 ,-;e Fig. i show,,, the separation be-
o- I'rcqimidirir .kiulhol t\\een thie domrinrant line and the riexa transition

I(12.iP1)s VtCj SSip1t ji \'l [IscJk NOi1 o li , ri ft cscNC(I

Wx4, 002ii-s 1 tiis
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ait lower quantum energies. For x > (0.4 the dis-
tanIce is equal to thle 1.0 phonon energy (full line) 4

obtained by Raman scattering [3]. The data in
Fig. I were obtained fromt PL spectra of p-type
samples with comparable electrical and optical
properies. 60

Doped samples (or samples with larger con-
centrations of native defects) exhihit additioal 11
lines identified ats transitions involving hydrogen-
like acceptors. Hg-vacancy -related deeper accep- 8

tors, deep levels, donor-acceptor pair transitions41
and band-to-band transitions (see. e.g.. ref. [4-6]).

Samples growkn by methods where the growth 0 o 3o s .
process is realized farther from the thermodv- quantum encrg% mev)
n am ic equilibrium ats molecular be am epi taxx' ti.2P.yctrm(ii . i ' ;sctn sT i

(MBE) exhibit ats a rule only one broad line I, lg,-Cd ;,I- a t I-1 3 K I> 31- rnc\ thIul fran'i,o1n
caused by localized carriers (see. e.g.. ref. 17]). at Iovmcr cncrgx separated hý I tile\' lino thc dmuiinailt IT

Because ot the changes visible in Figi. 1 . it HIi tic s UsCdI fo r defcic tion during h til N 1 nic~au tuicni.

seems to be interesting to discuss the nature of
the optical transitions producing- the lumines-
cence in the left region of Fig. I Cv < 04.4). A nececnce excitation (P1±) spectrum shown in the
typical PIL spectrum of at Hg, ,_4_Cdo Te sample lower part of' this figure. TIhe lowecr energy line of

po = 7 x ](I cm at T = 77 K and 4.2 K) the P11. spectrum at 30)1 meV is, art artefact and
exhibiting PIL in that spectral region is plotted at gives the spectral position of the monitored was eC-
the top of Fig. 2. TIhe question concerning the length of the IT. iii this type of experimencrt. It is
nlature of' the main line can partially be answered interesting to observe in the PITi spectrum a
wi th the help oif the spectrumi at the bottom of' strong eniharicncmet of' the oscillator strength at
this figure: With Fourier transform techniques 3101 meV where the band-to-band Contribution
[1(0] it has been possible to obtain the photolumi- sets in. Reconmbitnation of an electron -hole

plasma cannot explain such an enhancement. This
is only possible by inclusion oif excitonic contribui-
tions. (Note that the critical screening dcnsit% is
somewhat lower than the po value mecntioned

18 above.)
This study is devoted to the e'witumh luntines -

- ji,* . .. , ~cence in Hg, Cd ,Te (.% < 40.4) in at conmposition
1 4 ... .. A-range where the spectrum looks %cry different as,,

2 '2.**~icompared with the better investigated broader
gap region (compare inset in Fig. I and Fig. 2).

1i 0i s 0(, J i 7

oitti Iraci, n

, vi. I tI nertctic disitance hl'ciscn thc peak positimns iof ihc 2. Experimental details
first and Ncctnd N linc \crsii mitic traction hir high qiualits%
111 1-grom i samhple, %kith a carrier cottccntraiion ill ahout The Hg, CdTec (. < 0 4.4) samples investi-

jo, 111 cm ' t1 1 77 K. thc fill] inc rcilrcscnts the 1.0 gated in this study were grown by the travelling
phorion cnocrg iii(ll U"c-rich I 1g , UdTe ht~ained In ref. 131. ctrmho TM acrdntoOleta.
ific inset ~hw~s aIT. spectruim fI'm a I Igo ',,d,'; s ample etrmto TM)acrigt jlee l
at I K mid I Wc thu arritw ni;rk tilc rws- [8]. The starting point was at set of' samples with

iiiii~.carrier concenitrat ions between p, 1(4" cm
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and up tii p,,1 5 X 10"' cmn (at T = 77 K1. For
reaching the low concentration range, it special 2

annealing procedure in Hg-rich atmosphere was
carried Out. Typical mobilities were 320-3801 and
47(0 cm' (V -s) Ifor annealed samples (at T = 77 00
K).

In section 3.2. mainly the results obtained from 421)

two samples are discussed:
-Sample (a): x = 0.30() + 0.0)03. has a carrier

concentration of p, = 1. x 10)I' cm3 (at T = 77 E

K) and a hole mobility of 32(0 cm' (V -s) I. The
slope d(hII Wrn, )/d1,I (see section 3.1) is positive 34o1

and has a value of about 2 mecV per decade.
- Sample (b):.x= 0.367 +0.004. has at carrier
concentration of p1 1 2x X 01ý cm-' (at T=77 3311 10011 o

K) and a hole mobility of 38(1 cm' (V -s) I. The 28)

slope dl hw, ,)/dI1, is negative and comes to
-(0.7 meV per decade (see Fig. 30.

The PIL was excited by a CW Nd: YAG laser 2701

(by choice of pulsed operation equipped with af
Q-switch.- , 7 (1kIj ý7 ns). We applied excitation
densities in the 101 mW cm range for continu- IN 100 111

ous (CW) and in the 10) W cnim to 100( kW cm - I I\' cmn- i

range for pulsed operation I PW). Detection was Figj. 3. IT. lin hilt \c r~1l ewijtl ion ticn~miim lI Ig,( I

performed by various Hg, ,Cd ,TIe and I nSb de- (0.1.-3 -i.- 0A.1. F - h K) %% iti\ariou, eq u ifibihi uni III

tectors. The samples were mounted in an Oxford concentrat,1J1ý i),, (from tli iop hI ottono:

Spectromag 400(0 system which allows measure- (; J) 9, 0 11' - I.i5

ments in magnetic fields up to 7 T. A more 10) -,2. 1I'" cm 0 l.30- - (-104.

detailed description of the experimental setup is (LDi/ c ~.I i I R1.;4 , 1,0083.

given in ref. (9].

relations for Hg',d e in the literature do not
3. Results and discussion correspond to each other bettcr than a few mneV.

For samples with small carrier concentrations (ais
3. 1. (Oharacterization o~fthe samples hv P1L compared with the non-equilibrium carrier con-

centration 6nf -- 6p). a dynamic effect should be
The excitation (/,) dependence of the lumines- observable. An estimation for this effect can be

cence line position (No ,, ) is determined by sev- made in the framework of the theory bv Vashishta
eral mechanisms delivering contributions with op- et al. [11,1.12 or by R~ipke et al, [ 13]. and givecs an
posite signs. For our experiments the relevant infrared (OR) shift of _1 _ - 3 meV for Np = I()' -

mechanisms arc: cm at the present material parameters for our
(i) ManY particle (fleets (band gap renlirmaliza- samples (Hg4141,Cd,,Tcl. R\ = 1.3 meV and a\

fion). The experimental estimation of the static 3(Mta,,).
band gap renormalization due to a given equilib- 60i Burstein -Moss efectI. The static Blurstein-
rium carrier concentration is difficult to be deter- Moss effect does not contribute because our sam-
mined because the -real" gap of a given mixed pies are p-type (1)egenerated samples are not
crystal is not known exactly. This is one of the investigated in this study.) The dyriamic
possible reasons why the variety of E,.v(. T) Burstein-Moss effect (band filling) can be calcu-
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lated according to ref. [7] and reaches positive sured to estimate thermal delocalization energies
values of a few meV. using relation (1):

(iii) 7hermal effc'vt via effective carrier tem-
perature (T,) or statistics, respectively. This effect AE1 = [hw ... (50 K) - hw...(4.2 K)]
gives a positive contribution of about _A1 = 4kN. - [ (50 K) -/Eg(4.2 K)]. (1)
for the plasma (see ref [7]). If localized excitons
are considered, the increase of T. causes thermal which is valid for trapped intrinsic excitons. These
delocalization. For our samples, thermal delocal- values range (in agreement with ref. [2]) around

ization energies (-IEI) amount to 5-8 meV and 5-8 meV without any systematic dependence on

produce a positive contribution (blue shift). the carrier concentration.

(iv) Thermal ejfrcts via lattice temperature and
change at EQ(T). Effects of this type are ruled 3.2 Magnetic fiehl behavior of the hlminescence
out in the experiments discussed here because of
the use of PW PL for higher excitation densities. Magneto-optics in Hge -,Cd,T'e is a field where
Due to the positive sign of dEg(l')/dT for x < a lot of experimental work has been performed in
(0.5. this effect should produce a shift towards the 19 60s and 19701s [15.16]. Magnetotransmission
higher energies. experiments allow an exact determination of the

The sum of all these contributions can be near-to-edge band structure above E,. Knowledge
either positive or negative. Typical dependencies of precise parameters determined in this way is
of the PL peak position on excitation density are an advantage for our further discussion of the
plotted in Fig. 3. As the energy scales indicate. elementary excitations measured by luminescence
the behaviour is mainly dependent on p, and not in the near-to-edge region helow E,.
on the mole fraction (x). However. for samples In the present work the magnetoluminescence
with nearly the same value of p, we found a of a number of samples was measured. Here we
composition dependence of the slope d(hW..../ discuss only the data of two samples, called (a)
d /,, caused by the decreasing combined density of and (b) which were chosen because the hw r,, t(/,)
states for decreasing x (cf. Fig. 3a). dependencies show opposite signs (Fig. 3c dis-

The positive slope in Figs. 3a and 3b indicates plays data from sample (b)). Sample parametLrs
mainly band filling, whereas the negative slope in are listed in section 2.
Figs. 3c and 3d essentially can be explained with (i) For low excitation densities (CW PL. about
"dynamic" band gap renormalization. This is 1-10 W cm 2) all samples show only one single

shown for the sample with the smallest p, in Fig. symmetric line exhibiting a decreasing full width
3d. The dotted line is calculated following ref. at half maximum (FWHM) with increasing mag-
[12] using the relevant material parameters. This netic field B. The B-dependent spectral position
description cannot be extended towards higher for sample (a) is displayed in Fig. 4a (full circles).
densities (see experimental data) because of in- The insert illustrates the decreasing FWHM. A
creasing 1'. (see ref. [13]) and the use of Boltz- plot for adequate data of sample (b) is given in
mann statistics in ref. [12]. The dramatic infrared Fig. 4b (full circles). The lines are calculated and
shift with increasing densities is caused by contri- will be discussed below.
butions of stimulated emission of exciton, as al- (ii) For high excitation densities (PW PL.
ready discussed in refs. [5,14]. about 10) kW cm 2) the typical magnetic field

The "usual" behaviour of stimulated emission behaviour of the PL for the same samples differs
(line narrowing, pronounced bend in the PL out- significantly: For sample (b). besides the band
put versus excitation curve as well as geometry gap renormalization (IR shift), the magnetic field
effects) by electron-hole plasma transitions was dependence looks very similar as compared to (i)
observed for a Hg, 1 ,,Cd,3 5Te sample with p, > (see empty triangles in Fig. 4b). The lineshape
101" cm '. Furthermore, temperature dependen- does not change significantly with increasing
cies of the CW PL of various samples were mea- magnetic field. Sample (a) and only other highly
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doped samples exhibit a distinct line splitting as -

demonstrated in Figs. 5a and 5b.
For the quantitative interpretation of the ex- 27:0 t

perimental results, we adapted the calculations2
given by Guldner et al. [15] using material param- 1
eters collected by Dornhaus and Nimtz [16]. Mag-
netic-field-dependent free exciton binding ener-0
gies were used following Ekardt [17]. Taking into 2004 2S0 3100

account the selection rules JN 1 ) and Am, =0 ecnrg\ (meVI

(Voigt geometry) and -1m, + I (Faraday geom- >025

F 0 23,

E 0) 2 4
magnetic field I i

*Fig. S. (a) PL spectra for sample tit) at /erc) andi B -I it
F 6 K and I,, 101) MW ct ' in t-arada\ conftigulration. ) hi

0)24 No,,, B) dependence for sample (at) accordling To (.0 ) the

BH IF curves (lull lines) represent the pl1~ition, for the IoNsc~t al-
lowed tranlsitiolns.

etrv). we were able to calculate fan charts for01 2 4 6
magnetic field Itf interband transitions and free exeiton transitions

(subtracting the exciton binding energyr R,( B)). A
> ~detailed description of' the calculations will be

0.......... given elsewhere [181.
.* * The curve calculated for the lowest allowed

interband transition in Faraday geometry is plot-

0 34 ted in Figs. -4a and 4b (dotted line), whereas the
dashed line takes into account the excitonic cor-
rections. For B I)0 the difference between the

2 4 61
magnetic field f I curves is equal to R,. For Fig. 5b. the two lowest

Fig 4.(a hw H)depndeceforamle a) ful crces)it transitions including excitonic corrections are

-1 = 6 K for 1, Il0 W em ,in Faraday configuration. The plotted. All calculated curves are computed with-
inset shows the decrease of the FWIIM with increasing mag- out any free parameters except E.. which can be
netie field, The lines are ealculated as described in the text -shifted" by several meV (within the limits giiven
(dotted line: lowest allowed interhand transition: dashed line: by the error of the chemical mole fraction deter-
lowest allowed interhand transition ine]lusi\vely corrections due mination). This possible "shift"' does not changes
ito tree exeiton contrihut ions). The absolute position on the temtra aaeessgiiatyadcne
energy scale for the ealeulation was chosen aeccording to Fig.
Wb (h) hw,,,( B) dependenee for sample Ib) (full etreles) at quently the magnetic field dependencies
F =6 K for I, 10 W emn (full circles) and for 1, t IN) kW (d(hwm1,,,)/ dB) are calculated without any aid-
cm , (triangles) in Faraday configuration. The lines are cal- justable parameters. Therefore. the displayed re-
culated ats described in the text (dotted line: lowest allowed suits imply the following:
interhand transition: dashed line: lowest allowed interband ()Obiulfralsm estetw )d-
transition including corrections due to free exeiton eontrihu- I)Ovosyfralsmpeth oma,( e

lions: full line: estimation of the influence of localization:;cce pendencies require excitonic corrections (free cx-
text). citon ).
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(2) A complete fit in the framework of free exci- Hg, _Cd,Te - was used as a measure to estimate
ton transitions is only possible for -'strongly" contributions of electron-electron (-hole) inter-
doped samples in magnetic fields above 4 T (for action.
sample (a) y (4 T) = ho,/IR, - 13). especially for In addition, magnetic-field-dependent PL
higher excitation densities. spectra arc discussed. For all samples, magnetic
(3) For fields below 3 T (y < 10). deviations be- field dependencies of PL spectra can be fitted
come evident. especially for lower doped samples, with excitonic corrections (free excitons) better
where excitonic effects arc more pronounced. than neglecting them. The splittings of the PL
(4) The observed splitting (Fig. 5) can be quanti- lines in Faraday and Voigt geometry are quamti-
tativeh, explained with transitions between the tatirely interpreted as spin splittings of both con-
spin-split conduction band and the heavy hole duction and heavy hole band.
band. Samples with comparable thermal delocaliza-

The latter statement was proved with addi- tion energies of the localized intrinsic excitons
tional measurements in Voigt geometry. As cx- trapped in disorder-induced potential wells ex-
pected. the splitting was smaller (] )0•). For hibit very different magnetic-field-dependent lo-
the 4-7 T' range we calculated d(ho ..... )/dB = calization. The solution of this question will im-
1.706 ± t0.004 meV/T for the Faraday and 1.56(1 prove the knowledge about alloy disorder in
_+ 0.0t04 meV/T for the Voigt geometry. The ternary compounds.
corresponding experimental values are 2.21 + 0.07
and 1.88 8+ 0.11 meV/T. The consideration of
linear shifts applies very well because the bowing 5. Acknowledgements
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Study of electronic structure in strained ZnSe/GaAs thin films
by nonlinear optical- and Brewster-angle

reflection spectroscopies
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Abstract

Two kinds of novel spectroscopic methods ot two-photon resonanlt second-ha rmini ime cn ation Slit(i an d
13rcewstcr-angle reflection were investigated for exploring the electronic siteutuirc in strained 7nSc ,(iaAs thin lilms.
A line splitnitg into two. shich is caused bN in -ptantc tensile strain. in 1 he excitation spectriml of the no rnia il
forbidden S[HO signal Asas obsencd in resonance with the 2P exeiton. whereas three lines in resonance sserc
obse rt ed wit li Ihe I S cxciton polaritons. In t he B~rewster-angle refliection spect runt on the ot lie r hanrd. or l% onc
broad line s% ith the s% idth presumnably, broadened inhoniogeneousl%. %%itas ohserted in the IS cxciton region. Nexct.
lBrcsw ter-angle reflection spcctroseopv Asas also insestigaled in at tc% samples oft ZnSc,,i ZrrS quanrri um scils. For
those, mso split lines \&ere distinctly obsencd in the IS exeitort region, as, it should be. Comparison betweecn those
spectral lines and the one-photon excitation spectrum of luminescence indicates that they are consiste tit. 11hu]. it is
conc]luded that both methods should serve ats a si mple anrd nose I tool for eh aracte rizing II - VI thIini filImns.

1. Introduction fluctuations at fihe interfaee arid strains iteie tahl\
involved, the latter being due to the lattiec mnis-

In the last decade, at variety of Il-VI thin films match. are always problems. In order to establish
have been fabricated, mostly on at (iaAs sub- thle best way oif fabricating at sample Of good
strate. by state-of-the-art epitaxial growth meth- quality. simple and powerful niethods (it eharae-
ods. Those samples are expected to be used for terizing a sample are unquestionably necessary.
potential applications to diode lasers and opto- TIhis is also true for exploring the electronic
electronic devices, operating in the blue-to-green structure in those samnples. particularly that in
region. TFhe quality (if those heteroepitaxial sam- quantum wells. Up until now, several methods
pies is different from one to another, which causes have already beeni introduced Such as X-ra\.
great intluence on the physical properties such as TEM. Raman scattering and photoluniinesocence
the band-structural, electronic, and optical prop- excitation (PLE) spectroscopy [1]. H-owevecr, those
erties: an extent ats well ats a distribution of both complementary methods do not necessarily suf-

fice to work, depending on the ease, In view. of
the above situation. we have tried to develop two

- (rresporr(ing author. noivel methods, resoinant second- ha rmon ic gener-

IK122-(1248/94/$(17.(ll) ,1994 Ikvlscvr Scrence 11N. All rights rcscrved

SSWI) (((22 -02481(93 ([(554 -KI
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ation (RSHG) and Brewster-angle reflection thick ZnS (barrier) on GaAs without buffer and
(BAR), both of which have the advantage of cap layers were utilized. All measurements were
making measurements without removing the sub- performed at 4.2 or 2 K.
strate. In this paper, we have adopted two kinds
of strained thin films. i.e.. ZnSe thin film and
ZnSc/ZnS quantum well. both grown on a GaAs 3. Results and discussion
substrate.

3.1. Resonant SttG spectroscopy

2. Experimental procedure In Fig. I, examples of the SHG signal appear-
ing as a result of two-photon resonance in the

A home-made repetitively-pulsed titanium- cxciton region are shown for a 4.8 pm thick
sapphire laser (Ti-S laser) was employed for an ZnSe/GaAs sample. where the polarization of
experiment of RSHG. This wavelength-tunable the incident beam was set parallel to the .v-axis.
laser had the representative characteristics of 0.5 Variation of the SHG intensitN as a function of
kW peak power, 0.3 meV spectral width and 3 2hwc, or the excitation spectrum of SHG. is also
kHz repetition rate. A focused beam from the shown in Fig. 1. It can be seen that •hrec and two
laser was made incident on the substratc and peaks emerge in the IS and 2P exciton regions.
propagated perpendicularly to the film layer (:- respectively. The SHG signal in the present con-
axis). A SHG signal emerging in the forward figuration is normnallv forbidden in the electric-
direction was collected by a lens. fed to a single- dipole approximation, since only off-diagonal
grating monochromater. and then detected by a SHG tensors such as d_,, are nonvanishing in
cooled optical multichannel detector of diode- the relevant tetragonal 42m symmetry considering
array type. The incident polarization was set in the involvement of in-plane strain. This is a first
parallel to the x- or y-axis. The resonant SHG observation of a two-photon resonant forbidden
signal was observed with twice the incident pho-
ton ener..', 2hw,. swept through the exciton re-
gion. It should be noted that no absorption of
incident beam due to a GaAs substrate took
place. ZnSe(4 8 u rn) GaAs 2K 10-

For reflection measurement, a conventional .. _ A•

halogen lamp. a standard monochromater and a
photomultiplier were used. An incident-beam di- 50
vergence of less than 30 was utilized. As the -.

Brewster angle, a value calculated from the re-
fractive index far below the dircct-band-gap fre- _ a WAVELENGTH (nrnl

quency was adopted at the first setting, and then Cz 5- ";1
by changing the incident angle around this value, U
the angle for getting the best signal was experi- Z . *

mentally searched. For comparison, the PLE °
spectrum was also observed in each sample by
making use of the SHG light of Ti-S laser. 01i ., e ." i

For the ZnSe/GaAs film, two samples with 2.800 2.810 2.820
thicknesses of 4.8 and 2.1 uim were adopted. TWO-PHOTON ENERGY (eV)
which were fabricated by a MOCVD technique. Fig. I. The two-photon excitation spectrum of the forbidden

For the ZnSc/ZnS quantum well, a few samples SIR; in the exciton region for a ZnSe/(iaAs film. where
three lines other than the two marked (2P exciton) lie in thefabricated by a hot-wall epitaxy method with ZnSc IS exeiton region. In the inset. cxamples of the SlIIi signal

well thicknesses from 501 to 10) A against 50 A are shown with the excitation wavelength.
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SlI I phenomenon in this configuration [2.3]. Thie ZnSe (4.8 ipm) GaAs 5 K
present configuration is much casicr in measure- p-polarization li -- 67
mcnt than or Superior to the previous one [3.4]. >

t 0.05-"where incident light w~as made propagating paral- ->

Idl to a very thin laxer. In the case of' thle 21' 0
cxciton. thle polariton effect may be ignored owk- s-oaizto

__L-oarzto
ing, to tilc small oscillator strength of' the one- UL0.
photon transition. Cionsequently. the two ob- mr
scrved lines can he assigned ats arising respec- 01__________________
tivelv from light-hole (1-h) and heavy-hole (h-h) 2.7 2.8 2.9
related 2P excitons split due to the in-plane (hi-

(a)axial) tensile strain caused 1w the lattice mis-
match already described. From the value of* enl-
crgx separation, the magnitude of' the strain can
he estimated to be -5x 10 [ 4.61. The spectral t\~*
s%%idth is presumably dominated hy the inhomno- z
gecncitN. rather than b% the phase matching. uii-
like thle allowecd SHG ease 12]. In contrast, three - .827 . 28 .228

lines manifest themselves in the IS exciton region ENERGY (eV)
%0ih the tw~o definite lines and it very weak one in snll h BRea~ t.CAc o h

bct\x ccii. The enecrgy\ splitting betweenl the txwo tcjgili. - An In /nZISC( OZAx 111 (ti ppICr A coilp,11rM'n

definite lines does not coincide wvith that for the thi\een dic BAR (.) and P1tI (bi spectra ix .ikom picxcitcd

21' eC\iton., obviously indicating that thle splitting ItI'mC I.

i's not SOlCl% caused b\ strain. Instead. the split-
ting nla\ be reasonablyA interpreted ats reflecting
the c\citon-poilariton effe'ct [7]. thle relevan', trails- tiler. thle latter is inlt'lueneed also h\ thec phasc
\crsc-longitudinlal splitting beCing 1.5 niC'V. and mismatch.
l11e energy Splitting due to the strain ats we ll. [he Thus,%.Cw propose that thle piexent RSF I(T

IiVighest and loweCst energx l ines should arise from speCtro(SCOpy\ should provide cl uxcli tool for
thle uppermost and thle middle polariton branches. characterizing at thiin filni such Ix /urSc G aAs
rcspectivelý. Al though tilie energy location oh- through the enritgy splitting aind thle in homoge-
scrs ed for the former is reasonable, that f'or thle iieous broadening of' the relevant excitontic struc-
lat ter is sonies~ hat lowecr comlpared to tilie PL±. ture. In addition. thle present niethod is capable
[1lie reason for this is not clear at preseint. The of' examining easily the position-depneriLICt char-
\kcak middle line is ýcr), likely to correspond to acteristics over the plane oft at sample.
the highest longitudinal exciton. judging f'rom thie
observed energy posit ion. Since SHiG due to the 3.2. Briinweur-angle reflhection speciroisaopv
lo ngi tud inalI cxci ton is a bsolutie[I ft rbi ddeIiC1 this
line might lie observed dueI to at large collecting An example of' the rit%% BAR \pcctrurn tor at
angle lotr the sigiial. [his speculation may bie 4.8 /1im thick ZnSe/(iaAs sample is shown in Fig.
Supported lh\ t he fact that the signial inl quest ion 2. together with PLF.L A similar spectrum \% as
beconi,, larger w~hen the sample is slightly tilted also observed init 2.1 gmr thick sample. A salient
relative to the incideiit beamn direction. The spec- structure canl be seen in the IS exciton region. It
tral widths of the excitation spectrum of RSFl(IG was observed that the magnitude of' thle nonreso-
are see to differ from those in the 1111'i spec- nant background reflection lor the p-polarizatioii
trUni (Wig. 2). It is speculated that the contrihu- wats reduced b,, more than one order of' magni-
tion of' inhomno-crnity, to thle width is differenit tiide, compared to the normal incidence case. it
bct\Accil the linear and nonlinear spectra. Fur- is likely that, in BAR, the background in the
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lower energy region below the IS excitonic transi- quantum well, the interpretathion f both resul
tion is dominated by the reflection from the GaAs bx two methods is rather straighttorxaid. sinc
substrate. As a result, a clear-cut but broad re- an analysis not taking into account the ptwlaritim
flection peak shows up for the p-polarization. In effect may be justified. It is ft mund that t\,i d1--
the PLE. however, as shown in Fig. 2. which was tinct reflection peaks can be obscr\cd. I sic ,]-
observed with almost normal incidence concern- nals in this case arc less clear than fOr thin tilnm.
ing the incident beam, two peaks are seen to due to the larger inhomogencous broadening.
exist, with a weak one on *h. shoulder of the This is the first Brewster-angle reflection inca-
major one T',,•s int,,sity ratio obsLrved is consid- surement. to our best knowledge, on a II-VI
cred to reflect the relative spin multiplicity. It is quantum well [8]. It is noted that this structurc
noted that for the h-h exciton. one-photon ab- disappears in the normal incidence reflection
sorption is not allowed for e, 1i z. with e, being the spectrum. The respective peak cnergic,, arc found
unit polarization of incident photon, while for the to be consistent with those in the PI+ spcctrun.
I-h exciton. it is allowed both for el I1 z and for tile former being somewhat lower than the latter.
e, .- z. Taking this selection rules into account, which can be explained on the basis of computer
two peaks should be observed with almost similar simulation, its already described. The existence ol
relative strength in BAR. However. a computer two peaks can undoubtedly be attributed tO the
simulation indicates that the shape of the spec- splitting of the degenerate IS cxciton into the I-h
trum depends crucially on the incident angle as and h-h related ones duC to the superlattice po-
well as on the relevant inhomogeneous broaden- tential in addition to the strain [1,91. It is rc-
ing. and that the center frequency can also dcvi- marked that their spectral \width should be caused]
ate to sonic extent from that of PLE. This may be by an inhomogeneous broadening in the present
the reason that one broad spectrum has been case.
observed rather than that with a two-split struc- The BAR spectroscop%. which ailloks the clim-
lure. The details of the analysis based on a po- ination of strong background and t-abrx -Pcrot
lariton picture will be presented elsewhere, interference. may be vcer useful for Chliractcrii-

ing the electronic structure i II -VI thin filn
3.3. Irviw.st'r-an.i'h' reflection .lwctrosc~i ill ZLSe sanmples including tluitLIIntunl \%el. It the inhorno-

/Z1S q1ant1m wIllex geneous broadening is small enough. tile weak
electronic details could be obscRcd, cxamplcs of

In Fig. 3. an example of the BAR spectrum in which will be presented in a separate paper. It
a 3(1 A ZnSc/511 A ZnS sample is shown. to- should be noted that the measurement is \cxr
gcthcr with the P[F spectrum. In the case of a easy to carry out wvith a substrate kept unre-

moved. This method may be an alicrnati\c %\ax to
direct one-photon aibsorlption. anid aIso is supC-

30A ZnSe, 50A ZnS 5 K rior to P1- spectroscopý. since a saluablC xsaxc-
0.05,,, length tunable laser is not needed. Furthcrmnorc.

"\ PLE the present one can be applied to c\cni such a
--> sample as not emitting luminescence.

C)
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Nonlinear refraction and optical limiting in bulk ZnTe crystal

W. Ji *`, A.K. Kukaswadia ",Z.C. Feng ", S.H. Tang ",P. Becla "
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Abstract

Wec report the ohservat ion of a re tract ive non Iirneari t. ( - 3 '< 10 2 cmi ill bul1k znier c rsta i at 9 sc i iJl~
helms the hNMI edge, Using nao0Sec~ond la'cr pulses. A comparison with hand-fillinn thcor ' inidicate that theC
dy~namnic Burst i n- Moss shift should he the mecchanism responsible for the o~iscn~cd nonriuteiaritý. Optical limliting
ha as ZIo heeI n dmonst rat cd with the uIS, of this retract i~c non Iilnearm tv.

Introduction 13]. BN using the Z-scan technique with picosec-
ond pulses of 1.006 pnm wavelength ;aser light.

In the last decade. setmiconductors exhibiting they have experimentallx found the bound clcc-
Strong optical nonlinear refractive behaviour have irotnic tionlinearitN to be 8.3 X 10ID' esu anid the
been under intensive investigation [1]. The inter- free-carrier notihinearit-, to he - 7.5 x 11) 2cm.

est in these semiconductors has been Stimulated In this paper, we report both the measurement
by their potential in optical device applications of tree-earnier nonlinearity and the observation of
for optical switching and optical limiting. T'he optical limiting in ZnTe at wavelengths just belowx
semiconductor ZnTe with a direct band-gap en- the hand edge. The nortlinear refraction itn a bulk
ergy of' - 2.26 eV ( - 5501 nm) at room tempera- Zn'Ie crystal was dctermiriedc with the use oft the
ture represents a promising candidate for such method of beam profile distortion due ito self'-dc-
applications in the visible region. The thermal focusing. By illuminating nanosecond laser pulses
and electro-optical refractive nonlineanities in onto the Znl'e sample. thle spatial profiles ot thle
ZnTc have been studied by Schmidt et all. [2]. transmitted pulses were measured. By fitting, a
These nonlincarities have been employed to self-defocusing model ito the experimental results.
demonstrate optical bistability [2]. The bound we obtained at nonlinear refractive cross-st~ctton
electronic and free-carrier refractive nonlinearity which is defined as the change in the refractivec
at a photon energy considerably below the band- index per pair of photo-generated carriers, in unit
gap energy have also been reported by Said ct a[. volume. The mechanism responsible for ihe b

served free-carrier nonlinearity was discussed.
Based on this nonlinear refraction, we also

______demonstrated optical limitinig of nanosecond laser
uorrcspondfing atithor, pulses in ZtiTe.

(11122-0)2481944'/$t,7.tXI - 994 Flsevier Science BA'. Alt rights reseixeCl
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2. Nonlinear refraction

2. I. Experiment
0')

The L:xperimental ZnTe sample used in this
investigation was grown by Bridgman technique.
The bulk crystal after growth was cut into 1.0 mm .(
thick pieces and polished mechanically and chem-
ically on both sides. The sample was examined by
Raman scattering and absorption spectra. The (h) / '".,
Raman study [4] showed very sharp and narrow
Raman lines, and up to the 8th order longitudinal
optical (LO) phonon modes under excitations
from an argon ion laser, which offered the evi- - .I . -

dence for the high crystalline perfection of our
experimental sample. The absorptkm spectrum
was obtained from using a Hitachi U-3410 spec-
trophotonictcr. It was confirmed that at room (d)
temperature the band-gap energy of the ZnTc W
cr'stal was 2.25 eV, which agrees with the pub- _ -.--" "
lished result [5].

The experimental layout for refractive nonlin- . ...
carity measurements is similar to the system de-
scribed previously [61 except that a frequency- O xf s r,6,0 ct,-t,, t it- f
doubled Nd: YAG pumped dye laser was used to 0 F. 1. Nfijd transmitted heam profiles al peak incident
generate optical pulses of duration 6 ns. The irradidncC: (a) 11.13 MW cmi: (b) 1.3 MWk cm': (c) It,
spatial profile of the pulses was of nearly Gauss- MW cmnr-,: (d) 4.1 MA 'cnrn. The jmnxth curcs arc the
ian form after employing a spatial filter. The theoretical fils described in the text.
puk,cs were then focused onto the ZnTe sample
b, a focusing mirror ( f= 10(0 cm). The sample
%sas placed at the minimum beam waist where the
spot size r,, was 10)0) uinm (half width at c 2 of the spatial profiles of the transmitted pulses begin to
maximum). The transmitted spatial profiles were broaden when the incident irradiance is increased
iccordcd by scanning the energy detector (I iser to about 1 MW/cm2. and break up as the inci-
Precision. RjP-765 probe) across the beam with a dent irradiance arises to above 4 MW/cm'. Simi-
15 gnm diameter pinhole mounted in the front. lar results were obtained for wavelengths ranging
'he peak irradiance of the incident pulses was from 561 to 565 nm. These experimental data

set at the same value during each scanning. In clearly indicate that the observed nonlinear opti-
order to determine the sign of the refractive cal effect is self-defocusing and has a negative
nonlinearity responsible for the observed effect, sign for the refractive nonlinearity.
the spatial profiles of the transmitted fluencc
were measured in the near field (z 6 cm behind 2.2. )etermination ollree-carrier nonlinearitY
the exit plane of the sample).

As the wavelength of the laser pulses was In Fig. I, we also present the theoretical curves
tuned towards the band edge, the irradiancc-dc- calculated with the following model. Free carri-
pendent spatial profiles of the transmitted pulses ers, generated as a result of single-photon ab-
were observed. Fig. I shows a typical experimen- sorption on the tail of the band edge. modify the
tal measurement at a wavelength ol 563 nm. The absorption spectrum and, hence, change the re-
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fractive index. The change in refractive index may with
be written as

A it= -AN, (1) J f dx, (4)
where o- is the nonlinear refractive cross-section ' x_-a,,

and AN is the density of photo-generated free hw- E9 ",,
carriers. Since the duration of our pulses is much a, - kT n1  (5)
shorter than the carrier recombination time [7]
(and ignoring the carrier diffusion). IN is given where e is the electric charge of the electron. n1,
by is the linear refractive index, in is the electron

a) I mass. in, is the reduced mass (m0 h ,11,11h /(1n1
-N 'v , f (t') dt'. (2) + in7, m, and inh are the effective masses for

here a is the single-photon absorption coeffi- the conduction and heavy-hole valence bands.

cient. &j is the angular frequency of incident light. respectively).

h is Planck's constant and I1 is the peak irradi- 4 aizP' I
ance inside the sample. By using the Huygens- Z = kr

Fresnel propagation formalism [81 with the pres-

ence of the nonlinear refractive index governed P is the momentum matrix element (nl"-/h' is
by Eqs. (1) and (2). we calculate numerically the approximately 11 eV for zinc-blende semiconduc-
spatial profiles of the transmitted pulses at - cm tors), k is Boltzmann's constant, and T is the

away from the sample for various incident irradi- temperature in kelvins. Jh, and Jh, include the

ances. The best fits between the model and the effect of resonance between the operating fre-

experimental measurements give a (r value of quency (w) and the band-gap energy.
-(2.8 + 0.4) x 10 -2' cm3. It is interesting to note Using the published data for in, = 0.12m [5].
that this nonlinearity is higher than that found in 1

h = 0.60r [5]. Eg = 2.26 eV [5]. n,, = 3.18 [10].
ZnSe [3] by a factor of about 2. and our experimental condition for T = 295 K.

hw - 2.2 eV. we calculate the nonlinear refrac-
2.3. Band-filling theorY tive cross-sections to be - 3 x 10 2, cm3 . which is

We attribute the observed effect to the nonlin- in good agreement with our measured results.

ear refraction caused by a band-filling mecha-
nism. This mechanism is based on the fact that
free carriers photo-excited into the conduction 3. Optical limiting

band partially block interband transitions above Tthe undaentl aborpion dge(dynmic The geometry we used for optical limiting wasthe fu nd am ental ab so rp tio n ed ge (dyn am ic a o e t - n n e t n e e c p o m d b wa one-to-one inverting telescope formed by two
Burstein-Moss shift), and, hence, alter the re- focusing mirrors (]= 1(N) cm). The same ZnTe
fractive index at the incident wavelength. The crystal was placed at the focus of the first focus-
theoretical treatment of the band-filling meeha- ing mirror. The pulsed laser radiation was pro-
nism has been described in detail [91. Under the vided by the same laser system. As the input
two-band approximation, using the Kramers- pulse irradiance was varied from 0.1 to 1t
Kronig relations and the Boltzmann statistics, the pulse bothd i and o m light e rgnonlinear refractive crs-eto ca cdeie MW/cm-2 , both input and output Iight energy
a e rwere simultaneously monitored by using a cali-
as

brated beam splitter and two Laser Precision
2ne2 1 m'h energy probes. A limiting behaviour was observed

i nn• M + due to interband absorption and subsequent pho-

"m, 1 1 togene rated free-carrier defocusing. The optical
+ I + Jhh(3) limiting capabilities are very much dependent on

in Jh the operating wavelength. At 562 nm, the absorp-

A ___
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- 4. Conclusion

We have observed and quantified a relatively
2 large, room-temperature refractive nonlinearihý

Zn~eof electronic origin in ZnTe at wavelengths just

below the band-gap energy. The refractive non-
linearity is found to be in agreement with a
band-filling model. Based on the observed non-

-- linear refraction. the optical limiting of nanosec-
ond laser pulses in ZnTe has been demonstrated.
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Influence of the screening of piezo-fields on the carrier dynamics
in CdS/CdSe superlattices
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Abstract

The internal piezoficlds in strained laver CdS/CdSe superlattices lead to a strong delormation of the bandstruc-
ture due to a large lattice mismatch. A screening of these piezo-ficlds by increasing carrier densities leads to a blue
shift of the emission by 400 mcV. The experiments and the calculation of the eigenstates clearly show, this effect,
leading to a shift of the spectral emission maximum with the logarithm of delay time after ps excitation. First MW
pump-and-probe bcam experimcnts reveal the blue shift of higher subbands.

!. Introduction 2. Results and discussion

Compound semiconductors with, e.g.. zinc- In contrast to the MOVPE technique used in
blendc type (Ta) or wurtzite type (C,,,) symme- ref. [2], the samples presented here have been
tries show the piezo-effect under applied stress. grown by hot-wall-beam epitaxy on GaAs (Ill)
The same holds for strained layer superlattices substrates with CdS buffer and cladding layers.
prepared from such materials. The situation for

cubi IIIV mterals as een eviwed ecetly The SL contain typically 30 periods of CdS/CdSecubic lI-IV materials has been reviewed recently layers of nominally equal thicknesses around5

[I]. We concertrate here on the band structure l o

and the optical properties of hexagonal nm. Details arc given in refs. [3,4]. In Fig. I we

CdS/CdSe superlattices under the coupled influ- show self-consistently calculated band structures

enes of piezo-fildis and optically excited iele- and envelope wavefunctions of electrons and

tron-hole pairs. We vary the concentration of holes for the first two minibands at the zone-
carrinher pairs. fromWcloe tor tero 1ocn n 2) u centre k. = 0 at two different carrier densities.carrier pairs from close to zero ( •< Il• cm -') up Details of this calculations are given elsewhere
to the onset of stimulated emission(> lO)" cm- 2). [5]. For n, =1h = 1.2X 10 " cm - 2. the carrier in-
First results for this system have been published fluence on the bandstructure is almost negligible.
already in refs. [2,31. One can nicely see the alternating tilt of the band

bottoms which results, similarly to the quantum-
confined Stark effect (QCSE) [6]. in a red shift of
the transition energies compared to the flat-band

Corresponding author, situation. The internal piezo-fields are in the

1)022-0124M/4l4/$0t7.00 (, 1994 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
SSI)1 0022-0248(93 )t10i605-7
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order of 10' V/m compared to values around 10 7  eV down to 1.56 eV at the detection threshold, as
V/m in the cubic II-IV superlattices [1] and in shown in the inset of Fig. 3. The remarkable
QCSE devices [6]. For increasing carrier densi- point is that this energy shift follows a logarith-
ties, the band structure approaches this flat band mic law over several decades of time delay. This
situation due to the screening of the piezo-fields behaviour is derived also from theory. It is a
by the carriers. Simultaneously, the transition en- consequence of the decreasing overlap of the
ergies shift to the blue by about 0.4 eV, and the electron and hole wave functions with decreasing
spatial overlap of the wavefunctions increases. In electron-hole pair density. Details of the calcula-
Fig. 2 we show emission spectra of a CdS/CdSe tions are again given in [5].
SL under CW and ns pulsed excitation. The emis- In Fig. 4 we show first results of CW pump-
sion for a sample with a total period length of 8 and-probe beam experiments using a He-Ne laser
nm starts under CW Hg lamp excitation (not as excitation source. A sample has been glued on
shown here) at 1.43 eV, shifts under CW He-Ne a sapphire chip and the GaAs substrate has been
laser excitation at I. = 10 W/cm2 to 1.58 eV removed by selective etching. We see in Fig. 4
and continues under pulsed ns excitation up to Fabry-Perot modes in the transparent part of the
1.8 eV in agreement with the calculations in Fig. spectrum below 1.7 eV and the onset of the
I. At the highest pump powers stimulated emis- absorption of the CdS buffer and cladding layers
sion sets in. This topic is treated in more detail in around 2.5 eV. The onset of the absorption of the
ref. [7]. CdS/CdSe SL starting around 1.7 cV is rather

The temporal evolution of the emission maxi- weak. This is due to the low total thickness of
mum of a sample with a period length of 12 nm CdSe of 30 x 6 nm only. Also the weak overlap of
has been investigated after excitation with 70 ps the electron and hole wave functions (see Fig. I)
pulses from a quenched cavity dye laser at 2.47 reduces the absorption of the lower minibands.
eV. The emission which has been recorded by a Under CW excitation of 0.5 W/cm' with a He-
streak camera shifts with time from about 1.71 Ne laser, we get a clear signal in the differential

- | -. I I' 3', l 2 I,
"l 3.5,

( dSc (cds (e.dS(c. ( d (2.5 13 2.5 'd~e (c i C'd." (d c (.'ti

2.0"

1.0.

S, ( 2.0

0. 0.5 V.':
(a) (b)]

0.0
I I00 200 0 100 200

growth direction (A) rommth direction (..\k

Fig. I. Calculated hand structure and squared wavefunctions of the lowest t1\o minihand, in a (CdS /(dSc SI. for ti', excitation of
1.2 x I0" cm 2 (a) and high excitation of 1.2 x 1111 Cm 2 (b).
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Fig. 3. Calculated and meýIoIredL \hit' of the enhiion miav-
mum aN function tit time after ps pulsed ecXitationl.

photon etierg, (eV')

lieg. 2. Emission .pectra (it aI (*dSj(d(S SI. (30) (ti nm
(IfS I, nm (dISe tinder increasing \Vt excitation \itth a ______

lie NeC LIa'e and unide r putked n, excitat ion at 201 K.

transmissiotn spectra (DTS) (Fig. 4). which is -

caused b%, a blue shift (if the minihands in analogy'I
to the behaviour of the emission in Fig. 2. We
rcsoilv three different minihands. An extension
(if these measurements to higher pump powers 201

and an exact identification oif the structures are
under way.

3. Conclusion and outlook I.6

It hats been shown that ('dS/CdSe St- show (I)_______

in the red part of the spectrum, complementing - 1.1

thus the ZnSe-based structures for the blue-green

spectral range. The growth and the emission

hie with standard AI(;aAs MIOW structures. The Photon etierL',\ (eV)I
shift of' the emission due toi screening of the Fig. 4. Ahsorptiiin speetruni and DIN5 pectrum iii I
internal pieizi-ficlds is 0.4 eV, more than an (dS/(dSe SI. at 20f K.
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Resonant Brillouin scattering in biaxially strained ZnSe
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Abstract

Resonant Brillouin scattering experiments have been performed in the IS exciton regiotn of ZnSc lavers growsn on
GaAs substrate. Information about the biaxial strain in the ZnSe epilaver. the exchange splitting 6. .and the
longitudinal-transversc splitting 1, 1 can be obtained by comparing the experimental Stokes shifts with those
calculated from the dispersion of the IS exciton-polariton in the strained crystal. For these calculations wse used a
H-amiltonian which contains the kinetic energy of the exciton center-of-mass motion, the electron-hole exchange
interaction and the strain-induced effects. [rhe polarittsn dispersion is calculated using a multi-componentl oscillator
model. We find a quantitative agreement between the calculated and experimental Stokes shifts for a hiaxial strain
of -00)31r' and exchange parameters b = 0(.4 mcV and -t , 1.2 meV.

1. Introduction heen used to determine a complete set of param-
eters tor this material [2]. Recently. RBS could be

Resonant Brillouin scattering (RBS) of cxci- observed in a ZnSe epitaxial laver grown on GaAs
ton-polarilons is a very useful tool for investigat- [3]. In the present paper we report the detailed
ing the polariton dispersion in the spectral region analysis of these experiments.
of the exciton resonance [I]. For a given energy of Lattice mismatch and different thermal expan-
the incident photon, the scattered light spectra sion coefficients of the GaAs substrate and ZnSe
show various lines with lower (Stokes) or higher cause a biaxial strain in the epilaver upon cooling
(anti-Stokes) energy, due to polariton scattering down the sample from the growth temperature of
by emission or absorption of an acoustic phonon. 34(0'C down to 2 K. In addition to an overall shift
Sweeping the photon frequency through the cxci- of thle IS exciton resonance. the strain also modi-
tonic resonance yields at whole system of observed fies the internal structure of the resonance. A~
shifts, from which the polariton dispersion can be theoretical model which describes the dispersion
deduced. of the IS exciton-polariton [41 will be applied to

About one decade ago. resonant Brillouin explain the experimentally observed Stokes shifts.
scattering experiments in ZnSe bulk material have

_____2. Experiment
* (rrcspotnding author.Th ptxa nclvr(hikes1A)Permantent address: A.F. Iottc Physico-Technical Instituttech ptxa nelyes(hcns t ti

19402t St. Petersburg. Rtjssiatn Federation, were grown by conventional metalorganic vapor
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phase epitaxy (MOVPE) technique on (1(OW) ori- For above-bandgap excitation the emission
ented GaAs substrates at T = 340'C using ex- spectra of our samples contain strong free but
tremcly pure source materials. The optical mca- comparatively weak bound exciton luminescence.
surements at T = 2 K were performed in a 900 implying a high purity of the samples. Tuning the
scattering geometry with the light entering the excitation laser frequency into resonance with the
epilayer under Brewster's angle (aB - 70'). Due free exciton transitions leads to the appearance
to the large refractive index of ZnSe (n = 2.85). of additional strong narrow lines with pro-
this geometry corresponds to nearly 1800 nounced resonance behaviour (Fig. 1). Their shift
backscattering with the propagation directions of with respect to the exciting laser line depends on
incident and scattered light oriented under angles the laser energy resulting in a strong dispersive
of 200 and 70 to the surface normal [3]. behaviour (see Fig. 3). This allows one to inter-

For excitation we used a pulsed dye laser pret these lines as due to RBS of exciton-polari-
(pulsewidth 33 ps, average excitation power 10 tons.
W/cm-') synchronously pumped at 76 MHz by The clear occurrence of Brillouin scattering
the third harmonics of a mode-locked Nd-YLF indicates the very high quality of our samples. It
laser. The emission of the sample was dispersed means that inelastic scattering by acoustic
by a double grating monochromator and detected phonons constitutes the most important mecha-
by a microchannel plate photomultiplier operat- nism of exciton relaxation and that elastic scatter-
ing in single photon counting mode (time resolu- ing in k-space by impurities or defects does not
tion 50 ps). Compared to the usual method of blur this process significantly.
Brillouin spectroscopy. by sampling the intensity
only during the laser pulse our technique allows
to efficiently discriminate the fast scattering lines 3. Theory
from the longer lived luminescence background
that has plagued previous investigations [2].

For a quantitative analysis of the experiment a
detailed description of thc dispersion of the po-
lariton states is needed. We use the Hamiltonian
given in ref. [4] to describe the IS exciton states,

meV T=2K including the effects of clectron-hole exchange
S2 1.7 interaction (or finc-structure splitting), the effect

of biaxial strain and the influence of a finite
centre-of-mass wave vector.

-1.2 The elcctron-hole exchange Hamiltonian is
6 ,written as
0- • 0.9

.5 -03,,h I)5+ 16(3 - 4o"J) +tt t, (1)C: '

-.x , . where 8 is the exchange energy and 11l, gives
0.6 the longitudinal-transverse splitting JL-

1.8 For biaxial strain c,,, along a [(00] crystal
Sx5 L axis. the strain tensor components are given by

,- . k =E,, h=,, and t .-_ = 26,1; ,, /(s11  +s,).
S '2 - with the compliance constants s' and s.

Stokes shift (neV) Diagonalization of the 8 x 8 Hamiltonian ma-
F"ig. I. [rilliuin scattering speuira under resonant excitation trix yields the exciton energies w•.(k) and the

ot the IS isxctton iransition. The scattered intensity at energy corresponding eigcnvectors for given k and E,,.
I., is plotted against the Stokes shil' I - F, with ihe excita-
tion photon energy F, given as # = E, - 2802 meV. The Bril- from which the oscillator strengths 13,(k) can be
Iouin line% are indicated bh vertical harm. calculated [4]. The polariton energies or.,,(k)
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result from a multi-component polariton expres- the exchange parameter 6i as determined by fit-
sion [5]: ting to experimental data in ref. [2] was found to

k 2c2 be negative in contrast to general considerations

E(k, w) according to which 6 has to be positive.
The biaxial strain in the ZnSe layer is duc to

I 4-0f3,(k)-o2_,(k) two effects: (1) Due to lattice mismatch between
=e+ Ik)- (2) the GaAs substrate and the ZnSe epilayer of

k) -0.25ce there is a compressive strain, which in

where E, is the background dielectric constant. the growth process is relaxed up to an unknown

Once the polariton dispersion is obtained, it is extent E34•C.- (2) Upon cooling down the sample

straightforward to deduce the resulting Stokes from the growth temperature (340'C) to 2 K. an
shifts for emission of acoustic phonons. For the additional tensile strain , i.crm = + 0.09 results

phonon wave vectors involved in RBS experi- from the different thermal expansion coefficients:

ments the phonon frequency is linear in the wave
vector and determined by the sound velocity v,. Ethr . f [a ,( ) T /,I,( T d T. (6)

For the quasi-backscattering geometry used in 4,401'

the experiment the wave vectors of incident and The biaxial strain in the cpilayer is the net effect

scattered photon are approximately k, = (t0, 0. k,) of both strains:

and k, = (0, 0. -k). The conservation laws for Ehi,,x = E340 U- ..... ' (7)

momentum and energy for scattering from polari- The value of Eh,, = + 0.03'; was determined
ton branch in to polariton branch n for the by fitting the calculated Stokes shifts to the ex-
Stokes process thus read: perimental values using the parameter set of ref.

k I + k, =q, (3)

w0 1,,i(,,(-k,) - k k) = -•,q. (4) 2806f

Solving these conditions for given energy E
hto*,L,. of the incident photon yields the desired /
Stokes shifts 2805 U

S (E =wr,,0,, k , ) -o ,j,j,, k 1 (5)

For the experimental setup described above [/ / /
there are two dipole-active exciton components. >,

which give three polariton branches, usually la- E ,3
belled as U (upper), I (intermediate) and L "
(lower). Scattering may occur between any of 2802
these, thus leading to at most nine Stokes or
anti-Stokes lines. 2

2801

4. Results 2800,: iL

A parameter set for unstrained ZnSe has been 27992799 . .. .
determined by Sermage and Fishman (S = -0.08 0 10 20 30

mcV. J,, = 1.45 mcV) [2]. Reflection data ob- k (107 M-1)

tamned from the strained crystal, however. mndi- Fig. 2. Calculated IS exciton (dashed lines) and I'flariton

tatc that a significantly different value has to be (solid lines) hranches Ir AI I l[MItl and 11)1 ( hiaxial strain

used for the exchange parameter S [3]. Moreover. + = 0 .n3,;.
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2806 appears which is detected up to photon energies
N S\• ~$, \\ Sof 2805 meV. For energies below 2802.6 m" V.

2805 this line is associated with scattering from and to
" , the low-energy intermediate branch. For energies

2804i SLI between 2802.6 and 2803.6 meV, it might be due
! • to scattering from the high-energy lower branch

to the low-energy intermediate branch. Finally.> for energies above 2803.6 meV. this line is as-

signed to scattering from and to the high-energy
.\lower branch. For energies above 2803 meV. an

S2 802additional line shows up in the experiment. which
is detected up to a photon energy of 2805.2 meV.

2801- This line is ascribed to scattering from the upper
to the high-energy lower polariton branch. No
scattering between the upper polariton branch

2800 7, ) is observed, which is due to the stray light
from the surface.

2799
-1 5 -1 -0.5 0
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Abstract

The excitonic line broadening of both donor and acceptor bound excitons in bulk Cd, Zn ,T crystal groxn from
Te solution has been investigated. The maximum linewidth of 3 mcV for the neutral donor bound exciton (D"X)
emission is for the first time determined and is in excellent agreement with the existing theory,. On the other hand.
the linewidth of I1) meV for the acceptor bound exciton (A'X) in a highly alloyed sample seems to be incompatible
with the theory. With an increase in measurement temperature, the A"X emission quenches much faster \%ith larger
red shift than the DWX emission. This observation indicates that the binding energy of the L.ýciton to the acceptor
itself is distributed. In addition to the generally accepted alloy broadening mcehani,;m (microscopic compositional
fluctuation), this distribution is probably the cause of the A"X line broadening.

i. Introduction Cohen et al. [4] investigated the alloy broadening

for very limited compositions (x= 0).03 and 0.1)
The excitonic line broadening due to micro- in their literature on the damping processes of

scopic compositional fluctuation in Cd, ,Zn,'Fe excitons in Cd - , Zn,Te. However. no systematic
crystals is reported for MBE grown thin films [1] investigations on the broadening of donor bound
and THM grown bulk crystals [2]. The linewidth exciton emission (D"X) line width of this mate-
of 10 meV for neutral copper bound exciton rial have been reported. We therefore measured
emission in highly alloyed samples [2], however, the composition dependent broadening of both
seems to be much larger than the value expected donor and acceptor bound exciton lines in donor
from the recent theoretical work of Zimmermann doped Cd, Zn ,Te crystals grown from Tc solu-
[3]. According to the theory, a maximum linewidth tion.
of as much as 3 meV is expected for bound
exciton emission in Cd1 ,ZneTc crystal. Oct-
tinger et al. [2] proposed a "pseudo-donor" model
in order to account for this large discrepancy. 2. Experimental procedure

The samples used for the measurements were
grown from Tc solution. The growth temperature

Corresponding author, was about 2(X)°C lower than the melting point

0022-11248/94/$07.00 ( 1994 Elsevicr Science 1.V. All rights reserved
SSD) 001)22 -(1248(93 )j()69I6- 8
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because of the starting composition in excess of The range of excitation intensity %as controlled
Tc ((Cd.Zn): Te = 3 :7). Indium-doped CdTc over nearly three orders of magnitudc by using
crystal (I x I10' cm ') grown by conventional neutral density filters. The I L signal was de-
gradient freeze method and purchased ZnTe tected by a photomultiplicr with a cooled (iaAs
polycrystal (6N) were used as starting materials, cathode through a 1.5 m Jobin-Yvon single
The growth ampoule was set in a 3-zone furnace rnonochromator.
whose temperature was electrically controlled to
realize the relative translation motion between
the ampoule and the furnace. In order to cover 3. Results and discussion
the complete x range, several ingots with differ-
ent Zn/Cd ratio were grown. Since Vegard's law Fig. I shows an cx::mple (x (0.74) of the PL
is valid in this alloy system [5], the composition of spectrum at 9.3 K. Except for its energy position.
the crystals was determined from the change in the spectral line shape itself is qualitatively simi-
the lattice constant by using X-ray diffraction lar to those reported by Cohen ci tal. [41 for
measuremen's. The composition of some of the x = 0.03. Furthermore, it is almost unchanged for
samples was a!so measured by proton induced a wide range of composition (0 <.v < 1). The
X-ray emission (WIXE) method. Good agreement spectral components are therefore deduced to be
was obtained between those two methods. Details the lines due to free excitons. neutral donor bound
of the growth and the crystalline quality of the cxcitons (D'X) and neutral acceptor bound exci-
solution grown Cd , 7.1,Te crystals will be re- tons (AN'X), as labeled in the figure. In addition.
ported separately.

The grown samples were sliced, polished and
etched with 31i Br in methanol solution. Some of I I I

the samples were sliced parmllel to the (11) face cT-9Zn0,Kre oDX

and their etch pit densities were measured by
using Nakagawa ctchant [6]. A dislocation density
of as low as 2 x 10' cm -2 was obtained for all
samples. irrespective ol the composition x. Elec-
trical properties were invesi;,ated by Hall mca- ANx

suremcnts with the Van der Pauw configuration.
All the grown crystals ((I <x < 1) show p-type E

conduction with a residual carrier concentration

of about 10'H to mid-10' cm . FE-1LO

The temperature dependence of the photolu-
minesceicc (PL) was measured by using the 488
nm line of an Ar - ion laser as an excitation -
source. The samples were set in a variable-tem-
perature Dewar and were immersed in cold He FE-2L0
gas. The temperature was stabilized in ±0l.2 K A 5

0
XLO x

over Q. 3-70 K. The PL light was analyzed by a I
m Jobin-Yvon double monochromator and pro-
cessed with a photon-counting system. Another AX2LO

equipment was used for the measurements of the x 0

excitation intensity dependence of PL. The mca- 2.10 2.12 214 2.16 2.18 2.20

suremcnts were performed at 4.2 K by a conven- Photon energy (eV)
tional lock-in technique. The samples were freely Fig. I. Typical photoliimincccnce spcctruni of bulk

suspended in liquid He. The 514.5 nm line of an (C(, ,ZnTe cry.-Ihl growtn from Tc solution mcmured aI 4ý3

Ar' ion laser was used as the excitation source. K Ifr 0 (1.74.
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the LO-phonon sidebands of' the free exciton and 1 h.ory

the AX are clear'v seen in the lower energy side Wx

of the principal bound exeiton region. On the 100 °HIM .

other hand. no phonon sidebands for DWX emis-
sion are detected, indicating that the phonon • 80

coupling is much stronger in the AnX transition
than in that of the DWX. as is usually the cuise in 60

binary CdTe crystal.
Fig. 2 shows the logarithm of the integrated j 40

emission intensity (M) of near-hand-edge lines
plotted versus the logarithm of the excitation 20

intensity (I.) for the sample with x = 0.12. As it is
seen from tb." figure. both lines show roughly 0
(though not completely) linear log( I)-log( L) de- 06 08

pendence ( I - L ) at the lower excitation region Composition x

with a slope k of about 1.2. The super-linear Fig. 3. Alloy broadening of AX anti t)"' as a Itint'onl o•

(k > I ) dependence is a characteristic featture of composition x. The stolid line is based on [qt (1[ ) %ith the
parameters t!escribed in the lext. The dasheid line is it) gttuide

bound exciton recombination [7]. Identifications the eve. Data labeeled as TI IM ate taken lroni let. [21.
of these lines as due to ANX and DX recombina-
tion are thus confirmed. Since In was introduced bution of the binary compounds is subtracted.
in the starting material CdTc. it is natural to Although they show characteristic alloy broaden-
conclude the origin of the donor to be In on Cd ing features, the linewidth of A"X is much larger
site. On the other hand. since no acceptor impu- than that of DX. The resultant maximum
rity was intentionally introduced during growth, linewidth of' as large as It0 mcV for AX is in
residual Cu is the most probable candidate. good agreement with the values prceiousl. re-

The broadening widths of both DWX and A1X ported [1.2]. On the other hand. the maximumL
are plotted against x in Fig. 3. where the contri- linewidth of 3 mcV for DX is measured for the

first time. This large discrepancy in the broaden-
ing width of AX and DX was previously poinfed

100- .out by Cohen et al. [4]. In the literature, the
-/ ] phenomenon was explained by the difference in

3 AX A'X the effective mass Bohr radii of neutral donor
.6 ,0o0 ' and acceptor. We believe, however, that the exci-

A . ton radius itself has at decisi\e role in dctermining
the broadening %%idth.

In binary allo\ ('dLre. the corresponding
lincwidths arc 11.4' and 01.3 nlteV for D' X and

SA'X. respectively, and in ZnTc onl the A'X line
is observed with its FWHM of 0).6i meV. This

C small difterence of AX and I)YX linc%%idths in

= 01 the binary alloy cannot account for the large
'6 difference in the ternary. The calculated lineidth
a- based on the theory 13] is also drawn in the

00o *-- .- - . figure. The dependence of the Gaussian linc\ \dth
,0to? 10, 00 on composition v is

Excitation intensity (arb. unit)
I'ig. 2 )Depcnten'. ot the ltJn'incstce,.c intensit, on ec.ia- d d( I,( x') -I (A)
hit tlnt eisii5 for ncar -antl-edge emission lines. [he sot it (r-(.x) = solid -A) -( . (I
line indtitc tes the I - L t' Iv %ith A - 1.2.
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where 1' is at quarter of the volume of the unit
cell, because there atre four cations in the unit 1o
cell of the zine-blende structure. dIP, (.)/dx is
the slope of thle hound exciton transition energy' E,17e

with respect to v. Since the dependence of 11.) x ~45e
on x is in quite good agreement with the result _

reported b% Olego et al. [I], we employ Eq. (2) of' :3 1
ref. [I] ats (IF/d-lt in our ealculation. V, is the n .

Volume probed by the exeiton recombination ~D
transition and is given by [3] E,-44meV

EFI4moV

I S(2) ~ 1

where a,, is the exeiton radiuIs. The linear inter-

polationl between U (6. dl imrn) and ii,,,
t53.5, nmn) is used for the ealculation. As is seen
fronm thle figuire. thle broadening width oIf the DX 01

emission is in excellent agreement with the valIue
expeeted theoretically: on the other hand. it is
clear that the linewvidth of the A!X is ineomipati-
file \% ith thle theorN. In order to elucidalte this 0.01-_____ __

large discrepancy between the AX linewvidth and 000 002 0ý04 006 0ý08 0 10 012

the theoretical one, the temperature dependence lfT(K ')
of thle luminescence has been investigated. [ig. 4. ternperaiUirC pedeneel1ClC 0 the iniegraied lulimincs-

Fig. 4 show~s thle logarithmn of thle integrated cellee ifliel',\ of hie .V' \ UUI tD\ 11,1ndk t'r % l-4

emrissio n intensities of' two excitonie transitions
\crsus invecrse temperature for x =(0.74. In the
lower temperature region, thle A"X redtices its cess in the IYX emission is the thermialization tIl
iliteilsit\ rather rapidly ats compared with DX., bound exciton into free (extended) state, On thle
\xbile in the higher temperature region both lines other hand. for NAX emission. L,~ is much smaller
have almost the samne quenching rate against teml- than the binding energý. In Ill-V scrmiconduc-
peratUre. The thermal quenching of both A'X tors. ionization oft neutral NA' to AX X is pro-
and I)' can be fitted with wNell-known two-step posed ats the first dissociation process [81. liIo~k-
dissociation processes IS] expressed ats ever, in I -N-I alloys, because of' thle large effee-

~~, ) ~ive mass ratio O n, .'> li> 1 such at process is ruled
CiCexpj I -j fie peak positions ofibthA an )Xlns

() With increasing temperature. the peak po0sit ion

of tile A' X emission shifts to much lmoiter energy
%khere C, and C. are thle pre-expotlential factors than that ofit)' IY emission. This larger red shift
for each dissociation step. IFor thle I ' X transi- and the smaller /-, energy of' the A"X emission
tion. L, is 4.4 meV and I- is 14 mecV. while for can he explained ats follow\s Assuming that the
thc A''N transit ion. L, is 1.7 mcV and L,~ is 14.5 binding energy oIf tilie ex\citon ito the neutral ac-
ncV. The binditw energeis (if NAX and I)" are ceptor is not unique but spread in energY, then
estimated by measuring the energy, separation "sith ml increase in temperature. the shallower
from free ecsciu in emission to be I1) and 4.1) meV. ! dist ribution w\ill thermialize first, le~is -

rcspecci\el%. in this saimple. The good agreement m. itimation between muich deeper Ntates
between the value of' L and thle binding energy .f in at lower energy of the lumnines-
of I '' indicates that the first dissociation pro- &a~son for such a dlist ribut ion in the
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2.18 addition. the broadening of the D"X ill
Cd1 -,Zn ,Te crystal is for the first time investi-

j gated systematically. The obtained maximum
2.182- DX V - linewidth of 3 meV for the D"X emission is in

5ý2.180 L excellent agreement with the theor%. From the
0 temperature dependence of PL measurement. c%-

2' 2.178 idence of the distribution in the exciton binding
C energy to neutral acceptor is found. In addition

_11 2.176V ex to the generally accepted broadening mechanism.
M

a. Iit seems that this distribution has at decisive role
2. 174V for the alloy broadening of A"X emission.
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Abstract

Optical properties of Ga ,Se; films grown (in t 100)GaAs by molecular hcarn epitax% (MBF) hasc b'een inmesti-
gated hN photoluminescncric (PL) measurement at low temperature. In the sicanc%-ordercd 6 a Sc, gros%% %i%'ith a
high VI, III1 ratio, a broad emissionl peak centered at around 610 rim was ohser\cd. Furthermore, the intenisits o)
[0111 pola rizat ion cornpone nt %as much stronger than that oif 10111I polarizat ion in the %aca nex-orde red 6 a _Se . 011n
the other hand, in the disordered Ga,Se, grovtwn with at low VI / III ratio. Pl. intensitws cmextremel %\cak. and deeCp
Jevel emission,, centered at around 750 and 900( nm were dominant.

I. Introduction 101l] polarization 1.].In thIiis paper. wse cartried
out polarized photolumineseenee (MP.) nmeasure-

The Ill-VI compound s~emiconductor such ats nments ofGa .Se. filmnsgroswn hý NMBF for further
Ga ,Se is at promising material for new optoelee- investigation of' the optical properties of' thie
ironic devices: (ia-.Sc hats a defect zineblende (ia.Sc. TIhere was no report oin the PE oft
structure. in which 1/3 of the Ga sites are vacant. Ga .Se , except the report onl the deep level
and1L hats a relatively wide bandgap (around 2.1 c V emission centered at 901l) nni of bulk (ja Se, [ 11.
at room temperature) [1.2]. Up until now, we This is the first report on the Pl- oft Ga ,Se
investigated the molecular heamn cpitaxy (MBE) epitaxial thin films,.
growth of Ga ,Sc. films on (I t))GaP' and

l( NOGaAs substrates, and it hats been found that
a superstructure, which has a periodicity three 2. Experimental procedure
times ats large ats that for at zineblende structure in
the [I0l1I direction, was forined by spontaneous GaSSe, films were grown oil SI ( ltlt)GaAs bN
ordering of Ga vacancies uinder Se-rich growth MBE -technique. The growth temperature wiss
conditions [3-71. Furthermore, we have observed 500'C~ and the VI/Ill ratio was varied in the
very large absorption anisotropy (jAn Ill01 cm 1) range of 150 to 8M). The growth rate was around
in vacancy-ordered Ga ,Se ,: the absorption coef- 219)0 nm/h, and film thickness wats around 800I
ficient for [0 111 polarization is larger than that for nin. The [0 ll] and [Oi11] directions of the sub-

strates were determined by anisotropic etching.
GaAs substrates were etched in at 3 : I :I

(orresponding author. H 2SO4 : H 0,. : H .0 Solution at 60'(' for 1.5 min.

(N)22_(I24M/t4/$(47.lt) , 194 Hlsc'.r Science BA.V. All rights rcscrvcd
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followed by etching in a Br,-CH 3OH solution for sured for two configurations of Z[YY]Z and
2 min. After chemical etching, the substrates were Z[XX]Z: X, Y and Z denote [011.] [011] and
introduced into the growth chamber. Thermal [100] direction, respectively. In Fig. la, a sharp
etching at high temperature was not carried out peak located at 155 cm ', which has originated in
because it is difficult to control the vacancy or- the zone-folding by vacancy ordering [7.81. was

dering direction by the effect of As desorption observed. Furthermore, the intensity of the peak
from GaAs substrate. The evaluation of vacancy in the Z[YY]Z spectrum is much stronger than
ordering was performed by electron diffraction that in the Z[XX]Z. These results indicate that
and Raman spectroscopy. Ar' laser (514.5 nm. long-range ordering of Ga vacancies toward [011]
5(1 mW) was used for Raman spectroscopy. direction is highly developed. We confirmed that

PL measurements were carried out on the the vacancy-ordered superstructure was formed
Ga.Sc3 films at 4.2-60 K. The 488.0 nm emission in [01I] direction by transmission electron diffrac-
line of an Ar' laser (NEC GLS3300) polarized tion (TED). Fig. lb shows the polarized PL spec-
along [011] was used as the excitation light. The tra of the vacancy-ordered Ga,Se, films. The
excitation intensity was 200 mW if not specified. solid line and the dashed line denote [011] and
The spectra were analyzed with a Jobin-Yvon [011] polarization component of PL spectra, re-
THRI000) monochromator and a Hamamatsu spectively. A broad emission peak centered at
photonics 7102 photomultiplier tube. [011] and around 610 nm was observed. The PL intensity
[011] polarization components of PL were mea- increases at a wavelength of around 540 nm, and
sured by polarizer. Depolarizer was used for the energy corresponding to this wavelength is
eliminating the polarization dependence of close to the reported bandgap of bulk Ga.,Sc at
monochromator and photomultiplier. 4.2 K. which is about 2.3 eV [1]. Furthermore. the

PL spectra show an anisotropic feature: the in-
tensity of the [011] polarization component is

3. Results and discussion much stronger than that of [011] polarization. We
confirmed that the anisotropy in emission was

First of all. we investigated the PL of the independent of the polarization of the excitation
vacancy-ordered GaSe,. As previously reported. light. These results indicate that the electron
the vacancy ordering occurs under Sc-rich condi- transition probability for [0111] polarization is
tions [3-61. Fig. lia shows the polarized Raman larger than that for [01I] polarization in vacancy-
spectra of the GaSe , grown at a high VI/Ill ordered GaSe, and corresponds to the large
ratio (VI/IlI = 800). Raman spectra were inca- absorption coefficient for [I1l] polarization [5.6].

a) (hi (Ordered (,a.•se
Ordered (;a2Se3 /"'h=5114M

"l'f,=50 "( " . ,

%1 V/lll=800 -

"" Evlli'1 at 4.2K
-- .IYYI
i.lXXlT, /

:• / ,

350 300 250 200 150 1 00 50 500 600 700 moo 900 t 0M
Raman Shift (cm- ) Wavelength (nm)

Fig. I. (a) Polarized Raman spectra and (h) polarized photolumineccence spectra of the vacancy-ordered Ga ,Sc, grown v, ith a high
VI/Ilt ratio (VI /111-8(M).
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Ordered i aIV citation intensity was varied in at rangec of 21 to 201)
-20K -~,50" 7MW. The shift of' emission peak with increasing

T,,50(excitation itntvwas not observed. which indi-

" 30K 
cates that the emission centered at 6111 rim is no

{/ ,35K For a comparison with the PL in the \acaricy-
o40K ordered GaSe-. we investigated the Pl. of* the

50K
K6 0K disordered Ga-,Se.. The disordered Ga..Sc. was

_________________________________________grown at at relatively low VI /111 ratio (vI /III
500 600 700 800 900 10010 150) [3-6]. F:ig. 3a shows the polarized Raman

Wavelength (nm) spectra of the Ga ,Se, grown at at VI/ Ill ratio of
Fig. 2. Teniperature dependence of PL spectra of the 1501. The intensity of' the peak located at 155
kacanevNttrdered (ia,Se ;. cm 1.which is associated with %acancy ordeig

is very weak as compared with Fig. lita. This
However, the anisoitropic feature in the PL peak indicates that the Gia vacancies are almost rail-
eniergy, which wats observed in the PL of the domly distributed in this film [7.8]. Fig. 31b shows
ordered Ga ,I n,,P [9-11I], was not observed. the polarized PL spectra of the disordered Cia ~Sc,

Furthermore. we measured the temperature films. As indicated in Fig. 3b. there is at remark-
dependence of the PL in the vacancy-ordered able difference in the PL spectra between the
Ga.Se). Fig. 2 shows the temperature depen- vacanes-ordered and the disordered (ia Se,: the
dence of PL spectra of the vacancy-ordered intensity of' PL at 610 nni is extremecl\ weak, and
Ga.ScSe1 film shown in Fig. 1. The [011] polariza- deep level emissions centered at around 750 and
tion component of the PL wats measured in Fig. 2. 900t nmi are dominant for the disordered (ia' ".c
PL spectra Were almost invariant below 2(1 K. The RHEED pattern of* the disordered Ga .se,
However, at steep decrease of the intensity of the Was spotty. which indicates the epitaxial growsth
emission peak centered at around 610t) r nm ws of' Ga.e C. Furthermore, in X-ra\ difftraction
oibserved with temperature increasing above 2(1 measurements, no di'fferences of the intensities
K. and deep level emission at around 700t nm wats and FWHM of (4(00Ga,Se., peak between the
dominant at 601 K. Furthermore, at a temperature vacaiicy-(irdered and the disordered Ga Se, were
oif 4(1 K. the other emission peak at around 630 observed, although the peak position shif't %%as
nim appears. which suggests that the broad emis- observed [4]. From these results, we% Speculated
sion peak at 610 nim is at mixture of many emlis- that the difference of' PL spectra between the
sion peaks. fin addition. we measured the P1. vacancv-ordered and the disordered Ga .sec is
spectra at different excitation intensities. The c\- not due ito the poor ersstallinity ofthell disordered

iat hi tiordered (a,Sv.,
Ijivirdered (a,aSe3

1111=150t

~' ---- ilY~Z -at 4.2K

/.lxxlZ
E,' 10111ý .. \so

350 300 250 200 150 100K 50 5110H 600 700 8600 0 4M
Raman Shift (cm-1) Wavelength (nm)

Fig. 3. (a) Ptda ri/ed Raman spectra and (h) pola rized photol unminesencfle spect ra of the disorde red( ia . se grim~n \%i ib .t t
Vt, III ratio (VL, III I(51)).
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Ga ,Sc. and that the PL emission centered at 610 Ministry of Education. Science and Culture, No.
nm might have originated in the vacancy ordering 04452088.
of Ga.Se.
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Temperature dependence of luminescence in ZnSe and role
of excitation transfer

G.-J. Yi. L. Radonisky *, G.F. Neumark

Abstract

Exscitation transfer nimong localized states hats often been necglected for sem~iconductor lumninececncc WAc ha' c
rccentlN shown that such transfer is tar miore pres alent in the to%% tcnmperature lumninescnceic ni ZnSc than had been
rcaidi/d. In this %%ork. %%c studied the temperature dependence tit the luminescence, and observed the phionon-als-
sisted transfer between two hound excitons at rclatively high temperature. This obsers ation correlates u~ith the result
ol a theoretical mo delI consisting of aiv. ti-level svste m. Our reSu1(' Isaloslit iv.% ithat ew\italIi in tra us cr mnal %% el bc
pla~ jug at role in the origin oft the blue roorm temnperature luminescence tin tuSc.

In %iev. (if the interest in ZnSc for visible light eludes an interstate transl er term between these

emission. %%hieh culminated in the recent demon- two eceitons.

stration of the blue-green laser diode IlI]. the blue In characterizing the origin of roonm tempera-
room temperature photolumincseence ( PL.) of this ture blue luminescence in ZnSe [2-61. the Usual
material hats been studied in at number oft investi- approach is to study the temperature dependence
gatioins [2-61. However, so far there hits been no of the Pt. spectra. Thus, the loss temperature
conclusive answer ats to its origin. A recent lines are quite well understood, and corise-
overviewk [2] of the literature hats stated that al- quentlv. if' one follows the low% temperature lumi-
most ever\ conceivable emission has been sug- neseence lines to high temperature. one should
gested ats being responsible for the blue PL- at be able to identify the origin of the blue lumines-
room temperature. In this paper. we will present eene. 1Iowever, this simple scheme is compli-
evidence of' phonon-assisted (-Upward-) excita- ecitted hy the broadening of spectral lines wiith

thin transfer betwieen two localized exeitonic increasing temperature. In prior studies [2-51. the
.states ats a function oft temperature. and show samples used were Mostly n-ty.pe material be-
that such ai mechanism must be considered in cause of the difficulties of preparing p-type ZnSe
connectioin with the origin of this blue PL. Our (e.g.. good p-type hats become axailable onuly re-
experimental results arc also supported by at the- cently. via at free radical nitrogen plastun source
oretical analysis (if at two-level system which in- during molecular beam epitaxial growsth [-']). At

low temperature. the typieal PL spectra oft these
n-type samples hats at strong donor bound exciton

* i~rspintnauthor ( DBE) line. often together with weaker free exea-

(W122-l(24X i).), $07.tKl tN1))4 tUtsevier science BNV Alt rights rescrvctt
Vd)11(22-11248N1 )3 )ttt75 -W
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ton (FE) lines on the higher energy side. and an
acceptor bound exciton (ABE) line on the lower "
energy side. There are often also relatively strong
(depending on the compensation in the material)
donor-acceptor pair (DAP) peaks below the exci-
ton range, but these will here be discussed only
minimally because of their much lower energy
position, which cannot account for the room tern- 30K

perature blue luminescence [8]. In connection
with the prior [2-5] investigations, it is of interest
to note that the ABE, when present, quenches
appreciably faster than the DBE. This is surpris-
ing, since the ABE is deeper. Indeed, we do not ,
see how this can be compatible with carrier trans- I

fer through the bands. We have recently investi- " 20K

gated the recombination processes in Na doped
ZnSe by time-decay measurements [9], and con-
cluded that the excitation transfer among local-
ized states is far more prevalent in semiconductor
luminescence than had previously been realized.
However, our previous experiments were primar-
ily carried out in the low tem perature ( < I10 K) ------ 9K
regime. where carriers can only transfer to lower _ --

2.55 2.60 2.65 2.70 2.75 2.80 2.85(or cqual) energy states. We felt that, as tempera- ENERGY (ev)
ture increases, there might also be an 'upward' Fig. 1. Tcnmpcrature ldCpcndcncc it the PIt up to 311 K. I tic
or phonon-assisted transfer from lower to higher ,pcctrum include, hoth the cxciton ranuc (2.8 C% ) adu

energy states, which could explain the puzzling the DIP luminescence. %ith a/cro-phonon peak it 2.6S5 CV.

observation of the fast quench of ABE in n-type
material. For this reason, we have chosen p-type
compensated material, which, at low tempera- output in order to avoid heating of the samples.
turc. has a very strong ABE while still also show- The luminescence is collected and directed into it
ing the DBE. We have extended our temperature 3/4 meter spectrometer (Jarrell-Ash) with 0.83
range in studying the PL spectra. The results not nm/mm spectral resolution, and recorded by a
only support our previous conclusion about exci- photon counting system (Stanford SR40t0.
tation transfer, but also show that it may well play A typical example of the PL spectra in the 1o%,
a role in the blue room temperature PL in ZnSc. temperature range (10-30 K) is shown in Fig. 1.

The samples used here were grown by the At the lowest temperature ( < 10 K). the excitons
zone melting technique. and were doped with Na dominate the spectrum: the DAP (with its phonon
[ 11]. We have measured the conductivity of these replicas) is clearly seen in the lower encrg, range.
samples by the potential profiling technique [I I], indicating the samples are compensated. The ex-
showing that they are p-type but highly resistive. citons quench rapidly with increasing tempera-
The PI. measurements are carried out in a ture. By 21) K. the intensity of excitons is below
closed-cycle refrigeration system (Janis) with a the intensity of the DAP. At 30 K. a shoulder is
Lake Shore 8105 temperature controller. The exci- seen on the high energy side of the DAP. This
tation source is a HeCd laser (Liconix 33101) with emission is called free-to-bound (FB) because the
a lasing frequency of 325 nm and an output electron bound to the donor is thermalized into
power of - 1(0 mW. The actual power used for the conduction band, and results in the frec-clec-
PI. measurements is much less than the maximum tron-to-bound-hole transition. At higher temper-
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clearly the main peak in the exciton range, and by
50 K the ABE is almost invisible. An additional
trend is that the two FEs increase, although rcla-
tively slowly, with respect to the DBE. One can
also note that the energy separation between the
FE(L) and the FE(U) increases somewhat, with

70K the FE(L) moving closer to the DBE. As a conse-
quence of the increase in, and shift of. the FE(L),
this peak merges with the DBE. and by 1(M) K
(not shown) only a single broad peak remains. We

" 5'SK have compared the peak positions of the DBE
and FEs with the values of n-type ZnSe [2,3]. and
found that they are the same within experimental
error.

S30K The reason that the intensities of both FEs
S "increase with respect to the BEs with increasing

temperature may well be due to the thermal
/, idissociation of the excitons bound to the impuri-

2K ,ties, since the binding energies of exciton to donor
- I 20 . _K (- 6 meV) and acceptor (- 11 meV) are much

smaller than the binding energy of the free exci-
ton itself, which is about 20 meV. However. the
relative intensity of ABE versus DBE in Fig. 2

2.780 2785 2.790 2.795 2.800 2.05 2.810 cannot be explained by assuming thermal dissoci-
ENERGY (eV) ation of excitons, since the DBE has a smaller

Fig. 2. Temperature dependence of the exciton luminescence binding energy than the ABE. This observation is
up to 71) K. The spectrum at 9 K includes a main peak at
2.7943 eV which is the ABE due to Na acceptor, a DBE peak also consistent with many other reports on the
at 2.7A80 eV. and two free excitons ai 2.8019 and 2.8047 eV temperature dependence of excitons [2.3.13.14].
(iower and upper polaritons). Peak shifts are due to band gap To explain this phenomenon, we propose that
changes with temperature. there must be a phonon-assisted (upward) excita-

tion transfer from the lower ABE to the higher
ature ( > 50 K). all electrons are freed from the DBE energy states. The same conclusion has also
donors, and the DAP is replaced by the FB. The been reached previously for CdTe [141.
details of the exciton region (2.78-2.81 eV) as a To check our conclusion from the temperature
function of temperature are shown in Fig. 2. At dependence data, a theoretical model consisting
the lowest temperature (9 K). the ABE (Na) at of a two-level system has been analyzed by one of
2.7943 eV is clearly the strongest luminescence us [15]. Basically, the results indicate that. with a
line. with a weaker, and shallower, DBE at 2.7980 fast transfer rate between these two levels and
eV, and a pair of free excitons, FE(U) and FE(L), with a relatively low excitation intensity, the main
at 2.8047 and 2.8019 cV, respectively. The pair of recombination path can change from a lower
FEs is due to the exciton-photon interaction [3], energy level to a higher one with increasing tem-
which is often referred to as polaritons. and cor- perature. This conclusion corresponds to what we
respond to the upper and lower branch of the observed between the DBE and the ABE in Fig.
polariton. The same type of emission has also 2. Furthermore, the time-resolved photolumines-
been observed in other compound semiconduc- cence by Kudlek et al. [16] has shown indis-
tors D12,131. As the temperature increases, first, putable evidence of energy transfer from DBE to
we notice that the ABE quenches at a much ABE at low temperature ("downward" transfer),
faster rate than the DBE. By 30 K, the DBE is which is exactly the reverse process from our
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phonon-assisted transfer at high temperature. the activation energy of the blue PL (27 meV)
With the support of the theoretical analysis [15] was too high to be consistent with the DBE.
and the time-resolved data [9,16]. we feel confi- However, this argument is not valid in the pres-
dent to say that the fact that the DBE dominates ence of excitation transfer, since this can drasti-
at relatively high temperature is the result of an cally change the thermalization of the DBE line.
upward transfer process. Further, such a transfer We also noted that the FE(L) line of ours and
process may well also be affecting the FEs, but that of SK is about 2t0-29 meV below the
details of this aspect remain to be investigated. bandgap, which is not inconsistent with the acti-

It remains to discuss the relevance of our vation energy reported by SK. Zheng and Allen
results for the blue room temperature PL. There (ZA) [5]. in support of the conclusion of SK.
is little doubt that up to about 50 K it is the DBE suggest that although the DBE line is in the right
which dominates. Beyond this, as mentioned, the energy position. the binding energy of the DBE is
FE(L) gradually increases with respect to the too low for it to exist at room temperature. How-
DBE, and gradually decreases in peak energy, so ever. we have pointed out examples of shallower
that by 100 K it overlaps with the DBE. There bound excitons enduring at higher temperature
now is one broad line, and the DBE and FE(I) than the deeper ones. Certainly, with increasing
can no longer be distinguished: however, project- temperature. the excitons do dissociate more
ing the gradual intensity increase of the FE(L). readily, and the excitonic intensity does decrease
one would conjecture that it is this FE(L) which with increasing temperature, as can be seen in
will now dominate. Nevertheless, this conjecture Fig. I. However, if other recombination paths are
must be viewed with caution: thus our data indi- not very efficient, and the transfer to the excitons
cates an energy shift of the FE(L) with respect to is fast, which seems to be the case [16], there can
the FE(U). but past results [2.3] have claimed still be substantial PL via bound excitons. Similar
that the energy separation between the broad line to the result of SK, the energy position given by
and the FE(U) remains con stant. This point re- ZA for the blue luminescence is not inconsistent
mains to be investigated. It is still to be noted with the energy position of either the DBE or the
that at this time we cannot exclude the possibility FE(L).
that this apparent discrepancy is merely the result
of different processes dominating in different In summary, the temperature dependence of
samples. the donor and acceptor bound excitons gives di-

There are also other explanations for the blue rect evidence of excitation transfer, in support of
room temperature PL in the literature. One cx- our previous conclusion derived from a different
planation is by Shirakawa and Kukimoto (SK) [3]. experimental approach. This observation is also
who suggested a free hole to bound donor transi- consistent with a theoretical model of excitation
tion. They base this assignment on the observa- transfer in a two-exciton system [15]. The origin
tion of a 'new" line (their A' line) on the low-en- of the room temperature blue luminescence.
ergy side of the DBE. We note that this line is based on our data. appears to be either the DBE
not observed by either Newbury [2.17] or our- or the FE(L). or due to the combination of these
selves. This may of course result from a sample two; nevertheless, we cannot exclude SKs bound-
dependence: alternative possibilities are either electron to free-hole suggestion, nor that the
(I) that the A' line in Newbury's and our samples mechanism is sample dependent. Further investi-
comes in at higher temperatures. where it can no gations of this aspect are required.
longer be distinguished from the high-tempera-
ture single broad line, or (2) since the A' line is This work was supported by the National Sci-
only a shoulder on the DBE line, with the conse- encc Foundation grant DMR 91-21302. The sam-
quence that it is difficult to obtain accurate line pies were grown at Philips Laboratories, and we
energies, it may be. instead, the ABE line. In any would like to thank Dr. M. Shone and Dr. B.J.
case SK argued against the DBE since they felt Fitzpatrick for providing them.
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Nonlinear optical switching fronts in CdS
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Abstract

Nonlinear impurity-related optical switching at low temperatures was found in CdS at moderate illumination
intensities. A theoretical analysis of this effect based on the bleaching of ionized acceptor states is pcrformc A %, ith
the help of generation-rccombination kinetics and travelling field equations. We demonstrate bh numerical
simulation that the optical switching process involves a switching front that propagates from the front facet %%here
the exciting laser light enters the crystal to the far end of the crystal. Experimental evidence for our theoretical
prediction is presented. The experimental results were obtained with the help of a pump-and-probe experiment
where the probe was perpendicular to the pump and placed at various positions along the crstal. The results sho•v a
clear dependence of the onset of the transmitted pulse with regard to the onset of the pump pulse on the position of
the probe along the crystal. Problems associated with the experiment. i.e. that the results could only be obtained for
a narrow regime of (temporal) mean pump intensities, are discussed.

i. Introduction model containing the acceptor states. the donor

states and the conduction band [3]. Similar to a
In previous experiments the transmissivity of proof for a particular two-level model (5]. wc

not intentionally or lightly In-doped CdS crystals showed that this spatially homogeneous three-
under moderate laser excitation with photon en- level model does not exhibit transmissive optical
ergiesjust below the fundamental absorption edge bistability if the reflectivity of the crystal surfaces
was studied [1,2]. The crystals were kept in super- is below 33% [6]. This is the same condition for
fluid helium and the laser light was pulsed as to the occurrence of transmissive optical bistability
avoid heating effects. A switching of the crystals as deduced for the particular two-level model.
from a state of low transmissivity into a state of Since the natural surface reflectivity of CdS in
high transmissivity was found. It was conjectured the spectral range studied is only 2 5 C,. we cx-
that the switching might be due to a transmissive eluded transmissive optical bistability as the un-
optical bistability [I]. To find out if the crystals derlying mechanism of the observed switching
indeed perform such an optical bistability, we put into a state of high transmissivity. However, within
forward a spatially homogeneous three-level the framework of the spatially homogeneous

three-level model, we showed that the switching
reported in ref. [I] is due to the temporal form of

Corresponding author. the excitation [3].
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Since the above result and further investiga- (iii) The equations for the travelling field am-
tion [6] showed that the essential physics is also plitudes E `.(, t) propagating in the ±z direc-
contained in a two-level model obtained by ne- tion remain
glecting the donors, we have analysed the nonlin- a i
ear spatio-temporal solutions that arise if one -E (z, t) ± 1g--E (z. )
simulates an excitation as in the experiment with N -Iz

the help of a two-level model. Here we will FWN- n,(t )E+(Z, t) (3)
review and extend our theoretical predictions al- 2
ready reported in ref. [71 and add an experimen- The travelling field amplitudes arc normalized.
tal result that supports the theory. e.g., to cm 3" 2. I' is the confinement factor and ug

is the velocity of the laser light in the crystal.
(iv) The boundary conditions for the travelling

2. The two-level model field amplitudes remain
E +(O. t) 61 l rS ,,t) r-l ( .t)

In contrast to our previous three-level model, E-(d. t) -F E-( d. t).
where we considered the recombination of elec-
trons in the conduction band as well as the re- E,,t) ( /- r d. r). -(4
combination of electrons at neutral donor sites Here. r 2 is the rcflectivity of the CdS surface in
into neutral acceptor sites [3]. we will now con- the spectral range studied. LJO and E0, 1() are
sider the recombination of electrons in the con- the travelling field amplitudes of the incident and
duction band only. This can be interpreted as transmitted laser light. respectively, and d is the
merging the two recombination channels con- thickness of the crystal in z direction.
tained in the previous model into ali effective (v) The spatially averaged photon density
recombination channel. For the spatially homoge- Nph(t) is still given by
neous case our previous model then reduces to
the following equations: I d-z

(i) The rate equation for the spatially homoge- Noh = d) dz E+. -_

neous ionized acceptor density nhal) becomes r

d
nt= --WA NPh(t) n,,(t) + E Z.it < ]. (5)

+ T "[N ( -h'lt)] n(t). (I) When extending the above equations to the spa-
tially inhomogeneous situation in the direction of

Here W4', is the transition coefficient for the the light propagation (z direction), one ha.. to
photoexcitation of electrons from ionized accep- discuss in which way the standing wave pattern
tor sites into the conduction band, T, is the created by the light beams propagating in the +z
transition coefficient for the recombination of and -z directions has to be taken into account.
electrons in the conduction band into neutral since effects du. lo the standing wave pattern car
acceptor states, N, is the density of acceptor lead to transmissive optical bistability for surface
states and N,, is the density of photons in the reflectivities below 33% [8]. For the case we are
crystal. considering, this leads to the question in how far

(ii) The local charge neutrality condition, the distribution of the acceptors allows for a
which yields the spatially homogeneous density spatial modulation of a z-dependent ionized ac-
n(t) of carriers in the conduction band, becomes ceptor deisity n?,(z. 0) on the scale set by the

standing wave pattern. This can be answered by
n( t) = N, - nA( t) (2) calculating the mean distance between two neigh-
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bouring acceptors, ( Az) = N, With NA = 10)' 1.0
cm - we find (Az) = 5 x 10 + cm. The scale set
by the standing wave pattern of the light in the
crystal is S,,, = A t./(21 E ) with At 480 nm [I] 1 0.5
being the vacuum wavelength of the light and
Eý = 5.5 [9] being the dynamic dielectric function
at infinite frequency. From this we find Smr 0.0 -

10-5 cm. So we find that the mean distance 0 5 10 15 20
between two acceptors corresponds to the dis- t[nsl
tance between two nodes of the standing wave Fig. I. Fit line) to an experimental incident Ik..'r light pnlsC

pattern. Thus the standing wave pattern does not (dots). The intensitv is normaliied to unit%

have to be taken into account when extending the
above model to the spatially inhomogcncous situ- -- ( z. t r,- E - ( t)
ation in the longitudinal direction. it Oz

Secondly, one has to discuss the influence of FIWI
drift and diffusion processes associated with the 2- 2 n~'(t) " ( Z. t). (1)
electrons in the conduction band. To do this, one
has to consider the length and time scales associ- N',1( z. It) = 1 - z. I f- ( + .Z)-. (9)
ated with the drift-diffusion process and those for the spatially inhomogcncous situation in the
either set by the experimental set-up or given by direction of the light propagation. The toundary
the slowly-varying amplitude approximation which conditions for E * ( z, 0) are still given by (4).
was made to derive Eq. (3). To be consistent with hthe lo~lv-%arvng apliude pprximaion we In the next section we will analyse the spatio-
the slowly-varying amplitude approximation, wewith an excitation
have to restrict ourselves to length scales (A,,,,,) ora dynamis associated it an ecai
much larger than the wavelength of the exciting o al as applied in ret. [1].

laser light in the crystal and to time scales (-y,,,,)
much longer than the inverse laser light fre- 3 Front-like solutions
quency. This restriction is in accordance with the
experimentally used spatial and temporal resolu- To simulate an excitation as used in ret. [I]. wec
tion. The length scale A and the time scale y fitted an experimentally obtained excitation pulse
associated with the drift-diffusion problem are as shown in Fig. 1. Using the fit and scaling it in a
the effective Debye length and the effective as show in tig. U ean scint in a
Maxwell dielectric relaxation time, respectively, way that its temporal mean incident int.nsit.

corresponded to I00 kW/cm. wc obtained theFor parameters which are typical for CdS at low results illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3 for a s.istem of
temperatures, we have outlined that A/Ah,. 21 mm thickness and a surface rcflcctivity of 2"t'
Y/Ych.,r << 1 [7]. Thus drift-diffusion can be
treated in a pcrturbativc way similar to the singu-
lar perturbation theory, which in leading order
yields the model equations:

it (z. It ) 1\ N,,h(zt)n\(Z.t) "5, z,

+ Z' [ Nt -/ iI+( 2, )] i1( Z. )\ Fig. 2. Spatio-temporal evolution ( ti ot tihe photon k u,.In1,

(6) and Ohh oi the ionti/ed acceptor density ,hl" in incidlent la•.r

light pulse with a shape as show n in Fig. I i, is applied I Fhe
,,mrioral mean incident iniensit, of the pulse wa, lIt)1 ' = N II-I,( Z k (7) W/cm , r- was 25', and It was 2 mm.
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I - . .11 ý/( III\.,N~) - is determined by I /
([WXNP,( :.. t)) (see Eq. (6)). Nr(zI., 0 repre-
sents the photon density at time tat the position

-~z~, of the front. As long as the front is not too

I -close to the far end of the crystal Ei ( z. ) will be
negligible compared to P" (_-, 0 at the front po-
sition. Finally, the regions passed by the front can
be considered ats entirely bleached (Ffig. 3a). so
that 7 can be approximated by l/[K\l4(I -

r') EL, 20 2)]. Since 1(t) = hw li,) ..It we
find for this particular simulation

Fi ýRe~ult. of the simulation for a crystal \\ith (I - 2 mmn t~ I-, ~ / \ 5 t 0
andh r 25;' I'lhe temnporal rinca n incident inte nsity ip of the
pukse lNff 101 OVcn. f(itftonited acceptor dcnsit\ tsi Finally Fig. 3b illustrates the ionized acceptor
function (it' the spatial position :for different r=1.3 it. lof density as at function of time tor three different
its. itn. i.2 s tromi left it) right). (b)I onined acceptor positions along the crystal (front (1). centre (11)
deIts11%it, as f unction of tincte for three different positions and back (1ll)). Since it .Iispootinlt
(Clo1011 \Oite Io tl it. t ~io mm fi) nd m fll the absorption coefficient, this figure illustrates

frot so~t I tineton f tmethat the transmissivity switches uip (i.e.. n \
switches down) at dificrent times for the dI~ilriII'n
positions along, the crystal.

T[he latter value corresponds to the natutral Suir-
face reflectivity of' CdS in the spectral range
stutdied. 4. Experiment

f~i,,s. '-a and _1b depict the spatio-temporal
photon atnd ionized acceptor density, respectivelyv. With reference to -ia. 3b wec tried to gain
(lcatrl\ front-like structures emerge that traverse experimental evidence of' the switching front by
the crystal atnd do not reoccur w~hile the incident usnthexrinale-psow in e.4.\
intcwiteni decreases. Notw that 0~OI is given pump pulse oif intensity 1, is directed onto at (dS

ll hei square of the SUM composed of crvstal of' 2 min thickness. The temporal mean

I. )/,,( i) /( hwi j itt-d rL ( 0. t incident intensity I~, w~as 1(M( kW/7 n'.m Perpen-
dicular to the pump at probe beam with temporal

)xit li /,tt ) being illustrated in Fig. I and to being mecan intensity I1 I kW/enl %%is applied at
fhe frequency of' the exciting laser light, different positions along the crsstal (front. centre

F~ig. 3a shows the ioni/ed acceptor density as at and back corresponding to A. 13 and C in Fig. 4.
funet ion of _- for i 1.3 tis. 2.6 ns. 3.9) rts and 5.2
tis. A.s is obvious, the front moves at af nonfuni-
lorni velocity i~ I I B analysing the time evolu1tion
Of thle deflection point of' n\( _-, I ) one can get an
estimate of i ais af function of time (Fig. 30. TheC
maximum i I is about1 6 x 10 ticm/s. It can be A -- --

intuitively understood that the shape of vIO
follows the shape of 1,,0) (Fig. I ) within the timed
periodt(idring wshich the iront-liki: structure exists I
fin the crystal in the fotllowing way: Neglecting Ii.4 ktho h xciina ikpuc t bc~ h
recombination, the chatracte rist ic time which \%tcing.. Sk rich o ftc epurimea nti ct-tip% tiscd to, and. the
the fro nt needs to bleach a chatracterist ic pe ile- irncidenti ant tidIransinit ed probe i sei ri nte nsit. A. If and (';arc
frat i n dIcpth I- given by the a bso rptio n length posnitn ott'~ the incidentI priobe laseri beamn
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respectively). There was no delay between the (13). This can be interpreted as a bleaching front
pump and the probe pulse. The intensity 1, of of the pump pulse which travels through the
the probe pulse transmitted by the crystal was crystal in z direction, and behind which the
measured and compared with its intensity before bleached region leads to a high induced transmis-
traversing the sample (Fig. 5). Fig. 5a shows the sivity for the probe pulse (see also Fig. 3b).
transmitted (a) and incident (0) probe pulses as With the help of Fig. 5b we can estimate the
a function of time for the three different posi- velocity -F of the switching front: At the far side
tions along the crystal, and Fig. 5b depicts IT/!1) the up-switch occurs about Ins later than at the
over time. In Fig. 5a. the pulses were normalized near side. Since the crystal has a thickness of
so that the incident and the transmitted intensi- about 2 mm, we get an order of magnitude r =[ 2
ties as a function of time coincide at the begin- x 10' cm/s. This is about 3 times smaller than
ning of the excitation for each of the positions the peak velocity of tr. predicted theoretically for
along the crystal. Note that consequently curves the same situation as in the experiment.
(G) and (13) are normalized by different units.
The closer the probe laser is to the front facet
where the pump laser enters the crystal, the 5. Discussion
sooner occurs the switch-up of the induced trans-
missivity with regard to the pump pulse. The According to our investigations, the switching
induced transmissivity shows up as an increased observed in ref. [1] is associated with a switching
intensity in (a) relative to the incident intensity front which moves through the crystal. The

(a) I p =100kW/cm'
X=488 nm

"U) Eie T=2 K
CdS,

-- (b)

n ) TMA

-~ B

z Ce

E- C'I

A

0 5 10 15 0 5 - 1'0 15

TIME (ns) TIME (ns)
Fig. 5. (it) Measured intensity o( the transmitted (0 1 and the incident (J3) probe pulse as a function ot time for various positions 0l
the probe laser along the crystal (A. I1 and (). (b) Measured transmissivitv I I//,, ias a function of time for the various positions
along the crystal. I, denotes the transmitted and I,, the incident intensity both of rhe probe pulse. The crystal was kept at 2 K. The
%avelength A emitted by the pump laser as well as by the probe laser was 48H nm and the transversal electric field E emitted bN
each of the laser. was perpendicular to the c axis of the crystal. The temporal mean incident intensity it. of the pump pulse s, as
lI(K kW/cm

2
and that of the probe pulse (]l,) was I kW/cm

2
. The thickness of the crystal was 2 mm.
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switching front separates the bleached spatial re- knowledged. M.N. and J.G. thank R. and I. Broser
gion from the unbleached one. It moves at a for supplying the CdS crystal.
velocity not constant in time. We have presented
for the first time a theoretical estimate of the
peak velocity dependent on the temporal mean
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Photoluminescence of vapor and solution
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Abstract

ZnTc single crystals grown by horizontal physical vapor transport (PVT) and by vertical traveling heater method
(THIM) from a Te solution wcrc characterized by photoluminescence (PL) at 10.6 K and by atomic force microscopy
(AFM). Copper was identified by PL as a major impurity existing in both crystals, forming a substitutional acceptor.
Cu,,. The THM ZnTc crystals were found to contain more Cu impurity than the PVT ZnTc crystals. The formation
of Cu ,-V,, complexes and the effects of annealing, oxygen contamination and intentional Cu doping wcre also
studied. Finally, the surface morphology analyzed by AFM was correlated to the PL results.

1. Introduction (2.10-2.25 eV): and (C) deep-level defects. such
as vacancy complexes (1.60-2.10 eV). The free-

High purity and good quality single crystals of exciton recombinations were identified at 2.381
ZnTc have been grown by various techniques eV for (X)W,, 2.391 eV for (X),, . and 2.392 eV
over the years for their potential application as for (X),,_ , and a direct energy gap (E,) of 2.3941
visible light en :tting devices. Most of them were eV was estimated by photoluminescence at 1.6 K
grown at temperatures below the melting point [3]. A center is considered simple when an impu-
(1290°C) of ZnTe, which improved the crystalline rity or a vacancy occupies a Zn or the Te lattice
perfection and reduced the possibility of contami- site, such as Cu , and V,., and contributes a
nation from or through crucibles. However, rela- single additional charge carrier: its energy levels
tively high levels of unintentional dopants, partic- are analogous to that of hydrogen. Consequently.
ularly Cu, have been usually found in the grown the activation energy of the single carrier bound
crystals [1,2]. Similar to other direct-gap semicon- to the substitutional impurity is close to that
ductors, the low temperature PL spectrum of calculated from the hydrogen model. The typecal
ZnTe crystals consists of three regions: (A) shal- emission of At, , a Cu acceptor substituting for
low-level free or bound excitons (2.25-2.39 eV); Zn atoms, has been found at 2.3746 eV in the
(B) donor-acceptor pair (DAP) recombination 1.6-4.0 K temperature range, although its emis-

sion peak is sometimes observed to broaden and
shift towards lower energy as the temperature

Corresponding author, and Cu concentration increase [4.51. In high qual-
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ity ZnTe crystals, the two-hole transition, having than the THM ZnTe crystals [2]. Both of them
an energy difference Aý,--A(IU of 125 mcV. may and PVT ZnTe:Cu crystals were further aged at
be used as evidence for Cu impurity, ambient for about 6 months, and then annealed

Deep level emissions were sometimes observed under vacuum at 600°C for I h. The samples were
in the PL spectra of PVT grown ZnTe crystals. either cleaved or polished and etched, with a 55k
These levels are very broad and have too high a bromine in methanol solution, for PL and AFM
binding energy to be hydrogenic centers, so they measurements.
are referred to as complex centers. Besides Zn Low temperature PL measurements were per-
vacancy and Tc vacancy complexes, deep levels formed on crystal samples which were cooled
associated with 0, Cu. Mn, Pb, Sn, and some down to 10.6 K by a APD Cryogenic Inc system
other transition metals could become part of these equipped with dual HC-4MKI helium compres-
complexes. As the binding energy of an electron sors. The 488.0 nm line, with power of 15
or a hole bound to a single substitutional impu- mW/mm2. from an ILT 5500A air-cooled argon
rity increases, the interaction of the electron with ion laser was selected for excitation. The PL
the lattice vibrations or the electron-phonon spectra were recorded using a Spex 1877D
coupling gets stronger. In this particular case the Triplemate Spectrophotometer and a liquid nitro-
longitudinal optical (LO) phonon coupling is by gen cooled CCD detector. In the spectrograph
far the strongest because of the polarization field stage of the spectrometer, a 30 Am slit and a 300
associated with it. The phonon energies of LO(WU), grooves/mm grating were employed.
LO(X). LA. TO(W') and TA were measured to be The surface morphology of the single crystals
26.1. 23.6. 13.6, 22.5 and 5.7 meV. respectively was studied by atomic force microscopy (AFM).
[3]. In this wurk we have performed low tempera- using a Digital Instruments Nanoscope II.
ture PL measurements of ZnTe crystals grown by equipped with piezoelectric tube scanners allow-
PVT and THM in order to identify the presence ing imaging of cleaved or polished crystals from
of impurities and native defects associated with atomic resolution up to 130 um maximal scans.
these growth techniques. The morphology of the The cantilevers were commercial nanoprobes,
crystal surfaces were analyzed by AFM and corre- made of gold coated silicon nitride with a force
lations to the PL spectra were obtained, constant of 0.06 N/m.

2. Experimental procedure 3. Results and discussion

Single crystals of ZnTe were grown without Fig. I shows the full range photoluminescence
any intentional doping by two different tech- spectra of PVT ZnTe crystals at 10.6 K: annealed
niques: horizontal physical vapor transport (PVT at 250'C (Fig. Ia), aged for about 6 months (Fig.
ZnTe) and vertical traveling heater method from Ib), and annealed under vacuum at 6(0)°C for I h
tellurium solution (THM ZnTe). In order to con- (Fig. ic). In the spectrum shown in Fig. Ia, the
firm the nature of the impurities in both the PVT principal bound exciton (PBE) at 2.3746 eV
and THM grown crystals, Cu was diffused into (FWHM = 1.0 meV) has been attributed to the
the PVT ZnTc crystals by depositing a thin film exciton bound to Cu acceptor, Aý(u. The interval
of Cu onto its wafers, annealing them for I h at on the lines above the spectra represent the suc-
250°C, and then removing the remaining Cu film cessive LO-phonon replicas. The LO-phonon
by etching. As a reference, another as-grown PVT replica peaks and two-hole transition (AY') at
crystal went through the same annealing proce- 2.2495 eV are relatively sharp and strong to be
dure. but without Cu deposition. Previous chemi- identified together with Ak,". The energy differ-
cal analysis data and low temperature IR trans- ence between A,'U and AC,". known as E,,u(Is)-
mission measurements indicated that the PVT E(u(2 s) for a hydrogenic model, is the same as
ZnTc single crystals had a better overall purity that found in the literature 13,51. The lines Ia-
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c .B A Fig. Ic. The free exciton recombination is re-
_ -- .• solved from the PBE line, while the LO-phonon

S.replicas of AoU have almost vanished. Cu has a
/ , , very high diffusion coefficient in ZnTe and conse-

zd-, ' quently has a very high degree of association with
A- other point defects (including other copper atoms)

,Wb . .present in the crystal, as indicated by the peaks of
', ' the C, series which are intense enough to overlap

-. 27 the occurrences of the DAP. the FB and the Ao"
A,:", * transitions.

a)C , Fig."the of
c Fig. 2 shows the PL spectra of PVT ZnTe: Cu

, •crystals: (a) after the Cu diffusion at 250'C. (b)

-- v' after aging, and (c) after annealing under vacuum
C.6 .• 2.•08 - 2. 2.3 2f4 at 600'C for I h. Spectrum 2a shows features

ENERGY (eV) which are very different from the spectra found
Fig. I. Photoluminescence spectra of a PVT ZnTe sample, at in the literature and those obtained by us on
1).6 K: (a) annealed at 250'C. (b) aged at ambient for about b samples which were highly contaminated by Cu
months, and (c) annealed under vacuum at 600'C for I h. during growth. The line at 2.3827 eV and a small

shoulder at 2.3895 eV are attributed to D, and
the free exciton (x). respectively. A new set of

beled C,, are also observed in the spectrum and [DAP]I at 2.3215 eV and associated phonon repli-
probably involve excitons bound to Cu complexes cas may be attributed to interstitial Cu. The oc-
[5]. The lines C., C, and C 7 resulted from an currence of C1 , line and its phonon coupling are
exciton bound to a common Cu-related neutral due to copper diffusion. The spectrum in Fig. 2b
("isoelectronic") trigonal complex defect [6]. The is similar to that in Fig. lb, which indicates that
C, and C, lines appear at positions different the Cu impurity has completely diffused into the
from ref. [5]. The donor-acceptor pair (DAP) crystal lattice to occupy Vz, and form more Cuzl
band and its LO-phonon replica were interpreted centers. The vanishing of the [DAP] makes DAP
as due to the recombination between a donor and
Cu acceptor defect levels, labeled as (D". ANo.).
Additionally, the occurrence of an asymmetric - -c ----- B A

R "I,. 16'
broad band at 1.72 eV indicates that more than a .. .. .

one kind of vacancy complex may be present,
Cuzn-Vr, and Vfln-VTC are two possible complex z - , ,I .
centers causing the asymmetry. In Fig. lb, the (b , ,.i
peak broadening due to aging at ambient reduces , -U\
the sharpness of the A(,u and C, series, and the / . ......
FWHM of the PBE peak is broadened to 4.5
meV. for example. When the temperature of the D In

sample was increased to 30 K, the FB line be-
came more intense while the DAP hand de- , ""
creased in intensity. A slightly more symmetric ,
deep level band (around 1.75 eV) is interpreted 2
as being caused by the fact that Vz,. defects are 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2- 2.1 .2 2.3

gradually occupied by mobile Cu atoms to form ENERGY IeV)

m~ore Cuzn,-W, lccenters. After annealing at 600°C, Fig. 2. Photoluminescence spectra of Cu doped PVT grovsnZnTe sample, at 10.6 K: (a) after the Cu diffusion at 250'C.

the PVT ZnTe crystals became very stable and (b) aged at ambient for about 6 months, and (c) annealed
exhibited a different PL spectrum, as shown in under vacuum at (tw(C for I h.
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and FB well resolved. The Cu diffusion also pro- months: and (c) rc-anncalcd ait 6001C for I h. T"hc
duced more defects associated with the broad broad band of deep level with the center of 1.9
band at 1.78 eV (probably CuZn,-V,, centers), the eV has the typical triplet fine structure of a L-O
sharp line C, and its two successive LO-phonon phonon replica, and its zero-phonon lines, at
replicas. After annealing the crystal, it can be 1.9874. 1.9798 and 1.9724 eV can be explained by
observed in the spectrum shown in Fig. 2c that the associated donor-acceptor pair (Zn-O)
A(,u is broadened and decreased in intensity, and model, assuming axial symmetry [7.8]. In the THM
that the structure of the C,, series is clearly sample the presence of oxygen impurity caused
resolved. The broad band at 1.78 eV and the the donor-bound-exciton line. D,. at 2.3825 eV to
triple lines have almost vanished. New peaks at be well resolved. The oxygen atom might act as a
1.97 eV were produced during the annealing pro- donor and affect the position and the shape of
ccss. These are thought to be due to in the form the DAP peak and its replica. The intensity ratios
of oxygen centers (OTJ). without the fine struc- for PBE/DAP and PBE/Zn-O center are equal
ture of the Zn-O axial centers. to 15 and 5. respectively. The A7,u line still ap-

The larger intensity ratio of PBE to C, in Fig. pears as a typical PBE. together with the D, line.
Ic. as compared to Fig. 2c, indicates that the The PL spectrum of the aged crystal, as shown in
undoped crystals contain less total Cu impurity. Fig. 3b, shows the occurrence of the successive
and the PL structure of la is comparable to that phonon coupling of A(IU. In Fig. 3c the PL spec-
of the crystals having Cu atoms of about 10' trum of the THM ZnTe sample after annealing at
cm 3 [5]. Earlier studies on the PVT ZnTe crys- 61X)°C for I h is shown: when compared to the
tals with chemical analysis showed that an unin- unannealed sample and the annealed PVT ZnTe
tentional Cu concentration of 50 ppba (3 x 10" crystals different features are evident: (i) the
cm -3) from atomic absorption ( < 3)00) ppba from strongest emission line is C, instead of A7•. 6ii
spark source mass spectrography). while no IR the triplet structure, together with LO-phonon. in
absorption was observed [2]. the deep-level region has vanished, which means

The full range photoluminescence spectra of a the decomposition of Zn-O center. The DAP
THM grown ZnTe crystal are shown in Fig. 3: (a) recombination may contribute some energy of
as-grown crystal: (b) aged crystal for about 6 several LO-phonons to the Zn-O center. The

spectrum of Fig. 3c provides evidence that the C,,
line series originate from complex centers. distin-

. "-".-" -. A guished from At". and that these complexes are
C. •associated with Cu and 0 atoms.

k 1,V •Fig. 4 shows AFM images of ( 10) crystallo-
S••' "'•i •.'' '- graphic planes cleaved from different crystals.

I" The structure of the cleavage steps appear to be
.,I. A_.' i A4.) affected by the crystal growth method or by post

growth treatments, a phenomenon recently ob-
"served on the cleaved surfaces of as-grown and

"'s-"'• "•- ... annealed CdZnTe crystals [91. The steps of the
.. , j. THM ZnTe crystal surface, shown in Fig. 4a. are

,not as straight as those of the PVT as presented
in Fig. 4b. The post-growth doping of the PVT

1.7 1.9 2. 2.2 2J 2.4 grown crystal with Cu at 250'C caused a modifi-

FNERGY (eV cation of the microstructure, apparently, as a
result of the stress induced during the diffusionFig. 3. Photoluminescence spectra. at It).f, K. of a ZnTe rcs.Ti feti lutae nteiaeo

crystal grown by TFIM: (a) as-grown crystal. (b) aged crystal process. This effect is illustrated in the image of
for about 6 months. and (c) annealed at 6(40(. in vacuum for Fig. 4c, where the shape of cleavage steps has
I h. been deformed and presumably Cu inclusions are
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summarizes the full width at half maximum (F=
FWHM) of At, and the intensity ratio 1 =,4(, "/('.
where C is the intensity of the deep level broad
band of region C (1.60-2.10 eV). It is commonly
accepted that lower F values indicate a higher
crystalline quality, while lower I value is associ-
ated with higher defect density [ill]. Considering
the crystal growth techniques, and comparing the
PVT grown to the THM grown crystals, it is clear
that the PVT crystal exhibits, both higher crys-
talline perfection and lower impurity content.
These quantitative results are well correlated to
the morphological images shown in Figs. 4a. 4b,
4e and 4f. indicating that both the as-cleaved and
the etched surfaces of the THM grown surfaces
are rougher and exhibit higher density of residues.
as compared to those of the PVT grown crystal.
Further, the intentional doping of the PVT grown
crystal increased the F value and decreased the I
value, indicating the deterioration in the crys-
talline quality and the increasing content of vari-
ous types of impurities and defects. The effects of
these post growth processes on the morphology
the cleaved surfaces are demonstrated in Figs. 4c
and 4d. Considering the PL data together with
the AFM analysis, we may conclude that the
doping process not only produced the diffusion of
Cu, but also introduced high density of defects.

Fig. 4. Crystal surfaces at ambient. as imaged by atomic force which are clearly visible in Fig. 4c. where the

microscopy, with the marker representing I jum: (at) is-cleaved structure of cleavage steps has been modified and
TIIM ZnTe. (hi as-cleaved PVT ZnTc. (c) as-cleaved PVT a region of highly concentrated inclusions (clus-
ZnTe C(u doped. (d) PVT ZnTe Cu doped, as-cleaved after
the annealing treatment at O("C. (e) TIM ZnTe sample

after polishing andi etching in Br-methanol solution. and If)
PVT ZnTc sample after polishing and etching in Br-methanol
solution. Table I

Summary of the F and I %alues as calculated from the P[-
spectra

present. The induced stress has 1,ecn relieved by Type of sample. treatment FWIIM I

the annealing treatment at 600'C. and Fig. 4d (meV)

shows that the step shape has recovered its origi- I'VT. polished and etched I 32I X

nal shape of the as-grown crystal presented in PVT. cleaved 3 2(X M)

Fig. 4b. The polished and etched surfaces of the PVT. aged 4.5 1S8Nl
PVT. annealed S 3110

THM and PVT crystals were also imaged and are PTM. polished a th M
TIIM. polished and etched 8 5;

shown in Figs. 4c and 4f, respectively. The size rllM. aged hi WOI

and the density of the residues, as well as the TllM. annealed 6 110

surface roughness, vary significantly. PVT. Cu doped, etched 10.2

The surface morphology of the samples quali- PVT. (u doped. aged 4 660it

tatively correlates to the PL spectra. Table I PVT. (u doped, annealed • SMIN
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ters) was produced. After annealing, the stress ZnTe crystals and reduces the vacancies of PVT
has been relieved, and the shape of the cleavage ZnTe.
steps was restored to that of the as-cleaved crys-
tal. To some extent, the surface preparation
methods were found to affect the PL spectra; the 4. Acknowledgement
cleaved surface exhibited slightly broader emis-
sion peaks, as well as slightly lower I value as This work was supported by NASA Grant
compared to the polished etched surfaces. In number NAGW-2025.
spite of the fact that the cleaved surface is
smoother than the etched one, it appears that the
cleaving process introduces surface defects which 5. References
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In conclusion, PVT ZnTe crystals have been [4) L. Svob and Y. Marfaing. Solid State Commun. 58•(1986)

confirmed, by low temperature photolumines- 343.
cence and atomic force microscopy, to have a [51 N. Magnca. D. Bensahel. J.L. Pautrat. K. Saminadayar

better purity and quality than THM ZnTe crys- and I.C. Pfister. Solid State Commun. 3) (1979) 259.
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Optical properties of "pure" CdS
and metal-insulator-semiconductor structures

on CdS at electrical operation

M.A. Jakobson *, V.D. Kagan, R.P. Seisyan, E.V. Goncharova
A.F Ioffc Physical-Technical In'stitute. Politekhinicheskaja 26, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russian Fede'ration

Abstract

The quadratic Stark effect on the A,.. A, and 1, exciton lines was observed at 1.8 K in the absorption spectra for
MIS structures with CdS. Impact ionization of free and bound cxcitons by free carriers in an electric field in CdS
crystals with ohmic contact were investigated in the spectrum of luminescence. A theoretical analysis of the results
has made it possible to identify the mechanisms of relaxation of high-energy electrons predominating in CdS at low
temperatures.

I. Introduction manifested by a small long-wavelength line shift

(LE < 0.1 R. where R is the binding energy of an

This paper discusses electrical field effects on exciton).
free and bound excitons observed in absorption The impact ionization of free excitons and
and luminescence spectra in the exciton region. delocalization of excitons bound to impurities for

The absence of published data on the Stark cadmium sulfide was also investigated. The inves-
effect in the ground state of A,, - excitons is in tigation was carried out by optical methods in-
all likelihood due to the fact that field intensities volving observation of quenching of the exciton
(up to 105 V/cm) required are difficult to obtain photoluminescence spectra in an electric field
in structures with ohmic contacts because of ther- and a theoretical analysis of the experimental
mal breakdown of crystals. Our experiment was results obtained in this way.
carried out employing a metal- insulator-semi- Structures for the Stark effect investigations
conductor (MIS) structure (Au-Al,O,-CdS-In) were fabricated from single crystals grown by the
subjected to a reverse bias. The current then is Frerichs method [I]. The thickness of the crystals
limited by the insulator layer. In case of the was 1)-30 Aim. in-CdS-AI,O 3 -Au structures
ground state of the Is type, which includes A,, -, were formed by evaporation technique.
we can expect only a weak quadratic Stark effect For investigation of the luminescence line

quenching, the ohmic contacts were used. The
contacts were in the form of longitudinal In strips

(orrcsponding author, with a gap of I mm.

0•)22-10249/()4/$07.(K) 199)4 L-lsevicr Science 1.V. All rights reserved
SSD/ (11122-0248( 93)E0473-K
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2. Experimental results k d

The A,,_ exciton absorption line was investi-
gated by employing mainly the EII c polarization,
forbidden for this line, so that even a small unbal-
ance angle was sufficient to record the AL and
A, absorption lines clearly. This enabled us to
consider the field-induced shift of these lines
without invoking polariton effects.

The absorption spectra were recorded simulta-
neously with the current-voltage and capaci-
tance-voltage characteristics. This permitted esti-
mation of the thickness of the space charge layer, 4
which at the working temperature (T= 4.2 K)
was comparable with or greater then the thick-
ness of the crystal. Hence, we concluded that the 3
voltage drop, across the semiconductor subjected
to a negative bias, was distributed uniformly over
the whole single crystal. 2

Fig. I depicts the experimental absorption .

spectra of a crystal. No. 2714. at zero and maxi-

•d ht' (A\

I S Fig. 2. Profile of the .A, (hr 2.5545 c\). A, (hi 2.5524

- eV). and I , (it, = 2.5499 eV) absorption lines of structure No.
2195 on increase in the rescrse bias soltage l,( I ) o: (Il ; 2)
5i: (3) O5: (4) 75: (0) 90. 1=4.2 K. Unpolarized light. The
origin of the ordinates of curvecs 2-5 is shifted uIp'•irds, in W,

for clarity.

mum (U = 2301 V) external bias voltages, as %%cll
as their individual components.

The effect of an electric field on the cxciton

complex 1, (hli, 25499 cV. A = 4861.7 A). al-
lowed only in the E _L c polarization, was studied

-... ""by recording the absorption of unpolarized light.
- , .This exciton complex gave rise to the strongest

h ', ,- absorption exhibited by our crystals. Fig. 2 shows
Fig. I. Experimental absorption spectra of an Au-AI0l -('dS the absorption spectra of unpolarized light ob-
structure (No. 2714) and their components obtained as a tained for a crystal. No. 2195, using different
result of decomposition: Il) background due to the B excilon values of the applied voltage ranging from zero to
line (hii' - 2.566fi eVi: (2) At absorption line (Ii - 2.5554 -91) V. This series of spectra also illustrates the
vV ): 3 A, abhsorption line (hi, = 1,5524 eVW "7'- 4.2 K andcV) I1 ~ bsirpiin inelii'= .554 VI '' -. 2K nd rates of (he A1 . At. and 1I lines decreasing in
E 11 c. Reverse voltage U,( I' ): (a) i: (h) 2311. The origin of the

ordinates (if the curves in (h) is shifted upwards in kd for amplitude under an external electric field. (Fig.
clarilt I(kd optical density). 5a shows it more distinctly.)
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IP! under DC conditions. As such, one of the great-
est problems to avoid was thermal effects. Our
estimation of the Joule heat indicated that the
critical power leading to an increase of tempera-
ture as a result of unbalance between the sample

T-1 and liquid helium [2] was not reached.

5P
3. Discussion

3.1. The Stark ejfect

*, The Stark shift of the energy position of the
ground state of an exciton in the case of simple
bands considered in the hydrogen-like approxi-

,• ,mation is described by the expression

.lE( E) = liv, - hi,( E) = 962R,/8, (1)
5 b 49 where (h = /E . L* = R/ae is the ionization

Fig. 3. Exciton luminescence spectra of CdS samples recorded field, e is the electron charge. a is the cxciton
at 1.S K: (a) T-I and T-3 samples in zero electric field, and (b)
T-2 sample. in different electric field, E (V/cm): (I) 0: (2) radius, R is the effective Rydbcrg constant, and
300: (3) 351): (4) 450): (5) 650 (6) ))0. E is the external electric field.

The experimentally observed dependence was
steeper than quadratic. We can assume that such
a steep rise of -E. on increase in the potential

With respect to exciton luminescence spectra. difference, is due to a change in the distribution
the "pure" CdS crystals available to us could be of the external electric field between the insula-
divided into three types: (I) T-1 crystals exhibit- tor and semiconductor layer as the voltage is
ing a strong bound-exciton line and weak frce-cx- increased.
citon line A,, -, (2) T-2 crystals with a group of We determined experimentally the voltage
strong bond-exciton lines I, and I, and a moder- drop across the semiconductor and found the
ately strong free-cxciton line A,, - : (3) 1-3 crys- effective voltage, Un., of the bulk of material
tals with a strong A,,-, line and 13 line of a using the same CdS single crystal for both an MIS
comparable intensity. Fig. 3 shows the spectra of structure (No. 2795), and a metal-,emiconductor
these types and the dependence of T-2 spectrum structure (inset in Fig. 4). We corrected the re-
on the electric field applied to an In-CdS struc- suits f,•r the voltage drop across the insulator.
ture. It is clear from this figure that the order in The resu!ts shown in Fig. 4 depict dependence of
which the lines are quenched is determined by the shift of the exciton absorption bands on the
the binding energies of the excitons 1, (A = 486.6 effective field (this figure includ,:s the theoretical
nm), I, (A = 487.2 nm) and A,, , (A = 485.3 nm). dependence, represented by the solid line). One
The last to be quenched was the A,, - , line, the can see that the experimental dependence is close
binding energy of free excitons being the highest to the theoretical predictions. The clearest result
(28 meV) among the observed luminescence lines, was obtained for the A, absorpticn line, which is
In sufficiently large fields (800 V/cm) all the the strongest in the spectrum.
luminescence lines were largely quenched. Analysis of shifts of the A, and 1, absorption

Our measurements of the Stark effect (absorp- lines in the same crystal on the applied voltage
tion spectrum) and of the impact ionization ef- (Fig. 2) indicates that the log dependences.
fccts (luminescence spectrum) were carried out .IE(U), are equivalent, and consequently the Stark
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shift coefficient of the free- and bound-exciton
lines is also equivalent: a

Kth = e-a-/8R. (2)

We can therefore conclude that the effective 0 AL
radius of an exciton bound to an ionized donor is
equal to the radius of a free exciton under the
conditions of interaction with an external electric V)
field. 0

Fig. 5 demonstrates the difference between (a)
electric field effects and (b) effect of impact ion-
ization. In the case of electric field effects, the 3
decreasing amplitude of the exciton lines is due
to the exciton ionization and is determined by the E* 1 3 V/cm
bound energy of the exciton. The amplitude re-
duction tor free A,, and bound 13 excitons is
the same. In the case of impact ionization, the
decay of the free exciton is dctermined by the (1

Q.)

E rne \•

t mA o

' ," E. V/cm

Fig. 5.. Different mechanisms of the excitonic line intensity
-- U V reduction: (a) field ionization: (hi impact ionization.

cxciton bound energy, whereas the decay of the
bound exciton is determined by the binding en-
ergy of exciton to the centre. which is much
smaller. The quenching of I3 is quicker than that

, 10 of A,, .- r
EF10O, 1 V I in summary, the use of an MIS structure en-

Fig. 4. Shifts of the exciton absorption lines with the effective abled us to record for the first time the Stark
voltage applied to sample No. 2795. The continuous straight shift of the absorption lines of the free A,, - and
line represents theoretical data. The insert shows the cur- bound 13 excitons. Determination of the effective
rent-voltagc characteristics of MIS (I) and metal-semicon- voltage acting on the bulk of the semiconductor
ductor (2) structures made of a (dS single crystal (No. 2795). made it possible to describe satisfactorily the
as well as the calculated current- voltage characteristics of the
insulator laqer (3). The characteristics were obtained Under results obtained by the quadratic Stark depen-
the same conditions as in recording the a.hsorption spectra. dence.
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3.2. Impact ionization n I-
W 1 2 3 4 5 . E II. 3VIS

Under steady-state conditions, the simple 3

equation for the number of excitons results in the 2 1'
following dependence of the luminescence inten-
sity I on the applied electric field: .
1/I11= 1 + W[_/WI )-I) (3)ti," 2

Here 1, is the luminescence intensity in the ab- 5 10 15 20 25 30E-2 10- V-2 S 2

sence of an electric field. 1W, the probability of Fig. 6. Dependence of the intensity of the bound-exciton

ionization of a free exciton (or delocalization of a luminescence 6F, = 4 meV) on the electric field applied to a
sample of the T-2 type. The experimental points are plottedbound exciton) in the absence of an electric field asdependences of In[ I!(I-/I,)] on E t at and l: - th).

and W,. the probability of impact ioniza~ion in

the presence of an electric field. The latter is
described by different asymptotes: less than or of the order of 450) V/cm. curve (a)

W1 = 41 , exp( -E,1 I/E), becomes linear, i.e. obeys the Townsend-Shock-
: = , p (4) Icy law, while in sufficiently strong fields (650

- = xp( -E(/E-), (4) V/cm), curve (b) becomes linear, indicating that

the Townsend-Shockley and Davydov-Wolf laws. the Davydov-Wolf asymptote is applicable. The
Conditions of validity of the Townsend-Shockley slopes of the asymptotes yield the constants E,
impact ionization law in semiconductors have and E1, listed in Table I for different tpc,:s of
been considered by Kagan [3]. The explicit ex- samples and different luminescence lines kthe
pressions of parameters E, and E,, are in terms values given in parentheses in this table are the
of kinetic characteristics of crystals. These asymp- fields in which the relevant dependence was ob-
totic dependences (4) work only provided the served). It is clear from Table I that the lines for
probability of impact ionization is small, i.e. the higher binding energies correspond to larger val-
modulus of the exponent is large. ues of the constants E, and E,.. An analysis of

To compare the experimental data with the these experimental results, on the basis of the
dependences of Eqs. (4). we have plotted, in Fig. theory presented in ref. [2]. gives valuable infor-
6. In[ 1/( , - I)] versus E I (curve a) and versus mation on the mean free paths of high-energy
E 2 (curve b) for luminescence line 1,. In fields electrons.

Table I
Parameters E, and k,. anti ranges of validity of the corresponding dependences (in parenthesest listed in units, oi olts per
centimeter for three types of samples and three different photoluminescence lines (the binding encrgý is given tit parcntheses)

Type of 1', (4 meV) 1, (7 meV) A, (21 meV)
sample /'Hi;H '*IEI t r•

T- I I1101 1050 1411M) 3)1)1)
(41XN - 701(f, (MMX- 1419)) (W(N)-90) ( 1060-I11M))

T-2 () 14(W) 1211M 3500 511MM) 1511))
175-5 ), 0511M) XIX)) 13)1)) INWI)) () M1) - 17M)) (775i-50) 1775 -450)

T-9 011 440) 1311 ISO) I()8 75))

(50 250)) O3N) )-650) 150 250) (3M) .-650)) (fI) 21 )) OW- 43(W)-41)))

"In the case of T-2 crystals,. the intensity of the A,, line wats inttsufficient to distinguish reliably het%%een EI: and I:":
depcIdcnCes.
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The mean free path of 4 meV electrons in nescence in cadmium sulfide as a tool for mea'ur-
moderate fields is 10 4 cm in the "pure' samples ing the mean free paths of high-ncrer electrons.
and 5 x it " cm in the remaining samples [4].

"To the best of our knowledge, to date. there
have been no attempts to analyse the cxperimcn- 4. References
tally observed influence of an electric field on the
exciton luminecscence spectra using a theory lead- III B. isrcrichs. N•jlurmi-cnschallcn 33 1'i1t94 354

ing to a dependence of a Towknsend-Shocklicy [] Zai rilka.•i. t4Lcc ()pt. S,.iisl,.i t'lupriidIv4'.

type. We have demonstrated the value of such an [31 Vt). Kagan. Zh. F+kNpcr. lcor. h/. 1)4 ( l9SN, 5.S
approach. In essence. it permits quenching by the [41 M.A. Jakohbon. V.). Kagan. R. Katiliu, and ((J) MOilc1.
electric field of the low temperature exciton lumi- I'hS. StLusM 1idi (b) PI1 I PNOI)) "W;)
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Measurement of optical nonlinear susceptibility of CdS single
crystal using a single beam*

Zhengang Li ', Guangnan Xiong *~, Zhihong Zhao. Xiwu Fan2
Tianyin Inst itute of Tpchnology-. Tianyin 3001) W. Apleap' Repblich of (lnau

Abstract

We report a measurement (if optical nonlinear susceptibility of CdS using the Z-scan method. The input laser
light irradiating on the CdS single crystal had a wavelength of 514.5 nmn and a flux density of' 16 kW,7cri. We
estimate a nonlinear susceptibility of A'3= 3,5 X 10t" (esu) being in agreement with an anharmonic oscillator model
based on excitons. We also found that when a DC' electric field was added on the sample of CdS. :he nonlinear
absorption increased as the applied DC electric field was increased.

1. Introduction Recently, the technique (if the Z-scan method
has become an attractive method for estimating

We have reported [I] that nonlinearity occurs both the magnitude and the sign of the third-order
in CdS when the irradiated power by 514.5 nm nonlinear susceptibility because of its simplicity%
laser beam is more than 15.2 kW/cm2. We found as well ats its high sensitivity, especially for the
that there were slow and fast processes of nonlin- inflenlse nonlinear absorptive samples. The theo-
ear absorption. The slow process is due to ther- ries have been discussed extensively in the litera-
mal effect and the fast process originates from lure 12-5]. Using the 7-scan method with the
the exeiton -electron scattering. Here we report at same input light wavelength and power. we ha'e
measurement of optical nonlinear susceptibility measured the optical nonlinear ref'ractive index
of CdS using a single Gjaussian laser beam of, of a ('dS single crystal.
514.5 nm.

2. Experiments

Correspiondling author. The experiments in ('dS were performed with
*Work suppiorted hy the National Scince F'oundation of a frequency of A' laser with photon energy just

China, below the exciton transition energy in CdS. The
Present address: D~epartment oif Physics. Tianjin Normal experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1.

Unisersity. Tianjin IfXX)74. Peo~ple~s Republic ot China.
2Present aiddress: C'hangchun Institute of Physics. Chinese Thruptple rmamd-okdA

Academy of Sciences. Changchuin 13(Nt21, Peoples, Republic laser were focused with it spot diameter of 25 imm
of China. ton a 20() u.m thick CdS sample. The temporal

WN22-0t249/94/$070)t v 1994 1Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
SSM) 00(22-0248(93)1;01750-2
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I. ii;,- 7- direction .1

S1. ii) +; -I --2

• O. 95 0..,5
M

z. ) 1). iý51

Fig. 1. Experimental setup of Z-scan for measuring the non- Fig. 3. Transmittance measured as a function of the position
linear refractive index. S, sample: L, and L_. focusing lenses: relative to the focal point in the (dS single crstal sample.
D, and D,. detectors: S,. pinhole: M. Z-scan: 1), x-Y with a 0.45 mm pinhole.
recorder.

The formula [41 we used is
width of the laser pulses was 100 ps (FWHM). the noIT
repetition rate was 82 x 10' Hz and the wave Re( •3i) n j I
vector was perpendicular to the optic axis of the 12-,- X 0.406( 1 -s) - kl( Ld.n
crystal. An undoped CdS single crystal was used. where /, is the instantaneous input power (on the

Using the Gaussian laser beam in a tight focus sample). s = I - exp( -2r,//w) is the aperture
geometry, we measured the transmittance of CdS linear transmittance with denoting the beam ra-
through a finite aperture in the far field as a dius at the aperture in the linear regime. I., = ( I
function of the sample position z relative to the - e ,,t)/a (with L the sample thickness and (r
focal plane. The experimental results are shown the linear absorption coefficient) and k = 2w/A.
in Fig. 2 with an aperture diameter of 3 mm and In our experiments, r, = 0.23 mm. iv, = 0.33 mm,
in Fig. 3 with an aperture diameter of 0.45 mm. (Y = 25 cm - 1. A = 5.145 x 10 ý cm, and the single
The results with the normalized transmittance in pulse power was I AJ. So we had a third-order
Fig. 3 being divided by the normalized transmit- susceptibility of Xii = 3.5 x 10 " esu.
tance in Fig. 2 is shown in Fig. 4. From Fig. 4, we Generally. when the flux density is low, the
obtain that the difference between the normal- third-order susceptibility in CdS is about 10l
ized transmittance peak and valley _Ti , is 0.176. esu.

0'l •----, � 7 -direction I. 0.11, I.

SI. i1() 2 o. I .I 1. ) - |
1.1.11 o 9 f;t2- :y i

0.. 95

C,,..,4, 0.90 90. 01 i. 40

S0 0 -Z direction
Xi o. _ 8. 0.85 fo 50. 85

Fig. 2. transmittance measured as a function of the position Fig. 4. A curve obtained trom the curve in Fig. 3 being divided
relative to the f.ocal point in the (dS single crystal sample, by the curve in Fig. 2. The difference in transmittance be-
with i 3 mm pinhole. tween the peak and valley is 0I. 17h.
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We have reported [1] that excitons played an The rise time of a thermal lens in a solid is
important role in optical nonlinear absorption in determined by the acoustic transit time across the
CdS single crystal when the input light weve- light beam. 7 =w,/', where r, is the velocity of
length was 514.5 nm and the flux density was sound in the solid. For CdS. with u, = 0.3 x 10"
higher than 15.2 kW/cm2 . Its mechanism is elec- cm/s and w0 = 25 Am. we obtained a rise time of
tron-exciton scattering and the exciton lifetime is r = 8.17 ns, which was almost two orders of mag-
about t100 ps. The exciton is composed of a elec- nitude longer than the input laser pulsewidth.
tron and a hole. Its radius is about 10" cm in Therefore, we can neglect the thermal effect.
CdS and its behiwior is similar to a harmonic We also observed an optical nonlinear absorp-
oscillator. Its contribution to the third-order sus- tion in CdS under an external DC electric field at
ceptibility is from its anharmonicity. room temperature. The nonlinear absorption in-

If we assume that the nonlinearity is due to creased with the increase of the applied voltage.
generation of an exciton that can be treated as an while the incident light intensity needed for the
anharmonic oscillator: the third-order susceptibil- appearance of nonlinear absorption decreased
ity is given by [61 with the increase of the applied voltage.

N,"'3

(0)C= (2)

3. References
where m* is the reduced effective mass of the
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Abstract

A newly observed effect is presented: intrinsic bistability in luminescence. in particular. the bistable properties in
reflection of thin (101 um) CdS:Cu films were investigated with the 514.5 nm Ar' laser line at 80 K. The reflected
beam exhibits only poorly contrasted (71) bistable loops. However. if we put cut-off filters which arc transparent in
the red region of the spectrum (e.g. RG 780) in the reflected beam. very. well contrasted ( > 70' ) bistable loops s crc
obscred. I Icnce. the bistable switch of the infra-red luminescent light was observed. Bistabilit% in luminescence %% as
also achicvcd in hbrid modes. i.e.. the film was illuminated with a constant power and a %ariablc %oltage wkas applied
to the sample. At a certain threshold of the ,oltagc the luminescence intensity of the sample exhibits bistability.

Finall, some applications of bistabilitics in luminescence are discussed.

I. Introduction duced optical devices (LIODs) [4.5] which consist
of polycvystalline thin ( _ II) /Mm) CdS films on

Information carried by light, i.e., photonic data Pyrex exhibit well contrasted all-OB in trans-
processing, will extend or even replace common mission [6s-101 and reflection ;i 1. Th, driving
electronics in part because of the rapidly growing physical principle of a I.IOD is known as all-OB
importance of lightwave systems. The next cen- due to increasing absorption by photo-irradiation
tury is expected to become an Optopia where [12-171. It is worthwhile to stress at this point
extensive developments in photonics will be at- that the reflection properties of thin (dS films
tained [1]. In the last decade 12.3] strong research show peculiar properties. Firstl. the bistable
efforts have started including semiconductors as switch of transmission and reflection occurs -
well as organics in various forms (bulk, thin films, against the prediction of the conventional rate
microcrystallitcs and multiple-quantum wells), in equation [18] of thermo-optical effects - non-
order to find best suited materials and concepts coincidently if the temperature dependence of
for all-optical bistability (all-OB), i.e., optical the reflection exhibits larger dynamics than that
bistability without external feedbacks. Laser in- of the transmission in the temperature range

where the thecrmo-optical bistability occurs [I I].
Secondly, at a suitable temperature, a non-bista-
ble increase of the reflected signal takes place

('orresponding author, during the bistable switch-down of the transmis-

(X022-t248/94/$(T7M 1994 L|lscvier Science B.V\ All rights reserved
SSD) 00122-01248( 9l3 )fl:l•7 7o- X
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sion if the reflection depends in a much less Re Re - ,_S
pronounced way on temperature than the trans-

mission [19]. Beyond that, an all-optical photonic .pin
reflection oscillator has been primarily realized
with thin CdS films (201. In general, the reflection
of thin CdS films exhibits highly unexpected and (a) Pin 514 5or
surprising properties and already linear features
cannot be described with standard theories in
contrast to the transmission [19]. Re RS

Hoffmann et al. have reported bistability in R ReF

luminescence of CdS:Cu crystals [21]. However. "Pin
the origin of the bistability was the formation of a 'i
thin lie gas film on the surface of the crystal. In
other words. the bistabilitv in luminescence was (b) 514.5nm
not induced by an intrinsic feature of the crystal. in

whereas the observed phenomenon reported in Fig. I. Schematic sketches ot the experimental arrangemcents

the present paper underlies intrinsic properties of The upper figure (a) shim>s the result of a common reflection
mca'urcnicnt. Only a poorl• contrasted histahle loop is oh',-

thin CdS: CU films. Hence, according to our mesrmn.OKapoNcntseditbllopiob
tCHrcable. The lower figure (hi sho'w, thai the contrast of thc

knowledge. we present in the present publication loop increases considcrably it one puts a cut-ott tili. s hlch is
the first observation of both intrinsic all-optical transparent in the red part oit the spectrum (e.g. RG 7S1)) in

and hybrid bistabilities (HB) in luminescence, the reflected beam. P,, is the pow~cr of the incident 514.5 int
line. S the sample and Re the measured reflcctcd light mitcn-
•,it%..

2. Sample preparation and experiment

contrasted (7(i ) bistable loops were observed.

The samples were prepared by reactive spray However. if cut-off filters which are transparent
deposition on a Pyrex substrate [8.22] with in the red region of the spectrum (e.g. Schott RG
1(l M Cu. in the solvent. The optical excitation 715. RG 7801 and RG 1001(0) are put in the re-
of the thin (Il tim) film was performed bN the flected beam as shown in Fig. lb. very well con-
514.5 tinm line of an argon laser with a spot trasted ( > 7(0; ) bistable loops were observed.
diameter of 3100-400(1 g m. In order to measure
reflection, the sample was mounted obliquely
(311-'-45 with respect to the incident beam) in a 3. All-optical and hybrid bistabilities in lumines-
tunable (8(1-38(0 K) cold-finger nitrogen cryostat cence of LIODs
keeping the sample in vacuum (I X 10 - mbar).
The modulation (if the intensity of the incident The experimental results obtained with the
laser beam was performed by two polarizers, a configurations of Figs. ia and lb are shown in
fixed and a rotating one. The intensities of the Figs. 2 and 3. respectively. The poorly contrasted
incident beam. reflection and luminescence were loop in reflection (Fig. 2) can be drastically en-
measured with Si photodiodes. For further details largcd by simply introducing a cut-off filter (RG
of the experimental setup. see rcf. [11)]. The HB 78(1) in the reflected beam (Fig. 3). The poor loop
was investigated with the use of electrical con- of Fig. 2 is reasonable, since the reflection de-
facts which consisted of two evaporated In stripes. pends only extremely weakly on temperature, as
(1.5 mm wide and 5 mm long, separated by a I shown in Fig. 4. It wits pointed out [IN] that the
mm gap. contrast of the bistable reflection loop (7r,. see

Fig. I shows schematically the performed cx- Fig. 2) is in agreement with the decrease in the
pcrimcnts. In the upper part (a) the standard reflected light intensity by 71i between 270 and
experiment of reflcction is shown. Only very poor 286 K where the bistability switches. This means
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Fig. 2. Reflected light itntof the 514.5 nm line it t Fig. 4. Dependence of the retleCted light intcnsitý on temper-
iftfli ~ature of a thin (dS (ii film. -The decrease (-' ) of the

function of the incident power at 8I) K. The observed cotntrast reflected light intensitN around 3ttH) K I, in agreement with thec
of the histable loop is only about 7(ý since the reflected light lopcnrtofFg2.Temaumntipromdudr
intensit% depends onlv weakly on temperature, as will be h aecniin a h xeieto Fg ~i~sr y

sho~n n ig.4.intensity I _. 15 jMW, cm- monochromatic light (5 14.5; rim "it

used in order to measure the dependence oft the retlect ion oin

thattheloopconrastobsrvedin ig. isal- the ambient temperature y"ithout an additional optical %%arm-
thattheloopconrastobsrvedin ig. isal- up.

ready the maximum which can he expected for
the thermo-optical histability in reflection. Hence.
the results shown in Fig. 3 cannot be attributed to forwardly from common interpretations of'
common reflection properties of the sample but thermo-optical histahilities (4.12-1 71. since the
correspond to bistability in luminescence which is thermo-optical shift of lUrbach's tail around 2.4
measured in reflection geometry. Therefore, we eV does not neceessarilN influence transitttons
stay in the present paper with the indication around 1.55 eV (780) nm) in such drastic ways
reflection and note the cut-off filter used. We as shown in Fig. 3. It is worthwhile to stress at
%%ant to point out that the observation of' bistabil- this point that clearly contrasted (5(1%) bistable
itN in luminescence cannot be concluded straight- reflection loops in CdS platelets have been ob-

served [231. However, one must bear in *.tind that
thin films are not heated uniformly by the inci-

CSCu Filter ROBSO 111.6 mW dent laser beam ats platelets due to the substrate
CdS0 which acts as an effective heat sink [24]. Further-

-2 more, ats already mentioned above, the reflection
7- properties of thtin films exhibit peculiar features
C> which were never reported for platelets. Hence, a

Comparison oft results achieved with thin films
CD and platelets must be treated carefully.

I Fig. 5 shows the hybrid bistability in lumtnes-
91.9 mW cenee. The bistable switch is induced by the ap-

Cr 0 plied voltage. The power of the incident laser
0 p beam (optical bias) is constant (IM~ mWk). We

C 40 80 120 want to point out that the observation of Fig." 5
- INCDENTPOWER(mW)opens possibilities for realizations of at new class

Fig. 3. Repetition of the measurement iii Fig. 2. putting the of hvbrid elements, i.e.. bistahic light cminiing
cut-off filter R6i 780) into the rellccted beam. A completely
different bechavior with at considerably larger loop contrast derjces. The output of' an electronic logtc can be

(6';)is measured, Converted into photonic pulses. Typical value,, for
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F-iter G780 CdS 15%., RG 715 49/, RG 780 6314 (see Fig. 3) and
RG 1000 73/i. Obviously. the most contrasted
loops arc in the vicinity of the gap of GaAs (880
nm at 300 K). Hence, besides the above-men-

I ;tioned creation of a bistable light emitting device.

I *it is conceivable to develop a new method to
z'L :lO0mW
a , , •measure optically the electronic properties (e.g.

,/1_ doping concentrations) of GaAs wafers on the
basis of the presented results.

l Among other things. the switching speed of
I *bistabilities in luminescence is currently under

API 8 12 16 ( investigation in order to understand the mecha-
-APPLIED VOLTAGE (V)- nism which underlies the discovered effect. It is

Fig. 5. First obscrxation of intrinsic hybrid bistability in lumi- the question whether the effect is only thermally
inescence measured in reflection geometty using the cut-off induced or whether also some electronic contri-
filter R(i 781). 1 he experiment was performed at S1) K with a

constant incident power of 10M mW of 514.5 nm line. The butns teplae sin the linesence ex-
observed contrast of the bistable loop was nearlN 71';. The tures depend strongly on the lifetime of the cx-
Inset shows the position of the optical bias (1I ) with respect cited carriers. The optical transitions which un-
to the bistability loop of luminescence in the specific case. derlie the luminescent process arise from deep

impurities and disturbed stoichiometry. In fact,
spray-deposited thin CdS films exhibit a strong

the high level in common electronics are around luminescence in the red ( > 60N nm) region of the
5 V. but 14 V are necessary for the bistable spectrum [251. We have observed that doping
switch-down in Fig. 5. However, the real criterion with copper increases the sensitivity of the lumi-
for an application is the dynamic range of the ncscence to temperature. The luminescence in-
applied voltage, i.e.. the difference of the applied tensity in the range 6(0)-10(N) nm decreases more
voltages where bistable switches down and up strongly in thin CdS:C(u films than in undoped
take place, 14 and 3 V respectively, in Fig. 5. This CdS films if the sample is heated from 80 to 350
means that a logic level of I I V would be neces- K. Therefore. bistable loop contrasts in lumincs-
sary to drive the device. However. the width of cence observed in CdS: Cu films are larger (70"1 )
the loop can be reduced considerably by reducing than in undoped (CdS films (5(1" ). A detailed
the power of the optical bias. If the optical bias is comparison of the bistable features of ('dS and

71) mW. the bistable switch-down takes place at ('dS:('u thin films will be published in a forth-
18.0 V and the switch-up at 15.3 V. l'hereforc. coming paper which includes also encouraging
the output of a common "`IL logic in addition to rcsui's concerning the above-discussed method to

a constant electrical bias of 14 V is highly suffi- investigate optically the electrical properties of
cient to drive the device. (iaAs wafers. Epitaxial CdS layers produced by

closed-space vapor transport ('SVT) [8] probable
do not exhibit bistability in luminescence because

4. I)iscussion and further proposals for future of the well-established stoichiometry. However.
applications studies of bistability in luminescence were per-

formed up to now only with spray-deposited lay-

The discovered new effect - intrinsic histahilitv ers. since CSVT layers created already serious
in luminescence - inaugurates new possibilities to problems by the observation of all-OB in trans-
devise new concepts for the application of thin mission [6-8].
films in optical material characterizations. The In conclusion, the results presented open new
switch-down contrasts of the loops depend horizons for both basic research and new applica-
strongly on the filter used: OG 590 13'i;. RG 630 tions in photonics and measuring techniques.
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Raman, infrared, photoluminescence and theoretical studies
of the 11-VI-VI ternary CdSeTe
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Abstract

W~e have esamined Bridgman-grown Anicinbnde (*dScTc , (x < 01.36) bi, Raman Ncat terngi . F iuric r t ranslIt int
infrarc~d rcflectititn. photolumincsccflec andIt) iherviical anlvYsi~s. The Raman data sht 1vwd es idemttc of ~tjdracc
struct uralI i mpros enient by long-term room tem peranture anneal ing. r[lic coni hine~d RamlianI anid inflrarcd data
confirmed thc intecrprc at ion that a third infrared miode besides thle (idFe - and ( 'dSe -likc t ranmse rse optical phono n
miodes. arose from non-randomi atonmic clustering. Room tempeirature pliotolutiiincsccncc spectra %kcrc obtaincd and
conipa red ssit h pise Ld 'pot iteltl ca lculatito(ns.

1. Introduction energy handgap increasing until it reaches the
value for pure ('dSc [3J. Ses eral studies of' ;b-

('adniiuni telluride. cadmium selenide and sorption [14 and ret'lectanice [3.5] reveal that /I;-
their pseudlobinary coimpounds are very suitable versus Se eom1poSition Av displaN.s a large bowing!
for various (iptoielcctronie devices, such as photo- effect, w~ith the mninimnum value oft I-,, occurring
conductors. photovoltaic deteetors. photocleetro- for x bectween (1.36 and 0.5. TFhere is considerable
ehemical and] solar energy cells. and ats substrates variation amnong data fromn different authors,. Na-
for growth of quariturn wsells and epitaxial layers hory et al. 16] have reeentl\ given expressions for
oif Iig(d'1e. I lgZn'Ie and l-lgMnTe (refs. 11-1] the hand gaps of the tquaternarx Zn('dS-l~c and
atid references therein). The Il-VI-VI ternary its boundary ternary alloys, including ('dScFe, ,
Se~nijeoMiduetor ('dSe Tce, possesses tlie zine- ats functions of comnposition at 4 and 3(1( K. These
blende structure for .% (0.36. Its energy bandgatp results motivate further study oif' the band gap.
1-., decreases as .% increase,, in this range. Beyond Earlier invest igat ions of :itifrared (I R) re-
t (0.4. it exhibits the hexagonal structure with its (leetanee [7.81 and Ramian scattering [141 fromn

('dSe ,Te, have shown thle typical two-miode
behavior of the long wavelength optical phonons.

orrcspiontliig auttior H-owever. Perkowitz et al. [101] tecently reported a

M~22-112.5 91t S,117lMI I PAN [ks ici Sciclcc l1.\. \1l riglits resNersedf
'iS/)/ 00122-l124s(93)FM -11 -j
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third mode which was attributed to substantial 3. Results and discussion
non-random clustering of the anions around the
cations. 3.1. Raman scattering

In this paper, we present a combined Raman,
infrared. photoluminescence (PL) and theoretical Fig. I displays the Raman spectra of the four
study of five zincblcnde CdSeTe_,- crystals with CdSe,Te -, crystals, measured at 80 K and cx-

x= 1) (i.e. pure CdTe), 0.05. 0.15. 0.25 and 0.35. cited by the 501.7 nm line from an Ar- laser.
The Raman data show a possibility of surface CdTe-like and CdSe-like transverse optical (TO)

structural improvement by long term room tem- and longitudinal optical (LO) phonons. labeled as

pcraturc annealing, and show that the previously TO, TO,. LO, and LO_. respectively. are seen
observed third mode seen in infrared spectra is a between 140 and 200 cm - . Their frequencies
bulk effect. Using a new type of optical spectrom- versus x are shown in Fig. 2. which also shows

cter. we have successfully obtained room temper- the results for pure CdTe and pure CdSe as given
ature photoluminescence spectra of these alloys, in the literature [121. The solid lines in the figure
which were not detectable previously using an old are guides to the eye. LO, increases and LO,
type of scanning spectrometer. These data are decreases in wavenumber markedly, while TO.
compared to empirical and to first principles decreases and TO, increases only slightly, as x
pseudopotcntial calculations. increases from 0 to 0.35.

The features between 300 and 400 cm ' in
Fig. I are due to second order LO phonons. i.e.

2. Experiment combinations of LO, and LO.. 2LO,. LO, + LO,
and 2LO.. The strength and sharpness of high

The samples were prepared by the Bridgman order phonons in semiconductors arc generally
technique at Massachusetts Institute of Technol- sensitive to the degree of the crystalline perfec-
ogy. CdSc,'c- , alloys were prepared by react- tion. As x increases, the intensities of the second
ing the 9.L99991", pure elemental constituents at order LO peaks relative to the first order peaks

I I51'C in evacuated, scaled quartz tubes. decrease, indicating the increased disorder. The
These were regrown by directional solidification broad feature near 250 cm ' is perhaps due to
at rates of 0.8-1 mm/h in a Bridgman-Stock- defects, whose origin is unknown.
bargcr-type furnace. The resultant boulcs were
cut into slices. 1-2 mm thick. and perpendicular
to the growth axis. These were annealed at 650'CC C__0
in a Sc atmosphere, to improve the crystalline CdBcx.<'e i OK

perfection. Consequently they were lapped. pol- x(Se)

ishcd, and etched in a bromine-methanol solu- _,(d)) 0 35

tion. The alloy compositions were set by the ratio LO L•2
of constituents before growth. and confirmed bv __ (c),W 0

X-ray diffraction and transmission measurements 7_. T0 2'--._ 2

after preparation. These samples were found to : ToI / L . .
be single-crystal with the zincblende structure. 01 2

Raman scattering and Fourier transform in- (b) 0 -1

frared (FTIR) reflectivity measurements were 21.0

made using facilities at Emory University de- (a) \ 005

scribed elsewhere [11]. The room temperature 100 200 :300 400 500
(RT) PL. measurements were performed in Singa- Raman Shift (uni 1)

pore using a new Renishaw model 200 Raman Fig. I. Raman spectra of Bridgman-grown bulk (dSej,•,

and FII spectrometer with a single grating, notch ai 801 K. excited hy 5011.7 nm, %kith valtucs of h being (a) ((.105.

filter, microprobe capability and (C'D detection. (h) 1).15. •c 0.25. and (d) 0.3S
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220 The earlier Raman study of CdSe,Tc , 1 91
CdSeXTe I X was excited at 1.06 Aim by a YAG: Nd laser, and

80K was carried out at room temperature only. Our
r-200~ LO-ý_| new study at 80 K and visible wavelengths (501.7

CdSe -land 488.0 nm) reduces the laser penetration into
Cd0 T02 the sample to less than a few hundred i5ngstrims.

TO2  ,to probe the near surface region, and can have
sensitivity to surface segregation due to room-

160 L0 1  temperature annealing.
SCdTe-like • The observed variation of Raman spectra ovcr

140 T1 j a long period cannot be caused by the surface

0.00 0.50 1.00 oxidation. The oxides are generally transparent to
CdTe x(Se) CdSe the visible laser beam. The naturally oxidized

Fig. 2. Raman peak position at 80 K versus x for UdSeTe, surface layer is extremely thin and it is not possi-
ble to cause important effects on the Raman
spectra of CdScTc alloy. In fact. we also did not

Fig. 3 exhibits the Raman spectra of these four find any features from Raman and FTIR spectra.
samples, excited at 488.0 nm and taken over a which could be related to the surface oxides.
year ago, but with all other experimental condi- Even if the surface oxidation occurred and the
tions similar to those used for Fig. 1. This com- oxide layer would become thicker after a long
parison, and comparisons between old and new period, its effects, if any, would make the Raman
data all obtained at 488.0 nm, show that the new spectrum from the crystal beneath worse than
Raman spectra are substantially improved over before, which is opposite to the observed results.
the earlier data, with better separation among the Further investigation on the surface variations of
first order lines and clearer second order lines. CdSe,Te , by surface science analytical tech-
This improvement after a year's time suggests niques may shed light on this problem.
that long term room-temperature annealing may
have some effects on the crystalline quality of the 3.2. Fourier transforrm infrared reflecti'itv
samples, especially near the surface.

Figs. 4 and 5 display the FTIR reflectivity
spectra of the four CdSe, , samples at 300

K CdSexTe 1 -x and 82 K. respectively [10]. Below 17(1 cm 1. the

I J , Ar+ 488.0 nm regular reststrahlen band characteristic of the

L LO to00 mW CdTe-like TO phonon is seen in all the samples
at 300 and 82 K. Beyond 170 cm . there is a

I x (Se). 0.35 (d)-

0.25 (c)e
o LOI

+10 c
Z0•TO-2 ,- L02 21, I

z LU2 2L0 T 300K 2

ý-o2 ."

100 200 300 400 500 i
Raman Shift (cm-1) o0 L.....

Fig. 3. Raman spectra of Bridgman-grown bulk (dSe,'Tl , 100 120 140 260 180 200 220

at 81) K. excited by 488.1) nm. with values of . being (a) 0.0)5, HRQUFNCY (m

(h) (.15. Ic) (0.25. and (d) 0(.35. These spectra were measured Fig. 4. FrIR reflectivity of bulk (dSc ,]e1  at 3W8) K. wsith

more than year earlier than those in Fig. I. 1 10.05, (.1. (0.25. and 0.35.
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CdSc-like TO band which grows with x and splits
into two bands. The splitting is more apparent in C I-,,,

the sharper peaks at 82 K. but cannot be clearly . 0.:1:,
resolved at 300 K. There is. however, no evidence :" 300 K

of this splitting in the low temperature Raman - \-
d ita shown in Fig. I. This indicates that the third n

peak comes from the bulk, not from the surface.
because infrared excitation penetrates into the X ./ I,
sample more deeply than the visible excitation Z
used in the Raman measurements. A bulk origin Bulk / -_ 0,0.5
for the third peak strengthens the earlier inter- -

prctation that it comes from non-random cluster 632.8. nm
effects [101. X.O . ,

. 3. Room temperature photohlminescen'e EN400 1 600"'" ENERGY (rneV)
Fig. 6. Room temperature phoolumi ncin-encc of bulk

Fig. 6 shows RT PL spectra of CdSe,Tc , (dSeTe , with x 1 119 . I0.15. 125. and 1.3",. respec-
including pure CdTe. using the Renishaw model lively.

2000 spectrometer. The excitation was Hc-Ne
633 nm with approximate I mW at the sample
over a spot of about I jim diameter. In earlier 3.4. iheoretical calculation ofFE,-x relation
measurements, using a standard double spec-
trometer-photomultiplier-photon counting sys- To better understand its optical properties. we
tem, or a triple spectromoetr-Si arTay optical performed band structure calculations for the
multichannel analyzer detection system, we ob- CdSeTe1 , ternary alloy using both empirical.
tained PL spectra of these same samples below and self-consistent, pseudopotential methods
151) K. but could not obtain RT PL spectra. Fig. 6 [13.14]. The energy gap obtained front the empiri-
shows that the PL band shifts down in energy as cal pseudopotential method is shown in Fig. 7a as
x increases from 0 to 0.35. indicating a decrease a function of x with RT PL results from Fig. 6
in the energy band gap. We also made absorption (filled circles) and the curve given by Nahory et
measurements on these samples (not shown here) al. (dashed line) ii. The virtual crystal approxi-
and the same result was obtained. More work on mation (VCA) was used in our empirical pscu-
PL o CdSc,cl ' , and their variations with tem- depotcntial calculation. For the pure binary com-
perature and time is in process and will be pub- pounds ('dSe and CdTc. ýNL used the form factors
lished later. given by Cohen and Bcrgstresser [13]. The form

factor of the ternarv alloy is assumed to be a
quadratic function of x. with a bowing factori 0 1 dý .. ........... ..... .... which is about l10"i of the average of the form

.0 15 factors of CdTe and CdSc. The zincblende crystal

82K X 135 ,structure was assumed in this calculation. with
.1J1., •, ,the lattice constant varying linearly with x.

0• , ,The first principles pseudopotcntial calcula-
tion on the bowing effect of the energy band gap
of ('dSe, Te, is presented in Fig. 7b. The rela-

1 ?0 10tivistic norm-conserving pscudopotentials of the
FR.t•'ENCY (LM 1) ion cores were constructed using a method due to

Fig. 5. |`1IR retleclivity o) four bulk (dSc, 'c , with Bachelet et al. [15]. The valence charge density
.1. 11.15. 11.25. Lnd 10.35. taken at S2 K. and crystal pseudopotential were calculated self-
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pscudopotential calculations has been made on

1.70 Bridgman-grown bulk CdScTc 1  w %ith zinc-
CdSe.Tel -X / blende structure (x < 0.36), The noteworthyv

1.6 Z changes in Raman spectra taken more than a
1.50 -year apart suggest that long-term room tempera-

__ 140ture annealing may improve sample quality. espe-
a) 1.0 (a)cially near the Surface. The Raman spectra arc

1 .30 also consistent with an earlier interpretation of'
o~ 0.95 -infrared data, where a third mode is ascribed to

0 non-random Clustering. RI PL spectra from
~ 0.9 300KCdSeTe, -, alloys are obtained. for the first time.

to our knowledge. Theoretical calculations. based
upon empirical and first principles pseudopoten-

0.80 .. (b) tial methods, have been performed, and com-
pared well the experimental results.

0.75
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

CdTe X CdSe

Fig. 7. Energy gap versus xv of (CdSeTe1 I For (a). the solid *Rfrce

line shows our calculated results bv the empirical pseudopo- 5.Rfrne

tential method, the dashed line is from Na~r et al. [6]. and
the tilled circle,, represent our experimental results from Fig. 1t) SM. Bal'u,. ] Rajalalishmi. R. lDhanasekaran and P'.
h. The first principles calculat ion for the hoc i ng eftect isBamaammN J1. ( rstal ro%%t h 110 (1991) I 423,

sktcedin(b.[21 MI. lBouroush ian. .Z. Loizos. N. Sp~ re lis Jtud G i. MaUri it.
Thin Solid Films 2-NI w(1 fm)3I (1

consistently by the local density functional ap- [13 MS. Brodin. N.I. Vitrikhovsk~ii A.A. Kitten and lfi.
proxmatin. he bnd trucure as valutedMitetskaya. So%. Phys.-Sernicondl 6 (11)7-1) 001.

proxmaton.~ bnd trutur wa evluaed [41 LV. Prstkina. VN. V* ilko\. A.N. %Mentser. AA.
from this self-consistent potential. The VCA. and VanvUkov' and P.S. Kirecv, So\. Ph\s.-SemiiCond. 2 (1968)
a linear dependence of lattice constant on com- 509~.
position, were assumed ats in the semni-empirical [s1 I L Tai. S. N-ikashirna and S. Iloion Phys. Status S0ol1.i (a)

calculation. 30 19l7S) K I 15.
It is well known that the absolute value of the 101 MTJ Nahory. S.P. Brasel and NI. laniargo. in: Scmicon-

duetor Inierfaees and MlicrostructUres. Fd. /.Feni!
gap is underestimated because these calculations (World Scientific. Singapore. l1992) p- _238.
neglect certain many body effects, which makes 171 MI. (iorska and W. Nazarcic/.. PhNx. Status Sollidi ih)i -
the bandgap values in Fig. 7b quite different from 119173) K65: 65 19074) 19)3.

those in Fig. 7a. However, the overall trend agrees 181I E.... VinOgradt)%. L.K. VOdo pvNa 00% a rd GiS. Ok i nik.
wellwithexpeimens. Te tw typs oftheoeti-Sim'. Phy.s.-Solid State 151 (1971) 3
wellwit exprimnts.Thetwo ype of hcoeti- [4)V.G. Plotnichenko. LVA. (joluhc% and [K. Vodop"ýanox.

cal calculations also compare well with each other. So%. l'hys.-Solid State 1)1 (1977) 158ý2.
showing a similar bowed shape and similar posi- [1011 S. Perkowiti.. 1.5. Kim and P'. Becla. Phys. Rev. B 43
tions for the minimum in E, More details of the ( ) I )t5 98.
theoretical analysis and comparison with other 1111 MI. Macler. Z.C. Fetig. S. Per-ktiit/. R. Rousina and J.

1-VI trnarycomponds aWebb. Mhs. Re%, B3 46 (1492) 6iWt2.
If-I ernrycomoudswill be given in au 1~_ 121 L~andolt-Bornsiein Numerical Data and Funetion Rela-

lure publication. lions in Science and 'rechnologý. Vol. I 7h. Fid. 0.
Madelung (Springer. Berlin 14821 pp. 213. 2-27.

[131 M.L. Cohen anti T.K. Bergstrcsser. Phss. Rev. 141 (19t)(0

4. Conclusion 7NO.
1141 J. lhm. A. /uniger and Mi.L. ( ithen. .1. Ph%,. tC 12 f 17Q

4409).
A multi-technique study using Raman scatter- [15 IS!(i. Bachelet. l).R. llamnann and Mi. Schluter. Ph%,..

ing. FTIR reflectance. photoluminescence. and Re%. B 26 (1t521 406)).
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Optical and thermal spectroscopy of vanadium-doped CdTc
and related photorefracuive effect
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Ahstract

Thc cncrgy lcxel diagramn of substitutional %vanadiurn in ('die (and also ('d ....Zn,, ae) has been intcstigalcd b%
using a %ariCtN . o optical and thermial spcctroscopy technique,,: optical absorption. photoconductivity, phuctolumincN-
cnciic. deep lcxci optical spectroscopy, DLTS and thcrinally stimiulatcd current (PICTS). This studN has, lcd to cet thc
V'2,/ k: I cscl at 0.95 c V bc low% the conduct ion hand xx ithI an optical photoion i/at ion threshiold at 1.03 e V.
T\&o-\%avec fluxing experimnitts \xerc used t c aluate the photocireractive properties. Gain coefficients, in excess Ac 1t)
em hiave been mecasured at A =1.32 nim xxith applying a 40) I'l /\(- electric field.

1. Introduction wavelengths front 1.0)6 to 1.52 Anin [1_2.5-71. Hoss-
ever, there has been no detailed investigation (it

(kdle is at promising semiconductor material the energy level structure of V w%,ithin the ('die
for application of photorefractivitv to information bandgap. sitnce the work of Slod.owv\ and Ilara-
optical processitng. 'Ihc large eleetroptic coeft'i- nowski [c8].

cient leads to a figure ol" merit 3-4 timecs higher In the present paper we report oin a speetro-
than in the Ill-V semiconductors GiaAs and Intl scopic study of vanadium iti ('die' using a comibi-
I L-2]. I'urthermiore. several types of deep) centres nation of several experimnirtal techniques: optical
exist, allowing otie to obtain a photoresponse in absorption, photoconductkiit\ . photol unines-
the %%avelcngth ranges of interest [3.41. cenice. thermally and optiCall\ stimuflated CapaCi-

Vanadium dopitng has heen used most exten- tance DI)VS. 1)1.0S) and therm-allyr stimulated
siveli in the current studies of the photorefractix- current (P1(1'S). All these results "xill allow US to
i~v deflee in ('die. A mpl ifica tionm ga in in t wi)-wave pro po se a co n fig urat ion Co ord in ate diagramn for
mixing experimecnts has been obsersed at several the transitions due to V in ('die. In addition, weC

present recent wkave-miixing experimients which
demonstrate the possibilities uif' the photorefrac-

orrcstcc nihiig mciticr five effect at various \xavclcngths.

1 N)2-' ( 1248, c) 4,S07.1 t I(0194 tkciscer Sciencci 11 V Alt iights reerseci
Mc~)/ 00122 cc2 4N(11I( cf, St tc 2N
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2. Crystal growth t °:1=20C I

Two kinds of crystals were used. Most of the 0
samples reported on here were cut from CdTe "
and Cd.,,,Zn0.04Te crystals grown by the vertical
Bridgman method with vanadium added in the
melt at a nominal concentration of 101 atoms
cm The vanadium concentration in the ers- 6.

tals. deduced from calibrated SIMS measure- t6,

ments. is in the range 101"-I(10's atoms cm - A 4-

strong segregation of vanadium towards the tail /
of the ingots is observed, which indicates a distri- 2' 1

bution coefficient far below unity. The electrical • 0
resistivity of the as-grown crystals is 10"-1(01 .2 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6
cm. PHOTON ENERGY 1eV-

Sonic CdTe crystals were grown by travelling Fig. 1. 3hotoconductivmn ,pcctra of a ('dTc:V cr.,tal alts t,

heater method (THM) using Tc as the solvent. temperatures.
Vanadium was introduced in the Te zone (at 1(0")
atoms em A. The concentration in the crystals
measured by atomic absorption is in the range Bridgman grown CdTc :V crystal at room tem-
1It0"-10'" atoms cm 3. The electrical resistivity is perature and below (- 150)'C) (Fig. 1). The low-
around 10" f2 cm. temperature spectrum shows a steep rise from a

Some Cd,,Z,,,n, 4Te samples were annealed threshold around 0.9 eV and a maximum near 1.1
at 700C(1 under saturated Cd vapour pressure in cV. This structure seems to correspond to pho-
order to convert them to n-type conductivity. The toionization transitions of the V centres via the
measured room temperature electron concentra- first exited state 4T,('P) referred to above. This
tion was about 5 x 1015 cm '. These samples structure is broadened at room temperature due
weore used to perform space-charge capacitance to increased phonon contribution. Intrinsic ab-
spectroscopies (I)I.TS. I)LOS). sorption leads to the high photoconductivity peaks

observed at higher energy.
lPhotoluminescen'e spectra were recorded on a

3. Optical spectroscopy or as-grown crystals series of Bridgman-grown and THM-grown V-
doped crystals. Two broad bands are seen at low%

An optical ahborption spectrum at 6 K of a temperature. with emission maximum at 0.8 and
Bridgman grown CdTe: V sample was published 1.1 cV. They are not detected in the absence of
earlier [3]. Thrcc intra-atomic transition bands at vanadium. After annealing of the crystals under
0.47. 0.82 and 1.2 cV were observed correspond- Cd vapour, the photoluminescence intensity is
ing to transitions from the configuration 4'T(41.:) strongly reduced.
to 'A.(4F), 'A .T• F) and 4"f,( P). respectively, in
the V2 state. The last transition is partially
structurcd into three bands (L.OX. 1.15 and 1.23 4. Space-charge spectroscopy and thermally stim-
eV). We have never observed the transition at 0.9) ulated current
cV reported in rcf. [81 and associated by these
authors to the state 2H Ft'F). However, in most Space-charge spectroscopy was carried out on
('d ... Zn,,,,.Tc: V crystals an additional transition Schottky diodes realized by gold deposition on
consistently appears around 0.94 eV. We have no n-type vanadium doped Cd,,,ZnfTc samples.
definite explanation [or this band. First I)1.TS .Vpectra were recorded which re-

Pho)toc'indutit itv spwctra were measured on a veal five electron traps (Fig. 2). The trap paranic-
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V2 ýY~(4p))

Ej V2

2 V3-e av

0 - ~ 0

Fig~. 3. Conftiguration coord~inatiC diarrni of thc X

hi. . DLTS specl rui of an n" -lype %anadhinu-doped state in (dl'e.

et al. [II]I which accounts for transitions, betwe. en
ter, arc collected in Table 1. The dominant cen- vibronic levels.
tre has the highest activation energy (0.95 cv). Its A ( 13 -)
concentration is inl the range oif the effective trap 17ý d.I. exp( -ýV ) -___ ------ __-__

density deduced from the photorefractivity effect. hi, [I' +- V,x +r E,,( (t )
Hence we assign this deep centre to substitu- En, is the optical threshold energy, IhI, is tile
tional vanadium. The other traps have concentra- photon energy, li, is the broadening pararniter.
tions atl least 101 times smaller. They cannot be 13 ý i,- Eo)/1', and (r itiL In arndIn.
identified for the moment. DL )reis being the free electron mass and the conduction

Deep) keel oplical s/)ectrost'oJln D )rle band mass. From this fit the followxing value~s are
on capacitance transients associated with optical
excitation [(9.101, This technique was used to dc- deduced: Ii, = 1.1)3 eV and Ij, 0. 1 eV.

termine the photoionization cross-section of cen- Phloto-hnullh(d tlirrt'tl Ilrarll'Net NOe tri)Xcopti
condction( PICTS ) is a thermally stimulated current tech-

tre I for transitions to the CMLtinband] (r,". nique. It wais applied t .o as-grownl semni-insulating
For this experiment the temperature wats set at (IeVsmlsconb
312 K. where all the traps except centre I are acti :Vsation s grown b\ TIM. A tra ý.\ith ian

ioniZed under reverse bias in the dark. A fit to Atviocnr,ýof06cVsdece.

this spectral variations of (T,ý has been made
using a theoretical expression given by Martinez 5. Configuration coordinate diagram for V in

CdTe

I able Irp Teeli ) So nnlp he aibove spectroscopy results leads to thle
tn.Idtin)4 pel t ,,.,,,,,, msa coordinate configuration diagram showvn in Fig. 3.

tr, p \el~ tn m Appren eaitire one ii ~l ~It is essential lv built from thle opt1icalI threshold

encri!ý cross section (eml ' energy k,(1.013 eV) determined by DIA)S and
(C V) 4d CI,11 the thermal activation encrg ey 1, , ck e) oh-

.' I o tamned from t)LTS.
(i 7s . s - If) This diagram allows us to interpret the oither
0 44 to'5II' speetroscopý cxperin.ý!nts. The lowk temperature

4 0 2hn I(If fill, photoconductivitv response giv es evidence of af
5 i.2uI 2 11) ' (3 i) 1

- - -particular resonance betweecn the excited 4T,I `P)
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state at 1.08 eV and the conduction hand. As a Table 2

matter of fact, the minimum of the configuration Photorefractivity properties at two wavelengths ot twol %afla-

curve associated with this exited state is nearly diurn-doped Cd (Zn.lOTe crystals

coincident with the conduction electron configu- Crystal wave- I1,x
length lpWk/ m-, e) lent I (U 4 cration curve (Fig. 3). This induces a highly effi- (Anil

cient electron transfer from this excited state to ____

the conduction bands and explains the photoc&)n- DAV 31) 1.32 T; 0.24
I)AV 301 1.535 155 0l.'6 1.71 8.4

ductivity peak observed at - 150'C~ near 1.1 eV. DM' 31 1.32 1),(S I13,7

Electron transfer from the higher excited states is lD\V 31 1.535 1.87 17.4

less probable at low temperature, despite the
larger absorption coefficient. cient 1,1 and the equivalent dark irradianceJ.

The photoluiminescence bands observed in the These values are collected in Table 2. The\ indi-
as-grown crystals seem to involve a configuration ct , ~ o h aeila
change from V-~ to V". The lower emission*odposniit
band. around (0.8 eV. would be due to at combina-
tioni of free electron radiative capture by thea
emlpty donor states (V3  and transitions from
thle 'A .excited state to thle ground state 7E =0
(processes I and I' in Fig. 3). The higher emnis- Ip=I iW/cmn2
1;ion band. around 1. 1 eV, is explainable in terms I ' p I/is = w
of' electron capture onl the 'T(~ '1) exc ited states W elnt=1.2p
and transitions to the ground state. Optical exci-
tation at energy higher than thc band gap makes T `
possible this type of' electron capture. in thie 0
annealed crvstails. all the V cnrsaecon-
ýcrtcd to thle' V -' equilibrium configuration. Thus.,.
the occurrence of* thle ab~oxe transitions is less______
probable because the\, first require the Capture of'.
holes. [his agrees wkith the observcd reduction ill (;rating period (pm)
photoluiminescenlce intensity.

At last. thle trap energy at 01.65 cV deduced
front PlCT'S experiments could correspond to (
hole emissiotn from the V state to the valence
band (process 2 in Fig 3). ,ý D AV 31

6. Photorefractive properties
p5 niW/cm-1

Bridgman-gro\N it %anladiuml-dIoped Cd, 0 I p/IS = woo)
n lecrytstals have been used for photorcfrac- Frequency =40 "z

tive me~asuremenl~lts in a two-wave mixing conf'igul- *~ Grating period = 115 lain
raitionl. [ittling the depe~ndecnce of' gain coefficient / w vlnt =13 i
ott incident intitnsity I at wa~velengthis of 1.32 and Wvlnt .2pt
1.535 gm n (no external electric field, roomn tent-
perature) to the theoretical exprcssion. Electric field (kV/cmn)

I i, (I + / ) F-ig. 4. 1 WM~ gainl Coetlint seIsil s \ IS al 141it1ili1 period inl two
\ani~liindiiiliedop( l U1,,,, _ji IC111, crstlsid (hI Wci ClCtI

allowts one ito determine thle saituraited gain coeffi- I he flldini titlie.
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these two wavelengths of interest for optical ated in crystal DAV 30 may be compared to the
telecommunication. The variations of bcam-cou- 0.95 eV deep centre concentration of (0.9-1.5) x
pling gain coefficient at 1.32 pim ats a function of 101r' cm 3 measured by DIATS on at similar cr's-
grating period are shown in Fig. 4a for two differ- tat. Compatibility between these two values would
ent crystals. DAV 31 contains about twice more imply approximate equality betweecn the filled
vanadium (about 10"~ cm 3) than DAV 30. The and empty trap concentrations. Further work is
theoretical fit to these curves, using a single level necessary to give a better dletermination of the
model. gives Values of the electron-hole competi- trap occupation ratio. More generally. the transi-
tion factor ý and of the effective trap density N .\ tions with the valence band have to be studied in
(Table 21). Approximately equal NA\ values are detail. It is well known that a number of' deep
evaluated at 1.32 and 1.535 pim. which suggests levels exist in the lower half of the band gap. in
that the same level is involved in both cases. On particular those associated with the cadmium \ia-
the other hand, other experiments have shown cancy-donor impurity pairs. This raises the ques-
that thle majority oif the photoexcited carriers at tion of the eventual contribution of such deep
these two wavelengths are holes. The higher mag- centres to the observed photosensitivity at long
nitude of ý at 1.525 g mn indicates at larger contri- wavelengths. Better knowledge of the transitions
bution of' holes at this wavelength, in play and of the material parameters will allow

B3% application of an AC electric field, the gain one to fully exploit the capability of the (idTc: V
coefficient can be enhanced. This is exemplified svstem.
in Fig. 4b for at 40 Hz field frequency. Gain
coefficients in excess of 10 cm 'arc readily mea-
sured.
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Systematic steps towards exactly stoichiometric
and uncompensated CdTe Bridgman crystals
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Abstract

A modified vertical Bridgman arrangement with Ud extra source and %ariahle ('die meilt surface temiperature Is
uised to find out conditions f~or the growth of' near stoichiomctric ('die crystals. Gronw th experimenits verc carriedi
out with different temperature courses according to predictions fOr the optimium temiperature program ohrtaincd
fromt thermiodynamiic calculat ions. The transition point fromt p- to ri -tvpe cr nd udtis it lot i nclutsi n- tree cr5 st a I'.i,
ohservred at at ('dTc melt surface temperature of' 11 18'C and a ('d source temperature of 851) C. TFhe incorporation of
shallow acceptors (Ag. Cui) as a function of the 6eviation fromn stoichiornetrN during thle gross th %%itas analNsed hN
photolumninescence, mnass spectroscopyr and atomic ahsorption spectrophotomnetr t. The incorporation coef-ficic C1r1 of
atomis suhstituting (Cd were deduced in dependence ort their total Concentration tin the mrelt and the Ic excess. The
maintenance of necarlN stoichiometric growth conditions drastical lN reduces thle strhst it utional im pu ri tfIracti or.
acting ats shallow acceptors, and therefore the carrier concentratiort.

1. Introduction chiometric ('d'l'e Bridgman crystals with tree car-
rier concentrations belows 11)1 cmi arid high

T'here are increasing efforts to produce highly electrical resistivities p) up te 10l- l10' 1) cm at
perfect semi-instrlating CdTe crystals for applica- 30)1 K has been sporadically successful [5-91. [he
tions in XV arid y-ray detectors, electro-optical highest values of p) in undoped ('dieC (3 >X 10" 1)
modulators and IR devices. Well known is the cm) and C'd,,Zn, T[e ( 1011 1) flm) were reported
method of compensative doping (by chlorine or by Butler et al. [I10]. In essence. these authors
indium, for example) leading to samples with high attribute their results to the maintenance of nearly
reststivities [1.2]. However, the growth of crystals stoichiometric crystalcopstnadclnies
homogeneously doped along the whole ats-grown during the entire growth process. D~espite such
ingot is complicated by segregation effects, for- excellent empirical results~. systematic theoretical
nation of' point defect complexes and dopant and practical investigations are muissing in the
clustering [3.4]. Girowth of undoped nearly stoi- literature.

In the present work. the inftluence oft at well-de-
fined ('d overpressure. adjusted by at separate ('dl
source, on the electrical properties oft crystals

(orrcsponding author, grown by at modified vertieal Bridgman technique

00t22-0124M '94,S0t7.00 1994 I[lscsrr Science IIV. All rrghts rescrxcd
SNP/~ 00(22 -024851 )l03 1tIt, -V
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has been studied. The necessary temperature of T o st0,ch.
the Cd extra source is estimated from thermody-
namic calculations, taking into account the tem-
perature decrease of the free melt surface during
the ampoule movement. The experiments show a ,
very sensitive dependence of the type and con- -

centration of free carriers on the temperature- C , ' '' -

time program of the Cd source.
In connection with this, the influence of resid- t K

ual impurities is quite important. With increasing " : 'A

Cd pressure, a considerable reduction of the con- -800 - ,-\
tent of shallow, acceptors in substitutional posi- 500
tions has alrcady been obtained [11,12]. In the ý1913
present paper. the coefficients of incorporation of )GO. . . . . . . .
silvcr and copper atoms in dependence on the .. 0,1 If, 6 8 ,o0K

concentration of the excess component ([e) will excess~K3 Te excess,cr3

be presented. Fig. I. lhe I phase projection of ('dlc, lhe data points
are taken trom %arious authors onmpleeie retcried to in re
[13.141: (0) Yu.M. Iano., Mocou. 1•93 (privle ,oniniunt.c-
fion).

2. Thermodynamic relationships

2. 1. The T-Y phase projectiott
Th e (it the solidus and liquidus of the mixtures are assumed. Supposing the ,alid-

heuncertainties fthsoiuad iiu ity of Raouh's law. the equilibrium distribution (if

line shapcs in the T-v phase projection near the btween melt and vapour istgiben oth
(Cd betweecn melt and vapour is given b% the

congruent melting point 1,,, (1092°C) turn out Rayleigh equation [151:
to be one of the difficulties to determine the
conditions for the growth of an exactlv stoichio- (X I'd A.
metric C'dTc crystal [13]. Assuming thk fully drawn - -. i -. XI
liquidus line (Fig. I) to be valid, an Cd excess in
the melt of about 6)Y( 4 1.5 X I) ( 5 X 101s or rearranged.
cm ') is necessary to obtain a stoichiometric
solid. According to the P-v phase projection [14] Ac 2 (2)
such a melt composition requires a Cd equilib- I +
rium pressure of about 2.( atm at the correspond-
ing liquidus point. Despite the low equilibrium .r and x, are the mole fractions (if Cd in vapour
segregatioin coiefficient k~" (if about 3 x I( and melt, respectively, a is the relative volatilit,

the enrichment of Cd excess at the crystallization ( P)*/I'l ). and P/•* and P* are the pressures

front can be neglected because of the small growth t . the pure elements Cd and re. respectively.

rates (between (0.5 and I mm h I) and the action Ihe partial pressure of Cd in an ideal gas mixture

of buoyancy driven convection [13]. is given by

2.2. (alculation of "the temperature of tl ('1d evtra P( I ( (3)

.source where P ,4 ,. is the total pressure over the Cd/Tc
melt. Substituting Eq. (2) into (3) yields

For a first crude approximation in the follow-
ing calculations. thermodynamic equilibrium Pt Ptl ' (1- (4)
within the growth ampoule and ideal behaviour I + (a - I
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After Hultgren et al. [16]. the Cd and To, pres- 8 TC ,

sures as a function of temperature are given by 3 1000

log Pk((atm) = -5317/T+ 5.119. (5)

log P,-(atm) --5960/T±+ 4.719 1. (6)j

Combining Eq. (4) with Eq. (5) leads to

5317Ted = a (7), "

.119 - log( IIX, + ) (a 1 ) (7

P(.,,, depends on the temperature T, at the
melt/vapour boundary. It can be estimated from .i

the Clausius-Clapevron equation as .

, P/r. exp~ - �R Tb Tn,

where p1',,i is the total pressure at the melting Fig I Vertical Bridgman grimth arraneninr tot (1)
point T ., iH \, is the heat of evaporation at the plug. (2) outCr silica container. (3) inner Nilic t gros\th in-

melt temperature and R is the universal gas paole. (4) (dTe melt. (5) ,oliditied traction ot ('dTc. iEE

constant. capillin- , with thermocouple. (7) positir ofl Cd oaurcc .icord

Due to the shift of the growth ampoule with ing t0 CuiXc 3 in Fig. 3
1
a (S) poEsition Of Cd ,,oUrcc Acolrding t1

respect to the temperature profile. Tb changes curve 2 in Fig. 3a. (9) thermocouple: (;. temperature gratdienrepet oat the interl-ace: b.t. temnperature atl the (drie melt '.urLacc.

and the required synchronous T(,, change is cal-

culated from Eq. (8) for the temperature range of
11(9) to 12(H)C. using the parameters .1Hv% = Fig. 3a) and I'T," - 895°( (point 3. Fig. 2. and
!98.45 kJ mol [17]. P/1N, = 2.0 atm [14] and curve 3. Fig. 3a). were adjus(ed ho varying the

x, = 0.50015, and the vapour pressures from Eqs. distances between outer and inner ampoule bot-
(5)and (6) (curve I in Fig. 3a). tom (Fig. 2). The cooling rates -(dT/d :) of the

('d source and the melt surface were almost
identical. i.e. the traces 7'd 2-2' and Td 3-3

3. Experimental procedure respectively, follow *1T, (Fig. 2).

3. 1. Crystal growt/i 3.2. .ssesinent o fthe cr"stal.

A diagram of the modified vertical Bridgman The free carrier concentration and electrical
apparatus and its axial temperature distribution resistivity of the as-grown crystals were measured
is shown in Fig. 2. Similar growth arrangements by the Van der Pauw method as well as by IR
arc well known for other semiconductor com- extinction analysis at 31)) K, as described in rcf.
pounds like ZnSe [18] and the Ill-V compounds [211. The energy dependence of the scattering
[19]. The starting materials Te and Cd were re- coefficient obtained by the IR transmission spec-
peatedly purified up to 6N quality by procedures troscopy was used to determine the excess Te
described in ref. [2)(1. A constant motion of the content in the as-grown crystals [211.
melting point isotherm through the melt was es- The total concentration of residual impurities
tablished by a furnace travel rate of r = 0.6 mm has been determined by spark source mass spec-
h '. The starting temperatures of the Cd extra troscopy (SSMS), atomic absorption spectropho-
source. T21] 855TC (point 2, Fig. 2. and curve 2, tometry (AAS) and photolumincscence (PL) [3].
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iota pressre PCdTe/'-t- necessary in order to maintain conditions for
3 25 sconstant stoichiometric solid phase crystallization

in the vertical Bridgman arrangement, shown in
3 sto,chio'ret. Fig. 2, as a function of the solidified part of the

-- • , 0Icondtn melt. Of course, the lower the melt surface tem-

-1 -perature Tb, the lower is the necessary value of
T(,. Two measured temperature courses of dif-

S '-ferently positioned Cd sources with various start-
- -ing values of T,., = 855°C (curve 2) and 895°C

(curve 3) are added. Whereas curve 2 is bclow
a curve I during the whole crystallization process

02 , 8 (corresponding to the growth of a slightly tcl-
lurium-rich crystal), curve 3 intersects the calcu-

._____.... __ , •lated curve I at a solidified fraction g = 0.6.
Hence, a change from Cd- to Te-rich composition

2 s 2:- -" could occur around this point.
.-- - -. , As can be seen from Fig. 3b. the expcrimen-

S-. -••. tally determined axial free carrier distributions in
3 ,. the two corresponding as-grown CdTe crystals

(curves 2a and 3a) show quite good conformity
I |with Fig. 3a. While the ingot 2 shows only p-type

conductivity, curve 3a suffers a change from p- to
b n-type just at g = 0.6. This point is characterized

12 1 by T(.,, = 850'C. T=, =I 118C and P,',,,,. = 2.77
atm. This is. somewhat surprisingly, due to the

Vl. 3. ['hc time programs of Cd source (a) and corresponding crude approximations for the calculations, just in
tree carrier and substitutional impurity distributions (hi as a accordance with the calculated changeover point.
function ot solidified fraction. ( I ) Calculated cur.c of stoichio-
metric growth conditions in an arrangement shown in fig. 2: Undoped vertical Bridgman crystals grown at
2. 3) measured courses at difi'eint source positions with lower constant Tb = II 10'C and a corresponding

,tItting temperatures 855(" (2) and 895(C (3): (2a. 3a) free lower invariable T7., = 84
0 'C show the same re-

,:arrier concentrations according to curses 2. 3 in (a): (2b. 3b suIts. Lowest carrier concentrations and electrical
and 2c. 3c) substitutional Ag and Cu concentrations in Cd resistivities obtained were about 102-11)1 cm
[,' no,•Mlll. according to ctur'•cs 2 and 3 inl (a:). respectively. citv ie oban d w r a ou 10 10 ' mand up to 1Wt 11 cm. respectively. These data are

constant along the crystal axis. as already demon-
PI. enabled the determination of substitutional strated in refs. [31 and [23]. Moreover. such cns-
impurity concentrations with an accuracy of about tals were free of inclusions with diameters > I
10" cm '[22]. Twelve undoped and two silver- A.em. in accordance with the present sample 3
doped (dTe Bridgman crystals grown with differ- (Fig. 3a).
ent deviations from stoichiometry have been in- In crystals grown by the horizontal boat tech-
volvcd in the evaluation program. Additionally, nique (p - I1)0t cm ' - lI, l 11 cm). lower tran-
crystals grown by the horizontal Bridgman tech- sition temperatures of 7t, = 8(K 0(C at Th" =
niquc have been investigated for comparison. I 100°C than predicted by Eq. (8) (7'C,..,,, = 827°C)

have been found. This is in good agreement with
results of Medvedev et al. [5] (T, = I l(1)°C, 7 '(d =

4. Results and discussion 8(X)*C. p = 1l0 1) cm) and Cheuvart ct al. [9]
(Th = I I(XI 0C, T(., = 8(X)0C, p = 10 .)fl cm). Obvi-

Curve I in Fig. 3a shows the calculated tem- ously, the direct contact between the Cd vapour
perature of the Cd extra source, Tt 1, that is and the as-grown free crystal surface closer to the
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melting point leads to a change of stoichiometry 2 a I

in the solid phase, despite the presence of a
slightly Te-rich melt. .0

Curves 2b, 2c and 3b, 3c in Fig. 3b show the 018

substitutional concentrations of silver (b) and //2

copper (c), respectively, on Cd sites, as deter- 0

mined by PL. It can be seen that the content of 3 -3
both dopants, acting as shallow acceptors, de- L /

creases with closer approach to growth conditions / ~ -- 5
leading to exact 1:1 stoichiometry. This is in ., 7 /

agreement with the decrease in the concentration -5

of Cd vacancies [Vj 1] [3,12]. The low free carrier o 1 4 1011 cf-3 ldt8  
102'

concentration in crystals grown under nearly stoi-
chiometric growth conditions shows that the re- I , ,
duced supply of VC.d will favour the interstitial ___

incorporation of Ag and Cu atoms, probably act- ..
ing as deep donors in such positions. 3 ' r

Furthermore., the substitutional incorporation, L
coefficient k'.d = (Cd/t of Ag and Cu. respec- '
tively, has been determined for a large number of ... "

crystals grown either vertically or horizontally by - >
the Bridgman technique at various Te excess con- 0 b

centrations (Figs. 4a and 4b). . is the concen- 0' b0 c io18(: Ud • 04 • 1 16 c - 08 .,
tration of a substitutional impurity i on Cd posi- 10 101

tions: cý is the total starting concentration of i in concentratton inthe mett CL

the melt. Whereas the total content of impurities Fig 4. The incorporation concentrations (a) and the incorpo-

(dopants) in the solid phase c, is determined by ration coefficients (h) of Ag and Cu in ('dTe cr%.stals grosn at
"various Te excesses in dependence on the starting concentra-

segregation coefficients which are close to unity tions in the melt. (1, 2) total concentration in the solid (a) and

(Fig. 4a, curves I and 2. k Ag = (,•A/c-;g = -0.3 and segregation coefficients (b) of Ag ( I) and Cu (2). substitu-

= C, /cC = 0.2), the substitutional concen- tional concentration of ('u in ('d posilions at Te excess of

trationsd are much Lower. They de- 5 X 10' cm (3) and stoichiormetrv (4). substitutional concen-pend sensitively on the tellurium excess (curves 3 tralion of Ag in 'd positions at Te excess of 5 o10 cm I5)"Pend~w' ¢n cm o(ht and stoichionietrx (7).
4 and 5-7. Fig. 4. for Cu and Ag, respectively).

Without Cd extra source, at a common resid-
ual impurity level of c, = 101" cm ' [20] and a Te
excess in the solid phase of = 5 x 10" cm '
(6Y"=2 x 10 5), about 2 x 10) cm ' Ag atoms
(curve 5) and about 2 x 10)" cm ' Cu atoms
(curve 3) will occupy the Cd sites at the growth
temperature. In the case of nearly stoichiomctric for silver and copper, respectively. It can be seen
composition, only 2 x 10l cm ' Ag atoms (curve that nearly stoichiometric solid phase crystalliza-
7) and 8 ", 1( 14 cm C (u atoms (curve 5) are tion conditions drastically rcduce the substitu-
contained in Cd positions. tional incorporation of Ag and Cu. This is impor-

Fig. 4b shows the dependence of the incorpo- tant in order to obtain crystals with low carrier
ration coefficients Q9 (curves 5-7) and k( concentrations and high electrical resistivities. For
(curves 3 and 4) on the total starting concentra- most other substitutional atoms (Au, Na and K
tion c, and the Te excess content in comparison on Cd sites, and P. As and Sb on Te sites). a
to the segregation coefficients (curves I and 2) similar behaviour is to be expected.
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Iodine doping in ZnSe films grown by vapor phase epitaxy

Tetsuo Muranoi *, Susumu Onizawa, Masataka Sasaki
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Abstract

Properties of ZnSc films doped with iodine impurities were investigated. The ZnSc films in most cases "crc
grown at 350'C by using metallic zinc and selenium as the source materials: their vapors were transported sCparatcly
by 1-H. gas under atmospheric pressure. CH;I (9.4 ppm. diluted in helium) was used as a dopant source. Epitaxial
growth occurred when the flow rate of CH , I was below (0.025 gmol/min. The electron concentration could be
controlled in the range 5 x 101"-7 X 101) cm 3. which was proportional to the dopant flow rate betwecn 01.0)021 and
(0.0116 jimol/min. In a film grown at 3f°(_", the electron concentration reached 4.4 x 10l'" cm 3. A high quality P1.
property was observed for the film grown with the minimum flow rate of Cit J!. When the [Sc] to [Zn] 11ow rate ratio
was varied from (0.69 to 3.53 at a constant ClI I1 flow rate of (1.)042 jimol/min. the deep-level emission almost
disappeared above [Sc]/[Zn] = 2.2. The value of full width at half maximum of the (6(10) Cu Ka X-rav diffraction
peaks showed its minimum at the same flow rate ratio. Two-step doping of iodine was also attempted to obtain the
optically and electrically desirable ZnSe film as a blue-emission laycr. SIMS analysis confirmed that the ZnSc film
with a two-step iodine concentration was indeed grown.

1. Introduction cpitaxy (MBE) [4] or iodine in metalorganic vapor

phase epitaxy (MOVPE) [5.6]. As for VPE. suffi-

Zinc selenide (ZnSc) is a suitable material for cient control of the n-type conductivity has not

efficient bluc-light emitting diodes (LEDs) and been achieved yet [7].

lasers. We have investigated the epitaxial growth This paper describes the characteristics of io-

of ZnSc by conventional vapor phase epitaxy dine doping in VPE ZnSe films, as determined by

(VPE) [1-3]. and succeeded in growing p-type electrical measurements. photoluminescence

layers with hole concentration 6 X 1104 cm ' [2]. (PL). X-ray diffraction, and secondary ion mass

Following this result, in order to fabricate blue spectrometry (SIMS) analyses.

LEDs by VPE, the conductivity of n-type layers
must be controlled.

The n-type ZnSc films of high quality have 2. Experimental procedure
been grown by doping chlorine in molecular beam

The experimental procedure was the same ats
in previous papers [1-3.7]. i.e. ZnSe films were

grown by atmospheric pressure VPE using metal-
"(Corresponding author, lic zinc and selenium as source materials. Their

1)022-)24X/941/$07,i0 1 t994 Elsevier Science .WV. All rights reserved
.8SI)I 002 2-012481 t3 )|0(i83- X
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vapors Merethynspodided separadiltedy to the ppmcinit
othelu wsubsedatas ahog dopant souarcetue. The purit 1

ofrrheriu gas was H, ofnines Haluefety mheasure-
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carrier concentration between j(11W and 10"' cm
were grown by lowk-pressure MOVPE. using eth- 1ý 796 e,

vliodide (C,H 1) as at dopant source with at flow rcH,1io 2 p- i r

rate that wits varied from 0.00134 to 3.1 Ai mol/min.
In the present investigation, it is believed that too
much iodine wats taken in for an eplitaxial film LO
be grown even at FRI ... Iflc = 0.025 jimol /min.
The iodine concentration should be measured to
confirm this result.

Fiv. 2 shows the temperature dependence of -

thle Hiall effect in at film grown at FR ,111 = (0.013 '8e
gimol/ nun. The Curve for electron concentrations -CH'98

in this fig-ure was drawn to fit the observed values 1
to the equation

N ,-N',--n 2 UlJ

which was derived using nondegenerate statistics.
N1. NV and E, denote the effective donor con-
centration. the effective acceptor concentration_________________________
and the donor level, respectively, and N. 'O 45 500 -1 6

21(2wmi-in U hi') The parimeters ob~tained~ bv I~i, 5 \ inriat tie P 9ricitc nioicdpc
the Curve fitting were Nd 5.3 x 101 cm N\, tilr.i %%hc FR _iI,,, \%c %it lire (I R~lk r ,i iI Atid ne-Al mpi n

andl (h) 01113 Pur11 i re 1_., -- I5(1. a~4 ( nd I,

7-5 PT

5, cm, "~.4 x W'l cmn -itud /,--,= 0.012 e V. Therefore.

t he compensation ratio %kwas 0(.40.

2- 21 Fig. 3 shlows the growth temperature depen-
dence on the electrical properties when FR,"
was kept constant (01.00142 ji mol/min). An elec-
tron concentration of 4.4 x 10"' cm i w\as ob-
tained at 30()'1C, and it decreased shairpl\ w ith
increasing growAth temperat tre. Fig. 4 shows thle
dependence of the electrical properties at room

- - -. . temperature onl the flowN rate ratio of thesore
when FR 0(.00142 pimol/min. C~arrier con-

-cenitration and resistivity were scat~cred. probabl\
because of larger measurement error %Oihen thle

A A Afilm wats thin (thle film thickness ranged from I to
I,3 jim). but may be constant below [Se],/[Znu-] 3.

A A - ~ Mobilities, on the other hand, were significant

/ 3 since it was unneeessarx- to take the thickness into
I ý)e lzl',l account in their measurements. It is not clear at

Fig, 4. D~epeindence of [tic electrical tpropertics iiidinc-doiped present if the mobility decreased at [Sel/[Zii] -' 3.
/iiSc lIdn, tin the smirrec liv%% rate ratoIsl, c'/nil /-I, A high quality PI, property \%as observed for a
.1544 ( miiid R,, MM44.44 P. Frii/ nion. film grown under the minimum flow% rtC of (CH J.
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grown at 3t00'C.F M was ver- low% in order to
get epitaxial growth in an atmospheric pressure

10. system. A high quality PL property was observed
for film grown under the minimum flow rate of
CH 31. When the [Se]/[Zn] ratio was varied at at
constant ('H j1 flow rate, there was an Optimum
[Se]/[Zn] ratio for ervstalinity. Iwo-step doping

I ~of iodine was attempted tt) obtain the electricallx
Z- ~and optically desirable ZnSe film ats at blue-emis-

sion layer. SIMS analyvsis confirmed that( the ZnSe
- - - .filni with a two-step iodine concentration .%as

inldeed grown.
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ZnSe single crystal growth by the method
of dissociative sublimation

H. Hartmann :". D. Siche
hIn %r1uu tur Kl oualkiiu /unoiý im Fn I tu jng~t r/run Berlint v. I ý.Rurfom er Iau.sset (. I)- 24NW I/er/u,. ( is unuse

Abstract

inSc single erstals of good quality have beenr growkn from the vapour phaeIMS 11% LIOissoCi at isublinmat itri if) sealed
am poole . Unider pconditions, maximum transport ratcs hasc henbei meas red. The gro)iwn crI st a IhIiad ci tise

cross th laces. Ilosý eer. the majority of runs in this categors Nielded rclatisel% poor qualit% boIrls. AN thc s apooUr
approaches conditions for depositing nearly stoichiomectric solid ZnSe. at decreasing gross th rate', large itrain-frec
single crystals wNithout twinning and morphological instability were SuICCCSSfull% tross n. Addit iona; crilical parameter'
"ssIiich Cr011111ho tC to this be has ioo~r are growthI tempe ratutre, tentpe rat ore vrad ictitt and temper at ore diflicrnecý
betweCCo sourIce arId ers stal.

1. Introduction parison ss ith ZnSe melit gross th uinderprsue

gas phase methIods Itave thle aidvantage Of reqoi11

Itt rcent ears, there hase been several te- tig losser temperatures.lTwin ft-ce subs1'trate-qoL!-

ports on epitaxial gross th of ZnSc on (iaAs SLub- it\ crystals %\sith reduIced defect densit\ attd Colt-
st rates hy nietalorganie ehemnieal \apour deposi- trolled nron )-stoiehiomecttx s'scrc crowýn. [he
tiott (NM( )(VI) ) and mioleettlar beami epitax's search for Optimurn doping conditions is elose[l\
I NI F). restulting in the development of the first conneetedL withI inw st igat ions to eontrol nat ise
1I1tie-green laser diodes [1.2]. Hiowever, in the p)tint defectS, :11td na!tive disorder. in turn,. corre-

epitaxial system ZrtSe-GiaAs s.ignificant biaxial lates with deviations frunt stoichiometri nceompo-
st rait its nt rodueedI beeause of' the lattice mis- sition. [his paper presents, results of studies ott
miatch and different thermral expansion eoeffi- transport and growt i effect dependenee Upott
cients. TENM stttdies have showtn Ithat at highly ( mm )-stutiehionietr\x in tilie s apour phase. This s'sill
defective ( ia .se, la's e is formied at the irtterfaee he dImeI with regard to ot her aut hors [4.7,11,131.
[3].

lo oscreconte these difficulties. h1omjoepitaxv
has to lie arplicd using ZnSc substrates. In corn- 2. Mass transport and non-stoichiomictry

In general. maxmntmr trartsport of material in
closed ampoitues front the source to the grsmssth

"1r1ceponintlrg .1t 11s1m /i re wais obta ined foir a stoich ionie t re sapi tri

lIN122 112 is it $0-11 , N '14 I -SC lses icr 'Ienc B\ic I? ' Iights rese is~
Vs'/l Hiill211-, s J 11010;5
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under p,,,,, conditions. Equilibrium constant K1, T/ C

and p,.,,, are given by: Ig 2 10

K12P 70 4P00 2 [at] 0 (2)

= K,,)3 . P,,,,,, , ) -2 (3) 0"I11M ='( K ) 1, z1= (2~ 
PS

- .(4) f

-",,1.s. = 1(2K'O (2) -6.,

The net fluxes of Zn and Se components being \ \ \ '.

transported through unit cross-sectional area of -10. (6)

the tube per second can be expressed, based -12[ (6) 2

upon some idealizing assumptions. as: -14- " ',• \

Ji,, =pl,,/RT- Dz,/RT dpz./dx, (3) -16 Z P0Zn2min!

J, 2ps,./RT- 2Ds./RT dps5 ,/dx. (4) -18- P z=Kznse/Pse 2  ,\
In these equations, r is the flow velocity. D the -20 (9) (o)

diffusion coefficient, x the axial coordinate, and 0,5 1 1,5 3 2
Pn and ps, are the partial pressures of compo- 1/K0 1

nents. Eqs. (3) and (4) indicate that there are two Fig. 1. Homogeneity range of ZnSe in p-T coordinate,
components of J. namely diffusion flux and mean Dashed lines indicate equal composition and refer to the

drift velocity of molecules (Stefan flow) [ 1]. following net vacanct concentrations (cm t ): [V, I-l[V,,I

Calculations of partial pressures have been ll'(l); 1(! (2): 102 (3): 11).(4): I( 1 1(5) [V nI - [v,, = Ito'

related to the pZn-T diagram (Fig. 1). Actually, (6): i(114 (7): 1ll01 (8): 1I1" (9l) to' (10). p,_ is the zinc

the solidus range of ZnSe is slightly asymmetric, partial pressure over the stoichiometric compound I()].

and congruent points at minimum pressure do
not exactly coincide with stoichiometric points. If
P,,/!:p,.1 in the vapour at the growing surface is of 5N purity. In general. it contains a substantial

not equal to the stoichiometric composition of portion (up to ().2 wt' ) of unreacted Zn or Se.
the solid, a build-up of one component with To remove these components and volatile impuri-
growth time will occur, leading to increasing ties, the source powders were sublimed at tern-
boundary layer effects. It is seen from the dia- pcraturcs around I0°0C under dynamic vacuum.
gram (Fig. I) that for ZnSe deposition the com- ZnSe with definite (non)-stoichiometric composi-
position of the vapour and the solid differs in any tion was equilibrated by long-time annealing un-

ease. Therefore, this effect contributes to the flux
bý initiating diffusion processes.

•200 

F 
"

3. Experimental conditions ,100

The growth method has been described in crystaI source Zn reservoir

previous papers [5.61. ZnSc crystals studied in this fo0 ,,, e,,,
work were prepared in closed tube systems under 800 ,0,-,,-d ,,a-,•0, .,d,,

nearly stationary conditions without seeding (Fig. I .... 7

2). "[able I shows the experimental parameters 700 ) (2) (3(

which have been applied in our studies. The 60020 30 40 00 60 70 803 90 ) cm

growth optimization has been performed in two Fig. 2. Furnace temperature profile and growth capsule. In-
ways: sert: (1) ceramic pipe, (2) Ill-,one furnace. (3) isolation and

- Starting material was crystalline ZnSe powder (4) reservoir furnace.
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rabic 1 4. Results
P:arzineters (or ZnSe crvstal growth hi LjIS.OCiatiA, 'ailllifma-
lion For experiments performed under p~ condi-

Tithe iiidt~tions, maximum mass transport Lip to 4 II

tImenter 50- 2i ni mol cm 2 s Ifrom source to growth zone has

Source temperatUre I I t- I) (( ( been found by weighing the transported mass.
(iriniih temperatiUre 1~ (0(1- 12301 C This behaviour indicates that for evaporation and

Appret udecooin .1 T -O condensation processes quasi-equilibrium is dom-
Tenmperature gradient at 0.Is;- ((U cr11Li inant. When the Zn partial pressure was ehanged.

inter-lace LIT, dI
\i~itiil 11 4 Pa( the resulting deviation from stoiehionietr\ in the

(or. at RT. 1, gas phase eaused a sharp deerease of' measured
-; , 1114 transport rates (Fig. 3a). Otherwise. source mate-
1.4, 10; Pa) rial with definite Zn excess, resulting in values

Growth time t 2-21 da\ý
(iroiith rate J I (I M I ;- X 1 (Fig. I) in the vapour. have the effect of'

mirl cmfavouring the deposition of- solid ZnSe in stoi-

mIolosc sm

der controlled partial pressures of Zn with regard
to growth temperatures. 10
- A reservoir eontaining metallic Zn was sealed
to the growth tube and communicated JIa at nar-
row% orifice. By controlling the temperature of' the Pns
reservoir during the growth process. sonic mea-
sure of control over the vapow11 composition in(a
the capsule wats obtained [7]. Here untreated 1
source material can be used. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Furthermore, attempts have been made to PZn. exp /P Zn. min

mateh the gas phase stoichiomectry in a self-ad-
justing system analogous to F-actor et al. (ll1 and j108 moles cm 2 s-1

Lauck et aL. [12]. A hole of 100) jm diameter wvas 25 -

drilled in the capsule near the source end. The
ampoule was suspended in Vacuum. However. ouir 20 . 1j

experimnittal results indicate that there was some
uncertainty in the effect of' the leak hole. [he
eftluxcs ot species depend in at complicated man- 1
nier on the individual source excess and hole
diameter. Moreover, the leak effticiecn varies5
with growth time and decreasing interface dis-0L
tanice from the leak hole. 0 5 1 5 2 5 3

In the growth zone. various temperature gradi- t /d

ents up to I O&/cm have bcen realized. Source I-g. 3. (a) Variaition ol snhitimatiiin Iro~ih rate J of ZnSe a' a

and reservoir are placed in temperature plateaus Itinciiori ii /P, in the ampnrile 1. -~ 128 C: .1( It) C.if

il<+0.)5'C). A capillary-tipped cavity (cold 1 1201 nmm ditaniteer =i6 mm: i,,~3.45 , III NINa:

finger) is connected to the end of' the ampoule in Ml"") N5.9 : , i 10 A .Mp (xeimetl - NI es. (b)
the growth section and provides at channel for I ''otrac esý ilmto time- ia(.11s-. 5h:

vollatile impurities and excess components [0.8. 1011. Ali 'd% i U. Cn cmIn grmi~th lotte .
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chiometric composition. A striking feature of mass
transport analysis is the dramatic variation of
rates with the degree of non-stoichiometry in the
gas phase. The material transport will be reduced
significantly and can become under these circum-
stances the process limiting step. Moreover, in
closed systems with non-stoichiometric gas phase.
a continuous decrease of transport and growth
rates with experimental time was found (Fig. 3b).
It is reasonable to expect that the growth mecha-
nism is controlled by enrichment of the majority
component near the interface. Experimental re-
suits indicate in this case the dominance of the
boundarv laxer resistance with overlapping sur- Fig. 5. ZnSe single Lrvstal of ncar]% toichiornetric co•-posi-

face kinetics, lion grown at 71, = 1135-C under non-sloichiomctr % ih p1 ,

Crystallographic perfection and morphological in the gas phase (scale paper background).

stability of ZnSe single crystals are strongly re-
lated to the composition of the vapour phase with be attributable to adsorption effects of the major-
regard to growth rates. In most cases, for boules ity component Zn. Zn segregation was detected
which were grown with maximum growth rates by EDAX analysis.
under p..... conditions, the habitus is dominated Slower growing crystals of near-stoichiometric
by rounded convex faces (Fig. 4). This is usually composition were often facetted. and did not
interpreted as an indication of mainly diffusion- reach the full possible size. Typically. growth
limited growth. Multiple nucleation on the am- rates of about 2 X 10 l mol cm s 1 have been
poule wall occurred and a heavily twinned polN- valuated from weight analysis of mass transport
crystalline cone with many grains was produced. (from this value 0.5 mm/day could be estimated).
The surfaces of the boules follow the general Growth conditions for the deposition of stoichio-
contour of the ampoule. Growth over the full metric ZnSe favour the formation of a single
tube diameter has been observed. The dislocation nucleus at the tip of the ampoule without requir-
etch pit density (EPD) on (110) was (1.0 ± 0.2) X ing seeds. Under optimized condition, (source
111 cn Step generation on growth faces may material composition. adequate supersaturation

and centre-piece of ampoule tip with regard to
the growth isotherm), multiple nucleation on the
ampoule wall hats been avoided. Free-grow-ing
ZnSe single crystals with a volume of about 2
cmt. without grains and twinning. frequently have
been observed (Fig. 5). No strain was found by
polarisation microscopy. The crystals became cry
Lcar and pale yellow in colour. The. showed
morphological stability with dominant I Ilt)) and
smnall (I II) faces. The EPD (NaOH etchant) on
(I 10) was I0)4 cm 2 with dislocation-free regions
of 10N-120 Aim in diameter. X-ray transmission
topographs revealed also heterogeneous disloca-
tion distributions. X-ray diffraction rocking curics
showed FWHMs of abou. i arc see (Fig. 6). The

Fig, 4 /Znle r•,,l grown unidiher ' .. indaitoiln w,ilc Ppcr I R absorption at 101.6 ji.n was 0.2w . Photolumi-
biackground) nescence spectra exhibited more gap-neiar cmis-
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Intensity!'_____ > I 100(1C) to restrict condensation and source
evaporation limitations:

10 - relatively low undercooling XF < 30'C': faster
growth rates induced by a higher -1' result in
da/dxv > 0J (a is activity) and due to constitu-
tional supercooling the interface is no longer

1 stable.
- temperature gradients d7T/d-v < 5'Clcm in
front of the growing crystal result in a decrease of

0.1 supersituration and growth rates: imposing dJ7/

MAI 14dx > iT/I (I is ampoule length) will produee
morphological stability in accordance with Factor

0.01_____________________ et al. [PIH:
46.75 46,8 46.85 46.9 46.95 - partial pressures in the gas phase appropriate

Gonio Angle (2x~rmega/deg) to deposition of solid ZnSe in stoichiometrie

Fig. 6. Douhle-crxst:,l X-rz* diffraction rocking cur~e for a composition,
nearly stoichiomnetric ZnSe single crylstal [C~uKol. Ge (220)], - mainly diffusion-contiolled mass transport.

On this basis. growih conditions were estab-
lished for the deposition of stoichiometric ZnSe
and the formation Of free-growing single crystals

sion than deep-level emission under focussed N_- without morphological instabilities. Under p,,
laser exitation. conditions we achieved maximum transport rates.

All as-grown ZnSe crystals had high resistivi- but the majority of runs in this category yielded
ties in the range of ot'~ up to i102 fl cm. The relatively poor-quality boules. Furthermore.
most important method to purify the probes from growth experiments were strongly affected by pu-
compensating contaminants is the extraction rity and composition of source material.
technique in liquid Zn [6.14]. This technique con-
sists of annealing the crystals in contact with the
Zn melt for 501 to 3(0( h at I(MX)0C. By this 6. Acknowledgemnents
treatment the resistivities were reduced io several

10 fl cmwts lcrnmoiiiso5 the (9 We are indebted ito Mr. R. Krupka from the
cm V . Since equilibration with teliquid IntttfrSrhwkcuea utgrIne-
component metal brings the crystal to a state on Isiu u tzhckcg tSutatUi.r

the metal-rich boundary of the homogeneity sitv tor measuring the I R absorption and it) Dr.
rang. te hihes posibl rom tmpertur F Hommel from the Institute of Phý,.ics of' the

rage the hihs possible roomrit temperatureopgrah
electron concentration (about *5 x 101' cm 3) WizugUiest o h -a oorps
should be expected. For doping experiments, sub- '[hinsgworkins suppotedb. h ~ sh -r
stantial quantities of dopant elements (for in- shnseencat
stance Al. (ja) were mixed into the Zn melt.
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Characterization of impurities in 11-VI semiconductors by
time-resolved lineshape analysis of donor-acceptor pair spectra

P. Bilume. F. Kubacki ~.J. Gutovvski
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Abstract

Strength acnd enecig pilsition ot djotior accceptcn pitir I ) 1luminescence hiands air oenci ii~ed fl ;I Cen ud
estimiate iii inipuri1s inicorpoirat ion and nacture ill II -\I epilatxer strUet ire[s- N\e deiiuiilsltrate 1IM kitiiiikSis ,if D .\11
emjissitin has it) be perfitrined more eaitreull' to get reliable inthnrminttinu of that kind. A thoroneli 1ine-thape. antissis
Alm%,s one toi de term ine the ieee plo r hinldrig ene rcz quite e Sact l\ it the donor ne rg is kniis..u II ai(l he~c cnd this the
phonion-eciupling paramecters. A missing or iceduteed line Mucroik.ino olt the D)AP handsN in thin epilas Irs 101 deert:,tsine
exelation densities is dul: to inhcconinomious inipurit\ distribuction .. ithimi the st racinrlledI011L klýtser. Ill Ill t 1Il-re-
sole Ifa ii alsis. DA P deeii\ is shcis~ ii to LIe pe td Se na a eiti n o ile teeC0 01 t ICg atne i %'ithici tilie MLxc hi~l bli IN,. a illeteT es
perteetl decscribed h\ biespottncimaI fits, lit paranititees instils itliplmttt bindine' energies iund. bths. ire in
Independent tool of uteril\itig datai obtained, irciml fllneshpt anlakl' i. Speet railh unnes~olsd doulehk batid1 Cciil be
jdentlfedL Mitd distinuli~Shed h\ this miethccc.

1. Introduction tions f'roni and into excited sitates o atitipurities as

aceuiita le easutres fll-i dopati NtUidCNies- ate rate
Rl~iable p)-dopinlg it II -\I WeiliCItod Lid 0rs like seen it ilte samples [41. ( )ther rMethccds like Nee-

ZnSc is still tite of the major protblems in erystal oumdar\ ion maiss speet1rolCet r\ (SINMSI ate cirtls
gro~kth and epitacxy [1 -31. lDiffieulties r'ise eveti apijeuliilbe ill theleas-ipt linmi. Ihcereicir.
iti estimating the dotpant contcentration and 'I erx\l- rtmghýd CStHMitr s Oif dttpanllt eC~lee~t'itrttItIOs
eharacteri/ing intentiontal and utiintentitital ini- are based tin the determinitataion of itlietiilsit ratiois
purities 11ý determining ~ineit hinding energies. of, donoir -aecepicir pail. batids Icc the ecittittic
Einergies cif boutnd exeittins are tfiten close toc- luminescence.
gether. and their tsou-clcelron satellites eildintg Altliccugh1 tile I)A\PIt ~lutiiseeiiee IN \%ell 1ift-
precise ituputiriix e nergies are hardli, observable dcrstocid in priticiple since more thbait ts.
alreadN atl moderatek enlarged doparit Conleen- decadeS, little effort- has, beeni ntade tit Use the
traticins. Anyt line struietuir (dfiscrete pairi lines) of' flull thecor\ iti eharacteri,'ation ci eo emnftis
(Icihiti -aceeptocr pair emlissionr ( IMP) or tratisi- Bi, Combitning both inten:Isits -depenldent atid

tinic-depemideti sped rosetips (it I)APi luniines-
cence. "c~ presenit a poiv.erlutl tooti to detcrtnine
the ajccepttrI bindingý_ eCrIC1! anid the 1`1111101 COii-

*tritcdimidici v. .iiihcci pling paramecters.

11022-i021S Q4 Sit til P)"$i t tsc'%ici SICitlc B\ .\I tig1ts tsI srCtl

SP511) 1 iiii 12 4S(95 H ccitt 6 ccx,
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For this purpose. wec use an advanced theory by taking into account at next-nicighhour rccomnbi-
based onl the model proposals of TFhomas and nation exclusively:
1-lopfield [5]. It was expanded by Colbow and () ') ().A)+Ii
Yuen [6] who gave a lineshape anmalysis of the D"' /V 1) -,A +h) ti

intensit%-dependent D)AP. We have included the F1,1,, "'=1< ,,2 -- 1), - k 1,, (, - .L,)

phonion coupling [7.81 and give additional re-
marks onl the distant-necighbour recombinations. 1-c t,'/ 4 -., ,,c(0) r. (3)
Furthermore, the recombination rate of excited with I:., and ED) the acceptor and donor ioniza-
pairs ats calculated by Bindema un and Linger [9)] tion energy. respectively. r the acceptor-donor
is included, pair distance,.E, the Coulomb binding energy of

Measurements of DlAP bands in ZnSe bulk the (D ', A ) pair. and k an integer to give the
crystals are compared with the theory outlined numIIber of enmitted LO) phonons.
abovec. Further. we invxestigated DlAP emission in The lineshape of the DlAP enmission has to bie
strained ZnSc/'GaAs epilavers ats being inipor- analysed with regard to the follow ing considcra-
tant for dce% ices with regard to thle peculiarities of tions:
thle bands in inhonmgeneouslN strained systems. 0 For aI give n acceptor A the probability g( r )drIt

of finding the next-neighbour donor D) at distance
2. Eperientl seup- can be Calculated ats (if ND ýý N,\ [h], ND. N.,
2. Epermentl stupdonor/acceptor concentration)

[he cpilascrs used in this study were grown
either b% MBE (Purdue University) or by metal- i)d=4X)rdre(- W[ . ()
organic vapour phasc-cpitaxN (MOVPF) onl GaAs 0 For the recombination rate lIF(r I of the process
substrates (Inst. ffur Halbleitertechnik. RWTIH. (D". A") ,(1) -. A ) + hipI .. we " prefer the
Aachen ). The bulk material was grown out oft at Calculation of Bindcmannm and Uinger [91] yielding
solution and wais doped with J. at more precise description of' I( r ) t han the

Photoluniineseence wats measured at 1.0 K LIS simple exponential law used in refs. [It). 111:
ing thle 325, and 441.0 nim enmission lines of' a it~f
lie -Cd laser (Omninchromec). T'he excitation IV ( ? ) =It'( --- -
power density is varied irom I niW/ rni t5)1( -- B'
k\Y'cni. 'The spectra were analysed by usinga it I - Br
in Spex monochromator (resol~ution 0.0t7 nick') X, [4.B .4 -B ) BrI xp( -,
and at bialkal photomultiplier. - [4AB1 -- I B' ) Ar] exp( - Br)

A\n excimer-laser pumped dyve laser served ats()
liVIet Source ( 12 ns pulses) for the timec-resolsed
measurements. The excitation w'aveleingth %kas %%here .'I and B denote thle reciprocal Bohir radii
chosen in the spectral regime of' the free exeiton of the donor and the acccptor. rcspectivelx. 11"' isý
(441.6 nm ). The time-resolved spectra of the DlAP anl Unknown constant giving thle reconmbination
signal wecre recorded with at gated optical multi- rate at thle pair distance t--0
channel analyser (OMA) system. The gate widths o The steady -state fraction /"( r-) of excited pairs
were It0 and 21) ns f-or time delays to the exciting with aI pair separation r- is calculated by using at
pulse below and beyond 200t ns. respectively. Simple steady-state rate equation. Excitation of' a

pair from thie ground state tD 'i. A ) into thle
3. Teor ofdonr-aceptr pirsstate (1)",. A'') possesses at capture cross-section
3. Teors~,f on4r-acept4r pars r( r). For thermal equilibrium in the conduction

.1!/. /I/uIcI'dhV InIaI. (Us ofcdi weah-va' e~,Itiatiol band, (r - I- [ 12]. By assuming aI photogeneration
rate g of' free carriers, one obtains

Standard treatnments [5.6] analyse tile IA)-pho-
non assisted TDAP recomnbination process. Fq. I. I,( ) I-+ W( r )/.m~r( r)].()
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0 Based on the adiabatic approximation [7], the with distant donors. In our model each next-
probability WA for the creation of k phonons at neighbour DAP is embedded in a background
DAP recombination (Eq. (1)) is included as being distribution of neutral donors. The altered
Poisson distributed steady-state fraction f c* of excited pairs takes

into account the additional recombination rates.
kA(r)=cxp[-S(r)]Sk(r)/k!. (7) A numerical integration about distant-pair re-

The phonon coupling function S(r) covers the combinations is performed as
details of lattice and impurity interaction, and SA (r)
gives a different value for each pair separation r. /A(E,) - rW( r) - cxp( -S( r))
The coupling function derived in ref. [8] contains k
two free parameters S' and S"

f 32__ 5( 1 1 31
S(r)=S' 2 - -I ± --5 1 +[ - + -6,561 16

++ 
4 -, N l r -" R ) R ) d R .

S-6S ~I - e (1 + + 2 ~ (8) 3.2. Transient behaviour ot R-711' bantlA

where 6S denotes the dimensionless number 2r/a1 I After generation of N.\( Ef) pairs with separa-
with the donor Bohr radius a,[. Combining these tion r by at single laser pulse. the intensity of
terms, the lineshape of the kth phonon replica radiative recombination at energy F E-,," - ( FD
reads: + Ek) + E. is given by

Ik( E,) - r-g(r) fr(r) W(r) I(r) 1( , t) = t V'( El) exp[-S( E)J]
= reg( r) .l•. r) W jr) x IV( E.,) exp[ - If( L".)t]

/, (r) +-N "( E. + h 1 ).,
X - exp[-S(r)J. (9) " +

k ! ×Xcxp[ -S( E" hUon ,)] S( E, htl 0)
The theoretical lincshape applied in this paper ( , + h

is the sum of the zero-phonon band and three
phonon replicas (replicas with k > 3 are known to x exp[ - If( 1, + h/o, ) ]. (12))
hardly contribute to the spectra): Only the zero- and one-phonon replicas arc

taken into account for the analysis at energies on1(tE) dl E O( E, + khwo LI) I/( E:, + k Now)) the zcro-phonon band where k-LO replicas with

k > I hardly contribute. Distant-ncighbour re-combination becomes negligible at low dopant

where the Hcavysidc function 0(1-•, +- kh/ooi concentrations of ND < 1.0 X I0t)' cm •. The
cancels out contributions with negative Coulomb constant effective recombination rate I1"(E,) after
energies. Eq. (3) provides E,(r). and lr) dr - Eq. (5) yields an exponential decay for each pair
r'I(r) dE, is used. distance r. being observable on all phonon replica.

d 1/dE, = t. with /A according to Eq. (9). Eq. (12) is a two-exponential law and can, for fit
yields a relation of excitation intensity to zero- purposes, be replaced by
phonon peak position. For sufficiently high con- t cxp( -- t./7,) cxp( - 1/7,
ccntrations N,) >> N,1 a neutral acceptor may in- ) e3e
teract not only with the nearest donor but also (13)
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S- experiment a)' b) C)
-the~ory

0 ~~~~P2 __________

z ZnSe bulk 4A&rr ZnSe/GoAs M neG~

Ij

2.60 2.64 2.68 2.72 2.60 2.64 2.68 2.72 2.60 2.64 2.68 2.72

ENERGY (eV)

Fig. I Photluiirni~snc ieL spectra (if DAP for three different samnples for repreientatisec high (5001 W, cnv. tipper cures,) and toss
excitation densities QOi rnW,cr cm.. loiser curses). Solid lines refer to the experiment and dashed lines shmks theoretical cuirses.

4. Experimental results composed by two DAP hands involving two dif-
ferent acceptors in this sample. The thin

4.1/. 1ineshape fits ZnSe/GaAs laver 0.0 AMm) being N-doped show~s
no line narrowing at all, as gencrallx observable

Excita tion -density dependent luminescence for thin epilavers.
spectra for both ZnSe hulk crystals and epilayers 1-or a least-squares fit of Eq. ( 10) to each of
are depicted in Fig. 1. All sanmples show a shift (it the high-excitation shapes. L[) as a known Con-
the D)AP bands to lower energies as the excita- stant and four fit parameters were used: The
tion densities decrease. The hulk sample exhibits energy difference between acceptor and donor
adistinct line narrowing for low cxcitation densi- level E.D %,.and the two phonion coupling

tics (Fig. Iai). as is expected from Eq. ( 10). TIhe 4 parameters S' and S" (Eq. (8)). Furthermore.
ktmi ZnSe : Ga/GaAs layer shows at much weaker f:ga 2.82014 cV [1131. From this, we calculated
linle narrowing (Fig. lb). Additionally, it is proven II\ 9.11' - ED- EL\. hD i svrysniiet
bi time-resolved analysis that the spectra are the parameter E',,. the fitting error 1E.,, is less

table I
eca~t -squares fit parameters fromt lineshapes inailvsis

F-iguire Saimlpl Fixed IV, Acceptor *V, A,
10 nie') Identitication 1t "'"c Ci I l

Fig a itntlcurse i -' f ig.3 znise hullk 30 113 [.1 1),1 1l 14
u trse B o~f Fig.3 Li-doped it) 1014 24 1 J." 214

Fig. 2 all Curses 311 113 Li 411 0136; 214

1 ig. lb tnSe s'OaAs 27.,) 115 ['1 4.4 10.4 411
4 u n11 27,) 125 Na .1.4 11.4 41)
6a inmplantatioin

JI g, 1 /Ilse ( iaA s 301 [if N 3.01 1?141 1 Ill

I urm. N-doped

I he doinoir binding energies k, are not fitting parameters, but fixed constants during the least sqtuats tIll.
ini ccruing d illictilt Its in de terminin rg [, in this case, see text.
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than I mceV. For the Li-dlopcd bulk material (Fig. rately and are combined. H-os~ eser. at fit based oni
l a) WCe found E\ = 113 micV. being close to the Eq. ( II ) becomes ambiguous. If \VC alssume11 a lOss
reported Values oif E,1 = 114- 118 mecV [21 and concentration No tile iii)] nence oft distant-
EI\' = 114.4 + 01.4 mecV [4]. For the N-dloped Layer neighbour recoibi nat ions canl be neglected and a
(Fig. I c) we determined E, = Il ImIeiV. Re- satisfyNing linef'it can be achiesed %kith \I) 3-11
ported values are E~= 109-112 meV if some 10", cmi " (Fi. la). AS~ln ihctcnrt
clear outliers in previous work are ignored [2]. AssNu hv t eromin a hig ful thcnr\ (E
For fihe Ga-imiplanted layer (Fig. INb. the known (11)) vie Iding, the result of' a similarls satisfvinei
donor binding energy 11"' 2.me12rsut linefit at 1VD = 4.0 x 101" cnm (g.2an [bl
in two acceptors wkith binding energeis E(, = 115 1 ).
nick and 1E' \ "= 125 mecV, Here. P\- belongs to In most samples. e~ f'ound t hat the adiabatic
the second acceptor giving rise to the weaker approximiation (Eq. (7)) for the phonion co upl ing
luminescence. The ratio otf intensities DAP(-"/' is salidl. However, for- the 4 p ill sample the
DAP"' = (1.32 ats dectermined from the lineshape phonon coupling is obviously nlot poi ss r d is-
fit directlv measures the ratio of' Concentrations-, tributed. Here. the intensities of the ivo- and
hence. V,(`/A" =I (0.32. Na as at common aecep- tliree-phonon-recplica are unlderestimated in ecii-
tor in ZnSe is reported to possess EF>%i = 125- 1311 cral. This may' be due to lattice distortion h\ ion
mecV when disregarding a number of' outliers [2]. implantation. The c'iv en values fOr the phonOnl
Thus. we identify, the two acceptors in our- (Ga- Couplring parameters S' and S" (TIable I ) arec hard
doped samples ats Li and Na and believe our' to judge Onl because no Ot her wNork onl pho non
value for Li to be closer than I mecV to the true coupl rig in Z11SC ulsing. tile helOr-\ Of Ri pkc et
valuec (if' the reported binding enecrgN for Ga is aL. [8] had( comle to our know ledge.
true). As at further test on Our' t heory. theC pfarameters

The values for the concentrations of the major determined f'romi the high-excitation spectra %,\erc
impurity given in Table I should be treated with used to plot theoretical low.-excitation spectra
caution. The lineshape including distant necigh- (see Figs. I a- Ic. losker curses). In order to dIo
hour recombinations (Eq. ( II). which we regard this weC Calculated anl effective rate Qthat traul
to be at better one than Eq. (Q) including next- ports the D)AP cur1ve to thle exper-imenltally deter--
neighbour-recomnbinatiotis exclusively), is pre- mined peak position. [he result', indicate gýood
sented in Fig. 2 w-here the next -ticihbou r and agreement f'or the bulk samiple. less satishfluin
distant-ne~ighbour contributions are given sepa ag-ereeent for the 4 pill laecr. and poor agre-Ic

~ment for the thitn layer. [his inldicates2 that the
strotng broadenling ofithe DAP\F bAnds inl the2 laltter
eases is indeed cau.sed bxh\ e11 t renIC inomo

nextneigbour eencitv of the strain \kithin the first I p in laker
ditant neighbours uponl the interface.

z4.2. Zo TI ,h~moti-pii eaAu'i poiiii

r ~Inl a second step. \\C c desC thle depe)ndecelC Of
/ero-phionoti-pcak position (iti excitattoti dcnsit\

ENERGY (eV) I"- h\ Connecting I'q. (Q) to the pooeeaii
rate g~ of free carriers ( Eq. (0))01, b sttiing

1CIghbiiilfIi Ao tC 1w1,1]1k01 FlJhille elc H 1). i l.) I ne( 1111 11wC - lib ll
0111MiM ne"I'iuYllen 11W tilek fU11lext-IieigLtlu k ph iriC Ii 11 111C]. being the quanturn ~l icienc\ . ['is. 3. curse .*\

lIi I~hl i) e libe11 11,C djll jiniIeightboul'r hcluiig, I' th111 shows thle predicted peak positioni \k hen using the
(1t Il1-Ito g11lMI )I r (. i IIti I ( I, (11 CxciL(11CjN I i ncsh ape-d c teruti n ed patra meters. ['h c con trad ic-
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_____________________________tion to the expeiiriment is clearIN seen. 1i .hould

lo Z nSe bulk o bc noted that the theoretical curves wecre normal-
ize an1ie ta arbitrary point of the experi-

Z~.10P2mental data due to the unknown cLUanltitltk l-ig.

z 3. curve B3. matches the experimental point,, and
is a result of' least-Squares fitting (sti [able I

0-.1 0 experiment Hlowever. , 1014 mic\/ bein- dcri% disa-rees
--- Awith the aleobtained f'rorn lineshape analysis

I . B (113- 115 mneV). The reversed calculation Of a
2.694 2.697 2.700 lineshape wtith, L, = 10)4 rrckV leads to a rather

ENERGY (eV) poor matching to the experimental linecshapes.
IFig. I' /cio-piltioi ii ik sI)O11 %CsUt'C~ll U CCI I ii~il' This contradict ion is t'onndL iii hothh bul1k m1at c aI

uI' ilt ull, anied u )i)hd circle benig ihtillid cnricnia rcic I, and l averis. We believe thIiat the simple co nniiect iton
OI hIuix ]'Il liltCls PI IIL P2 l~~ 10 th 10k .[l Iih Wild I" is not valid. 1)ueC to the high i bsoirpttion
HOIIi 'p, tla . Iiuin Fig. la. ri~picI l c K. coecffic ien t for at hand -to-band exci tat ion, on lv

Zn~ blkZnSe/GaAs b)

0 1 -- Aoz -
UW c

z~~ 0 001'ý

001- I
0 250 500 750 1000 0 500 1000 1500 2000

TIME Ins) TIME (ns)
t igv - (:1 1 1 inic-uiclindiI Itni n inc'eciice illicilsitt, 1(rl I lit iic ),.\p 'iiti-phiiniiit 1hind till (fie 1,11k xaiiilic at liriicdiltlc ylii

~lucýIlI 111ii~lii A\. 11 inil (. I ii ,LIbI \ ( rCl~fillI II! t i a, I5 th oi d 1iiIiu c: l lcpu iiI the hic,,piinciili'il lilting' cliiiuc it')
I iuuic-dcpcmiciulul Iuiiiiinc~cciic 11clisili\ /II tu it the IDAPF /iiui-phluiiiii hald i ll li e li ( iaidiipiu ii\iI 11 Olivei dIttitcietll 111CLIi

600 B =1600

c - -

WL 400 W 40C

200 z200

26 28 20269 2 71 2 73 2 75

ENERGY (eV) ENERGY (eV)

I (~I 1si) I" ii iiitit 1MI' Ilifile hulk sminipc liipcii circles. ýii IFig. .4iii
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Faible 2
Lcasl,(t -suars fit patanicte rs front deca% anid~frss

Figure Sample NModel Fixed I. Acceptor It,

F-1 nlck') identification (Io

(nie\')

F-ig. 51, ZnSc bull, tBexpincential 10 117 I. 1i

L i-di ipedL idecaN liv

No picUtur /nSe '(;aA, Four- 27.9 11 3 7.9
4 p iii exponenitial 27.9 213 Na 11) Ii)

(;if implantation decaly lay.%

-Fie doni r binding, energies L' are not titi ing patrametcrs. hilt fixed constant'l diuring t he least -suiturc tfit.-

carrier transport by diffusion should feed the DA we use a four-exponential decay lav, (Fig. 4b).
pairs in thle volume of the crystal. Additionally. E't '=117 mcV and LI" 1 12'3 meV thus oh-

there is low reabsorption of DAP light. Hence. all tamned (see Table 2). exhibit good agreement with
parts of the inhoirmogeneouslv excited crystal con- the 'valueCs from the lineshapo: analy sis (cf. Table
tribute to the detected light. This effect should be I.
strongest in the case of bulk material, where We repeated the fitting procedure in thle re-
red-shifted luminescence contributes from a large gion of the 1-LO-phonon band and found the
\olume out of the deep of the ctystal. Indeed, the same decay characteristic ats in thc region of the
deviation of thle predicted zero-phononi-peak po- zero-phonon band at just the E-httw enellrg-\.
sition to the experiment is strongest in bulk sam- respectively (not depicted). Identical lifetimes in
ples. the four-exponential model were found at an

energy spacing of' one LO) phonon. This strongl\
-4.?. fill I- rcsu/tc .'tl Sp(tflt verities oul.r m7odel, as it is expected that in) thle

region of the one-phonon band the IluminsceCtieC
The deca\ model described in section 3 beingz is dominated by a superposition of the tine- and

fitted to the time-resolved luminescence intensity two-phonon replica (Eq. (I10)).
1(l) at different fixed spectral positions E (see In conclusion, our results sho\% that DAP anal-
Fig. 4a for the transients at energies A. B and C VSis is a useful means of impurity identification it
as marked in Fig. 5a) provides an independent performed carefully with sophisticated model ile-
check of 1" and 1"' obtained so far. For the scriptions but should be looked sceptically upon
bulk sample. we fitted by using the biexponential if' used for crude estimations only due to its
model described] above (Eq. (13)). The resulting sensitivity on inltensity,. strain and superposition
lifetimes 7, h. ) and 7J 1") are shown in Fig. 5a, of different D)AP luminescence series.
[he origin of the shorter lifetime 7( I) is due to
the contribution ot' photons from the DAP- I t.(
process. H ence, 5. Acknowledgements
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Abstract

The diffusion of zinc into bulk grown cadmium tclluridc has been studied at 800(' as a function of anneal time
and mass of the diffusion source. The diffusions were carried out in cvacuatcd silica ampoulcs and the diffusion
profiles wcre measured using a radiotraccr sectioning technique, although some measurements wcrc obtained using
scanning electron microscopy with an EDAX attachment. When the mass of zinc placed in the ampoule exccedcd 2
mgg. a ternary compound of Zn,CdI ,Te. w ith x = 0(.8. was formed on the surface of the slice earl( on in the
diffusion and the diffusion profiles consisted of two components. Two ,alues of the diffusivit. were obtained.

),h. - 2 x It) I I cm" s ' and D,, - 2 x 10 I. cm 2 s f. or anneal times exceeding 6 h and a mass of zinc of S mg
placed in the ampoule. This contrasted with the results when the mass of zinc %as less than 2 mg when no effccti\c
surface layer of the ternary compound was formed and diffusion profiles consisting of at single component were
obtained. It is proposed that two diffusion mechanisms are operating. one due to zinc atomns diffusing from the
vapour into the Zn,('d, Te layer and the second an intcrdiffusion between the ternar' compound in the surface of
the slice and the ('dTc in the bulk.

I. Introduction of these defects will propagate up into the grow-

ing MCT epitaxial layer, producing inferior qual-
The II-VI semiconductor CdTe has a wide ity devices. In addition, there is poor lattice

variety of applications including y-ray detectors. matching between the CdTe substrate and the
solar cells and electro-optical modulators, but the Mcr epilayer and because of this, alternative
most common use is as a substrate, a barrier layer fabrication routes have been investigated. One of
or a capping layer in the production of Hg, the most successful is the use of ZnCd, Te
Cd • e (MCi) infra-red detectors. (ZCT) crystals as substrates on which to grow the

One of the greatest problems in manufacturing MCT devices directly. This material possesses
M(CI" devices is the difficulty in obtaining bulk similar crystal imperfections to CdTe. but when
grown CdTc substrates of high quality. Bulk grown x = 0.05, the ZCVI substrate and MCI" epilayer
C'dTc contains defects such as twins, sub-grain are lattice matched and hence far fewer defects
boundaries and tellurium precipitates. and some will propagate from the interface into the cpi-

layer. It is therefore important to know the rate
of diffusion of zinc in CdTc. and to study the

"Corresponding author, Zn-Cd-Tc system in detail.

tN)222-24X/94/$07.(X) , 1994 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
SSI 00t122-01248(93 )EF169)4-3
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There has been very little work done on diffu- t I

sion in the Zn-Cd-Te system, the most impor- •• (a)

tant being that of Aslam et al. [1]. Studies on +

self-diffusion in ZnTe [2] and on self-diffusion in
CdTe [3.4] have been reported extensively. In this
paper, the diffusion of zinc in bulk CdTe at 800'C -- -
is reported, and the effects of varying the dura-
tion of the diffusion anneal and the mass of the
diffusion source are examined. Extensive optical 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

microscopy studies have been carried out on the Depthx! •-n

CdTe slices used. both before and after diffusion.
and the conclusions will be discussed in this pa-

per.

2. Experimental procedure

Bulk-grown CdTe slices of approximate size 8
mm x 8 mm and thickness 0.8 mm were used in 0 20 40 (4) go I W 12t)

this study. The surfaces of the slices used for Depth x.ml

diffusion were prepared by mechanical polishing
with successively finer grades of diamond paste (6
gm. I Aim. 1/4 Mrm) followed by a chemical
polish with l% bromine in methanol for 10 min. '7E
The material removed in this procedure (200) Am
by mechanical polishing. 100 uim by etching) was - _
sufficient to remove all surface damage caiused by
sawing the slices from the boule. A ('dTc slice -

was then scaled in an evacuated silica ampoule Ill \.
with a known mass of radioactive `ýZn foil. 2 4---

After annealing for a known time in a horizon-

tal tube furnace at 800'C. the concentration of Dt)Wthx .itm

radioactive zinc atoms in she slice was measured Fig. I. Typical concentration profileý for the diffusion of /inlC
by sectioning with at chemical etch of 1; bromine in (CdTc at S(1 ('. (a) Single component profile ,ho% ing the"b c n h e e o r ga sian fit: In - 1.7h2 rag. t -= 48 h. 1) -4.640, 10 i' cm-'
in methanol [51. The majority of the diffusion ( bI Dlouble profile fitted h.' the stUm of tmo gaUs,'an
profiles obtained possessed two distinct compo- tunctions; n 5s.2 mg, t= 1.3 h.I),1,_ 5.2-,'h I4 1
nents and were fitted using a computer fitting , 1. D),, = 1.497 , M " cm: , . (c I)ouhle profile fitied h%

programme [6] comprising either the sum of two the sum of two complnnmentar- error functions: m = 31.6 me.
I - 24 h. D1 ,,, ý 4815 -x 1) ": cm '" N 1, 1)'.,, 1. 1)• ll •

gaussian functions or two complementary error C:,,. t.
functions. The former function gave the best fit
when the mass of zinc in the diffusion source was
not sufficient to maintain a saturated vapour
pressure over the slice throughout the diffusion was low ( < 2 mg). a single gaussian function gave
(limited source conditions), whereas the latter the best fit to the experimental data. Typical
function was used when saturated vapour condi- diffusion profiles are shown in Fig. 1. The varia-
tions were maintained (infinite source conditions tion of D with the duration of the anneal and
where the mass of zinc was greater than 20 mg). with the mass of zinc in the diffusion source is
In certain instances where the mass of zinc used shown in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively.
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10°

0
15 45 75 105 135 Fig. 4. Photograph showing the surface cracking effects after

Tam'l t / ho.Is diffusion with zinc (8 mg) at 8g(H)°(C for I h. Magnification is

Fig. 2. Graph showing the variation of 1) with the duration of X 115.

the anneal: (. ) D,,,,t |fr in~ = 8 mg: ( E3) 1D,_, for ??z mg:
x><) D for in ýl.8mg.

the mass of zinc in the diffusion source was
increased. In addition, as the sectioning contin-

3. Surface effects of diffusion anneal ued. the action of the etch caused the cracks to
open up and become more prominent, although

On many occasions after the anneal, the sur- at the end of sectioning fewer cracks remained.
face of the CdTe slice was covered with cracks in This compares with the slices which had been
a regular "'lattice" pattern, as shown in Fig' 4, diffused with a low mass of zinc ( < 2 mag) and
which were still present when the surface of the where a single diffusion component was inea-
slice was sectioned in the measurement of the sured, where far less cracking, if any. was oh-
diffusion profile. The cracks became more appar- served.
ent and penetrated deeper into the slice when It is known (1] that when zinc diffuses into

CdTe, a continuous solid solution of Zn,Cdl ,Tc
is formed for all values of x. During these diffu-

S.... sions, the surface of the slice became a ternary.015 105 7 alloy with x approaching th .8. This was confirmed
Ttusing non-radioactive zinc as a source and invcsti-

Fig 2gating the surface of the slice using a scanning
tenaelectron microscope (SEM) with energy dispfr-

"sive analysis of X-rays (EDAX) attachment. The

tresulting ZCT surface layer has properties more

3. Sakin to ZnTe, with a reduced lattice parameter of

• 610 nm compared to CdTc whose lattice spacing
is 648 nm, and also a different coefficient of

thermal expansion. These factors could be re-
1Onn2 sponsible for the surface cracking effects, due to

fa the creation of regions of high stress within the
0 10 20 30 40 50 lattice, between the ZCT surface layer and the

mass of zinc, h merg remainder of the CdTc slice. Aslan et at. [I]
Fig. 3. Graph showing deerinto th mass of zinc in reported surface cracking effects at temperatures
the diffusion source for anneal times of 24 h al 8(Xi(': between 55fo and 7vaC with a pure zinc diffusion

Dt,,, gating source of mass approximately 30 ag, but did not
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observe these effects outside this temperature shape of the pits being dependent on the orienta-
range or when Cd or Te was added to the diffu- tion of the surface [8]. A typical slice is shown in
sion source at all temperatures. Fig. 5 after being etched for I min. This slice is

It is thought that the surface cracking occurs typical of those used as it possesses sub-grains of
when the ampoule is removed from the furnace different orientations, it contains twins and sub-
and cooled to room temperature. This conclusion grains which are shown up by the etch as triangu-
was reached after examination of the diffusion lar pits of different shape and orientation. The
profiles such as those in Fig. 1. If the cracks defect density of the slice on the left-hand side of
appeared near the start of the diffusion, the zinc the photograph was measured as 2.1 X 10 pits
would be expected to diffuse via these short cir- cm- 2; however, the density on the right-hand
cuit paths and penetrate deep into the slice very side is too large to measure accurately but is
quickly. This would be shown on the resulting > 107 pits cm -, the pits are clustered together
profile as a long diffusion "tail", extending deep too closely to differentiate them individually. The
into the slice with a corresponding high value of band of less dense etch pits at the right of the
Dfdt, much higher than those measured. The photograph is a twin band and this marks the
absence of these tails in the profiles suggests that interface between the two sub-grains.
the cracks have no significant effect on the diffu-
sion.

5. Discussion and conclusions

4. Quality of the slices used The values of the diffusivities at 800°C pre-
sented in this paper are in good agreement with

The quality of the material, with respect to those presented by Aslam et al. [11 (D,_ 5 x
defect density, was investigated using the defect 10" cm 2 s-' as against D,,,_= 2 x L0- cm'
etch Inoue E-Agl [7]. This produced etch pits on s ', for this work for anneal times > 6 h and a
the surface which were investigated using an opti- high mass of zinc) who obtained profiles of both
cal microscope with either differential interfer- one and two components, depending on the sec-
ence contrast or Nomarski attatchments, the tioning method used.

Results on the variatiin of D with time t for
mass m = 8 mg shown in Fig. 2 indicate that each
profile consists of two components and that the

Scorresponding values of D decrease rapidly with
4IL . increasing t for t < 6 h, and then become inde-

pendent of t. In the corresponding results for
m = 1.8 mg. only a single value of D could be
resolved from the profiles, but the same variation
between D and t was observed: however, the
decrease in D for t < 6 h was much less in this
case. These results indicate that a non-equi-

"- librium situation exists for t < 6 h. whereas the
diffusion becomes independent of t for t > 6 h.

Results on the variation of D with mass for
t = 24 h show that two-component profiles were
obtained except for the profile obtained with the

Fig. 5. Photograph showing ihe sub-grain structure of a typical smallest mass of zinc as the diffusion source
CdTe slice used in the diffusion experiments. It illustrates the (m = 1.8 mg), where only one value of D could
variation in etch pit density across the slice, along with the
different shaped etch pits. indicating different orientations, be resolved in the computer fitting. It can be seen
Magnification is x 3211. that Dias, is virtually independent of mass,
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whereas D,- decreases with mass to become The suggestion given above, that 1),1 _ is a
independent of mass for ti > 210 mg. measure of the rate of diffusion of zinc atoms

The results reported here indicate that the from the vapour into the ZCT tcrnar. laycr on
types of diffusion profiles obtained are very de. the surface of the slice, is borne out by other
pendent on the mass of the zinc placed in the published data on diffusion at 8t)00C. When In -

capsule. The rapid variation of D with t for t < 6 0, D,_,, -- I X 10 cm' s - which is the rate of
h is due to the formation of the ternary com- diffusion of zinc in CdTc in a negligible conlen-
pound ZnCd_ - Te with x = 0.8 on the surface tration gradient, and this compares favourably
of the CdTe slice, and the thickness of this layer with the value for the self-diffusion of Cd in
is related to the amount of zinc placed in the CdTe [3]. At the other end of the scale. when
capsule at the start of the diffusion. For t > 6 h, m -n 30 mg. ),_ - 4 x 10 cm 2 s 1. which is
three distinct differences can be seen: a measure of the rate of diffusion of zinc in
(a) For ti < 2 mg. the thickness of the ternary Zn, ,Cd_,.e'l in the abscnce of a concentration
lave; is so thin that it does not affect the diffusion gradient, which again compares favourabl\ \kith
in any way or possibly no layer is formed. Diffu- the value of 3 x 1t _ cn- s published b%
sion i., due to zinc atoms diffusing from the Reynolds and Stevenson [2] for the self-diffusion
vapour phase directly into the CdTc giving a one of zinc in ZnTc at 80 0 °C.
component profile possessing a gaussian shape,
indicating that -limited source*" conditions apply.
(b) For 2- m < 211 mg. two component profiles 6. Acknowledgements
arc obtained which are fitted best by the sum of
two gaussian functions indicating that the difftl- The authors wish to thank Dr. L. ()'Keefe of
sion is still "source limited". and where the value GEC-Marconi Infra-Red. Southampton. for pro-
of .r mill decrease during the diffusion. The ma- riding the ('dTe slices used in this w ork.
jority of the diff ision measurements were made
in this region and it is suggested that diffusion is
occurring via two different mechanisms: one from 7. References
the kapour phase (l1,t,,) as described in (a).
which is dependent on in, and a second which is Il] N. AILm. E.l). Jt ,K. [.'.() Ncakc,. .111 ulhtp ifod

an interdiffusion between the ZCT layer and the A.T.W. WjlioughiN. .1 ('r\,t:i (irmCmlI I - (1 9;2) '41)
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Abstract

Initial studies on the diffusion of iodine into CdTe arc described. D~iffusion anneals v"ere carried (out at sclectcd
temperatures in the range between 20) and _17(1'C in evacuated silica ampoules using a diffusion source of either
elemental iodine or Cdl .. both under saturated vapour pressure conditions. TFhc concentration profiles \%ere
mecasured using either a radiotracer sectioning technique or secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS). The profiles
were found to be composed of four parts to which a computer package consisting 1)1 the sumn of four comrpleencrtary
error functions (erfc) gave satisfactory fits to the data. The fastest diffusing component gas~ e alues of thle diffusis I.
which agreed with previously published data. Proposals explaining ho,.% this type of' diffusion Ina% occur are gis en.
but the results indicate that iodine diffused into (die frorn the vapour is not ,uitable as a long t e mt stable dopan in
devices w.here sh arp j unct ions are required.

I. Introduction voltaic deteetors are to be realised in practice.
The location of the doped region must be well

The Il-VI group of semiconducting com- defined within the structure and the eoneentra-
pounds has been recognised as being important lion of the active impurities has to be eontrolled
since they offer a range of materials wvhose en- accurately. Despite advances in material technol-
ergy. gaps span the entire visible spectrum [ I], and ogy. it remains it difficult task to eontrol thle
whose optical conversion efficiencies are very high conductivity and to maintain a stable junction in
[21. Although the 1l-VI eompounds have been the device. The criteria required for such dopants
investigated extensively for many years, their co- have been discussed by Eastne l 3.Cn.
siderable potential has not been fully realized quentlv it is vital that the rates Otf diffusion of
because of difficulties involved in their growth. these dopants through the host material are

The ability to prepare doped p-n epitaxial known so that the most suitable one can be
structures, such ats in the fabrication of (Hg, selected for at particular device. Very often diffu-
Cd, )Tc devices, is an essential requirement if sion rates are measured using radioactive tracer
some of the new developments in infrared photo- sectioning techniques [4].

Currently indium is the most widely used n-type
dopant in CdTc and (Hg,(Cd, ,)Te. but it is it

______fairly fast diffusant UI l7exp( - 2.21 eV/k7T) ern'
Corresponding author. s Iat p(.,1(sat) [5]). lIn contrast to indium, the

MN22-0248/9-1/$(17.I , 994 [ 'Isevier Science II.V. All rightls reserved
551)1 1)122-1)248193 E0)94- S
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halogens are expected to reside on anion sites. As it is not possible to use elemental iodine as a
iodine is the largest of the group of elements diffusion source at temperatures above 100°C as
comprising the halogens. it is expected to be the the iodine reacts with the CdTc in the surface of
least susceptible to diffusion [6]. Further it is the the slice cven when elemental Cd is placed in the
least reactive of the halogens and consequently capsule along with the iodine, subsequently Cdl,
the least likely to form compounds with Cd. Very was used as diffusion source.
little is known about the rates of diffusion of For the radiotracer diffusions the radioactive
iodine in CdTe and associated ternary corn- isotope -'51, which is a fission product with a
pounds. Gorodetskii ct al. [7] measured the rates half-life of 60 days [9], was obtained in NaOH
of diffusion of iodine and indium in CdTe by solution. Cdl, was produced directly using the
investigating the changes in electrical conductivity reaction [10]:
of the slices which had been doped by ion born- CdSO4 + 2 Nal - Cdl, + Na,SO.
bardment and calculated the diffusion parame-
ters for iodine at a temperature of 200'C, which The iodine concentration profiles were mea-
gave the following Arrhenius relationship: sured using either radiotracer sectioning at

1=0cm-' s Coventry University when radioactive iodine was
used as a diffusion source, or using secondary ion

Measurement of the concentration profile pro- mass spectrometry (SIMS) at DRA. Malvern.
vides information on the shape of the diffusion when non-radioactive iodine was used. In the
profiles, and in particular, about the fast diffu- case of the radiotracer sectioning. a combination
sion components which are common in II-VI of anodic oxidation (section thickness: 0.006-0.2
semiconductors and may affect the electrical per- tum to a depth of 2 aim) and bromine etching
formance of the semiconductor devices in a detri- (section thickness: 0.3-5 jum to a depth of 31)
mental manner. Min) was used on CdTe slices possessing a mesa

structure [IIl. The iodine concentration was mea-
sured directly using a liquid scintillation counter.

2. Experimental techniques

Bulk grown CdTc wafers and cpitaxial layers, 3. Results and discussion
thickness 10-15 gm. which had been grown on
(die substrates by liquid phase epitaxy, were The details of four diffusion anneals reported
used in this investigation. Single crystal slices here are given in Table I along with the relevant
(about 8 mm X 8 mm X 0.08 mm) were cleaved diffusion parameters, which were obtained from
out of polycrystalline waters and polished to min- the diffusion profiles. Two diffusions were car-
imize the effect of surface damage on the diffu- ried out at elevated temperatures (run B. shown
sion. This was done using either mechanical pol- in Fig. 2 at 2700 C and run D at 85°C) and two at
ishing with fine-grade diamond (1/10 Am) or ambient temperatures (run A, shown in Fig. I
bromine ctching (0%¥ bromine in methanol) and and run C. both at 20'C). The shape of each of
in this process a total thickness of between 10)0) the profiles can be divided up into four distinct
and 2(41 tum was removed from the surface of regions and each profile can be described mathe-
each slice. matically by a function consisting of the sum of

[Four diffusion anneals were carried out at four complementary error functions (erfe) giving
selected temperatures in the range 20 to 270'C in four values for the diffusivity, one for each part
evacuated silica capsules under saturated vapour of the profile. The four parts to each profile can
pressure conditions using either elemental iodine be clearly distinguished in Figs. I and 2.
or (dl , as the diffusion source. The diffusions The corresponding values of the diffusivities
were carried out under isothermal conditions in for the four diffusion measurements have been
an electric furnace. It has beer reported (8] that plotted on an Arrhenius graph in Fig. 3 along
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Table I
Diffusion details and diffusion parameters (cf. Fig. 3)

Run Temp. Duration Source CdTe Polishing Profile Diffusion parameters

No. (1C) (s) measurement 1) (cm I (cm 1)

A(Al 20 1.47 x 10) Iodine Bulk Mechanical SIMS 1), - ) 10 44 1I0>'
S ( ( q, ) ]o

I) 2. I lo

D)4 3 10 14 1.4 I0I-

B I 27J) 0.7'4 x Ill0 ('dl Bulk Bromine RI'S 1I) (2 x)l (l1'1
I ,- ) xl)) I" ', Il):

1) 4 III 3 I

Cl( 1 21) 5.1,; \ IllX (10 l Bulk Mechanical RTS V1  =2 , 4 • IHC

Ill 3 10<1); 3 10 I ,: 7 . Il'

1 ) , -2 , 1 ) 1it

D I ') 1 5 ,1.3 ' IX 7 (dl , Epitaxial - RTS 1) i llI 0I '

1) - 3 4 Ill C,, . , I

), <) ) •) u14

with the Arrhenius expression reported by cm' s at 20'C indicate that %hcn iodine is
Gorodetskii ct al. [7]. which has been extrapo- diffused into CdTc from the %apour. it is not
lated down to 20'C. It can be seen that the suitable as a long term stable dopant in devices
diffusivities reported here for each of the fastest where sharp junctions are required.
components D4 agree closely with the results of When comparing the diffusivitics D,. D, and
Gorodetskii et al. [7], who reported an activation D, for the four profiles, it can be seen in Fig. 3
energy of 0.4 + 0.1 eV. In addition, it can be seen that the results obtained from the diffusions car-
that an activation energy of this value for the 1)4 ricd out using a Cdll diffusion source (runs B, C
component along with a diffusivity value of 10 4 and D) are reasonably consistent, giving acti a-

-- 19 2

- .-(a..-.D-.-.-.-.----,-...-..

D __ __ 19.5 -

0 ~ ~ 18.5- >
F1(a) 18 (b

15 0 15 0 0.5 1 1.5
depth / pm depth / pm

Fig. 1. A typical concentration profile for the diffusion of iodine into (dTe (run A) which has been diffused under saiurated \apour
pressure conditions using elemental iodine at ambient temperature (20'(). The profile %%as measured using SIMS. The three

deeper components are shown in (a• and the first two components are shown under increased rcsolution in (h).
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4 I. _ _1_i4 I •

_--i _'p.___D_ (b)1 D i _D _

1 (a) _--"--_--4_ _ _ _-_ _

S i0: i_• 2! .2 -.i 5 • ,J t

depth / •tmn depth / ni

Fig. 2. A typical concentration proffile for tile diffusion of iodine into CdTe (run B) which has been duffused under saturateld sa;pour
pressure conditionts using ('dl, as the diffusion source. The profile Vwas measured using RTS sectioning. The tour components arc
shown in (a) and the first tsso tomponents are shown with increased resolution in Ib).

tion energies which are close to the value of 01.4 the values of '., which was possibly due to
cV reported by Gorodetskii et al. [7]. This con- uncertainties in the experimental calibration of
trasts with the two diffusions carried out at 20°C the two measuring techniques. radiotracer see-
in which the diffusivities from run A. where an tioning (RTS) and SIMS, or to variations in the
elemental iodine source was used, are consis- quality of the CdTe used for the diffusions. It is
tently higher than the diffusivities from run C important to point out that the Ct values are
wherc a Cdl. source was used. exceedingly high (102~t-l)2 cm 1) in all runs.

Whereas the diffusivities gave reasonably con- which could possibly be due to a layer' of Cdl,
sistent results, there is a much wider spread in forming on the surface of the CdTe during the

diff~ision.
Values of the diffusivities and the surface con-

centrations can be compared directly in runs B. C
and D where Cdl, was used as the diffusion

- . ....... ... . .. . ...... ... -------- source in all three eases and all the profiles were
--.... . _ obtained using the RTS technique. The use of

•- -... epitaxially grown material in run D gave values of
•-o .... .. . the diffusivity which were consistent with those in

•--' runs B and C. where bulk material was used, but

25,

C the value of the surface concentration in run D
-- ,•' was much lower than for corresponding values in

. , c, r,uns B and C. In addition, the value of D1 in
V runs B and C. where the slices were prepared

S: using bromine etching and mechanical polishing.
S respectively, gave values which were in agreement

with run D. where an epitaxially grown slice was
Fig. 3. An Arrheniiu, graph showtng a compartson between used. This implies that the method used in the
the values of the diffusivities obtained in this tnv'estigation prediffusion preparation had no significant effect
with the results o•btained by Gorodetskii et al. [7): ( A I run A:
(>1 ( run B;: ( v) run (': (,( run t). The diffusion details and on the diffusion profile.
parameters obtained from the profiles are presented in Table The occurrence of two component diffusion

I profiles, particularly in II-VI semiconductors, is

,Z=
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common and several explanations have been pro- sions can be drawn from the work completed to
posed including the following. They have been date:
ascribed to interstitial-substitutional mechanisms (a) When iodine diffuses into Cdie. four compo-
in impurity diffusion [121. whereas in isoconcen- nent profiles are produced and a function corn-
tration and self-diffusion the second. faster comn- posed of the sum of four complementary crror
ponent is due to short circuit paths (e.g.. disloca- functions gives satisfactory fits to the experimen-
tions or subgrain boundaries) [13] or chemical tal data.
disequilibrium. The occurrence of four compo- (b) Iodine diffuses into CdTe at 20E('.
nent diffusion profiles is a new phenomena and (c) During the diffusion, the concentration of
could be caused by one or several of the following iodine in the surface of the (idlc slice ap-
factors: proachcs that of Cd or Tc in ('dTe.
(a) A feature of the experimental technique. In (d) The results indicate that iodine diffused into
the experiments described here, where the iodine CdTe from the vapour is not suitable as a long-
diffusion at low temperatures was fast, the iodine term stable dopant in devices whcre sharp junc-
is diffused into the slice directly from the vapour. tions are required.
v ncreas when iodine is used in device fabrication
and is thought to be a relatively slow diffuser [14]:
the iodine is deposited directly into lattice sites 5. Acknowledgements
during epitaxial growth.
(b) Pipe diffusion along line defects such as dis- The authors wish to thank Dr. 1. ('Kccfe.
locations forming localised regions of high iodine GEC Marconi Infrared. Southampton. for supply-
concentrations. It is possible that the iodine atoms ing the CdTc slices. Dr. M.G. Astles. DRA Elec-
diffuse along these pipes and collect at centres. tronic Division. Malvern. who suggested the pro-
which act as sinks. then the iodine may rediffuse jcct and supplied the epitaxially grown slices. Mr.
radially out from these ccntres through the lat- G. Blackmorc. DRA Electronic Division. Mal-
tice. These centres could be impurity atoms that vern. for carring out the SIMS mceasurcmcnts
segregate out during crystal growth, precipitates and Mr. J.W. Brightwell. CoventrN University. for
or regions of high strain. Shcherbak et al. [15] advising on the chcmistrv aspects of the .kork.
observed the occurrence of amorphous inclusions
in CdTc which were possibly associated with lat-
tice strain and the formation of dislocations. 6. References
(c) A surface layer of a different identity. The
profiles indicate that the surface of the diffused III K. Zanio. in: Scni intllcOnrd,..h and ScmincIa,. Vol. 13.

slices contained high concentrations of iodine. In C(admium Tclluridc. I-LdN. R.K. Willardson and \.( . llccr

spite of the fact that it was not possible to ob- (A\cakdcmic Prcss, Nc York. I97S).

121 \J. Strauss. A\ppl. Phy.s. Re%. 12 (1977) I 6.
serve such layers visually after the diffusion an- 131 B.. ',;aih. C.t. kbxcN. P...\.(. Whitlin.i..\. Robcui.

neal. such a layer which might have been a sepa- LI(. Gales. F. irainger" and P. (apper. J. \ac. Sciý
rate compound or complex. may have formed Tcchnol. I 3 (1991) I1 82.

during the diffusion. This would have possibly 141 t.D. Jone..I. .13. Mullin and V. ihamhipillai. .1. ('rt..ia

resulted in two separate diffusion processes, one (irowth IIS 1I1942) I.
15t] L. Watson and D). Sha%. J. Phl... C 16 (1983) 5

from the vapour and the second from the surface 1,1 D'. Rajavel, B.K. Wagner. R.G Ben/ II. A. Conc. Ký
layer, each contributing to a double profile. Maruyama. ('.l. Summers, and I.I). Benson, .I. \'ac. Sci.

"Tcchmnl. BIl 1M9 ( 421 1432.
171 E.A. (Gorodeiskii. G.A. Kachurin and C.S Smimrni. Dil-

4. Conclusions IuL. Iloluprov. ( 1967) 72.
[sI J. Mal/hender. F.D. Jones. I-.1. Mullin and N. Sha\v.

C'rvslal (6rovth. ,subnmitted.

Diffusion measurements are still being under- N] C.M. ILederer..IM. Ih llander and I. Perlman. Iablc ol

taken on this project, but the following conclu- Isotopes (Wile%. Nc.. York. I 1),7) p. (,I).
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Complex formation in In- and Ag/Cu-doped CdTe
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h Fachbereich PhYsik. Humboldt- Unitversitijt Berlin. )- 1009I Berlin. Germany

Abstract

Interactions between In donors and Ag. Cu and acceptor-likc natis,_ defects have been studied in p- and n-type
CdTc single crystals by perturbed angular corrclation (PAC) spectroscopy on . In probe atoms. Silver diffusion into
the p-type samples at room temperature results in the formation of a distinct complex characterized by an
interaction frequency eQV,,/h = 60.1 MHz and an asymmetry parameter 7 = 0.15. At room temperature the relative
fraction of this complex increases within a few hours and decreases with a significantly longer time constant. After
copper doping, a similar complex with 57.5 MHz and 17 = 0.16 was observed which, however, did not show any
decrease. The observed behaviour is explained by fast diffusion of Ag (or Cu) via an interstitial mechanism and the
interaction with cation vacancies. Finally, In-Ag (or In-Cu) complexes arc formed.

I. Introduction compensation mechanism, as well as of impurity
interactions in general, are still unknown or are

The II-VI semiconductor CdTe has recently discussed controversially.
received increasing attention because of promis- In the present paper we have studied the in-
ing applications in optoelectronic devices, as radi- teraction of indium donors and native acceptors
ation detectors and as material for solar cells. It like V(., Main emphasis was put on the influence
can be obtained with either n- or p-type conduc- of additional Ag and Cu impurities, which inter-
tivity. The controlled doping, however, depends act strongly with the cation vacancies [1,2].
strongly on deviations from stoichiometry during The complex formation has been studied by
growth, as well as on the nature and concentra- perturbed angular correlation (PAC) spec-
tion of residual impurities. Highly resistive semi- troscopy. By this nuclear technique, formation,
insulating samples can be produced by doping local atomic and electronic structure, as well as
p-type grown crystals with n-type impurities. De- thermal stability of complexes are studied directly
spite the intensive research, details of this self- on an atomic scale. Previous PAC studies on

CdTe were reported on ion-implanted samples
[3], on n-type materials [4] and on ln(.1-V(,, pairs

Corresponding author, in p-type crystals [5,61.

(XK22-t124X/94/St7.1X c) 1`994 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
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2. Experimental details The samples of CdTc single crystals were
doped with ...In probe atoms by diffusion be-

The PAC method is based on the observation tween 700 and 800'C. After the PAC experi-
of the defect specific electric charge distribution ments, the indium profile was measured by the
in the neighbourhood of the radioactive probe sequential etching of the orginal samples: in the
atom characterized by the traceless tensor V of p-type crystals (diffusion depth around 10t Am)
the electric field gradient (EFG). The compo- the concentrations were 10"a In/cm3. and in the
nents V1, are deduced from the recorded PAC n-type sample 2 x 1(113 In/cm 3.
time spectra R(t). The largest component V__ is The non-stoichiometry of the p-type samples
usually expressed by the quadrupole coupling was controlled by performing the In diffusion in
constant v.= eQl"/K/h. where Q is the nuclear tellurium-rich vapour maintained by an addi-
quadrupole moment. The other components are tional CdTe:Te source according to the three-
combined to the asymmetry parameter 7 = (V,, phase equilibrium at the respective temperature.
- [•)/1. with I >_ r7 Ž0. For an axially sym- An overall hole concentration in the order of 10'"
metric EFG (i.e. 7 = 0) and nuclear spin I = 5/2, cm - was achieved, which was checked by con-
1, is related to the basic modulation frequency ductivity measurements. The n-type sample was
w, by PC = (11/37rPo 0 . The relative fraction f(i) pre-annealed for several days with a cadmium-rich
of probe atoms decorated with a specific defect additional CdTc : Cd source. After the heat treat-
complex (i) and the orientation of the associated ment, all samples were quenched to room tem-
EFG(i) can be extracted directly from the modu- perature within a few seconds.
lation patterns. Furthermore, a damping of the The doping with silver was performed at room
time spectra gives information on remote defects temperature by dipping the samples into a l(
or dynamic processes [7,8]. A general description aqueous solution of AgNO 3 for 30 s followed by
of the PAC method is given in ref. [91, and details rinsing in distilled water. For the copper-doping
especially for applications to semiconductors can an analogous process was used (lI, aqueous
be found in refs. [10,111. solution of CuSO, for 80 s at 370 K). The charac-

In the present experiment, the PAC measure- teristic data of the samples are listed in Table 1.
ments were performed at the isomeric 5/2' level
of ...Cd. which is populated by the EC decay of
".In with a half-life of 2.8 days. Therefore the 3. Results and discussion
trapping and detrapping of impurities or defects
is governed by the electronic properties of indium The results of the present PAC measurements
donors, whereas the EFG is measured at cad- depend strongly on the type of the sample and on
mium atoms, which are no longer impurities, the annealing conditions; an influence of the crys-

Table I
Characteristic data of the samples used in the present investigation; sample L was doped with Cu. all other samples were doped
with Ag after the indium diffusion

Sample Diffusion Additional Dopant Observed Crystal
time (h) source material complex orientation

F 24 (dTe: Te Ag f( 1) OWIll
(G 30 ( dTe : Te Ag fill 0II)
II 42 ('dT c:'re Ag 1f3) f(l) (III)

26 CdTe: Te Ag fIl) ( i(t)
K 45 CdTe Cd Ag No complexes MOIl
L 49 CdTe:Tc Cu f(2) Oll1
M 24 + CdTe Te Ag No complexes OWl)

48 (CdTe Te f( Iland 103) -( 1)
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tal orientation has not been observed. After the of the quenching process. In all p-type crystals,
diffusion process, the "'In atoms are expected to the following doping with silver or copper signifi-
occupy substitutional Cd sites. Without additional cantly changed the observed modulation patterns.
defects, the cubic zincblende structure is charac-
terized by a vanishing EFG at this lattice site, 3.1. n-Type material (sample K)
resulting in unmodulated PAC spectra. Indeed,
this has been observed for samples F, G, 1, K and Here the PAC spectra did not show any modu-
L (see Table 1). Samples H and M exhibit a lation either before or after silver doping, or after
strong modulation directly after the diffusion pro- different annealing conditions. This result indi-
cess. indicating the formation of a complex in- cates that no defect or impurity was trapped at
volving indium atoms. This difference may be the indium donor. It can be explained in a

caused by the different annealing times (sum- straightforward manner if one assumes the cation
marized in Table 1). Shorter annealing times vacancy V. - they are believed not to be present
could result in incomplete Te saturation and a in n-type material - to be the necessary condition
lower Cd-vacancy concentration in these samples, for a complex formation with the In atoms. Our
Since native vacancies are very mobile at higher result agrees with the data reported by Wolf et al.
temperatures, a further reason for the observed [5] who did not observe complexes in samples
results may be due to slightly different conditions annealed under Cd overpressure either.

R 3 a

-(HI(

101(

< 0

'\ ~ b

R 10

0 _ _ _ _

((M 300 5Mt 100 2M0 1(g)

TIME ns FSR[tO(INCN Mrfmdý

Fig. 1. PAC' time spectra (left side) and the corresponding Fourier transforms of "In in CdTe single crystals at roimr temperature:
(a) after indium diffusion (samples F. G,. 1. K and U: (h before and (c) 2 h after Ag doping of sample it: (d) after doping with Cu
(sample [J.
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observed slow decrease of f(I) can be explained

A\ ,,•pd by the trapping of a second silver atom (at about
_4o .1/3 of the ln(.d-Ag(-d pairs):

, *, (ln(.d-Agcd) + Ag, lnfd-(Ag(,d-Ag,I ).
I.-

*As the Ag(.-Ag. pair close to the Ind donor is
expected to be neutral and lattice relaxations are

/0-,sI N1 expected to be small, the EFG at the InCd site is
S. ,expected to be negiglibly small and below the

detection limit of the PAC spectroscopy. Thus.
,, 4_ 1 6•, NO l)x the trapping of the second Ag atom does not

IMil I h) result in a new modulation of the PAC spectra. in

Fig. 2. Time dependence of the concentration of complex agreement with the experiment. The trapping of
fI). The data of sample M have been normalized to the this additional Ag atom proceeds slowly (d) and
fraction of sample (G (at long annealing times), seems to saturate after decorating about 1/3 of

the In(.o-Ag(-d pairs. The binding energy should

3.2. p-Type material (samples F. G, I and L) be small, since the fraction f(l) of the In(,,-Ag(-,
pairs can be increased again by a moderate an-

Here. after the In diffusion, the EFG at all nealing at only 373 K, i.e. the bound Ag, atom is

indium atoms is zero (see Fig. Ia). as expected for split off easily.

an InCd lattice site with unperturbed surround-
ings. After silver doping at room temperature, a
distinct complex f( ) is formed (Fig. Ic) charac-
terized by the coupling constant ,, = 60.1(3)
MHz and the asymmetry parameter 77, = 0.IS(4)
(at T= 295 K). The fraction f(1) of this complex
increases with a time-constant of ri = 2 h and -

then decreases with a significant longer time con- . "¾
stant 7,d 20 h. as shown in Fig. 2 (sample G).

These trapping and "detrapping" processes can L I
be frozen in by storing the sample at 77 K: ,
sample I was stored alternatively at room temper- Z" 1-5;
ature and at 77 K. The dependence of f(l) on
time agrees exactly with that observed for the
other samples if the storage time at 77 K is o51
ignored.

Combining these data, the formation of com-
plex f( 1) obviously requires the presence of V(.d

and Ag impurities. The important first step is
certainly the defect reaction

V(', + Ag, - Ag(', I

which had been identified by the enhancement of
the (A" X) line in PL spectra [2]. We propose the 2", -j

observed complex f(I) - with vQ = 60.1 MHz and n ()I •IN(' Mrad) i

17= 0.15 - to be due to the trapping of Ag(.d Fig. 3. Conversion of fractions ft(I) and f(3) observed at

acceptors by the indium donors resulting in an sample M; before (upper part). )).8 h (middle) and 2.3 h (lower

ln(.,--Ag(.,d configuration. Within this picture the part) after Ag doping.
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After copper-doping (sample L, see Fig. ld) a The second "slow" step involves an additional
similar complex f(2) was formed, characterized Agi atom forming a ncutral (Ag,.,-Ag,)" corn-
by v(_2 = 57.5 MHz and 17, = 0.16, whose fraction plex, still bound to the ln, , donor.
increases slowly with time at room temperature.
The essentially identical hyperfine parameters in-
dicate an analogous In(-d-Cu(-,d complex. The 5. Acknowledgement
missing decrease of the fraction f(2) at longer This work has been financially supported by
times may be due to a significantly lower concen- the Bundesminister fur Forsehung und Technolo-
tration of copper impurities or a negligibly small
binding energy of Cui to the In.d--Cu(.d complex. gie under the contract No. CHR2ERL.

3.3. p- •ype material (samples H and A) 6. References

Here the indium diffusion was performed for [11 B. Monemar. E. Molva and Le Si I)ang. Ph%,. Rcv. B 33

longer times and with excess source material. (1986) 1134.

Subsequently they showed a distinct modulation [21 1H. Zimmermann. R. Bovn. P. Rudolph. ]. Bollmann and
A. Klimakovk. Mater. Sci. Eng. B 16 (1993) 139.f(3) in the PAC spectra with significantly differ- [3] R. Kalish. M. Deicher and G. Schatz. J. Appi. Phis. 53

ent EFG parameters: V,.3 = 40.5 MHz and 17, = (1992) 4793.

0).32 (see Fig. Ib). After Ag-doping, this complex [41 D. Wegner and E.A. Meyer, J. Phy,. (ondens. Matter I

converts within a few hours into the known f(l) (1989) 54013.

complex, as demonstrated clearly in Fig. 3. The [5] Ii. Wolf. T. Krings, U. Ott. U. |tornauer and T. Wichcri.
Mater. Sci. Forum 83-87 (1992) 1254.most straightforward interpretation is the assign- [61 T. Wichert. T. Krings and ti. Wolf. Phy,,ica B 1(ý5 (1493)

ment of the 40.5 MHz configuration to an ln(,d- 297.

V,.,, complex, the well-known A-centre [12]. [71 W. Witthuhn. Nucl. Insir. Methods B 63 (1992) 2(09,
[81 N. Achtziger and W. Witthuhn. Phys. Rex. B 47 (1•93)

69W(.
4. Conclusion [91 II. Frauenfelder and R.M. Steffen. in: Alpha-. Beta-.

Gamma-Ray Spectroscopy. Ed. K. Sicghahn (North-Ilol-

land. Amsterdam, 1965) Vol. 2, p. 997.
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step results in the formation of ln(.d-Ag(-, pairs. A424.
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Lattice location of N atoms in heavily N-doped ZnSe studied
with ion beam analysis and its implication on deep level defects

T. Yao *. T. Matsumoto, S. Sasaki, C.K. Chung '. Z. Zhu, F. Nishiyama
Department of Heh'ctral Engineering. Hiroshima Uni ersitt. Higashi-llirNshima '24. Japan

Abstract

Molecular beam cpitaxially grown ZnSc doped with '5N as high as 1.5 x 10-)" cm is characterized by mcans of
ion beam analysis technique. Resonant nuclear reaction of '5N(p, ay)'C is utilized to detect 'ýN. while particle
induced X-ray emission (PIXE) is detected to get insight into the effect of N-doping on the lattice location of Zn and
Se atoms. It is demonstrated that the incorporated N atoms arc located at the substitutional sites and that both Zn
and Sc atoms arc located at the substitutional sites. The results suggest that the carrier compensation in hcail%.
N-doped ZnSc is not caused by such donors as N,,, or N5,-Zn,,, but by complex defects which include donor-t.pc
complexes such as N,,-Zn-Vs. and/or N/,-Ns5 . It is also suggested that a cluster of N, such as (N,,.),,-Zn may
play a role as a deep acceptor.

1. Introduction creases. In attempts to understand the dopant
saturation and improve the performance of laser

A plasma source is frequently used for nitro- diodes, the electronic and optical properties of
gen doping of ZnSe by molecular beam epitaxy N-doped ZnSe have been characterized [2.3].
(MBE). To date the highest net acceptor concen- Typical PL properties of N-doped ZnSc are as
tration (NA - N,) using nitrogen, is about I x follows: when ZnSc is lightly doped with N which
10"' cm ý [1]. A comparison of the net acceptor gives rise to a net acceptor concentration of less
concentration measured by C-!V with the nitro- than - I x 10" cm '. a shallow donor-to-aceep-
gcn concentration [N] as determined by sec- tor pair (DAP) emission with zero-phonon energy
ondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) shows that of - 2.696 eV appears: in the case of intermedi-
typically Ný, - N, reaches a value of - 5 x I1)17 ate doping concentration with the value around
cm in proportion to [N], but then saturates at I X 1 t)17 cm 3. a new DAP emission with zero-pho-
around _ I X j1) cm 3 and eventually de- non energy of - 2.678 eV appears in addition to

the shallow DAP emission: for heavily N-doped
ZnSc. the lower energy DAP transitions domi-

o(,rresponding author. natc the spectrum. The lower energy DAP emis-Con reave from Department of Physics. )ongguk Univcrsity. sion has been assigned to a transition between an
Seoul IM1715. South Korea. N-associated deep donor and an N-acceptor level

51X22-0248/94/$107.(X1 , 1994 Elsevier Science I3V. All rights reserved
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[4.6]. It has been speculated that the N-associated
deep donor plays an important role in the carrier 0 0 0 ZnSe:t 5 N
compensation mechanism. Hauksson et al. pro- E 0 00

S0 00

posed that the compensating donor is a complex 0
involving a native defect such as Vs,-Zn-N.,, 0 0
which acts as a single donor [4]. On the other

C 0
hand. Petruzzello et al. reported that the ZnSe 0
lattice constant decreases as the N concentration 0

- /flSC 0increases [5]. The reduction of the lattice con- c 00

stant is greater than can be explained by the 0 0 0
C00

shorter Zn-N bond distribution of model predic- 0 0 0
0_3 0 ______________

tion. They attributed the excess lattice contrac- z o-) 1

tion to the generation of point defects accompa- Depth (pm)

nfying N doping. They reported that the Raman Fig. I. The depth profile of nitrogen in the ZnSe epilaver

spectra display a broadening of the linewidth as obtained from the resonant nuclear reaction analyi,.
the N concentration increases, which supports
the notion of point defect creation with N doping.
However. less attention has been paid to the IN(p, ay)'2 (" and the genci:oted y-ray was de-
structural properties of these layers from a micro- tected. We measured PIXE using a particles
scopic point of view. although they give sonic accelerated at 2.01 MeV ais a primary beam and
insight into the understanding of compensation the generated X-ray was detected with a Si-Li
mechanism. solid state detector. Rutherford backscattering

In this paper, we will present the results of ion (RBS) measurements were also performed using
beam analysis of ZnSc N utilizing the nuclear either a particles or proton beams. We measured
reaction of 'WN(p. ,-y)'2 C and particle induced photoluminescence spectra at 12 K using the 325(0
X-ray emission (PIXE). It is clearly indicated that A line of a He-Cd laser as an excitation source.
most of the N attoms are situated at Se substitu-
tional sites, and that Zn and Se are situated at
their substitutional sites, but with somewhat dis- 3. Ion beam analysis
placed positions. The present results suggest that
N forms either an N,,-V 5 , complex. Nz,-Ns., The optical properties of N-doped ZnSe with
and/or (N,,),,-Zn clusters in heavily N-doped N concentration of 1.5 x 102( cm w were investi-
ZnSc. gated by photolumincscence spectroscopy. The

ZnSe: N exhibits strong and broad emission at
2.48 eV at 12 K, as shown in Fig. 2. The emission

2. Experimental procedure energy shifts to the high energy side as the excita-
tion intensity increases, indicating DAP emission.

A heavily N-doped ZnSe was grown on In highly N-doped ZnSe with [N] larger than
(GaAs(100) by MBE. in which "5 N was used as I x 1(i" cm . the DAP emission appears typi-
doping species. The N concentration was csti- cally at 2.682 eV [6]. in which a pair of an
mated to be 1.5 x 102" cm 3 by the nuclear reac- N-associated deep donor with ionization energy
tion analysis. The layer thickness was 30(X, A. Fig. of 55 mcV and a shallow N acceptor (110 mcV)
I shows the depth profile of '5N obtained from participates in the transition. We have observed a
the nuclear reaction analysis. Resonant nuclear shift of DAP emission energy to the low energy
reaction analyses were performed using (0.878 side as the N concentration increased [6]. For this
McV proton beams as a primary ion beam gener- particular sample with N concentration of 1.5 X
ated by Van de Graaff accelerator. The primary 10(" cm '. the concentration-dependent shift is
beam causes resonant nuclear reaction of estimated to be around - 201) meV, suggesting
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the formation of an N-associated deep donor I ,
with an ionization energy of - 255 meV or the 8 *

formation of an N-associated deep acceptor level 118 o 0 - 81
with - 310 meV. The broad linewidth is due to 00 0

merging of phonon replicas. o 0

The high N-doping results in the formation of 0

defects which limit the attainable net acceptor o . 0

concentration. Ion beam analvsis is used to inves- .D0 00

tigate the lattice location of N and the displace- "D ZnSc: IN 0

ments of Zn and Se atoms from the regular ) 1<110> oSc

lattice sites. Fig. 3 shows the channeling angular "
distributions for X-ray emitting from Zn (open
circles) and Se (closed circles) for both (a) '5N- 0 o 0• 0"@D

00
doped and (b) undoped ZnSe. Measurements are .

for the (110) axis at 300 K. Although it is hard to a
observe apparent narrowing in the channeling dip 0

and increase in the minimum yield, we observe a 0 0
0

considerable enhancement in the yield at around 0
1V off the arrangement direction for N-doped .<11d>--0 0 l0>

ZnSe compared to undoped ZnSe. These facts 0 1 0
indicate that Zn and Se are situated at the substi- Tilt angle (dckrcc)
tutional sites although slightly displaced and that
there are no detectable interstitial Zn and Se Fig. 3. Angular distribution of X-ray emitting from Zn (

and Se (0) for (a) N-doped ZnSe and (h) undoped ZnSe.
atoms in N-doped ZnSe. The observed displace- Measurements are for the ý I,0)) axis at 31)1) K.

ments of Zn and Se are possibly induced by the
presence of substitutional N atoms, since the
bond lengths of N-Se and N-Zn are smaller than (open circles) scattered from ZnSc is also shown.
that of Zn-Se. The angular distribution is simulated on the basis

The angular distributions of y-rays (closed cir- of the formalism developed by Picraux et al. [7].
cles) emitted from 15N clearly show dips for the The dashed curve shows a calculated angular
(a) (110) and (b) (100) channeling, as shown in distribution, where all of the N atoms incorpo-
Fig. 4. where the angular distribution of proton rated into ZnSe are assumed to be at the substi-

tutional sites, while the dotted curve is for the
displacement of N atoms by 0.4 A from the

12K substitutional site. These facts indicate that most

IaK nI :,-of the incorporated N is situated at the substitu-
tional sites, although slightly displaced, and that

,,,there are no detectable interstitial N atoms in
heavily-N doped ZnSc.

4. Deep levels in N-doped ZnSe

We have measured deep level transient spec-

troscopy (DLTS) and isothermal capacitance
Wavelength (nm) transient spectroscopy (1CTS) for N-doped ZnSe

Fig. 2. Photoluminescence spectrum of ZnSe: N with (NJ 1.5 at various N concentrations. We observed two
x 10(" cm' at 12 K. hole traps with activation energies around 0.28
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, , ,However, the present results clearly demonstrate
L0 • ° " that N atoms arc situated at the substitional sites.

S* -o - °0 It is speculated that Zn,n, and a complex defect. 0 o-o'-• - consisting of an Ns5 -acceptor and an interstitial

0 , Zn atom may act as a compensating donor. How-
ý. r, displaccment ever, these defects should not be responsible for

-\ % •,•the carrier compensation, since no detectable in-
0 0 o N N terstitial Zn atom is found in the present ion

0 0 0 oz•,c beam analysis.
0(i <I I 0> 0 ('alculated The complex defects consisting of an N,-

0 • acceptor and Se vacancy (Ns,-Zn-Vs•) were pro-
I ..... • .posed through the studies on PL and electrical

S0 0 •dD006 measurements [4]. It is obvious that this model is
, 00 h. rdliacer, cni. consistent with the present experimental results.

S-6In fact, in the model. N atoms are situated at the
, ,- Se substitutional sites and the displacement of N

0 o atoms may be induced by adjacent Zn atoms
000 ZnSc which are slightly displaced because of the pres-

(h) <100> --- ('Ihctftjlcd ence of adjacent Se vacancy. The recent XRD
, study shows anomalous contraction of lattice pa-

Tilf angle (degree) rameter in N-doped ZnSe [51. Although the cor-Tiltangl (dcrce)relation of the anomaluos lattice contraction with
Fig. 4. Angular distribution of y-rays (0) emitted from 15N
doped in ZnSe for the (a) (110) and (b) (100) axes. The native point defects is not clear yet, it should be
angular distribution of protons (7) scattered from ZnSe for noted that anomalous contraction of lattice pa-
N-doped ZnSe is also shown. The dashed and dotted curves rameter was observed in B-doped GaAs and that
are calculated angular distributions for the displacements of 0 the excess contraction is interpreted in terms of
and 0).4 A•. respectively. the formation of As-vacancy associated complex

defects [101.
Other complex defects which may be suggested

based on the present experimental results are
and 0.52 eV. The capture cross sections for the deep acceptors consisting of N clusters such as
two trap levels were 5 x 10- 17 and 6 x 10 -2' cm 2 , (Ns5 ),-Zn and donor-type complex defects which
respectively. The concentrations of the deep lev- consist of an N pair consisting of a substituting N
els were, for instance, 1 x 1l105 and 8 x 1014 cm -. at an Se site and an N atom being situated at an
respectively, for the sample of N,-N, = 5 x 10'"1 adjacent Zn site (Ns,-Nz,). These defects are
em shown schematically in Fig. 5. The cluster-type

complex defect may act as deep acceptors and the
most probable cluster would be (Ns,),-Zn. where
two of four Se atoms surrounging a Zn atom are

5. Discussion substituted by N atoms. We have found deep hole
trap levels at 0.28 and 0.58 eV above the valence
band in DLTS and isothermal capacitance tran-

Based on the above findings, we will discuss sient spectroscopy measurements of N-doped
possible N-associated complex defects which are ZnSe layers. The deep level with 0.28 eV agrees
responsible for the carrier compensation in heav- fairly well with the acceptor level (- 0.31 eV)
ily N-doped ZnSe. Recently, theoretical studies estimated from the PL study mentioned above. It
have suggested the formation of deep donor de- is likely that the hole trap of 0.28 eV is related
fccts associated with N at an interstitial site [8,91. with Ns5 -Zn-N, clusters.
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sible for carrier compensation: a deep singlc

"Zn Nse-Zn-Vse donor consisting of an N-acceptor and Se vacancy
(Nsc-Zn-Vse): deep acceptors consisting of an N

'Se -: .," cluster such as N -Zn-Ns : an N pair consisting
of a substituting N at an Sc site and an N atomN being situated at an adjacent Zn site (N,,.-N/,,).

Vse
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Acceptor and donor states of impurities
in wide band gap 1l-VI semiconductors

D.J. Chadi
NE("ResearIh bIstitute. 4 Independenc'(e tt'av. Princeton. New .hir.ev 0S540-6•34. USA

Abstract

The stability of substitutional versus displaced atomic configurations for N. Al. (;a, Cl. and isoclectronic ()
impurities in ZnSc, ZnTc, MgSc. and MgTc wide band gap semiconductors were examined via first-principlc,
pseudopotential calculations. Negatively charged DX centers with very large lattice relaxations are found to be the
stable states of Al and Ga donor impurities in ZnTe and MgTc but to bc high energy metastable states in ZnSc and
MgSc. The acceptor state of 0 in ZnSc is identified with a strongly bonded configuration in which a Zn-0 bond
replaces a Zn-Se bond. The idea of a beneficial defect-mediated doping mechanism is proposed and applied to an
explanation of the properties of N impurities in ZnSc.

I. Introduction the valence-band maximum (VBM) of ZnTc is
about I eV higher than ZnSc and similarly the

Difficulties in finding suitable impurities for conduction-band minimum (CBM) of ZnTc is
doping large band gap I1-VI semiconductors both about 0.6 eV higher than in ZnSe. It can be
p- and n-type led to a decrease in interest and argued that the high energy of the CBM in ZnTe
research on these semiconductors in the early is the main reason for the difficulties in n-type
1970's. The recent success [1-3] in doping ZnSe doping as this increases the likelihood of forma-
p-type by using a pure nitrogen source has re- tion of localized defect states with lower energy.
vived interest in lI-VI and other wide band gap This argument. although useful, does not provide
materials and has greatly stimulated new cxperi- any information on the microscopic nature and
mental and theoretical investigations. properties of defect states which interfere with

The microscopic nature of the difficulties in doping.
doping most Il-VI semiconductors remain only In this paper we report the results of first-
partially understood [4-11]. There are many pos- principles calculations on the properties of accep-
sible explanations for why it is difficult, for exam- tor. donor, and isoelectronic impurities in several
ple, to dope ZnTc n-type, but they generally fail 1l-VI semiconductors. The goal of this study is to
when applied to ZnSe or most other II-VI sc- determine the intrinsic electronic properties of
lenides and sulfides which can be easily n-doped. impurities, i.e., to find whether in the absence of
The sharp difference in the doping properties of compensating defects such as vacancies, these
ZnSe and ZnTe is sometimes explained qualita- impurities are electrically active or not. The idea
tively by noting that, on an absolute energy scale, of self-compensation by native defects is re-ex-

tX)22-tt248/94/$O7.IX) - 1994 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
SMIN 0(122-0248(93)E0573-P
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amined in section 2. The acceptor-like states of p-type, and this would be contrary to expcrimen-
isocelectronic 0 impurities and the results of new tal results where no problem with n-type doping
cai, 'lations for N impurities in ZnSe and MgSc is encountered. On this basis, it was concluded
are u,ý;cussed in section 3. Donor impurities are that self-compensation via defect formation can-
examined in section 3, where it is proposed that not be the primary reason for doping difficulties
n-type doping in II-VI tellurides is complicated in Il-VI semiconductors. In the following we
by the formation of DX centers even in the suggest that native defect formation in response
absence of compensating defects. to doping is. in fact, at, important process. and

The ab initio total energy calculations were that successful doping can be achieved in spite of
done on three-dimensionally periodic unit cells defect formation and may even. in some cases.
containing 18 atoms per cell using a 340 eV cutoff benefit from the presence of such defects.
energy for the plane wave expansions. The possi- Let us consider the p-type doping of ZnSe
bility of atomic displacements away from substitu- with N and take the situation where the incorpo-
tional positions were considered in every case ration of acccptor-like substitutional N impurities
and the relative stabilities of various bonding at the growth surface leads to the formation of
configurations were determined, donor-like vacancies on Se sites. It might be

expected that under this condition no doping can
be achieved. However, this conclusion ignores

2. Compensation by native defects other important processes which can affect the
doping. Most importantly. interstitial N. with a

Despite recent success in achieving high hole structure similar to that of interstitial 0) in Si. is
concentrations in ZnFe- with N as a dopant. the an acceptor [12] and it is expected to be as mobile
microscopic origin of the difficulties in the p-type as 0 in Si where the energy barrier for diffusion
doping of II-VI selenides and sulfides and n-type is around 2 eV. The diffusing acceptor-like N is
doping in the tellurides remains unclear. Even for attracted by the donor-like Se vacancy. The re-
N in ZnSe. it is not known what limits the maxi- combination of the two is an energetically favor-
mum achievable hole concentration to a value of able reaction and leads to the formation of a
about I0I1 cm -. The most widely held idea is substitutional N atom on a Se site which is a
that doping induces the formation of native de- desired reaction for p-type doping. Under appro-
fects [41, for example, vacancies on Sc sites, or Zn priate growth conditions and an efficient recom-
interstitials. which compensate the acceptors. The bination regime, a high initial density of Se site
introduction of acceptor impurities greatly en- vacancies may not only be ineffective in leading
hanccs the probability of such defects because to sclf-compensation but could in fact lead to a
impurity compensation lowers the formation en- high doping level. This would suggest that p-type
ergy by an amount approximately the size of the doping should be possible even under a Zn-rich
band gap for a single donor or twice as much for growth condition which favors the formation of
a double donor. When the band gap is large, as in Se vacancies. Doping under this condition has
ZnSe where Er,,e = 2.8 eV. the decrease in defect been demonstrated experimentally [13]. The de-
formation energy is very significant. Recently, feet mediated doping mechanism has other con-
Laks et al. [9,10] have suggested on the basis of sequences. If there are 101"' cm Se vacancies in
first-principles calculations that scif-compensa- the system at a particular growth temperature.
tion by native defects is not important in perfectly the filling of the vacancies by diffusing N intersti-
stoichiometric ZnSe. However, tiny deviations tials will initially result in an increase in the hole
away from perfect stoichiometry can lead to the concentration and the doping efficiency will be
formation of a large compensating background of close to 1. However, at some point, the probabil-
defects. Laks et al. argued that if self-compensa- ity that a diffusing N atom meets a Se vacancy
tion by native defects were important, then it becomes equal to that for encountering a substi-
would be impossible to dope ZnSe either n- or tutional N atom. If captured by the vacancy, an
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additional hole is created. but as discussed below, by Tanigawa et al. [17] in a III-V semiconductor:
the formation of a N-N split-interstitial complex Si-doped GaAs. In this case the incorporation of
at a substitutional site leads to a neutralization of Si at concentrations near and above 10( cm
a hole. In this regime, the doping efficiency drops led to a significant increase in the density of
to zero. In the final state where most of the Se compensating Ga vacancies, in agreement with
vacancies in the bulk have been filled by N atoms, theoretical expectations [18).
the presence of additional diffusing N atoms can We have also previously examined the possibil-
only lead to N-N complex formation and the ity of a shallow-deep transition of P and As
doping efficiency becomes negati'e. i.e.. the hole induced acceptor states in ZnSe caused by a large
concentration actually drops. This scqtuence of a lattice relaxation [7]. In these cases a low doping
doping efficiency changing from unity to zero and level occurs indcpendently of the presence or
then negative is observed cxperimentally [14,151. absence of compensating defects. Another possi-
For the success of this argument it is necessary to bility opened by the above discussion is that P
assume that the formation of additional Se vacan- doping is not as effective as N doping because
cies in the bulk in response to substitutional N interstitial P diffusion and recombination with
acceptors is suppressed by the much larger en- vacancies on Sc sites is not as effective as for N.
ergy needed for creating a vacancy-interstitial pair
defect (as compared to a simple vacancy near the
surface). 3. p-Type doping

The same type of mechanism can be operative
for the case of n-type (loping of ZnSe. L.et us 3.1. Acceptor states 0o.' ngeln in Zn.Se
consider the case where Ga donor impurities are
being used for the doping and assume, as before. Oxygen is an isoclcctronic impurity in II-VI
that at the growth front the incorporation of a Ga semiconductors and is not expected to be clectri-
atom leads to the creation of a compensating cally active when on a substitutional site. This
acceptor-like defect, in this case a vacancy on a was confirmed by our tight-binding calculations
Zn site. If interstitial Ga atoms are donor-like. for 0 based on matrix elements obtained from
then they would be attracted by the acceptor-like crystalline ZnSc and ZnO. There are a number of
vacancies and recombination of the two would reports [19-21]. however, that ) gives rise to
givc a Cia on a Zn site which is a donor and is a etfective-mass type acceptor states in ZnSe and a
desired reaction. Interstitial Ga, in various bond- number of other I1-VI semiconductors (in con-
ing configurations, is in fact a donor [12] so the centrations of about t I' cm ") ':id the p-type
situation for n-type doping is similar to that for doping has been ascribed to interstitial 0. We
p-type doping and the fact that compensating have examined the properties of 0 interstitial
native defects form does not necessarily lead to impurities in ZnSc via an ab initio pseudopoten-
problems with doping. tial approach using *'hard" pscudopotentials for

Is there experimental support for an increase Zn for greater accuracy. The "'hard" potential
in the concentration of vacancies or other com- treats the core d-electrons of Zn on an equal
pcnsating centers with doping'? Miyajima ct al. footing with the other valence electrons. This
[16] have shown via positron annihilation studies increases the complexity of the calculation but
that the concentration of negatively charged Zn leads to more reliable bond lengths. The results
vacancies (which attract positrons) increases in of the calculations indicate that interstitial 0
ZnSc with Ga-doping. If the material is doped forms a strong Zn-O bond by attacking and
with N or C (which is found to have an acceptor breaking a Zn-Sc bond from an antibonding I I)
state in ZnSe). no increase in the density of direction of a Zn atom. The resulting onefold
negatively charged defects is seen: the expected coordinated 0 atom is a shallow acceptor in this
increase in positively charged defects cannot be configuration and is negatively charged. Other
seen by the method. Similar results were found interstitial geometries were also examined. In
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particular. a twofold coordinated bridge position such a complex will tend to counterbalance the
in which 0 forms bonds to both Zn and Se atoms compressive strain introduced into the lattice by
is electrically inactive as might be expected. other isolated substitutional N atoms and it is

The onefold coordinated geometry was also also aided by the greater strength of the N-N
examined for F impurities in ZnSe and it was bond as compared to all other bonds in the
found that this configuration also leads to an system and by the small size of N. It should be
acceptor state even though substitutional F is a possible to experimentally detect the presence of
donor. It would be quite interesting to see if such N. complexes through vibrational spec-
interstitial doping of ZnSe via F can be achieved troscopy of the N-N bond. The barrier for diffu-
experimentally. sion inhibits the motion of N interstitial atoms at

low temperatures and this should prevent the
A 2. Nitrogen formation of complexes. This is consistent with

the experimentally observed result that higher
Calculations were carried out for substitu- acceptor concentrations can be obtained at lower

tional N in ZnSe and zincblende MgSe. The growth temperatures (up to the point where the
latter compound has a band gap of nearly 3.6 cV reduction in the diffusion length of atoms at the
[22] and a lattice constant of 5.X9 A as compared surface results in the formation of other defects).
to 2.8 eV and 5.66 A for ZnSc. In both materials
N is found to be strongly fourfold coordinated
despite the large inward pulling of neighboring 4. Donor impurities
Zn or Mg atonis caused by the small covalent
radius of N. Nitrogen is found to give a delocal- 4.1..41 (,a
izcd acceptor state with small binding energy The clectronic nropcrtics of Al and Ga donor
typical of an eff'ctive-mass state for ZnSc. In impurities were examirnte in ZnSc. ZnTe. MgSc
MgSc. a localized state with a binding energy (if and Mgle. [he main result of the calculations is
11.2 eV k' ith respect to the VBM is found. Off- that these impuritics lead to localized donor state.s
center displacements of N wyere found to increase in tile tellurides but not in the sclenides. [he
the lotal-energy in agreement with the recent localized donor states in Znic and MgTec are
rcsulth, of KKwak et al. [Il]. %cri similar to those arising from I)X centers in

The ,mall (1.7 A\ covalent bonding radius of N A.(iaAs alloys [241. i.e.. they are negatit 'l"
suggests that an interstitial configuration with ct
str`lcture similar to that of' twofold coordinated acharged and resuth from iat large lattice rnlaxati

intcrstitial 0) in Si is also likely to occur for N in described by

ZnSC. Such intcrstitials niav be vcry, important in
understanding the doping properties of N. Exper- 2 "-, 2 d D +)X . (1

imcntally [13.14]. it is found that the hole conecen- in uhich half the donor atoms in the system
tration in N doped ZnSc saturates at a value of become positivel charged and the other half
about Ilth• cm ' and then goes down rapidly as negatively charged. [he notation d is used to
the N concentration exceeds a xaluC of abhout I(10" denotc a substitutional tetrahedrally coordinated
cm 1. At high N concnltrations, the possibilitý donor atom. The svimmetr, of the negativel\
that diffusing N interstitials conic into contact charged DX center is trigonal and the donor
with other interstitials and substitutional N atoms atom is displaced by close to I.85 A along an
to form N, complexes has to be considered. A antibonding ( ll) direction. [het Iirge displace-
reaction of an interstitial N with a substitutional mcnt leads to the brca kin: ,i -,lnor-anion
N to form a split-interstitial N, complex can be bond. The formation of It \ I ,. ý'slts in a
shown on the basis of filling of all available significant increase of th. . .,ng encrgy
bonding states to a neutralization of the electrical of electrons. particularly, ;- , , the rcac-
activities of both N atoms [23!. [The formation of lion in Eq. (I) is cxothctiu c\ for Ga
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and 0).20) eV for Al impurities. The reaction is of DX centers in column Ill n-doped Il-VI semi-
endothermic in ZnSe by 0.5 eV for Ga -.. 0.95 conductors is likely in ZnTe and MgTe. but not
eV for Al and DX centers tire at relatively high in ZnSe and MgSe. A defect mediated doping
energy metastable state. As in the case of DX mechanism was proposed and applied to an ex-
centers in AIGaAs. there is a large Stokes shift planation of the observed saturation of acceptor
between the optical and thermal excitation ener- levels in N doped ZnSc. The acceptor state of 0
gies of DX centers. For ZnTe. the optical ioniza- in ZnSe is identified with a strongly bonded Zn-0
tion energy of a Ga-induced DX center is calcu- state of interstitial 0.
fated to be 01.34 eV hiigher than the 2.39 eV band
gap: for Al. this energy is 0.37 eV smaller than
the gap. Analysis of the results for ZnSe and 6. Acknowledgment
ZnTe. together with experimental data on the
variation of' the valence and conduction band I would like to thank Dr. N. Troullier for his
edges with alloying suggests [251 that an alloy with help in the choice of pseudopotentials and for the
composition near ZnSc~,,,T,. (with at band gap use of efficient computational schemes employed
of nearlx 2.4 eVi should be superior to ZnSe for in this study.
both n- and p-type doping properties.

4.2. C17. Ret'erences

In AIGaAs alloys donor impurities on both the
cation and anion sites of the lattice are found to IdI RAM. Park. NIB. Trmkr. (NI. Rttuleati. JLI. D'u~dtl

and MIA_ tIaawe. Appl. I', teMl 57 I 1t)40) 212'.
tzive rise to D)X centers [24]. This is not found to 121 MIA. Hlaase, .1. Omi. I.M. tDeI'u~t and tt. ('hengs Appi.
be the case for JI-VI semriconductor~s. .Substitui- h l.5)J'JI17

tionail CIl in ZnSe and ZnTe does not lead to a [31 H . Jeon. .1. Ding. W. PaMITterOn. .A Nurnmikko. \\. \ic. t).
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Interaction between N2 and stabilized ZnSe surface

T. Uenoyama *, T. Nakao, M. Suzuki
Central Research Laboratories. Matsushita Electric Industrial Co.. Ltd.. Morigu-hi. Osaka 570, Japan

Abstract

The interaction between excited N, molecules and dimers at stabilized ZnSc (M(X)) surface has been studied
theoretically. The dimerization at the surface is treated as a one-dimensional lattice distortion, the so-called Pcicrls
transition, and the stability of the dimcrization is evaluated within the mean field approximation. When the orbital
energy in the N, molecule gets close to the energy band of the one-dimensional electron gas. the dimerization is not
a preferable state, and this result is consistent with the N, adsorption and dissociation mechanism on a ZnSe surface
we had proposed using the cluster model in ref. [3].

1. Introduction growth. Recently, the dependence of doping effi-
ciency on the surface termination on ZnSe ((100)

The nitrogen plasma doping method [1] has has been investigated using the planar-doping
successfully realized reliable low-resistivity p-type technique [41 and it shows that a higher hole
ZnSe and it has led to blue-green laser oscillation concentration is obtained by the planar doping at
at room temperature [2]. However, the net hole the Zn-stabilized surface. In our previous analysis
concentration is not high enough to carry out [31, a simple cluster model was adopted to de-
adequate ohmic contact at the electrodes of de- scribe the ZnSe surface, and the surface recon-
vices and it is important to clarify the doping struction effect was ignored. The dimerization
mechanism of nitrogen into ZnSc. We have theo- has taken place at the stabilized ZnSc (I(M) sur-
retically analyzed the adsorption and dissociation face where (2 x I) or c(2 x 2) Zn or Sc surface is
mechanism of N, on ZnSe surface for the first reconstructed [5].
time [3] and shown that surface atoms of this kind In this paper, we have studied the interaction
give rise to a significantly different reaction be- between excited N, molecules and the stabilized
tween N, molecule and the surface. This mecha- ZnSe surface theoretically. As the ZnSe( I(M) sta-
nism could explain why the nitrogen atoms reside bilized surface, the dimerization line is taken into
selectively at Sc sites in molecular beam epitaxy account and the each line is assumed to be inde-

pendent since the second layer atoms are bonded
in the direction perpendicular to the dimerization
line. We have treated the dimerization as a one-

Corresponding author, dimensional lattice distortion, the so-called

t1•22-0248/(4/$(7.0t , 1994 Elsevier Science 3.V. All rights reserved
.S801)1 0022-11248(93 )1;0440- I
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Peierls transition [6]. and included the interaction one-dimensional system with the N, molecule is
with the N, molecule. To investigate the stability given by
of this system, the gap equation is derived in H YAc, h+
terms of the finite-temperature Green function k
formalism. Then. we have discussed the stability
using the results of the cluster model calculation +fZ (b , + h,,)ck .,/,
and have shown that the N, molecule tends to be k.,

adsorbed and dissociated even at the Zn-stabi- +e(,a'a + T E acýk + T*Ec~a. (1)
lized ZnSe surface. This result is consistent with A k
the planar-doping experiment [4] where c7 (ci) and a' (a) are the electron creation

(annihilation) operators of the one-dimensional
electron gas and the orbital state in the N,
molecule. respectively. h, (hb ) are the phonon

Fig. I shows the surface atoms along (110) creation (annihilation) operators of the one-di-

direction schematically. The solid-line circles in- mensional lattice vibration and the third term
dicate surface atoms .at the ideal sites and the expresses the Fr6hlich type electron-phonon in-dicae srfac atms t th idal itesandthe teraction [8). e1, is the orbital energy in the N.

dashed-line circles indicate the stabilized surface
molecule and T is the tunneling matrix element

atoms. Since the surface atoms are bonded to the between the N. molecule and the one-dimen-
sional electron gas. Here, we ignore the spin

lattice displacement should be considered only in indices of the electron operators. since the Pcierls
the K 110> direction. On the other hand. ZnS has transition is not dependent on the spin density.
such a strong ionicity that the two electrons in the but on the charge density. We introduce the
valence 4s orbital of the Zn atom are almost till f
transferred into Sc sites in bulk ZnSý-. according following correlation functions tt investigate the

to the pseudo-potential energy band calculation stability of the system:

[7]. Then. we expect that there is a single free k.,,,,(k, -- 7')

electron (hole) at the surface Zn (Se) site. Here- K) C.

after, we proceed to the case of the Zn surface
and will discuss the case of the Sc surface later. i.,,( k. - ) = - ( 7 ) i ... ( ) .
Thus. since each Zn site at the surface has a
single electron and can move only in the (110o where Q is twice the Fermi wave vector k .<,.

direction. the dimerization in this direction corre- are the usual Green functions and . is re-

sponds to the Pcicrls transition of a one-dimen- kited to the order parameter of the phase transi-

sional system. Therefore, we shall focus on the tion. ,, expresses the electron transfer between

interaction between a N. molecule and a one-di- the N, molecule and the one-dimensional elec-

mensional dimerization line as the stabilized sur- tron gas. From the finite temperature equation of

face. The Hamiltonian which describes such a motion, the above correlation functions are cou-
pled as

(i-o,,-c , .A ).Y,-,.( k. io,,) -fi ., 1 (k. ito,,)

- k, i. o,,) 0. (2)

(io,,- k. ho,,) - T) k.i,, . h,,)

Fig. I. Surftace atom, along ihe I I1) direction. + 1.( k. o,, )) = 0.
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Here, we kept only terms with q = Q or - Q and where
made a mean ficld approximation for mixed E + C

Green functions, proportional to KThe/(c,Cc). etc.
I is the mean value of the lattice displacement + - ) + 4fl-iS (
and corresponds to the order parameter in the -± C), (9)

Peierls transition. When the lattice is distorted. J If the gap equation has the real value solution of
is finite and time-independent. From the equa- A, the Pcierls instability occurs and the dimers
tion of motion of the phonon operator..A is are reconstructed at the surface. However. the
related to the charge density as numerator of the integral in Eq. (4) changes the

3 (bK + b Q) sign at

[TJV= (E,,-W)f1. (Iot)

- E CJ(k. iw,,). (3) If the right-hand side of Eq. (4) becomes nega-
WQ~ h, tive. the real solution of A does not exist and the

where .3 is inverse temperature. After summing Peierls transition does not occur. Thus. Eq. (l10)
over the Matsubara frequency w,, = (2n + I)Tr/o3, shows the criterion of the dimer stabilit,, and it
the gap equation is given by indicates that even small 1T7I can cause the dimer

'21 I iTI/./'-A -a to be unstable if E, is close to (r. which is roughly

I -• f (dk (4) 1

Here, we consider the limiting case. such as zero
temperature. a. J3 and y(a < _< y) are roots of
the equation for z. given by Fig. 2 shows the orbital energies of an excited

-E,)[( - EAL. , _ )( -- - ')-f,'1l-' 1 N. molecule and two clusters. ZnSc.H,, and
2 A Eic2+0 SeZn.H,, corresponding to Zn and Sc surface.

-(2 - E -. - E - + 2 ( ..A)] = 0. respectively. The orbital energies are calculated
(5) within the Hartrce-Fock approximation. The size

of the basis and other detailed conditions in the
When c, is larger than Ek, a. /3 and y can be
expressed approximately within the order of IT -':

7'[: - E " A)] A E

TI+ 2E"-EA.(, 10 e +-/.}t(
(,E E -)(.- F )0

(C""

(7)

A2_ _ k 2+ 2f:fl( )] "zo A + -f .,

(8) Fig. 2. ()rbtital cilue ne, ot c.ciicd nmtrogen .lu lccul"c arnd
ZnSc cluster models.
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calculation arc discussed in ref. [3]. According to is treated as a one-dimensional lattice distortion
the cluster model calculation, the Zn valence p (Peierls transition). Then, we have evaluated the
orbital perpendicular to the Se-Zn-Se plane in stability of the one-dimensional lattice, interact-
ZnSe.H, does not contribute to the bonding with ing with the excited N, molecule within the mean
the second layer atoms and the phase of the wave field approximation. We have made it clear that
function matches the nitrogen 7rg antibonding the Zn dimer at the surface tends to be unstable
orbital. Thus, it is assumed that the single free when the excited nitrogen molecule approaches
electron at the Zn surface atom belongs to the p the dimer. Then, our cluster model analysis of the
orbital and the matrix element T describes the interaction between N, molecules and ZnSe sur-
transition between the p orbital of the Zn atom face can be used, even if the surface is stabilized.
and the nitrogen antibonding orbital. Then, E,
and the band energy, E, in the dimer model
correspond to the 7r, antibonding orbital energy 4. Acknowledgements
and the p orbital energy of the surface atom,
respectively. Since the energy difference between The authors would like to express their grati-
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Limits of acceptor impurity doping in wide band gap
II-VI semiconductors

Y. Marfaing
l.ahoratoire dc Physique des Solidev de Belict ue (CNRS. I Place A. Briand. F-Q21J'5 .Audon (,ee'. Frame

Abstract

The limits of acceptor doping in wide band gap semiconductors are examined by considering the case of
nitrogen-doped ZnSe. Starting from experimental observations on defect generation associated with N doping, it is
shown how self-compensation due to impurity-defect pairs leads to a saturation of the free carrier concentration. in
agreement with published electrical measurements. At high doping level, the statistical fluctuations in local impurit.
and compensating centre concentrations produce a random distribution of potential wells and hills in the semicon-
ductor. An expression of the effective free carrier concentration abovc the mobility edge is obtained which predicts a
sharp drop of the electrical conductivity with increasing impurity content.

1. Introduction the point of view of self-compensation. We show
that the formation of native defect-impurity pairs

Efficient doping of ZnSe with the nitrogen can actually be the cause of doping limitation. On

acceptor has recently be realized [1-3] and has the other hand, the rapid decrease of free carrier

allowed the fabrication of devices based on bipo- concentration at high doping is accounted for bN

lar electrical injection, light emitting diodes considering the potential fluctuations occurring

(LED) and lasers [4-81. This achievement points in the compensated state.

out limited material purity as the main reason
explaining the previous unsuccessful attempts on
acceptor doping. However, electrical and optical 2. Self-compensation in nitrogen doped ZnSe
measurements performed on N-doped ZnSc show
that the semiconductor becomes increasingly Several facts suggest the existence of self-coin-
compensated with increasing nitrogen concentra- pensation in N-doped ZnSe. Analysis of donor-
lion [8,9,16]. Hence the maximum hole concentra- acceptor pair luminescence transitions allowed
tion is limited to about 10 cm '. Furthermore, Hauksson et al. [91 to conclude that a deep com-
the carrier concentration tends to decrease at pensating donor with a binding energy of 44 meV
high acceptor concentration. ZnSe thus appears exists in more heavily doped material. A deep
as the prototype material for analysis of acceptor donor at about 5(0 meV was also reported by
doping in wide band gap semiconductors. Ohkawa et al. [8]. A reduction in lattice constant

In this paper we discuss the above results from with increasing N concentration was attributed to

(X)22-it248/'44/$07.lM € I94 Elsevier Science B.V All rights reserved
SI il(22-(1248(t93)E0765-Y
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the generation of point defects (vac:incies) ac- the gaseous phase and the generation of vacan-
companying N doping [10]. Supportive evidence cies can be expressed in the usual mass-action
for the generation of point defects was obtained formalism:
in the latter work from the observation of wave p[A-] = K,[A,] •V. (4)
vector non-conservative Raman scattering.

On the theoretical side. a first-principle calcu- [V2I = KI)K4V.]p2/-,. (5)

lation of the formation energy of native point
defects has recently appeared [11.121. The au- where [Ag] represents the activity of the accep-

thors have concluded that the dominant native tors in the external phase. V" is the neutral

defect in p-type ZnSe is the interstitial Zni' . the vacancy state. K, is the incorporation constant of

concentration of which amounts to 1() 1 7-111I acceptors in the ionized state. K,) and KD are
cm in material grown under minimum Se the ionization constants of the vacancy and n is

chemical potential. They said that other native tht itrinsic carrier concentration. Finally, the

defects have concentrations four orders of magni- hole carrier concentration is obtained from (3).

tude smaller than the Zn interstitial. Although by using (2). (4) and (5):

the reduction in lattice constant observed in ref. K, [A2][V] I
[11] is more in agreement with the formation of p =[-[ (6)
vacancy-type defects, the above theoretical work I+ K,K,P,KK )[VJ I4[A,]/n,
confirms the fact that native defects are gener-
ated in nitrogen-doped ZnSc. This expression causes the appearance of a maxi-

We intend to show that these defects can mum carrier concentration at high doping level

induce significant self-compensation, not by given by

themsclvcs, but through the formation of defect- n1/( K, K2K [ 7
impurity complexes. This aspect was not exam- P'= KKK-tXI ] (7)
ined in ref. [12]. To be specific, we consider the A plot of the relationship (6) cannot be made
case of pairing bethseen Se vacancy donors (V') directly, because the various reaction constants K
and N acccptors (A ). Rcplaccmcnt of Se vacan- are largely unknown. The concentration [V"I is
cies bh Zn interstitials would formally lead to related to the activity of X in the external phase
similar results. (vapour pressure) and does not depend on impu-

The pairing reaction and the associated mass- rity content. but its accurate evaluation is diffi-
action relation can be written as cult. However, it is possible to illustrate the be-

haviour considered here by introducing the total
V\" A (VA )( impurity concentration in the solid:

,\,V," AI = K1 V,. (2) Ni = [AXI +[(AXV,) 1. (,)

The pairing constant K,, is of the form K1, = Then, using Pn from Eq. (7) as a parameter, an
K,,. cxp( -11 1,/k1') where the enthalpy .111,, expression equivalent to (6) can be obtained un-
represents the electrostatic interaction between der the implicit form
the charged species and is negative. Thus Kp,
incrcascs with decreasing temperature. Due to p(I +p 2l/p,,) =N, ( l-p-.,). (9)

this fact, the compensation ratio (2) may reach This relation is plotted in Fig. I as p =.(N,) by
significant values for relatively small concentra- taking Pm = l11O' cm 3. the maximum doping
tions of isolated ionized vacancies. On the same value of ZnSe : N most often quoted in the litcra-
foot, the neutrality equation simply reads ture.

A i - xV, (3) The doping limitation expressed in Eq. (7) has
previously been invoked [131 to account for the

where p is the hole carrier concentration. Now maximum free carrier concentration observed in
the incorporation of acceptor on anion sites from a number of semiconductors and related to a
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Fig. 1. lTheoretical variations ot free carrier concentration

%ersus total impurity concentration in acceptor doped ZnSe.

Fermi stabilization energy [14]. In the specific In the spirit of the above analysis, we assume that
case of Il-VI compounds. saturation of free car- N, is the concentration of defect-impurity pairs.
rier concentration has been reported several so that NA + NtD represents the total nitrogen
times. Thus Khun [15] observed that the hole concentration in the films. It is seen that N1 -,IVD
concentration in As-doped ZnTe grown by Met- remains nearly constant as NA + N,, increases by
alorganic vapour phase epitaxy (MOVPE) Iev- a factor of five. Beyond this plateau. XN- -VD

elled off at approximately 10" cm - as the par- seems to increase again, but this part corresponds
tial pressure of tertiarybutylarsenic increases by a to a different conduction regime evidenced by the
factor of five. Oiu et at. also noted that in N-doped sharp drop in hole mobility, suggesting impurity
ZnSe the net acceptor concentration becomes band conduction. The specific case of high dop-
nearly independent of nitrogen density above ing will be considered in the next section.
some concentration value [3]. Detailed electrical
measurements on p-type N-doped ZnSe films
have been reported by Yang et al. [16]. Analysis 3. Behaviour at high doping
of the data has allowed the authors to determine
separately the concentration of acceptors N., and In compensated semiconductors. statistical
compensating donors ND. These results are rc- fluctuations in local impurity concentrations lead
plotted in Fig. 2 in the form of the net acceptor to a random distribution of potential wells and
concentration NA - ND as a function of NA + ND. potential hills in the material (Fig. 3). Free car-

rier accumulate in the wells, which reduces the

1.OOE.19 T2OOE-01 electrical conduction above the mobility edge.
1 The theory of potential fluctuations in compen-

A £ sated semiconductors has been developed by
A •Shklovskii and Efros [17]. In a Gaussian approxi-Z ti thiA lb

UA 0 EI mation, the potential distribution is given bv
ci t 1+00E+18 . t _ 1.00E-01 i ', -1:,,_

A 0j IOOE" P( E, -E,,)= I x - (. ( 10)
ONET ACCEPTOR -exp• -

CONCENTRATION

A MOBILITY . The mean fluctuation of the impurity number in1.OOE-17 0 .....-. .. 0o E 0oo a volume R' is [(Nx + N',))R -" so that the

1,00E17 1.00E.18 1.001E19 100E+20 associated potential fluctuation is
TOTAL IMPURITY CONCENTRATION (cm-3)

Fig. 2. Experimental variations of nei acceptor concentration q -

and hole mobility versus total charged centre concentration , 4 R( N.. + Ni))R'I R I')
(from [t16). 4-,, R
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where q is the electronic charge and cec is the
material permittivity. It is expected that long
range fluctuations are screened by free carriers.
which allows one to define a screening radius R, 7
by equating p to the mean excess impurity con- ý,

centration in volume R-:C
p[(N .+ND)Rj "'2R3. (12)

Now the standard deviation y is taken equal to
the potential fluctuation JE, (Eq. (11)) associ-
ated with the screening radius R,, (Eq. (12)). This - ---------
allows us to express y as a function of p and MEAN t'oTINTAI. VH.I CrIAlt11 1, k1

NA + ND Fig. 4. Fermi level position versus mean potential fluctuation

"y c( ( N, + ND )2/ 3/p1/3. (13) in compensated acceptor-doped ZnSe with total carrier con-
centration of 10I1 cm

The potential distribution function (10) can be
used to compute two characteristic average car-
rier concentrations in the system. First the total
carrier concentration is given by total charged centre concentration Ný, + N[, (Eq.

-_ Ej -E, 1 (13)). The result of this calculation is given by
p = NY, ( ' curve 2 in Fig. 1, which shows a sharp drop of the

f'J 7
112 kT yiv/- carrier concentration. The assembling of the two

( E, curves in Fig. I provides the general relationship
Xexp -. d fIV, (14) between carrier concentration and doping level as

y- /deduced from our analysis.

where N, is the valence band density of states
and .§/2 is the usual Fermi function. Taking p 4. Conclusions
as given, equal to the concentration limit Pm (Eq.
(7)), expression (14) gives a relation between y The limits of doping efficiency in ZnSe: N
and the Fermi level position E, - E,. Such a have been examined. Several observations indi-
relation is presented in Fig. 4 in the case of ZnSe cate that defects, more probably of the vacancy-
at 300 K for pm = loll cm- 3 . It is seen that the type, are generated along with N incorporation.
Fermi level rises in the band gap as y, related to Starting from this fact, a model of acceptor self-

+ N[) by (13), increases. . compensation has been presented which predicts
The m, easured free carrier concentration is a saturation of the free carrier concentration, in

defined as the population of the valence band agreement with experimental results. On the
around and below the mobility edge taken at E,,, other hand, the impurity-vacancy pairs. assumed
[18]: to be the self-compensating centres, may be

,k ( E-E') I viewed as precursors of precipitation. according
= N exp kT VTyV to

( (E, -_E,,)2) A+ (AVx) + 3 MM (M 3A,)s. (16)
X xp d E. (15) In this way the nitrogen solubility limit would

V" be associated with the formation of the second

Using the above relation between E, - E,,, and y, phase Zn 3N,. This bound was theoretically con-
the effective carrier concentration p, is com- sidered in ref. 112] and evaluated to near 102n
puted as a function of y, i.e. as a function of the cm 3. Thus the solubility limit does not appear to
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fix the maximum doping which, in our analysis. is 151 Hf. icon. J. Ding. W. Patterson, AN. Nurmikko. W. Xic.

accounted for by a self-compensation mechanism. D.C. Grill. M. Kobayashi and R.L. Gunshor. App).

At high doping levels, more complex phenom- Phys. Lett. 59) (1991) 3619.
[61 Z. Yu, J. Ren. B. Sneed. K.A. flowers. KiJ. Gossett, C.

ena come into play. Potential fluctuations related Boney. Y. Lansari. 1W. Cook. Jr.. I.F. Schetzina. G.C.
to the random distribution of donor and acceptor lina and N. Otsuka. AppI. Phys. Lett. hi (1992) 1266.
charged species lead to a redistribution of free [71 S.Y. Wang. J. Simpson. Hf. Stewart. S.JA. Adams. 1.

carriers in the energy bands of the semiconduc- Hauksson. Y. Kawakami, M.R. Taghizadeh. K.A. Prior
tor.A sron dereae o eletrial ondctiityand B.C. Caveneit. in: Wide-Band-Gap Semiconductors.
tor.A sron dereae o eletrial ondctiityProc. 7th Tri',ste ICTP-IUPAP Semiconductor Symp.,

can then occur, as analysed in this paper. Confir- Ed. C.G. Van de Wallk (North-Holland. Amsterdam,
mation of this behaviour has been given [191. 1993) p. 508.
Furthermore the predicted rise of Fermi level 181 K. Ohkawa. A. Tsujimura. S. Hlayashi, S. Yoshii and T.

(Fig. 4) could lead to partial deionization of the Mitsuyu, in: Wide-Band-Gap Semiconductors. Proc. 7th
nitrgenaccpto leel.Thisaspct as ot eenTrieste ICTP-IUPAP Semiconductor Ssnip.. Ed. (.G.
nitoge aceptr lvel Tis spet hs nt benVan de Walle (North-Holland. Amsterdam. 1993) p. I1I2.examined here, but it could give rise to significant [9] I.S. Hauksson. J. Simpson. S.Y. Wang, K.A. Prior and

conduction through the acceptor states. This is B.C. Cavenett. Appi. Phvs. Lett. 61 (1992) 2208.
probably the case for the highest doped samples [(101 3. Petruzello. 3. Gaines. P. van der Sluis. D. Dlego and] C.

studied in ref. [1616. As suggested above, impurity Ponzoni, AppI. Phys. Lett. 62 (1991) 1496.
bandconuctin culdexplin heimulaneus IllI D.B. Laks. C.G. Van de Walle. G.F. Neumark. FEL.
bandconucton culdexpainthe imutanousBhichI and S.T. Pantelides. Phvs. Re%. B 45 (1992) 101965.

occurrence of a strong mobility decrease and a [121 C.G. Van die Walle. D.B. Laks. (i.E. Neumark and ST.
slight concentration increase (Fig. 2). Pantelides, Phys. Rev. B 47 (1993) 9425.
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Abstract

A systematic investigation of shallow acceptor levels in ZnSe grown by molecular beamn epitaxy (NIBE) has., beenl
performed using low temoncrature photoluimincscence (PI-) measurements as at function of excitation level. tempera-
ture. strain, and laser energy (i.e., selectively excited donor-acceptor pair luminescence or SPIJ. Fise of the lexels
are due to N. Li. As. P. and 0. while the chemical origins of' two levels, denoted A, and A -. have not vet been
determined. The AI level is ohserved in tindoped nmaterial after annealing using dianiond-like C) Q )IX() caps. wx hite
the A. level is olbscrvcd in nominally Na-doped material. The ionization energies of' these leesarc accuratels
determined from the temperature dependence of the hand-to-acceptor (c-A'') peak positions, accounting for strainl.
Those energies are 114.3 ± 11.5. 114.2 + (1.3.% 111.3 ± (0.5, 1016.1 -'- 0(.6. k(5.l + ((4 88.4 (1.5. and 83 -3 meX'. respec-
tixel%. for As. L-i. N. AI. A - P. and 0 in unstrained material. Several excited states havec been obsersed inl SPIL
measurements for As. A.- 0. and P for the first time. The excited states of As,. (Jand A l it \&ell to effccitix mass
theory. while those for P do not. A model for the strain splitting of shallow% acceptor-hound exeitons has heen
developed and confirmed using measurements on samples whose suhstrates havec heen removed. Ilavuess.- Rule is
show~n to he inapplicahle to shallow acceptors in ZnSe. A strain splitting of the (c -A'') peals for As or L.i acceptors in
annealed material is clearly resols d and modeled.

1. Introduction standing of thie Past difficulties' in doping this
material, and a detailed knowledge of the hehax -

Remarkable progress has been made in the ior of v.arious acceptor dopants has riot \ct beenci
last few years in the p-type doping tif ZrtSe and achieved. Moreover. p-type doping levels neced ito
related materials, particularly with regard to the be further improved in both rnctalorganic chemni-
use of N plasma doping sources during MIBE cal vapor deposition (MO(VD) and molecular
growth [1.21. Hlowever, a fundamental under- beamn epitaxy (MBE) material. In the following.

we discuss some progress in these directions.
based on a study of M BE material dIoped with a
total of seven different acceptor species. A highl\

Corresponding author. atccurate and reliable method of determnitngn ac-
Present address: histiltio tie hwisic (leb Witiaghin, t NI- ceptor binding energies in ZnSe is described, and

(AMP t1.1(81. ( amp nits /SP, Iira/il.
- ,Prsen adrss:Dciatmet it('lcriiiry oy ollgeot then applied wherever possible to these levels.

thc (tiNY. New York. New York 11031. USA. [he problems with prior measurement tech-

MK22-i1248/94/St(7.01( ,'i1994 Elsevier Science KIV. All rights reserved
551)! 0(122(124811)(1:175 1 - R
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niques are briefly discussed for comparison, in
particular, we emphasize the lack of validity of MBE ZnSe:Na/GaAs

Haynes's Rule type of relationships for shallow Vo (DOAO)LO

acceptors in ZnSe. Two as-yet unidentified ac-
ccptor levels are observed and characterized; at
least one of these may have significant future

potential as a dopant. The excited states of sev- x3

eral of these levels are determined and compared 1 '
to effective mass theory. The effects of strain are
carefully examined and shown to have important x3

effects on both acceptor-bound cxcitons and 20.1 K

band-to-acceptor transitions. a)
C

-- I25.0 K ,

2. Results and discussion

The growth and doping of the N-. Li-. As-. P-. 400 K
0-. and Na-doped MBE-grown ZnSc/GaAs sam-
ples used in this study is described in refs. [2-7]. 2.58 2.62 2.66 27 2.74

respectively: the capping and annealing proce- Energy (eV)
durcs used to introduce the "A,*. acceptor dis- Ener (au

cussed below are described in ref. [8]. The PL Fi . spectra under Iis cxeitatim a' a tunet on
temperature for a high resistivitx Na-doped ZnSc (iaA, lasci

system used in this work is described in ref. [9]. (see rel. 171) grosn at 261) C s.ith a Se /n bcanmi cuiinah'cni

pressure ratio of four andi a Nia Knuldsiel cell tenIperature of

1.1. Acurate determination of a('cptor hinding 125'C. The elemental Nit sOUree %;is ' -')5 ;pure. and the

enetrgies' in ZtSe Na concentration in the sanmplc is 3.w-t])'I - on1m Instrunicn-
tal res•,lution is it.> nie\.

Our method of determining acceptor ground
state binding energies is similar to that which has such in the past. We have also shown that the
been used in many III-V materials, and is based widths of these peaks agree reasonably \ell uip to
on the measurement of conduction band-to- about 45 K with the theoretical 1.8k ,T depend-
acceptor (c-A") peak positions in low tempera- cncc (kt is Boltzmann's constant and T the
lure PL spectra at various temperatures. This absolute temperature) expected from Eagles* the-
method has rarely been applied in ZnSe. perhaps ory of (c-A") liricshapcs. even though this theon
because of concerns voiccd in ref. [Ill] concerning ignores phonon coupling [I I].
the influence of acoustic phonon coupling on the To illustrate the method, we show a set of PI_
(c-A') lincshape, or simply because the (e-A') data as a function of temperature in Fig. I for an
peaks have never been detected at liquid Hc MBE sample which %as doped with Nia [7]. The
temperatures in bulk or homoepitaxial ZiSe, possible origin of this level (which might not
which is usually ti-type. A further complication in involve Na) is discussed below in section 2.3. In
hctcrocpitaxial material is the necessity to ac- Fig. I, we clearly observe both the ()-A"') ýtnd
count for the effects (of strain, which we show, the (c-A") peaks associated with this level at
how to do in the following. Our study of the 2.7086 + 0.0004 (1.7 K) and 2.7262 + 0.M04 eV
(c-A") peaks as a function of temperature, e.g. in (20.1 K). respectively. The quenching of the (D"-
Li-dopcd MBE material [9], has shown that these A") peak involves the thermal ionization of the
pcaks are in fact frequently observable at low shallow donor levels into the conduction band.
temperature in p-doped MBE samples, even while the broadening of the (c-A") peak at high
though they have not always been identified its T is due to the kinetic energy distribution of
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2.7280 effects of noise on peak position determination• Peak position 1,
SCorrected position by a factor of N' 2 for the final intercept, where

v 2.7275 :- 2 N is the number of data points ( N = 9 in Fig. 2),
.2 yielding a conservatively estimated uncertainty of
02.7270 less than +0.00017 eV in the intercept. The

P =11 mw/cm2  uncertainty in E (T) introduces some additional
a 2.7265 ZnSe:Na/GaAs error (about ±0.(X))2 eV. based on E (T) data2 for 24 samples), but this error is systematic rather

< 2.7260 - *than random and therefore affects the slope more

27 than the intercept, which varies by no more than
0 10 20 30 40 so t+0.0001 eV for various EM(T) fits. The intercept

T (K) is just E,(T= 0)- E,. where E, F 2.8218 eV at

Fig. 2. Position of the (e-ANl peak in the sample of Fig. I as a T = 0 is the band gap of unstrained ZnSc. and
iunction of temperature. The filled triangles arc the raw EA is the ground state acceptor binding energy.
value•. and the open circles are corrected for the temperature Uncertainty in E(7' = 0) (probably + 0(.0(X)5 eV)
dependence of the hand gap. The solid line is a least squares affects the E. values obtained from our anal-sis.
fit to the corrected data. The error hars (shown only on the
corrected data f clarity) are "worst case"; the scatter in the but does so equally for all acceptors and does not
data and results of various fitting procedures used to deter- influence the overall precision. which is about
mine peak positions suggest that the true errors are signifi- + 0.0)0)2 eV.
cantl, less than those indicated. The above analysis would apply directly to

homoepitaxial or unstrained bulk material. How-
ever, it does not account for the effects of ther-

electrons in the conduction band. We note that a mal expansion mismatch strain on this relaxed.
trace of the (c-A") peak is detectable even at 1.7 heteroepitaxial material. The biaxial tensile strain
K. similar to the previously discussed case of in this type of sample has the well-known effects
ZnSe: Li [9]. The initial anomalous quenching of of reducing the gap and of splitting the valence
this peak from 1.7-1I0 K is similar to that we band into separate light and hcav% hole bands.
obsencd for ZnSc: Li. and can been explained in which is reflected for example in the splitting of
terms of temperature-dependent non-radiative the free exciton peak [12]. This shift and splitting
reconmbination rates [9]. The identification of the are easily resolved and accounted for in the cxci-
(c-A") peak in this sample has been confirmed tonic PL and reflectance spectra of this sample
using intensity-dependent measurements, and also (not shown). In addition, the acceptor level itself
with magnetospectroscopy in the similar case of is expected to split into light and heavy hole
ZnSc: Li [9]. components, which can be estimated in the

The position of the (c-A") peak is plotted as a framework of perturbation theory [13]. Since this
function of lattice temperature (which we assume expected splitting is not resolved in the data of
to equal the electron temperature for the low Fig. I. it is necessary io determine whether the
excitation conditions used in this work) is plotted observed peak positions correspond to the light
in Fig. 2 for the data of Fig. I. Both the raw data hole level, the heavy hole level, or an average of
and those corrected for the temperature depend- the two. We argued in the case of Li [9] and As
cnce of the band gap determined from the bound [14] acceptors that the heavy hole component is
cxciton peak positions as discussed in rcf. [9] are usually dominant, especially at about 10 K and
shown. The solid line is a linear fit to the cor- above. This is so because the splitting is relatively
rcctcd data, which has an intercept of 2.7257 eV small, so that the effects of thermalization into
and a slope (of 0.045 meV/K. in good agreement the light hole state are generally outweighed by
with the theoretical value [II] of (0.5kt, = 0.043 the three times larger oscillator strength of tran-
meV/K. The use of this linear fitting procedure sitions involving the heavy hole ( I m, I = 3/2)
reduces the random error associated with the states. A splitting similar to the expected strain
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e MEsplitting is 2.0 + 0.4 meV. Given the observedUndoped M6E ZnSo/GaAa

Annealed 500 0
C, 30 min free exciton splitting of 3.8 + (0.15 meV in this

in Zn atmos. (e-At )L sample, the ratio of the experimental splittings
1 0*- yields the shear deformation potential of the ac-

S (e-A 1 . ccptor-bound hole as W' 0 .56 + 0.11 eV. This

x5 value is in fair agreement with the theoretical
E 56 K Xw 1. value of b' -0.81 eV, calculated using the the-

I ory of ref. [13] and the parameters in ref. [9].
. 27 K -Even at 1.7 K. the higher energy heavy hole

27K , ,'component is dominant (which should be even
l wO, -more true in cases with smaller, unresolved strain

20K I splittings). The peak that grows to dominance at
te- Aj-, )/

t , high T can be definiteIv traced to the heavy hole
, rather than to the light hole component at low 1.

12 K our knowledge, this is the first directly re-
12 te(-4-At*h) p solved observation of the strain splitting of zin

, Iacceptor level in the PL spectrum of any com-

:r=17 K pound semiconductor. We also note the obscrva-
2.58 2.62 2.66 2.7 2.74 tion of a lower energy doublet (e.g. at 2.7041(0 and

Energy (e\) 2.7020 + 0.0004 eV at 20 K). which we tentatively
attribute to recombination between donors inFig. 3. PL spectra under 28 nlW 'cnt LUV excitation tfr a 4.4

put thick undoped Mt13 ZnSe layer. annealed in a Zn-rich their first excited state and holes on the light and
atrnosphcre alter growth. Instrumnental resolution is 0.3 mcV. heavy hole acceptor levels. This excited-state

donor-to-acceptor recombination mechanism has
been previously reported in GaAs and InP [17].

splitting has even been resolved in the case of the Based on the above experimentally determined
(c-A') peak involving P acceptors [15]. However, shear deformation potential. we can return for
the possibly axial symmetry of the rather unusul example to the data of Fig. I and estimate a
(see below) P-related center makes the origin of 1.6 + 0.3 meV splitting of the acceptor level from
the splitting a little ambiguous in that case. the observed 2.8 mcV Xlhh/X 11 splitting in that

Fig. 3 provides data that validate our assump- sample. The Xth peak position in this sample is
tion unambiguously. This figure displays PL spec- shifted 3.2 mcV to lower energy than the bulk
tra as a function of temperature for an undoped value, implying a light hole band gap EIh- = ,_.81

MBE layer that was annealed under a Zn over- cV. The intercept observed abo\e then implies
pressure for 3(1 min at 5(X0°C in a "-leaky tube" that (E,!" - E h) =92.9 + (1.2 mV. which is
diffusion system designed for Zn diffusion into added to the 1.5 mcV (E h -\1\ -1E," ) splitting to
Ill-V materials [16]. An unintentional result of yield the binding energy of the light hole acceptor
this particular anneal was the introduction of an level in the strained material as 94.4 + 0.4 meV.
acceptor level due to L.i or possibly As (which Finally. the binding energy in unstrained material
have virtually indistinguishable binding energies, can be calculated following rcf. [9]. using the
its discussed below). A second effect of the an- expcr,mental b' value given above, to yield 95.1
neal was an increase over the normal amount of + 0.4 meV. The latter value is the one we quote
thermal tensile strain in the material, due to as characteristic of the level, since the strain
relaxation of the increased thermally-induced varies in different types of material. Using the
mismatch at the annealing temperature. The in- same procedures, we have determined the bind-
creased strain produces a larger than "normal" ing energies of six different levels, which are
splitting in the (c-A") peak. which is clearly re- listed in TabK I. (The value for 0 is based on
solved in the 1.7 K PL spectrum. The observed data at only two temperatures, which were fit
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................ level, arbitrarily assuming a value for E, and the
PL-21 mW/cm2 (oI -A°) Coulomb term, (2) estimates based on the local-
znse/Ga~s •ization energy of the neutral acceptor-bound ex-

A 0) lton (1, ) peak using "H-aynes's Rule" [181, (3) fits
p-dopod to the positions of discrete donor-acceptor pair

lines in bulk or homoepitaxial material, with as-
Na-doped MBE sample sumed values of the dielectric constant, or (4)E NY-opdMEspl

estimates based on measurements of the ground-
state-excited state separation energies, in con-

Unknown acceptor in sample junction with effective mass theory. The first
•' annealed with DLC cap method is subject to considerable uncertainty in
C the value of the Coulomb term, which generally

depends on the excitation level, the doping level,
and the non-radiative recombination rates: the

N-doped particular donor ionization energy to use in a
u-doped -given sample is also usually unknown. The second
U-doped /method is completely unreliable to distinguish

As-doped between different shallow acceptors in ZnSe, as
2.62 2.66 2.7 2.74 we have pointed out previously [9]. The reason isthat the exciton localization energy is not a linear

Energy (eV) function of acceptor binding energy in this (or
Fig. 4. Representative PL spectra at - 25 K under lo%% level most other direct gap) materials, contrary to the
UV excitation for a series of MBE ZnSe/GaAs samples
doped with different acceptors (five samples) or annealed very early claim by Halsted and Aven [19].
after growth (one sample). Both (D"-N') and (e-A') peaks The third method can yield reasonable results
and their phonon replicas are visible in each case. in bulk material if the appropriate dielectric con-

stant is well known and a good quality fit to
well-resolved data can be obtained. However, the

with a fixed slope equal to the theoretical value, quality of discrete pair line spectra is rarely ade-
A different value of b'/b = 0.84 was used for the quate in modern heteroepitaxial material, and
P acceptor, based on the directly resolved split- our method is more reliable in that it does not
ting of this level.) Where reliable previous esti- depend on the dielectric constant. The fourth
mates are available for a given level, they are method is subject to several problems, including
generally in good agreement with these values, uncertainties in the valence band parameters, the
and where we obtained good quali v data for the question of how to incorporate q-dependent
same acceptor in several samples, the spread screening and central cell "corrections" into ef-
among values obtained from them is within the fective mass theory, and the accuracy of the the-
quoted error limits. To further illustrate the type ory in general. We conclude that the present
of data on which these values are based, we show method is the best available one to determine
PL spectra in Fig. 4 for samples doped with each binding energies in an accurate and reproducible
of those six levels at a fixed temperature of 25-26 way. Uncertainties in Eg do affect the results, but
K. where both the (D" - AV) and (c-A") peaks do so equally for all acceptors.
are visible in every case. Full temperature-
dependent data, however, were always used in 2.2. Excited states of shallow acceptor levels ill
the determination of E,. ZnSe

Previous determinations of acceptor binding
energies in ZnSc have generally been based on We have determined the energy separations
other techniques, such as: (I) estimates based on between the ground state and several excited
(D"-A") peak positions at some fixed excitation states for several acceptors, including four that
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have not been studied in this way previously. The (D'-AN') peak similar to the one observed here
experimental method is selectively-excited do- and in ref. [24], but did not observe the (e-A')
nor-acceptor pair luminescence (SPL) [201. The peak that allows us to evaluate its binding energy
experimental data will be presented elsewhere accurately. Other alkali metals such as K are
(see ref. [141 for the As case). The results are common contaminants in Na [251. and could be
summarized in Table 1. Strain splittings are gen- the origin of this level. Further work is in progress
erally expected in the data and some splittings to determine if the level in fact involves Na. K,
were experimentally resolved, but the values in some other impurity, or a complex.
Table I are not corrected for strain and represent The A, acceptor level described in Table I
average values in strained material. The identifi- was originally observed in ref. [8], although it was
cations of particular states are based on compar- mistakenly identified there (on the basis of the I,
isons with effective mass theory, and on the theo- peak position) as Li. The insensitivity of I , local-
retical expectation that transitions involving even ization energy with respect to E.A makes the 1,
parity states should be the strongest ones in the peak position an unreliable means of identifying
spectrum. acceptors, especially in strained material. This

Calculations using effective mass theory [21], level is observed only in samples that have been
with the Luttinger parameters of ref. [22] and an subject to a rapid thermal anneal after encapsula-
empirically adjusted dielectric constant, were per- tion with a diamond-like C film. as described in
formed to compare to the data: details will be ref. [8]. Otherwise identical anneals using other
presented elsewhere. The Is central cell correc- capping materials such as SiO, and SiN, never
tion of one acceptor was taken as an adjustable produced this level, and it has not been previ-
parameter, and the correction was assumed to be ously reported in the literature, to our knowl-
zero for the p-states and scaled according to the edge. A 5 s anneal at 500'C produced relatively
probability density at the origin for the higher s weak PL features related to this acceptor, while 5
wave functions. However, it was not possible to s anneals at 550 and 600'C produced stronger
achieve a good fit to all of the acceptors simulta- peaks. These results imply that the impurity in
neously, even by adjusting the Luttinger parame- question diffuses reasonably rapidly into ZnSe.
ters. Separate adjustment of the dielectric con- but not so rapidly at low temperature that it is
stant and central cell parameter for each accep- likely to be unstable (like Li) as a dopant. The
tor was however quite successful, except in the properties of this impurity suggest that it might
case of P. The excited states we observed for this be very useful as a new p-type dopant in ZnSe
acceptor do not seem to follow effective mass and related materials, once it has been chemically
theory at all, due perhaps to the possibility that identified. Work is currently in progress toward
this level may involve a complex. this objective.

2.3. Observation of new shallow acceptor levels 2.4. Strain splitting of the neutral acceptor-bound

exciton emission in ZnSe
The "A," acceptor level observed in the Na-

doped MBE sample of Figs. I and 2 is not the Since we discussed the strain splitting of the
124 meV level usually assigned to Na in bulk (e-AN) peak above, we mention here that we

material [23], although it may be the same as the have developed a detailed model of the strain
one observed in ref. [24] and speculatively at- splitting of the 1, peaks in ZnSe, including the
tributed there to a NaZ,-Vs, complex. Since only effects of hole-hole exchange interaction and
a donor-to-acceptor (DW-A") peak was observed crystal field splitting (the effects of the electron-
in ref. [24], whose position can vary considerably hole exchange interaction are assumed to be neg-
with excitation and doping levels, we cannot be ligible) [9,14]. The model has been confirmed
certain if it is the same level. Previous studies of using samples whose substrates have been selec-
Na-doped MBE material [7,25] also reported a tively removed to release the thermal strain [15].
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Abstract

Photoluminescence experiments on ZnSe doped with P and As have been conducted at high pressure and los
temperature. We find evidence that dccp states arising from these impurities become unstable bctwccn 15 and 25
kbar. Although our results arc not yet definitive, some interesting implications for current models are discussed.

The study of impurities in semiconductors has low exciton PL lines and donor-acceptor pair
benefited from high pressure experiments, which (DAP) PL lines - exhibit pressure coefficients in
often allow band-edge assignment of shallow lev- the 6-7.3 meV/kbar range. Pressure experiments
els, and can reveal deep levels that are resonant on deep levels in ZnSe have been limited to a
with the electronic continuum at 1 atm. Although preliminary study by the authors, and recent work
this is well established for donors in group IV on some transition metal impurities [4-6].
and 111-V materials (a prime example being the In the set of experiments reported here we
shallow-to-deep transition of the DX center in examine the effect of hydrostatic pressure on P
GaAs), there are few pressure studies of accep- and As impurities in ZnSe. We are looking pri-
tors, especially in II-VI compounds. For accep- marily for evidence of a dcep-to-shallow transi-
tors it is possible. depending on the valence band tion which might be associated with instability in
deformation potential, to have deep-to-shallow the impurity bonding configuration. Although our
transitions, i.e., the converse of the DX center. results are not yet definitive, some interesting
This possibility is quite intriguing, given the inter- implications for current models are discussed.
est in realizing high conductivity p-type ZnSc for Melt-grown ZnSc: P and modulation doped
photonics, and the suggestion that DX-likc traps epitaxial ZnSe:As films, both with as-grown
may inhibit this [1]. atomic impurity levels of - 1l0'-101'" cm . were

Previous photoluminescence (PL) studies on measured. The former was supplied by R.K. Watts
the pressure dependence of electronic states in and is some of the same material used in his
ZnSe have concentrated on the absorption edge original I atm PL and electron spin resonance
and near band-edge PL energy regions [2,31. The (ESR) studies 17,8]. The ZnSe As film was grown
prominent spectral features - direct edge, shal- on ((X)I) GaAs by MBE to a thickness of 1.5 pm:

this has been described elsewhere [9].
The PL measurements were performed in a

"Corresponding author. hydraulically-driven diamond-anvil cell (DAC)

t)022-()248/94/$070I (t, 1994 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
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placed within a He-gas circulation cryostat oper- 10

ating at temperatures of 7-3(10 K [11]: the pres-
sure was determined by using the ruby fluores- 2.8

cence method. The pressure transmitting medium

was a 4:1 methanol: ethanol mixture. Strain gra-

dients in this medium were minimized by frc- • 2.6 - -

quently annealing at 180 K. Typically, pressure -

changes of less than 10 kbar at 7 K could be -

accomplished with little non-hydrostatic broaden- Z 2.4 -

ing in the sharp exciton lines. PL excitation was
by -0.1-10mW 368 nm Kr' CW laser light 2.2 BAND4

focused into a 60 1m spot. 2.2 - BAND3

The PL spectrum for the ZnSe: P sample at I Z: BAND2

atm (7 K) consists mainly of two classes of DAP 2.0 :< BANDI

transitions: band I at 2.7 eV arises from shallow 0 10 20 30 40 50

states, and band 2. the "red band" near 1.9 eV. PRESSURE(kbar)

involves most likely (see discussion below) unin- Fig. 2. The pressure dependence of the PL hand maxima in

tentional shallow donors and deep acceptors. In P-doped ZnSe at 7 K.

Fig. I the shift of both bands to higher energy
under increasing pressure is clear. A most inter-
esting feature is their separation, which decreases ther complication appears in the range 25-35
with increasing pressure. This indicates that the kbar. when a fourth peak (band 4) becomes cvi-

energy position of the "red band" is increasing dent. The sequence of the above events are best
faster than the direct band gap. The situatio'1 is illustrated in Fig. 2. where all energy positions
made complicated by the appearance of a third have been determined by fitting the bands/lines
peak (band 3) that appears between the other to Gaussian profiles. Least squares pressure coef-
two. As the pressure increases, this band grows in ficients (accurate to + 1517) are given in the
intensity at the expense of the original "red band" figure. These pressure-induced changes in the PL
which cannot be resolved above 25 kbar. A fur- spectrum of ZnSe: P arc reversible until 55 kbar.

when all the PL features seem to undergo a
nonreversible decrease in intensity.

S12.-,khar In the case of ZnSe : As. both a red and a
green band are already present at I atm. As with

..1.1 kb.,,- the ZnSe : P data. the gradual transfer of oscilla-

Srtor strength from the red to the green band withincreasing pressure (up to 21) kbar) is evident. In
=.: :• 22 Fig. 3. three representitativc spectra are plotted

at different pressures. This exchange of oscillator
:2strength from red to green PL emission was easil

seen by eye in ZnSe:As upon excitation of the
sample by the Kr' laser. The red band. althoughdiminishing in intensity, did not disappear as

S:. happened with ZnSe: P. Fig. 4 shows the energy
2 .:"shift with pressure of the bands in ZnSe : As.

3.0 2.5 2.0 Above 20 kbar in ZnSc : As, there is a precipi-

KNE:RGY (,N) tous drop in the intensity of the acceptor bound
Fig. I. Measured Pt. spectra of ZnSe: P at 7 K and variou% exciton. At the same time the near edge DAP
pre,,,irc, between D.75 and 401.4 khar. band originating from shallow levels narrows to a
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single line (labeled "new band"), losing all of its formula [11]) decreases from 0.27 + 0.07 eV at I
phonon structure. The absolute intensity of this atm to 0.13 + 0.07 eV at 22.4 kbar. The I atm
band is not altered significantly by this process. result agrees with the 0.3 eV value given in rcfs.
In this pressure regime the deeper green band [71 and [8]. The pressure variation of about -6
disappears, leaving the red band as the sole re- meV/kbar for the deep acceptor ground state
maining source of deep broad-band PL. On re- implied from these thermal data compares favor-
ducing the pressure from 30 kbar, all of the ably with the more rapid pressure shift measured
spectral features in the ZnSe:As sample return for the red PL band, assuming that the excited
within the same pressure ranges, but at reduced state giving rise to this red emission follows the
intensities. This indicates only partial reversal, conduction band edge.

We have also measured the temperature de- Watts et al. [7,8] found direct evidence from
pendence of the PL intensity (I p) of the 1.9 eV ESR results that P substitutes at Se sites, and
band in the ZnSe: P sample at high pressure. Fig. attributed the origin of the red band lumines-
5 gives the observed behavior plotted in a log(I'M) cence to internal transitions of the Ps, acceptors.
versus 1/T format for this deep red band at I According to this picture, the highly localized
atm and 22.4 kbar. The thermal quenching activa- acceptor ground state is expected to be insensi-
tion energy (obtained by fitting to the standard tive to pressure, while the excited state should be

4,-"New band"

zI P = 20.8 kbar

DAP

E.-

z
r'Green band"S~"Red band"

,-.

xlI

A P = 19.0 kbar

X 10

P = 10.4 kbar

3.0 2.5 2.0

ENERGY (eV)
Fig. 3. Measured PL spectra of ZnSe: As al 7 K and various pressures between 10.4 and 20.8 khar.
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3.00 10.5

6,0 mNJ 1•e.l-- - _--_

A - -A P = I atm

2.75 - 'New Band' E ac, = .27 eV

DAP 8,5

"Green a -.

S2.50 75

Ur P = 22.4 kbar
""V6. .13eV" 2.25- 

65

0- 55 -

2.00- .e -- ZnSe:P
"-Rd Band' . 45 -

1.75 "" --... . . ..- 3.5
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 0.00 0.01 002 0.03 0.04 005 006

Pressure (kbar) 1/T (K')

Fig. 4. The pressure dependence of the PL hand maxima in Fig. 5. The temperature dependence of the PL intensity of the
As-doped ZnSe at 7 K. 1.9 eV red hand in ZnSe:P at pressures of I atm and 22.4

khar.

conduction-band-like and correspond to a normal
tetrahedral substitutional site. The present re-
sults are fully consistent with this picture. band luminescence. In this model a DAP transi-

A more recent study on ZnSe doped with P tion between a shallow Gaz, donor and a local-
and Ga by Davies and Nicholls [12] have used an ized acceptor level. - 0.6 eV above the valence
alternative model for the origin of the deep red band, is responsible for the 1.9 eV emission. The

Energy(eV) P=I attM. P=50 koar Energy (ev)

35 CB ____ .

- - 30

21 -ý-- A ----------SD 2

20. 28eV 28 ev 32 eV 32 e~2

15 1,9 ev 1.9 eV 2A @V 24 e 1.5

to A.0Ass --- -- ---- - S 0 .- ---

05 ............... A h .. ...................... . A t .. ............ 5

0 0 (Top of VH
VB ~ ý//VB tem

a) b) c) d)

Fig. ft. nergy-level diagram showing two models for the pressure dependence of the deep "red" PL peak in ZnSc: P relative to the
hand edges. A" and A* denote ground and excited acceptor levels at trigonal sites: ATm and Ass denote tetrahedral ground
acceptor levels accessible thermally (Th). or via the Stokes shifted (SS) PL; SD is an unintentional shallow-donor level. (a). (c) and
(b). (d) depict the models of refs. 171 and 1121, respectively.

I
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present bulk ZnSe: P samples are likely to con- In conclusion: The results presented in this
tain unintentional donors, and for this reason we paper do not indicate a high pressure deep-to-
believe the Davies and Nicholls model is more shallow transition for P and As acceptors in ZnSc.
appropriate for these bulk specimens. In the The disappearance and/or changes in intensity
ZnSe: As samples the likelihood of Ga diffusion of the red and green bands in ZnSe: P and
from the GaAs substrate also leads us to favor ZnSe: As, and the sudden appearance of the
this alternate picture. "new band" in ZnSe: As at the expense of the

In Fig. 6. the energy level diagrams for the green band. can be explained straightforwardly by
Watts et al. model are shown in (a) and (c) scaled instabilities that relax the bonding configuration
to represent pressures of I atm and 50. kbar at the deep acceptor sites. Another possible cx-
respectively. The internal transition of the deep planation. however, is changes arising from plas-
Ps5 center between the excited state (A*) and the tic flow in the ZnSe lattice [131. We believe that
Stokes shifted ground state (A's) that results in this has been minimized by frequent annealing of
the 1.9 eV emission is represented by the down- strain gradients in the DAC pressure medium.
ward vertical arrow. Also, the energy level dia- Furthermore, changes due to plastic flow, such as
grams for the Davies and Nicholls model are creation of stacking faults, should not be re-
shown in (b) and (d) for the same pressures. versible, even partially. This is in conflict with our
Here, the donor-acceptor pair recombination be- pressure cycling results. Indeed. a comparison of
tween a residual shallow donor (SD) and the the LO(/') Raman peaks in ZnSc: As before and
Stokes shifted ground state of the deep acceptor after the pressure PL experiments reveals no
center Ass level is represented by the slanted increase in disorder.
arrow. In both models, the energy of the deep The energy separation between the deep ac-
acceptor ground state is assumed to be relatively ceptor ground state r-sponsiblc for the red PL
insensitive to hydrostatic pressure, while the cx- band and the valence band-edge is found to de-
cited state follows the band edge. crease by about - 2.0 +± 0.5 meV/kbar for both P

For ZnSe: P and ZnSc : As our results indicate and As acceptors. This corresponds to an abso-
that the deep acceptor ground-state level and the lute deformation potential of - 1.2 + 0.3 cV for
valence band edge approach each other at the the valence band of ZnSc. a result which agrees
approximate rates of - 1.5 + 0.5 and - 2.5 + 0.5 well with the recent value of - 1.4 + 0.2 eV re-
mcV/kbar. respectively. These values have the ported by Wasik et al. [6].
same sign as the pressure derivative of the accep-
tor thermal ionization energy obtained in ZnSe : P. We thank D.J. Chadi for initially suggesting
but are two to four times lower in magnitude. this problem, and R.K. Watts for supplying the
Based on these results, a deep-to-shallow transi- ZnSe:P samples. This work was supported by
tion is not anticipated by a simple level crossing ONR contract No. N00014-89-J-179)7.
mechanism in the present experiments.

The above results for the red band pressure
coefficient imply a value of - 1.2 +_ 0.3 cV for the
absolute deformation potential (d Ev/d In V) (f
the valence band in ZnSc. This is comparable. M D. (hadi. Appl. Phyr. Lelt. i9 ;58').

within uncertainty, to the - 1.4 + 11.2 eV result 12] W. Shani. J I. Hvs. .Yang. J. Sing. I F. (at, ll and .I.
obtained by Wasik ct al. [6]. Some questions still Aldridgc. Appl. Pthy,. Lctt. fll(I W')2) 73f,.

remain, however, about the validity of using Iran- 131 S. Vc,. K. SIrnosncr. N. (hritcn,,cn. (UK. Kim and M.

sition-metal states (or other deep states) as im- ('ardona. Solid Slate ('onumnn. 5f (I1W) 47t.

mobile reference levels. These questions arise 141 M.M. Li. DI.J. Strachan. NI. Tamargo and B.A. \%cin-
stcin. in: Proc. 14th AIRAPT Cont.. (Colorado. 1993.mainly because of the substantially different re- 151 U.D). Vcnkartcaran. C. Ma. J. .Bak. R. S(orakutmar

suits produced by doping with heavy, as opposed and B. Jonker. in: Proc. 14th AIRAPT tont.. Colorado.
to with light transition metals [6]. NO93.
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Abstract

Optoelectronic devices in the bluc spectral region require doped ZnS, Se layers for electrical contincmren and
optical waveguiding. Since ion implantation is often used to realize heavy doping in thin layers, we implanted gallium
ions with different doses and energies into ZnSe and ZnS, Sce , (x !< (0.4) layers, grown by nmctalorganic vapor phase
epitaxy (MOVPE) on GaAs. Rapid thermal annealing was performed after SiO. capping. For characterization, vwe
used electron probe micro-analysis (EPMA), photoluminescence (PL) at II K. Raman spectroscopy, far infrared
reflcctivity (FIR) and Hall measurements. In ZnSe, the Ga depth profiles remain nearly gaussian after annealing,
indicating weak diffusion. PL shows that both the overall intensity and the ratio of cxcitonic to deep centre emissions
are maximum !or annealing at 85(10(T (3(0 s), implying optimum crystalline quality and maximum carrier concentra-
tion. In addition, the conductivity is maximum (1(0 `1 i cm 1). Howevcr. FIR reveals a heavily doped laver at the
GaAs interface, which is assigned to the annealing-induced Zn diffusion into the substrate. Furthermore, the lIT
spectra show donor-acccptor pair (DAP) transitions which can be attributed to shallow acceptors due to complexes
of Ga and intrinsic defects. With increasing ion dose the free carrier concentration saturates at 4 X ll_ cmm
probably due to self-compensation caused by zinc vacancies (V/,). For ZnS •Sc0_ EPMA measurements shScw a
diffusion of the Ga towards the surface, while S- and Ga-rich surface defects appear during annealing. After
implantation the P[. spectra show deep level emissions at 2.018 and 2.35 cV, which were assigned to [Gaz-V/,]
complexes and to Zn5,. Optimum annealing seems to occur at 850'C for 3(1 s, resulting in a maximum Pt_ intensity
with strong DAP and excitonic contributions, Similar behaviour was observed for ZnS1 4Sc ,. tip to now. due to the
diffusion and compensation, the implanted and annealed ternary layers remain semi-insulating.

I. Introduction opto-clectronic devices (e.g. lasers and light emit-
ting diodes) working in the blue region of the

There has been much effort in investigating visible spectrum [1,21. The future usefulness of
ZnSSe, because it is a promising material for this material system depends on the ability to

achieve low resistivities and ohmic contacts. Since

in silicon technology ion implantation is a stand-
* (orresponding author. ard method, it may also be a potential technology

Ml)22-(0249/94/$07.•l 1994 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
SSM)! 1022-0248(93)El_0965-
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to achieve highly doped ZnSSe, although a higher relaxed. After growth, the layers were implanted
implantation-induced damage might be expected. with -ja ions of energies between 120 and 340
Efficient shaping of carrier concentration in het- keV in a low-current implanter. In ord,'r I() avoid
erostructures requires knowledge about implanta- channeling during implantation, thc layers were
tion profiles and their diffusion behaviour. Be- tilted 70 off. Subsequently, rapid thermal anneal-
sides the implantation energy, the annealing pa- ing (RTA) at temperatures about 850'C was per-
rameters play an important role. Yodo et al. have formed. To avoid desorption during annealing,
reported that optimum annealing depends mainly the layers were capped with 150 nm SiO, which
on the type of dopants [3]. For Li and Na implan- was removed by 40% HF afterwards. The EPMA
ration in ZnSe, they found that optimum anneal- measurements were carried out using a Cameca
ing conditions are I min at 757'C and 5 min at SX50 microprobe at electron beam currents of
557°C. However, for doses beyond 1015 cm- 2 the about 100 nA. energies of 2-30 keV and a beam
radiation damage cannot be removed completely. cross section of a few jim 2 . The samples were

In this work, ion implantation of Ga into ZnSSe excited at normal or tilted (600) incidence. The
was used for the first time to investigate the total power was about 1 mW, and consequently
dependence of electrical properties on ion dose. the maximum temperature of the specimen could
We have chosen gallium in order to compare our not exceed 100°C [10]. By varying the beam en-
results with those of other groups [4.5]. We used ergy and the tilt angle, definite but changing
EPMA to get information about the sulphur ho- sections of the dopant depth profiles are excited
mogeneity and the Ga profiles before and after and emit characteristic X-rays [111. The sheet
annealing. PL spectroscopy was performed to get dopant concentration and the first two statistical
information about the crystalline quality, the stoi- moments of the profiles have been determined
chiometry of ternary layers and transition ener- from the Ga La intensities by means of theoreti-
gies of impurity levels in the band gap. Raman cal calculations based upon Monte Carlo (MC)
measurements were used to investigate the crys- simulated electron densities [121. In contrast to
talline quality of the layers and to estimate the SIMS, EPMA does not require a priori informa-
carrier concentration optically. Hall-effect mea- tion on the implantation dose [12]. PL measure-
surements yielded details about the dependence ments have been performed at 11 K using a
of electrical properties on implantation and an- HeCd laser of 325 nm (3.81 eV) wavelength and a
nealing parameters. SPEX 1704 monochromator of I m focal length.

giving a spectral resolution better than 0.03 nm.
2. Experimental procedure The excitation density was about 0.1 W/cm2 . For

the Raman analysis we used an Ar-ion laser. In
The layers were grown on semi-insulating order to vary penetration depth and scattering

GaAs: Cr substrates (20 off (1(X))) by atmospheric efficiency, the laser lines were varied between
pressure MOVPE under optimized growth condi- 514 and 457 nm. Spectra were taken in backscat-
tions (480'C, VI/ll = I for ZnSe and VI/ll >_ 21 tering configuration I0(KXOI((K)Ill)I() at 295 and
for ZnSSe) using diethylzinc, diethylselenide and 77 K. The input power was 35 mW. while the
hydrogensulphide as precursors [6]. To achieve focus diameter was about 0.1 mm. The scattered
highly homogeneous layers, a rotating susceptor light was analysed with a SPEX 1402 double
was used [7]. We investigated nominal sulphur monochromator, using a RCA 14034A-02 GaAs
contents x of 0(I, 15%, 30(% and 40%. The photomultiplier and an optical multichannel anal-
optically determined layer thickness was 4 uim for yser (OMA) for the detection. The spectral accu-
ZnSe and up to 2 tjm for ternary material. The racy was +0.15 cm- '. Ohmic contacts to the
critical thicknesses d, are about 151) nm for ZnSc layers have been realized by alloying indium dots
and 91) nm for ZnS 11 Se,.1 •. At sulphur contents at 300'C under HCI atmosphere. Hall measure-
beyond 30%, d, is below 20 nm [8,9]. Thus the ments in Van der Pauw configuration were per-
layers considered in the present work are fully ^ormed at 77 and 295 K.
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3. Results and discussion
Tm =-11 P

-ZnSeiGa

3.1. Depth projic'i anid stoichioei~'n- 850 OC, 30 S

To get more information on the diffusion be-
haviour of Ga in ZnSe. we investigated samples
which were uniformly implanted with 7 x l05 E)
cm ' Ga at 300 kcV and annealed for 30 to 80 s
at temperatures between 700 and 90'(l)C. The
sheet Ga concentrations measured by EPMA af- D)
ter annealing are listed in Table 1. Obviously, the - .

implanted Ga is partly out-diffused during the
annealing process. This effect depends strongly C)'

on annealing temperature, but only weakly on _j
annealing time. From this we conclude that the P)
main part of the out-diffusion take., place in the
early stage of the anneal, which can be explained
by diffusion of' Ga through the SiO. cap. Addi-
tionallv. the EPMA measurements revealed an
increased Ga surface concentration after the an- A) \ 'I
neals. Depending on annealing temperature. this
increase corresponds to at segregated surface coy-
erage of up to 1.2 X 10') cm CM2 Apart from the 2.77 2.78 2.79 2-8 2.81
surface concentration the (1;a Profiles remain Io- Energy ýe'V3
calized with a diffusion length of about SO) nni for F-ig. 1. Fcittonic emi~sions tit ZnSc : (a. imnplanted soh in ion

the anneal at 9~t0 0'C for 60 s. for instance. We cnergý (it 120) ket' and annncaled at 55)0 U for 30i '.I

reported recently [131 that implantation Profiles xs-groiknl (1t1 not Implainted. anvialc tL like I B). \%tth

of Ga in Zn Se are approximate ly gaussian since i niufrn COn LadI: itD) (;ia-irniplantcd nda Mtt a M1ALcd: (F tik (DL ).

the third moment ratio is sufficienrtly low. %tIhuicna.

For x Ž! 0.3. annealing-induced diffusion of Ga
tow~ards the surface is the predominant effect. F-PMA analysis of the Se L.o and S 1K o inten1-
The Ga profile is now located at the surface [131. sities in ternary lasers before annealing yields at
Additionally, the surface quality is degraded. Sulphur conten't of 7331f' and 37( for the la1\CTS
Scanning electron microscopy (SEMI scans show denoted ats ZnlS,, ,SC,,- and /nS,, S5c,,,. re,,pcc-
clearly droplets with at diameter of about 0(.5 A m. tively. According to SIMS measurements. the in.
\PS and AliS measurements revealed that these S and Se concentrattions are homogeneous in the
droplets are Ga- and S-rich, growth direction. [io\%ever. the measurements in-

dicate at slightly reduced S content after annecal-
ing.

6aconccnt~raliiin (in cni - Iit ZfnSCI %(, ci'u' .iniicatiiig 3.2. (rvxiallin' qua/Uv and! tran~sino ltcnerwvI% ii/
pa ranictc rs: t he la c rs " crc iniitoi ink nl a i ni[mt lc ith 11)'- im uii fi4.t s

c it 3111) kc\'

,tIIcIIng (0eln cnprir Fig. I shows the excitonic spectra oft ZnSe : (;;I.
tinic -( t( All samples annealed tor 30 s at 850"C exhibit a
10(7~ -ll111, .5 HIT,- -4t) -Ii)'' peak called ljiPat 2.780) cV. which can be ats-

5$) 6.l, 10`' 1_1 signed to excitons bound to V,,, [ 14]. For non-im-
planted layers. this effect Could probabl\ be cx-
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plained by a thermally induced increase of [V,,,I TM=11K Zr.SG3SeO7:Gsa

[151 duc to annealing. The spectra of Ga-im-
planted samples show a m(re intense 1,"'P emis- annealed at

sion. This is correlated with the enhanced forma- 900 -C, 30

tion of zinc vacancies in nresence of Ga donors.
which is well known from NIBE-grown and in-situ excitonic emissions

doped layers [51. The intensities of the transitions
denoted I and I, are maximum for Ga-im- ,_ D region ,
planted layers and the ratio 1,/I, is constant.
Non-implanted annealed layers (B, C) show no ,
significant change in I, and I, intensities, merely
the free excitonic transitions weakened. Apart 85oc,3Os -

from a further decrease of the free , '-citon inten-
sity. samples with alloyed indium contacts (C. E) j
exhibit the same spectra. From the spectra in Fig.
1. the behaviour of the 1, emission implies its 800 °C, 30s -5

correlation to Ga donors. Besides the peaks in
Fig. 1. there are in Ga-implanted ZnSe four
transitions at 2.666. 2.697. 2.714 and 2.746 eV.
Since donor to valence band transitions (D"-h)
are suppressed [16]. only donor to acceptor (D"- as-grown

A") or conduction band to acceptor (c-A") transi- I I I I
tions can be observed. Since the peaks at 2.666 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.8 2.9 3 3.1

and 2.714 eV have an energy distance of 31 meV Energy [eV]

to the two other peaks. they seem to be LO Fig. 2. Pl. spectra ot`ZnS,,Sc,-:Ga iimplanted with 1.5" It'ý

phonon replica. The transitions at 2.697 and 2.746 cm ,at 120 kcV and annealed under different condiion,,.

eV can be assigned to acceptor levels having
ionization energies of 72 and 122 meV. respec-
tively. Since they do not occur in undoped and in peaks at 2.08 and 2.35 cV occur. Similar to ZnSc
nitrogen-implanted ZnSc [171. they are clearly [4]. they are tentatively assigned to V., and Zn,,.
Ga-related. Since V., are known to be mobile respectively. Comparison of overall intensity and
above 400 K [15]. they can form complexes with shape of the PL spectra shows that the ratios of
Ga on Zn lattice sites, namely [Gaz,-Vz,,]. with excitonic to DAP and excitonic to deep emissions
an ionization energy of 68 meV [4]. Comparing are minimum at 900'C. i.e. the crystalline quality

the peak PI. intensities and considering [V,]I >> is heavily degraded. The overall intensity of the
[Zn,,.] over a large range of temperatures [15]. we sample annealed at 850'C is 5 times higher than
can assign the (c-A") transition at 2.746 eV ( E, that of the sample annealed at 80X)°C. Therefore.
= 72 mcV) to the [(Gah,-V ,] complex, whereas optimum annealing seems to take place at 851)0 C.
E, = 122 mcV (2.697 cV) is most probably due to In the case of ZnS, 4 Sc,,: Ga (E ,,, = 121) kcV).
[(ia,,-Znsj. we observe similar behaviour.

Fig. 2 shows the 13L spectra of ZnS, ISe, 7" Ga Fig. 3 compares typical Raman spectra of
P,,. = 1201 kcV). Duc to a rotational symmetric ZnS( .,Sc,,,.s samples measured at 77 K. Besides

variation of the S concentration for ternary ZnSSc the LO phonon at 296 cm 1 and the symmetry-
grown in our reactor [18). the band edge lumines- forbidden TO phonon at 272 cm ' of the GaAs
cencc in Fig. 2 varies between 2.96 (x = 0.27) and substrate, the as-grown sample shows three other
2.99 eV lx = 0.31). The mole fraction x was spectral features which originate from the mixed
calculated by FE - j:i-s. + ..•,s1.( I -x) - hM I - crystal ZnS,,, Se,,,,: the Zn-Sc TO vibration at

x)x, h (=0.67 cV [191. Bcsides. deep emission 211) cm 1 and the 1.0 vibrations Zn-Sc (252.3
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I I .rStructure occurs at about the TO phonon fre-
A)asgrown TM =77K quency. From its resonance behaviour and its
B) annealed (850°C. 40 s) temperature-independent frequency, we conclude
C) Ga-implanted *annealed that this spectral feature emanates from a LO-

LO 3aAs phonon-plasmon mode in the upper GaAs sub-
LO Zn-Se strate region as a result of Zn diffusion across the

interface. A similar effect was observed for the
_TOZ,,-Se -S heterostructure ZnSe/GaAs with FIR spec-O- Atroscopy [17]. Since the ZnSSe layers in this work

_ -- are n-type even when non-implanted (see below).
Ba hetero p-n junction occurs at the interface.

Therefore, in Van der Pauw experiments, contri-
butions from currents through the p-type GaAs
region can be neglected since the p-n junction

C) acts as two diodes, one of them reversely biased.

To judge the electrical properties of Ga-im-
planted layers, it is necessary to investigate non-

22implanted material which was also annealed for
200 220 240 260 280 300 320 30 s at 850'C. Electrical measurements at 295 K

Frequency shift [cml) yielded a conductivity of 6.5 × I10 fl2 i cm

Fig. 3. Raman spectra (It ZnS,1 ,Sell 5 implanted with 1.5 and an electron concentration of 2.5 x 10' cm
)10( cm , gallium at 12(0 keV. taken at 77 K. To optimize the annealing parameters. the elec-

trical properties of ZnSe layers implanted with
1.5 x 113 cm 2 Ga and annealed under different
conditions were studied. Acceptable electrical and

cm -) and Zn-S (308.5 cm The broadening optical properties were obtained for annealing
of the ternary LO vibration modes and the higher temperatures between 830 and 80 0'C and anneal-
TO/LO intensity ratio, compared to GaAs. re- ing times between 21) and 41) s. Annealing at
suit from the intrinsic disorder in the mixed crys- 85 0 'C for 30 s results in a maximum conductivity
tal. Already the annealing induces an intense of about 10 0 1 cm '. To investigate upper
background originating from deep centre lumi- limitations of carrier activation and the depend-
nescence. The superimposed LO phonon of the ence of the Hall ratio r, = M-//. (/all is the
Zn-Sc mode shows a strong defect-induced measured and 1i the actual parameter) on ion
broadening. which considerably exceeds the an- dose, Hall measurements for various ion doses
nealing-induced broadening in ZnSe [17]. After between 3.5 x 10'" and 7.5 x 10)1 cm ' were
implantation and annealing, an even stronger in- performed. The implantation energies were 121)
crease of the phonon half-width and the TO/LO or 241) keV. Fig. 4 shows the dependence of the
intensity ratio is observed, which leads to the sheet Hall carrier concentration n, of ZnSc on
conclusion that the implantation-induced defects ion dose N, for two E,,, measured at 77 and 29)5
do not reconstruct completely. The best crys- K. For N,, < 1.5 x l101 cm -" 1t, increases with
talline quality was obtained for the annealing increasing N,. In the range 1.5 x 10"• <_ A, < 3.75
temperature of 850'C. X 11)14 cm 2, n, remains nearly constant at about

(5-6) x 10(12 cm 2 at 295 K. In order to derive
3.3. Hectrical properties the corresponding volume concentrations, we ap-

proximate the gaussian dopant profile by a rect-
As shown in the Raman spectra of Fig. 3, angular profile having a width of 20/3IRP and a

already after annealing the LO phonon of the dopant concentration of N,/2V3AR.. Both pro-
GaAs substrate is strongly reduced and a broad jected range (Rp) and projected range standard
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deviation (ARP) depend approximately linearly Table 2

on E,,,, [20]. From EPMA we obtained that for Comparison of Ali. R11. 0 and ril at different ion doses, the
E.,, = 240 kcV. R1, and ARP are 108 and 52 nm, measurements were performed at 295 K

respectively. At 120 keV these values are lower i,( Rl All ) r,,(111o•cm (cm'iAs) (cm2/V-S)
by a factor of about two. Using this approxima-
tion, nt t follows to be (2.8-3.3)× 1x1)7 cm-3 for 0.35 68 30 (0.5 1.1

0.75 38 290 0.7 1A
E,,,,, = 240 keV and (5.6-6.6)x 10'7 cm X for 1.5 34 270 0.8 1.2

Ei = 120 keV. The measured mobilities cap be 7.5 32 180 0.85 1.2

used to determine the compensation ratio 0 and 35 31 120 0.9 1.3

the Hall ratio. Briot et al. have calculated Al 75 28 130 0.9 1.3

and r,, as functions of the Hall constant R,,
which is the direct experimental parameter [211.
Table 2 shows 0 and r, versus ion dose. The be explained by the degraded crystalline quality
compensation ratio is about 0.5 at low ion doses of the layers as observed from the Raman spectra
and saturates at 0.9 at ion doses beyond 7.5 X 10 13 in Fig. 3. Besides, the effective dopant concentra-
cm -. tion is diminished by the Ga segregation, which

For ZnS,, 3 SeC0 7 and ZnS,. 4 Se,.6. Hall mca- was observed by EPMA.
surements yielded conductivities below 10' 11-
cm '. i.e. the layers are semi-insulating. This may

4. Conclusions

We have shown that Ga implantation profiles

in ZnSe do not broaden evidently, even during
ZnSe:Ga annealing at 850°C. With increasing ion dose the
annealed 850 'C, 30 s free electron concentration saturates and the

1013 295K compensation ratio increases to 0.9. This can be
A explained by the formation of [V,,-Gax,,] com-

plexes, as observed from a DAP peak in PL. In

the case of ZnS, Sc (0 <x < •0.4). anomalous
0 diffusion during annealing leads to post-implan-
2• tation profiles which are located at the surface
c / within a depth below 40 nm. Best crystalline
i.Z properties were observed after annealing for 301 s

. 120 keV. 77 • at 850'C. Besides an optically observed high hole
S-7lconcentration at the unintentionally doped inter-

-* 120 1,eV, 295 face region. from Hall measurements performed
t 1012 + 240 1,ev, 77 1 at ZnSc layers we derived an upper limit for the

electron concentration of about 6.5 x l01 cm
U 240 ev.295- . 7 which is quite low with a view to electronic appli-

U ,~ 77 P

cations.
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Correlation between electrical and structural properties of
chlorine doped ZnSe epilayers grown by molecular beam epitaxy
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Abstract

ZnSc epilayers have been studied b% Van der Pautv measurements. ('-V profiling. SIMS, TEM and X-ra%
diffraction in order to correlate electrical and structural properties. At least uip to 101"~ cmný SIMS and electrical
data are in good agreement. indicating at high efficiency of the chlorine incorporation at optimium growth conditiolns.
Hlomogeneously and planar doped epilayers have been grown either directly (on the (l100) G'aAs Substrate or oil anl
undoped. relaxed ZnSe buffer laver. For a given SIMS concentration of' chlorine atomns, the free carrier concentra-
tion can be enhanced up to one order of magnitude for planar doped samples. The influence of a relaxed buffer
layer on dlopant activation and depth profile is discussed and correlated ito dislocation diStribution determlineid h\
TEM.

1. Introduction strong eompensation wais found for ZnSecl('.
From XPS studies on ZnCl .- doped (CdTc follows

The superiority of group VII elements as donor further that C1 is incorporated as at single impu-
dlopants in ZnSe has been early established [I]. rity. The Zn :Cl ratio was I :2. but no chemical
In metalorganic chemical vapour deposition shifts due to Zn-C'l bounds were found [6]. Be-
(MOCVD). iodine is widely used [21. whereas for sides Hall and Van der Pau%% measurenits. at po'%-
n-type doping of ZnSe epilayers grown by molec- erful tool is eleetroehemical (-A' profiling (71. A
ular beam epitaxy (MBE). ZnCI. is taken ats new approach to n-type doping was introduced by
source mtra134.Free electron concentra- Zuet -l 8,Te on that planar doped

tions of up to I()v, CM3 can be obtained repro- ZnSe:Cl layers are superior to uniformly doped
ducibly. In contrast to C'dTe :0I laycrs,. where the ones, especially for high Cl doping. HomoepitaN-
free carrier concentration reaches a maximum at ial growth on ZnSe substrates has been compared
2 x 10" CM3 and decreases with further in- to ZnSe/GaAs heteroepitaxv for n-type ZnSc: CI
crease of the ZnC'I, cell temperature [51. no such layers by Ohkawa et al. [9]. They found a higher

peak mobility for ('-doped homoepitaxial layers.
Detailed studies of the correlation between

____ electrical and structural properties are still of
;C~orresp~onding author. current interest due 10 aipplication in ZnSe-based

fX)22-t)24S/()4/S07.1X) ( 144 F.lsevier Science BV. All rights reserved
XtI)I 00122 -12451 t)4)(lt0tt2 .4
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blue-green laser diodes [10,11]. Serious efforts rated, secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS)
are made to study degradation mechanisms, which measurements were performed. Using positive ion
are closely related to crystalline perfection and SIMS, the matrix elements Zn and Se can be
dislocation behaviour. Therefore, a better under- measured, whereas negative ion SIMS allows us
standing and optimization of doping conditions to detect Se and Cl. The ratio of the Se/Cl
will be very helpful. counts is then calibrated to the Cl concentration

measured for highly doped samples (1(12" cm I1

by X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS). Us-
2. Sample preparation and experiment ing the XPS calibration, the absolute Cl content

can then be determined by SIMS for lower doped
All ZnSe:Cl epilayers were grown on (100) samples, too. Cross-sectional transmission elec-

GaAs substrates in a 6-chamber Riber 2300 MBE tron microscopy (TEM) was used to get informa-
system using elemental sources for Zn and Se tion about the depth dependence of the disloca-
from Asahi Osaka and ZnCI. for doping. For the tions in the doped epilayers. Details concerning
ternary ZnSSe -, epilayers, ZnS has been used the TEM method can be found elsewhere [12].
as a source material to obtain lattice matching to
the GaAs sub:;trate. The substrate temperature
was 300'C. The Se: Zn beam pressure ratio was 3. Experimental results
varied from I : I (Zn-rich. c(2 x 2) reconstruction)
to 2:1 (Se-rich growth. (2 x 1) RHEED pattern). 3.1. Hotnogeneous doping
Typical thicknesses of homogeneously doped
ZnSe:CI epilayers and of undoped ZnSe buffer While for the first grown ZnSc:Cl epilaycrs
layers were I .im and 600 nm. respectively. For with high free carrier concentration (8 x 10'•
planar doping, a sequence of 2 nm ZnSe : Cl and cm - 3) the FWHM of the (400) reflection was as
8 nm undoped ZnSe has been repeated 50 times, high as 620 arc sec. this value could be reduced
resulting in a total thickness of 500 nm. later on for the same electron concentration to

Recently a new growth chamber for GaAs has 220 arc sec, which corresponds to the best results
been connected to the three Il-VI growth chain- ever reported [3]. The improved structural quality
hers. This allows a careful oxide desorption under of the epilayers is connected with the fact that.
As partial pressure and the growth of n-type for fixed Sc and Zn fluxes during MBE growth, a
GaAs: Si buffer layers. The substrate is then significantly lower Cl-cell temperature (e.g. iower
transferred directly to the ZnSe growth chamber. C1 flux) was used. In that case less Cl is incorpo-
The first promising results arc discussed in the rated into the ZnSc host lattice. In line with this.
last section. the electrical efficiency of the Cl incorporation

Electrical measurements have been performed could be enhanced drastically comparing SIMS
either in the Van der Pauw configuration getting and Van der Pauw data. In the former case. less
Hall mobilities and average carrier concentra- than l0c`ý of the incorporated Cl atoms con-
tions, or by electrochemical C-V profiling giving tributed to the free carrier concentration: in the
information about the net doping profile as a latter case, a total amount of I X l1)1 cm 3 re-
function of grown layer thickness. For the latter suited in a free electron concentration of i = 8 x
case a C-V profiler 48WN from BIO-RAD has 10's cm '. Electrically inefficient CI incorpora-
been used successfully. Sulphur composition and tion means that the CI atoms, which do not act as
full width at half maximum (FWHM) of X-ray donors (CI on Se lattice site), create deep com-
rocking curves ((4N0)) reflection) have been mea- pensating complexes, providing a decrease of the
sured by a high-resolution X-ray diffractometer, crystalline quality.
consisting of a four-reflection Bartels monochro- For lo:" doping levels with a net donor concen-
mator and a single analyser crystal. In order to tration of less than 1017 cm 3. a freeze-out of
determine the total amount of CI atoms incorpo- electrons is observed with decreasing tempera-
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Table I
Comparison between samples grown by planar doping (pl) with buffer (but and uniform doping (uni) method: concentration value',
and effective ZnCI, cell temperature are averaged in case of planar doping

Sample "(.( .(•. npl
C(C) (cm () (cm (cm-,V-s)

ZS-n 26 pi + bu 157 1.8 )11, II. , II1'" 1.2 10'
ZS-n 8 uni 160 9.6 x 1t1O' 2.9 X" l( .5 :, In-)
ZS-n 27 pl + hu 137 1.4 x 10•' 4.0 x 10'' 1.2 10-"
ZS-n 1)• uni 1401 k).o X Ito"' 3.1 x I10'- o.45 × o0

ture. From Van der Pauw data, plotted versus and relating it to the other parameters like Zn
inverse temperature, the donor activation energy, and Se fluxes during epilayer growth. at so-called
measured for different samples, can be estimated effective Cl-cell temperature can be provided.
to be 22 meV. Hall mobilities for -n epilayer with This allows us to compare the averaged electrical
n = 1 I() cm 3 are 40110 cm 2/V • s at 300 K and properties of planar doped structures (Table I)
!00(1 cm'/V s at 85 K (Fig. I). This value is and the doped regions themselves (Table 2) to
close to that reported for homoepitaxy [9]. The uniform doping. In both cases, the absolute SIMS
temperature dependence can be fitted for higher concentrations are similar. although the planar
tcmpcratures to T- 3 2, indicating a dominant doped epilayers have significantly higher free car-
scattering by optical phonons, and for lower tem- ricr concentrations.
peratures to 7" -2 as expected for ionized impu- To separate the contribution from planar dop-
rity scattering. Results given below arc compared ing and undoped buffer layers. uniform (Table 3)
for samples grown under similar growth condi- and planar (Table 4) doped ZnSe:Cl samples.
tions and are therefore comparable to each other. grown directly on the GaAs substrate or a relaxed

undopcd ZnSc buffer are compared. While the
3.2. Planar doping and influwence ofhuf!er hovers growth on a buffer enhances the free carrier

concentration by a factor of five for uniformly
Measuring planar doped ZnSc: CI layers by doped layers, no such dependence could be found

the Van der Pauw method, an average carrier for planar doped layers. The FWHM value of the
concentration is obtained. Also, with C-V profil- X-ray diffraction, being a measure of crystalline
ing measurements such thin layer structures (2 quality, is in the case of uniform doping much
nm doped. 8 nm undoped) cannot be resolved, smaller when growing on a relaxed buffer. This
From SIMS results of Zhu et al. [81 can be effect is less pronounced in the case of planar
concluded that no significant diffusion of Cl atoms doping. To make these results more reliable, a
takes place. Knowing the dependence of the mca- pair of uniform and planar doped epilayers of the
sured CI fluxes on the ZnCI, cell temperatures same total thickness have been grown on un-

lahle 2
Comparison is in table I1 here concentration salues and effectivc Zn('i. cell temperature refer to doped regions in case ot planar
doping

Sample ,V, n Aah

"ter (cm I (em V -( SmiV'5)

ZS-n 2( pl bu Ill) ).o x I1-"2 5.0 Ix I"' 1.2 X 112
Z' -n 5 uni I (M) No result 1.3 x 10"' 0(.5 x 111-
ZS-n 27 pi bu 1701 7.o 101"' 2.o , Io'" 1.2 ., Io-
ZS-n 6 umn 170 S.0 o" ,' 4.t to, (`.7 x I0-'
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Tablie 3,

Comparison bctw een unitornm doping `ith and `ithout butler: hoth samples were grown at 1( 1 1 • 5(

Sample n A FWI IM -1hickncs
(cm (cmt (cm/V S) f! L. n (arc sec) nitm

ZS-n 2t) uni , bu 1.5 '< l o", 1.4 oI", 1.3 x IW 3.1 Ito 375 1.3 1.3
Z,1n 310 uni 3.1) X It' 1.2 lo", c.,) X Io2 2.2 65O 1.2

Table 4
omuparison bcl\hcen planar doping `aith and "~ithout butter: both samples • crc grovkj zatit 7 12 7

Saimple A F WIIMN Thickness
I(ciii 1 (cniv, V (,) ill cmi (arc ,wc) 1m)

ZS-n 3S pl-. bt 3.-- ', s lol.Sl 10' 9).II 1 it 31iS 0,.4,3- 0.i 5
ZS-n 37 p1 3.1 Ilito 2.2 1it ).4 Ii) 435 0.43

Table 5
Comparison bcteen isaiples `aith buffer gro, cn by ptanar doping and b\ uniform doping. both at r 71) (17

Sample F \,h ii FI tM I hick nc,,
(clll ') 1cnli icnl2,, V ( y cill) (arc seel) 4 A ini

/S-n 27 p1 tin 2.h11) lo'' 7.0) llt<' 1.2 I tic- 2. ] oli 137oi (5 - oii
ZS,-r 28 uni - but 1.1) - o, It,' .(o lo, I I' .I 0I-, 4..4 ],90l 0.,; O)h

doped relaxed buffer layers. Results given in This behaviour corresponds qualitatively to the
Table 5 indicate that the doping cfficicncN is still TEM results (Fig. 3). Inside the first 00( 111im of at
higher by a factor of two for planar doping. ZnSc (:1 epilaycr grown directly on GaAs. a high

density of dislocations is observed. Therefore. the
3.3. (orrelation hi'twt''n .structural and el'ctrical observed lower free carrier concentration might
propertitus be connected with impurity gcttering at such dis-

locations. For undopcd ZnSc epilayers grown un-
According to the results given in Table 3. a der the same conditions, similar intermediate laN-

los•cr frec carrier concentration is found for the crs with high dislocation density do not exceed
direct deposition of ZnSe:CI onto a GaAs sub- 3011 nm. Thus. most of the dislocations formed
stratc. To find out the reasons for this. C-IV near the interface disappear within an undoped
profiles have been measured and compared to buffer layer. TEM pictures Also confirm that not
TEM cro,.s-sectional images taken from the same additional dislocations arc formed at the
samples. As can he seen in Fig. 2a, the doping ZnSc :CI/ZnSe interface. This leads to the ob-
level is uniform when a thick (relaxed) undoped served homogeneous doping profile.
ZnSc buffer layer has been deposited prior to the
ZnSc 0l growth. In contrast, the depth profile
shows a lower electron concentration near the 4. Discussion
ZnSc:('I/GaAs interface with a minimum at
about 6(11) nm. followed by an increase to the From these results it is evident that the doping
level obtained for the growth on at buffer (Fig. efficiency depends strongly on the growth condi-
2h). This dcpth dependence is the reason for the tions and the defect and dislocation density. The
lower average free carrier concentration obtained lattice constant misfit between GaAs and ZnSc at
hy Van der Pauw measurements. room temperature is 01.26'', Excecding the criti-
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cal thickness of about 150 nm. the ZnSe epilayer NE2

starts to relax and to reduce its elastic strain by
the formation ot misfit dislocations. All of our
ZnSe -.Cl epilayers show a high density of disloca-
tions below a thickness of 600) nm when grown
directly on a GaAs substrate. This leads to af
lower 'doping efficiency, because at least part of '

the incorporated Cl atoms are not on a Se lattice
site, thus not acting ats donors. Unrelated accep- a
tor defects due to complexes caused by the men-
titoned lattice imperfections may also contribute dePth JW

to the obsenved decrease in free carrier concen-
tration. From luminescence measurements, no ev-
idence for significant concentrations of other sin-
gle impurities acting as compensating acceptors
could be found. Therefore, the growth on an
undoped ZnSe buffer has two advantages. Most E
of the dislocations occur at at thickness well below -- .7.C
30)0 nm and no additional dislocations are formed

free carrier concentration of ZnSe:Ci -,

~E. Fig. 2. Free carrier concentration profile determined h% cec-
_________________________________________________trochemical c - I 'Profil i ng lor tnin ornik dopcd lai cr, gro%% n

ofl if relawdt tlflntt ?d /n~se ),W) , cy (a) intl w~ok l\ i the

- - -at the interface ZnSe ('11 'ZnSe. Both findings
have been confirmed by cross-sectional TEM. For

/ device application such an undoped buffer is not
a helpful. Other methods of improving the

`0 2N , 110 ZnSe/CGaAs interface LqualitN are therefore
T (K)neceded.

T'he growth of GaAs buffer la~ers leads to
mobility of ZnSe:Ci superior interface qualities. The FWUM of at I

£ / -~ gm ZnSc epilayer could be reduced from t~pi-
N cally 351) to 220 arc sec. indicating a much lower

N dislocation and defect denisity near the interfa-ce

N,,ZnSe/(;iaAs(buffer). Neatrly lattice matched
E ~ZnS,, ,Se, ,,. hats been gro%%n oin at GaAs buffer

with at half-width as narrow ats 32 arc sec. Without
E a GiaAs butfer such ternary layers had at best a

b FWHM of Ill) airc see. An n-type dloped ternarN
laver with 6 X 10'i cm 'carrier concentration
had at room temperature mobility of 31H)) cnl1 /V

Fig. I temper~icrtire (IcpeCnde nec of the: tree carrier citncen %. . which is af good value for this doping level.
trat ion mu timii it hIv meamtired hN the Van i tir P'all% mei iud Peak mobi lilies are ni ; as high ats for bi nary
for it light h and a degeneralely d0 pCti /IiSe: t pl~cr ZnSe XI e pilave rs. indicating additional scattecr-
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our X-ray diffraction measurements. too. Assum-
ing that the ZnSe lattice recovers during the
undoped parts or such a planar doping period,

ZnSe:CI one should doubt whether the doping level can
be easily controlled by changing the period of the
Cl doping, as stated in ref. [131.

Even when the growth occurs on relaxed un-

GaAs doped buffer layers, higher free carrier concen-
trations can be obtained by the planar doping
method. On the other hand. it has been demon-
strated by us (Table 4) that such a buffer layer
has a negligible influence in the case of planar
doping. This is in accordance with the C-V pro-

ZnSe:Cl file measurements, where the part disturbed by
high density of dislocations near the interface is
much smaller and does not exceed 100 nm. a
thickness much below that for uniform doping
(about 600 nm). It indicates that the periodically
changed growth conditions during planar doping

SGaAs hamper the propagation of dislocations into the
Fig. 3. Cross-sectional TEM image of a chlorine doped ZnSe bulk. Detailed TEM studies are under way.
epila'er grown on a GaAs substrate. Inside the first 60M) nm a It should be mentioned here that our studies
high densit. of dislocations is observed, which corresponds on p-type doping with nitrogen using an Oxford
well to the observed decrease in free carrier concentration, plasma source yield the astonishing result that.

besides p-type conduction in the high 1t)1
7 cm -

also stable n-type conductivity up to 2 x 10' cm
ing processes at low temperatures due to alloy can be obtained by changing the ZnSe growth
fluctuations. Further detailed studies are needed regime and the plasma source parameters. This
to get a more quantitative understanding of the can be taken as an indication that nitrogen dop-
doping behaviour of ternary layers. There seems ing. giving an acceptor on the Se-site, cannot only
to be a competition between the incorporation of provide compensating defects, but can also create
chlorine and sulphur, too, because higher ZnS efficiently complex donor-like centres in ZnSc.
cell temperatures (higher fluxes) have to be used Detailed investigations are under way and should
in order to obtain the same composition com- give a better understanding of the defect chem-
pared to undoped ZnSSe, •. Although further istry in ZnSe related compounds under heavy
detailed investigations are needed, one can pre- doping. Results will be published soon [14].
diet that more uniform doping and higher mobili-
ties due to better crystallinity can be achieved
when growing on GaAs buffer layer. 5. Conclusion

The thin planar layers have an at least one
order of magnitude higher free electron concen- It has been shown that the higher free carrier
tration compared to uniform doping without a concentration obtained by planar doping and the
buffer layer. This effect is even more pronounced improved electrical properties can be correlated
for higher doping levels. Based on luminescence to the dislocation density found in cross-sectional
spectra (ratio of the excitonic emission to the TEM studies when growing on a relaxed buffer
deep-level emission) and RHEED observations, layer. C-I! measurements of a uniformly doped
Zhu et al. [13] argued that a better crystallinity is ZnSc:CI epilayer grown directly on the GaAs
responsible for that. This can be confirmed by substrate show a depth profile with a reduced
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Effects of C incorporation on the luminescence properties
of ZnSe grown by metalorganic chemical vapor depod)ition
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Abstract

The effects of C incorporation in heteroepitaxial ZnSe grown on G;aAs by metalorganic chemical s.apor
deposition (MOCVD) wkith methvlallylselenidec (MASe). diethylselenide (DESc). and hydrogen selenide (11.Se)
selenium precursors together with dimnethylzinc (DMZn) are investigated. The effects of growth temperature and
VI ,'Il ratio are determined.- In material grown at 48 0'C and above. all of the low temiperature photolu m inescenee
(PI.) peaks are generally shifted several rncV lower in energy than in material grown in the 300(-425W( range. In
particular, the light hole component of the neutral donor-hound exeiton shifts down to around 22.792 eV. %%here it
ssas, incorrectly identified in prev ious work ats an exciton hound to at eomplex involving C'. D~etailed PL and
refleetanee measurements give eonelusive evidence for this interpretation. The peak shifts are attributed to
increased] thermal mismateh strain resulting fromn the higher growth temperature used with MASe and DESe.
I losseser. the VI /lI ratio strongly affects the strain in samples growsn at 500t'C using DESe. suggesting that heavy U
incorp iration at the ZnSc,' GaAs interfae may stimulate the thermal relaxation. The mechanism might invokse the
formation of* (-related rnicroprecipitates near the interface, which then nueleate misfit disloeations. We eonclude
that U fromn the gro%%th preeursors does not produce any' new Pl. peaks above 1.4 eV in M0('VI) ZnSc. Moreoser.
the roomn temperature Pl.- efficiency is not degraded in GC-on tarnlina ted material, suggesting that C' is not anl
important non-radiattive recombination center in ZnSe. The incorporation of moderate C levels is found to has e
little effect on the opto-.1cctronic properties of' M(X'VI ZnSe.

1. Introduction materials this problem is well known, particularl%

iithe ease of Al-containing compounds. where
A fundamental concern in the MOCVI) growth strong Al-C bonds exist. Irt most Il1-V conm-

of any electronic material is the possibility of pounds such ats (iaAs. C incorporates solely on
unintentional incorporation of C from the organic the column V site ats at shallow acceptor, both ats at
component of' the growth precursors. In 111l-V common residual impurity. and in recent %-ears ats

at well-behaved p-type dopant Ill. In some In-con-
taining materials such as ln(;aAs and lnP it is

C orresponding author. believed] to he amphotcric and may substitute on

ttMi22-0248/94/$0t7.00 - 1994 Idtsevier Science B.V. Atl rights reseixed
88011 1)022 -12480ME01-it 72-(
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the cation site as a shallow donor [2]. and in MBE does apparently affect the relaxation of thermal
(and occasionally MOCVD) GaAs and AIGaAs it strain in the material in a dramatic way. The I
is suspected of being involved in a complicated peak is identified as the light hole component of
series of acceptor complexes that is frequently the ordinary neutral donor-bound exciton, shifted
observed in PL measurements [3]. Its behavior in by strain. We also show that C incorporation
II-VI materials, as well as that of other column from the growth precursors in MOCVD ZnSe
IV impurities, is much less well known at present, does not cause significant non-radiative recombi-
although it might be expected to form a double nation, as long as the material remains single
donor on a Zn site or a double acceptor on a Se crystal.
site. Other column IV impurities have been ob-
served to substitute on the Zn site in ZnSe by
electron paramagnetic resonance [41. but no such 2. Experimental procedure
information is available for C. A determination of
its behavior is important in assessing the future The growth ot the not intentionally doped
prospects of MOCVD growth of ZnSe and re- IMOCVD samples in this study is described in ref.
lated materials for optoelectronic applications, 16]. as well as the results of the SIMS and SEM
once the p-type doping problem has been solved characeriti the mate The unes

in tis rowh tehniue.characterization of the material. The lumincs-
in this growth technique. cence measurements in the present study were

Previous work by Giapis et al. [5-7] has shown pefrdusna (mdobepctmtr
performed using a 1.0I n dou~ble spectrometer

conclusively using calibrated SIMS measurementsthathig -o C ncoporae i Zn~ laers under excitation fronm a UV Ar" or blue dye
that high levels of C incorporate in ZnSe layers laser, with the samples mounted strain-free in
grown on GaAs using MASe and DMZn. particu- flowing superfluid or gaseous He. Reflectance
liirlv near 'he ZnSe/GaAs interface. The C con- was performed using a tungsten-halogen lamp.
centration increased dramatically with VI/II ra- The data are corrected for the spectral response
tio up to lIf21 cm -3 or higher, which caused of the PL system where necessary. Room temper-
polvcrystalline growth. The use of this growth
precursor also caused a peculiar surface morphol- samleP s wn poeromewi h ethe

ogy and rather low electron mobilities [6]. All of samples in air Without any chemical etching.

these effects were absent using H Se and DMZn Undoped heteroepitaxial ZnSe/GaAs matrialthseefet wr asntusn He n- D~ grown by MBE and annealed using SiN, caps in a
at lower growth temperatures (300-325'C). These rown th Er al anneale d us at caps inmer

workers also observed a bound exciton peak at rapid thermal annealer for 5 s at various temper-
aitures [8.,9] is used to illustrate the effeets of

around 2.792 eV in low temperature PL spectra thrma [8.91 ai o in the effer of

of smpls gownusig MAe +DM~ at48to(* thermal relaxation on the PIL spectrum fo r corn-of samples grown using MASe + DMZn at 48 0hC parison to the MOCVD case. Further details ofand above and I)ESe + I)MZn at 5(10°(". They h vaprtsaegic lchr 1]

denoted this peak I and attributed it to excitons
bound to a ('-containing complex, whose elcc-
tronic nature was not determined. The occur-
rence of this peak was interpreted as a signature 3. Results and discussion
of C incorporation, and previous literature results
were re-interprctcd on this basis. Low temperature excitonic I'L spectra arc

In the present study, we re-examine the optical shown in Fig. I for three different ZnSe /GaAs
properties of MOCVI) material grown using samples grown using MASe under the indicated
MASe. I)DSe. and it,Se. using detailed low tcm- conditions, and one reference sample grown uts-
peraturc P1, and reflectance studies. We present ing HSe. A single reflectance spectrum is also
a new. carefully supported interpretation which shown as an example. corresponding to the up-
demonstrates that neither the "I"' peak nor any permost PL spectrum. We interpret the dominant
other PL feature above 1.4 eV can be directly P1, peak in each spectrum as the light hole com-
attributed to C incorporation, although the C" ponent of the neutral donor-bound exciton in-
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MOCVD ZnSe/GaAs T=1 7 K above the ground state, further confirms our in-
PL=I 1 0 mW/cm

2  xi T7 terpretation.

,Ih X,- xAll of the samples we have examined that
MA•s/D•zn-o0.5 exhibit a peak near 2.792 cV also show corrc-T 0 .520 C d. spondingly increased free exciton splittings and

2.,-2, As It shifts. In particular, the average of the IT, and
Ix', peak positions. and the average of the Xh

o and Xhh positions. both of which should reflect
n MASa/DMZn-2.0

Tm0 -5,60*C , only the hydrostatic strain, are separated by about

"X 0o1 11, 5.6-6.2 meV from each other in all of the sam-
I50 pies with various strains, in reasonable agreement

W ,s./oMzn 11 IIwith the known 4.9-5.7 mcV (depending on the
_ -1.8

T,-325,C 1, donor) localization energies of neutral donor-
- _bound excitons in unstrained ZnSe [H2]. The h-

x3 K2 scnce of reflectance or other similar measure-

mnits in refs. [5-7] was probably responsible forMA e/DMZn- 2.0
TSO425/C x5. the failure there to recognize the increased strain
T0 _.•1 0  

and free exciton splitting in the MASe samples

277 2.78 2.79 2.8 2.81 2.82 grown at 480°C and above. and for the incorrect

Energy (eV) assignment of the PI. peaks in those studies (the
I. I. 1 . teillpcraiiurc cxctonic IT . spectra for tour Mt()( VD I 2h) peak was associated with C ("1 ").while the

/nc (G,..\. aimpis c, riro',n under the indcI& tcd CniiitIIII. hh , peak was misidentificd as I •,_ in the MASe
thc uppcrmost spcctrum is ; retfectance spectrum corrc- samples.)

,pondinc to the top PL. pectruni. Fhie Iacr thicknesses ire Each of the samples in Fig. I is seen to have a
2- , 4 ,. "(4 , arid 1.,', Ai it. rspc t ,•iiel. frton•i top to botliito ii . diflierent degree of strain. " hich correlates loosely1111, tiLLuhI inl,trunie,.ifti reOIl~tfion is 0,.117 nick' or better inCale t,,,i with the growth temperature as s, ould be ex-

pected. To measure the strains wc use the ob-
sered light hole free exciton position. which is
generally easier to measure than the heavy hole

tohing ordinary shallow, donors. I11_. which is position and more sensitive to strain. With defor-
split frorm the heavy hole component ) by the mation potentials a -4.35 and b -- 1.0(0 eV
hiaxial tensile strain in the material resulting front obtained from our recent study of strain splitting
the thermal expansion mismatch between ZnSc in pseudomorphic ZnSc/InGaAs [13]. and elastic
and (iaAs [9.11]. The biaxial compressive lattice coefficients cI, -8-8.3 and (-,, = 53.1 (GPa from
mismatch strain at the growth temperature is an average of the results quoted in ref. [141. \Ne
mostly relaxed in layers of these thicknesses [I I]. determine the tensile strain to be approximately
[he I',' peak position ranges from 2.7954 to 1.01. (0.88, 11.78, and (1.59 x ItM for the top
2.7918 cV in Fig. I. The thermal strain splits the through bottom sample, in Fig. I. respecti\elN.
free cxciton to a larger degree into corresponding Howcvcr, the dependence is not monotonic, since
light and heavy hole components (X1 , and X,,h. the 325'C sample grown with H 1Se has more net
respectively). The assignment of the free exciton strain than the MASe sample grown at 425 C.
peaks in each spectrum hais lie confirmed using and the 56(0(' sample is less strained than the
rellectance spectra, as shown for the uppermost 520("' sample. (learly. then. the relaxation of
P1. spectrum in Fig. I. The X,, and Xh, PI. peaks thermal mismatch strain at the growvth tempera-
precisely match the energies of the reflectance turc. which is frozen in upon cooling don ti. dc-
dips in this case, as they did in the other samples pends on factors other than just the growth tem-
(not shown). The shift in the n = 2 tree exciton pcrature. These factors are probably related to
PI. peaks (X; '). which remain about 14.6 meV the kinetic limitations on the nucleation and mul-
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tiplication of misfit dislocations near the interface the 1,,, peaks in ZnSe, and should be substan-
[15]. This point will be further amplified in con- tially larger if the peak were due to an acccptor
nection with Fig. 3. However, the growth temper- or isoelectronic trap-bound exciton.
ature obviously places an upper limit on the We have examined the thermalization and cx-
amount of this strain that can occur. Calculations citation intensity-dependent behavior of several
based on the thermal expansion of ZnSe and of the excitonic spectra of samples in Fig. I (and
GaAs as a function of temperature as given in in Fig. 3 below) with both larger and smaller
ref. [161 yield maximum expected strains of 0.88, thermal strains. We find similar behavior inde-
1.20. 1.58. and 1.75 x 1() 3 for growth tempera- pendent of strain, including the previously estab-
tures of 325. 425. 520,. and 560'C. respectively, all lished thermalization between lh and Ilý and
of which exceed the corresponding experimental between XIh and Xhh [191. and the thermal ion-
values quoted above. ization of the 1,, peaks in favor the free cxcitons

Further support for the varying amounts of at high T [19]. The I,, peaks also show the
strain in the samples of Fig. I is obtained by expected saturation in favor of the free exciton
noting that the ionized donor-bound exciton (1,), peaks at high excitation levels. All of these obser-
neutral As (or Li) acceptor-bound cxciton 1ý" vations provide strong evidence for our interpre-
[1017]. and deep Cu acceptor bound exciton tation of the cxcitonic spectra.
(!,1'cep) [18] peaks all shift to lower energies along Strong support for the effects of thermal strain
with the I, and free exciton peaks. For example, on the PL spectrum of the MOCVD material is
the I'j'•'' peak shifts from 2.7797 to 2.7784 eV in provided by a comparison to excitonic spectra of
the 325'C and 52)0'C samples, and the lower MBE samples annealed at various temperatures.
energy I\" component (the only one visible at 1.7 as shown in Fig. 2. The most notable effect of
K) shifts from 2.7879 to 2.7873 cV in the 560 and annealing is the introduction of a dominant 1"
520XC samples. A good quantitative modeling of peak, restilting from the generation of Zn vacan-
the latter data can be achieved using calculations cies during the anneal and their occupation by ('u
based oln the theory given in refs. [It0] and [17], if impurities, as discussed previously [8]. However.
the strains are estimated from the observed X1h We also observe a shift to lower energy anu In-
positions. To achieve a good fit to data taken on creased splitting of both the I, and X compo-
these and other samples over a wide range of nents, similar to that we reported earlier [9]. The
strains, we use a shear deformation potential for peaks in the sample shown here. however. are
the acceptor-bound hole of h = - 0.55 eV, de- much sharper than those in the earlier case. due
rived from our recent independent measurement to use of purer source materials in the MBE
of strain-induced splittings in the band-to-accep- growth. The splittings are thus even clearer in the
tor peak. and we assume that the zero-strain present case. The splitting of I _, is less than that
peaks lie in the range 2.7919-2.7923 eV [121. This of X. which is just due to the reduced shear
procedure predicts I ," positions of 2.7880 and deformation potential of the hole in the bound
2.7874 cV for the 560 and 520'C samples, respec- exciton compiex [N)]. The main point to be made
tively. in excellent agreement with experiment. in comparing Figs. I and 2 is that the 7t0 0'(

A further conf'irmion of the excitonic peak anneal produces peak positions that closely match
assignments conies from the observation of a two those in the MASe sample grown at 5601'C. even
electron replica 19.5-20.0) mcV below the I11, though the annealed samples contain negligible
peak in the 5201 and 5601'( samples. In contrast to carbon. (The positions in the unannealed sample
the statements in refs. [5-7]. selective excitation match those in the sample grown at 425'C. while
of I using a tunable dye laser does yield clear the upper 500'(` annealed sample matches the
resonant enhancement of this two-electron 3250C MOCVD sample.) The higher annealing
replica, proving the nature of the I'T, peak. In temperature necessary to achieve thermal relax-
addition, the I.() photon coupling strcrigth of the ation in the MBE' material similar to that tfr
I peak (not shown in Fig. I) is characteristic of MO('VI) growth at much lower temperatures is

t
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evidence of the kinetic limitations to relaxation MOCVD Zne/GiaAs' T=1'.7 K

and the influence of interfacial C (to he discussed PL=1 1 0 mW/CM
2  

11

below), although the sample temperature during, II

the rapid thermal anneal is a little uncertain due DES9/OMZn-1 0.0

to the nature of the annealing system. Moreover. TO-500*C X-

anneals at nominally the same temperature with. 2ý2Im1

e.g.. different caps typically produced varying
amounts of strain (see Fig. 2). Dx

As an indication of the vastly different thermal 15 xs 0

strains that canl occur at a give n temperature. we
show excitonic PIL and reflectance spectra in Fig.
3 for two samples grown using DESe and DMZn X;

at 500'C. where the only difference in grow-th hh

conditions is the VI/Il ratio. The reflectance DEo/C-.
spectra, as well as the n 2 free exciton and] TG-50oC I "

two-electron replica peaks in the 11L spectra con- I

firm the difference in strain (01.07 versus 1.06 x
x7p

2.77 2.78 2.79 2.8 2.81 2.82

IdIW MBE Znse/raAs Energy (eV)
11 PL=1 1 0 M d/Cm 

2  ig tnprrii- cle nc .ii 1 .eir h ii

I T=1.7 K ý.iniipc' eronji at kditterent VI 11 hiat. Li..iie t~Se c h
,3 hh'

7 " 3..(ýG C .' 5ý 2p X r tlec tance l C speit ii tl (I. ii le lt A 1i0 \C the C0II ~ie OIritdIVItI P 1
Annealed fl-2h ettni.Ilek~itic tc c i __mi ixtvtl

.3 V'I II 1 10.0 anid 2 0 aminple,. ie~pccmivki Ke~olutitio 1,(1It
X1 50 "1'V In caci chsep

-2 lii0 r 1 0 based onl the X, positions). This, difference
.1_5 no eonizcd in the earlier vork, ýNlhich led

50 to the erroneous conclusion that the 1.79 eV

peak in the upper ill. spectrum "as a tic\\. C-re-
5000OC; 5slated peak. Since the I ,peaks are much stronger

x0lC 5n relative to the free exeitons at high VI >11 ratio.
xi 00 wec conclude that this condition stringlv favors

the incorporation of residual donors ( possibl\
Unannesled; T0=300 0 C halogens). Moreover, these conditions are checnil-

~20 i 00call\. expected to produce inlcreased C incorpora-
2.77 2.78 279 2.8 2.81 2.82 tion at the ZnSc/(iaAs interface. siniilarlN to the

Energy (eV) MASe case [5-71. Since donor doping has nlever
Fig I imtemeraur cxilnicI'lspcir lo a\irin been observed to enhance strain relaxation in

Fig 21.ri I i.rvp i I tenlpcrktMiI ejiiFilZ Pt S iaA 1 %cra Lii vigi nSe. to our knowledge. and] sinice all samples

fborttortir lpectriiii). and fr the ainic ;i~cr riter anneainig at grown with D)ISc sho%\ed the characteristic be-
eAChI of the irri~Caied~ tcritilratimrcs. Resolutiotn is 0.03 ni \r. havior shown in Vig. 3. we,- attribute the enhanced
t he tvi samiples annealed at 5W11 C diflered onk in the relaxation in the I)ESe samples grown at high

s.Inl used iieht) iepoi ic Ihe Si N call primr it) miflehinrg: the VI / I ratios anrd in the M ASe sam pies grown at
dIifhe retle bct\%ccnf t hese mtv, saniphe. iihsi~trate. that.. as illCo boet h ntrail rsita
the M( (Vt) mate rial. the diepenrdenee o n t eflipricrlr is re t 481 flioertteinefcilUm:srt

, oe tmr-ine. tIhle peak pmuisifiif shoulid tic comrpared to thiose high VI / I ratios.
it Fig. 1. Ihc effects, of U onl structural properties ol1 the
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films are made plausible by a comparison to the samples grown under high C-producing (MASc.
case of heavy doping with N. a similarly small and DESe growth at V1/Il = 10.0) and low C-
atom, which has been found to alter the configu- producing conditions (H_,Sc. and DESe growth at
ration of misfit dislocations at the ZnSc/GaAs VI/II = 2.0)). The results arc plotted in Fig. 4
interface in a drastic way [20.21]. However, the N (note the logarithmic scale). The integrated total.
doping reportedly reduced the amount of strain deep level, and band edge irtensitics are each
relaxation in layers of a given thickness [20]. indicated.
whereas we find an increase in the case of C. The internal PL quantum efficiency is given by
Also. the large and consequently not very soluble %r/(,rad + r,, where r,d and 7,, arc the radia-
Na atom has been found to generate dislocations tive and non-radiative minority carrier lifetimes.
in MBE ZnSe/GaAs when used as a dopant [22]. respectively. The radiative lifetime in the case of
We speculate that in the case of C (and possibly pure band-to-band recombination is given by -","
in the Na case its well). microprecipitates may be = -nB, where B is the radiative recombination
formed near the interface, which act as nude- coefficient of ZnSe and n,, is the majority carrier
ation sites for misfit dislocations. The precise concentration (assuming low level injection). Since
mechanism by which these dopants affect the the MASe. and DESe (VI,/Il = !0.0) samples
structural properties remains to be established by have higher donor impurity contents, based on
further experimental work, but is an important the low temperature cxcitonic spectra. their
consideration relevant to the reliability of light- quantum efficiency should be higher (assuming
emitting devices based on this material, constant T',r }. Electrical measurements w•erc not

No ncw donor-to-acceptor (DW-A') or band- possible in most cases [6]. probably due to corn-
to-acceptor (c-A') peaks were observed in any of pensation and/or deep levels. Moreover, the im-
the MASe or DESe samples having high C con- portance of deep radiative levels modifies the
centrations. indicating that C does not form any analysis in ways that arc not easy to determine
shallow acceptor level in this MO('VD material, without it knowledge of the deep level parameters
The As or Li (which have virtually indistinguish- and concentrations, so that quantitative estimates
able binding energies [10.17]) acceptor-relatcd of the reduction in 7r,,,, arc not feasible. We
1)-A') and (c-A') peaks were, however. ob- conclude. however. that if U produced effective

served to shift to lower energy by the expected non-radiative recombination centers in this matc-
amount in the DFSc sample having higher strain
(i.e. grown at VI/il = (10.0), \which further proves
our interpretation of the excitonic PI. spectra. in - ec - Deep level I

fact. a clear strain splitting of the (c-A') peak at . - Total n

1.7 K into light and heavy hole components was i . Band edge

obscrvcd in some of the more highly strained "
samples. The deep level PL. peaks were typically 2 io, ,.s,MA~e 560

stronger in samples that have higher C content. 4 25' 2 0

but these samples also have higher residual donor M [ -. 2 MASe+ , s
concentrations, and the deep level peaks we otb- H,Se 2 0 0 MASC 2 20C 20

HS 0 2050 20

serve (aside from the usual Y and S bands) are O DESe 32s5C

generally those around 2.1) and 2.2 eV attributed 05o-c
to donor-Zn vacancy complexes [23]. and arc un- - 0,,,2.0

likely to be directly (-related. 0 2 4 6 8 TO

"lTo test for the presence of ('-related non- Sample No.

radiatlhe recombination centers, we measured the Fig. 4. AlIStlu.ic lnCgralctL 31310 K PI itict'nuitc thrn s crie' of

strength of the integrated room temperature 11, M()( VI) samptles gro%%n tiin '.arou, prccu rsor, and grt lt
ctlltdilion',. The Zni prccuror "a, DMNZn in all cac'. I awci

signal (in arbitrary units). which is proportional to hickncsc, \ar\ Irom I.x to ')l. tmm. -lic ital, it and cdge. autd

the internal quantumln efficiency, for a number of ' ccp leeItic~l nlllell, tic alhoe~ tlo epictall. i cl.ach Caw
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Defect-induced emission band in CdTe
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Abstract

We report on at distit'ct correlation bct%%een the 1.47 eV emission hand and the dislocation densjt\ io bulk ('dT'e.
The 1.47 eV hand intensifies around the high-dislocation area (lineage structure) and at the position just onl
dislocation hundle. On *he other hand. the 1.47 el*, band %%as hardis obsersed in the loxs-dislocat ion areat (etch pit
de nsit\ less than 2 x H) em or at the posit ion zawa fromt the d islocat ion bundle. Furthermiore. the 1 .47 cV hand
%\ as intensified by -y-ray irradiation of' 1.7 x 10) (iv. \%h icl produced at great number of Frenlkel defects. It \%ais NhosI n
that the 1.47 eV hand , related not only to an extended defect such as at dislocation. but also to at point defect such
as, at Frcnkel defect. These results suggest that the strain field induced in the \icinit\ of the detects is responsible for
the recornbination center of the 1.47 eV hand.

I. Introduction the 1.3-1.i eV emission band to the principal
houind-exciton line hats been Used ats at measure

Recently. ('d'l'e jilms on vartous substrates, for the crystal quality of' Cd'Ie films [1.2]. '[he
Such ats sapphire. (raAs and lnSb, have been emisstons in the energy region of' 1.3-1.5 eV are
grown by MOleeUla, beam epitaxy (MBL). hot composed of many, peaks originating fromt the
wall epitaxy ([IWE) or metalorganic chemical va- different emission centers [1-81. It is therefore
por deposition (M&4 'VD). Hiowever, because of' necessary to discriminate and idenltify these ernis-
the large lattice mismatches between ('die' and sion bands. Among these bands, a relatively strong
these substrates, a high-density disloeation is gen- arnd unidentified emission band has often been
erated into such heteroepitaxtal (d Ic lavers. observed around 1.47 eV (84(X) A) tn C d'I e erys-

For evaluating the ('die films, the photolumii- tals. especially in heteroepitaxial films. Dean et
niescence (PLI. is at uselitl nondestructive tech- al. labeled this emission band as Y,, line [9]. since
nique because of its high sensitivity on the crystal the band in ('die' looks notably similar to the N',,
quality such ats residual impurities and structural band in ZnSe [It)1. Several authors including D~ean
defects. I-or example. the peak intensity ratio of' et al. reported on the nature of the 1.47 eV band

and discussed the origin of the band [9,11 -131.
D~ean et al. expected that the band results from
electron-hole recombination at extended defects

C'orresponding mithor. and has a characteristic ot' bound-exciton. Also.

(X)22.02-IM/94/S07.(Mt, 1994 Idlsesicr Science It.V. A~ll rights reservedt
).5S)/ (0022 (0

2
48(93)1L0753 1
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Onodera and Taguchi have pointed out that the multiplier with a cooled GaAs cathode through a
band behaves like a bound exciton trapped at an 1.5 m Jobin-Yvon single monochromator.
extended defect from the temperature depen-
dence and time-resolved spectra of this band [121.
However. a direct comparison between the inten- 3. Results and discussion
sity of the 1.47 eV band and dislocation to con-
firm their interpretations for the recombination Fig. I shows the PL spectra obtained from the
center of the band has not been reported previ- different dislocation density areas on the same
ously. sample: Figs. la and lb are the spectrum taken

In order to confirm directly their interpreta- from the low- and high-dislocation density areas.
tion for the recombination center of the 1.47 eV respectively. The corresponding etch pit patterns
band. we have compared the intensities of the in the vicinity of the positions measured for the
band in the several samples with different etch spectra of Figs. la and lb are shown in Figs. 2a
pit patterns and investigated the influence of and 2b. respectively. The EPD pictured in Fig. 2a
y-ray irradiation on the band in bulk CdTc. On is 2 x 1W) cm It should be noted that the
the basis of the these experimental results, we high-dislocation area in Fig. 2b exhibits a lineage
discuss the origin of the 1.47 eV band. structure. The spectrum (Fig. la) taken from the

low-dislocation area demonstrates that the area
measured is of high quality, because: 1i) a sharp
acceptor bound exciton (A'.X) line together with

2. Experimental procedure its LO-phonon replicas (A'.X-LO. A'.X-2L0.
A'.X-3LO) and the LO-phonon replicas of free

CdTc crystals were grown by the vertical gradi- excitons. FE-LO. FE-2LO. are clearly observcd:
ent freeze technique and traveling heater method (ii) no donor-acccptor pair (DAP) emissions in
(THM) from a high-purity source of 6N grade. the 1.3-1.5 eV region, except for the weak 1.47
All samples used in this study are p-type. The eV (8400 A) band. were observed. On the other
samples for evaluating the etch pit density (EPD) hand. the 1.47 eV band in the spectrum (Fig. lb)
ýkerc cut parallel to (Il1) from the crystal ingot. taken from the high-density area intensifies and
After polishing, the surfaces were chemically
etched to remove the surface damage due to the
polishing. To evaluate the dislocation density, the
etch pit patterns were revealed on (Ill 1)( faces (die. 1=4.2 K
by the Nakagawa ctchant [141. Irradiation was VA
With "_Co y-rays of 1.7 x 10- Gy to investigate -

the influence of point defects on the 1.47 cV -'
band. PD",., 2Z I W'Pl "•l .r zr

The PL spectra were measured at 4.2 K by a V- , . . '

conventional lock-in technique. 'lo see the corre-
spondcnce between the PDI) and the PL spec- 1 e hand

trum. especially the EPI) and the intensity of the -hh d,,;,t-, .
- •; ~ FIFLOt*11 i lineaget •tructiureti

1.47 cV band. the samples were chemically etched FF"21.0

to reveal the etch pit patterns before being loaded .

into a liquid-He dewar. In particular, we have
paid attention to the correspondence between the W77V0.EN(;0H 900I

position of the exciting lascr beam for PL and the
Fig. I. PI. spectra of Cdie wiih different disloe'alion densitN:

etch-pit pattern onl thai position. The PIL was I (a) spectrum taken from h,-dislocatiion area (hb) speciruni
excited using the 5145 A line from an Ar-ion taken fromn the position with lineage ,iruclure. The corre-

laser. The PL signals were detected by a photo- %rmpnding etch pil patterns are shimn in Fig. 2.

t

I
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bands in Figs. la and lb are 1.475 eV (8403 A) the 1.47 eV band observed in Fig. lb is 1.475 eV
and 1.473 eV (8416 A), respectively. The other (8403 A), which value is almost the same as those
PL peaks such as the AV',X line and the LO-pho- reported by other researchers, while that in Fig.
non replicas of free excitons were not notably 3b is 1.476 eV (8399 A). which value is at a
different in intensity or lineshape. It is shown slightly higher energy position than those re-
that the increase in the intensity of the 1.47 eV ported by other researchers. A similar peak en-
band has evidently been caused by the increase of ergy diffthrnce was also observed between the
dislocations. As reported by Dean et al. and
Onodera and Taguchi, the 1.47 band observed in
Fig. I is accompanied by its weak LO0-phonon
replicas, which is an unique feature characteriz- CdTe T=4.2 K
ing the 1.47 eV band [9.121. Therefore, the 1.47
nV band observed in Fig. 2b is identical with the
defect band disceussed by these authors. 2p e ythe ta e A imiarea

Another example of the correlation between f rydfenc FMed Itwee e0'
the 1.47 eV band and the dislocation patterns is
shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Figs. 3a and 3b show the
PL spectra taken from the low-dislocation area
which is the position away from the dislocation 7.-l) 17 hd Nigh d:iottol

bundle, and at the position on the dislocation FF. 2_ idis,,,' on.b..,t,,

bundle. In particular, the spectrum in Fig. 3h was th
taken when the exited laser beam was focused

just on the dislocation bundle seen in Fig. 4b. 7700.~GT 80085,0090

Trhe corresponding etch pit patterns for the above WVLNT A

two spectra (Figs. 3a and 3b) are shown in Figs. Fig. 3. Pl, spectra of C.dTe with different dislocation struc-

4a and 4b, respectively. The EPD pictured in raig. ture; (a) spectrum taken from low-dilloeation area where is
the position away from the dislocation bundle: (b) spectrum

4a is I X l10 cm 2. It should be pointed out here taken from the position just on it dislocation bundle. i can be
that the peak energy and lineshape of the 1.47 eV seen in Fig. 4b.
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high-energy tail of the band is stronger in Fig. 3b they have not discussed the 1.47 eV band 1151.
than in Fig. lb. In spite of these differences, the Fig. 5 shows a comparison of the PL spectra
1.47 eV band observed in Fig. 3b is also followed before and after y-ray irradiation. Fig. 6 shows
by its weak LO-phonon replicas, which is an the expanded spectra in the excitonic region of
important feature for characterizing this band, so Fig. 5. As can be seen in Fig. 5. the intensity of
that the origin of the band in Fig. 3b is consid- the 1.47 eV band after y-ray irradiation increases
ered to be same as that in Fig. lb. It seems likely by a factor of 10. On the other hand, the intensity
that the peak energy variation of the 1.47 eV of the excitonic PL lines such as A'1,X and DU.X
band is related to the difference of the binding decreases by a factor of 1/3 after y-ray irradia-
potentials around the dislocations measured, as
discussed by Dean et al. [9]. These differences
associated with the 1.47 eV bands are not dis-
cussed any more in this paper. Anyway, it was ____________________

also shown that the intensity of the 1.47 eV band (CdTe. T-4. K
is used as a measure to evaluate nondestructively-
the misfit dislocations in heteroepitaxial films. ".

In order to investigate the influence of point 1.4 e• II. lAane irr0d0aIfl

defects on the 1.47 eV band, the intensities of the .."•,••__, t

a kip.

1.47 eV band before and after y-ray irradiation • *x,•
were compared.

T~he v•ICo y-rays of 1.7 x 107 Gy can produce a heonF-=a~n

great number of Frenkel defects, since Compton ,a•0,irndai~
scattering is a dominant process in that energy ._.
region and the energy transferred from y-ray to • Sa O ,05
crystal is sufficient to displace host atoms in WAV1.'lENGi(TH Al
Cd'1e. Although the effects of y-ray irradiation Fig. 5. PLspcctra befo~re and after y-ray irradiation of l.7",,l1)
on PI. spectrum in the energy region above 1.5 Ciy.
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stress effect on the 1.47 eV band. namely that the
(dTe. 1=4.2 K band is intensified by a uniaxial stress, supports

the above interpretation [16]. Considering these
results as well as the results by Dean ct al. and
Onodera and Taguchi. it is strongly suggested

-h that the 1.47 eV band is due to the emission from
..x excitons trapped at the strain field induced

xi00O around the defects such as dislocations.

i. t In summary, we have demonstrated that there
is a distinct correlation between the 1.47 eV band

i | ,and the dislocation density. The bands increase in
lzA intensity on the high-dislocation density positions.

beforeirradiatin such as around lineage structure and just on

X 100dislocation bundle. It shows a possibility that the
intensity of the 1.47 eV band can be used as a

02 xi measure to evaluate the dislocation density. Fur-
thermore, the 1.47 cV band was intensified by

7750 780A 7N1A I y-ray irradiation. These results indicate that the
strain field in the vicinity of the defects is respon-

Fig. 0. Expanded PL spectra in excitonic region of Fig. sible for the recombination center of the 1.47 cV

band.

tion. This decrease in the intensity of the exci-
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p-Type ZnSe N grown by molecular beam epitaxy:
evidence of non-radiative recombination centers

in moderately to heavily doped material

L.C. Calhoun, C.M. Rouleau, M.H. Jeon, R.M. Park *

Department 4f Aaterials Science and i'gtineering, ULin ersity ol Florida. Gaie'st itile, Florida 32n I1, L S.A

Abstract

We present data in this paper which demonstrate that the luminescence efficiency of p-type ZnSc: N grown bN
molecular beam epitaxy using a remote RF plasma source is a strong function of doping concentration and that in
modcratelyto heavily doped material (corresponding to N, - No > 2 X 1101- cm ) significant concentrations of
non-radiative recombination centers strongly limit the luminescence efficiency of the material. Such data wcrc
obtained by performing real-time, in situ cathodoluminescence intensity measuremetits during cpila~cr grosth for
variously doped cpilaycrs.

I. Introduction concentration N. -NN,. achievable in p-type
ZnSe :N epilavers is in the (1-2) x 101" cm

Considerable success has been achieved re- range [3-5].
cently with regard to growing p-type ZnSe epilay- With regard to using plasma sources as dopant
ers by means of nitrogen doping during molecular sources, the particular species generated in the
beam epitaxy (MBE). The use of remote (to the various types of plasma source is of significant
substrate) "active nitrogen" plasma sources has interest. Optical emission spectroscopy (OES)
made this success possible with various types of analysis has been performed on each of the three
plasma source having been employed, types of plasma source mentioned above with a

Initial success was achieved using RF plasma view to characterizing the "'active nitrogen" plas-
sources [1.2]. while more recently comparable re- mas in each case. For instance. Park [0] has
suits have been reportedly obtained employing presented a OES spectrum which is typical of the
microwave [3] and electron cyclotron resonance Oxford Applied Research Ltd., RF plasma source
(E1CR) microwave [4] plasma sources as "active while Kawakami ct al. [3] and Ohtsuka and Horic
nitrogen" generators. It is interesting to note th~at [4] havc presented OES spectra which are rcpre-
in all three cases the maximum net acceptor sentativc of their microwave and E('R microwave

plasmas, respectively. The various emission spec-
tra reflect the level of excitation occurring in each
type of source. the highest excitation level occur-

('orresponding author. ring in the E('R microwave source, followed by

tt022-0248/94/$07.11) ( 1994 [Iscvicr Science K.V. All rights rcscrcd

SS1)I (1)122-((248)93 tt.11574.0
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the microwave source. followed by the RF plasma ployed as hole injector layers in diode laser de-
source. In the case of the ECR microwave and vices, [10,11] the quantum efficiency (optical qual-
the microwave sources, the emission spectra seem ity) of such material is low. In fact. as pointed out
to be dominated by transitions associated with by Zheng et al. [12], the room temperature (or
the 2nd positive system of N, (C~ll' -- B' 1 1g) above) quantum efficiency of ZnSe in general is
while the 1st positive system of N, (1BII--+ very low which they conclude is due to significant
A'-,J ) transitions dominate in the case of the RF concentrations of deep-level non-radiative re-om-
plasma source in addition to significantly intense bination centers present in the material despite
emission lines recently ascribed to various atomic the fact that the material c, - look good in terms
nitrogen transitions in the near-IR regime [7]. of other measures (exciton 'inewidths, rocking
The higher excitation level sources (ECR mi- curve linewidths, etc.).
crowave and microwave) also exhibit transitions In this paper we present data which demon-
associated with the 1st negative system of N. strate that the luminescence efficiency of p-type
(B2v,: - X, - ) (more so in the case of the ZnSe: N is a strong function of doping concentra-
ECR microwave source), whereas transitions as- tion and that in moderately to heavily doped
sociated with nitrogen ions do not appear to be material (N. -Nf)> 10'N cm 3) significant con-
significant in the case of spectra recorded from centrations of non-radiative recombination cen-
RF plasma sources. ters strongly limit the luminescence efficiency of

In each of the three types of plasma source, the material. Such data were obtained by per-
however, significant concentrations of atomic ni- forming real-time, in situ cathodoluminescence
trogen appear to be present in either the ground (CL) intensity measurements during epilayer
state or in various excited states since positive growth for variously doped epila.ers.
first system of N, transitions occur as a result of
the recombination of ground state nitrogen atoms
while second positive system of N, transitions are 2. Experimental procedure
a consequence of the recombination of ground
state and excited state nitrogen atoms [8]. The experimental apparatus used in this inves-

Given that the electrical characteristics, at least tigation is shown in Fig. I. As can be seen in the
in terms of the maximum achievable net acceptor figure, the growth chamber was equipped with
density. N. - N,). appear to be similar in the ease elemental Zn and Se effusion sources as well as a
of p-type ZnSe: N grown by the three types of compound ZnCI. effusion source which provided
plaisma source, it is perhaps not unreasonable to Cl for n-type doping [13]. In addition, an Oxford
conclude that the atomic nitrogen species are Applied Research Ltd.. RF plasma source was
responsible for doping in all three cases and that employed to provide an atomic nitrogen flux for
the maximum net acceptor density achieved thus p-type doping [1].
far represents a fundamental limit imposed by As reported previously for the case of n-type
the material system itself. The Lipper limit of the doping [141. we have detected and quantified the
net acceptor density would appear to be a conse- integrated CL intensity (blue-green emission)
quence of strong self-compensation which occurs which is observed during growth from the ZnSe
in heavily doped material. ('hadi and Troullier sample surface by virtue of the electron beam

['9. for instance, have suggested that N intersti- normally employed for reflection high energ.
tials having a particular electronic configuration electron diffraction analysis impinging at a glanc-
can act as shallow donors and could therefore ing angle of incidence. In this apparatus the CL
compensate N acceptor type states, particularly in emission is detected via a CCD video camera
heavily doped material. (('CI) response range from 400 to 701r nm) whose

Although p-type ZnSe and related alloys doped output is displayed on at monitor and a Si wide-
with N by means of remote plasma sources (par- area photodiode is positioned over the imaged
ticularly RF` sources) have been successfully em- spot on the screen in order to quantify the inte-
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Abstract

An optical projection system has been developed which allows patterning of both laver thickness and donor
concentration in cpitaxial films of ZnSc during growth by molecular beam cpitaxy. Doping features with a period as
small as 401 am have been produced and it appears possible to reduce this by at least one order of( magnitude. Such
in-situ techniques may be valuable for the fabrication of more sophisticated devices than arc currentl. being
produced from the widc-gap ii-Vi compounds.

I. Introduction out during growth. preferably by an optical tech-
nique, as this would considerably simplify device

ZnSe and related materials are currently oif fabrication.
interest for the fabrication of optoelectronic de- Previous studies have shown that, under
vices operating in the blue/green region of the above-band-gap illumination, the growth and
spectrum. The attainment of p-type doping in doping of ZnSe by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE)
these materials has recently led to the develop- are considerably modified by the generation and
mcnt of blue/green laser diodes [1-31. optical subsequent drift of electron-hole pairs and con-
modulators [4.51 and self-clectro-optic devices sequent shift of the Fermi energy at the growth
(SEEDs) [6]. Improvements to these devices and surface. At high intensities (1-4 W cm -), sele-
the development of more sophisticated ones will nium may be preferentially desorbed from the
require the spatial modulation of both layer growing surface leading to a reduction in growth
thickness and dopant concentration. It would be rate [7.81 when the Sc/Zn ratio at the growth
advantageous if such modulation could be carried surface falls below unity, while at lower intcnsi-

ties ( - 2Mt MW cm 2) local reductions exceeding
one order of magnitude may be made in the

"orrcsponding author. donor concentration when iodine is used as a

M1i22.024K/94 :'$07.1 , 1994 llsc,,ier Science l1V. All right% re,•rved
S.I)1 11122.0248193 l | 571- N
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dopant [9]. Potential exists, therefore, to spatially Kr ion laser operating at 351.7 nm wx as used as a
modulate both film thickness and carrier concen- source of stable, high intensity above band-gap
tration during growth. radiation.

In this work, an optical system for the projec- Fig. I shows the optical system used to project
tion of patterns onto the growing layer in an on optical grating onto the sample surface during
MBE system is described and the photo-modula- growth. The laser beam passed through a ditfrac-
tion of both laver thickness and donor concentra- tion grating (Damman grating [11]) followcd by a
tion in ZnSe epitaxial layers is demonstated. cylindrical lens to form a first order diffraction

pattern comprising S lines of equal intensity in
the back focal plane of the cylindrical lens to-

2. Experimental procedure gether with weaker higher order patterns either
side (not shown). This plane could then be fo-

Epitaxial layers of ZnSe were grown from ele- cussed onto the growing surface by the imaging
mental sources on n GaAs (100) substrates us- lens. Approximately 80"1 of the laser light mci-
ing a Vacuum Generators 288 MBE machine at dent on the i)amman gorating was incorporated
substrate temperatures in the region of 28l)0 C. into the central first order pattern N'ith each of
The Se:Zn iflux ratio (corrected for ion gauge the two second orders having s 1W '. This v,,-
sensitivity) during growth was approximately temn allowed an image to be projected onto the
1.5: 1. Donor doping was achieved using iodine growing surface with all optical components con-
produced b. an electrochemical iodine cell which vcniently located external to the grow th systcm.
has prcviotUslI been described [1101. It was possible The distance from the imaging lens to the sub-
to illuminate the substrate surface during growth strate \Aas in the region of I metre. Final image
via a specially constructed double window com- size was adjustable by altering the relatixe posi-
prising an outer vacuum window mounted in the tions of the three optical elements.
source flange and an inner window heated to ('athodolumincsence studies \xcrc performed

4010 C inside the growth chamber. By prevent- at I0 K using a Cambridge Stereoscan 150 Mk2
ing deposition on any of the windows associated SF-M equipped with a I .aB,, source operated at
).ith the growth system. !his arrangement elimi- I) kV as is described in detail elsew•here [1-2].
nated lhe morphologic:il problems often encoun-
tercd in photo-m1o0ified growth resulting from 3. Results and discussion
,Cattering of the illumination and consequent
\ariation in illumination intensity across the sam- A photograph of the photoluminesence emis-
pie. In the present wkork. a Coherent Innova 1201) sion at room temperature from an iodine doped

, 351 nm

Dammann Cylindrical Fourier Image
grating lens plane Imaging plane

lens

iil I Sc'|ti'r~~i tl I gl•i. i th c~ldllo ht .' J iOrlc l ics11' ulsc.' ii nr~itcc.i .in iplicit grilli ll i O I, hc. sut',|lilIt surtl.'i.
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Fig. 3. Su rface profile obitained t rom the I a~ci shiori in Fig:.2

Fig. 2. Phtgrp of room temperature phototumninesence produced in at film 0.0t2 Am thick. Profiling of' (ie
obtained from a layer of iodine doped ZnSe onto w~hich an sample surface is much reduced in the second
optical grating with a period of 5301 gm has been projected order patterns wkhere the average intensiti. is <
during grim t h. The donor conen t rat ion in the backgrounid
(brig~ht) is 7. ,) 10- Im 10' of' that of' the first order. In this ease thle

troughs are reduced to a depth of': 401 tim
corresponding to at maximim growth rate reduc-

ZnSe laver grown using the patterning method tion of ý4
described above is shown in Fig. 2. Close to the A surf'ace profile taken from at 0.84 p~m thick
centre of the wafer is at clearly defined set of' 8 sample illuminated %kith the same pattern ats pre-

dar lieswit aperod f'532pmcorresponding viousix. but with the period reduced to 300( pm
to at negative image of the first order diffraction nanilmatoitesNatFkMof04X
pattern produced b% the Damman gratting. At cm - is shown in Fig. 4. In this case, modulation
etther side of' this pattern are several sets of' dark of' the sample surf'ace is reduteed to 30) jir or
lines produced by the higher orders of diffraction. 3'(' of' the growth rate. The micrograph in Fig.
[he dark lines correspond to areas in which the 5 is ai eathodoluminesenece image taken from part
donor concentration hats been reduced by the of' this sample. As in the case of the photolumi-
incident illumination and where, consequently.
the donor hound excitonic emission is wecaker. In
the ease oft the first order gratting the average -

illumination intensit% in the (Gaussian) illumi-
nated stripes was 2 W cml with at ILull width at (rim) 0 -

half' maximum I [WIM ) of 128 um. [he donor -2
concetntration in the (bright) background was 7 x
I()'- em as, determinied lw capaeitanc-ioltage 4

profiling 1131.
Fig. 3 shows at surf~ace profile taken across the -60v

first order pattern ohtained using at lektal; sur-L
face profiling system. In addition to the reduction 0 3 D6 0
in donor concentration, it is apparent thait some kmm)
growth rate reduction hats also taken place lead- Fg4 utk rfl bandhr 111c tlkii oc
ing to mo d uIat ion of t he sample surface. Trou ghs Znsc onmtou %hih iii opt Ca grating with au pertiod I i 3W Mtpill
a pproixi mate ly 2(11) n m deep replica Ii g the and i anu ilumi nat io n m i ensit% at F1W I INI Mt 410 rnmW cm 'haid

Gjaussian profile of' the law~r beam haivc been heen p~roiccted during griowth.
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the order of the wavelength of the light used, in
this case 350.7 nm. The effects of machine vibra-
tion may be reduced to submicron levels as
"demonstrated by the use of electron beam writing
in MBE [16]. There is therefore, in principle, no
reason why resolution in the region of one micron

. •should not be attainable.

.. -4. Conclusion

Photo-patterning of both layer thickness and

donor concentration has been demonstrated in
O epitaxial films of ZnSe. The use of a projection

system based on a Damman grating allows all

Fig. 5. Cathodoluminesence image obtained from the sample optical components to be located external to the
shown in Fig. 4. The donor concentration in the background growth system and has enabled doping features
(bright) is KX 10t" cm •. with a period as small as = 40 jum to be realized.

The lower limit on feature sizes is estimated to be
in the region of I /im and although this has not

nesence image, the brighter regions correspond yet been reached, the present resolution is ade-
to areas where the donor concentration has not quate for the current generation of ZnSe based
been reduced by illumination during growth. devices. It would in principle be possible, for
Three bright bands can be seen across the centre example, to define a ridge laser structure with
of the image with a period of approximately 3WK) reduced n-type doping outside of the ridge in
Atm corresponding to the first order pattern. Su- order to provide gain as well as optical confine-
perimposed on this, and visible in the darker ment. Such in-situ optical processing reduces the
regions, are series of lines with a period of one number of processing steps in device fabrication
eighth of the first order pattern ( = 4(1 Am). These and also avoids the potential for damage likely in
lines were unintentional and resulted from a slight the fragile II-VI compounds if conventional
mis-alignment of the optics. They do. however, techniques such as reactive ion etching or ion
illustrate the potential for producing fine struc- implantation are used.
tures with this system.

Optical microscopy of these samples showed
that. notwithstanding the modulation of the layer 5. References
thickness described above, the specular morphol-
ogy of the non-illuminated areas was maintained [1) MA. ilaasc. J. Qiu. J.M. t)cPu',dt and II. (hcng. AppL
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_____________these materials and characterized the processed
-, I samples by photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy.

Cd, \1From the obserx'ed blue shifts we found a differ-
ent diffusion behavior for C'dTe and ZnSe-bascd
niaterials. While Cd'Fe-based materials showA at
blue shift uip to the barrier energx. in ZnSe-based
quantum wells no blue shift larger than at few
mleV could be induced.

In Table I an overv-iew of the investigated
samples is given. Listed for each material systemi
are the growth technique. thle growth tcmlpera-
ture. the substrate material and the quantum wxell

:1 Ithickness. The interdiffusion w&as induced by rapid
Iýof thermal annealing ( RTA) at different tempera-

mg st pectra tit the ecwitinic recoimbinatioun of I SO A tures with an annealing time chosen to be I mini.
(dIeI ld,1 M, ,e cquantunt %%ell hekire and alter aiji.et- During the annealing process. thle samples were
Ins for 1 1111 it temperature, hemcciie 450 itnd '0~ C. T"he exposed to at continuous flux of' N. to avoid

(i tj n he harrier , Indicat ed hu in a fluid surface ox ida tion and cove redl with at silieon xxailcr
to reduce material evaporation. Due to the inter-
diffusion, the comiposition profile (of' the strue-

results haxe been reported onl interdiffusion in tures is altered in such it wNa that thle bottom of
II -VI hecterostruetures [5.6]. the conduction band (top of the valence band) is

In this paper wec report on a comparative in- shifted to higher (lower) energies resulting in at
ýcstiegitiotl of diffusion in II- Vi Single quantum blue shift oft the excitonic recombination. We
xxells from fix e different material .systemil groxx m used photOILuMinescence speetroscop\ (ITL) to
by molecular beamn epitax\ ( MBE) or mnetalor- characteri/e the annealed samplesý. The (dTc
ga nic %apor phase cpitax\ I MOVPL). Three of based stIruct ures wecre excited liv the ,14.5 rim
these. narncl\ ('dI'/CdN~gTc. ('dle/'CdN~nTc line of ant Ar laser. wxhile the 303S rim line xx as
and ig ,(d 1  'I'c,/I g,C'di _Fc, arc based (iri used to exit bt ne asdstm.Ihe
(die \Nhile thle other tmo. ZnSe ,'('dZnSe arid photoluniincsccncc signal wsdispersed by a 0.3
/.nSc ZnSSc. are based onl ZnSc. In all three iii mniorohromnator arid detected h\ at CCD1 camn-
('dIe-baseCd material sxstems and in /ric/e c ra. [or IlgCdTe at cooled germanium detect(-,
Cd/riSe, thle intlerdiffusion takes place wvithin the \%ias Used.
column 11 sublattice. %\tlitle in ZnSe/ ZnSSc thle Fig. I displavs sonmc photoluminescence spec-
column NO elements arc intermixing. We anl- tra of' the excitonie recomibinat ion oft an SO) A
ricaled single quantuttm %%ell structures growkn of C die, CdJMVT quarl~tion well annealed at differ-

St etiir~iI pruiperte, tit the sinigle utiiantill "elk liii ,1pe d Ilte l Oi l, %h olrk: Iimed aie the teeliniqui, it epitmiail vnm~ith. the eruimthi
euiiiprtutire. the -,ihs~tc ale iaii a) aiid lie uiiantuin \%ell thiekiie',s L

%later I'lltu~l irtuvth stiihtm ate I

te~litutieteitpeailt nc (A)5

SdlI. ( Cd %ig",,I MM' dt/l1 I3 Ci/il t
Sdt.I cu d., , teI Mill G3i tIlC 41i
1l Cut ,( Ik,.,t,, L-I 11e" \fitt ]s11 CdZ/atI 40)
( tj, ./i SC. /iuSC %Ili[ IN) (aA,\
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ent temperatures. The leftmost spectrum was
taken from the as-grown structure. The other 400 A 4OX ,CVT, d,, Mn, F,. 4 W

spectra are those of the annealed samples and HO C01,

exhibit the blue shift of the photoluminescence - 4 .- , .
signal. For an annealing time of 1 min increasing -

the annealing temperatures from 450 to 540'C
leads to an increasing blue shift of the photolumi- 7 H00 ..rr;
nescence spectra. For the highest annealing tem- ,

peratures of 540'C the photoluminescence signal AA

is blue-shifted almost to the energy of the barrier. 100 A

i.e. nearly through the entire spectral region pos- A

sible, indicating an almost complete intermixing 0 AA

of the well and barrier materials. 250 900 :350 400 45%0 500

For quantum wells annealed at temperatures Anealhrng Temperature. [W-]

higher than 460'C, the halfwidth of the photolu- Fig. 2. Energy shifts of the PL signal of annealed

minescence spectra increases from about 10 to 15 lgdC(d,, 4 Te/llg. ,(d -1 Tc. ( Jd'e.(d,,-1 Mg,,%,, c and

meV for CdTe/CdMgTe. This is probably due to CdTe!/(d,,, ,Mn, 1 4Tc quantum "cell tructures. The largct
encrg, snifis of each material corresponds to the encrgy of

a slightly inhomogeneous diffusion process lead- the harrier in the a,-grown sample,.

ing to non-uniform shapes of the composition
profile throughout the samples. Nevertheless the
broadening of the photoluminescence signal is
relatively small and indicates a good optical qual- ture. The profile of the interdiffused quantum
ity of the processed structures. In conjunction well was determined from the composition profile
with the increase of the linewidth. the intensities depending on the diffusion length 1,). We solved
of the PL signals decrease for the strongly inter- the one-dimensional Schr6dingcr equation nu-
mixed quantum wells. We attribute this to the merically [7] and obtained thereby a correlation
creation of defects during the diffusion process. between the measured blue shift and the diffu-

In Fig. 2. the corresponding blue shifts of the sion length. Finally. the diffusion coefficient %%as
photoluminescence from the annealed structures calculated from ) = L')/7. where 7 is the an-
are plotted versus the annealing temperature for nealing time. The results are displayed in Fig. 3.
all three CdTc-based materials. For Cd'lc,/ The diffusion coefficients 1) arc plotted versus
CdMgTe we observed energy shifts up to 360 the reciprocal temperature l/k•. The approxi-
mcV. This value is larger than any intcrdiffusion matcly linear dependence of In 1) and 1,/kT a,-
induced energy gap change achieved in III-V lows one to model the temperature dependence
materials so far. The proper temperature regions of the diffusion coefficient by an Arrhenitis law.
for I min annealing arc roughly the same for D( T) 1), exp( - F/kl1),
('dTc/CdMnTc and CdTe/CdMgTe and lies be-
tween 4010 and 5411°C. while annealing tempera- where /., is the activation energy necessary for a
tures between 28(1 and 3310'C arc sufficient to single diffusion process of a particle within the
induce interdiffusion in HgCd ,I "e/ Hg, crystal lattice. The activation energy can be de-
Cd( T'c quantum wells. For all three materials rived from the slope of the linearly fitted cur'cs.
the photoluminescencc signal shifts close to the We obtained a value of 2.8 cV for both the
energy of the barrier. Thus. within all three CdTc/CdMnTc and the CdTc/CdMgTc quan-
CdTc-hased materials, it is possible to intermix tum well and a value of 2.1 eV for fig,Cd, "Fe/
the well and barrier material almost completely Hg,('d ,Tc. In our calculations we neglected
without destroying the high quality of the epitaxy. for simplicity the concentration dependence of

From the measured energy shifts we derived the diffusion in ttgCdTc. which is reported by
diffusion coefficients for each annealing tempera- several authors [6.8]. In consequence our valuc of
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Alirint'aihmj Teri peroltire [I. the PL intensity by more than one order of flag-
o 530 500 4150 -100 :4155 ) nitude. Annealing at higher temperatures lead,'

* to no further energy shift but to a complete
* vanishing of the characteristic photoluminescencc

signal, although from the total confinement of the
2 1 (A' quantum well blue shifts up to 20t0 meV should

E *~ ~be possible. The 10 A ZnSc/ZnSSe samples were
I. ~annealed at 580. 660) and 700')C, and reveal en-

ergy shifts smaller than 40 meV. which are lower

4 1bOX CdTe Cdkin'r than the band discontinuity of this quantum well
F i ' A 0 C~e d4T structure of about 4t0t meV. A further increase of

to HO A4X ('dTe/ ('d.Mn the annealing temperature quenches the PL in-- BO Cd~ Cd~T,,tensity completely. For both material systems. at
14*0 401 HgCdTe/HIgCdTe variation of the annealing time did not- improve

14 1 B 20 22 the quality of the annealed structures. This diffu-
I 1('1'sion behavior is in strong contrast to that of CdTe

Fig. 3. Diffusion coefficients 1) versus the reciprocal tempera- based quantum wells, where a almost complete
tUre tor (dTe,-CdNnTe. ('dTe/CdMgTe and lli ('dTe/' intermixing is possible without quenching the ILI-
Ifgj Cd,_Ve. The activation energies, are estimated from the
slope of the cu~s mineseence signal. The explanation of this effect

is not clear yet. Although an explanation is prob-
ably difficult due to at lack of information on the

the activation energy in this material lies at little crystal lattice, it is worth noting that CdTe. HgTc.
above those published in these works. NMnTe and MgTe have noticeable larger lattice

The investigation of the ZnSe-based material constants than the other Materials (see T'able 2).
systems reveals a significantly different diffusion wkhich might havte an influence on the stability of*
behavior. In Fig. 4. the PL spectrum of the i hs cytlsaanssneai-
grown 33 A ZnSe/CdZnSc quantum well and of Another interesting point are the temperature
the same structure annealed at 600'C is dis- regions necessary to induce interdiffusion in the
played. The annealed sample exhibits an energy investigated quantum well Structures. The small-
shift of 20 meV in conjunction with at decrease of est temperatures are neccssar-% for fHg1 Cd1  -,Te"

HgCd "Fe which shoN interdiffusion effect-,

Itable 2
P'roperties of ses cral 11 V I semiconductor niaterials listed

X I0 are the lattice constant I. the IDebse temiperature Hi at 1) K
z and] the melting point 7,,,

I 11 O UMaterial (INI at 1 K 11t,

(A) I, K) IC)

dI e 6.5 1 1471 th7'11)

Mg Ie 6.4
C(dSe ). 1 2 2(. 3 15 1241'

, 4o nI ZnSe r.7 _17 " 271 15_101
rra, :1r;05 2 70 /nI S4' 334' 1830)

l~rce~v IRef. [9.
Fig. 4 PI , t' prcdra of the ecxcotnic recombination oft a 3 RefI. I I II.
Z.nSC Id ,, ., -~Se quanitim vcl I before and after anneal- Ref. [Il11.
Big. aRet. 1121.
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for temperatures smaller than 30)0'C. The proper ture necessary to obtain a signiticant dilusi n hIm

temperature region for annealing Cdl'e/CdMgT I mrin annealing is smallest for the Fig Cd; Ic

and CdTe/CdMnTe structures is roughly the HgCd ,lTe system and increases ovcr (tile
same and lies within 390 and 540C(. while for CdMg(Mn)le to ZnSe'/Zn('d(S)Sc.
ZnSe/CdZnSe as well as for ZnSe/ZnSSe. a
temperature of about 600'C' is necessary to obtain The work at Wiirzburg univcrsit\ \Nas finan-
small blue shifts. It is interesting to compare the cially supported by the Ba~crischc tForschungs-
Debye temperature and the melting temperature verbund.
of these materials, because both the temperature
necessary for the activation of lattice vibrations
and the destruction of the crstal lattice are ex-
pected to be correlated with the temperature 1. References

nccessar, to induce interdiffusion. In Table 2, the
l)ebve and m elting tem peratures are listed for a [11 ). Shim. .1. (Urstzi (;i-,,,,hi Si6 ,I s•-i',

v 21 M.I). ( aimris. N. lolohm ak. Ih . R 1) i' pthiu. i.
ariety of semiconductor alloys. F:or HgTe. (die Sir'iler. D.R. Scilrc,. 1.1 .Pwh and ( I i M(imi. I

and ZnSe. the Debye temperature as well as the Appl. lih,.'. 54 1 l9.*•N3)
melting temperature are growing from HgTe to [3] C'. ViCI. M. SchnidCRi. 1). Maill.k. R Plancl. 11 1 min,,i,
ZnSe and reveal therefore the same tendency as I.Y. Mr/ir and B. l)cxcous. .. .ppl 'll'h%, -i I ilPml1

the characteristic interdiffusion temperatures of 1444.
14] It. I tICr.. t-rrchI ci. I. I 101t hcI ..I I Ihmnrcl. ", Ix,, .t_

the material systems investigated in this paper. 1t. l, it/. ( V \cirnnlln 'iid \% ,k rp. I.\ppl

In summary, we have investigated the diffusion h ,7 iI 5
in single quantum wells grow\\n of five differenl 15 A .'\. I lamnoudi, I . I igcori K. i nulllll;td.i\tl. I ( hi[I.TI. I Ni

iI-VI sem iconductor m aterials. W e found that all l)ni all i .1 .S . 1inciik" .. ppI. Ph'.\ .I *I!. toil ' 2 -' -

three ('dTe-based materials. Hg,('d, Tc/Hg, ]i, A. tafdo.A.\. Miillmidi. N. M1ditca. P (wiililc Ind 1I1

('d, ,Te. C dT e/C dM nTe and ('dTe/C dM gTe. t[] ra \ .\ SCI icr1id . SC . -tuk u r. \l. L 11 I i ,i I ,21 '

olfer the possibility to completel intermix the [ .1.('. Ihogg .. Iiriip ,i.. \ X 1;,lihcv,,. l) Shiv, ,ini

quantum well and barrier material without .I.I. SIcdLiTil. M,ici.l. So Inn. 13 I

qulenching the luminescence signal and as a con- 1n I 1i11,n101 Ir'Villl'iii. Ncv, Noric, II l 2,r. ScIIcIrrdui

sequence to shift the photolumninescence signal l'i I 11iinuISic I't ,nCltic' ,I (lotil 1u 1 I c.u-clr, ,i11d
Ill-V. II Mi Lud I VII (M1111n0111d1. I d, () S I.•rdc'li.i

almost up to the energy of the barrier. This iSnnigC. icrli. I is I.

property makes these materials prom ising candi- I il I j hinni B ,ol'ciri. \.'r ScicC, III I-I'. 5CFiir,_'ii,, ri

datcs for optical emitters \•,ith a \wavelcngth that Iru,: Ph,•', , I I\ I arid I \ II ( rIirnrurd,. Surrrrrrdrru

can be tuned by a thermal process. On the other iiciic ScMIiMicniLrnIIrr. id. I . S hm(Sp)tid.'crTcr. cI Clii.

hand. in ZlnSc!/('dZnSe and ZI1Sc/ZnSSe quan- I I -.I)

mtunm wells. energy' shifts of only a few meV were 1. 5ka.

achieved without destroying the optical quality of 1121 .V. \dan. II tcrkc. IS SchIdl. ( R Hl.'ckc 111d
the grown structures. Furthermore. the tenipera- I anni'i.cht..I ris.rI .1, I lih [31 I',) o(F
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Phase separation in ZnSc,--S, and Zn1  ,MgSe, _,S, layers
grown by molecular beami epitaxy
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Abstract

"T~he occuircrc nc kit phase scpa ration il 4 404) ri ScI S' and /n, Mg %-SC: S, iirscrs slinktn hs rnriolccr, hc'1nr
CPrtaXN %% as found hN transmission lcectron microscops- -111C directiol (it tlw phase scriaratioln is Ii lii. anid rwtcri pclo
of tile er11)(si i trltrr rnodulalt~rio rarwes fromr .3004 To 500 A. V ra% reroanlaklsis of OTC tItrs reeloris IrcsI1ij IPor 11
plIaSe scparationl shosM d OTIC to hIc sut11iu-rich Mrid ti1c ollicr sult tr-dICljCiCnrt. i-. 0 oric-to-oIC corr*cspoIdCnKCc cIl OIC
%sjv\ surl;rc structLurC arid ihIC cnoiriipositiori rIlonlulatiori sllcs--csts That thic phiarsc scimIA110t on C~ %cc la 11,1 moniforril
iiicrpoiatron ki o strihur atomls into 01C s Na\% grnsxs ikiirlnc oft 11iC Cillrs cr

The eniploivment (it ternarx\ fiSe, 'S arid tirn occurred tIerls ,ilotiiz tile [4)11 direction inl
quateriiar\ Zn, Mg'Sc, S' Phases, has led to the (1001) epilaxers. B\ X-rak, inhjciortansis. thle

rec nt rifia itp roi ugres ith 0 e MC- g re II diode phiase se pa ra tion kas li idt e Periodic
lasers [1 -31. These ailloy Phase~s provide consider- eadngeCs oI SC Mnd s5 ecincent rat ionsI. [p toi thle
'able tcxib~il it\v for designing laIser struICtuIIeS 1.11- presenlt. pliusk' separat ionr lli"r been oNr rsex d ill
der thle restriction ot* lattice: matching ton tile ( ialsma Ill V alhis epilasers [4]. Irs our krirrXkledge'.
Subs)%t ratle crystall. Room temperature laser opera- htrs e Cr.cI- there are tiil\ tev. Cases nit Phase setia-
lions uinder puilsed conditioins 41 ps If) (-fitl\ I atioin inl 1 -VI allril epiklayers [51J. '[he riccurrerieCI
have been achieved Inir LIP to 1 11 hV uIsing& pseu- of* Phase Separation 11iia\ hawe significanit iniiplica-
domnorphie structures in wshich ternary anll ri ~Li:- tioun to thle develtipmIIIIt 0it laser- struettIrs basedl

tcnav avrsseveaswae liding Mdclaldding onthese If -VI allný tphases. It is, kunis r ttr atlteet
live rs. respect ivelyv [31. t ra uspo rt Anld Oipti cal prtope rt ies [41, - a rlie r stud-

1)urintg the course tf* tile transmissioni elect roii ies oin light emnitting devices based on I n( ia.\l P
miertisci pe 4 lE-.M analysis of' laser struLctu1res, also suiggest that tihase: separattion miay make tilie
grtiwn hi% miolecular leiani epitaxy- 4 MBIAI we device more Llegradidtion resistiant If0l. 111 this pa-
haveC titinid phlase separation ini a 1i1.1ll1ber tuf the per, we Present TIN studieus tot Phase separatitoni
ternary anrd quta terna ry haysers. [he phase separa- ill these Il--V I alloiy layers. Inel tding rsiltS11S nit

X-ray nricrnianalssis.

The tCrnrM\ Ainid qltartcruiaix epilaers, irnd
wrwspon 'rirg ,nrriiro laser Structures, containing allns lasers ssere grossii

nrrr''rrý41S itl Srr- 01) ' N94 I isCICI SLrerre It % Ait rnnirrs Wscrscni
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at temperatures ranging from 245 to 260'C on Figs. la and lb are 3200 dark field images of
(100) GaAs by using a Perkin-Elmer 430 modular [011] and [0111 cross-sectional samples of a
MBE system with elemental Zn, Se and Mg ZnIt Mg, SeIiS, epilayer. The average compo-
sources and a ZnS source. The total cation-to-an- sition of this epilayer is x = 0.218 and 5v = 0.075.
ion flux ratio was adjusted to maintain a barely The narrow bright band seen along the interface
anion-stabilized growth surface, as evidenced by a with the GaAs substrate is a thin ZnSc layer.
diffuse (2 x 1D surface reconstruction. Average Both images show many stacking faults originat-
compositions of quaternary epilayers were deter- ing at the interface region. They are believed to
mined by using a Cameca SX50 electron micro- be caused by the lattice mismatch between the
probe. Average compositions of ternary layers in epilayer and the GaAs substrate. Ternary and
laser structures were estimated based on the flux quaternary layers in laser structures whose com-
conditions and X-ray rocking curve measure- positions were selected to give rise to close lattice
ments. A JEM 2000EX transmission electron mi- matching to GaAs, however, were found to be
croscope and a JEM 2000 FX analytical electron nearly free from these defects [3]. In the image of
microscope were used for examination of mi- the [0111 cross-section, a periodic array of bright
crostructures. Cross-sectional samples with two and dark bands parallel to the growth direction
orthogonal 1110 directions and plan-view sam- are seen from the bottom to the top of the
pies were prepared by ion milling. The conver- quaternary cpilaycr. The period of this modula-
gent beam electron diffraction technique was em- tion is about 450 A. In the image of the [01I]
ployed in order to identify the [011] and [0111 cross-section, on the other hand. no such periodic
directions of cross-scctional samples [7]. modulation is observed, suggesting that the mod-

A series of laser structures and alloy epilayers ulation is one-dimensional and parallel to the
were examined by TEM observations of [011] and [011] direction. Fig. 2 is a (120 dark field image of
[(III] cross-sectional samples. Amoug those lay- a plan-view of the same qu:iternary epilayer. A
ers, all quatcrnar' cpilavers with sulfur concen- highly regular periodic array of bright and dark
trations greater than x 0 11.2 exhibit strong phase bands is seen in the image. Directions of bands
separation. About one half of the ZnSe, ,S, are nearly parallel to the [0l1] axis. Widths of
1ayers with .v z0.107 wvcrc found to have phase bright and dark bands are not equal to each
separation. In quaternary layers with sulfur con- other; the former is about 80 A and the latter 3701
tents close to x = 11.12. no clear image of phase A. Dark segments in the image are due to defects
separation "as observed, some layers appear to in the epilayer.
exhibit very weak contrasts of phase separation. Fig. 3 is a bright field image of a [0ll] cross-

Pro" r 0.1 Am
Fig. . 2• ) dark ficld imagcs of (aI) a [1011 cross-section aInd (I) a l10l11 cross-section (if a Zn, MgSc S, ( , 0.21 and

0. = 01,75) epilaver.

t
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119- tively. The change of the Mg concentration and,
i -hence, the change of the Zn concentration. vas

not detected because of the inability to observe
an X-ray peak of Mg. The intensity of the X-ra\

i ~radiation of Zn relative to those of Se and S did
not exhibit any systematic change between theS• ' '" ": two bands.

Figs. 4a, 4b and 4c are dark field images taken
from the same area of a [011] cross-sectional

sample of the quaternary epilayer by using 21).
400) and 022 reflections. respectively. The change
of the contrast of the periodic modulation is

Fig. 2. 020 dark field image of a plan-view sample of a
Zn I ,Mg, Se I ,(S1=r0.218 and Y = 0.0)75) epilayer.

section of a laser structure containing ZnSel Sl
(x ) 0.07) layers. In the image, a periodic array of
bright and dark bands due to phase separation is
seen in the lower portion of the ZnSe, ,S, layer
where Cl was doped as donors. In the upper ZnSxSel-x
portion of the ZnSe,-,S, layer where N was
doped as acceptors, the contrast modulation due
to phase separation is also seen, but its contrast is
much weaker than that in the lower portion. The
same trend, i.e., clearer images of phase separa-
tion in n-type layers than in p-type layers, was
observed in all laser structures in which phase
separation was found. The image of the phase
separation was observed far more clearly in the
quaternary layers with the sulfur concentrations
greater than x = 0.2 than in other layers, so that
detailed analyses of phase separation were car-
ried out by using these quaternary layers. The
X-ray microanalysis of compositions in bright and ZnSxSel-X
dark bands was carried out on the plan-view
sample shown in Fig. 2 by using a JEM 2(XX) FX
analytical microscope. Concentrations of Se and
S in each band were directly estimated by using
the intensity ratio of the Ka radiation of Se and
the K radiation of S, following the proportional
relationship between the characteristic X-ray in-
tensity and the concentration for thin specimens
[81. The average compositions of the epilayer was
also used for the estimation. By this analysis, the
sulfur concentrations in the bright and dark bands Fig. 3. Bright field image of a [01]1 cross-section of a laser
were found to be x = 0.13 and x 0.23, respec- structure containing ZnSe ,S, (1.017) layer,.
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consistent with the result of the X-ray microanal- cant contrast of the modulation. The absence of
ysis. The 200 dark field image, which is the most the contrast in this image is attributed to the fact
sensitive to the change of the composition within that the spacing of (hWO) type lattice planes is not
one sublattice of the zinc-blende type structure, affected by this phase separation and the crystal
exhibits the clearest image of the modulation, structure of the 400 reflection is not sensitive to
The 022 image also exhibits clear contrasts of the the composition change within one sublattice.
modulation, which is explained by the change of The results described above clearly indicate
the spacing of (0)22) lattice planes due to the that phase separation can occur in ZnSe,_,S,
change of the sulfur concentration. The 4W0 im- and Zn) .Mg,.Se _,S, epilayers grown by MBE
age. on the other hand. does not show any signifi- The X-ray microanalysis has shown that the phasc

g=022000~

Fig. 4. tDark field images of it [0111 cross-section oif a Zn1 ,Mg, SeI S, Cr 0.218 and Y = 0,075) epilayer. Reflections used are
(a) 2W. (b) 4M and (c) 022.
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fusion of atoms if one considers the growth tem-
perature of these II-VI alloy layers. There is one
observation which suggests a possible mechanism

S. -, for the formation of the compositional modula-
tion. TEM images of [0 11] cross-sectional samples
of quaternary epilayers having phase separation
show wavy surface structures of the epilayers. Fig.
5 is a bright field image showing such a wavy
surface structure. As seen in Fig. 5, the period of
the wavy surface structure exactly matches that of
the compositional modulation. At each hill of the
surface a sulfur-dcficient band ends, and each

valley of the surface matches a sulfur-rich band.
Based on this observation, the following mecha-

g=.00 200 A nism is suggested. Sulfur is a highly volatile species
- and, hence, is likely to attach only to step and

Fig. 5. Bright field image of a free surface region of a (011] kink sites during the MBE growth. The wavy
cross-sectional sample of a Zn, , MgSel , S, (.v = 0.218 and surface structure. on the other hand. rests in a
V = 1.11751 epilayer. periodic variation of the step density: the step

density decreases at the hill and increases at the
valley region. The wavy surface structure, there-

separation is described as the formation of S-rich fore. may result in nonuniform incorporation of
and S-deficient bands. To date. there has been sulfur atoms and. bhnce. lead to the composi-
only one report on an experimental study of the tional modulation. It is unclear at present how
phase stability of the ZnSeI .,S, system, which such wavy surface structures have formed only in
suggests that this alloy system is completely misci- certain epilayers. Further studies are needed to
ble at 9000C [9]. It is also interesting to note that, clarify the origin of phase separation in these
according to the delta lattice parameter (DLP) ll-VI alloy layers.
model [10]. the ZnSe, -,S,. system is expected to
be completely miscible at the temperature used This work has been supported by ARPA/ONR
in the MBE growth of the ternary and quaternary URI grant 218-25015. AFOSR grant F49620t)-92-
layers. The present results, however, suggest J-0440 and NSF/MRG grant 8913706-DMR.
strong possibility that these ternary and quater-
nary systems tend to become immiscible at the
MBE growth temperature as the sulfur concen- i. References
tration increases.
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In-situ monitoring by spectroscopic ellipsometry in ZnSe crystal
growth by molecular beam epitaxy
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Abstract

We report the first in-situ monitoring by spectroscopic ellipsomctry (SE) of the hetcroepitaxial growth of ZnSc on
GaAs by molecular beam epitaxy, In a series of experiments wherein ZnSe was grown on GaAs substrates or
epilayers having various reconstructed GaAs surfaces, the trajectories of ('1', .1) and dielectric function spectra were
measured and analyzed. It was found that the As-rich c(4 X 4). the As-deficient (6 x 4) and the Ga-rich (4 x 2)
reconstructed GaAs surfaces resulted in two-dimensional (layer-by-layer). pseudo-two-dimensional, and three-di-
mensional growth of ZnSc, respectively, and it was also found that the dielectric function of the as-grown ZnSe is
quite different from that of the air-exposed ZnSc epilayer.

1. Introduction materials and have provided kinds of information
different from those of RHEED. There have

In the development of II-VI semiconductor been few reports on the optical monitoring of the
devices such as lasers, light emitting diodes crystal growth of Il-VI compounds [4,5]. In this
(LEDs). and display devices, the development of paper, we report for the first time the results of
high quality crystals is of potential importance. in-situ monitoring by SE of the growth of ZnSc
Many efforts have been made to achieve high on GaAs substrates by MBE, exploring the capa-
quality crystals, where reflection high-energy bilities of real-time monitoring of crystal growth
electron diffraction (RHEED) has proven to be by SE.
useful for in-situ monitoring the crystal growth by
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). Other ways of
monitoring the crystal growth are optical tech-
niques such as reflection difference spectroscopy 2. Experimental procedure
(RDS) [I], surface photo-absorption (SPA) [2],
spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) [31 and so on,which have been applied to the growth of Ill-V We used a Riber model 32P MBE system

which has two growth chambers connected each
to other by an ultrahigh vacuum pipeline. One
growth chamber is used for the growth of GaAs
epilayers on GaAs substrates. The other chain-

* Corresponding author. ber, which has two special window ports provided

1K122-01248/94/$07.tAX) c 1994 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
SSDI t)1122-t124S(93)E0599-3
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for optical access to the sample at an angle of ZnSe on c64 x 4) reconstructed GaAs. the as-
approximately 70' for the in-situ SE measure- transferred GaAs epilayer samples were used.
ments, is used for growth of II-VI materials and
for the SE measurements. The SE measurements
and the simulating calculation- veore performed 3. Results and discussions
using the commercial instruri.ent (Jobin-Yvon
phase modulated ellipsometer, UVISEL) and its 3.1. Dielectric finction spectrnn of ZnSe
offered software, respectively. The measured el-
lipsometric parameters. 4I and A. are related to Since there are few reports on the dielectric
the equation. function of ZnSe [7,81, we measured the dielectric

function spectrum or refractive indices of the
tan III c' ==R/R.,, as-grown ZnSe epilayer (about 4.9 )im thick)

grown on a GaAs epilayer. without removing the
where R. and R, are the complex reflection sample from the 1l-VI chamber to avoid oxida-
coefficients for light parallel and perpendicular to tion. Also, for comparison, the same SE measure-
the plane of incidence, respectively. Our SE sys- ment was performed with the same sample after
tem was confirmed to be valid by the experimen- the sample was removed from the Il-VI chamber
tal result that the dielectric function spectrum of and exposed to air for about one hour. The
the as-grown GaAs epilayer grown on GaAs sub- results are shown in Fig. 1. compared with the
strate was in excellent agreement with the "pseu- data of ZnSe bulk crystal reported by Adachi and
dodielectric function" of GaAs reported by Asp- Taguchi [7]. Although our measured spectra con-
nes and Studna [6]. tain the interference effects below about 2.7 eV.

We used CrO-doped semi-insulating (I(X)) they could be compared with the data obtained
GaAs substrates, which were dcgreased with by Adachi and Taguchi in the higher energy
methanol, acetone, and trichloroethane, etched
in an 8:1:1 solution of H.SO4 : HO,: H,O,
rinsed in deionizcd water, and mounted on a . '
molybdenum block with indium. ZnSe was grown ,, , , - -

either on GaAs substrates or on GaAs epilayers Z,-!.

havina various reconstructed GaAs surfaces at
about 300'C under the condition of approxi- -\
matcly unity II/VI beam equivalent pressure ra-
tio. For the case of the growth of ZnSe on GaAs r - E

substrates having Ga-rich (4 X 2) and As-defi- " r

cient (6 x 4) reconstructed surfaces, the GaAs &,--

substrates were heated in the absence of As flux
in the ii-VI chamber to above 600'C to remove -

surface native oxides of GaAs and to realize the2 ..-

desired reconstructed GaAs surfaces with moni- o - - r -

toring the RHEED pattern. For the case of the 1.5 2 5 5 45 55

growth of ZnSe on GaAs epilayers. the as-grown Photon Energy (eV)

GaAs cpilaycrs having As-rich c(4 x 4) recon- Fig. I. Dieleciric function spectra of ZnSe. t. and e, repre-

structed surfaces were transferred to the ll-VI sent the real and imaginary parts of the dielectric constants.

chamber through the vacuum pipeline ( < 3x10 - " respectively. The two solid lines represent the measured spec-

Torr) after the growth of the GaAs epilayer, and tra (of the as-grown ZnSe epilayer at room temperature: one is

then heated to different temperatures: - 510 or measured in-situ without removing the sample from the cham-
her, and the otiher is measured ex-situ after the sample was

580'C' for realizing a (6 X 4) or a (4 x 2) recon- removed from the chamber and exposed to air. The dashed

structed surface, respectively. For the growth of line represents the data reported by Adachi and Taguchi 17).
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spectral region ( > 2.7 eV). where the data arc 3.2. In-sitit monitoring by SE in ZnSe growth on
not affected by the interference effect because of GaAs
the shorter penetration depth of light than the
thickness of the ZnSe epilayer. As shown in Fig. In a series of experiments, wherein ZnSc was
1, we found a remarkable difference between the grown on GaAs substrates or GaAs cpilaycrs
data for the as-grown ZnSe epilayer and the having As-rich c(4 x 4). As-deficient (6 x 4). and
air-exposed ZnSe epilayer sample, and the latter Ga-rich (4 x 2) reconstructed GaAs surfaces, the
is in excellent agreement with the data reported real-time trajectories of (I, -. ) were measured at
by Adachi and Taguchi. These results strongly 2.75 eV to monitor the growth of ZnSc on GaAs.
suggest that the ZnSe epilayer might be oxidized Fig. 2a shows the typical trajectory of ('1'. -1)
instantaneously when the sample is removed from for the growth of ZnSc on an As-rich c(4 x 4)
the chamber and exposed to air. These results reconstructed GaAs epilayer. In Fig. 2b. IF and .
might be consistent with their experimental con- at the early stage of growth are also plotted as a
ditions, i.e.. they were measured with the function of growth time. The trajectory shows a
methanol-treated (110) ZnSe bulk crystal cleaved standard spiral (or oscillatory behavior) beginning
from the ZnSe ingot, which might be oxidized. and ending at the values of the underlying GaAs

Considering that our result of the dielectric and deposited ZnSc. respectively. Assuming two-
function of the as-grown ZnSe epilayer reveals dimensional (laycr-b.-layer) growth of ZnSe and
the higher values of the real part of the dielectric a constant growth rate, we can simulate the tra-
constant, the clearer peaks corresponding to the jectory with using the three-phase model [9] in-
several critical transitions (E., E0+,.1), E, and volving the substrate. ZnSe epilaycr, and ambi-
E, + .A,) shown in Fig. 1, and the well separation ent. As shown in Fig. 2. the simulated trajectory
of E, and E, + ..1, our results of the as-grown is nicely fitted to the experimental data. The
epilayer would be the intrinsic values of ZnSc. growth rate determined from the simulation, 2.02

320 -

2 1 / /0 %

2 S 4

S "-, ,' _ ,
, / ,,

t, i/" /•

0 1 0 0 200

Psi (*+)(deq Time (secl

Fig. 2. (a). Real-time trajecttory of (VI., ) lotr the growth of ZnSc on an As-rich '(4 x 4) reconstructed taA;s epildvcr. The solid line
represents the data measured at an interval of 5 s for about 45 min growth of ZnSe. The dashed line represents the simulaled dat.t

with a growth rate of 2.6 2 A/s. (h) Real-time trajectorv of (W. .1) plotted as a function (it time for the growth ol ZnSc on an
As-rich c(4 Y 4) reconstructed GaAs epilayer. The symbols - represent the data measured at an intemral of 5 s and the 'olid line
represents the simulated trajectory with a growth rate of 2.6'2 A/s.
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t0 160 initial increase of I'f is observed at the initial

20 stage of ZnSe growth, independent of whether
growth is on GaAs epilayer or on GaAs substrate.
This is in contrast to the initial decrease of tV'.

"- 9 which is observed for the case of ZnSe growth on
1 9- ,a c(4 x 4) reconstructed GaAs epilayer and is

. predicted for the two-dimensional growth of ZnSe
2 on GaAs from the theoretical simulation, as de-

o_ 1 8 j scribed above.

ZnSe/ (,.x 2) GaAs To interpret the initial increase of 'i; qualita-
80 tively, we considered a crude model of three-di-

17 mensional inhomogeneous growth and applied
_7_ ithe effective medium approximation (EMA) [10]

0 100 to calculate the trajectory. In the EMA. the mi-
Time Isec) croscopically rough ZnSc surface, which might be

Fig. 3. Real-time trajectot- of (P. J) for the growth of ZnSe caused from three-dimensional inhomogeneous
on a Ga-rich (4 x 2) reconstructed GaAs epilayer. The data growth in the early stage of ZnSe growth, is
were taken at intervals of I . treated to be effectively equivalent to a homoge-

neous layer containing a certain amount of voids.
Fig. 4b shows an example of the calculated trajec-

A/s. agrees very well with the growth rate deter- tories with the EMA for the growth model includ-
mined by the film thickness measurement, 2.6 ing the step-functional decrease of the rough-
A/s. nesses with growth as shown in Fig- 4a. showing

Fig. 3 shows the trajectory of (OI. A) for the that the initial increase of /'I is observed and that
growth of ZnSe on a Ga-rich (4 x 2) recon- the magnitudes of the increase of A'P become less
structed GaAs epilaycr. As shown in Fig. 3. the with a decrease of the thickness of a three-dimeti-

22 r 360

.,owh Rate 2.OA/sec

20 A

! - 18
GOtrNi- Th,c•rc , GeAss 0 *1 0

4th

di d -

- ~ y~ris714Nd st layer ZnSe 

\

GaAs Sub 0 10 20 30 0 100 20c

Voides(%) Time (sec)

Fig. 4. (a) ('rude model for three-dimensional growth. The model assumes that the microscopic roughness of the growth surface

decreases step-functionally with an increase of the thickness of the growth layer. (hW Calculated trajectory of (1., -1) for the model
shOwn in (a).
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20 3 0 be caused by the "'stoichiometry-induced clectro-

2a J00C static effects" proposed by Farrell et al. [13].

- N3.4. Characterization of thin ZnSe epila~vers grownt

~120-on GaAs

2001

In order to elucidate the effects of the initial
growth modes on the quality of the ZnSe epi-

18ý layer, thin ZnSe epilayers grown on an As-defi-
zse/(6xLGoas O80 cient (6 x 4) and on a Ga-rich (4 x 2) recon-

80 ,structed GaAs substrate or epilayer were charac-

1 7 terized by the measurements of the X-ray diffrac-
tion rocking curve. The thicknesses of the ZnSe

0 100 epilayers were chosen to be all less than the
"m-e (sec) critical thickness of the ZnSe on GaAs. about 01.2

Fig. 5. Real-time trajectory of (W. -1) for the growth of ZnSe jAm [ 14], because the X-ray diffraction data might
on an As-deficient (6x4) reconstructed GaAs epilayer. The be affected by the misfit dislocations caused in
data were taken at intervals of I sthe crystal of above the critical thickness. Fig. 6

shows the results for the ZnSc epilayers grown on
GaAs substrates. Similar results were obtained

sionally grown layer. These qualitative results for the ZnSe epilayers grown on GaAs epilayers.
suggest that the initial increase of W is character- The diffraction peaks of ZnSe in both samples
istic for the three-dimensional growth. From these are located at about 800 arc see apart from that
results, it can be concluded that three-dimen- of GaAs. indicating that the ZnSe epilayers in
sional growth occurs on Ga-rich (4 x 2) recon- both samples are coherently strained. However. it
structed GaAs, consistent with the RHEED ob- can also be seen that the ZnSe epilayer grown on
servations in the initial stage of growth of ZnSe a (6 x 4) reconstructed GaAs shows a stronger
reported by several authors [11]. and narrower X-ray diffraction pattern (FWHM

Fig. 5 shows the trajectory of ( W, -A) for the of - 100 arc sec) than that of the ZnSe epilayer
case of the growth of ZnSe on an As-deficient
(6 x 4) reconstructed GaAs epilaycr. The initial
increase of Wi' is hard to be seen. However, it was 51,s

found that the fitting of the simulated trajecto-
ries, with assuming layer-by-layer growth. to the 4Mo

experimental data is not as good as that obtained .,
for the case of ZnSe growth on a c(4 x 4) recon- I ,
structed GaAs. Similar results were obtained for -_ I
the ZnSe growth on (6 x 4) reconstructed GaAs M _4,, .G
substrates. These results indicate that thrce-di-
mensional growth occurs at the very initial stage "M
of ZnSe growth, consistent with the RHEED
observations by others [12]. I 8

As mentioned above, our results show that the -ltS -SO -,O0 -41) -21)1 It 2tC1

initial growth modes in the growth of ZnSe on arosec

GaAs are not essentially dependent on whether Fig. 6. X-ray rocking curves of thin ZnSe films grown on
eGa-rich (4 x 2). and on As-deficient (h x 4) reconstructed GaAs

the growth occurs on the substrates or on the sub trates. The thicknesses of the former and tlte latter ZnSc
epilayer. but arc strongly dependent on the sur- epilayer, measured by SEM observation, are 1440 and 8401 A.

face reconstructions of GaAs. These results might respectively.
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on (4 x 2) reconstructed GaAs, in spite of the ZnSe. In addition, we showed that the SE is
fact that the thickness of the former ZnSe epi- useful for the determination of the growth rates
layer is less than that of the latter sample. This and thicknesses.
clearly suggests that the quality of the former
ZnSe epilayers is higher than that of the latter
sample, corresponding to the initial growth moJe, 5. References
i.e.. two-dimensional growth in the former and
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Abstract

The incorporation processes and etficiencies of nitrogen doping for p-type conductivity in nietalorganic %apoUr
phase epitaxv (MOVPE) grown ZnSe/GaAs epilayers arc investigated by means of time-integrated and time-re-
solved phototuminescence (PL) spectroscopy. Two nitrogen-doping metho ds arc compared, plasma-enhanced doping
during growth. and ion implantation of nitrogen with annealing after growth. Both types of doped lavers exhibit the
I ~' transition from it ncutral acceptor bound exciton complex ('.X). indicating an efflective nitrogen embedding on
selenium. sites. With increasing nitrogen doping rates, at deeper bound exciton line I(, appears, lowecring the intensit\
of the I"'. An observed reduction of' the I ' and 1, lifetimes for higher nitrogen doping concentration,, result,, from
an enhanced overlap of the bound exciton, %ave functions, with those of other impuritY centres.

1. Introduction by donor-acceptor pair (DAP) recombination
with photon energies between 2.623 and 2.095

The fabrication of p-conductive MOVPE ZnSe eV. depending on the grow~th conditions [21 and
layers with high reproducibility would open up the nitrogen concentration [1]. In contrast, miate-
the exciting prospect of a variety of interesting rial grown by MOVPE suffers from at low activa-
applications. Low-resistive p-type material with tion of the incorporated nitrogen resulting in
high concentrations of free carriers has to date highly resistive layers as yet. The low activation of
only been obtained in nitrogen-doped ZnSe grown the incorporated nitrogen is due to self-corn-
by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). Nitrogen con- pensation rn.ehanisms which are controversially
centrations of up to I X I(114 CM 3 and free hole discussed in the literature [2-4]. In the present
concentrations of up to 7.7 x 1() 7 CM - have work we investigate the time-integrated and, for
been reported Ill. The low-temperature photolu- the first time, time-resolved photolumincexicc:
minescence spectra of such layers are dominated of nitrogen-doped MOVPE ZnSe layers in the

energy region of excitons and DlAP recombina-
tion, yielding information on defects created dur-

_______ing growth and doping, their intel actions. and the
C (orresponding author. efficiency of p-doping.

1X)22-tt24M/94/SO7.tXt ( 194 F 'I~cvier Science 13N. Alt rights rescrncd
NSDI) 00(22-01248(9)34t:0615 -4
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2. Experimental procedure ZnSe : N NDAP

Two different doping procedures arc corn- T =D1.6eK I AI

pared, varying systematically the doping and 380d C ,' ",

preparation parameters in order to obtain high 380'C

nitrogen concentrations and to control the incor- .._

poration process. Samples were grown on (100)

GaAs substrates at temperatures between 3S0

and 550'C by plasma-enhanccd low-pressure Z

MOVPE using DIPSe (diisopropylselenide). Z c DESe ,

DASe (diallyselenide)or DESe (diethylselenide). 480,,

and DEZn (diethylzinc) as precursors. In-situ ni- '-

trogen doping is performed with a DC nitrogen In

plasma. Ex-situ nitrogen doping is carried out by

ion implantation of nitrogen (dose 1.5 X l10'' _ Tr'

cm ". energy 40)-240 kcV) and subsequent an- b DESe. ~480'C,•
nealing. SIMS measurements yield nitrogen con- 5

centrations around 5 x 10I" cm S1 - -S / "

For the photoluminescence spectra, the ZnSe a as grown,

layers are excited above the band gap by the 364 4801C

nm line of an Ar-ion laser (Spectra). Time-re-

solved measurements arc performed with a dye

laser synchronously pumped by an actively

mode-locked Nd: YAG laser (Coherent) with a 2.50 2.55 2.60 2.65 2.70 2.75 2.80

frequency-tripling BBO crystal. The PL signal is energy (eV)

analyscd using the time correlated single- Fig. t. Luminescence spectra at 1.6 K ol ditlrentlV nitrogen-

photon-counting technique and a micro-channel- doped ZnSc epilayers compared to an as-gro' n sanmplc.

plate photomultiplier tube. The transients are
fitted by cor.olution of the apparatus response spectra are obtained from plasma-N-doped ZnSe

with tvo exponential functions, one for the lumi- using DESc (c) or DIPSe (d) as precursors. The

ncscence rise (p,), and one for the luminescence existence of the I' (recombination of the (A", X)

decay (r,). complex) unambiguously evidences the incorpora-

tion of nitrogen on selenium sites in N-doped

MOVPE-grown ZnSc layers. This is further con-

3. Experimental results firmed by the energy position of the donor-

acceptor pair recombination, yielding an ioniza-

In Fig. l, time-integrated PL spectra of differ- tion energy of the nitrogen acceptor of 110 meV.

ently nitrogen doped ZnSc epilayers in the en- Nevertheless. the dominating I" line grows with

ergy range between 2.50 and 2.82 eV are corn- increasing nitrogen doping rate and indicates

pared with that of a DESe as-grown sample (a). compensating defects. The origin of the lI' is

Spectrum (b) in fig. I represents the emission debated in terms of a deeply bound exciton or a

bcl.aviour of a DESc sample doped cx situ by defect related centre to date [5]. We observe this

ion-implantation with energies of 120 kcV and transition in nitrogen-doped but not in undoped

subsequently annealed at 850 0C for 30 s. In addi- MOVPE samples. as the comparison of the spec-

tion to the structures observed in the as-grown trum in Fig. la with those in Figs. lb. Ic or Id

sample, a weak acceptor-bound exciton emission clearly reveals.

I ' at 2.790 eV (on the low energy shoulder of the Around 2.76 cV a doublet of sharp zero-pho-

I) and a dominant l(, line arc observed. Similar non lines (ZPLs) I," with strong longitudinal
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optical (LO) phonon coupling appears in the 'cIC
spectra of Figs. Ia, lb and Id. The whole lumi- ZnSe:N
nescence band is marked by S. In the as-grown T =1.6 K I)* ... Xl-

sample (a) compared to (b) and (d), no DAP 12-,112 X1h

luminescence is to be seen. Using high purity a Ae bi \ X'h

precursors, the S, can be diminished as is obvious
from spectrum (c) of the DESe-grown sample. In ' 2.78 2.80 2.81
Te-doped ZnSe epilayers, Dhese et al. [61 ob- C,-. - energy feVI
served an S, band in the same spectral region, i b DASe 1
which is assigned to recombinations of excitons j , as grown
bound at Te doublets on nearest neighbour anion - 12.
sites. The periodic structure on the high-energy . I.12
shoulder reflects the LO phonon energy in ZnSe "..Xhh
(31.5 meV). The large FWHM is attributed to the I I I I
large degree of electron-phonon coupling (insert
of fig. 2). This is in agreement with the fact that c DESe

the DIPSe, DEZn and DESe precursors are con- 1 ,-. impl.40 keY1
taminated with Te. As, Zn, Sn and B [7]. The c " 12
transients of this emission are found to be inde- 1C I.Ih
pendent of the photon energy, giving a two-ex- - 2 27. 2.82

55.1 ns for the IT1 doublet as well as for the ',

band (Fig. 2). A similar dynamical behaviour is 2_
known from the Cu-blue luminescence band in
ZnS [8]. which is attributed to a deeply Cu-bound
cxciton with two excited states. 0 300 600 900 1200 1500

time (ps)
Fig. 3. Transients of different exciton emissions in MOVPE-
grown and plasma-doped (a) or N-implanted (c) ZnSe samples

i T. compared to those of a DASe as-grown (b) sample.

"3 2"Fig. 3b shows the transients of the free and
"�" 6 0bound excitons of the DASe as-grown sample

energy (eV) compared to those of in-situ doped (Fig. 3a) and
N-implanted (Fig. 3c) samples after interband

Cn excitation.

.E ZnSe/GaAs , In the excitonic energy region, a typical as-
-\2Kgrown spectrum exhibits the strain-split free cxci-

T=2K ton emissions X,, and X hh and the donor-bound

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 exciton lines I, and 1, (see the luminescence
spectrum inset (b) in Fig. 3).

t (ls) All rise (,rd and decay (-r) times are in the ps
Fig. 2. Transients of the luminescence hand S, of MOVPE region (see Table 1). The decay times are found
grown ZnSc using DESe as Se precursor and a growth tem- to increase with growing binding energy of the
perature of 48N('C'. The lower transient is obtained by sub- bound exciton complex. With increasing nitrogen
tracting the long lived background from the DAP lumines-
cence, clearly revealing a double exponential decay of S1. The concentration the decay times decrease. indicat-
inset shows the periaining luminescence spectrum. ing the opening of competing nonradiative re-

A _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Table I
Rise 7, and decay rd times (in ps) of free anti different bound excitons in various ZnSe samples

MOVPE MBE Bulk

N-plasma N-implanted [121 [1I]

Tr 'd ½d 7r 7d 7r 7d

Xhh - 35 20 100
Xlh 20 45 - 55 80 150
X 30
W 20 5(1 110 140
1 r 201 80 80 151) 2110
12 20 40
1 50 280
i •t50 3510
iI 120 300
1 20 91 91)

I2 900 20 26(1
I I 10M 1020

X. free excitons: V.- donor bound excitons: 1;, acceptor bound excitons: Ih and hh. strain split components.

combination channels. However, this effect is also
observed for different growth conditions giving ao = 2.7 nm N = 7.2"10"cm'
rise to different defect backgrounds. Detailed W_ = 1*10's' S 0

investigations show that ion implantation ener- 7700 C 8s
gics in the range of 40 keV lead to a dominant I' N 9.6"0O'em "
line, whereas higher implantation energies favour N 1 2
the I" emission. From the transients recorded W =4*10's'

after interband excitation (Fig. 3), it is obvious
that there is a drastic reduction of the I and ic"_-_
lifetimes, while the lifetimes of the free excitons DIPSe ;a
and the donor bound excitons remain nearly un- DI •
changed in comparison with the corresponding
transitions in plasma doped samples (see Table 2
1). This behaviour becomes more pronounced _7nne a.0

with increasing implantation energy, indicating o
that defects created during the ion implantation
process are responsible. The lifetime of the 1{ Zn\I ZnSe'
line of 900 ps in plasma-doped ZnSe epilayers 2.60 2.70 2.80
using DASe or DESe precursors corresponds well energy (eV) T=2K
to that of the 1"'P line in bulk material having a W.
similar binding energy [9]. 10 10, 10o 10t 10, 10 10 "

In Fig. 4 time-resolved investigations of the time (S)

donor-acceptor pair (DAP) luminescence are Fig. 4. Transients of the DAP luminescence in plasma-doped
.The inset of Fig. 4 shows the emission ZnSe epilayers grown with a DIPSe precursor at 3800C.Sample I has not been annealed, whereas sample 2 has been

spectrum of a DIPSe plasma-doped ZnSe epi- annealed for 8 s at 770°C. The inset shows the related DAP
layer grown at 3800C compared with that of a luminescence.
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sample which was subsequently annealed for 8 s line to a point-defect-related centre. Detailed
at 770'C. It is evident here that annealing leads investigations of undoped ZnSe samples clearly
to an increase of the DAP luminescence in corn- correlate the 11' intensity with an increasing
parison with the exciton emissions and S, band. Se/Zn ratio, supporting an interpretation as ra-
The decay of the DAP recombination yields in- diative recombination of an (AG, X) complex
formation on doping concentration and on corn- formed at a deep acceptor based on a zinc va-
pensation mechanisms. Using the statistical model cancy. Thus, the dominating I" line in nitrogen-
of Thomas and Hopfield [10], we determined an doped MOVPE samples indicates the creation of
acceptor concentration of 9.6 x 10"7 cm - with- zinc vacancies during nitrogen incorporation even
out and of 7.2 x 1017 cm- 3 after annealing. This in the case of in-situ plasma doping. Undoped
indicates that this annealing temperature has a MOVPE samples show no I" line (Fig. la) indi-
weak influence on the incorporation of shallow cating a sufficient quality of these layers. Never-
impurities in MOVPE-grown ZnSe epilayers. theless, the generation of deep acceptors does
However, the decrease of W,, 0 , which is a mea- not prevent p-conductivity, which may be due to
sure of the transition probability, demonstrates deep donors formed, e.g., by Te incorporation
that the deep defect concentration is strongly during growth using DEZn or DIPSe as precurs-
reduced. ers. Further progress in p-conductivity of

MOVPE-grown ZnSe epilayers requires undoubt-
edly the reduction of the number of I( related

4. Discussion centres by the optimization of doping parameters
and purified precursers. A further point is to

It is important to point out that both plasma diminish the growth temperature to 300°C. which
doping and ion implantation lead to an efficient is usual for MBE samples.
nitrogen doping of MOVPE-grown ZnSe layers. The lifetimes of the free and bound exciton
The occurrence of the I' line, corresponding to complexes are sensitive to the defect concentra-
the radiative recombination of an (W,, X) com- tion and thus give information on the defect
plex, as well as the donor-acceptor pair recombi- concentration in the investigated layers. The for-
nation energy, indicate an incorporation of nitro- mation of bound exciton complexes at shallow
gen atoms on selenium sites. These centres act as donors and acceptors is a major recombination
neutral acceptors and are required for p-type channel for free excitons [9], limiting the free
ZnSe. Nevertheless, all investigated nitrogen- exciton lifetimes in doped crystals. For bound
doped MOVPE layers are highly resistive, indi- exciton complexes, both the screening of the elec-
cating the simultaneous generation of compensat- trostatic interaction at high doping concentra-
ing deep donors during the doping process. The tions [13] and the introduction of competing non-
dependence of the bound exciton lifetimes on the radiative recombination channels by energy trans-
implantation energy confirms this interpretation. fer processes in the presence of deep centres lead

A prominent feature of our nitrogen doped to a reduction of their lifetimes. The longest
ZnSe epilayers is the I•" line, which is not present excitonic lifetimes in ZnSe have been observed in
in undoped samples. A strong increase of the I' ultra-pure MBE samples to date (see Table 1).
intensity by two orders of magnitude takes place Even in high purity bulk material, the free as well
with increasing nitrogen doping rates, indicating as the donor bound exciton lifetimes are strongly
a correlation between the I" and nitrogen. How- reduced, whereas the acceptor bound exciton life-
ever, we observe the same transition in undoped times can be explained by the entirely radiative
hot-wall epitaxy (HWE) grown ZnSe epilayers decay of the undisturbed complexes [I1] with the
and bulk ZnSe crystals [11], too, but not in ultra- model of Rashba and Gurgenishvili [14]. The
pure MBE samples [12]. Since the intensity of the comparatively short excitonic lifetimes observed
I, line depends more critically on growth param- for nitrogen-doped MOVPE samples result from
eters than on the various dopants, we assign this a large concentration of disturbing defects. This
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Shallow impurity- and defect-related complexes
in undoped ZnSe crystals
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Abstract

The electronic structure of bound excitons involving native- as well as point-dcfects is investigated by optical
spectroscopy using highly crystalline ZnSe samples grown by the Markov method. We demonstrate that the
interactions of attendent single particles is responsible for the splitting of the (D", X) and (A", X) stoies. From these
splittings the hole-hole interaction parameter y and the cubic crystal-field parameter p for the Li bound exciton
complex has been determined unambiguously for the first time. The I," emission line shows a fine structure which is
similar to the 111" exciton line. I d is therefore assigned to an acceptor-bound exciton recombination with an associate
formed by a zinc vacancy and an impurity donor combined acting as an acceptor.

1. Introduction at 1190'C with a thermal gradient of 10'C to the
source material. Near-band-edge photolumines-

The increasing interest in growing high-quality cence measurements at different temperatures. as
ZnSe samples for opto-electronic device applica- well as excitation and reflection spectroscopy lead
tions in the blue range of the visible spectrum to detailed information on the electronic struc-
raised a series of open questions about the re- ture of the exciton complexes involved.
sponsible excitation channels (1 and the nature The emission spectrum obtained by band-to-
and behaviour of shallow impurities. In this con- band excitation, recorded in the exciton energy
text, a major problem is the strong self-com- range, is shown in Fig. 1. Due to the high crys-
pensation mechanism, avoiding effective p-type tallinity of the used samples, pronounced donor-
low-resistance conductivity. Up to now, only ni- bound exciton lines 1, and a predominant accep-
trogen seems to be a suitable candidate. tor-bound exciton recombination I L' could be

For the investigations of shallow donor and resolved. The main interest is focussed on the
acceptor bound excitons and the interaction with nature of the Id line (also denoted as lidp or 1,*
point defects, we used ZnSe single crystals grown by other authors) which up to now is controver-
by the Markov vapour phase transport method [21 sally discussed in terms of either involved native

acceptors or point-defect related centres. Due to
the close relation of lId to zinc vacancies and its

* Corresp)nding author, appearance in doping studies of ZnSe epilayers.

tK022-0248/94/SO7.IK reC 1994 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
SSDI 01)22-0248(93)E0713-11
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the understanding of its origin is of great impor-

tance. From the LO coupling strength, a localiza- Al

tion of the corresponding centre between that of T = 1.6 K

donor-acceptor pairs (Q series) and that of shal- _7

low bound excitons (1, and 1, lines) must be 
120Ga

concluded (see Fig. 1). Since the Id recombina- 1 2d12

tion centre interacts strongly with the weaker "2 e

bound excitons, the precise understanding of the
electronic structure of the involved shallow bound
excitons is indispensable. Thus the shallow A.
(DW. X) and (A!. X) complexes will be considered 12.

in more detail before referring to the nature of
the I' line. 2.798 2.800 2.802

energy (eV)
Fig. 2. Comparative photoluminescence excitation spectra of

2. Donor bound exciton complexes (D1". X) complexes. Arrows indicate registration energies.

The luminescence of (D', X) complexes shown
in the insert of Fig. 1 is dominated by a strong IA1 (D, X) complexes. The 1,

line near 2.7977 eV exhibiting additional struc- in. lines depicted in the

tures at the low energy side due to Ga and In insert of Fig. I are found to consist essentially of

donors. At the high energy side, several I,, lines two superimposed series, one of which is con-

(a = a to e) and a resonance at the free exciton nected to an Al donor and the other to Ga.

transition can be recognized. The exact value of Narrow band registration of the 1,,, line due to

the free exciton transition at 2.8028 eV is ob- a specific donor reveals the corresponding transi-

tained from reflection spectra. The 1,, lines which tions in the excitation spectra (see Fig. 2). The
have already been reported by Merz ct al. [3], observed energy differences E(I,,,)-E(I2,) can

Dean et al. [4] and Isshiki et al. [5] have recently be described by a four-particle model regarding

been explained by Kudlek et al. [61 in terms of D'. e, and the exciton particles e and h [7].

radiating relaxation from excited states of the According to this model. the 1,,, resonances orig-
inate from excited states of the exciton hole clas-
sified by radial and angular quantum numbers n
and 1, respectively. The energy differences of the
excited states E It, I) given in ref. [61 and the

ZnSe (D", X) ground state can be written

Ga 12. T= 1.6 K , Et)X I n-1 Eo 1 0 0 > - Est2

CI' Qoo, It- 
E Xn -_ -.- (1

Qad d 12. 
D

-- to- o i LO 0e

Qo-2LW to # ji with the specific donor Rydberg ED, parameters
&.. .s = 1.0136 and t = 1.3370 describing the Kratzer

2.85 2.70 2.75 2.80 model potential of the hole, or = "m,/mh the ratio
energy (eV) of the effective masses of electron and hole, and

Fig. I. Photoluminescence spectrum of a nominally undoped
ZrSe bulk crystal in the near-band-edge region under band- an/a, the ratio of the donor electron radius and
to-band excitation. Insert: donor hound excilon luminescence the Bohr radius, respectively. Using donor ener-
and the free exciton recombination denoted X. gies of E,) = 26 meV and El, = 27.7 meV corre-
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sponding to the Al and Ga donor ionization ener-
gies, the series E(I,,,) - E(I, 0 ) of both donors Z.Se h

2 r7 +r-r
matches well the series E In, I) - E 10, 0) com- , (A.X) r_
puted without changing the other free parameters F; -- 3 ho

of o" = 0.26 and a,/1q = 0.36. Lines 2I to 12e are i fr

thus assigned to the In, 1) series of the states
10, 1), 11. 0). 1. 1), 12. 0) and 12, 1), respec- A

0  re

tively.

3. Acceptor bound exciton complexes

'U I11b T -
On the lower energy side of the donor bound T

excitons a dominant emission of an (A", X) corn- . T = 1.6 K

plex is observed in samples of this kind (see Fig. 2.7920 2.7925 2.7930 2.7935

1). With the energy position of the donor-accep- energy (eV)
tor pairs Qo, and the Al-donor Rydberg of 26 Fig. 3. Temperature-dependent emission of the (A't . X) exci-

meV. an acceptor ionization energy of 114 meV ton complex, showing three resolved subcomponents I. I,

was calculated. This value corresponds well with and 11h. The related term structure is given in the insert.

the reported Li Rydberg energy in ZnSe. In addi-
tion, the obtained transition energy matches the from a LoA)rentz profile analysis is I :0.15:0.11. At
values reported from Li-doped samples [8]. The a temperature of 4.2 K, a strong thermalization is
appearance of Li is quite reasonable due to the observed, leading to a changed intensity ratio of
well-known incorporation of Li and Na in not roughly 1:0.93:0.82. Due to the strong correla-
intentionally doped ZnSe crystals, leading to tion between these three lines, it is evident that
dominant Il" and I N' lines, all transitions belong to the same (A',. X) corn-

While the term structure of Na-bound excitons plex.
is known [9], the structure of the (AN',. X) corn- An explanation of 1I. I, and Il, can be given
plex is not yet clear. Bhargava [101 found a mani- in terms of a fine-structure splitting of the (A'. X)
fold structure in the 1I1, energy regime. Exact electronic ground state. The jj coupling of the
energy positions, however, have not been given, two j = 3/2 holes in this complex, one originating
In strained MBE-grown ZnSe/GaAs epilayers a from the neutral acceptor An and the other from
double structure has been observed [111. Taking the free exciton, yields a total hole momentum of
into account the simultaneously acting influence J, = 0 and Jh = 2 (see insert of Fig. 3). These two
of strain and the jj interaction, the authors dis- states are separated by the hole-hole interaction
cussed several possible parameter values for the y. The additional coupling of the single electron
hole-hole interaction and the cubic crystal field, leads to J = 1/2, 3/2 and 5/2 states with F,. F,
To achieve a clear assignment, we used bulk and F., + FI symmetry, respectively [121. The r-
ZnSe samples with highly resolved I, lines. In this and 17 + I's degeneracy is lifted by the cubic
case the influence of strain can be neglected. crystal-field interaction 13. Both the relative

Fig. 3 shows the comparative luminescence strength of the hole-hole interaction and the
spectra in the liI energy range for two different influence of the crystal field strongly depend on
temperatures. The lower spectrum recorded at the used zincblende-structured host material, the
T= 1.6 K contains three highly resolved transi- incorporated chemical acceptor and the corre-
tions I•, It and Ih with 0.13 meV FWHM each. sponding Rydberg energy [13-15].
I l is shifted by 0.22 meV and 1 1h by 0.37 meV to The observed strong thermalization suggests a
higher energy with respect to line IV. The inten- level sequence of increasing degeneracy f, r,
sity ratio of the lines I , I,, and I , as determined and 1'7 + r, with increasing energy (see insert of
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Fig. 3). From this ordering, 13 and y can be I? centre without any connection to Cu must be
determined according to concluded.

Zinc vacancies, however, are known to act as
very deep and strongly localized defects with a

y = E(l a) - E(It) + 3,6 =-0.30 meV. (3) double acceptor behaviour. The appearance as a
more shallow single acceptor in the near-band-Taking into account the intensity ratio and the edge luminescence could be explained by the

separation energies at T = 4.2 K, we calculate a formation of an associate including a neigh-

oscillator strength ratio of 1: 1.8: 2.3 correspond- boured donor leading to an effective neutral ac-

ing reasonably well to the theoretical ratio of cept or T earicip ton o f eth e no ri u a
1:2:3.ceptor. The participation of the donor induces a

!:2:3. delocalization which can be clearly observed in
noh cthe phonon coupling (see Fig. 1). The LO-phonon

we observe an equal term sequence of the Li and coupling of the l centre is significantly more
Na acceptor exciton complexes in ZnSe. The in- pronounced than for the spatially localized shal-
fluence of the cubic crystal-field G3 in both kinds low bound exciton complexes like ( sha- X). but

of complexes is also comparable. Although in the still weaker than for the spatially extended
Na-doped samples the splitting induced by /3 donor-acceptor pairs. This intermediate localiza-
could not be resolved, it leads to a 1; line being tion can be expressed in terms of a Huang-Rhys
four times broader than the I, line originating factor which is calculated to be 0.2 for 1• com-
from the lowest state F',. The jj coupling in the pared to 0.01 for I and 0.5 for Q,
(AI~j, X() complex, however, is found to be much prdt .1frl- n . o ~To get additional information on the elec-
smaller. tronic structure of the Id complex, we performed

excitation spectroscopy in the energy range of the
Id transition recorded in the I'-LO line (see

4. The 1d emission centre

In contrast to the bound excitons described
above, the nature of the 1i recombination centre
has not been clarified up to now, due to reported
different energy positions and various chemical.ZnSe
impurities involved. The first interpretations in T = 1.6 K

terms of an acceptor-bound exciton with copper
acting as an acceptor are not in agreement with
our investigations and magneto-optical results doab-l

[16]. The authors observed a g value of 2 in 2.725 2.7830
accordance with a zinc vacancy with a free hole. 7,
The close correlation of the I' centre to zinc x
vacancies V,, has been demonstrated by differ- At

ently annealed ZnSe samples. In samples an- 12.

nealed in Zn atmosphere, a suppression of the Id tUI
is observed, whereas on the other side the lumi-
nescence of ZnSe samples annealed in Se atmo-
sphere is dominanted by the strongly increasing 2.792 2.797 2.802 2.807

lI emission. These findings are supported by energy (eV)

studies of the influence of the Zn-to-Se flux ratio Fig. 4. Excitation spectrum of the Id line in the excitonic
in MBE-grown ZnSe epilayers 1171 and CVD- energy range. To resolve the 1t fine structure the excitation

spectrum recorded in the ld-LO line is depicted in the insert:
grown polycrystalline ZnSe on the optical spectra the bars denote energy positions and intensities of filled
[18]. Summarizing, the participation of Vzr in the Lorentz profiles.
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insert of Fig. 4). in highly resolved spectra, a 5. Conclusion
triplet line structure becomes evident, with en-
ergy positions at 2.78267, 2.78277 and 2.78290 Due to the high crystalline quality of the stud-
eV. The intensity ratio fitted by three Lorentz ied ZnSe Markov-grown samples, sharp emission
profiles of 0.125 meV FWHM each is found to be and excitation lines of Al, Ga, In and Li related
5:2:5, respectively. The energy distance between shallow bound exciton complexes are observed.
the two intensive components of 0.23 meV corre- The electronic structure of the donor bound exci-
sponds well to the value reported in ref. 119]. tons is described by excited single hole states with

The triplet structure resembles the structure quantum numbers n and 1, changing only the
observed for the shallow (A, X) complexes, as donor Rydberg. The highly resolved fine struc-
described in the previous section. The oscillator ture of the (A'L, X) complex is found to result
strength ratio of the lI' subcomponents should be from the jj splitting (y = 0.3 meV) and the influ-
expected from an (AW, X) complex under domi- ence of the cubic crystal field (,3 = 0.14 meV).
nating crystal-field influence and weak jj cou- Strong evidence is found for the Id-related
pling leading to a term sequence with the F, state centre which exhibits an electronic fine structure
lying between the two levels of higher degener- comparable to the (AW, X) complexes to be built
acy. Similar to the (A1Li, X) and (A'., X) recom- by a (Vzn, Lij) associate acting as an acceptor.
bination lines, the oscillator strength ratio of the The instability of the Li acceptor against dissocia-
sum of the stronger subcomponents to the weaker tion into a zinc vacancy (Vzn) and interstitial Li
one is 5: 1. (Li,) leads to a self-compensation effect aggravat-

As to the chemical nature of the 1V centre, the ing effective p-type doping.
combination of a donor and a zinc vacancy Vz,
seems to be evident. The connection with shallow
impurities can be seen in the excitation spectrum 6. References
of the I' line given in Fig. 4. The appearance of
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Blue-green light-emitting diodes with p-ZnSSe highly doped
with nitrogen grown by metalorganic molecular beam epitaxy

and molecular beam epitaxy

M. Migita *, A. Taike, M. Momose, J. Gotoh
Central Research Laboratory. Hitachi, Ltd., P.O. Box 2, Kokuhunji, Tokyo 185. Japan

Abstract

The p-type doping of ZnSSe grown by MOMBE (metalorganic molecular beam epitaxy) and MBE (molecular
beam epitaxy) has been comparatively studied. The p-type doping by using ammonia as a dopant source in MOMBE
resulted in p-ZnSe with hole concentration of up to 107 cm- 3. Perfect ohmic contact characteristics were achieved
by MOMBE for Au/p-ZnSe: N with hole concentration of 5.5 x 1017 cm 3. On the other hand, p-type doping in
MBE by using nitrogen plasma as a dopant resulted in p-ZnSe with net acceptor concentration of up to 7.6 x 10(1
cm--. I-V characteristics with the lowest Schottky barriers were obtained for Au/p-ZnSc with net acceptor
concentration of 6.6 x 1016 to 7.6 x lt1 7 cm- 3 for ZnSe :N and of 2.8 x 10" to 1.2 x 1)- cm-- for ZnS,Se, :N
(x = 0.03-0.12). The characteristics of ZnSe light emitting diodes with p-ZnSe grown by using ammonia in MOMBE
are described. The characteristics of a ZnCdSe/ZnSSe laser diode with p-ZnSSe grown by using nitrogen plasma in
MBE are discussed.

1. Introduction The obstacle remained the device quality of
the laser diode. In order to achieve high-perfor-

Successful p-type doping of ZnSe, using nitro- mance blue-green laser diodes, improvement of
gen as a dopant, made it possible to demonstrate the electrical contacts of Au/p-ZnSe is an indis-
blue-green laser diodes [1-7]. At the present pensable condition. There have been mainly two
stage, laser oscillations have been attained only approaches to get ohmic contacts. One is to use a
by MBE using nitrogen plasma as a dopant. How- heavily doped narrow gap semiconductor grown
ever, it has not been elucidated whether MOVPE on p-ZnSSe as a contact layer [8], and the other is
(metalorganic vapor phase epitaxy) and MOMBE to make the p-ZnSe low-resistive, which is caused
can control p-type conductivity with high carrier by a leaky Schottky barrier [12]. In this paper, the
concentration or not. Many efforts have been electrical properties of p-type ZnSSe highly doped
made to achieve it [9-11]. with nitrogen grown by MOMBE and of those

grown by MBE are comparatively studied. It is
demonstrated that the electrical contact charac-

Correspx)nding author. teristics of Au/p-ZnSe are extremely improved.

(X122-0248/94/$07.(10 •t5 1994 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
SSDI 1)022-0248(94 )00037-M
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The characteristics of ZnCdSe/ZnSSe laser N,-Nd was estimated from the standard analysis
diodes are described, of the slope of the C-2 versus Altage curve in

the voltage range of -3 to 3 V. The hole concen-
trations were determined by conventional Hall

2. Experimental procedure measurements. 7 mm square samples having 1.(0
mm diameter contact pads in each of the four

The details of our MOMBE apparatus and the corners were used for the measurements. The
substrate preparation techniques have been re- current-voltage characteristics were measured by
ported previously [13,14]. Dimethylzinc (DMZ) Semicmnductor Parameter Analyser Model 4145B
and hydrogen selenide (H 2 Se) were used. As the (Hewlett-Packard, USA). Photoluminescence
dopant source, ammonia (NH 3) was used. The (PL) spectra were measured under He-Cd laser
MBE apparatus used in this study has two growth excitation at a wavelength of 325 nm with a
chambers. In the preparation of ZnCdSe/ZnSSe power density of less than 10)0 W/cm-.
laser diodes, n-type layers were grown by
MOMBE in one of the chambers, and then the
substrates were transferred under vacuum (pres- 3. Characteristics of p-ZnSe: N grown by
sure below I x 10- ( Torr) to another chamber MOMBE
in which both p-t.'pe and active layers were grown
by conventional M.E using nitrogen RF plasma The electrical and photoluminescence proper-
as a dopant. Each gi, wth chamber was evacuated ties of p-type ZnSe highly doped with nitrogen,
to a background pressure below 9 x 10 - Torr. grown by MOMBE, were reported previously [15].
Zn. Cd, Se. ZnS (6N grade), and ultra-pure N2  In the present paper it is shown that the good
were used to grow p-type and undoped layers. electrical contacts for Au/p-type ZnSe highly
DMZn. DMS, DMSe and ZnCI, were used to doped with nitrogen were attained without ther-
grow the n-type layer. The Zn beam pressures mal annealing. The p-ZnSe was a typically 1.0
were fixed at I x 10 -' Torr. and the Se, ZnS and Am thick epilayer grown on a semi-insulating
Cd beam pressures were (i-3) x 10)-', (2-9) x GaAs substrate at T of 350-450'C. Fig. I shows
1i)- 7 and (1-4)x 10'7 Torr, respectively. The the typical current-voltage (I-V) characteristics
substrates were thermally etched at 630'C for 10 of Au/p-ZnSe for a ZnSe: N epilayer grown at
min under vacuum when monitoring the reflec- 350-450'C, where the observed turn-on voltage is
tion high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED) the reverse bias breakdown voltage. Fig. Ia shows
reconstruction pattern of (2 x 4). The nitrogen the contact characteristics of the Au/p-ZnSe
plasma was produced by a Model MPD21 of (sample MH-52) after Au deposition at room
Oxford Applied Research. UK. The nitrogen flow temperature (RT). Fig. lb shows the characteris-
rate was controlled by a leak valve from 3 x 10'7 tics after the application of 75 V/8t) As pulses at
to 4 X 1)0- Torr. The nitrogen densities [NJ in 120 Hz at RT to the Au/p-ZnSe. and Fig. Ic
ZnS Se N (x = 0-0.12) were determined by shows the characteristics after the treatment of
monitoring the SeN- by secondary ion mass thermal annealing at a temperature in the range
spectrometry (SIMS) with 13 keV Cs' as the of 200-350'C for 5 min. In the order of Figs. Ia.
primary beam. Integration of the 9

4SeN- signal lb and Ic. it clearly appears that the Schottky
gave the nitrogen concentration in comparison barriers were reduced and the contact resistances
with ZnSe: N standards implanted with 1

4 N+ at were also improved. As shown in Fig. lb. the
concentrations of 107, 1l0' and 10'9 cm-'. The application of the high voltage pulses can be
net acceptor concentration (N, - N,,) was deter- effective to improve the contact of the Au/p-
mined by capacitance-voltage (C-V) profiling. ZnSe. Perfect ohmic contact is achieved, as shown
In these measurements. Au Schottky barrier in Fig. Ic indicating a straight line through the
diodes with a structure of Au/p-ZnSSe/p- origin. This result means that a hole can be
GaAs/in of 300 A.m in diameter were used. injected into the ZnSe valence band through a
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1.0 where p is the hole concentration, E,, is the
(C), ~ acceptor ionization energy, N, is the density of

(b) states of the valence band, with

< 2a) 
N , = 2 (2 m ,k 7 /h 2) -.

J E7 N., is the acceptor concentration. Nd is the donor
" " ,concentration, g is the degeneracy of the accep-

S0 --- tor level, k is the Boltzmann constant, and T is
o the absolute temperature. The hole effective mass

On(, ) is 0.79mn, estimated from n'Ih = 0.! 5•m, and
111 mhh, 0.75m, [16]. E,, values of l}00 meV at N, -
N, - (4-7) X 10' cm - (p(RT) = 2.1 X I }'ý

El' cm -) and of 90 meV at N - Nd - (2-4) x 10"'// - )6C

-1.0 L cm (p(RT) = 5.0 x 10'" cm 3) have been ob-

-20 -10 0 10 20 tained. As shown in the temperature dependent
Voltage (V) conductivity (Fig. 2b). the activation energy of

Fig. 1. Current-voltage characteristics of Au/p-ZnSe for p-type conductivity also appears to decrease with
sample MH-52 grown by MOMBE: (a) as-deposited Au. (b) an increase in hole concentration (at R'I) As the
followed hy the application of 75 V/I0 ,os pulses at 1211 H- p-ZnSe with a hole concentration of 5.5 x 10"
for I min. and (c) after thermal annealing at 300'C for 5 min cm-' contained a nitrogen concentration of

n x5.5 10' cm I at RT). around 7 x 10 " cm 3 [14]. the activation effi-

ciency (p/[N]) was estimated to be about 8%.
Schottky barrier with a height of 1.25 eV [18] The dependence of Hall mobility upon hole con-
when low reverse bias-voltage is applied. centration of the: p-ZnSe:N is shown in Fig. 3.

To study the crystal quality of the p-ZnSe The Hall mobility depends on the hole conccntra-
grown by MOMBE, the photoluminescence (PL) tion, where the mobility decreased from 55 to I I
spectra and X-ray diffraction were measured. The cm 2/V • s as the hole concentration increased
PL intensity of the p-ZnSe is too weak to be from 1.6 × 101' to 5.5 x It1) cm ".
detected at RT. and there is no emission line in Light emitting diodes with a structure of
the band cdge region even at 77 K. The full width Au/p-ZnSe: N/n-ZnSe/n-GaAs/ln were pre-
at half maximum (FWHM) of the (4010) diffrac-
tion was greater than 4(10 arc see. These results
suggest that the crystal quality of the p-ZnSc 10' b
grown by MOMBE is lower, which is presumably [
useful in the improvement of the electrical con- E 10 '6 .0

tacts due to tunneling injection of holes into --.
ZnSc through various defect states with less than b Z.

1.25 eV above the valence band. 10 10 - 1

Hall measurements were carried out for the U 0Z5
p-type films with Au electrode annealed at less 0 1014 C 1
than 350-C for 5 min. The temperature depen- 0

dent Hall measurements are shown in Fig. 2. The
measured hole concentration as a function of 10'• 1 - -- 104-

0 5 10 15 0 5 10 15
temperature is governed by the theoretical cx- 10OOil (K') 1000f/ (K')

pression:
Fig. 2. Temperature dependent Hall measurements for

p( p + Ngd) N,, l, ZnSe: N grown by MOMBIF: (a) temperature dependencies ot

N, -N_ g _ P exp - I ( I ) hole concentration and (h) temperature dependencies of con-gJ-P kT9UJ ductivity.
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60 1100 v7-.--. - - I .RT
~50-(a
640- *

o2050

0 10 0
0 C-0

10 101

Hole Concentration (cm 3) -50

Fig. 3. C orrelat ion betvcen FHalf mobilitv andl hole concentra-
tii'n tor pi-t~rie ZnSe: N g~rossn b% NIOM1IE- (0) and MBEf ( Li). i.)1

pared by MOMBE. In these devices. low resistive Fi.5. Current %oltage characteristics of Au: p-ZnSe:N for
undoed Z~e as ued or te ntypclavr. Te srrip I5_2 (Ip 1.9 , 10' cmi at R I) (a) and Au, p-

undoped ~ ~ ~ ~ /S,,,S .n. wa sdfrtentp ae.Te ~ t'i~...: N for sample I50 (p 1, - 2. xlo" cmn at RP)
net electron concentration of thc n-ZnSe was ()h grossn by M113 %%ith using nitrogen plasma.
estimated to be 6 X 101" cm .". Fig. 4 shows the
emission chatracteristics by ('W operation at 77 K.
C*urrent-voltage characteristics are also shown in 4. Characteristics of p-ZnSSe: N grown b.- NIBE
tile figure. The turn-on voltage is as low as b V. and laser diodes
[he emission spectrum was measured at at cur-
rent of 6 mA at 13 V. The emissions observed at p-ZnSSe with a typically 2 pm thick epilayer
4l)3 nm (2.701 eV) and 475 nrim (2.61 eV) can be wvas grown by MBE at I - 25( ' 450'('. The

asigned tthscasdbthrcobntns RHEED pattern was streak%, (2 x 1) for the
of free electron to acceptor hole (FA) [2(0] arnd ZnSSe: N grown at 1". which is indicative of
IDA pair, respectively, single crystal film growth. The FWHM of the

(4(1(1) diffraction is almost independetnt of the
amount of nitrogen incorpolrated. taking af cotn-
stant value of 1801-27(0 arc see. In the PL- spectra

77KC(at 77 K) of' the p-ZnSc: N with tnitrogen concen-
tratiotl higher than 4.5 x l(('ý cm '.the emis-
sons at 458.5 rim (2.7(0 eV1 assigned to the FA

2.61ev ecombination are dominant.
5 2.70eV Fig. S shows the typical current-voltage (I/-I'

characteristics of the Au/p-type films of the

A/do2(1 x 1011 (sample: 152) and] znSll~c, )S, N
wih1.2 x 10'_ cm ' (sample 1501). where no
treamentforthe contacts was perfornmed after

40450 500 550 600 650 700 750 the gold deposition at RT'. The chlaracteristics of
Wavelength (nm) the cont~tlt %\ere not inmproved by the applica-

F ig 4. Limission characteristics of the Iighi-enniitng dhiods tion ,, fitage pulses or by an\ thlernmal
sith a strijctirc (it Aut, pl-/uSc N n/unSe ni-G aAs xtn Pre- anný A 1i i,[s different fronm the character -

aricil h\ MOtMBI 1 I,. -tiacts for the p-ZnSe grown by
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MOMBE described above. Petruzzello et al. have 10 2

pointed out that the generation of point defects is (a) Ts=350*C

accompanied by nitrogen doping, where nitrogen 19
plasma was used as a doping source [21]. Qiu et 10
al. have reported that the turn-on voltage of the
Au/ZnSe contact can be decreased by an in- 19 , si

crease in the net acceptor concentration up to 10 Ts350C
2 x 10" CM 3, which was accompanied by the
degradation of crystal quality caused by reduction l ,s
of 7T, down to 150'C [12]. These results also
suggest that the improvement of the contacts is
presumably due to the tunneling injection of holes i td
through the defect states with less than 1.25 eV 0Na-Nd

above the valence band in highly doped p-ZnSSc. 6 _ _ _

To investigate the nitrogen incorporation in i0 200 300 400 500100 20 30 40 50
ZnSe as a function of substrate temperature un- RFPower (W)
der different nitrogen plasma fluxes (of 3.2 X 10- CA'

Fig. 7. RF power dependencies of nitrogen concentration (a).and 4.5 X 10 -' Torr), ZnSe: N films were grown and net acceptor (0) and hole concentration (0) (hI for
with fixed RF power of 20W W, where T, was p-ZnSe:N grown at 351"C.

varied from 250 to 400'C. Fig. 6 shows the net
acceptor concentration as a function of the sub-
strate temperature. N, - N, decreased slightly as T, = 350'C, where the RF power was varied from
T, was increased, which indicates that the stick- 150 to 450 W. Fig. 7a shows that the nitrogen
ing coefficient of the effective nitrogen species concentration increased from 3 x 101 to I × 10"
increases with a decrease in 7'. The plasma flux cm when the RF power was increased from
dependence on N,-Njindicatcs that the lower 150 to 450 W. However, as shown in Fig. 7b. both
plasma flux is effective to improve the p-type the net acceptor concentration and the hole con-
conductivity of ZnSe N. In the next step, the centration increased as the power was increased
doping conditions of the RF power were investi- up to 300 W. and then decreased as the power
gated under a fixed flux of nitrogen plasma of was increased to more than 300) W. The doping
3.2 × 10- Torr. ZnSe: N films were grown at conditions have already been investigated under

an RF power of less than 350 W [22]. In the
results, the same tendency appeared slightly for

10I RF Power the samples grown at a temperature of 31100C.
2 2=4.4.0 TThc maximum activation efficiency (N,-

N,/[N]) was achieved to be approximately I Ili at
2 nitrogen concentration of 7 x l01' cm . This

1017 - value at [N] =7 x 101' cm 3 is considerably
larger than that reported previously [19]. Fig. 3

Z . also shows the correlation between Hall mobility

PN23.1xl0-6TOn" and hole concentration for the p-ZnSe as well as

1016 , 1 for p-ZnSSe grown by MBE. The mobility de-
200 300 400 500 creased from 32 to 9 cm 2/V 's as the hole con-

Substrate TemperatureoM) centration increased from 6 x I1'0" up to 5.t, ×
Sub6. s tateTemperature dep ncir 117 cm 3. These characteristics are almost the

|'ig. (. Sulstrate temperature dependencies of net acceptor

concentration tor p-ZnSc:N grown under nitrogen plasma same as those for the p-ZnSe grown by MOMBE.
flux of 3.2• Ill "Torr (8) and 4.5 x 10 " Torr (o ,) at RF Laser diodes with a structure of p-ZnSe: N/
power oft 2W W. p-ZnSSe : N/CdZnSe-ZnSe multi-quantum
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= 0.03-0.12) with 2.8 x 10'1 to 1.2 x 10iv cm -.
a srespectively. ZnCdSe/ZnSSe laser diodes with a

_.] threshold current density of 460 A/cm- at 77 K
I>I±h (pulsed) were fabricated.
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Molecular beam epitaxy of ZnSe doped with nitrogen on vicinal
(100)-oriented and (211)-oriented GaAs substrates
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Takafumi Yao
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Abstract

This paper presents the growth and characterization of N-doped ZnSe grown on vicinal (1100) and (211) GaAs
substrates. The effects of the surface steps on the formation of deep donors are investigated by comparing PL
properties and net-acceptor concentration of N-doped ZnSe epilayers grown on the vicinal surfaces with those grown
on the exact (100) surface. It is shown that the use of the vicinal substrate suppresses the generation of deep donors
and enhances the net acceptor concentration. The effects of the dangling bonds at Zn sites on the N-incorporation
process are studied by comparing the net-acceptor concentration of N-doped ZnSe epilayers grown on the (21 )A
surface with that on the (211)B surface, it is found that the N incorporation is limited by the single dangling bond at
the Zn sites.

1. Introduction [5]. Typically, photoluminescence (PL) spectra of
N-doped ZnSe with NA - No < 1.0 X 1017 cm -3

Low-resistivity p-type ZnSe has been achieved show dominant emission between a shallow resid-
using a plasma source for nitrogen (N) doping ual donor and an N-acceptor (D'AP) at about
during molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) [1,21. This 2.693 eV, while the N-doped ZnSe epilayers with
progress in p-type doping of ZnSe has led to the NA, - N, > 1.0 x 10' cm - exhibit dominant
demonstration of a blue-green diode laser in emission between a deep N-associated donor and
ZnSe-based heterostructures [3,4]. The net accep- an N-acceptor (DdAP) at about 2.681 eV [5,8]. PL
tor concentration (NA - N1)) in p-type ZnSe in- spectra from the epilayers with N.5 - N, of 1.0 X
creases monotonically with increasing concentra- 1017 cm- 3 show both the D'AP and DdAP emis-
tion of incorporated nitrogen up to - 10"' cm- 3  sions [7,81. The ionization energy for the deep
[5,61, while it decreases when the N concentration N-associated donor was determined as 55 + 5
exceeds - 5 x 10 cm -. Under optimal condi- meV from a recent optical study of N-doped
tions, a net acceptor concentration of up to I x ZnSe [8]. Therefore, one of the main causes of
I()1' cm 3 in a p-type Znse epilayer with N the limit on the maximum attainable net acceptor
concentration of 5.2 x 108 cm- 3 was obtained concentration is believed to be compensation re-

lated to the formation of the deep N-associated
donor, which was proposed to be a complex of an

* Corresponding author. N-acceptor and a defect (7,91.

(X)22-0)248/94/$017.(X) c' 1994 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
SSI)l 0t022-01249(93)E1575- R
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The formation of defects in ZnSe during He-Cd laser /.s.."

growth may depend on the surface structure, 10mW 14K W XP .
bond configuration, type of surface steps, and TI.h=230c
their density. The purpose of this study is to 2 682e\

examine the effects of these parameters on the -.

electrical and optical properties of N-doped ZnSe nNA s3%00)CM-_
and on the N-incorporation. We have performed
two types of experiments: comparison of growth
on exact (100)-oriented GaAs with that on (100)- GaAs(100) 4" off<l10>

misoriented GaAs and comparison of N-doping - NAND=2.Ixd1
7CM3

of ZnSe grown on (21 1)A-oriented GaAs with
that on (211)B. The use of the vicinal (100) sur-
face allows us to study the effects of the surface %(aAsIIO 4" ,fT<0tO>
steps and the step density, and the use of both
the (211DA and (211)B orientations to investigate| _ _ _ _ _ _

the effect of bond configuration. We have at- 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.8
tempted to improve the crystal quality of N-doped Photon Energy ieV)

ZnSe and then to suppress the generation of the Fig. I. PL spectra from the ZnSe:N epilayers grown on the

deep N-associated donor by using the vicinal 10M) exact (11O0) GaAs. and on (100) misoriented 4" off toward

surface, since two-dimensional growth is en- (1I0) and (010). The deep DAP emission was observed from
the epilayer grown on the exact (l(M) GaAs. while it was not

hanced on a vicinal (100) surface. We will show observed from the epilayers grown on the vicinal (1(MW GaAs.

that the use of the vicinal substrates suppresses
the generation of the deep donor in heavily N-
doped ZnSe and enhances the net acceptor con- epilayers were characterized by photolumines-
centration, and that the N-incorporation process cence and capacitance-voltage (C-V) measure-
depends strongly on the surface bonding nature. ments. The PL spectra were measured using the

3250 A line from a He-Cd laser of 10 mW as an
excitation source at 14 K. The NA - N, value

2. Experimental procedure was determined by C-V profiling using Au as a
Schottky barrier metal.

The N-doped ZnSe films were grown on (100)-
and (21 I)-oriented GaAs substrates by MBE, The
active nitrogen flux produced by a microwave 3. Growth of ZnSe: N on vicinal (l00)GaAs
plasma source was injected into the MBE cham-
ber through a quartz glass pipe. The flow rate of 3. 1. Comparison of ZnSe: N grown on 4°-misori-
N. was kept constant, such that the background ented (100) with that on exact (100)
pressure during growth was maintained at 2 x
10 " Torr. The N concentration incorporated in The electrical and PL properties of ZnSe: N
the ZnSc films was controlled either by the grown on vicinal (1UM) GaAs have been compared
changing microwave power in the range of 50-2(M0 with those on exact (1M0). Fig. I shows PL spectra
W or the growth rate of ZnSe. The beam pres- from ZnSe : N epilayers grown simultaneously on
sure ratio of Zn to Sc was varied from 0.5 to 3, the exact (1(X)) GaAs. and (1(M) GaAs misori-
and the substrate temperature was varied from ented 4' off toward (110) and (010). The beam
230 to 3(X)C. The growth rates were 0.7-1.0) pressure ratio was unity and the substrate tem-
Am/h and the thicknesses of the films were about perature was 230)C. No significant difference in
2.8 Am. For each growth run, the ZnSc:N sam- growth rate between the epilayers grown on the
pies to be compared were grown simultaneously exact and vicinal (100) GaAs has been found. The
on the substrates mounted side by side. The Na - No values are measured to be 5 x l10" cm-3
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for the epilayer grown on (100) GaAs, 2.1 x 10(17 zse:N fet laser

cm -' for the epilayer on (10M) GaAs misoriented i-- 14K

toward (110) and 2.5 x 117 cm 3 for the epilayer N, % N I, / 10

on (1(X)) GaAs misoriented toward (010). The
N, - N, values of the epilayers grown on vicinal --

surfaces are 4-5 times larger than that grown on i LAIIN 4.,1'0

the (100) GaAs. All the three samples show dom- 4, 1•,t,4lI'-,C

inant D'AP emissions at 2.694 eV. A small hump z
due to D"Ail emission is observed at 2.682 eV for
ZnSe: N grown on (100) GaAs. while it is not - ..- -
observed for ZnSe: N grown on vicinal substrates,
which indicates reduction of the deep donors in
ZnSe: N epilayers grown on vicinal surfaces.
These facts indicate that the crystal quality of 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.8
N-doped ZnSe is improved by using the vicinal Photon Energy IeV)

surface, which results in the suppression of the Fig. 3. PL spectra from the highly N-doped ZnSe epilasers

formation of the deep donor and increases the grown on the exact (H1)M) GaAs. and on (MX)) (;aAs misori

NA - N, value. The strong emission at 2.786 eV ented 4' off toward (1lit) and (0}10Y. The PL spectra romm the

is accompanied by phonon replica at 2.756 eV three samples show dominant deep DAP emisions,

and can be attributed to a neutral acceptor-bound
exciton (1,) [8]. emission was observed. The N'% - N1 values ob-

The PL spectra from ZnSe: N samples with tained were (3-5)x 101" cm 3 for the samples
low N concentrations grown on exact and vicinal grown on exact (IM0) GaAs and (0.9-1)x 10(1
(100) GaAs exhibit dominant shallow DAP emis- cm 3 for the samples on vicinal ((100) GaAs. This
sions at 2.692 eV. as shown in Fig. 2. The sub- fact indicates that the use of vicinal (100) sub-
strate temperature was 230'C and the beam pres- strates reduces the defects in ZnSe and improves
sure ratio of Zn to Se was 0.5. No deep DAP N activity, or enhances the N incorporation rate.

The highly N-doped ZnSe: N samples grown
ion exact and vicinal (100) GaAs show dominant

,,d laser r _, tnSV: deep DAP emissions at around 2.67 cV. as shown
in Fig. 3. The Nk - ND values obtained from the
samples grown at substrate temperature of 250°C

- i /, I I with the beam pressure ratio of Zn to Se being
S\ , sI f fixed at 0.5 were 2 x cm for exact (lot)

1) \ I, f90,\ GaAs and 4 x I10' cm for vicinal M(V1) GaAs.
When the substrate temperature increased to

j ,,, " 300(C, the N - N,, value decreased to 9 x M0'
cm 3 for the sample on exact (IM)) GaAs. while
it was not varied for the samples on vicinal (1 M)
GaAs. Park et al. [10t have reported detailed
substrate temperature dependence of the resistiv-
ity of ZnSe:N grown on exact (O(M)) GaAs. The

2.5 2.6 2.7 2.8 resistivity increased from 0.8 to 1.9 D cm as the
Photon Energi IeV)l substrate temperature increased from 250 to

Fig. 2. PL spectra from the ZnSc:N epilayers with low N 3(0°C. The increase in the resistivity of the
concentrations grown on the exact (IlK)) GaAs. and on ( [)) ZnSe: N layer was explained to be due to com-
GaAs misoriented 4" off toward (10)) and ((401). The PL
spectra from the three samples show dominant shallow DAP pensation by generation of point defects at higher
emissions, substrate temperature [(10]. Therefore. the fact.
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that the N ,- N1 did not vary with the substrate He-Cd Iaer znSt:N
temperature in ZnSe:N grown on vicinal (100) 10MW 14K b,',
GaAs indicates that the growth on the vicinal ,I,=25t(I'

(100) GaAs really suppresses the generation of Dd A P.2'6.,2,

the defects. = 100
The NA - N,, values of the samples grown on N -N

(100) GaAs misoriented 4' off toward (110) and
(tlt) are plotted against those on exact (100) C
GaAs in Fig. 4. The N,- N,) values obtained (aAsllft 21 olkilO0> I .f

from ZnSe:N grown on vicinal surfaces are at 10i6M-3

least twice of those on the exact (100) surface. It A.

is clear that the net acceptor concentration is (aAsOt0) 4* o,<k1t4 /

enhanced by using the vicinal (100) surfaces. No NA-NY=9Xl016cm-1

significant difference between the samples grown __I

on (100) GaAs misoriented toward (110) and (010) 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.8
is found. Photon Energy ieV)

Fig. 5. PL spectra of ZnSe:N epilayers grown on the exact

3.2. Comparison of ZnSe:N grown on 2°- and (100) GaAs, and on (100) GaAs misoriented 2° and 4' off
toward t Illi).

4°-nisoriented (100) GaAs with those on exact

(100) GaAs
GaAs show the emissions associated with neutral

Fig. 5 shows PL spectra from ZnSe: N epilay- bound acceptor at 2.786 eV stronger than that
ers grown simultaneously on exact (100) GaAs. from the epilayers on exact (l(X)) GaAs. The
and on (100) GaAs misoriented 2' and 40 off DdAP emission at 2.682 cV appears distinctly in
toward (110) at the substrate temperature of the spectrum from the epilayer on exact (100)
250'C and with the beam pressure of unity. The GaAs. while it is reduced in the spectrum from

,- N1) values are measured to be 8 x 10 1 cm -3 the sample on 20-misoriented (100) GaAs and
for the sample grown on (1(X)) GaAs and 9 X 10"' disappears from the sample on 4°-misoriented
cm for the samples on vicinal (100) GaAs. All (1(M) GaAs. These facts confirms that the growth
the three samples show dominant D'AP emis- of vicinal ZnSe: N suppresses the generation of
sions at 2.696 cV. The epilayers on vicinal (100) the defects and deep donor.

-0 4. Growth of ZnSe: N on (21 l)GaAs
E 0

The N-incorporation process is dependent on
1 0t) the surface bonding nature. The polar (211) sur-

face provides a tool for studying the incorpora-
tion process of impurities, since there are two

.1oI:` -kinds of dangling bonds (single and double dan-
gling bonds) on the surface [11,12]. An ideally flat

o 4'olk II0> ZnSe (211) surface is schematically shown in Fig.
4"o11<010;. 6. The N-acceptor sites are the ones with a single

o" 0 .0' back-bond on the (211)A surface, whereas they
NA-Ni, from ZnSe 10)l:N are the ones with double back-bond on the (211)B

Fig. 4. N, - N0) values of the samples grown on (IM) GaAs surface. The density of N-acceptor sites. i.e.. Se
misoriented 4' off toward (Ill)) and (010) versus NA- NI, sublattice sites on the (211)A surface, is twice
values oif the samples grown on exact (l0(1) GaAs. that on the (211 DB surface. The incoming N atoms
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12111 estimated as 8 X 10 i5 cm- 3 for (21 )A. which is
•ltil 16 times larger than that on (211)B (5 X 10 "

o0il cm- 3), indicating that the N-incorporation is lim-
ited by the number of single dangling bonds at Zn
sites. The N concentrations in the epilayers have
been estimated using secondary ion mass spec-
trometry (SIMS). The SIMS results indicate that
the N concentrations in these particular samples

Fig. 6. Crystallographic model of ideal ZnSe (21I) surface. On are below the detection limit of SIMS ( - 5 x 10t'"
the (211 )A surface, the white circles represent Zn atoms and cm - 3).
the black ones Se atoms: on the (211 )B surface, the arrange-
ment is reversed.

5. Conclusion

would form bonds to Zn atoms with single dan-
gling bond on the (21 )A more easily than those We have investigated the effects of the surface

with the double dangling bonds on the (211)3, steps on the generation of N-associated deep

since the double dangling bonds of Zn atoms donors through a comparison of the PL proper-

would form dimers. Thus, it is expected that the ties and net-acceptor concentration of ZnSe : N

N-incorporation rate into the (211)A surface is epilayers grown on vicinal (100) surfaces with

much larger than that into the (211)3 surface. those grown on the exact (100) surface. It is

Fig. 7 shows PL spectra from N-doped ZnSe shown that the use of the vicinal (](X)) substrate

epilayers grown simultaneously on (211)A and suppresses the generation of the defects in

(211)3 GaAs, where the beam pressure ratio of ZnSe:N, which results in the suppression of the

Zn to Se was 3 and the substrate temperature formation of deep donors and enhances the net

was 250*C. No significant difference in growth acceptor concentration. The effects of bonding

rate between the epilayers grown on (211 )A and natures at Zn sites on the N-incorporation pro-

on (211)3 GaAs has been found. The PL spectra cess are studied by comparison of the net-accep-

from both samples show dominant shallow DAP tor concentration of ZnSe: N grown on the (21 )A

emission at 2.690 eV and bound exciton emis- surface with that on the (211)M surface. It is

sions at deep acceptors (Id) at 2.782 eV. The found that the N-incorporation is limited by the

NA- N) value of ZnSe: N grown on (211)A is single dangling bond at the Zn sites.
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Abstract

A novel nitrogen exciter for p-type doping of ZnSe has been developed. It is of a simple structure, easy to handle
and to maintain, of a high reliability, and inexpensive. Emission spectra from excited nitrogen and doping efficiency
are studied for different operating conditions of the exciter. Substrate temperature dependence of net acceptor
concentrations are also examined. Net acceptor concentrations as high as 8 x 1(0I7 cm ' arc readily obtained.

1. Introduction centrations as high as 8 x 10'' cm are ob-
tained.

p-Type doping of low resistivity and high car-
rier concentration is one of the key technologies
for device applications of ZnSe related wide gap 2. Experiments
I1-VI compounds, such as laser diodes operating
in the blue region of the spectrum [1]. Doping of
nitrogen acceptors in high concentrations into Layers of p-type ZnSe were grown in an MBE
ZnSe families grown by MBE has been succeeded chamber equipped with a novel nitrogen exciter.
by making use of RF-excited radical beam [2-4] Source materials are high-purity metallic zinc (6-
or ECR-excited plasma of nitrogen [51. However, nine S-I grade of Osaka-Asahi Metal Co. and
the relation between exciting condition of nitro- 7-nine grade of Dowa Mining Co.). high purity

gen gas and doping characteristics has not yet metallic selenium (6-nine super grade of Osaka-
been studied in detail. In this paper we describe a Asahi Metal Co.) and high purity nitrogen gas (S

novel nitrogen exciter for p-type doping of ZnSe. grade of Nippon Sanso Co.). Fig. I shows a

The emission spectra from excited nitrogen are schematic drawing of the nitrogen exciter (plasma

measured under different operating conditions of cell) used in this study. A cell with 12 mm inner
the exciter, such as electrode distance, RF power diameter and 70 mm long was made of fused
and gas pressure, and an optimum condition for quartz, and and it was connected at the end of a

p-type doping is determined. Net acceptor con- 1/8 inch stainless pipe. The wall thickness of the
cell was I mm. An aperture of 0.4-0.5 mm diam-
eter was made at the center of the cell to effuse a
beam of excited nitrogen. A pair of ring-shaped
electrodes made of I mm diameter stainless wire

* Corcsrxsnding author. were set around the cell on both sides of the

t1)22-0124K/94/St•7.t() t 1994 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
SSDM 0022-01249(93)E0568-11
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APERTURE the growth chamber), the distance between the
ELECTRODE /--"- 0.4mm- two electrodes, and RF power. When the elec-

trode distance d was 20 mm, the N,' lines domi-
N2 GAS > nated the spectra and the lines due to excited N,

molecules were very weak, as can be seen in Fig.
2c. When d was increased to 60 mm, the N'

7i TOW, lines were reduced in intensity and the N,
d molecule lines became dominant, as shown in

Figs. 2a and 2b. The difference between spectra
Fig. I. Schematic drawing of the novel nitrogen exciter. 2a and 2b shows the effect of N, flow rate. When

the N 2 flow rate was increased from 0.2 to I
normal cubic centimeter per minute (NCCM). the

aperture, so that the distance between the two intensity of the first positive band increased by a
electrodes was easy to change. The nitrogen in factor of 5, while that of the second positive band
the cell was excited by RF (2 MHz) power sup- increased by a factor of 2. On the other hand, the
plied through the electrodes by capacitive cou- N' lines reduced in intensity with increasing N,
pling. The nitrogen exciter was set in the growth flow rate. The pressure in the cell for N, flow
chamber facing the substrate holder. The emis- rate of 0.2 and 1.0 NCCM was estimated to be
sion spectrum from the excited nitrogen was mea- 2.5 X 10-2 and 1.3 x 10-l Torr, respectively. An
sured through a quartz window of the growth operating condition producing large intensity of
chamber with a focusing lens, an optical fiber, a the first positive band of the N, molecule is
25 cm grating monochromator, a photomultiplier thought to be favorable for an efficient nitrogen
and a A-ampere meter. doping, because nitrogen responsible for doping

ZnSe layers with a thickness of about 2 Am is active nitrogen of the N.(A3-E) metastables,
were grown on p*-GaAs(l(X)) substrates. The the lower state of the first positive transitions [6].
substrates were etched in a solution of 5HSO4 + Therefore, we adopted a large electrode distance
H,O, + HO and treated in (NH 4 ),S, solution
just before setting in the growth chamber. Schot-
tky contacts were made by evaporating Au onto
the as-grown ZnSe surface. Net acceptor concen- Pc.=025rmTorr 2XTO (a)1 ,

trations were estimated at room temperature by l X1

capacitance-voltage (C-V) measurements at 40 I 0 x T
Peu=t3OmTorr I.ar'4Torr

Hz and I MHz. ZnSe layers were characterized d d=60mm
by PL measurements at 12 K. (b

3. Results and discussion I _

Pcell=130 mTorr xtO-QTorr

Emission spectra from the excited nitrogen are dr=20rm) (C)
shown in Fig. 2 for a constant RF power of 50 W
with different pressures and electrode distances.
Emission lines in the ranges of 550-7(X) and I - ___

350-450 nm have been respectively assigned as 700 650 600 550450 400 350
the first and the second positive bands of N 2  WAVE LENGTH (nm)

molecules [6]. The lines indicated by solid circles Fig. 2. Emission spectra from excited nitrogen under different

have been assigned as due to N' ions. The operating conditions of the exciter: (a) electrode distance
spvebeectr red fudu to cNge wisThe N2  ( = 60 mm, N, flow rate NI., = 0.2 NCCM, (b) d = 0) mm.emission spectra were found to change with N2 F,, = I NCCM, and (c) d = 2 mm FN, = I NCCM. RF

gas flow rate (that is, the pressure in the cell and power is 50 W for all.
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DAP , .l(Q) 22W 0.2nccm ? 2 K

x3 2x.

d (b) 50W 0.2nccm X /
x 1 18 2.0 22 24 2.6 2B 276 2.78 2.60

PHOTON ENERGY (eV) PHOTON ENERGY W)V

Fig. 4. PL spectra of ZnSe layers under different doping
z conditions. Substrate temperature is 267°C.uJ (c) 2 2W i nccm
z

introduced in the growth chamber thrc__h the
nitrogen exciter, but RF power was not applied.

S(d) 50W I nccm The PL spectrum was still dominated by the free
x I and donor-bound exciton lines and nitrogen was

Snot introduced into the layer. The sample in Fig.
700 60 50 40 4c was grown under the same conditions as Fig.

700 600 500(n 00 4b, but 50 W RF power was applied to the
WAVE LENGTH (nn nitrogen exciter. The PL spectrum was donai-

Fig. 3. RF power dependences of emission spectra from nated by a donor-acceptor pair band with a

excited nitrogen for N, gas flow rates of 0.2 and I NCCM. zer ln a 2.690ceV. an esn line a

Electrode distance is 60 mm. zero-phonon line at 2.690 eV. An emission line I
due to acceptor-bound excitons at 2.786 eV was
observed in the excitonic region of the spectrum.

(d = 60 mm) and a high N, flow rate (FN. = 0.7-1 The sample in Fig. 4c had a net acceptor concen-
NCCM) for the growth of p-type ZnSe layers. tration of 2 x 10 17 cm-3, while the samples in
When the electrode distance was 20 mm, the N, Figs. 4a and 4b were of high resistivities. These
ion lines dominated the spectrum and the N, results indicate that the novel nitrogen exciter is
molecule lines were very weak, even though the effective for nitrogen doping into ZnSe.
cell pressure was high. Fig. 5 shows net acceptor concentrations in

Fig. 3 shows RF power dependences of the nitrogen doped ZnSe layers as a function of N.
excited nitrogen spectra for a low cell pressure gas flow rate for growth rates of I and 2 gm/h.
(Figs. 3a and 3b) and for a high cell pressure A series of samples of 2 Mm/h were grown with
(Figs. 3c and 3d) with a electrode distance of 60 VI/II beam ratio of unity, while those of I pm/h
mm. The intensity ratio between the first and were grown with VI/Il beam ratio of 0.6. When
second positive bands of the N2 molecules was the N, flow rate was lower than 0.2 NCCM, all
found to be almost independent of the RF power, grown layers were of high resistivities. With in-
The N' lines increased in intensity more rapidly creasing N, flow rate, the net acceptor concen-
than the N, lines with increasing RF power. The tration increased up to 8 x l017 cm- 3. The doped
tendency of the increase of the N' line intensi- acceptor concentration was found to depend on
ties was observed distinctly for low cell pressures. growth rate and VI/Il beam ratio. When the

The effects of the nitrogen exciter on PL spec- growth rate was decreased, the nitrogen beam
tra of ZnSe layers are shown in Fig. 4. The intensity relative to Zn and Sc source beams
sample shown in Fig. 4a was grown under un- became higher and the introduced acceptor con-
doped conditions, that is, nitrogen gas was not centration became higher. When the VI/1l beam
introduced into the growth chamber. Free and ratio was low, nitrogen was easy to be introduced
residual-donor-bound exciton lines dominate the into Se site of ZnSe lattice.
spectrum. The sample in Fig. 4b was grown under Fig. 6 shows the substrate temperature depen-
conditions that nitrogen gas (0.75 NCCM) was dence of the net acceptor concentrations. The
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Id .... centration increased from 7 X 10" cm- 3 to 3 XS R. T. 107-- 1 cm- 3 as the substrate temperature was in-

r" - creased from 258 to 302'C. The dependence is
, -opposite to that expected from the temperature

-Ilm/h dependence of the sticking coefficient of the ac-
.. tive nitrogen on ZnSe surfL [4,7]. The PL spec-

SI0, ? .tra (donor-acceptor pair and acceptor-bound ex-
GROWTH RATE citon emissions) were found to become stronger

z 2j/mlh in intensity and sharper in line width when the
z substrate temperature became higher. The energy

of the donor-acceptor pair band did not change.
while the net acceptor concentration increased

I1°6  from 7 x 1016 to 3 x 1017 cm-3. The energies of
donor--acceptor pair bands from the samples

--4,HIGH RESISTIVITY shown in Fig. 5, whose net acceptor conczntra-
I I W i tions were controlled by changing the N, flow
0 0.5 1.0 rate, were observed to become lower with in-

FN2" (nccm) creasing net acceptor concentration. Therefore.
Fig. 5. N, flow rate dependence of net acceptor concentra- we have to ascribe the variations of net acceptor
tions in ZnSe layers for two different growth rates. Substrate
temperature is 267°C. and RF power is 50 W. concentrations seen in Figs. 5 and 6 to different

mechanisms. The X-ray diffraction peaks from
the ZnSe layers in Fig. 6 were observed to in-

intensities of Zn and Se beams were the same as crease in intensity and to become narrower with

those for the series with the growth ,ate of 2 increasing substrate temperature. Therefore, the
gm/h in Fig. 5. The growth rates were 1.9-2.2 substrate temperature dependence of the net ac-
gm/h. being almost independent of growth tem- ceptor concentrations may be explained as fol-
perature in this range. The N, flow rate was 0.7 lows: when Tu, becomes higher, the crystal qual-
NCCM. Samples grown lower than 250'C were of ity of ZnSe becomes superior and the density of
high resistivities. However, the net acceptor con- deep levels compensating the nitrogen acceptor

levels becomes lower.

R.T. 4. Conclusions

We have developed a novel nitrogen exciter
for p-type doping of ZnSe. It is of simple struc-

.1 turc easy to handle and to maintain, highly reli-

able, and inexpensive. The emission spectra from
S/ the excited nitrogen were measured and the op-

z /crating conditions of the exciter favorable for an
- efficient nitrogen doping have been determined.

HIGH RESISTIVITY That is, the electrode distance is 60 mm. N, gas
•01 flow rate is 0.7-1.0 NCC(M. and RF power is 50

S, , ,W. With these conditions, the first and second
240 260 280 300 positive band , f the N, molecules dominate the

SUB. TEMP. (1"C)Fig. 6. Substrate Seaure d nce oemission spectra. Net acceptor concentrations as
Fi. . ubtrtetemperature dependence of net acceptor h

concentrations in ZnSe layers. FN, = 11.7 NCCM, RF power high as 8 X 10 7 cm 3 were readily obtained by
50 W, and growth rate = 1.9-2.2 ,im/h. using the novel nitrogen exciter.
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Nitrogen doping into ZnSe by the catalysis of transition metal
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Abstract

Thc cltcci of t1hc catal.ksis (at transition mectal such ais tLingstcn MW) and iron (Fe) on nitrogcii doping intio ZnSc
kaýs irmcr,tigaicd har thc first tinic. In a hot W [ikamcini. the intenisity of" the doior-acccptor pair (I)AP) cmission in
the N-doped ZnSc filis uLSil1g W filarimntt at a ttemperature of 201 it FC x\a•s strongcr thiani that \%ithout hca ting of the
W\ filanictii. Ini a hot Fe tubc. nTutral acccptor hound cxcitonic cenission (I1 ) airo DAP cnission %%crc obsercd in the
N-doped ZnSc Nilihoua hcacting of thc Fc tubc. kliilc onl\ I)AP cniission %.as obscr, cd %kith hicaecd Fc lnbc :ait 3(1( C.
From thc.sc rcsults. it as ltou nd tlt nitrogc ii as c llccticl.\ incorporatied into Zn Sc h\ liti.c certat of liat cd
transitian nictal.

I. Introduction gated the intcraction of nitrogen wsith at hot tung-
stcn filament [7]. Thyc reported that for the tcm-

Nitrogen has bcen considered to be the most pcraturc of the W filamtent in the range of 22050)
promising clement as a p-type dopant for ZnSe, to 230101 K. the nitrogen dissociated on the hot \V
but the low sticking coefficient of N, made it filament with an activation cncrg. of* 4.8 cV.
difficult to incorporate a large amount in ZnSe. which is half of the dissociation cncrg. of nitro-
Recently. it has bccn reported that MBE-grown gcn. In addition to the hcatcd tungsten. it is wsell
hiss-rcsistivity p-typc ZnSc was obtaincd wx ith cx- known that N, dissociatcs on Ic at a tempcrature
cited N. by R[ plasma 11-3]. In the plasma above 30(l-(. This process is widely used to pro-
proncess. doping of nitrorgen is achieved by active duce Nil , from a Ht + N, gas mixture. In this
nitrogen. Recent developments in ZnSc-bascd paper, we propose the use of dissociati\e adsorp-
optical devices greatly owve to p-type ZnSe pre- \ion of N. (in transition metal (caitalytic reaction)
pared with a nitrogen RI: plasma source [4-6]. as a new nitrogen doping technique without using

It is wcll known that N, dissociates oti a heated RF plasma.
transition metal such as tungsten (WM. iron (0:0).
and so on. Nortcs and Donaldson have invesli-

2. Experimental procedure

The ZnSc films wcre grown on semri-insulating
itcý l! nd lii aal[r. (lM))( iaAs by molecular bcarni epi ta\ (M NIBF.

I 22-11~245 0 7 ll. a 11)lM4 Ie•tcr Scricyic II V All righit% re•st lcd
%.I)1 III1:2-|2 1.'i ( all )t)ll5ha) .S
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Substrate 8 mW/cm). The crystallinity was characterized
by standard X-ray diffraction.

3. Results and discussion

First. we investigated the effect of the hot W
filament for nitrogen doping into ZnSe. In the

5cm filament preliminary experiments, we confirmed that no
difference of PL spectra and X-ray diffraction
patterns of undoped ZnSe films with and without

"XTa A ire heating of the W filament was observed, which
suggests that heating the W filament does not

Ilnsulated tube degrade the crystallinity of the ZnSe films. Fig. 2
dshows PL spectra of N-doped ZnSe for N. flow

Stainless steel not/le rate of I x 10 - Torr with and without heating of

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the inlet nozzle of N, gas with W the W filament. Detailed spectra in the excitonic
filament, and donor-acceptor pair (DAP) emission region

are shown in the inset. These spectra show neu-
tral acceptor bound excitonic emission (1,) at

using Zn and Se sources (6N purity). The dopant 2.794 eV and well-resolved DAP emission. Mat-
source is high purity 6N grade nitrogen gas. The sumoto et al. reported on nitrogen doping into
flow rate of N, gas, which was controlled by mass ZnSe with thermally excited N, by cracking cell
flow controller, was varied in the range of I X with tantalum baffles. but the effect of the heated
l() to I X 1(-4 Torr. The substrate tempera- tantalum was not observed in PL spectra [8].
ture was 32 0 'C and the beam flux ratio (Vi/Il However, as indicated in Fig. 2. the intensity of
ratio) was around 3. The growth rate of the film
was about I um/h, and the film thickness was
around 4 /im. In these experiments, we investi- W filament off
gated the catalytic effects of tungsten (W) and
iron (Fe). Fig. I shows a schematic diagram of the
inlet nozzles of N. with W filament. The W
filament (99.98%ý purity. 0.5 mm diameter and [
approximately 8 mm long) was attached to the 4-40 4q) 460 470 480 490

outlet of the nozzle of N.. The distance from the
nozzle to the filament was about 5 cm, and the . .
distance between the filament and the substrate Wfilatnent on
was about 201 cm. The filament was heated at
2(K)K°C. which was measured with a pyrometer. -
The Fe tube (6N purity) was approximately 8 mm
in diameter and 101 cm long. The Fe tube was
attached to a quartz tube to avoid heating the 440 450 460 470 480 49

stainless steel nozzle, and the distance between
Fe tube and substrate was about 20 cm. The tube
was heated at 3YV)°C". Those systems are very 400 500 600 7
simple compared with RF plasma cell. Wavelength (nim)

The photoluminescence (PL) spectra were Fig. 2. Photoltuminescence spectra ot N-doped ZnSc with and

measured at 4.2 K using a He-Cd laser (325 nm, without heating the W filament.
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the donor-acceptor pair (DAP) emission in the TFe=RT

N-doped ZnSe films using W filament at a tem-
perature of 2000'C is stronger than that at room h
temperature. The deep level emission is very weak
in both samples and no difference of X-ray
diffraction patterns of N-doped ZnSe with and :. 440 450 460 4711 4811 4911

without heating of the W filament was observed.
Furthermore, we investigated the dependence of :tI
the flow rate of N,. Fig. 3 shows PL spectra of ¢aTFe=300C
N-doped ZnSe films with and without heating of
the W filament for various flow rates of N,. With
increasing nitrogen flow rate, the intensity of the
DAP emission increases. This indicates that the
concentration of nitrogen incorporated into ZnSe 4410 4M0 4641 4710 480 4911

increases with increasing N, flow rate. Besides, in
any case, the intensity of DAP emission with W .. ..
filament heating at 2000TC is stronger than that 400 500 600 700
without heating. From these results, we consider Wavelength (nm)
that nitrogen is effectively incorporated into ZnSe Fig. 4. Photoluminescence spectra of N-doped ZnSe with and

by using high-temperature W filament. However, without heating the Fe tube.

the energy of the zero-phonon DAP emission is
2.692 eV. This value is higher than that in the
N-doped ZnSe grown by MBE with the excited eV [3]. Therefore, it is considered that the con-
N, by RF plasma [1-3], and similar to that by centration of the nitrogen in the obtained ZnSe
MOVPE [91. Qiu et al. reported that the zero- films is low. We confirmed that all samples
phonon DAP emission energy for the lightly showed high resistivities.
doped ([N] < 6.0 x l10" cm -3) ZnSe was 2.6975 In addition to the heated W filament, we in-

vestigated the effect of the heated Fe on nitrogen
doping into ZnSe. Fig. 4 shows PL spectra of
N-doped ZnSe films with and without heating of

W NientOn l~orr titiim 0_nt lorr the Fe tube. Detailed spectra in the excitonic and
DAP emission region are shown in the inset.

II Without heating of the Fe tube. 1, and well-re-

solved DAP emission are observed. On the other
hand, 1, emission disappeared and only DAP

5xl0-'Torr 5xl0-lrr emission is observed with the Fe tube heated at

•300C, although the intensity of DAP emission
SII decreases. The deep-level emissions are not ob-

served in both spectra. Furthermore, we con-
. ~ firmed that there was no difference of X-ray

I x l0-4"lorr Il0O-"l'orr diffraction patterns of N-doped ZnSe with and
without heating of the Fe tube. These results
suggested that heating the Fe tube does not de-

t grade the crystallinity of the ZnSe films. Refer-

450 460 470 480 450 460 470 480 ring to the results of Qiu et al.. 1, emission
Wavelength (nm) Wavelength (nm) disappeared in the PL spectra of the highly doped

Fig. 3. Dependence otf the PtL spectra on the flow rate of N, ZnSe films [3]. Therefore, we concluded that
gas with and without heating the W filament, nitrogen was effectively incorporated into ZnSc
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by the effect of heated Fe tube as well as high 5. Acknowledgement
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Abstract

In this work we report on the growth and doping of ZnTe and ZnSe layers with metalorganic vapour phasc
cpitaxy (MOVPE). Low restistive p-type ZnTe was grown by doping with arsenic and phosphorus. Acceptor
concentrations of up to 3.5 X 1017 cm - were achieved in the case of phosphorus-doped samples. For the first time
nitrogen acceptors in ZnTe were investigated with photoluminescence at various temperatures and under resonant
conditions. ZnSe layers were grown with DTBSe and DMZnTEN. The crystalline quality was investigated by high
resolution X-ray diffraction. The halfwidths (150-500 arc sec) depend on the degree of relaxation and therefore on
the layer thickness. Undoped ZnSe layers show at 2 K a strong recombination of free and bound cxcitons and a weak
donor-acceptor pair luminescence.

I. Introduction reducing their toxicity and decreasing the envi-
ronmental hazard. In the present work we use

The commercial production of I11/V light di-tertiarybutylselenide (DTBSe) and diisopropyl-
emitting diodes (LEDs) and laser structures by telluride (DiPTe) to grow ZnSe and ZnTe epilay-
MOVPE has made this well controllable and high ers at a growth temperature of 340'C. Thus the
efficient process a preferable basic technology for growth of low-resistivity p-type ZnTe layers has
optoelectronic devices. During the last years sev- been achieved by doping with P and As.
eral groups have shown that this technique can
also be adapted to grow epilayers of wide band
gap II/VI semiconductors [1]. However, the
problems of high p-type doping of ZnSe and 2. Experiments
n-type doping of ZnTe have not been solved.
Therefo~re it seems to be necessary to developnew precursors in order to reduce the growth All investigated epilayers were synthesized intemperature and to avoid prereactions [2,3]. This our laboratory by atmospheric pressure metalor-seareh of new precursors should also be aimed at ganic vapour phase epitaxy (MOVPE). An Aix-tron AIX200 facility was used, equipped with a

horizontal reactor. GaAs (001) served as sub-
strate material. The substrates were prepared in
a standard degrease, etched for I min in concen-

Corresponding author. trated H 2 SO4 and finally preheated for 15 min at

K0022-0248/94/$1t7.t) M'• 1994 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
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400°C prior to layer growth in the reactor. 3. Results for ZnTe
Dimethylzinc-triethylamine (DMZn-TEN), di-
isopropyltelIluride (DiPTe) and di-tertiary-butyl- The near band gap PL of ZnTe layers shows a
selenide (DTBSe) served as metalorganic precur- strong free-exciton peak split into a heavy- and a
sors. The H, carrier gas flow was set to 7 SLM, light-hole component (Xh and X,). This strain
which results in a flow velocity of 5 cm/s. A flow splitting is caused by a different thermal expan-
of 29 jimol/min of the zinc source gave a growth sion of substrate and layer. The binding energy of
rate of 1 jim/h at an input flow ratio of VI/Il = 2 the free exciton is 12.9 meV [4]. The donor bound
for ZnTe and VI/Il = 3 for ZnSe at 340'C. For exciton peak (I2) covers the X, peak leaving the
p-doping experiments we applied the compounds transitions unresolved. The 1, peak is related to
tertiary-butylamine (TBN), tertiary-butylphos- excitons bound to neutral acceptors (Fig. 1). The
phine (TBP) as well as tertiary-butylarsine donor and acceptor atoms were investigated with

(TBAs). The input flow of Zn, Te and Se were donand acce e msasuremented t h

kept constant during doping experiments. The resonant luminescence measurements: two-elec-

structural quality of the epitaxial layers was inves- tron transition (TET), two-hole transition (THT)

tigated with a high resolution X-ray diffractome- and selective pair luminescence (SPL). The

ter (HRXRD) and the thicknesses were deter- donors were identified as Ga [4] and the accep-
tors as As [4,51. Therefore we suggest that donors

mined from interference patterns and from ellip- and acceptors diffuse from the GaAs substrate
sometric measurements.

Strain-free ZnTe layers were prepared after into the ZnTe layer during growth. The intensity

rcmoving the GaAs substrate by chemical polish- of the peak assigned with lid, which appears in

ing and successive chemical etching. Photolumes- undoped ZnTe/GaAs layers, depends on the

cence measurements were performed at 2 K in a
liquid helium bath cryostat. In the temperature
range 5-295 K a variable temperature cryostat
was used. PL in the ZnTe and ZnSe layers was
excited with the 458 nm line and the UV lines, Energy (eV)

respectively, of an argon-ion laser. The lumines- 2.38 2.36 2.34 2.32 2.30 2.28 2.26

cence spectra were analysed with a I m double DAP,

monochromator equipped with two gratings of ZnTeAs/GA
18MX) lines per mm. The detector was a photomul- I /\
tiplier with a cooled GaAs cathode. For the ZnTe Y4 x, -I O

samples, a CW dye laser was operated with z~ s,
Coumarin 510 and pumped with the 458 jim line .] , VA,

ZnTe-P/Ge&Asof a 20 W argon-ion laser which allows a continu-
ous variation of the excitation wavelength sc- X DA• • ILO

lected by a birefringent filter. Resonant measure-
ments on ZnSe layers were performed with Stil-
ben 3 pumped by the UV lines of a 20 W argon .- X, DAP, ZnTe:N/GaAs

ion laser.
Carrier concentrations were determined from . ,

temperature-dependent i-all measurements using X
the Van der Pauw configuration. The Hall equip- ZnTe/G&As
ment was equipped with a Keithlcy Hall package
and a I T magnet. The samples were prepared 5200 5s20 5300 5350 5400 5450 5500
with four contacts of 500 gm diameter deposited Wavelength (A)
at the corners of the samples. Antimony was used Fig. I. Luminescence spectra of an undoped and N-, P- and
for electrical contacts on p-doped ZnTe samples. As-doped ZnTe/GaAs layer (2 K).
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growth conditions and has not been clearly iden- Energy (eV)

tified until now. 2.38 2.36 2.34 2.32 2.30 228

In ZnTe/GaAs samples doped with As, P and
N, a strong bound exciton luminescence 1, at ZnTe:N 2PaZ 2S3 /, 2P,/.F. Excit.
approximately 2.370 eV is observed. Further- 2P,/2r, (meV)
more, these spectra show an additional strong LO+TO

donor-acceptor pair (DAP) luminescence at •• 2369.0

2.305, 2.315 and 2.325 eV, respectively (fig. 1). 2 2370.9

The exact energetic positions depend on the dis-
tance r between donors and acceptors via the 23718.

2372.2
Coulomb energy term 2372.7

2373.9

EDAP = Ep - ED - EA + e 2 /4T4o0~srr. FA
>1 30 3 ,5 40 45 ,50

Nitrogen acceptors in ZnTe were investigated ' I1N Excit Energy-Lumin. Energy (meV)

by resonant and temperature dependent PL. The ) DAPN2
binding energy of the ground state was deter- -A, 2K

mined from the energetic difference between the
bound and free exciton PL and the free-to-bound /
transition (eA), whose PL appears when the tem- X_
perature is raised above 10 K. A binding energy
of 53 ± I meV for nitrogen acceptors is derived X, eAN 50K
from various PL measurements (Fig. 2). Excited Xh
acceptor states were investigated by resonant
photoluminescence methods, i.e., THT and SPL.
The insert of Fig. 2 presents curves of lumi- 5200 5250 5300 5350 5400 5450
nescene intensity for different excitation energies. Wavelength (X)
The spectra are plotted versus the energy differ- Fig. 2. Luminescence spectra of a N-doped ZnTeiGaAs layer

ence of excitation and luminescence. The symbols at temperatures of 2 and of 5(1 K. Insert: Spectra of selective-

of the acceptor states are those used by pair luminescence and two-hole transitions of a strain free
nitrogen doped layer. The spectra are plotted versus theBaldereschi and Lipari [6]. The experiments were difference of thc excitation and luminescence encrgy.

carried out on free-standing strain-free ZnTe lay-

ers in order to avoid strain-dependent effects.
The corresponding binding energies derived from mental data to a relation which is valid for a
MOVPE-grown ZnTe layers are summarized in single monovalent impurity
Tables 1 and 2. The results of resonant PL mea-
surements for As and P acceptors were published N, ( AE,, p(p=Nj)

elsewere [4,7]. -- exp - kT N,, - Nd -p
Temperature dependent PL measurements

were also carried out for ZnTe: P. The binding
energy of the ground state was found to be 62 + I Table I
meV (Fig. 3) and was determined in the same Binding energies of the ground state and of excited states for
way as for ZnTe: N. The details of resonant PL nitrogen acceptors in ZnTe
measurements on ZnTe: P layers were published States of nitrogen Energy (meV)
elsewere [7]. In this paper, the ionization energy IS,., 53.0
AE., the donor concentration Nd and the accep- 2P/,1  22.2

tor concentration Na of ZnTe: P layers were in- 2Si,, 18.2
vestigated by Hall measurements. The relevant 2P5,,(F'1) 14.3

parameters were derived from a fit of the experi- 2P,12(1' 7) 11.I
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Table 2 1000

Binding energies of the ground state of various acceptors in "

ZnTe E 10'

Acceptor Energy (meV) 10' T=292K

N 53.0
P 62.,, 750 - 9 0-
As[1] 76.59 01 1 2 3• •" I o I•= PI / (Tel

Other parameters used are r = 0.56 [4] and I' ZnTe:P
the degeneracy factor 63 = 4. Fig. 3 shows the 0 500

decrease of ionization energy with the third root 7V
of the donor concentration Nd. The ionization ", [PJITeJ =

,/ \ --,--05
energy for ZnTe: P follows the rule [81: - - 5

I • * * 20
Ej(Nd) = 0.064 eV - 4.8 x 10- eV cm x N,• 3 . 250 - 25

---- 30
The value for N,/ 3 - 0 is in good agreement with
results of the temperature-dependent lumines-
cence measurements. The curves of temperature-
dependent Hall mobilities , of ZnTe: P are 0

shown in Fig. 4. At room temperature I'|, is not 0 50 100 150 200 250 300
Temperature [KJ

influenced by the doping level and the scatteringTeprte K
Fig. 4. Hall mobility of P-doped ZnTe samples doped at

mechanism is dominated by polar optical phonon different input ratios [P1/[Te] versus temperature. Insert:

Free hole concentration (N,,-. N) versus the input ratio

IPJ/ITel ratio at room temperature.
* LEnergy (eV)

240 235 230 225

I, l, AP,7 0 scattering, whereas at low temperatures the Hall
7•0'1U K mobility is limited by scattering at ionized impuri-

ties. The insert of Fig. 4 shows the doping level at
, ,room temperature versus the [PI/[Te] ratio of the

0 0 K metalorganic compounds. At values [P]/[Tc] > 3,

S'5 K saturation of solubility occurs. The compensation
30 OK ratio Nd/N, was typically 0.1.

0; 35 K As-doped samples show for [As]/Te] > 0).25 a
0 oU0 0300 5400 50M specific resitivity p < 1.0 11 cm. At ratios

V)ws,. (A) [N]/[TeI < I for N doped samples. no change of

2 the resistivity compared to undoped ZnTc (p >

S•l0i 12 cm) was observed.

501. ZnTeP

4J\ 4. Results for ZnSe

0 0 1 0 2 0 3 04 0 5 DTBSe is a suitable precursor for the growth
N,' x 10' [cm'] of ZnSe at temperatures below 41X1°C. An appro-

Fig. 3. Ionization energy of P-doped samples versus donor priate vapour pressure of the precursor appears
concentration Nd. Insert: Temperature-dependent lumines- in the range of 283 < T < 323 K:
cence of a P-doped ZnTe/GaAs sample prepared as a log(p[Pa]) = 16.56-4291/T.
strain-free layer.
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Growth experiments were performed in the tem- 500 .. ........... I .... z .... I ......
perature range of 300 to 400°C. A growth rate of ZnSe/GaAs 0 1
1.0 Am was obtained with a zinc input flow of 29
.mol/min and a ratio [Se]/[Zn] = 3. For temper- 2 400

atures of 320 < T < 380'C, the growth rate re-
mains constant (see Fig. 5a). The growth rate 0

increases with the input flow ratio and remains 6 300

constant with [Se]/[Zn] > 1 (Fig. 5b). •0-M 
-0 ,1

Rocking curves were recorded for ZnSe layers FD
of different thicknesses in order to investigate the u" 200 rn
crystalline quality and the relaxation processes of 0 FWHM -0 2
the samples. The lattice mismatch between GaAs V
and ZnSe is -0.27%. It causes a strain in the 100

layer which is relaxed by the nucleation of misfit .i..... i03 ...... .
dislocations during growth within a thickness of 0 0,5 1 1,5 2 2 5 3 3,5

about I Am. A small residual strain of + 0.04% is Layer Thickness [pm]
found for layers thicker than 2 am, which is due Fig. 6. FWHM values of rocking curves (0) and strain (v ) of
to different thermal expansions between sub- ZnSe/GaAs layers of various thicknesses.

Temperature ['C]
400 380 360 340 320 300 strate and layer material. The halfwidth of the

2 0 i F I I i 20 rocking curves depends on the density of disloca-
a tions and therefore on the degree of relaxation.

S10- __1__ -__ , -0 Fig. 6 shows the full width at half maximum
,08 -0.8 (FWHM) values of rocking curves and the strain

S06 DMZn-TEN+DTBSe ". 0.6 as a function of the thickness for the growth

04 [Zn] 29 pmol/min 04 conditions mentioned above.
o 4A photoluminescence (PL) measurement of a(D [Se] = 87 pmol/min 1 Am ZnSe sample grown at 3400C with an input

02 02 flow ratio of [Se]/[Zn] = 3 is presented in Fig. 7.
15 155 16 165 1 7 The spectra are dominated by a free (X: 2.8(K)

1000fT (K') eV) and strong donor bound exciton lumines-
cence (.: 2.795 eV). In the energy region be-

1 5 tween 2.75 and 2.65 eV. a weak PL of donor-

b acceptor pair (DAP) recombinations and their
E -" " " LO replicas are found. The signal at 2.6 eV

1 0 corresponds to the well-known Y-line in ZnSe.

7 •The weak luminescence below 2.5 eV confirms
"05 [Zn = 29 pmol/min the high quality of the sample. For a layer thick-

ST, =340'C ness of more than I Am. also an acceptor bound

exciton (I: 2.792 eV) is observed. A respective
0 ........ peak is found at the same energy in arsenic
0 1 2 3 4 5 doped samples. Obviously impurity atoms diffuse

[Se] / [Zn] from the substrate into the layer, a process which
Fig. 5. Growth rate of ZnSe at different temperatures and is faci,.iated by misfit dislocations formed in ZnSc
VI/Il flow. (a) Growth rate versus temperature. The ZnSe
samples were grown at a flow of DMZn-TEN and DTBSe of in order to relax the lattice mismatch between
29 and 87 Amol/min. respectively. (h) Growth rate of ZnSe GaAs and ZnSe as mentioned above. Addition-
versus input ratio [Sel/lZn]. ally to excitonic recombinations. LO replicas and
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Energy [eVi
2.8 27 2.6 2.5 states were investigated with resonant PL meth-

I I, ods. The determination of the ionization energy
2 n8 27 _276 of phosphorus acceptors through temperature-de-

pendent Hall measurements is in good agreement
E Zwith the value of the PL measurement (62 meV).

Using TBP as a dopant, a free hole concentration
znSe2p•m) of 3 x l'cm 3 can be achieved.

S-MOVPE ZnSe was grown with DTBSe and
DMZnTEN. The growth rate was found to be 1

"425 z 4 4m/h in the temperature range of 320 to 380'C
""aveiengtl, 7 at an input flow ratio [Se]/[Zn] = 3 at a flow of

29 Amol/min of DMZnTEN. The FWHM values
"" ZnSe (1.um) X:2.800 eV of rocking curves ( < 500 arc sec) depend on the

1 2795eV
1:2.792 eV degree of strain relaxation. In PL measurements,.

a strong free and donor bound excitonic recombi-

LO DAPI nation was observed. A very weak PL signal at
DAR Y energies smaller than 2.5 eV and the small

halfwidth of rocking curves ((004) reflection) con-
4400 4500 4600 4700 4800 4900 5000 firm the high quality of the samples.

Wavelength [A]

Fig. 7. Luminescence spectrum of a I Axm thick ZnSe/GaAs
sample (2 K). Insert: PL of the excitonic region of an undoped 6. Acknowledgement
I Am and 2 A.m thick ZnSe/GaAs sample and of an As-doped
layer. This work was supported by the Bundesmini-

sterium fur Forschung und Technologie (BMFT).
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Abstract

Thc combination of diisopropylselenidc (DIPSe) and diethylzinc (DEZn) was used to grow ZnSc by mctalorganic
vapour phase epitaxy (MOVPE). The results arc compared with those obtained from samples grown with dicthylsc-
Icnidc (DESc) and DEZn. Furthermore. we analyscd the influcnce of plasma stimulation of D1PSc and DESc. as
well as plasma enhanced nitrogen doping. Plasma stimulated growth with DESe at 48(1°C rest, Its in ZnSe which
shows resolved free and bound exeitons and negligible deep centre emissions in 11 K PL spectra. By using DIPSc
without plasma stimulation, the kinctieally controlled growth reglmc was found in the tcmpcraturc range from 3811 to
480°C. In PL only broad distributed emissions from 2.4 to 2.78 cV wcrc obscrvcd, arising from impurities in thc Sc
precursor. With plasma enhancement the diffusion controlled growth regime was extended down to 330°C. In the PL
spcctra, cxcitonic emissions wcrc found besidc thc emission band (2.4-2.78 cV). Dccp ccntrc emission (2.0 cV)
appcarcd only for Tt)< 360°C. Doping experiments were carried out by using plasma precracking of the Sc
precursor and simultaneously stimulating nitrogen dopant gas in a plasma. The donor-acceptor pair (DAP) emission
of thc doped layers increases for decreasing growth temperatures (440 to 3(•0°C), if DIPSe and DEZn arc used as
prccursors, lncrcasing thc N, flux causcs an incrcasing nitrogen conccntration. Samplcs grown in N, carrier gas at
380°C show a maximum measured nitrogen concentration of 1.7 × I()I'• cm 3. Thc layers wcrc highly compensated.
due to the impurities in the Se precursor and to additional hydrogen and carbon incorporation.

1. Introduction clear yet. For the doping plasma activated nitro-

gen was used. it is difficult to usc elements other
For the production of optoelectronic devices, than nitrogen for p-type doping, due to sevcral

which work on the basis of ZnSe, the control of rea,.;ons: One problem is the limited solubility of

n- and p-type conductivity is necessary. Many these elements in ZnSe [3]; another problem is
attempts to grow p-type ZnSe failed [1]. p-type the compensation. Lithium shows an amphoteric
conducting ZnSe with a free carrier concentra- behaviour, since interstitial lithium acts as a donor
tion above 1 × I()•x cm 3 was demonstrated with and compensates the free holes generated by

molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) [2]. However, the lithium on zinc sitcs [4]. The group V elements
physical mechanism of p-type conduction is not arsenic and phosphorus create deep centres. A

theoretical model proposed by Chadi and Chang
explains the compensation mechanism [5]. This

theory predicts a reduced existence of deep cen-
* Corresponding author, tres with increasing clcctronegativity of the dop-

(x122-(1248/94/$07.110 l• 1994 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
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ing element. Therefore nitrogen is the most use- precracking of the Se precursor. The plasma
ful candidate to achieve p-type conduction. Until power was approximately 6 W. For the doping
now, attempts to achieve p-type doping with other experiments, an additional nitrogen flux of 0.120
growth methods than MBE result in highly res:.;- SLM was activated in a DC plasma with a power
five samples or the carrier concentration was very of 5.6 W. For comparison, layers were grown
low [6,7]. In MOVPE, NH 3 was used as a doping using DESe and DEZn under the same condi-
gas for these attempts [6,71. Due to the successful tions. The epilayers were rharacterized by photo-
doping in MBE technology it should be useful to luminescence (PL) at 11 K, scanning electron-mi-
grow ZnSe: N at low temperatures and to use croscopy (SEM), Hall and SIMS measurements.
plasma stimulated nitrogen as well for doping in SIMS measurements were carried out with 5.5
MOVPE to obtain highly conductive p-type ZnSe. keV 0' and Cs' primary ion beams. The detec-
The growth of ZnSe with the combination of tion limit was 1 X 1017 for nitrogen, 4 x 1017 for
DEZn and DESe requires a deposition tempera- hydrogen and 3 x 10" atoms cm- 3 for carbon. A
ture of at least 480'C [8]; therefore this combina- helium-cadmium laser (325 nm) and a 1 m
tion does not seem to be useful for successful monochromator with a GaAs photomultiplier
doping experiments. Because DEZn is decom- were used for the PL measurements. The samples
posed at 300'C [9], we investigated the growth were irradiated with a low excitation power
with and without plasma-cracked DIPSe and (0.01-0.5 W cm-).
DEZn. The combination of diallylselenide and
DEZn, investigated earlier [10,11] is not useful in
reducing the growth temperature. For compari- 3. Growth of ZnSe without plasma
son we grew samples with the well known precur-
sor combination DESe and DEZn. In Fig. 1. the dependence of ZnSe growth rate

obtained with different Se precursors on recipro-
cal temperature is shown. At a total pressure of

2. Experimental procedure 100 hPa and a VI/Il ratio of 2.1 (TD = 480'C).
we measure a growth rate of 0.48 tim/h by using

The ZnSe layers were grown in a horizontal DESe and DEZn as precursors. Below a deposi-
MOVPE reactor. The plasma precracking was tion temperature of 480'C, we found the kineti-
carried out by a DC plasma source 10 cm in front cally controlled growth regime. Decreasing the
of the susceptor as reported earlier [11]. As sub-
strate we used (OW(I) GaAs, which was 2' misori- C C DEZn[DASe

ented towards the nearest (110) direction. The M . .. S -I

substrates were annealed for one minute at 600°C M 2 2

in a hydrogen atmosphere. DEZn, DESe and ____ ,_,_ 2 .2

DIPSe, which is contaminated with Zn, As, Sn, B, -- -- ---- DEZ..DIPSe

Sr and Te [12], were used as precursors. The .
vapour pressure of DIPSe ((C 3 H 7),Se) was mea- ---- ---

sured and follows the expression: log(p/hPa) = 2 NEZrtDSe
8.56- 2193.1 K/T. Thus, at a bubbler tempera- .',.

ture of 17'C the material yields a vapour pressure
of 9.9 hPa, which is adequate for MOVPE. For 0, ,', ., ' " , ,
the experiments, the Se partial pressure was set inverse temperature 1100Ko
to 2.84 Pa and the VI/Il ratio was varied from
0.2 to 12.3. We grew the layers using a total flux Fig. I. Growth rate of ZnSc grown with different precursor

of1.5 of H2. The total pressure was I) combinations: DESe. DASe (diallylselenide), DIPSe with
DEZn. The filled symbols are results of growth without plasma

hPa in the experiments without plasma enhance- enhancement and the open symbols are results of plasma

ment and 20 hPa in experiments, with plasma enhanced growth.
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nearly identical. Only a broad emission band S I
DIPSe / DEZn in the energy interval from 2.4-2.78 eV was ob-
100 hPa, VI/li = 12.3 served. We correlate this emission band to impu-
TM- 11 K rities in the Se precursor. An interpretation as

donor-acceptor pair (DAP) luminescence seems
to be incorrect, because from time-resolved mea-
surements the decay of this emission is nonexpo-

38000 Gnential in the ns range. We assume that this
--0.2 p emission can be interpreted as an exciton bound

t d-.m to a deep centre [13]. Layers which were grown at

_ temperatures higher than 5(X)°C show dominating
S c deep centre emissions at 1.95 and 2.25 eV. In all

S480C samples, no excitonic emissions were observed.d d= 0. mS
, dSi .At To = 480'C, the variation of the VI/Il ratio
C. from 0.8 to 12.3 has no influence on the PL

spectra. Below a VI/Il ratio of 0.8. the PL spec-

51300 tra show deep luminescence ,,k 1.74 eV. SIMS
d513°C0.4 1J ' measurements show a carbon and hydroger con-

d m0..}/ deep centration below the detection limit of SIMS.

.centres

1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.0 4. Growth with plasma enhancement

energy [eV]
Fig. 2. II K PL spectra of layers grown with DIPSe and DEZn The dependence of optical properties on
(PI) = II hPa. VI/Il = 12.3. without plasma enhancement) in growth temperature of ZnSe grown with plasma
dependence of growth temperature. activated DESe is shown in Fig. 3. If DESe was

used as the Se precursor together with plasma
enhancement, the so-called copper green (2.25

growth temperature below 480'C causes a rcduc- eV) and self-activated centre emissions (2.0 eV)
tion of the PL intensity. This indicates poor crys- were reduced compared to non-plasma grown
talline quality for samples grown below 480'C as samples. At a growth temperature of 480°C, the
shown earlier [8N. samples show dominating resolved excitonic emis-

In growth rate experiments carried out with sions in the PL spectra. The Y-peak at 2.6 eV
DIPSe and DEZn at a VI/Il ratio of 12.3, we which is attributed to lattice defects [14], is clearly
observed the kinetically controlled growth regime visible and more enhanced in samples grown at
up to 480°C. At T, - 380°C, we found an ex- 440'C. Phonon replica of the Id"P line (2.78 eV)
tremely low growth rate of only 0.2 Mm/h. At can be detected. Deep centre emissions arise in
temperatures higher than 480'C, the diffusion the PL spectra of ZnSe grown below 440'C. This
controlled growth regime was found. The growth indicates a distorted lattice structure of ZnSe
rate was 0.66 am/h. The sample surface was grown at temperatures below 480°C, although
mirror-like up to a growth temperature of 40(°C. plasma precracking of DESe was used.
At higher growth temperatures the surface started By using plasma precracking of the DIPSe
to get rough. In SEM micrographs (magnification precursor, the diffusion controlled growth regime
50(X) X ), "pyramides" were observed on the sur- is extended down to 330°C (see Fig. 1). The
face. In Fig. 2, the II K PL spectra of ZnSe growth rate was 1.66 Mm/h with a VI/Il ratio of
grown with DIPSe without plasma enhancement 2.1 and at a total pressure of 20 hPa. The sur-
at different growth temperatures are shown. All faces of the samples which were grown below
PL spectra of samples grown below 500'C are 380'C were smooth in SEM micrographs. Macro-
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DESeI DEZn 5. Plasma enhanced nitrogen doping of ZnSe
T 2o hPa
D VI/Il = 2.1 Since free and donor bound excitons of ZnSc.

plasma grown with DESe and DEZn at a temperature of
3300C 480°C can be resolved, this growth temperature
d - 0.4 vm was first used for the doping experiments in spite

of the high growth temperature. To increase the
growth rate, the DESe was cracked with plasma.

I. In Fig. 4, the PL spectra of ZnSe: N are shown.
Ati Fig. 4a shows the PL spectrum of ZnSe: N ,,.)wn

Y-line with DESe and DEZn with a VI/Il ratio of 3.0.
C The nitrogen bound excitonic emission I, at 2.79

440'c eV cannot be resolved in the PL spectra, but the
,a dDAP emission at 2.7 eV and their phonon replicaare observable. The DAP emission has the same

excitons energy position as the DAP emission in heavily
nitrogen doped layers grown with MOVPE [7],
but MBE grown p-type conducting samples show

48000 a DAP emission at 2.681 eV [15]. However, dif-

d 1.2 pm.ferent strain magnitudes in the samples have to
1.4 "*'*8'*"2'.'.'-- be taken into account due to different growth

14 1.6 1.8 2.0 2-2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.0

energy [eV]

Fig. 3. PL spectra at I I K of ZnSe samples grown with plasma
precracking of DESe. DAP

scopic defects on the surface were observed for DIPSe

epilayers which were grown at temperatures c)
higher than 400'C. Below a deposition tempera- • d = 1.1 pm
ture of 360'C, deep centre emissions at 2.3 eV Si
dominate in the PL spectra. In the PL spectra of Z"DIPSe
layers grown at TD higher than 360'C, the emis- a
sion band SI with a maximum at 2.65 eV due to._ b)
the contaminations present in the Se precursor
dominates the spectrum. Excitonic emissions of a d = 1.3 pm excitons
samples grown below 440*C can be resolved. The
dominating emission band SI is present even in DAP

samples grown with different VI/Il ratios (0.8 to
12.3) and total pressures (20 hPa to 150 hPa). a) DESe
Samples grown Aith a VI/Il ratio of 0.2 show d - 0.7 pm

only deep centre luminescence at 1.7 eV. SIMS 2.40 2.48 2. 2. 2. 2 2.80
measurements indicate that the hydrogen and energy [eV]
carbon incorporation is below the detection limit Fig. 4. PL spectra at II K of ZnSe:N grown with: (a) DESe.
of SIMS, comparable to the non-plasma grown V1/11 = 3.0, Tw, = 48(0C: (W) DIPSe, VI/II 0.8. T1, = 3800C:
samples. (c) DIPSe. VI/Il = 0.8, TI) 360°C.
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temperatures and layer thickness. Time resolved
IL measurements carried out on samples grown DIPSe 3 DEZn

with a VI/Il ratio of 3.0 show nitrogen concen- TVll= 380 C
trations of 1.5 X It' 7 e [10]. With 1)IPSe it plasma
Se precursor, we reduced the growth temperature
down to 360'C for the doping experimcnts. since DAP-
at a growth temperature of 48 0'C and a VI/il 34

ratio (DIPSe/DEZn) of 0.8 no DAP emission of d 1.5 pm
the nitrogen was observed and the PL spectrum
was not distinguishable from a PL spectrum of an Si
undoped sample. The PL spectra of DIPSe grown . /
samples doped with nitrogen are shown in Fig. 4b c
(VI/I1 ratio = 0.8. T, = 380'C) and Fig. 4c (Vi/II • 118

ratio = 0.8. TD = 360'C). Bv decreasing the growth _ d - 1.3 pm
temperature to 360'C. the DAP emission of the excitons
nitrogen started to dominate the emission band nitrogen

SI originating from the contamination of the flux [ml/min]

DIPSe. This indicates an increased nitrogen in- 2
corporation in ZnSc with a reduced growth tern- 207
perature. From time resolved PL measurements. d 1.3 pm
at nitrogen concentration of 4.5 x It)7 em 28
(VI/II ratio 0.8 at a growth tempcraturc of 2.40 2. 2.t6 2.4 2.112 I ."•
380'C) was evaluated. Fig. 5 illustrates the DAP energy [eV]
emission of samples grown with different nitro- Fig. 5. Pt. -spectra at II K (if ZnSe:N grown viih plasna
geCn fluxes. The nitrogen incorporation can he cracked JIP.Se and I/)Vn rih ditcreni N, doping gas

estimated by the ratio of the intensity of the DAP fluxes.

emission to the intensity of the emission band SI.
The shoulder on the high energy side of the DAP
emission is clearly visible in Fig. 5. At a growth by N_. with the same VI.,II ratio of tLS. The

other layers are undopcd. The growth tempera-temperature of 3810I(C and a Vl/1II ratio of 01.8 we turc wais 380F'C. In la.yers (it) and (c). tile carbon
obserned an increased nitrogen incorporation %tith te % 3Xtt{'. InIcrs i x) and the
an increased nitrogen flux as shown. A qualitative
estimation is given by the ratio of DAP emission
intensity to the excitonic emission intensity. which
increases from 4.1 with a nitrogen flux of 34
xl/nuin to 5.7 at a nitrogen flux of 2017 ml,/min. T '

All samples were semi-insulating in Htall inca- 10
surcments. To analyse the residual incorporation E
of extrinsic impurities originating from the growth 10 , Zn. Se
process such as carbon and hydrogen and the 2 H
amount of incorporated nitrogen. SIMS measure- E V -- .*. , ,,. . N
ments were performed. In Fig. 6. a SIMS inca- C ,, Cc

surement of a ZnSc sample is shown. This ZnSc a)
stack consists of several layers. The layers hi- 0.0 0.4 0o8 1.2 1,6 2.0 24 2.8 3.2 36 idion
belled (a) and (h) were grown with a VI/1i ratio depth uml hmits
of RS.8 and were doped with plasma activated
nitrogen. The layer (el was grown totally in nitro- Og. VI..'II niastire ie r a / . ,l, li . i t'l

3n h a u a X1 ll t it ( .h . 11, in ca rrier gas, N. as t rlurinti gas. (0
ge i. t he hyd roge n cairrie r gils was fluIly replIaced like (ia nt I aur 1IhI hot i liirigell as doil'pai, an ii)Cal riC gai
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hydrogen concentration was measured to 1 x I11` p-type conductivity of nitrogen doped ZnSe is
cm for layer (a). In layer (c). we observed a totally compensated by the incorporation of car-
hydrogen concentration of I x 10)' cm-'. This bon. hydrogen and the Te contamination, which
shows that the hydrogen originates from the pre- originates from the precursor material. The hy-
cursors and not from the carrier gas. Time re- drogen incorporation cannot be reduced by a
solved measurements of nitrogen doped layers, simple substitution of the hydrogen carrier gas
grown with nitrogen instead of hydrogen as car- with nitrogen.
rier gas, show a maximum nitrogen content of
I x lOI S cm3.

7. Conclusion

6. Discussion The optical properties of ZnSc can be im-
proved by using plasma enhanced low pressure

By using plasma stimulated DESe and DEZn MOVPE. The diffusion limited growth regime
at 480'C the deep centrc emission of ZnSe is can be extended to lower deposition tempera-
reduced and free and bound excitons can be tures. With DIPSe as Se precursor, a growth
resolved. This shows that high quality ZnSe layers temperature of 360'C is suitable for the growth of
can be grown with the plasma MOVPE tech- ZnSe layers with well-resolved excitons in the PL
nique. Furthermore the growth rate is increased spectra. Plasma activation of N, as a dopant gas
with plasma enhanced growth. For the investi- allows the incorporation of nitrogen up to a con-
gated precursor combinations the diffusion con- centration of 1.7 X 10)s cm 3 , but a parasitic
trolled growth regime was extended to lower tem- incorporation of carbon and hydrogen occurs.
pcratures, for DIPSe/DEZn down to nearly The next steps in investigating p-type conducting
330°C. as shown in Fig. I. Plasma enhanced ZnSe. grown by MOVPE, should be the avoid-
growth results in a sufficiently high growth rate at ance of contaminations in the DIPSe source and
a low deposition temperature. The emission due the suppression of hydrogen and carbon incorpo-
to the contamination of the DIPSe prevents the ration into the layers.
observation of other emissions (e.g.. Y-peak. small
intensity DAP and excitonic emissions) in DIPSe
and DEZn grown samples. The main contamina- 8. Acknowledgements
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Abstract

Site-selective metalorganic molecular beam epitaxy (MOMBE) is a new technique that shows much promise for
the controlled substitutional doping of Il-VI compound semiconductors. In the present work. initial results on the
use of the site-selective doping are reported. The metalorganic compound [t-BuZnAs(t-Bu),12 which is employed in
the present work is only one of a whole class of potential compounds in which a group I1 element is pre-bonded to a
group V element. ZnSe epitaxial layers doped with this compound exhibit bright near edgc luminescence that is
dominated by acceptor-bound-exciton transitions. This indicates that the As contained in this designer dopant is
incorporated on its proper subsitution site.

1. Introduction molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) and. in fact, light
emitting diodes (LEDs) were successfully fabri-

The limiting factor on devices using wide-gap cated, although it diffuses too easily to be an
II-VI materials has been in achieving methods of ideal dopant [3-5]. Li is also hindered from being
producing reliable and controllable doping of a useful dopant in that it tends to self-coin-
these compounds. An example has been the con- pensate at high concentrations by going onto in-
siderable difficulty in growing p-type ZnSe as terstitial sites [5].
well as producing doped materials with high car- The recent success in doping ZnSe p-type us-
rier concentrations. Expected p-type dopants are ing a nitrogen atomic radical source has been a
the elements from groups I and V. The group III large step towards controlling the electrical prop-
elements As and P have been investigated as erties of this material [6]. This success has led to
potential p-type dopants with little success. The the fabrication of the first laser diodes operating
formation of acceptor states was inferred on the in the blue-green spectral region [7,8]. However
basis of photoluminescence results, although the difficulties still remain. At present, the highest
sample remained highly resistive [1,2]. Li has been p-type doping density remains in the low 1l0)'
successfully employed to produce p-type ZnSe by cm-3 range, furthermore the samples tend to be

highly compensated (> 701%) and show a very
small activation of the incorporated nitrogen [9].
Not only do there appear to be limits to the

* Corresponding author, doping density that is achievable with nitrogen,

1022-01248/94/$t17.(Xl 1, 1994 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
SSDI 11t022-0248(93)E11756-W
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but the long term stability of the doping level has tional gas injectors or an electron cyclotron reso-
also been questioned [10]. nance plasma (ECR) source. The system is also

In this paper a new and unique route to p-type equiped with six solid sources, which include Zn.
doping of ZnSe is reported. Rather than using Se, Cd, Te and Mn, and a selenium cracker. In
the traditional elemental sources such as N, As, P the present work, only high purity elemental Zn
or Li. we employed a complex metalorganic and Se in conventional low temperature cells
molecule in which the potential acceptor is pre- were employed. The gas cabinet houses six con-
bonded to a host atom. Previous published work ventional bubblers. One of these bubblers can be
on site-specific doping of Il-VI compound semi- operated in a double-dilution mode and another
conductors is limited to nitrogen doping of ZnSe can be used as a direct vapor injector. For the
grown by organometallic vapor phase epitaxy injection of the T-butyl (di-t-butyl) arsino zinc,
(OMVPE) [11.121. the solid was placed in one of the conventional

bubblers and the exit valve was opened after the
temperature was stabilized at the operating tem-

2. Experimental details perature without the use of a carrier gas. A
schematic diagram of the system is shown in Fig.

The ZnSe epitaxial growth was carried out in 1. As can be seen in the figure, a combination of
an EPI MBE system. Connected to the 1I-VI diffusion and cryo-pumping is employed. During
system through a vacuum transfer system is a standby periods and MBE growth the system is
Perkin-Elmer 425B III-V MBE system. This cryo-pumped. During MOMBE growth and dop-
combination allows the growth of 1l-VI epitaxial ing, the system is pumped using a double liquid-
layers on a variety of virgin Ill-V buffer layers. nitrogen-trapped diffusion pump.
Also connected to the II-VI MBE system is a gas The ZnSe epilayers reported in this paper
handling cabinet that allows the precisely con- were grown at a substrate temperature of 260'C
trolled introduction of various gases, high vapor on thin GaAs epitaxial layers which were de-
pressure liquids or solids into the growth cham- posited in the Ill-V chamber before the sub-
ber. These can be injected through either conven- strate was transferred into the II-VI chamber. A

N2,H2 N2,H2,H2S Vacuum

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the NAW('WPNS II-VI MOMBE system.
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selenium-to-zinc beam pressure ratio of 2: 1 was
employed for all ZnSe epilayers reported here. FMiO9-..doed

The optical properties of the epitaxial layers X5 a)

were investigated using low temperature photolu-
minescence (PL) at liquid helium temperatures.
The PL signal was excited using a Spectra Physics ~T =50Oc]
Model 185 He-Cd laser. The luminescence was .
detected using a 1.25 m SPEX grating mono- C

chrometer with a cooled GaAs photocathode
photomultiplier and standard lock-in detection
electronics. 0 M092T_ =7s*c

The particular metalorganic compound that C C)
we have investigated in the present work is T-butyl
(di-t-butyl) arsino zinc ([(t-BuZnAs(t-Bu),],). The
details of the synthesis and characterization of IM093 Ti =90C
this particular compound have been reported ear-
lier [131. The structure of this compound is shown
in Fig. 2. The novel aspect of this compound is
that at its center are two Zn-As bonds. The 440 450 460 470 480,m

existence of these Zn-As bonds in the precursor Wavelength (rm)

is hoped to enhance the site selectivity of the Fig. 3. Low-temperature photoluminescence spectra of It-
BuZnAs(t-Bu).1. doped ZnSe epitaxial lar, grooon usingincorporation of the As at the growth front dur- bubbler temperatures between 50 and 94r(".

ing the deposition process. The Zn portion of this
compound is presumed to prefer incorporation
on the Zn sublattice as opposed to the Se sublat- reduction of point-defects should also lead to an
tice. The As will be forced to occupy the nearest improvement in device characteristics, since it is
neighbor Se site and thus be activated as a substi- believed that point-defects contribute to the
tutional p-type dopant. This enhanced site selec- growth of dark-line defects causing a severe re-
tivity should lead to a dramatic decrease in the duction in life-time of present generation blue-
density of anti-site and interstitial defects, and green laser diodes.
therefore a higher level of dopant activation. This

3. Results and discussion

CN(121 " In order to investigate the effectiveness of the
.i,, site-selective doping technique a series of [l-

BuZnAs(t-Bu),], doped epitaxial layers was
grown. All samples in this series were grown as
nearly as possible using the same substrate tem-

Aperature and fluxes. In this series the bubbler
Zn temperature was systematically varied between 50

and 90°C. The photoluminescence spectrum from
C11 this series of samples is shown in Fig. 3. The

luminescence spectrum for undoped epitaxial
ZnSc is shown in spectrum (a) for comparison.

C1222 This spectrum is dominated by the free exciton
line at 443.3 nm and an acceptor-bound-exciton

Fig. 2. Structure of It-BuZnAs(t-Bu),l,. line occurring at 444.4 nm. This sample exhibited
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minimal deep level luminescence in the self- luminescence is now completely dominated by
activated region of the spectrum. the acceptor-bound exciton line. In Fig. 4 is plot-

Spectra (b) to (d) were grown using bubbler ted the peak-intensity ratio for this series of site-
temperatures of 50, 75 and 90*C, respectively, selectively doped ZnSe epilayers, demonstrating
The spectra for the sample grown using the low- the strong increase in acceptor related lumines-
est [t-BuZnAs(t-Bu)2] 2 temperature of 50°C ex- cence.
hibits a strong increase in luminescence intensity. These results indicate that the site-selective
In fact ,the luminescence intensity for this sample dopant [t-BuZnAs(t-Bu)2], can be sucessfully
is about a factor of five more intense than the used to induce shallow acceptor sites in MBE
undoped sample. Accompanying the increase in grown ZnSe. At present efforts are underway to
the overall luminesence intensity is a shift of investigate both the amount of incorporated As
intensity from the free-exciton to acceptor- and its electrical activation.
bound-exciton line. In previous work using [t-
BuZnAs(t-Bu),], as a p-type dopant in CdTe and
ZnTe. p-type conductivity with hole concentra- 4. Summary
tions in the mid 10"7 cm- 3 range were obtained
when similar bubbler temperatures were em- In summary, we report for the first time the
ployed. Details of this work will be published results of the MBE doping of ZnSe with a site-elsewhere.

As the bubbler temperature is increased fur- specific metalorganic precursor. Initial photolu-
minescence results indicate that significant

ther, a decrease in the overall intensity, and a is amounts of acceptors have been introduced using
further shift to acceptor-bound luminescence this new technique. The T-butyl (di-t-butyl) ar-
observed. At a bubbler temperature of 90'C, the sino zinc precursor is only one of a large number
highest temperature investigated, the lumines- of site specific dopants that need to be investi-
cence intensity has become relatively weak and gated. These designer dopants offer the potential
significant deep level luminescence is observed. It of greatly reducing the introduction of point de-
should be noted, however, that the near-edge fects that are often associated with the incorpora-

tion of traditional acceptors in ZnSe. Once this is
accomplished, higher dopant densities should be

2A- realized, with the associated improvements in re-
lated device properties.

22-
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Abstract

A high resolution study of the optical emission from nitrogen-plasmas produced by an Oxford Applied Research
radio frequency plasma source is reported. Strong atomic emission lines in the near-infrared spectral region provide
unequivocal evidence that the nitrogen-plasma source generates an appreciable flux of nitrogen atoms. Nitrogen
atoms, rather than N, raiolecules in the plasma, are the most likely nitrogen-plasma species responsible for the
successful p-type doping of ZnSe ý N and rea'ted alloys. Emission spectra from the radio frequency nilrogen-plasma
source are compared with similar emission spectra obtained from an electron cyclotron resonance microwa•c
nitrogen-plasma source.

I. Introduction Other research groups have examined the
emission from Oxford RF plasma sources to bet-

Nitrogen doping of ZnSe and related alloys ter understand the mechanisms involved in nitro-
has led to the demonstration of blue/green light gcn doping. Ohkawa et al. attributed the p-type
emitting diodes [1-61 and laser diodes [7-11] by a doping to "active" nitrogen in the plasma in the
number of research groups throughout the world, form of excited N. molecules in the A 3 2J- state.
Most of these researchers employ an Oxford Ap- due to the long lifetime (2 s) of this metastable
plied Research [121 radio frequency (RF) plasma state [2]. Park argued that the presence of N,
source during molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE) film molecules in the A 3,. excited state implies that
growth to produce the p-type layers of the diode they were created by the recombination of two
structures, Information about the nitrogen-plasma ground state N atoms within the plasma [13].
species responsible for the successful p-type dop- although no spectroscopic evidence of N atoms in
ing, and the optimization of this desired species, the optical emission spectrum was reported, nor
is fundamentally important to the pursuit of were molecular excitations which might also be
higher p-type doping levels and improved perfor- responsible for the observed A 3,, excited
mance of Il-VI light emitting devices, molecular state addressed.

Here we report spectroscopic evidence that
the nitrogen-plasma sources used for p-type dop-

C (orresponding author. ing of il-VI materials do. indeed, generate an

1X)22-024X/94/$17.(tO '-, 1994 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
SSDI t)022-0248(93)Et0697-6
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appreciable flux of N atoms. The optical emission ' Molecular N2  0.

from an Oxford Applied Research Model MPD21 ' 2nd Positive 1st Positive
RF plasma source was investigated over a range S e ie Series A N

of plasma input powers and N. gas flow rates. o
Source operating conditions which enhance / -
atomic nitrogen production are discussed. An I, 745\

evaluation of an electron cyclotron resonance Z
(ECR) microwave plasma source, as an alterna- I 1st Negative 821

0 Series N
tive nitrogen source to the Oxford RF plasma X /\

source, is also presented. IL"
300 400 500 600 700 800 900

2. Experimental details WAVELENGTH (nm)
Fig. I. Nitrogen-plasma emission spectrum from an Oxford

Nitrogen-plasmas were produced using an Ox- Applied Research RF plasma source operated at an input

ford Applied Research Model MPD21 RF plasma power of 200 W and MBE chamber pressure of 2 x 10 " Torr.
The spectrum was obtained for the wavelength range 290-'90)

source which bolts directly onto an MBE cham- nm using the 150 grooves/mm grating. The emission spec-

ber furnace port. The inductively-coupled 13.56 trum is dominated by atomic nitrogen peaks in the near-IR.

MHz input energy which generates the nitrogen- The spectrum also contains a number of molecular N. and

plasmas was varied from 20W to 500 W. A variable NI emission bands throughout the spectral region ine,,ti-

leak valve was used to carefully control the flow gated.

of high purity (5N5) N, gas into the RF plasma
source such that the MBE chamber pressure was ated at 200 W and 2 X 10 ' Torr is shown in Fig.
varied from 1.0 x 101--" to 5.0 x 10 5 Torr. These
conditions provided a variety of stable nitrogen- I. A variety o nitrogen-plasma emission peaks
conditios providanaled. aspan the measured spectral region. including
plasmas to be analyzed. emission from the firs, positive and second-posi-

Optictl emission from the plasma source was tive series transitions of the neutral N, molecule.
monitored with an EG&G Princeton Applied weak emission peaks of the first-negative series of
Research Model 1235 monochromator w equipped the molecular NZ ion. and strong atomic lines in
with interchangeable 15t grooves/mm (low reso- the near-infrared (IR) spectral region. The six
lution) and 12() grooves/mam (high resolution) multiple-peaked broad bands of emission which
gratings. The emission from the Oxford RF source occur in the visible and near-lR spectral regions
was measured through a kodial glass viewport. arc associated with the first-positive series molcc-
The dispersed nitrogen-plasma emission was de- ular transitions (B 31 -- A 3 %,,* transitions)
tcctcd with a Model 1455 intensified 7(10-pixel [14,151. These bands are approximately centered
diode array detector (280-90(0 nm) and recorded at emission wavelengths of 540, 590, 655. 755.
by computer. The spectral response of the 82(, and 880 nm. There are no resolvable peaks
monochromator/detection system was deter- in the lowest wavelength band. but as the emis-mined using a calibrated litWl W tungsten-halo- sion wavelength is increased, the separation be-
gcn lamp operated at 8.3(0 A. The measured tween peaks increases and individual molecular
spectral response curve was used to correct all of I

the itrgenplama misionspetraobtine in transitions can he resolved. As a result. four
the nitrogen-plasma emission spectra obtained in peaks at 58(1, 585, 590 and 595 nm arc evident

within the molecular band centered at 591) nm.

The peak at 662 nm is the strongest of the eight

3. Results and discussion first-positive transition peaks visible between 632
and 687 nm. The three highest wavelength bands

A representative optical emission spectrum arc dominated by atomic emission lines, but sev-
from the Oxford MPD21 RF plasma source oper- eral molecular peaks are still recognizable. First-
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positive molecular peaks at 716. 726, 737, 761, 746.8

773. and 787 nm are observed in the fourth band. (a)
The weak molecular band at 820 nm is nearly 7e

eclipsed by the atomic emission, but the highest x 744,2 3-Line tpt

wavelength molecular band includes observable M

peaks at 854 and 891 nm. All nineteen peaks IL
detected correspond to the first-positive series Z 7423

transitions of the N, molecule [14,151. The largest 0

bands of the much less intense second-positive 0
molecular N, system (C'I1, -- B ! transitions) CL
[14,15] occur at 316, 337, 357. 380, 400 and 420 73o 740 750 760 770

nm. Overall, the second-positive series of molecu-

lar transitions occur at wavelengths throughout WAVELENGTH (nm)

the 300 to 500 nm region. The peaks at 391 and (b) 821.8

428 nm are the most intense of the first-negative '4
svstem of N; (B 2•- -- X-2 v_ transitions)[14,15]. 4_d
Additional emission peaks of N.' were observed -
at 388. 417, 424. 428, 451, 455, 471, 501 and 508
nm. iLA 8185 822.3

z |818.8 824.2

0
Table I 1-821.0
Summar, oi ohserved atomic nitrogen emission lines 0 820.0

Atomic ransition Emission wavelength

810 815 820 825 830
Transition lotal Accepted This WAVELENGTH (nm)
arrat angular %alue studyn

m ot m e n - [ i 6- I 1 ] . ..
turn J 1] (C) 88.0

3 s-P 3 piS 1,/-3,/2 742.36, 742.3 4p 4Do

"3/2 -3 /2 744.23 744.2
,'2 "3/2 746.83 746.8

_j 868.3

1/2-3--2 818.80 8188 z 4-Une Multiplet

12- 1/2 8210.043 0214.1i 888.6
3, 1-3 ' " 32-35/2 

871.9885LA 
2~3/2-3' 2 8,21.117 82 0 8.12.9 70871.2

5/2-5/2 821.03 821.6 859.4 686,5 "0 8

312 -I/ 2 822.31 822.3 858.811 5. 872.8

5/~2-3/2 824.24 824.2 855 860 865 870 875

3s1' -P 3p-P 1/2 3/2 850.77 856.8 WAVELENGTH (nm)
1 32 1/2 859.404 S254. 4 Fig. 2. I igh resolution spectra from the RF plasma source

3/2-31/2 S62.92 862.5 operated at an input pimer of 2'IN W and M|1IL chamber

3112-1i,12 86559 865;.5
pressure of 2 x 10 " Torr showing intense atomic nitrogen

3W'P + 3p I)" 5/2-7/2 808.4)3 868.0 emission peaks %%ithin the (a) 730-770) nm. (h) 810!-831) nni.

3/2-5/2 868.34 868.3 and (c) 855-875 nm spectral regions.

1/2 3/2 868.62 868.6
1/2-1/2 8711.32 8740.3
3/2-3/2 N71.17 871.2 The emission spectrum of Fig. I is dominated
5/2-5/2 871.88 871.9 by the sharp atomic nitrogen emission peaks in
3/2-1/2 872.89 872.8 the near-IR spectral region at 745, 821 and 869
5/2 312 874.73 - nm. Confirmation of atomic nitrogen emission
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was obtained by employing the high resolution
grating (1200 grooves/mm). Fig. 2 shows high (a) RF Input Power 200W

resolution spectra obtained from the MPD21 RF
plasma source for the three near-IR spectral re-
gions of interest. The high resolution spectra
reveal that each of the atomic peaks we identified R
in Fig. 1 is actually composed of several lines, S (b) RF Input Power= 300 W

each corresponding to a different total electronic
angular momentum transition. In Fig. 2a, the
triplet of lines at 742.3, 744.2, and 746.8 nm is Z
attributed to the 3s 4p -- 3p 4S5 transitions of o
atomic nitrogen [16-181. The three broad, low-in- 0 (c) RF Input Power =400w
tensity emission bands with bandheads at 738, C.

750, and 762 nm are due to transitions of the
first-positive system of molecular N, [14,15]. Fig.
2b shows a 7-line multiplet of peaks between
818.5 and 824.2 nm, which we attribute to the 300 400 500 600 700 800 900
3s 4

p -_ 3p 4 po transitions in atomic nitrogen [16- WAVELENGTH (nm)
18]. Fig. 2c shows a total of eleven atomic nitro- Fig. 3. Optical emission spectra from the RF plasma source

gen peaks at wavelengths ranging between 856.8 operated at an MBE chamber pressure of 5 X 1t) Torr and

and 872.8 nm. The 4-line multiplet of peaks at RF input power of (a) 2X) W. (b) 3(K) W, and (c) 400 W. Note
856.8, 859.4, 862.9, and 865.5 nm is due to the that as the input power increases, the atomic nitrogen peaks

3s 2 P - 3p 2 P" transitions in atomic nitrogen [16- increase in intensity compared to the molecular nitrogen

18]. The seven peaks between 868.0 and 872.8 nm emission features.

are part of an 8-line multiplet of lines associated
with the 3s 4 P -- 3p OD" transitions in atomic ni- RF plasma source produces an appreciable flux
trogen [16-18]. of neutral nitrogen atoms.

Table I summarizes our findings with regard Nitrogen-plasma emission spectra were ob-
to the high resolution atomic nitrogen emission tained for a range of RF input powers and N, gas
lines. The first column in the table lists selected flow rates in order to determine operating pa-
atomic nitrogen transitions expressed by the usual rameters that would enhance atomic nitrogen
spectroscopic symbols [161 for the final state and generation relative to the molecular N, plasma
initial state, respectively. The second column gives species. A series of emission scans recorded from
the corresponding internal quantum numbers of the Oxford RF plasma source as the source input
the total electronic angular momentum J of each power is increased from 200 to 4(00 W is shown in
of the listed transitions. The third column enu- Fig. 3. The MBE chamber pressure was held at
merates reliable reference values [16-181 for the 2 x 1l0-' Torr. Each spectrum in Fig. 3 was nor-
transition wavelengths in nanometers, followed malized with respect to the molecular emission
by the fourth column of the observed transition peak at 654 nm in order to illustrate the relative
wavelengths measured in the present spectro- intensities of the atomic versus molecular nitro-
scopic study of the Oxford Applied Research gen emission peaks. In general. a-, the input power
Model MPD21 nitrogen-plasma source. Note that to the nitrogen-plasma is increased, the intensity
all of the twenty-one near-IR emission lines ob- of each peak in the spectrum is increased, but the
served from the nitrogen-plasma generated within atomic nitrogen peaks grow more quickly than do
the MPD21 source are in excellent agreement the molecular bands. The relative intensity of the
with literature values of the atomic nitrogen tran- atomic nitrogen emission peaks at 745, 821, and
sitions listed in the table [16-18]. These results 869 nm [16-18] steadily grow stronger as the
unequivocally confirm that the Oxford MPD21 input power is increased from 2(X) W in Fig. 3a to
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MBE Chamber Pressure: 5 x lO"5Torr Thus, low-pressure and high-power nitrogen-

(a) plasmas generate a higher percentage of nitrogen
atoms.

:i. ".... " -4. Conclusions

MBE Chamber Pressure: 1 x lO'
5

Torr

The results of this optical emission study clearly
i. show that the Oxford Applied Research RF
Z plasma source generates an appreciable flux of

I-- neutral nitrogen atoms. We believe that nitrogen
0 MBE Chamber Pressure: 2 x lO

46Torr atoms arc the most likely nitrogen-plasma species

(C) responsible for the successful p-type doping of
ZnSe:N and related alloy films to levels high
enough to maKe blue/green laser diodes 17-11].
At an MBE chamber pressure of 10 -" Torr. the

300 400 500 600 700 800 900 mean free path of nitrogen atoms is greater than

WAVELENGTH (nm) 50 m [19] - which is much larger than the source-
Fig. 4. Optical emission spectra from the RF plasma source to-substrate distance in typical MBE systems.
operated at an RF input power of 2M0 W and MBE chamber Thus, nitrogen atoms from the plasma :source
pressure of (a) 5 x10 I Torr, (b) 1 x 10 5 Torr, and (c) impinge directly onto the film growth surface
2X 10 " Torr. Note that lower N, flow rates enhance the during MBE film growth and can be directly
relative intensity of the atomic nitrogen peaks in the near-IR
spectral region. incorporated into the ZnSe crystal structure.

In contrast, very large fluxes of ground state
N, molecules used in earlier studies have pro-

400 W in Fig. 3c. This trend suggests that larger duced very low doping levels in ZnSe [20] - which
input powers cause a larger fraction of the nitro- is to be expected because of the very large disso-
gen molecules to dissociate and therefore pro- ci:ttion energy of N, molecules in the ground
duce relatively more nitrogen atoms. state (9.9 eV) 121]. N, molecules in the A 3 _

Fig. 4 shows a sequence of emission spectra excited state have also been proposed as another
which illustrates the effects of changing the N, possible doping species. since N, molecules in
gas flow rate. The input power was held constant this metastable state remain e cited for an aver-
at 2(10 W and, similar to the spectra of Fig. 3. the age of 2 seconds [2] - sufficient time to travel to
scans were normalized to the molecular emission the growth surface. Theoretical calculations sug-
peak centered at 654 nm. As the N, gas flow rate gest that N. molecules in the A 3 %-'1, metastable
decreases, the overall intensity of the emission is state may also be able to adsorb to the ZnSe
reduced. However, the atomic lines decrease at a growth surface and subsequently dissociate [22].
slower rate than the molecular peaks. The sharp However, 3.9 eV [211 of energy is still required to
atomic nitrogen lines in the near-IR grow relative break the strong molecular bond of the A _.
to the first-positive molecular bands from the metastable state. Since nitrogen atoms can incor-
highest input gas flow rate (MBE chamber pres- porate directly into the lattice without expending
sure = 5 x 10(1 Torr) in Fig. 4a to the lowest the large amount of energy needed to dissociate
(MBE chamber pressure = 2 x 10 " Torr) in Fig. the N2 molecules, we believe that nitrogen atoms
4c. We believe that reducing the N, gas flow, are the plasma species that are in large part
which reduces the pressure, decreases the proba- responsible for the p-type doping of ZnSe and
bility that two atoms will collide within the plasma related alloys.
and recombine to form molecular N2, hence fa- At NCSU. we have also investigated the use of
voring the net generation of atomic nitrogen. an ASTeX compact E(P microwave plasma
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source [1,3] as an alternative nitrogen source to supported by SDIO/ONR grant N)00014-92-i-
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Abstract

Results on the halogen doping of CdTe. (CdMn)Tc as well as (CdMg)Te thin films and quantum well structures
are reported. The structures were grown by molecular beam epitaxy. The samples have been investigated by Van der
Pauw. photoconductivity. X-ray diffraction. XPS and SIMS measurements. ZnCI, and ZnBr. have been used as
dopant sources. Free carrier concentrations at room temperature above 10s cm can easily be achieved for CdTc
for a wide range of' Cd/Tc flux ratios and substrate temperatures. In the ternart alloys, the free carrier
concentration decreases drastically with increasing x-values, despite a constant incorporation of the dopant species.
In addition, persistent photoconductivity has been observed in n-type doped ternary thin films at low temperatures.
The decrease of the free carrier concentration with x-valuc is common to other wide-gap ternary alloys, and the
reason for it is discussed in the frame of DX-likc deep donor impurities in ternary II-VI compounds. In first
experiments on planar halogen doping of CdTc. a doping level of 5 x I10"' cm could be reached in the doped
regions, the highest value ever reported for CdTc. A clear influence of dopant incorporation on the structural
quality of CdTe thin films has been seen even for dopant concentrations of as lo% as 1ll0 cm '. The FWHM of the
rocking curves decreased by a factor of 2 with increasing dopant incorporation. SIMS as well as XPS mesurements
demonstrate that the Cl/Zn and Br/Zn ratio in the doped films is 2/I. but no chemical shift corresponding to
Zn-CI or Zn-Br bonds could be detected. A model for the incorporation of the halogens is proposed on the basis of
these results.

I. Introduction exploit the interesting properties of CdTe-based

ternary alloys like (CdMn)Te, (CdZn)Te or
The recent progress in II-VI device technol- (CdMg)Te in optoclectronic devices, one has to

ogy with the fabrication of blue-green ZnSe-bascd be able to dope the materials both n-type and

laser diodes [I] its well as Hg('dTc infrared laser p-type to high enough doping levels.
diodes [2] has been based on the successful ciee- It has been demonstrated in the past that
trical control of the epilayers. If one wants to various donors in (('dZn)Te [31 as well as in

(CdMn)Tc [4] exhibit a dccp-shallow metastabil-
ity analogous to the DX center in AIGaAs [51. In

the binary base material C'dTc. the DX-like cen-

* (orrcponding auithor. ter has been reported to be resonant with the

KM22-(124i/ 94/S$7.N) -. 1994 Ilse.vicr Science I.V. All rights rescricd
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conduction band, and according to pressure-de- For the doping, ZnCI, and ZnBr, have been
pendent resistivity measurements its energy level evaporated from standard effusion cells. Free
lies 50 and 260 meV above the conduction band electron Hall concentration as well as Hall mobil-
edge for chlorine and bromine donors, respec- ity of the n-doped layers were determined by
tively [6]. With pressure or with increasing band applying the Van der Pauw method. A magnetic
gap, the DX-like level is shifted into the band gap field of 0.3 T was employed for this. Photocon-
and therefore forms a deep donor. The DX-like ductivity was measured in a standard He-4 flow
centers are known to have repulsive barriers for cryostat. Light from a red light emitting diode
both electron emission and electron capture, (LED) mounted in the cryostat was used for
which is the reason for persistent photoconductiv- illumination. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
ity at low temperatures. The existence of DX-like (XPS) as well as SIMS measurements were per-
centers in the binaries GaAs and CdTe shows formed on some of the bromine doped CdTe
that the DX-like behavior is a characteristic of layers to get information on the amount of
isolated donors. bromine and zinc incorporated. Positive SIMS for

It should be mentioned that the DX-like cen- the elements Zn, Cd and Te and negative SIMS
ters discussed here do not necessarily have the for Te and bromine were measured. For low
same microscopic structure as in the (AlGa)As concentrations of Zn, it cannot be evaluated from
system. The term "DX-like center" is used here positive SIMS. as Zn has a low ionization proba-
because of the very similar behavior of the deep bility and the ion from the isotope "Zn- inter-
centers in ternary Il-VI semiconductors and the feres with the doubly charged -xTe ' ' isotope. A
DX centers in (AlGa)As. high resolution 5-crystal X-ray diffractometer has

In this contribution we report on the investiga- been used for the structural analysis.
tions of n-type doping of the ternary alloys
(CdMn)Te and (CdMg)Te thin films during
molecular beam epitaxy. Chlorine and bromine 3. Results and discussion
have been used as dopants. The thin films have
been analyzed by X-ray diffraction, secondary ion For the n-doping of the CdTe base material
mass spectroscopy (SIMS), Hall measurements as during molecular beam epitaxy. indium has been
well as photoconductivity, both as a function of widely used. and free carrier concentrations in
temperature. the low l1)ix cm-3 range can be achieved [7.8].

For higher dopant incorporation, self-compensa-
tion occurs, decreasing the number of free carri-

2. Experimental procedure ers again. Therefore we have tested alternative
dopants to possibly circumvent this problem: we

The thin films have been grown onto (1(1(0) have recently used halogens like chlorine and
oriented CdTc or (CdZn)Te substrates. The sub- bromine for the n-type doping of CdTc [9.l0].
strates were chemomechanically polished using a Fig. I shows the free carrier concentration in
bromine-methanol-ethyleneglycol solution. Be- CdTe thin films as a function of dopant source
fore insertion into the molecular beam epitaxial temperature. The higher the dopant source tem-
(MBE) system, the substrates were etched with perature, the higher the incorporation of the
HCI and subsequently rinsed in deionized water. dopants. Results for both chlorine and bromine
A heat treatment in vacuum at 350'C for 15 min are shown. Again a limit for the free carrier
in the presence of a Cd flux was used to clean the concentration in the low 10)s cm 3 range occurs
substrate surface. Before the growth of the doped for both dopants. as is the case for indium dop-
layers, a CdTc buffer of 2(1K nm thickness was ing.
grown at a substrate temperature of 315'C. A In contrast to indium doping, the Cd/Te ratio
CdTc compound source as well as elemental Mg offered during the MBE growth of halogen-doped
and Cd sources were used. CdTe layers has only a very small influence on
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the free carrier concentration. This has been
checked by growing samples under identical con-
ditions. The only growth parameter varied was 0
the Cd/Te ratio. In one case, a compound CdTe -

source was used only; in the other case an addi- 10"
tional Cd flux was applied using an elemental Cd = 0

source. In both cases an efficient doping has been
observed. In the case of indium, however, a high 0

degree of compensation occurs if a CdTe com- Tit,,60 "C

pound source, which produces a stoichiometric
flux, is used without additional Cd flux. '20 240, 2601 2'8)

Another result demonstrates again that the substratc temperaturc,'C'

doping via halogens does not critically depend on Fig. 2. flall electron concentration at 300 K for (dTc: Br as a
the growth parameters used. In Fig. 2 the free function of substrate temperature.

carrier concentration at room temperature is
plotted as a function of substrate temperature.
All other growth parameters like dopant and feet band, which would be a fingerprint of self-
source fluxes have been kept constant. As can be compensation, could be observed. As a result, a
seen from the figure, the free carrier concentra- low substrate temperature is not necessary for the
tion decreases by less than a factor of 10 if the halogen doping of CdTe during MBE.
substrate temperature is increased from 215 to Because of the high vapor pressure of elemcn-
280°C. The decrease in free carrier concentration tal halogens even at room temperature, we have
probably stems from a decreasing sticking coeffi- used a Zn-halogen compound, which can be
cient of the dopant species. From photolumines- evaporated from standard effusion cells. ZnBr,
cence studies, no indication of an increasing de- and ZnCI, have been used for the doping experi-

meints. It is known that for not too high tempera-
turcs. Zn-Hal, molecules sublime, where Hal =

(1 tcmlperature ("Ci chlorine or bromine 1 I1]. We have used the Zn-
sO 10)0 120) 140 160) ISO) 200 halogen instead of the Cd-halogen compound to

get information on the Zn/halogen ratio incorpo-
." rated into the CdTe films.

0 For this purpose, SIMS as well as XPS mca-
S• surements have been performed. For highly doped

CdTc. the concentration of both Zn and Br could
be assessed by XPS. The SIMS data were then

calibrated by the XPS data. to yield a quantitative
1(1 * estimate of both bromine and zinc concentrations

a U t,,I., as a function of bromine source temperature as
• (,I.u ,W,,,,,measured by SIMS.

iom _ ................ First of all. SIMS measurements show that the
4)) 45 ) 55 60 0,5 71) 75 80 halogens arc still incorporated, cven if the free

Br temperature "C)l carrier concentration is decreasing for higher
Fig. I. Ilall electron concentration at 304t( K ias a function ot dopant cell temperature. This result clearly shows
dopant source temperature for (kiTe:Cl and ('d'i'e:Br. In that the decrease in free carrier concentration for
both cases the doping level cannot he increased to above higher bromine incorporation is due to compen-
"some 1ll0" cm '. Twvo different temperature scales arc used sation The same is certainly true for chlorine
for betier comparison of both dopant species. The source

temperatures do not only depend on the dopant species, but doping, but was not confirmed experimentally
also on the special design of the effusion cell used. here.
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contact resistance, however, a higher doping level
would be desirable.

Therefore, we have pcrformed first planar
doping experiments. As a result of the prelimi-
nary work, planar doping works at least as good
as uniform doping concerning the effective free

S 0 (3) carrier concentration. In addition, the electron
mobility of planar doped CdTe layers is higher

Fig. 3. Model for the incorporation of Zn-halogen molecules compared to uniformly doped ones. Up to now
for the n-type doping of CdTe: molecules are impinging onto we could not increase the maximum effective free
the surface, hut the constituents are then incorporated sepa- carrier concentration to above 3 x lo1()1 cm 3.
rately, as has been shown bi XPS. The situation is quite different if one wants to

dope ternary CdTe-based alloys like (CdMn)Te.
(CdZn)Te or (CdMg)Te. In Fig. 4. the free car-
rier concentration at room temperature is plotted

For the highest doped sample, XPS experi- for (CdMn)Te and (CdMg)Te as a function of
ments showed that the Zn/Br ratio in the CdTe x-value. In this case bromine has been used as an
lavers is to a good approximation equal to 1/2, n-type dopant, but similar results have been ob-
indicating that for each Zn atom two bromine tained for chlorine doping. As can be seen from
atoms arc incorporated. In addition the chemical Fig. 4, the free carrier concentration decreases
shifts of the Zn 2p3 2 photoelectron and the Zn drastically with increasing x-value. This is due to
L.M 4,M 4. Auger energy levels were investi- the fact that the shallow donors in CdTe become
gated. The binding energy of 10122 eV for the Zn deep donors in the ternary alloys. A typical prop-
2p photoclectron and kinetic energy of 987 eV erty of such donors is a deep-shallow metastabil-
for the Zn L M4 SM,, Auger electrons is clearly ity occurring at low temperatures. There exists a
related to Zn-Te and not to Zn-Br bondings. barrier between the shallow and the deep state of
which arc associated with energies of 1023 and the donor, and below a certain critical tempera-
984.7 cV, respectively, ture the shallow donors - which can be popu-

This demonstrates that the ZnBr, molecule is lated by illumination - cannot be transfered back
not incorporated into the CdTc crystal as a whole,
but is dissociated and the constituents are
chemisorbed separately.

Therefore we propose the following model for
the incorporation mechanism of halogen dopants A,
by the Zn-halogen compound ZnBr,, which is - lo

illustrated in Fig. 3: The molecular beam consists
of ZnBr, molecules, which are impinging onto
the growth surface. There they are physisorbed. lii
A dissociation followed by chemisorption is then
believed to be the last step of the incorporation
mechanism.

From the results given above it seems that the I U M Hr-doped
limit for the n-type doping of ('dTe is an intrinsic • ,,,,re Hr-doped

property of the base material, and is not due to I £
any dopant characteristic. Nevertheless, CdTe can 1) 5 1is 5 2' 25 91

be doped reproducibly up to the low loll, cm 3 \ \ ,lue CI
range, which is high enough for optoelectronic Fig. 4. Hall electron concentration at 3W•) K as a function (if
device applications. For contacts with very low the .%-value for (('dMn)Te: Br and (CdMg)Tc:Br.
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Slim CdTe:ZinBr,/CdTe (X)4 Cu K, served, which is quite typical for the MBE growth
(CT 552 of CdTe onto CdTe substrates. This usually goes
T,,,=75-(- along with an unusual strain state of the CdTc

epitaxial layer, and is described in detail else-
where [12). If ZnBr. is incorporated into the
CdTe film, the Zn substitutes a Cd atom, and the
Br substitutes Te atoms. The covalent radii of
both Zn and Br are smaller compared to the
atoms they substitute. Therefore, the lattice con-
stant decreases with increasing ZnBr, incorpora-
tion, which results in a clear separation of the

I1"-55'C'" substrate and layer peaks in Fig. 5. In addition.
29" the FWHM of the layer peaks decreases, reflect-

ing a better structural quality of the CdTe films
compared to the undoped ones. A typical de-
crease of the FWHM of a factor of 2 for dopant
incorporations above 10S cm has been ob-2X4 28,45 281

254 deg I served for a large number of CdTe thin films.
Obviously, even a very small amount of Zn can

Fig. 5. Rocking curves of two CdTe: Br thin films. For highly stiffen the lattice, so that a better structural qual-

doped layers. an improvement of the structural quality can he
observed. ity can be achieved. This effect is well known for

the ternary alloy (CdZn)Tc [13]. We suggest that
this effect can be used to further increase the
structural quality of CdTe thin films.

to the deep donors, leading to strong persistent
photoconductivity effects.

A comparison with chlorine doping demon- 4. Summary
strates that the occurrence of the deep donors is
a property of the donor itself, and is due to the We have investigated the doping of CdTe and
increasing band gap, which shifts the DX-likc CdTe-based ternary alloys by chlorine and
donor state into the band gap and converts the bromine. For the uniform doping of CdTe. a limit
state lying resonant in the conduction band for of the free carrier concentration in the low 1ll"
CdTe to a deep donor in the ternary alloys. To cm ' range exists. This is the case for the dopants
circumvent this problem, one has to look for indium, chlorine and bromine. Bromine has been
other dopant materials, which do not exhibit found to be the dopant material which can be
DX-like donor characteristics. Lattice mismatch used for the widest range of growth parameters.
or other properties of the ternary alloy obviously Zn-halogcn compounds have been found to be
play a minor role for the occurrence of deep suitable for doping during MBE. A model for the
DX-like donor states. incorporation mechanism has been proposed.

A clear influence of dopant incorporation on Planar doped CdTe shows a higher mobility com-
the structural quality of the CdTe thin films has pared to uniformly doped CdTe with the same
been seen. In Fig. 5, rocking curves of two CdTe effective free carrier concentration.
films are compared: For sample C-1552 the ZnBr, For the doping of CdTe-based ternary alloys
incorporation is approximately I1) cm •- like (CdMn)Te and (CdMg)Te deep donors oc-
whereas sample CTF554 has a ZnBr, incorpora- cur, leading to very low free carrier concentra-
tion, which is one order of magnitude smaller. tions for higher x-values. The deep donors cx-
For C7554 an unexpected difference between the hibit a DX-like behavior like persistent photocon-
lattice constants of substrate and layer is ob- ductivity at low temperatures. This is a serious
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Abstract

Wc report on thc use of an Oxford Applied Research MPD21 Atom/Radical RF source to dope CdTe layers
with nitrogen (N). The layers were grown in a VG V80tH MBE system, using CdTc as the source material.
Photoluminescence (PL) measurements give evidence of N incorporation in our CdTc: N layers, as signified by an
increase in intensity of the N acceptor bound exciton (ABE) line and the associated donor-acccptor pair (DAP)
band, with increasing plasma RF power. The presence of N was confirmed using sccondary ion mass specctrmetr.
(SIMS). In addition. PL and SIMS results show the presence of significant levels of antimony (Sb) in the N-doped
layers. The Sb acceptor depth was found to be 52 mcV from observation of the associated free to bound transition.
The unintentional presence of Sb is tentatively attributed to enhanced autodoping from the substrate, caused by the
presence of N. Like the undoped layers, the N-doped samples are found to be n-type, but the carrier concentrations
are < 10'15 cm 3.

1. Introduction with hole concentrations of - 5 X 1It"' cm ' and
- 6 x 10I1 cm 3 using Sb [2] and As [3], respec-

Low resistivity p-type doping of Il-VI com- tively. Here we report on the optical and electri-
pounds is a continuing goal of much research. In cal properties of CdTe layers doped with nitrogen
the case of epilayers of CdTe grown by MBE, (N) using an RF plasma source. We present pho-
reports of p-type doping arc scarce. Sugiyama II] toluminescence (PL) evidence of N incorporation
investigated Cu, As and Sb doping, but found as signified by an increase in intensity of an
that only Cu led to p-type conduction with doping associated acceptor bound exciton (ABE) line
levels - 5 X 10 ' cm -3. whilst Sb doping was and corresponding donor-acceptor pair (DAP)
found to result in n-type layers. However, pho- band with increasing plasma RF power. The pres-
toassisted MBE growth has led to p-type material ence of N was confirmed using secondary ion

mass spectrometry (SIMS). In addition, PL and
SIMS also indicated the presence of significant

Corresponding author, levels of Sb in the N-doped layers. The uninten-
Permanent address: Institute of Physics. Polish Academy of tional presence of Sh is tentatively attributed to

Sciences. Warsaw. Poland. enhanced autodoping from the substrate caused

(X122.U!248/94/$t17.(K1 c 1'444 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
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by the presence of N species. In spite of the 1.598 Energy (meV) 1.580
presence of Sb and N in these layers, preliminary
electrical (C-V) measurements have indicated a ..

lack of p-type activity.

2. Experimental procedure A'
4
.A

The CdTe: N epilayers were grown in a VG
Semicon V80H MBE system using a compound
CdTe source and a nitrogen atom/radical beam
source (Oxford Applied Research. MPD21), op-
crated under various RF excitation powers. The
samples were grown on lnSb((0Ol) substrates, pre-
pared as previously described [4], at a rate of A'.,

= 0.7 jim/h and at = 245'C; the structures were
typically 0.6 Aim CdTe:N/0.1/im CdTe/lnSb.

Low temperature (1.8 K) photoluminescence
(PL) was excited with the 514 nm Ar÷ laser line
at _ I Wcm- 2. 7750 Wavelength (A) 7850

Fig. I. Low temperature (1.8 K) PL spectra showing the
excitonic region of CdTe (a) and doped CdTe:N (b to d)

3. Photoluminescence layers.

Figs. I and 2 show the excitonic and DAP PL,
respectively, for a series of CdTe layers. The
spectrum of Fig. la (2a) was recorded from an 1.600 Energy (meV) 1.460
undoped CdTe layer, whereas the spectra of Figs
Ib to Id (2b to 2d) were recorded from N-doped ,ICd
layers, doped at differing RF source powers. The ., ,00W
sample of Fig. lb (2b) was grown without an RF..
discharge, although the growing layer was ex- =He'°ny.

posed to a background N atmosphere from the -"8-- (

source. I , 244ev N 00W

Fig. 2 shows a rise, with increasing RF power. DAP L...

in the relative intensity of DAP emission (and LO -,9A ',.

replicas) compared to the excitonic emission. For
the sample grown with an RF power of 4(X) W (W ,CN•e
(Fig. 2d), the excitonic region is heavily sup- ý /, oW

pressed.
The undoped CdTe spectrum (Fig. la) shows

the n = I free exciton emission (X,, = 1) at 1.5965
eV and the principal bound exciton lines, D",X
and Nl),X, at 1.5933 and 1.5849 eV respectively. W AlI

The D",X possibly arises from diffusion of In
from the substrate, whilst A1 ),X is attributed to 7700 Wavelength (A) 8500
deep acceptor bound excitons, possibly associated Fig. 2. LA)w temperature (1.8 K) PL spectra showing the DAP
with cadmium vacancies [5]. With increasing RF region of CdTe (a) and doped CdTe: N (b to d) layers.
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power, a relative increase in an ABE line, A4N,X, 1.560 Energy (meVi 1.500
at 1.5899 eV is observed along with a relative DA"

decrease in the AV,,X intensity. Fig. Ic shows this •A. -.

Al,X line to be the dominant excitonic emission
for growth with 200 W RF power. In the 400 W
sample, the AVl,X and D0 ,X are the only emis-
sions resolved (Fig. Id). We attribute the A1•,X
acceptor line to N and associate its increase in
relative intensity to the increase in N plasma RF
power. The concomitant reduction in the NAo,X
intensity is not understood at present.Another acceptor line, N),,X is observed at

1.5908 eV in the 200 W CdTe: N sample (Fig. 1c).
An acceptor emission near this energy has previ-
ously been tentatively associated with Sb [6,71.
We found this acceptor line and an associated
DAP band (see below) to be dominant in CdTe
epilayers doped with an Sb source. In addition,
SIMS measurements (below) for the sample of
Fig. 3c (3d) show significant incorporation of Sb 7900 Wavelength (A) 8300

into this layer and we therefore associate, with Fig. 3. Temperature dependence of the DAP emission at low

some certainty, the A!t,,X line at 1.5908 eV with excitation intensity ().0065 W cm 2). The emergence of a free

Sb. to bound emission (e, A!,) associated with Sb acceptors is

We attribute the DAP emissions observed at observed with increasing temperature.

1.548 eV and 1.544 eV (fig. 2) to Sb and N
acceptors respectively. These assignments are implanted CdTe, by Molva et al. [8], found the N
consistent with the presence of their respective acceptor depth to be 56 meV.
excitonic emissions and with the impurity depth
of both acceptors, as discussed below.

In order to investigate the higher energy DAP 4. Secondary ion mass spectrometry
emission further, low excitation intensity (0.005
W cm- 2) PL spectra were taken at different Secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) mea-
temperatures (Fig. 3). With increasing tempera- surements were performed using a 10 keV, 0.1
ture, a high energy emission at 1.554 eV appears. AA Cs' ion beam, with negative ion detection,
This emission is attributed to a free to bound '21Sb for antimony and (130Te + 1

4 N) for nitrogen.
transition, e,A t , associated with Sb acceptors. The SIMS profiles were calibrated using CdTe
The binding energy of the acceptor is given by layers implanted with N and Sb.

, =The SIMS profile for a CdTe: N epilayer doped
EA = E -E(e, A') + •k, at 2(X)W RF power is shown in Fig. 4. Similar

where E9 is the CdTe band gap (1.606 eV at 2.0 profiles were found for other layers grown with
K) and T, is the equilibrium temperature of free the plasma doping. For those samples grown
electrons in the lattice, assumed to be close to the without an RF discharge. Sb and N signals were
lattice temperature (1.8 K) because of the low not detected above background levels (- (I - 3)
excitation intensities used (0.(X)5 W/cm- 2). This x 10 7 cm- 3 ). Referring to Fig. 4. the N concen-
gives an acceptor depth of 52 meV for Sb, which tration over the initial IX)O A CdTe layer
compares with a value of 49 meV found in a grown without an RF discharge is low, but rises
similar way and attributed tentatively to Sb by sharply at the point at which the RF discharge
Francou et al. [6]. Similar DAP studies on N was switched on. However. this rise is accompa-
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1020 of approximately one quarter of a monolayer of

Sb.

"zo 10 l 'b

5. Electrical measurements
E N

Owing to the high conductivity of the lnSb
g 10" substrate, C-V measurements were employed to

determine the nature and the concentration of
1 -free carriers in the epilayer. Layers grown with-

0 1017 out deliberate doping were found to be n-type
with carrier densities up to 4 x 10 15 cm This is

I , assumed to be due to diffusion of In from the
101" substrate during growth and is therefore linked to

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 the same donors responsible for the prominent
Depth (microns) DW,X PL emission. For all the N doped samples,

Fig. 4. SIMS profile for a doped CdTe:N epilayer. The the I-V characteristics of the Schottky junctions
apparent increase of N and Sh in the near surface region is (formed for the C-V measurements) have indi-
believed to he an artefact of the SIMS measurement. cated that the semiconductor retains an n-type

character but, in each case, the free carrier con-
centration is so low that the depletion layer ex-niedth, byoatrise theN Sb signal. Lerop in the tends throughout the full width of the layer giving

growth, both the N and Sb signals drop down to
a voltage-independent capacitance set by the layer

background levels almost simultaneously. We note thickness.patifollowsethattho layer

that no evidence was found in our SIMS mea-

surements to indicate the effects of any transient thick, the effective shallow donor concentration
must be < 1()5 cm -3. Thus. it is clear that the

plasma state which might occur during switch on.
The trends of Fig. 4 were confirmed by PL which, incorporation of nitrogen leads, at most, to aafter etching away 2000 A•, showed a relative partial compensation of the residual In donors
aftereesching thaintny 2000 A, s ed S a Dreltive indicating that most of the N is electrically inac-increase in the intensity of N and Sb DAP emis- tive. To explain this observation it is necessary to
sions compared to the excitonic emissions, and, in consider the sites on which the N is distributed
the excitonic region, a relative rise in both Sb and and also the role played by both native pointN ABEs.anasoterlplydbbohntvpit

N AB~s.defects and extended defects. The latter areFig. 4 suggests that co-doping occurs in these dfcsadetne eet.Telte rlayer4suwhereby Nhaicorporates efciently in the known to arise, particularly in the vicinity of thelayers .w hereby N inco rpo rates effi cien tly o n ly in e i a e - u s r t n e f c , f o e a a i n othe presence of Sb. Evidence for the source of Sb epilayer-substrate interface, from relaxation of
strain resulting from the lattice mismatch at thatcomes from previous Raman studies which indi-cate th pr senc of an n , e3  a d eeme tal interface. Such defects could provide a sink for

catcd the presence of an ln.Te3 and elemental dopants as has been previously discussed [10].Sb interface layer caused by a chemical reaction
between the epilayer and substrate [9]. We sug-
gest that the elemental Sb segregates on the 6. Conclusion
surface of the growing layer throughout deposi-
tion, and is only incorporated significantly when We have used PL and SIMS to confirm the
the N plasma source is used. N-doping occurs presence of N in CdTe: N layers doped using an
until the surface layer of Sb becomes depleted, RF plasma source. In addition, the incorporation
i.e. when the supply of Sb ends. the incorporation of Sb was also confirmed, and attributed to a
of N drops significantly. The integrated Sb dose co-doping process related to use of the N plasma
in the sublayer region was _ l 0 t cm -2 for all source. An acceptor binding energy of 52 meV
RF powers. This corresponds to the segregation was obtained for Sb acceptors, determined from
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Abstract

The impurities in ZnSc layers grown by metalorganic vapour phase epitaxy (MOVPE) on (001) GaAs have been
investigatcd by photoluminescence (PL) and secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) measurements. The layers
grown with the alkyl combination methylallylselenide/ diethylzinc (MASc/DEZn) exhibit the incorporation of C and
H detected by SIMS. The use of helium instead of the hydrogen carrier gas increases the incorporation of C and H.
At very high concentrations (H = 1(1211 cm 3) a new PL peak at 2.786 eV appeared. The mass spectroscopic
investigation of the pyrolysis of MASe revealed a simple bound cleavage as the dominant mechanism which
generates the intermediate species ScCH,. The following extrinsic impurities were found in the layers: (1) Cu from
the growth system (PL SIMS): (2) halogen (Br and I) from the Sc source (PL, synthesis, SIMS): (3) oxygen from the
system or carrier gas (SIMS); (4) Te from former ZnTe growth (SIMS); (5) As and Ga from the substrate (SIMS).
The layers grown with the alkyl combination ditertiarybutylsclcnide/dimethylzinc-triethylamine (DTBSe/DMZn-
TEN) show weak contaminations by C and H as detected by SIMS. The mass-spectroscopic investigation of the
pyrolysis of DTBSe revealed HSc and elemental Se as products from parallel mechanisms. The volatile alkyls
isobutane and isobutene are found as reaction products. The role of the Zn alkyl as the source of the C and H
incorporation is not yet clarified. The following extrinsic impurities were found in the layers: (I) Cu from the growth
system (SIMS); (2) either Al or Cl as a donor (PL); (3) 0 from the system or carrier gas (SIMS): (4) S possibly from
substrate preparation (SIMS); (5) As and Ga from the substrate (PL. SIMS). However, the layer purity is already
sufficient for first doping experiments. With P doping, a hole concentration of 1(J15 cm 3 is achieved.

1. Introduction well as other Il-VI materials. The reports on

successful p-type doping of ZnSe in MOVPE
Metalorganic vapour phase epitaxy (MOVPE) (e.g., ref. [1]: for a comprehensive study, see ref.

plays an important role in the growth of ZnSe as [2]) open the way to a production of ZnSc-based

optoelectronic devices by this well-established

growth technique. The improvement of the mate-
rial quality of the ZnSe layers is the main inter-

* Corresrxnding author. est. Here, the chemistry of the metalorganics

(X)22-0248/94/$07.lX) (e, 1994 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
SSDI 0022-01248(93)E0703-A
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greatly influences the growth kinetics and there- mat reactor. The discussion of the type and origin
fore the purity and crystallinity of the grown of the contamination concludes the paper.
films. Especially, the incorporation of intrinsic
impurities like hydrogen and carbon is greatly
dependent on the detailed dissociation mecha- 2. Experimental details

nisms and kinetics. All layers were grown on semi-insulating (100)
In the development of suitable selenium pre- GaAs substrates. The growth with MASe was

cursors, the lowering of the growth temperature performed in a experimental reactor cell with
and thc replacement of the highly toxic, high downward flow on a graphite susceptor placed in
vapour pressure H ,Se is a major challenge. Fol- the centre of a cylindrical quartz tube. The stan-
lowing the stability order of the radical hydrogen dard parameers were as iollows: total H. flow I
bond strength of hydrocarbons, one expects rcla- SLM (standard liter per minute). Pro1  I atm.
tively low dissociation temperatures for butyl- or (

allyl-based metalorganics. In the case of tellurium PMASC -_ 20 Pa and P,,-,, = 10 Pa. The growth
with DTBSe and DASe was performed in a com-alkyls, the decrease of thermal stability with an mercial horizontal flow realtir (Aixtron) with a

increasing number of hydrocarbon radicals di- Si coated susceptor. The standard parameters
rcctly attached to the central carbon atom bound w LM. p,, =toTeiswel aitane [1.were as follows: total H, flow 7 SLM ,to Tc is well maintained [3].

Methylallylselenide (MASe) was first used by atm, Piyriis, = 30 Pa and PDZn- I I N = 10 Pa. TheM ethyal.y[s1encombie natie) wairth usmed bylc photoluminescence spectra of the layers grownGiapis et al. [4] in combination with dimethylzinc with MASe were measured at 2 K with an excita-

(DMZn) to grow epitaxial ZnSc. Surprisingly, they tion wavelength of 488 nm and a power of I ta m-

n eed e d re lative ly h igh g ro w th te m p e ratu res ( • fo c us ed n g a 4 88 s o T h e pho t o fu 1es e c

520 0C) and found high concentrations of carbon focused on a small spot. The photoluminescence

(> l(1 cm-3 ). A peak at 2.7920 eV in their PL spectra of the layers grown with DTBe were

spectra was first attributed to the C incorpora- taken at 2 K using the UV lines of an argon ion
stra Newa finvstigattionsbsuteporth a sincorpira- laser for excitation. The luminescence was anal-tion. New investig;ations support a strain shili of sdwt Imdul oocrmtr h

the light hole component of the ordinary neutral ysed with a I m double monochromator. mhe
dono boud exito pea ON 5].reaction mcchanisins and the kinetics were inca-

donor bound exciton peak (lh) [5]. sured in an isothermal reactor (quartz tube with a
In ,t ~receding publication [6] we reported on diameter of 10 mm and 28 cm length). The reac-initial growth results with ditertiarybutylselenidc tion products were sampled by a capillary tube

(DTBSe). In combination with the dimethylzinc- behind the hot zone. The mass spectra were
triethylamine adduct (DMZn-TEN) the growth of taken with a VG mass spectrometer (mu 1-400).
ZnSe layers at temperatures as low as 330'C was An electron energy of 70 eV was chosen for the
achieved. The layers showed good structural and ionization. The SIMS spectra were taken with a
optical properties. However, a residual chlorine Cameca IMS 4F system. The primary ion used
contamination originating from the DTBSc syn- w
thesis was found. was Cs with 14.5 keV.

Here, we present a more detailed investigation
of the impurity incorporation in ZnSe layers 3. Results with MASe
grown with the alkyl combinations DTBSe/
DMZn-TEN (Morton/ Epichem) and MASe/ The structure and crystallinity of the samples
DEZn (SMI/SMI). The layer impurities were grown with the alkyl combination MASc/DEZn
identified with the help of low temperature pho- can be briefly characterized as follows. Best re-
toluminescence (PL). Secondary ion mass spec- suits were achieved at growth temperatures
trometry (SIMS) gave additional information. The around 500°C with an inlet partial pressure ratio
reaction mechanisms of the alkyl pyrolysis was VI/I! = 2. Layers with thicknesses of = 4 Am
investigated by mass spectroscopy in an isother- have a weakly developed "orange peel" structure
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with some surface particles ( d <, 5 pm i) indicating
the start of" gas phase nucleation. Double-crystal
X-ray diffraction studies of the ZnSc laxers grown
onl (I (0)GaAs reveal a decrease of the FWI TM
wvith the thickness for i > 0.5 pm. The layers
reach favourable values of' I1St arc sec at 4.7 pmi
which are comparable with best results inl the ____

literature (e.g.. ref. [7]).
P/. rcsndisý: Low temperature PI. spectra (2 K)-

ot the samples grown under various conditions
Nkith MlASe/DEZnl were recorded. In Fig. I the ~---_____
Pl - spectra of' samnples growNn Under H,_ or- He
carrier gas are presented wNith a logarithmic in- --

tensitx scale. We ,kill first focus our discussion on -

the samples grIo~k aLunder H I. The strain-split -

free excitonls (E F and E'\) appear at the usual
positions for ZnSc//GaAs growkn in this tempera-
ture range. Additionally, all of the layers dis-
Cussed inl this, sction1 have thicknesses around 4
pmr and can be regarded. as largely relaxed IN I ig. 2, 'I 5pc&na at IsK ITT /nS,, (,1~\ 4 ;,mi

dislocation1s at It ,. Thle I, and I.I lines areC dueC to gTT ill JIcicni Nt\SC p"11i.11 pr-uorc, P,'T

a donor10 bounrd eXeitonl (1)"X. NkI l iCh mla\ bie IIAi11O 111 ' .AS, CJ1C 111i 11111,T'I I~ljCl I I 11C T'IT C11if

ihermnall\ ,train split ISJ. Lessk samples shox', a Ili, t;' pc.Ik mm I 1k \,,.I-A.0L,1xC,,II .,TCpIA01 JckCIý1 Ol)[i
shou~lder1 at I ito lo\%er ener-gies or- af Nsak peak. All (A'. Vi conitIic\ iiittI~tui 't III dIcq ( .ITcii

In this example thle position of uthis sinlis found
at 2.92 11c\. A peak near this position mia\ be

inltrpretedl as the. recombinilation of exeit"'us
houiid to ionli/ed silo donlors (1;) is]. \n

*Intecrpretation1 in termis of a str ain-shitted IT fit o-
tral donor bound exciton (151) seems less proballe

* , (three I peaks '?). The peak 1, IOC doe 0no appear,1
clearly in thle spectra of l-ig. 1. but is, dominant in
the spectra of certaitn samples. Its or igin ma\ be a
V,,-associatcd. acceptor defect or it is an IV X')N
COnIpl~c in~troduced b\ deepJ (ui accep~tors 1N.i

- - ,~- ~ , The peak 1" is, not N et identified and Is maskcd

' b\ I, in most of thle spectra.
I igI F Iw~i ( 2K , /it,- impc, n,% itith In kig. 2 thle Ill. spectra of samples groits .\fsitll

iSC D[ /It -i.t .21 2 ukl hI, \I 11 2 IT.T(] dITIC~ TTTl .111Ii NIASe partial p~LrcssrI from 15 ito 501 )a I P, I)[,/

11 1I. t .111d1 M C d11TC IT) A 1I0111T1 IT11111 CWTITTIT 12 10) Pa) are shossn. Inl all] spectra Nkcak free
T1Mi ITTIfippilcll Ol, lIll'Tp.Crtjli. 11111 LITT111,iIII.IIIITidC (jIIICWC11 eC\itonlS and thle Y, line originating from disloca-

i!rTT',1 1.101111 1ni ITT i, I IT,,]TC~iICI.1 itiilc idi.iTLCIl h\ 1I 2in lions ate \isible. Furthrinoior. phonion replicas
110`IiTTLU 'clI tIC. A hi '.11 I ITCh, 1101T OIL' kITlT0 kjI CTTIIT from thle Y, and thle I" tiles, canl tie ecarl\

11111 IT 01ihsC&' cl \ IlCTT c CC1 ITIT.AICr C11111011ti ccur mTCTI 1 obsered.
'tiil 7.1q c% It 1, TITTI TI~ iilcijlilici~l. (Till TTTgItII t, cTTil-

1ICLICTI w~ I11 110 lrtl ICIf 1TI IT'i mdRf gil CTITT inCTrpTm A pronounced change oft the dominant peak
(I'm , 1

ITTk SINMS T11c.T.1siTcriwlII from thle P,' line to I , at higher VI,, 1I ratios is thle
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characteristic fecature of' this series of' spectra.
[hie question of the particular interface vapour
pressures of the elements and their ratio which
determines the stoichiomectrv of' the growing crys-
tal cannlot be answered at this point. However.
the disappearance of the 1'l peak and thc domi--______
nance of the 1, peak under Zn-poor conditionsr. .

make an attribution of 1', to V/,, less likely.t '*

Copper contamination. probably from the
M0OVPE systemn, must be assumed. At higher
MASe partial pressures. contamnination by a, donor ;
appears which wve attribute to at halogein impurity
in the precursor. Thie MASe twas svnthesized with j __

the help of both iodine arlod bromine alkvls..
Furthermore. the so-called green copperc DAP Fig. 3 . S IMS ~Peora (it two samiple, grown A it h 5 ASe tDt-/.i

IlumIinscenceIC (2.2521 eVI appears in the samples in I I.. or tI as t. the carrier ga (501) C, Vt ItI 2). ()hser\ i-

sý ith the additional strong doo otmnation. tions: 11) The incorporation otl C i, accompanied h%> 11. (2), donor cntarni i The itndrogzen level under It. carrier eits is as high* ait, 0
Self'-activated luminescence appears at low and at iti'nl.()3 inprsIeI nraeahtonorr

high growth temperatut es (4501 and 5.50'C). of Imagnitude Under lieI carrier gasi. ihe curie ol h%,drogen is

IT. spectra wNere recorded from samples grown no more (4u~intltatike In tire suihstratc reition!,

Under standard conditions (500')C. VI / I = 2). but
witth lieI as, a carrier gas. The layers showed at

degadd nhoogneus iophlog ad, ea A sample growti at 550'C was investigated b\
lumitnescence sigtnals, In the PL spectrum of' one mass scans for f'urther impurities. Beneath the
sanmple. a broad emission at 2.780 cV appears already discussed inmpurities. at %Neak contamina-
(see Fig. 1: t-ic. I' I) he broad I1. peak origi- tioti by Cu is found w\hich cotnfirms the PL_ re-
natcs probably again from thle halogen contami- Suilts. Somec telluriutm Awas de~tected w~hich stems
nation of- thle Sc precursor. The emission atl 2.780 presumably f~rom fkwrmer Znle growth experi-
CV is not1 vet identified. Regarding the SIMS ments. The Se isotopes rendered at clear identifi-
results. Otic mlight ask- whelther the format ion of' a cat ion of' Br difficualt (overlap wkithl SeH masses).
C-II comnplex is possible and I ikelv at such high NO Measurement of 0l \\as possible because of at
conc; Ittrilt ions of, hvNdrogeti andI carbotn. A com- contamination of thle SI MS recipient. Finally.
p~es like (-I- ctuld give rise to at relative shallow weak signals f'or I and (a were f'ound in thc mass
dotnor or acceptorn (e.g. ( ,-for C,,-H1 ) and scans.

Could sell act as at center f~or exciton recombina- Reationuu linc(Jtati.V1?t Thie thermal dissociation
ltio. of MASe investigated by mass spectroscopx will

SIMSi rcsuhAs: Our SI MS spectra show clearly bdescribed in detail in otcoigppr
that the carbon incorporatioin is accompanied b\ The dominant reaction mechanism wais found ats
h~drogen. Fig. 3 displays the absoIlute concenltrat- f'ollows. The increase of' the I .5-hexadiene
tiOtIS OIf hlVdrOgCn ill ZnSc lavers grown under ((',I-1 ,d concentration with the dissociation of
either hydrogen otr hlicumn carrier gas. The high MASe clearly indicates thle recombination of' two
hydýLrogen conicent ration of' It" cml exceeds Itt1 allyl radicals. Thec radicals are generated in a
cml 'Under lie carrier gas.Correspondingly. thle simple bond-break mechanism:
cairboin co nce nt rat ionl is increased] by o nc order ' If C -c(H C ,-+-SC
magnitude. This indicates at contribution of, the ~ 1  -c(H C l +SC

11, .carrier gas to thle dCcomposition and growth The carrier gas hydrogen reduces the contamina-
processes. Inl both samples, oxygen and arsenic tion by carbon and hyd'Lrogenl but does not elimi-
wecre found as further impurities. nate it (SIMS). These results might be brought
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Energy (,) tons are weakly developed in all three spectra. In
l 280 279 078 O77 275 the spectra of the I lim thick sample a donor

X - 800 bound exciton 1, (D", X) at 2.795 eV is domi-S[t 791 ýN V

2 79S •V nant. Even in a logarithmic presentation the 1' or
x 13 are not visible. In resonant PL measurements

we determined the ls-2s energy difference of the
donor states to be !9.5 meV. This value allows an

Stattribution of the donor to either Cl or Al [9]. In
- the spectrum of the thicker sample ( 3 Am). the Il

"d :2 2.. peak has nearly vanished and an acceptor bound
-, " exciton 1, (A". X) at 2.791 eV is dominant. This

value is in good agreement with the recombina-
tion energy of the acceptor bound cxcitons in

d 
3

,,... arsenic doped samples [9]. The sample with 2 g m
4400 4420' 4440 4460 448io 4500 thickness represents an intermediate case. The

Wavelength slight shifts ( < 2 meV) of the 1, and I. peaks in
Fig. 4. PL spectra at 2 K of ZnSe/GaAs samples with the spectra are duc to the change of the relax-
different thicknesses grown with DTBSe at 34t°(C. The i t
donor contamination is masked by the I I peak of an acceptor ation with layer thickness.
with increasing thickness. The donor may be either Al or ('1. This change from a donor to an acceptor im-
ahereas the acceptor stems from the ouldiffusion of As from purity with the layer thickness can be explained
the suhstrate along the dislocations, as follows. A residual donor contamination is

masked in thicker layers by the dislocation en-
hanced arsenic outdiffusion from GaAs. It should

into context as follows. The radical CH.3-Se" be noted, that GaAs substrates of identical stoi-
chemisorbs and leads to a partly incorporation of chiometry were chosen for this experiments (see
hydrogen and carbon. Possibly a C-H complex is ref. [10]).
generated after the release of H_. Hydrogen car- SIMS results: Preliminary measurements of
rier gas supports the formation of CH, which is samples grown at 340'C reveal weak concentra-
easily desorbed from the surface. tions of C and H which are constant througthout

the layer depth (detection limits in the order of
10"-10t' cm 3). Clear signals were detected for

4. Results with DTBSe 0. As and S. and weak signals were found for Ga
and Cu. As already mentioned, no measurement

The structure and crystallinity of the samples of Cl was possible. No clear indications for Al
grown with the alkyl combination DTBSe/ and N (SeN) were found in the mass scans.
DMZn-TEN can be briefly characterized as fol- Reaction mechanism.s: From the mass spectro-
lows, Best results were achieved at growth tem- scopic investigation we can draw the following

peraturcs around 33(10 C with VI/Il = 3. Layers conclusions. The thermal dissociation of DTBSc
with =-I Am have a weakly developed -orange proceeds mainly via a two-step mechanism. In a
peel" structure. Double-crystal X-ray diffraction first 6l-elimination tertiarybutylselenol is formed.
studies of the ZnSe layers grown on (l0O)GaAs It decomposes into equal parts by a second /3-
reveal the expected decrease of the FWHM with elimination or by a release of elemental Sc. The
the thickness for d > 0.5 gm. Layers with at thick- generated alkyls isobutane and isobutene are
ncss of 3 p rr show values of FWtM = 250 arc volatile and are not suspected to lead to carbon
sec. incorporation. The dissociation temperature is

Ill. results: In Fig. 4 the spectra of ZnSe/GaAs found to be drastically reduced by the catalysis of
with three different thicknesses (1, 2 and 3 gim) a ZnSe surface. The observed prereactions of the
are shown (growth times: i-3 h). The free cxci- butyl-bascd selenium alkyls with common Zn
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alkyls can be completely eliminated by the use of detected. The investigation of the co-pyrolysis
the amine adduct DMZn-TEN. Investigations of with appropriate Zn precursors might clarif' the
this surface catalysis in conjunction with the origin of this contamination. The following cx-
copyrolysis of appropriate cation precursors are trinsic impurities were found in the layers: (1) Cu
currently undertaken. These might reveal the ori- from the growth system (SIMS): (2) either Al or
gin of the C and H incorporation. CI as a donor (PL): (3) 0 from the system or

carrier gas (SIMS); (4) S possibly from substrate
preparation by HSO4? (SIMS): (5) As and Ga

5. Conclusions from the substrate (PL, SIMS). However, the II
peak from the (AW., X) emission can already

The two selenium alkyls DTBSe and MASe mask the 1, peak from the (D". X) emission.
were investigated for their suitability in the growth This indicates a relative weak residual donor con-
of high purity ZnSe layers. The origins of most of tamination. On this basis a successful p-type dop-
the found impurities could be clarified. ing of ZnSe in the MOVPE is possible. Initial

With the alkyl combination MASe and DEZn, doping experiments with phosphorus resulted in
layers of ZnSe on GaAs with good morphology hole concentrations up to 1015 cm -. Details of
and structural quality have been grown. The PL these experiments will soon be published.
at 2 K shows strong near-band-edge emissions. According to Skrommc et al. [5]. the incorpo-
But the high growth temperature already indi- ration of carbon in MOVPE ZnSe growth does
cates a problem in the dissociation of the MASe. not influence the optical properties of the mate-
Furthermore, high levels of carbon and hydrogen rial. Here, we have shown that the discussion has
are found in the layers. The investigation of the to be extended to the properties of C and H
reaction mechanisms reveals the simple bond incorporated in MOVPE growth of ZnSc.
breaking as the dominant pyrolysis mechanism.
The intermediate species SeCH , is obviously re-
sponsible for the incorporation of hydrogen and 6. Acknowledgements
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with Hg-based contact layers
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Abstract

Integrated hctcrostructure devices (l|iI)s) composed of Il-VI materials in epitaxial multilaNcred structures for
light-emitting diode and laser diode applications arc described. These ltlDs combine a light emission ntUltilascr
structure with an abrupt or graded hcterostructure which includes ffg-baced materials for improsed ohmic contact to
the upper p-type layer of the light emitting structure.

1. Introduction for a Au/ZnSe hetcro-intcrface. Band diagrams
for both n-on-p and p-on-f qtructures at zero bias

The problem of obtaining ohmic contacts for arc shown in Fig. lb and Fig. Id. respectively.
p-type ZnSe and related alloys is related to the Note the similarities in the two diagrams shown:
deep valence band of ZnSe. As a consequence. both types of structures contain large energy bar-
all metals deposited onto p-type ZnSe. including riers which limit hole transport.
Au and Pt. give rise to large energy barriers The presence of large barriers is manifested b.
which impede the flow of holes across the the need to apply verN large voltages ( 10-20 V or
metal-semiconductor interface. This is illustrated more) to activate both n-on-p and p-on-n ZnSc-
by the energy band diagram of Fig. la for a based light-emitting diodes (i.EDs) and laser
ZnSc/GaAs hetcrojunction. As shown in the fig- diodes (LDs). In the case of n-on-p structures.
ure, the conduction bands of these two semicon- the forward-biased diode characteristics are dom-
ductors line up (to within - i. I eV [I]) such that inated by tunneling at the reverse-biased
a valence band otfset of - 1.4 e\' occurs. As a ZnSe/(iaAs interface, where a barrier - 1.4 eV
consequence, all metals, including Au and Pt. occurs as a consequence of the large valence
produce appreciable energy barriers ( >Ž 1.5 eV) band offset at the hetero-interface between these
when they are deposited onto p-type ZnSc. as is two materials, as is illustrated schematicall. in
illustrated by the energy band diagram of Fig. Ic Fig. 2a. Similar tunneling, with the requisite large

applied voltages, also occurs for p-on-n ZnSc-
based diodes 6iown on n-type GaAs substrates.
In this case the forward-bi characteristics of the

"('orreýsonding author diode are dominated by It ,neling phenomena at

!(X)22-!)248/94/$S07.1Xt , W1t4 ..Isevier Science B.V. All right', rcscnctd
SSPI 0)122-1)24MOMU)-!)576-S
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the reversed-biased i ietal setuiconductor contact.
as shown in Fig. 2b.

At North Carolina State University (NCSU), TUnnelrtin

we have addressed the above fundamcntal issue Crir

in a novel way by employing an epitaxial layer of*
the scmimetal HgSc to decrease the interfacial *....

energy barrier (valence band offset) to about 0.6
01 [2.31. This estimate is based on a --modified" 1) - GaAs p - ZnSe n - ZnSe

common-anion rule for the mercury calcogenides (a)

which assumes a valence band offset of' 1E, - 0.2
E.~. wshere IF, is the band gap of the correspond-
ing wide band gap common-anion II-VI material
(cadmium or zinc chalcogenide). Correspond-
ingly. the conduction band offset is given by _1E, Tunnieling
- 0).8 F, This empirical *'80`7-2tY7' rule holds Electrons,

in the case of CdTe (E. = 1.5 eV) and HgTe forA
which a valence band offset ALE, - (0.3 eV has r

been measured [4]. It also holds approximately
f'or ZnTe (E. 2.35 eV) and HgTe for which ALI Znp (I - ZilSe

=E (0.3-0.4 eV has been reported [4]. 1

Fig. 2. Band diagrams, for (at) n-un-p ZnSe diode on pt-type
Ga~ts and ( h) p-on-n Zn~e diode with gold Con tact. B ot h
diodes are lorwar~d biased.

I The use of epitaxial HgSe has resulted in
II -~ improved ohmic contacts for p-type ZnSe films

Ga~s Zn~eand related diode structures [2.3.5]. Multilavered
structures with intermediate or graded laye. rs of

p -GaAs p -ZnSe n -ZnSe Hg, ZnSe or ZnTe, , Se, have also been fab-

(a) Mb ricated to further improve the electrical proper-
ties of Il-VI light emitters. We refer to Such
struct cs as integrated Iiterot&'~ni(1urt eit'
(IH'Ds) [5.61. The term integrated hcterostructure

______or integrated heterostructure device is here de-
fined as a multilayered structure in which particu-
lar layers, or combination of' layers, perform dis-
tinctly different functions. An ex'ample of an IHI)
is a semiconductor surface-emitting laser %hich

Aui Znoe contains (a) multilayers for Optical mirrors. (b) an
ALI P - znSe 1) -jose active light generation region which might consist

d) of one or more additional layers or quantum
wells. (c) p-type and n-type layers which supply

Fig1. Band I'agramns for (at) Gas,x inSe heterouitncli. IN) the active light generation region with electron
p-(iaAs/p-ZnSe/n-ZnSe helerosiruciure ai /.eru hias. (0t knd holes under forward bias and (d) additional
gold Z/nsv. andl (d) gold ,'p-inS:e n-inSt: heterosiructure at

/cohias. [tergy hand offsets are e%iimaies obtained frum i top layers for optically and electrically coupling
search ol the literature. the laser output to the outside world. These
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various functions arc integrated into a single epi- ond Hg-compatiblc MBE chamber where an epi-
taxial multilaycred structure using sophisticated taxial HgSe layer is deposited. At NCSU. we have
growth techniques such as molecular beam cpi- developed a portable ultra-high-vacuum transfer
taxy (MBE) or metalorganic chemical vapor de- device, equipped with a small ion pump. that
position (MOCVD). The p-on-n IHD structures allows us to extract a wafer from one MBE sys-
being studied at NCSU consist of: (a) multilayers tern and transfer it to a second MB3E system. In
of II-VI compounds that form an optical-emis- this way, samples may be protected from oxida-
sion heterostructure. (b) abrupt or graded II-VI tion during the transfer process. More recently.
layers that serve as an electrical bridge to the we have also employed a Sc capping layer during
p-type contact layers and (c) HgSe/metal con- sample transfer. In this case, the light-emitting
tacts. heterostructure is cooled to room temperature

This paper discusses methods that have been under a Sc flux in MBE chamber I to provide a
developed at NCSU for the MBE growth of inte- Se capping layer on the surface. Following this.
grated heterostructure devices containing both the wafer is transferred to the second Hg-compat-
narrow-band-gap and wide-band-gap II-VI mate- ible MBE chamber where the Se capping layer is
rials. Device processing procedures are also dis- desorbed by heating and an epitaxial layer of
cussed. Properties of light-emitting devices are HgSe ( - 10f0 A thick) is grown by MBE. Both
described within the context of IHD design prin- procedures have proven to be satisfactorN for the
ciples. including those of recently-fabricated growth of epitaxial HgSe.
high-brightness, high-efficiency blue and green Optimum MBE growth conditions for HgSc
LEDs [7]. The feasibility of using other II-VI thin films were determined based on the results
semimetals such as HgTe, HgS. HgSSe. or of preliminary deposition experiments in %%hich
HgSe'Te as electrical contact layers in particular film growth parameters such as substrate temper-
light-emitting and/or light-detecting IHD struc- aturc. Hg flux, Se flux and the Hg/Se flux raiio
tures is also addressed, were systematically varied. The substrate temper-

ature range imnestigated in these initial experi-
ments was between 80) and 15I5'C. The Hg and Sc

2. Experimental details beam equivalent pressures (BEPs) were varied in
the range (0.4 X 1( I to 1.5× x It I Torr and 0.1i

Deposition of HgSc and other Hg-based com- x 10 " to I x If " 'lorr. respectivclN. From these
pounds onto ZnSe-based p-on-n diode structures experiments, it wkas found that there %, as no ap-
is carried out using two separat, MBE chambers. preciable condensation of' HgSe for substrate
Using the first MBE chamber, p-on-n diode temperatures above - 1c25<(. In addition, at a
structures are grown on (100) Si-doped n '-GaAs substrate temperature of f0 , or less. the HeSs:
substrates. Film growth temperatures of 240- films exhibited poor ,tructural quality and uInI-
2Nr0C arc currently being employed. A variety of formly rough surfaces. In the range Sf- 125"('. !or
doublc-heterostructure light-emitting devices given Hg and Sc BEPs. the growth rate was found
containing ZnSSe. ZnSe and ZnCdSc layers have to increase with decreasing tcmpcature. It %%as
been synthesized. All of the major constituents of also found that. at a given growth temperature.
the various layers of the hetcrostructures arc the Hg to Sc B.P ratio has a definite effect on
grown using elemental Zn. Cd, Se and S. ZnClI the growth rate. For instance, at a growth tem-
is used as a solid Cl source for growth of the peraturc of 100"(C. and for Hg/Se BEP ratios
n-type layers (n,, - I x 10I" cm 3) of diode struc- between 901 and 130. the growth rate is controlled
tures [8-1If]. The p-type layers (p, - I x 10)"s by the Se flux and increases when the Sc BEP is
cm ') are doped with N from an RF plasma increased. Below a Hg/Se BL-P ratio of t(, on
sourcc using N, gas[ 11,12]. the other hand, film growth becomes Hg-flux-

Following deposition of the p-on-n het- limited and the growth rate decreases cecn when
crostructure. the sample is transferred to a sec- a high Sc flux is present at the substrate surface.
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This behavior is a direct consequence of the 3. Results and discussion
well-documented [13,14] low sticking coefficient
of Hg. of Hg.3.1. Tran~smis'sion electron mzicroscop~y i•tudics

For Hg/Se BEP ratios higher than 130 (e.g.,
130-180). a decrease of the growth rate was also
observed. This may be due to a gas-phase beam Fig. 3 shows a vertical-cross-section TEM pho-
interaction effect, which results in part of the Se tograph of a representative IHD structure taken
flux being deflected by the high Hg atoms density under two-beam conditions. This particular de-
and prevented from reaching the substrate sur- vice is a blue-light-emitting diode based on a
face. From a morphological and structural quality ZnSSe-ZnCdSSe double-heterostructure. As
viewpoint, it was found that the best results were seen from the figure, the active region of the light
obtained for a BEP ratio in the range of 90-100, emission heterostructure consists of five 10(H A
for a growth temperature of 100°C. ZnCdSSe quantum wells separated by four 150t A

Based on the above results, in all subsequent ZnSSe barriers. Note that the active region of the
HgSe growth experiments a substrate tempera-
ture of 100- 1 10°C was used along with a Hg/Se
BEP ratio of - l(O) (Hg and Se BEPs of - I x
10 ' and - I × 10- " Torr, respectively). These
conditions result in a film growth rate of - 1.1
A/s. Note that this growth rate is still quite low
compared to that of HgTe grown under similar
conditions. This may be related to the higher
evaporation rate of the HgSe compound at low
temperatures (5].

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) stud-
ies of selected IHD structures were completed
using a Hitachi-80() electron microscope operat-
ing at 200 kV. The samples were thinned at 77 K
using argon-ion milling techniques. Both vertical-
cross-section and planar TEM photomicrographs
wcrC used to assess the interfacial quality of the
various layers of the integrated device structures
and to estimate dislocation densities.

Mesa-type devices were prepared from se-
lcctcd IHD wafers using standard photolitho-
graphic and etching techniques to define mLsa
arrys. Mesa dimensions were 5111 p m X 500 pum. 2000A
Evaporated Au or In was used to form a metal
contact to the top HgSc surface of each p-on-n
mesa diode. Ohmic contact to the n-type layer
was made at the back surface of the GaAs: Si
substrate with In metal. During processing. the
wafer was subjected to temperatures as high as
150I(C with no obvious deleterious effects. After Fig. 3. Trahismission elctron micrograph of an integrated
processing, a dicing saw was used to obtain indi- hetCrostructure device (111D). The active region of the ItII)consists of five Il1W) ;A /n('dSSe quantum wells which are ait
vidual diodes for electrical testing. The current- ihnsiion of ihe M) rA Thc thm wl whichis-the bottom of the micrograph. The thin (1l '1W AlHack highly,-
voltage ( I-V ) properties of the diodes were inca- conducting lacr at the top ,urfacc of the 1ID11 is an epitaxial
sured using a Tektronix model 3701 curve tracer. IIgSc layer.
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IHD is dislocation-free and exhibits exceptionally
smooth and flat interfaces. The ZnSSe cladding
layers above and below the active region of the
device are also dislocation-free. Based on an
analysis of many vertical-cross-section and planar
TEM photographs of several similar devices. we
estimate that the dislocation density is about .........................
I/rcm/ . on average, from sample to sample.

At the top surface of the IHD shown in Fig. 3
is a dark and narrow( - 100 A) layer. This is the
epitaxial HgSe layer at the top surface of the
sample which is part of the ohmic contact portion ....
of the integrated device structure. The epitaxial
nature of the HgSe layer was confirmed by means Fig. 4. I -I' characteristics for at p-on-n ZnSSc 'Zn(dLSC doe-

of electron-diffraction and electron-channeling blc-helerostructutre light-emitting diode equipped with cpitax-

studies. The fact that the ltgSe layer shown in ial IlgSe/ gold top contact.

Fig. 3 is vert dark is a reflection of its very high
electrical conductivity (carrier concentration - ZnHg, ,Se or ZnTc, Se, were investigated.
10"' cm -': nobilitv - i10' cm 2/V • s) which pro- The band gap versus lattice constant for these
motes lateral current sprei!..ing - a highly-desira- two ternary alloys is shown in Fig. 5. In this case.
blc property for LED aptications. In addition, the idea is to dope the graded layer p-type to
because its thickness is only - 100 A. the HgSc maintain the Fermi level close to its valence band
layer also serves as a semi-transparent (85-90,-') edge as (in the case of Zn, Hg, , S) the grading
electrode for surface-emitting LED applications, material changes from ZnSc to HgSe. By means

of this grading/doping procedure the initial band
3.2. Electrical characteristics of' integrated bet- offset can be eliminated, as has been shown for
erostructure devices IIl-V materials [25]. since the equilibrium Fermi

energy must be constant throughout the het-
The integrated heterostructure device concept erostructure. For ZnTe1 ,Se, grading layers. the

produced a dramatic improvement in the ob- grading should proceed from Y = I (ZnSe) to
served electrical characteristics of ZnSe-based
diode structures [2]. Fig. 4 shows an I-V curve
for one of the initial (5(H) um x 5010 gim mesa) V M-So •_ .

ZnSSc-ZnCdSe double-heterostructure diodes ZnS 0 o
equipped with an epitaxial HgSe/gold contact. 3.0 Zne T,
which was synthesized andi processed at NCSU in "AlP COS nTeC 8 AIPs Cd Zn T

July. 1991. This particular diode produced bright ( 2.0 GaP CdSA

blue emission at 2.6(1 eV (476 nm) at room tem- GaAs AS
pcrature. Note from the figure that the mesa O 1 s* °
diode device exhibits a turn-on voltage of about :, 1.0 In P oaSb
2.8 V and passes 5(1 mA at 4.4 V at 3(M) K. This G)0. Go InAs• I -'Sn

represented a substantial improvement compared W O.0 HgS_ HgS

with earlier devices prepared at NCSU [15-1X] __
5.5 6.0 6.5

and elsewhere [19-241 that were equipped with Lattice Constant (A)
metallic contacts.

To further reduce the - 01.6 eV valence band Fig. 5. Band gap versus lattice constant for selected senicon-
ductors. The two solid lines sho%%n in the figure reler to

offset between ZnSe and HgSe, multilayered ZnllgSe and ZnTeSc ternart alloys. both ott %hich are suit-

structures with graded intermediate layers of able malerials for graded-lawer contacts to p-tlpc Znsc.
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about v' - 0.4, since the valence band of ZnTe.2 Se°.8 ZnSe
ZnTe,1 ,,Se,1 4 lines up with that of HgSe (assum- 1--IOA E
ing valence band of ZnTe is about 1.0 eV above
that of ZnSc [26]).

At NCSU, IHDs with ZnHg,-_Se graded
layers have been grown by MBE. However, the
large difference in the optimum growth tempera- HgSe
ture of ZnSe ( 250'C) versus HgSe ( 100°C)
required that both the Zn source temperature, 0.4eV

which controls the Zn flux, and the substrate 0.2eV [ E
temperature be varied during growth of the
Zn Hg, Se grading layer. Thus, the MBE- Fig. 6. Band diagram of improsed ohmic contact for p-type

US. ZnSe which employs two thin ( - 10(0) A) la.crs of epitaxial
growth procedure is a complex one and the re- t1gSe/ZnTe,,Ses as shown. The heavily-doped p-t.pe
suits to date have only been marginally success- ZnTe,,.,Se, layer provides deep states for resonant-tunnel-

ful: while a slight improvement was noted in the ing enhancement of the current flow.

/-V' curves of processed diode structures with
ZnHg, ,Se grading layers from that of Fig. 4,
reproducibility has proven to be a problem. As a Recently, we have modified the ohmic contact
consequence, we have recently instituted a new layers of II-VI integrated heterostructure de-
procedure - post-growth annealing - to grade vices. The new IHD structure, shown schemati-
the ZnSe-HgSc interface. In these experiments. cally in Fig. 6, involves MBE growth of a thin
an IHD sample with HgSe/gold surface layers is (100 A) ZnTe ,.,Se ,, layer between the ZnSe-
placed in an annealing oven. The sample is then based light-emitting heterostructure and the top
annealed at a preselected time/temperature pro- epitaxial HgSe layer. The thin ZnTe,,Se,,, layer
file under flowing nitrogen gas to promote in-dif- is heavily doped p-type by means of nitrogen-
fusion of Hg from the HgSe layer into the ZnSe plasma doping. This procedure creates deep states
layer, thus grading the heterointerface. (Anneal- in the ZnTe1 _,Se 5,, layer which promote resonant
ing experiments of this type are routinely per- tunneling of holes. The photomicrograph shown
formed to control the electrical properties of in Fig. 3 illustrates this new type of IHD struc-
HgCdTc infra-red detector diodes.) Initial results ture. Upon careful inspection, a thin - lIN) A
at NCSU have been encouraging: diode I-V layer can be seen at the top of the micrograph
curves are consistently improved. However, opti- just under the black epitaxial surface layer of
tnUM annealing parameters have not yet been HgSe. This is the heavily-doped epitaxial
determined. Work in this area is continuing at ZnTc,_,Se,), layer that provides deep states for
N('SU. resonant-tunneling enhancement of the current

Improved diode I-V properties were also ob- flow through the IHD structure. This, in turn.
served for HgSc-bascd IHD structures having an gives rise to improved I-V characteristics of pro-
intermediate graded layer of ZnTc Se,. as we cessed devices, as is illustrated in Fig. 7. Fig. 7a
have previously reported [2]. In this case. a light- shows the /-i" curve for a blue-light-emitting
emitting structure was grown in MBE chamber I diode that was processed from the IHD structure
in the usual fashion. Following this, a - 100 nni shown in Fig. 3. The device exhibits a turn-on
thick graded layer of nitrogen-doped ZnTe , Sc, voltage of 2.4 V and passes 25 mA at 3.2 V.
was grown at - 2450C. The sample was then These electrical characteristics compare favorable
transferred to MBE chamber 2 where a 1N) A with those of a commercial SiC blue LED which
thick HgSc film wais grown at - 1 00°(". Processed are illustrated by the I-V curve of Fig. 7b.
diodes of this type show a smaller and sharper The characteristics of the blue-emitting device
turn-on voltage (I.9 V) compared with that of of Fig. 7a at high current levels are shown in Fig.
Fig. 4a and produces 20 mA at 3.2-3.4 V. 8. Note that the diode passes 5(K) mA of current
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CdTe/HgTe heterojunction showing a valence
-mA band offset of 0.3 eV. which has been determined

by experiment [4]. Fig. 9b shows the band dia-
gram for a ZnSe/HgSe heterojunction showing a

2 V valence band offset of (0.6 eV. while Fig. 9c shows
a band diagram for a ZnS/HgS heterojunction
showing a valence band offset of 0.8 cV. Band
offsets shown in Figs. 9b and 9 c are speculations
based on the empirical "8 -20%' modified

0. *A common-anion rule for Il-VI materials which we
have introduced [2]. Our results involving HgSe-

1t0K , based contacts to ZnSe provide experimental

support that this modified common anion rule is
_Y t at least approximately correct.

Referring to Fig. 9a, it might be argued that
the absolute energy level of HgTe is substantiall%
higher than HgSe. This is so because a corre-
sponding modified common cation rule also seems
to hold for ll-VI materials such that the band
gap difference between CdTe and ZnTe occurs
mostly (80-907) in the conduction band. Thus.

2l V the band offset for ZnTe/HgTe should be 40(0-
500 meV, which implies that the absolute cnergy
of HgTe lies approximately at the energy level of

50nA• gold. As a consequence. HgTe should not provide
an improved ohmic contact for p-type ZnSe. We

*•E have verified this fact at NCSU by depositing

Fig. 7. /-V curves for blue light-emitting diodes: (a) ZnSSe-
Zn(dSSe double-heterostructure IIID: (b) commercial SiC
p-n junttion device.

at 4 V. This corresponds to a current density of
2(M) A/cm2 - comparable to current densities
presently required for room temperature opera-
tion of Il-VI laser diodes [271.

3.3. Use of other tig-hased sepnimetals Joi" ohmic
contact applications

The question arises: Can HgTe or cubic ltgS
be used to further improve the ohmic contact to Fig. K. I - I characteristics of a ZnSSc-Zn('dSSc double-hct-

erostruteturc Ill) at high current levels. The 1(11 is a blue-
p-type ZnSe and related alloys? Fig. 9 shows li it ti g deie HID a high cm mes. At H I i or-

light-emitting device (5(g) ,um ,< 51H)1 Mm niesa). At 4 V lor-
band offset diagrams which involve each of these ward-bias the current flow is 511) mA. corresotnding io a

semimetals. Fig. 9a shows the band diagram for a current dcnsitv ot 2111) Acm,.

1
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HgTe onto ZnSe-based diode structures by MBE. EC

The I-V characteristics of the p-on-n diodes with t V

HgTe contacts are very similar to the I-V charac- 21ev

teristics of diodes equipped with deposited Au
contacts - both types of samples display high 0 e

turn-on voltages. 0 _
In contrast, cubic HgS would appear to be a

very interesting ohmic contact material for p-typeEv
ZnSe. This is so because it is generally accepted ZnS ZnSe GaAs

that there is little or no conduction band offset
between ZnSe and ZnS. as is illustrated by the (a)
band diagram shown in Fig. 10a. If this is the
case. the absolute energy level of HgS should lie Ec it

below the valence band of ZnSe by (1.2 eV, consis-
tent with the band offsets shown in Figs. 9 and
10a. As a consequence, HgS should be an excel-

-1.2 eV ZnSe HgS
(a) 1.5 (b)

Ev 3 eV Fig. t1. Band diagrams for (a) ZnS/ZnSe/GaAs he•eros•ruc-
ture and (b) ZnSe/11gS heterojunction. Band diagram (b) is a

CdTe HgTe speculation consistent with the band offsets shown in Fig. t

and in (a).

EC

E. eV ]•lent ohmic contact material for ZnSe-based p-on-

(b) 2.8eV n diode structures.
Based on the above speculative arguments. we

E have attempted to grow HgS layers on ZnSe-based
Ev Zdiode structures bv MBE. Our results so far have

been discouraging. Depositions at IIM)0 C using

elemental Hg and S in varying flux ratios pro-
duced no deposits on clean ZnSe diode structures

Ec grown on GaAs substrates. Next, the ZnSe/GaAs
substrate temperature was lowered to room tem-

3.=0eV perature. Again, for a range of Hg and S flux
(e) 3 ratios, no deposition of any kind occurred. Fi-

nally, by reducing the substrate temperature to
0.8_eV - 30(C. using a special substrate cooling stage, a

ZnS HgS dull black deposit formed on the ZnSe surfacc.

The black deposit appeared to be stable at roo~m
Fig. 9. Band diagrams for ta) ('dTic/tlgie. (h) ZnSe/tIgSc teneperature after the sample was reloved from

and (t) ZnS/figS heterojunctions. Band offsets for (b) and cte

are speculations based on an empirical -'s80; -20);'" modified the MBE system. However, upon heating the

common-anion rule for l1-VI materials, sample above room temperature to about 50'C.
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the black deposit completely vaporized leaving a [51 Y. Lansari. LW. Cook. Jr. and JT Schect/ina. .1. Flectron.

specular ZnSe layer as the sample surface. Maier. 212 (1993) 8019,

Additional MIBE experiments were completed [6] Y. Lansari. Z. Yu. J. Ren. C'. Boncy. 1_W. cook. Jr. and
IF Schetzina, 19)92 Materials Research Societ'. M:etlni2.

using elemental Zn. Hg and S in an effort to grow Boston. MA WMater. Re... Soc. Slrnp. Proc., to ',c pul,-

the ternary alloy Zn,-,Hg,S. These experiments lished).

also produced discouraging results. For growth at [7] D.B. Eason. Z. YLI. C. Bono,. .1. RemIL. [A hurchilL.

100'C under a variety of favorable flux ratios, the 1.W. Cook. Jr.. i.F. Scheizina and N.A. JlM .r'..

deposited film was 'always transparent ZnS of Crystal Growth 138 (1944) 7013.
[S] K. Olikawa. T. MIISUVII and 0. N arnazaki. .1. Appl.P,..

poor structural quality. This was verified by dif- 62 (1987) 32111

ferential reflectance measurements in the UV [9] 11. Chetig. J. IDePuvrdt. .I. ('ott.. and Ni. I -. J( CIA..tal

which determined the band gap to be that of Grow~th 9i5 ( 1988) 5(2.

ZnS. No Hg was incorporated in any of the layers 1101t S. I Ivaniz. J. Ren. K.A. Bovcr... C1. ook. Jr, Ind (1,1
Schetzina. Mater. Res.. Soc. S\ nip. Pr,,c. 11.1 I 11091) 1"

grown at 100')C. Similar results were obtained [II] R.M. Park. NI-1B Trolter. CM1. Roulea. I.IN. IDcPimdt
upon lowering the substrate growth temperature and M.A. Htaase. pp1. Ph'... Ileti. 5 I ( 11 -)

to room temperature: no Hg was incorporated in [121 K. C0hkaa. J. Kara.sana and V. NIII? . 1 J. (r 11 "j)

anyv of the layers. G(imrowthI Il 1991 79,.
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Abstract

In this paper both horizontal and vertical transport properties of ZnSc based hcterostructurcs wcre studied.
Temperature-dependent Hall effect measurements were performed on nitrogen-doped ZnSc. ZnTc, Zn(S.Sc) and
(Zn.MgXS.Sc) epilaycrs: accepter concentration N., compensation donor concentration N\j and the activation energ.
E, %crc derived by curve-fitting to the freeze-out behavior of the hole concentrations. Vertical transport study.
through the use of an analytical computer simulation, suggested that the electron transport across the n-ZnSe/n-
(;aAs hetcrointcrfacc is often hindered by the presence of a high density of interface states: both the employment of
heavy doping near the interface and the modification of GaAs surface stoichiomctr% before the nucleation of ZnSc
wcrc found effective in reducing the device impedance.

1. Introduction introduction of a Zn(Te.Sc) pseudo-graded-layer

between heavily p-doped ZnTc and p-ZnSe lay-
The demonstration of the first blue-green ers, we were able to address the problem of

diode lasers [1.2] in the summer of 1991 sparked ohmic contacts to p-type ZnSe [4]. a problem
a renewed interest in the field of II-VI wide-gap which became more crucial with the intensifying
compound semiconductors. Continuing advance- device research on wide bandgap II-VI materi-
ment toward technological maturity, most notably als. The effectiveness of this contact scheme was
the realization of stable continuous-wave laser confirmed by the reduction of laser operating
operation at room temperature [3]. demands still voltages (to as low as 7 V [5]) in our devices and
a greater appreciation of the fundamental issues also the capability for conducting stable Hall
such as the relationship between material quality measurements on p-ZnSe from 321) to 77 K. where
and growth parameters, and the electrical trans- the latter experiments were not readily feasible
port properties, both from which the device be- with the conventional metal/p-ZnSe Schottky
havior is derived. In the summer of 1992, with the contacts.

In this paper we report the study of both
horizontal and vertical transport properties of

Corrceponding author. ZnSe-based structures. Results of the tcmpcra-

0(02'-024X/94/$07.0! , 1994 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reservcd
8801I 01122-0)248(9)3 )1ý061)( I-.
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ture-dependent Hall measurements on nitrogen- 1250

doped p-ZnSe [6] and p-ZnTe [7] are reviewed;
emphasis will be given to the implications of the 1000
observed behavior relative to the acceptor activa-
tion energy of nitrogen in the ternary Zn(S.Se)
and quaternary (Zn.MgXS,Se). While fully aware
of the necessity for further improvement in con-
tacting to, and doping of. p-type wide-gap II-VI o 500

semiconductors, we confine the study of vertical
transport, specifically the current-voltage (I-') 250

characteristics, to an issue frequently overlooked
by the II-VI community: the carrier transport 0
across a II-VI/ilI-V heterovalent interface, in 20 40 60 80 100 120 140

this case the ZnSc/GaAs interface. (um)

Fig. I. The plot of measured total resistance ', the ,pacing
between electrodes for a Au /Pd p-ZnTC p-graded Zn-
(TeSe)/'p-ZnSe contact.

2. Experimental procedure

A Perkin-Elmer 430 modular MBE system with density of about 250 A/cm2 . The injection level
separate II-VI and III-V growth chambers was was determined with a knowledge of the "'effec-
employed: details of the growth conditions were tive contact area-. a quantity which reflects the
described previously [8]. Also the design and extent of current crowding near the edge of the
growth of the Zn(Se.Te) pseudo graded contact electrodes and can be derived from the intersec-
to p-ZnSe was reported elsewhere [4]: the origi- tion of the data line to the abscissa [9]. The
nal configuration was adapted to contact p- observed reduction of specific contact resistance
(Zn.MgXS.Se) with the insertion of a p-Zn(SSc) by simply experimenting with different metalliza-
layer. tions suggested that, at the current stage. the

Transmission-line model (TLM) measurements limiting factor of the graded contact scheme might
were performed to characterize the metal/p- lie at the metal/p-ZnTe interface.
ZnTe/p-Zn(Se.Te) graded region/p-ZnSe con- A Van der Pauw configuration, with one clcc-
tact. Fig. I shows a typical plot (of total resistance trode in each of the four corners of a square
versus electrode spacing) from an (unannealed) sample, was chosen for carrying out the Hall
Au/Pd/Zn(Se.Te) graded-region/p-ZnSe con- measurements. As was first pointed out by Van
tact. A specific contact resistance of 4 x 10 -' 0) der Pauw [I I], a deviation from the original as-
cm- was derived from the plot using Berger's sumption of point contacts can lead to erroneous
equation [9]. The reduction of specific contact results which are normally manifested by an ap-
resistance as compared to the Au/Zn(Se.Te) parent increase of carrier concentration and de-
graded-region/p-ZnSe contact [4] was in qualita- crease of carrier mobility. An investigation was
tive agreement with the recent study of Pd con- performed with the contact/sample size ratio
tacts to p-ZnTc [10)]. The material sheet resistiv- varied from 5% to 18 Ct4 the measured free hole
ity, obtained from the slope of the plotted line. concentration (and mobility), from the same p-
was 4.6 kU/2 which is very close to the value ZnSe epilayer. was increased (decreased) by 591;
(4.4 kfl/tu) derived from a separate Hall mca- (2717). For the measurements employed through-
surcment. It is worth commenting that, given the out this study, the contact/sample size ratio was
slight deviation in the I-V characteristics from a kept at around 3%. Despite the occurrence of
straight line near the origin as was observed for carrier freeze-out and the corresponding increase
small contacts under high current level [4], the of sample resistivity by more than three orders of
TLM resistance values were taken at a current magnitude as temperature was lowered from 295

-- -----
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Fig. 2. (a) Temperature-dependent free hole concentration of nitrogen-doped ZnTc. (b) Measured free hole concenttalion, of
nitrogen-doped ZnSc, ZnSSe. and ZnMgSSe. The difference in the activation energy is, reflected by the different slope, of the

freeze-out curves.

to 77 K. the I-V linearity of the contacts was statistics and the assumption of single acceptor
maintained [6]. level. Three fitting parameters, the total acceptor

concentration N,. the compensating donor con-
centration N,. and the acceptor activation energy

3. Horizontal transport E., can be obtained from best curve-fitting. Given
the uncertainty about the effective masses for the

Figs. 2a and 2b show the Arrhenius plot of ternary and quaternary. the value of ZnSc was

measured free hole concentration as a function of assumed throughout. The fitting parameters are

10(00/T for nitrogen doped ZnTe, ZnSe. Zn(SSe) summarized in Table 1.
and ecurve In addition to the potential for application as a
was carried out using the well-known equation contacting material to p-ZnSe. nitrogen-doped

ZnTe is also of scientific interest given the ab-

p( p + Nd) N, sencc of any prior characterization of nitrogen

N, - Nd - p g exp( - E,/kT) acceptors in p-ZnTe. The activation energy of 46
meV at a doping level of mid-I10" cm -. which is

which is essentially a rephrase of the charge-neu- perhaps the first report of nitrogen acceptor acti-
trality condition with non-degenerate carrier vation energy in ZnTe. is similar to the phospho-

Table I
Summary of temperature dependent Hall effect measurements

Sample p ,, N, N, NN

(x 10"cm ') (cm
2

/V s) (mCV) (x ltt em 1) • 0lt" cm

ZnTe 11.41 (295 K) 86.6 (295 K) 46 0).49 11.75 11.15
1302.10 (40) K)

ZnSc 2.20 (293 K) 34.3 (293 K) 92 9.54 10.1 t0.l II
147.1 (77 K)

ZnSSc 1.34 (293 K) 24.3 (293 K) 98 7.79 211.3 11.26

51.1 ( 116 K)
ZnMgSSe 0.35 (2(X) K) 11.6 (2(X) K) 177 16.3 1 1.4 0" lt

14.4 ( 181 K)

"See text for explanation.
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rus level in p-ZnTe (45 meV) [121. Systematic 200 ........ .. . ....
Hall measurements on nitrogen-doped ZnSe i ZnMgSSe
layers with varying doping levels have been re-
ported by the authors [6]: the linear dependence 150 -

between the observed activation energies and the AIGaAsGe
averaged ionized acceptor spacing, as well as the 5 ZnSSe

E 100-approximate consistency between the extrapo- 1?

lated activation energy at infinite dilution (114 - ZnSe A-GaInPZnZ

mcV) and the value (128 meV) from simple effec- 50
tive mass model, are consistent with the nitrogen
acceptor behaving as a hydrogenic impurity in
ZnSe. 0

We had previously reported that significantly 0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350" Ev (mev)
higher free hole concentrations were obtained in

Fig. 3. Activation-energy versus valence band offset I or Ge-ZnTe : N than ZnSe : N where both were grown doped AIGaAs 1161. Zn-doped AlGalnP 115] (both in dashed
under very similar growth conditions and with the lines), and N-doped ZnMgSSe (solid circles). Valence hand
same nitrogen flux [13]. The values of N. for edges of GaAs. GaInP. and ZnSe are used as reference points
ZnSe and ZnTe were about 9.5 X 1017 and 9 x for the three material systems.

10IS cm 3 for particular samples from which we
have recently obtained SIMS data. Of interest is
that the measured N concentrations approxi- the rapid deepening of impurity levels toward
mately tracked the acceptor concentrations at wider-gap alloy compositions. has been observed
I x I10)' cmr3 for ZnSe and 8.8 X It()s cm- 3 for in Zn-doped p-(AI.Ga)InP [15] and. more pro-
ZnTe. The implication of these measurements is nouncedly, in Cc-doped p-(AI.Ga)As [16]. The
that for the particular growth conditions and ni- experimental data from the three material svs-
trogen plasma conditions, the limitation of p-dop- tems are compiled in Fig. 3 where the activation
ing level in ZnSe is not so much compensation energies are plotted versus "valence band offset":
limited as it is limited by the solubility of nitrogen the valence band offsets were derived from alloy
accepter [14]. composition assuming conventional conduction/

In extending the study of horizontal transport valence band offset ratios for the IlI-V com-
into wider bandgap alloys such as ZnS,.oSe),,Q pounds [17]. The valence band offset between
and Znj),;Mgo.07S0.1 4 Se0.,. the differences in the ZnSe and ZnSSe was determined using Van de
temperature-dependence, i.e.. the freeze-out be- Walle's calculation [18] and an LCAO approach
havior. become more noticeable as is revealed by was chosen for the ZnMgSSe system 119]. Al-
the slopes of the lines in Fig. 2b. Given the lack though the discrepancy between the observed E
of carrier (hole) saturation up to 320 K. the and the effective mass theory (which will be a
values of N., and N, for (ZnMgXS.Se) may be very flat line on this scale) could well be due to
somewhat higher than the real values. (The com- the so-called "'central cell correction" [20], fur-
pensation ratio Nd/N,, is known, however.) Nev- ther understanding of such corrections in mixed
ertheless, the activation energy of nitrogen in the crystals is desirable to assert the physical origin of
(Zn,MgXSSe) can be extracted from the linear the observed behavior. Such a rapid increase of
region of the freeze-out curve to be 177 meV: this nitrogen activation energy in ZnMgSSe is worthy
represents an increase of activation energy by of concern given the implication of limited con-
about 801 meV in going from Zn(S,Se) to Zn- ductivity for the quaternary epilayers in the even
MgSSc, a change which is not fully accounted for bluer region.
by the effective mass model assuming Vegard's As an additional elaboration on the freeze-out
law for most of the physical parameters. It is curve of the ZnMgSSe. one notices immediately a
interesting to note that similar behavior, namely deviation of experimental data points from the
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linear region when the temperature is below 16(0 2

K. Such phenomena could be attributed to the 31 (a) Ga- 3

onset of impurity band conduction when the de- 4. EC -Zr'Se - 4 E, E-62 __

termination of free hole concentration from Hall S 5, 5
coefficient, based on a single-band assumption. 6- 6-

becomes ambiguous. Further examination on the -E"

above speculation using the conventional crite- . 8

rion, namely the comparison between the impu- v3, 3 Vw3V

rity Bohr radius and the average impurity spac- 4 4_E_ 4.

ing, revealed that the latter is still more than an - 5- t

order of magnitude larger than the former which 3 6 -

makes the impurity-band model merely a remote 7

possibility. An alternative explanation, which was E,

provided in elucidating similar behavior in the Ge Thcko.S. (A Th..... A,

doping of AIGaAs [16], requires the presence of a Fig. 4. Band diagrams of a ZnSe,'GaAs heteroiniertacc ti)

second shallower acceptor level with a much lower under equilibrium %,ithout (a) and with (h) the presence of

concentration. The activation energy associated interface states. 6il) under high ltewl injection without tet and

with this level can be determined from the slope with td) the presence of interface states. See text for detail.

of the In( pT 'm) versus l/T plot to be about 88
meV. sion. Doping levels of ZnSe and GaAs were cho-

sen to simulate the real device, a conduction
band offset of 3(M) meV was used between ZnSe

4. Vertical transport and GaAs. and an interface state density of 4 x
10t-2 cm 2 was chosen from our previous studies

The lack of high-quality conducting II-VI sub- of ZnSe/GaAs interfaces 122]. The extension of
strates has thus far constrained most of the the depletion layer into p-ZnSc (in addition to
ZnSc-based diode lasers and LEDs to closely the depletion region due to the band offset in
lattice-matched GaAs substrates and/or epilay- Fig. 4a) is apparent in Fig. 4b. The hindrance to
ers. While the structural integrity was signifi- carrier transport is acerbated under high level
cantly advanced with the rigid control of alloy injection where, due to the sparseness of the
composition in achieving lattice compatibility, carriers in the depletion region. a high electric
electrical transport across the n-ZnSe/n-GaAs field is essential to initiate an appreciable drift
heterovalent interfaces was presumed to play only current component (Figs. 4c and 4d).
a minor role in terms of the overall device I-V The width of the depletion region is intimately
characteristics. This seemingly plausible conjec- related to the doping concentration, and there-
ture, based on the argument that the conduction fore can be reduced by employing of heavy dop-
band offset between ZnSe and GaAs is quite ing near the ZnSe/ýGaAs interface. With the
small [211, in fact overlooks the detrimental effect introduction of a 2(t) A layer of n-ZnSe doped to
of carrier depletion near the heterovalent inter- 2 x 10)6 cm ý (compared to the normal doping of
face due to the presence of a high density of 5 x 1(I17 Cm '), we have indeed observed a re-
interface states. duction in the operating voltage of about 1.7 V at

Figs. 4a and 4b are the computer output of a current density of 3(M) A/cm2 from two typical
n-ZnSe/ n-GaAs band diagrams with and without (Zn,MgXS,Se) single quantum well lasers. In the
the presence of interface traps; the simulation context of a lasing threshold voltage as low as 7 V
program solves the Poisson and continuity equa- 15], such a reduction in terms of the device
tions using a drift-diffusion current model. Quan- impedance is quite substantial. It is worth point-
tum mechanical tunneling and velocity saturation ing out that the approach of using heavy doping is
were not taken into account for the present ver- inevitably accompanied by a compromise in mate-
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rial quality, which is particularly undesirable at cal transport across the ZnSe/GaAs heterointer-
the beginning of the epitaxial growth. To circum- faces. Two approaches were employed in address-
vent such a dilemma, an experiment based on our ing this problem: the use of a heavily doped ZnSe
previous study [22] in controlling the stoichiome- region near the interface to minimize the width
try of GaAs before the nucleation of ZnSc was of depletion region or alternatively, the control of
performed. Two n-Zn(S,Se) epilayers of 1 A.m GaAs stoichiometry prior to the nucleation of
thick (samples A and B) were grown on thin ZnSe to reduce the density of interface states.
layers of ZnSe. which were first nucleated on
GaAs epilayers. The ZnSe layer of sample A, the
reference sample, was nucleated on a c(4 X 4) 6. Acknowledgments
As-rich GaAs surface (this had been used for all
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The growth of HgSe by molecular beam epitaxy
for ohmic contacts to p-ZnSe

S. Einfeldt *. H. Heinke. M. Behringer, C.R. Becker, E. Kurtz. D. Homrmel.
G. Landwehr
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Abstract

'rue structural properties of tIgSe grown by molecuilar beamn cpitaxy (MBlE) arc insesti-ared for diliereni lattice
illismatehes to tile substrate and x a riu s gro wt h con1d iionS. The grimisib rate is slio%%ni to depe enil sln ngl on fihe
grow!tl I c nipe ra U re above It)) ( as %%ell as on thle fig,/ Se flux ratio. It has beeni foutnd thal~t the ersst a line perf ect ioni
and the electrical properties arc mainix% determined by the layer thickness, espeejalls for the g~rossth on ihl lattce
mnismnatched substrates. Changes in the surtacc morphology are related to grossili parametecrs. D~ifferences hetsecii
the electrical bchaior of MBE1-grown and hulk I IgSc are discussed. The electrical properties ot I iPSe contacts oin
p-/AlSc are ins ~stigajted aiS a fu nct ion of diff~erent anneainc Ig proceduLIres.

1. Introduction result oft the lowser valence band offset of 0.(h-0,8.
cV [2]. A p-tvpe doped 11g, ,ZnSc graded latver

"T-he fabrication of low-resistance, ohmic con- wsas predicted to further imiprove the diode prop-
facts to p-ZnSe is still one of the makjor problems erties [ 1.31.
iti the technology oif blue and greett light emitting T'he potential of HgSc its it contact to p-tx pe
des~iCes based on ZnSe and relatted compounds. ZnSe has lead to an increased interest inl tosesti-
At present, gold is the most commonly used eon- gations of its MBlE growth eonditions. U~ntil nowN
tact material which forms at Sehottky eontaet with very few publications concerning this miatter have
an offset of about 1.4 eV to the valence band oif appeared in the literature [1,4]. In this article.
ZnSe. To obtain light emission, large voltages (of characteristics of MBE grosth of' tIgSe arc pre-
10-20) V are needed to break down the reverse sented and their influence onl structural and clee-
biased Au/p-ZnSe junction in at torward biased trical properties of the resulting epilayers are
diode device. discussed.

Recently Lansari et ail. [1) produced nearly
ohmic contacts to highly doped p-ZnSe by Using
IlgSe. They observed smaller LED) turn-on volt- 2. Experimental details
ages of' 2-3 V compared to that of gold ats at

Epitaxial growth wats carried out in at Riber
2300( MBE system. equipped with at self-designed

Corrcspondiiig iiithor. Hig effusion cell. The absolute Se flux wats rou-

MS22-it248/9/S04 7.(10 tQ9'4 Fiscsicr Science BA'. Mll right% rescrscdl
ASI) 00422 0)248(93 (1.077-I
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tinely calibrated by depositing Sc on cold GaAs - i 1 1
and Si substrates, assuming the Se sticking coeffi- 0 I

cient to be unity. HgSc was grown on (001) CdTe 0 0 ,

and (001) ZnTe substrates, which have a lattice j-

mismatch of 6.1 : and -.271-. respectively. The
substrates were chemo-mechanicallv polished with
a solution of Br in methanol. degreased in stan- -=
dard solvents, etched with HC. thermally cleaned
in vacuum at 350'C (under Cd flux for the CdTe
substrates) and overgrown with a homoepitaxial 1-2 7

buffer laver. Nitrogen-dopcd. p-type ZnSe lavers 7

were grown on GaAs (001) substrates in a sepa- o ,2 176-,I I
rate MBE growth chamber and transferred to the 0.22 ' 03

Hg chamber without breaking the ultrahigh vac- I I

LIU M1 (W FH V ). II alI " I o ] ,u 21 I1) P ll I .

The thickness of the HgSe epilayers on all (rwI It h ,, ,,,r;il mI 1 1,..0 (

samples was determined directly with a depth Fig. 1. The gro%,th rate of IIgSe and the Se sticking coefficient

profiler by measuring the height of a step caused %ersus the groIth temperature.

by a contact mask on the substrates. The electri-
cal properties were determined using the Van der growth temperatures lower than 12W(C for useful
Pauw method for the Hall effect at ).3 T. The growth rates of HgSc.
data were analyzed with a one-charge carrier In addition to its dependence on the growth
model. The crystalline quality of the cpilavcrs wits temperature, the growth rate is also influenced by
inxcstigated by mcans of the (004) Bragg reflct- the Hg flux. Fig. 2 indicates the presence of
tion in a high-resolution five-crystal X-ray diffrac- distinctly different behavior of the growth rate for
tometer. Electrochemical C-I' profiling was used two ranges of Hg fluxes. The growth rate in-
to determine the carrier concentration in the creases with increasing Hg/Se beam pressure
ZnSc: N layers.

If, Se IllIX rat if) ' ,;t-

3. Results and discussion II, ,
I I

The growth rate of HgSc depends strongly on 0 / . .I,,
the growth temperature, as shown in Fig, 1. This 7

indicates a much higher desorption rate (or HgSe . I 2 ,
than for HgTc whose growth rate remains nearly
constant over the same temperature range [5]. - ,I
The exponential fit indicated in Fig. I gives an
activation energy for the desorption of only 01.22 " -
± 0.03 eV. This value is lower than 0.51 and 0.52 .
cV. which arc the congruent heats of sublimation -, , I-
for Hg(g) and So,, (g). respectively, in equlibrium - 1, 402 t 1) 1103
with crystalline HgSc [0]. Heating HgSe in UHV I, , 0 11. Ill r,,,- 0 :

shows that chemi-desorption is negligible for tem- I I
peratures below 2( 00. Therefore the observed I I , 1

decrease in the growth rate is related to the hlg t•,iI pre,.sur,, . 010Vo I. l'orr/

precursor state and not to the chcmisorbed state. Fig. 2. The growth rate of llgSc and the Se sticking coefficient
It should be mentioned that one is limited to '.eriiN theI g beam presm1ire and I IgiSe flux ratio.
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ratio (in the following loosely referred to as flux 70 1

ratio) as long as this ratio is lower than 50. This
behavior is well known for the MBE growth of 600.. . } • • ZII'' 11 ) l" M

binary compounds AB (see, e.g., ref. [71) and is I0l I

indicative of growth under B-rich conditions, i.e.
Se-rich conditions. This is the case in spite of the -f•)I- 0"

apparent excess of Hg, due to the extremely low ,. .,

Hg sticking coefficient. Polycrystalline growth oc-
curs for Hg/Se flux ratios smaller than 20. For OC,
Hg/Se flux ratios higher than 50. the growth rate "
decreases exponentially, which might have several 0

causes. A possible exp!aiiation is the prevention . 0. 0 0

of the incorporation of Se into the crystal due to 0 0

screening of the surface by a high surface concen- 20'

tration of Hg atoms in a physisorbed precursor
state. Another mechanism could be the scattering 1 2 3 1

of the Se,, (n = 6. 5. 7. .... ) molecules by the high La~vi thicknt•,s, d ý/unn
density of Hg atoms in the Hg beam. Recently, a Fig. 3. Full width at half maximum i(FIM) ot the 00114)

similar but less obvious dependence on Hg flux X-ra. rocking cuns \rsu, the la•er thicknc,,, lIgSe gr,,e i

was determined for the growth of HgTe by means on (dTe and ZnTe.

of oscillations in the reflection of high-energy
electron diffraction (RHEED) [5]. It is unclear at The change of the crystalline quality with layer
the present as to which mechanism (or combina- thickness is accompanied by a change in the
tion of both) is responsible for the large decrease electrical properties, as shown in Fig. 4 for the
in HgSe growth rate. growth on CdTe. The mobility at 3(00 K is limited

The dependence of the growth rate on both mainly by the crystal perfection which gets w\orse
the growth temperature and the Hg flux led us to near the substrate interface. Morcocr. the Hall
study the structural properties of the HgSe layers data indicate that the higher dislocation density
as a function of their thickness in detail. Fig. 3 causes an increase in the carrier concentration.
demonstrates that the crystalline quality of HgSe
grown on highly lattice-mismatched CdTc de-
pends strongly on the layer thickness. The best I I I

HgSe samples, i.e. thick layers, have rocking , 0 1. h _
curves with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) C

down to 220 arc sec. The large dislocation density
at the HgSe/CdTe interface becomes smaller
with increasing thickness due to a healing pro- * 0 _
cess. The growth on nearly lattice-matched ZnTe 0
provides partially strained layers which relax at a 00 0
critical thickness d, with subsequent generation 0 0

of dislocations. This is clearly demonstrated by - Oo o 0 o"-0 0 0-
the maximum in Fig. 3 at d = 0.5 Am. Hence the 00
critical thickness for HgSc on ZnTe must be 00
smaller than 0.5 Am., which is in fair agreement
with the value of d, = 0.25 Am obtained from the 2 :

model of Matthews and Blakeslee [8]. Other lit-erthit'kte.•, d ipiwll
models give values as small as 23 nm [91 or as Fig. 4. Mill mobilitN and carrier eoncentraiion at 31M) K %cr,u,

large as 2.4 j.m [10]. layer ihickness (i fIlgSe grown on (d'le.
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i.e. is related with the generation of donors. How- :10 1 1
ever, this is inconsistent with measurements of 0
the interband absorption whose interpretation re- O I w,,k

quires a nearly constant carrier concentration [ 11]. .) 5

In the case of the MBE growth of HgSe on highly " 0
lattice-mismatched CdTe substrates, the depen-
dence of the crystalline quality on the layer thick- " -.
ness is shown to be much stronger than its depen- Q 2))

dence on any growth parameter, i.e. growth tem-
perature or Hg/Sc flux ratio. Mobilities of the
best. i.e. thick, epilayers range from 12000 cm',/V "

• at 300 K to 44000 cm 2
/V, s at 20 K. 0 - 0

The surface of HgSe samples exhibits rectan- 06 o
gular pyramidal hillocks similar to those observed 0 0 0
on epitaxially grown (001) HgCdTe (see, e.g., ref. 1 I I
[121). The density of these hillocks is 6 x 104 to 2 .
5 X 1W5 cm-* Furthermore, an additional "'mac- ,;1NK) I"0.o
roscopic" roughness was observed which depends Fig. 6. Ratio of carrier concentration, at 3W1) and 20 K versu,

on the growth parameters. Surface scans pre- carrier concentration at 2) K.

sented in Fig. 5 show a decrease in the roughness
with decreasing growth temperature and increas-
ing Hg/Se flux ratio. The surface roughening is surface, which decreases with higher tempera-
possibly related to the Hg coverage of the growth tures and lower Hg fluxes.

Comparing the electrical data of our samples
to bulk HgSe. we observe a stronger than ex-
pected decrease in the carrier concentration at

1 2 lower temperatures, as shown in Fig. 6. The
, "dashed line is the expected behavior, calculated

;,,, ,. using the method and parameters published for
bulk HgSc [13]. Assuming that the band structure

=, parameters are correct. the deviation for MBE
-- grown HgSe can be explained by (1) postulating

"", ,.. 2,,0 more than one type of charge carriers. (2) assum-
'2 ing a temperature dependence for the (donor con-

""'l',,. ,. II)) centration. or (3) supposing different scattering
"mechanisms which would change the carrier con-

centration as calculated from the experimental
"Hall constant. At present none of these explana-

,"' ' 'tions could be shown to be the correct one.

I ,, C ... In order to study the electrical properties of
HgSe contacts on p-ZnSc. contact stripes (3.1

f, 011C/ - mm x 0.5 mm) of p-ZnSe (p = 4 X 10' cm 3)
with five equidistant mesas (0.1 mm x 0.5mm) of

;,,,6, P,. to . HgSe(250 nm)/Ni(30 nm)/Au(220 nm) were fab-
ricated using standard photolithographic, etching

x (1t1) and lift-off techniques. Three- and four-point
Fig. 5. Surface roughness of FI We 0d - 4).6 pm) on Cdhe for measurements provided the contact resistance
ditterent growth temperatures and |hg/Sc flux ratios. and the resistivity of the p-ZnSe layer. respec-
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tively. The samples were annealed in nitrogen 10
atmosphere in order to produce a graded gap .,a

(HgSe-ZnSe) by Hg-Zn interdiffusion [14]. I-V I7 .... !w'

curves measured between two HgSe contacts af- _C 1

ter annealing for different periods of time at -2-, 1

300'C are shown in Fig. 7. By extrapolating the
linear part of the curve at high voltages to I = 0. 0

typical voltage offsets of 1-2 V are obtained 0

which are consistent with the values reported in
ref. [1] for this hole concentration in p-ZnSe. z
Annealing the samples does not result in a ohmic 2.

behavior of the contacts, as has been shown for 0 1

HgTe/p-CdTc contacts [151, but increases the a
0 o El 0

total resistance as illustrated in Fig. 7. This is 0 o 0

mainly due to an increase in the resistivity of the I 0

p-ZnSe layer during annealing, as determined by I () 20 301) :1,

four-point measurements, see Fig. 8. C-V mea- AnneOalil' tini, / (11ii)
surements showed that the hole concentration in Fig. 8. Resistivity of a p-ZnSe layer determined by tour-point

p-ZnSe decreased by annealing, but only in a 50 measurements versus annealing time ftr different annealine

nm thick region near the surface by less than a temperatures.

factor of 4. Since this change in the hole concen-
tration is too small to explain the increase in the
resistivity, annealing seems to reduce the hole The contact is not ohmic, as can be seen in the
mobility. The physical background of this effect is nonlinear I-V curves of Fig. 7. However. the
not understood at present. voltage drop across the contact as determined bN

three-point measurements was taken as a figure
of merit for the contact. This value was reduced
by (0.5 to 1.5 V upon annealing at temperatures

2 up to 2(100 C. All experimental results lead to the
conjecture that ohmic behavior of HgSe/p-ZnSe

l....... U)0( contacts cannot be obtained by annealing and
W ,-I 'that a graded gap between HgSc and p-ZnSe.

I• ,h which should display ohmic behavior, has to be
", grown by MBE.

5, i'-

"= 4. Conclusions

-- The influence of MBE growth parameters on

the structural properties of HgSe was investi-

2. -,- - - gated. The growth rate was shown to depend on
I the growth temperature and the Hg/Se flux ra-

tio. For the growth on highly lattice-mismatched
I 1, 2 , 1 1 5, substrates, the crystal perfection is determined

\'.Irate I" (V) mainly by the layer thickness and less by growth

Fig. 7. Two-point measurements of current versus voltage for parameters. MBE-grown HgSe shows significant

p-ZnSe with IIgSe contacts after annealing at 3l14"(' for differences in electrical behavior compared to
dilterent periods of time. bulk HgSc. Electric contacts to p-ZnSe by means
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The hole diffusion length in epitaxial zinc selenide
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Abstract

Hole diffusion lengths were determined for two epitaxial n-type ZnSc layers by fitting the measured photolumi-
nescencc spectra to a theoretical expression which contains the measured absorption constants. The room tempera-
ture hole diffusion lengths are found to be 0.1 and 0.06 ILin for ZnSc with electron concentrations of 1.6 x t0o and
9.1)X 1017 cm 3. respectively. These short diffusion lengths are attributed to a strong Hall-Shockley-Read
recombination.

1. Introduction perature under moderate excitation is low in sam-
ples which are currently available.

Extensive studies have recently been carried The minority carrier lifetime and diffusion

out on the epitaxial growth and doping of ZnSe length are of great importance for the perfor-
and related wide-band-gap II-VI compounds. As mance of any minority-carrier solid-state device,
a result, room temperature blue ZnSe p-n junc- since they govern the injection efficiency of the
tion light emitting diodes (LEDs) have been jab- p-n junction and the radiative efficiency of the
ticntlight experimitting diods ( ha v bluelasensa- subsequent recombination. We have previously
ricated in experimental form and blue lasers con- shown [1] that the decay time of the blue emis-
taining ZnSe based quantum wells have been sion in metalorganic chemical vapour deposition
reported to work briefly at room temperature. At (MOCVD) ZnSe epilayers is - l(M) ps, much
present, however, there are still many problems shorter than that calculated for purely radiative
to be solved for further improvement of device
performance. Other than the limit of maximum transitions.
hoerorance.nOtheration atthaan d the l at of m m We report in this paper measurements of the
hole concentration attainable and the lack of very hole diffusion length in n-type ZnSe samples
good ohmic contacts to p-type material, a major which by present-day standards are good room
problem in ZnSe is tha the radiative recombina- temperature blue emitters. We used the method
ti()n efficiency of the blue emission at room tem- devised by Haynes and Nilsson (2] and used by

them for Ge and subsequently used for GaAs by,
for example, Hwang [3]. It is the reabsorption of
the emitted radiation which enables us to deter-
mine the hole diffusion length from the measured

Corresponding author. optical absorption and photoluminescence,

(X122-(1248/94/$07.(N (0• 1994 Elsevier Science By. All rights reserved

.;SDMI 0022.0248(93)E06 13-C
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2. Theory tion profile of the excess carriers near the surface
is then determined by the minority carrier diffu-

Although the principles of the method em- sion length L, the surface recombination velocity
ploycd are already known, we repeat here some S. the diffusion constant D. and the absorption
salient points for completeness. In the photolumi- constant a, of the excitation light as follows
nescence measurements, the excitation light is Jp(x)
absorbed near the sample surface within the ab-
sorption length of the light. The photo-produced gL 2  I
minority carriers diffuse into the sample and re- D I- al2L 2

combine with the majority carriers within a depth
determined by the diffusion length. The shape of [exp( -a,,x) - a,. + S/D exp( -. Lr
the internal emission spectrum can be calculated e( L--+S/D +Lp
from the measured absorption spectrum using (3)
detailed balance, as proposed by Van Roos-
broeck and Shockley [4]. However. the external where x is the normal distance from the surface
emission spectrum is modified by the reabsorp- and g is the total generation rate of the elec-
tion of radiative emission. tron-hole pairs by external excitation.

By taking into account the effect of reabsorp- From Eqs. (0)-(3), the measured spectral re-
tion of emitted photons on the observed spectral sponse 1(hv) is found to be
response 1(1y). we can express the number of I 1 8
photons emerging from the crystal in unit time as 1(hv) = - + - hi)'/I,, p ) it 3 -.1

l(/h ) d(hv)=A e ,,"',,, dx. (1) /it, g
X exp - , -a(ht)

where A is a proportional constant. AR the net kT) D
radiative recombination rate in the interval d(hv) [S I
and a(hv) is the absorption constant of the radia- x + - +a,)+ a(hv)
tivc emission. L DL

From the principle of detailed balance, Van I(S 1]
Roosbroeck and Shockley [4] showed that the net X ) + )[a,) + a(h,)] a0 +

radiative recombination rate, i.e. the difference
between the total recombination rate and the /1-
thermal equilibrium value, for unit volume and X[a(hv) + (4)

an energy interval d(hv) is
The quantities L and S/D can in principle be

JR - + . .. __ , a(/iv) determined by fitting the measured /(by)
/I() Po J h~ ' hthroughout the whole energy range to the right-

Sh' hand side of Eq. (4) using the measured a(t1).

xcxp - d(hv). (2) The accuracy of this method depends on the
(kU) uncertainty involved in the absorption measure-

where n, is the refractive index, n,, and Po are ments. Carrier trapping will not affect the result
the electron and hole concentrations in thermal as this is a steady-state method,
equilibrium, Ap is the excess hole concentration
and the other symbols have their usual meanings.

We assume that the electron-hole pair con- 3. Experiment
centration created by the reabsorption of the
radiative emission is small compared with that Epitaxial layers of ZnSe were grown on GaAs
created by the external excitation. The concentra- substrates at 280°C by MOCVD at UMIST.
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Manchester. Carrier concentrations at room tem-
perature were obtained from Hall effect mea-
surements or capacitance-voltage characteristics.
For photoluminescence measurements, a high-
pressure mercury lamp with suitable filters was
used as excitation light. The measured spectra
were carefully corrected for the spectrometer and
photomultiplier response.

The samples used in the absorption measure-
ments were prepared in the following way. Some 0
of the GaAs substrate was removed by mechani- 2.55 2.6 2.65 2.7 2.75 2.8 2.85

cal grinding. Using a soft transparent wax, the Photon energy leV)

sample was attached by the ZnSe face to a glass Fig. I. The room temperature photoluminescence spectra of

plate. The remaining GaAs was removed with a two n-type MOCVD ZnSe layers: (1) sample A and ( )

hydrogen peroxide-aqueous ammonia etch and sample B. The two spectra are normalized to the same peakhyrgnprxd-qeosamnaec n intensity.
the ZnSe was thinned using a bromine-methanol
etch. Samples with thickness of 1.0 to 3.3 Aim
were prepared in this way, where the layer thick- Fig. 2 shows the absorption constant as a func-
ness was determined from the interference tion of photon energy for samples A and B. Each
fringes. A special sample holder containing holes absorption curve was obtained by two separate
with 500 Am diameter in the centre of two paral- measurements on the same sample but of differ-
Icl metal plates was used to block reflected light ent thickness produced by bromine-methanol
from reaching the detection system. The angle etching. The measured absorption constant is
subtended by the sample at the monochromator about 4.7 x 10' cm -t at a photon energy of 2.72
entrance slit was kept small to minimize any eV and increases slowly from 2.72 to 2.85 eV.
photolumincsccnce being accepted. The absorp- This value is about a factor of 1.7 smaller than
tion constants were calculated using a reflectivity the absorption constant obtained by Adachi and
of 0.2. Taguchi [6] on bulk ZnSe from spectroscopic

ellipsometry, but is in close agreement with the
value obtained by Peyghambarian et al. [7] on

4. Results and discussion molecular beam epitaxial (MBE) ZnSe epilayers.
Using the measured absorption constants in

The photoluminescence spectra at room tcm- Fig. 2, Eq. (4) was fitted to the measured emis-
pcrature for the two samples A and B are shown
in Fig. 1. The room temperature electron concen-
tration is 1.6 x 10 t7 cm 3 for sample A and 9.01 X 10
1 0 t7 cm • for sample B. As the doping increases. --

the half-width of the emission band becomes ' -

larger while the peak position remains the same 104

until the doping exceeds 2.0 X 10'• cm '. We
have previously shown [5] that this blue emission
is probably due to transitions between an elec- '

tron on a donor and a free hole, although some
contributions from band tailing states cannot be < ,
completely ruled out. This emission band spreads .1.........................

2.6 2.65 2.7 2.75 2.8 2.85 2.9
over an energy range where the absorption con- Photon energy (eV)

stant changes appreciably, and is thus suitable for Fig. 2. The room temperature absorption constant for sample

use in determining the diffusion length. A (solid line) and sample B (broken line).
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10, - ... V` s' for the two samples. These values are in
the range of hole mobility reported [9] from clec-
trical measurements of p-type ZnSc and they

10° B show the consistency of the decay time and diffu-

"�0.03 pm sion length experiments.
.10' 0.0 pm

0.06 VnM

" "A 0.05 Jim 5. Conclusion
0.1 PM
0.2 pm

1o0- .. . -r The hole diffusion length at room temperature
2.55 2.6 2.65 2.7 2.75 2.8 2.85 2.9Phot55 enrg 2e6) 2.7was determined for two MOCVD epitaxial ZnSelayers. The small hole diffusion length is consis-

Fig. 3. Examples showing the best fit of the measured photo- tent with our previous measurement of the short
luminescence spectra to values calculated from Eq. (4) using decay time of the blue emission and confirms that
three different diffusion lengths. The amplitudes for the two
samples have been shifted for clarity. there is very strong recombination, implying that

the concentration of Hall-Shockley-Read re-
combination centres is high. Thus improvement

sion spectra for each sample to determine L and in ZnSe as a blue emitter requires control of the
S/D. The absorption constant a,) at the excita- deep level recombination centres, as was the case
tion wavelength of 365 nm is chosen as 9.0 x 104 in the early days of GaAs and InP.
cm-'. This value is taken from the result of
Adachi and Taguchi [6] and corrected for the
difference factor of 1.7 between the two measure-
ments. The fitting is not very sensitive to S/D as 6. References
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Abstract

Microscopic four-contact probes to inversion layers adjacent to grain-boundaries of scmimagnetic HgCdMnTc
have been photolithographically patterned. Magnetoresistance measurements performed on these structures re-
vealed aperiodic conductance fluctuations of the magnitude of the order of e/h. Analysis of both fluctuation
amplitude and their mean period indicated that the studied system was in mesoscopic regime. Addi!.onally. strongly
nonlinear current-voltage characteristics were detected in the vicinity of the spin-glass freezing occurring at T = I(X)
mK.

I. Introduction (UCF). At the same time, the fluctuation pattern
turns out to be extremely sensitive to actual dis-

It has recently been demonstrated that when tribution of scattering potential in a given sample.
the linear size of the conductor L becomes smaller Since in magnetic materials, because of spin flue-
than the phase breaking length L,•, quantum tuations, scattering potential associated with lo-
interference of scattered waves gives rise to ran- calized spins varies in time, experimental studies
dom but reproducible fluctuations of the band of UCF and of related quantum phenomena in
conductance as a function of external parameters such systems may serve as a valuable tool for
such as the magnetic field. Experimental studies probing complex dynamics of disordered mag-
[I], in agreement with theoretical predictions [2], netic moments. In particular, one can study signa-
show that in this mesoscopic regime the mean tures of transition to the spin-glass phase [3].
amplitude of the fluctuations is of the order of We have undertaken millikelvin magnetotrans-
e 2/1h, independent of material properties. Ac- port studies of microstructures with active layers
cordingly, the phenomenon is known under the containing diluted magnetic semiconductors in
name of universal conductance fluctuations the form of IV-VI epilayers or II-VI bicrystals

[4]. Previous transport studies of I-VI bicrystals.
particularly of narrow-gap Hg,_,MnTe [5].
Hg__,__Cd MnTe [6], and Hg ,-CdTe [7],

* Corresxonding author, showed that defects associated with the grain-
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boundary plane had a donor character, and thus, '

in p-type bulk material, gave rise to the formation
of an inversion layer with typical electron concen-
tration n, = 10'2 cm 2. These electrons reside in a
potential well of an average width 150 A, occupy
3 to 4 electric subbands, and possess mobility as
large as 5 x 10 cm 2/V s. making observation of
the low-field Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations and
quantum Hall effect possible [6].

We discuss here a simple method suitable for
examining mesoscopic properties of electrons ac-
cumulated in the grain-boundary plane, and we
present the application of this method for search
of spin-glass effects in HgO.7, 1Cdo l, 1Mn.o( 2Te.

2. Samples and experimental methods

Ingots of Hg, Cd, MnTe were grown by
the solid-state recrystalization method with con-
trolled mercury pressure, adjusted to give a high-
resistance p-type material. The actual values of x
and v were checked by means of electron micro-
probe, and found to be by about 0.5% smaller Fig. 1. Photograph of HgCdMnTe hicrstal sample with pho-

than the nominal values x = 0.02 and v = 0.19. tolithographically patterned contacts. The distance between

Optical transmission measurements pointed to an the prohes is 1 jim.

energy gap of about 0.18 eV at 4.2 K. a value
consistent with the alloy composition. According ture-independent below 10 K, and correspond to
to our AC magnetic susceptibility measurements, a resistance of 31010 to 600X 9. The four-terminal
the spin-glass freezing occurs at T, 100 inK, resistance of the studied samples is smaller. typi-
where inelastic and dephasing processes should cally it amounts to 10(1 f. By placing the micro-
be dominated by an electron coupling to Mn contacts in the single-crystalline region, we
spins, checked the absence of surface conductivity be-

The ingots grown in the above way consist tween the probes.
usually of several differently oriented single-crys- Our magnetotransport studies were carried out
talline grains of typical diameter 5-10 mm. The in a 20 mK dilution refrigerator equipped with a
samples studied in the present work were pre- 9 T superconducting coil. Magnetoresistance
pared in the form of slabs about 0.5 mm thick, measurements were performed by driving an AC
having the grain-boundary plane, i.e. the conduct- current through either external or internal probes.
ing layer, perpendicular to their surfaces. Our and collecting the generated voltage in a phase-
method of probing the conductance of a microre- sensitive fashion by the two remaining probes. In
gion is based upon the local character of the order to measure the Hall effect, the current was
four-probe method [8]. Thus, the conducting layer driven between one external and one internal
was connected to the measuring circuit by four probe. Because of the extreme sensitivity of
gold microcontacts, patterned by a standard 4 mesoscopic phenomena to external perturbations.
,m photolithography and lift-off method, as careful shielding and filtering were employed.
shown in Fig. 1. Such contacts have linear cur- Moreover, neither measuring and nor data-aqui-
rent-voltage characteristics, which are tempera- sition equipment contained digital components.
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3. Results and discussion

Fig. 2 shows magnetoresistance and Hall re-
sistance in the regime of the quantum Hall effect R, 2 B) I IF
for a mesoscopic sample prepared in the way •,40d

described above, compared to results of the same
measurements for a macroscopic Hall bar. The
data are quite similar, except for irregular but .I
perfectly reproducible resistance fluctuations visi- Z
ble in the case of the microstructure. The mean
square root of the conductance fluctuations in-
creases from 0.25e 2//h for B < I T to 2.5e 2 /h at
B =5 T. At the same time, the width of the
distribution characterizing fluctuation periods in-

(3I I I I I I I tl) -2(H1 -1)111 II 1 100 21)11 310l

H& C..11ý T.r - ilm K
MAGNETI(' FIELt) tOe!

Fig. 3. Voltage changes (normali/ed to the current amplitudce

o -X0. 1 as a function of the magnetic field meaured in a flotr-micro-
contact arrangement at ihe fundamental and second harmonic

- of the excitation current ( 1IN) and 31H) nA. rcspectivcl: sam-
3W ×X0.5 / pie resistance R = IIN) 12).

114 . creases with the field. This indicates that the
sizes of the regions enclosed by interfcrring elec-

I , I I I I \ tron wavcfunctions shrink with the magnetic field.
10 10 .30 40 50 60 70 80 90 A similar effect was observed by Timp et al. [9] in

MAGNETICFIELDH[kOeI quantum wires patterned from GaAs-AIGaAs

heterostructures, and interpreted in terms of the
magnetic-field-induced decrease of the width of

H•,,,e~ .,5, .TO the distribution of electron trajectories across the
5W -•...pk sample, an effect specific to the quantum Hall

regime. However, in our case, we observed also
400 X0.1 the UCF amplitude to increase with the magnetic

field, which remains unexplained.
2 - Turning to the low-field region, we see in Fig.
S3 that in addition to UJCF. the data reveal a

2W - - positive magnetoresistance. As already discussed
elsewhere [4]. such a weak-field magnetoresis-

,, ~ .. tance is caused by the influence of the vector
potential on interference associated with self-in-

S10 20 31 U) 5 106tersecting trajectories. For a small value of the1 0 20• 30 II . 10 • 1 0 70 00 1) 0

MAGNFTICFIFI.DHJkOej disorder involved (kl 1=XI, where kl. is the

Fig. 2. ltyw-temperature magnetoresistance and Hall resis- Fermi wavevector and I the mean free path for
iance for tIg('dMnTe bicrystal with macro- and microcon- elastic scattering), the positive magnetoresistance
tacis. implies that the dominant spin-depcndent scat-
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tering is caused by the spin-orbit coupling, as I) F -- - - ---

could be expected for a narrow-gap semiconduc- H9079Cd0 15MnI1 0 Te
tor [4]. On the other hand, spin-disorder scatter- H=30)O
ing appears to be the main phase breaking mech-
anism. It leads to a saturation of the magnitude f
of the magnetoresistance below 600 mK, as well . i I
as to a saturation of the amplitude of the fluctua- -

tions below 200 mK, the temperature at which 6

the phase breaking length L, = 2.5 Am becomes 4.
shorter than the thermal length LT = (hD/
kBT)'12 . This interpretation is further confirmed
by the temperature decay of the UCF amplitude. 4 - :
which between 0.2 and 5 K can be described by
the function T- 55 • n.11) - 2f

In the case of the magnetoresistance, the de- -

phasing effect of Mn spins is associated with . i
noncommutation of spin rotations corresponding
to electron motion in the opposite directions along a

the same self-intersecting paths [10]. In contrast,
the apparent amplitude of the fluctuations is di- " M 2'N AM 11R) "'N,

minished by Mn spins if the averagc time be- Temperature mlK('

tween their flips 7f is shorter than the time Fig. 4. Temperature dependence of the fluctuation amplitude

constant of the resistance meter [111. We con- at the second harmonic for two measurements separated by
clude that for most Mn spins rf < I s, even in the heating to 3003 K (solid symbols). The open symbols show data

-ud-tatat the fundamental frequency.

spin-glass phase, as below T, we found thermal

and temporal stability of the fluctuation pattern.
A relatively short time scale of the spin fluctua- ductors may also be responsible for breakdown of
tions explains also a surprising fulfilment of the the Onsager relations in some experiments [4.141.
modified Onsager symmetry relations R•.h(B)= Furthermore, in contrast to the signal at the
R,,.,( -B). where a and b refer to the pair of fundamental frequency, the signal at the second
current and voltage probes, respectively, as shown harmonics changes strongly below 200 mK, as
in Fig. 3. depicted in Fig. 4. In spite of some discrepancies

In addition to the weak-localization magne- between two measurements, perhaps because of
toresistance and universal conductance fluctua- perturbation effects of high frequency noise, it is
tions discussed above, we found strongly nonlin- tempting to speculate that the low-temperature
ear current-voltage characteristics, detected via increase of the signal is caused by the spin-glass
the presence of a signal at the second harmonic freezing. In particular we take our data as an
of the frequency of the driving current. As shown experimental indication for the dependence of
in Fig. 3, this signal exhibits aperiodic fluctua- the current-voltage characteristics upon the in-
tions as a function of the magnetic field, but to a elastic processes. This would open doors for
large extend is symmetric around B = 0, a prop- quantitative studies of such processes, particu-
erty important when assessing the microscopic larly in various magnetic phases.
origin of second harmonic generation [12]. Simi-
larly to the case of GaAs/AIGaAs microstruc-
tures [13], its magnitude shows first a square and 4. Acknowledgments
then a linear dependence on the current, varied
in our measurements from 30 nA to I j±A. A We are indebted to A. Mycielski and B.
strongly non-ohmic behavior of mesoscopic con- Witkowska for growing the crystals, and to S.
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A prediction of the electron mobility in medium gap HgCdTe
and HgZnTe solid solutions
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Abstract

Electron mobility in mercury cadmium telluride and mercury zinc telluride is computed by an iterative method.
Polar optical scattering takes into account the Frihlich interaction with the two vibration modes. Acoustic. alloy and
charge centre scattering are also introduced. Calculated mobility values agree with known experimental results for
Hg, ,Cd,Tc. but are mostly predictive for Hg, •Zn,Te.

I. Introduction fore show clearly that calculations where the
non-elastic behaviour of scattering by optical

The electron mobility g. has been measured phonon is considered can give actual values of
and calculated extensively in Hg, _,CdTe (MCT the drift mobility when all the efficient scattering
x) for x < 0.25. due to its importance for infrared mechanisms which have to be taken into account
detection, and also in the semimetal domain (x < are well characterized and the values of the nec-
0.17) [1]. More recently, experimental results on essary parameters precisely known: this situation
p. in Hg, -ZnTe (MZT x) have appeared [2], is in fact verified exccptionaly.
but there has been considerably less work de- MZT appears as a promising material for pho-
voted to these new solid solutions. Values of A in ton emission in the near infrared [7], but also
Hg-rich MCT and MZT have been calculated MCIT in heterostructures [8]. The knowledge of
using iterative [3,4] or variational methods [5,6]. transport properties of carriers in these medium
Calculations appear to be in good agreement with gap semiconductors is of great importance for the
known experimental results, although a real com- modellization of device characteristics.
parison appears critical, as A. is very sensitive not This paper presents results on ). between 4
only to the actual density of defects which is and 350 K on MCT x (for 0.8 > x > 0.2 and in
discussed in refs. [41 and [6], but also to the MZT (for 0.6 >x > 0.15), using an iterative
composition homogeneity and its measurement method to solve the Boltzmann equation and
precision [4]. However, the comparisons cited be- describing optical vibrations with a two-mode

model. The parameters necessary to describe the
most efficient scattering mechanisms are now

* Corresponding author, known with enough precision in MCT to give
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reliable results. In MZT the band structure is not where k is the electron wave vector, E' = E +
so well known, but the evaluation of unknown h 2k'/2m,,, E being the electron state energy
constants is in fact based on the same assump- referred to the bottom of the conduction band,
tions used for MCT and appears generally realis- Mn is the free electron mass, E, is the energy
tic. The results of A are compared to the few gap, A the spin-orbit splitting energy and P the
experimental results which are known for MCT. Kane matrix element.
The calculated values of A for MZT are purely In this study E, is lower but comparable to A
predictive as no n-type MZT has been obtained which needs the use of the three-band model.
for x > 0.2; in these mixed crystals the p-type The main variable of the calculation is E. From
character of ZnTe seems to dominate already at each E the corresponding k value is deduced
low Zn content [9]. For low x, MC`T and MZT of from (1) by a numerical calculation starting from
the same gap have mobility values which are very E = 0; this calculation gives the k(E) relation
near [4,6]; this has led to the choice of composi- with a precision better than 10-"; E' is then
tion values in both ternaries so that their gap was deduced.
nearly the same. The presentation of .t results is The coefficients of the corresponding wave
limited to the composition x = 0.8 in MCT (and function,
the composition of same gap in MZT). Only bk
global results are given for the compositions stud- Ik)=iaklS>T + -IX+iY) , +c,1Z)T.
ied and a detailed study of the different disper- C2

sion mechanisms is presented for MCT 0.5 where are simply given by [12]:
the alloy dispersion reaches its maximum. ak =kP(E'+EE,; + 2)D-', bk = '2AE'D-'.

C = E'( E' + E, + 3.)D (2)
2. Outline of the calculation and scattering pa- where D is the normalizing factor so that a2 + b2
rameters evaluation + c' = 1. The matrix element for the interaction

of an electron with the different dispersive excita-
The iterative method has been clearly de- tions can then be calculated using the expressions

scribed in several books to which the reader is given in the text books like in ref. [11].
referred [10,111. The structure of the conduction The iterative calculation takes into account the
band in these compounds is assumed to be spher- inelastic behaviour of the interaction with optical
ical and is described with the usual three-band phonons, which is important at high tempera-
relation: tures. Moreover, in the mixed crystal considered

E'( E' + E(j)( E' + E, + A) two optical modes are present, one of HgTe type
and the other of CdTe (or ZnTe) type. An elec-

= k 2 p 2( E' + E+ A). (1) tron interacts with the polarization field of these

Table I
Optical E. and static c, dielectric constants, longitudinal to and transverse &) frequencies of each of the optical modes in
llgCdTc and |tgZnTe for several composition values from refs. [15] and [161 for MCI' and from ref. [171 for MZT

&IIW 1•o ( or WTZ W I.c or W I.Z

(cm t ) (cm i) (cm i) (cm I)

MCI' 0.311X 11.6 16.4 121 136 149 157
MZT 0).197 12.6 18.4 123 139 171 182
M('T (.4(X) 11.0 15.6 123 135 147 159
MZT 1.272 11.8 17.4 125 140 171 187
M('T 0.5W10 10.2 14.5 124 134 146 161
MZT 0.348 11.0 16.4 127 140 172 191
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modes of low wave vector, so that the Fr6hlich band (for 8) of the end binaries which have been
interaction can be easily written [13,14]. The ana- experimentally measured. The expression for the
lytic expressions of the matrix element for the corresponding relaxation time is the same as (26)
emission and absorption of each of the optical of ref. [20] which is greatly simplified taking 6 = 0,
modes are written and more deeply discussed in as the spin-orbit splitting J remains nearly the
ref. [4]. Their variation with composition, which is same in the three binaries, as seen in Table 2.
also given in ref. [4], shows that the interaction The VCA probably does not apply so well to
with the high-frequency mode (CdTe or ZnTe MZT. as the energy of the valence band cx-
type) is enhanced when that for the low fre- tremum does not vary linearly with x [22] as it
quency one is weakened. The longitudinal and does in MCT [23]. The value of the potential well
transverse frequency values for each mode and heigth used in the alloy scattering has been dis-
the optical (ec) and static (Ec) dielectric constants cussed by several authors in refs. [6] and [81 for
have been taken from refs. [15] and [16] for MCT MCT. Alloy scattering can be more generally
and from ref. [17] for MZT ternaries. Their val- described by the short range scattering with wells
ues are given in Table 1. of which the depth and size modellize the actual

The other interactions which are mainly elastic clustering in the cation sublattice. However. the
are added. The interaction with the acoustic statistics in the clustering are not known and
modes remains comparatively weak; it leads to a depend on sample growth. The reasonable as-
decrease of A which is maximum near 80 K sumption of a disordered lattice leads to the use
where it corresponds to kss than 4% of the total of the VCA approximation [19].
A. Parameter values necessary for ) calculation The charged centre scattering is described in
are interpolated between those of the end bina- the Brooks-Herring approximation: it overesti-
ries, whih are given in Table 2. We verify that mates the scattering probability only in low con-
taking the value of the deformation potential centration samples and at very low temperatures
constant and equal to 4 eV does not alter the [21].
results. The energy gap variations with x and tempera-

The alloy scattering is treated in the virtual ture T are taken from ref. [24] for MCT. for
crystal approximation (VCA) which seems to de- which the data rest on recent experimental re-
scribe well the mixed crysta! behaviour of these suits. E,;(x, T) for MZT taken from ref. [251 is
ternaries, at least for MCT [19]. Moreover, it has less precise, but the errors on the data lead to
the best of the simplicity, as the necessary param- small deviations on the corresponding composi-
eters to describe this scattering are deduced from tion.
the offsets of the conduction band (for V), the The values of x given in the tables for MZT
valence band (for W) and the spin-orbit splitted are chosen so that their E(, remains very nearly

Table 2

Values of other parameters

a j P H p (,x 11o " I i' X 112 | 1,X II". 12)2o"

(A) (eV) (eVcm) (eV) (gem ') (Nm 2) (CbN ') CeVem C (eVcm )

HgTe 6.46 1.(18 8.87 4 8 6.1 1.4
CdTe 6.48 (0.92 8.38 4 t.11b 7.1) 1.5
ZnTe 6.10 0.91 8.74 3.5 5.72 84 0.9
MCrT 93 - 23
MZT 143 - 10

a is lattice parameter, A is spin-orbit splitting energy, P is Kane matrix element. H is acoustical deformation potential, $, i,
specific gravity, (C is average longitudinal elastic constant and ir is piezoelectric coupling constant. These parameters are linearlh
interpolated between the binary values. All values taken from refs. [31 and [161. [ and W are the matrix element entering the all.I.
scattering expressions.
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to that for MCT. A is interpolated linearly with x cally but not very rapidly, as often 7 iterations are
between the end binary values. This interpolation needed to reach a 0.5% convergence.
scheme is applied for all parameters of which the
value is only known for the binaries and is as-
sumed constant in temperature. The effective 3. Mobility in Hg 0o.Cd 0,.Te
mass tnto at the bottom of the conduction band is
deduced from (1) for vanishing k; for MCT with The results for this ternary are presented as an
x near 0.2. its values are very comparable to those example for the study of the contribution of the
reported in the litterature [16] and no second different scattering mechanisms: moreovei. for
order corrections describing the interaction with this composition the alloy scattering is maximum.
remote bands have been applied. Before each a Fig. I gives for three electron concentrations
calculation, EF is computed iteratively for each the mobility variations with T corresponding to
n: values of rnd and E, referred to the conduc- the most efficient scattering mechanisms, except
tion band extremum arc given for three tempera- for the charged centre contribution. The polar
tures in Table 3. optical scattering is complex due to the non-

The electron concentration n runs from rela- parabolicity of the band. the degeneracy of the
tively low values (2.2 ? 101 cm- 3 ) to high values distribution which varies with n and T, and the
(2 x 10 ' cm- 3 ) which are now obtained by dop- interaction with the two optical modes. As a
ing. For a given n. several values of the charged consequence. gi,, is higher for low u at low
centre concentration Ni have been used, as low temperatures (T< I1X) K), and does not vary
concentration samples are usually compensated. monotonically with it at intermediate tempera-
No compensation is introduced for n = 2 x 10" tures. However. it tends to values independent of
cm - :t is fixed at low temperatures to the value n at high temperatures when the phonon bath
given in the figures, but it is increased with T goes towards the equirepartition behaviour.
according to the intrinsic conduction band filling. The alloy scattering importance is pointed out

The electron kinetic energy E used as a vari- as it strongly limits the total mobility in a wide
able in the iterative calculation runs from 0 to temperature range. This scattering increases with
El + I0kBT, where k, 1 is the Boltzmann con- n and becomes independent of T as the Fermi
stant. The range of E is extended to 30k 1,T if E, energy becomes high (cf. Table 3). The 77 K
is negative. The energy steps dE are smaller than value of A,, at low n agrees with that given by
k,,7"/3 and arc chosen so that the energy of the Berding et al. [26], who found also a stronger
two optical modes hw,,_ and hwo. (or hwz for alloy scattering in MZT than in MCT. The acous-
MZT) remains very near to an integral multiple tical scattering remains comparatively very weak
of dE with relative differences less than 5 X 10-3 and can be ignored in a first approximation, as
[41. The iterative calculations converge monotoni- seen in Fig. 1. The mobility A, computed with

Table 3
Energy gap Er,, effective mass at the conduction hand extremum md,/m., Fermi energies E., for n - 2.2 x 1015 cm and I:I,
for n = 2 > I1)0" cm ' in lIgCdTe and IIgZnTe for different compositions and temperatures

1= 10 K 7"= 77 K T= 3M) K

F", I //r t 1, 1. 1 ,1,2 E(L md/MO EFj E,, E(1  nm /m 1) EF4 F,

(meV) x I(10 (meV) (meV) (meV) x 10- (meV) (meV) (meV) x I0' (meV) (meVI

M(ICT.3 242 17 4 208 254 I1 -8 2013 301 22 -68 184
MZTO 0.197 234 17 4 214 249 I -7 209 297 21 -67 18g

M(F 0.4 42) 30 2 162 434 30 - 13 160 457 32 - 105 154
MZT 01.272 425 30 2 167 434 30 - 13 160 454 32 - 104 153
M(T 0.5 619 42 I 130 619 42 -16 1301 619 42 - 116 123

MZT 0.348 617 42 I 135 620 42 -16 130 632 43 - 115 126
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40 10'>Fi.2 50 100 30

Fg2.Calculated niohilit'% Iersus temperaturc in \I(TF 0.5:A
12'0 -----4 -.-ý- -, mobility limited hN cofllifled optical. acoustical mid Ali)%

4 10 50- -100 500 scattering. p, total mobility, after adding clurged cenitre scat-
T (K) tering %ith:( In- XN - 2.I((he .f-----)

Figz. 1. Calculated mobilitv p %ersus temperature in W(T 0.S ' 5 , 10"I)' cm .I- it 2 x 11) " cm'. I - t - 2.2
Iinti ted by polar optical miodes (IA,) . by acoustice phonons (I cm '.,5 ~'cm '. t - I it~ - em
(p., ) and h% alloy scattering (,A., for ( - ) nt 2.2 \< 10` V, -5 x 10"' cm E. tperinienaLd %alues: I Ibulk N1EV t1..
cfli ' -- )it ý\ I0 ' em0"cr and I- -)' it= 2 K 10)5 .. epitaxial NWT' io .; ZIiax~ NICT

the iterative method. taking into account the threc,
interactions already ci ted, is plotted in Fig. 2 for
M('T 0.5 and in Fig. 3 for MZT 0.348 with the
same n výalues. The lower mobility in MZT is due __________________

to a stronger alloy scattering, although its corre- 0$_MZT 0348
sponding x is lower than 0.5. but the alloy seat- 2

tering potential in N4ZT is 1.5 times that in M(CT
(cf. Table 2).

The impurity scattering weakens considerably ~
the mobility, ats seen in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. where ' '

A,~ %ariations are plotted for several n and N, 10~
A,( I') decreases monotonically with T for N, = ni. -.-..-- WN
As N, is increased above i., u,(7T) becomes lower. 4t --.

and shows a maximum which shifts towards high .

temperatures with N, At high n. L, becomes
greater that k H"' and ji undergoes a weak varia-
tion with 7'. Somec experimental results on bulk 101 -

and epitaxial samples of M(7 01.5 are also given 4 10 50 100 300
in Fig. 2. The experimental results for it - 2 x TIlK)
101" cm Iagree with the calculated ones. In the Fig. 3. C'alculated total inoibiliII %crsus tcmpir iture in MIFI
ease (of the sample with if = 10~" cm I. N, is riot 0(.34S with the 'nin ssofsl i in Fig.2
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known, but the impurity concentration is higher 106
than 5 x 1lt cm, - MZT

4. Mobility for medium composition MCT and-

MZT

The shapes of the A,(T) curves for other com- 104,-

positions in MCT and MZT are the same as -
those given in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. and the same as -
found for low x solid solutions 14.61. The impor- "
tant and partly controllable parameter is the 103-
charged centre concentration N, which must be 0 0..
as near as possible to if. To sum up the results on 01 02 03 0.4 05 0.6

#, variations with x. its computed values are
plotted for the two remarquable temperatures of Fig. 5. Calculated total mobility variations with composition in

77 and 300) K in Fig. 4 for MCT and Fig. 5 for MZT with the same symbols as in Fig. 4.

MZT. The curves drawn correspond only to the
case n = N, and fix an upper limit of /., which
can be reached for an uncompensated material, creased; for high n the conduction comes from
The choice of n = 2.2 x 10' cm-' gives practi- electrons near Et, which is the highest for
cally the maximum values of i, corresponding to low effective masses corresponding to low x (cf.
a non-degenerate electron gas. The rapid de- Table 3).
crease of u, at low x reflects mainly that of the Experimental results are also shown in Fig. 4
effective mass which follows the increase in E(,. for MCT. They have been obtained mainly on
This decrease is less pronounced when n is in- bulk crystals [16.27] for which the mobilities are

among the highest known. But although these
results agree with the 4 predictions, the problem

_ _ _ _ _ _of characterizing precisely a sample remains a
real task, as it is necessary to know N, on the oneM UT hand, and to evaluate precisely the scattering

> ,\
" E factor with all scattering mechanisms taken to-

-10-- , gcther on the other hand.

\ " ->." 5. Summary

101,

-- .Electron mobility has been computed for
,-• " -- medium composition Hg, ,Cd,Te and Hg,

... -. 1. Zn,Te. In MCT 0.5. alloy scattering which has101=.T

c_ Ibeen described in the virtual crystal approxima-
02 04 06 08 tion is large and increases strongly with the elcc-

X tronic concentration. Charged centre scattering is
Fig. 4. Calculated mobilitv variations with composition x in the most limiting scattering mechanism at low
M(T for t = N, = 2.2 x iI)t" c I i - ) ) at 77 K. l- -- temperatures, even at low concentrations when
at 3W K l oor it = N, ilf" cm '•. (-- - at 77 K, (- ) optical phonons greatly control the mobility at
at 3WlKhorin= N,. 2lx 10"cm '(-+ -)at177K,(---4

) al 3) K: (0) Experimental values at 77 K: (r I experimen- high temperatures. The mobility computed for
tal valucs at 3W1 K. the case of uncompensated materials fixes the
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Low temperature variable range hopping conductivity
in doped CdTe crystals

N.V. Agrinskaya
.4. F. ]'Ye Physit o- Technical Institute. Politekhnicheskava 2h. St. Petersburg 194021. Russian ,,h'deraton

Abstract

The temperature behavior of the conductivity and magnetorcsistance of CdTc crystals doped by shallow donors
(CI) has been studied at temperatures of 0.4-100) K. The crossover from variable range hopping (VRH) over the
states within Coulomb gap to VRH of the Mott type has been observed at some temperatures depending on the
samples parameters (donor concentration and compensation degree). In addition, at low magnetic field a negative
magnetoresistancc due to interference phenomena in VRII has been observed, while at higher magnetic fields the
system has exhibited positive magnetorCsistance due to deformation of the centres' wave functions. A divergence of
localization length and dielectric constant in the vicinity of metal-insulator transition is demonstrated.

Although Mott and Davis (MD) [1] and the crossover seems to be of interest and evi-
Shklovskii and Efros (SE) [21 predictions for vari- dences the theoretical prediction. the observation
able range hopping conductivity (VRH) have ap- of both sorts of behavior for the same sample
peared in the literature more than 15 years ago, allows one to estimate important parameters like
some questions concerning electron transport in localization length and Fermi level density of
Anderson insulator in the vicinity of the metal- states. Therefore more detailed investigation of
insulator transition (MIT) remain unanswered. the effects in question appears to be of impor-
Among them, one can point at the behavior of tance.
VRH conductivity at temperatures corresponding To study VRH conductivity including the ef-
to crossover between MD and SE limits and at fects of magnetic field and compensation degree
the effects of magnetic field and compensation more profoundly, we have made measurements of
degree. the conductivity and magnetoresistance in a wide

In a previous paper [3] we have studied low- temperature interval of 0.4-300 K, thus covering
temperature VRH conductivity of highly doped a temperature variation of nearly three orders of
compensated CdTc: Cl crystals in the tempera- magnitude.
ture interval 1.7-100 K. In the course of temper- The CdTe samples have been doped by shal-
ature decrease, we have observed the crossover low donor impurity in the melt. We have chosen 3
from MD to SE behavior. Soon afterwords. such types of samples with an electron concentration n
a crossover has been reported for CdSe: In crys- at 30) K close to 1(),7 cm 3 differing by the
tals in ref. [4]. Although the very observation of compensation degree, the latter appear to pro-

(X122-1)248/94/$117.(X) i 1994 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
SS)! 1)1022-0248(93)E0477.O
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Fig. 1. Resistance versus temperature plotted on a double logarithmic scale for three insulating compensated n-type CdTe samples.

vide essentially different behavior of the low-tern- of compensation, Anderson localization may lead
perature transport. Unfortunately we were not to formation of localized states, the nit value
able to determine the net donor concentration increasing with an increase of K in [21:
directly. Thus we have evaluated the compensa-
tion degree and donor concentration No - (1.5- nc ~ nc1( 1-K) - (1)

2) x 1017 cm- 3 with the help of Hall coefficient Thus the samples with larger K are farther from
and mobility measurements at temperatures the transition to metallic conduction.
higher than 20 K. As one can see from Fig. I, the strongest

For uncompensated CdTe, the critical value of changes of resistance with temperature R(T) (3-4
t corresponding to the Mott transition (n' 3a ~ orders of magnitude) are observed for heavily

0.25) is ico 1.5 x 1017 cm-
3
. For some degree compensated samples, while for weakly compen-

2.2

o 02 0'4 C.6 do 1.0 1.2 1.( 4 6 1"-• ,- .

Fig. 2. Logarithm of the resistance on n-CdTe as a function of T i
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Fig. 3. Logarithm of the resistance of n-('dTe as a function of 7

sated samples R(T) changes only by half of the while at higher temperatures deviations to lower
order of magnitude. For all samples one can resistances are pronounced. At the same time, at
observe a transition from relatively weak depen- higher temperatures, one can fit the experimental
dence R(T) to a stronger dependence with de- curve by a linear dependence of log R on T ' '
crease of temperature. It appears that one cannot (Eq. (2)1- howeVer, at the temperature decrease
describe the whole temperature behavior in ques- deviations to higher resistances are observed (Fig.
tion with the help of either MD or SE law: 3). It is this sort of behavior that is expected for

the crossover from MD to SE conductivities. For

R( T ) R,, exp( T/T) 4 T = 1- example, at temperatures lower than the crosso'er
N( E,. )a' temperature T,. (SE region). log R is a linear

(2) function of T I 2, while at T7> 7-. the trend
toward log R a T- " has to be observed: in

2.8 e-2 terms of coordinates x = T , 2. it has to be man-
R( T) - Rl, cxp( T,/IT) T, - , (3) ifested as a transition from a linear behavior of

Ka log R to a square root behavior which at small x
where a is the localization length, K is the dielec- (high temperature limit) corresponds to deia-
tric constant and N( EI.) is the Fermi level den- tions to lower resistance values. Actually. the
sity of states (DOS). In particular, in Fig. 2 we exact form of the curve in the crossover region
show that at low temperatures log R depends should essentially depend as well on the relation
linearly on 7 -', which corresponds to Eq. (3). between the pre-exponentials in Eqs. (2) and (3).

Table I
Parameters (t the s;Imples studied measured and calculated in the %%iq given in the text

Sample n K 7K K a (A) K
No (cm '4 (K) (K) From 1•) 1

From NMR From T,,

1 1.2 x I1)'" 1, 5.3 1.1 211M ) 1IN4N) 300(4
2 9 X loll, 0.4 354 5.6 4W4 381) 23
3 7.5 x 414" 04.6 6 X 10' 33 804 125 1504
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Fig, 5. Negative magnetoresistance (if sample 2 versus magnetic field at different temperatures. For convenience, the zero point is
shifted for difereni temperatures.
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which are not expected to be equal because of a behavior to linear behavior for higher values of
principal difference in DOS for the models in H. A value H = H , corresponding to this transi-
question. Note that this detail has not been taken tion decreases with a decrease in temperature,
into account by Aharony et al. [5] who have and at low temperatures only linear MR is ob-
studied the crossover region. According to our served. A similar feature has been observed in
experimental results, the pre-exponential R,, is CdSe [10]. Such behavior has been predicted by
always larger than R,,. which is in agreement with theory [9.11] ascribing NMR to interference ef-
theoretical calculations for different DOS [6]. It fects in VRH. A crossover from quadratic to
is in this case that the transition to MD type of linear behavior is expected for a magnetic field:
VRH in scale T` has to be manifested as a
deviation toward smaller resistance values, which H __ ep r)4
is indeed observed. r ; /2ai,2p( /) (4)

Corresponding fitting procedures have led to Here 0, is a magnetic flux quantum. Localiza-
estimates of T, and T, which are given in Table tion lengths estimated with the help of Eq. (4) are
1. The data obtained could give a possibility to given in Table I. On the other hand, one can
estimate the important material parameters K, a estimate the localization length with the help of
and N(EF) in two limiting cases: (1) For samples Eq. (2) taking T1 from experimental curves
far away from MIT where K = 10 and a = 50 A R(T'' 4 ) and N(E•) N1 /E1 . where E is the
and both are constant; in this case T, - 10-3 K. (2) activation energy for the high temperature re-

For samples close to MIT where K and a diverge gion. The values of a obtained are given in Table

due to weakening of the carriers localization: in
I: one clearly sees an agreement with the esti-

this case as was shown by Castner [7]. the ratio of mate based on asrements.

To and T, should be constant: TI/T, = 80. As ths thed evidenceas dierencot

oneThus the data evidence a divergence of the
correspond tothe inomTermedie reion, sans rthus parameters a and K in the course of a decrease
correspondof compensation degree, which is related to an
it is necessary to have some additional experi- approach of MIT. In addition, an approach o

mental data to estimate one of the above men- MITochanges ITh characteof th apior:
tiond paametrs.MIT changes the character of the NMR behavior:

tioned parameters. far from MIT one has small NMR which is
We have measured the magnetoresistance changed to a PMR. which corresponds to the

(MR) for our samples in magnetic fields of 0I-6 T1 fixed sign phase, while in the vicinity of MIT in

at different temperatures. One can see from Fig. sample i only NMR is observed for tt 0-6 T.

4 that the MR curves (3R/R versus 11) are very which corresponds to the random sign phase [0T].

different for different samples: in some samples In other words, a decrease ot compensation de-

negative MR (NMR) is observed together with

positive one (PMR), and in sample I only NMR gree leads to the sign phase transition predicted

is observed. The values of the magnetic field 1t in ref. [9].
The temperature behavior of PMR and of the

corresponding to minima of the MR curves are Tetmeauebhvo fPRado h
corferespfondingerento smina of thpeM crvsres. minima points was more complicated. This will be
different for different samples and temperatures. the subject of another publication.

which is apparently due to a difference in the

localization lengths and hopping length (r). if Thus we have shown that in highly doped
compensated CdTe crystals the possibility existsthere were soame general theory of MR in a to observe the crossover from MD to SE VRH

variable range hopping, it would be possible to an interferene cts in aD to Stimat

extract all the parameters of interest from the

MR curves. However, until now a conventional Some parameters characterizing the vicinity of

theory has existed only for PMR. while there our samples to metal-dielectric transition.

exist several models to explain NMR [8,9]. Let us
consider the NMR region in Fig. 5 in detail. One I am grateful to A.L. Balakai and D.V.
clearly sees the transition from quadratic R( H) Shamshur for the help in low temperature mca-
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Ab initio calculation of electronic structure
and structural properties of ZnSexTel
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Abstract

The ternary mixed crystal system ZnSc,Tec has recently attracted renewed interest as basic material for the
blue/green laser diode. We use norm-conserving pseudopotentials in connection with the local density and virtual
crystal approximation for "'ab-initio' calculations of the stable crystal structure and the lattice constant in
dependence on the composition x of the system. Our results are in quantitative agreement with structural properties
but we find a bowing in the bandgap much smaller than in the experimental data. To check the quality of our results.
we use pseudopotentials which either consider the d-electrons of Zn in the core or treat them explicitly as valence
electrons.

1. Introduction In this paper we report on total energy calcula-

tions in order to find the stable crystal structure.

In material science, ternary mixed crystal sys- to determine structural and electronic properties

tems are frequently used for band structure engi- of ZnScTe1 _,.
neering. Two prominent examples are II-VI The total energy as a ground state property of
semiconductors like ZnCd,-, Te [1,21 with en- the many-particle system can bc calculated by

ergy gaps in the optical range and IV-VI materi- applying the concepts of density functional theorv
als like PbSn, -Te [3,4] with energy gap in the (DFT), which usually is evaluated in the local
far-infrared spectral range. The major motivation density approximation (LDA) [6,71. For crys-
behind current research in wide band gap Il-VI talline solids, pseudopotentials and plane-wave
semiconductors, in particular in the ternary sys- expansions of the wave functions have been used
tern ZnSeTel -,. is to develop optoelectronic successfully to describe the fundamental proper-
devices such as light emitting diodes (LEDs) or ties of semiconductors of the zincblende or of the
semiconductor lasers [5], within the blue/green rocksalt family [8]. For reasons of convergence.
region of the spectrum. special care must be taken in choosing pseudopo-

tentials for atoms with d-electrons close to the
valence s- and p-electrons [8]. We use smooth
norm-conserving pseudopotentials [8,9] generated
in a scheme proposed recently by Troullier and

* Corresxonding author. Martins [10]. The influence of the Zn 3d elec-

tWl22-0248/94/$07.t0) e, 1994 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
S$'1)1 0022.0248(93)E0039-O
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trons is taken into account by considering differ- smoothness of the pseudopotential. While for the

ent pseudopotentials, which either incorporate soft pseudopotential with the Zn d electrons in
the d-electrons in the core or take them into the core convergence 116] is achieved for a cutoff
account explicitly as valence electrons. The mixed energy of 24 Ryd, it has to be 50 Ryd for the
crystal aspects are considered within the virtual pseudopotential with explicit consideration of the
crystal approximation (VCA) by mixing the cation d-electrons.
pseudopotentials according to the composition For the purpose of minimizing (V) the val-
parameter x. ues of the total energy calculated at a fixed

A brief outline of the method (DFT and LDA) energy cutoff for different lattice constants have
for calculating the total energy of the crystal been fitted to Vinet's equation of state [17]. This
ground state is given in refs. [11,12]. In ref. [111 function is a good empirical approximation of the
more computational details are given, e.g. the use dependence of the energy on volume and pres-
of special points in performing sums in k space sure,
[13,141. We used the Ceperley-Alder exchange-
correlation potential as parametrized by Perdew V

and Zunger [15] and 19 special points in the •'(V) 9-BV, exp -l-
irreducible wedge of the Brillouin zone. •

In section 2 we discuss structural properties
and compare our results with experimental data. 1+ w ±-o-" , (2)
In section 3 we show the ele-'r, ic structure of y y
the system ZnSe,Te- -. One ot the central points
of this discussion is the 1e', ing of the bandgap. with y = (B,, - 1), and where B,, is the deriva-

tive of the bulk modulus B, with respect to the
pressure.

2. Structural properties Zincblende material under hydrostatic pres-
sure normally undergoes a structural phase tran-
sition to rocksalt structure [18]. It is a well-known

The system ZnSetretr has the zincblende thermodynamic theorem that the phase transfor-
structure as stable structure under normal condi- mation occurs, when the Gibbs free energy G =

tions in the whole mixing range. The ground state Eton + pV - TS becomes equal between two

of a solid is the equilibrium state for given ther- phases. By applying this theorem to the zero

modynamic conditions. We assume T = 0 K and pease considere here, the pere
temperature case considered here, the pressure

an infinite system without strain. In this case the induced phase transformation occurs along the
equilibrium state is determined by minimizing the common tangent line between the E,, 1(V) curves
total energy ? with respect to crystal structure of the two phases under consideration with the
and lattice constant a or crystal volume V: negative slope of the common tangent line being

the transition pressure pA [19].
T[,t, o1I + f Vixr( r)n1 (r) d r The structural properties (a1 , BO, B;,) derived

with Vinet's equation of state obtained from a set
+ n') (r)no(r') of calculated data points are compared in Table I

+ I r - r'l dr dr' + Excini] + Et~w, with the experimental values. For these calcula-

(I) tions we use pseudopotentials, which either con-
sider the d-electrons in the core or take the

where VKx-r is the external potential, Ex(. the d-electrons explicitly into account as valence deec-
exchange-correlation potential, and Eiw the trons (+d). In addition, we perform calculations
Ewald energy. in which the pseudopotential is corrected in the

Convergence of the total energy with respect core in order to account for effects of d-electrons
to the plane wave expansion depends on the (nonlinear core correction or nice) [20]. For the
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T ab le I T7 1al Energ y E,!n a,•v

Equilibrium parameters of experiments and calcuiations ( - d.
nice and + dl 12255

au (a.u.) B pt, (kbar) Egl, (eV) 122 55

ZnTe ( d) 101.67 770 3.00) -1226

ZnTe (nice) 11.34 571 2.45
ZnTe ( + d) 11.58 501 78 01.78 1.. .- 226
ZnTe [30] 11.53 509 F< 2.39 6 12265

ZnSe (-d) 9.76 1102 3.3(1
ZnSe (nice) 1)1.48 753 2.23 -1227 -12265
ZnSe ( + d) 10.93 t,05 98 0.58
ZnSe [30) 101.72 625 135 2.82

2 
-12275

-122 7

250 350 450 30 50 7' 90

Volume in au"3 oressre in nba'

lattice constant we find good quantitative agree- Fig. I. (a) Total energy versus volume: (b) enthalpy .ter,us the

ment with the experimental data for calculations pressure.

which consider the d-electrons either explicitly
(+d) or as core correction (nlcc), while the (-d)
results are significantly smaller. The bulk modu- pseudopotential calculations, which take d-elec-
lus and the critical pressure for phase transitions trons into account, reproduce the APW results.
are higher derivatives of the total energy and, We find also good agreement with the experi-
therefore, more sensitive to the numerical accu- mental data except for the position of the d-elec-
racy. Nevertheless. the calculated results of the trons. which differ by about 2.5 cV. The values
(+d) version are in good agreement with the for the calculated band gaps (Table I) show a
experimental data. while the (nice) and (-d) decrease of Ega, by about 2 eV, when the d-elec-
versions deviate significantly. These results trons are taken explicitly into account. These
demonstrate that explicit consideration of d-elec- results are consistent with those found earlier [24]
trons is essential for the calculation of the struc-
tural properties.

10.- ZnTe

3. Electronic properties -'½ -

In Figs. 2 and 3 we show the energy bands and 5 -

the density of states of ZnTc and ZnSc obtained . - I
from a ( +d) version of pscudopotentials. The
density of states has been calculated using the 0' 7-7.
quadratic tetrahedron method [21,22]. In order to /

check the quality of the band structure we corn-
pare selected valence band energies with results -5-

calculated with the linearized APW method • -

[23.241 and with experimental data (see Table 2
for ZnTe and Table 3 for ZnSe). In contrast to -; -'
the pseudopotential method ( +d. nice) the APW - '
method is an all-electron calculation. Given the .I-- . .I..L I) I X W 0 01 CO2

different exchange-correlation potentials used in Density of state

these calculations - which can change the single Fig. 2. Electronic handstructure of ZnTe with the densit of

particle energies by about 0.1 eV [23] - our states + d).

.. ....
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____ Table 3

10ZnSe Experimental and theoretical results of bandstructure ot ZnSe
(energies in eV)

Exp. 1301.231 FLAPW 1231 1+ di) (nice)

V,, - 15.2 - 13.37 - 13.19 -12.99

010L,, -13.1 - 12.57 12.49 - 11.75
/ .L~. - 1.3 -0.91 -0-92 -0[.85

X,,, - 12.5 -12..;() -12.2i -11.31

XA% - 5.3 -4.89 -4.81 -5.11$
X -2.1 -2.24 -2.23 -2.19

10 -1In view of applications in optoelectronic de-

vices the energy gap of ZnSe,Te,~ has recently
~ found much interest. Using photoluminescence.

LU XJK) W 0 0 1 02 Rajakarunanayake et al. [271 and Ebina et al. [29]
Density 04 state

Fig. 3. Electronic handstructurc of ZnSe with the density ,of have determined the dependence of valence and
'dates (+ d.conduction band edge on the composition param-

eter x. Besides a linear dependence of the va-
lence band edge they find for the gap energy at 5

and can be ascribed to p-d repulsion, which shifts K the relation:

the p-valence band upwards. Egp ( x 2.82 x + 2.39( 1-)
For the mixed crystal system ZnSeje1  we -12x .)i V 3

compare calculated values for the lattice constant - 31-) i V 3
(version ±d or nlcc) with experimental data Except for the value of the bowing parameter

[23.24] (Fig. 4). As for ZnSe and ZnTe (Table 1) y (prefactor in front of M~ -x) in Eq. (3)). these

we find almost perfect agreement. The depende- results agree with those of ref. [28] (see Table 4).

ncec of a,, on the composition parameter x is Our calculations give a linear dependence of the

almost linear, as expected from Vcgard's rule valence hand edge on x and a bowing of the

[25]. The small bowing is in accordance with a conduction band. A quantitative agreement be-
phenomenological model [26] and occurs in spite
of using the virtual crystal approximation.

116:

Table 2 ZnTe

Experimental and theoretical results of handstructure of ZnTe 11 4

(energies in eV)

Exp. [30)1 I.APW [24] ( + d) (nice)

/'1 13.0) -11.91 - f 1,99 - 11.11 0 11.2,

lI - 9.8 --7.27 -7.24
- 9.M -. 7.0(5 - 7.011

1, _12.01 11.0(4 - 11.14 -9,74
L., - 1.1 ---(0.92 - 1.01) - 0.911 ZnSe

X1% 101.73 - (10.84 -9.21))
X, -5.5 -5.13 -5.19 -5.23 0 02 04 06 08 1

11% -5.5 -5.27 -- 5.36, - 5.31 mixing indexx
X% - 2.4 -2.21 -2.34 -2.22

Fig. 4. Lattice constants of crystals versus mixing index r.
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Table 4 [2) B. Gil and D.J. Dunstian. Seniicond. Sci. ITechnol.
Bowing of the handgap: the howing parameter y is the (19911 428.
prefactor in front of x(l - x in Eq. (31 13] J.W. Wagner and R.K. Willardson. Tranx. Met. Soc.

[-.,p (ZnTe) Fg,j, (Zn Se) AIME 242 (1968) 1968. 98

(ev) eV) owin [4]S. (janl and C. (Cien. Sc niiC M x. Sci. T echnol. I3 N8
(eV (e) hwin 1041.

Exp. [27,291 2.39 2.82 - 1.23 [1] M. Kobayashi. N. Minol. It. Katagiri. R. Kimurar. M.
Exp. 128] 2.45 21.82 - 1.57 Konagai and K. Takahashi. AppI. Phys. Leti. 4S 4 98W1
(nice) -2.44 2.23 -11.5, 296.

+ d) 11.78 0.59 0.2 [b] RNI. Dreizler and E.K.U. Gross. Densits Functional

Theors - An Approach ito the Quaniu in Mian Kivod
Problem (Springer. Berlin. 199011

[7] RDO. J~ones and 0. (iunnarsson. Re%. Mod. Phvý.. 61

tween calculated and experimental values of the ( 19891 689.
bowig pramteris nt ahieed.[81 G. Bachelet. D.R. Hamann and MI. Schlitiic. Ph%,. Rc'.
bowig pramteris nt ahieed.B 26 (1982) 4199.

In conclusion, we have performed ab-initio [9] D.R. Hamnann. M. Schliiici and C. (h11i11g. Phvs. Res.
calculations for the structural and some elec- L.ett. 43 (1979)11494.
tronic properties of ZnSe 1Te, - ,using pseudopo- [1l0] N. Trotillier and i.L NMartins. Ph%,. Re%. B3 43 ( 1991)
tentials. which take into account the Zn 3d elec- 1993.

trn ihdifferent accuracy -d, nlce and +±d. till] B. Freviag. Gi. (iroxch. U. Riissler. N-1. Range anid K.
tronswithKarch. J1. (hem. Phss. 99 (1993) 1111.

The structural properties (lattice constant. Veg- [121 P. (iiannozzi. S. dc Liiroiicoli. P1. Pa',oii anid S. Bajroni
ard's rule, bulk modulus, critical pressure for Phvs. Re%. B 43 (1991) 7211.
structural transition) are in quantitative agree- 1131 D1-.i (hadi and M.L.. Cohecn. Ph~s. Re. 13 Siltl)",) Y-47

ment with experimental data, if the Zn 3d dclc- [1414 11. Monkhorsi and IJ.!. Pack, Ph%,,. Re%. 131 197h (88.

trons are taken explicitly into account ( ±d ver- 1151 J. Perdea~ and A. Zuiiger. Phyx. Rex. B3 23(1981) 5014S
116] Gi. Grosch. B3. Frey tag. K-I. Range Mnd ('. Roxxlci. -1,

sion). However. the energy gap and the bowing 0ijaiiurni Cheni. submitted.
parameter of the band gap cannot be reproduced [1717 P. Vinci. J.11. Rose .1. Feriante and -IR. Smith, .1 Plns.
by this calculation. While the LDA is known to (Chnd. Matter 1 (19891 1941.
give too small values for the calculated gap ener- 181] S.B Quadri. LU.F Skelton. A.W. Wecbb and .1. KcnulCLI.

gies. the VCA is likely to be responsible for the 19 Appl. PhNys. tell. 40i 119851 257.
MTq w. Yin anid NIL. Cohen. Phss. Rex. B1 24 (1482) o121.

wrong value of the bowing parameter. [201] A. Dal Corso, S. Barrini. R. Resta and S. tic (ironcoli.

Phys. Re\. B 47 (1993) 34588.
[211 M.S. Methifessel. M.H. Boon and F.M. Mueller. J Ph\,.

4.,cnweget C 21(11H9871 10069.
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Photoionization of a deep centre in zinc selenide
giving information about the conduction band structure

Jiazhen Zheng. JIM. Allen
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Abstract

Thlcinimu cm issio n fromt it deep cxcil to th C1w ILcndct ion bu n~d ill fi f csIcniiii ixcx an uppa rc n t tix at ion ctnc rg\
oi)'1, 11. cV - Thc photo ion izution spect runm shows tx~t thiiresholds, t ih c to t ransitions fromt th 1wcxcl tit t hc V and

Iullics . An intcrxullc% spacin& of 1.2 - 0.00 ck' is dcduccd.

I. Introduction 2. Experimental methods and results

Therc arc scx'eral reports of* a varieti, of deep Zinc scelnidc %kits sx~nthc~si/cd trom [he ele-
lcvcls in thc upper half' of' thc band gap of' zinc ments and at boule wais grown b\ cx aporation
selcnlidc grownt hy various method0Ls.Thc measure- down a temperature gradient in a'scaled cxatcu-

nini ýtc hx'd b DIA"iS or phtapctnc tced silicat tube. Aluminium11 wais added to act ats at
It is found that the concentration is rathcr loA,. donor. The material \%its made conducting 11\
t\ picil lv - 10" cm UWe haxc t'ound at sampic treatment in molten zinc. It max bc significant
of ZnSc with one dominatnt lcxeI inl thc upper that the boulc xx as grown it bout twcntlt \ cars ago.
half of file gap. all other levels in this uppcr halt sincc wc haxc cx idcncc thai somc ccnt'rcs in Znsc
laiming at concentratioln at least at falctor of' tenl can changc in conccntration oxcr at timc-scitle of'
lowecr. WVc havc been able to measure thc photo- years. It could lic thc age of' thc sample wxhich
capaicilancc spectrum over a wide energy range: rcsults in its having oril\ one doniinant lcx cl in
this gix cx irntormat ion about t hc ccntrc: producinig thc uipper half of' t he batnd gitp. Schottk\ diodes
thc dccp lcex and also about thc structurc of thic wcre made wAith indium ohmic contacts and cxap-
conduction band. We haxc also made measurc- orated gold rectifxing contacts.
nlcnts of t hciniai cmission of elcct rons from I hc Pj to~tioiattton measuremcnts xwerc malde h\
lcxcl to thc conduct ion band and of' th hceapturc the transient tecchni(ILc. A forxx ard bias x as aip .-
of elcctrons at thc lexel and hence haxtc bccn able plied in ordcr to fill thc lcx clx,. A bcami of
to relatc thc centrc to centres reported in thc monochromatic light then emptied thc lexcls.
literature. D~uring the emptying at revecrsc bias. typically 2V.

wats applied to minimize effects associated with
the depletion layer cdge. Thc change of capaci-

(orrcxpondttng ,iiihor lance its at function of time wats monitored and

1K122.1t24XA)4,Sil7.1K -91 1~~ ttcvrier Scicncc tIN Alt rights rcxerrxcil
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fitted to an exponential. It was found that over The spectrum of cro has two thresholds. By
most of the transient a good fit could be obtained comparison with the pseudopotential calculations
with a single exponential. The magnitude of the of Chelikowsky and Cohen [11. we attribute the
transient. AC. is related to the dark capacitance first threshold to a transition from the level to the
C. the deep level concentration Nr and the un- !" valley and the second to transitions from the
compensated donor concentration N, - NA by level to the L valleys. The energy separation of

.C Nr the thresholds, 1.26 + 0.06 cV. agrees within the
- - (I) experimental and calculational uncertainty with

C 2( N1 - NA ) the calculated value for the I'-L spacing of 1.21)

when N, << N, - NA. as is the case here. It was eV. According to the calculation, the I'-X spac-
found that _1C is constant within experimental ing is 1.78 eV. beyond the range of our measure-
scatter over a photon energy range of 0.45-2.2 ments. The upper limit of the range is imposed by
eV. Hence N., i.e. the concentration of deep the fact that. as in all ZnSe material which we
levels being emptied, is constant over this energy have examined, there is a large concentration of
range and one infers that only one energy level is levels at 0.7 eV above the valence band. i.e. 2.1
involved. The shape of the transient is given by eV below the conduction band. Because transi-

JC(t) =AC(0) (I-exp( (2) tions are seen with large amplitude out to the
where edge of the Brillouin zone, the centre must have

a spread of its wavefunction in r-space which is
7 = ,•. (3) substantially confined within one unit cell.

with (r," being the optical cross-section for the From the capacitance measurements the con-

transition from the level to the conduction band centration of the level is estimated to be 3 × 1114
and (b the photon flux. The latter quantity was cm m much smaller than N, - N\. which is 9 X

measured separately and hence (ro was found. A 1Them cm r
spectrum at 55 K is shown in Fig. 1. Because it is Thermal emission rates were determined by
difficult to make a precise measurement of the applying a forward bias to fill some of the centres

absolute value of (h within the depletion region. and measuring the capacitance transient due to

the relative value of cr,o' is shown in the figure. thermal emptying after the bias was removed.

Measurements at 80) and li) K gave almost iden- This is similar to a single-shot DLTS experiment.

tical results. Measurements could not be made at e temperature range was 118-150 K. Below

higher temperatures because thermal emission 118 K the rate is too slow for accurate measure-
ments: this is the range in which photoionization

from the level becomes faster than optical emis- ments are ps the rate is

sion. experiments are possible. Above 150 K the rate is
too fast for our capacitance bridge. The thermal
emission rate e,, was found by fitting the tran-
sient to an exponential.

There is a detailed balance relation betweenCt,,. the capture cross-section ,r, the thermal veloc-

ity r. the effective density of states NV(, and the
activation energy E:

e ., = r r-N. exp( -E/kT). (4)

.j For easy comparison of data. it is conventional to

09o otake (r and E as being independent of tempera-

104 0. 1.4 1.9 24 ture. The combination rN[. gives a T' depen-
hv ieVi dence, so one makes an Arrhenius plot of the

Fig. I. The photoionization %pectrum at 55 K for transitions logarithm of et,',,l -' against T '. An apparent
from a level in ZnSe to the conduction hand. activation energy E is obtained from the slope
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and an apparent cross-section from the absolute " 8

value. A much more detailed investigation is re-
quired if the actual values of the Gibbs free 6

energy of activation and the actual cross-section
averaged over the electron energy distribution " 4

are to be found. Using the simple analysis, the
values obtained are E = 0.33 ± 0.02 eV and or 2

1.4 x 10- " cm 2 . Several authors have reported a
level in ZnSe, measured by DLTS, with apparent 0 ..........
activation energy, apparent cross-section and 75 80 85 90 95 100 10s 110 115

concentration similar to the values we find. Be- Temperature (K)

cause of the difference in technique our results Fig. 3. The capture cross-section for electrons at a level in

cover a different temperature range than the ZnSe as a function of temperature
DLTS results. Fig. 2 shows the DLTS results for
level B of Shirakawa and Kukimoto [2], level E,
of Verity et al. [3], level E2 of Kosai [4] and level There is a large difference between the appar-
E, of Yoneda et al. [51 together with our own ent thermal energy 0.33 eV and the photoioniza-
data. It is probable that all these levels are the tion threshold (0.46 eV, and between the apparent
same, with differences in the data being due to cross-section 1.4 X 1(P1 4 cm 2 and the measured
the electrical field in the depletion region which value 6 X 10- "7 cm2. Because, over the tempera-
varies between different experiments. ture range of measurement, the photoionization

Capture rates were measured by the technique threshold energy and the capture cross-section do
of applying short forward bias pulses to fill some not vary strongly with temperature it is probable
centres and deducing the concentration of cen- that the differences between apparent and actual
tres which have been filled from the magnitude of values are largely due to electric field effects.
the resultant change in capacitance. Without a Emission occurs in the high field of the depletion
detailed analysis of the effects of the edge of the region but capture occurs at forward bias when
space charge region, the values of the capture the field is small, so Eq. (4) cannot be used to
cross-section found by this method are not accu- relate the experimentally measured quantities. Hu
rate but are adequate for comparison purposes. et al. [6] have observed strong electrical field
Fig. 3 shows the value of (r over the temperature effects for other centres in ZnSe. There have
range 77-110 K. There is a weak dependance on been suggestions in the literature that a photoion-
temperature. ization threshold at (1.7 eV is associated with the

level having an apparent thermal energy of (1.33

eV, implying a very strong lattice interaction.
....... Shrakawa et (2However, the 0.7 eV threshold was obtained by

10 - -- . Kosa• [4) the initial-slope technique which picks out cen-

o1 " . neda etal (Sl tres with large values of N-1r(r 0 rather than the
centres with highest concentration, so this thresh-Present work

S.'.- Prentwrold is probably related to a different centre.
'• 10&

10• 3. Conclusions

4 . 6 7 8 9 A sample of ZnSc has been found which has a

woorr (K-') single dominant level in the upper half of the

Fig. 2. Arrhenius plots of the emission rate of a level in ZnSe. band gap. Measurements of emission and capture

as determined hy various authors, rates show that the centre is probably the same as
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one frequently observed in DLTS measurements. 4. References
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Measurement of the MgSe/Cdo.54Zno.46Se valence band offset
by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
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Abstract

We have uscd X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy to measure the valence band offset for the MgSc/Cd. • 4 Zn .,,Sc
heterojunction grown by molecular beam epitaxy. Lattice matching and cubic zincblende growth were confirmed
using X-ray diffraction and reflection high energy electron diffraction. By measuring core level to valence band
maximum and core level to core level energy separations, we obtain a value of 0.50 +- 0.10 eV for the valence band
offset, with the valence band maximum of MgSe below that of Cd0.54 Zn 0 4 6Se. This value dexiates from the common
anion rule, as may be expected given the unoccupied cation d orbitals in MgSc. Application of our results to the
design of current I1-VI light emitters incorporating Zn ,Mg, S, SeI , and Mg,Cd ,Se layers is discussed.

I. Introduction Cd, ,Se used as an electron injector in the green
light emitting diode (LED) design proposed by

The importance of Mg-based semiconductor Phillips et al. [5] results in a device with nearly
compounds for I1-VI wide bandgap light emitters ideal current-voltage characteristics and favorable
has recently been demonstrated. In particular, device lifetimes [6]. Finally, simulations show that
the blue-green laser diodes (LDs) initially demon- Mg, Zn1 ,Te layers can be used to shorten the
strated by Haase et al. [1] are now fabricated with wavelength of light emission in the graded elcc-
Zni ,MgSSe1 ,- cladding layers [2]. resulting tron injector devices (71.
in the demonstration of the first blue LD [3] and To optimize the performance of these devices.
the pulsed operation of pseudomorphic blue- an accurate measurement of the band offset be-
green LDs up to temperatures as high as 394 K tween Mg-based semiconductors and other mate-
[4]. In addition, compositionally graded Mg, rials will be required. The importance of the

valence band offset (VBO) to LED and LD de-
sign is considerable: the appropriate Mg concen-

Corresponding author. trations needed in both the graded MgCd1 ,Se
I Now at Department of Electrical and Computer Engineer- region and the Zn -, Mg, S, Se, , cladding layers
ing, University of California at San Diego, La Jolla, California are dependent on the respective VBOs. especially
92093. USA. as the wavelength of light emission is extended

Wl22-10248/94/S07.) ) 1994 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
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into the blue. Currently, the LD designs incorpo- the GaSb growth, the samples were transferred
rating Zn, -,MgS, Se, -, layers assume a type I via an ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) transfer tube to
band lineup between Zn,.MgS,.Se,-. and the II-VI growth chamber. Thick (>3000 A).
ZnS, _Se, based on the common anion rule and relaxed Cd,.'4Zn0.4,Se layers, followed by the
experimental data in ref. [2] and on a semi-em- band offset structures, were grown at a substrate
pirical tight binding method in ref. [9]. The de- temperature of 270'C and a growth rate of ap-
vices using Mg,Cd,-,Se for a graded injector proximately 53 A/min. The Cd).,4Zn,.4,Se corn-
were also designed using the common anion rule. position was calibrated using XPS and X-ray

The original common anion rule [81 was ob- diffraction. The measured Cd0..4Zn,, 41,Se lattice
served not to apply to the one cation, Al, then parameter was 5.93 A, allowing us to neglect its
studied from the third row of the periodic table, small lattice mismatch (0.68%) to MgSe [2]. All
so we should not expect it to necessarily apply to layers were grown in the cubic zincblende struc-
Mg, another third row cation. Similarly, Wei and ture as indicated by reflection high energy elec-
Zunger [10] predict that the common anion rule tron diffraction patterns.
applies only when the d orbitals of the cations on Following the I1-VI growth, the samples were
both sides of a heterojunction, e.g. MgSe/ transferred via an UHV transfer tube to a
Cd,•,. 4 Zn,.4 6 Se, interact with their respective va- Perkin-Elmer Model 55(X) analysis system with a
lence bands in a comparable manner. Since the monochromatic Al Ka X-ray source (hIii = 1486.6
3d orbitals in Mg are unoccupied, as in the case eV). The base pressure in the XPS chamber was
of Al, we might expect a deviation from the typically - 3 x 10 -' Torr. Using measured XPS
common anion rule similar to that observed in Au 4f core level peaks (HWHM = 0.37 eV), the
the AlAs/GaAs system. instrumental resolution function of the system

In this paper we report the measurement of was modeled as a Voigt function with a Lorentzian
the MgSe/Cd,,, 4 Zn,. 46 Se VBO by X-ray photo- fraction of 0.06, and a HWHM of 0.28 eV.
electron spectroscopy (XPS). This system was The core level to valence band maximum
chosen to avoid difficulties associated with mea- (VBM) energy separations were measured on two
suring band offsets in lattice mismatched systems, bulk Cd(,., 4Zn,,4 ,Se and two bulk MgSe samples.
and to test the validity of the common anion rule The core level binding energy separations were
for Mg based compounds. Using our measured measured on two thin (- 20 A) Cd,,.54Zn,,.4,Se
value for the MgSe/Cd,,. 4 Zn,),,Se VBO, we can on MgSe samples, and one thin MgSe on
estimate the the Zn,-_MgS,.Se,_,./ZnS,._Se. Cd,. 54Zno.46Se sample. XPS energy separations
and MgCd, -Se/CdSe VBOs by linear interpo- measured on the same sample under identical
lation. conditions were typically reproducible to better

Section 2 of this paper describes the sample than + 0.02 eV. Commutativity of the band offset
growth and the XPS experimental setup. Section was confirmed, and all samples yielded energy
3 outlines the XPS data analysis. In section 4, we separations that were reproducible to within ex-
present and discuss our results, and we conclude perimental error.
with section 5.

3. XPS measurements and data analysis
2. Experiment To determine the MgSe/CdO.5

4ZnO.4,Se VBO

The structures studied here were grown in two using XPS we used the following relation:

Perkin-Elmer 430P molecular-beam epitaxy aEv = E -

(MBE) systems, one devoted to Ill-V and the
other to iI-VI semiconductor growth. GaSb (EMg2, - E-•V)
buffer layers were grown on GaSb (OW0) sub-
strates to provide a smooth growth surface. After -(Finn3p, - EMg2,), (1)
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where the three terms are XPS binding energy data

separations as measured on bulk Cd0.54 Zn0.4,Se, I =fit
bulk MgSe and Cd0 .54Zn,).4,Se/MgSe or MgSe/ ,
CdO.5 4ZnO.4hSe heterojunctions respectively, as
shown in Fig. 1. For MgSe the use of either the =
Mg2s or the Mg2p core level peaks in the analy- _ zn3p

3
2 ---

sis did not affect the results. For Cd(.. 4Zn0.46Se, FA \
the only resolvable core level peak is Zn 3 p, since -

C LZn3p.2Se is common to both sides of the junction and 2 Mg2s

both the Cd4d and Zn3d peaks overlap with

states from the valence band.
To determine the core level peak positions, we I

first performed an integrated background sub- 97.0 95.0 93.0 91 0 89.0 87.0 85o 830

traction and then fit the peaks to Voigt functions. Binding Energy (eV)

allowing the binding energy, HWHM, Lorentzian Fig. 2. Least squares fit of Zn3p, , and Mg2s core level

fraction and intensity to vary. In the case of the peaks for 21) A MgSe on (d,,,Zn,,4 ,Se. Four parameters

MgSe/ Cd .54Zno. 46Se heterojunction samples, (intensity and binding energy of each peak) were used in the

the Zn 3p 3 ,2 and Mg 2s core levels overlap, and it fit.

was necessary to constrain the peak shapes to
those obtained from bulk MgSe and CdU1 -4  To determine the VBM position, we followed
Zn1, 46Se samples. so as to reduce the number of the procedure outlined in ref. [I I]. Briefly, this
fit parameters. The resulting fit for the Zn33p3,. involves using a calculated band structure for
and Mg2s core levels is shown in Fig. 2. each material to determine a theoretical valence

band density of states (VBDOS). This VBDOS is
then convolved with the instrumental resolution
function. Finally. the instrumentally broadened

(a) theoretical VBDOS is fit to the experimental
E. EvB VBDOS to obtain the position of the VBM.

For Cd,.54 Zn,.4,,Se the best fit for the VBDOS
CdZnSe was obtained using the hand structure of ZnSe

calculated by the pseudopotential method f12].while allowing one additional energy scaling pa-
rameter to account for differences in the band

t -! Mg2s-EZn31 ,! "structure of ZnSe versus Cd ,,Zn( ,Se. Spin-
,~CdZ~,Se 4os

", Se orbit interactions [13,14] and an electron effective
C -, -. .! mass parameter to incorporate the nonlocality of
S --. . . the pseudopotential [151 were included in the

(C) E VR2s-EvBm calculations. The critical point energies needed
for the pseudopotential calculations, and parame-
ters needed to determine the spin-orbit interac-

, Mgse, tions were obtained from refs. [14] and [16,17]
,- . .respectively.

For MgSe the empirical pseudopotential

100,0 800 600 400 2 0.0 0 0 method could not be used since very little is
Binding Energy (eV) known of its band structure. Instead, we calcu-

Fig. 1. XPS spectra for (a) hulk Cd ~4Zn,,,Se. (h) thin -20) lated the MgSe band structure using the semiem-
A) ('d,. 54Zn,1 uSe on MgSe. and (c) hulk MgSe. Energy pirical linear combination of atomic orbitals
separations used in the band offset measurement are labeled, method 1181, including spin-orbit interactions
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(a) [191, and allowing for the additional energy scal-
"�". ing parameter mentioned above.

Fig. 3 shows the fitted VBDOS for both MgSe
and Cd.. 54Zn0.46Se. The use of an energy scaling

20 o 0 00 parameter required us to verify the validity of the

CdZnSe Energy eV) calculated band structures. To do this we fol-
"lowed the procedure in ref. [ill, dnd varied the
SVBM fit region as shown in Fig. 4. The small

1 15 10 0.5 0.0 -0.5 -1.0 variation of the fitted VBM position as a function
-of fit region indicates that the VBDOS used

q) M accurately models the experimental VBDOS.

4. Results and discussion
20 0 00

Energy (eV)
The average results from the XPS measure-

MgSe ments are (EZn3p,- EVBM(CdZnSe)) 87.51 +

0.04 eV, (EM, VBM(Mge) = 87.82 + 0.04 eV,
15 1.0 05 0.0 -0.5 -1.0 and (Ezn3., - EM,2,) = 0.81 + 0.08 eV. From

Binding Energy (eV) Eq. (1) we obtain an average MgSe/

Fig. 3. Fit of experimental VBDOS ((,-) and instrumentally Cdo.54 Zn 1 .46 Se VBO of 0.50 + 0.10 eV with the
broadened theoretical VBDOS (- ) for (a) Cd(Is4 VBM of MgSe below that of Cd1 54Zn ..,,Se. This
Zn 4,,Se. and (h) MgSe. Insets show the theoretical VBDOS. deviates from the common anion rule in the same

direction and with the same order of magnitude
as the AlAs/GaAs system. Since both Mg and Al

8765~ are third row elements in the periodic table and
> 8760 have unoccupied d orbitals, this supports the

87importance of including the repelling effects ofS8755
> 8750° cation d orbitals on the VBM in band offset

predictions for common anion systems.
8745 To apply the results of this band offset mea-

., 8740i surement to the design of current II-VI light
87350 5 1 0 15 2 0 emitters requires that we estimate the Zn, ,

05 12 MgS,.Se -,./ZnS -. Se. and MgCd, .,Se/
CdSe band offsets based on our new results.

87 95 Using the ZnSc/ZnS band offset obtained from
> 87 908 ref. [20], assuming a linear dependence of the
M8785 band offset on composition, and neglecting strain
> 8780*°** effects, we estimate the Zn0 , 7 Mgo.1 ,S,,Se0 /

S8775 ZnS,,,1 Se.1 ,4 VBO to be roughly 01.29 eV versus
W 8770 (1.19 eV obtained using the common anion rule.

876505 1 1 20 The corresponding conduction band offsets are

E_,, (eV) 0.04 and 0.14 eV, respectively. These quantities
are approximate; however, the qualitative trend

Fig. 4. (ore level to VBM separation as function of the indicates that the Mg and S concentrations in the
maximum binding energ) of the fitting interval for (a)
(d,( 4 Zn) 4 ,5 Se. and (h) MgSe. low variance in the energy Zn, Mg,SSe, layers may need to be in-
separations indicates accurate modeling of the experimental creased in the LD design for adequate electron
VBDOS. confinement, especially if the wavelength of light

A
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Abstract

Raman measurements are used to probe the built-in strain due to the large lattice mismatch in two short-period
ZnSe-ZnTe superlattices. In the largest period structure, local information on confinement and strain effects in the
different layers is deduced from the LO phonon frequencies. An estimate of the in-plane strain gives evidence of a
partial relaxation of both layCrs; in this structure, folded acoustical phonons are clearly observed under resonant
conditions. The Raman spectra of the shortest period superlattice arc characterized by a unique structure assigned
to an unusual propagative mode resulting from the overlap of the optical bands of the two constituents.

1. Introduction Raman scattering, which has demonstrated its
ability and sensitivity as a vibrational spec-

The strain state of periodic artificial structures troscopy in superlattices studies [3]. was used to
combining lattice-mismatched materials may play probe phonons in short-period ZnSe-ZnTe su-
a major role in lattice dynamics, by governing the perlatticcs. The structures were examined with
overlap of the longitudinal phonon dispersion various exciting wavelengths, in order both to
curves of the two constituents and thus. the true take advantage of resonance effects and to achieve
nature (propagative or confined) of vibrational a depth profile of the samples.
modes. In ZnTe-ZnSe superlattices, the large
lattice mismatch (7.4%) is expected to generate
an isotropic in-plane strain field, likely to induce
an overlap of the strain-free optical bands of the
two materials. Indeed, the zone centre phonon in
ZnTc [II is quasi-degenerate with its X zone edge Two short-period superlattices (ZnSe-7-ZnTe,,
counterpart in ZnSe [2), both mostly implying and ZnSe 4-ZnTe 7 ) were grown by metalorganic

motions of the lightest zinc atoms, vapour phase epitaxy under an overall pressure of
4M0 Torr. at 3(X11C. ZnSe buffer layers. 2AM) nm
thick, were deposited on (M111) GaAs substrates.
prior to the epitaxial growth of 8(1 alternating
layers. Details on precursors and growth condi-

(orresrp)nding author. tions have been given elsewhere (4,5].

OX)22-0248/94/$O7.1X), 1994 Flsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
SSI)1 01022-()248(93 )E0641 -J
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The superlattice period was determined by
double X-ray diffraction technique and the qual-
ity of interfaces checked by transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) experiments. Reflectance and
photoreflectance measurements carried out on (d)
the largest period sample (d = 6 nm) at low tem- (b)
perature evidenced type 11 excitations at 2.52 and "i 0 2 50

2.65 eV. tentatively attributed to e,-hh, (F) and
e,-hh, (X,) transitions, respectively [4]. U)

The Raman measurements were performed at (C)
room temperature, in an internal backscattering S
geometry along the [0011 direction. The exciting C

radiation was provided by Ar' and Kr' ion lasers E
operating at different wavelengths. The scattered (b)
light was analysed with a T800 Coderg triple
monochromator and detected by conventional
photon counting electronics.

(a)

200 300 400

3. Raman results and discussion Raman shift (cmra)
Fig. I. Unanalysed Raman spectra of the ZnSe--ZnTe, 4

Fig. I displays the unanalysed spectra recorded superlattice recorded at room temperature, using the follow-

from the ZnSeT-ZnTe,4 superlattice. The excit- ing laser wavelengths: (a) A1 = h47.1 nm: (b) AI = 514.5 nm:

ing energy was varied from above (A,_ = 457.9 (c) At = 488.1) nm: (d) A• = 457.q nm. Insert: low frequency
side of the Raman spectra.

nm) to below (AL = 647.1 nm) the band gap, as

shown by the incre:-se in intensity of the signal at
292.5 cm - originating from the GaAs substrate, band gap at 2.67 eV. The weak and discrete lines

Direct evidence of superlattice formation is observed on its low-frequency side are attributed
given in the insert, where the first LA doublet, to optical modes confined in the ZnSe layers.
folded at the minizone centre by the new period- which can be described as standing waves, the
icity. merges at 24.8 cm t for photons nearly frequency of which are given by the bulk disper-
resonant with the e,-hh, (W) transition. Accord- sion relation w(q) for:
ing to the layered elastic continuum model of
Rytov [61. the doublet frequencies may be calcu- q, = n~r/(d, + ýa,). (I)

lated from the LA dispersion curves of ZnTe and where n is an integer, d, the layer width and a,
ZnSe [1,2]. For backscattering geometry with At. the lattice parameter of bulk ZnSe [7]. The 245.5
= 514.5 nm, the upper component frequency is cm line is identified as the n = 2 confined
estimated to be 21.7 cm '. The disagreement mode owing to its polarization selection rules
with experiment could result from strain-induced (not discussed in the present paper). Its down-
changes in elastic velocities or uncertainties in wards shift 1w = -7 cm - with respect to the
the value of the superlattice period, zone centre LO phonon of bulk ZnSe has two

The spectrum for Al, = 457.9 nm differs from components, due respectively to confinement and
the others in the optical frequency range, with strain effects:
the emergence of a complex structure peaking at
252.5 cm '. In spite of strong absorption, the " = 4 Wconhinement + A1sirttan* (2)

main peak comes from the ZnSe buffer layer, as From the LO phonon dispersion curves of ZnSe
evidenced by its frequency and its enhancement [2], we calculated Ac,,nrinmenti -- 4 cm-' for
for outgoing photons in resonance with the 7nSe di = 2 nm and then ,(si,omn = -3 cm -'. Using
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for the strain induced shift the equations and the
data from Cerdeira et at. [81, we obtained the
relation:

AAow~ri, = - 4 14,. (3)

where E is the in-plane strain, from which a (d)
built-in tensile strain of 0.7% is deduced for the
ZnSe layers.

All the spectra exhibit a sharp peak at 208.5
cm'. which gives further evidence of superlat- (c
tice formation, owing to the resonant behaviour
,)F this structure and of its overtone at 417 cm- -cc

when the energy of the outgoing photons is tuned E X
on the e 1-hh, (F) excitation. The B, symmetry a: (b)
(as determined by polarization measurements)
and the frequency, 2 cm-' higher than that of the
zone centre LO phonon of ZnTe, suggest an (a)
n I I confined mode in strained ZnTe layers. As
the frequency shift due to confinement nearly 200 250 300

balances the strain effect, a residual compressive Raman shift (cm

strain of 0.9% is deduced from (I), using Fig. 2. Unanalysed Raman spectra of the ZnSe,,-ZnTc- ,u-
perlattice recoided at room temperature. uing the following

.Ocofinmeni = I cm and laser wavelengths: (a) A, = 514.5 nm: (h) A, - 472.7 nrn: 1c)

,0jo.traln ý -284,E. (4) AI = 4W5.8 nm: (d) AI = 457.) nm.

from ref. [8]. According to the Raman results, the
ZnSe,-ZnTe1 4 superlattice is thus partly relaxed. critical thickness of ZnTc layers on ZnSe [5].

Interface smudging associated to the admix- According to this assumption, modes propagating
ture of lighter selenium atoms in ZnTe layers throughout the superlattice are expected in the
could be responsible for the structure observed 205-225 cm ' frequency range. As these folded
around 220 cm -', the single mode frequency of modes are very close to each other, they form a
ZnSe,-ZnTe1 , solid solutions for x 0 0.2 [9]. continuum responsible for the observed band. On

The Raman spectra from the ZnSc 4-ZnTe7  the other hand, the interpretation of this band in
superlattice are somewhat different, as shown in terms of alloying effects (due to interface smudg-
Fig. 2. A broad band centred at 217 cm 1 consti- ing) only can be ruled out, in view of TEM
tutes the unique Raman signature of the super- observations.
lattice, besides the signal from ZnSc showing up
in resonant conditions and that from the GaAs
substrate, both previously identified. The single 4. Conclusion
mode appearance likely results from the overlap
of the two LO phonon bands induced by strain. Raman measurements have evidenced differ-
as discussed in the following. From relation (4), ent strain effects in short-period ZnTe-ZnSe su-
the 20 cm - upward shift of the ZnTc optical perlattices, grown by MOVPE on ZnSe buffer
band, required for an overlap in the 205-225 layers. The first one (period 6 nm) has been
cm I range, should be induced by an in-plane proved to be close to a fully relaxed configura-
deformation close to the lattice mismatch for tion. The strain field in the second one (d = 3.3
bulk constituents, as expected for pseudomorphic nm) is essentially localized in ZnTe layers, in
growth in relation to the buffer layer. This coher- accordance with a pseudomorphic growth in rela-
ent growth is otherwise supported by the value of tion to the buffer.
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Abstract

In this paper we report an investigation of the morphology of the interfaces of liquid phase epitaxy (LPE) grown
HgCdTe thin films on CdTe and CdZnTe substrates by atomic force microscopy (AFM) on freshly cleaved (11(0)
crystallographic planes. An empirical observation which may be linked to lattice mismatch was indicated by an angle
between the cleavage steps of the substrate to those of the film. Tc precipitates with size ranging from 5 nm to 20 nnt
were found to be most apparent near the interface.

1. Introduction deed investigated by various techniques. In the
micrometer scale, optical microscopy has been

Epitaxially grown HgCdTe (MCT) thin films employed to observe macro defects and precipi-
are often utilized in the manufacture of infrared tates [3]. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
detectors. The common methods of preparation enabled the observation of misfit dislocations and
of MCT thin films include molecular beam epi- etch pits in the submicrometer scale [4]. Recently.
taxy (MBE), metalorganic chemical vapor deposi- transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and high
tion (MOCVD) and finally, the most-developed resolution TEM (HRTEM) have been utilized to
or.e. liquid phase epitaxy (LPE) [1]. However, study the interface and structural defects down to
even when using the LPE method, there are some atomic resolution, revealing point defects, stack-
difficulties in achieving high perfection and ho- ing faults, dislocations and twins [5]. However,
mogeneous MCT films. This is particularly due to both these techniques (TEM and HRTEM) re-
interfacial defects which result from lattice mis- quire high vacuum conditions and face additional
match between the substrate and the film. Film complications in sample preparation, particularly
imperfections induced during growth consist of when low electrical conductors are considered.
structural defects which propagate from the sub- More recently, atomic force microscopy (AFM)
strate into the film, and of the formation of Tc has been employed as a very efficient tool for
precipitates [2]. The study of the interfacial de- investigating the micromorphology of nanotwins
fects in the cross-section of the film and the in CdMnTe crystal [6], as well as single atomic
substrate is therefore essential and has been in- layer cleavage steps in CdZnTe crystal [7]. In this

article we present, for the first time, an AFM
study on the micromorphology of interfaces be-

Corresponding author. tween HgCdTe films on CdTe substrates (MCT/
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(7) and HgCdTe films on CdZnTe substrates
(MCT/CZT). The AFM measurements were car-
ried out in the ambient, on freshly cleaved sam-
ples: they do not require any special sample
preparation and are suitable for characterizing
both conducting and insulating surfaces. The abil-
ity to image insulators is critical in the case of the
MCT/ substrate interface where MCT films,
which have a low resistivity on the order of about
10 f2 cm. are grown on CT or on CZT substrates
which may have resistivities of 10' .f cm and
higher.

2. Experimental procedure

The MCT films were grown by the conven-
tional liquid phase cpitaxy (LPE) method, from
Ic-rich solutions on ( t Il) CdTc or Cd ,, Zn, •4"e
substrates. The cross-sections of the film/sub-
strate interfaces were established by cleaving the
back side of the substrate along the (lit) plane
and parallel to the cpitaxial growth direction, all
the sNay through the MCT film. Optical micro-
.'Copc images of the interfaces between the film
and the substrate did not show any defects or
precipitates at this resolution.

The AFM studies were done using a Digital
Instruments Nanoscope II equipped with piezo-
electric tube scanners allowing imaging of cleaved
crystals from atomic resolution up to 130 Aim
maximal scans. The cantilevers were commercial
nanoprobcs made of gold coated silicon nitride.
[he force constant of the cantilevers used in this
study %as taken to be 01.06 N/im. This is the value
s,pccificd by the manufacturers for this particular
cantilever although the force constant can vary
significantly due to the differences in the thick-
ness of the silicon nitride wafers from which the
cantilevers were made [81.

Fig. I1 AFM images on cleaved cross,-cion. illustrating the
3. D o ltip effect. (a) the image o1 the first ,can. (b) image alter

. iscussion scanning a smaller area and (0l image altier recanning the

small regions sho%%n in (h) at 45 U (mnarker rcpreents I yml.
Fig. la shows an image of the interface be-

tween an M(C film (0g,,-,'d TFc) and a ('dTe the film has been modified as a result of the
substrate. The scanned area is about 9 Anm x 9 AFM scanning, while the substrate did not have
jim. From the AFM images, it was observed that any apparent modification. The scanned area of
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Fig. Ia was reimaged and the traces of the previ- additional deformation to the film was apparent.
ous scans could be clearly visible in the subse- In this case, the film deformation due to the 3
quent scans. These traces arc attributed to the /m X 3 Am scan, seen in Fig. lb. has been cleared
interaction of the tip with the sample surface. away. showing a relatively smooth surface near
Another image of the small area, shown in Fig. the deformed region achieved by the interaction
lb, was obtained at a different scanning angle of the tip with the surface. The conclusion drawn
(450) with respect to the first one. The result of from the series of images in Fig. I was that the
this scan is shown in Fig. Ic. where the evidence difference in hardnesses of the film and the sub-
of the shaped deformation in the film fits the strate required a calibration and adjustment of
scanning angles. Once again the substrate did not the force constant of the cantilever, in order to
show any significant deformation, except in the make it possible to analyze the interface with
region adjacent to the interface, from the sub- minimum damage to the film.
strate side. This sequence was completed by A forcc-0,stance plot provides the magnitude
reimaging the largest area of Fig. Ia. where no of the interacting forces between the sample and

MW

Fig. 2. A sequence of four AFM images on an M(T/(T' cleaved cross-section, showing the micromorphology of (a) large area of
the interface region, (h) small area of the interface region of higher resolution. (c) the film and (d) the substrate. The markers
represent I Mm in (a) and (b). and 0(.5 pm in (c) and (dl).
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cantilever, If the spring constant (force constant) forces be calibrated and optimized to image the
k of the cantilever is known, the applied force, F, interface region that would include both the sub-
can be determined. The calculated values of the strate and the film in one image. Figs. 2a and 2b
forces for the film and the substrate were 11.1 are AFM images of an MCT/CT interface, with
and 17.16 nN in the case of MCT/CT, respec- no apparent tip effects, for a large area of 13.6
tively, while for MCT/CZT the values were 13.18 Aim X 13.6 Am followed by a smaller area of 3.8
and 17.78 nN, respectively. Zn is known to have .m x 3.8 Mrm, respectively. In Fig. 2c the film
the effect of lattice hardening in CdZnTe, in- itself is imaged, while in Fig. 2d only the sub-
creasing the crystal hardness as a function of the strate has been scanned. These imaged regions
Zn content [91; therefore it appears that the opti- were near the interface and the scanned areas
mal applied force is related to the hardness of the were of 1.5 Am × 1.5 Am.
material. Further, the MCT film, grown on the As was mentioned earlier, the sample surface
CZT substrate showed a slightly higher force, as profile was performed after cleavage and the
compared to that of the MCT film grown on CT. profile exhibited the cleavage steps which are
Subsequent imaging required that the applied clearly observed in Fig. 2a as the straight parallel

aS

Fig. 3. A sequence of four AFM images on an MCT/('ZT cleaved cross-section, showing the micromorphology of (a) large area of
the interface region. (b) small area of the interface region with higher resolution. (c) the film and (d) the substrate. The markers
represent I g±m in (a) and (W, and (0.5 jim in (c) and (W).
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lines in the substrate. These lines are propagating Table I

into the film at an apparent angle, 0), between Summary of various parameters on the micromorphoogx of

the cleavage line of the substrate and the cleav- the films and the substrates

age line of the film, designated in Fig. 2b. An- Film I-) 'I) Misfit R, R*,

other angle, 0, designated in Fig. 2a, was defined (deg) (deg) film substrate
(nm) (nm)

between the direction of the cleavage lines of the
film and the epitaxial growth direction (per- MCT/ZCT 30 3 4.6,1 10 01.2 11.17

pendicular to the interface). As an empirical ob-
servation it appears that these angles. (9 and (P.
with values of 250 and 80 ( ± I'), respectively, may
be attributed to lattice mis-.iatch ,ýetween the
film and substrate, which was calculated from the were found to be slightly lower than those of
commonly applied expressUon: [a f(subst.) - MCT/CT. with values of 0.21 and 0.15 nm. due
a,(MCT)]/[ao(subst.)], and was found to have a to a lower content of precipitates. The angles (H
value of about 3 x 10-' for the CdTe substrate. and (P. with values of 30 and 300 ( + 0), respcc-

It is evident that the film exhibits more cleavage tively. obtained on the MC-I/CZT sample, differ
steps, than the substrate. This is probably due to significantly from those measured on the
a high dislocation density near the interface, as a MCF/CT interface, apparently due to the lower
result of the misfit, which is known to occur in lattice mismatch of 4.6 x 1(0 4

MCT/CT interfaces and has been observed by In summary, an empirical comparison between
SEM [4]. MCF/CT and MtTI'/CZT. is shown in Table 1

The average surface roughnesses of the film and may indicate a better crystalline quality of
and the substrate were calculated by utilizing a the MCT/CZT sample. AFM images have shown
line-scan function on the images shown in Fig. 2c a sharp and smooth interface between the MCT
and Fig. 2d. employing procedures that have been films and substrates, where no apparent macro-
reported recently [1I0], and found to be (1.32 and defects could be observed with an optical micro-
(0.17 nm. respectively, which fit the dimension of scope. This is in contrast to other reports [3.41.
about one atomic layer. where relatively large precipitates were observed

Fig. 3 presents a sequence of images similar to near the interface. However. Te precipitate, of 15
that of Fig. 2, however, these images are for a nm in size have been observed by AFM in this
MCT film (Hg,,,Cd, . 1Te). grown on a study. Investigation of the interface micromor-
Cd(,,,,Zn , 1,4Tc substrate rather than CdTe. A phology of MCT thin films grown on CT or CZT
large area of 9 Am x 9 tim of the interface and a substrates by AFM has the advantage of obtain-
smaller scan of 3.9 pm x 3.9 Am with higher ing the images at ambient without extensive sam-
resolution are shown in Fig. 3a and Fig. 3b. pie preparation. To our knowledge. this is the
respectively. In contrast to the MCI/Cl' system, first report of a film/substrate interface mor-
the shapes of the cleavage steps on the film side phologv study in Il-VI compounds by AFM. Fur-
are elongated triangles, initiated from the inter- ther studies are under way to, achieve an in-
face and widening towards the surface of the creased resolution, down to the atomic level. by
film. where the substrate exhibits fewer and performing the AFM analysis under an inert gas
smoother cleavage steps as compared to those of atmosphere or in a liquid cell.
the CdTc. Fig. 3a and Fig. 3b show the images of
the film and the substrate regions near the inter-
face at a higher resolution than that of the im- 4. Acknowledgement
ages of Figs. 2c and 2d, indicating the presence of
some Tc precipitates [71 in the film, apparent as The work was supported by NASA through
bright dots in Fig. 3c. The calculated average the Fisk Center for Photonic Materials and De-
surface roughncsses of the M(CI'/CZT sample vices, Grant No. NAGW-2925.
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Investigation of crystal quality and surface morphology
of ZnTe N epilayers grown on ZnTe and GaSb substrates
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Abstract

We investigate the crystal quality of ZnTc: N cpilayers grown on ZnTc and GaSh substrates under various growth
conditions using atomic force microscopy (AFM). transmission electron microscopy (TEM), and X-ray diffraction.
Due to superior crystal quality. epilayers grown on GaSb substrates were of higher quality than those grown on ZnTc
substrates. Hillocks. observed on the surfaces of ZnTe: N/ZnTc supcrlattice cpilayers on ZnTc substrates. are the
result of Tc ( 11)1 fault planes emanating from the substrate and sets of Zn (I 11} twin planes originating at the
superlattice interface. The number of dislocations at the GaSb substrate/buffcr interface and corresponding
ZnTe: N epilayer was significantly less than those grown on the ZnTe substrates.

1. Introduction dislocation generation for several reasons. Ac-
cording to Chadi. the uncompensated neutral ni-

Recently, nitrogen doping has offered a partial trogcn atom can have either three-fold or four-
solution to the doping and contact problems of fold coordination [5]. The more stable three-fold
ZnSe and ZnTe for the fabrication of II-VI blue coordinated nitrogen results from a broken Zn
light emitters [1-4]. However, to date there has bond. which can act as a source for dislocations.
been little progress on the understanding of the In addition, the tetrahedral bond formed in ci-
doping process or its affect on crystal growth and ther state will be significantly shorter since the
quality. It is the purpose of this paper to study neutral nitrogen atom is about 4 2 .5 "• smaller
the effect of nitrogen doping of ZnTc on crystal than the tellerium atom. This results in local
quality, strain fields that can also serve as nucleation sites

Crystal quality is especially importance for light for defects and dislocation formation. Finally. the
emitting devices because defects and dislocations change in cation/anion fluxes when nitrogen is
can act as potential nonradiative recombination introduced and its effect on the growth dynamics
centers and can also increase electrical resistivity, is a complex issue that needs to be understood
therefore significantly degrading device perfor- and optimized to ensure stochiomctric growth.
mancc. Unfortunately, nitrogen, a substitional ac- To gauge these effects, we have investigated the
ccptor in ZnTe, is likely to promote defect and crystal quality and surface morphology of ZnTc : N

epilayers grown on commercially-obtained ZnTe
substrates and GaSh substrates using TEM. AFM.

Corresponding author, and X-ray diffraction. Electrical and photolumi-
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nesence characterization will be presented else- Table I

where [6]. Comparison of surface RMS and RMS standard deviation of
ZnTe and GaSb substrates after processing

Sample RMS SD Comments

2. Substrate characterization description (nm) (nm)

ZnTe. RCA clean 1.34 10.14 Wavv
ZnTe. etched 1.2 0(.34 Small pits

We have studied the effects of two different ZnTe. sputtered 0t.82 0-15 Grains
substrates, commercially-obtained ZnTe and GaSb. tlCI clean 1.1 0.07 Grains

GaSb, on the crystal quality of ZnTe: N epilayers.
The ZnTe substrates [7]. doped p-type with anti-
mony to a resistivity of 1.3 f) cm, were grown
using physical-vapor transport with a proprietary gate correlations between roughness and growth
seeding )rocess which seeds a single crystal across quality. The results from two substrates arc shown
a 2 inch wafer. X-ray rocking curve full width half in Table 1. Nine images, acquired from different
maximum (FWHM) for these substrates ranged locations on the substrate, were used to calculate
from 54 to 100 arc sec. Further evidence of the the average root mean square (RMS) and the
substrate crystal quality was obtained by imaging RMS standard deviation of the image height data.
the cleaved (110) plane using AFM. The surface The data were acquired with contact atomic force
showed several tilt boundaries which formed an- microscopy [9] with a silicon nitride tip and a
gles of 1 F-22', corresponding to an edge disloca- contact force of 5 nN. The ZnTc substrates.
tion every 5-10 atomic planes. The GaSb sub-
strates, silicon doped p-type to about 10 17 cm
were of higher crystal quality, with typical X-ray
rocking curves FWHM of 15 arc sec. While GaSb
is nearly lattice matched to ZnTe (0.15%). care
must be taken to suppress interface reactions and
substrate ion diffusion of Ga and Sb, which can
act as dopants in ZnTe [8].

To prepare the substrate for epitaxial growth,
surface oxides must be removed while minimizing
surface roughness. For GaSb substrates, the sur-
face oxides were removed by heating the sub-
strate while under a sufficient Sb flux. ZnTe
substrates, on the other hand, present a problem
since the Zn and Te evaporate congruently at
lower temperatures than ZnO. Thus the follow-
ing steps were neccessary to remove surface ox-
ides prior to growth. First, a 2 min soak was
performed sequentially with TCE, acetone, and
methonal to remove organics from the surface.
Then a I min 0.1ý,' bromine/methanol etch was
used to remove ionic contamination. The sub-
strate was then annealed at 460'C in UHV to
remove the tellurium oxides and finally sputtered
with 3 keV Ar ions until Auger data indicated
that the ZiinC oxides were removed. Fig. 1. (a) 10) Mm× 10 Illm AFM image of a continuous

ZnTe:N epilaver grown on ZnTe substrate. Height range is
We have performed a study of surface rough- 21M0 nm. (b) Image of ZnTe:N/ZnTe superlantice grown on

ncss of the ZnTe and GaSb substrates to investi- same suhstrate.
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which oxidize slowly, were analyzed immediately 3. Growth results: ZnTe substrate
in air after each process step. GaSb substrates,
which oxidize more rapidly, were cleaned with For all growths, an undoped ZnTe buffer layer
HCI and methanol and analyzed in a glovebox was grown followed by the nitrogen doped layer.
with less than one ppm oxygen. The Zn :Te flux was adjusted during all growths

From Table 1 we see that both substrates are to ensure slightly Zn-rich surface reconstruction.
quite similiar in both roughness and morphology, The radical nitrogen doping was produced by the
after their final step of processing. The GaSb discharge of an Oxford Applied Research RF
substrate was slightly smoother than the sput- (13.5 MHz) plasma source. The doping concen-
tered ZnTe substrate, yet both have small grains tration was controlled by varying the nitrogen
of less than 50 nm radius on the surface. The flow rate, which in turn was monitored by cham-
small grains on the ZnTe substrate are the result ber pressure, for a fixed RF power. Doping levels
of sputtering damage. The grains on the GaSb were measured using standard Hall techniques.
substrate were most likely due to anisotropic ox- Two different approaches were used to obtain
ide growth and their subsequent removal by HCI. thick, conductive, nitrogen-doped epilayers: con-
Thus the variations in epitaxial quality grown on tinuous doping during growth and delta doping
the subsequent layers are probably not due to between thicker undoped layers in a superlattice
variations in surface roughness, but may be due fashion. A comparison of these two approaches is
to other substrate properties such as inherent illustrated in Fig. 1. Fig. Ia shows the surface of a
strain, residual impurities or oxides on the sur- sample grown with a 1.2 4m thick buffer layer
face. etc. followed by a 1.8 jtm ZnTe:N doped to 10"'

surfce

S{111}fault planes

0.2. prmZnTe

FGaSb,'% *.Wr2j

Fig. 2. (a) TE[M cross-section ZnTe: N/ZnTe superlattiec showing hillock originating from substrate/buffer interface. (b) Fault
planes originating at superlattice/buffer interface with Zn (Ill1) planes visible.
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cm- 3. The large RMS roughness of this surface,
18-19 nm, is caused by a high defect density on
the order of 10' to 10 7 defects cm- 2 . X-ray
rocking curves show that the epilayer is fully
relaxed from the substrate.

Fig. lb shows the surface of a similiar sample
with a 0.5 pzm buffer layer grown followed by a 40
period superlattice of 50 A ZnTe: N and 500 A
ZnTe. The mean doping of the superlattice re-
gion is about 10s cm- 3 . The surface RMS rough-
ness has been reduced to about 4 nm with hillocks
dispersed on the surface at a density of 106 cm-2.
The rocking curves again show that the epilayer is
fully relaxed from the substrate. We have found

Fig. 4. 10 gsmx 10 gim surface of ZnTe :N epilayer grown on

[001] "101 42 x total thickness GaSb substrate. Height range is 20 nm.

[110] 12 x

thickness the hillocks, in general, take the form of the
plain view - one shown in in Fig. lb. From the cross-sectional

TEM of a hillock shown in Fig. 2a, we see that
the hillocks are bounded along the [I 10] base by

x5,"6,7 1001o ll }) fault planes that start at the substrate/
c1oss secio 101 buffer interface. When the sample's (l10) face is

crosssection tfurther milled and tilted in the [li)] direction.

additional (111) twinning planes became visible
that emanated from the supcrlattice/buffer layer

Te (111) superlattice interface region. as shown in Fig. 2b. These sets
. ----------- of twin planes interact to form an amorphous

buffer layer core that provides the lift for the hillock peak.

substrate The hillock model is presented in Figs. 3a and
3b. The different orientations were determinedb. tOIlT from the angles measured on the cross-sectional
images, electron diffraction patterns of the differ-

ent planes visible on these images, and dimen-
(sions measured using AFM images. The edges of

these hillocks lie in the (110) directions, which is
SuPeriati, just the intersection of the (I II fault planes with

the (001) surface. The (Ill) fault planes originat-
ing at the substrate/buffer, as in Fig. 3a, inter-
face define the [110] base of hillocks while the
(I11) fault planes originating at the superlattice/

Te (1111 •'buffer interface define [110] base of hillocks, as in
Fig. 3b. This is confirmed from the hillock's di-

Fig. 3. Hillock model for ZnTe:N superlattice on ZnTe mensions: the hillock in the [111] direction is v12
substrate. times the thickness of the entire epilayer while in
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the [1101 direction the base is Vrf times the thick- lurium reaction proceeds more rapidly [1I]. This
ness of the superlattice layer. However, about causes a rectanglar shaped pit to formed on the
10% of the hillocks have a larger base in the [110] (001) surface with the short sides along the Te
direction than predicted, with a few hillocks even { 111) planes and the long sides along the Zn { 11)
forming symmetric pyramids. This indicates that planes. Thus by noting the orientation of the etch
some of the fault planes bounding the [110] base pits with relation to hillock's orientation, we ob-
of the hillocks begin between the superlattice and served that the ( 11)1 planes emanating from the
substrate. substrate interface are parallel to the Te planes

We have identified the {(11} fault planes origi- as defined by the etch pits.
nating at the substrate to primarily be the Te One possible reason why the Zn { 111) twin
(111) planes and the ones originating at the su- planes preferentially form at the superlattice is
perlattice as primarily the Zn {( 11) planes through because the nitrogen dopant forms a stable state
a selective etching technique. The technique in- with one broken Zn bond. This broken bond and
volves etching the (001) surface in a solution of 20 the strain due to the short nitrogen radius acts to
ml, 10 ml, and 4 g of water, nitric acid, and form dislocations along the Zn (I 11) planes. For
potassium bichromate, respectively, and a trace the Te (I 11) fault planes, their origin is even
of silver nitrate 110]. The nitric acid primarily more difficult to deduce since there is such a high
attacks the zinc while (Cr.0 7 )- 2 , a strong oxi- concentration of defects near the substrate inter-
dizer, reacts with the tellurium to produce TeO,, face. Perhaps stochiometry problems during ini-
which is soluble in an acidic solution. The silver tial growth could lead to local Te-rich conditions
nitrate suppresses the zinc reaction so the tel- which are known to cause hillock tbrmation [121.

a.

.5ZnTe gMn

S~Interface :ZnTe

.k,.60 GaSb

Fig. 5. (a)TEM cross-s~ection of ZnTc : N epilayer grown on GaSh substrate. (h) IIRT[-M of" ZnTe/(CaSh intertfacc.
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4. Growth results: GaSh substrate ZnTe:N/ZnTe superlattices. Hillocks, on the
ZnTe substrates with superlattice doping layers,

After a 1400 A buffer of GaSb was grown on are the result of Te {11)1 fault planes originating
the GaSb substrates, the sample was transferred at the substrate interface and Zn (111) twin planes
to a II-VI MBE chamber through a UHV trans- originating at the superlattice interface. The dis-
fer tube where a buffer layer of ZnTe was then location density in the epilayers grown on GaSb
grown. The first several atomic layers were usu- were reduced by a factor of 10-100 with no
ally grown at lower substrate temperatures hillock growth but evidence of precipitates on the
(270 0C) than the rest of the growth (300'C) in surface.
order to reduce interface reactions and substrate
ion diffusion.
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Abstract

CdTe is one of the most encouraging semiconductor materials in the field of room temperature y- and X-ray
spectroscopy. To improve the detector properties, the ternary systems (Cd,Zn)Tc and Cd(Te.Se). and CdTe were
grown by vertical Bridgman technique. To achieve low noise detectors, the resistivity of all materials was increased
by chlorine doping. The crystals were characterized by electrical (Hall measurements, photoinduced current
transient spectroscopy) methods. The numbers of deep levels influencing the resistivity were reduced by introducing
Se into the CdTe system. A common deep level close to the middle of the bandgap has been identified, responsible
for the compensation effect in all three systems. In addition high resistivity and n-type conductivity were achieved in
CdTeSc materials for the first time. Detectors were tested by irradiation with a particles and low 3,-rays. Best charge
collection efficiency (CCE) of 91% was recorded for CdTe),Se,(, for both radiation types and smallest FWHM of
about 10% at 60 keV.

1. Introduction CdTe is the most frequently used semiconduc-
tor material presently used for room temperature

The use of semiconductor material as a radia- y- and X-ray detectors. It is suitable for low
tion detector at room temperature requires a energy X-rays and for high y-rays, for radiation
high resistivity to reduce noise by the low dark monitoring in nuclear medicine, and in industrial
current, a high mobility-lifetime AT product and fields [4,51. The high resistivity is achieved by the
a high atomic weight to increase the energy ab- compensation of shallow levels [6]. The compen-
sorption. In the literature [1-3], GaAs, CdTe and sation effects are produced by doping; the best
Hgl, are described as semiconductors with good combination of high resistivity and a very high /T
detector performance. product was obtained by chlorine doping [7].

Ternary crystals of Cdo,ZncTe and CdTe,,,
Sen, were grown by the vertical Bridgman tech-
nique to optimize the detector properties and to

Corresrxonding author, produce homogeneous material. The crystals were

tfl22-0248/94/$07.tX) o 1994 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
SSDI 0022-0248(93)E0645-N
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chlorine doped to study the compensation mecha- 25°C/h up to 1120'C, and after a homogenization
nism and to achieve high-resistivity material. To time of 6 h the ampoule was pulled at a rate of 2
compare the ternary systems with CdTe, it was mm/h (24 mm/day). Afterwards the ampoule
grown under the same conditions. The electrical was cooled down at a rate of 20°C/h.
properties like resistivity and mobility were ana-
lyzed with Hall measurements. Compensation de-
fects, scattering mechanisms and deep levels are 3. Resistivity and mobility of charge carriers
identified by temperature-dependent Hall mea-
surements and photoinduced current transient The high resistivity, the mobility and the car-
spectroscopy (PICTS). The mobility-lifetime rier concentration were determined by Hall mea-
product /ti-" is based on the recorded a spectra surements. Samples of the ternary crystals were
and expressed by the following relation 18): selected to characterize different stages of the

Q E ( d- )]crystal growth. The rtsults are listed in Table 1.
-- cxp -= 7- (1) Ohmic contacts were produced by evaporated

. dmetal layers of gold and indium and by chemical
where r7 is CCE. Q is detected charge, Q, is deposition of gold. A resistivity of about 10... 0
charge induced by a particles, E is electrical cm was obtained for CdTe,,,Se111. Comparing it
field and d is detector thickness. The detector with chlorine-doped CdTe. this represents an in-
performance is investigated by y-ray (57Co, 122 crease in resistivity of about one decade.
keV and 241Am, 59.6 keV). CdTe and Cd,.•Znn, Te showed p-type behavý

ior with mobilities up to 80 cm 2/V -s at 3N0 K.
High resistivity and n-type conductivity were

2. Crystal growth achieved in CdTc,,,Se,1 materials for the first
time using chlorine doping. p-Type conductivity

All matcrials were grown according to the ver- and the low mobility are typical for chlorine-
tical Bridgman technique. The materials were doped CdTe.
synthesized from the elements Cd and Te (7N Generally, the ternary crystals showed a higher
purity) and Zn or Se (6N purity), all from Nippon homogeneity in the electrical properties com-
Mining. The material was doped with chlorine pared to CdTe. The variation was less than 20%
gas with a concentration of 2 x 10 " cm 3 during in the axial growth direction and less than 101c in
the synthesis to obtain high-resistivity material, radial direction, whereas the variation in CdTe
The synthesis and the crystal growth were per- was more than 25% and 20%, respectively.
formed in the same scaled quartz glass ampoule. To study the dependence of high resistivity on
The ampoule was initially heated up at a rate of the doping process. correlated energy levels were

Table I

-lectrici) properties of (dTe, ('d ,,Zn, Te and ('dTe,,Se,, from [fall measurements

Material Carrier type Stage Resistivity p Mobility j Carrier

of growth (W) cm) (cm
2
/V -s) concentration

(Cm ')

('dec p-type I.( x 10' 80.0 7.8 x 10'

('diec,,Se, n-type Beginning 6.0 x 10i' 470.0) 2.1 x 10I
Middle 7.4 x 10"' 550.0 1.5 X 106
i-nd 5.2 X 10o" 3%11.!! 3.0 x it)

(d.,,Zn, 'Ic p-type Beginning 3.8 x 108 62.)0 2.6 X I0"

Middle 5.0 X 10), 64.0 2.0 x 10'r
find 5.6 x 10" 64.) 1.9 X x 1),
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I IOndeep donor levels, NA is the concentration of
'~Cd09ZnoTe acceptor levels, N. is the concentration of donor

levels, Nc is the density of states of the conduc-
tion band and g presents the degeneracy factor.

E \ CdTe, Seo, Nc is also temperature dependent with Nc
/ T 3/2 [9]. Therefore, the energy level of the

SK deep donor is calculated from the slope of a
= ln(nT-312 ) versus I/T plot (Fig. 1). Temperature

.- 0.67 eV \ dependent measurements of Cd0.,Zn,,,Te and
C 7 CdTe 5.,Seo , were carried out in a temperature
C \\ range of 265 to 340 K.

It should be pointed out that the same energy
level was measured for both materials. This com-

d In(nT-3/2) E(DL \4 mon deep level (ECDL = 0.67 eV) proves to be a
d T similar compensation defect in the ternary sys-

6 ' terns.0.0034 0.0035 0.0036 0.0037 0.0038 tmsThe temperature-dependent Hall measure-
1/T[Kl] ments demonstrate that the charge carrier con-

Fig. I. Temperature dependent hlall measurements of centration is dominated by one deep level. Fur-
Cd15 Zn1 1 Te and CdTe1 ,,1 Se, I. ther experiments are necessary to investigate their

influence on the detector properties.
characterized. The compensation of the shallow
levels is caused by a donor close to the middle of
the bandgap. Following the principle of a three- 4. Characterization of deep levels
level compensation proposed by Johnson et al.
[9]. the carrier concentration can be described as: The energy level of the A-center [10] and

N1 j - (N -N EDDN e further deep levels could be detected by PICTS
N - - ND g - - . (2) (photoinduced current transient spectroscopy)

= NA- -N kT measurements within a temperature range of 70

where EDD is the location of the deep donor to 340 K. Fig. 2 shows the PICTS signal of CdTe.
measured from E,, NoD is the concentration of Cd ,•Zn, 1Tc and CdTe 1,5Se,,,. Corresponding

Table 2
Energy levels of CdTe. ('d,,Zn1 jTc and CdTe1 ,Se,, calculated from PICTS measurements

Assignation CdTe Cd, Zn. Te CdTe.Se

Energy Cross section Energy Cross section Enerz.'. Cross section
(cV) (cm

2
) (eV) (cm') (eV (cm-)

V ( '1 -- 20 ,, I- . lo -0.07 1Io -0t,06 1(| 'o

Zn related +-0.10 1II
"V'(2O CI' , +0.17 Ilo , +0.12 1o +0.13 I()

Unknown " +0.21 lIto '

Unknown " + 11.23 I(o " +10.23 to
Au. Al + 0.28 Io
Cd,. In. V., +0.33 Ito 0-0.32 lIt
Cu(d +0.37 Ito
V(-, + 1.43 1to +01.38 10o +0(.37 l0 4
Cd " +0(.54 tIo '" +0.54 10o
Unknown + 0.77 Io +0.73 I0 +11.81 S0 It

a Unknown levels.
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energy levels (Table 2) were calculated from the .
temperature dependent PICTS signal in an Ar-
rhenius plot [I Q]. The identifications are taken by
known deep levels of CdTe, published in Ref. 0
[12]. Cdo9Zno,re 1 2 3 4 5 6 CdIe, Seo,

All samples showed the same four levels: Energy [MeV]

- the A-center V-CCI,- between 0.12 eV and"
(1.17 eV;

- the V,-, - 2C1jr at -(0.06 eV:-
- the cadmium vacancy at 0.43 eV:
- one level close to the middle of the bandgap at 0

0.77 eV. 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6

Another level was detected in CdTe,.,Seo,1 . Energy[MeV] Energy[MeV]

However, in contrast to CdTe. additional impuri- Fig. 3. r spectra (-'AAm 5.6 McV) of CdTc. ('d,,,Zn, jTe and
tics such as gold or indium could not be found (dTe,,Se.
and this indicates a much higher crystal quality
and purity of the ternary material.

Cd ,•Zn(,,Tc shows a different type of behav- bandgap. Further identification of the common
ior caused by additional deep levels: one zinc-re- deep level has not been possible nece both meth-
lated level at 0.31 eV and one cadmium intersti- ods only describe the energy levels. Recent re-
tial at 0.41 cV. suits show that it is probably not the cadmium

The difference in the activation energies ob- vacancy, but another intrinsic defect, like Teed
tained using PICevS of 0.77 cV and by Hall inca- [13].
Nurcments of (0.67 eV are to be explained by the
different activation methods. PICYS measures a
transient process emptying the conduction band. 5. Ar product and detector performance
whereas the Hall effect requires a stationary cur-
rent. Therefore, the compensation of defects in The detector performances of all samples were
all three systems can be explained by one com- tested using a-radiation (- 4 Am) and y-radiation
mon deep level close to the middle of the ( 24 Am, 5

7Co). The a spectra are presented in
Fig. 3. CdTe and CdTe,0 Se,, show nearly the
same charge collection efficiency (CCE) of about

-0 01 - 4 85-91"1. It could be increased by substituting Te
;2 Cd.,Zn.Te with Sc. whereas the substitution of Cd with Zn

decreases the CCE to 35"i. This is emphasized by
-(il ~the Air product calculated according to relation

(I). The resulting values for the electrons arc
3.9 x 10 4.4.2 x 1( - and 2.5 X I0 ' cm'/V for

(CdTe CdTe, CdTcl, Sec1  and Cd,,Zn 1Tle respec-
tively.

0 28 T "l'ogether with the results from electrical char-
., .041 acterization, the good CCE of ta particles of

SCdTee Cd'Ie,,Se,, were complemented by the detector
performance tor low y-rays, where the same CCE
of about 91`7? and a FWHM of about 101(' were

S, ]achieved. The spectra of 24'Am (59.6 kcV) are
Ig 12 P( IS ipccI.i ott d~c.('d,.,, ,Z1,c and ( dTc,, ,SC. presented for CdTe and CdTe,,,ScI in Fig. 4.

1'ncrgN Ictcs arre w cV This means an increase (of 6 •; compared to CdTc.
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systems. At the same time the number of deep
levels was only reduced in CdTe,,,Se,,. For the
first time n-type conductivity and high resistivity

-7energy difference 3.6 key CdTe,,1 ,Se,. 1 was achieved for CdTcSe by chlo-
~rifle doping.

-(Cde C - It will be the aim of our future work to im-
C prove the ternary system CdTeSe1..- , in order to
CO minimize the deep level concentration and to

maximize the resistivity. The next step will be the
tn identification of the common deep level and its

correlation to a compensation mechanism.0 
S Co CdTe,,Se,,:CI
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Abstract

The structural properties of ZnSe-ZnS strained-layer superlattices (SLSs) grown on GaAs ( 100) by atmospheric-
pressure metalorganic chemical vapor deposition (AP-MOCVD) were studied using high-resolution transmission
electron microscopy (I-IRTEM). The type and distribution of the defects in ZnSc-ZnS SLS arc related to the surface
quality of GaAs substrate, of the buffer layer and the thickness of each layer for ZnSc and ZnS in SI.S. In this work
we noticed that there are stacking faults (SFs). mismatch defects (MDs) and microtwins (MTs) in ZnSc ,, S, buffer
layer at interfacial steps due to the GaAs surface not being smooth, and the dislocation can penetrate the ZnSc-ZnS
SLS layer.

I. Introduction and has a poor surface in II-VI compound SLS.
This is due to the higher mismatch in heteroepi-

In recent years there have been important taxy between GaAs substrate and ZnSc ,S,
developments in the p-type doping of ZnSc by buffer layer, buffer layer and SLS layer. Ponce ct
atomic nitrogen using a ratio frequency (RF) al. [6] have studied the defect structure of ZnSc
plasma technique [1], and device quality p-n epilaycrs and of their interface with the GaAs
junctions have been improved. So the study on substrate in the K(10W) and K I ) orientation us-
the type and distribution of the defects in ZnSc ing HRTEM. They obsetved that on GaAs (100)
and ZnSe-ZnS on GaAs is more significant. there was a large density of faulted loops and on
Matthews and Blakeslee made a detailed study of GaAs (I 1) were microtwins and stacking faults
the theory and experiments on relief and forma- parallel to the film-substrate interface. In this
tion of dislocations in supcrlattices [2.3]. Other paper it is noticed that there arc stacking faults
authors investigated the different types of defects (SFs), mismatch defects (MDs) and microtwins
which react with each other, and their propaga- (MTs) at the inter-facial steps of ZnSe ,S,
tion factors [4,5]. Compared to the III-V com- buffer layer due to the GaAs surface not being
pound superlattices, the defect density is higher smooth, and enough dislocations can run through

the SLS layer. In the ZnSc-ZnS SLS layer, the
mismatch defects arc mostly concentrated in the
ZnS layer and they begin or end at the ZnSc/ZnS

"Corresponding author, interface.

(Xt22-O24X/9)4/ST7.•X , 1994 t:lscvier Science l1.V. All rights reserved
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' b

Fig. I. Crystalline defects in interface of ZnSeS buffer layer and GaAs substrate.

2. Experimental procedure and microtwins (MTs) in interfacial steps due to
the GaAs surface not being smooth. In Fig. la

The apparatus used for the growth of ZnSe- the arrow indicates the interfacial steps of the
ZnS SLSs was a horizontal atmospheric pressure GaAs substrate, and the extrinsic stacking faults
reactor heated by an RF coil. The substrates and surplus half-atomic surface of threading dis-
were heated at about 600'C under a hydrogen locations are also observed in this figure. Fig. lb
flow a prior to growth, for elimination of the shows the microtwins which present a con-
surface oxide layer. Then they were cooled to the founded arrangement at the interface. It can be
desired growth temperature. Dimethyfzinc considered that the nearby surface steps induce
(DMZ). H,Se and HS were used as the source stacking faults and merge into a microtwin. Fig. 2
materials for Zn. Se and S, respectively. The shows the procedure of interfacial steps inducing
substrate temperatures were varied between 280 stacking faults. In the discontinuity at the surface
and 5(100 C to optimize the growth condition. For of the GaAs interfacial step, the misfit atomic
ZnSe, _ S, (x < 0.3) buffer layer, the growth surface of ZnSeS cannot join together with that
temperatures were varied between 280 and 350'C. of the GaAs steps, so it appears as a surplus
and for ZnS buffer layer, the growth temperature half-atomic surface and slide ' '(112) stacking
was 500iC. After the buffer layer was grown, the faults are formed. In a smooth GaAs substrate.
growth temperatures of ZnSe-ZnS SLSs were the mismatch defects are also observed in the
about 400°C. The samples were thinned for elec-
tron transparency by mechanical thinning and
argon-ion milling techniques. The thinned speci-
mens were examined routinely by HRTEM using
JEOL 2000EX If (point-to-point resolution, 0.21
nm. C, = 0I.7 mm. 2(X) kV).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. TIM images between GaAs substrate and
buffer layer 1

It is noticed that in ZnSeS buffer layer there
are stacking faults (SFs), mismatch defects (MDs) Fig. 2. GaAs substrate interface steps induce the faults.
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large mismatch ZnS/GaAs interface, as seen in
Fig. 3. From this figure the critical thickness
h, < 2 nm was observed, which is in agreement
with the calculated results 17]. Fig. 3 shows an
interesting result: we do not know why a mis-
match defect appears in a ZnS layer after 16
atomic layers for ZnS/GaAs structure.

3.2. TEM images of ZnSe-ZnS SLSs

As the substrate is not smooth, the SLS layer
of ZnSe-ZnS is undulated near the buffer layer

Fig. 3. Misfit dislocation in ZnS buffer layer near the GaAs side until SLS layer thickness d > 5(X) nm shown
substrate, in Fig. 4. It leads to the disparity of optical

.-

Fig. 4. Undulate superlattice film due to the GaAs substrate with surface steps.

Fig. 5. Mismatch defects in ZnS layer.
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(2) The critical layer thickness of ZnS epilayer
grown on smooth GaAs substrates (h, < 2 nm) is
in agreement with the theory.

"(3) The mismatch defects are found to be con-
centrated in the ZnS layers.

(4) In atmospheric pressure growth, on the
interface of ZnSe and ZnS layers there exists
some interdiffused layer that makes the interface
lattice image vague and indistinct.

Fig. 6. Uniform interface of ZnSe-ZnS SLS. 5. Acknowledgements
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Abstract

Defect microstructurcs within heteroepitaxial layers may be categorized according to whether they arise due to
problems at the cpilayer/substrate interface, are introduced during growth itself or are due to some inherent
materials problcn Examples taken from II-VI/GaAs systems showing interface reaction, lattice relaxation, banding
due to compositional variations at the growth front and dimorphism arc described.

1. Introduction order to identify effective measures for their re-
duction or elimination.

The eventual aim of any heteroepitaxial growth The reasons for defect introduction fit into
programme is to produce device quality material, three broad categories, irrespective of the mode
but developme, t is often hindered by microstruc- of growth, i.e. (i) nucleation at epilayer/ substrate
tural defects, and hence there is a need to under- interfaces due to problems arising from residual
stand the nature of semiconductor heterostruc- substrate surface damage, incomplete oxide des-
ture interfaces tnd multiple quantum wells, par- orption, or interfacial reaction/interdiffusion; (ii)
ticularly with rz:gard to threading and interfacial processes occurring during growth which may be
defects and intcrface chemistry. With regard to (a) inherent to the materials system such as twin-
ll-VI/GaAs bh:teroepitaxy. it is worth noting ning. ordering or dimorphism, or (b) due to lat-
that II-VI compounds have low stacking fault tice relaxation, growth front roughening, or alter-
energies and hence are highly susceptible to pla- natively may be related to problems such as source
nar defect formation, as compared with Ill-V purity, or indeed the mode of growth, e.g. the
compounds, giving rise to a wide range of mi- interdiffused multilayer process (IMP) as com-
crostructures which need to be characterized in pared with direct alloy growth (DAG) for ternary

alloy deposition; (iii) problems post growth such
as strain relaxation during cool down or post
growth processing (such problems are common in

(orrcsponding author. SiGe technology, but will not be considered here).
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The purpose of this paper is to make distinction contents, and since predicted critical thicknesses
between these different aspects of microstruc- are only of the order of 2-3 atomic layers, and
tural defect formation with regard to 11- depending on how the epilayer wets the substrate
VI/GaAs heterostructures grown by metalor- which in turn depends on surface energies, it
ganic vapour phase epitaxy (MOVPE) and low becomes preferable to think in terms of 3D growth
pressure MOVPE, to illustrate the range of infor- followed by island coalescence, leading to the
mation which may be obtained using conventional formation of short misfit segments each termi-
and high resolution electron microscopy, and to nated by 2 threading dislocations which in turn
emphasise some of the limiting problems for II- may interact and annihilate with other threading
VI heteroepitaxy. dislocations as they propagate through the epi-

In this context it is instructive to briefly distin- layer.
guish between large lattice mismatched and al-
most lattice matched epitaxy. During almost lat-
tice matched epitaxy. for which the misfit is typi- 2. Experimental procedure
cally < 2%. growth proceeds with the initial for-
mation of a pseudomorphic layer which under- Samples from the (HgCd,Zn)Te system were
goes relaxation as it exceeds some critical thick- grown by atmospheric pressure MOVPE using
ncss with the epilayer strain being accommodated dimethyl-cadmium, dimethyl-zinc, diethyl-tel-
by an array of interfacial dislocations. The source lurium (at 395°C) or di-isopropyl-tellurium (at
of these may be threading dislocations in the 325 0C) and elemental mercury. (HgZn)Te was
substrate or surface sources for example. It is deposited at 395°C onto (001 )GaAs using the
noted that there is still much debate as to the IMP [2], and also deposited at 325'C onto ZnTe
source of defects within highly pure epilayers buffer layers on (001) and (III)B oriented GaAs
grown on almost defect free substrates [1], but substrates. (CdZn)Te was grown at = 400'C by
II-VI/GaAs technology for the moment seems DAG. Samples from the (Cd.Zn)S system were
not to be short of defect sources. Large lattice grown by low pressure MOVPE using dimethyl-
mismatched systems (> 2% misfit) are charac- cadmium. dimethyl-zinc and H,S as previously
terised by large epilayer threading dislocation described [3]. During CdS 11 (Cd.Zn)S and

Fig. I. High resolution micrograph of Fig1 ,Zn 11,Te/((X)l KI'aAs showing interface structure.
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(Cd,Zn)S IIZnS superlattice growth, nominally infra-red device fabrication because of the prob-
Cd 0.3Zn07.S was initially deposited onto the GaAs lem of interfacial reaction [5] and Ga interdiffu-
substrate by DAG. The attraction of the sion. The composition of the Hg,,.Zn,,7 Te/
CdS II(CdZn)S system is that it may be lattice (01) GaAs sample examined was estimated from
matched to GaAs, but the higher Cd content as diffraction and high resolution information, and
compared with the (Cd,Zn)S IIZnS system is con- it interesting to note that despite evident rough-
sidered to be deleterious to the epilayer struc- ness over = 2 unit cells the interface is delin-
tural quality [4]. Samples were cross-sectioned eated by a well defined dislocation array compris-
using conventional techniques, with iodine reac- ing primarily 900 (or Lomer (L) dislocations) with
tive ion sputtering being used for the final stage some 600 dislocations (Fig. 1). The origin of the
of sample preparation, and examined using JEOL moir6 fringe contrast at features along the inter-
4000FX, 4000EX 11 and 100CX electron micro- face remains unclear but is possibly indicative of
scopes. local tilts or rotations, or the presence of some

phase with slightly different spacings which might
suggest incomplete substrate desorption or inter-

3. Results and discussion face reaction.
Btiffcr layers are commonly used for the con-

Each materials system may show more than trol of epilayer orientation and additionally act as
one category of defect and so for ease of explana- diffusion barriers. Hgo.Zn(,.2Te/ZnTe grown on
tion, experimental results are considered on a (001)GaAs shown in Fig 2a, exhibits a high den-
material by material basis. sity of threading dislocations, as would be ex-

pected for such a highly lattice mismatched sys-
3.1. (HgZn)Te/(OOl)GaAs, (HgZn)Te/ZnTe/ tem, along with vertical sub-grain boundaries giv-
(O01)GaAs and (Hg, Zn)Te/ZnTe/1777}B GaAs ing rise to the strong variations in epilayer con-

trast due to local variations from the Bragg posi-
Deposition of HgTe compounds directly onto tion, and these observations are similar to fea-

GaAs substrates does not provide for a route for tures shown by CdTe grown on slightly misori-

b . ... " u r -- !Te

Fig. 2. Conventional TEM images of ligj, 0Zn 11,Te/ZnTe on (a) ((O) and (b) (III|B oriented GaAs showing threading
dislocations and a twinned structure respectively.
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ented (001)GaAs substrates [6]. In addition, there defect formation [4]. The binary/ternary super-
are epilayer dislocations parallel to the interface lattice CdS II Cd0 .3Zn0.7 S (lattice matched to
and these presumably arise as a consequence of GaAs) is examined here and both inherent stack-
the IMP used to deposit the (Hg,Zn)Te in this ing disorders and interfacial problems are appar-
instance. ent. Figs. 3a and 3b show XTEM micrographs of

Conversely, for growth on a {III)B GaAs sub- such a superlattice on (001)GaAs taken from the
strate, the ZnTe buffer is found to contain a high near surface and interfacial regions respectively.
density of twin lamellae lying parallel to the sub- Fig. 3a shows remanant flocular contrast indica-
strate (Fig. 2b), while the (Hg,Zn)Te epilayer tive of the multilayer growth process (period = 40
contains double positioning twins. This type of A), but the layers closer to the interface which
defect microstructure is similar to that originally has been maintained at elevated temperature for
characterised for the (Hg,Cd)Te/(III)B CdTe longer have completely interdiffused (Fig. 3b). A
system [7]. The predisposition of ZnTe and CdTe very high density of planar defects emanate from
to twin is an example of an inherent materials this interface. Additionally, it is apparent that
problem dominating microstructure, and (111} there is some amorphous phase at the interface
CdTe lamellae may form parallel to a variety of (5 to 10 A thick), and even though the epilayer is
substrates [8]. In addition, the introduction of tailored to lattice match the substrate this can no
double positioning twins (particularly within Hg- longer be regarded as a lattice matched system. It
rich tellurides on {I I1B substrates), leads to the is important to note that the (001) GaAs sub-
formation of irregular lateral twin boundaries ly- strate has imposed an (001) oriented cubic lattice
ing approximately perpendicular to the epilayer/ on the epilayer regardless of this interfacial layer,
substrate interface and, while being an interface as compared with similar layers grown on {III}B
nucleated feature, may still be regarded as being substrates which are {IIIM B oriented, hexagonal
an inherent materials problem of the (Hg,Cd, and highly faulted [41. The formation of this cubic
Zn)Te system. phase of (Cd,Zn)S might be effected by local

breaks in the amorphous phase leading to seed-
3.2. CdS II (CdZn)S superlattices on (OOI)GaAs ing of epilayer growth, or by registration of the

overlying atoms with the substrate in which case
Examination of CdS Ii(Cd,Zn)S and (Cd,Zn)S the interfacial layer forms later by interdiffusion.

IIZnS superlattices on (001)GaAs substrates pro- There is no firm evidence for either mechanism
vides a more complex example of microstructural as yet. The former mechanism would imply that

Fig. 3. High resolution micrographs of a CdSIICd1 1 ZnOIS superlattice on ((Xll)GaAs showing (a) remanant flocular Contrast
indicative of the multilayer deposition process (period = 40 A) and (W) inclined stacking disorder and amorphous interfacial phase.
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cr interesting to note that the 90' dislocations to the
right of SFI are located one atomic plane above
those to the left which is indicative of the pres-
ence of an interfacial step at the stacking fault
nucleus. Conventional TEM images of the same
structure, however, illustrate the high threading

Fig. 4. High resolution micrograph showing CdTe/(0)t1)GaAs dislocation density above this interface [12]. The
showing interfacial dislocation content and inclined stacking application of strained layer superlattices to re-
faults.

duce threading dislocation densities in such highly
lattice mismatched systems has had limited suc-

these are growth related stacking disorders, which cess [13], with typical factors of 2-3 improvement
form during lateral overgrowth on the amorphous having little impact on threading dislocation den-
interfacial layer, rather than being stress induced sities of the order of 10)- 10" cm (in view of
features (i.e. deformation related) and part of device requirements which may be less than 105

some relaxation accommodation process, and cm-2). Conversely, the growth of HgTc based
hence this microtwinning is still fundamentally an compounds onto CdTe buffer layers grown on
inherent materials problem. (101)GaAs is remarkably effective at filtering out

The problem of interfacial phase formation is
found for a variety of II-VI/ III-V systems, with
the formation of some III.-VI3 compound, par-
ticularly with excess group VI overpressure [9,10].
However, Fig. 3b demonstrates that this may not
be a simple, well defined crystallographic phase.
In this instance the ternary layer was initially
deposited with all three species being introduced
simultaneously into the reactor, corresponding to
conditions of excess group VI species. It is possi-
ble that initial deposition conditions under condi-
tions of excess group 1I species before reverting
to excess group VI conditions for improved growth -
might alleviate this problem.

3.3. CdTe / (001) GaAs

The (001)CdTe/(001)GaAs system which has V
a 14.6 c1 lattice misfit is an case of lattice relax-
ation dominating epilayer defect microstructure.
A well defined interface comprising 90' and 60'
misfit dislocations, with the occasional presence
of an inclined stacking fault (Fig. 4). the forma-
tion of which is considered to be related to local
variation in the density of 60' dislocations and
Lomer-Cottrell locks, the relative proportion of
which leads to local CdTe misorientation which
in turn introduces interfacial stresses which are GaAs
relieved by stacking fault formation [I I]. An extra Fig. 5. Conventional TEM micrograph showing banding and

600 dislocation at the interface is associated with facetling of the advancing growth front within ('d•,,Zn 0,uTc/
each stacking fault as would be expected, and it is Oil KiaAs.
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threading dislocations [12], with glide of thread- sity of planar defects in the epilayer. Dimorphism
ing dislocations to provide misfit segments follow- is controlled by substrate orientation and faulting
ing the Matthews-Blakeslee mechanism. The is enhanced within Cd rich alloys or superlattices.
plastic nature of the epilayer and the weak Hg-Te In view of the instabilities and consequent intro-
bond promote Hg cross-diffusion and combine to duction of stacking disorders, high mole fractions
form a graded or vertically distributed interface, of cadmium are considered to be deleterious for

Il-VI heteroepitaxy. CdTe and (Cd,Zn)Te/
3.4. (Cd, Zn)Te/ (OOl)GaAs (001)GaAs exhibit microstructures which are

dominated by a half loop mechanism for relief of
The (Cd,Zn)Te/(001)GaAs system exhibits a misfit strain. An example of compositional band-

distribution of threading dislocations similar to ing within Cdn,,,Zn 1., 1Te/(00I)GaAs due to
that of CdTe/(001)GaAs. But in low Zn content faulty growth control is also given. Strict control
material grown by MOVPE there is also the over source purity and alkyl development to facil-
problem of banding whereby striations within the itate deposition at temperatures comparable to
growth front may be observed, as illustrated by MBE are necessary steps for continued progress.
the CdO.,,Zn, ( 0Te/GaAs sample shown in Fig. and the challenge still remains for the II-VI
5. This effect arises due to the non uniform community to accommodate or eradicate struc-
supply of precursor species to the growth surface, tural problems if reproducible. reliable emitter
indicative of either fluctuating substrate tempera- and detector device structures are to reach the
ture or of too low a carrier gas flow rate through commercial environment. The diversity of lI-
the Zn bubbler, leading to pulsing of the Zn alkyl VI/GaAs heteroepitaxial systems ensures that
into the reactor. The striations also reveal the the initial factors in the generation of microstruc-
faceting of the advancing growth front in this tural defects in these films will be equally diverse.
instance. This effect is related to growth tempera-
ture and occurs due to competition between de-
veloping (Ill) facets on the (001) growth surface 5. Acknowledgements
and desorption, and as a consequence (411) or
(511) facets may form, for example. With thanks to P.A. Clifton, H.AI Allak and

M.Y. Simmons for provision of samples.
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Abstract

Ultrahigh vacuum-cleaved and as-grown surfaces of CdSc single crystals were investigated by scanning tunneling
microscopy. The single crystals were grown by Reynolds-Green method. Striations and terrace-step structure have
been found. The surface atomic geometry was found and investigated. The (11I0) face geometry (structure formed
by elementary cell of ).75 x 0.7 nmr2 ) as well as other type structures (e.g.. 2.1 x 0.75 nmn elementary' cell) hac been
determined. The variations of the band gap at the surface have been found. The band values in the range 2.(-2.6 CV
on a cleaved surface and 1. 1-2.1) eV on an as-gro%,n surface were measured and explained as being the influence of
surface relaxation and gas adsorption.

1. Introduction investigate more complicated compounds, II-VI
type particularly. On the one hand. this is due to

Study of the surface atomic geometry depen- difficulties obtaining good surface quality and on
dence on characteristic parameters of the bulk the other hand rather great problems are caused
bonding and the surface reconstruction at cleav- by higher resistivity of materials. However. as
age faces or under influence of adsorbed (de- Il-VI compounds and particularly CdSe have
posited) atoms has been a major topic in surface interesting surface properties, as optical nonlin-
science for decades. The invention of the scan- carities, sensitivity to different gases and cspe-
ning tunneling microscope (STM) has made it cially complicated nature of initial growth of epi-
possible to observe material structure on the taxial layers, the attempt to study surface atomic
atomic scale. These investigations have been geometries of CdSc single crystal has been per-
mostly performed on silicon, gallium arsenide and formed in the present work.
related compounds, but STM is rarely used to As it is known, the (1010) and (1120) cleavage

faces are usual for wurtzitc-structure materials.
Some fragmentary low energy electron diffraction
data have been reported in the literature and

Corresponding author, some data about surface relaxation have been
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obtained [1-41. Also. striations. dislocation kinks The sample face therefore was terrace-like. The
and stacking faults are found by means of optical accuracy of adjustment of the tip on the surface
and high resolution electron microscopy [5,01. spot wais had( and it created problem,. idcntitxing

Some attempts to Study CdSe surface by means the surface face.
of the STM have been performed in [7]. but ats far Surface images. wxithi different spatial rcsolu-
as -we know the present paper is the first presen- tion have been obtuincd and spectroscopic inca-
tation of the surface atomic ge ,ometry of this type surý incrnts hate been performed. I-ourier analysis
of' crystal. The CdS crystals have been investi- and regular noise filtering have h~napplied to
gated by injection luminescence wvith the STNM. the experimental data. Two ty Ipes of noise have
but atomic resolution hats not been reached 18]. been found: connected to the v'ibration spectrum

Different methods of CdSc crystal growth are in the equILipment (at bit less than 501 14z,) ancd
known and they strongly influence the crystal electrical circuit noise of 5(1 and 1001 [1'. The
tualit\. As it hats been found earlier, investigating resistivity of the crystal uinder investigation condi-

excitOn spectra and Hall mobility. crystals of tions was approximatch, 2(10 1) cm.
hghelr (quality arc those grown from the vapor Tw\o types of surface.. haxe been imxestigated:
phiase [l)]. Crystals grown by 1 the Reynolds-Green (at) high vacuum cleaved and (h) "as-grown" er\s,
me~thod are of the bulk type: the\- can be easily tal facc.
cleas ed and this is the reason for investigating
hemi in this wsork. Prelimina rv results of meci-

SUrements arc preCsenlted in ref. [101~. lProblems of' 3. Results and discussion
the surface imaige anakxsis are concerned with the
rather gea~t nloise,, but Lltlite c,,ident Surfaice pat- The m iin pictureý of at rat her flat surfaice is
terns liavc been obtained for somec sample areas. showvn in Fig. 1. The striations are seen \er\ el

('lear evidence of lie at oniic scale reso lutit b and
of the noise are seen in different areas wsith

2. Experiment different sharpness. As it hats been found] fromv
the Fourier transform of the imiage. thle tperiodic-

I he expewrimnilt wa,ýs performed tin an ultrahiigh
\;iLciiiim S ,xStemn with a base prcssure of approxi-
nilitcl\ I ,t M"'I orr in wshich anl Omnicronl S.I
haid been inicorporated. [he SITi images were . -

.iC(Jtiircd ss ith lCtICCOChemiicall ec1hed wndlgStcn .

tips,. 1 hie tip w~as icmt rolled h% imlaLing of' the -~

well-know il Si( II11) 7 x7 surface. w hich %kas also -

used fill the S.M calib~ration. I'li,- silver paste *-

annealed atl 1501 C temperature was used as theS
ohmiic type haick -Collt ct. --

-Ihle investigaited crystals have been grown by
rccrxstalli,/ition at at temperature of 1413-141S
K. with the excess component controlled by the
cold" end of' the ampouile (733 K), and cooled -

dwn iLip to roomn temperature during, 201 Ii. The
crs stal tindmer investigation hits been preliminary
notched by at wire Saw\% and then cleaved with it
knife inl high Vacuum. T[he Main Surface plain hats
been found lo be (1121) (1 auic method has been
usecd). but also striat ions that couild contain at
11010)1 face have been seen by the microscope. :ivm. I umuin St NIm ig tit tile ct~ial,utxrtfacc.
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itý ,I' the lattice corresponds to the lattice con- shown in Fig. 2. As the structure of the image is
stani.. (characteristic periods) Close to 0.7. (0.75. not seen very distinctly on the picture. small
0.4 and 0.3 rim. Also some larger periods, equal circles were drawn to clear up the atomic geome-
to about 1.0 nn (accuracy of' all thcese values was try (as it was seen on the computer screen). The
uip to 0.05) or more. v.t're found. Large periods distances between atoms and their positions cor-
are SUPPOso.1 to be nlor6 patterns generated by respond to the ( 1150) face of the cr-ystal in some
the noise and the crNxsta; structure, and some of surface areas. In these places, atoms arc at the
them were easily evaluated. It is difficult to sepa- edges of a rectangular with sides equal to 01.7 nm
rate the nioire pattern and the influence of stria- along the c-axis and 0.75 nm perpendicular to it
tion. Both can cause irregularity of pattern niodu- (accuracy of values was 0.0)1 nm) with one atom
lation. If' thle filtering of the image was performed shifted out of the rectangular center perpendicu-
at different areas of !he image, similar patterns lar to the c-axis. As it was found in the LELD
vwere obtained, experiments [ 1 -41. reconstruction of' the ( 112(YO

In the imnages in which we succeeded to clear face was absent and this type of atomic &eomctry
uip thle best atomic geometry pictures, af distribu- is demonstrated in Figs. 2a and 2b. Other atomlic
tion of atomns in rowvs directed perpendicular to geometries were found in images too. The most
the crystal c-axis hats been found. Two images are typical of them have at distance equal to the triple

7!N .

Fig 2 Ifigh resoluioirn S I M imige' ofn the surt mu. drci. (it). f)oic''mu-(diii 1Me ~On3mI PIiWimmC,: (Cn). (d) top 60%'. Fhen image Im,;hmili d n
"i dih airen cqlua it, 0,.1 nni - 7 imn mid 8,7 imn . '.4 nrn m (it) immd (1)). rcspnctii~ch. I-li nuimbet~r, ,honkti oni ihe picattc kikplam ine
dmli nmce in nallomnleci,
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(a)

Fig. 3. 'Funnel current (a) and its derivative (h) versus voltage of cleaved surface in different areas marked by numbers.

lattice constant. The terrace steps can be recog- Spectroscopical measurements showed a larger
nized in Fig. 2a. but it is necessary to perform band gap than in the crystal bulk (Fig. 3). with
more detailed investigations of cleaved surfaces values in the range of 2.0-2.6 eV. This could be a
to clear up the nature of the different atom result of two circumstances: (I) at a surface, a
geometries. cation and an anion bonds are tilted outward and

The images presented above were acquired inward (due to surface relaxation, i.e. deforma-
probing empty crystal states. The resolution of tion. influence on effective band state density
filled states has been worse, but the atom geomne- versus energy), respectively [4]. and therefore the
tty and terraces have been found to be similar to measured gap has to be larger than in an unre-
those in the previous case. laxed lattice: (2) the high resistivity of the crystal

. I' -b

(a)

SL t, Iutae l ru r e n ) ln t aea m

F"ig. 4. luwncel c'urrent (il) n . Irl ts dCTrI%,;JiIV' (11) %,trsu~,. %olltlgetit• as.-gro'wr surla'ce in different anrea% malrked by nlumber%,.
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Abstract

Coherent insertions of ZnTe submonolavers and dots in a CdTc matrix have been fabricated by molecular beam
epitaxy. The realization of such ultra-small systems is conditioned by monitoring the two-dimensional growth on
exactly (tM)D oriented substrates or viCinal surfaces. High resolution X-ray diffraction data show that the interfaces
of the clusters are in perfect register with the surrounding material despite the 6.5"t' lattice mismatch betwccn ZnTe
and CdTe. Finite size effects arc proposed to explain the partial relaxation of the strain of the ZnTc insertions. The
short range isoiectronic potential introduces considerable perturbation in the electronic band structure of the
superlattices. Light hole exciton trapping by ZnTc dots is experimentally observed. This effect is well described
qualitatively by the envelope function model. As the lateral size of ZnTe islands can be made larger than the exciton
Bohr radius by changing the growth conditions, discrete fluctuations of ZnTc thickness are observed. Disorder
induced localization resulting from the breaking of the translational symmetry by the dots is proposed to explain the
multiple cxcitonic lines observed in the optical spectra of superlatticcs incorporating fractional monolaycrs of ZnTe.

1. Introduction (ii) Electronic properties. The short range poten-
tial of the impurity sheets modifies the band

The development of modern vapor phase epi- structure by introducing carrier localization or
taxy techniques allows one to engineer quantum scattering depending on the nature of the pertur-
devices and heterostructures on a subnanometer bation Ill. Ordered pseudo-alloy can be synthc-
scale. Coherent insertion of monolaycrs or sub- sized by introducing, for example. monolayers of
monolayers of isoelectronic impurities is then Zni'e in Cd'Fe. This could decrease the potential
possible in order to modify the band structure of fluctuations if lateral thickness variations and in-
electronic materials at a high level of accuracy. tcrfacial roughness are mastered. The introduc-
Numerous potential applications have been pro- lion of spatially localized perturbations can also
posed for this technique in the field of semicon- be used to probe the electron or hole wavefunc-
ductor materials science: tions in a quantum well 12] and to study exciton
(i) hiterfaces studies. The inserted monolayers localization or scattering.
decorate the growing surface and strongly en- (iii) Low-dimensional s'stems. If the lateral sizes
hance the chemical (Hg in CdTc) or lattice mis- of the islands are controlled, wires and dots can
match (Zn in CdTe) contrast for X-ray diffraction be fabricated by depositing fractional monolayers.
(XRD) and transmission electron microscopy (irown on flat surfaces, the island structures
(TEM) studies of the interfacial roughness. should be random with a distribution depending
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X-rays diffraction data of strained superlattices
incorporating 0).3 to 3 monolayers (ML) of ZnTe.
The role of interdiffusion, roughness and strain
field on compositional profile will be discussed.
In particular, the partial relaxation of highly
strained ZnTe microclusters or rough layers due
to their finite size has been considered. The

ool i electronic properties of these superlattices are
studied by different optical methods including
photoluminescence, excitation spectroscopy, re-

lio flectivity and piezomodulated reflectance which
identify light and heavy hole excitons. The exci-

te 110 ton motion is shown to be strongly affected by the

in-plane potential. The particular band structure
C of CdTe/ZnTe heterostructures makes this po-

tential attractive for light holes, but repulsive for
heavy holes and electrons. Light hole exciton
localization by ZnTe dots of various sizes is ob-

i i 100110 served.

Fig. 1. Sketch of ZnTe islands (shadowed area) grown on 2. Molecular beam epitaxy of ZnTe monolayers
various ((NIl) surface and terrace configurations. (a) Nominal
surface with random 2!) islands. (b) Vicinal surface tilted
towards ( I l l) with one dominant step configuration and ZnTe The samples are grown by conventional MBE
wires running along (Hll)). (c) Vicinal surface tilted towards on CdTe and Cd1 .157Znn1 n3Tc (0(11) substrates.
(I()1) with steps running equally along ( 110) and (I 10). The They are either nominally (001) ( ± 0.2°) or mis-
ZnTe dots are formed bh nucleation at the two step edges of oriented by 2' ( + 0.20) towards [100]. For the
the terraces. vicinal surfaces, the terrace configuration result-

ing from the miscut angle would consist of two
adjacent stair cases of steps along the [ 10)] and
[110] directions (see Fig. Ic).

on the growth conditions. Grown on vicinal sur- After degassing and surface stabilization under
faces with ordered kinks and terraces, a self- cation flux, RHEED oscillations are recorded on
organized array of dots or wires could be formed, a short period (5 ML/5 ML) superlattice CdTc/
as shown in Fig. I [3]. CdZnTe. This calibration run is performed under

The aim of this paper is to understand how to experimental conditions identical to those used
get. by molecular beam epitaxy. monolayers and for the growth of the superlattices (SLs) with the
submonolayers of the isoelectronic impurity Zn in ZnTe insertions. The ZnTe growth rate is given
a (k'dlc matrix. Knowledge of the parameters of a with l[)-l accuracy by the difference between the
2D growth (surface diffusion and mobility, growth deposition rate of CdTe and CdZnTe. The thick-
interruptions, atomic exchange reaction on the ness ratio of the CdTe and ZnTe layers is chosen
surface, etc.) is essential for the control of inter- such as to maintain the SL commensurate with
face morphology. Some of them are obtained the CdZnTc substrate, whose lattice parameter
from RItEED oscillations of the specular beam lies in between that of the two binaries [4]. The
intensity on nominal and vicinal ((XII) surfaces of strain symmetrization which results from this
(CdTc and ZnTc. The crystalline quality of the choice allows growth of a thick (1 Am) superlat-
structure, as well as the total amount of Zn tice with an average deformation close to zero
incorporated. arc obtained from high resolution avoiding the creation of extended defects.
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Tlhe ('dTc lavecrs are grwn under Cd excess a b

and arc followed by the deposition of monolayer
or submonolaver of ZnTc. This is followed by a " 360

growth interruption, which cannot be performed
Linder Cd or Zn excess because that would mod- W CdTe

ify the total amount of Zn by the exchange reac- r
tion between Cd and Zn atoms [5]. A short growth - 340 •
interruption under vacuum is thus performed in-- "
order to allow surface rearrangement. For growth E
on nominal surfaces, one expects a random distri-_
bution of 2D islands (Fig. la) but on vicinal 3.0

surfaces an ordered array of microclusters can be ZnTe
obtained by aggregation at step edges or kinks if 10 -

mobility is high enough. Depending on the mis-
orientation axis, wires should be obtained for a

[1101 rotation axis (Fig. Ib) or dots for a [100] 300 1.5 1L55 1.6 165

direction (Fig. 1c). It• 103 i -(K)
To determine the condition for the growth to

occur by step propagation, the surface diffusion Fig. 2. (a) RIIEED oscillations recorded at different substrate

length of Te atoms has been measured on vicinal tempneratures (TI) during the growth of CdTe on a (WOu) ('dTe

surfaces by observing the temperature depen- surface tilted 20 towards (I1M). (h) Arrhenius piot of the
dence of the disappearance of the RHEED oscil- surface diffusion coefficient of Te atoms on CdTe and ZnTe

dsurfaces, measured from the disappearance of the RIIEED

lations [6]. The critical temperature (T,) corre- oscillations.
sponds to the transition from 2D nucleation on
terraces (with RHEED oscillations) to step flow
mode (no RHEED oscillations). Then one as- a severe limitation to the interface morphology.
sumes that at T, = T., the diffusion length (La) The interdiffusion coefficient of CdTc/CdZnTe
will be equal to the terrace length (90 A for a 20 interfaces has been measured as D - 114 exp
miscut) with a lifetime T=NF-1, where N, is (-2.5 eV/kT) [7]. At 330'C this gives an intrinsic
the surface site density and F the arrival rate of coefficient for Zn diffusion of 1i0-t cnk'/s which
atoms per unit surface area [6]. Then the surface corresponds to an abruptnes of ± 1 monolayer.
difftsion coefficient 1), = L2)17 can be measured The sharpness of the interfa could be improved
by varying the growth rate and the substrate by using a higher miscut ang -. The critical tem-
temperature 7T. An example of such measure- perature would be lower, m zing the interdiffu-
ment of the disappearance of RHEED oscilla- sion contribution negligible.
tions is shown in Fig. 2a for CdTe ((W)O misori-
ented toward (00)I with a CdTe flux set at 0.75
ML/s. Fig. 2b shows the Arrhenius plot of D, 3. X-ray diffraction charactewization
versus T,. for CdTe and ZnTe growth. Activation
energies of 1.6 + 0.3 and 2 ± 0.3 eV are obtained The structural parameter of the superlattices
for CdTe and ZnTe surfaces, respectively. This are deduced from X-ray dif'raction (XRD) data
difference reflects more or less the difference in which can be used to analyse layers having a
the cohesive energy of the two materials. These thickness of I ML or less, provided the chemical
data lead to a growth temperature of 330-340'C, or lattice constant contrast is high. Integral struc-
for preferential nucleation at step edges, with a tural information is then obtained such as the
typical growth rate of 0.4 M L/s for CdTe and 0.1 total amount of Zn per inserted pl' ne, the strain
ML/s for ZnTe. and the thickness of each layer an I the state of

At such a temperature, interdiffusion could be coherence with the substrate.
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a I. ML ZnTh o _.s.,t Table I
"Structural parameters of CdTe/ZnTe superlattices: the first

two columns correspond to the nominal thickness of ('dTe
and ZnTc in number of monolayers. deduced from RHEEI)

.5 oscillations: the other three columns give the parameters
measured from X-ray diffraction. P is the period of the
superlattice: all the samples are grown at 280TC. except sam-

fbI J5MLpie Z 648 grown at 220TC and Z 682 grown at 3(KY"C

cc N(CdTe) N(ZnTe) P (A) N(CdTe) N(ZnTe)

S682 14 0.5 46.6 13.8+0.5 0.4 +11.05
0 substiaj Z 587 27 I %.7 27 +1 0.8 +01.1

C Z 648 28 1 M11i 30 + 1 110.03 + 0.05
te 2ML Z671 35 1.5 117.7 35 +1 1.4 +0.1

".77 Z 562 60 2 191.7 58 + I 1.7 -(0.1

0 + sulAMW.ae

id (it = 6, 7) are routinely obtained. In Fig. 4 we
compare the experimental pattern with the corn-

-7 +6i puter simulation of a CdTe/ZnTc superlattice
with nominal value of I + 0.15 ML of ZnTe as

25.3 28.45 31. deduced from RHEED oscillations. As a result of

S(degrees) the large mismatch between ZnTe and the
CdZnTe substrate the zero-order peak position is

Fig. 3. (4191) X-ray diffraction diagram of CdTe/ ZnTe super-
latticcs Aith different ZnTc layer thicknesses. The superlat-
tice parameters are given in Table I. 0 l rte I

The diagrams are recorded in the 0-20 mode .2 .2

around the (0W4) reflection. Large angular scans 3 +4

are possible with a resolution of 10 arc sec and a
dynamic range of 10i-1W. The XRD diagrams w• IMLZnT

are simulated in the kinematical approximation. i b
Fig. 3 shows the diagrams obtained on CdTc/

ZnTe superlatticcs with different ZnTe layer I I 1.I i
thicknesses. The parameters of these SLs are 4:2
summarized in Table I. The CdTe layer thick- 5 11) Z.zr

nesses have been adjusted to maintain coherence
with the Cd, ,TZn, ,,Te substrate. This is con-
firmed by the small splitting between the sub-
strate peak and the zcro-order peak of the SL V.L(Wa T,

(this peak gives the average lattice parameter of ,
the SL along the growth direction). The equality
of the two lattice constants ensures the absence
of any lattice mismatch relaxation. The diagrams 2.6 2,2)3 2.45 •.$ .11
show highly resolved SL satellites with a small

background coming from diffusion on structural o (degrees)
imperfections. FWHMs varying from 21) to 30 arc Fig 4. Comparison of the experimental and calculated X-ra%

sec for the first order peaks (in • 3, 4), then diffraction patterns of a 30 Mi. UdTcil ML ZnTe. Tht'

increasing to 90- 150 arc see for higher orders calculated diagrams are obtained for different Zn contents.
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extremely sensitive to the total amount of Zn per close to I0 [131. This means that I ML high
period. While not clearly seen in Fig. 4 due to the islands extenu laterally over 20-30 A. Some of
too wide angular scan, the zero-order peak posi- the optical data presented in the next section
tion cannot be fitted with the nominal value of I indicate also the presence of homogeneously dis-
ML of ZnTe, but instead by taking 0.65 + 0.05 tributed islands with a lateral size smaller than
ML of ZnTe. In the calculation the fractional the exciton Bohr radius which is equal to 70 A in
layers are represented by an integral monolayer CdTe bulk materials. In this scheme, the extra
of equiva!ent Cd, , ZnTe alloys. This assump- relaxation we observe for complete monolayers (it
tion will be valid for a random distribution of has also been observed for InGaAs/GaAs [121)
islands with small lateral extension. For superlat- originates presumably from the surface roughness
tices grown below 280'C where surface migration of the CdTc layers, which arc not sufficiently
is limited, this approximation is probably correct, smoothed at 28 0 'C by the growth interruption.
As shown in Table I. the ZnTe insertion presents and also from the ZnTc growth mode which
a deformation systematically 20-4017 below that favors island formation.
expected from elasticity theory for the amount of
Zn measured from the RHEED oscillations.

While it is clear that measurement errors 4. Investigation of quantum size effect and exci-
( It- 15C%) contribute to this difference, the ex- ton localization by ZnTe dots
perimental data seem to indicate a partial relax-
ation of the strain of the ZnTe islands or layers. The CdTe/Cd, ,Zn,Te quantum structures
Strain mapping along the growth direction ob- exhibit a particular valence band alignment
tained by analysing high resolution electron mi- strongly dependent on the strain state of each
crographs also shows a partial relaxation of ZnTe constituent [141. Light holes are generally con-
layers, which has been attributed to some Zn fined in the barrier, which arc in tensile strain.
segregation [10]. While we cannot discard this while heavy holes and electrons are localized in
interpretation, we must also consider the possibil- the CdTe wells (unstrained or in compression).
ity of a reduction of the stress energy in strained Then one expects that ZnTe inserted in a CdTc
systems of finite size. such as islands or rough matrix will act as an attractive potential for light
layers [II]. Indeed. for an infinitely flat ZnTe holes, but repulsive for heavy holes and electrons
layer, the biaxial stress imposed by the substrate (see the insert of Fig. 5b). A fundamental ques-
lattice parallel to the interface results in a per- tion is the actual nature of the potential which
fectly tetragonal distortion. However, if the source must be chosen to describe the ZnTc insertion
of strain is reduced to finite lateral extent by correctly. The best approach is the atomistic
forming islands or by surface corrugation. first model developed by Miider and Baldercschi [151.
the strain field will propagate inside the sur- They used empirical tight binding (ETB) calcula-
rounding matrix with a chbracteristic length com- tions adapted from those developed to treat iso-
parable to the source dimension and, secondly, electronic impurity centres in bulk materials [16].
the ZnTc cluster deformation will he less than Another approach has been used to describe
expected for a pure tetragonal distortion. Such an optical data for InAs in GaAs [17]. It uses the
effect has been observed recently during the envelope function model (EFM) and. surprisingly.
growth of InGaAs on GaAs [121. In this particu- gives I Lsults for ground states comparable to ETB
lar case the relaxation takes place essentially at calculations. Possible explanations for the puz-
the free edges of the surface islands. When the zling agreement despite the limitations of the
microclusters are embedded in a matrix the relax- EFM at the one monolayer scale is that the
ation is probably more isotropic. effective potential given by the overlap of the

Preliminary calculations made by taking ellip- squared wavefunctions of the carriers and the
soidal ZnTc clusters indicate that 25"( of strain short-range perturbation is generally small. Then
relaxation is expected for an ellipsoidal c/a ratio the ground state wave function of the localized
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latter being indirect" in the sense that electron
E^_ and light hole are spatially separated [19]. How-

1.62 - .. ever, the Coulomb interaction and the large prob-
-~ e,, E,L, ability of finding the light hole in the CdTc layers

makes the el, transition quasi-direct.

1.60- e.h, Fig. 5a shows the variation of the EH, and
"a ELI interband transitions (they differ from the

eh, and ell, excitonic lines by the exciton bind-
I 'ing energy) calculated for a SL containing 30 ML

Z ¶ j. thick CdTe wells separated by ZnTe layers with
30 LE .thicknesses varying between 0 and 3 ML. The SLS - -"is coherently grown on a Cd,., ,Zn ,,Tc substrate

>20 ,oLwhich lifts valence band degeneracy of CdTe by
E H, an amount mHL-1. meV. The initial blue

oi0 . b shift of the two transitions results from the pro-
I " I I gressive decoupling of the electron states when

1 2 3 the effective barrier potential increases. Above I
monolayers ML of ZnTe. the stabilization and then the red

Fig. 5. Effect of the ZnTe layer thickness on (a) the calculated shift of the EL, transitions result from the en-
hand gaps Et 11, and EtL, and the experimental excitonic hancement of the localization of light holes states
transitions. cI h, and eIl 1 . and (b) the calcull -ed and experi-
mental localization energies ( E11) of the I it holes states. by the ZnTc wells. The experimental values of
The superlattices are grown on Cd_,,-Zn,,,Te substrates and the ellI and e h, exciton energies are also re-
the ('dTe well thickness is 3(0 ML. ported. They were obtained from the reflectivity

spectra shown in Fig. 6. Piezomodulated re-
flectance was used to identify light and heavy

carriers can be represented by a hydrogenoid hole excitons [20]. As predicted by the calcula-
function a _' e ": and the ground state energy tions, we clearly observe the decrease of the
will not be sensitive to the shape of the potential energy separation M(eth,. e, 1 ) between light and
as long as the spatial extension of the perturba- heavy hole exciton. A good fit of the absolute
tion is much smaller than the carrier Bohr radius energy of the transitions is also obtained by tak-
a. ing exciton binding energies Ell = E 2 14

In the following we will use the EFM by as- meV. Fig. 5b shows the plot of the calculated and
suming a periodic sequence of square well poten- experimental binding energies (E1 ,',) of the light
tials given by the band discontinuity of the con- hole ground state as a function of Zn coverage.
stituents [18]. Then the barrier height for clec- E,,I is measured from the top of the valence band
trons. heavy hole and light hole are respectively of the barrier and is given by
551. 112 and 228 mcV. taking a chemical valence
band (offset olf 5"i and an al/a, ratio equal to 2 EU.-' = 5(e h e. c1 l ) + MHL + - H,
(a, and a, arc the hydrostatic deformation po-
tentials of the conduction and valence band). where t1 , is the heavy hole confinement energy.
Non-integer ZnTe layers arc represented by a 6E'" the difference between light and heavy
complete layer of the equivalent alloy. This "mean hole exciton binding energy, 6HL the heavy-light
field" approximation is valid as long as excitons hole splitting in CdTc and ii(c 1 1. eh,) the en-
can average the potential fluctuations over dis- ergy separation between light and heavy excitonic
tances comparable to their Bohr radius. The cxci- transitions. EU,,' depends on the chemical valence
ton binding energy El1x is calculated within the band offset aVl,, and reasonable agreement be-
EFM and shows very similar values for the heavy tween experiment and calculation is obtained for
hole eh, and light hole ell, excitons, despite the a ratio AVtx,/iEg - 5-101%.
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RC CdTe layers. For sample (a), we observe three

tL lines which fall close to the expected position of
1 ML the eh, excitons for 1. 2 and 3 ML of ZnTe. For

the light hole exciton e~l,, which is very close toI the CdTe substrate signal, only one line is de-
I tected. This is not surprising because, as shown in

I Fig. 6a, the e 1l, line does not shift for ZnTe
" - 0.5 thickness varying between I and 2 ML. The ob-

5 0.5 ML servation of multiple peaks at positions corre-
sponding to integral numbers of ZnTe monolay-

S! " ers is characteristic of a smooth interface with
ZnTe islands larger than the exciton Bohr radius
[21].

For sample (b) with 0.5 ML of ZnTe. a veryS~0 ML
e,l1 different spectrum is obtained. The calculated

eh, Sub positions of the el 1 and cth, transition for 0. 0.5
and I ML ZnTe insertion are indicated. Contrary
to sample (a). we observe several discrete lines

EE ( (,•, which span the whole energy range expected for

Fig. 6. 1.8 K reflectivity spectra obtained on CdTre layers with ±0.5 ML fluctuations. This spectacular effect
insertions of 0, 0.7 and I ML of ZnTe grown at 280'C on could result from a disorder-induced localization
('d,-Zn, ,Te substrates. The undulations observed on the of carriers where the superlattice extended states
sample without ZnTe insertion are the results of the quantiza-
tion of the free exciton motion along the growth axis. The
whole "superlattice' (without internal barriers) acts as a
single quantum well.

e, , 0 1

mb
These experimental data show a monotonicb

variation of El' for fractional monolayers with
sharp (I 1 meV) excitonic transitions eh, and
el[. This confirms the 'mean field" approxima-
tion where the fluctuations are efficiently aver- S,
aged. This means that for these superlattices eth,
which were grown below 280'C, the island size a
(L,) is smaller than the exciton Bohr radius (at).
In the opposite case (L, >> aB) one expects to I S
observe multiple peaks with transition corre-
sponding to the insertion of zero, I or possibly 2
ML.

Fig. 7 shows the reflectivity spectra obtained 3 21 1 3

for samples grown on CdTe (00)) vicinal surfaces e1 I, e~h,
at 340 'C. As shown in section 2, this condition ....
corresponds to a higher surface mobility of atoms " e1Y '• t ''

and under these conditions an efficient coales- &, ý "'0,-,
cence of the ZnTe clusters is expected. Sample Fig. 7. 1.8 K reflectivity spectra obtained on (dTe layers with

(a) incorporates sheets of ZnTc with a nominal 10.5 and 2 M[. ZnTe insertion grown at 340'C on (dTe vicinal
surfaces. The expected positio-.s of the light (el 1) and hcasx

thickness of 2 ML and for sample (b), 0.5 ML of (e,h,) excitons for different thickness configurations of the
ZnTe has been deposited in between 3(1 ML thick ZnTe insertions are shown in the figure.
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are replaced by spatially localized levels 122]. This which can be an important limiting factor. does
leads to several recombination lines correspond- not seriously affect the morphology of CdTe/
ing to differen' disorder configurations along the ZnTe interfaces. Partial strain relaxation of ZnTc
growth direction. The observation of this effect dots due to finite size effets is proposed as an
also requires laige ZnTe islands resulting in a explanation of the discrepancy between the inca-
lateral modulation of the wavefunction. If we surements of Zn content by X-rays data and
consider the case of electron states, in absence of RHEED oscillations.
disorder, the CdTe well states are strongly cou- The localization of light hole excitons bv ZnTe
pled through the (1.5 ML ZnTe barrier. A mini- dots and planes has been observed in various
band is formed with a width -A 30 meV. and superlattice configurations. The ZnTe layers or
states are delocalized over the whole structure. submonolayers act as quantum wells for light
However, the I ML high ZnTc islands are ran- holes and thus confirm the band alignment of the
domly distributed in the plane of the la ers, which CdTe/ZnTe interface now widely accepted: a
creates a disorder along the growth diiection. As chemical valence band offset betwccn 5il and
a first approximation, this disorder I' corresponds lt)9ý with type I alignment for electrons and
to local fluctuations of I to 0 ML; thus I'= 10 heavy holes and type It for electrons and light
meV (this is the difference in the electron con- holes. The exciton localization results first from
fincment energy for CdTe wells of 30 ML and 601 the capture of the light hole by the short range
ML). The electrons states are approximatively potential of the dots, and then an electron is
localized on a distance scale (../[')L, - 2-3 L,, bound by the Coulomb field of the hole. The
where L, is the CdTe thickness, and no cx- binding energy and the spatial extension of these
tended states can exist. Similar effects are also excitons remain bulk-like, but the response of the
expected for light hole states. On the contrary. system depends on the 2D nature of the isolec-
for samples with a high density of small ZnTe tronic potential. For pseudo-smooth interfaces
islands (such as the samples grown at low temper- we can define a mean potential with a strength
ature), the potential fluctuations are now very proportional to the quantity of Zn. In this case
well averaged and then the disorder parameter V" the excitonic transitions Nary continuously with
is small ( ý I meV). Extended states can be the Zn content. When large size islands arc cre-
formed and single transitions arc observed for ated. the potential is laterally modulated over a
light and heavy cxcitons, respectively, distance comparable to the Bohr radius. The

cxciton energies are vcry sensitive to the interface
structures, and discrete cxcilonic lines associated

5. Conclusion with the various configurations of the isolcctronic
potential arc observed.

The conditions for fabricating ZnTc submono- These results demonstrate the interest of
layers and dots coherently inserted in a CdTc growing isolectronic insertions. Valuable informa-
matrix by molecular beam epitaxy have been de- tion on growth mechanisms, interfaces and cxci-
scribed. For temperatures close to the transition ton localization is obtained. Moreover. the ab-
from growth by the formation of 21) clusters to sence of any interface and surfaces states makes
growth by step advancement. ZnTc islands with this system extremely interesting for the study of
lateral size comparable to the exciton Bohr radius ultra-small objects.
arc obtained ( 1010 A). At lower temperature,
the deposited Znle layer is distributed in small
clusters ( 1(1-30 A). In the latter case. all the types 6. Acknowledgements
of fluctuations are averaged on the scale of the
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Deep blue and UV photoluminescence from ZnS/CdS
superlattices and quantum wells
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Abstract

tUltratliir quantumn wells (QW's) and short period Su~perklttiCes (I.Ss) Of' ZnI LS %%ere grov~%n onl (44414 GaAs
subst rates 1ý moleculjar heani e pitlX ax S injg elecmental son rees. The relaxation of t he Zn S ho ftcr a ilI pse Udoinl !p1 C
grow~th of (LIdS QW's "' it" inMstigMCLd by reflection high-cnritgy electron diffraction. The OWý sruturCe1-s \\1i0h I to 4
mnonolaycrs emit photo]urninescennce In the ulltrav'iolet spectral region even at rooni ternperat ore. sw hercas the Sls,
emnit in the bIlue ranwe. The St. structures k~crc ascertained by thle obscrxationl of satellites in N-ray dillractioii
spectra.

1. Introduction beam cpitaix\- ( M B) and niletaloreainic checmicall
\apor deposition (N MOCVI)).

Since the real ization oif' the first blue-green lin this paper we report on t he \f ill- orowxth of
diode lasers [1,2] in 1991 there has been a need zinS, /'ds OW's and SIs xx j1 a thickness (if I li
tor alternative and complementary It -VI niateri- active layers of ai fexx 1mon1OLa\C- Frle 1groxxth sxaý
als for optoeclectronie devices wAith batnd gaps in monitored h\ reflect ion high-ener-gy electron
the blue and tiltravolet ( UV) spectral regioti. dilTraction ( RHltil) Iand a phase dKiagraml for
(Cubic ZnS has at room temrperatutre band gap of the surface reconstructil tot f its wxas est ab-
3.7 cV and is a promlising material tor iiptoelec- lished. IPhotolurnincscericc (IT.) mea-surements
tronic appliceationis in this spectnal range 131. Due were perfornmed at liquid eltichm teniperat tt ex,
to rapid advance in the growth of' II--VI coni- and at roomn temperature and intense emissiotn
pounds in the recent \cars, it is now possible to was detectedI at wavl\Cn~gth Xia short aS 3S01 11111
fabricate ZnS/('d]S quantum well (OW) [4.51 and f'roni a 2 niotiolayer IdS OW. 'The SI. structure,,
suptcrlatticc 1St.) [0.71 structures by mnolecular were in addit ion charactcri/.ed I)\ high resolut ion

N-nix' diffract ion (IURNI)) measurements w~hich
gives thle average lattice con sltant Ianiid I le evicet

* * rrcspl 11)/ing ait h/ . pe rio d of' the lave rs.

1X)22-44245 ,0-tj/47.4444, 19914 ttscsici Scicticc tIA \11 rights rcscrscd
NNW) 44442024.425101M O47-~ -K
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2. Experimental procedure followed by either single CdS wells or multi-OW
structures containing several CdS wells separated

The epitaxia! growth of all SL and QW struc- by 330 A of ZnS barriers from each other. The
tures was performed in an MBE system designed thickness of the wells was varied from nominal I
and constructed at University of Linz, especially to 6 ML of CdS. The structure is completed by a
for growth of high vapor pressure II-VI com- 330 A ZnS cap layer. In order to get the desired
pounds. The MBE growth camber is equipped layer thickness, the growth rate was determined
with an extensive liquid N. cryoshroud for effi- from thickness measurements of layers with typi-
ciently freeze out of high vapor pressure materi- cally I jim thickness and from the determination
als such as sulfur. of the periodicity of SL samples characterized by

The MBE growth was carried out using two X-ray measurements.
standard low temperature effusion cells for ele- The SL structures were grown on (001) GaAs
mental Zn and Cd. The Sulfur effusion cell con- substrates and consist of (ZnS),/(CdS),, layers
sists of independently heated effusor and post- with mn and n the number of monolayers and
heating zones. The S cell is operated at about (m/n) x I = (2/2) x 200, (3/3) x 65, (4/2) x 200
I 10'C for effusor and at about 200'C for the and (9/4) x 100 for the different samples where 1
post-heating zone. the sulfur beam equivalent denotes the number of repetitions. Only the 3/3
pressure (BEP) was in the range of I to 2 x 10" SL was grown on a 9000 A ZnS buffer layer, the
nibar. other SL structures were grown directly on the

High purity elemental Cd (7N). Zn (6N) and S substrate. The exact ratios of the superlattice
(5N) were used as MBE source materials. The periods were determined by HRXD investiga-
heterostructures were grown on (001) GaAs 20 tions as will be described below.
misoriented towards the next [I 101 direction. Each
substrate was delivered epiready and degreased
in trichlorocthylene. acetone, methanol for 2 min 3. Results and discussion
at room temperature followed by a 2 min rinse in A OW structure which contained 1. 3 and 5
dc-ionized water. The GaAs substrate was heated ML of CdS was investigated by RHEED inca-
to about 050'C in the MBE chamber for appro- surements. After completion of each individual
priatc time monitored by RHEED for oxide re- laver, the in-plane lattice constant was deter-
moval prior to film deposition. The surface re-

swas in-situ moni- ea the results are shown in Fig. I. In order to
reach a high accuracy, the RHEED pattern has

tored by the 35 kV RHEED system during growth
and a surface phase diagram was established. it 5-7
shows a (1 x 2) reconstruction at lower substrate .aA 5 654 A

temperature 7', and higher beam pressure ratio ,.

P,//)/. a region where no reconstruction was E 5.6

observed and at higher T,,h and lower Ps/P/zn a C,
c(2 X 2) reconstruction was detected. The sam- C
pies were grown at Tit = 200 to 230'C, in the 0 i i i A A i i

region with no reconstruction observable, which -j

is assigned to stochiometric surface conditions 18]. '
In addition, at these temperatures the RHEED 91 54

reflexes were streaky. At lower T,., they showed 5 *GaAs eZnS OCaS

arrow-head like shapes, indicating a facetting Layer Thickness

growth due to a reduced mobility of the surfaceatm.The growth rate was about 0.1 I m/h. Fig. I. The in-plane lattice constanft. as determined hy R|IEEt)
atoms, measurements, is shown for the completion (f each laver as

The MBE grown OW structures consist of a indicated in the insei. After 5 Mt. of (CdS there is already a

1000 A ZnS buffer on top of the GaAs substrate deviation from the ZnS lattice constant observable.
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been photographed directly from the fluores- a)ZnrCdS,-zs! Z

cence screen. Then the pictures were converted 10

to a photo-CD so that the patterns are accessible _d 8 PL 2K 2 K

to a computer aided analysis. The distances be- 6 -Z 6-

tween the RHEED reflexes were determined with 2 4-

a line-scanning program and give direct informa- 2 Q__i/,
tion about the in-plane lattice constant. 0- k_- -

As indicated in Fig. 1, the lattice constant of
the 1000 A ZnS buffer layer on the GaAs sub- 8 -b) ZsS .C.S.Z.S

< . PLat2K

strate is fully relaxed to the bulk value of 5.410 A. 6

After I ML of CdS the RHEED analysis gives d T.

the same lattice constant. After an additional 4- , ...
buffer layer of 330 A ZnS the second CdS QW _ .' \ \ z.
with 3 ML shows a lattice constant which seems 2 , ..
to be slightly larger, but the change is below the 0- ,s,ble ---- .---- atra-et -

accuracy of the determination. The situation is
changed for the next layer sequence of 330 A 20 25 30 35 40 4 5
ZnS and 5 ML of CdS. On top of the ZnS buffer, Fig. 2. Photoluminescence spectra of the multi OW structure

the lattice constant is again that of bulk ZnS, but with 1. 3 and 5 ML of ('dS at 2 K (a) and a single OA, sample

after deposition of 5 ML of CdS an increase of with 2 ML ot ('dS at 2 K and room temperature (h). Schemes

the inplane lattice constant of about 0.02 A is of the sample structures are shown as insets.

observed. This is larger than the error bars indi-
cated in Fig. 1. It seems that due to the large
difference in the lattice constants of ZnS and The assignment of the different peaks to the
CdS (7.5% lattice mismatch) already 5 ML of ML width as described above becomes clear if
CdS exceed the critical thickness of pseudomor- one compares the peak positions with the spec-
phic growth conditions. These results are in good trum of another sample which contains a single 2
agreement with the model of Van der Merwe and ML QW of CdS as shown in Fig. 2b. The maxi-
Jesser [9]. Similar results that show a partly relax- mum of the strong PL emission of the 2 ML
ation of ZnSe and CdSe strained layers at about structure occurs at an energy of 3.21 eV (A = 386
4 ML have been obtained from HRXD analysis nm) at 4.2 K. the full width at half maximum is
by Faschinger et al. for ZnSe/CdSe SL [10]. 160n meV. This emission is in the UV region of

The ZnS/CdS OW samples with few monolay- the optical spectrum. The PL emission was also
ers (ML) of CdS were also investigated by PL observed at room temperature and is shown for
measurements in order to evaluate their optical comparison in Fig. 2b. too. The RT emission line
quality. The UV lines of an argon ion laser be- is shifted to 3.09 eV and is broadened to 230
tween 275 and 3(M) nm were used as excitation of meV. The energetic position of the nominal 2. 3
the PL, the samples were mounted in a helium and 4 ML CdS QW's was reproducible from
bath cryostat. Fig. 2a shows the 2 K spectrum of sample to sample within 40 meV.
the sample which contains I, 3 and 5 ML of CdS We calculated the carrier confinement ener-
separated by 330 A of ZnS barriers. The PL peak gies of the ZnS/CdS QWs within the envelope
at 3.62 eV corresponding to I ML is weak. the 3 wave function approach of a Kronig-Penney
ML peak at 3.00 eV has a strong intensity and no model. The calculated energies are compared with
emission from the 5 ML well was observed. We experimental energy positions at 4.2 K for differ-
attribute the absence of the 5 ML emission to a ent ML widths in Fig. 3. For the ZnS barrier the
poor crystalline quality of this well due to a partly low temperature energy gap E. was taken as 3.85
lattice relaxation of the strained CdS layer which eV, the electron mass in, = 0.34mz. the heavy
was deduced from the RHEED measurements. hole mass mh 0.51nn. For the CdS well the
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4.0 .We also varied the values of the conduction
ZrnS Co,S ZS ,001( Aý band offset and the effective masses for electrons

and holes in the Kronig-Penney calculation, but
3.5 - PL. K within reasonable values no coincidence could be

achieved. One reason for the difference may be
0 - due to strain induced changes of the band gap

3. -- energies, which were not taken into account inLU 3.0 •our calculations [6].
C Ciic•iat o The ZnS/CdS SL samples grown by MBE
0 Experment were investigated by HRXD. There clearly ap-

2.5 .... pear the peaks of (0(02) for GaAs substrate and
0 1 2 3 4 5 zero-order diffraction with satellite reflections

CdS Well Width (ML) from the (ZnS),,,/(CdS),, structure indicating the

Fig. 3. ('omparison of the experimental PL. recombination periodicity of the short period SL structure. The
energies with the calculated Kronig-Penney energies versus spacing d1 which means the average lattice con-
(dS cell thickness in monolayers. The excitonic binding en-

crgy is not included in the calculated values, stant of a unit cell of ZnS/CdS SL was calculated
from the zero-order peak in the X-ray diffraction

corresponding values were E, = 2.58 eV, in = spectrum of each (ZnS),,,/(CdS),, SL. assuming
0.14mn1  and inh = 0.5mo [11]. The conduction Vegard's law [14]. The experimental results of d,
band offset was taken as 0.75 of the bandgap are in good agreement with those predesigned.
difference which is a value usually assumed for The well and barrier layer thickness were esti-
heterostructures with common anions [3]. The mated from the it = + I satellite peak around the
experimental values for 1. 2 and 3 ML wells are zero-order peak. The spectra were simulated by a
taken as obtained from the measurements de- computer program [151 for the assumptions of
scribed above, the 4 ML value was taken from an freestanding. pseudomorphic and fully relaxed SL.
additional sample which is not described in detail The experimental value for the lattice constant is
here. close to the simulated ones for a freestanding SL.

As can be seen in Fig. 3. the calculated ener- but the value for fully relaxed layers is similar.
gies arc higher than the measured ones. In the However, the calculation for the pseudomorphic
calculation, the excitonic binding energy is not case. where all layer have the same in-plane
included, which means that a value of 50 to 100( lattice constant as the GaAs substrate, gives a
mcV should be subtracted. In bulk ZnS the exci- clearly different value.
tonic binding energy is 40 mcV. in CdS the value Fig. 4 shows the 2 K PL spectra of our
is 28 mcV [12.13]. In narrow QWs, the electron (ZnS) 0/(CdS)3 and (ZnS),/(CdS), superlattice
and hole wavefunction have some propagation samples. The recombination energy of the 3/3
into the barrier and the binding energy should be SL is 2.77 eV and has a width of 62 meV, the PL
considered as a combined value of ZnS and CdS. line of the 4/2 is at 2.82 eV and has a width of 80
In addition, there is a large confinement effect in meV. The smaller width of the 3/3 SL might be
narrow QWs, which increases the binding energy due to the additional buffer layer of 9MXX) A ZnS
up to a factor of 4 compared to bulk values, which is absent in the 4/2 SL sample. The whole
Nevertheless, in our case the binding energy of PL signal comes from the intense SL line, there is
the excitons can not account for the difference no luminescence at the-band gap energy of ZnS
between calculated and measured recombination or CdS. A Kronig-Penney calculation gives ener-
energies, because at I ML the difference is only gies of 3.10 and 3.31 eV for the 3/3 and 4/2 SLs,
about 40 mcV whereas it increases up to about respectively, which are 0.33 and 0.49 eV larger
250 mcV for the 4 ML QW which is clearly larger than the measured values. These large differ-
than the excitonic binding energy. ences are not clear yet.
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Optical confinement in ZnSe-based quantum well structure
using impurity induced disordering
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Abstract

We have investigated the phenomenon of layer disordering in ('dZnSe/ZnSe strained laver supcrlattices (Sl.SsO
by Ge diffusion and have fabricated CdZnSe/ZnSc optical wavcguidcs using the Gc-induced disordering. Both the
as-grown sample and the sample annealed without a Ge layer showed several orders of well-resolved double crystal
X-ray satellite peaks due to SLS periodic structure. However, the satellite peaks completely disappeared in the
Ge-diffused sample. indicating that the SLS structure was disordered by the Ge diffusion and not by the annealing
process. PL measurements at 1.4 K of both the as-grown and the annealed samples without Gc diffusion sho,,
intense, sharp excitonic emission around 483 nm in CdZnSe/ZnSe SLS. After Ge diffusion, the Pt. peaks shift to
higher energy confirming the layer disordering of the SLS. The blue shift due to disordering was also observed in the
PL at room temperature (RT). The optical guided mode in the SLS guiding layer confined by the disordered alloý
was confirmed. Lateral optical confinement in the stripe geometry laser was also confirmed by observing the RT
stimulated emission produced by optical pumping.

I. Introduction is one of the important issues for realizing room
temperature, continuous-wave operation of

Wide bandgap II-VI materials such as ZnSe ZnSe-based laser diodes. One such technique.
and CdZnSe have drawn much attention because impurity-induced disordering (liD) of semicon-
of their application for blue laser diodes. The ductor quantum well (QW) heterostructures. has
first blue-green laser diodes were reported by proven to be extremely .,cful for patterning the
Haase et al. and Jeon et al. using a CdZnSe refractive index and b.indgap in the plane of the
quantum well active layer [1,2], and the blue laser Ill-V QW layers [4-7]. The lID, particularly
diode was also reported by Okuyama et al. using using Zn and Si diffusion, is now routinely used
a ZnSe quantum well active layer [3]. The devcl- in the GaAs/Al(iaAs system. Optical wave-
opment of a variety of laser processing techniques guides, hetcrostructure lasers and heterojunction

bipolar traiisistors have been realized by 11D. The

disordering of ZnSc/ZnS strained layer superlat-

Corresponding author. tices tSLSs) has previously been demonstrated by
On leave from Matsushita Electric Industrial Co.. Ltd.. Yokogawa et al. using N' or Li' ion implanta-

Osaka. Japan. tion [8]. Ion implantation alone at room tempera-

(X)22-024,/94/$t7.t• /1 19t)4 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights teserved
SSDI 0022-)0248(93)E442(-"
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ture with light mass ions (e.g., N, Li, or Si) does ZnSe Cap Layer

not form a high quality, disordered alloy: the On)

subsequent heating is needed to cause the an- Cd02Zn0aSe (10 nm)

nealing of implantation damage and the layer -ZnSe (20 nm)disordering. Impurity diffusion is also capable of X 10

enhancing the layer disordering. as clearly Strained Layer

demonstrated in the Ill-V compounds. However, Superlattice

to date there are no reports of similar disordering
in CdZnSe/ZnSe heterostructures by impurity ( 10 ZnSe Buffer layer
diffusion. In this work, our objectives are to study ( 500 nm
the disordering phenomena in CdZnSe/ZnSe
SLSs by Ge diffusion and the properties of opti- (100) GaAs Substrate

cal waveguides in this system using Ge-induced
disordering. This is a very important case because
of the laser results cited above. Fig. I. The ('dZnSe/ZnSe SLS structure used for the disor-

dering experimencs. The (dZnSe /ZnSe sample consisted ti a
ten period superlattice of alternating 10l nm ('d,Zn, Se
(.v 11.2) and 201 nm ZnSe layers.

2. Experimental procedure

CdZnSe/ZnSe SLSs were grown by molecular fore the PL measurements, the SiO. and Ge
beam epitaxy with elemental sources of Zn. Cd, layers on the I1-VI materials were chemically
and Se. The growth temperature was 250'C. The etched by HF and CF4 plasma. respectively. A
sample surface was monitored by reflection high- He-Cd laser (325 nm) with an intensity of 5 mW
energy clectron diffraction (RHEED) at 1(0 kcV. and a N, pulsed laser (337 nm. 3 ns and 30 Hz)
The composition x of the Cd, Zn - Se alloy was was used as the excitation source of PL measure-
determined by assuming a linear variation of the ments. The optical waveguides were character-
lattice constant with x (Vcgard's law), and also ized at 632.8 nm wavelength by coupling the
confirmed by cnergy-dispcrsive X-ray fluores- beam of a He-Ne laser through their cleaved
cence analysis. Details of the crystal growth were edge and examining their cleaved output facet
reported elsewhere [9]. The structure used for the using a TV camera.
disordering experiments, shown in Fig. 1. was
grown on a ( I(1() GaAs substrate and consisted of
a ZnSe buffer layer (1.5 Am), a ten period super- 3. Results and discussion
lattice of alternating 10 nm Cd, Znt, Se x = 0.2)
and 201 nm ZnSc layers, and a ZnSe capping layer 3.1. Layer disordering of CdZnSe / ZnSe SLS
(0. I Mm) to prevent the degradation of crystalline
quality of the SLS during Ge diffusion and an- CdZn- ,Se/ZnSe interdiffusion was investi-
ncaling. gated by double crystal X-ray diffractometry. Fig.

A 25 nm germanium layer was deposited on 2 shows the rocking curves (a) for the as-grown
top of the structure, followed by a 60 nm SiO, CdZn SSc/ZnSe SLS (not annealed), (b) for
film. The Ge diffusion was carried out at 6MW)0C the as-grown Cd, Zn - ,Se/ZnSe SLS (annealed).
for 4.5 h in a Se ambient atmosphere. and (c) for the Ge-diffused SLS. Several orders of

The samples for disordering experiments were well-resolved satellite peaks are clearly observed
studied using double crystal X-ray diffraction and in Figs. 2a and 2b. due to the periodic structure
photoluminesccnce (PL) measurement at both 1.4 of the SLS. The angular separation of adjacent
K and room temperature. The X-ray rocking diffraction satellites, calculated for the 30 nm
curves were obtained for symmetric (4(XW ) reflec- thick period of the superlattice [10,11]. is 631.6
tions using a Cu Kai line (A = 0. 154(15 nm). Be- arc sec. which is in good agreement with the
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I 1 I I i removed after the Ge diffusion, the PL again
n GaAs showed excitonic emission (E) and D-A pairZnSe Sub.

Buffer emission with a phonon replica: the deep level
emission intensity decreased significantly. The cx-
citonic peak (E) was located at 451.4 nm (2.747
"eV), which is about 6 meV below the band gap

- (a) -. 2. (450.4 nm; 2.753 eV) estimated in the completely
-.,(a) "' disordered CdZnSe alloy with composition

S-x = 0.067. This excitonic peak (E) position occurs
at a much lower wavelength than the expected Il

(b) .v,! r ' line position of the pure ZnSe [12]. It is therefore

Zn thought that the excitonic line (E) of 451.4 nm is
related to the band edge of the disordered

Z (c) CdZn, ,Se alloy. These results therefore indi-
S.. . . cate that the observed large blue shift between

I the as-grown SLS and the Ge-diffused SLS is a

-4500 -3500 -2500 -1500 -500 500 1500 result of layer disordering of the SLS.
The donor-acceptor (D-A) pair emission at

ANGLE (arcsec) 467.1 nm (2.65 cV). with its phonon replicas.

Fig. 2. X-ray rocking curves (a) for the as-grown might be related to the Ge impurity or its com-
Cd, Zn ,Sc/ZnSe SLS, (b) for the annealed SLS vithout plex. Generally, the D-A pair emission of ZnSe
the Ge-diffusion (600'C. 4.5 h). and (c) for the Ge-diffused is located at 2.697 eV. Thus. the observed D-A
SLS. pair emission is also below the usual D-A pair

emission peak of ZnSc. which shows that the
experimental result in Figs. 2a and 2b. However. bandgap of the Ge-diffused SLS is slightly smaller
the satellite peaks completely disappeared in the than the bandgap of pure ZnSe due to Cd incor-
Ge-diffused SLS, as shown in Fig. 2c. This indi-
cates that the SLS structure was disordered by
the Ge diffusion. .

PL measurements at 1.4 K were carried out in I 4K
order to investigate the change of the effective _a exc 325 nm
energy gap with disordering. Fig. 3 shows PL
spectra (a) from the as-grown Cd, Znj Se/ZnSe
SLS: (b) from the annealed SLS without the - I
Ge-diffusion (6(X)°C. 4.5 h), (c) from the Gc dif- I
fused top surface of the ZnSe capping layer on
the SLS: and (d) from the Ge-diffused SLS in z C
which the ZnSe capping layer was removed by a Ltu

HCI etchant. PL measurements of both the as- "

grown and the annealed samples without Ge dif- E -
fusion show intense, sharp excitonic emission 7_,,.1
around 483 nm . T his indicates that the SLS struc- 4000 4500 I 5500 I0 0 6 0
ture is stable against the thermal annealing pro- 4000 4500 5000 5500 6000 6500
cess. The PL spectrum shown in Fig. 3c is charac- WAVELENGTH A)
terized by a dominant deep level, which is due to Fig. 3. Pt. spectra (a) from ihe as-grown ('d,Zn, Sc.ZnSe

SLS. (b) from the annealed SLS wiihoui Ge diffusion (t-MC('.the high concentration of Ge impurities as well as 4.5 h). (e) from the Ge-diffused top surface of the ZnScsurface degradation of the top ZnSe capping capping layer on the SI.S. and (d) from the Ge-diffused 51S
layer. However, when the ZnSc capping layer was after the ZnSe capping layer was removed by etching in 1(110.
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I 1 I was observed, which may be due to a heating
effect. This peak has a full width at half-maxi-

RT mum of 9 meV. The spectral narrowing and the
exc. 337 nm 9 steep rise of the emission indicate lasing. After

the Ge diffusion, the large blue shift of the emis-
£=••. "-• j sion was observed, as shown in Fig. 4c. The

emission peak in the Ge-diffused SLS was lo-
"• l . .7/cated at 469.2 nm (2.643 eV). which is in good

-J -. agreement with the band gap estimated in the
_ (a) completely disordered Cd Zn, Se alloy with

z composition x = 0.067.w

-- Z (b • 3.2. Optical waceguides fabricated using loyer dis-

Cj ordering

I ICdZnSe/ZnSc optical waveguides were fabri-
cated using the Ge-induced disordering in the

3500 4000 4500 5000 5500 6000 6500 superlattices. The layer structure used for the

WAVELENGTH (A) optical waveguide was grown on a (100l) GaAs
substrate and consisted (if it ZnSe bottom laver

Fig. 4. PL spectra (a) from the edge facets of the slab
as-grown CdZnSe/ZnSe SLS at high pump intensity abovc (1.5 Azm). a ten period superlattice of alternating

threshold. (b) from the edge facets of the slab as-grown SIS 10 nm Cd, Zn, , Se (x = (0.2) and 2(1 nm ZnSc
at iow pump intensity below threshold. (c) from the Ge-dif- layers, and a ZnSe top layer (0.1 A m). In order to
fused SLS. and (d) from the edge facets of the stripe geometry confirm the vertical confinement of the guided
laser defined by lit) at high pump intensity above threshold- wave in the CdZnSc/ZnSc laver structure. the
The inset shows emission intensity as a function of pump
intensity, distribution of the guided field was calculated at

a wavelength of both 633 nm and 515 nm. The
refractive indexes used for Cd, .Zn 5Se and ZnSe

poration. The separation of the phonon replicas were 2.940 and 2.581W at 633 nm and 3.086 and
was about 3(1 meV. close to but slightly below the 2.710 at 515 nm. respectively. Fig. S shows the
LO phonon energy of ZnSe (31.3 mcV). distribution of the guided field (TE polarization)

PL measurements at room temperature (RT) calculated at the wavelength of (a) 633 nm and
were carried out using a N. pulsed laser as the (b) 515 nm. These distributions indicate that the
excitation source in order to confirm the blue wavcguide is single mode at both 633 nm and 515
shift due to disordering and the optically-pumped nm. Laterally confined optical waveguides were
laser oscillation. Fig. 4 shows PL spectra (a) from formed by photolithography and lID. Fig. 6a
the edge facets of the slab as-grown CdZnSe/ shows the schematic diagram of the CdZnSc/
ZnSe SLS at high pump intensity above thresh- ZnSe SLS optical waveguide fabricated by Ge-in-
old. (b) from the edge facets of the slab as-grown duced disordering. 2(1 Am wide photorcsist stripes
SLS at low pump intensity below threshold, and were first formed on the material. Then, a 25 nm
(c) from the Gc-diffused SLS. The inset in Fig. 4 thick Ge film was deposited onto the wafer and
shows emission intensity as a function of pump diffusion windows were obtained through a lift-off
intensity. PI. measurement of the as-grown SLS process. Next, a 60 nm thick SiO, film was de-
at low pump intensity shows a broad emission posited onto the samples and Ge diffusion was
around 50M nm, which is the spontaneous emis- carried out at 60 0°C for 4.5 h.
sion. At high pump intensity above threshold, a The optical waveguides were characterized at
sharp peak appears at a wavelength of 514.8 nm 633 nm wavelength by coupling the beam of a
(2.409 cV), as shown in Fig. 4a. A slight red shift He-Ne laser through their cleaved edge and ex-
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amining the cleaved output facet using a vidicon CdZnSe (10 nm)

camera. Fig. 6b shows the near-field distribution - ZnSe (20 nm)

of the guided light. The optical confinement of ZnSe X10 SLS

the waveguide fabricated using disordering was
confirmed although the waveguide exhibited I
multi-mode behavior. This result indicates that lid

the superlattice in the guiding stripe is confined
in the lateral direction by the disordered mate-
rial, which has a larger band gap and smaller i
refractive index than the non-disordered mate-
rial. ZnSe cladding layer

The stimulated emission produced by optical --

pumping was also investigated in the stripe geom- GaAs sub.
etry laser defined by lID. The structure of the Ia) G s

stripe geometry laser defined by lID is the same .
structure as the waveguide shown in Fig. 6a. Fig.
4d shows a PL spectrum from the edge facets of
the stripe geometry laser defined by lID at high
pump intensity above threshold. A N, pulsed
laser was used as the excitation source. The inset

3 5 1 1 1 1 1 1
3 - 0 633tim t _

X ZnSe Fig. 6. (a) Schematic diagram of the CdZnSc/,ZnSc SS.S
0U 25 optical vaieguide fabricated bv Ge-induced diordering nid

2.< (b) near-field distribution obserted at the output Ltcet tor
J 2• 632.8 nn "wavelength. Marker repre•ents Il0 Mm.

> 1\ I->

n 1 w

U-)

-W /t- in Fig. 4 shows emission intensity its a function of
S05-- pump intensity. The sharp narrowing and the

0 1__II- steep rise of the emission were ohscr\cd in the
0 1 2 3 emission from the stripe geomctr', h,,'r defined

POSITION (Pim) by lID. In the laterally confined ,tructure with a
35- 'cavity length of 3010 gAm. lasing occurred at a

3 0 515pm wavelength of 526.4 nm at RT. Comparing with
W-25- the slab as-grown CdZnSe/ZnSe SLS. a slight

a Z red shift was observed, which may be also due toz_
>U 2heating effect.

I-. 15

aw 4. Conclusion
w z
cc 05

I) We have demonstrated, for the first time, dis-

o 1 2 ordering of CdZnSc/ ZnSc SLSs by 5e diffusion.
POSITION (po) As-grown samples showed several orders of well-

Fig. 5. l)istrihution (if the guided field (TE iolarization) resolved satellite peaks due to the SLS periodic
calculated at wavelengths of (a) h33 nm and (hW 515 nm. structure. However, the satellite peaks completely
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Ultraviolet lasing and excitonic gain in Cd, Zn _S-ZnS
strained-layer multiple quantum wells
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Abstract

Litraviolet stimulated emission has bcen observed from CdZn, S-ZnS strained-layer multiple quantum wclls
under both optical pumping at room temperature and pulsed current injection at 30 K. An exciton-related
mechanism of optical gain fiormation was also studied on the basis of a partial phase-space-filling effect of excitons
localized at the lower energy states of inhomogcneously broadened exciton resonance. It is proposed that the
localization of cxcitons contributes to the formation of optical gain in widc-bandgap II-VI semiconductor quantum
vclls.

I. Introduction about 3.73 eV at room temperature. the binding
energy of the exciton reaches to about 40 meV.

The most exciting optoelcctronic applications This value is approximately one order of magni-

for wide-handgap II-VI compound semiconduc- tude larger than that of GaAs, and is also compa-
tors are injection laser diodes and light-emitting rablc to the LO phonon energy (hw, , - 42 meV).
diodes operating in short wavelength regions. Re- Therefore, it is expected that quasi-two-dimen-
cent achievement of blue-green injection laser sional excitons in ZnS-based QWs. such as
diodes oased on Cd,Zn, Se-ZnSý. quantum Cd,Zn, ,S-ZnS systems where excitons are
well (QW) structures embedded in a ZnSc p-n formed into the ternary alloy ('d,Zn1 ,S well
junction [1.21 has significantly triggered much in- layers, have very large binding energy due to the
terest in this research field of both basic physics effect of quantum confinement and that the cxci-
and device applications. One of the physical in- ton binding energy exceeds the 1.0 phonon en-
terest is the laser action which is based on cxci- ergy. In fact. our calculations, which arc based on
tonic rather than electron-hole-plasma transi- the correlation between the well layer thickness
tions. Excitons in the wide-bandgap If-VI com- and the Bohr radius of bulk excitons [3], give the
pound semiconductors are characterized by a binding energy as large as 66 meV in a
large binding energy and oscillator strength. As Cd, Zn,1 .,1S-ZnS QW with the well layer thick-
for ZnS. which has a large bandgap energy of ness of 4.1 nm. Such situation makes it possible

to reduce the exciton-LO phonon coupling [4].
As a result. pronounced excitonic effects can be

Corrcsponding aulhor. observed even at room temperature in spite of

(Kt22-tt248/94/SO7t0t c 1994 Elevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
.NSDI 11122-024,8M 3 t10548- I.
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the much stronger cxciton-LO phonon coupling (('d5 Zn,. s-ZniS \NIQ

in the wide-bandgap Il-VI materials compared ,,

to that in 111-V materials. Ii ,,
This paper describes the first observation of

ultraviolet stimulated emission taken from 1 '1, All

Cd, Zn, ,S-ZnS strained-layer multiple quan- 2
tum wells (MQWs) under both optical pumping bA=0.22

at room temperature and pulsed current injection -'

at 30 K. It is also shown that an exciton-related
mechanism of optical gain formation can well be
explained by considering a partial phase-space-
filling effect of localized excitons and population - 1,.,.

inverion of these localized excitons at the lower
energy states of inhomogeneously broadened ex-
citon resonance. Such gain formation due to exci-
ton localization was previously reported by Ma-............ ..... A

3311 3501 371) 391) 4141
jumder et al. as for disordered CdSSe1 ,- sys- " %N EIA"(.IIf ,I ...
tems [5]. Fig. 1. Room-temperature ultraviolet slmLilated emissic;n

spedtr: (SE. dotted lines) obsened tinder resonant excitation
of eaciI ex:itonic absorption peak ShOXn a, the sertical arro%%

2. MOCVD growth and laser structures in CdZn ,S ZnS MOWs: (a) .x = 0.1h =II .22: Ic)
x = 0.3 1. Absorption spectra (ABS. solid lines? and phoolht-

Cubic-structured CdZn, -S-ZnS MQWs minescence spectra (PL, dashed lines) from th., front face olS~the satmple are also showcn.

were grown by a low-pressure metalorganic chem-

ical vapor deposition (MOCVD) method with all
gaseous sources [6.7]. For optical pumping experi- temperature. respectively, both of which were
ments. the MOW layers were grown on semi-in- confirmed by means of Hall measurement. Gain-
sulating (100)-oriented GaAs substrates, follow- guided lasers were fabricated using evaporated
ing the deposition of a 1.5 Am thick ZnS buffer Au electrodes as the ohmic contact on the p-type
layer. The MOW structures consist of 50 periods ZnS: Na layer. Current confinement was achieved
of 4.1 nm thick Cd, Zn1 , S well layers separated with 15 Am wide stripes in a SiO. insulator layer
by 8.1 nm thick ZnS barrier layers. For observa- and I mm ling cleaved resonator. A Au-Ge
tion of stimulated emission, the samples were electrode was used as the ohmic contact on the
cleaved to approximately 1 mm long resonators n '-GaAs substrate.
with uncoated facets and were excited perpendic-
ular to the MOW layer plane.

The laser diode (LD) structure was fabricated 3. Experimental results and discussion
on (100)-oriented n '-GaAs substrates, following
the deposition of a 2 rm thick n-type ZnS layer Fig. I demonstrates room-temperature ultravi-
doped with iodine. The active layer was a MOW olet stimulated emission spectra (SE, dotted lines)
structure consisting of 10 periods of 4.1 nm thick taken trom optically-pumped CdZn, ,S-ZnS
('d 1 1 Zn,,S well layers separated by 8.1 nm MQWs: (a) x=0.11. (b) x=(0.22. and (c) x=
thick ZnS barrier layers. This MOW structure 0.31. Absorption spectra (ABS. solid lines) and
was embedded in a p-n junction made from ZnS photoluminescence spectra (PL, dashed linc',.) ob-
layers doped with sodium acceptors and iodine served from the front face of the sample are also
donors. The carrier concentrations of sodium ac- shown in this figure. Each stimulated emission
ceptors and iodine donors were estimated to be spectrum was observed under resonant excitation
approximately I X 1()16 and I x 10)1 cm 3 at room of the excitonic absorption peak shown as the
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3 (d,,,n,,iS-ZnS/S QW the voltage-versus-current characteristics, the
S-_-30 K built-in voltage for causing stimulated emission

-. 'was found to be about 36 V and the threshold
current density was estimated to be about 1.5

- 2kA/cm 2 . Above 36 V. the emission intensity be-
s/ came strong and the peak position moved to-

L_ wards the longer-wavelength side. The stimulated
"60 \\ • , 1 """ t electroluminescence of linewidth less than 3 nm

was clearly observed at the wavelength of 375 nm
"at 38 V. The present energy position is close to
that of the stimulated emission observed at 10 K
under optical pumping [8]. This result strongly
demonstrates the possibility of lasing at ultravio-

i In 20 31) 41 5I let wavelength [9].
\0Ii I VA. i\ It has already been shown by means of pump-

Fig. 2. Vol tage-%ersus-current characteristics at 30 K for an and-probe experiments that excitons contribute
injection diode based on a Cd, ,;Zn,,,,S-ZnS MQW. The
nset shows the spontaneous emission ((a. dashed line) and to the formation of optical gain in the
tinimulated emission ((h). solid line) spectra at 8 and 38 V. Cd,Zn, S-ZnS MOWs [8]. This is based on the

respcctielN, observation of optical gain in the presence of the

clear excitonic absorption peak. which is slightly
bleached at the lower energy side. Excitonic gain

vertical arrow by employing the second harmonic and stimulated emission in wide-bandgap II-VI
light of a dye laser pumped by a frequency-dou- MQWs have firstly been reported by Ding ct al.
bled Q-switched Nd3> :YAG laser. The peak as for CdZn, ,Sc-ZnSe systems [M)]. The cxci-
positions of each stimulated emission arc located ton-related mechanism of optical gain formation
at (a) 357.2 nm. (b) 374.9 nm, and (c) 390.2 nm. was well explained by considering a partial
and the threshold excitation powt-r densities for phase-space-filling effect of excitons which were
each stimulated emission are estimated to be localized at the lower energy states of inhomoge-
approximately (a) 46 kW/cm 2, (b) 64 kW/cm2, neously broadened exciton resonance. This cir-
and (c) 79 kW/cm,. It should particularly be cumstance derives from the large enhaneement in
noted that each peak position of the stimulated the exciton binding and its oscillator strength due
emission is located at lower energies compared to to the effect of quantum confinement. so that
the absorption and photoluminescence peaks. The quasi-two-dimensional excitons arc stable against
energy separation between the absorption and ionization by optical phonons up to room temper-
photoluminescence peaks is related to the Stokes ature. It was considered that these excitons were
shift which becomes large with increasing Cd subjected to localization due to alloy composition
composition x. This originates from localization fluctuations in ternary alloy well layers and inter-
of excitons towards the lower-energy states in the face fluctuations between well and barrier layers.
inhomogeneously broadened exciton resonance. Therefore. the excitons are localized at the lower

Fig. 2 shows the voltage-versus-current charac- energy states of the inhomogeneously broadened
teristics at 301 K for the laser diode structure exciton resonance, and the partial phase-space-
mentioned above. The pulse width and the repe- filling of these localized exciton states occurs.
tition rate were 3(H) ns and 4 Hz, respectively. The localized exciton states are considered to be
The inset shows the spontaneous emission ((a). easily saturated because of the low density of
dashed line) and stimulated emission ((b), solid states. As a result, the population of the localized
line) spectra. Spontaneous electroluminescence exciton states can easily be inverted at the ciec-
was obtained at about 372 nm at 8 V and its tron-hole pair (or exciton) densities below the
linewidth was estimated to be about 15 nm. From onset to an eclectron-holeplasma (101.11].
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--- .,tt-n/ electron-hole pair (or exciton) densities which•'! / Cd0 ,,Zn,_NS-ZnS NIQW

are necessary for the threshold gain for stimu-
lated emission (~ 100 cm-') per quantum well
are also summarized in Table 1. These values are
also compared with the experimental results
which are estimated from the threshold excitation
power densities for stimulated emission. In this

Ni K III "' estimation, we used the exciton lifetime of 20(1 ps,"II k 10II 1 lit

itK ,K which was obtained from our separate time-re-
--i,,I, I , solved luminescence measurements. We note that

341t 61) 91l) 1.111 1501ENERG i.Y 1,,1. 1 I the densities obtained both theoretically and ex-

Fig. 3. C'alculated results of optical gain spectra of .a perimentally are below the estimated value of

(d,.,Zn,,,,S-ZnS MQW as a function of temperature. In electron-hole plasma phase transition (Nma, =

this figure, the horizontal axis indicates the photon energy (-"a2) I = 6.1 x 1012 cm It can be seen from
measured from the center of the n = 1 heavy-hole inhomoge- this table that the calculated energy shifts of the
neously broadened exciton resonance. gain maximum from the center of the exciton

resonance are in good agreement with the experi-
mental results. Moreover. the calculated results

Using the same procedure, optical gain spectra of the electron-hole pair (or exciton) densities
of Cd, Zn - , S-ZnS MQWs were analyzed. Fig. 3 show that the densities, which give threshold gain
shows the calculated results for a Cd,..,Zn 0,S- ( - 100 cm t). increases with temperature. This
ZnS MQW as a function of temperature. In this tendency is consistent with the experimental re-
figure. the horizontal axis indicates the photon suits which are derived from the threshold excita-
energy measured from the center of the innomo- tion power densities for stimulated emission. In
geneously broadened it = I heavy-hole exciton this way. it is understood that the localization of
resonance. With increasing temperature up to 80 excitons occupying the lower-energy states of the
K, the energy shift of the gain maximum with inhomogeneously broadened exciton resonance
respect to the center of exciton resonance de- contributes to the formation of optical gain in the
creases. With further increasing temperature, this Cd,Zn _ ,S-ZnS MQWs. A more detailed dis-
energy shift conversely increases. This aspect can cussion is shown elsewhere [12].
be explained by considering both the temperature
dependence of the distribution function of exci- Table I
tons and the homogeneous broadening due to the Calculated energy shifts of the gain maximum 4 - IIX) cm 1

exciton-phonon interaction at higher tempera- from the center of the exciton resonance and densities of

ture. Namely, the decrease in the energy shift up excitons per quantum well as a function of temperature in a

to 80 K can be explained only by the tempera- ('d,,, 2 Zn 7,S-ZnS MQW: experimental energy shifts which
ture-dependent slope around the chemical poten- were determined by the energy difference between the exciton

resonance and the stimulated emission peaks, and experimen-

tial in the distribution function. Above 80 K. the tal densities of excitons which were derived from the thresh-

increase in the homogeneous broadening due to old excitation power densities for stimulated emission are also

the exciton-LO phonon interaction must be con- indicated

sidercd in addition to the above circumstance. Temper- Energy shift Density of excitons
Then, the energy shift increases with temperature a!ure (K) (meV) (cm 2)
above 80 K. These calculated energy shifts are Calc. Exp. Calc. Exp.
summarized in Table I with the experimental 10t 58 55 1.1 X llo 4.81x 1TV
results which are determined by the energy dif- 811 53 511 4.to< It0 4.8x I)'
fcrence between the center of the n = I heavy- 1510 55 55 3.Sx 10I" L.OX IO)I

hole exciton resonance and the peak position of 225 65 70 1.2X 1I12 3.7x 10"'

stimulated emission just above the threshold. The RT 82 95 2.11x lot2 7.2x Y11tO
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Exciton dynamics and high density effects in ZnSe/ZnMnSe
quantum structures grown by molecular beam epitaxy

A. Schiilzgen *, F. Kreller, F. Henneberger, M. Lowisch, J. Puls
Fachbereich Physik. Humboldt-Uni'ersiidt zu Berlin. Unter den Linden 6. D-10099 Berlin. Germany

Abstract

ZnSe well exciton features in ZnSe/ZnMnSe quantum structures grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) are
investigated using various spectroscopic techniques. Steady-state photoluminescence and excitation spectroscopy
demonstrate an enhanced effective band offset due to tensile strain and a confinement induced shift of the cxcitonic
resonances up to 100 meV. Progressive localization of cxcitons on the 10 ps time scale followed by rapid
recombination within 100 ps is observed in time-resolved luminescence. Transient pump-probe measurements shows
clear nonlinear excitonic absorption under 2 u.J/cm2 excitation with a recovery on the same time scale as the
radiative recombination.

1. Introduction peratures, related to the lasing process in such
materials [2].

Wide-gap II-VI quantum well (OW) struc- In the present paper we study ZnSe/ZnMnSe
tures are attractive for electro-optical and pho- multiple quantum well (MOW) structures grown
tonic devices in the blue-green part of the visible by MBE. This system provides type I heterostruc-
spectrum. A specific element due to the large tures with binary wells excluding alloy fluctua-
ionic component in the chemical bonding of tions. In addition, deeper blue emission can be
wide-gap II-VI structures is the strong excitonic achieved in comparison with ZnCdSe/ZnSe
character so that absorptive as well as sponta- mostly used for laser devices until now. Early
neous and stimulated emission processes are likely work on ZnSe/ZnMnSe structures was done by
to contain a substantial excitonic component up the groups of Brown and Purdue [3]. The struc-
to device temperatures in these QW systems [1]. tures investigated in the present paper arc grown
Well thickness and alloy fluctuations gives rise to on (W0)O GaAs substrates, on top of which a
exciton localization resulting in an inhomoge- buffer layer of about I j.im is first deposited.
neous broadening of the exciton resonances ac- Typically, a structure consists of 5 or 10 ZnSe
companied by a Stokes shift between absorption quantum wells of the same thickness separated by
and emission bands. Localization of excitons at about 100 nm wide ZnMnSe barrier layers. The
potential fluctuations are, at least at lower tem- well widths studied range from I to 10 nm. For a

manganese composition of 18% to 28% a total
band offset of 60 to 120 meV is expected for

* ('orresfonding author. unstrained materials [4].

WN122-0248/94/$07.t0) 'o 1994 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
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2.90[ This strain results in a low-energy shift of the
exciton resonances and a splitting of the Ih and
hh exciton states, where the lh exciton occurs
energetically below the hh one. Therefore, the

S2.85 excitonic structures of the larger wells appear
Q heavy hole exciton below the position of the ZnSe bulk exciton.

Decreasing the well width the influence of the
bulk ,carrier confinement becomes increasingly impor-

S2.80 -- -- - ------ tant. The comparison between 9 and I nm well
"width gives a confinement induced high-energy

light hole exciton -- shift of about 100 meV for the lh exciton reso-

nance.2. 75-- _ KL__ _____•

0 2 4 6 8 10 As can be seen in Fig. I a variational calcula-
tion taking into account both strain and excitonic

well width [nm] effects yields reasonably good agreement with the
Fig. I. Energetic positions of the ZnSe well lh and hh exciton experimental data for the well width dependence
reson, ances observed in PLE spectra of ZnSe/Zn.sMn�b 5Se of the exciton energies. From the calculation we
MQWs at 5 K: (11) experimental points: (- ) calculation, deduce that the 70 meV total band offset for the

unstrained material taken from [4] is divided in
40 meV conduction and 30 meV valence band

2. Optical characterization of well exciton states offset. These values are enlarged by the strain, so
that the effective offset of about 120 and 80 meV

Steady-state photoluminescence (PL) and pho- for the Ih and hh exciton, respectively, is consid-
toluminescence excitation (PLE) experiments are erably larger than predicted without strain. Addi-
used to characterize the excitonic states in the tionally, we can deduce from our calculation that
ZnSe wells. The low temperature PL spectra are the exciton binding energy does not change dra-
dominated by a light hole (1h) exciton emission matically in comparison with ZnSe bulk material.
band accompanied by a more or less distinct A maximum binding energy of 29 meV is found
low-energy structure. In the PLE spectra both the for 4.5 nm well width.
light and heavy hole (hh) exciton transitions are
observed. The FWHM of the excitonic reso-
nances is on the order of 5 to 10 meV and a 3. Time-resolved photoluminescence
Stokes shift between PL and PLE of 3 to 6 meV
is tound giving a first hint of exciton localization For a time-resolved PL analysis a syn-
[5]. chronously pumped tunable dye laser with a pulse

In Fig. I the energetic positions of the n = I Ih duration of 2 ps is used for excitation. After
and hh exciton resonances taken from PLE spec- passing a double monochromator in a subtractive
tra are plotted versus well width. The data reflect arrangement yielding 0.6 meV spectral resolution
the interplay between strain and confinement, the PL is recorded with a synchroscan streak
The well width in all MOW structures shown camera. The overall time resolution of 10 ps is
here is clearly smaller than both critical thickness improved by data deconvolution using the instru-
and barrier width. So, the lattice misfit induced mental response.
strain is entirely and coherently assimilated by Fig. 2 shows the temporal evolution of the
the ZnSc quantum well and its magnitude can be spontaneous emission spectrum in the vicinity of
assumed to be independent of the well width, the Ih exciton band from a ZnSe/Zn,5 Mn,,1 Se
The larger ((X)I) lattice constant of ZnMnSe leads MOW sample. The excitation is resonant to the
to a tensile in-plain strain of 0.5% to 1% for the hh exciton position observed in PLE. Since the
present barrier manganese composition of 25%. picture is practically the same for excitation at hh
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intensity [a. u. I time. The relation between exciton linewidth and

"2 energy shift is in agreement with previously pub-
lished model calculations based on localization of

I excitons at interface potential fluctuations [5].
time [PsI • The time-integrated PL (see Fig. 3) shows in

20 '. 0 addition to the main Ih exciton peak a structure
-. • on the low-energy side (L). The time-resolved

100 2 measurements reveal that this structure occurs
2.790 delayed with respect to the lh exciton emission.

a photon energy leVI The redistribution from lh exciton to the L struc-
Fig. 2. Temporal development of the lh exciton luminescence ture results in a growing contribution of the low-
of a ZnSe/Zn,5 Mn,, Se structure consisting of I1) periods of energy emission during the luminescence decay.
5 nm wells and 85 nm barriers at 5 K. After about 2WX) ps the emission at the L struc-

ture position becomes dominant. Fig. 3 shows
that the described dynamic behaviour leads to an

and lh exciton position as well as above the increase of the PL rise and decay times with
barrier bandgap energy we can conclude that the decreasing photon energy obtained by fitting the
capture of the carriers by the wells and subse- decay curves within a double-exponential model.
quent relaxation into the lh exciton state is com- Since the recombinatton within approximately I(H)
pleted within our time resolution. Right after ps is running on the same time scale as the
excitation most of the emission is concentrated at spectral relaxation a noticeable number of exci-
the lh exciton position in absorption. During the tons recombine before reaching the lowest energy
first 10 to 15 ps the maximum of the PL spectrum states. Under CW excitation this results in a
shifts to lower energies and reaches the Ih exciton nonthermal distribution of excitcats and a domi-
peak of the time-integrated PL spectrum shown nant lh exciton feature in the PL spectra.
in Fig. 3. That is. the evolution of the Stokes shift Considering different features, various inter-
found in steady-state experiments is resolved in pretations including bound excitons [6]. biexcitons

[7] and bound magnetic polarons [81 were given
for the physical origin of the low energy PL
structure. Taking into account the absence of any
excitation intensity dependence of the shape of

120' the PL spectra up to intensities of 10 kW/cm2

"rdecay [9]. an interpretation in terms of a bound as well
I * •as biexciton state seems to be improbable. Mag-

netic polaron formation caused by the semimag-S801 netic barrier material and previously reported for
CdTe/CdMnTe structures [10] is very unlikely
too, because the L structure can be observed in

ise *CW PL up to 40 K. while magnetic polaron
4 " • formation is known to appear only at very low

,, •temperatures. Although the physical origin of the
state connected with the L structure cannot pre-

0 cisely determined from our experimental data its
2.78 2.79 2.80 2.81 behaviour is similar to that of a self-trapped

photon energy [eV] state. From the dynamics and the fact that nei-

Fig. 3. PI. rise and decay times versus detection energy ther in absorption nor in PLE a structure at the

deduced from Fig. 2 (left scale). For comparison the time-in- energetic position of the L peak is found, we

tegrated Pt. spectrum is given (right scale). conclude that the occurrence of this state re-

I
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quires the presence of previously created exci- z 0.8
tons. . TZnSe - MOW

0.4 T-5K

4. Transient nonlinear absorption 
l I= 2 gJlcm2

To further detail the exciton dynamics tran- 0.2 Ar [PS

sient pump-probe experiments are performed us- 0.0 - .. 300
ing amplified tunable 500 fs pulses for both excit-
ing the sample as well as generating a probe 100

continuum. The output pulses of a hybrid mode- . 24
locked dye laser arc amplified in a four stage -

excimer laser pumped dye amplifier. The differ- 4
ential transmission signal (DTS) given by (T-
T,)/T, is measured as a function of the delay I

between pump and probe pulse. To prepare the -1
samples for transmission experiments, the GaAs 0.2 - -
substrates as well as the ZnSe buffer layers are 0.0 . \.. - -3
removed using a selective wet etching process.

The DTS spectra of a 6.8 nm MQW sample 2.74 2.78 2.82 2.86
arc shown in Fig. 4, where the pump is resonant photon energy [eV
to the lh exciton. We observe a very fast unam-
biguously excitonic optical nonlinearity. The rela- Fig. 4. DTS spectra of a ZnSe/ZnMnSe MOW structure of

6.8 nm well width measured at different pump-probe delays.
For comparison the transmission spectrum is given in the

position is considerably larger than that at the hh upper part.
exciton position. The more effective bleaching of
the lh exciton absorption should be explained in
terms of a different amount of phase space filling carrier density generated here is about one order
[DI] of lh and hh exciton states induced by the lh of magnitude higher than that used for pump-
excitons generated. The recovery time of the non- probe experiments described above. This high
linear absorption of 150 ps is slightly higher than density suggests an explanation of the gain in
the PL decay times in Fig. 3. This can be at- terms of a degenerated eh plasma.
tributed to the larger well width of the sample In conclusion, the present study has demon-
studied here. In addition to the induced trans- strated that the ZnSe/ZnMnSe system provides
parency at the exciton positions, only a slight high-quality type-I quantum structures with dis-
increase of absorption in the range between the tinct confinement effects. We have observed exci-
excitons is observed. To account for the absorp- ton localization on the 10 ps time scale and very
tion bleaching in the carrier generation, we have rapid recombination within IX) ps. The spectrally
measured that a portion of 2(X) nJ/cm2 from the sharp and fast excitonic nonlinear absorption
pump pulse is absorbed by the sample, which found in transient pump-probe experiments make
gives a carrier density of 10'' cm 2 being clearly the ZnSe/ZnMnSe system interesting with re-
below the Mott density 1111. No indication for spect to device applications.
optical gain is found at this density.

Applying the method of stripe length variation
with sub-ns dye laser excitation optical gain is 5. Acknowledgements
observed at an excitation intensity of 4(X) kW/cm2

[9]. Gain up to 100) cm ' is found about 20) meV The authors thank N. Hoffmann, J. Griesche
energetically below the lh cxciton resonance. The and K. Jacobs for cooperation in the MBE growth.
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Confined and propagating phonons in atomic layer epitaxy grown
(CdTe) ,,(ZnTe),1 superlattices
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Abstract

We report the occurrence oif confined longitudinal and transverse optical phonons in (('dle),,AZnTc),, (2 si < 5)
ultra-short-period suiperlatticcs as observed in their Raman and far-infrared reflectivity spectra. The dispersion
curses of the optical phonons in CdTe and in ZnTe along [001(1] determined from the frequencies of tile confined
phononis. arc in excellent agreement with neutron scattering data on the bulk corniPOinds. For the nt superlatlice
sample. folded acoustic phonions hase been observed.

1. Introduction important to account for the biaxial compressive
and tensile strains in the C'dTc and ZnTe super-

Due to recent progress in the growth of 11-Vt lattice lavers. Experimentallby, these strains were-
semiconductor heterostructures. superlattices determined by high resolution X-ray reciprocal
(SLs) have become available with controlled corn- space mapping.
position and dimension down to a few monolay-
ers of the constituent compounds. In the present
paper we report the vibrational properties of 2. Experimental results and discussion
highly strained ultrathin ((CdTc),,(ZnTc),, SLs (0t

= 2. 3. 4 and 5). Transverse optical (TO) and -h - Cle, Z~),spratcswr rw
longitudinal optical ([0) phonon frequencies byaoih c ladyer, (Znte, supEr)tie wer growntic
were measured using far-infrared reflectivitv yaoi ae ptx AE n80n hc

- ZnTc buffer layers deposited on (0)01) GaAs sub-spectroseopy and Raman scattering. respectively. srts ihtettlnme fmnlvr f
Since in the bulk ('d'le and ZnTe neither the To srae.wtthtolnubrfmnoyrs1

nor he O pono diperionCures verap.the each compound being kept constant (9M0( ML) in
nrteLphonons disprconfie cuhe r vespe otverlap, lthe all the superlattices. The details of the sampl,
phnn layre. confined tolyi the rsetive datpertlats growth are given in ref. [1). In order to determine

ticelayrs.Fortheanaysisof he ata itwas the TO phonon frequencies, far-infrared reflec-

tivity measurements at nearly normal incidence
________with a spectral resolution of 0.25 cm 'were

Corresponding auffhor, performed at T = 10) K using a Bruker IFS 1 13v

0D(22-(1248/')4/$II7J) t1994 Fisevier Science t3.V. All rights reserved
.SNPI 00(22-1124M( 9ME0549- M
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Fourier-transform spectrometer. Excitation lines
from a Kr' laser and from a dye laser with
LC65M() (DCM) were used for measuring LO and P r
folded acoustic phonons by Raman scattering un-
der resonance conditions in the back-scattering -------------
geometry at T= 10 K. The scattered light was
analysed with a SPEX double and triple t-".- . .
monochromator and detected with a photomulti-
plier and the associated photon counting system. F

Fig. I shows the far-infrared reflectivity spec-
tra of four short-period (CdTe),,(ZnTe),, superlat- ..
tices (n = 2. 3. 4, 5). In each spectrum three
peaks appear. The most prominent among them Fig. 2. Raman spectra for ((dTe),,(ZnTe), superlattices for

n = 2, 3 and 5 measured at T = l0 K in back--scattering geom-at 1etry. The excitation wavelength was t3(09 ' for n - 2. 3 and
ZnTc buffer. At the low-energy side of this peak 6471 A for n = 5. The confined ZnTc LO and ('dTe |.0
a shoulder appears, which we attribute to the phonons are indicated in the figure. The peak around 155
confined TO phonons in the ZnTe layers of the cm ' is attributed to an interface phonon.
superlattices. The resonance frequencies of these
phonons are clearly shifted to lower values with
respect to the resonance frequencies of the corre- the dielectric function described in detail in refs.
sponding phonons in the ZnTe buffer. The peak [1,2]. By fitting the results of the simulation to the
at about 150 cm-' is ascribed to the confined TO experimental data, we were able to determine the
phonons in the CdTe layers of the superlattices. TO phonon frequencies with an accuracy of + 0.5
The position of this peak systematically shifts to cm .
lower frequency values with increasing number of Fig. 2 shows the Raman spectra of the
CdTc monolayers. Also shown in Fig. I are the (CdTe),(ZnTe),, superlattices. As the superlattice
results of a simulation of the reflectivity spectra with n = 4 was accidentally damaged after in-
using the standard phonon oscillator model for frared reflectivity measurements. Raman mea-

surements could only be performed for the super-
lattices with n = 2, 3, 5. The excitation wave-S" length was 6309 A (1.965 eV) for the in = 2 and

Sý 3 superlattices and 6471 A (1.916 eV) for the
(d 1 11 n = 5 superlattice. The peaks around 198 cm 1

are attributed to confined LO phonons from the
_ ZnTe layers and the weak signatures around 163
7 17 cm for n = 2 and 3 to the confined LO phonons

"from the CdTe layers. The broad peak at - 155
cm for ni = 5 is ascribed to the interface phonon

/ I VL /111•C h,.•'" (indicated by IF in the figure), whose frequency1) I;1) 141) 1 160 1 "'0 ISO 2190 '111o 10 lies between those of the CdTe TO and LO
Ir-1IlltI,,, ,,, 1, phonons [3]. Even though the excitation energies

Fig. I. Far-infrared reflectivity spectra of (('dTe),,(ZnTe),, used are very close to the quantum confined
superlattices at nearly normal incidence. The hold lines repre- electronic transition energy in the CdTe well [4],
sent the experimental data at T I)0 K. the thin lines are the the signatures from the ZnTe LO phonons are
result of a simulation using the standard dielectric model clearly observed. Following Mendndez et al. [5].
described in refs. 11.21, The arrows mark the TO phonon the coupling of the excitation radiation to the
frequencies obtained from the fit of the simulation to the
experimental data. For clarity, the reflectivity curves for the ZnTe LO phonons under such resonance condi-
n = 3. 4 and 5 Sl.s are shifted vertically in steps of 0.1. tions involves the superlattice heavy-hole wave-
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functions, which are only weakly localized in the 13 7
CdTe layers. Under these resonance conditions, \0 -

the wave vectors q,,, (in units of 27r/a) are given c ,
by m/(n + 1) with even integral values for m ,
being allowed for confined CdTe LO phonons, -\ -- ,
whereas both even and odd mn values character-
ize the confined ZnTe LO phonons. [2,5] The 7. s0
selection rules for the wavevectors of the con- 200•

fined TO phonons are given by the same equa-
tion with both even and odd m values being • o\
allowed [6]. ,

It is well known that LO and TO phonon , 00 _

frequencies depend sensitively on the strain in a -• - -
crystal. Therefore, to be able to distinguish be-
tween shifts of the phonon frequencies induced 7
by strain and shifts due to the confinement of thephonons, it is crucial to know the strains in the Fig. 3. Measured reciprocal space maps of the (CdTe)s(ZnTe),

SL. In the ((X)4) map. the distance of the lines running parallel
superlattices. High resolution X-ray reciprocal to ((X1)) through the SL() and the buffer RELP indicates a tilt

space mapping was used to determine the strain of 0.084' of the lattice planes of the superlattice with respect

distribution in the superlattice layers following to the lattice planes of the buffer. In the (115) map. the slight

the procedure outlined in ref. [7]. Fig. 3 shows deviation of the maximum intensity of the SLO RELP from

the (004) and (115) reciprocal space maps of the the line runnig parallel to 1115] through the buffer RELP and
the origin of reciprocal space (11(X)) is due to the residual

n = 5 superlattice. The contours of constant scat- in-plane strain of the superlattice (, = - 0.27%). For a pseu-

tered intensity are shown for the ZnTe buffer domorphically grown SL. the SLO RELP would appear on the

and the SL reciprocal lattice points (RELPs) for broken line running through the buffer RELP parallel to the

(004) and (115) Bragg reflections of Cu K, radia- growth direction [(XII].

tion. In both maps, the SL satellites (SL - 1, SLO,
SL 1) lie along the [001] growth direction, apart
from a slight tilt with respect to the ZnTe buffer. ZnTe buffer. Fig. 3 shows that in the (115) map
For a SL pseudomorphically grown on the ZnTe the maximum intensity of the SLO RELP deviates
buffer, the SL satellites would appear on the slightly from this line, indicating that the nt = 5
broken line in the (115) map of Fig. 3. On the superlattice is not completely relaxed. The mean
other hand, for a completely relaxed (free-stand- in-plane strain exerted on the SL by the ZnTe
ing) superlattice, the SLO RELP falls on a straight buffer is i= - 0.27%. Using the in-plane lattice
line connecting the origin of the reciprocal space constant determined by X-ray diffraction (a =
with the (115) RELP of the completely relaxed 6.233 A) instead of the in-plane lattice constant

Table I

Temperature- and strain-dependent values of the optical phonon frequencies in ZnTe and CdTe

)t.rO (CM ) 0)l.o (cm i)

T = 3Q) K T= I10K Jw'"t'n T = 300 K T= 10K

ZnTe 177 ' 181 h -4.5 206 209 ' - 11.5
CdTe 141 d 144.7 +3 h 169  171 " + 12.2

"Ref. [10].
Ref. [11.
Ref. [5].

d Ref. [II1.
" Ref. 1121.
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of the free standing configuration (a = 6.25 A). I..

the strain induced frequency shift of the TO (LO)
phonons calculated according to the equations ,
given in ref. [1] is -3.9 cm' (- 10.1 cm ') for
ZnTe and +3.2 cm-' (+13.2 cm-') for CdTe.-
These values differ from the respective ones cal-
culated in our previous publications [1,2] (listed
in Table 1), by about 1 cm -'. Since no reciprocal - .
space maps are available for the if = 2, 3, 4 super-
lattices, in the following discussion we calculate j, ..
the strain induced phonon frequency shifts for a
free-standing superlattice. keeping in mind that Fig. 5. Optical phonon frequencies for CdTe. The full circles

the deviation of the actual strain from that as- and squares are from the present work, the open ones are

sumed could introduce an error of about 10% from neutron scattering experiments [q9 shifted properly for
the strain and the temperature (see Table 1). The lines

from the calculated shifts of the phonon fre- through the open symbols serve as a guide for the eye.

quency. We emphasize that for the (CdTe),,
(ZnTe),, short period SLs a linear chain model
does not provide a reasonable description, nei- tained by neutron scattering have been shifted by
ther of the confined LO nor of the confined TO - 0.5 cm (+ 6.7 cm '), the LO frequencies by
modes. The bulk TO phonon dispersion curve -8.5 cm- (+ 14.2 cm -) accounting for both
along [001] direction is either nearly flat (ZnTe) strain- (free standing) and temperature-induced
or even the TO mode frequencies increase with shifts of the phonon frequencies. The detailed
increasing wavevector (CdTe). Such a behaviour contributions of the temperature shift and the
is different from that observed in the GaAs/AlAs strain induced shift are listed in Table 1. Except
system. for the CdTe LO phonons, which show very broad

In Fig. 4 the ZnTe and in Fig. 5 the CdTe TO signatures in Fig. 2, the optically determined
and LO phonon dispersion curves obtained from phonon frequencies are in excellent agreement
the data in Figs. I and 2 are shown. Also shown with the neutron scattering data. Moreover, the
are data from inelastic neutron scattering experi- phonon dispersions determined by optical meth-
mcnts performed on bulk ZnTe [8] (CdTe [9]) ods are more accurate by a factor of about 4 than
samples at T = 3(00 K. The TO frequencies ob- those obtained by neutron scattering.

In contrast to the optical phonons, acoustic
phonons propagate through the entire superlat-

-, , * ,.... tice since the acoustic dispersion curves overlap.
" Fl -' .. The new periodicity in the growth direction re-

S °.. duces the extension of the Brillouin zone along

1, 4 this direction to -r/D <q<•r/D where D is
the SL period. As a consequence, the acoustic

phonon branches are folded back, generating
modes near the F point of the mini Brillouin

- •zone, which can be detected as Raman shifts. For

the (CdTe),(ZnTe). superlattice, folded longitu-
. . .dinal acoustic phonons are clearly resolved in the

. ,,lRaman spectrum (Fig. 6a) measured at room

Fig. 4. Optical phonon frequencies for ZnTe. The full symbols temperature with an excitation wavelength of 6863
are the results of the present work, the open symbols are The theoretical dispersion relation of the lon-
results of neutron scattering experiments [8] shifted properly
for the strain and the temperature (see Table I). The lines gitudinal acoustic phonons along the growth di-
through the open symbols serve as a guide to the eye. rection is given in ref. [2]. In this dispersion
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Temperature dependence of optical gain
in CdTe/CdMnTe heterostructures
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Abstract

('dTc/CdMnTc graded index separate confinement hcterostructurcs have been used to produce visible laser
emission under electronic or photo-pumping. The optical gain of the structures has been measured as a function of
optical power and temperature. The maximum gain. atbuk 19t) cm t for a stracturC containing two quantum wclls. i,
easily attained under excitation of about 6 kW/cm2 at 90 K. It decreases with increasing temperatures. displaying
two distinct regimes: (i) in the low temperature regime (helow 2(1g-2501 K). the gain decreases exponentially with a
characteristic temperature T,, = 110 K. and is interpreted as being due to the escape of holes from quantum wells
and also to scattering of carriers by 1.0 phonons: (ii) above 250 K. a faster decrease of gain takes place as a result of
the thermal activation of carriers into the barriers.

1. Introduction plays. are used as cold cathode emitters. The
electrons are subsequently accelerated b\ a rood-

Since the first report of a blue-green ZnSe- crate 10 kV voltage and focused onto the semi-
based injection laser [1]. which was made possible conductor optical cavity to produce electron-hole
by the successful p-type doping of ZnSe, the main pairs within 0t)0 to 511) nm bclow• the surface. The
difficulty has been the problem of making an semiconductor active region is a graded
ohmic contact to a wide bandgap p-type semicon- index separate confinement hetcrostructure
ductor [2]. The microgun pumped semiconductor (GRINSCH) which is designed to improve carrier
laser [3] has recently been proposed as an alter- collection into the quantum well (QW) and to
native solution which circumvents the difficulties avoid the surface recombination. In this work wc
of doping and making electrical contacts to the report on a comparative optical study of various
semiconductor material. In this device, arrays of CdTe/CdMnTc GRINSCHs used in the micro-
microtip cathodes developed for flat panel dis- gun pumped laser. The net gain of these struc-

tures has been measured under optical pumping.
at different excitation powers and different tern-

* (orresponding author. peraturcs.

(Mt22-0248/94/$07.TMt t 1994 1l,.cvier Science B.V. All rights reserved
NNWD 0022-112-;(93 )1!0627-.1
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2. Experimental procedure so
T 1,5 K

The net optical gain is measured by the vari- - 200
able stripe length method of Shaklee and Leheny
[4]. The excitation stripe is formed by the fre- Z_ 150

quency doubled beam of a Q-switched YAG-Nd
laser. The width of the stripe is about 5(1 /im and 1Go
the length can be varied up to I mm. The pulse -

length is 2510 ns and the repetition rate is I kHz. Z A

The power density in the stripe is 30 kW/cm,.
which can be attenuated if necessary using neu- .......
tral density filters. As the laser pulse duration is 0 -4 -EXCITATION POWER ý,W 2m uch lo n ge r th an th e rad ia tive reco m b in atio n (l in ar sOaEe nVn s s aFig. 1. Net gain (linear ,,talc) mneasured in ",anlplex', I\ B nd (
time (I s or less) we can assume that the mea- A 10W temperItIre ()95 K) its a function ot the optical cita
surements arc done under steady state condi- tion densit.,

tions. The emitted light can be spectrally dis-
persed using a I m monochromator. The uncer-
tainty on the gain values is estimated to be less
than 10 cm . Note that the thickness of the OW region

The samples were grown by MBE on (001) varies from 5 to 20 nm in our samples,. much less
Cd,,,,Zn(,,Te substrates at 310VC under an cx- than the lateral extension of the guided TE mode
cess cadmium flux. Sample characteristics are de- (500 nm). Therefore the optical confinement fac-
scribed in Table I. The active region consists of I tor I' is roughly the same and is of the order of a
or 2 CdTc OW's located inside an asymmetric few percent in the various configurations,
GRINSCH structure adapted for external pump-
ing with a low energy (5 to I0 kV) electron beam.
The composition gradient of the barriers, the 3. Experimental results
high and low limits of which arc indicated in
Table I, extends over approximately 600 nm on The %ariation of the spectrally integrated opti-
the surface side and 30( nm on the buffer side. cal gain with excitation power is presented in Fig.
This active part of the structure is coherently I for samples A. B and C, which were grown to
grown on top of a relaxed buffer layer (2 jum of check the role of the OW parameters (see Table
Cd 1 •Mn 1 <[Tc or C(d ,.,Mn, _1Tc depending on I). The lowest threshold is obtained for sample A
the sample). It has been carefully checked by which contains a single narrow QW. The gain
cathodoluminescence imaging that the GRIN- increases with increasing excitation and reaches a
SCH and QW regions are free of misfit interfa- maximum at 5 kW,/cm- and above. However. the
cial dislocations for all samples described in this maximum gain is higher for the 2-QW (sample C)
work. than for the I -QW structures (samples A and B).

These observations can be understood qualita-
tively on the basis of the density of states in the

t le h triactive region. At low temperatures and under low%
Sample characteristici, -excitation power, the carriers are confined in the
Sample Number OW thicknes Mn gradient 1' - wells. A smaller density of states allows the popu-

(it OWN Inti)
__......___...... lation inversion condition to be reached faster.

A I 4.5 20 2; The narrow single well structure (sample A) must
II s1) 21) 25 then give the higher gain at low power (e.g.. 20

C 2 4.5 20 25 cm Iat 0. kW 'cmn'). while the 2-OW structure
I) 2 6.5 15 20) (samplc I :,, the same inversion condition
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250 103
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4 5 nm OWs GRINSCH 20% -25% exc po wer 10 kW cm2

E 200 A A 91 K 41 41
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A 142K
100 O 101 sample 0 lwo65 5 nm0QW
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10 . .. . . . . . . . I
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2

) Fig. 3. Net gain (log scale) measured in samples C and D at

Fig. 2. Net gain (linear scale) measured in sample C( at high excitation density (Ill kW/cm
2 ) as a function of the

different temperatures as a function of the optical excitation temperature.
density.

with twice as much power, and then gives twice about 200 cm -. which is twice the maximum
more gain (40 cm-' at 0.7 kW/cm 2). gain (about l0)0 cm ') in the I-QW structures

At higher excitation densities, the gain in- (samples A and B).
creases with population inversion. It is expected The power dependence of the gain at different
to reach a maximum in a QW structure when the temperatures is presented in Fig. 2 for sample C.
Fermi energy is well above the confined level, As the temperature increases, the maximum gain
since the 2D density of states is constant with is reached at higher powers. In order to get a
energy for a given subband. This is indeed the better description of the temperature variation of
case for the 3 samples. Furthermore we observe the gain we have plotted in Fig. 3 the logarithm
that the maximum gain is independent of the well of gain (measured at 10 kW/cnm) versus the
size, which is due to the fact that the 2D density temperature for samples C and D. These two
of states is independent of the well thickness. For samples have been designed to present quite dif-
the 2-OW structure (sample C) it amounts to ferent distribution of density of states in QWs

sampl C sampie Dsample Cwo 6 5 -m QW&GRINSCH 15'. 20%"wo 4 5 nm QWs&GRINSCH 20%-25%

OWs OWs

X1Z X 1
Z 95K el 95K

_zz

L-J 150K x2 x02

o L) 150 K
z Z
Li

200K x5 200K x5

Z z

250K x 10 -. 250K 410
I- 0

T 0
Q- .300 K x .50 X 50

-- * .~ -1 * ... t . x5

4 16 18 20 14 16 18 20
PHOTON ENERGY (eV) PHOTON ENERGY (eV)

Fig 4. Spontaneous emission (photoluminescence spectra from the sample surface) in samples C and I). at different temperatures.
Samples are excited hy a 10.5 mm long stripe at 10 kW/cm".
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and barriers. Both have graded barrier layers of ers might be an increase of the carrier losses due
the same thickness with the same gradient (see to defects in the alloy.
Table 1). But sample C has deeper and narrower In the low temperature regime (under 2M0-250
QWs, so that the ground states of electrons and K), the preceding calculations predict also a de-
holes are better decoupled from confined excited crease of gain due to escape of carriers (espe-
states and from the large density of states in the cially holes) into the barriers, with a rate some-
graded barriers. As shown in Fig. 3, the tempera- what lower than what is observed. This may sim-
ture dependence of the gain displays two distinct ply be due to the fact that thermal equilibrium is
regimes. In the low temperature regime (under not realized in the low temperature regime as
200 K), the gain decreases exponentially with a assumed in the model. However, it is interesting
characteristic temperature T, = 110 K, in a simi- to note that similar T, has been found for the
lar way for the two samples. At higher tempera- temperature dependence of thresholds in other
ture. a sharp drop of the gain is observed, above II-VI laser systems [6,7], in contrast to the higher
2t00 K for sample D and 250 K for sample C. values which are currently encountered in Ill-V

Let us first discuss the high temperature materials. This suggests that the stronger cou-
regime. The faster decrease of the gain at tem- pling to LO phonon in II-VI materials may play
peratures above 200-250 K is ascribed to the a role, i.e. broadening of the density of states
thermal activation of carriers from the QWs to curve by LO phonon scattering. The temperature
the graded barriers. Clear evidence of this effect dependence of the exciton linewidth has been
is given by the temperature dependence of the measured recently in similar structures [8]. It is
spontaneous emission recorded from the sample shown that the broadening of the exciton line can
surface under identical excitation conditions (see be reduced considerably if the exciton binding
Fig. 4). At temperatures below 100 K. strong energy is larger the LO energy of 20 meV. In
luminescence occurs from the barriers, indicating such a favourable case, the exciton linewidth in-
that carriers optically generated deep beyond the creases with temperature with an apparent T, =
graded barrier layers are not collected into QWs. 150 K. which should correspond to an upper limit
Transfer to QWs becomes better with increasing for T, associated to LO phonon scattering in
temperatures, so that the barrier luminescence 1I-VI materials.
decreases with respect to the QW luminescence.
At still higher temperatures, one observes
stronger luminescence from high energy tails of 4. Conclusion
QWs as well as from the barrier: this thermaliza-
tion takes place around 300 K in sample C, but The gain in CdTe-CdMnTe GRINSCH QW
around 2501 K in sample D where excited levels adapted to electron pumping in a microtip semi-
are closer to the ground levels, conductor laser has been measured under optical

We have evaluated the balance between stimu- pumping using the variable stripe length method.
lated emission and absorption using a simple At low temperature (below 10M K). the popula-
model assuming thermal equilibrium of carriers tion inversion is easily attained under a moderate
in OWs and barriers. Such a model has been used excitation density, and the net gain reaches a
successfully to explain the better temperature be- maximum. The dependence of gain on the num-
haviour of GRINSCH as compared to SCH in ber of QWs (one or two) is easily understood
GaAs/GaAIAs single QW lasers [51. In our case qualitatively when taking into account the change
the fast decrease oif gain above 2501 K in sample in the density of states. A decrease in the maxi-
I) and above 3010 K in sample C is reproduced mum gain is observed when the temperature in-
very well by the model. The dominant mechanism creases from I1M to 201M-250 K: its rate (7TO = 110(
is the very strong escape of holes into the barri- K) is similar to the gain variation in other Il-VI
ers. Note that another detrimental effect of the laser structures, as well as to the line broadening
enhancement of the carriers density in the barri- due to the rather high coupling to LO phonons.
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Abstract

Arrays of wires and dots have been fabricated by electron beam lithography and Ar' ion beam etching from
CdTc/ZnTc quantum wells. The intrinsic exciton photoluminescencc recombination (X line) is observed for wires
(dots) as small as 100 nm (130 nm). In addition, photolumincsccnce intensity from excitons bound to localized
centres (Y line) can be detected for the smallest wires (40 nm) and for the dots down to I(M) nm. The emission
intensity variation together with the polarization rate arc also investigated as a function of the grating period.

1. Introduction rable to the one obtained with the reference
quantum well in the unetched part of the sample.

With the development of wide gap Il-VI semi- but is dominated by the recombination of exci-
conductor heterostructures for optoelectronic ap- tons localized on defects rather than by free
plications and short visible wavelengths [1,2], it is exciton. Below 40 nm wire widths (1() nm dot
important to investigate the optical properties of widths), this extrinsic emission is completely
II-VI quantum wire and dot structures in order quenched.
to evaluate the predicted attractive properties of
such nanostructures (increase of the exciton oscil-
lator strength, lower laser threshold). For II-VI 2. Experimental details
nanostructures only wires and dots made of ZnSe
compounds have been reported so far in the The CdTc/ZnTe (W01) quantum wells were
literature [3.4]. In this paper, we present the grown by molecular beam epitaxy on GaAs sub-
fabrication and the optical characterization of strate. covered by a 2.7 Am thick CdZnTc ( 16C,

CdTc/ZnTe nanostructures processed by 'e,-Ic- Zn) buffer layer. The multiquantum well (MOW)
tron beam lithography and Ar* ion beam etclli&*g ;,istructure contains 5 periods ot QWs and barriers
with lateral sizes down to 40 and 70 nm for tile t-with thicknesses of 13 and 1.6 nm. respectively.
wires and dots, respectively. The total lumines- Conventional electron beam nanolithography was
cence intensity in such nanostructurcs is compa- used on a 151) nm thick polymethylmethacrylate

resist layer to produce high density periodic pat-
terns on the sample. The experimental conditions
(exposure time, beam spot size) were optimized

Corresponding author, to obtain well-defined arrays of 41) Arm x 40 Aim

(X)22-(1248/94/$07.(lt 1994 Elsevier Science .V. All rights reserved
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of wires and dots. After deposition of a titanium having a spatial resolution of 20 /Am (laser spot
layer of 50 nm, a lift-off process was used to size). The sample was excited either above the
produce metallic wires and dots. The transfer of band gap of the barrier with an Ar laser, or in
this pattern to the underlying QWs was obtained resonance in the well using a dye laser with a
by etching the sample through the Ti mask with a typical power density of 50(g W/cm'.
conventional Ar' ion beam etching system. The
nanostructures were observed using a high reso-
lution scanning electron microscope (SEM). Fig. 3. Optical results
1 shows such images attesting that the technologi-
cal processes (lithography and etching) allow us Fig. 2 shows PL spectra of quantum wires with
to control lateral dimensions down to 40 nm for lateral sizes changing from 170 to 40 nm, together
the wires and 70 nm for the dots. A close exami- with a PL spectrum of quantum dots (211) nm
nation of SEM images shows that the typical size) and a 2D QW reference spectrum obtained
inclination of the sidewalls was about 10'. Such on a large unetched area. This spectrum exhibits
patterns were reproduced with various lateral two lines: X line, corresponding to the eh, in-
sizes (40 to 170 nm for the wires and 70 to 210 trinsic excitons in the CdTe-ZnTe QWs. and Y
nm for the dots) for a given grating period (0.4 line, corresponding to the extrinsic excitons local-
/am). Moreover, for a given wire width (80 nm), ized on residual defects (its energy. 4 meV below
various arrays were made with different periods the X line, is compatible with a donor bound
ranging from 0.4 to 2 /Am. exciton [5,6]). Extrinsic luminescence at 1.57-1.58

Optical spectroscopy (photoluminescence (PL), eV is believed to be related to the extended
photoluminescence excitation) was performed at defects [7]. The PL spectra of wide wires and
low temperature (1.8 K) with a mapping set-up dots. as compared to the 2D spectra, exhibit:

Fig. I. SEM images of periodic quantum wires and dots etched into the CdTe/ZnTe heterostructurcs. The five OWs are located
below the IWt nm ('dZnTc cap layer. The sizes are 411 nm for the wires and 710 nm for the dots. (The scale is given by two successive
points which correspond to 301 nm.)
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(i) a blue shift of both exciton lines towards higher r,.....

energy (- 1.5 meV for the wires and 3 meV for P,-r,,d ) - .

the dots); t I - K

(ii) a vanishing of the extrinsic luminescence at -

1.57-1.58 eV;
(iii) a marked variation in the relative intensity of
the intrinsic e h, and extrinsic transitions (ratio -

X/Y). 2

All the above PL features are similar to those - s'f

observed on the PL spectra of samples implanted .
at 3M1 K with different ions (Zn, Ar, Cd) followed
by a moderate annealing for which interdiffusion
of Cd'l'e/ZnTe strained QWs was observed [7]. . . , P, .. . .
In our case, the Ar+ ion beam etching creates
both structural defects under the Ti mask by Fig. 3. Normalized PL intensities of the tro exceton lines as a

straggling and a local annealing. This would in- function of the lateral dimensions. rhe circles correspond to
duce an intermixing which gives rise to the blue the intrinsic recombination IX line) and the irianglc, to

extrinsic recombination (Y line). The dashed lines are onl% a

shift observed for the cxciton line. The vanishing guide to the eyes. The PL intensities ohscred for the refer-

of extrinsic luminescence at 1.57-1.58 eV is also ence 2D unetched part are also shossn.
a signature of some local annealing effect [7].
Finally. the increase of the Y line intensity can

reveal a variation in the distribution of impurities
or defects responsible for the extrinsic Y line
during the ion beam etching.

For narrower wires and dots. the intrinsic X
1.s, K line disappears and only the Y line can be de-

X tected. This line broadens up to 1(1 mcV for the
smallest wire size (40 nm). and no significant blue
shift due to lateral confinement is observed. (This

L Its21(nm y broadening is also observed in photolumines-7
cence excitation spectra.) In our case, the lateral

Quantum Well confinement effect could be obscured by disper-
sion of lateral wire size in the MOW structure

• Wires because of the inclined sidewalls. Taking wire
tnsizes equal to 40 + 15 nm. one would expect aS170 nm

blue shift varying between 2 and 7 mcV for an
- 1t0 nm infinite lateral potential (this I D energy range is

110 nm reported in Fig. 2).

- ,5 nm Fig. 3 shows the evolution of the X and Y
W) n-M •exciton line intensities for both wires and dots as
•0 ttn ID Energy range a function of their lateral sizes. These intensities

are deduced after deconvoluting the Pl. spectra
obtained under a resonant excitation, so that the

Entrgy eV, carriers are created only in the CdTe QWs. Then
Ilig 2. J'hotoluminescence spectra of set of ,wires with various the PL intensities are normalized to the wire
si/cs (1711 nm to 40 VIm) together with a P1. spectrum of (dot) surface. We would like to note that the PL
quantum dots (210) nml and of a reference 21) quantum well

structure. The intensities of all the spectra are normalized to results obtained for the 40 nm wires arc not
their maxima, reported in this figure because they werc oh-
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tained on an array with a different period and of the PL efficiency was observed between the 2D
with a different excitation power. In Fig. 3, the as-grown sample and the annealed one. Secondly.
striking result is the increase of the Y line lumi- PL intensity from arrays of 80 nm wires is in-
nescence intensity for the wide nanostructures as creased by a factor of 4 when the period is
compared to the one obtained for the reference smaller than 0.7 Am. This is reported in Fig. 4
2D unetched part. The X and Y exciton line where the PL intensity from 80 nm wires is plot-
intensities drop by about one order of magnitude ted as a function of the wire period. A strong
for the smallest patterns. The X line disappears increase of the PL intensity is observed for peri-
for wire sizes lower than I1() nm and dot sizes ods between (1.8 and 0.6 Am. Moreover, for these
lower than 130) nm: this difference between the period values, the emission becomes strongly po-
two types of nanostructures could be due to the larized along the wires for both excitation polar-
lateral surface damage which is expected to be izations. parallel and perpendicular to the wires.
more dominant for the dots. It is to be noted that these thresholds for both

Note that no overgrowth was realized to obtain the PL intensity and the polarization ratio appear
these results, in contrast to the ill-V nanostruc- for a period corresponding to the emission wave-
tures where the recovery of luminescence inten- length of the CdTe QWs. This strong polarization
sity was obtained by overgrowth on the etched effect is not related to a lateral confinement
patterns in order to reduce surface recombina- effect, but is rather due to an electrodynamic
tion [8]. The increase of the PL quantum effi- effect such as an increase of the coupling be-
ciency in the wide nanostructure arrays is corre- tween the emission light and the grating period of
lated with two experimental observations. First, the wires. This polarization effect has to be calcu-
in the implanted enhanced interdiffusion study lated following the model presented in ref. [9].
mentioned above [7], an increase by a factor of 2 Finally, as shown in Fig. 3. the free exciton

(a)

4. 1.8K
CdTe/CdZnTe80 nm Wires

., 3;

S2.

I. * . .- C

P= I -1

O's
* Exc-

.C O~ti x '

- 0.4 9

0,2
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5

Period urnm,
Fig. 4. Photoluminescence of 81) nm wires as a tfunction of the array period. (a) PL. intensity %ithoui any piolariation. (h)
Polarivaiion ratio of ihe emission luminescence for excitation piolariied parallel and perpendicular to the ,ires.
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emission intensity (X line) vanishes always before 5. Acknowledgements
the extrinsic one (Y line). This result can be due W r hnflt .CbrK aiaaa
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Exciton recombination in ZnSeTe _.,/ZnTe QWs
and ZnSe.,Te _x epilayers grown by metalorganic vapour

phase epitaxy

A. Naumov *", H. Stanzl, K. Wolf, A. Rosenauer, S. Lankes, W. Gebhardt
Institut .fir Festkirperphysik, Unih ersitiit Regenshurg. D-93040 Rtegensburg,. Germany

Abstract

We present the optical characterization of MOVPE grown ZnSc,Tc1 epilayers with 0 <x <(1.35 and
ZnSeTe, -, single quantum wells (SQWs) with L. = 2.0-8.5 nm. Thc structures were investigated using photore-
flectancc and photoluminescence spectroscopy. Transmission electron microscope analysis was used to determine
quantum well thickness. The studied ZnSec. 3 Te,,7 SWQs show a bright emission band with a hallwidth - It) meV in
the spectral region of 110-250 meV below the band gap of the corresponding mixed crystal. We suggest a type 11
bands alignment in ZnSeTe1 ,/ZnTc single quantum wells.

I. Introduction ties of ZnSeTe_ epilayers are related to the
composition close to ZnSe [2,3]. In this paper we

The properties of semiconductor mixed crys- present the evolution of the luminescence spectra
tals and quantum well structures of II-VI com- in MOVPE grown ZnSe,TcI - epilayers near
pounds attracted increasing interest because of ZnTe binary compound.
the growing use of these materials in opto-elec- Experimental and theoretical studies of
tronic devices operating in the visible spectral ZnTc, -, Sc,/ZnTe strained layer superlattices [4]
region. In heterostructures with ZnSe, ZnTe and show that this system has a type I1 band align-
ZnSeTe, -, materials the variation of the band ment because of a large valence band offset ( - I
gap at room temperature is possible from the eV) between ZnTe and ZnSe binary compounds.
blue to the yellow-red region. Molecular beam In the present work we show that in a strained
epitaxy (MBE) and metalorganic vapour phase layer ZnSe,TcI-,jZnTe SQW. recombination
epitaxy (MOVPE) growth of ZnSeTe1 , epilay- has a type I1 behaviour when electrons are con-
ers in the whole concentration range was re- fined in the ZnSe,Te -, QW and holes are in the
ported by different groups [1-3]. However, the ZnTe material.
most of experimental data on the optical proper-

SCorresponding author. 2. Experimental procedure

Present address: Department of Physics and Astronomy.
Dartmouth College. 6127 Wilder Laboratory. tHanover. New The studied structures were grown in our labo-
Hampshire 03755-352M. USA. ratory by atmospheric pressure MOVPE at T=

tX122-01248/94/$O7.(X) c, 194 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
SSDI 11022-0248(93 )Eotl8- A
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340'C with diisopropyltelluride (DIPTe) and dial-
lylselenide (DASe) in combination with dimeth-
ylzinc-triethylarnine (DMZn-TEN). (001) GaAs
was use as a substrate for epilayers and QW
structures. The growth rate was about 0.7 Mm/h. ZnSexTei1-x
The composition rate x of the epilayers was V T=2K EL

measured by X-ray diffraction analysis and the C x=035

monocrystalline quality was confirmed by trans- -0
mission electron microscope (TEM) measure- 0
ments. The growth of ZnSeTe, QWs was per- >

formed with 10 min interruptions at the inter- x=0.25
faces. i E

Photoluminescence (PL) spectra were mea- ._ E.
sured at 2 K under the excitation with an Ar-ion -°
laser line 458 nm (2.707 eV). PL spectra were .2Ct)detected at normal incidence using a 1 m double ._n
Jarrel-Ash spectrometer and a cooled GaAs E '°xot

photomultiplier. 
t, - Eh

A 1000 W halogen lamp and a 1/4 m mono- 4 =0

chromator were used for photoreflectance (PR)
measurements to obtain a probe beam with a Eh llb-A l o x=0.005=
spectral halfwidth of 0.2 nm. A pump beam of a
336 nm line of a high pressure mercury lamp was 2.4 2.3 2.2 2.1
focused at the sample placed in a helium bath Energy (eV)
cryostat. We used the sweeping photoreflectance Fig. 1. PL spectra of ZnSe,Te -, epilayers. Arrows mark the

technique described in ref. [5] to avoid the influ- position of excitonic resonances obtained from photore-

ence of the intense PL background. The lumines- flectance measurements.

cence and the reflected probe beam were de-
tected in back-scattering configuration by a cooled
bialkali photomultiplier. samples. Low temperature PL spectra of

{110) Cross-sectional samples were prepared ZnSeTe,-, are shown in Fig. 1. With the in-
for transmission electron microscope (TEM) in- crease of the Se content in the layer the emission
vestigation. The cleaved samples were glued to- spectrum shifts to lower energies according to the
gether and cut into slices of 300 /m. Then they band gap changes in ZnSeTe, , mixed crystals
were mechanically thinned to a thickness of about [1].
25 Am. Finally, the specimens were thinned to In the epilayers with low Se concentration
electron transparency during liquid nitrogen cool- (x < 0.1), PL spectra are similar to those found in
ing by a two-gun Ar' ion mill. TEM micrographs pure ZnTe layers grown by the same MOVPE
were obtained with a Philips CM30 microscope technique [6]. The spectrum consists of free exci-
with a point resolution of the objective lens of tons line, split by thermal strain into heavy-hole
0.23 nm. (Eh) and light-hole (E,) components, lines of

excitons bound to neutral shallow acceptors i,,
and I,, and donor-acceptor (D-A) pair recom-

3. ZnSe.Te_ - epilayers bination band [6]. Two deep Y, and Y, bands in
the sample with x = 0.005 were assigned to the

The studied ZnSeTe_- epilayers show at T dislocation related transitions [7]. In the concen-
= 2 K a bright emission in the excitonic region tration region 0.1 <x < 0.2, PL spectra contain
which indicates to a high quality of the grown two emission bands which were attributed to the
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free exciton E, and acceptor bound exciton position was obtained from PL excitation spectra
(AW, X) recombination [8]. In the region of corn- and from the temperature dependence of PL.
positions with x > 0.2 for the best quality since no distinguishable fine structure in the exci-
ZnSejTe1 , epilayers, one emission band E, and ton reflection spectra has been observed for the
its ILO phonon replica were observed. In the compositions x > 0,1.
samples with higher concentration of residual im- In this work we have used a photoreflectance
purities, I LO phonon replica is overlapped by the technique to determine the position of excitonic
(A, X) band. resonance in the samples with a higher Se con-

The detailed study [8] of the spectral position, centration. A pronounced excitonic structure in
temperature dependence and the comparison with PR spectra was detected for the concentrations
the spectra of the bulk ZnScTe _, mixed crys- up to x = 0.25. At higher Se compositions, the
tals allowed us to attribute the EL band to the broadening of the PR spectrum increa' -apidly
radiative recombination of the excitons localized and smears out the excitonic fine struct..,e. The
by compositional fluctuations of the mixed crystal exciton resonance positions obtained from the
[9]. This assignment is also supported by the PR spectra are presented in Fig. 1. At low Sc
essential increase of the whole PL intensity in concentration, excitonic resonance is located near
ZnSeTe1 _, epilayers with the increase of corn- the maximum of free exciton emission E,. For
position x. It was shown in ref. [81 that in this the sample with x = 0.25. the position of the
concentration region there is a low energy shift of excitonic resonance corresponds to the high en-
the peak position EL band from the position of ergy edge of the PL band of localized excitons
the excitonic resonance. The excitonic band edge EL. The concentration dependence of the exci-

gZnTeobdSeos3

Fig. 2. Single beam bright field image of ZnSe(,.3Te,,,7 SOW structure.
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tonic band edge can be well fitted by a parabolic Ine Znsc,lc- /Mie

function F- T I.

E,,( %) = E5(0)(l -x) +E,,(1)x-bx(I - x), 0 1

with a bowing parameter b= 1.35 + 0.1 eV which -.
is in agreement with b = 1.36 eV obtained from 50
temperature dependent of PL (81 and is smaller
that the value b = 1.504 eV determined from , -02
photoconductivity measurement [1].

1(1 20 St' 4',

4. ZnSe xTe, _/ZnTe quantum wells :00,1; plane nur;iorj

Fig. 3. Result of the digital anals•sis of lattice spacing, in the

We have studied three samples with ZnSe,,, structure with a ZnSe, ,Te,,- quantum well.

Te,.7 QWs confined by ZnTe binary compound.
Two samples contain single ZnSeH.3Te, 7 QWs the parabolic curves to the int sities along
(L = 4.2 nm and L. = 6.3 nm) with 1.5 Am ZnTc straight lines which cress the brightness maxirong
buffer layer and 0.5 jim ZnTe cap layer. The enha nes thiccros tom britne rmi-third sample contains three ZnSeu4 Te07 QWs enhances the accuracy of atom position determi-
withird sampic ontains L r =. and 8).T4 nm ~sea nation to typically 0.2 pixel. The lattice basiswith thicknesses L.=2.1. 4.2 and 8.4 nm sepa- vectors B,~, and B, are evaluated by averag-
rated by a 0.5 j.m ZnTe material. ve lt ice and o th e fo u atom pt avcrag-

Fig. 2 shows a single beam bright field image ing lattice spacings of the found atom positions in
of the sample with 4.2 nnm thick SQW. Since no a region located safely in the ZnTc. The positions

dislocations can be found in the region of the R i. +jB,,,u, form a reference lattice
which can be compared to the determined atom

quantum well, we assume that the QW layers are
below the critical thickness for strain relaxation, positions ar. The resulting difference vectors -,,
The thicknesses of the investigated QWs were tn , re projected onto the (N)11) dirsc-
measured by high resolution transmission elec- ized to the (0011 plane distance and givng
tron microscopy (HRTEM), facilitated by new giving

digital analysis methods which will be described 1 N B<"'nSd, = •- F Dij 12
in detail elsewhere. QW N

Since the quantum well lattice constant alw
perpendicular to the interface plane differs from The result of the analysis is shown in Fig. 3.
the lattice constant a In, of the embedding ma- Here the reference lattice was situated in the left
terial, the thickness of the quantum well can be part of the HRTEM image. In the region of the
determined by the analysis of lattice spacing. For ZnSe,.3Te,, 7 quantum well, the smaller latticeOw
this purpose the HRTEM negatives are digitized constant a . causes decreasing values of the
with a CCD camera at a resolution of 768 X 512 lattice difference d, with increasing layer number
pixels. The digitized images are processed on a j according to
Silicon Graphics work station. The noise part of dQ d (acW Z Tr
the Fourier transform which results from sample d - = (a . na/InI

surface amorphization during the ion milling pro- Therefore, the 14 + 2 planes j - 25 + I to j =

ccss, contamination during electron microscopy 38 ± 1 in Fig. 3 belong to the ZnSeTe -, QW.
investigation, grains of the negative and noise of The studied ZnSeO.3Teo.7 SWQ structures show
the CCD camera is detected automatically and at low temperature a bright luminescence in yel-
reduced by Wiener filtering. After inverse Fourier low-red region. The PL spectrum of the sample
transformation, the approximate atom position., with a single QW (U = 4.2 nm) (Fig. 4b) contains
can be found as local brightness maxima. Fitting emission of the pure ZnTe barrier and two bands
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12 meV. As it was mentioned above, thle OWs are
T=2K coherently strained and we assume that the blue

ZnSeo.3Teo.7  shift of the PL bands is due to the confinement
epilayereffect in QW.

a) The type of the band alignment in our system
was determined using the concentration depen-
dence of the band gap *n ZnSe ,Te, epilavers

Zn~0.Te.7Zne QW SWO L,=4.2 nm obtained from PR measurements. We used a>.o
6 Zne 0 3 T0* 7/n~ethe linear dependence of the valence band edge

ZnTo barrier on the composition of the mixed crystal and a
>1 valence band offset of -t0.9 eV between ZnTe

(Ib)
b) and ZnSe [4]. We found that the band alignment

5ý - ~in ZnSe ,,.Te,,-. OW correspotids to the t~pe I1
.CL,=2.1 nm recombination when the electrons are quitntized

LC:. in a OW and the holes are situated in ZnTc. The
0

depth of the OW in the conduction band of about

E E~~t=2.14 eV L,=8.4 nm 0.45 eV was derived for our system by fitn h
W positions of the PL peaks in the sample with

d) three QWs using the theory for OWs w~ith finite
________barriers.

c)

1 5. Conclusions
2.4 2.3 2.2 2.1 2.0 1.9 1.8

Energy (eV) We have studied the optical properties of
Fig. 4. C~omparison ot the PL spectra of Zn~e,,Tc,,- epilaver ZnSe ITel epilayers and SOWs. It wkas tound
(at) and structures with ZnSc, e,,~ - QWs (b.c.d). Spectrum that the mixed crystals with composition _v < 0.I
(d) was detected from the sample wiih three ZnSe, Je5 .ý have the same recombination channels as binary
QWs under the excitation E,, below the energy gap 'oZf plyrs h nraeofS opsto
ZnTe. Z~ plyr.Teices fS opsto

leads to the essential broadening of all recombi-
nation lines. At the compositions x > 0.2. the PL
spectrum is dominated by the reconmbination of

at about 200 mcV below the band gap of' the excitons localized by the compositional disorder
corresponding alloy (Fig. 4a). The main peak of the mixed crystal, which is a common property
(2.022 cV) is attributed to the excitonic recombi- of Il-VI mixed crystals with anion substitution
nation in the QWs. The one at lower energies [9]. ZnSec -, SOW structures with ZnTe bar-
(1.996 cV) is probably related to the recombina- riers show a type 11 band] alignment when tlie
tion involved residual impurities, electrons are confined in the ZnScc ,e quan-

The spectral position of the OW PL band tumn well and the holes arc in the ZnTe material.
depends on the composition of the mixed crystal
and on the OW thickness. The maximum of the
PL band in the OW shifts to higher energies with 6. References
a decrease of the OW thickness. In the sample
with three OWs (Figs. 4L and 4d), the positions of' (t] M.J.S.P. tBrasil. RI.L. NaihorN, t.SV lur/o-Sand"Ort. 11.1 .

the recombination bands are 1.972. 2.0)25 and ( iichrisi and R.J. Miartin. AppI. Phs t ett. 58 (199t)

2.115 eV for L,. = .4, 4.2 and 2.1 tim. respcc. 12509.ths .Nhls.I(idwn Vlato.

tively. At the same time the halfwidth of' the Davies. MT..I lialsati. IB. (ockas ne and P.J. ,riehi,.1
emission line increases monotonically from 7 to ('xsiat (irov~th 11t7 I 1992) 91
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Abstract

Quantum well structures with semimagnetic barriers. ZnSe/(Zn.Mn)Se. or semimagnetic wells. (Zn.C'd.Mn)Se /

ZnSe. arc studied by luminescene and reflection spectroscopy in an external magnetic field up to 7.5 T. A unique
offset dependence on the manganese concentration and a type conversion of the ZnSe/(Zn.Mn ?Se hecterostructures
due to the giant Zeeman splitting of the barriers are found. In the (Zn.Cd.Mn)Se/ZnSe structures. a strong reduced
energy transfer from the exciton states to the Mn internal transition was found, which is further suppressed by an
increasing magnetic field. Therefore (Zn.Cd.Mn)Se quantum wells can be proposed to be suitable and effective for
tuneable blue-green laser devices in an external magnetic field. The field dependent energy splitting both of well and
barrier excitons are significantly anisotropic with respect to the orientation of the magnetic field B parallel or
perpendicular to the growth axis. This magnecto-optical anisotropy can be explained by the mixing oif the heavy. and
light hole states in the framework of a multi-band envelope-function approximnation.

1. Introduction a giant Zeeman splitting due to a Strong s.p-d
exchange interaction between electron and hole

ZnSe-based nanostructures are becoming more band states and the localized Mn> (3d5) elec-
important as device applications. e.g. blue laser tron states [4.51.
structures [ 1-3], begin to be realized. Using man- In the present paper luminescence and reflec-
gancse-containing mixed crystals for preparing tion measurements are reported of ZnSe /(Zti.
such nanostructures. semnimagnetie quantum wells Mn)Se single and multiple quantum wells and
and superlattices can be formed, offering a wide (Zn.Cd.Mn)Se/ZnSe single quantum well struc-
tuning of the exciton cnergies in an external tures. The structures were deposited on 750) or
magnetic field. These exciton shifts are caused by 900) nm thick ZnSe buffer layers. respectively.

which were grown on M1X)) oriented GaAs sub-
strates in a DCA 350) MBE system equipped with

*Corresponding author. effusion cells for Zn. Cd. Mn and Se. The opti-
Deceased, mum growth temperature has been found to be

t1X22-11248/94/Stt7.(X) 1994 Elsevier Science 13NV. All rights reserved
.'SIDl 00t22.1124X1(93 (1(1621 -D
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310'C. The growth process was monitored by - . .
means of RHEED. A (2 x 1) and a c(2 x 2) re-
construction were always seen. The growth was ZnSe/(ZnMn)Se MOW
interrupted under Se-rich conditions of 3 min 2.85 1-

duration in order to smooth the interface be-
tween the individual layers [6].

The first magneto-optical investigations of a

ZnSe/(ZnMn)Se MQWs and superlattices were
presented some years ago [7,8]. In section 2 of the

2.8present paper, results are discussed concerning b2
the magnetic field induced change of the band .
alignment and type conversion of ZnSe/(Zn,
Mn)Se heterostructures, due to the recently pub-
lished unique offset dependence on the man-
gancse concentration [9]. For comparison, 2.75
(Zn.CdMn)Se/ZnSe quantum well structures 0 2 4 6 8
with semimagnetic wells were investigated (sec- BIT)
tion 3). A significant anisotropy of the exciton Fig. 1. Energy position of the well exciton luminescence of
splitting was found with respect to the orientation ZnSe/(Zn.Mn)Se MOW structures with various well widths
of the magnetic field parallel or perpendicular to in dependence on the external magnetic field..r x, ý=).25.
the normal axis of all samples (section 4). barrier width L, = 86 nm. 10 wells. Well widths: (a) L. = (.85

nm. (b) 2.85 nm. (c) 4.85 nm, (d) 9.1 nm.

2. Type conversion in an external magnetic field A strong confinement effect for this series of
samples was found, to be seen in Fig. I for zero

(Zn.Mn)Se exhibits a band gap dependence on field. With increasing magnetic field a shift of the
the manganese concentration with a strong bow- exciton luminescence is observable, caused by the
ing for .rVn < (0.1 [10,11], leading to a unique exchange interaction with the manganese d-states
offset dependence of the ZnSe/(ZnMn)Se het- of that part of the well exciton wave function,
crostructures [9]. If the concentration is high which penetrates into the barrier. For the sample
enough t,, > t0.2) the samples exhibit. indepen- with L. = 9.1 nm nearly no shift is observable,
dent on the particular strain, a type I line-up but with a decreasing well width and therefore
where ZnSc acts as the quantum well and increasing confinement effect a stronger shift can
(ZnMn)Sc its the barrier. For XMn < 0.1, type II be seen, due to the stronger delocalization of the
heterostructures are formed. In Fig. I the energy exciton wave function.
position of the ZnSe well exciton emission is In Fig. 2 the energy positions of the reflection
shown for a series of MQW samples with well spectra for ZnSe/(Zn,Mn)Se single quantum well
widths in the range of 0.85 to 9.1 nm in an structures are shown. The ZnSe wells had a con-
external magnetic field. The manganese concen- stant thickness of about 5.1 nm, but different
tration in the barriers is xm,, 0=-0.25. (ZnMn)Se manganese concentrations. The thickness of the
exhibits an increasing lattice constant with in- cladding layers (L,=500 and 20 nm) made it
creasing manganese concentration. The resulting possible to observe the well and barrier reflection
opposite strain in the wells and barriers leads to signals, and therefore the Zeeman splittings of
an opposite splitting of the respective valence both hh exciton states are given in Fig. 2. The
band states. The upper valence band of the ZnSe curves are measured in the Faraday configuration
wells has a light-hole character parallel to the with the field parallel to the sample axis. With
superlattice axis and therefore the luminescence decreasing manganese concentration, the differ-
peaks have to be ascribed to the lh exciton state. ences between the well and barrier cxciton posi-
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2.95 _. I the heterostructures change from a type I with
2.9e ZnSe as the well into a type I line-up with

,• • barrier

(Zn.Mn)Se as the well for high magnetic fields: It
S2.9 . .. is known from the offset determination published

2.85 recently [9], the luminescence and reflection mea-
well surements with the observation of the expected

2.8 .. .. . plateau for a type I - type 11 transition and espc-
2.94 cially the crossing of the o, and (Y- component

1b jf(see section 4) that at first the barrier hh valence
2.89 barrier band edge crosses the well exciton state, yielding

"2.84 indirect excitons with the hole in the cladding
2.84 ra. ~ -layer and the electron in the former well. For

.. .wl . higher field strengths. the conduction band edge
2.79 also intersects the ZnSe electron state. Using the

2.9 C- o known exchange integrals for the conduction band

barrier Na = 0.26 eV and for the valence band N,,/3 =2.85
2.8-1.31 [12] of (Zn.Mn)Se. it is possible to calcu-

well late the shift of the valence and conduction band
2.8 F-.

states separately, which gives a correspondence

275 " with all these experimental observations, using
0 2 4 6 8 the zero field determined band offset.

BIT)

Fig. 2. Energ. position of the heavy hole barrier ( ) and well
(0) exciton states in dependence on the external magnetic 3. Structures with semimagnetic quantum wells
field measured hr. reflection spectroscopy for ZnSe/(Zn.
Mn)Se SQW structures with various manganese concentra- For comparison. (Zn.Cd.Mn)Se/ZnSe quan-
lions in the barrier: (a) XMn = ((.28. (b) .% , = 0.21. (c) x,,,,, S

(1.12: constant well width L. = 5.1 nm. turn well structures with nonmagnetic ZnSc barri-
ers. but semimagnetic quantum wells, were inves-
tigated. The Mn concentration of xM,, = 0.085

tions in zero field become smaller, as expected by and Cd concentration of X,.d = 0.25 lead to a
the decreasing gap energy of the (Zn.Mn)Se bar- resulting band gap smaller than the ZnSe gap
rier. A strong splitting between the a and o"÷ energy. Such semimagnetic quantum wells enable
component is observable for the barrier hh states. larger Zeeman splittings of the quantum well
The splitting is about 75 meV in Fig. 2a for a excitons in an external magnetic field, compared
sample with XM,, = 0.28 in the barrier up to about to nonmagnetic quantum wells with semimagnetic
13(0 meV in Fig. 2c for XN1fn = 0.12 at 7.5 T. This barriers. In Fig. 3 the Zeeman splitting is shown
decrease of the Zeeman splitting with increasing for samples with the same well composition but
manganese concentration is due to the increasing various well widths. The different well widths
spin-glass behavio, r at 2 K, which reduces the lead to different confinement effects, as can be
amount of manganese ions which effectively take seen in Fig. 3 for zero field. Contrary to ZnSe/
part in the exchange interaction process. A simi- (Zn,Mn)Se, we found for the smallest (Zn.Cd.
lar but weaker shift is observable for the well Mn)Se well (Fig. 3a) a somewhat smaller Zeeman
excitons. For the sample with XMn = 0.12. the splitting compared to the wider wells (Figs. 3b
lower energy (r* branch of the hh barrier exciton and 3c). The increasing confinement effect leads
intersects the or* well exciton state. This interest- to an increasing penetration of the exciton wave-
ing behaviour is not known for CdTe/(Cd.Mn)Te function into the ZnSc barrier, which now re-
quantum well structures and is caused by the duces the part of the wavefunction which really
band gap dependence of (ZnMn)Se. By two steps interacts with the Mn 3d states. Another differ-
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2.79 strength with increasing magnetic field, e.g. due
(ZnCd.MnlSe/ZnSe MQW to the increasing barrier height for the cr÷ com-

ponent. In any case these experimental results
2.74 / make the (Zn,Cd,Mn)Se quaternary semiconduc-

a ' tor an interesting material for magnetically tune-
2.69 able quantum well lasers in the blue-green spec-

b tral region.

2.64 C

2.59 4. Magneto-optical anisotropy
2.59

0 2 4 6 8 In Fig. 4 the Zeeman splitting of a ZnSe/

B(T) - (ZnMn)Se MQW structure is shown for the mag-
netic field directions parallel B Ill and perpen-

Fig. 3. Magnetic field dependence of the heavy hole exciton dic B to te r a xis of the pe .

energies for (Zn.CdMn)Se/ZnSe MQW structures with the dicular B ± z to the-growth axis of the sample.

same well composition (xM, = 0.085, x(-,d = 0.25, 5 wells), but Although not all allowed and observable transi-
various well widths: (a) L•. = 4.5 nm. (b) 8 nm. (c) I1 nm: tions for B 11 z and for B I z could be clearly
barrier widths Lh = 22 nm. resolved in this sample by reflection spectroscopy,

a magneto-optical anisotropy is found for both
the well and the barrier states. As can be seen,

ence to ZnSe/(Zn.Mn)Se MOWs is that the typi- strongly different splitting patterns are obtained
cal asymmetric splitting of the well states now for both field directions. For the barrier (Fig. 4a),
shows a stronger shift of the a branch. The
reason for this distinction is that the variation of
the barrier height is caused in these samples by 2.92

the splitting of the well bottom. a

The most surprising result, however, was the I th

observed strongly reduced energy transfer from -
the band exciton states to the internal manganese
transitions which yield a strongly suppressed 4 T1
-'A, manganese luminescence at about 2.1 eV hh

compared to bulk semiconductors. Whereas in
bulk (Zn,Cd,Mn)Se or (Zn,Mn)Se a most effi-
cient energy transfer from the exciton and band 2.76
states to the Mn 3d internal transitions occurs [5], 2.85

in our semimagnetic quantum wells only a hardly b
detectable manganese luminescence was found. ,. ,*:..

With increasing magnetic field the energy trans-
fer is further suppressed, leading to a nearly 2.8 ..
vanishing Mn 3d luminescence. The reason for --
this unexpected result is not clear at the moment,
because the energy transfer process from the 2.75

band states to the internal manganese d-states in 0 2 4 6 8

(lI,Mn)VI semiconductors is still an open ques- BIT)

tion, in spite of discussions for decades. Never- Fig. 4. Excilon energies as a function of the magnetic field

theless, it should be connected with the increas- B I1z (0, - ) and B _ z (u, - - -) for the barrier (a) and
wells (b) of a ZnSe/(Zn.Mn)Se MOW structure. L, = 4.55nm,

ing oscillator strength of the Is exciton state in LI = 75nm. XMn = 0.18. 10 wells: experimental points from
quantum wells and further increasing oscillator reflection measurements: curves are calculated (see text).
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the experimental peak energies with B I z are
shifted to lower energies compared to B _ z. A 2.7 --n'CdM

similar behaviour was already reported for
CdTe/(Cd,Mn)Te quantum well structures [13- 2

16]. The lattice-misfit induced biaxial strain was 2.66 b
shown to be the essential source of the magneto- -

optical anisotropy, leading to a strong mixing of
the heavy and light hole states for the field per- 2.62
pendicular to the growth axis. This could be cal-
culated in the framework of a multi-band enve-
lope-function approximation, already successfully 2.58

used for CdTe/(Cd,Mn)Te [171. The calculated 0 2 4 6 8
curves in Fig. 4a give good agreement with the eIT)
experimental points, using only one scaling factor Fig. 5. Exciton luminescence of (Zn.CdMn)Se/ZnSe MQW

structures (x , = 0.085. x(., = 0.25. 5 wells) in dependenceab(XMnl) for the effective manganese concentra- onhemagei field drecinBlz(,- n
on the magnetic field direction B 11 z (0, -) and B i ztion. The reduction of the real Mn concentration (o. - - -). (a) L. = 4.5 nm. (h) 8 nm. (c) II nm: barrier

is caused by an antiferromagnetic coupling of widths L =22 nm.

part of the Mn ions in the spin-glass phase. For
the well states (Fig. 4b) no further fitting parame-
ter is available. The calculations yield the right was tentatively ascribed to a spin-pinning effect
anisotropic behaviour for the well states and the caused by the quasi-two-dimensional character of
right shift of the lower lying or' and correspond- the well excitons [18]. The good agreement be-
ing or levels, but the shift of the higher lying or tween theory and experiment, however, gives
and o- levels is too small. The shift of the higher strong evidence of our explanation.
lying levels was found to be enhanced due to an In Fig. 5 the luminescence of (Zn,CdMn)Se/
enhanced paramagnetic behaviour of the Mn ions ZnSe quantum wells with different well widths is
near the interface (decreasing antiferromagnetic shown also for the two field directions parallel
coupling at the interface), which is the main and perpendicular to the sample axis. In these
region of interaction especially for the stronger structures the ZnSe barriers are practically un-
localized a'- well exciton lines, strained; nevertheless the anisotropy for the well

For the well it is found that the or- compo- luminescence is observable. Now a pattern simi-
nent is shifted to higher energies than the corre- lar to that known for the CdTe/(CdMn)Te het-
sponding a component for B _ z, which is just erostructures, with all branches for B II z below
the opposite direction as found for the barrier, the corresponding of B _ z [161, was found, caused
For the energetically lowest o,' branch, which by the compressive strain in the wells.
should normally lie above the lowest oa branch in
the whole field range, an intersection of the o,
branch is observable. This unusuil behaviour is 5. Conclusions
caused by the crossing of the (Zn,Mn)Se hh state
with the hh state of ZnSe in this sample leading The ZnSe/(ZnMn)Se quantum well struc-
to a type I -- type 11 transition, as proved by our tures show interesting new properties connected
calculations. Due to the saturation of the s,p-d with the unique band gap dependence of
exchange interaction effect, the discussed second (Zn,Mn)Se. Adjusting the right manganese con-
step (section 2) to a (Zn,Mn)Se well is not observ- centration, type conversions as type I -- type 1I or
able in this sample with 18% Mn. type I - type 11 -* type I are easily observable in

It should be mentioned that sometimes for an external magnetic field.
CdTe/(Cd,Mn)Te such anisotropic behaviour for (Zn,Cd,Mn)Se/ZnSe is shown to be a suitable
the quantum wells in semimagnetic structures material for magnetic tuneable quantum well
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high quantum efficiency but a strong suppressed (1985) 98,.
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Abstract

Indium donor doping of piezoelectric (21 )B CdTc/Cd, ,Zn,Tc multiple quantum wells by molecular beam
epitaxy has been achieved. The effect of uniform doping of the Cdo ,Zn,Te barriers or delta-doping of the CdTc
wells on the strain-induced piezoelectric fields in the wells was studied using low temperature luminescence
spectroscopy. Doping in the barriers produces an electron-gas in the well which partially screens the piezoelectric
field. Screening is also observed for structures delta-doped in the CdTe well, provided the indium plane is located so
that the piezoelectric field separates the electrons from the donor cores.

1. Introduction vantage of the (211) over the (11) orientation is
that twin defects do not form on the (211) orien-

Epitaxial growth of compound semiconductors tation, because the symmetry is broken: the (211)
on polar orientations like (111) and (211) can surface can be viewed as a (Ill) surface misori-
yield remarkable new electronic and optical prop- ented 19o47' toward (0(1). Thus, we have found
erties due to the strain-induced piezoelectric that by growing CdTe/CdZnTe heterostructures
fields [1]. In CdTe/CdZnTe heterostructures co- on (211), one can study piezoelectric effects while
herently grown along (11) by molecular beam retaining the high structural and optical quality
epitaxy (MBE), the strains resulting from lattice usually associated only with the (IM) orientation.
mismatch induce very large piezoelectric fields. Controlled doping of such piezoelectric struc-
which profoundly modify the electronic band tures is of particular interest because one can
structure [2]. However, while high quality growth study effects of free carriers on the built-in eiee-
on (1Il) is difficult to achieve, excellent results tric fields which may provide new possibilities for
have been reported for MBE growth of Il-VI clectro-optic modulation [4]. The following exper-
materials on the (211)B face [3]. The major ad- iments will be presented in this paper: (i) indium

doping of (211)B CdTe epilayers, (ii) uniform
doping of the Cd, .,ZnTe barriers and (iii)

*(Corresponding author. delta-doping of the CdTe wells of CdTc/
'Present address: CRMC 2 -CNRS. Campus de Luminy. Case Cd -,ZnTe (x < 10%)quantum wells (QWs). In
912. F-13288 Marseille Cedex 09. France. the last two experiments, the screening of the

1(X22-(t248/94/$S17.tK) I: 1994 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
SSDI I)I)22-024X(93)E0622-E
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strain-induced piezoelectric field by the electron- The photoluminescence (PL) spectra of the
gas has been demonstrated. In-doped (211) CdTe layers are very similar to

spectra obtained for In-doped ((H)I) CdTe sam-
ples having the same doping level [7]. Up to

2. Indium doping of 211 oriented CdTe layers n = 7 x 10)" cm - doping level, there is no or
Up till now, studies of n-type doping of CdTe very little trace of the deep-centre emission at

by MBE have mainly been done on the (001) = 1.45 eV which is generally attributed to com-
surface. It is well-established that for this orienta- pensation effects [ 11].
tion essentially 100% activation is obtained in the The growth conditions defined by doping
1(0"-10"' cm- 3 range, at growth temperatures of (2101B CdTe have been used for the growth of
200-240°C, using photoassistance [5] or provided "modulation-doped" Cd, ,Zn,Te/CdTe QWs.
a cadmium overpressure is maintained during An additional ZnTe cell is used to obtain the Zn
growth [6,7]. In the present work, the (211) alloy composition. In these structures, indium
CdTe:In layers were grown by MBE on (210I1 doping is used to produce an electron-gas in the
CdZnTe (4% Zn) substrates. The growth is done CdTe wells; thus a screening of the strain-in-
at 240'C, using only CdTe and In cells, that is duced piezoelectric field can be expected, as now
without excess Cd, contrarily to the case of (001) described.
CdTe layers [7].

As compared to CdTe epilayers grown on tilted 3. Uniform doping of the harriers in Cd1 -Zn,
(Ill) substrates [8], transmission electron mi- Te/CdTe (x= 8%)quantum wells
croscopy (TEM) at 2W0 and 400 keV shows that a
2 Am thick (211) CdTe layer presents much bet- Two structures were grown on 2 Am thick,
ter crystalline quality: in particular, the disloca- strain-relaxed CdoZn,.,11 Te buffer layers, on
tion density of the (211) layer is much lower, (211)B Cd,,Zn,)44Te substrates. Each structure
probably because the high density of steps on the consists of five CdTe wells (1 ..... 5) with thick-
(211) surface inhibits the propagation of the dis- nesses 20, 40, 80, 120 and 240 A respectively.
locations into the epilayer [9]. separated by 15W0 A thick CdZnTe barriers hay-

The indium content (NI.) and the carrier con- ing the same composition as the buffer layer. As
centrations (n = ND - NA) of the doped layers no RHEED (reflection high energy electron
were obtained from secondary ion mass spec- diffraction) oscillations are observed on (211) sur-
troscopy (SIMS), calibrated with an indium im- faces, the quantum well thicknesses were de-
planted layer, and from room temperature capac- duced from the CdTe growth rate (1.5 A/s).
itance-voltage measurements, respectively. Com- calibrated from TEM micrographs of CdTe layers
parison between results of these two techniques grown previously.
indicates that, for doping levels in the 3 x 10'5-7 The energy of the luminescence peaks of the
X 1017 cm- 3 range, we obtain n = Nn within the five wells are plotted as a function of the width
total measurement precision of about 20%, i.e., L. in Fig. I. The sample labelled ZD 116 is
an electrical activation efficiency close to 1. undoped (curve a), while sample ZD 114 is uni-
Transport properties of the doped layers were formly doped in the barriers ("modulation dop-
deduced from temperature dependent Hall-effect ing':) with 6 x 10'" In cm -3 (curve b), except in
measurements. For a sample In-doped at n = 3 x 50 A spacer layers at each side of the CdTe wells
I1015 cm 3 (which is the lowest doping level that to avoid diffusion of the indium into the CdTc
can bc achieved reproducibly because the mini- wells.
mum background acceptor concentration is N, = Fhe 0.467 mismatch between the lattice pa-
l0'5 cm '), the mobility attains a maximum value rameters of CdTe and the Cd,,_,Zn,,,,Tc buffer
of 73W10 cm 2/V • s at 40 K. This is amongst the induces very high strain in the CdTe layers, which
highest reported values for doped, and even for produces a piezoelectric potential gradient across
undoped [101] MBE grown ((WI) CdTc. each well (diagram at top right in Fig. I). The
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tl_.6_4 the luminescence is now readily visible even for
1 well 5 [9].

1 .62-
C)1 ýc ao otool, ow . 4. Delta doping of the wells in CdtixZnxTe/

2 F-0 CdTe (x = 6%) quantum wells

a, C 2•oapedOW3 Another way to screen the strain-induced
L, U ZD1141.58a 4 0 14,o•vc piezoelectric field can be the introduction of an

1 .58 4 r. 2xO pizolcti fil cacetemnrdcto fa
(a (211) sjo=eo QWs electron-gas by doping right inside the wells. This

zo=4 1R is made possible using the delta-doping technique

1.56 F0 450 v10 1r2 [7]. The piezoelectric field can ionize the donors
0 50 100 150 200 250 in the well, producing an electron-gas which in

L(Aturn screens the piezoelectric field. As seen in

Fig. 1. Energy of the luminescence peak as a function of the the conduction band diagram b in Fig. 3. this
quantum well-width L.: (a) undoped (211 )B QWs: (b) doped
(211)QWs with uniformly indium doped barriers (n= 6X unique situation occurs when the indium plane is
cm '): (c) calculated exciton energies for undoped (11101) placed at the high potential side of the CdTe
OWs. well. On the other hand, if the indium plane is

located at the low potential side (diagram a in
Fig. 3) the donor impurities stay neutral and no

electron-hole recombination luminescence peaks screening occurs.
of the (211) QWs are then displaced to low en- We have made a comparative study of two
ergy (Figs. Ia and Ib) with respect to recombina- delta-doped (211) CdTe/Cdq,,,Znn,,Te QW
tion energies for equivalent (001) QWs (Fig. lc), structures. An indium plane (2 x 10'' In cm -) is
that is non-piezoelectric QWs) [12]. In the limit of placed at 3 monolayers (-= 10 A) from the bar-
large well width L., the piezoelectric red-shift is rier/well interface, either at the substrate side
approximately the potential change across the (ZD 147) or at the surface side (ZD 146). The
well width, that is F x L,. where F is the piezo- barriers are undoped. The structures are grown
electric field [2]. For the undoped (211) QWs on 2 Am thick, strain-relaxed Cd,,,ZnkTe
(curve a), the peaks lie on a straight line from buffer layers. on (211)B Cd ,, ,Zn,n 0 Te sub-
which we determine F = 4.7 x 104 V cm 1. Such strates. Each structure consists again of five QWs
a field completely separates the electron and the (I ..... 5). The thicknesses are 28. 56. 112. 168
hole in the thickest well 5. completely quenching and 329 A, respectively (with the 28 A well near-
its luminescence [9]. est the surface), separated by 750 A thick CdZnTc

In the modulation-doped (211) structure (Fig. barriers having the same composition as the buffer
lb), for the thicker wells (3, 4 and 5) the lumines- layer: thus only the wells arc stressed.
cence peaks are shifted towards the theoretically We used SIMS profiling of the In. with profil-
calculated exciton energies for an equivalent ((X)I) ing of the Zn atoms of the barriers as a reference,
structure (Fig. Ic), luminescence peak 5 being to check the position of the In in the CdTe wells,
readily detectable now. For the narrowest wells I see Fig. 2. Since the depth resolution of this
and 2, any effect is of the order of the uncertainty technique ( = 50 • [7] is comparable to the widths
in the structure parameters. For the broadest of the narrowest wells, the off-centre position of
well 5. we deduce that the actual average field in the In plane can be detected for wells 4 and 5
the modulation-doped well is F= 2 x 1l0 V only (L. = 168 and 329 A). An apparent broad-
cm ; thus compared to an undoped (211) QW, a ening of the profiles is observed as we pass from
screening factor of = 6 00% has been obtained for the upper well I to the deepest well 5. represent-
this well. Such a reduction of the piezoelectric ing the well-known decrease of the SIMS resolu-
field separating electrons and holes explains why tion in deep profiling. However, it can be seen
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Ia) /D)147

1.61 15
0 •(b) ZD146
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Fig. 2. SIMS (Xe: 1.6 keV) profiles for Zn and In in two Lw (A)
,2t I B structures, each consisting of five QWs. An indium Fig. 4. Energy of the luminescence peaks of Fig. 3 as a
plane is introduced at 3 monolayers (= 10 A) from each function of the well-width L.. The QWs have an indium
harrier (a) on the substrate side or (h) on the surface side of plane located at 3 monolayers ( = 10 A) from each barrier, (a)
the QWs. on the substrate side or (b) on the surface side. The lines have

been drawn to estimate the effective electric field vaiue F in
the wells.

that the indium dopant plane is indeed localized
at the substrate side of the wells for sample ZD Fig. 3 shows 2 K PL spectra for these two
147 (curve a) and at the surface side for sample structures. As compared to sample ZD 147 (spec-
ZD 146 (curve b). trum a), a shift of the luminescence peaks toward

higher energy is observed for wells 2, 3, 4 and 5 of
sample ZD 146 (spectrum b). For the narrowest

2 wells 1. since the In planes are located almost at
(3 the centre of the wells, there is no marked differ-S•(a) ZD 147

"ence in the luminescence peak positions.
D As in the preceding section, the screening phe-

P, nomenon can be analysed using plots of the lumi-
.2 nescence peak position as a function of the CdTe

C well width L,. This is shown in Fig. 4. From the
(b) ZD146 slope of the luminescence peak positions for wells

D 4 3 1 to 4 of sample ZD 147 (curve a), we deduce a
e piezoelectric field F = 3.4 x 104 V cm . In fact.

__ _if we take into account the difference in the Zn
1.50 1.55 1.60 1.65 composition of the barriers (x = 6% here instead

Energy (eV) of 81c for the undoped (211) QWs ZD 114 of

Fig. 3. 2 K photoluminescence spectra for two CdTe/('d,,, section 3), this electric field value corresponds
Zn,,),Te structures grown at 240(' on 2 gm thick relaxed approximately to the value determined for the
(dO,, 4Zn,,'Te buffer layers (on (211 B ('di,a,ZnuuiTe sub- undoped (211 )B QWs (Fig. I). This shows that,
strates). Each structure consists of five CdTei wells (I_. 5 when the indium plane is localized on the sub-
with thicknesses 28. 56. 112. 16M and 329 A respectively). strate side of the wells (see the conduction band
separated by 75(0 A thick CdZnTe barriers. The OWs have an
indium plane located at 3 monolayers ( It 0 A) from each diagram a in Fig. 3), there is no spatial separation
barrier. (a) on the substrate side or (hi on the surface side. of the electrons and the fixed donor cores (in'.d):
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the absence of change in the strain-induced cores, that is when the indium plane is located in
piezoelectric field of this doped (211) structure the high potential side of the wells (the surface
indicates that in such a configuration, t.e donor side for growth on (211)B). When the indium
impurities stays neutral, plane is placed at the substrate side, the donors

The same treatment applied to structure ZD stay neutral and no screening is observed.
146 (Fig. 4, curve b) yields F - 1.4 X 104 V cm-

as an average effective field in the wells of this
structure. Thus. as compared to an undoped (211) 6. Acknowledgement
structure, a screening of the piezoelectric field is
observed: the screening factor (= 60%) is quite Thanks are due to B. Blanchard (CEREM-
comparable to that observed in the broader (211) CEA, Grenoble, France) for SIMS profile mea-
wells with doped barriers (ZD 114 in section 3). It surements.
can be interpreted as a migration of the electrons
toward the low potential side of the well, with the
ionized donors In' remaining fixed at the other 7. References
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Optical and X-ray analysis of ZnSx Se 1X/ ZnSe superlattices
grown on GaAs by metalorganic vapour phase epitaxy
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Abstract

X-ray diffractometry. Raman backscattcring and photoluminescencc were applied to characterize ZnS,Se• ,/
ZnSe superlattices, grown on GaAs(I(X)) by metalorganic vapour phase epitaxy (MOVPE). As sulphur precursor
materials diethylsulphidce (DES) and HlS were compared. Furthermore, we investigated the influence of different
kind of buffer layers, the effect of increasing the number of periods and the consequences of stabilization during
growth interruptions. Superlattices with a high crystal quality and very regular periodicity %%ere obtained for
120-period structures, grown with DES as precursor, without intentional buffer layer. They show very narrow foldcd
acoustical phonons in the Raman spectrum and their X-ray diffraction pattern contains not only sharp satellite
peaks, whose fine structure reveals monolayer fluctuations, but also fringes which are due to interference from the
entire stack.

1. Introduction confinement should reduce the threshold current.
Recently, the development of pulsed room-tern-

The main motivation for ZnSe and ZnSSe1 , perature Cd-bascd quantum well lasers by molec-
epitaxial layers is their potential application in ular beam epitaxy (MBE) in the blue-green spec-
optoelectronic devices such as light emitting tral region has been reported [1]. As an alterna-
diodes (LEDs) and la~,cr diodes in the blue to tive to MBE, also MOVPE is applied for the
ultraviolet, since through the sulphur content epitaxial growth of ZnSe/ZnSSe,-, superlat-
their bandgap can be tuned in this range. Fur- lice structures. The optimization of these struc-
thermore, for low S contents they are nearly tures requires the exact knowledge of the crys-
lattice matched to GaAs. Besides ZnS,SeI -_ epi- talline quality, layer thicknesses, composition, in-
taxial heterostructures, also ZnSSe 1_,/ZnSe terface sharpness and strain profile.
superlattices are, essential, especially for laser ap- In this work we discuss the application of
plications, due to their versatile tunability of the optical spectroscopy and X-ray diffractometry for
effective energy gap and because their carrier the analysis of these properties. As optical spec-

troscopy methods we applied Raman spec-
troscopy and photoluminescence. In Raman spec-

* Corresponding author. troscopy we used the inelastic light scattering by

tMt22-0t248/94/$0t7.0N) (( 1994 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
S.0"I 01122-t)248(93)EO677-Y
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optical as well as acoustical phonons for the 180' difference in azimuthal angle around (001)
evaluation of the sulphur content, the lattice of the substrate to determine the offcut angle and
quality and the periodicity. Photoluminescence to check for the tilt of the SLs with respect to the
allows the determination of electronic energy lev- substrate. The experimental diffraction curves
els in the superlattices. In X-ray diffration the were finally analyzed by applying the dynamical
zero-order diffraction peak of the superlattice theory of X-ray diffraction [31 yielding the chemi-
and its satellites reflect the structural quality, the cal composition as well as the thickness of the
average strain and the periodicity. individual epilayers of the superlattice.

Photoluminescence measurements have been
performed in the temperature region betwe,,. 12

2. Experimental procedure and 300 K, using a HeCd laser with an excitation
wavelength of 325 nm. For this laser line the

2. 1. Sample growth penetration depth in ZnSe is about 11t nm. The
spectra were recorded with a Spex 17014

The ZnSSe, ,/_ZnSe strained-layer superlat- monochromator of I m focal length, equipped
tice structures were grown on 2' misoriented (100) with a GaAs photoinultiplier. The spectral rcso-
GaAs substrates by atmospheric-pressure MOV- lution is better than 0.03 nm.
PE at 480'C, using DEZn, DESe, and HS or The Raman scattering measurements were
DES as precursors. Further details are given in performed in near-backscattering geometry with
ref. [2]. Throughout this paper, the thicknesses of an argon ion laser as excitation light source. The
the ZnSe and ZnSSe,-, layers are designated laser power was kept below 30 m'r,. while the
d, and d,_ respectively. The periodicity d = d, + focus diameter was about 60 Am. Thc Raman
d, was between 10 and 20 nm with up to 120 spectra were obtained by using a double
periods, while the nominal sulphur content x was monochromator (Spex 1403). In the acoustical-
varied between (1.10 and 0.15. In order to improve phonon region, spectra were recorded between 5
the layer quality by surface migration of the reac- and 20 cm - at room temperature and at 80 K,
tants, an interruption time t. between the growth using a GaAs photomultiplier for detection and
of the constituent layers was introduced, which the 465.8 and 458 nm laser lines for excitation.
was varied up to 20 s. For some samples we Especially the latter line leads to a resonant
stabilized the freshly grown ZnSSe, -, layers by enhancement of the scattering efficiency. Also at
sulphur and selenium precursor flow during these 3M) K, the samples were held in vacuum in order
growth interruptions, to suppress spurious low-frequency Raman lines

from atmospheric N, rotational transitions. The
2.2. Analysis optical-mode region between 19(1 and 35(1 cm

was investigated ai 80 K with the 476.5 nm laser
The X-ray studies were carried out with a line. Here we used a multichannel detector sys-

homemade double-crystal system with Si(004) first tem (EG&G 1461). For all measurements the
crystal and Cu Ka, radiation. We' used a X-ray spectral accuracy is +0.1 cm 1 with an instru-
beam size of 0.08 X 4 mm-. All measurements mental spectral peak width of about I cm
were performed in the o)-26) mode with a step
width of 0.0(01° (3.6") in the vicinity of the ((X)4)
GaAs reflection. An aperture in front of the 3. Results and discussion
detector limited the acceptance angle range to 10.
For compensation of the substrate misorienta- For the optical region the lattice vibration
tion. the scattering vector was carefully aligned in frequencies of the superlattice and the underlying
the plane of diffraction. The miscut edge was substrate are between 2(X) and 3501 cm '. Fig. I
adjusted perpendicular to the beam directions. shows typical Raman spectra of 120-period
Scans have been recorded for two settings with ZnS 0 1Se,.,/ZnSe SLs grown with DES and HS.
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layers. The broadening of the Zn-Sc and Zn-S
TM= 80K LO vibrational peaks of ZnS,Se, , and the in-
X,=4765 nm creased "10/LO ratio arc inherent to the intrin-
100(010,001)100 sic alloy disorder in ternary layers. From the

frequency shift of the ZnSe LO phonon (1.(0
L-LO ZnSe cm I with respect to bulk ZnSc) we conclude

S ESthat the binary layers are biaxially compressiseS DES
M strained, which is consistent with pseudomorphic
.2: tgrowth on the GaAs substrate, whose relative
,C LOlattice constant difference to ZnSc is - (.27r. [6].

STOZn-Se LO Zn-S For the Zn-Sc LO vibration of ZnSSc. there is a
CT I frequency shift due to the incorporated sulphur
E and an additional shift due to strain, which, of

course. is correlated with the sulphur content. In
order to separate these coupled effects quantita-

nH25 tively, we performed a selfconsistent calculation.
Assuming pseudomorphic growth. we deduced a
sulphur content of I)Y'c for the ternary layers.
SFor the HS-grown sample. the Raman spectrum

200 225 250 275 300 325 shows a broadened, weak ternary Zn-Sc mode at

Frequency Shift [cm"] the low-frequency side of the binary LO ZnSe
Fig. 1. Raman ýpectrai of ZnS,]Se_,ZnSc supcrlatticcý, phonon and an increase of the TO/ LO intensit\
cnisting ot 12Rm periods. gro\%n vith DES and If "S. respec- ratio of the ternary peaks. This typical behaviour

ri.ch, ncaurcd al SO( K in the optical phonon lrcqucnc. for H S-grown samples indicates an inferior qual-
rcion. ity with respect to the DES-grown samples.

For the study of the acoustical branches, the
spectral region below 40 cm ' is of interest. In a

respectively and otherwise identical growth pa- supcrlattice. the bulk Brillouin zone is replaced
rameters. The polarization configuration in the by a smaller one because of the increased artifi-
Raman experiment was I1((010, 001 )10t). In this cial periodicity along the growth direction [7]. As
configuration the deformation-potential scatter- a result, the original acoustical phonon branch is
ing from LO phonons is allowed, while the TO folded, resulting in a series of eigenfrequencies in
phonon scattering is forbidden [4]. Besides the the low k-vector region, which arc accessible to
strong symmetry-allowed LO phonon from the light scattering. Fig. 2 shows corresponding Ra-
GaAs substrate at 296 cm ' and the correspond- man spectra of DES-grown samples, taken for the
ing weak symmctry-forbidden TO phonon at 272 polarization configuration I(10(,), 010)lM)) . te-
cm 1. we observe in the case of the DES-grown sides a strong background, due to diffuse re-
sample the LO phonon from the binary ZnSc at flected laser light, two peaks are observed. %%hich
257.5 cm ' and three vibration modes from the are assigned to the first-order longitudinal zone-
ternary ZnSSc: the Zn Se LO. the Zn-S L() and folded doublet modes. From the observed folded-
Zn-Sc TO vibration at 252.8. 308.3 and 2110.3 LA frequencies of the lower curve we c\aluated
cm 1. respectively. The occurrence of two L0 the period thickness to 9.8 + 0.5 nrm. The peaks
peaks is typical for the two-mode behaviour of are sharp with a FWHM below 2 cm 1. which
the ZnS,Sc , mixed crystal [5]. The sharpness proves the well-defined periodicity. agreeing well
of the symmetry-allowed ZnSc LO( phonon peak with the X-ray results which are discussed below.
(full width at half maximum, FWHM ý 2.5 cm ') For this superlatticc the second-order peaks are
and the weakness of the symmetry-forbidden forbidden due to the almost identical well and
ZnSc TO peak reveal the good quality of the barrier thickness (j, = 4.7 nm. , -4.8 nm. as
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. when stabilization is applied, the partial pressure
TM=8OK of the S precursor during growth should be re-

458 nm duced appropriately.
100(010.010)100 In the investigation of the influence of differ-

D ,ent kind of buffers, optical and acoustical Raman
1 spectra of a superlattice stack, grown on a I Aim

thick ZnS 1.,Se,,., buffer, show no significant im-
SE ,,,,provement as compared to a sample without in-
M 1tentional buffer layer. For the same structureE

grown on a ZnSe buffer, the phonon halfwidths
broaden and the intensity of the elastically scat-

d nm tered light increases, probably due to a relaxation
_ ._._._._._._._of the superlattice, since the ZnSe buffer leads to

4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 an increased strain in the ZnSSe1 -, layers of
Frequency shift [cm"

1] the superlattice. Moreover, the ZnSe LO fre-
Fig. 2. Low-frequency Raman spectra for DES-grown quency in the buffer indicates that the buffer
ZnS,,1 Seu,,/ZnSe superlattices with different periodicity layer is not fully relaxed. Therefore it may con-
lengths. showing folded acoustical phonon peaks. tain a considerable concentration of dislocations.

In order to determine the influence of the
stack thickness, we compared a rather thick su-

derived from X-ray diffractometry results below). perlatticc (nominally 5/5 nm. 120 X ) with a thin-
The upper curve shows the spectrum of a SL with ner stack (2.5/2.5 nm. 120 X ), both grown with
a larger periodicity; we evaluated the period the H,S precursor and otherwise identical pa-
thickness to 17 + 0.5 nm. As can be seen from rameters. We observed folded acoustical phonons
Fig. 2. the frequencies of the folded acoustical only for the thicker sample, which indicates that
phonon (FAP) modes depend strongly on the the upper layers have a better quality and period-
superlattice periodicity d. For H ,S-grown sam- icity than the underlying ones. However, for sam-
ples, the folded acoustical phonons appear only pies grown with DES, the folded acoustical
very weakly, indicating a less homogeneous peri- phonons were observed already for a thin sample.
odicity. thus confirming the superiority of this precursor

In order to suppress possible sulphur desorp- material.
tion from the ternary layers, which might occur Confined optical ZnSe LO phonons and Zn-Se
during the growth interruptions. ZnS,Se, .- to- LO modes were not observed, probably because
ZnSe interfaces were stabilized with H,S and of a missing frequency gap between the binary
[)ESe. The Raman analysis of the stabilized sam- and ternary phonon dispersion curves, due to the
pies shows a larger frequency shift of the ternary low sulphur content. For the LO Zn-S modes
vibrations, from which a strong enhancement of and the LO ZnSc phonons the frequency gap
the sulphur incorporation was deduced: we ob- should be large enough to localize the modes in
tained 27cl-, while the nominal value was only one type of layer, but. unfortunately. for the
14'7. The peak halfwidths of the LO modes in investigated sulphur content the LO Zn-S mode
the optical region are larger as compared to the appears only as a weak peak, which, moreover.
unstabilized samples. Furthermore, the stabilized overlaps with the GaAs signal in the Raman
supcrlattices show a weakening of the folded spectrum.
acoustical phonons, probably due to the forma- Fig. 3 shows a typical X-ray diffraction profile.
tion of misfit dislocations caused by the large taken from the same optimized DES-grown 120-
lattice mismatch between the SL stack and the period superlattice which is shown in Fig. I. Su-
substrate, as a result of the unintentional high perlattice satellite peaks up to the fifth order arc
sulphur content in the ternary layers. Therefore, clearly observed. From this well-defined pattern

I
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the period thickness d was calculated to be 9.5 + - . .. .

SL60 GaAs !(004), 00.3 nm, which is consistent the Raman-derived
value of 9.8 nm. As can be seen in the zoomed Period Thickness
inset of Fig. 3. even interference fringes due to _ 118 nm -

the entire superlattice stack (pendell6sung) are
visible, giving a total thickness of the superlattice
of 1136.5 + 501 nm which is in good agreement ' I ,,
with 120 times the period thickness. The angular .

separation of the substrate and zero-order peak F .. " "

gives a mean lattice mismatch of - 885 + 40 ppm.
The very narrow satellite peaks even for higher 620 64.0 660
orders and the presence of interference fringes 20 (degree)
indicate the high quality of a well-defined modu- Fig. 4. Experimental (1)M4) diffraction profile tor a (0t-period
lated structure with smooth interfaces. A simu- superlattice (high-angle satellites not sho% ni.
lated curve based on a two-layer model is also
shown in Fig. 3. A satisfactory fit to the experi-
mental data. concerning peak positions as well as structures, where reacted interface layers induce
relative intensities was achieved assuming a per- a strain which strongly influences the X-ray
fect 120-period structure with abrupt interfaces diffraction pattern [8]. We attribute this reduced
and layer thicknesses of 4.7 nm for ZnSe and 4.8 sensitivity in the ZnSe/ZnSSc system to the
nm for ZnSe . ,S,. while the sulphur content x strain, which is already present in the individual
was assumed to be 0.134. No improvement in the layers, even if the mean strain in the entire stack
fit was obtained for a three-layer model including is zero.
graded interfacial regions, since this only induces Samples grown with HS also show a large
a weak modification of the X-ray diffraction pat- number of satellite peaks. but their width is often
tern. This is in contrast to recent results on broadened with respect to the DES-grown series
lattice-matched lnGaAs/InP multiquantum well [2]. Additionally. they exhibit a progressively in-

creasing width with the satellite order. This phe-
nomenon is usually attributed to random varia-
tions in the period and composition. On the other

"... . .... . ...... hand, we were able to detect in some optimized
S.GaAs (004) DES-grown samples the presence of more than

"" Period Thicness one superlattice. For instance, in the diffraction
b-5nm profile of Fig. 4, which shows a single narrow%

zero-order peak. the higher-order satellites are
650 655 OtO •G.clearly splitted into separate sharp peaks whose

e xp.difference in periodicity d is about I nm. corre-

Stsponding to about 4 monolayers. Such a result
rules out the possibility of random variations in

60 ~~:.. 70 ,,layer thickness and/or composition. Besides these
well-defined differences in periodicity. some su-20 (de68ree) perlattice structures showed well-defined compo-
sitional differences. These arc revealed by a split-

Fig. 3. ([M)4) diffraction profile of a 120)-period ZnSe/ZnSSe ting of the zero-order peak [2].
superlattice. Upper curve: experimental result: lower curve: For stabilized ZnSSe, -to-ZnSe interfaces.
simulation (vertically shifted), using a two-layer model with
4,7 nm ZnSe and 4.8 nns ZnSe,, 1 ,S, 1 ;4' i nset: niagniflied the simulation of the X-ray diffraction pattern
picture of the region between the zero-order and ( - satl- requires the assumption of an increased sulphur
lite peaks, content in the barrier. This applies for both kind
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4. Conclusions

- 12K

In conclusion, we have shown from Raman
20K .tscattering. X-ray diffractometry and photolumi-

----.30K nescence that ZnSe/ZnSSe superlattices grown
0i from diethylsulphide (DES) have better crys-

-40K talline quality and a more regular periodicity than

-. those grown from HS. For DES-grown samples.
- folded-acoustical-phonon peaks appear in the

- ---------- Raman spectrum. The presence of intense high-
order satellite reflections in the X-rav diffraction

2.805 2.81 2.815 2.82

Energy [eV] scans confirms the high quality of the superlat-

Fig.5. Photohminescence em ssion speltra in the near-hand tices. The comparison with simulations, based on

edge region of a 120-period ,uperlattice for ewtrail sample dynamical theory, implies that the interfaces are
temperature, het•een 12 and 40 K. rather smooth and their periodicity is well de-

fined. Moreover. interference fringes due to the
entire stack are clearly observable. We were able
to observe small variations in periodicity and

composition as a result of changes in the growth
conditions and to analyse the X-ray patterns with
monolayer accuracy. Stabilization of the ZnSSe

of sulphur precursors. For the samples grown on surfaces during growth interruptions results in a
a ZnSc buffer layer, the structural quality de- strongly enhanced sulphur content in the barri-
creases significantly, while for ZnS,Se, , buffer ers. No improvement of the superlattice quality
layers no strong influence could be observed, was achieved by growth on different kind of
However, the best structural quality so far was buffers. ZnSe buffers even lead to inferior qual-
obtained without any intentional buffer. All these ity. probably due to enhanced strain in the ZnSSe
results are in accordance with the Raman results layers. Beneficial effects for the layer quality were
discussed before. achieved by increasing the number of periods.

Fig. 5 shows photoluminescence spectra in the since the lower layers act as a buffer for the
near-band-edge region of a DES-grown 1201- upper ones.
period superlattice stack. The sample tempera-
ture was varied between 12 and 40 K. The domi-
nant peak at about 2.S15 eV is the free-exciton
heavy-hole transition. The structure on the low- 5. Acknowledgement

energy side is assigned to a bound exciton. Its
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Characterization of alloy formation at the ZnSe/CdSe
quantum-well interface by photoluminescence spectroscopy

Ziqiang Zhu *, Hiroteru Yoshihara, Kazuhisa Takebayashi, Takafumi Yao
Dl'paritcnt of Electrical Engine,'ring. tli.ros•h•na Unit (Trsi,' Iligashi-tiroslunia 724. Japan

Abstract

The interface of a binary single quantum-well (SOW) structure of ZnSc/CdSc. where ('dSc of less than one
monolaycr is sandwiched between ZnSc layers (submonolaver SQW). is characterized by photolumincscence
spectroscopy. The dependence of the energy. lincwidth and intensity of excitonic emission from submonolaycr SQWs
on the well thickness of CdSe is extensively investigated. The characteristics of the cxcitonic emission are interpreted
in terms of a hcterostructurc model in which 2 ML wide alloyed wells arc taken into account. It is shown that the
ZnCdSc alloy with layer thickness of about 2 ML forms at the interface in a ZnSc/CdSe quantum well
hctcrostructure.

1. Introduction face roughness of quantum well (OW) structures
[7-11,] since the free excitonic lincwidth of the

Recently, blue-green laser diodes (LDs) and emission is closely correlated with the interface
blue-light-cmitting diodes (BLEDs) have been roughness [121. The linewidth of the excitonic
demonstrated using ZnSe-based heterostructures emission in OWs is mostly given by the probabil-
[1.2]. So far, the optically and electronically active ity distribution of lateral dimensions of islands
region in the light-emitting devices has been and valleys at the interface, which produces po-
mostly ZnCdSe/ZnSe or ZnCdSe/'ZnSSe quan- tential fluctuation. The line broadening of cxci-
turn wells [1-51. One of the most important prob- tonic emission spectra due to the interface rough-
lems associated with the growth of quantum-well ness is enhanced as the QW layer thickness de-
hcterostructures (OWHs) is the structural disor- creases, as was reported in the QWH structures
der at the interfaces of hetcrostructures. which of Ill-V compounds [13]. In the case of ZnS/
includes interface roughness and interfacial alloy- ZnSe single quantum well (SOW) structure, a
ing. Such structural disorder has important ef- ZnSc quantum well thicker than 3 monolayers
fccts on the performance of the devices [6]. (ML) emitted a sharp excitonic emission with

The photoluminescence (PL) technique has half-width of 15-301 meV. while a broad emission
been extensively used to characterize the inter- with half-width of IM) meV was observed from

quantum wells thinner than 2 Mi. [14]. These
experimental results suggested that the line
broadening in very thin quantum wells of I and 2

Corresponding author. ML is caused by fluctuations not only associated
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with the quantum confinement effect along the well thickness, since the excitonic spectrum is
growth direction, but also with the lateral quan- strongly enhanced in structures with thin wells.
turn confinement effect in "quantum slabs" This paper reports the characterization of al-
formed on islands and valleys at the interface. loy formation at the interface of a ZnSe/CdSe
Most recently, we have fabricated ZnSe/ SQW by PL. We have studied extensively the
(CdSe),,/ZnSe (n = 1-6 ML) SOW structures by dependence of the energy, linewidth and intensity
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) and observed of excitonic emission from submonolayer SOWs
strong excitonic emission [15]. The energy of the on the well thickness of CdSe. A heterostructure
cxcitonic emission increased with the decrease in model in which 2 ML wide alloyed wells are
well thickness, and the half-widths of the cxci- taken into account is proposed to explain the
tonic emissions were around 40 and 15 meV for characteristics of the excitonic emission.
quantum wells of 2-6 ML and I ML. respectively.
It is obvious that in contrast to that from the
ZnS/ZnSe SQW. the dependence of the 2. Experimental procedure
linewidth on well thickness in ZnSe/CdSe SOWs
cannot be interpreted in terms of potential fluc- The submonolayer SOWs of ZnSe/CdSe were
tuation due to interface roughness. The observed fabricated as follows: A 2 mm thick ZnSe buffer
decrease in linewidth is postulated to be due to layer was grown on a (10 )GaAs substrate by
alloy formation of ZnCdSe at the ZnSe/CdSc MBE under optimal growth conditions. In which
interface. The alloyed interface would result in the ZnSe surface roughness along the growth
an increase in entropy, which subsequently re- direction is considered to be of one monolayer
duces the interface free energy in a strained thickness. CdSe of less than one monolayer was
SOW structure. deposited on the ZnSe surface and ZnSc of 0.1

In the present study, a binary ZnSc/CdSe Am thickness was subsequently deposited to form
SOW. where CdSc of less than one monolayer is a ZnSe/CdSe submonolayer SOW. The well
sandwiched between ZnSc layers (submonolayer thickness of CdSe was varied from 1/4 to I ML.
SOW). is used to investigate the structural disor- The substrate temperature was kept at 280°(.
der at the interface of the ZnSc/CdSc het- and the Zn-. Se- and Cd-cell temperatures were
crostructure. Under o p timal growth conditions, fixed at 373. 170 and 190°C, respectively.
the ZnSc surface roughness along the growth The well thickness of CdSe was controlled by
direction is expected to be of one or two mono- the deposition time. Fig. I shows the X-ray
layers thickness. When CdSe of less than one diffraction (XRD) pattern observed from
monolayer is deposited on the ZnSc surface, three ZnSe/CdSe MQW with a period of 50. The
possible surface structures of CdSe submonolayer
on the ZnSc arise: case I. formation of CdSc
islands due to interface roughness: case I1. for-
mation of Zn('dSc alloy due to lateral interdiffu- d, - %IQ%%
sion of Zn and Cd atoms to reduce the interface _
free energy: case Ill, co-existence of the islands - p

and alloy. In cases I and Ill, low-dimensional
quantum effects due to the formation of islands
in the submonolayer SOWs are expected. A line -.
broadening of excitonic emission due to the dis- -
tribution of island sizes should be observed, as L ----- ... -' '- ,
was reported for ZnS/ZnSe SOW [14]. The sub-
monolayer SOW structure is preferable to char- Fig. 1. X-ray diffracion pattern ohsened from ZnSe'CdSe
acterize the line broadening due to the hetero-in- MOW with i ('dSc laver af 3 t. and a ZnSc la.er atit3 1.6
tcrface compared to SOW structures with thicker The period at the MOW is 50.
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2, ness of the ZnSe barrier layers was 0.1 mm.
,which is thick enough to separate the wells from

each other. As shown in Fig. 2. the PL spectra

show four dominant excitonic emissions from the
tie Cd I•,•r .:.•8 78()4 four separated submonolayer SQWs, presumablyI)) mW
I o 1 71,3 due to radiative annihilation of free excitons. The

emission energy increases with a decrease in CdSc
layer thickness. The linewidth of the emission

-. 5meV peak decreases from 15 to 5 meV as the CdSe
"layer decreases from I to 1/4 ML. It is obvious
that this behavior cannot be understood in terms

L of the probability distribution of lateral dimen-
"sions of islands and valleys due to interface
roughness. A weak and broad emission peak from

S0 2'S 2 90 the ZnSe layers appears at around 2.79 eV.
Photon Energý(eV) Fig. 3 shows the temperature dependence of

the excitonic emission intensity from three
Fig. 2. Photoluminescence spectra from the sample with four ZnSe/CdSc SeWs with well thicknesses of 1.

ZnSe/'CdSe submonolaver SQWs. A schematic drawing of

the sample structure is shown in the upper part of the figure. 1/2 and 1/4 ML. The peak energies of the
The four peaks of excitonic emission associated with the four excitonic emission coincide approximately with
suhmonolayer SQWs are observed. those from the sample with four submonolayer

SQWs. as shown in Fig. 2. The activation energies
are estimated to be 63. 28 and 16 meV for sub-

thicknesses are determined from the diffracted monolayer SQWs of 1. 1/2 and 1/4 ML. respec-
peak positions to be 3 A for the CdSe layer and tively, which represents the activation energy for
163 A for the ZnSe layer, which is in good the transfer of electrons or holes from the well to
agreement with the expected values. Thus. the the barrier region. The temperature dependence
deposition time for the growth of I ML CdSc is
estimated to be 4 s. The thicknesses of CdSe
submonolavers are assumed to be proportional to : o
the deposition time. A I /Am thick CdSe epilayer ,
has been grown on a ZnSe epilayer. The CdSc - 3,,,V
epilayer was confirmed by XRD measurements to to" I - --...-
have the zincbelnde structure. IS

PL spectra were measured at 14 K using the / d
3250 A line from a He-Cd laser as an excitation ;r to , -

so u rc e . 111
28meV 0 InSe/(dSei 1,i'ZnSc

to10 ,- 0 on~ef(dSci\tnsc

3. Experimental results and discussion CI / t6meV /n~e/('d~c4sd/n~c

Fig. 2 shows PL spectra from the sample con- to
0 2 4sisting of four ZnSe/CdSe submonolayer SQWs. I OOIT 01K)

A schematic drawing of the sample structure is
shown in the upper part of the figure. The depo- Fig. 3. Temperature dependence of intensit, of excitonic
sition times for CdSe to form quantum wells were emissions from three submonolayer SOWs with well thick-

nesses of I I /2 and I /4 MI. The actisation energies are
1. 2. 3, and 4 s. which corresponds to 1/4. 1/2. estimated to he 63. 28 and lh meV for suhmonola•er SOW,
3/4, and I Mi. of CdSe, respectively. The thick- of I. 1/2 and 1,4 MI.. respectiscl.
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of the emission energy was compared with that of __-__

the free exciton energy obtained from ZnSe lay- '_'.. ,.
ers. The emission energies for the SQWs show
the same temperature dependence as the free
exciton energy for ZnSe, indicating the emission
peaks of the SOWs due to free excitons.

4. Comparison of model calculation with experi- 70

ment PL results o eri"....ai

n o 0 .2 4 I I , S ) I )
The formation of ZnCdSe alloy at the inter- Composition (5)

face due to lateral interdiffusion of Zn and Cd
atoms assumed in order to understand the Fig. 5. Calculated dependence of E.1 - E,,, on Zn composi-

tis ion (x. for ZnSe/Zn,Cd, Se SOW with well thickness of I
above experimental PL results. Fig. 4 shows ML. Open circles represent the experimental data of (xcitonic

schematically a heterostructure model in which 2 emission energy.

ML wide alloyed wells are taken into account.
When CdSc is deposited on a ZnSe surface with
a surface roughness of I ML (Fig. 4a), there would be formation of CdSe islands and valleys

whose thicknesses are 1 ML (Fig. 4b). It is rea-
sonable to assume that ZnCdSe alloying occurs

___ within a 2 ML thickness in a submonolayer SQW
_ ZnSe CdSe structure. For simplicity, the well region of the

submonolaver SQW is assumed to form a homo-
geneous ZnCd, ,Se alloy with thickness of 2

(a) ML in the zincblende crystal lattice (Fig. 4d). The
a) calculation of the transition energy between the

ground states of the electron and the heavy hole
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ confined to the SOW -o(F " I k ) i~ . ... (£ ,I -Ehhl i based

on a simple square well potential model. The

(b) numerical data such as effective masses. lattice
constant, band-gap energy. etc. for the ZnCdSe

.S.. •'<_ compound are calculated by interpolation be-
ME__ tween relevant data of ZnSc and CdSe. The

valance and conduction band offsets are deter-

(cl mined on the basis of Harrison's linear combina-
tion of atomic orbital theory [16].

• .Fig. 5 shows the calculated dependence of
S/,:,E-,4 7 l''0 on Zn composition (x) for ZnSc / Zn,

S- Col 1• Sc SQW with well thickness of 2 ML. The

dashed and solid lines represent calculations with
(Id) and without strain due to lattice mismatch. The

Fig. 4. I leterostiructtire model accounting for 2 MI. wide experimental data are plotted where the Cd com-
alloyed wells. (a) ZnS sturface with roughness (if I ML along position (I - x ) is estimated by assuming that Cd
the growth direction. (hI formation of CdSe islands and val- is included to form a 2 ML thick ZnCdSe layer.
leys with thicknesses ot I Mt. after deposition of CdSe of less
than I MI. on ZnSe surface, (c) formation of SOW structure seen the figure. the e results
after deposition of ZnSe on ('dSc. and (d) 2 MI. wide alloyed can be well explained by the calculated ones. The
well due to lateral i nile rdilfusion of Zn andl Cd. cxciton binding energy is not included in the
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calculation, which may be responsible for the IM ,

difference in energy between the calculated and -- H"out qrain-------------------------------------ith ,slrai
experim ental results. The dependence of E gw on - i-----ai.

the composition for ZnSe/ ZnCdSe SQWs with
well thicknesses of I and 3 ML was also calcu- 2M

lated. The obtained Eow values were much larger
for the I ML and much smaller for the 3 ML well
thickness than the experimental values. IX)

The activation energies estimated from the
temperature dependence of the emission inten-
sity are considered to reflect the thermal activa- -_. .. .. . .. .
tion process of electrons or holes from the well to 0.0 02 0,4 0, h 1

the barrier layer and the dissociation process of Composition Mx)

excitons in the well. Fig. 6 shows the calculated Fig. 7. Calculated linewidth of excitonic einission as, a Unction
dependence of the activation energies of electron of alloy composition for ZnSe/ZnCd, Sc SQw with %%ell
and hole (.IE,,.A , ,IE.dff) on Zn composition (x) thickncss of 2 ML. (r is the linc•width. r, the radius associated

for a ZnSe/ZnCd , Se SQW with well thick- with the volume per cation t 3 A). and R_ the exciton

ness of 2 ML. where the activation energy is the radius ot ZnCd Se.

difference in energy between the ground state
and the barrier, as is shown in the inset of the The linewidth of cxcitonic emission from a
figure. Open circles represent the experimental ZnSc/ZnCd ',Se SOW with well thickness of 2
data obtained from Fig. 3. The activation energy ML is discussed on the basis of the formalism
increases with the increase in Cd composition. developed by Singh and Bajaj [9]. where the ef-
The dissociation energy for an exciton in the well fcet of the probability distribution of Zn or Cd
increases with an increase in activation energy, concentration in the well layer is calculatcd. Fig.
since the exciton binding energy is enhanced by 7 shows the calculated !inewidth of excitonic
the two-dimensional confinement effect. The cx- emission as a function of alloy composition for a
perimental results are qualitatively explained by ZnSe/ZnCd, , Se SQW with well thickness of 2
the calculations. ML. The linewidth is strongly dependent on the

alloy composition. As the composition ap-
proaches ca. 11.5. the lincwidth is rapidly broad-

1411 cned. Using the cxciton radius (R.,) of ZnSc (28
. .....ri.,vru,,I - -. ... ",h~,,t, ...... •A) instead of that of ZnCd, ,Sc. the line\% idths

•2"--. are estimated as 10 and 4 mcV for x . 0(.5 and

- - ---- - c.l..r. (1.875. These values are very close to the experi-
" ' , mental data of 15 mcV for x ().5 and 5 mcV for

,x = 0.875.

""- :5. Conclusion

. . We have characterized the interfacial alloy for-
0 4 Oh A 1, 0 mation in ZnSc/CdSc quantum well hctcrostruc-

ompsition l) ures by PL spectroscopy. The dependence of the
energy. linewidth and intensity of excitonie trois-

Fig. 6. (alculated dependence of activation energies of elec- in fr om sun i on d ey,'r

tron and hole 3fl,11, n Zn c k)or sion from submonolayor SOWs on the well thick-
ZnSc/Zn,('dr Se SOW with well thickness of 2 Mi.. ()pen ness of CdSc is extensively investigated. The
circles represent the experimental data of activation energy, characteristics of the cxcitonic emission arc inter-
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Light interference effect in optical bistability of multiple quantum
well etalons

D.Z. Shen *, X.W. Fan, B.J. Yang
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Abstract

The light interference effect in optical bistability of multiple quantum well (MOW) etalons has been studied byi a
simplified formula according to the light propagating theories in multiple layers medium. On the basis of the
formula, the analyzed results show that the light interference effect in the MOW can directly affect the threshold of
the optical bistability of the MOW etalons, particularly in the case of large periodic number and large reflcctivity in
interfaces between the well and barrier layers of the MOW etalons. The optical bistabilitics in the CdZnSe-ZnSe
and ZnSc-ZnTc MOW etalons have been measured and compared with the analyzed results: the experimental
results further indicate that the large reflectivity in the interface between the well and barrier layers of the MOW
will cause the threshold of the optical bistability in the MOW ctalons to increase due to the light interference effect
in the MOW etalons.

1. Introduction interference effect in the MOW has been ana-
lyzed by a simplified formula. The research re-

Recently, optical bistability in MOW etalons suits indicate that the light interference effect in
has become an interesting research topic because the MOW can directly affect the threshold of the
of the possible application of the switching prop- analyzed bistability of the MOW etalons. On the
erty in optical computer. Many studies on optical basis of the analyzed results obtained here and
bistability in MOW etalons have been reported, the experimental results of optical bistabilitics in
in which the major interests are to reduce the the CdZnSe-ZnSe and ZnSe-ZnTe MOW
threshold of optical bistability in MOW etalons etalons measured here, the influence of the light
by using optimal structure of the MOW and interference effect on the threshold of optical
Fabry-Prot (FP) cavity [1,2], but the light inter- bistability in the CdZnSe-ZnSe MQW etalons is
ference effect in the MOW is not considered. In smaller than that in the ZnSe-ZnTe MOW
this paper, we report the study of the light inter- ctalons. The major reason for the difference is
fcrence effect in MOW etalons, in which the light due to the smaller reflectivity in the interface

between the well and barrier layers in the
CdZnSe-ZnSe MOW etalons than that in the

(orresponding author. ZnSe-ZnTe MOW etalons.

(1022-10248/94/$017.01, I994 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
SSI)l 111122-(1248(93)lE:62f,-
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2. Analysis medium; particularly in the case of I,, = 0. Eq.
(2) is identical with that in the case of uuiform

For an optical bistable device of a MQW medium.
etalon. when the direction of light propagation is On the basis of the FP cavity's nonlinear theo-
perpendicular to the multilayers of tne MQW ries, from Eq. (2), the finesse of the MOW etalons
etaln. the light wave is reflected on the interface and the threshold of the optical bistability in the
between the well and barrier layers, and also on MOW ctalons is not the same as that in a uni-
the front and back surfaces of the MOW etalons. form medium: the threshold required for the
In the general case. the difference of refractive optical bistability in a MOW etalons can be writ-
indices of well and barrier layers is very small, ten as [3]:
Because of the very small reflectivity on the inter-
face between the well and barrier layers in the lth =2C'1. (3)

MOW etalons, we only consider the first reflec- where
tion of light on the interface and assume that the aL( I = R,)'
reflectivity of the front surface is equal to the C = (3a)
reflectivity of back surface in the FP cavity. In (I - R)( I R+ .)(I - T,2 c " ' }"
this case, the transmission can be written in the with
form [31:

V'(1 - R) 14R R,. = RT,1" e , (3b)

T1, I +V sin 6/2 (1 + (+) T,,= I - R,. (3c)

where the finesse is Here 1, is the saturating absorption intensityof the MOW within a FP cavity. According to Eq.

F'= 4R,./( I - R )2. (]a) (3). the threshold ],, increases with decreasing

with T," for any light absorption loss aL and reflec-
tivity R in the MOW etalons. Therefore. in order

R'. = R( I - R,, )- 2 e - (b) to get the lowest possible it,. we must increase
the value of T'h2. i.e.. use the smallest possible

= (4"w,/A)(n(a, +a -- a2)it. (Ic) periodic number of MOW and smallest differ-

R,, - )/( 1 + , )]-. (ld) cnce values of refractive indices between the well
and barrier layers n'.-dium. Based on the above

Here. ni and n, are the refractive indices of analysis, we can get results as follows: light inter-
well and barrier layers, respectively, a1 and (t', ference effect in MOW etalons can directly affect
are the widths of well and barrier layers, respec- the quality of FP cavity and thi threshold of the
tivcly. n and (r are the periodic number and optical bistability in the MOW etalons, and the
average absorption coefficient of the MOW. re- effect depends on the periodic number and the
spectively. ,), L and R are the incident light reflectivity in the interface between the well and
wavelength, cavity length and reflectivity of the barrier layers in the MOW etalons.
FP cavity, respectively, and ft is the function of
the parameters of the materials and structures in
the MOW etalons [3]. In the general case, f' is 3. Experimental results and discussion
much smaller than one unless (4,T/AXann +
an,) is close to 21. Therefore. T''., becomes: ZnSc-based MOW is a kind of important ma-

F'( 1 - R)2-4R terial system; it has been used as the active layer
'= I + F" sin:•/2 (2) in p-n junction blue-green lasers. Many studies

on the ZnSe-based MOW have been reported.
Obviously, the form of Eq. (2) is the same as and the research results indicate that the ZnSe-

the expressive formula in the case of a uniform based MOW has a stro-2 room-temperature exci-
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toTic effect. low nonlinear threshold and good RI X_..5nr 1 RT I .. X T_ U

wavev-aide character. In the MOW lasers, the FP
cavity is parallcl to the multilayers of the MOW,
in which the emitting light needs to be limited in, .
the multilayers so that the emission can propa-
gate along the direction of the FP cavity. As an. , 'N' A A
FP optical bistable device, the FP cavity is per- 4 -- 2
pendicular to the multilayers of the MOW. in
which the low threshold for the optical bistable Fig. 1. Time dependence of averaged normaliied incident

device needs a small light interference effect in (solid curve) /, and transimitted (dashed curve) I1 pulses (a)
the MOW besides the strong room-temperature in the CdZnSe-ZnSe MOW etalon and (b) in the ZnSe-ZnTe

nonlinear effect according to the above-analyzed MOW etalon.

results. Because the CdZnSe-ZnSe MOW has
smaller light reflectivity in the interface between
the well and barrier layers than that in the etalons, respectively. On the basis of the change
ZnSe-ZnTe MOW. the influence on the thresh- of transmitted intensities as a function of incident
old of the optical bistable device in the intensities, the optical bistabilities in the
CdZnSe-ZnSe MOW etalons should be smaller CdZnSe-ZnSe and ZnSe-ZnTe MOW etalons
than that in the ZnSe-ZnTe MOW etalons. are obtained as shown in Figs. 2a and 2b.
Therefore, in order to study the influence of light From Figs. 2a and 2b. we can see that the
interference effect on the MOW etalons for the thresholds Ih in the CdZnSc-ZnSe and ZnSc-
threshold. CdZnSe-ZnSe and ZnSc-ZnTe MOW ZnTe MOW etalons are about 80 and 75()
etalons are prepared and measured. kW/cm2. respectively. The threshold of the opti-

The two material systems within the FP cavi- cal bistability in the CdZnSe-ZnSe MOW etalons
ties studied here are a Cd,,. 4Zn.7,,Sc-ZnSe is about one order lower than that in the ZnSe-
MOW and a ZnSe-ZnTe MOW of total thick- ZnTe MOW ctalons. Because the nonlinear
ncsses of 0.75 g.cm grown by metalorganic chemi- threshold in the CdZnSe-ZnSc found in expcri-
cal vapor deposition on n-GaAs substrates, which ments (not shown here) is close to that in ZnSc-
consist of 50 periods of 5 nm Cd, ,4Zn,.7,Se (or ZnTe and the structure parameters of the FP
ZnTe) wells and 10 nm ZnSc barriers. The GaAs cavities arc the same in both optical bistable
substrates were removed by etching to allow mak- devices, the different threshlds in both optical
ing FP cavities; the FP cavities are prepared bistable devices should be due to the different
according to the method described in our earlier light reflectivities in the CdZnSe-ZnSe and
work [4]. ZnSe-ZnTe MOW etalons. This indicates that

In both optical bistable devices, the reflectivi- the experimental results agree with the analyzed
tics of the interface betwccn the well and barrier
layers in the CdZnSe-ZnSc MOW and the
ZnSc-ZnTc MOW arc about 1.6x 10) 4 and 8 V -X
10 2. respectively [5.6], and the reflectivitics of
the front and back surfaces in the both FP cavi- i;,-

ties are about 0.35 and 0.9. respectively. -
On the basis of the measuring setup describe -. " -'

in our earlier work [7]. the room-temperature _

optical bistabilities in CdZnSe-ZnSe and ZnSe- < -

ZnTe MOW etalons are measured. Figs. la and
lb show the accumulated and normalized tempo- Il,, P', kW 1" P'. kW
ral shapes of incident and transmitted pulses in Fig. 2. The optical bistabilitics (a) in the (dZnSe ZnSc

the ('dZnSc-ZnSc and ZnSe-Zne MOW MOW etalon and (b) in the ZnSe-Znrc MOW etahon.
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results, i.e.. the light interference effect in the cate that the optical histable device iii the
MOW etalons can directly affect the threshold of CdZnSe-ZnSe MOW etalons is a better FP type
the optical bistability in the MOW etalons. optical bistable device because of the smaller
Therefore, in order to reduce the threshold of' light interference effect in the CdZnSe-ZnSe
thle optical bistability in the MOW etalons, it is MOW etalons than that in the ZnSe-Znl'e MOW
necessary to consider the light interference effect etalons.
in the MOW and use the material systems with
smallest possible periodic number and reflectivity
in the interface between the well and barrier 5. Acknowledgemnents
layers in the MOW etalons.
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Growth and optical bistability of ZnO.78CdO.22Se-ZnSe multiple
quantum wells by metalorganic chemical vapor deposition

B.J. Yang, L.C. Chen, X.W. Fan *, J.Y. Zhang, Z.H. Zheng, Y.M. Lu, Z.P. Guan,
A.H. Yang, S.M. Wang

(/iangchun ?Institute of Phvl-ics 4cadenmia Sinica. ('liangelhun 130021. Peoples" Republic of ( huna

Abstract

Room temperature (RT) excitonic optical bistability has been investigated in multiple quantum wells (MQWs) of
(Zn. Cd) Sc-ZnSc at blue-green wavelengths. The (Zn. Cd) Sc-ZnSc MOWs with 501 periods were grown by
atmospheric pressure MOCVD technique. Photoluminescence (PL) and transmission spectra of Zn --,('d ,, Sc-ZnSe
MQWs at RT were measured. Optical bistability (OB) of the MQWs at RT was obtained by an incident beam of 515
nm wavelength. The origin of the OB obtained here was attributed to the cxcitonic absorption.

1. Introduction pair states with increasing temperature. In
Zn, ,Cd,Se-ZnSe OWs with the addition of Cd

Optical bistability (OB) in ll-VI wide band component to form a ternary well. the exciton
gap semiconductor strained layer superlattices oscillator strength increases and binding energy
(SLSs) and quantum wells (QWs) is of increasing can be made to exceed the LO phonon energy [7].
interest for both basic and applied purposes [1-31. Zn, ,Cd,Se-ZnSc QW material provides a
For this reason, it is the most likely model system strong exciton emission of which the wavelength
in studies concerning a future optical computer. can be varied in the blue-green-red region by
Recently, rapid progress of ZnSe-bascd quantum adjusting the composition x or changing the
well and superlattice systems has been ensued by ternary well width.
molecular beam-epitaxy (MBE) [4], and metalor- In this paper we report Zn, Cd,Se-ZnSe
ganic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) [5], MOW growth on (100) GaAs substrate by atmo-
leading to evident improvement in material qual- spheric pressure MOCVD for the first time. The
ity. However, in ZnSc the exciton survey among observation of the exciton absorption peak in
absorption, reflection or luminescence is hard at Zn, ,Cd,Se-ZnSe MQWs, and optical bistabil-
room temperature. This is due to the fact that the ity and mechanism in Zn, 7 5Cd,_,Se-ZnSe
exciton-LO phonon interaction is stronger than MOWs arc studied.
the exciton oscillator strength and leads to rapid
dissociation of the exciton into free electron-hole 2. Experimental procedure

Epitaxial growth of Zn, Cd,Sc-ZnSe MOWs
Corresponding author, was performed by atmospheric pressure MOCVD

(1K22-1t24N,//94/$117.(K , I194 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
SS I 110022-11248(0 )LI17017- 1:
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with a horizontal reactor. The GaAs substrates
are n-type with orientation of (100) within +0.5'
off towards (110). The sources used are dimeth-
ylzinc (DMZn), dimethylcadmium (DMCd) (Mor-
ton Co. Advanced Materials) and hydrogen se-
lenide (H,Se) 10% in hydrogen. The substrates
were degreased and etched in a H 2S0 4

H ,O,: H,O = 5: 1: 1 solution at around 50'C for
1 min. rinsed in de-ionized water for 5 min,
blow-dried, and then mounted onto the graphite
susceptor. Before epitaxial growth the substrate
was heated up to 600'C in Pd-diffusion H, flow
for 10 min to decompose the thin surface oxide 0 0. 5 1.0
layer on GaAs. Then a buffer layer of ZnSe of LDMcd]
around I Am was grown at 320°C; for multilayer I)MZn]I+[DMCd]
growth, computer-controlled air-operated valves Fig. 1. Correlation between gas phase and solid composition

were performed to control separately binary and of ZnCdSe ternary epilayer grown at 32.0'C.

ternary compound growth.
Znl_.CdSe-ZnSe MQWs were assessed by

observation of X-ray satellite peaks of (400) correlation between the gas phase and the solid
diffraction. PL measurements were carried out at composition. The DMCd source seems to be more
77 K and RT by the 337.1 nm line from a N, reactive to H,Se than the DMZn source under
laser as an excitation source in conjunction with a the same growth conditions. The composition x
44 W gating monochromator with a C31034 cooled in the ternary epilayer was determined from X-ray
photomultiplier. The optical bistability measure- diffraction peak angles for (400) planes by Veg-
ment apparatus has been described in detail else- ard's law.
where [11. For the well width measurement of

The excitation source was a dye laser pumped Znn ,Cd,Se-ZnSe MQWs. the period thickness
by the 337.1 nm line from a N. laser. The dye of well plus barrier width can be measured by the
laser pulse was 6 ns in duration with 0.5 mJ single separation between the satellite peaks of X-ray
pulse energy, and tuning range at 480-540 nm diffraction (4(W)) rocking curve. Under MQW
with a central wavelengh of 515 nm. The time growth conditions, the simulation single layer well
dependence of incident 1, and transmitted 1, (ZnCdSe) and barrier (ZnSe) growth ratio were
pulses was measured by a model 4400 boxcar. respectively obtained by the ratio of thickness to

growth time, so that in practice the thickness of a
period well and barrier can be controlled sepa-

3. Results and discussion rately by growth time. The period well width
calculated from X-ray diffraction is approxi-

It was found that the correlation between the mately corresponding to the well width of the
gas phase and solid composition of co-cation growth experiment.
ternary alloy (Zn -,Cd,Se) is unusually different In comparison with Parbrook et al, at higher
from co-anion ternary alloy (ZnSe -,S,) [6). The growth temperature the ZnSe-CdSe SL structure
addition of Cd to ZnSe producing Zn, ,CdSe would deteriorate owing to the cation interdifu-
alloy (x < 0.5) is much easier in comparison with sion [7]. A growth temperature of 320'C was
the addition of S to ZnSe producing ZnSe 1I-S, adopted in Zn ,- Cd, Se-ZnSe MQWs epitaxy.
alloy. Fig. I shows the correlation between gas PL spectra of ZnSe epilayer (a). Zn _,CdSe.
phase and solid composition of Zn, rCdSe epi- x =0.22 ternary layer (b) and Zn1 1,Cd 1 ,,Se-
layer. One can see that there is no a one-to-,,ne ZnSc MQW layers (cd) arc shown in Fig. 2. The
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Fig. 2. PL spectra of ZnSe epilayer (a). Zn1 ,(Cd,Se epilayer
(b) and Zn ,sCd •.Se-ZnSe MQWs at 77 K (c) and RT (d). well sample the transparency increases gradually

with increasing wavelength without any absorp-
tion at both 77 K and RT. shown in Figs. 3c and

emission peaks of the MOWs are located around 3d. This means that electronic confinement and
480 nm (c) and 510 nm (d) at 77 K and RT. quasi-2D exciton effect disappear in this case.
respectively. It is found that at 77 K the emission Fig. 4a shows the accumulated and normalized
full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the temporal shape of the incident 1, and transmit-
Zn -,CdSe layer is getting broading with x ted 1, pulses during 515 nm wavelength as inci-
value increasing, in contrast to the ZnSe epilayer dent light. The experimental result from Fig. 4a
(7 nm). while the FWHM of the ternary epilayer shows that the incident 1,, pulse with FWHM of 6
with x = 0.22 (b) is 10 nm due to the Cd compo- ns is compressed into transmitted 1, pulse with
nent. In Zn 7.7Cd ,2Se-ZnSc MQWs. the 12 nni
FWHM is broader than the ternary epilayer x =
(1.22 due to the another addition of well width -

fluctuation. ,
After the GaAs substrate of the MQW layer I , , t /

was removed by etching, the transmission spectra " /
were measured by a W lamp as light source at 77 K' -- I
K and RT. Fig. 3 shows the transmission spectra
of Zno 7sCd, ,_Se-ZiSe MQWs with narrow well
(< 5 nm) and wide well (> 1) nm). From Fig. 3a a
it is found that in the narrow-well sample the
transparency starts from 445 nm and with increas-
ing wavelength an absorption appears at 48(1 nm j
at 77 K: from Fig. 3b it is found that the trans- 5 10 15 20
parency starts from 46(1 nm and the absorption h-,. Os)
moves to 51(1 nm and broadens at RT. According Fig. 4. (a) rime dependence of incident 1,, (sold line) and
to the description by Ding et al. [8], the absorp- transmTited 1, (dashed line) pulse of Znse
tion at 510 nm should be attributed to n = I MOWs at room lemperature. (h) Increasing abhorpiion opti-
heavy hole exciton absorption, while in the wide- cal histahilitv hysteresis hloop fronm (a).
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FWHM of 4 ns. This indicates that the depen- 4. Acknowledgements
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Photoluminescence of ultrathin ZnSe-ZnTe superlattices

N. Takojima, F. Iida ', K. Imai *, K. Kumazaki
Department of Applied Electronics. Jfokkaido Institute of Technology. Sapporo 006, Japan

Abstract

ZnSe-ZnTe superlattices were grown on GaAs (100) surfaces by molecular beam epitaxy without buffer layer.
The thicknesses of ZnSe and ZnTe layers were varied from 5/4 to 9/4 monolayer (ML) and from 1/9 to I ML.
respectively. The photoluminescence (PL) spectra due to isoclectronic traps of Tc atoms and clusters arc indepen-
dent to the thickness of ZnSe layers. We can tune the photon energy of PL emission from about 2.65 to 2.35 eV
under the thickness of ZnSe layers of 2 monolayers constant. The green emission was achieved at room temperature
by the superstructure with blue band layers sandwiched by ZnTc of I ML.

1. Introduction It is well known that Te in ZnSe acts as an
isoelectronic trap [3] and that the emission effi-

A design of the stacking structure of the ciency of excitons captured at the traps is very
ZnSe-ZnTe superlattice, that belongs to type 11. high [4]. In the case of the mixed crystal
is potential to make high emission efficiency and ZnSe_,Te, the wavelength of PL emission due
to tune the wavelength of emission light. Since to this trap depends on the density x of Tc in
the ZnSe-ZnTe system has a large lattice misfit ZnSe. The emission light is blue (corresponding
of about 7.3/. the system is called a strained to S, band in ref. [4]) tor low Te density
layer superlattice (SLS). The optical properties of (ZnSe0.()Te0..() and green (S,) for high density
this system have been studied by Raman scatter- (ZnSeu,,Teu(•5) alloys [5]. The control of Te con-
ing and photoluminescence (PL) [ 1]. We reported tent is important for application of this system to
previously that the blue-light emission intensity of blue light optoelectronics devices. The origin of
this superlattice system is several hundred times blue emission is due to the Te atom traps in
stronger than that of the I, line of the simple ZnSe. On the other hand, the emission color is
ZnSe/GaAs(10(J) grown by molecular beam epi- green when the Te atoms become clusters. Hence.
taxy (MBE) [2]. the wavelength of emission light should have no

dependence on the Te concentration essentially if
we could grow a sample in which there exist
solitary Te atoms or Te clusters. For instance, if

* Corresponding author, the Te atom is put at a certain distance from the

Present address: [SI Memory Division, NEC Corporation. other Te atoms in the Ay plane and if an isolation
Minamihashimoto 3-chome. Sagamihara 229, Japan. of Te atoms along the z growth direction is
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secured, then the isoelectronic traps due to Te1  ML ZnSe/(l/9 ML ZnTe/2 ML ZnSe),/l ML
atoms are formed even if the distance between ZnTe.
Tc atoms is short along the z direction. It is The samples employed in this study were grown
expected that MBE is one of the suitable meth- layer by layer, which was confirmed by RHEED
ods to grow such samples. The concentration of patterns monitored during the growth.
Te traps is controllable, which leads easily to The PL spectra were measured by using a
application to devices. It is also interesting to He-Cd laser of 4 mW as the excitation source in
grow a super-structure of the traps to increase the temperature range of 10 K to RT.
the emission efficiency.

The aim of our study is to fabricate the blue
light emission device that acts at room tempera- 3. Results and discussion
ture by combining the high emission efficiency of
isoelectronic traps with the large binding energy As stated above, it is predicted that the thick-
of excitons in superlattices. In this paper, we ness of ZnSe in the superlattict s gives no essen-
demonstrate PL spectra due to the traps in tial contribution to the PL spectra due to the
MBE-grown ZnSe-ZnTc superlattices. Then, it is traps. Fig. I shows the PL spectra as a function of
demonstrated that the superlattice, which con- the thickness of ZnSe. The thicknesses of ZnTe
sists of multiple stacking of layers involving the layers are 1/9 ML constant. These samples have
traps and ZnTe of I monolayer (ML), emits green almost similar peak energies and profiles of the
light at room temperature, emission spectra. The broad emission band

around 2.64 eV is called the blue band. The steps
in the high energy region correspond to phonon

2. Experimental procedure structures of free excitons. The full width at half
maximum (FWHM) has a tendency to increase

ZnSe-ZnTe SLSs were grown on GaAs (100) with decreasing thickness of ZnSc layer. Thc
surfaces by MBE at a growth temperature of energy region of this increasing part corresponds
340'C. The beam pressures of the source ele- to the green band which is shown in Fig. 2. This
ments (6N super Zn. Se and Te) were 7. 7 and means that the Te atoms, which should act as the
5 X 1l0 Torr. respectively. The background Te , trap when the ZnSe layer is thick enough.
pressure in the growth chamber was about 8 x make Te, (n > 1) traps together with the Te
10 " Torr during the growth. Under these growth atoms in the next ZnTe layer through a kind of
conditions, the growth rates of the films were I brakes (holes) of thin ZnSe layer.
ML per 4 s for ZnSe and I ML per 9 s for ZnTc.
The thickness of each epilayer which constructs
SLSs was controlled by the opening time of the
shutter of Sc and Tc cells. Therefore, in this Z ~ 1 ML
paper, the thickness under I ML of ZnTe means ZnSexML
the content of Te atoms where the ZnTe layer x x=64." "

should place. In other words, the thickness of the M 54 /
ZnTe layer expresses the concentration of Te at t::
the interface between the ZnSe and ZnSe layers. z

x - 8/4The shutter of the Zn cell was opened through - .
the growth. All the samples, except the next one, x 9'4

consisted of 300 cycles of ZnSe/ZnTe pairs...
The sample, whose structure consisted of 160) 22 2.3 2.4 25 26 27 2.8

cycles of a fundamental layer, was grown to PHOTON ENERGY (eV)
demonstrate a green PL signal at room tempera- Fig. I. PL spectra of 1/9 ML ZnTe samples with various
ture (RT). The fundamental layer consisted of 2 ZnSc thicknesses at 10 K.
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Fig. 2 shows the PL spectra of the samples that
have a constant thickness of ZnTc of 2/9 ML. 0

The broad band around 2.47 eV is called the 0
green band. The blue band increases with in- 1oooo 0BLUE BAND

creasing thickness of ZnSe layer. The reason of
the increase of the blue band is that the Te

atoms, which construct Te clusters through the 0
brakes of ZnSe layers, are isolated from each z 1000
other as the thickness of the ZnSe layer in- GREEN BAND

creases.
These facts mean that the emission profile is

determined by the amount of Te in the respective 100 0
portion where the ZnTe layer should be placed
when the thickness of the ZnSe layers is over 2
ML. In other words, the emission spectra are 0 10 20 30

independent of the thicknesses of the ZnSe layer 1000TiKI

when its thicknesses are over 2 ML, which is Fig. 3. Temperature dependence of the intensit. of blue and

enough thickness without brake, green bands. Thc thermal binding energies for the blue and

The spectra shown in Figs. I and 2 are quite green band, are about h0 and 1711 meV. respectively.

similar to those of ZnSeTe mixed crystals [5] with
0.5 and 5 at% Te, respectively. In the mixed MBE grown samples is very high and the distance
crystal with 0.5% Te, which indicates the blue is short compared with the mixed crystal, the
band emission, the average distance between Te blue- and green-band emitting epilayers are grown
atoms is about 20 'A. The MBE grown sample by MBE with well distinction. This shows high
which consists of, for example, 1/9 ML ZnTe controllability of MBE and also that we can fabri-
and 2 ML ZnSe has a Te content of about 5%. In cate quantum dots easily by MBE.
this sample the distance between Te atoms is The temperature dependence of the intensity
about 12 A along the growth plane. In the cases of blue and green bands indicates an activation
of green-band emitting mixed-crystal and epi- type as shown in Fig. 3. As the temperature
layer, the distances are about 10 and 8 A, respec- increases, the emission intensity of the blue band
tively. Although the whole content of Te in the decays from 30 K with thermal binding energy of

about 60 meV and that of the green band starts
decaying from l10) K with a binding energy of 170
meV. In the temperature dependence of the blue

a ZnTe:2/9ML ,M. band, a free-exciton-like peak at 2.78 eV and the
16 ZnSe:xML green band appear with temperature increasing

-' \from 30 to 1M) K. These situations arc also quite
[i similar to the case of ZnSe, ,Te, mixed crystalsS/ x =8,A [5]; besides. the behavior is explained well by a

LLI

z • = 9/4 configuration coordinate model [3-51]. We con-
x = 514 firm that the blue and green bands originate from

x x=6/4 Te atom and Te cluster isoelectronic traps. re-

2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.8 spectively.

PHOTON ENERGY (eV) Since the emission profile depends only on the
thickness of ZnTe, we •an tune systematically thc

Fig. 2. PL spectra of 2/9 ML ZnTe samples %,ith various wavelength of emission light by control of the

ZnSe thicknesses at II) K. As the thickness of the ZnSe lavers w ngthicknesseen lnder th control ofte

increases, the blue band appears by the recovering of brakes ZnTe thickness even under the constant ZnSc
in ZnSe layers. thickness. Fig. 4 shows the PL spectra as a func-
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tion of ZnTe thickness under a constant ZnSe
thickness of 2 ML. The sample of 1/9 ML ZnTe 1MLZnTe

has the blue band with weak green band due to = 2izLnse RT
Te clusters constructed from locally concentrated 1S9MLZnTe /

a 2ML ZnSe 160 period

Te atoms and/or through the brake of ZnSe 1 I9MLZnTe
t: 2MLZnSe

layer. The sample of 2/9 ML ZnTe has the green U 2MLZn$ez IMLZnTe

band with weak blue band due to isolated Te _ ,"/

atoms. The sample with 3/9 ML ZnTe indicates GaAssub.

only green band emission. When the thickness of /
ZnTe is 5/9 ML, the spectrum consists of a 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6

green band and a broad peak at about 2.4 eV PHOTON ENERGY (eV)

which is of the superlattice sample of I ML Fig. 5. PL spectra of the •pecially designed sample at RT. The

ZnTe. The peak energy of the sample with I ML sample consists of 160 periods of fundamental layer whose

ZnTe agrees with that of the ZnSe-ZnTe (17-3 structure is (I ML ZnTe)/(2 ML ZnSe)/(l/9 ML ZnTe)/(2

A) superlattice [6]. This means that, when the ML ZnSe)/(l/9 ML ZnTe)/(2 ML ZnSe). as drawn schemat-

thickness of ZnTc is over I ML, the sample ically. Te atoms are distributed in a 6 ML ZnSe layer sand-

indicates optical properties of the superlattice wiched by I ML ZnTe layers.

with multi-quantum wells (MQWs). Thus we can
tune easily the energy of emission light from shown in Fig. 5. the peak energy of the emission
about 2.7 to 1.8 eV [6] assorting the ultra-thin band at RT is about 2.3 eV. At low temperature
SLSs and MQWs grown by MBE. (10 K). this peak energy is about 2.34 eV. This

In all cases of the superstructures, the emis- value agrees with that of a ZnSe-ZnTe (15-5 A4)
sion intensity is quite high compared with that of superlattice [6] whose structure is interpreted as
I, of the usual MBE-ZnSe. Considering the char- an SLS without the quantum dots of Te atoms.
acter of the ultra-thin SLSs as described above, However, in the case of the superlattice, the
we can grow a sample which indicates PL emis- thermal binding energy of the emission was about
sion in the green-blue region at RT by special 160 meV and no emission structure could be
design for its structure. Fig. 5 shows the PL detected above 250 K using our experimental
emission profile at RT. The structure of the SLS system. It is considered that the special structure
is illustrated in Fig. 5. The thermal binding en- involving isoelectronic traps brings forth the
ergy of this emission band is about 250 meV. As emission at RT.

To conclude, it has been cleared that the
thickness of the ZnTe layer determines the char-
acter of the PL emission in a ZnSe-ZnTe SLS

ZnSe thickness: 2 ML system. PL of the samples with ZnTe of 1/9, 3/9SZnTe thickness: x ML x= 1/9
and I ML is mainly due to isoelectronic traps of0 /Te atoms (peak at 2.64 eV: blue band), to those

" /of Te clusters (2.48 eV: green band), and to the
_ x=1 x=591 recombination of electron-hole pairs in the su-

z 59/L / . =2/ perlattice (2.36 eV), respectively, at 10 K. Our
z , "results with respect to temperature dependence

S/" 7 x=3/9 of the emission due to the isoelectronic traps
support the configuration coordinate model in

22 2.3 2.4 2.5 26 2.7 28 refs. [3-5]. The PL spectrum of the sample with
PHOTON ENERGY (eV) 2/9 ML ZnTc consists of a superposition of both

Fig. 4. Pl. spectra of 2 ML ZnSe samples with various ZnTe types of the traps. The spectrum of the 5/9
layer thicknesses at 10 K. The photon energy of the emission sample agrees with the superposition of emissions
band is tuned systematically by changing the ZnTe thickness, due to Te cluster and to the superlattice. Thus.
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Fabrication and optical characterization of wet chemically etched
CdTe/CdMgTe wires

M. Wing *", G. Bacher ', A. Forchel ', A. Waag ', T. Litz h, G. Landwehr b

" Technische Physik, Uni'ersitiit Wiirzburg, Am Hubland. D-97074 Wiirzhurg. Germany
L , perimentelle Physik 111, Unit ersitijt Wiirzburg. Am Hubland, D-97074 Wiirzburg, Germanv

Abstract

We have fabricated optically active semiconductor wires based on CdTc/CdMgTc quantum well structures by
electron beam lithography and wet chemical etching. Wire widths between 5 and 40 nm have been achieved. The
wires have been characterized by photolumincsccnce spectroscopy. Down to about 3(X) nm, no significant decrease of
the photoluminescence intensity is observed at 5 K. In narrower wires, free excitons can diffuse to the open wire
surface and recombine nonradiatively thereby causing a reduction of the quantum efficiency. Increasing the
temperature up to 100 K causes a larger diffusion length of free excitons which leads to a reduction of the quantum
efficiency in small wires. Bound excitons. which cannot diffuse towards the wire surface, show significantly higher
luminescence efficiency in narrow wires compared to free excitons.

The fabrication and investigation of nanostruc- yield less fabrication induced defects as com-
turcs have been major topics of semiconductor pared to dry etching. This leads to a better lumi-
physics in recent years. On the one hand, this nescence efficiency in small structures [3].
research was stimulated by the prospect of mi- In recent years epitaxial growth techniques
crostructured devices, such as quantum wire have been increasingly applied to 1I-VI materi-
lasers. On the other hand, quasi-one- and zero- als. This has resulted in new II-VI based opto-
dimensional structures have been developed in electronic applications, especially the blue-green
order to study the physical properties of low laser based on ZnSe and ZnTe [4-0]. However.
dimensional electronic systems. Most of the work at the present time there are only few reports on
so far has been done on ll-V semiconductors. the fabrication of nanostructures on Il-VI semi-
Several methods have been developed for these conductors, all of which, to our knowledge. have
materials to produce nanostructures, including been produced by dry etching techniques [7,8].
self-organized growth, growth in V-grooves and In this paper we report about the fabrication
mask definition by lithography with subsequent of wire structures by wet chemical etching. The
dry or wet chemical etching step [1,2]. Of the wires reported here are based on CdTe/CdMgTe
latter, wet chemical etching has been shown to heterostructures, a novel wide-gap material sys-

tem, which covers the whole visible range (from
1.6 to 3.2 eV gap energy) [9]. To process this

* ('tresponding author. material we chose a wet etching technique to

fl022-0248/94/$07.0)t u 1994 i-lscvier Science B.V. All rights reserved
8SMI 01122-0248(93)E1635-K
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avoid the formation of an optically inactive sur-
face layer (dead layer). The wires produced have
a geometrical width down to 40 nm as deter-
mined from SEM micrographs. Optically active
wires down to 60 nm have been investigated by
photoluminescence spectroscopy. Exciton diffu-
sion to the sidewalls and nonradiative recombina-
tion at surface states is found to determine the
luminescence efficiency in small wires. This is
confirmed by the comparison of the wire width
dependence of bound and free exciton lumines-
cence and by temperature dependent investiga-
tions of free exciton quantum efficiency. For the
wire patterning a MBE-grown CdTe/CdMgTe
quantum well structure, grown on a CdZnTe sub-

strate at a growth temperature of 230'C is used. Fig. 1. SEM micrograph of a CdTe/CdMgTe wire, with
The CdTe wells have a well width between 2.5 L, = 40 nm. The wire has been produced using electron

and 8 nm and are embedded in Cd_, MgTe lithography and subsequent wet etch process.

barriers (x =0.25-0.5). The cap layer thickness
was between 20 and 50 nm.

After a cleaning procedure in organic solvents, bromine etch. This isotropic etch characteristic
the samples are baked for 2 h at 200°C to ensure also leads to considerable underetching of the
a homogeneous sample surface. The samples then mask. For example, the 40 nm wires have been
were spin-coated with negative resist (SAL 601). produced with a mask width of 100) nm. From the
The patterns have been defined using a scanning SEM micrograph the wire width fluctuation due
electron microscope connected to a pattern gen- to the roughness of the substrate is estimated to
erator. After a 1 min post-exposure bake the be 5 to 10 nm.
resist is developed in MF 322 developer. To analyze the optical properties of the wires,

The patterns are transferred into the semicon- we performed photoluminescence measurements.
ductor material using a bromine-ethyleneglycol As excitation light source we used the 514.5 and
solution. At a ratio of 2: 1100 this etchant has an 363 nm lines of an argon ion laser, depending on
etch rate of 90 nm/min. The etchant has been the barrier height of the investigated sample. Low
chosen because of its reproducible etch rate, in- excitation density ( < 5 W/cm2) was used to avoid
dependence of the etch rate from the Mg content a saturation of defects. The photoluminescence
of the sample, and the relatively smooth surfaces signal was dispersed oy a 0.3 m monochromator
it produces. Typical etch depths are in the range and detected by a CCD camera. The experiments
of 70 to 150 nm. A typical pattern consists of wire were performed in a variable temperature dewar
arrays each 100 Aim by 100 Aim wide. Within an between 5 and 1M K.
array the wire width is constant. Wire widths Fig. 2 shows typical spectra of CdTe/
between 5 Aim and 4(0 nm have been realized. Cd,,.6Mg,,4.Te wires for different wire widths. The
The area filling factor, i.e. the ratio of the area topmost spectrum is from a 1(M jim wide refer-
covered by wires to the total area of the array, ence mesa structure. Due to the small quantum
was held constant at 1/8. well width of 3 nm the line width of the as-grown

Fig. I shows an SEM micrograph of a wire of layer is about 21 meV. Clear luminescence signals
40 nm geometrical width. The optically active can be observed for wires as small as 60 nm. For
quantum well is located 2(1 nm below the top of each wire array the geometrical wire width has
the structures. The wire is well defined and dis- been determined from SEM micrographs and is
plays the typical isotropic etch profile of the indicated in the figure. Even for narrow wires the
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emission shows no considerable change in line
shape and line width as compared to the refer- ,--7

ence spectrum. 0
In the inset of Fig. 2 the integrated lumines- 100 - Q - - - -

cence intensity is plotted versus the geometrical C oa

wire width. The intensity is corrected with the ,
area filling factor and normalized to the mesa -,6 •'
structures. For wire widths greater than about 0 / &
300 nm, no significant change in luminescence n
efficiency compared to a 2D reference is oh- . 0001i" ,
served. Further decreasing the wire width causes E S~A
a strong reduction of luminescence intensity up
to 3 orders of magnitude. This can be explained 103
by nonradiative recombination of excitons at the A'e w:, . [W.-.,
open surface of the wires. The actual rate of Fig. 3, Wire width dependence of the luminescence efficienc.
nonradiative recombination is determined by two at various temperatures. The lines are guides to the eyes..

5x10 ,, . * .. . . ,. . factors. The first is the surface recombination
• velocity, which is basically determined by the

"material system and the etch process used [10].
*,"The second factor is the ability of excitons to

4 reach the wire surface, i.e. the exciton diffusion
,0j • length. A reduced diffusion length enables less

0 •excitons to reach the surface, thus increasing the
"W W . .quantum efficiency in narrow wires. We can esti-(-"..] _ mate the diffusion length from the onset of the

drop in the luminescence intensity shown in the
inset of Fig. 2. In the sample presented here the

Mes/ diffusion length is of the order of 150 nm. corre-
sponding to half the geometrical wire width.

2 /To confirm this idea. we have varied the exci-

260nm (*3) ton diffusion length by increasing the tempera-
ture. In Fig. 3 the wire width dependence of the
luminescence intensity is shown for temperatures

1 10of T = 8. 50 and I(M) K. For all temperatures, a
reduction of the quantum efficiency is observed
in narrow wires. However, while the photolumi-

6nm (*500) - nescence intensity at 8 K remains nearly constant
A A /IA .82 . I down to a wire width of 3(M nm, the quenching of1.78 1.80 1.82 1.84 1.86 1 88 the PL intensity at I1)M K starts at wire widths of

Energy [eVI about 2000 nm. This can be explained by the

Fig. 2. Luminescence spectra from ('dTe/('dMgTe wires in increased diffusion length at high temperatures
comparison to the emission spectra of a mesa structure. The which enables excitons to reach the wire surface
corresponding wire widths are indicated in the figure. The even in wide wires. From the discussion above we
inset shows the luminescence inte isity versus wire width.
Nonradiative recomhination at open wire surfaces leads it can etimate the diffusion length at 50 K to be of
quenching of the emission intensity up to 3 orders of magni- the order of 4(M) nm. At I(M) K the diffusion
tude for 6)1 nm wires, length amounts to about 1(M) nm.
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5x10 7  . exciton peak with the donor bound exciton peak
' ". . (indicated by arrows in the figure). For the mesa

CdTe/CdMgTe .. reference, the free exciton emission dominates

%. the PL spectrum. This changes when the wire
4 D°X ' width is reduced. While the free exciton lumines-

AX. • cence is quenched strongly. the bound exciton
xWire Width [nm] luminescence decreases only slightly with de-

\ X creasing wire width and becomes the dominant

3,418 nm (*3) part of the emission spectrum for wire widthsS/\ below 600 nm.
The inset ;,f Fig. 4 shows the ratio of intensi-

546 nm (*3) tics of the donor-bo'ind exciton and the free

exciton for wire widths between Ill(W and 1(K) nm.
S2 We observe an increase of the ratio from about

7,34 n (*2) 0.7 to 5 when reducing the wire width from 100I1
ýA ~ to 100 nm. This beha,-t~r can be understood

qualitatively by considering the influence of the
1 1624 nm exciton diffusion length on quantum efficiency.

At small wire widths, free excitons can diffuse
toward the surface and recombine nonradiativcl.

Mesa In contrast, bound excitons cannot move freely to
0 1.61.. the sidewalls of the wire. Therefore the nonradia-

1.61 1.62 1.63 1.64 1.65 1.66 tive recombination at the wire surface should be
Energy [eV] suppressed and the emission intensity is not cx-

Fig. 4 Spcttra of ditferet ('dTie,(dMgle quantum %N01 peeted to be reduced significantly with decreasing
wre., consisting of a free cxciton (X). donor hotind cxiton wire width. The small variation of the bound
1)"X) and two lifferent acceptor rclated (AN. A'\ cxcitanN.

The inset shows the iatio of donor bounld exciton lIFumo ct' xciton intensity observed in our experiments is
ccnlcc iflt'nstt'. to Iree eXciton lunnrescence illtesit.m \Crsus due to the , --t that one exciton type must be

wi•dth. regarded as part of a system of four interacting
exciton states. Bound excitons can be thermally
excited into free exciton states. Thus the thermal

In addition to the case of` the free cxciton equilibrium between both types of excitons causes
discussed above, we have studied the wire width a quenching even for bound excitons when reduc-
dependence of the quantum efficiency for the ing the wire width.
extreme case of bound cxcitois where diffusion In summary. we have fabricated opticallN ac-
should be suppressed. To v..rity this assumption tive wires starting from CdTci/CdMgTe quantum
we patterned a quantum well sample (Lz = gnm) wells by electron beam lithography and subsc-
that featured a system of' four different emission quent wet etching step. We obtained wires frori 5
lines. The spectra from this sample are shown in Am down to 40 nm in lateral size. l.uminesccncc
Fig. 4 for different wire widths in comparison to signals could be observed for wires as snall as 0•6
the emission of a mesa reference. Temperature nm. The lineshape of the emission spectrum re-
and excitation density dependent measurements mairs constant even for narrow wires revealing
let us identify the high energy line as free exci- no structural damage induced by the fabrication
tonic emission (X) while the others are most process. The luminescence intensity is reduced by

likely related to a donor (D1"X) and to acceptor 3 orders of magnitude when the wire width is
bound excitons (AX. A'X). The difference in reduced down to 60 nm. The comparison of the
behavior between free and bound cxcitons in wire width dependence of the luminescence for
wires is most easily seen when comparing the free different temperatures as well as a comparison o1f
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Structural characteristics and higher-order zone-folded phonon
modes in ZnSe-ZnS strained-layer superlattices

Aishi Yamamoto *,Yoshihiko Kancmitsu, Yasuaki Masumoto
hItfllde o4 J'hvmo ,1111 "1 wt ~of I oiL iihi. Isukmba. Iharakik,305, Japano

Abs~tract

We have observed h;Iher-o~rdcr (Lip to the 5th order) zone-folded phonlon 111odeC inl ZnSe-ZinS strained-las cr
stuperlattices by mieans of'Rarnan scatte ring spcctroscopv. The st ruct u ra characte ri/at ions of hotithe ti u1LCtua11 tOnf
the pcrjodici ts and thle rough ness of' tile int erface wecre obtained fromt thle irniagcs of thle t ranusni ssion elect ronm
mnicroscopN. The Ramian spectrum of' the zone-folded miodes, is \&ctt explained 1,\ the theorcticat cal1culationl M itCh
takes account of the twNo structural characteristics. Furthermore, wec found thatt thc, strain does not plat\ a domin-ant
role in the Raman spectrumn of the 1.one-folded miodes,.

Raman spectroscopNy is a very uIseful tool to difficult to establish high-quality epitaxial taxers
stuld% lattice dynamnics in semiconductor lo\%-di- and to observe zone-folded modes.
mcnsional structures ats well aIs bulk semniconduIC- 'Fhe stress conmes fromt two ty.pes of lattice
tors. In the ease of superlattiecs. new behavior of' mismatch. wh.Iich exists bet\%cen SLSs and a sub-
phonons such ats zone-folding of acoustic phonons strate. and between the alternate layecrs. in the
and confinement of optical phonotns. has been SLSs. In order to reduce the stress between SL-Ss
studied extensively [I]. The Raman signal is sensi- and the substrate, we have used ZnSe-ZnS SL-Ss
live to thc periodicity. the rotughniess of the inter- wvhose average lattice constatnt [41 is equtal to that
face and the stress. Most of' the I 1-VI semicon- of it GaAs substrate. A~s at result, weC were able to
ductor superlattices have a biaxial stress at thle observe up to thle 5th order doulehIt phonon
heterojunction interface dlue to the lattie mis- modes. TIhe structural charaeterization ofl both
match. I-or example, stress-induced peak shifts (if' the fluctuation of' the pcriodicity and the rottgh1-
optical phonons were observed in strained-kiyer ness of the interfaee was obtained from tile imi-
suLperlatttices (S[.Ss) [2]. Th'le spectra of zone- atges of' the transmission electrotn microseops
folded acoustic phtotins were broad and uIP to (TiM ). A model calculation based on the trarts-
the third order modes were observed [3]. Mne mission eleetron microscopy (TEM) data repro-
speculates that the lattice niismatch makes it duce'J well the zone-fblded speetrunm. I was found

that the Raman spectrum reflects dominantl\ both
the periodicity of* tilie superlat ties atid the rough-

*(orrcsporuling author. ness of' the interface rather thatn the stress.

041.12-0f248/94/'$07.00 ( 1k994. IIscverm Science t3.v. M]l rights reserxcil
5SII( 0t122-024K0(.3 t (16, 37- NJ
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I Fig. 2a shows the spectrum where the back-
ZnSe-ZnS SLS/GaAs ground was subtracted from the spectrum of Fig.

' T I. The background has probably originated from

Rayleigh scattering and single particle excitations
[6]. Fig. 2a shows zone-folded doublet modes up

>" to the 5th order.
Sz(x x+y)2 In the continuum limit, a phonon dispersion is

wU z(xY)y- given by the conventional Rytov model [7]. It is
z written by

L0 20 40 d w cd1  d + K

RAMAN SHIFT (cm 1) cos(qd) = cos cos - 2K
Fig. I. Polarization dependence of Raman spectra of zone-
folded modes. All the zone-lolded modes are allowed only in od, (0(d1
:( t, x )5 configuration, where t and v denote the polariza- X sin sin . ( I
tion of the incident and scattered light ] O I t¢ I IIIX y Ii <11111) ). U ,

where (o and q arc the phonon frequency and the
superlattice wavevector. ir and r, the sound

The sample used in this work was ZnSe-ZnS velocities of ZnSe and ZnS. d , and d. the thick-
SLSs grown by metalorganic molecular beam epi- nesses of the two constituting layers and d the
taxy (MOMBE) on a (100) GaAs substrate [4]. period of the SLSs defined by d cI• -d,. The
The designed thicknesses of ZnSe and ZnS layers coefficient K is defined by K = rV,1 /r,-p.. where
were 20(1 and 10 A. respectively. The average p, and p, are the ZnSc and ZnS densities, re-
lattice constant of the SLSs was equal to the spectively. The inset of Fig. 2a shows the phonon
(YaAs substrate in order to reduce the stress dispersion calculated by using Eq. (I). We have
between the SLSs and the substrate. Raman seat- used the values rv = 4.054 x 1l0 cm/s and P1 =

tcring experiments were performed at room tem-
perature with the 4579 A line of an Ar ion laser
in a quasi-backscattering configuration. Raman -a)- 40

,spectra were obtained by a double monochroma- (30a
tor (Spcx 14(13) with a photomultiplier. >2°

Fig. I shows the polarization dependence of Z a
the Raman spectra. The sample was kept in vac-
uum to avoid scattering from the air. Several E' 0 0.5

peaks were observed assigned to be the zone- , -

folded longitudinal acoustic (LA) modes. Fig. I
shows that all the zone-folded modes are allowed

in z(x, x). configuration and arc forbidden in C
Z(x. v) 2 configuration, where x and v denote ,
the polarization of the incident and scattered z
light (x 11( 100), v I! (010). However, theoretical
group analysis predicts that the lower energy
mode of the doublet is allowed only in z(, x. -x-0 20 40
configuration. whereas the higher energy mode is 0 20 40
allowed only in z(x. y)2 configuration. The same
results were obtained in (GaAs-GaAlAs superlat- Fig. 2. ()Obsered (at) and calculated (h) Raman spectra of
tiees [5]. Jusscrand et al. [51 attributed the break- tone-folded modes. I'hc arrows show the peak to,,ition, of

the lillh-order tolded modes. Inset is phonon dispersion using
ing of the selection rules to the fact that the conventional Ryto% model, where q . s the tone-edge

tl(tn-/one-centcer phonons display other symmetry. wavcvector rr/d and d is the supcrlattice period.
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5.266 g/cm3 for ZnSe. and r, = 5.047 x 10' cm/s
and p. = 4.086 g/cm3 for ZnS [8]. The solid
circles in the inset are observed peak frequencies
of the zone-folded modes. When the thicknesses
d, and d. are designed values, 2(10 and 10 A, the
calculated peak energies do not agree well with
the observed ones. The period, d, was estimated
to be 205 A from the X-ray diffraction experi-
ment [4], although the constituting layer thick-
nesses, d1 and d,, were not obtained exactly.
Therefore, we fixed d to be 205 A, and varied d,
and d. to fit all of the observed frequencies of
the zone-folded modes. The fitted values of d,
and el, were 198 and 7 A, respectively. These
values were used to calculate the dispersion shown
in the inset of Fig. 2a. The calculation fits the ._ . _._._._.

experimental data satisfactorily. 300 . a 2 ..

So far, zone-folded modes were observed in (b)

Znl'e-ZnSe [3.9] and InAs-AIAs [101 SLSs. It C
was suggested that the observed peak energies of 1 to
the folded modes do not completely agree with L_ ___--

5 10 0 50 100the calculated ones. This discrepancy was be- oLAYER z (nm)
lieved to have originated from the strain between Fig. 3. (a) High-resolution TEM image of ZnSe-ZnS St.Ss. (h)

the alternate layers. Recio et al. [10] considered Histogram of the lattice points of ZnS. We obtained each data

the effect of the strain on the sound velocities point in the histogram by counting the lattice points of ZnS

deduced from the stress-induced peak shifts of along the straight arrays of lattice points parallel to the

LO-Raman modes and Griineisen constants. We interface plane. The solid line is a guide to the eye. (c)
tried to include the stress effect on the sound Photoclastic coefficient P(:) deduced from the TEM images.

The interals between the peak points are shown in the

velocities using their method. However, all the figure. showing the fluctuation of the periodicit,. Marker in

estimated peak energies were larger than the (a) represents 10 tim.
observed ones by - 0.2 cm '. The calculation
does not fit the experimental data better than the
stress-free calculation. Furthermore, it was found
that the changing of the thicknesses by a few thickness of the ZnS layer. 7 A. The position at
,ngstr~ms induces the peak shift of the folded the center of the ZnS layers fluctuated. There-
modes more than the stress, fore the FWHM of the histogram is larger than

Fig. 3a shows high-resolution TEM image of the thickness of the ZnS layer.
our sample. We also took a low-resolution TEM The intensity of Raman scattering from the
image which shows good periodicity of the each folded LA modes can be calculated theoretically
layer [II]. However. a large fluctuation exists by a photoelastic model, where the superlattices
near the interface, as shown in Fig. 2a. Fig. 2b have bulk photoelastic coefficients P, and 1'.
shows the histogram of the l;tttice points of ZnS. [12]. The photoclastic model has been used previ-
We obtained each data point in the histogram by ously to predict the intensity of the folded modes
counting the lattice points of ZnS along the [13] and to characterize the periodicity and the
straight arrays of lattice points parallel to the roughness of the interface [14] in GaAs-GaAIAs
interface plane. The full width at half maximum superlattices. According to this model, the modu-
(FWHM) of the histogram is about 4 layers and it lation of photoelastic coefficient, P(1z). along the
is a little larger than the fitted value for the growth direction z reflects the modulation in the
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structure of the SLSs. The mith order folded between our calculation and the measurement
modes at wv I2m~r/d + q ! s has intensity shows that the Raman spectrum reflects domi-

2 (2)nantly the periodicity of the superlattices and the
I o(t~n, + I 1) (2 roughness of the interface.
where nt is the Bose factor. vs1 is sound velocity
of superlattices defined through d/v,,ýjv The authors would like to thank Hitachi Re-
+ (1,1v., and Q_, is the int order Fourier com- search Lab. for providing TEM images. and Mr.
ponent of P(z). It is noted that we do not need K. Nagao of Fuji Photo Film Co.. Ltd.. for acquir-
the absolute values of P, and P., but need only ing two-dimensional densitometric data. Part ot
the lineshape of P(z) in order to calculate the this work was done at the Cryogenic ('enter.
intensity of Raman spectrum. University of Tsukuba. One of the authors (A.Y.)

When P(z) is assumed to be a square-wave acknowledges the support from the Japan Societ%
function, in an ideal case, the higher order Fourier for the Promotion of Science and the Scientific'
component QM, decreases very slowly. This means Research Grant-in-Aid from the Ministr% of Edo-
that the higher order I, decreases very slowly, cation, Science and Culture of' Japan.
Since the square-wave assumption cannot repro-
duce our spectrum at all, we took account of the
tluctuation of the periodicity and the interface .Rfrne
roughness using the TEM data. The roughness of 1.Rerns
the interface was directly deduced from the dis- I]] See. for example. MI. C'ardoina and G. (ijnthcrodit. FLIs..
tribution of ZnS layers as shown in Fig. 3b. The Light Scattering in Solids V. lopics in Applied Psis
fluctuation of the periodicity was deduced from Vol. 66i (Springer. Belici]i. I)5S)).
two-dimensional densitometric data of thc low- 121 A. Yarnramoio. ). Yanmada and Y.MaltiniotoAp

resolution TEM image. Thus the profile of Nz ) Ph~s. tLett. 5S 099 1)5

was obtained by taking account of the fluctoation [31 .1. (uii 11. Wang~ and F. Gan. .. r~stal (irov. h I I-
(199)2) Nb5.of the periodicity and the roughness of the inter- [4] Hi. Onixarn i. S. Yarriaga and A. Yoshika~ka. lap. J. Appi.

face. Fig. 3c shows the obtained profile of P(AS) Phvs. 2'8( 9,S1)) 1.2] 37.
T~he intervals between the peaks. i.e., the fluctua- N15 . Ju'serand. t). RastUet. A. Regren\ and .1. Kersarec.

tion of the periodicity. are shown in Fig. 3c. Byý Solid State Commun. 48 (1983) 4911.

using Eq. (2). the Raman spectrum of zone-folded [6MVKli.n:titSalen nSld.toisn
mode \&aS alcuatc. a shoriin ig. b. he\pplied Physics. Vol. S. Ed. MI. (,irdOna (Springer.
mode wa caculaedas how in ig.2b.TheBerlin. 1975) p.148.

Raman spectrum reproduces the experimental [71 S.M- Rytox.. Akust. /.h. 2 ( l"5(0 71l [Soxiet hs<cut
data in the frlIlowing two essential points: the 2 1 it)56ý) ('81.
higher order modes becomes wider and more [15 Landolt -1Biirnsiein. Numnerical Dalta and Functional Re.

than 6th order modes reduce their height obvi- lationshitis in Science and ilechnolog\. V'ol. 17 Th Semi-
ousl. I ths clcuatin, e hve ssued hat conductors - l'hxsics of I - Vl and 1-.\ 11 Compounds.
ousl Inthiscalulaionwe aveassued hatSernimagnetic SemicondLuctors). ids. 0. MNVladling, MI.

the. roughness of all layer interfaces is the same. Schulz and 11. Weiss (Springer. Berlin. 11421, p). 14-i.
if the roughness of all layer interfaces is taken HYI.Wu. II. Yang. A\. Ishida. It. Fuji~asu. S_ Nakashimna

into account. thc intensity of the higher order and K. Tahara. AppL. Ph'.s. Llet. 54 ( lt)Sk4l _13Q.

zone-folded modes decreases more and the model [1011 M. Recio. G. Armeclles.A. Rui.'. A. NMariulas anid F.

calulaionrepodues he ama spctrm mreBriones. Appi. ['h%.s Ltet. 54 (1989i) 80(4.
calultio rprducs heRamn petru mre [111 A. Yarnaroto. Y. Kanerniisui. Y. lNiiasUnroto. S. ) amrnga

precisely. and A. Yosh ika\%a. AppI. Phvs. Leitl. Hi (l 492) 1 71M),
In conclusion, we have observed higher order 1121 C. ('oI'ard. TA. Cant. M.V. Klein. R. Mierlin, R. Ii-

(up to the 5th order) zone-folded phonon modes seher. if. MorktN and A.C. Ciossard. Phys. Re%. B 31

in ZnSe-ZnS strained-layer superlattices by ( 198 5) 20180.
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A ZnSe/ZnCdSe quantum well symmetric self-electro-optic
effect device operating in the blue-green region

S.Y. Wang *, P. Thompson, G. Horsburgh, J.T. Mullins, I. Hauksson, K.A. Prior.
B.C. Cavenett
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Abstract

In this paper, we report the first observation of a II-VI symmetric self-electro-optc device (SEED) operating as
an optical switch at a wavelength of 488 nni at room temperature. Quantum confined Stark effect modulators hascdt
on ZnSe/Zn('dSc p-i-n structures were fabricated by molecular beam epitaxy and used in the symmetric mode
"where one modulator was used to bias a second modulator which showed bistable transmission characteristics ,,ith a
contrast ratio of 1.5:1 between the high and low transmission states.

I. Introduction (MBL) and used the quantum confined Stark
effect (O('SE) to change the absorption across

A new, generation of II-VI semiconductor de- efct(CE )chneheasrpi cos
Ainew, genhlasersti f [1-41 sdmiondutors d5 -a the junction region with applied bias. The inher-

vices, both lasers [I-4] and modulators [5], are

being developed tor use in visihle opto-electronic ently strong excitonic nature of this structure.

systems. The important role of such structures resulting from quantum well confinement (i.e. a

can be found in optical switching processes using binding energy greater than k' at room tempera-

the slf-electro-optic effect devic, or SEED. (ture), provides a contrast similar to that of III-V

Whilst such devices arc already firmly established devices.

in il-V materials, until recently they had' not SEED structures use the large changes in ab-
been demonstraterialsruntelbrue-grlyetheyphadrn sorption [7]. produced by the internal electricbeen demonstrated for the blue-green spectral field when the d&%icc is rcvcr,,e biased, as a basis
region. Following work previously published onthe evel pme t of the diod SEE (1 -SEE )) r histablc optical sw itching. Tw o transm ission

states are seen when the device is activated by an[6] we nok demonstrate the SEED in its symmet-
ric form (S-SEED). optical control signal. or via electronic circuits

built into each pixel in more complicated devices.Multiple quantum well (MOW) p-i-n strut-pp

tunes were grown by molecular beam epitaxy The S-SLED combines two of the p-i-n modula-
tor struttures in a series configuration, thus re-
moving the requircnr it for a resistive load found

* ('rrcsrxmtncng author in simpler Jcvices. ) r further reference. Miller

1X)22-)24X/94/$07.iJ) - 1994 Vlsc.icr Sc'lntc K.V. Alt rights rescrved

SSWI 1122-)2481t 3 W.0Iti 3M- N
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18111 l'a rViewed the SEEl) structure and] its oper-
ation in detail. 100

Optical histahility (caused by thermal effects AT
19, 101) has been known in bulk ZnSe for some go8
time. but only the recent advent of p-doping has i/0

0 60 2V
atllowed fabrication of p-i-n optoelectronic de- e VE 4vices. V)

C 40 OV
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09

T[he SEED device is based on a quantum con-Waengh(m
fine(] Stark effect modulator structure. Grown by Wi.2 omtmeaveletrnmsingtth th(nm)S ZSM BE in at VGi288 growth kit it consists of an Fg .Ro eieauetasiso tte/~~ Z~

multiple quantum well p-i-n diode versus ieerse bias% oht-
i '-GaAs substrate. a 0.4 )urm n *-ZnSe layer, arn ages aindicated. The Curves were no~rmaLlized to 011;0 Irans-
Lindoped buffer layer (0.24 Aim), 2U Cd(,,Zn0 .Se missionat wavelen~gth helow the OW~ absorption peak.
quantum wells 40 A wide with 60) A ZnSe barri-
ers. at second uindoped buffer layer (250 A) and a
0.8 Milt p-ZnSe layer. Iodine was used for the
n-doping and nitrogen. from an Oxford Applied dropped across the p-i-n diode when it is re-
Research RF plasma source, was used for the verse biased. Moreover, the voltage drop across
p-d ding. In order to apply electric fields perpen- the Schottky junction will remain approximately
dicular to the quantumn-well layers, an indiumn constant and was estimated from the a measure-
ohmic contact was made to the GaAs substrate ment of the open circuit voltage of the dLvice to
and In-Ga was used for the top p-ZnSe layer. he approximately 1.6 V. The leakage current of
F~inally an optical wvindow, approximately (0.5 mm the device wats typically less than 50 nA at - 20 V
in diameter, wats chemically etched in the sub- reverse bias.
strate to form the device which was approxi-
mately 1.2 mmn x 3 mm in size and is sho% n
schematically in Fig. I. 3. Results and discussion

The In-Cia contact to the p-ZnSe is not ohmic.
but forms at Schottky junction in series with the The optical transmission and photo-current
p-i-n diode. Since the polarities of the two diodes spectra were measured using a tungsten white
are opposite, the majority of the voltage is lipht source and a monochromator with 0.5 nm

rusolution. Fig. 2 shows the room temperature
transmission of the p-i-n diode as a function of

,n-Gacontat applied reverse bias. The transmission spectra are
P0Ops p-ZnS* normalized to 100Q at a wavelength below the

ZnCdS*,ZSo MOW (30Politic) Udp ne absorption edge of the quantum well. We can see
from the figure that there is at strong excitonic

n04 pm n-ZnS* absorption peak for the it = I heavy hole exciton
(Exlhh). This ionizes rapidly with increase d re-,

substartOverse base, resulting in a change in transmission
InCota from about 40% to 60% when the reverse bias

1lig. 1. Schemnatic structure of the ZnC'dSe/ZiiSe multiple changes from 0 to 2(0 V. The it = I light hole
titianturn well p-i-n diode. with an In-Cha contact on the eetn(xl)i loosrc tzr is h
p-/riSv layer, an In coniaci on the GaAs stibstrate and the transmission cutoff at wavelengt'is shorter than
eethed window, 460 nm is due to the absorption , f ZnSc bandgap.
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As an increasing reverse bias is applied to the 6

p-i-n diode, the exciton shows a clear "red shift" RT 488 nm
with the exciton peaks remaining resolvable up to 5

approximately 12 V. Above this value, the exciton
peaks finally broaden and quench due to the c 4

strength of the internal electric field. The absorp- > (a)
tion coefficient, calculated from Fig. 2 with re- 3 3 -

spect to well thickness (not the combined thick- 0.

ness of barrier and well), of the Exlhh exciton is u 2 (C)

as high as 7.8 x 10' cm at zero bias and de-
creases to 4.6 X 10'4 cm -1 at the same wavelength
with a 20) V reverse bias at room temperature.
The half-width at half maximum (HWHM) 05 0 5 10 15 20 25

linewidth of the ExIhh absorption on the low Reverse Bias Voltage M
energy side at zero bias is about 16 meV which is FiC3. The solid lines hosk photo-current rcsponse curses a,

smaller than the shift of the exciton peak under a function of illumination intensity tor the p i n junitlon

the electric field. sith reverse bias at a s•as•elength of 488 nnm. sshich corre-

The linewidth of the exciton is significantly pionds to the peak position of the Exlhh at ,ero %ohl shoivn

larger than that of III-V senmiconductors due to in Fig. 2. The dollted line iijse the load-line fromi the 1oltg.e

the stronger cxciton-LO-phonon interaction of poscr supply ssith a revcrse-biascd p i-n diode under con-
ýtanl ilhllun lzim tion.

II-VI materials (HWHM = 4 meV in AIGaAs/
GaAs). Further. in contrast with IlI-V materials.
the change of absorption due to the cxciton peak
.shift is less important than its quenching. From decreases rapidly with the cut-off at 11.7 V due to
theorv,. widcr wells would result in a larger cxci- the potential barrier caused by the Schottk.x con-
tonic peak shift, however, the reduced confine- tact at the p-layer. discussed aboxc. conipcn,,,tting
ment of the exciton in such a structure would also the built-in potcntial of tle p-i-n diode.
result in a smaller excitonic absorption strength. The photo-current spectra are similar to the
Therefore. for an electro-optic device using the absorption curves. Mhich suggests that although
Q(SE, where large absorption changes are de- absorption at the cexciton peak initially creatcs
sired. such trade-otffs must be considered in the excitons. these arc ionized into free clcctronst and
design of the structure. In tact, the magnitude of holes via thcrmionic emission from the quantumn
the clectroabsorption is already larger than the wells.
best Ill-V semiconductor and it follows that To operate a imodulator structure such as a
wider cxciton peaks would reduce any sensitivity symmetric SEED optical s\%itch, two r\ecrse hi-
to wavelength and temperature changes. ased p-i-n diodes are placed in series together.

In order to use the p-i-n device in the SEED one acting as the "load" for the other. Fig. I
configuration, it is necessary to measure the shows the optical arrangement atnd the intero:0-
photo-current response curve, which gives the ncction of the p-i-n diodes with th, voltage
change in photo-currcnt with applied voltage at a supply. T'he 488 nim line fromn ('W Ar * laser
fixed wavelength. The solid lines in Fig. 3 show was used as the light source. with constant optical
the photo-current response curves for different power (1 P, ) supplied to diode I by means, ot a
light intensities at 488 nim. i.e. the wavelength beam splitter inserted in the laser path. The
which corresponds to the Exlhh absorption at second diode received a triangular ramped input
zero volts. We note that the maximum photo-cur- 11,,,,) produced by an acousto-optic modulator
rent occurs at about 4 V reverse bias and then placed in the sccondar' path formed b\ the beamn
decreases monotonically as the voltage increases splitter. The optical power output IP,,) is the
up to 211 V. In forward bias the photo-current transmitted power from p-i-n diode 2. with the
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bias current controlled by a change in the light
intensity of the illumination on diode I by using a
neutral density filter.

The dotted curve in Fig. 3 gives the load-line
for the supply with a reverse-bias across diode 1.
This diode can be considered as a voltage con-
trolled constant current source. If there is no
light on diode 2, no current flows and all of the p
bias voltage appears across this modulator. creat- out
ing a high electric field across the quantum wells.
Therefore. the device is in a high transmission
state as the absorption is at a minimum. As the
optical input power is slowly increased, the p
photo-current also increases but the voltage drop i

on diode 2 remains. approximately, unchanged Fig. 5. Optical input-output characteritic for the S-SL-t)

due to the constant current bias. When the configuration. shoking optical hisiabillt. ['his characteristic i,

photo-current generated by diode 2 is compara- taken .,ith a 2(0 pA hias current and 2(1 V suppl, %.oltage. The

ble (see curve (a) in Fig. 3) with or larger than the input (Pro) and output (IP._ ) optical pmv.er,, corrcsond to
ippriixiniatlc. 4)) and 12 IW dliv. rexpectie.c.,

bias current provided by diode 1, positive feed-

back occurs, leading to the majority of the voltage
being dropped across diode I. This then leaves tion state until a lower critical "'switch-up" input
diode 2 in a low transmission state as the absorp- power is reached (see curve (c) in Fig. 3). At this
tion is now% at a maximum. Once this low trans- point, the positive feedback operates in reverse,
mission state is reached. the input power can be and the device switches back to a high transmis-
dccrease,! whilst still retaining the high absorp- sion state. Thcrefore. between these two powers.

the device is bistable and can operate in a either
a high or low transmission.

AO, °°M.,j0, The optically bistable input-output charactcris-
SS2 tic lor the S-SEED is shown in Fig. 5. where the

input and output intensities of the laser are ap-
4e,8 SKO, proximately 401 and 12 MW/div. respecti~ely. with

ND t bias current and voltage of 201 tAA and 210 V.
The contrast ratio of the high and low states in

%P this device is about 1.5: 1, which could be im-
proved by increasing the numbet of quantum

.. .. , ... wells. In the cases of the S-SEED and the D-
m-.ow mow 'SEED, we are able to observe bistabilit., at 7 V.
v zrs. . whereas it can be seen from the response curve

W ism (Fig. 3) that if a resistive load was used, a bias
Diode 1 Diod0e2 voltage of about 35 V would be necessary. As

expected, the switch power ratio of the S-SEED
is greatly improved compared with the D-SEED
configuration.

S,-P02 Because of the large RC constant caused by
Iig. 4. ()ptital airangcnicni used to charactri/c the S-SLIt) the large area and the resistive p-ZnSc layer in
.ini) the electrical interconnection, of the o p i ni t dtode• to this device, the switching times of the device are
torni the t)-S t.t') configuration. itS I and tIs 2 are heans
-plit te . Nt is a neitiral densiti, filter and S.t Ptl) and Si- 1l)2 relatively slow compared with the fully integrated
.ire silicon photo diodes. Ill-V devices. By improving the design and de-
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Polar magneto-optic Kerr effect in (Cd,Mn)Te/CdTe
superlattices
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Abstract

The polar magneto-optic Kerr effect is used to investigate (Cd.Mn)Tc,/('dTc superlattices. It is demonstrated
that the magneto-optic Kerr effect provides a nondcstructic technique to study excitons. An oscillator model is
applied to analyze the data. and the Zeeman splitting and the magnetic field dependence of the oscillator strcngth
for a 60) A period superattice is givcn as an example.

1. Introduction tinely to study the band structure and excitonic
properties or as an optical method to determine

Quantum well (QW) and superlatticc (SL) the magnetization [2.3]. Recently Kohl et al. [4.5]
structures based on II-VI semiconductors have demonstrated the possibility of detecting Faradam
gained increased interest due to their potential rotation from (('d.Mn)Te/('dTe multiquantumn
for application in optoelectronics in the visible- wells (MQWs). To perform Faraday experiments
light region. There is also at variety of reasons to in SLs and QWs. substrates have to be transpar-
study fundamental physics of lI-VI based OWs ent or removed by etching. In the following we
and SLs. One particular aspect making ll-VI will demonstrate that the polar magneto-optic
based OWs and S[.s an attractive material system Kerr effect (MOKE) - observation of the mag-
to study is the possibility of including diluted- netic circular bircfringcncc and dichroism in re-
magnetic semiconductors (DMSs) into the struc- flection geometry - is more suitable for routine-
tures. In DMSs it fraction of group II ions is type experiments in SLs.
replaced by magnetic ions and the strong sp-d
exchange interaction leads to a variety of phe-
nomena. A discussion of the exchange-induced 2. Experimental details
optical properties of DMS based SLs can be
found in ref. [I] and references therein. The samples used in this investigation are Slts

One of the most prominent effects is the giant of (CdMn)'l'e/CdTc grown on ('dec substrates
Faraday rotation. In bulk DMSs it is used rou- by molecular beam epitaxy. The SLs are embed-

ded between a buffer layer (6000 A) and a cap
layer (I(NX) A) of (CdMn)le.

The setup used to measure the derivative of
* (orresp,,nding author, the Kerr rotation _-0,1/1B is similar to the one

(X)22-tt24X/9)4/$117.(X) , 994 lsevier Science B.V. All rights rcercred
.SNPI 0OD 2 2- 0 2 4;'I(93 )FO 4 3•)
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used in ref. [5]. The fundamental difference is
that we observe the reflected light and therefore
do not need any special sample preparation. Lin-
early polarizcd light from a tunable laser is re-
flected (at near itormal incidence) from the sam-

ple and split into two orthogonal components by
a polarizing beamsplitter. Typical power densities
for the experiments were as low as approximately
I W/cm-'. The sample is placed into an optical
split-coil magnet cryostat ( B •< 7 T); an additional
small coil allows one to apply modulation fields
(B, .. _< 5 ml', f :!,,i < I kHz). Both fields are
directed parallel to the propagatior direction of
the light, which coincides with the ý owth axis of ....
the samples. The two orthogonally polarized light
beams are detected by a pair of Si diodes. Sum
and difference of the photocurrents are gener- .
ated by analog amplifiers. The beamsplitter is set
to a position where the two beams are of equal
intensity outside the resonance. . ,

An analysis of the experiment shows that the .

ratio of the difference signal detected by a lock-in
amplifier at the modulation frequency (l_•' ) and " "
the DC sum signal (1I1 ) is independent of the Fig. 1. (a) Differcntial polar magneto-optic Kerr rotation tor a

apparatus characteristics and depends only on ('d,,,Mn,, Te/CdTe superlattice U., = L• = 20 A•. (h) Pho-

intrinsic properties of the sample: toluminescence (dashed line) and photoluminescence-excita-
tion (solid line) spectra of the same sample.

13i lm[d(rK*r )/dB)

S - ir, +lr I1

where r denotes the amplitude reflection coef- cence (PL) and photoluminescence-excitation

ficient ir p .) ,c '- = I r, for right ( + ) and (PLE) spectra of the same sample. PL and PLE

left (-) circular polarization. This expression sim- spectra of similar samples have been investigated

Sfor zero background field to: in detail before [I]; therefore we will give only a
brief discussion of these data. The PL spectrum

I," d&.)K (Fig. Ib) shows two lines: a double structure at
1" d B- BBm',Li. (2) E= 1676 meV related to SL excitons and a line

at E- = 1731 nieV corresponding to the lumines-
where H. = H-) - (-H. is the Kerr angle. In a cence from the (Cd.Mn)l'e buffer layer. The com-
finite background field and under resonance con- parison with the PLE data reveals a pronounced
ditions where the difference between p), and p redshift of the buffer-layer PL which is due to
is not negligible, Eq. ( I ) has to be used for data magnetic polaron formation, the PL line from the
analysis. SI. excitoius also shows a redshift. This energy

difference can be explained by exciton localiza-
tion due to fluctuations of the well width, small

3. Experimental results contributions due to two-dimensional magnetic
polaron formation are possible. The low energy

A typical spectrum for field-modulated MOKE line is likely to be associated with an exciton
is shown in Fig. I together with photolumines- bound to an acceptor.
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A comparison of the field modulated MOKE
and the PLE data clearly reveals that the struc- ,
tures in the MOKE data are related to the free
excitons in the SL as well as in the buffer mate- :
rial. The zero crossing of the MOKE structure ~
coincides within the experimental error with the
peak position in the PLE spectra. This was con-
firmed for all the samples investigated and there-
fore provides a simple way to determine the free N
exciton energy from the spectra.

4. Numerical data analysis

To extract more information from the MOKE .
data. it is necessary to model the data using Eq.
(1). This requires calculating the amplitude re-
flection coefficients r, for the multilayer struc- Fig. 2. Differential rnag'lco-oplical Kerr ro)ition ior a

tures. This task is simplified by recently published Cd,,_,Mn ,1 Tc/,('dTe superlaiticc (I/. 1 1, = 3(1 A) in a hl-ck-

theoretical investigations of magneto-optics in g field of B ((.5 T. Solid line i'. calulated.

multilaycr structures [6]. These authors formulate
the problem in terms of a 4 x 4 transfer matrix Since the lock-in signal is taken at the first har-
for each layer depending only on the dielectric inonic of the modulation frequency, only the lin-
function of the layer material and the layer thick- ear term in (4) contributes to the signal. As the
ness. Any structure can be described by the prod- Zeeman splitting is "'giant" in DMS we neglect
uct of the corresponding matrices. Imposing contributions of a), , and 1'. i. c. assuming:
proper boundary conditions on the resulting dl dt dhoi dI'"
transfer matrix defines reflection coefficients as 5- -' - II. (5)
ratio of two elements of the transfer matrix. As- dB d B d B

suming that the contribution from the heavy-hole Using the transfer-matrix formalism and a dielCc-
exciton ( I lh) is dominating the dielectric fenction tric function of the form (3) for each material. s'c
we used a single-oscillator model of the following can calculate the modulated MOK" spectra.
form for each material: Treating to ;. t', . I' . and dwo i,/dB as fitting

onB) parameters. we get a reasonably good fit to the
e .(B) = , + - (3) main structures of the data. An example is shoý, n

(A) B) - to i F B) in Fig. 2 for a (CdMn le/'d'e superlattice in a
where w ')( B) is the resonance frequency corre- background field of H = 0.5 T. It has to be pointed
sponding to the II h, w,)u is the longitudinal- out here that the lineshape of the spectra is
transverse splitting which is directly proportional strongly influenced by the values of the back-
to the oscillator strength, and I' '(B) is a phe- ground dielectric constant E, for the (('d.ln)Tc.
nomenological damping constant [7]. This high sensitivity can be understood as an

To calculate the field modulated MOKE. we effect of multiple reflections between the surface
have to make assumptions on the field dcpen- and the substrate. The calculated spectra deviate
dence of the parameters in (3). We use a Taylor significantly from the experiment on the high
expansion at the background field B, energy side of the I lh structure wvhere a sharp

d(O ( B) . peak is not reproduced. We expect the light-hole
w011( +) )I(,, t d B l"'+..' exciton contribution which is not included in our

model to be in this range. The deviation is also

(4) significant in the region between the I lh strut-

I
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show a monotonlic behaviour and no pronounced
evidence for a change of the band alignment of
the o- component. This is in agreement with thL
results reported in ref. [7] for at simijlar structure.
The increase of the oscillator strength with P' for
the o- component reflects the gain in twAo-di-

____________________ - - - ensionalitv ats the confinement potential in-
creases.

~ ~ &o -5. Conclusion

We demonstrated that the polar N10KE is a
___________________ -sensitive tool to study DM5S based SI-s.Compari-

_______ -- ~son of MOKE and PLE shows that an evalualtion

~. - of' the zero crossings of' the signal gi sa good
approximation of the exeiton energies. Phec-

0os-- nomenological description of' the dielectric tune-

tion in terms of' a single-oscillator miodel reprio-
duces the main structures, of the data \\ell: litm%-
ever, at dielectric function based on a ba-nd-stru-IC
ture calculation may' be necessar\ for a complete

Fw. . /cilan JAW~g (0. ongtudial llalS\lSCdescription of the data.

(hi anid daniping (c) Ir a I--. I_ - 3))l A uapelltincc of

Sd, Mn, I C ( 'd te. Itle Still(] iMIn ill( a) ar!c B611011111 IL1n1t-
lin, thle da~lhed line, inl (h) and (c) are vinde. io ihc cw~. 6. Acknowledgement
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that the necglect of' the real hand structure of the Shakfrhsntýetadspot

superlattice is responsible for the deviation. A
dielectric function taking into account not onlN .Rfeeoc
the exeitonic contributions hut also the full mini- 7.eerns

and subband structure w~ould be necessary. . , [ii (. Peter. I . t)eleIne. 1I.J Mtiiir . letmiol
Fig. .3 comprises the results of an analysis for IMl~inde. 13 i.j IM, I IQC lind I I (hang. I I. ne

the St, exciton in background fields up to B =3 ceneec ý,2 I i91)-' i-f.

1'. The Zee man splitting of the I lh (fig. 3a) fits 121 I). t. Bat~hr i h i ,ines J.K I\ Uli l~ d ýnaa IdL V.K, Ra n i i,. Ph%,

excellently to Brillouin functions (solid lines) [I I Re\. BI 34) i
11NOi 09-41.

with values of the parameter T, 1.2 K for (the 131 It 1 cclercq. ( . Rig2LUS. \ N Msellckki mid Mt. Nteini.
uppr e~nionet nd I P Ih%, Re% . 1 4- ii1093), hi6
Liperor copoen ad ,,--3.6 K for the 141 M. Koihl. M.R. Freeman~. .1M t lonvog DA~, i). \\kwei~iI'n.

lox~er or component. 'This asymmect", may bie l'hYs. Re\. IB _13 (1990)) 2-431

explained hý the different probabilities tor the 151) %I. kohl and 1)1). Wv.Lhaionr.pi. .1 *'ii. h\. ( (1),i s

twoA spin states to be I-OUnd in the barrier, com (77

biried with the assumption that T, is decreased at 161 S5. 'mim4Nin. Malcir. Re, Soc. So nip. Poic -'2- IPA
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Spin-flip Raman scattering by electrons bound to donors
in CdTe/Cd _.,XMnxTe multiple quantum well structures

as a function of barrier composition
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Abstract

Experimental and theoretical studies of the exchange-enhanced spin-flip Raman scattering from electrons bound
to donors in a series of CdTc/Cd, , Mn,Tc multiple quantum well structures have been carried out. In this series.
the CdTc well width has been kept constant and the barrier Mn concentration has been varied from V'; to 12'. In
some samples two spin-flip Raman signals arc observed. attributed to electrons located in the quantum wsells. but
bound to donors located either in the quantum wells or in the barriers adjacent to the wells. This work provides a
new test of a model developed previously for these two signals: the results suggest that the conduction band offset in
('dTc/('d, Mn,Tc hcterostructurcs is not a function of Mn concentration at low concentrations.

1. Introduction man (SFR) spectroscopy [21 to study how the
Coulomb fields of donor impurities affect cecc-

Dilute magnetic semiconductors (DMSs; for trons confined in the wells [3.4]. The Raman
instance. Cd, ,Mn Te) show a dependence of shifts correspond to the Zeeman splitting of the
the bandgap on the applied magnetic field, owing electron states in the magnetic field, enhanced by
to the strong spin-exchange coupling of the carri- the exchange field due to the manganese ions by
ers with the magnetic ions [1]. When the barriers an amount determined by the penetration of the
of multiple quantum well (MQW) structures are electronic wavefunction into the magnetic barrier
formed from DMS material, the barrier bandgap region. Thus, the Raman shifts observed in SFR
becomes an adjustable quantity. We have previ- give a probe of any effects which modify the
ously exploited this effect in CdTe/Cd, , MnTe electron wavefunction.
MQWs containing donor ions, using spin-flip Ra- In a uniformly-doped n-type MOW structure.

the electrons will consist of two types. First. there
will be those bound at the donors in the wells.

Corresponding author. and, secondly, there will be those which origi-
Present address: laboratoire de Spectrometric Physique.

Universit6 Joseph Fourier de Grenoble. 1P 87, F-384012 nated from the donors in the barriers, but which
Saint-Martin-d'|tI:rcs Cedex. France. are now trapped in the well region. Since the

0022-0248/94/$07.t0) 1994 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
8SSDI 0022-0248(93)ELI64X8-Q
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degree of penetration of the two types of electron
into the barriers will be different, the Zeeman -..

splitting of the two types, and thus their SFR
Raman shifts, will also differ. We have shown
previously that the two distinct series of SFR
signals that we observe in a set of CdTe/Cd. 93  /

Mn0.07Te multiple quantum well structures of dif-
ferent well widths can be interpreted as being , '

due to these two types of electron state [3]. Here,
we discuss the extension of that study to samples
of constant well width but varying Mn concentra-
tion. Fig. 1. Spin-flip. Raman spectra of three MQW structures of

well width 50 A and barrier Mn concentrations ( rx as indi-
cated. ( + ) Experimental data: (- fits to the data, and

2. Experimental details the individual components of each fit.

CdTe/Cd1 ,,Mn.Te multiple quantum wells
(MQWs) with well and barrier widths of 50 and
150 A, respectively, were grown on 1000 A buffer SF1 and SF2. For the x = 0.03 sample (Fig. la),
layers of CdTe on (001) inSb substrates by molec- two unresolved Gaussian components (at 33 and
ular beam epitaxy, with barrier manganese con- 40 cm-') can be identified on fitting the data.
centrations of x = 0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.07, and 0.12. These spectra agree with our previous work, and
The growth technique is described elsewhere and we interpret the two components of the spectra

-typically yields n-type material with net neutral as being due to electrons in the quantum wells
donor concentrations of order 10114 cm-

3 [5]. Ra- bound to donors located in the wells (SF1) or
man scattering experiments were conducted at bound to donors located in the barriers (SF2).
1.5 K in the backscattering geometry; magnetic The Raman signals were identified with spin-
fields from zero to 6 T were applied in the plane flip processes as follows. In our experimental
of the sample. A Ti-sapphire laser was used as geometry, the selection rule for SFR of .. m, =
the excitation source and the scattered light was + I implies that signals will only be detected
analysed with a triple monochromator and CCD when the linear excitation and detection polariza-
detector. Resonance profiles of the SFR signals tions are mutually perpendicular. Also, SFR sig-
were obtained using an automated scanning tech- nals show a modified Brillouin function-like de-
nique described elsewhere [6]. pendence on magnetic field which identifies them

as magnetic excitations [2]. Polarization and mag-
netic field dependences confirmed the origin of

3. Results and discussion the Raman signals discussed here.
Applying the model developed earlier, we can

Fig. I shows SFR spectra for three samples, at calculate the spin-flip energy of a donor-bound
the magnetic fields and temperatures indicated, electron for different donor positions in the pre-
The experimental data have been fitted via a sent structures. Details of the calculation are
least-squares routine, and the fits are indicated presented elsewhere [3]. We use a variational
on the figure by solid lines; the photolumines- approach and assume a donor electron envelope
cence (PL) background was approximated by a function consisting of a product of the one-di-
straight line of appropriate gradient. For the x = mensional finite potential well envelope wavefun-
0.07 sample (Fig. ib), the experimental spectrum tion and a three-dimensional hydrogen-like state;
consists of two clearly-resolved Gaussian bands the variational parameter characterises the devia-
(at 38 and 51 cm - at saturation) which we label tion from the spherical shape of the three-dimen-
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sional bulk donor wavefunction. The variational _E

energy is calculated using the Hamiltonian for a
hydrogen-like donor in a square well potential [7].
In order to calculate spin-flip energies, a particu-
lar value of the conduction band offset A,, in zero E SF2

magnetic field is assumed. When the field is
applied, the offset becomes (.,3 - E, 1/2) or (A, +
E,12). according to the direction of the electron •.
spin. where F, is the conduction band Zeeman SF1

splitting. The electron energies are calculated for
each of these two offset values, and their differ- B=6T. Ti1 5S

ence gives the Zeeman splitting of the donor-
bound electron, which is the spin-flip Raman Barrier 1n c0rcentrat1 n

energy observed. The parameters of the calcula- Fig. 2. Dependence of the saturation spin flip Rarnan shift on

tion are given in ref. [3]. The value of the conduc- barrier Mn concentration. (- ) Calculated dependence

tion band offset i- was treated as a free parame- of SFI and SF2 Raman shift with effcctisc Mn concentration
ter previously: a value of 60 + 5 meV was de- according to ref. 112J: I�--) calculations for SFI and SF2

duced for the heterostructure with x = 0.07 [3]. It with effective Mn concentration according to ref. lIl: is)

is possible that this quantity varies with Mn con- experimental data.

centration, since other work on samples with
higher Mn concentrations suggests a larger value
[8.9]. The calculation also requires a knowledge
of the barrier Zeeman splitting, and thus the The experimental values are also indicated on
effective Mn concentration, i. This is less than Fig. 2 and it is clear that for the x = 0.03 and
the actual Mn concentration, x, due to the spin- x = 0.07 samples. the agreement between calcula-
pairing of neighbouring Mn ions. and therefore tion and experiment is good. In view of the un-
varies with x (increasing with x until x = 0.05 certainty in the form of 1(x). we performed two
and then decreasing as the likelihood of Mn sets of calculations taking different estimates for
pairing increases). The exact dependence of ,i1 on 1(x), from refs. [10] and [11] (the dashed curves)
x is not known and several experimentally deter- and [12] (the solid curves). The data of refs. [10]
mined relationships have been published [10-12] and [11] give the best agreement with our SFR
which differ principally for x > 0.10. data for these MQWs and for an x = 0.07 epitax-

The calculation can now be applied to our ial layer.
experimental results. Since a uniform distribution For the x = 0.01 and 0.02 samples. our model
of donors throughout the sample gives rise to suggests that SFI and SF2 bands will not be
only two main contributions to the Raman spec- sufficiently separated in energy to be experimcn-
trum. calculating the Raman shift for a donor tally resolved. In both cases only one SFR band is
placed centrally in the well gives an approxima- observed, with Raman shifts in reasonable agree-
tion to the SFI signal, whilst when the donor is ment with our predictions.
placed in the barrier and within a few lattice However, the experimental results for the x =

constants of the well, we obtain an estimate for 0.12 sample (Fig. Ic) are not as expected. The
the Raman shift of SF2. Fig. 2 shows the calcu- spectrum can be fitted with a single LoArcntzian
lated Raman shifts of the SFI and SF2 signals for curve, centred at about 42 cm '. two Gaussian
donors at the well centre and at 10 A into the bands centred at the same Raman shift can re-
barrier as a function of the barrier Mn concentra- produce its lineshape, but within our model for
tion; a fixed ratio of .,/A Eg = 0.54 was used, SFR in these structures, SFI and SF2 bands
where iE, is the band gap energy difference at cannot occur at identical positions. so that a
1.5 K. different explanation for the lineshape and Ra-
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man shift must be sought. The observed Raman ondly, an unexpectedly high level of doping could
shift is higher than expected for SF1 signals, and result in an electron concentration in the well
it is necessary to confirm that this signal is associ- sufficient to decrease the effective potential of
ated with the quantum wells of the structure. We the well, and thereby increase the penetration of
therefore studied the dependence of the SFR the carriers into the barrier. Changes in the band
signal intensity on excitation photon energy; Fig. offset ratio with Mn concentration could explain
3a shows a set of SFR spectra taken for laser our results, but as noted above it appears that if
wavelengths in the range 7415 to 7505 A, step- any dependence on x exists, published work sug-
ping the laser in 2 A steps. The SFR signal shows gests an increase with x, leading to stronger elec-
clear resonances in this energy range, which are tron confinement in the well and therefore smaller
shown, by comparison with the quantum well PL SFR shifts.
spectrum (Fig. 3b), to correspond to the quantum A final explanation is that the reduced proba-
well transitions. bility of spin-pairing for Mn ions situated close to

Several explanations for the observed Raman the barrier-well interface results in a locally en-
shift can be proposed: firstly, interdiffusion of hanced value of the paramagnetic Mn concentra-
Mn into the quantum wells would increase the tion, X, compared to that determined in bulk
spin-flip shift, since the overlap of the electronic samples [13]. Since the well electron wavefunc-
wavefunction with the predominantly unpaired tion probes specifically the part of the barrier
interdiffused Mn ions would be significant. Sec- close to the interface, it would be particularly

sensitive to this effect and the spin-flip Raman
shift would be correspondingly increased. Indeed.
SFR studies of furtlier MQW structures with
0.1 < x < 0.2 would be valuable in investigating

(a) SF the question of Mn magnetization near an inter-
face.

" 7%0 •nm

Sstep-, C 2 nm 4. Summary

3C 7 -0 91 r• tt ..•We have reported the observation of two dis-

(h) p•,tinct electron SFR spectra in CdTe/Cd, -, Mn ,Tc
B ' hn0 emultiple quantum well samples of different bar-

rier concentrations. The spectra of four samples
IV I are accounted for by the existence of a uniform

low level of donors throughout the well and bar-
rier regions. A fifth sample gives an aitomalous

iI result for which two explanations have been con-
....... ,..... sidered: this result illustrates the sensitivity of the

.44nm :,48ým ?,p 7 h6nm SFR technique to sample quality and doping lev-

Fig. 3. (a) Resonance Raman and (h) photoluminescence (PL) els. A variational model has been applied, and its

spectra of the MOW with barrier Mn concentration of v = predictions for the former two samples are con-
11.12, In (a), the range of each spectrum is at a fixed Raman sistent with the observed trend in the spin-flip
,hift from the laser energy, which decreases from front to energies with barrier concentration if the zero-
back of the figure. The hand (labelled SF) which remains at a field conduction band' offset is taken to be
constant position in each spectrum is the spin flip signal of 0.54,.E,. This work therefore provides further
interest here: other hands are due to PL. In (b). the wave-
lengths at which the SF signal is strongest are marked with evidence for a constant value of the band offset
arrows, ratio in Cd, , MnTe at low x values.

-I
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Abstract

Cd, •Zn,Te/Cd, ,Mn,Tc/Cd, ,ZnTe structures have been grown by NIBE. the values of x and v being
chosen such that the excitonic bandgaps of the layers arc approximately equal. Refctivity measurements shot that
application of a magnetic field changes the bandgap of the dilute magnetic layer and switches on and deepens
CdI , Mn ,Tc potential wells that did not exist in zero-field. As the wells deepen. the intensity of the quantum well
photoluminescence increases from zero at a well-defined threshold exciton energy. Excitons cannot transfer from the
Cd1 ,Zn,Te barriers to the Cd1  MnTe well unless the well is at least 5 meV deep.

I. Introduction zero-field bandgaps of the two materials arc ap-
proximately equal. In this way. structures were

In dilute magnetic semiconductors such as produced in which wells in the Cd -,Mn Te
Cd, , MnTe the magnetic properties of the elec- could be 'switched on" and their depth con-
trons and holes can be enhanced by up to two trolled from zero by application of the magnetic
orders of magnitude by the exchange interaction field. In comparison with previous work on field-
with the magnetic ions [I]. As a result, the induced "spin superlatticcs" such as ZnSc/
bandgap for a given spin state can be altered by Zn, ,FeSe and ZnSe/Zn , ,Mn,Sc [2.3]. our
several tenths of an electron volt by the applica- use here of two alloy materials gives greater
tion of a magnetic field at low temperature. When flexibility. Our aim was to study the way in which
such materials are incorporated into heterostruc- optical properties such as excitonic oscillator
tures, one can take advantage of this to change strength, excitonic capture and subsequent emis-
the depths of the potential wells during the course sion intensity are related to the depth of a quan-
of an experiment. The present report concerns a turn well.
study of this type carried out on thin Cd1 , Mn ,Te
layers sandwiched between layers of Cd, ,ZnTe.
the values of x and y being chosen so that the 2. The structures

The layers were grown by molecular beam
* Corresponding author. epitaxy in a Riber 32P system at 280'C on sub-

(X)22-(0245/94/$t17.t ) , 1994 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
,SDPI 0)022-01248(93)E0649- R
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strates of (100) Cd(,.1,,Zn .t11 Te. The specimens 1.70 -- ............................

are very simple, in each case consisting of only a E (eV) S2
single layer of Cd,-_Mn ,Te (of thickness 200 A)
with 1000 A of Cd,_,.Zn.Te on each side, the
value y of the zinc concentr-'in being matched 1.68 -

as closely as possible to that of the substrate \
(0.115). Four specimens were studied, with man- C- S- 4

ganese concentrations x of 0.029 (Si,) 0.038 (62), CdZnTe layers-' S3
0.050 (S3) and 0.056 (64), as determined from the .6 0o q 'P °

S2
reflectivity spectra (see section 3). The thickness
of the Cd_,-Mn Te layer is below the critical ý "" 54
value for relaxation, so that it is strained to the 1.64 -

substrate lattice, with a heavy-hole/light-hole en- = AS-

ergy splitting of about 35 meV (depending on x), . \ CdMnTe layers

the heavy-hole bandgap being the smaller. " * S2

1.62 -.

Si

3. The optical spectra

The excitonic transitions were studied by re- 1.60 .... ... .... ................ ...

flectivity and photoluminescence (PL) spec- 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

troscopy mainly in the Faraday configuration, with B (Tesla)
the magnetic field normal to the layer planes In i. Magnetic field dependence of exciton energies for

Fig. I we show the dependence of the reflectivity Cd, Mn,Te/('d, ZnTe samp!es SI .... S4. from reflec-
signdls on magnetic field for the four specimens tivity spectra. Excitons associated with CdI , Zn,Te epilayers

with lifferent manganese concentrations. The (broken lines) shift only slightilv with field (the signals for

signals whose positions depend strongly on field sample St lie higher than those for S2. S3. S4 because St has
(solid lines) are due to the Cd _, Mn Te layers. accidentall. high Zn content). Brillouin curves (solid lines)

i lhave been fitted to the positions of excitons associated %k ith
whilst those due to the Cd1 ,ZnTe layers the CdI ,MnTe layers (confinement energies and diamag-

(broken lines) are only slightly affected by the netic shifts arc neglected). The black data points on the lower

field. The large shifts in the Cd1 ,-MnTe line r * polarized branch (and points from ) to I T on the upper.

positions are due to the exchange interactions of or polarized branch for sampie SI) correspond to narrow

the electrons and holes with the manganese ions resonances features in the reflectivity. The white data points
on the upper branches represent %ery broad reflectmiity fea-

and the Brillouin-like behaviour reflects the para- tures.
magnetic behaviour of the manganese magnetiza-
tion. The lowest energy feature for each speci- with the electron-hole continuum of the
men in Fig. I is due to the Cd, ,Mn,Te rni = CdI ,ZnTe.
- 3/2 heavy hole, m, = - 1/2 excitonic transi- It can be seen that for specimens S3 and S4 in
tion and its position gives the manganese conccn- Fig. I, the zero-field cxcitonic bandgaps of the
tration x. A noticeable feature of the reflectivity Cd1 , _MnTe layers are greater than that of the
signals from the Cd , MnTe layers is that they Cd, -,.ZnTe; for SI the converse is the case. In
are sharp when the spin states are such (filled zero-field, it is therefore only in SI (x = 0.029)
data points in Fig. I) that the Cd - , MnTe cxci- that the Cd, _, MnTe layer forms a potential
ton bandgap is less than that of the adjoining well for excitons. In contrast, creation of an exci-
Cd, ,Zn,Tc. but are broadened (open data ton well in S3 and S4 requires (at 2 K) fields of
points) when the converse is the case. In the 1.0 and 1.7 T. respectively. Specimen S2 is an
latter case the broadening is attributed to the interesting special case in which the zero-field
Cd, MnTe exciton states being in resonance excitonic bandgaps are very nearly equal.
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Photoluminescence spectra were recorded un- .. -
der excitation from the visible lines of an argon- (c) S4
ion laser. The excitation penetrates the epitaxial
layers and, in all cases. PL signals were observed
from the substrate (free. donor-bound and accep-
tor-bound excitons) and from the Cd -,MnTe.
The most striking feature of the excitonic photo- 0

luminescence spectra is that, for the three speci- d (b) S3 7 K

mens of highest manganese concentration, the % 5 K
intensity of the emission from the Cd ,MnTe .•' j-'2 K

depends very strongly on the magnetic field (see, , - ,
e.g.. Fig. 2) and, above a certain threshold field. .C-

strengthens markedly as the depth of the well is 10 K" 5
increased. Close inspection shows that the thresh- (a) S2 5 K

old field is not the field required to make the 2 K

Cd, ,MnTe exciton energy equal to that of the K"
Cd Zn,Te. but is slightly larger.

0**
1.66 1.65 1.64

_7 S0 25 T Sample S2 E (eV)
)0 5 Fig. 3. Amplitudes of luminescence intensity pcaks from the

2 5 3 T confined Cd, Mn,T, la.er,, at "arious ,alue' til magnetic

-- . __ field and temperature, plotted against their energy positions.
I he relation het een the %ertlial scales for samples S2. S3. S-4

6 6 T is arhitrart, htl fr a iven sample the scale is the same for the

4 2_ different temperatures. The thick vertical bars at I. t572.

' )1.6i91 and 1.65';8 -V mark the (/ero-lieLd) ctIergs of an
Sexiton in the Cd. ,/.n,Te harriers let. Fig. I).0 4 -2 5-E

n- Xs.s

2- We have also measured the photolumines-

05T cence intensity at different temperatures. As the
temperature is increased, higher fields arc re-

. quired to produce a given polarization of the

DOX. A°X substr. (b) Mn-" spin system and hence to produce a given
change in the excitonic bandgap of the ('d,
MnTe layer. The threshold fields for the onset

1 67 1.66 1.65 1 64 163 1.62 of photoluminescence are therefore greater.

Energy (eV) However. when the intensity data are plotted as a

Fig. 2. (a) Reflectivity spectra (unpolarized. left scale, where function of the Cdn Mn f Te exciton energy
a.u. indicates arbitrary units) and (h) luminescence spectra (ti (which depends on both field and temperature).

*, polarization, right scale. again in arbitrary units) for the threshold energies for the onset of the photo-
(d, Mn,Te/(d, znje sample S2 at field values from luminescence at different temperatures are found
0.25 to 6 T. For this sample, the ('td, Zn,'i'c and to be the same to within experimental error (see
CdI ,MnTe exciton energies almost coincide in zero-field. Fig. 3a).
The well-defined CdtI, Mn,Te reflectivity-resonance demon- For the specimens S3 and S4 with higher man-
strates the abrupt "switching-on" of an exeitonic quantum
well by the magnetic field. By contrast. the well's lumines- ganese concentrations, the threshold fields for
cence develops more progressively, the appearance of the photoluminescence are
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greater because larger fields are now required to [5]. The individual values of the conduction and
induce the potential wells, but, again, the thresh- valence band offsets do not appear in this de-
old energies are found to be independent of tem- scription: in particular, it is inappropri;,.tc to at-
perature (Figs. 3b and 3c). Moreover, they are tempt to decide whether an excito-,n is. spatially
found to be approximately the same (1.653 eV) direct ("type I") or indirect ("type II"). The
for all three specimens S2. S3 and S4. exciton, of mass M* =i + in *. is confined in

We conclude that. irrespective of the tempera- the simple potential well formed by the differ-
ture and irrespective of the manganese concen- ence between the bandgaps of the Cd, , Mn,'l'c
tration, the Cd -,MnTe exciton bandgap has to and Cd,-ZnTe layers or. more precisely, by the
be adjusted to lie beneath a single threshold difference between their exciton energies. The
value before the Cd, ,MnTe exciton photolumi- observed reflectivity spectra, particularly the im-
nesccncc can be observed. A particularly impor- mediate development of a sharp. quantum-well
tant result is that this threshold energy does not associated reflectivity feature when the magnetic
coincide with the cxcitonic bandgap of the field pulls the exciton energy in the CdI ,Mnic
CdI ,Zn,Te layers, but lies about 5 meV lower, layer below that of the exciton in the confining

For specimen S I. in which the Cd, -, Mn,Tc Cd,-Zn,Tc layers (e.g.. Fig. 2a). are as expected
layer has x = 0.029. the PL intensity is found not from this description.
to be a strong function of the magnetic field and We must nevertheless consider the possibilit.
can be observed even in zero-field. This is as that the threshold for luminescence is associated
expected. since now the exciton well depth is not with the exciton bandgap but with critical
already about 25 meV before the field is applied. values of cither the conduction or valence bands.

Finally. when the magnetic field is applied in In Fig. 4 we show the band enereics oft
the plane of the epitaxial layers (Voigt configura- Cd I Mn,Tc as a function of x. the layer being
tion) for specimen S2. we again observe that the assumed to be strained to the Cd,, Zn, -I_1c
excitonic photoluminescencc appears only below substrate. In calculating these energies weo ha~e
the threshold energy of 1.653 eV. For this ar- followed the procedure of Pcyla et al. [(I] and
rangcment, the field-induced shift of the energy have used the most recent estimates of the eon-
of the Cd, , MnTc excitonic transitions is much duction band to valence hand offset ratios (0).h
smaller than when the field is normal to the and I.1. for nominally unstrained Cd, Mn Tci
planes (because the magnetic energy of the CdTe [7.8] and Cd, ,ZnTe/('dl'c [1]. respec-
strain-split hole states is anisotropic [4]). For tively). We also show the effect of ,aiurating the
specimens S3 and S4 the excitonic transition en- manga~aese magnetization by appixing, at high
ergies now lie above 1.653 cV at all field values magnetic field normal to the layer pLitc. For all
and we see no Cd, kMniTe-related photolumi- four specimens the Cd ,Mn,Tc forns a potcn-
ncscencc. tial barrier for holes in zero-field and. for the

appropriate hole orientation, this barrier can be
changed into a well. We can. however, discount

4. Discussion the possibility that the threshold energy for lu-
munescence is associated with critical values of

I he maximum depth of the conduction and the valence band offset (for example. the value at
valence band quantum wells is small in these which the valence band well is switched on). since
samples (particularly for S2, S3 and S4. as shown the threshold value of 1.653 eV (specimen S2) is
in Fig. 4). Also, the width of the Cd, , MncTc independent of field direction whilst the energies
layers was deliberately chosen to be quite large of the hole states are not. It is also clear that the
(200 A). about three times the exciton Bohr ra- threshold is not associated with a citical value of
dius (70 A in CdTe). In this situation, cxcitonic the conduction band offset, since, whilst for S4
energies and oscillator strengths are best de- (x = 0.056) the Cd , MnTe forms a (very slight)
scribed in terms of "centre of mass quantization" electron barrier in zero-field, for S3 (x = 0.050)
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. . . order, so that both the electron and the hole in
20+ - an exciton in the lowest spin state in the
0 E(CdZnTe) .... Cd, ,ZnTe have to undergo spin flips on enter-

-20- ing the Cd- ,MnTe well. We can, however. dis-
-. count this possibility since it would not lead to a

-40 .sample and field independent energy threshold.
- 8.=0 high field The possibility that transfer of an exciton from

the Cd, ZnTe to the Cd, ,MnTe must be

E• 1.670eV accompanied by the creation of an optical phonon

[91 can also be eliminated since the optical phonon
S-':•,.::ie) energies are about 20 meV. well in excess of 5

20 P" - 8=O high field i m eV .
-- ----- ... -------- It may be significant that 5 meV is of the order

0" ... - of the Is-2s energy difference (8 meV) for an
E(CdZnTe). exciton in these materials. Possibly exciton trans-

-20- fer into the well can be assisted by passage via

-40. s s2 S3 S4 the 2s state and improves progressively as higher
S . .. .. .. excited states (3s.... ) and then the electron-hole

0 001 002 003 004 005 006 007 continuum of the Cd -, Mn,Tc drop below the

Mn concentration x Cd, ,.ZnTe exciton energy.

Fig. 4. Energies E and l•_ of the conduction and valence
band edge, for Cd, ,Mn,'Fc alloys plotted against man-
ganese content .%. compared with I:E and 1-, for unstrained 5. Conclusions
Cd, , Zn,To alloy of zinc content 11.5';. The Cd , Mn , Te
is strained to the CdI , ZnTe lattice parameter. Energies are By making use of the magnetic tunability of
based on best literature estimates of band offset ratios and

strain effects in the C'dTe/C, ~ZnTe and ('dTe. the bandgap in a dilute magnetic semiconductor.

Cd MnTe systems. The dotted curves represent the band we have demonstrated clearly the switching on of
edges for Cd, MnTe with Mn-

2 
spin polarization satu- a sharp excitonic reflectivity feature and of photo-

rated, luminescence by the creation of a previously

non-existent potential well. We have shown that
it is the exciton potential well, rather than the

and S2 (x = 0.038) the electron well already exists wells seen individually by the electrons and holes.
(it is 15 meV deep for S2). It is also evident that that is the relevant quantity. The experimental
to require a critical value of the conduction band data show that the emission occurs only when the
offset would not lead to the same value for the depth of the exciton well in Cd , , MnTe exceeds
excitonic threshold energy in all three specimens. about 5 meV, this threshold value being indcpcn-

Thus it is the exciton energies that are the dent of temperature over the range studied (2 to
relevant quantities. One might at first sight ex- 10 K) and independent of magnetic field. It ap-
pect the onset of the photoluminescence to occur pears that excitons in the barrier layers cannot
as soon as the Cd1  MnTF exciton bandgap is transfer into the Cd, ,Mn,Te wells unless the
made smaller than that of the Cd, )Zn,Te. In- exciton state in the well lies about 5 meV below%
stead, a threshold energy of about 5 meV appears the barrier level.
to be necessary before the excitation can transfer
into the Cd1 ,MnTe layer. One possibility is
that this energy is associated with the exciton spin 6. Acknowledgements
system, since the energies of the excitonic spin
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Room temperature II-VI lasers with 2.5 mA threshold
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Abstract

Buried-ridge ll-Vt laser diodes operating at 511 nm at room temperature were fabricated from separate-confine-
ment hetcrostructures. The layers consisted of a pseudomorphic CdZnSe qaantum well and lattice-matched ZnSSc
light-guiding and MgZnSSc cladding layers. Stripe gain-guide lasers fabricated from similar wafers exhibited
threshold current densities as low as 63(0 A/cm-1 and threshold voltages less than 9 V. The buried-ridge devices
operated in single lateral and transverse modes under pulsed excitation at room temperature. Threshold currents as
low as 2.5 mA and 50e;; duty cycles at room temperature were demonstrated with these structures. A conventional
model for the threshold currents was used in an initial attempt to fit the thresholds as functions of cavity length and
temperature (1001-325 K): excitonic mechanisms were not included. The electron lifetime in the light-guiding layer
was the only adjustable parameter in the model. Good agreement between measurement and theory was obtained
with the electron lifetime taken as 42 ps: this value also agrees well with independent lifetime measurements. All
reports of II-VI diode lasers to date indicate very short device lifetimes at room temperature. Electroluminescencc
topography and TEM studies were carried out on both LEDs and stripe lasers in order to gain insight to the failure
mechanisms and to study their evolution. Two types of dark line defects (along the ( I1t0) and (I 10) directions) and
patches with extremely large densities (10." cm 2) of a dislocation network consisting of elongated dislocation
segments were observed in degraded devices. This work represents the first detailed study of II-VI device failure
and indicates that the rapid failure is due to the formation of dark defects at the high current densities required for
lasing.

1. Buried-ridge devices ported. Guided by the success of buried-ridge or
buried-heterostructure technology in III-V laser

Our goal is to develop short-wavelength lasers diodes [2,3], we report the first II-VI buried-ridge
suitable for a variety of applications including laser diodes operating in the blue-green (A = 511

optical data storage where low threshold currents nm).
and single lateral-mode operation are required. The epitaxial layers (Fig. 1) used for these
While the development of wide band gap l1-VI devices were grown by molecular beam epitaxy on
materials has attracted much attention since the (I(X)) GaAs substrates. This separate-confine-
first demonstration of blue-green injection lasers ment structure contains nominally lattice-matched
[I], little advanced device design has been re- MgZnSSe cladding and ZnSSe guiding layers and

a single strained, pseudomorphic CdZnSe quan-
tum well; this structure was first described by

Corresronding author. Gaines et al. [41. The cladding layers are each 0).8

(0)22-o24M/94/So7,0() vc, 1994 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
SSDI 11(122-10248(93 )E0173-U
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Ti-Au etching does not extend into the active layer of
A r'----- es tthe device, edge recombination is expected to be

Mg g ZnSSe ZnS negligible. After etching, the sample is immedi-
• 77171 11ii ately transferred tI'rough air to an evaporator in

ZnS__ _ _SeCdZnSe/QW which ZnS is deposited from a thermal source
MgZnSSe containing crystalline ZnS. The etched sample is

ZnSe, not intentionally heated during the ZnS deposi-

GaAs tion. The thickness of the deposited ZnS is cho-
sen to exactly fill the areas where the semicon-
ductor has been etched away. The deposited ZnS

Fig. I. Schematic diagram of a buried-ridge separate confine- is polycrystalline, and appears to grow in a
mcnt laser diode, columnar structure. The ZnS deposited on top of

the remaining photoresist on the ridge is removed
am thick, with the lower and upper layers doped in a subsequent lift-off process, leaving a nearly
to 10'- cm 3 with Cl and N from an RF plasma planar surface as shown in Fig. 1. The final step
source [5]. respectively. The band gap of the involves evaporating Ti-Au over the original Au
cladding layers is 2.85 eV; the composition is on the ridge and over the evaporated ZnS.
estimated to be Mg, ,Zn,,•S,1 Seo.,. The The buried-ridge lasers were studied under
ZnS, *;SSe0,• guiding layers are each 0.125 Am pulsed current injection at room temperature.
thick, are doped at the same levels as their adja- For the data discussed here, the pulse width was
cent cladding layers, and have a 2.72 eV band 300 ns and the duty factor was 0.01%,-. although
gap. The quantum well is grown at a temperature duty factors up to 5Wý have been obtained. Fig. 2
of 15t0'C by "alternating beam cpitaxý (ABE)" [61 shows the light intensity from one facet as a
and consists of three periods of (CdSe),(ZnSe),, function of injected current and applied voltage.
thus the total well thickness is approximately 25 This device is 2 Am wide at the quantum well
A and the effective composition is Cd..1 3.Zn,, 7Se. and 1.5 Am wide at the top electrode. It was
Thin ( <0.1 /am) heavily doped ZnSc layers are cleaved to a length of 180 am and both facets
included at the top and bottom of the Il-VI stack were coated to provide reflectivities of 9t1i. The
for electrical '.ntact. The p '-ZnSc contact layer resulting threshold current is 2.5 mA. which is
is grown at 150'C, and is doped to Ný_ - N, = loI' nearly a factor of 20 lower than the room-temper-
cm

To characterize the material, 21) am wide
gain-guided lasers were fabricated, using high-re- 7

flcctivity (9(0";) facet coatings. The lowest room
temperature pulsed threshold current density was 6

630 A/cm- and the voltage at threshold was
slightly less than 9 V. The unacceptably high
operating voltage is due to a poor electrical con- 4

tact to the p-ZnSe [7]. The emission wavelength
at room temperature is 511 nm. _ 3

Fabrication of the buried-ridge devices begins
with evaporation of a 0.25 Am Au layer over the 2
p '-ZnSe layer. Photorcsist is used to define a
ridge, typically 2 or 3 am wide and Xe+ ion 1
beam etching is used to etch through the Au and 12 14

the upper MgZnSSe cladding layer. The degree Current (mA)
of lateral optical confinement in these laser diodes Fig. 2. The I, - I from a buried-ridge device. The threshold

depends mainly on the etch depth. Since the current is 2.5 mA.
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1.0- operate cw at room temperature. This is sup-
ported experimentally by observations of laser

0.8 0operation during pulses as long as 50 As. which is
longer than the time required for the junction to
reach thermal steady-state. Unfortunately, at the,0.6 /

_2 current densities required for cw operation the
> internal quantum efficiency of these materials
_z rapidly degrades. The fast degradation is dis-

a: cussed later in this paper.
0.2

-0 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 2. Modeling
Degrees

Fig. 3. The far-field pattern from a buried-ridge laser. The Next we describe a rudimentary model that

FWHMs are 29' and 13'. predicts the dependence of the threshold current
density on cavity length and temperature. The
physics is identical to that of II1-V quantum well

ature threshold current of any previously re- lasers - particularly those using strained GalnAs
ported II-VI laser diode [8]. The corresponding wells. This work extends earlier efforts [9-11] by
threshold current density of 700 A/cm2 is slightly including strain, the separate-confinement de-
larger than that for the gain-guided devices. Pre- sign, leakage current due to carrier drift and
sumably the increase is due to added optical loss diffusion, and non-radiative z.combination in the
caused by scattering from the ridge sidewalls. The quantum well.
single-facet differential quantum efficiency (A Our model first calculates the temperature-de-
25c% exhibited by the device of Fig. 2 allows us to pendent gain of the optical mode as a function of
estimate the modal cavity losses to be 6 cm- '. the two-dimensional carrier density (n =p) in the
This value equals the sum of scattering and free- quantum well. From n we can calculate the
carrier losses. threshold current density which includes: (I) ra-

Fig. 3 shows the measured far-field pattern diative recombination in the quantum well. (2)
from a device with a ridge width of 2 Am at the recombination in the guiding layers, and (3) re-
quantum well. The large divergence (FWHM = combination in the cladding layers (which is neg-
290) in the direction normal to the junction plane ligible). The available gain is calculated using [10]
is indicative of the strong optical confinement
provided by the MgZnSSe cladding layers, as g =g,.,,(J'( -E•.) +f( -El.) - 1). (I)

reported by Gaines et al. [4]. The gaussian-like . ... (2)
profile in the direction parallel to the junction
plane (FWHM = 13') indicates that the device is hI(El' +A) I I
operating in a single lateral mode and that the (r)= 4hv(E _+ - - - " (3)

lateral confinement is also quite strong. An analy-
sis of the waveguide indicates that the FWHM of 4)
the near-field optical mode is 0.32 Am X 1.2 Amm.
This optical beam is expected to be suitable for f( E) = 1/( 1 + c'•/A ), (5)
applications requiring a diffraction-limited spot. 1

Although the high operating voltage of these EF, = kT In exp (6a)
devices is obviously undesirable, the most serious pkT
concern is the rapid degradation that they ex- -
hibit. Heat-transfer calculations indicate that even E, = kT In expI - . (bb)
with junction-up mounting these devices should
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HLre EF. and ELp are the Fermi energies in the 1200

well relative to the first bound state, N is the o0o0
number of quantum wells. Wm is the width of the 100

optical mode, A is the spin-orbit splitting, ii is R 800
Ethe refractive index of the quantum well and P. _ 600 .

and Ph are two-dimensional densities of states. 400
These equations allow us to directly calculate 400
g(n) and they are simplified by the fact that in 200

the thin, highly strained CdZnSe well, there is 0 .........
only one confined band for the electrons and one 100 150 200 250 300 350 400

Temperature (K)

for the holes. The wells are intentionally grown
thin to keep them pseudomorphic; the resulting Fig. 4. The measured and calculated threshold current densi-

ties for a separate confinement laser. The major components
strain shifts the light hole band out of the well, of the current, due to spontaneous recombination and leak-

The strain also affects the in-plane hole effective age. are also shown.

mass, tnhp. within the quantum well [12]. Band
mixing is neglected since the other bands reside
at much higher energies. Intraband relaxation
broading is also neglected, as is often done in To compare the model with experimental data,
III-V lasers, despite the fact that electron-pho- the threshold current was measured for several
non coupling is stronger in I1-VI materials, blue-green laser diodes as a function of tempera-

The radiative recombination within the quan- ture. The devices are separate confinement laser
tum well may be calculated using the sponta- diodes described earlier in this paper. Fig. 4
neous spectral emission rate: shows the measured and calculated threshold

1 '11 current densities for similar devices, from 80 to
r~o(E) = r, Ef1 -- ( E - Eg) - EF. 320 K. The measurements are taken with 5X) ns

in, pulses and a 0.01% duty factor to minimize heat-

(mn r ing effects. Both facets are coated to provide 90%
x f ( ( E - E) -EF, (7) reflectvities. The model provides an good descrip-

Sition of the observed threshold current densities

r r2mr I)2 6Tt 3 (8) over the entire temperature range. The only ad-r,= 2qFzi(r m(hp iEnh' (8) justed parameter is the minority electron lifetime
The current due to radiative recombination in the outside of the quantum well, r7. The value used
well is in Fig. 4, 42 ps, is close to that recently measured

(35 ps) in p-type ZnSe [14]. The only unknown
J,P = qNfr r(,P E) d E. (9) parameter is the carrier lifetime for dark recom-

ii U bination in the well, but for these calculations, it
Dark recombination in the well may be described is believed to be sufficiently long (5 ns) and thus
by a carrier lifetime; can be neglected.

One useful result of these calculations is the
= qNn/r•. (1(1) breakdown of the threshold current into individ-

The calculation of the leakage current into the ual components, as shown in Fig. 4. These data
guiding and cladding layers includes both drift clearly show that electron leakage across the
and diffusion and takes into account the separate quantum well makes a significant contribution to
confinement design (13]. It is worth noting that the total leakage current at temperatures near
the leakage current due to holes is much smaller and above room temperature. By varying the pa-
than that due to electrons because of lower mo- rameters, we learned that the electron leakage
bilities, higher n-type conductivity and Fermi en- current strongly depends on both r, and the
ergies lying closer to the band edge. difference between the laser photon energy and
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2000 qt:antum efficiency measurements. The agree-
ment between the model and the data is remark-

Theory for ZnSSe guiding layers: able, considering that there are no adjustable
E 2.73 eV

1500 g parameters (other than T, which was established
above).

This model seems to accurately predict the
1000 behavior of the threshold current density in

CdZnSe quantum well devices without invoking
excitonic recombination mechanisms. Exciton-re-

500 lated stimulated emission, however, has been

clearly identified at low temperatures with reso-

01 .. .. 1 nant optical pumping and it has been speculated
500 505 510 .... 515 520 525 that such mechanisms also play a role at room

temperature [15]. While the success of our non-
Fig. 5. The threshold current density calculated as a function excitonic model certainly does not prove that
of emission wavelength (quantum well depth) for fixed minor- excitons are absent at room temperature. it does
ity carrier lifetime.

suggest that their effects may be more subtle than
first anticipated. Exciton-relatcd gain will be in-

the band gap of the guiding (barrier) layers. Fig. 5 eluded in future models.
illustrates the latter dependency.

As a further test of the model, we measured
the threshold current density in several diodes 3. Device degradation
cleaved to various cavity lengths. For this experi-
ment, the facets were not coated (r,, r, = 0.21). While there have been several papers over the
Fig. 6 shows the relationship between the total past two years that deal with the demonstration
gain (loss) and the current density at threshold. of I-VI compound blue or blue-green light emit-
The total modal gain required at threshold for ting devices, there has been no work that seri-
these devices is given by ously addresses the issue of degradation of these

devices. Understanding and eliminating degrada-
g = a0 + (1/2L) In(l1/rlr2 ). (11) tion mechanisms is. however, critical since they
where r, and r, are the facet reflectivities, and L control device lifetimes: a major problem with

is the cavity length. The internal optical loss in Il-VI light emitters today. For example, in our
the waveguide a, is deduced from differential laboratory, blue-green lasers last only for a few

minutes to an hour at room temperature while
light emitting diodes (LEDs) last from several

S.. . . . .minutes to a few days. Here we report the first
detailed study of the degradation of Il-VI blue-
green light emitters. Through studies on light

S60 emitting diodes and gain guided stripe lasers
tested at room temperature, we show that the

40 degradation is related to crystal defects that origi-
E nate from pre-existing defects and propagate

20 throughout the active region, acting as non-radia-
tive recombination centers.

0 1000 2000 3000 4000 The results described here are from a quan-
Current Density (Nerm) tum well laser structure grown by MBE in the

Fig. 6. The measured and calculated threshold as a function following sequence: GaAs(1(K)) substrate/n'-
of injected current density. ZnSe buffer (5(N) M)/ n-ZnSSe (1.85 Aim)/
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CdZnSe quantum well/p-ZnSSe (1.85 gm)/p*-
ZnSe (0.25 Mm). The ZnSSe was lattice-matched
to GaAs. The quantum well was grown at 150'C
by ABE and consists of 4 periods of
(CdSe),(ZnSe), resulting in a mean Cd composi-
tion of 0.33. Light emitting diodes were fabri-
cated by depositing a 250 Am diameter, 90 A
thick gold dot that is surrounded by a 0.1 Am
thick Ti-Au contact ring. Degradation studies
were carried out on these LEDs by electrollimi-
nescence (EL) microscopy and plan view trans-
mission electron microscopy (TEM). Gain guided
stripe lasers with 100 A thick and 20 Am wide
transparent gold electrodes were also fabricated
and studied by EL microscopy. Electrolumines-
cence imaging is done by passing the light exiting
from the top surface of the LED or stripe laser
through an optical microscope system allowing
the degradation progress to be studied during
device operation. Specimens for plan view TEM
observation were made from the degraded LEDs
by a combination of chemical etching and ion
milling to produce electron transparent regions
containing the quantum well. TEM studies were
carried out in a JEOL 2(0CX microscope at 200
kV.

Figs. 7a to 7e are video still frame EL images
showing successive stages of degradation of an
LED. The current density during the test was
progressively increased from 10 to 130 A/cm2.
Fig. 7a. taken a few seconds after turn-on, shows
the pre-existing defects in the structure; these
defects exhibit dark contrast since they act as
non-radiative recombination centers. The long,
dark lines lie along the [011] direction and are
misfit dislocations lying in the quantum
well/ZnSSe interface. The faint dark spots (indi- Fig. 7. EL micrographs showing the various stages of degrada-

cated by the arrow) are crystal defects that cut tion of a light emitting diode.

across the quantum well. At the first stage of
degradation (Fig. 7b), the faint spots become
darker, implying enhanced local non-radiative re- now define regions of very poor luminescence on
combination. In the second stage (Fig. 7c) these the LED. In the final stage of degradation (Fig.
defects emit dark line defects (DLDs) along (0I1) 7e), these dark patches cover the entire LED and
directions, similar to observations made for appear to assume geometric shapes bounded by
GaAs/AIGaAs lasers [16,17]. In the third stage ((Il) directions and straight lines making fixed
(Fig. 7d) the DLDs break up into elongated dark angles with (011).
patches and the dark spots also enlarge individu- Electroluminescence studies carried out on
ally into such patches. Clusters of dark patches gain guided stripe lasers at 15(M A/cm2 current
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comparison. Fig. 9 is a plan view micrograph
showing the defect structure in the non-degraded
part of the specimen. As mentioned earlier, the
stacking faults (indicated by arrow I) rise to the
quantum well and form the misfit dislocations
(arrows marked 2). No other defects could be
seen in this region. We now turn to the degraded
region of the sample. Figs. 10 and I1 are plan
view, bright field micrographs (excited with or-
thogonal (022) reflections, respectively) showing
a degraded area representative of the final stages
of degradation. In addition to the stacking faults
(which shows vanishing contrast in Fig. I 1 due to

the diffraction conditions) and misfit dislocations.
patches of regions containing large numbers of

Fig. 8. EL micrograph of the surface of a diode laser, small defects (arrows marked I) can be seen.
They appear to be a network of small dislocations
with elongated segments having local densities

densities and 0.08% duty cycle also showed simi- > 101" cm - and contribute to the device degra-
lar degradation features. Fig. 8 shows a still frame dation. Henceforth they will be referred to as
taken at the third stage of degradation. The edge degradation defects. These patches are the dark
of the stripe is along a (011) direction. Misfit features observed in Fig. 7c and appear dark in
dislocations. (001) DLDs and dark patches are the EL micrographs since the degradation defects
all clearly visible. We note that since the laser
facets were uncoated no lasing occurred during
the tests.

Plan view TEM studies on the as-grown sam-
pie show that the defect structure consists of
V-shaped stacking faults that originate at the
substrate-cpilayer interface and rise up to the
epilayer surface. At the quantum well/ZnSSe "-
interface these stacking faults act as sources for -

misfit dislocations that are ejected along (011)
direction [181. The stacking fault density mea-
sured by I'[EM is 4 X 1W( cm 2. This is in reaon-
able agrecemcnt with the dark spot density of .•
7 x I1W cm- found in Fig. 7c. This suggests that -
the initial degradation originates from the vicinity
of the stacking faults. The density of these faults
varies from sample to sample even when the
nucleation of ZnSe is two-dimensional and rea-
sons for their origin is not clear at the present
time.

After the EL studies, a specimen for plan-view
TEM was made of the LED tested in Fig. 7.
Degraded regions directly uinder the Au contact Fig. 9. Plan-view bright field TEM micrograph of a non-de-

pad as well as adjacent regions not under the Au graded layer. Arrows I and 2 indicate a stacking fault and
pad (therefore not degraded) were studied for misfit dislocation, respcctiicl,.
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contained in them act as non-radiative recombi-
nation centers. Since the EL images are formed
with light emitted from the quantum well, the
appearance of the dark patches in the image
indicates that the degradation defects reside
within the quantum well. This conclusion is sup-
ported by observation of electron stereomicro-
graphs. The degradation defects themselves are
aligned along both the (011) directions contained
in the (100) interface plane as can be seen in the
bright field micrographs of Figs. 10 and 11. The
micrographs also show that only one set of degra-

Of ;02

* I

TIT Fig. 1I. Plan-vie% TEM micrograph (two beam condition (('2

k ~ ' from the same degraded region shovn in Fig. 10. The excited
reflection is orthogonal to the case in Fig. 1I and conse-
quently the visible degradation defects (marked I ) arc perpen-
dicular to those in Fig. 10. The stacking fault shows vanishing

.______,_iContrast.

dation defects are observed in each image, with
the set of defects with their lengths perpendicular
to the excited (022) reflection being absent. When
the (040) reflections arc excited on the other
hand, both set of defects are observed. Assuming
that the Burgers vectors are of the usual b = !a

I (0) type, this would indicate that the Burgers
vectors of these defects lie in the interface plane
in a direction along the lengths of the defects. We

Fig. I1). Plan-view TEM micrograph (two-beam condition 032-2) note that this is different from the Burgers vec-
from a degraded region. Only one set of degradation defects tors of degradation induced dislocation networks
(marked I) are visible, in GaAs/AIGaAs lasers which make an angle of
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45' to the interface plane. TEM studies indicate current injection, and operate in a single lateral

that these degradation defects appear to origi- mode. The fabrication process is thought to be
nate from both isolated misfit dislocation seg- manufacturable and results in a planar surface.
ments as well as from the vicinity of stacking suitable for die bonding. We have shown that the
faults with misfit dislocations propagating from threshold current density of CdZnSc quantum
them. well laser diodes can be accurately predicted with

As can be seen from both the EL and the techniques previously developed for Ilil-V laser
TEM images, the patches formed by the degrada- diodes. At room temperature, electron leakage
tion defects are bounded by well defined direc- current can be an important component of the
tions; some of which are (01 1). The TEM studies total threshold current. We have examined the
show that these directions arise since the patches structural aspects of II-VI blue-green light emit-
are often bounded on one or more sides by misfit ter degradation by fabricating LEDs and stripe
dislocations - a consequence of the interaction lasers from quantum well laser structures. Dcgra-
between the stress fields of the misfit dislocations dation appears to occur initially by the formation
and the degradation defects. As may also be seen of new crystal defects from the vicinity of pre-ex-
from the TEM micrographs, the degradation de- isting ones such as stacking faults. These defects
fects also appear to end abruptly along directions propagate along (010) directions and their evolu-
other that (011) where no restraining line defect tion finally results in the formation of patches of
is observed; this behavior is not understood at the regions spread out across the device and consist-
present time. ing of high densities of small dislocations that lie

We now turn to the consequence of defect in the quantum well. These defects act as non-
formation in lasers. The studies above clearly radiative recombination centers that reduce the
show that the degradation of the devices is re- light emission of the device.
lated to the propagation of crystal defects. For-
mation of such defects reduces the light emission
from the device. The reduction of quantum effi- 5. Acknowledgements
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Advances in blue laser diodes
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Sony Corporation Research Center, 174 Fujitsuka-cho. Hodog'ava-ku, Yokohama 240. Japan

Abstract

We have demonstrated the feasibility of ZnMgSSe as cladding layers for blue and blue-green laser diodes. The
ZnMgSSc. fully lattice-matched to GaAs substrates, suppresses carrier overflow with its large energy-gap having type
I heterostructure with Zn(S)Se. This has led to a successful demonstration of room temperature pulsed operation of
a blue laser diode with a wavelength of 498.5 nm and room temperature CW operation of a 523.5 nm blue-green
laser diode with a threshold current of 45 mA, based on a ZnCdSe/ZnSc/ZnMgSSe SCH structure.

1. Introduction ZnSe, has in reality an energy gap narrower than
ZnSe due to heavy band-bowing, while ZnCdS.

II-VI wide gap semiconductor laser diodes another candidate for such a cladding layer, in-
(LDs) have been a focus of attention, since Haase deed has a wide energy gap but forms a type 11
et al. reported the first semiconductor blue-green heterostructure with ZnSe. Thus these two mate-
laser diode based on ZnCdSe/Zn(S)Se [1]. The rials are not suitable for the cladding layers of
ZnCdSe/Zn(S)Se system has intrinsic problems wide gap 1i-VI semiconductor LDs with a wave-
caused by a small energy-gap difference between length of less than - 520 nm. We have found
the ZnCdSe active layer and the Zn(S)Se cladding that ZnMgSSe, with an energy gap tunable up to
layer. This makes operation at a high tempera- as high as - 4.5 eV [2], fully lattice-matched to
ture or at a short wavelength difficult due to GaAs ((X)I) substrates, forms a type I het-
insufficient confinement of injected carriers. For erostructure with ZnSe. Using ZnMgSSe as
shorter wavelength laser diodes, i.e., for LDs with cladding layers for wide gap II-VI LDs. we al-
an active layer made of ZnSe or ZnCdSe with ready have demonstrated 77 K continuous wave
less Cd mole fraction, use of conventional Il-VI (CW) operation of ZnSe/ZnMgSSe multi-quan-
materials such as ZnSc, ZnS, ZnTe, and CdS turn well (MQW) LD with wavelength of 447 nm
only is not sufficient to fulfill the requirement of [3]. Since then, we have optimized the LD struc-
carrier confinement. For example, ZnSTe, which ture improving the contacts [4,5] to p-ZnSe. Quite
was supposed to have a wider energy gap than recently, we have succeeded in room temperature

(RT) pulsed operation of a blue LD with a wave-
length of 498.5 nm [6], and RT CW operation of a

* Correspx)nding author. 523 nm blue-green LD for the first time [7].

(X122-ti248/94/$07.AX)0 ' 1994 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
SSDI 0)22-1)248(93 )E11546-J
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2. ZnMgSSe alloy and its feasibility as a cladding 65
layer CdTe> ,

SZnTe
In seeking a wide energy-gap material that is 6.0 CdSe \ -,gI

lattice-matched to GaAs, ZnSSe serves as a good ' cd S
starting material. ZnS has an energy gap of 3.80 U , V
eV (at 77 K) with a lattice constant of 5.41 A. 5.5 Zg/ sg
Needed is a column 11 element that bonds with S ZnS
or Se to form a wide-gap Il-VI compound with a
lattice constant larger than 5.66 A, the lattice 5.0 1
constant of GaAs. Then the column I1 element is 0 1 2 3 4 5

to be mixed with ZnSSe to form a quaternary Energy Gap (eV)
alloy. The reason we look for a column ii ele- Fig. 1. Energy gap versus lattice constant for %%ide gap II-VI

ment is as follows. For a compound semiconduc- semiconductors including ZnMgSSe.

tor. its conduction band is made mainly from
s-orbitals of the cation (the column 11 element in
the present case), and its valence band from lattice constant and a wide energy. gap concur-
p-orbitals of the anion (the column VI element). rently. However, because Tendency 2 becomes
Since S in ZnSSe modulates only the valence stronger for upper rows, there occurs a dramatic
band with respect to that of ZnSe, it is the reversal in Tendency 1. i.e., upper-row elements
column II element that can modulate the conduc- do have longer covalent radii than lower-row
tion band with respect to Zn(S)Se for confining ones for specific pairs of elements [8]. For column
electrons in an active layer. lb, Ag in the fifth row has a larger covalent

Generally, compound semiconductors consist- radius than Au in the sixth row. For column 11
ing of elements sitting in upper rows of the Peri- materials, i.e., the current focus of attention, Mg.
odic Table have a wide energy gap, because the in the third row, has a larger tetrahedral covalent
outermost orbitals of the upper row elements radius than Zn in the fourth row. Note that for
have a wide spacing in energy. Thus, keeping in the third and the fourth rows the column IIl
mind that both Zn and Se are in the fourth row elements, Al and Ga, are on the verge of the
of the Periodic Table, we postulate that the col- reversal, i.e.. they have the same tetrahedral co-
umn I! element needed to make the energy gap valent radius, which leads to the well-known fact
wider will be in between the first and the third that AlAs and GaAs have an identical lattice
rows (Postulate a). On the other hand, atomic constant, a fact that makes a wide-range of het-
radii, in general, become longer as the row num- erostructure physics blossom in the AlAs/GaAs
ber increases in the Periodic Table (Tendency 1), system. Exploiting the reversal for the column 11
because the number of orbitals around the nu- elements, we finally have proved that Mg in
cleus increases for elements in lower rows. In Zn(S)Se makes the energy gap wider and the
each row of the Periodic Table, the atomic radius lattice constant longer than Zn(S)Se, as desired.
becomes longer as the column number decreases In the lattice-constant-energy-gap plane (Fig. D),
(Tendency 2). since the positive charge of the MgSc (in zinc-blende structure) and ZnS are lo-
nucleus is less for small column-number elements cated at roughly symmetrical positions with re-
in that row. In this context, the column I1 ele- spect to ZnSe and GaAs. Incorporating Mg into
ment needed to make the lattice constant larger ZnSSe allows us to cover a wide range of energy
will be a small column-number element in the from 2.78 to - 4.5 eV (at 77 K), remaining fully
fifth row or lower of the Periodic Table (Pos- lattice-matched to GaAs. as we can see in Fig. I.
tulate b). Since Postulate b contradicts Postulate Further, from the common anion/cation rule, the
a sharply, it seems impossible to have such a ZnSe/ZnMgSSe system is shown to have a type I
column Ii element that enables both a large heterostructure [2]. Although MgS and MgSc nat-
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urally have the rock-salt structure, we have found density of 225 A/cm2 at a wavelength of 447 nm
that ZnMgSSc grown on GaAs has the zinc blende [3]. Thus we believe the feasibility of ZnMgSSc
structure. In addition, from a reflection-spectrum for the cladding layer of blue LDs has been well
measurement [9], we have found that ZnMgSSe proven.
has a refractive index smaller than that of ZnSe,
as shown in Fig. 2. Those two facts indicate that
both photons and carriers can be well confined in 3. Improvement of p-contacts to p-ZnSe
the ZnSe/ZnMgSSe double-heterostructure
(DH). Encouraged by that, we tried photo- Reported threshold voltages of blue-green LDs
pumped lasing experiments using undoped are still too high for room temperature (RT)
Zn(S)Se/ZnMgSSe DH structures. We have suc- operation. We must suppress parasitic heating.
ceeded in photo-pumped lasing at temperatures which is caused mainly by a poor ohmic contact
up to 500 K [10]. This proves our prediction that to p-ZnSc. We need a lower resistance ohmic
the ZnMgSSe forms a type I heterostructure with contact to p-type ZnSe. Our effort to obtain a
ZnSe and has a refractive index smaller than that good contact to the p-ZnSe that is to follow the
of ZnSe. It also suggests that ZnMgSSe has good p-ZnMgSSe cladding layer is two-fold.
thermal stability. For current-injected laser oper-
ation, we need both n-type and p-type doping. 3.1 Au / Pt / Pd multi-layered metal to p-Zn Te
Using ZnCI, we can dope ZnMgSSe with an
electron concentration up to 3 x 1ll0 cm -. Us- HgSe was found to form ohmic contacts to
ing a nitrogen plasma excited by electron cy- p-type ZnSe by reducing the metal- semiconduc-
clotron resonance (ECR) [11,] we are able to tor interfacial energy barrier [12]. ZnTe is an-
dope ZnMgSSe with a hole concentration up to other candidate for a hole injection layer for

I X 1×017 cm-3 (for Eg - 2.95 eV at 77 K). p-contacts among li-VI compounds. ZnTe is
while maintaining a high epitaxial quality [3]. promising. because it can be doped with a p-con-
Then we grew a blue-light-emitting ZnSe/ centration above l01" cm ' in marked contrast to
ZnMgSSe MQW LD, and succeeded in 77 K CW ZnSc which can only be doped as high as - 10"
operation of the blue LD with threshold current cm 3. The use of p-ZnTe with other II-VI semi-

Sample# I *

#3

#4
3.10 # 5

#7 0
2.9) -,: # 7

2.8 #8

2.7 - #9
# 1t)

400

E, (eV)

Fig. 2. Dependence of the refractive index (in the energy gap and the wavelength for the Zn(MgXS)Se system: (I) ZnSe; (2). (3)
ZnSSc: M(fi) 1W ZnMgSSe.
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conductors such as ZnSe and recently improved we have obtained a good ohmic contact metal to
p-type doping techniques [11,13,14] makes fabri- p-ZnTe.
cation of high performance devices possible. Al-
though p-type ZnTe is becoming increasingly im- 3.2. ZnTe/ZnSe resonant tunneling MQW
portant, ohmic contacts to this material have not
been studied much. The most commonly used The remaining problem is what to put between
ohmic contacts to p-ZnTe are Au and Ag [15]. the p-ZnTe and the p-ZnSe. One candidate is a
However, the specific contact resistance of these ZnTe/ZnSe pseudo-graded layer, which has
metals is not low enough for practical use. Since shown to be feasible [17]. In this case, however.
the work functions of Pt and Au are large (5.65 the superlattice is more a substitute for a graded
and 5.1 eV, respectively) [16]. these two metals ZnSeTe ternary alloy whose energy gap is diffi-
are expected to form a good ohmic contact to cult to design due to large band-bowing than a
p-type ZnTe. A thin layer of a reactive transition structure to bear current through resonant tun-
metal such as Pd or Ni will also be helpful, neling mechanism. Focussing on the latter strat-
because reactions between the metal layer and egy, we propose a ZnTe/ZnSe multi-quantum
the surface of the semiconductor are expected. well (MQW) structure whose resonating sun-
Thus, we have tried Au/Pt/Pd ohmic contacts to bands make possible a quasi-ohmic contact to
p-doped ZnTe grown on a (001) GaAs substrate p-type ZnSe.
by MBE. The p-type doping is achieved with a In designing the resonant tunneling MQW
nitrogen plasma excited by ECR. The contact structure for holes, the key parameter is the
metals are evaporated suxcessively in an electron valence band offset. According to theories, the
beam evaporator. The dependence of the specific valence-band offsets span a wide range of 0.3
contact resistance on the Pd layer thickness is through 1.1 eV [18]. The prediction of the linear
shown i1 Fig. 3. The samples are annealed at combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO) theory is
20t°0 C. The specific contact resistance has its min- 1.0)8 eV for a ZnTe/ZnSe heterojunction [19].
imum at the Pd thickness of 5-10 nm, for which while from the common anion rules, the valence
the specific contact resistance is as low as 5 x 10- h band offset is estimated to be about (1.5(1 eV. To
_ cm-2 [4]. This value of the specific contact clarify the valence band offset experimentally, we
resistance is two orders of magnitude lower than have grown on a (100) GaAs substrate a
that of Au or Au/Pt contacts to p-ZnTe. Thus ZnTe/ZnSe QW structure having 0.3, I, 2. 4. and

8 nm wide ZnTe wells isolated by 50 nm thick

ZnSe barriers. Fig. 4 shows a spectrum of the
photoluminescencc (PL) at 4.2 K from the OW

102 structure. We have observed PL from the wells,
E
Q although we could not identify the PL peak from
E 3 the 0.3 nm thick well. The inset shows the cxperi-

10 mental result together with calculated values for

different valence-band offsets. The calculated re-
10, suit is derived assuming a type Ii heterointerface

, _ a between ZnTe and ZnSe, and assuming that the
"0o ,origin of PL emission is due to transitions of free

0 electrons to the lowest hole subband in the va-
P lence band. Based on the lattice-mismatch be-10 110 100 tween ZnTe and ZnSe. the energy shift due to

Pd Layer Thickness (nm) the strain is assumed to be 177 meV. indepen-

Fig. 3. Specific contact resistance of the Au/Pt/Pd multi- dent of the well-width for simplicity. We have
layered metal contact to p-ZnTe as a function of Pd layer used the hole mass of 0.60( m0 both for ZnSe and
thickness. Annealed at 2t1't(". for ZnTe, where tn1 is the electron mass in
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Fig. 4. Photoluminescence spectrum from ZnTe/ZnSe quan-

turn wells at 4.2 K. The inset show, the PL energy as function
of well width. The thin line is for the net ..1E, oi 10.5 cV and
the thick line for the net ..I, of 1.0 eV. The solid circles
show the experimental result.

vacuum. The net valence band offset is estimated

to be about 0.5 eV for the ZnTe/ZnSe het-
crostructure [5], because of the better agreement

between experiment and calculation for the net

valence-band offset of 0.5 eV than for that of 1.0
eV. The discrepancy seen for the wide wells can 1 0mV/div
be ascribed to the fact that we have assumed a
constant strain-induced energy-shift where the
strain distribution should be considered.

Valence band discontinuity being obtained, we
now design the structure. First. the total thick-
ness of the MOW is set to be roughly equal to the
ZnSe depletion-layer thickness that we would
have for an abrupt ZnSe/ZnTe single hcteroin-
terface. Then p-ZnTe/ZnSe quantum wells are
employed whose widths are so designed that the
lowest hole-subbands align in energy, cancelling
the parabolic potential due to the depletion, al-
lowing holes to tunnel resonantly from the top
p-ZnTc into the p-ZnSc. As shown in Fig. 5a, the
resonant tunneling MOW consists of 0.3. 0.4. 0.5.

2V/div
Fig. 5. (a) Schematic valence-hand structure of the
Znle/ZnSe resonant tunneling MOW. Seven thick short
lines denote the lowest hole subband for each well. I., is the
well (ZnTe) width and I , the harrier (ZnSe) thickness. (h)
/-I' characteristics between two resonant tunneling MOW
p-contacts. (e) I I' characteristics of a ZnSe-based diode
having the resonant tunneling MOW p-contact.
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(0.0, 0.8, 1.1, and 1.7 nm thick ZnTc wells sand- ietpolyide

wiched between 2 nm thick barriers of ZnSe, the
last of which is followed by the top p-ZnTe layer. - ZnTeIN 170nr

Energy levels calculated for the quantum wells ZIS. Z'½e S L

are also shown. As shown in Fig. 5b. the p-con- Z ,S e 6r 0 .

tact shows ohmic characteristics, and the specific
contact resistance obtained is as low as 5.0 x It) 2

12 cm- [4]. The measured resistance consists of
the contact resistance for the p-metal/p-ZnTe " , C
interface and that for the ZnTe/ZnSe MOW. ",- sc, C,-
The measured value is mainly due to the MQW
because the specific contact resistance is orders -.

of magnitudes smaller for the metal/p-ZnTe in-
terface as discussed in section 3.1. The resistance
can be lowered by optimizing the MOW structure In ,ectrode
to make the hole-transmission probability as high (zig. 6. Schematic structure of the Zn(dSc ZnSc ZnMgSSc

its possible. An example of improvements brought 5(It lasert
by the resonant tunneling ZnTc/ZnSc MQW is
shown in Fig. 5c as well as in the I-V characteris-
tics discussed in section 4. Note that the applied NI- N., = 8 x 1lt1 cm '). (ii) an n-ZnSe opti-
voltage is - 5 V for the current of - 10I mA. to cal guiding layer V .\ = X " I 0'I 3). 3iii)
which the threshold current, we believe, will a Cd1, .Zn,," singlc quantum well active layer.
cventually be reduced as discussed in section 5. (i,) ; p-ZnSc optical guiding layer (N1 - •I)• = 5
Optimization of the resonant MQW. especiallt /, M") cm "), Ms) a p-ZnMgSSe cladding layer
for applied net voltages of order - I V. will lead (NA\ -_ It)"' cm i). (vi) a p-ZnSc layer
to further reduction in the operation voltage of (N..x \,k -. 10'_ cm 3). (vii) a p-ZnSe/p-
the blue LDs. ZnTc MOW. and (viii) a p-ZnTc contact layer

(p = 3 X 10) cin A. where NV -N ,VI -:V- )
is the net acceptor (donor) concentration mea-

4. Room temperature pulsed operation of a blue sured by (-I technique, and p the hole concen-
laser diode tration obtained from Hall measurements. The

energies of the band edge emission of ZnCdSe
Since a good. if not very good. p-contact from and ZnMgSSc at 77 K are 2.62 and 2.% cV.

the p-electrode to the p-cladding layer has been respectively. The energy gap difference between
thus achieved, we then optimize a blue-light emit- the active and the cladding layers is estimated to
ting LI) using at Zn('dSe/ZnSe/ZnMgSSe scpa- be 340 mcV. The LD has a It) jim %%idc stripe
rate-confiricment hctcrostructurc (SCH). We add and at I mm long cavity.
at small amount of Cd to the active layer to obtain Mounting the 1.1) with the p-tide down on a
at sufficient energy-gap difference but still to re- heat sink, we have obtained pulsed laser opera-
main in the blue region of wavelength. The en- tion of the Zn('dSc/ZnSe/'ZnMgSSc SCH lasers
orgy gap hats to be more than - 0.35 eV to at room temperature with uncoated facets [4].
prevent electrons from overflowing into the p- The relationship of the light output power to the
cladding layer. The schematic structure of the LD current is shown in Fig. 7. The pulse width and
is shown in Fig. 6. The epitaxial layers for the the repetition rate are 411K) ns and 250 Hz. respec-
laser diodes are grown on Si-doped GaAs(I1(X) tively. The laser diode operates at a duty cycle as
substrate,; by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) at a high as 10 ' m 2195 K. We have been able to
substrate temperature of 28(0 C'. The epitaxial obtain a i,. t nput-power of 130 mW from
layers consist of (i) an n-ZnMgSSe cladding layer each tair k I I hc slope efficiency is t).25
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30 . 30 is found to be small, i.e.. 2-4 cm [201. highly
25K 495r - reflective (HR) facet-coating can drastically re-

duce the threshold current density. Except for a
lower Cd content in the active laver and the
absence of the ZnTe/ZnSe MOW at the p-con-

2 20 --. 20 tact. the LD structure is essentially the same as
- .the one shown in Fig. 6. The epitaxial layers4% :9 500 / 510

W•aog~h ý,r/ 2 consist of an n-ZnMgSSe cladding laver (N, --
"">N. 5 X i017 cm •. d = 1.5 nm). an n-ZnSe opti-

"2 • cal guiding layer (N,) - =5 x 1)0 cm- , d=
0 '0 10 80 nm). a Zn,,Cdj,•Se quantum well (9 nm). a

"p-ZnSe optical guiding layer (N. - N1) = 5 X 10"
cm- 3 d = 80 nm). a p-ZnMgSSe cladding laver
(N,- N= 2 x () cm = 0.8 A.m). a p-

1 0 ZnSSe layer (N, - N,) = 8 x 10'_ cm ", d= 0.8
100 200 300 400 500 1im), and a p-ZnSe contact layer (N. - N0) = 8 x

Current (mA) 1017 cm . d = 45 nm), where N' - N) ( Ni) -
N...) is again the net acceptor (donor) concentra-

Fig. 7. L - I and V'- I char;ctteristics under puled operation tion and ( is the layer thickness. The designed
at RI. The inset shows emission spectra of ihe laser diode
under pulsed operation %,ilh different injection levels at RT. band-gap energies of the ZnCdSe and the Zn

MgSSe are 2.54 and 2.94 eV at 77 K. respectively.
and the energy-gap difference is thus 400 meV.

W/A per facet at 295 K. The threshold current which is set larger than that of the blue LD in
I,h is 280 mA. which corresponds to a threshold section 4 in order to suppress the electron over-
current density J1 h of 2.8 kA/cm2. A relatively flow across the active layer under the CW opera-
small voltage of - 12 V is applied across the tion. The p-ZnSe top contact layer is chemically
diode at the threshold current lIh, which shows etched off leaving a 5 jim wide mesa stripe. An
that our resonant tunneling MQW p-contact insulating layer is deposited on the exposed p-
works well. The emission spectrum at room tem- ZnSSe layer to reduce the current path.
perature is shown in the inset of Fig. 7. The Pd/Pt/Au multi-layered metal [41 is then evapo-
lasing wavelength is 498.5 nm, which is the short- rated onto the p-ZnSe as a p-electrode. Indium
est for RT laser operation thus far reported. The metal serves as an n-electrode to the n-GaAs
LD has a lifetime of several hours under the substrate. The wafer is cleaved into 641W jim wide
operating conditions. We attribute the short bars, whose facets are then HR-coated. The re-
wavelength lasing to the use of the wide gap flectivities are 7(01i for the front facet and 95"t
ZnMgSSc cladding layers that confine carriers for the rear. The strips are then cleaved into 4M11
more efficiently than the conventional ZnSSe Am wide pellets and each pellet is mounted vwith
cladding layers. the p-side down onto a copper heat sink.

The emission spectrum taken at RT (296 K) is
shown in Fig. 8. Stimulated emission is observed

5. Room temperature CW operation of a blue- at wavelengths of 521.6 nm under pulsed opera-
green LD tion and 523.5 nm under continuous operation.

The inset of Fig. 8 shows the light-output versus
For CW operation [7], we have made the en- injection-current (L-1 ) characteristics of the laser

ergy gap difference between the active layer and diode at RT (296 K) measured under continuous
the cladding layers larger than the case of section and pulsed-current conditions. For I.-I measure-
4. We also have employed facet coating to reduce ments under continuous operation. the injection
mirror loss. Since the internal loss a of our LDs current is increased from zero to IM() mA at a

---
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6. Conclusion
296K

2- 70-95% We have demonstrated the feasibility of Zn-
Scoated MgSSe as cladding layers for blue and blue-green

"laser diodes. The ZnMgSSe, suppressing carrier

Pulse overflow with its large energy-gap and forming
type I heterostructure with Zn(S)Se, enables us to

5:. have 1l-VI semiconductor blue lasers fully lat-
tice-matched to GaAs substrates. The Zn-
MgSSe/Zn(S)Se system is of potential interest to
make the lI-VI wide-gap semiconductor physics

Lm blossom just in the same way as AlAs/GaAs
system does the Ill-V heterostructure physics.

518 520 522 524 526 We have introduced, as well as the Au/Pt/Pd
Wavelength (nm) multi-layered metal to p-ZnTe, the ZnTe/ZnSe

Fig. S. Emission spectra under pulsed and continuous opera- resonant tunneling multi-quantum well (MQW)
lion at RT. The inset shows L-I characteristics under pulsed through which the holes flow via a resonant tun-
and continuous current operation at RT. neling mechanism so that quasi-ohmic character-

istics can be obtained at the p-contact. We have
succeeded at room temperature both in pulsed
operation of a blue laser diode with a wavelength

rate of 500 mA/s. The pulsed L-I curve is of 498.5 nm and in CW operation of a blue-green
measured with a pulse width of 2 As and a laser diode with a wavelength of 523.5 nm and a
repetition rate of I ms. The threshold current ( 1th threshold current of 45 mA. We believe that we
under continuous operation is 45 mA correspond- will be able to achieve room temperature CW
ing to a threshold current density of 1.4 kA/cm2 , operation of a blue LD by lowering both the
while that under pulsed operation is 42 mA cor- threshold voltage and the threshold current, opti-
responding to a threshold current density of 1.3 mizing the LD structure in terms of the energy
kA/cm'. The small difference in the threshold difference hetween the active/cladding layers and
current densities for CW and pulsed operation is the hole tunneling/avalanche efficiency through
ascribed to the fact that the SCH LD has a high the ZnTc/ZnSe MOW.
characteristic temperature (Tn) of 216 K because
of the large energy-gap difference between the
active and the cladding layers. Slope efficiencies 7. Acknowledgements
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Improvement in lasing characteristics of II-VI blue-green lasers
using quaternary and ternary alloys to produce

pseudomorphic heterostructures

I. Petruzzello *, R. Drenten, J.M. Gaines
Philips Laboratories. 345. Scarborough Road. Briarclff Manor. Net York 10510. USA

Abstract

Pscudomorphic heterostructures with increased electrical and optical confinement were used to improve I1-VI
blue-green laser operating characteristics. These lasers employ Zn , Mg, S, Sc , alloys for the cladding layers.
ZnSSc - for the wavcguiding layers and Zn, :Cd.Sc quantum wells for the active layer. The defect density
through the active layer in such a hetcrostructure was found to range from •< 4 x 1I0 to 6 × llts cm The density
found in the active layer is directly related to the growth of the quaternary alloy which is often accompanied by a
high density of stacking faults and threading dislocations. By comparing lasers with varying defect densities a direct
correlation between the threshold current density and the structural quality has been observed. The lasers with the
lowest defect density have threshold current densities of 4(X1 A/cm-2 (without facet coating) which are the lowsest
reported for If-VI devices and comparable to state-of-the-art I1l-V devices.

1. Introduction (with facet coatings). highest operating tempera-
ture. 394 K. and highest room temperature peak

The lasing characteristics of iI-VI blue-green power. (1.5 W/facet. reported to date have been
lasers are significantly improved by using Zn, , accomplished with these lasers [I]. Brief room
Mg,S,Se, , and ZnSSe1 , and ZnSe for the temperature CW operation has also been
cladding and waveguiding layers. respectively. The achieved with a similar structure by Nakayama et
improvements are realized because of the in- al. [21 Their structure has Zn, ,Mg,SSc, ,
creased electrical and optical confinement, due to cladding layers and ZnSe guiding layers. Al-
the increased band offsets, and the higher struc- though these significant strides have been taken.
tural quality resulting from the pseudomorphic research efforts are still required to improve the
growth of the entire laser heterostructure (all of electrical and structural characteristics of the ma-
the layers are nearly Lattice-matched except the terials to produce stable long lived laser devices

quantum well active layer). The lowest room tem- for commercial applications. This report will dis-
perature threshold current density, 320 A/cm2  cuss the evolution and current status of the struc-

tural properties of the epitaxial layers in the
Ji-VI blue-green lasers and their correlation with

' Correponding author, the laser operating characteristics. The structural

(M)22-1124/(/4/4 $)7.10 , 10)4 Elsevier Science 3.V, All right, reserved
SSP) (11122-(0248t 13)(1:745-S
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properties of the heterostructures were investi- estimated by X-ray fluorescence. The guiding lay-
gated by transmission electron microscopy (TEM). ers in the first sample (Fig. la) are made of ZnSc.
The defect density through the active layer in while those in the second sample (Fig. I b) arc
pseudomorphic heterostructures was observed to made of ZnSSe, , (with v = 0.001, about lattice
range between < 4 x 10" and 6 x l0' cm 2 for matched to GaAs). The active layer in all the
different growths with stacking faults and thread- samples is a Zn, CdSe quantum well with - =
ing dislocations making up the majority of the ).2. Gain-guided lasers of 50 Am stripe width and
defects. The lasers with the lowest defect density 1 mm length were fabricated using a patterned
gave the best operating characteristics, while polyimide layer as an electrical insulator and Au
those with higher defect densities gave corre- as a contact. In was used as the contact to the
spondingly worse results. Therefore obtaining re- GaAs substrate. These lasers were operated with
producible low defect density heterostructures is 100 ns pulses at a frequency of I kHz. The typical
of great importance to the development of these measured operating voltage was 12 V for a dceicc
devices. at room temperature. Room temperature thresh-

old current densities as low as 320 A/cmn have
been obtained with facet coating. (Henceforth.

2. Experimental procedure current densities will be quoted for devices with-
out facet coatings.) The structural characteristics

The laser structures were grown with a Varian of the epitaxial layers were investigated with
Gen 11 MBE chamber using source materials of TEM. All of the electron micrographs wcre taken
Zn. Se. Cd, Mg. ZnS (S source). ZnCI (n dopant) with a Philips EM430 operating at 30W) kV.
and N. (p dopant). All growths were performed
on GaAs (001) substrates. The layer combinations
and thicknesses of the SCH laser samples studied 3. Results and discussion
are shown in the schematic drawing of Fig. 1. The
nominal S and Mg fractions in the quaternary The first demonstrated blue-green lasers %%ere
cladding layers arc between 0.08 and 0.12, as separate confinement hetcrostructures (SCHN) [3]

3E •ZnSe:N Contact

(a) (b)

ZnS0 ,Se0 ,:N Zn,., Mg, SY Se,_Y:N Upper Cladding

(1 lin) (1 ian) Guiding

2 IV ZnSo See00 :N
ZnSe:N (0 5 1iml (025 to n) -i ZnS0 ,Se 94 :Cl Actve

"Guiding
ZnSe:CI (0 5 lm)

- Zn,. Mg, S, Se,.:CI

Lower Cladding

ZnS 0,,Seo,:Cl (2 ;rm)

(2p m)

.. N.,,,..- GaAs Substrate

Fig. I. Schematic drawing of the S('11 lasers with (a) ZnSe guiding and ZnSScI , cladding layers and (WI a cimipletclN
pseudornorphic struclture using ZnSSc, , guiding and Zn, Mg , Se , cladding layers.

ian•nm• N I Ii
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as the one depicted in Fig. Ia. The cladding The micrograph in Fig. 2 shows a cross-sectional
layers were ZnS,.Se -,. with y = 0.06, the lattice TEM image of the threading and misfit disloca-
matching composition to the GaAs substrate. The tions in such a device structure. This dislocation
ZnSe optical guiding layer. however, possessed a density is unacceptable for practical devices.
lattice mismatch of 0.27% to the substrate. Since Densities of < I10 cm 2 are needed to produce
the guiding layer thickness was greater than the dislocation free devices with dimensions of 5() by
critical thickness (1500 A) for relaxation by intro- I0n±m.
duction of misfit dislocations, a high density of To reduce the density of dislocations in SCH
misfit and threading dislocations existed in this lasers, the entire structure should be grown pseu-
region of the structure. Typical densities of domorphically (no relaxation by misfit disloca-
threading dislocations through the active region tions, i.e. nearly lattice-matched) to the GaAs
for this structure range from 10' to 1(0 cm -( [4]. substrate. As mentioned previously, this can be

Fig. 2. Cross-sectional hright field TEEM micrograph of the laser in Fig. I a showing misfit and threading dislocations~ in the aotI\
region. Threading dislocation density through the Znj .('d.Se quantum well is about 10"' cm

I
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accomplished by a structure such as the one
shown in Fig. lb. The active layer and adjacent
region of a quaternary/ ternary SCH are shown
in the cross sectional TEM micrograph of Fig. 3a.
There were no threading dislocations or stacking
faults found to intersect the active layer in the 50
Am length of cross section examined which corre-
sponds to a density of < 4 x 10" cm -2. assuming
an average thickness of 0.5 Am for the sample.
This density is low enough to make the use of
TEM impractical and the development of a reli-
able technique, such as defect etches used in
Ill-V materials, is necessary to know if the den-
sity is below the 10' cm 2 level needed for long-
lived stable lasers.

The growth of the quaternary material can be

Fig. 4. Bright-field micrograph of the entire quaternary/
ternary SCH laser structure with the high defect density
showing the stacking faults starting at the GaAs substrate
interface.

accompanied by defects such as stacking faults

and threading dislocations. Consequently in some
laser structures, densities of stacking faults and
threading dislocations ranging upto 6 X 10' cmM
have been observed, as shown in Fig. 3b. The
stacking faults appear as straight dark lines in the
image, starting at the GaAs substrate-lower
cladding layer interface, as seen in Fig. 4. The
faults are present throughout the entire structure
with a slight decrease in density towards the
surface. The density of defects intersecting the
active layer is about 6 X 10" cm--2 . which is simi-
lar to the density in the lattice-mismatched struc-
tures described previously.

At present the cause of the stacking faults is
not understood. The source of the faults that
start at the GaAs substrate-lower cladding layer
interface is probably provided by the pregrowth
surface of the substrate and/or the initial stages
of epilayer nucleation. Fig. 5 is a TEM micro-

Fig. 3. Bright-field micrographs of the active region of the of the Gaes n ucle ation. cla dd i c r

S('II laser using pseudomorphic quaternary and ternary layers graph of the GaAs substrate-lower claddtng layer
with (a) low defect density (, 4X I1)' cm 2) and (b) high interface in cross section. where the sample has
defect density (6t× 1W cm 2). been tilted about 30'O about an axis in the inter-
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face plane which is perpendicular to the electron
beam. This allows 'he observation of the interface
plane (between the dotted lines in Fig. 5). There
is a dark dislocation loop-like contrast in the a

interface plane that appears to be associated with Mi
the stacking fault-interface intersection. Further
analysis of these loops is needed to characterize
their nature, which may give some insight into the
formation mechanism of the stacking faults.

The effect of the defects, stacking faults and
threading dislocations on the threshold current
densities of laser devices was found to be signifi-
cant. The threshold current densities. Jh of three function tSC-lutenay asrswih arin dfet eni-g. 6. Plot of threshold current densit.. Ju, a.' slnt~ ~
SCH quaternary lasers with varying defect densi- temperature for three quaternarvternary S(t I laser ,truc-
ties are compared in the plot of Fig 6. Tht C ree tures with var.ing defect dcnsitics.

lasers are identical, except for the ct content
and a slight variation in Cd comp, ion in the
active region (about 2% absolute based on PL
emission wavelength). The threshold current den-
sity is increased by a factor of four between the threshold current density differences, the To val-
low and high defect density lasers at room tem- ues were also found to be influenced negatively
perature. The threshold current density found for by a high dislocation density. Tn is defined as the
the lowest defect density laser is comparable to inverse slope. (d In Jlh/dT) '. of the Jth versus
state-of-the-art IlI-V devices.[5] Apart from the T curve. The increase in threshold current den-

sity with increasing defect density is explained by
the defects acting as non-radiative recombination
centers. This reduces the fraction of injected car-
riers that recombine radiatively in the active layer
and hence increases the threshold current den-
sity.

In addition to the effects on the lasing charac-
teristics, the defects are a source of degradation
and failure of devices. The process of dislocation
motion and propagation from pre-existing defects
under optical [6] and injection [7] stimulation in
III-V lasers has been well documented. This
process has been directly related to the failure of
devices. Guha et al. [8] have observed similar
degradation in electroluminescence measure-
ments on II-VI lasers. Dark lines appear in the
device along crystallographic directions ([I(M)] and
[1101), which increase in density and grow with
time until failure. Investigation of these degraded
devices by TEM found high densities of small
dislocation loops around pre-existing misfit dislo-

Fig. 5. Tilted hright-field view of the GaAs substrate- cations and stacking faults that correlated well
quaternary interface showing the dislocation loop contrast at with the density of dark lines in the electrolumi-
the base of the stacking faults. nescence measurements.
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4. Conclusions Olego and C. Ponzoni for all the work and help-
ful discussions.

The performance of iI-VI blue-green lasers
can be significantly improved when pseudomor-
phic heterostructures are produced by using
ZnMg1 _.SSc,_.. as the cladding layers. The 6. References
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Advances in the development of graded injector
visible light emitters
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Abstract

Novel visible light emitters with hiýw turn-on voltages and efficient room temperature operation have been
demonstrated in the n-CdSe/p-1 Fe heterojunction scparated by a graded MgCd, ,Se injecting region. The
successful p-type doping of 7,fre up to I X 1()20 CM 3 using a nitrogen plasma source has allowed using higher
quality GaSh substrates mid growing of p-ZnTe epilayers. Diodes with ideality factors of 1.8 are realized with
turn-on voltages near that of the bandgap of ZnTc. This deviation from an ideality of I may be due to using too
small a peak Mg conc:entration in the MgCdl Sc layer resulting in a barrier lfr electron injection and increasing
recombination at the interface.

1. Introduction and device lifetime [5]. Prior to these difficulties.
we proposed an alternative device structure based

The wide bandgap I1-VI semiconductors have on the only closely lattice matched p-n hetero-
seen a tremendous advance as candidates for junction pair among the Il-VI binaries, namely
optoelectronic devices since the announcement of CdSe/ZnTe [6]. Ohmic contacting problems are
hluc-green laser diodes and light emitting diodes avoided since this heterojunction pair uses the
(LEDs) based on ZnSe [I]. This success has largely doping types which tend to occur naturally in
been achieved by using a nitrogen plasma source these materials. This "graded injector" LED op-
as a p-type dopant during growth by molecular crates by using a graded MgCd, ,Se junction
beam epitaxy (MBE) of ZnSe [2-4]. Unfortu- between the n-CdSe and p-ZnTc to allow effi-
nately this progress has been frustrated by the cient minority carrier injection into the wider
problems of obtaining layers of p-ZnSe and p- bandgap material to take place. Early devices had
ZnSSe with doping levels well above 2 x 10 i" been limited by the lack of a suitable p-type
cm -1, which is necessary for making device-qual- dopant source for MBE grown ZnTc. Thus, the
ity ohmic contacts, and the question of stability early device had to be grown on poor quality

p-ZnTe substrates, and we had to rely on the
p-typeness of the substrate with only a thin buffer
layer for device operation. Recently. heavy p-type

Corresponding author. doping of MBE ZnTe, with doping levels ap-

(XK22-0248/94/$07.tX) (v 1994 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
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proaching I X 10'1 cm-3 have been reported us- 3. Light emitting devices
ing a nitrogen plasma source [7]. We used this
same technique to grow low resistivity p-ZnTe. Light emitting devices based on the graded
We have examined the graded injector LED with injector design [6] have been grown on both (10(J)
epilayers of ZnTe: N grown on GaSb substrates. GaSb substrates and (100) p-ZnTe substrates in-

corporating a modulated nitrogen doped ZnTe
layer. Devices grown on GaSb showed signifi-

2. p-Doping of ZnTe cantly better electrical and optical properties than
those grown on the ZnTe, so we concentrated on

Epilayers of nitrogen doped ZnTe were grown those with GaSb substrates. A GaSb buffer layer,
in a Perkin-Elmer 430P MBE system on (100) approximately 30(X) A thick, was first gro, ;n a
ZnTe substrates to study the electrical character- separate III-V growth chamber under con, ons
istics of ZnTe:N using procedures and growth previously reported [8]. The sample was then
conditions similar to those previously reported transferred via an ultra-high vacuum tube to the
[7,81. Nitrogen doping was achieved by using an Il-VI chamber. The growth of the device struc-
Oxford Applied Research RF plasma source, with ture then proceeded at a growth temperature of
a 21 x 0.3 mm aperture, operated at 125 W. The 300'C. An intial 3500 A undoped buffer layer of
nitrogen flow rate was controlled with a precision ZnTe was grown followed by a region of modu-
leak valve which was set for these experiments to lated nitrogen doped ZnTc. This doped layer was
yield a chamber pressure in the range 6 x 1W 7 to 40 periods of 15 A ZnTe: N/250 A ZnTe. Next,
I x 10" Torr. The nitrogen doped layers were the graded MgCd,_,Se and CdSe:AI layers
each grown to approximately 2 am after the where grown with estimated thickness of 3( and
growth of roughly I Am of undoped ZnTe. Doped 250 A, respectively. The peak Mg concentration
layers of ZnTe: N grown under these conditions was measured by X-ray photoelectron spec-
were extremely conductive with resistivities of troscopy of bulk layers of MgCd, ,So to be
10 fl 1 cm. We were unable to significantly re-
duce the nitrogen beam flux, while maintaining a
plasma, for the given nitrogen source aperture. 10-

Therefore, to reduce the average doping concen- (a) -- ..

tration, wc modulated the doping in a superlat- E

tice-type fashion by repeatedly growing periods of
undoped ZnTe followed by doped ZnTe: N. Fig. -------------------------
I shows the results of Hall measurements of 0

three different epilayers all grown to roughly the 0 -------------------------------

same thickness: one continuously doped ZnTe : N. 10.

and two modulated doped layers with periods of

500 A/50 A and 5M(1 A/25 A for the ZnTe/ (b)
ZnTe:N. The lack of any temperature depen- g ,0 .....--- .....---------
dence is characteristic of degenerately doped ma- 2.
terial. The modulated doping effectively reduces 5; 10 "- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

the average carrier concentration and increases
the resistivities of the epilayers by up to 2 orders a

of magnitude to levels more appropriate for 10

LEDs. and improves the luminescence efficien- T e0 mpera 20e 2(K 3)0

cies of the epilayers, as evidenced in the room
temperature photoluminescence (PL) intensities. Fig. I. [fall data as a function of temperature for (a) carrier
Teismper latued potopingteschnique w intenstes. concentration and (h) resistivity of nitrogen doped epilayers.
This modulated doping technique was incorpo- The modulated doped period thicknesses are given as un-

rated to fabricate graded injector LEDs. doped/doped.
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x = 0.6. The Mg grading was obtained by shutting 200

off the power to the Mg cell. The Mg flux tran- I
sient, monitored by a residual gas analyzer, was
used to set the CdSe growth rate to achieve the Old graded device/•"150 "--- - O- r~ddvc

desired grading thickness. The band diagram of E -5 Recent deviceI
an idealized LED structure is shown in Fig. 2a. In
this case we have assumed the common anion E

rule for the valence band edge of the MgCd _Se 100
and CdSe layers, and continuous grading of the
conduction band edge. Device simulations show
that the exact shape of the grading is not impor- /

tant to device operation. But as we will show, the 0
conduction bana edge alignment is crucial to
optimal performance.

Diode mesas were lithographically defined with . . . "- 0 0 100
00 20 ~40 60 8 10areas of 1.8 x 10' cm 2. Electrical isolation was Voltage

formed with a 0 .5% bromine: ethylene glycol wet Fig. 3. Room temperature electrical characteristics of the

etch 4000 A into the p-ZnTe layer, well beyond recent graded device compared to the earlier reported device.

the p-n junction. Lateral ohmic contacts to the
p-ZnTe and top contacts to the CdSe:AI were
made with evaporated Au/Ge and standard lift- The room temperature electrical charactcris-
off procedures. The devices were then wire tics of the present device and the LED first
bonded and electrically and optically character- demonstrated [6] are shown in Fig. 3. We see that
ized. many of the earlier device's shortcomings have

been eliminated by being able to grow doped
layers of p-ZnTe. The high series resistance of
the earlier device was due to the ZnTc substrate.

40 (a) and the high turn-on voltage was probably due to
30 ideal Bd A,,grment charging of traps in the thin undoped ZnTe epi-

layer. The present devices turn on at roughly the
20rded NirogendopeZnTe bandgap of ZnTe. Since we have a thin f Mm

1 0 COSeA MgCdSe layer of roughly 0.1 1. cm p-ZnTe and have
wU 00 lateral contacts, most of the 25 f2 series rcsis-

tance in the present device is due to the current
*10

00 2000 4000 6000 8000 10000 spreading through the thin epilayer and not from
40 .the contact or junction region. This has been

(b) Non-rdeal Band Alignment substantiated by the linear dependence of the

20 resistance as a function of contact to contact
S20 separation on the p-ZnTc epilayer.
1 0 To better understand the current injection

,.1 00 ]mechanisms in the LED, we plot the current
00 density on a log scale as seen in Fig. 4. From this

00 2000 4000 F00 8o0 10000 we can extract the ideality factor (it) for the
Position (Angstroms) diode. We measure an ideality of n = 1.8. indicat-

ing predominantly a recombination current rather
Fig. 2. (a) Flathand diagram of an ideal graded injection tn a diffusion current rathe
device with a continuous conduction band. (h) Flathand dia- than a diffusion current. Also plotted with the
gram for a 3tMt meV discontinuity in the conduction hand experimental data are results from device simula-
grading. tions based on the drift-diffusion transport equa-
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tions [9]. The lower curve is calculated from the
"ideal" case corresponding to the band diagram
shown in Fig. 2a with a continuous grading of the
conduction band. Not surprisingly, the ideality for
this case is n = 1. When we model the device as
per the "non-ideal structure" shown in Fig. 2b
with a discontinuous junction we obtain the other
calculated curve in Fig. 4. Here the conduction

band of the Mg,Cd ,Se grades to 300 meV
below ZnTe. This leaves a barrier b!ocking elec-
tron injection, and the resulting carrier accumula-
tion leads to increased recombination at the
MgICd1 ,Se/ZnTe interface. This offers a bet-
ter approximation to the experimental data con-
sistent with the ideality factor. It would appear 1 4 1 6 1,8 20 22 24

that in our device we have undershot the conduc- Energy (eV)

tion band of ZnTe and hence have a barrier that Fig. 5. Room tlmperature clcctroluminccncc spectrum op-

holds carriers for recombination, thereby reduc- crated at 210 mA and 2.7 V.

ing the injection efficiency. With our present de-
vice. we only havc an estimate for the Mg concen-
tration in the junction and a large discrepency in
the value of the bandgap of MgSe ranging from valence band of Mg,Cd1 ,Se would be lower
3.6 to 5.6 eV [10.11]. So it is very unlikely that we than that of CdSe [121. Since the conduction band
are grading the conduction band precisely from alignment is crucial, the peak Mg concentrations
CdSe to ZnTe. In addition, preliminary band may have to been increased to widen the bandgap.
offset measurements for MgSe suggest that the In spite of the riduced injection efficicnc%. this
common anion rule does not apply and that the device turns on. as exhibited by the onset of room

temperature electroiuminescencc (EL). at about
1.95 V. So we are obtaining electron injection

10 _._ with carriers thermalizing over any potential bar-
-- deae .... ricr at the junction interface. One noticeable

--- o• . deal oe.,ce problem with the present devices is the degener-

10- EýQel.r-elar devce -iate doping levels of the ZnTc: N. As seen in the
"7 ,.' EL in Fig. 5 as well as PL. the high doping levels

.' lead to the formation of deep recombination cen-
S10 tcrs not observable in undoped ZnTe epilavers

Sand lower doped ZnTe: N [7]. We therefore cx-
in' pect this problem to be corrected by adjusting our
10' t1 8

nitrogen source to reduce the beam flux. Devel-
opment of other p-type doping sources employing

0,0 ,As or Sb could also result in a solution of this
/ / problem and could result in doping more appro-

priate for visible light emitters. The two near gap
,' emission peaks about 60 and 135 mcV smaller

Voltage than the band gap of bulk ZnTe are also at-

Fig. 4. F xpcrimental J V compared 1o various deviC SiMl tributed to the nitrogen impurity. The high en-
lion parameters. The ideal device corresrtonds to the structtre ergy peak is similar to that previously observed in
in Fig. 2a and the non-ideal dlevice is depicted in Fig. 2h. ZnT : N [71.
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Electrical and optical modeling of 1I-VI semiconductor
diode lasers

P.M. Mensz
Philips Laboratories, Briarcliff Manor. New York 10510. USA

Abstract

The electrical and optical operation of ZnCdSe, ,/ZnSe/ZnSSe, . and Zn, ,Cd,Sc/ZnS,Sc' /
Zn1 .Mg.S,,Se, , quantum-well blue-green injection lasers were studied by numerical simulation. The physical
model in this study is based on the self-consistent solution of Poisson's equation, the current continuity equations.
including the thermionic emission theory for carrier transport across heterojunctions. the photon rate equation and
the scalar wave equation. The optical gain of strained quantum well lasers was calculated using k • p theory based on
the inter-band electron-hole pair recombination. Good agreement was obtained between the experimental and the
calculated Zn - (Cd,Se/ZnS,.Sel -,./Zn, .MgzSSe ,, laser characteristics. over a wide temperature range of 85
to 394 K, without including excitonic effects.

I. Introduction They found that the energy of lasing photons
corresponds to the low energy tail of the exciton

Following the first successful implementation luminescence spectrum. Moreover. from the opti-
of ZnCdSe 1/ZnSe/ZnS,Se,,_ [I] strained cal pump experiments, it was established that
quantum well (QW) injection lasers in the blue- stimulated emission is observed when the inci-
green emission range, several groups calculated dent beam energy was in resonance with the
optical gain for these new devices [2-4]. Similarly exciton absorption (6,71. However, to conclude
to the Ill-V lasers, the gain calculations of Il-VI that the gain in a blue-green injection laser comes
semiconductor lasers were based on the theory of from the identical excitonic recombination mech-
stimulated emission of free electron-hole plasma anism as demonstrated in optically pumped lasers
with momentum conserving transitions between would be a large simplification. The usual aigu-
electric subbands in strained quantum wells. The ment is that, created by photons, an electron-hole
band structure and the electron and hole wave pair, of nearly same momentum. can form an
functions were obtained from k. p method ap- excitonic bound state much easier than electrons
plied to strained QW (5]. and holes externally injected into the QW front

Recently it was suggested by Ding ct al. 16,71 the barrier region with completely different en-
that the optical gain in Zn, CdSe QW lasers, ergy and momentum. Here we present the results
particularly at low temperatures, may arise from of the calculated laser output characteristics. such
a recombination via localized excitonic states, as light emission power versus current (1.-I.

11022-0248/94/$07.(X) c, 1994 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
1.SDI 0022-0248M93 )EIM I 8-Il
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which were obtained using the conventional the- more than 80 meV. This simplifies the band
ory of free electron-hole recombination. Corn- calculations considerably, as one can neglect the
parison of these results with experimental data, heavy and light hole mixing in momentum space.
would test a significance of the possible excitonic and use a parabolic approximation for the hole
gain enhancement in the blue-green injection subbands. The band-gap energy for the new qua-
lasers. ternary Zn, _,MgS,,Se,., (x = 0.08-0.10 and Y

- 0.10-0.12) was established from photolumines-
cence measurements, and band offsets in the

2. Physical model Zn - MgxS,.Se n-./Zn).06Se•• 44  heterojunction
were assumed based on the common anion and

In this work a complete simulation of some cation rule (70 meV and 40 meV of the conduc-
blue-green injection lasers. ZnCdSe, - / ZnSe/ tion and valence band offset. respectively).
ZnSSe,-, (structure I) and Znn,-CdSe/
ZnSSe 1,_/Zn,_.,Mg.SSe,_, (structure 11)
[1.8]. was performed using conventional electron- 3. Results
hole plasma theory for the optical gain in strained
quantum well lasers [9) and classical one-dimen- 3.1. Electrical and optical confinement
sional transport in semiconductor heterostruc-
tures [10.11]. The physical model is based on the At first, I compare the optical and electrical
self-consistent solution of the Poisson's equation, confinement of the laser structures: ZnCd,
the current continuity equations, including the Sel x/ZnSe/ZnS,.Se,-,. (stnrcture 1) with
thermionic emission theory for carrier transport Zn, 1 ,CdSe/ ZnS,.Se ./ Zn, _.Mg S,,Se ,
across heterojunctions [I ll, the photon rate equa- (structure 11). The layer structure of both lasers is
tion [12] and the scalar wave equation for the shown in Fig. 1.
optical field [13]. The band structure of the The expected improvement in the optical con-
strained Zn,,,Cd1 , Se/ZnS,.,1 ,Se1 ,,4 QW was cal- finement of structure 11 arises from a higher
culated using k 'p theory following the work of refractive index step between the cladding and
ref. [51. The biaxial compressive strain and quan- guiding layers. The numerical values of refractive
turn confinement in Zn, 1aCdc, 2Se/ZnS(,,iSe,1 ,4  indexes at the wavelength 505 nm for Zn _ Mg'
quantum wells of 65 A thickness separate the SSSe _. ZnS111(,Se., 4. and ZnSe were 2.640.
ground subbands of light and heavy holes by 2.724. and 2.750). respectively. They were deter-

Fable I
The most significant parameters used in the calculation

ZnC('d(,,Se ZnS0 , Sec,, Z ,MgSSe,

Bandgap at 3)11 K (eV) 2.41 2.71 2.84
Bandgap renormalization coefficient (10I 0. m) 2.8 2.8 2.8

Elcetron mass, rn, im Pr 10.16 11.17 0.18
IlI(1] heavy hole mass. ih/rl/ p ,0.54 01.54 0.61
1 1iii hcav) hole mass, Inh/ml, 1.18 1.21 1.42

ILight hole mass. 0110.14 01.15 01.18

Acceptor ioni/ation energy (meV) l1it 11i 11

Lattice constant (A) 5.7505 5.6537 5.6537
Refractive index at 5015 nm 2.875 2.724 2.64)0
I lydrostatic deformation potential (eV) -5.104
Shear deformation potential (eV) - 1.12
liastic constant ( 1 0 It'" N/mn

2
) 7.94

Flastic constant ('0. (0...0 N/mn
2

) 4.1Jl
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mined experimentally by us using the m-line mea- 600

surement method describe in ref. [14]. The re- p-clodd guiding region n-cladd

fractive index of 2.875 was estimated for
Q J.,-structure II

Zn0.,Cd,2Se. The presence of the, 65 A wide. -4 - - -

QW has no significant influence on the optical < 400 J.,-str-ctur-1 ------
field distribution. The calculated optical field dis- active region

tribution across the structure of both lasers (near

field pattern) resulted in the confinement factor 200

in the central Zn,,5,Cd•,.2Se active region of 1'= • ,-...tut .......
0.0182 for structure II versus FI=0.0132 for .J,,-structurv 11
structure I. The calculated value of the FWHM J.,).
far field pattern 32.50 for structure If agrees very 0.0 0.5 1.0

well with 330-34' measured experimentally. The Distance across device [(Am]

corresponding value of FWHP for structure I was Fig. 2. The electron current (from right to left) and hole

only 210, which also agrees with the experiments, current (from left to right) at the total current density of

Another advantage of structure II over struc- Jth = 500 A/cm-
2 

and room temperature. liere electron cur-

ture I arises from the higher conduction and rent (solid lines) and hole current (long dash line) for struc-

valence band offsets at the heterojunction of the ture I are compared with corresponding electron (medium
cladding and the guiding layers, which reduces dash line) and hole current (short dash line) for structure I.

The leakage current density was reduced by nearly a factor of

minority carrier leakage, shown in the Fig. 2. In 6 for electrons, and by factor a of 90 for holes at that current

addition, approximately 40 meV higher valence density in structure 11 compare to structure I.

band offset of Zn . Cd 0 .Se/ZnS 0 ,,,SeO.94, as

compared to Zn1 .,Cd,,Se/ ZnSe. improves
quantum confinement of holes into Zn, --,Cd, Sc

Ternary Laser Quatemary Laser QW, and reduces hole leakage into the barrier
Siructura I Structure I region (see Fig. 2). Finally. structure II can be

Z,,S,- N Zn.....5, in')grown pseudomorphicaly with GaAs substrate.
/W•, Se , N Zn, .Mg.S Se,, N whereas in structure I the guiding ZnSe layer is

ZnS, ,NIU25- ZnS,Se,,N '525,, partially relaxed. By replacing ZnS,,,5 Se,,,,4 with

Z,, (,(J ,•,"ss ' l Zn,.cd_,Se 65A- Znt_,Mg,SSe1 ,5  cladding layers. the calcu-
5ne 2lated leakage current from the guiding region wasZn.'-,t O25pno• ZnSSe,,.CI (025p,,,, 7reduced by nearly a factor of 6 for electrons, and

by a factor of 90 for holes at room temperature.
iS So ,Ci 7 zn, ,.sse,2 , C. at the total current density j = 5(0) A/cm'. In

X icase of structure I only 301,; of the electrons
recombine with holes in the active region and the

,;,S, , StGaAsSi remaining 7 0G/ would contribute as minority car-
rier leakage likely causing significant device heat-

Fig. I. Layer structure of lasers analyzed in this work. In n
ternary laser structure 1. the cladding and guiding layers are ing (see Fig. 2).

formed by ZnS•,,Sej, 94 and ZnSe. whereas in quaternary The net result of these improvements is that
laser structure II they are formed by Zn, ,Mg,S,Se, , and structure II could lase at room temperature. at
ZnSO,,Se(,9 4. In both cases, the nitrogen acceptor concentra- j = 5(X) A/cm

2 
(for 50 x 100) Am 2 stripe and no

tion in the p-type cladding and guiding layers was 1.5 X 10"' facet coatings), whereas structure 1. based on the
and 3.X (ll)17 cm '. respectively. The chlorine donor concen- calculations, requires more than 4(M) A/cm2 (not
tration in the n-type cladding and guiding layers was 2X 10m
cm '. The undoped Znx('d,,Se QW forms the active re- including the the heating effects caused by the
gion in both laser structures, large electron leakage current).
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3.2. Freeze-out of holes -

0294K E

The simulation showed that due to the high
resistivity of the p-Zn,-,Mg,SSe-.• cladding E.>

layer, and the freeze-out of free holes below
temperature of T= 200 K, more than a 100 V . -
applied to the device would be necessary in order
to pass any considerable amount of current, which -E

is inconsistent with experimental results. At room -3 E,

temperature this effect was less severe; neverthe-
less, the calculations showed an addition of 2 V 85K
drop across the p-Zn, _, MgS,.Se, -,. layer, which .2 Ehfwas needed to assure the carrier injection for the .-
I laser operation. To circumvent this problem, the --

Frenkel-Poole effect [15], which accounts for the 2
lowering of the ionization energy of impurities or 5E

localized defects in an electric field, has been
incorporated into our model of electrical trans-
port. As a result, the laser threshold current
density of the order of 100 A/cm 2 could be 0 1 2 3

reached at a few volts of the external bias (not Distance across device [tml

taking into account the voltage drop across the Fig. 3. The band diagrams of structure Ii at forward bias at
T = 85 K. Approximately 5 V voltage drop across p-

contacts), even at the lowest examined tempera- Zn ,,Mg,S,Se , (on the left) reduces to about 0.4 V at

ture, T = 85 K. Fig. 3 shows the energy band T = 295 K. at an external bias of j = 500 A/cm-. The

diagram of structure 11 under forward bias at 85 Frenkel-Poole correction to the acceptor ionization energy

K, which indicates still a significant voltage drop was included in the electrical transport. in order to obtain this

developed across p-cladding layer. This results graph. The field ionization of acceptor levels in p-cladding
layers of Il-VI blue green lasers is an important factor even

clearly suggest that the electrical transport in at room temperature.
p-type Zn, -, Mg , SSe, -, cladding layer of struc-
ture If type diode lasers is not completely diffu-
sive and field ionization of acceptors, particularly to be successful in reproducing the gain spectra
below room temperature, is essential for hole in multi QW II-V lasers [18]. Similar spectra for
injection into the active region of laser diode, the II-VI lasers have not been reported yet.
Higher doping level of p-type Zn, -_MgSSe1 ,- The peak of the modal gain as a function of
is needed to circumvent this problem. current is shown in Fig. 4 for different tempera-

tures and a constant carrier scattering time -r = 25

3.3. Gain calculations fs, which was used to fit the experimental data.
Here the peak gain is plotted as a function of the

A proper model for the line broadening is injection (not a recombination) current density of
essential for the gain calculations. At low cur- the diode laser, which is only possible to accom-
rents, when the material gain is negative, the plish when both optical and electrical laser simu-

Lorcntzian line broadening function was used. lation are completed. In this calculation a con-
However, near and above the transparency condi- stant 7 cm -' background loss of the optical mode
tion, the assumption of energy independent was assumed [19]. The free carrier absorption was
broadening characterized by the Lorentzian line calculated in the simulation directly, as a local

function is not correct [16,171. In this case, Lands- loss proportional to the carrier density with pro-
berg energy dependent line broadening [17] has portionality coefficient of 2 x 10-17 cm 2. The las-
been incorporated. The Landsberg model proved ing threshold is reached at a net modal gain peak
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15 3.4. Laser output characteristics.
85K 200K Mirror Losses

to Fig. 5 presents the calculated threshold cur-
2194K 378K 394K rent density and the external differential quan-

5s turn efficiency obtained from the full electricali and optical simulation of the 1 mm long

.9 0 ZnSZn1 _,Cd.,Se/ ZnS,.Se, -,./Zn, _- MgzS,,Se, _,,
Transparency condition laser structure II, as reported in ref. [8]. These

results are compared with the previously reported
- -to experimental results [8]. A constant carrier scat-

tering time of r = 25 fs was assumed in these
-15 calculations for the temperature range of 85 to

0 5 to 15 20 394 K. This value is in the range of expected
injection current 1100 A/cm2l relaxation times, T = 18 fs at T = 295 K and r = 38

Fig. 4. The calculated peak of the modal gain of structure 11 fs at T = 85 K, determined from the FWHM of
for 1 mm long stripe with uncoated facets [81 for different the photoluminescence and electroluminescence
temperatures. Mode losses of 7 cm . and mirror losses of spectra below the lasing threshold. The results
14.5 cm were used in the calculations. A constant, temper- calculated for these experimentally determined
ature independent carrier scattering time 7- = 25 fs was as-
sumed. relaxation times were also included in Fig. 5. The

calculated values of the threshold current density
are in good agreement with experiments. particu-

of gm1 x = 14.5 cm-', as indicated in Fig. 4, which larly at room and higher temperatures. At low
is a value of the mirror losses for 1 mm cavity temperatures the calculated threshold is slightly
length for the facet reflectivity R = 0.234 (no facet lower than experimentally determined. The
coatings). The transparency currents correspond- agreement of the calculated external efficiency
ing to gm, = 0 can be found from the plot in Fig. with the experiment is also quite good, consider-
4, and they vary from 75 and 252 to 1050 A/cm2  ing the 10-20% of the estimated error in the
for T = 85, 294, and 394 K, respectively, experimental data presented in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5. Calculated threshold current density (a) and external quantum efficiency (h) obtained from the full electrical and optical
simulation of the I mm long Zn1 ,Cd,Se/ZnS,.Se1 ,./Zn, .Mg.S.Se, ,, laser structure without facet coatings. The open
triangles guided by a dotted line are calculated results with assumed constant relaxation time 7 = 25 fs for all temperatures. The
results of calculations using the experimentally determined relaxation times of r = 18 fs at T = 295 K and r = 38 fs at T = 85 K are
shown by the open circles. The solid circles are experimental data from ref. [8].
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Abstract

Blue and green light emitting diodes (LEDs) based on ZnSSc doublc-heterostructures were grown on M(M) GaAs
substrates by molecular beam epitaxy. The quaternary alloys ZnCdSSe and ZnSSeTe were used as active layer
regions in the blue light emitting and green light emitting structures, respectively. The green LEDs produce 238 MW
of light at room temperature when operating at 10 mA (3.8 V) and exhibit an external efficiency of 0 .62't. At 21) mA.
the devices produce 428 MW of green light. The blue LEDs produce 213 ttW of light when operating at 10 mA and
exhibit an external efficiency of 0.5717 at room temperature. At 20 mA, the devices produce 371) MW of blue light.

I. Introduction mer of 1992. however, scientists at Sony Labora-
tories announced [12] the successful dcmonstra-

During the past two years there has been tion of a blue laser diode in which the quaternary
important progress in the development of alloy ZnMgSSe [13-16], lattice-matched to GaAs.
blue/green light emitters based on wide band was used as barrier layers in a double-hetero-
gap I1-VI semiconductor heterostructures. In structure with ZnSe serving as the active layer
particular, successful p-type nitrogen-plasma-dop- material. Subsequently, researchers at Philips
ing of ZnSe and related Il-VI semiconductor Laboratory [17] reported improved blue/green
alloys [1,21 has led to a number of demonstrations laser diode properties by employing a pseudo-
of blue/green light emitting diodes (LEDs) [3-7] morphic laser structure based on quaternary Zn-
and laser diodes (LDs) [8-11]. MgSSe cladding layers, optical confinement lay-

The first laser diode structures wer. grown on ers of ZnSSe. and an active light emitting region
GaAs substrates by molecular beam epitaxy consisting of a single ZnCdSe quantum well.
(MBE) and consisted of cladding layers of At NCSU, we are investigating the use of the
lattice-matched ZnSSe coupled with a light-guid- quaternary alloys ZnCdSSe and ZnSSeTe as ac-
ing layer of ZnSe in which was located single or tive layer materials for blue and green light emit-
multiple quantum well(s) of ZnCdSe. In the sum- ting diode (LED) applications, respectively. These

quaternary alloys, like ZnMgSSe, can be closely
lattice-matched to GaAs substrates - in contrast

* ('orresronding author, to the corresponding ternary alloys ZnCdSe and

(9022-t248/94/$07.tt ,v 19t•4 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
SSDI 002 2-0248(t3)-0556-M
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Metal ElectrodeZnTeSe. As a consequence, double-heterostruc- ,,, HgSe

tures appropriate for LED applications can be ZnTeSe

grown by combining one of these quaternary al- p-type ZnSSe

loys along with cladding layers of ZnS(,fl6 Se,-94  ZnSSeTe OW

which are also lattice-matched to GaAs. (a) n-type ZnSSe

GaAs Buffer Layer

2. Experimental details GaAs Substrate

Blue and green LED structures which employ Au-Ge Electrode

ZnCdSSe or ZnSSeTe layers, respectively, as the
active regions of DH devices were grown by MBE
at 240-280°C. GaAs substrates with pre-de-
posited GaAs buffer layers [18] were employed to Metal Electrode

provide a smooth surface for II-VI film growth, HgSeZnTeSe

thereby reducing dislocation densities in LED p-type ZnSSe
structures to about 10 cm-3 . The DHs were ZnCdSSe MOW

prepared so that the active region consisted of
either five 100 A ZnCdSSe quantum wells (blue (b) n-type Laye

LEDs) or a single 1000 A ZnSSeTe quantum well GaAs Buffer Layer
(green LEDs). The concentration of Te or Cd in
the respective quaternary alloy was varied be- GaAs Substrate

tween 5% and 20% in order to change the output Au-Ge Electrode
wavelength of the LEDs. The cladding layers ofthvelengp-on Dhs conss.Thed ofladim o typers o Fig. 1. Schematic diagrams of (a) ZnSSeTe-based green LEDthe p-on-n DHs consisted of I Am of p-type structure and (b) ZnCdSSe-based blue LED structure.
N-doped ZnS1 .1,Se,., 4 and 2 Am of n-type Cl-
doped ZnS1 ,,,Se, 4. respectively. The n-type
doping was achieved using a solid-source dopant,
ZnCI, (ON) [1.2,221. The p-type doping was layer. The heterostructure was then cooled to
achieved using an Oxford Applied Research room temperature under a Se flux to provide a Se
MPD21 radio frequency (RF) plasma source con- cap layer on the surface. Following this, the wafer
taining flowing N, gas [22-24]. During the MBE was transferred to a second Hg-compatible MBE
growth sequence, the Zn, S, and Se source shut- chamber where the Se cap layer was desorbed by
ters were always open, such as to maintain a close heating and an epitaxial layer of HgSe ( I00 A
lattice match to GaAs for growth of the thick) was grown by MBE [23]. In this way, a
ZnSf,(,Se0, 4 cladding layers. The Te or Cd shut- multilayered structure which combines a light
ter was opened only during growth of the ZnS- emission heterostructure with epitaxial layers for
SeTe or ZnCdSSe active region layers. Thus, the p-type ohmic contacts was synthesized. We refer
active regions of the devices are not lattice- to such epitaxial structures as integrated het-
matched to GaAs. Rather, they are pseudomor- erostructure devices (IHDs) [24].
phically strained, as was determined from subse- Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) stud-
quent transmission electron microscopy studies, ies of samples from selected wafers were com-
A schematic diagram of each of these structures pleted using a Hitachi-800 electron microscope
is shown in Fig. I. operating at 200 kV. The samples were thinned

In order to make ohmic contact to each of the at 77 K using argon-ion milling techniques. Many
p-on-n heterostructures, a thin (- 100 A) layer of vertical-cross-section and planar TEM photomi-
nitrogen-doped ZnTe012Se,, was deposited by crographs were used to assess the interfacial
MBE after growth of the top p-type ZnS,.11 Se..94 quality of the various layers of the integrated
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device structures and to estimate dislocation den-
sities.

Mesa-type LEDs were prepared from selected. .
wafers using standard photolithographic and
etching techniques to define mesa arrays. Mesa
dimensions ranged from 300 Mm x 300A m to 500
Am x 500 Am. Evaporated Au or In was used to
form a metal contact to the top HgSe surface of
each p-on-n mesa diode. Ohmic contact to the
n-type layer was made at the back ,urface of the
GaAs: Si substrate with Au--Ge or In metal.

Individual LED mesas were set on a header
structure with the n-type GaAs substrate bonded
to the header with silver epoxy. Electrical contact *-•-:

was made to the top of the mesa using gold wire
bonds. The header structure was encapsulated in
a clear epoxy dome, 5 mm in diameter, to make
an industry-standard T-11 lamp. LED efficiency
measurements were performed at room tempera-
ture under direct current (DC) conditions with
the T-l LED lamp placed in a calibrated inte-
grating sphere in order to accurately measure its 4000A
total optical power output in AW.

3. Results and discussion Fig. 2. Vertical-cross-section transmission electron micro-
graph of green LED structure. The ZnSSeTe quantum well is
visible and exhibits smooth interfaces. No dislocations are

Fig. 2 shows a vertical-cross-section TEM pho- present in this micrograph, although dislocation densities are
tograph of a representative green LED structure estimated to he about 1(5 cm2 

throughout the epitaxial layers.

taken under two-beam conditions. The ZnSScTe
active region, which is pseudomorphically
strained, is dislocation free and exhibits smooth is illustrated by the light emission spectrum of
interfaces. The ZnSSc cladding layers above and one of the ZnSSeTe-based green LEDs shown in
below the active region of the device are also Fig. 3. Note that the green LED produces 238
dislocation free. Based on an analysis of many MW of light at room temperature when operating
vertical-cross-section and planar TEM pho- at 10 mA (3.8 V). This corresponds to an external
tographs of several similar devices, we estimate efficiency (power efficiency) of 0.62% at 3(W) K.
that the dislocation density is about 105 cm -2 on The spectrum peaks at 506 nm. but the emission
average, from sample to sample. peak has a relatively-broad asymmetric shape,

At the top surface of the green LED structure due to the nature of Te which acts as an isoelec-
shown in Fig. 2 is a dark and narrow (~ 100 AW ) tronic hole trap [25-28] in the ZnSSeTe alloy,
layer. This is the epitaxial HgSe layer which is that tails off at larger wavelengths. This makes
part of the ohmic contact portion of the inte- the light output appear as a deep emerald-green
grated heterostructure device. The epitaxial na- to the eye. The optical power output of the green
ture of the HgSc layer was confirmed by means of LED as a function of operating current is shown
electron diffraction studies. in Fig. 4. it is seen that the device produces 428

Both the blue-emitting and green-emitting AW at 20 mA drive current (4.04 V)W correspond-
LEDs display spectacular optical properties. This ing to an external efficiency (power efficiency) of

j _ _ _ _ _ _
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506 nm - 490nm

Output Power = 238 pW i Output Power =213 .W

Efficiency = 0.62 % Efficiency = 0.57 %0/
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Fig. 3. Light output characteristics at 300 K for ZnSSeTe-based Fig. Light output characteristics at 300 K for ZnCdSSe-
green LED. based blue LED.

0.53%. By varying the Te content of the ZnSSeTe quantum wells, we have fabricated and tested
active layer, we have produced LEDs of similar high-brightness blue LEDs with peak emission at
optical quality with outputs peaking in the green 3M) K ranging from 482 to 490 nm.
spectral region between 502 and 514 nm. To put the above results in proper perspective,

The light emission spectrum of a representa- commercial blue LEDs made from SiC have effi-
tive ZnCdSSe-based blue LED is shown in Fig. 5. ciencies of 0.02-0.03% and produce 12-18 /W of
In this case, the light emission is sharply peaked light at 20 mA [29]. Commercial green LEDs
at 490 nm. The emission peak has a full width at made from GaP, which opcrate at 555 nm (yel-
half-maximum (FWHM) of only 16 nm. The de- low-green), exhibit external efficiencies of -0.11i
vice produces 213 juW of blue light at room [301 and produce light outputs of 60-70 AW when
temperature when operating at 10 mA (3.7 V), operated at 20 mA. Thus, the present results are
corresponding to a 300 K external power effi- important since they show, for the first time, that
ciency of 0.57%. When operated at 20 mA, the II-VI semiconductor heterostructures can pro-
blue LED produces 370 )uW of light. By varying duce both blue and green light emission at room
the Cd content of the ZnCdSSe active layer temperature that is much brighter and more effi-

cient than present day commercial blue/green
LEDs.

500, 1 The spectacular light emitting properties of
"the blue and green LEDs described herein stem

400- from the fact that the II-VI materials employed
30- * are "direct" band gap semiconductors, which are

.300 inherently better light emitters than the "'indi-
| rect'" bapd gap materials SiC and GaP. However.

0 200- the present devices exhibit much higher efficien-

cies and light outputs than previously-reported
'j"LEDs based on similar II-VI heterostructures.

(C350) This is attributed to the fact that the present
0 5 10 15 20 structures. which employ active layers comprised

Current (mA) of the quaternary alloys ZnSSeTe or ZnCdSSe,

Fig. 4. L.ight output power versus applied dc current for are more closely lattice-matched to GaAs. This.
ZnSSeTe-hased green LED. At 20l mA. the applied voltage is along with optimization of MBE growth proce-
4.04 V. durcs, has led to the successful elimination of
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Abstract

Optical modulator structures employing quantum confined Stark effect tuning in ZnSc based material s%.stcms arc
described. Computations are prcscnted to illustrate the feasibility of designing transmission and reflection mode

Fabry-Perot modulators using ZnCdSc-ZnSSc (or ZnCdSe-ZnMgSSc) MOW cavities. Changes in the excitonic
absorption coefficient (e.g., 3-5 nm shift in peak) and index of refraction ( - 2%r ). in the presence of an externally
applied perpendicular electric field E (1(4_- 1)5 V/cm), are calculated and used to obtain variations in transmit-
tance (contrast ratio). Both matched and asymmetric Fabry-Perot structures realized on ZnSe and GaAs substrates
are discussed. In contrast to the AIGaAs-GaAs system, the excitonic binding energies in the ZnCdSc-ZnSSc system
are found to be significantly higher. The variations in cxcitonic wavcfunction I'(b_ I' arc, therefore, significantly
different. However, the contrast ratios arc not as good as for the AIGaAs-GaAs system due to poor dielectric mirror
reflcetivitics.

1. Introduction ing energy calculations showing the feasibility of
ZnSe based MOW modulators [7]. The experi-

The successful p-doping [1] of ZnSe and subse- mental fabrication of ZnCdSe-ZnSSc based Stark
quent announcement of blue-green lasers [2] have effect modulators has recently been reported by
stimulated interest in ZnSe based integrated opti- Wang et al. [8].
cal systems including lasers, modulators, wave- This paper reports computations of absorption
guides, and detectors. Tunable multiple quantum coefficient Y. index of reflection n. and associ-
well (MOW) optical modulators employing the ated changes in these parameters due to an exter-
quantum confined Stark effect (QCSE) have been nal electrical field in ZnCdSc-ZnSSc and/or
investigated extensively [3-6] in Ill-V material ZnCdSe-ZnMgSSe MOWs. Unlike GaAs-Al-
systems during the past 5 years. We have pre- GaAs systems, the binding energy and its varia-
sented preliminary field-dependent exciton bind- tion as a function of E, are significantly larger

in the ZnCdSc-ZnSSe system. Various modula-
tor structures using standard p-i-n formats and

Corresponding author. MQWs configured as Fabry-Perot cavities are
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proposed. Modulators operating in both reflec-
tion and transmission modes realized on GaAs as
well as ZnSe substrates are discussed. In the case
of reflection mode devices using GaAs substrates.
no substrate etching is required. h ,.

2. Field dependent changes in the absorption
coefficient and index of refraction

The imaginary part of the dielectric constant
E,(hlo). involving excitonic transitions in MOW
layers is given by (3.91

Et -(C )j()i 1 Ax) dx F( hwo., - ho),

Fig.1. txciton binding ctncrg_, 1 a', a function - f hor

C ("~/C01111 , Ito' f1, 121(b,,()) ~. (2) Zin(dSe- ZnSSe OWV.

w+here ,.t,(.x) is the exciton wave function. hw•,
is the exciton energy. F is the Gaussian line the modification of the electron wavefunctions
shape function. di, and Of, are electron and hole ib.. the hole wavefunctions 0,h- and the exciton
wkavcfunctions. respectively. 1 is the width of wavefunetions. These lead to changes in the exci-
quantum well. c, is the permittivity of free space, ton binding energies as well as the oscillator
In,, is the electron rest mass. and Mb is the Bloch strength

matrix element [9]. Using the Kramers-Kronig 2

relation, we can express the real part E,(hw) as 1b6,(4 ) f )h( -') dI

/Ito) + 2 - ' ---E-(o'-) d .' (3) and the line shape function F. The comput-d

0 -G o- exciton binding energies as a function of E- for

where P is the ('auchy principal integral. The the ZnCdSc-ZnSSe quantum wvell structure arc
complex index of refraction n1 ( = - iK) is re- shown in Fig. 1. The parameters used in the
latcd to the complex dielectric constant. Thus. n calculation are listed in Table 1. The oscillator
and K can bi cvaluatcd from E, and E, K is strength dependence on exciton binding encrgy is
related to the absorption coefficient by shown in Fig. 2. As the applied field increases.

the exciton binding energies and the oscillator
a o) = 4,-r,,-/a,,. (4) strength decrease because of the increasing sepa-

The application of an electrical field I' . per- ration between the electron and hole in the %ell
pendicular to the plane of MOW layers. results in region. The resulting changes in (r and n are

tihble I
Parimtciers uscd in Ihe exciton binding cncrg, calculaitiorns

IL.airs k (ua 11all ni %Cll Dielectric I ccilron Light hole I lci\N holc

,A Itb I h I •lfcclivc ma "ss e eitic e, mass etect'is ma"

Zn, ,('1,Sc 0.2 SO 7To7 It. IbmO ItI4ni, 1154,
ZnSSe , 0,1 0 I8 7.42 ot. j7t,,l . i.i4ln,
ziiSe 7.5%,
/nNtgSSe (1.97
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Fig. 2. Oscillator strength versus excitonj binding energy for I

Zn('dSe-ZnSSe QW. Fig. 4. -1n, n1 IS fint 1 1011 of operating %kanelength for the

structure in Fig. 5

shown in Figs. 3 and 4. respectively. The peak 3. Proposed optical modulator structures
value of the absorption coefficient at zero field
turns out to be 9n()t emr-s which is in good Modulators using Stark effect induced var.a-
agreement with the experiment [8]. The changes tions in a. n. and birefringence have been de-
in a and n arc comparable to those obtained in signed in variety of configurations [5]. When a
Ill-V Stark effect devices [3-6]. These changes high contrast ratio is desired. Fabry-Perot (FP)
can be utilized to obtain optical modulation de- structures, utilizing the MOW cavity, are gener-
pending on the nature of device application, ally employed. They are classified into two broad

categories: (a) photorefractive and (b) photoab-
sorbtive. A degree of photorefraction has also
been observed in InGaAs-GaAs asymmetric FP
modulators primarily using the photoabsorptive
phenomenon in the presence of an external opti-
cal pump [4].

-1,1,11 .... 1,,.. Fig. 5 illustrates a Fabry-Perot modulator ha%-
ing ZnSe/ZnSSe dielectric mirrors with 20 and

-S / 723.5 periods for top and bottom mirrors. respec-
, .tively. The MOW cavity consists of 75 periods of

ZnCdSe-ZnSSe multiple quantum wells. The
- ',,,,,, ..... computed transmittance through the structure in-

cluding the ZnSe substrate is shown in Fig. 6.
The transmittance is calculated using the transfer
matrix approach. The A/4 stack dimensions arc
used at the desired operating wavelength (505

S--nm). The MOW index is computed using barrier
,, ,,, ,, .,71 7,2• and well dimensions of 80) A. The index of refrac-

tion is assumed to be constant for different wave-
Fig. 3. Ab'sorption coefficient as a function of electric field length in the preliminary computations. Changes
I: and wavelength for the structure in Fig. 5. in the index of' the cavity under the applied
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Mirror W0I8 )____________

ZnlMgSS,, or Zxssc...A QW(Oi
Barrier (80 MQ j 7 e i[Nl

Mirror 2
23.5 ZnSertr55e,1

____----Fig. 7. Trainsmittaince of the Fig. 5 Fahry-Perot cavitw consist-
J I ing of ZnSe-ZnMgSSe mirrors and MOW.% using ZnSSe as

nr~ z ((hsIRI husrt arrier.

Chnric Contact ---9 0 xf

MOflad lihi ou Use of the lattice matched ZnMgSSe [101, A /4
Fig. 5. Fahry-Perot modulator structure consists ofZnCdSe- layers in place of ZnSSe layers for the dielectric
ZnSSe MOW cavity sandwiched between ZnSe-ZnSSe (or mirror yields improved transmittance. Fig. 7 shows
ZnSe-ZnMgSSe) A /4 dielectric mirrors, a plot of transmittance using ZnSe/ZnMgSSe

mirrors. The contrast ratio is improved by 15

elecricl fild ~te taen romthe ompted times higher than using the ZnSe/ZnSSe dielec-
daetaia ofFig.d 4. The mirosaren assumted tomhaved tric mirror. In addition, the use of ZnMgSSe is

a = I cm-. The transmittance variation is rather epctdoyilenaedari/xitico-
smaller compared with the lnGaAs-GaAs MOW
devices [4.6]. This is attributed to the small An
difference between layers, which results in poor
reflectivity of the dielectric mirrors.

Miirro
*_ f . 21) Zn~cInSSc

V*. - I.- ri.10(,4)

A. ' ~ ~tS~ZnMg5So~SS-r 76ý-- 1
* I irnr~iIer(D) MQW Caot,

It
Mirror 2

Z 23.5ZnSefZnSSe

Ohmic Coniaci -- *.5 i.rc

Fig. 6. Transmittance (it the Fig. 5 Fahry- Perot cavity consist- .hailgt",

ing of a MOW using ZnSSe ats harrier with a -in = 0(.02 (as Fig. S. Fahrv-Perot modulator on GaAs substrate (transmis-
presented in Fig. 3). sion mode).
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liht n light out the modulator. The feasibility of both reflection
S.-tO W uk Co{J jScA and transmission mode devices, realized on GaAs

B- amier/Refletodr and ZnSe substrates, is demonstrated. Progress in
Z,,i*dS Wel St I. , fabricating room temperature blue-green lasers

MQW9Ss -oi~ j 2  uires thMnesiain fmduaos
narrir~s~ (8 5PrN[2 reqursteivtgaon fmdltr,

Fnotd waveguides, and other devices in order to develop

optical integrated circuits operating at shorter
23. znscrZrs wavelengths.
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Quantitative study of mechanism responsible for high operating
voltage in I1-VI laser diodes

I. Suemune
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Abstract

Current-voltage (I-1') characteristics of II-VI laser diodes were calculated considering thermionic emission and
tunneling processes at metal/p-ZnSe contacts. The physical parameter dependence oif the tunneling current, Ahich
dominates the I-V characteristics in high voltage regions, especially the dependence on the barrier height and the
acceptor concentration, is quantitatively clarified. The relation between the measured low ohmic contact resistance
and the high diode voltage for laser operations is discussed. I-V characteristics of ZnSSe p-n diodes grown by
metalorganic vapor-phase epitaxy wcrc studied with the present model and the mechanism of the Iow-vohlagc

operation observed was examined.

I. Introduction developed considering the depletion layer at the
Schottky contact [11]. In this model, the expan-

Recently. blue/green laser diodes have been sion of the depletion layer from the mctal/p-ZnSc
realized [I] following the successful p-type doping interface and the dependence of the electric field
of the wide-gap I-VI semiconductor. ZnSe. by on the acceptor concentration was taken into
nitrogen radical doping during molecular-beam account. Thermionic emission its well as the tun-
epitaxy (MBE) [2,3]. Room temperature opera- neling current flowing across the interface was
tion has also been reported by several groups taken into account, its shown schematically in Fig.
[4-7]. One of the key issues is ohmic contacts to I. These two currents satisfy the continuity of the
p-typc ZnSc and related alloys. The use of current flowing through the p-n junction. Physi-
semimetal HgSe [81 or ZnTc/ZnSe graded hand cal parameters such as the barrier height. 6h,
gap layers [9] has been proposed and the reduc- were estimated by fitting the theoretical model to
tion of the ohmic contact resistance reported. the measured current-voltage (/-i') characttris-
Diode voltages for laser operations were reduced tics, and the inclusion of the thermionic emission
in these trials, but voltages exceeding 1(0 V were was effective in producing an accurate fit [I I].
still necessary [9]. Fig. 2 shows one example of the fitting I I] of

The mechanism responsible for the high diode the theoretical model to the I-V characteristics
voltage has been studied, and a tunneling process measured for a blue/grcen laser diode [I]. The
through the barrier at the metal/p-ZnSe was calculated I-V characteristics show that the volt-
proposed by Ren ct al. [10]. This idea was further age was mainly applied to the p-n junction in the

tK)22-0248/')4/$07.t)1 , 1994 E'lsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
NSS)W (00122-0124M( 9 3 )L-t654- P
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p-ZnSe n-ZnSe tact resistance was low, but that the diode voltage

for laser operations was still above 10 V [7,9]. The
metal relation of these apparently contradictory mea-

surements will be discussed. Finally, I-V charac-
teristics of diodes grown by metalorganic vapor-
phase epitaxy (MOVPE) will be discussed from

Tunnel Current- the viewpoint of the present theoretical model.
Diode Current

Thermionic Current

Fig. I. Schematic band diagram for the current flow through 2. Parameter dependence of I-V characteristics
metal/p-ZnSe contact under forward bias of the p-n junc-
tion. In the fit shown in Fig. 2. the acceptor concen-

tration in the p-ZnSe layer was taken as I × 101I

low voltage region (< 1.5 V). For the moderate cm-' [1] and the barrier height was estimated to
bias (1.5-4 V). the current was limited by be 0.61 V [11]. This estimated barrier height of
thcrmionic emission and the voltage was induced 0.61 V was much lower than the Schottky barrier
in the depletion layer near the metal/p-ZnSe height of 1.3 V for Au/p-ZnSe. In the following.
contact. The corresponding increase of the elec- the dependence of the I-V characteristics on the

tric field in the depletion layer enhanced the barrier height will be discussed.
tunneling current in the higher voltage region Details of the analytical procedure will be given
( > 4 V). The dashed line in Fig. 2 was calculated elsewhere [IlH. and mainly numerical results are
without considering the thermionic emission. discussed in this work. The I-V characteristics

In this paper, the dependence of the I-V were calculated for several barrier heights at the
characteristics on physical parameters is quantita- metal/p-ZnSe contact, as shown in Fig. 3. The
tively discussed based on the above theoretical dashed line is the p-n junction voltage, which
modeling. In particular, the tunneling process does not depend on the barrier height. The ac-
which dominates the I-V characteristics in the ceptor concentration in the p-ZnSe layer was
high voltage region is critically dependent on the assumed to be I x 11 " cm - 3. which is the highest
barrier height and the acceptor concentration in net acceptor concentration obtained with MBE
p-ZnSe. The conditions necessary for the realiza- up to now. A variation of the barrier height by 0.1
tion of low-voltage laser operations will be dis- V results in a variation of the current by more

cussed. It has been reported that the ohmic con- than one order of magnitude. A barrier height

10• L . ..
103 10. .3

E E 10"
S10c-.•o '/ N0.6V

10101 B
V10 300K

. -0 f Measured -h10 300K
by 3M )30

.10

a blue/green laser diode [Il shown by closed circles. The Fig. 3. Barrier hetght dependence of diode I - " characteris-
dashed line was calculated without considering the thermionic tics calculated f10 r an accptor concentration of I " lll' em

miss.ion current floi over the barrier. /ashed line is the p-n junction voltage.
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S10 K istics. Therefore, a reproducible high acceptor
u 10 E 30 concentration is necessary for reproducibly good

/ 10 Na8I-V characteristics in laser diodes.
S10 It is well known that tunneling probabilities do

2 not depend on temperature. Therefore, the tun-
neling current shows a temperature dependence

100 smaller than those of the usual thermal pro-
"10 .s• cesses. The tunneling current density at 77 andS10' X1 1t7Tm• -3ýces

C 1300 K showed a change of about 10 times. This

10 51variation arises from the temperature depen-
0 5 10 15 20 dence of the energy distribution of carriers in the

Reverse Voltage V r M(mtal metal.
Fig. 4., :ceptor concentration dependence of tunneling cur-
rent flowing through a metal/p-ZnSe interface calculated for

a barrier height of 0.35 V.
3. Relation between ohmic contact resistance and
diode operation voltage

greater than 0.6 V results in a very low current
flow. Therefore, the assumption of a Schottky It has been reported that even when the mca-
barrier height of 1.3 V results in the extremely sured ohmic contact resistance was low, the diode
low current flow and is not a realistic value to fit voltage for laser operations was still above 10 V
the measured /-V characteristics. [7,9]. The relation of these apparently contradic-

The reason why the estimated barrier height tory phenomena will be discussed in the follow-
was low is not clear at present. One possibility is ing. The diode voltage for laser operations is
the Schottky effect which reduces the effective dominated by the tunneling current, as discussed
barrier height with an image potential. The low- in the previous section. On the other hand. for
ering of the barrier height was estimated to be the current flow across the metal/p-ZnSe for low
0.12 V for a reverse bias of 10 V. This does not bias, which will be the usual case for the mea-
explain the measured barrier height: however, the surements of the ohmic contact resistance.
position of the maximum barrier height is sepa- thermionic emission will dominate, as indicated
rated from the Au/p-ZnSe interface by only - 7 in Figs. 2 and 3.
A. Therefore it is probable that the barrier height For the schematic representation of the mca-
for the tunneling is influenced by the slight inter- surement of the series resistance through two
tace mixing after thermal annealing. The result surface contacts shown in Fig. 5. the thermionic
shown in Fig. 3 indicates that the diode voltage emission current density flowing over the barrier
for a current density of I kA/cm2 , which will be is given by
high enough for laser operation at room tempera- h = AT 2  (
ture with an adequate structural design, will be 'xp( -qhb/kT)

reduced below 5 V when the barrier height is x[ I - exp( - q/k T)]. (I
reduced to 0.3 V.

The tunneling current. which dominates the
I-V characteristics in Fig. 3 in the high voltage
region, is also sensitively dependent on the accep-
tor concentration in p-ZnSe. It has been calcu- tS S
lated for several acceptor concentrations, as
shown in Fig. 4. The barrier height in this case p
was assumed to he 0.35 V. A doubling of the L
acceptor concentration results in more than one Fig. 5. Schematic representation of the measurement of ohmic

order of magnitude change in the I-V character- contact resistance.
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where A is the Richardson constant given by while the latter is dominated by the thcrmionic

12(Xn*/m,) A/cm2 . The current flow in Fig. 5 emission current. This different current flow

will be limited by the surface contact under re- mechanism will show the apparent inconsistency

verse bias. For a moderate reverse bias of V, < between the low ohmic contact resistivity and the
kT/q, the ohmic contact resistance is given by high diode operating voltage.

the differential resistance derived from Eq. (1) as

r,h = (k/qAT) exp(qdib/kT) (fl cm 2 ). (2) 4. Study of I-V characteristics measured on

Therefore the ohmic contact resistance for a given diodes grown by MOVPE
temperature is determined solely by the barrier
height. In this section. I-V characteristics of diodes

Using a hole effective mass of 0.6 for p-ZnSe, recently grown by MOVPE will be discussed from
the ohmic contact resistance at room temperature the viewpoint of the present theoretical model.
is - 6 X 10- ' fl cm 2 for a barrier height of 0.3 Two ZnSe/ZnSSe heterostructures were studied.
V. For a surface contact area of 50 pm X 1M One is an n-i-i heterostructure diode where the
pm. the series resistance at the contact is rth/S upper ZnSSe cladding layer was left undoped
S12 f2. The sheet resistance of p-ZnSe for a [12], and the other is a p-i-n heterostructure
hole concentration of p = 2 x 1017 cm 3. mobility where the upper ZnSo,,1 Se 1,,1 cladding layer was
of p = 10 cm-,/V -s. and film thickness of d = 2 doped p-type with nitrogen incorporation [13].
pum will be given as p/d = l/qppd ý 16 kfl. An Au electrode was used in both heterostruc-

Then. for 1, = 1()M pm. this results in a series tures.
resistance of 16 kfl. When a bias voltage of 10 V The I-V characteristics measured for the n-i-i
is applied for the measurement, the series con- heterostructure with pulsed operation are shown
ncction of the above electrical resistances in the by the closed circles in Fig. 6. A reasonable fit
circuit of Fig. 6 will result in 8 mV induced at the assuming a tunneling current was not possible in
surface contact. This reverse bias at the surface this case, and the low bias range was fitted by

contact satisfies the above condition of iV < kT/q. considering only thermionic emission. The barrier
It will be clear from the above discussion that height was estimated to be (1.37 V from the fit-

the main current flow mechanism is different ting. The increase above the solid line is taken to
between the laser diode operation and the inca- be the contribution of the electron current flow-

surcment of the ohmic contact resistance. The ing over the active layer. This interpretation is

former is dominated by the tunneling current, consistent with the optical properties observed
for this diode [12].

The I-V characteristics measured on the p-i-
n heterostructure are shown by the closed circles

103 T=296.K in Fig. 7. The I-I' characteristics below a voltage
nil structure of 6 V were fitted reasonably well with the bar-

.102 ,P 0.3V ricr height of (1.37 V and a net acceptor concen-
S.i• tration of 8 x 10 " cm - ý. The current flow for the

* , higher bias was much lower than this fitting curve.

2 101 "ilectron-current This deviation may be due to a reduction of the
t- net acceptor concentration from the metal/

0 Hole thermionic current semiconductor interface toward the p-n junction.
10

0 2 4 6 8 10 The curves calculated assuming reduced net ac-
Voltage (V) ceptor concentrations shown in Fig. 7 give a rea-

Fig. . /-I' characteristics W.) measured on an i-i-n diode sonable interpretation. There are two possible

grown hy MOVP! and theoretical fit considering thermionic explanations for this phenomenon. The het-

emission I ----. erostructure was grown at 56('C by MOVPE, and

I

A
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104 =MOVPE. This shows that the barrier height is
not a fixed parameter but can be adjusted by. for

101 / 4example, the selection of growth method. The
E ""2 relation between the measurement of ohmic con-
9102 - 10rio' crnI tact resistance and the diode voltage for laser

C measured operations was discussed. It was shown that the

10 calculated current flow mechanism is different between the

0 -0.37 V two cases and that this resulted in apparently
100 o inconsistent characteristics.

0 5 10 15 20 25 30
Voltage (V)

Fig. 7. I-1" characteristics (e) measured for a p-i-n diode
grown by MOVPE and theoretical fit considering tunneling 6. Acknowledgments
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Abstract

Gain spectroscopy and population dynamics are investigated in ZnCdSc/ZnSSc/iZnMgSSc scparate conlinc-
ment hetcrostructure (SC() diode lasers. Both stcady state and time-resolvcd niethod, are applicd it) charactcri/c
the dense electron-hole pair gas in the ZnCdSc active quantum well (QW) region from 77 K to room temperature.
Elfects due to the carrier interaction with optical phonons and clectron-holc ('oulomh effects arc discussed. A
direct measureflient of the carrier lifetime at pair densities under typical laser conditions has also been obtained.

I. Introduction spectra of a SCH diode laser has been deter-
mined by a technique which correlates sponta-

Good progress is being made with the blue- neous emission (through the top of a device) with
green diode lasers, where several groups have its stimulated output (through the cleaved facets).
recently focused on the ZnCdSe/ ZnSSe/ In general. gain characterization in the wide gap
ZnMgSSc separate confinement heterostructurc II-VI diode lasers has so far been very sparse.
(SC'H) diode lasers [I]. For example, ridge wave- limited mainly to extraction of the gain coeffi-
guide devices which also incorporate Zn(Se,Tc) cicnt from the threshold current density and
graded gap ohmic contacts have been realized in without any spectroscopic insight. By applying
the authors' group for CW operation at voltages ultrashort pulse excitation from an external laser
approaching 4 V at room temperature [1]. A source, we have also measured the electron-hole
consequence of extended device lifetime (espe- pair lifetime in the SCH structure over a wide
cially under low duty cycle pulsed conditions) is range of temperatures.
that issues of gain and elcctron-hole pair popula-
tion dynamics can now be studied spectroscopi-
cally. Such information will be important in the
continuing efforts to optimize the optical and 2. Background: gain spetroscopy in optically
electronic designs of the diode lasers. In this pumped structures
paper we present recent results in which the gain

One of the "optical precursors" to the blue!
green diode laser demonstration was the recogni-
tion that the (Zn.('d)Se/ZnSc quantum well

U('irrcpontling authmr. (OW) was an effective type I system, with useful

tMt22 02-Il.tS,4/$lt7.jI ý 1994 1lt'%cvicr Scicncc |.V. All right% rccr1'cd

8.81)1 01122 -02481 M)3 tl-t741+Jr
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quasi-2D electronic properties [2]. Beyond the 0 Original exciton resonance
0.35 d Exciton resonance IOpsec after pump pulse

demonstration of 1tn optically pumped, pulsed 0.31 Lasing spectrum

room temperature laser operation [3], this OW . 0.27

was also the subject of a range of spectroscopic 0.23 T=77K

studies, including the gain spectroscopy at cryo- " 0o.19
genie temperatures (typically T = 77 K) in struc- .2 0.1s
tures which did not incorporate a pn-junction. In 2-0.ii
this section we wish to highlight some of the t0.07

principal conclusions of these earlier results in <0.03

the authors' group. before returning to the diode -0.0
lasers themselves. -0.05 2

2.570 2.584 2.598 2.612 2.626 2.640

In the low temperature work we raised the PhotonEnergy(eV)

basic question about the presence of an exciton Fig. I. Gain/absorption spectra of a (Zn.(d)Se, ZnSc MQN

component in the stimulated emission in the sample, obtained in the transient pump-probe experiment at

ZnSe-based OWs. As shown elsewhere, the un- T = 77 K. The open circles show the i = I lit exciton ab-
sorption in the absence of the pump. while closed triangles

usual condition in the ZnSe-based QWs is that show the optical properties of the photoexcited QW, at 1I0 ps
the exeiton binding energy can be made large following the pump pulse. The laser emnission spectrum ob-

enough so that the L.0-phonon induced dissocia- lained in a separate optical pumping experiment on a cleaved

tion process into the free e-h pair continuum is sample is also shown, coinciding. spectrallN to the presence of

much weakened. This circumstance, which is not gain at around h, 2.588 eV.

found in the bulk (or. e.g.. in GaAs QWs). allows
the excitons to be present in principle not only in curacy is such that the actual measurement of the
absorption. but also in emission beyond liquid gain coefficient (g 15010 cm ' at hlw .= 2.588
helium temperatures. Direct evidence for the eV) is possible. The details of observed dynamical
presence of "excitonic gain" in the (Zn.Cd)Se behavior can be understood on the basis of
MOW structures was obtained by using ultrafast broadening of the exciton absorption line by exci-
time-resolved spectroscopic methods [4.5]. In ton-exciton collisions, followed by the exciton
these pump-probe experiments (with both beams population energy relaxation to the low energy
traveling through the structure perpendicular to tail, where gain develops. Both from the stand-
layer planes), a form of photomodulation spec- point of the typical electron-hole pair densities
troscopy is performed so that the probe pulses at laser threshold ( - 5 x 111 cm - at 77 K) and
measure the optical constants near the n = I HH from the experimental observation of the remain-
exciton. following the intense short pulse excita- ing presence of (a partially saturated) exciton
tion at time t = (I. Fig. I shows the results of one resonance in pump-probe experiments, we de-
such experiment at T= 77 K for a structure hous- duced that a free electron-hole plasma is clearly
ing six (Zn.Cd)Sc OWs, each of 31) A thickness, not present at cryogenic temperatures (e.g. at
The gain/absorption spectrum measured by the T= 77 K), and appears to play a much dimin-
probe 10 ps after the resonant excitation by the ished role even at higher temperature conditions.
pump is displayed, as well as the absorption in These experimental results beg the question as
the absence tf excitation (establishing tie exciton to the importance of Coulomb interactions be-
resonance profile for reference). Note that while tween the carriers in the new blue/green diode
most of the exciton resonance is maintained (as lasers, under room temperature conditions. In
an absorptive entity), large reduction of absorp- the decades-old standard model, where gain and
lion as well as actual presence of gain is realized stimulated emission are retrieved from a degen-
on the low-energy tail of the resonance. In a crate free-electron-hole plasma (FHP). the al-
sample with cleaved end facets, laser emission lowance for the many-body electron/hole
ensues at a photon energy consistent with the Coulomb interactions (exchange and correlation)
position of maximum gain. The experimental ac- can be made to first order by simply renormaliz-
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ing the bandgap according to a density depen- : 600 .
dence (which is also a function of the dimension- EQ 40o

ality of the system). In the new Il-VI OW lasers. 200 T=300K

given the clear evidence of excitonic component , 0
at cryogenic temperatures, a fundamental ques- -200

tion exists about the relationship between the Q -400

pairwise Coulomb correlations and the two-corn- . 600 -10 1eV
-U00 '=20 meV

ponent Fermi liquid; that is, how and under what ' -80•oo ..=30mev
10 -1000evconditions does a transition from one to the other < 1-60 meV

take place. ' 12°°i
0 1400 _______Another issue of practical consequence on gain t 0,oo0 0 200

characteristics which draws from the polar nature Energy (meV)
of ZnSe-based Il-VI semiconductors is the very Fig. 2. Gain in a ZnCdSe/ZnSSe ()W. calculatedI in an Ideal
strong coupling of electron-hole pairs with the 21) electron-hole system in the one-electron model at I .itu

longitudinal optical (LO) phonons via the FrShlich K. showing the effects of scattering (characterized b, a broad-

interaction. Major consequences of this for a ening parameter -1 in units of mcV).

room temperature light emitter are: (a) broaden-
ing of optical linewidths and (b) decrease in the (E atP) model is shown t or a (Zn.Cd)Se/Zn(S.Sc)
carrier mobility, especially for holes. A measure case at room temperature. Only the tc = I leb els
of the former can be obtained from the linewidth in the conduction band and HH valence band arcof the exciton resonance in a ZnCdSc/ZnSe QW considered. In this calculation, we use the tfollow-

of te ecitn rsonncein Znd~cZn~ QW ing values for the in-plane effective masses: m,n =
as a function of temperature [61. Beyond cryo- 0ng ale r in-plane tie masses: isgenic elevated temperatures, the Fr~ihlich inter- t1.147rn 1 and in11 1 = t).33rno. The scattering is

geni elvate teperaure, th Frhlic iner- included by convolving the product of the density
action (scattering of the electron-hole pair by the
phonons) manifests itself by a pronounced in- of states and the Fermi distribution by a

crease in the exciton absorption linewidth. Such a Lorentzian lineshape function with linewidth pa-

broadening would similarly "smear" the ideal 2D rametcr A. In general, the choice of this line-

density of states edge in the gain spectrum of a shape function depends on the physical model of

ZnCdSe QW laser regardless of the detailed the scattering for the carriers [91 in particular for

model used (exciton or EHP). We note that this the very large broadening which may occur in the

effect is 6-8 times larger than in GaAs lasers II-VI lasers, the validity of the usual adiabatic

(based on the ratio of the known Frihlich con- approximations have to be re-examined. The as-

stants). Elsewhere. in p-ZnSc, mobility measure- sumed c-h pair density in i L, 100 A well has

ments have recently yielded values on the order been taken as n, = 3 x 10-" cm -, a value which

of )a = 35-39 cm 2/V -s at T = 3(X) K [71 and is in the range of typical experimental conditions.

lower [8]. Such low values (even if containing In this example, note how the sharp 2D density-

extrinsic scattering contributions) indicate the of-states edge is quickly eliminated and the peak

severity of the polar mode (LO-phonon) scatter- gain is suppressed. At the same time. for moder-

ing for holes through the prism of a transport ate broadening, gain becomes available below the
experiment. (in unstrained bulk material, of 2D handgap. For this injection density, no gain is

course, the dominant hole state is the heavy mass available when -1 exceeds a value of about 3(0

one corresponding to the J = 3/2 state at k = 0.) meV.

A pedagogical schematic illustration of the im-
pact of the interaction between LO-phonons and 3. Experimental results: gain spectroscopy of SCH
c-h pairs on the gain of a QW laser is shown in diode lasers
Fig. 2. in which the calculated gain spectra (the
zero in the horizontal axis corresponds to the The ZnCdSc/ZnSSe/ZnMgSSe separate con-
band gap) in a simple electron-hole plasma finement heterostructure diode laser structures
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were grown by molecular beam epitaxy in a two
chamber machine, on n-GaAs buffer layers and
substrates. The active ZnCdSe OW layer(s), of 75 (a) Spontimeous emission
,• thickness, were sandwiched between p- and
n-type layers of ZnSSe of approximately 10(00 A
in thickness, respectively. The outer p- and n-type ,• MP-
cladding layers of ZnMgSSe were approximately 7

I jtnm thick. To facilitate an ohmic contact, a QW

graded gap ZnSeTe ohmic contact layer [10] was
grown atop the p-ZnMgSSe. Details of the growth
can be found in ref. [11]. Gain guided devices S' tedemission

with 20 Am wide stripes were fabricated with
indium tin oxide (ITO) top transparent electrodes
[12]. Spectroscopy was pertormed by recording
the spontaneous emission through the top elee- 4000

trode and the stimulated (or spontaneous) emis- Z (b)
sion through the cleaved end facets, as shown W 6 T=300K
schematically in Fig. 3a, which also shows the 2 3000 1:220mA

layered heterostructure. Fig. 3b shows an exam- :":50mA0 3 : 1 00mA

pie of the top emission spectra of a device for 2 2000 - 4:200A

different levels of current injection at room tem- 5: 300mA

perature. The active region of this particular de- "C oo .Z

vice was composed of three quantum wells. The -
well thickness was L, = 75 A and the separating / • --
ZnSSe barriers were L, - 100 A thick. The room 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.7

temperature pulsed threshold current for the laser Photon Energy (eV)
devices ranged from 2801 to 400 mA depending on
the lengths. The typical threshold current density Fig.3. (a) Experimental geometr" for the gain spectroscopy in"the Zn('dSe/ZnSSe/ZnMgSSe SCH QW diode laser strue-
was about 1h - 1.4 kA/cm2. i.e. approximately tures. Wh) The spontaneous emission spectra at T - 3W K.
47(1 A/cm2 per QW. obtained through the transparent top electrode at different

The correlation between spontaneous emission levels of current injection.
(top emission) and edge-stimulated emission
spectra was first employed by Henry et al. to
derive actual gain spectra for a GaAs double at threshold conditions and the known position of
hctcrostructure laser [131. It has been subse- laser emission:
quently used t( construct detailed gain spectra S(E) E- -1 .E
for GaAs OW diode lasers as well [14]. The g(E, .1E0) =('C - I - exp k T .
formulation is independent of the details of the
gain mechanism or the nature of the electronic In this expression. (C includes fundamental
states that participate in the radiative process, constants and experimental amplitude calibration
and draws from the fundamental connection be- factors. By following such an approach. and with
tween gain and absorption by detailed balance input provided directly from our experiments.
arguments. This leads to the following explicit Fig. 4 shows the results for the gain spectrum of a
relationship between the gain spectrum g( I) and typical SCH QW diode laser at T = 77 K and at
experimental spontaneous emission spectrum room temperature, for different levels of current
S( L), where the separation between the quasi- injection. While spectral lineshapes can be reli-
Fermi levels, JEl.. is also experimentally ob- ably obtained by the technique, quantitative cali-
taincd from the spontaneous emission spectrum bration of the vertical axis is difficult. Hence we
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have found it more reliable to obtain such cali-- -
bration from the cavity length dependence of the - 0
threshold current. The peak modal gain coeffi-
cient at threshold condition for this particular g
device is determined to be 48 cm-'. On the low -

2
energy side (e.g. for hto < 2.47 eV at T= 300 K). Z. , 20mA

the value of gain is substantially larger than the -, 2 30 Afl: 3 100mA 1
original absorption, indicative of the impact of 4 200mA i HH exciton

M5 300,nA -the large homogeneous broadening in our system. D 6 400mA

We comment on these features below. A larger n=1 LH excitor

spectral window of gain/absorption spectra at 2.4 2.5 2.6 27

room temperature is shown in Fig. 5, where the Photon Energy (eV)

unambiguous presence of both the nt = I HH and Fig. 5. A wider spectral viewy of the gain , absorption ,pcctruin

LH exciton resonances is quite evident at photon of a SCH device, showing the effects of injection on the fill
and LII exciton Miltates Irorn belowt to ahoxe the laser thresh-

energies of hfw = 2.52 eV and 2.625 eV. respec- old.

tively. when the injection current is low. The
identification of the LH state is made clear by
analyzing the polarization of the edge emission at

around 2.62 eV. (The uniaxial strain in the
ZnCdSc OW (in our pseudomorphic structuresp
splits the HH and LH bands such that the in-plane

T=77K (a) mass for the HH state is relatively light (i/

S4 0.33mn 0). while that for the LH state is heavier
S(2-, = 0.5mo). Precise mass values require taking" 2-

into account the mixing between the HH and LH
- 0.. states which occurs away from k = 0.)
T -2 Another important and useful experimental
"F . 40mA(threshold! parameter in the new blue/green laser diodes0 -4 20,mA . which has not been directly measured so far is

t 1mA '

-6ý 5mA the electron-hole pair lifetime. This quantit. is
2.49 2.51 2.53 2.55 2.57 2.59 2.61 2.63 required, for example, to calculate the pair den-

Energy (eV) sity in the OW for a given injection level in
modeling of the laser and its gain quantitatively.
We have performed time-resolved photolumines-

40 .. cencc experiments in the same SCH diode laser

30 T=300K g,,=48 cm' (b) structures, where ul:rashort (picosecond) pulses
Z 20 from a tunable dye laser have been used as the
. 20source of excitation. The photon energy of this

= 10 excitation was carefully controlled to coincide
0 -with the absorption edge of the ZnSSe ternary,

= -1 0 N hence mimicking the carrier injection under ac-"•280 mhA lhet0,oIiO'"

-20 2o0 \ tual diode laser operating conditions. A wide
-30 n 1500A range of excitation conditions have been studied1300SmA

4 920 * in order to distinguish between radiative and
.36"2.38 2.40 2.42 2.44 2.46 2.48 2.50 nonradiative contributions to the decay of the

Energy (eV) transient luminescence. For example. sufficient
Fig. 4. (ain spectra oblained for a S(II OW diode laser at levels of excitation were required for these SCH
F - 77 K and 3100 K for different levels of current injection, structures in order to saturate defect and impu-
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1 . - -4. Discussion
-~(a)

6 0 1:177K 4:200K The experimentally derived gain and ahsorp-3E 0 i2: 100K 5: 250K

-" 3:150K 6:300K tion spectra in Figs. 4 and 5 provide a heretotorthI " largely unavailable glimpse at the operation ot

>"- the SCH diode laser. The gain spectra of Fig. 4 at
* room temperature show a striking, nearly expo-

2 nential tail. There are at least three contributions
- to the low energy tail: (i) Alloy potential fluctua-

tions, which add an inhomogeneous contribution
0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 of approximately 6-7 meV for the Cd compo,,i-

Time (psec) tion in our structures (x - 0).15) (in good agree-
ment with the experimentally observed low-tem-

perature exciton absorption linewidth). (ii) the
Fr6hlich interaction which is a major contributor

Boo (b).. . . to homogeneous lincwidth broadening of optical
S(b) resonances in the ZnSe-based ( is at room tem-

0 . This effect can add on the order of
v 6o0 20-50 meV to the lincwidth (depending on the

I-• details of the QW configuration. e.g. in terms of
M, ,0 the particular hole state,, that are involved). (iii)

*a, 3 The many body interaction (scattering) in the
_200 man particle electron-hole gas. either direct or
'0o. intermediated by phonions, makes another contri-

o 0 0utio at higher carrier densities. (Under typical

Temperature (K laser diode conditions. c-h pair densities are not
yet high enough to significantly screen the.0gh l) h thnmctC): intcn,,it., (natutral hie. ,calO a• at r h ih in e a to .

I IUI. tilt + M ITC r ,'etrl Ic pcrdn t Lre,. mtcaurcd it t io

Ow• i L:n-i'h AtxclcngiI. (h) Somnnar it lihtctimie IIcaIurc- While leaving the more detailed ana.sis of the
mert, Irom I K to rfin tcflllrIcratlurc. gain spectral lineshapclsewhere, we note that

the result in Fig. 4 contains dominant contribu-
lions from processes (ii) and (iii). The contribu-

rit. related traps. A relatively high excitation tion from the equilibrium LO-phonon population
lcvel is also necessary in an unbiased device in has been already referred to. including its prior
order to shunt the built-in depletion field at the experimental approximate quantification [6]. The
OW position, which otherwise interferes with the importance oflcarrier-carricr interaction and car-
lifetime measurements (by separating the ciec- ricr-noncquilibrium phonon interaction (pho-
trorn-hole pairs and hence acting like a fast pho- nons emitted by the carriers during their energ.
todetector). Fig. Oa shoos an example of the relaxation processes) can be directl. seen in the
actual experimental data of transient lumines- linewidth of the spontaneous emission spectrum
cencc signals from F - 77 K to 3MX) K (,.n in the bollom panel of Fig. 3. which increases
",cmilogarithntic scale), under optical excitation at substantially at higher injection levels. l'he role of
,, licol which is equivalent to a current injection the carrier-carrier scattering can he addressed in
of 2(X t mA (below laser threshold). A single cxpo- two limits as Coulomb interactions in terms of a
rinctial dccav is dohminant. Fig. 61b summarizes at pairwisc contribution (cxciton-likc bound states)
portion of our lifetime measurements, displaying or that in at many-body Fermi liquid. respectively.
lhe dccay limec constant its a function of tenipera- The former was already shown to be important in
ture from I= I1t K to room temperature. stimulated emission at cryogenic temperatures in
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the optical pumping experiments on ZnCdSe QWs nounced effects of contributions !,v optical
in Fig. 1. At room temperature under high injec- phonon scattering and electron-hole interaction.
tion conditions, the distinction between the two These effects suppress the maximum gain pre-
limits is much more difficult to detail theoreti- dicted from simple theory, yet provide gain in the
cally and experimentally, and may in fact be to low-energy region of the spectrum where optical
some extent unrecognizable in practice. However, attenuation by the uninverted portion of the opti-
the fact that electron-hole Coulomb effects re- cal volume is reduced. Radiative lifetime data
main important in our diode lasers is strongly also demonstrate the presence of this interaction.
suggested by the data in Fig. 5. At low lcvels of which cannot be ignored on fundamental grounds
injection, the HI- and LH exciton resonances are in the Il-VI QW emitters. The appreciation of
initially clearly visible. Increa.se in the injection these effects may be of increasingly practical value
level seems to nearly saturate the HH exciton as novel diode laser designs arc pursued.
resonance, while gain appears on the low-energy
side of the HH exciton spectrum. Under these
conditions, where the exciton resonance mergcs 6. Acknowledgement
(or begins to) into the EHP. the pairwise correla-
tions seems to remain strong, in a many-body Research supported by the ARPA/URI. NSF.
analog to the continuum states of a single cxci- mnd AFOSR.
ton.
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Comparison of GaN- and ZnSe-based materials for light emitters

Takashi Matsuoka *, Akira Ohki, Tetsuichiro Ohno, Yoshihiro Kawaguchi
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Abstract

Recent progress in research on GaN- and ZnSc-related materials is remarkable. Based on these results, this
paper compares the characteristics of GaN- and ZnSe-based materials from the viewpoint of achieving reliable light

emitting devices, in particular laser diodes (LDs) based on experience gained in the development of I.Ds such as the
lnGaAsP/InP and GaAs/AIGaAs LDs widely used at present. The relationship between lattice constant and
bandgap energy, the dispersion of refractive indices, the equilibrium vapor pressure of elements over materials, and
self-diffusion coefficients can be compared. The current status of both materials is rericwed with respect to light
emitters. The transport devices arc also described, briefly. Finally, future prospects are discussed.

1. Introduction shown optically pumped lasing in the UV region
at room temperature. High efficiency lnGaN/

Research on GaN- and ZnSe-related materials GaN DH structure light emitting diodes have
has greatly progressed during the last few years, been also obtained.
coming out of a long dark tunnel. In ZnSe, con- In this paper, at first the characteristics of
trol of the conduction type. which is the most GaN- and ZnSe-bascd materials from the view-
difficult problem, has been achieved by molecular point of achieving reliable light emitting devices
beam epitaxy (MBE). In 1991, a ZnCdSe/ZnSe are compared. in particular LDs based on experi-
quantum well laser diode (LD) successfully encc gained in the development of LDs such as
demonstrated pulsed operation at room tempera- the lnGaAsP/lnP and GaAs/AIGaAs L.Ds
ture [I]. At present, many researchers are striving widely used at present. The relationship between
to achieve reliable and stable ('W operation of lattice constant and bandgap energy, the disper-
blue and blue-green lasers. Meanwhile, high-qu- sion of refractive indices, the equilibrium vapor
ality GaN has been grown by metalorganic vapor pressure of elements over materials, self-diffusion
phase cpitaxy (MOVPE) [2,31 and its conduction coefficients can be compared. In contrast, band
type has been successfully controlled. Single crys- discontinuity, optical gain and absorption coeffi-
tals of InN and InGaN have also been grown [4]. cient cannot be easily discussed because there are
A (iaN/AIGaN doublc-heterostructure (DH) has few clear data. For the reliability of light emitting

devices, dislocation behavior and surface recom-
bination velocity are important with respect to

* ('Crresponding iauthor, dark line defects and catastrophic optical damage

(122-0248/)4/$07.X) ,t 1qq94 Ftsevicr Science RV. Ali rights reserved
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at facets, respectively, but they have not been to be greater than 10'/(. Regarding device fabri-
studied. Next, the application of these wide-gap cation, tough electrodes with a low built-in volt-
materials for transport devices are reviewed age are needed. Cleaved mirror facets are better,
briefly. Finally. the future prospects of these ma- but of course, an etched mirror would also do.
terials for light emitters are discussed.

3. Comparison of GaN- and ZnSe-based materi-
2. Requirements of materials for light emitters als

To realize high-performance light emitters, in At the beginning of comparison of GaN- and
particular laser diodes, the following characteris- ZnSe-based materials, the properties of ZnSe
tics are required for materials [5]. Naturally, the and GaN, and the technologies used for them are
crystal quality is the most important thing. This is shown in Table 1. Here, GaN with a wurtzite
because the purity and dislocation density affect structure is discussed. As substrates for GaN and
conduction-type control, radiative recombination ZnSe growth, the (0001) plane of sapphire and
and device lifetime. Next. for high performance the (0(WO) plane of GaAs are usually used. respec-
light emitters. DH structure is indispensable. To tively. Sapphire does not have a wurtzite struc-
ensure carrier confinement in the active region, ture, but it is similar to GaN. The lattice mis-
the discontinuity between active and cladding lay- match between GaN and (0001) plane of sapphire
ers in the valence and conduction bands must be is 13.8%. This is much larger than the mismatch
more than 200 mcV. Moreover, for optical con- between ZnSc and GaAs. However. introducing
fincment. the difference of refractive indices has AIN and GaN buffer layers [2,31, good quality

Table I
P'ropcrtic, and present technology of ZnSc and (iaN

I tcin ZnSe (OaN

Melting point (') 1520' 171)1)
Ihcrmal conduct ivti 1M /K cm) Io. 1) 1.3

Suh,,r.ltc (GaAs (I01M )s apphirc
It licc mismatch " 3 13.9

ati a ltd ,/I l (a 1' I

Thcrmal expansion coefficient 13.7 25.5 (a-axis)
(0 , ,, ' , (' ;)

iroskth mielhod MllE. MOVPE MOVPF
Etch pit density (cm ' I0) - Io) Undefined
X-ra. rocking curve %kidth (arc scc) 2) - 104ll)
Acceptor (3SX) K)

Dopant N Mg (LEEBI
Concentration (cm 1 I x loll 3 x 10"
Mohilit. (cm- \ , ,I V1[-211 15

Donor (311H1 K)
Dipaint (CI Si
(oncentration (ter ) lo II",

MohilitN cm 'V l 2W11 - 2001
EIcetrode

p-t Ipc Schottky (Au) Ohmic (AW
n-iTpe P)Ohmic (In) Ohmic (Au)

leavahility ot crystal Yes No

I~alicc Constant along -axis.
, I [-i : hiik-energy clecIron-heam irradiation.
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films can be grown, and a typical X-ray rocking 3.0
curve width of 100 arc sec has been achieved.

1ý Zn, Cd' Se(60A) -

The p-type dopant for GaN is magnesium. It is 2.9 . :
X '•ZnSe(100A) MQW

activated by low-energy electron-beam irradiation wU
at an acceleration voltage of 15 kV [6]. Thermal 0 2.8

activation is also possible [7]. -
Regarding electrodes, the ohmic contacts for W 2.7

both p- and n-type GaN can be easily formed > 2.6 Zne

using aluminum and gold, respectively. Mean- ZnSe
while, for ZnSe. p-type electrode formation is cc 2.5 .. GaN

difficult. There have been some attempts, but m -
they are not sufficient for LDs which need low C 2.4

voltage and high current density.
Further comparison items besides Table I are 2.3350 400 450 500 550 600 650 700

discussed below. WAVELENGTH (nm)

3.1. Relationship between lattice constant and Fig. 2. Dispersion of refractive indices. GaN data from ret. [14.

bandgap energy
I1-VI systems. Regarding growth. the most im-

The relationship between lattice constant and portant things are to obtain heterocepitaxial
bandgap energy is a basic consideration for de- growth and lattice-matching between the sub-
vice fabrication. The relationship between the strate and the film. Unfortunately, there is no
bandgap energy and lattice constant of various substrate for homoepitaxial growth yet. In this
materials is shown in Fig. 1. The bandgap energy figure, some candidate materials for substratcs
of the InGaAIN system ranges from 2 to 6.2 eV. are also shown, by open circles for Il-VI systems
This corresponds to a wavelength of 200 to 600 and by dotted lines for InGaAIN systems.
nm. i.e.. from ultraviolet to red. From this figure.
in order to form a DH structure under lattice- 3.2. Dispersion ofrefractite indices
matching conditions which are desirable, the In-
GaAIN system seems to have an advantage over For the design of light emitters, the refractive

index, in particular its dispersion near the band
edge. is very important. But this dispersion near

. ., .... ,........ .... the band edge is generally unknown. The dispcr-

0 ,sion of refractive indices is shown in Fig. 2. ZnSc.
"ZnSSe. and ZnCdSe/ZnSe multi-quantum wells

_gs (MQWs) were grown on GaAs substrates. The
MgS peak wavelength in photoluminescence of ZnCd-

4z• 4 Se/ZnSe MOWs was 520 nm. These data were
Ga G;,N measured using the interference in the reflectivity

[8]. Detailed data will be reported elsewhere. For
Cý & F'H Zn~ CdSGaN. the dispersion measured by Eider [91 is

< -,0 Z0O
GaP ZnTe plotted. A steep increase of refractive indices for

SoC0 GSe all the films can be observed near their bandgaps.
oGaAs InP The dispersion for GaN is noticed to be a little

. . .... 5'5... I .... softer than for the ZnCdSSe system, as shown in
25 r) 35 40 45 50 55 60 65

LATTICE CONSTANT (A) this figure. The difference in refractive index of
Fig. I. Relationship between handgap energy and lattice con- ZnSe and MOWs is greater than I)C,. which is
slant. just what is required.
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3.3. Equilibrium 'apor pressure of groups V and VI
olver Il-VI and Ill-V materials a" Tm Melting Point

The equilibrium vapor pressure of elements t ,

over compounds must be checked to obtain good z
crystal growth and stable crystals. The equilib- < t('

rium vapor pressure of V and VI elements over zo
compounds is shown in Fig. 3 [5,101. For compari- 0

() 10 12 Cson. the pressure of group V elements over GaAs 7 -

and lnP is also shown. This pressure corresponds 0 • I. "
Cf)to a partial pressure of group V and VI elements D - ,

dissolved in group 11 and Ill melts, and in equi- "
dsv in go If anLL

librium with the solid phase. This pressure affects 0
MOVPE growth more severely than MBE be- C_

cause the growth in MOVPE occurs much closer ,
to thermal equilibrium. For instance, the nitrogen ,, 10 1 4

pressure of InN is the highest among these binary Tmi/T
materials. Therefore InN growth requires a very Fig. 4. Self-diffusion coefficient, after ref. [II].

high nitrogen pressure. This pressure also shows
the stability of materials under high temperature.
This figure suggests that the InGaAIN system, coefficient is important for the stable operation
except for InN. is more stable under high temper- of a device with a layer structure. The self-diffu-
ature than ll-* i materials. sion coefficient versus the reciprocal reduced

temperature, Tm over T, is shown in Fig. 4 (11].
3.4. Self-diffusion coefficient Here, Tm is the melting point. It is instructive to

compare the self-diffusion coefficients of III-V
The last item for comparison is self-diffusion, and Il-VI materials. These coefficients for Il-VI

This seems to be related to defects, such as compounds can be found to be about 3 orders of
dislocations anti deep states. The self-diffusion magnitude higher than those for the III-V mate-

rials. This may account for the pronounced com-
T (C) pensation effects in Il-VI materials, which result

2M00 1000 00 M 3W from the formation of defect-impurity com-

100 plexes.
For the InGaAIN system, the data are not

"clear. However, judging from the equilibrium va-
1Z t- .•.por pressure, the self-diffusion coefficients are
"w "probably similar to those of other III-V materi-

10" als. Therefore, defect generation and other types
0 of degradation may be less severe than in II-VI

systems.

La AIN GaN InN-GaAsIP, 4. Current status of GaN- and ZnSe-based mate-
° nrials

0 0.5 1.0 1.5 20
iootr (K') In this section, the current status of growth,

Fig. 3. Equilibrium vapor pressure of group Ill and VI ele- doping, and light emitters is reviewed. Finally,
ments over Il-VI and Ill-V materials, after refs. [51 and 1101. some transport devices are also reviewed.
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x 1.0 the observed photoluminescence showed that the

z In ,Ga _,N band-to-band emission shifted toward a longer
o 0.8 wavelength as the indium mole fraction was in-

0. creased [131.m . 500oc
, 0.In single-crystal GaAIN, composition control is
0U possible up to an aluminum mole fraction of 0.4j 0.4 700'CA
0 [141.

800
0C

S0.2
4.1.2. Lattice-matching growth

z In the growth of the InGaAIN system, a (000)I
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 plane sapphire substrate is most commonly used.

TMI As shown in Table 1, 13.8% of lattice-mismatch-
TMI+TEG ing between this substrate and GaN exists. As

Fig. 5. Composition control of InGaN. after ref. 112]. shown in Fig. 1, the lattice constant of the (0113)

plane sapphire comes near that of GaN and this
new plane. (0113), would seem to be more suit-

4.1. InGaAIN system for light emitters able. Actually, a GaN film grown on this sub-
strate without a buffer layer had been reported to

4.1.1. Composition control of InGaN show good crystal quality [12]. The (0001) plane
One important issue is composition control, so of ZnO actually falls within the InGaAIN trian-

at first let us describe the composition control of gle, and would be even better for DH structures
the ternary crystal InGaN [12]. The growth for optical devices. Therefore the lattice-match-
method was MOVPE, and the source gases were ing growth on a ZnO substrate had been at-
trimethylindium (TMI), triethylgallium (TEG), tempted. Since single crystals of ZnO are not
and ammonia. The carrier and bubbling gases commercially available, bulk ZnO single crystal
were nitrogen. The flow rate ratio of ammonia to was grown and this substrate was mnade in our
the group III sources was generally between 20(g) laboratory. Fig. 6 shows the X-ray diffraction
and 2000. The growth temperature was from 500 spectrum of InGaN with an indium content of
to 800'C. The reactor pressure was a constant 76 22% on a ZnO substrate. Only one peak for the
Torr. To obtain a high-quality crystal, the sap- InGaN corresponding to the (00()2) plare was
phire substrates were first annealed at 1150'C in observed [12]. The difference in the diffraction
ammonia to nitride the surface. Fig. 5 shows the
relationship between the indium mole fraction of
InGaN and the flow rate ratio of indium to the
sum of the group III sources. The data are for the .• - 044 L Cu Kt,

growth of a mirror-smooth single crystal on a
sapphire substrate at temperatures of 5(W, 700W_
and 800'C. The indium mole fraction was esti-
mated from the lattice constant determined by
X-ray diffraction measurements, using the as- 9 1 N

sumption that they have a linear relationship. < 000 , 02,

The first thing to notice is that the incorporation
of indium drops as the temperature rises. This is
probably because the vapor pressure of indium is , i
higher than that of gallium. Another thing is that, 33 34 35 36

at a temperature of 800°C. indium incorporation DIFFRACTION ANGLE 20 (degree!

rises steeply when the flow rate ratio goes above Fig. 6. Lattice-matching growth of InGaN on ZnO substrate.
0.9. In InGaN grown at a temperature of 8(M)°C, after ref. [121.
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Au 4.1.4. Stimulated emission by optically pumping
Fig. 8 shows the device structure used for the

p-GaN Al demonstration of stimulated emission by optical
nlaN pumping and the emission spectra [161. The de-
n-GaN vice had a 3.5 /Am thick n-type GaN layer grown

*' GalJ Buffer LaVer on an AIN buffer layer on a sapphire substrate.
The stripe width was about 2 mm. Pumping was

(a) performed by a nitrogen laser with a peak power
of 250 kW. The threshold pumping power for
stimulated emission was 0.7 MW/cm

2 
at room

S12temperature.

4.1.5. Reactile fast atom beam etching
: ,S [ - .. As shown in Table 1, GaN films and sapphire

,50 VOLTAGE (V) substrates cannot be cleaved to form the cavity
D mirrors of laser diodes. Therefore it is desirable

to form an etched mirror. GaN is etched with

20 (b phosphoric acid at a temperature of more than
0 5 10 15 20 25 150'C. This etchant is unique among the usually

CURRENT (mA) used chemicals. However, this etchant was not
Fig. 7. InGaN/GaN DH LED: (a) structure and (b) character- suitable for the etched mirror, because the etched

istics. after ref. [15). profile was not perpendicular to the top surface

pulsed N2 laser
337.1mm

angle of the film and the substrate was 0.440. This I
coincides with the difference in the lattice-con- .. hght I 0o.,p

stant oriented along the c-axis between ZnO and __-_

InGaN. so there is in-plane lattice-matching be- .GaN. 3.5pm -__

tween InGaN and ZnO. 
AIN som -_ ';

However, the width of the X-ray rocking curve -
is larger than that of state-of-the-art III-V mate- SPulsed N2 Laser
rials like GaAs. The reason for this is thought to - e R T

be that the crystal quality of the ZnO was not
very good. In addition, neither the surface treat-
ment of the ZnO nor the growth conditions for
InGaN have been optimized yet. -

UZ I-13MV m

4. 1.3. InGaN / (aN DH LED .-
Fig. 7 shows the structure of an InGaN/GaN

DH LED and the output power-current charac- 0z _
teristics [151. n-GaN and n-lnGaN were Si-doped. _ 1•5 -

and p-GaN was Mg-doped. The n-InGaN film 0
was 2(0 nm thick, and had an indium mole frac- WUJ 045 - X4
lion of 20)7r. The GaN was grown at a tempera- 360 370 380
ture of I(XX)*C. and the InGaN at 800°C. The WAVELENGTH (nm)
emission was blue with a peak wavelength of 440 Fig. 8. Stimulated emission from GaN by optically pumping.
nm. after ref. [16].
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4.2. 11-VI materials

Increase of acceptor concentration using tilted sub-
strate

In order to stable operation in a laser diode.
the doping method must provide both high dop-
ing concentration and stable doping. As one way
to achieve this, using a tilted substrate has been
proposed [21]. Fig. 10 shows the dependence of
the acceptor concentration on the tilt angle of
GaAs substrates. To supply acceptors, nitrogen
was doped using RF plasma cell [22]. Then, the
concentration was measured by the double Schot-
tky C-V method. The solid circles are for sub-
strates tilted in the (IlI )A direction, and the

Fig. 9. Reactive fast atom beam etching of GaN. open circles are for (111)B. Films were grown
simultaneously on all the substrates tilted in the
same direction. The data for the nominal (100)

of the film. On the other hand, in fabrication of substrates show how much the concentration var-
GaAs LSIs and optoelectronic devices, dry etch- ied from run to run. However. the important
ing has succeeded. Reactive etching using chlo- point is that, regardless of the direction of tilt.
rine-containing gas is one promising method [17- the net acceptor concentration on tilted sub-
19]. Successful etching of GaN is introduced be- strates is twice as large as for (100) substrates.
low [201. The exception to this is (111) substrates. which

The method used was reactive fast atom beam had a high resistivity.
etching (R-FABE) [19]. The chlorine gas pressure From secondary ion mass spectrometry mea-
during etching was 5 x 10'- Torr. The accelera- surements, a higher acceptor concentration on
tion voltage was about 1.5 kV. The substiate was tilted substrates was concluded, due to better
heated up to 130'C. The etching rate was 100 nm. nitrogen incorporation.
Here, a hard-baked photoresist was used for the
etching masks. After etching, these photoresist
masks were removed by oxygen plasma. Fig. 9
shows a bird's eye view of an etched GaN film
grown on a sapphire substrate. The rather smooth
surface perpendicular to the top surface can be

Eobserved. E
One problem with using a high kinetic energy

is that it can damage the samples, but there is no z
damage at all with this method because of high
etching rate. This has been confirmed using GaAs :9
laser diodes. Therefore. R-FABE can make it (111)B - (100) - p(1111)A
possible to form etched mirror facets for lasers. 1017
Moreover, the etching rates of sapphire and pho- -40 0 40
toresist are less than one tenth of the rate of TILT ANGLE (degree)
GaN. This suggests that the R-FABE technique FigT ANGL e npn ri l l

has good potential for selective etching of epitax- Fig. 10. Dependence of acceptor concentration (in tilt angle (if
hsubstrate. after ref. 121). The solid circles are for substrates

ial films. GaN islands on a sapphire substrate can tilted in the (III )A direction and the open circles are for

be fabricated easily using this technique. (IIDB.
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ROOM TEMPERATURE facet:90%190%

300 PULSE 6 pulse:lkHz,200ns

(711)A (100) -68°C -29'C

E 4°

25"C
1--200 0

) 100
0 1 2 3 4 5

CURRENT (A)

Fig. 12. Typical characteristics of LDs on (711) A substrates.

0 10 20 30 40 after ref. [211.

VOLTAGE (V)
Fig. I1. Current-voltage characteristics, after ref. [21]. sulating nature of AIN make AIGaN an ideal

material system for high-performance MESFETs.
Another advantage is that it enables high-temper-The ffet o th hiher ccetorconerira- ature operation, since these materials are stable

tion on laser diode characteristics was investi- at h perat ion e in stiol3
gate. Te Ls fbriatedhada sparte-on- at high temperatures, as mentioned in section 3.

gated. The LDs fabricated had a separate-con- The insulator was AIN. The n-GaN was I /4.m
finement heterostructure with a ZnCdSe/ZnSe thick and had a carrier concentration of I x 1017
MQW active layer [23]. The cavity length was 900 cm-3. The ohmic contacts were made of tita-
/.m and both facets had a reflectivity of 90%. Fig. nium. As a basic characteristic of a transistor, the
11 shows the current-voltage characteristics un- dependence of the current-voltage characteris-
der pulsed operation at room temperature. No- tics between the source and the drain (/d, - V,,)
tice that the turn-on voltage of the LD on the
(71 1)A substrate is 5 V lower than for the (100)
substrate. This is due to the higher acceptor (a) TOP VIEW GATE (G)
concentration of the p-ZnSe cap layer. Typical
characteristics of LDs on (711 )A substrates under SOURCE (S) DRAIN (D)
pulsed operation are shown in Fig. 12. The oper-
ating temperature ranged from -68 to 25°C. The

olO0Lmthreshold current was 3.1 A at 25'C, and the MESA-
wavelength was 501 nm.

4.3. Transport devices PM

So far, optical devices have been described. In
this section, the potential of wide-gap semicon- (b)CROSS-SECTIONAL VIEW
ductors for transport devices is discussed. s G1 '

n-GaN

4.3. 1. GaN metal-semiconductor field-effect Iran- AIN
sistor

A metal-semiconductor field-effect transistor SAPPHIRE

(MESFET) fabricated with GaN grown on a sap- -

phire substrate is shown in Fig. 13 124]. The large Fig. 13. GaN MESFET structure: (a) top view and (b) cross-

bandgap, ability to form heterojunctions, and in- sectional view. after ref. 1241..
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Ohmic Contact AuGe/Nion the bias between the source and the gate (Vg•) GaAs cap
is shown in Fig. 14. At a gate voltage of - 12 V, Ohmic
the channel was completely depleted, and at a Contact ZnSe EmitterAu/Zn \ n= 1x10

1 8
cm-

3

gate bias of -1 V, the transconductance was 75/ZNnD8

estimated to be 23 mS/mm. The breakdown field 75A NID GaAs Base p= 5x10
1 8

cm"
3

spacers

between source and drain was 10"5 V/cm. GaAs Collector n= 5xl016cm 3

4.3.2. Enhancement of electron mobility in GaN / n GaAs Substrate

GaAIN heterostructure Ohmic Contact

Just as for a GaAs/AIGaAs heterojunction, AuGe/Ni I-, ___;_I__ ...... ...... ]

the electron mobility in a AIGaN/GaN hetero- (a) SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM
junction is also enhanced. Fig. 14 shows the de-
pendence of the mobility on temperature for an 1.0 le= 250 tAIstep
AIGaN/GaN heterojunction compared with that
for GaN [25]. At room temperature, the value for 0.8

AIGaN/GaN was around 620 cm 2/V-s, but it
was only 56 for the bulk GaN. This enhancement E
may make it possible to fabricate high-perfor- - 0.4

mance electronic devices that can operate at high
temperatures. 0.2

0.0
4.3.3. ZnSe/GaAs HBT 1 0 1 2

A schematic drawing of a ZnSc/GaAs het- VCE3 (V)
erostructure bipolar transistor (HBT) and the (b) COMMON BASE CHARACTERISTICS

common base characteristics are shown in Fig. 15 Fig. 15. ZnSe/GaAs HBT. after ref. [2t1: (a) schematic draw-

[26]. The use of a wide-gap emitter increases the ing of a ZnSe/GaAs FIBT and (b) common base characteris-
tics.

design flexibility with regard to the base and

emitter doping. The substrate, collector and base
were GaAs, and n-type ZnSe was used for the
wide-gap emitter. From Fig. 15b, the common 5. Future prospects
base characteristics can be found to be fine.

One goal is a laser diode made of a II-VI
wide-gap semiconductor with stable CW opera-
tion at room temperature Based on the experi-

20 ence with III-V laser diode development, there
vq- ov are several important issues that need to be re-

solved. It is necessary to lower the turn-on volt-
age, develop good ohmic contact, and analyze the

.v, 3v simulated emission mechanism. To obtain a long
E tO- lifetime, it is required to understand the disloca-

tion behavior as it relates to dark line defects. To
avoid catastrophic optical damage at the facet,

-, 9V5  vmeasurement and suppression of the surface re-
-__ 5 - - Vn- _12V combination velocity must be performed. In the

Fi , 10 15 20 InGaAIN system, one of the most important
Vwlý, (V) things is to improve the crystal quality, and the

Fig. 14. Enhancement of electron mobility in GaN/GaAIN acceptor concentration also has to be increased.
heterostructure, after ref. 1251. It is expected that a good substrate for lattice-
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matched growth will appear for both types of [8] Y. Suzuki and H. Okamnoto, J. Electron. Mater. 12 (1983)
materials. 37

Although there is still a lot of work to be done. [9] E. Eider, Phys. Status Solidi (a) 6 (1971) 445.
[101 H. Hartmann. R. Mach and B. Selle. in: Current Topics

the prospects look bright. In the not too distance in Materials Science, Vol. 9. Ed. E. Kaldis (North-Hol-
future, blue and green lasers made with li-VI land. Amsterdam, 1982) pp. 1-414. see p. 12.

semiconductors, and violet and ultraviolet lasers (Ill] R.N. Bhargava. Optoelectron. Devices Technol. (OP-
made with InGaAIN. should enjoy wide use. DET) 7(1992) 19.

[121 T. Matsuoka, N. Yoshimoto. T. Sasaki and A. Katsui, J.
Electron. Mater. 21 (1992) 157.
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Photo-assisted metalorganic vapor-phase epitaxy for nitrogen
doping and fabrication of blue-green ligh' emitting devices

of ZnSe-based semiconductors
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Department of Electrical Engineering. Kvoto Uni ersirv. Kvoto 600-01. Japan

Abstract

Photo-assisted metalorganic vapor-phase epitaxy was proposed as a promising technique for acceptor doping in
ZnSe-based semiconductors. The growth was carried out using diethylzinc and dimethylselenide as source precur-
sors. and tertiarybutylaminc as a dopant material. Photolumincscence. elcctrical properties of Schottkv diodes, and
clcctroluminesccncc of junction diodes supported p-typc behavior of the ZnSe: N layers. As an example. net
acceptor concentration was estimated as 2 x l)E7 cm ' for the ZnSc: N layer with nitrogen atomic concentration of
5 Y lit17 cm '. However, it was also pointed out that the doping characteristics were seriously affected by purity of
source precursors, and this problem should be overcome, together with optimization of doping conditions, in order
to achieve higher acccptor concentrations without heavy compensation.

1. Introduction electronic device applications. Worldwide efforts

and interests are now focused on p-type doping in
Metalorganic vapor-phase epitaxy (MOVPE) MOVPE.

possesses a promising potential such as the possi- The highest hole concentration in MOVPE
bility of selective area growth and precise flow was reported by Yasuda ct al. [4] as 9 × 1-
rate control of source precursors, which are desir- cm ' by doping with lithium and nitrogen, which
able for fabrication of novel and high perfor- led to p-n junction blue electroluminescent
mance optoclectronic devices including lasers. diodes. However, problems of lithium diffusion
However, for Il-VI semiconductors, in contrast seem to remain and to be overcome [5]. On the
to molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) where p-typc other hand, simply doping with nitrogen using
doping with nitrogen [1,2] and p-n junction lasers NH, as a dopant source, previous work resulted
[3] have successfully been achieved, MOVPE has in hole concentrations of only l0')- 10 ' cm 3 for
not met technological breakthrough for reliable as-grown layers [6.7] or net acceptor concentra-
and low resistive p-type doping as well as opto- tions of up to 3 x 10" cm 3 for rapid thermal

annealed layers [8].
For the acceptor doping, as well as for fabrica-

o('rresponding author. tion of well-defined quantum wells (OWs), we

(t)22-t024A/94/$07.tK(X 1994 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
880I)l 0ti22-)24X(93 )1-()595-X
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expect that photo-assisted MOVPE using alkyl- (ii) the irradiation intensity can be as low as less
precursors both for group-Il and group-VI eL.- than 100 mW/cm- [13-16]. As a plausible mech-
ments is a promising technique, because it simul- anism for the growth with irradiation, wc pro-
taneously offers low temperature growth, little posed photocatalytic reactions where the carrier-,
gas-phase reaction, and possibility of effective generated by irradiation enhance the alkyl climi-
impurity doping. In this paper, the state-of-the-art nation from precursors (prohably alkvl-uinc
in nitrogen doping using photo-assisted MOVPE [17.18]) chemisorbed at thL growth surface [14].
is described; clectroluminescence (EL) from Using this novel technique. low temperature
homo- and double-heterojunction diodes suggests (3(00-400'C") growth [13-161 and hich (do 1r)
the high potential of this technique for acceptor doping efficiency [14.10.191 have been demon-
doping. strated.

We recognize that the photo-irradiation is also
effective for acceptor doping, because (i) 1ox

2. Photo-assisted MOVPE growth temperature incorporates more acceptor
impurities, (ii) reduction of compensating defects

It is now commonly recognized that low tern- and activation of acceptor impurities upder
perature growth is one of the most important photo-irradiation are theoretically predicted
requirements for high quality II-VI semiconduc- [20,21]. and (iii) photocatalytic reaction can en-
tor epilayers. well-defined multilaycred structures hance the decomposition of a dopant precursor it
with abrupt interfaces, and high doping concen- it contains alkls. From these points of view.
trations. Using hydrides such as H ,Se as group-VI photo-assistcd MOVPE is expected to be a
precursors in MOVPE together with dialkyl-com- promising technique fo, fabrication ci well-de-
pounds of group-Il elements, the growth can be fined QWs and for conductivity control.
carried out at a temperature of as low as 300- The epitaxial growth was carried out in a ,:. -
350°C [9]. However. this source combination eas- cal reactor at a reactor pressure of 2()) Torr. The
ily causes premature reaction in the gas phase source precursors for ZnSe growth were diethyl-
and results in predeposition on the chamber wall zinc (DEZn) and dimcthylselenide (DMSe).
as well as rough surface morphology, leading to whose flow rates were typically 9.4 and 72
way interfaces [101]. y mol/min. respectively. As the doping source for

The problem of premature reaction can be nitrogen, we chose tertiarybut,. -inc (t-BNiI
minimized by using dialkyl-chalcogens such as because it is thermally decomposed at lower tem-
dimcthylselenide (DMSe) for group-VI sources perature compared to NH , and tertiarybutvl-base
[Il1. Successful growA th of highly planar epilayers may be decomposed by photocatalytic reactions.
compared to those grown with hydrides, and \ recent report shows a net acceptor concentra-
photo-pumped lasing of multiple quantum wells tion of( 1-2) X 101Ih cm ; using this doping source
(MOWs) were demonstrated [121. However, the 1221. The substr-.tes were (10t)-oriented GaAs
high growth temperature, e.g., 450-5(l00C, is wafers. X-ray diffraction and su.lace morphology
against the effective doping, high quality cpilay- were not dependent on the flow rate of t-BNtt,
crs with low defect density, and abrupt interfa,.cs, up to 180 jumol/min.

In order to overcome the high temperature
necessary for the growth using alkyl-chalcogens,
we hl~ic developed photo-assisted growth tech- 3. Photoluminescence
niques [13,141. Different from the photo-irradia-
tion effects during the growth of Ill-V com- 3. /. Iariation of•pectrutm with nitrogen doping
pounds and Si-rclated semiconductors. Mi) the
growth rate is markedly increased by above band A typical example of variation of photolumi-
gap irradiation, by which direct absorption by nescence (PI) spectrum with nitrogen doping,
source materials cannot be expected [13-15], and nicasured at 4.2 K under excitation by a He-Cd
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lasei, is shown in Fig. 1. Here, the growth tem-
E, N-doped

perature was 350'C, the irradiation intensity was T,=40
0 GC

45 mW/cm2 , and the ZnSe layer thickness was I 42K

about I lim. No appreciable deep emissions were
observed ,at the way length region longer than CP N-doped

that shown in Fig. 1, i.e., from 50M to 700 nm. 'E 30 T,350'C

Non-doped ZnSe exhibits both free excitonic a.
emission (E\) and donor-bound excitonic emis- , .
sion (1,). Intensity ratio between these two peaks, 440 460 480 500

i.e. I/E\. reflects concentration of residual Wavelength (nm)
donor impurities. Judging from the fact that the Fig. 2. 4.2 K PL spectra from ZnSe:N layers grown at differ-

intensity of 1, is lower than that of E,, we may ent ,ubstratc temperatures. Flo\& rate of t-13N|I, wAa, 30i

recognize that the non-doped ZnSe possesses high ,umol/min.

purity suitable for acceptor doping. Detailed dis-
cussions on residual impurities and their effects
on doping will be given later. It should also be
noted that the layers have high electrical resis-
tance. for heavily-doped layers, it is totally dominated bh

For nitrogen-dopcd ZnSe grown by MBE, it is DAP with ZPL at around 403 nm (dccp DAP)
commonly understood that (i) for lightly-doped [23.24].
layers, the PL is dominated by both acceptor- According to these criteria, we can see in Fig.
bound excitonic emission (M) and donor-accep- I for nitrogen-doped layers that (i) for [t-BNH_.]
tor pair (DAP) emission with zero phonon line = 30 or 60 Amol/min, the acceptor concentra-
(ZPL) at around 460 nm (shallow DAP), and (ii) tion is relatively low, because of the clear appear-

ance of the deep DAP. (ii) a ZPL of the deep
DAP exists at 459.4 nm (2.699 cV) for [t-BNH:]
= 301 jimol/min and at 460.0) nm (2.696 eV) for
[t-BNH,] = 60 jtmol/min" the shift of a ZPL to
longer wavelength with increase of acceptor

.To350opC (nitrogen) concentration coincides with the obscr-

42KI vation in MBE-grown ZnSe: N [231. and (iii) for

. .____1 [t-BNH,] = 90 or 150 jimolimin. the DAP rc-
IIx30 DAP [t-BNH2]= gion is characterized as overlapping of deep and

Ir shallow DAP bands. These results support the

sufficient incorporation of nitrogen in ZnSc lay-
X0 .DAP crs. at a flow rate of t-BNH , as high as 90 or 1501

lO0 6Opmomimr .Ljmol/min.

I- Fig. 2 shows the comparison of PL spectra for
- 1 x DAP the ZnSc layers grown at different substrate tem-

xl_ O 9Opmoperatures. under the same flow rate of [t-BNHI]

30 jimol/min. ('lear D)AP emission, shown at
r the substrate temperature of 350'C. is hardly

xl0 1mobserved at 41()°C. This drastic chii:ge with the

substrate temperature suggests that low tempera-

440 460 480 500 ture growth, which becomes possible by 'hoto-
Wavelength (nm) irradiation, is important for effective niiogen

Fig I. 4.2 K 1I. specira from non-doped ;rnd nitrogen-doped doping, probably due to more sticking of nitrogen

ZnSc layers grown ai 35(Y (' at lower temperature.

I.. . ..
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there still remain purity problems which seriously
Tq=400'C

4.2K affect the impurity doping; further efforts should
uJ •be continued and this may be the key factor for

MOVPE to compete with or be superior to MBE

, ,in fabrication of practical optoelectronic devices.

Sir) Fig. 3 demonstrates the intensity ratio of 1, to
0i E, in PL of non-doped ZnSe grown with a differ-

- ent lot of DMSe. This experiment was carried out

- Lot A at a substrate temperature of 400'C. Using lot C.
0 *Lot B
A LotBC .1 appears strong with respect to E, and its

0 2040 0 0-- intensity increases with the irradiation intensity.0 20 40 60 80

Irradiation Intensity (mW/cm
2) For lot B, the intensity of I, is weaker compared

to lot C, but it also tends to increase with the
Fig. 3. PL. intensity ratio 1, E, against irradiation intensity
tor non-doped ZnSe grown using different lots of DMSe. irradiation intensity. On the other hand. for lot

A. the intensity of 1, is the lowest and is not
changed with the irradiation intensity. These re-

3.2. Prohl'ms ol'precursor purity suits suggest that the purity is the best for lot A
and the worst for lot C among the sources used

A few years ago. non-doped ZnSe grown by here.
photo-assisted MOVPE exhibited strong donor- When we grow nitrogen-doped ZnSe epilayers
bound excitonic emission (1,) in PL and n-type with either lot A or lot B, the variation of PL
conductivity with electron concentration of spectra for different irradiation intensity is shown
around 10(" cm- 3 [13.161. especially in those in Fig. 4. Here, the flow rate of t-BNH, was 90
grown at higher irradiation intensity [16]. This Amol/min. For lot B (Fig. 4b). the higher irradia-
phenomenon has seriously obstructed the effec- tion intensity. 80 mW/cm', results in strong I,
tive acceptor doping, due to compensation by the line rather than DAP emission. Neverthless. more
donors. The origin of these donors was supposed incorporation of acceptors for higher irradiation
to be residual impurities in source precursors. intensity is expected for lot A (Fig. 4a). judging
probably chlorine in alkyl-zinc [25]. Then, the from the broader shape of the DAP bands. This
purity of precursors commercially available seems drastic difference originates from the different
to have been gradually improved, and recently purity of source precursors (DMSe in this experi-
the layers grown without intentional doping suc- ment). Precise chemical analysis on residual im-
ccssfully show strong free excitonic emissions in purities and detailed investigation on variation of
Pit as Fig. 1. However. we will show later that the P1. spectra with growth conditions, which

(a) DAP 56mW'cmn' (b) .DA 45mWcm
2

4 2K , 4 2K
C6 x100 \

C. DAP C8
92oW'cm -80mW cm

0_ CL x10 DAP

440 460 480 500 440 460 480 500

Wavelength (nm) Wavelength (nm)

I-ig. 4. Variation of 4.2 K [,I, spectra trorn ZnSc: N lacrs grosvn at dilferent irradiation intensity using (a) t)MSc lot A and (h)
I)MSc lot B. Flo'A rate of I BNil , %;ai 'A, unitol/min.
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have not been conducted in the present study, F
will elucidate the origin which affect the epilayer 9

quality and the effective acceptor doping. Any- 40 matm2
how, it can be concluded that the doping charac-
teristics of the present epilayers grown by " 30

MOVPE are seriously influenced by the purity of 0 - 60pmol/min
source precursors. and that the future improve- 4 T

ments of doping behavior are indebted to the
purer precursors available. 2 90pmol/min

150pmol/min

-2 0 2 4
4. Electrical properties Voltage (V)

The electrical properties of ZnSe: N layers Fig. 6. l/(capacilance)'-voltagc characteristics of A.u
were characterized by current-voltage and capac- ZnSe:N/p* -GaAs Schottky diode' who,c ZnSc:N lacrs

wer chracerzedby urentvolag an caac regrown at different flov. rates, of t-BNHl .

itance-voltage characteristics of Schottky diodes

grown on p'-GaAs substrates with front-back
contact configuration. The thickness of the decreased with increasing flow rate of t-BNH
ZnSe: N layers was I )um. and the Schottky con- these phenomena are characterized by p-type
tacts to the ZnSe :N layers were fabricated by conduction of ZnSe: N layers. It should be noted
evaporating gold (Au) dots with 1 mm in diame- that the turn-on voltage for the sample grown
ter. with [t-BNH.,] = 90 or 150 ,umol/min seems to

Variation of current-voltage (I-V) character- be too small (t0.5-1 V) compared to what we can
istics with flow rate of t-BNH, is shown in Fig. 5. expect from the ideal band diagram including the
Negative voltage applied to the Au electrode potential barriers at the Au/p-ZnSc and p-
corresponds to the forward bias if the ZnSe: N ZnSe/p'-GaAs junctions. However, this phe-
layer behaves as p-type. Resistance and turn-on nomenon seems to be supported by the recent
voltage in negative voltage polarity have markedly experimental result which suggests a lower poten-

tial barrier at a contact to a p-type layer when it
is grown by MOVPE compared to MBE [22].

[t-BNH2]= Fig. 6 shows the I/(capacitance)'-voltage
30pmoI/min 60pmol/min (11C' 2 -V) characteristics. The measurement fre-

quency is 1 MHz. Decrease of the I /C values
and of the slopes of the I /C 2

-V curves with
0 i ..... increasing flow rate of t-BNH. suggests higher

<" !impurity concentrations. Together with the %aria-

-0.1 ....--+ tion of PL spectra shown in Fig. I and of the /-I'

90mimol/m 5 olmin characteristics shown in Fig. 5. it seems reason-
0.1 F- VT--... - able to assume an increase of net acceptor con-

,. :centration N, - Nd for higher flow rate of t-

0 BNH,.
I iIt should be noted that, in the present front-

back contact configuration, the measured capaci--0,1 , - I __:
10 0 10i 10 0 10 tance C is expressed by the series connection of

Voltage (V) depiction layer capacitance at the Au/ZnSc: N

Fig. 5 Current-voltage characteristics of Au/ZnSe: N/p- Schottky junction (Cs,) and that at the

GaAs Schottky diodes wnose ZnSe:N layers were grown at ZnSe:N/p'-GaAs heterojunction (Cm). i.e.. (

different flow rates ohf t-BNII ,. = (I/(.s,• + i/C11 i) . Therefore. C is always

.1
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smaller than C,. However, if the relation Cs|, <<
C(j becomes valid. CI, can be approximated by Ga-doped

C. from which one can characterize the net ac- C 77K

ceptor concentration.
When the measurement was carried out at C -

lower frequency, Cj increased due to lateral aN-doped
spreading of the depletion layer at the hetero- _ 77K

junction. and the measured capacitance increased a.

and approached C,,,. It is claimed, therefore. "
that accurate values of net acceptor conccntra- CWO2mA

tion can be obtained at relatively low measure- 77KCr X
ment frequency. e.g., 2-1It kHz [26]. _"

Another technique to increase C'11 compared 440 460 480 500

to (',B is to measure the capacitance at larger Wavelength (nm)
(reverse) bias voltage. At positive bias applied to F . 77 K 1. petrum trom the hono-junctton diode
the Au electrode, the heterojunction and the shmn in Fig. 

7
a together •ith 77 K Pt. .pcctra from ZnSe N

0 Schottkv barrier are forward- and reverse-biased. and ZnSe:(ja lavers.
respectively. for a p-type ZnSc layer: hence with
increasing the bias voltage sufficiently, the rela-
tionship C,, << C,, is satisfied and C ap- mass spectrometry (SIMS) for this sample had
proaches (Cs. In the present sample. reliable exhibited nitrogen concentration of 5 x If)'-
capacitance measurements at low frequency were cm •, which is in reasonable correlation to the
difficult due to relatively large leakage current in net acceptor concentration calculated.
the Schottky diodes, as shown in Fig. 5. There- For other samples, since the SIMS data are
fore, using the 1 MHz 1i/C-,V characteristics, not available, it seems better not to discuss the
the net acceptor concentration was estimated net acceptor concentration, due to remaining
from their slopes at relatively large bias voltage, problems in electrical measurements. The relia-
e.g.. 4 V. according to the conventional equation. bility of the present result and the highest net
This consideration can minimize the errors caused acceptor concentration will be discussed in the
by series connection of C(j. future with SIMS data and/or reliable low-

For [t-BNH,] = 9t0 amol/min. the net accep- frequency (-I' characteristics.
tor concentration was estimated from the above
procedure to be 2 x l]1]7 cm 3. Secondary ion

5. Electroluminescence

Au Au In order to investigate the performance of the
.. polytr-de ZnSc : N layers. E'L from the diode structures

ZnSeN 1 2pm ZnSeN 12pm shown in Fig. 7 is investigated. Here. the ZnSc: N
Zn'G Zns~te0) 4oWS lyer was grown with [t-BNH.] = 9(0 /mol/min

ZnSeGa 5r ZnSeGa I and the electron concentration in the ZnSc:Ga
n=IX1OIPcm n Ixl0•cm P 5urn

, ,sustrte .layers was I x lw cm
n Gafssubstrate n-Ga&s substrate The ZnSc homo-junction diode, shown in Fig.

33x10'
8
cm , ifl7a. exhibited the 77 K EL spectrum as shown in

(a) (b) Fig. 8. Here. 77 K PL spectra of ZnSc: N and
ZnSc:Ga layers are shown simultaneously. TheFig. 7. l'l- dliodet structures: (a) planar geometr• homo-june- Lpekwvlnt(40n)inaryeult

tiotih diotle ith. At electrode of I mm diameter and (h) EL peak wavelength (4(1 nn) is nearly equal to
lcc.i~cd gcontctr% double htclero-junction diodes wilh the the PL peak wavelength from the ZnSe:N layer

'tripc-shapcd ,\Au electrode tit I nin1 , 211 pm. (probably free-to-acceptor emission) rather than
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down. However, we do not believe this because
77K CW a similar peak should appear in Fig. X if the

Schottky breakdown were the dominant reason
for EL. Therefore, the EL observed in this study

8mA is well attributed to carrier injection at p-n junc-
tions.

4,mA One of the MQW diodes, whose QW structure
""7 was slightly different from that of Fig. 7b. showed

S 1rmlA I'very low (4 V at 77 K and 3 V at RT) turn-on

wr voltage, as shown in Fig. lia. This result might be
because this sample happens to possess a surface

450 500 550 condition different from other samples. but we
Wavelength (nm) cannot understand the reason at present. I-x-

Fig. 4. 77 K EL spectra from the double hetero-junction diode tremely strong EL. whose spectra are show%\n in
•,hin in Fig. 7h. Fig. l0b. was observed for this sample. The origin

of the narrow emission line at 10 mA is not
understood so far, because of the short lifetime.

that from the ZnSe:Ga layer (444 nm. free-to- but it might be characterized by symptoms of
donor emission). This result is well attributed to stimulated emission. If this assumption is true.
the electron injection from the ZnSc : Ga layer to however, considering the low current compared
the ZnSe: N layer, and to the recombination with to MBE-grown lasers, the emission occurs from a
holes in the ZnSc: N layer, i.e.. the ZnSe: N layer limited aica under the stripe-shaped electrode
behaves as p-type, where the current flow is concentrated.

For the ZnCdSe/ZnSe MQW double hetero-
junction diode shown in Fig. 7b. the 77 K EL
spectra are shown in Fig. 9. The emission at 496 6. Summary
nm is attributed to the OW, and it increases
remarkably with current. Strong blue-green cmis- Photo-assisted MOVPE is found to be a
sion was observed by the naked eye under normal promising technique for acceptor doping in ZnSc.
room lighting conditions at an applied DC volt- due to more incorporation of nitrogen at low
age of about 101 V. temperature growth. highly non-equilibrium con-

One may argue the possibility that the EL of a ditions during the growth. and enhanced decom-
homo-junction diode, shown in Fig. 7a. originates position of I-BNH_. The net acceptor concentra-
from the Au/ZnSc: N Schottkv contact break- tion was estimated to be 2 x I11- cm for the

(a) 2 -

77K IbI 77K CW

RT
4)

= "3 .. . -, lOmA

W _. 5mA

440 460 480 500
Voltage (V) Wavelength (nm)

Fig. 10. iai ( urrent %oll~ige ehairiacteristic, intl (h) ['.1 spetra •t 77 K for one of the to) , hiodc,,. %%hich exhibiled the loImc,t
Itlrn-m-n iolt.i!g in ior•irld-bhis.
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Helium gas mixing in nitrogen plasma for the control
of the acceptor concentration in p-ZnSe

M. Kobayashi *, H. Tosaka, T. Nagatake, T. Yoshida, A. Yoshikawa
De'partm•one, 0 I:en triiaI ioid ofkcrrcn gic E rintg, (Chiba Utit (ervity, 1-33 'ayi-,ho, I1age'-kil. C"hiba 2•3. Japall

Abstract

Nitrogen and helium mixed gas plasma was used to control the acceptor concentration of p-ZnSc and p-ZnSSc.
Using the mixed gas. the acceptor concentration of p-ZnSc can be controlled from 6 X It0" to 7 x I)01 cm
whcrcas the acceptor concentration of p-ZnSSc can be controlled from 4 x 10I" to 4 x 101) cm '. Doping
characteristics such as the acceptor concentration and the Pl. properties depcnd on thc gas mixing ratio and the RF
powcer. p-Layers grosn with this technique were used for blue-green laser diode structurcs. lEaing kas obsrxcd at
77 K under pulsed operation.

I. Introduction tain ranges of the gas pressure and the RF pocr:
dopant beatn intensity cannot be tuned in a wide

Recently. high net acceptor concentration p- dynamic range. In order to circumvent this prob-
ZnSc layers were grown using plasma excited 1cm, nitrogen gas was mixed with helium gas, in
nitrogen with an RF plasma source [1-5]. At the the plasma cell so that the plasma could he
present stage. however, the maximum doping formed in the cell regardless of the nitrogen gas
concentrations of those p-ZnSe: N layers are not pressure in the cell, plasma-excited nitrogen gas
high enough for practical device applications: for- intensity would be controlled in it much %%idcr
mation of the better ohmic contact, reduction of range by mixing the nitrogen gas with an addi-
"se c,-itact resistance. and reduction of the series tional gas. Another expected advantage (of thc gas
resistance of the device can be achieved by using mixing is that the nitrogen plasma characteristics
higher carrier concentration p-ZnSe layers. The could be changed by the gas mixing and cffecti\e
widely used R| plasma cell for the p-doping of nitrogen species tor the doping could be in-
ZnSe has a scrious disadvantage in the formation creased. The Hc gas mixing technique %as also
of' the plasma and the control of the beam inecn- used in the variety of film growth processes such
sity. The formation of the plasma (generation otf as sputtering and plasma CVD in order to in-
the plasma excited nitrogen beam) requires ccr- crease the useful species in the plasma and to

imprTvc the growth process 1t-81. In this paper.
the gas mixing technique was also applied to grow

Correponding author. laser diode structures.

1K122-1124/8 .|4/S$t7.(xif , 94 - I-.A , tr Science BA.'. All rights reservcd
SI)I 10122.1245•19M3tF|•94 W
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2. Experiments the film doped only with nitrogen gas was typi-
cally 3 x 1()17 cm 3 under the growth conditions

ZnSe and ZnSSc films were grown on p'-GaAs used for this study, N, - NA1 was about I x 10"'
(100) substrates in a conventional MBE system cm 3 when the RF power was 35(1 W. As shown
using Zn. Se. and ZnS sources. The beam flux in Fig. Ia. the net acceptor concentration was
intensity ratio was adjusted to maintain a slightly gradually decreased to the range of (10"' cm by
(2 X I) Sc-stabilized surface in the RHEED pat- adding the He gas up to 2.7 x 10 " Torr when
tern during the growth. The growth temperature the RF power was 150 or 220 W. On the other
was about 240'C and the film thickness of all the hand, when the RF power was about 301) or 3,50
samples was about 2 um. The mole fraction of S W. the acceptor concentration was increased un-
in the ZnSSc layer was adjusted to form the til P,, reached about I x I1) " Torr. The highest
lattice matched layer on the GaAs substrate N ,- NJ value was 7 X 1()7 cm '. and further
(about 6'.f ). N, and He were introduced into the increase of the P,, resulted in a decrease of the
plasma cell separately, hence the flow rate of acceptor concentration.
these gases could be controlled independently. Fig. 2 shows low temperature PI_ spectra of
The RF power used for this experiment was samples grown using (a) only N, and (b) a mix-
between 151 and 350( W. In this study, the partial ture of N, and He with an RF power of 220 W.
pressure of N, (/P,) was maintained at 9.t0 x I10 The spectrum obtained from the sample doped
Torr and the partial pressure of He (lP.) was using only N, was dominated by rather strong
varied from 0) to 2.7 x 101 Torr. The electrical DAP emissions (at 2.682 eV). On the other hand.
and optical properties of the grown films were the sample doped using the mixture of N. and
measured by (-V and PL method, respectively. He showed a strong i1 linec two sets of DAP

emissions were observed at 2.697 and 2.681 cV,
respectively. The intensities of the i1 emission

3. Results and discussion and the DAP emission at 2.6•t7 eV increased, and
the DAP emission intensitA at 2.681 cV de-

.3. I. p-Z/Sc and Il-ZIt.SS' creased with increasing Pl. The same tcndenc.
was observed from the sample doped using an RF

Fig. I shoNs N,- Nd of the ZnSe layers as a power of 1511 W. It is reasonable to assign that
function of the He partial pressure. N, - Vd of the nitrogen concentration in the ZnSc laver was

1.g .Nei ac2cilr concentraw Al Zn~ it% it lucitn tit paritl~dpei r titI c. PariiatI pressurctit N .%a 9 10 t' Trr. and

tl p5,%e (1 Wae AM ToW u a a [ estre %%a I ,,f

trcqucc~ u~c
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ZnSSe layers. The acceptor concentration of p-
ZnSe andi p-ZnSSe was compared and summit-
rized in Fig. 4 as a function of the partial prcs-
sure of He: thc RIF power used for the experi-
ments was 300) and 3501 W. T he acceptor concen-

A trations of" the p-ZnSSe layers have at slilghtly
lower value compared to those of p-ZnSc layers.
yet the acceptor concentrations of the p-ZnSSe

I _________________________layers could he similarl\ tuned by the gas mixing
technique.

The enhancement and reduction of the accep-
tor concentration ats well as the variation of' thle
P'L spectra should be related to the ,arietv and7. the density of the species in the plasma. In order
to studN the origin of' the enhancement and re-
duction of the acceptor concentration. plasma

I discharge emission spectra were measured. Fire-
1 5000 liminary obser-vation suggests that the varieties of'
hOOC 6000 '0~ the species in the plasma were not significantlv

Fie I l. pecri otsamles(it dp- ithonkN- h) affected by the He gas mixing or by, the RE powecr
tIOg.k wi th.N peranod ~anle ta)ur (I'll waN 1.h oni 0 Tr used for thiis study, even though the densities of"

Trhe RF power %%aý 221) %V. IT. spectri were n icimred usnt i the species were slightly affected by the Hie gais
I Ic-C(d laser (32i nm. about 0 3 W. cm -Ias an excitation nmix ing [9].
'Ouree.

reduced [4] as He wais added (\&hcn the RE power
was 15ff or 22ff \k ). By contrast, as shown in F t,.

3. the PL spectra showed 110 significant variation ,-

although PH, was increased when the RE power
was 3(H) W (or 3501 W). The DAP emission and ________________

well-resolved phonon replicas peaking at 2.684 j
eV dominated the spectrum. (The origin of the I
slight shift to the lower energy side with increas- >
ing P,,, is now under study.) Compared to the
IT results obtained from samples doped using JI
RI- powers of 15ff and 2201 W, the nitrogen con- -C _______________

centration in the ZnSe laver would not be af-
fctled significantly by the increase of P,,K when
the RE power wats 31)H) or 3501 W: the variation oft
Ný _ N may not have originated niainlv from the
nitrogen concentration in the film. D~ue to the
relatively small variation of' N, - N, (between 3 x 400 500 600 ½-

1f)' and 7 x lt)' em 'when the RF power wats Wavelength (A)
3X)0W), SIMS measurement did not show at clear
indication of' the relationship between the nitro- Fig. 3. Ilt spectra Of N;am1ple' (J) doped~ with onk N. (h)

gen oncn~raionand , - Ndoped with N, and lie n~ixure ( I'll, \kis 3.1(), Il foil.
gen oncetraton ad N - Nd .and (0) doped %iIh N. and lIeI nmiure waP , . 2 10i

This technique wats also useful in growing p- I orr). thle Rt: power wit, 3IN) %V
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\-ZfSe-

E --- / 0.

2 Fig. 6i. El'octroluminescen~c from the sample wkith %ariou,
-'artial pressure of -e ý10 Torr' current levels: (a) J = 131 and (b) J - .7J,,. to) Th~e %pec-

F~ig. 4. Net acceptor concentration oif ZnSe and ZnSSe as a truni wats taken with a high resolution pow~er (0I.1 X) ata
function of "I'll The RF power used for the experiment wa s current level of J =1Jj
31111 and 3501 W.

-3. 2. Laser diode structures current density was about 720 A/cm' and the
driving voltage was about 40 V. As showni in the

Blue-green laser diode structures whose p- inset of' the figure. fine structures were observed
layers we re doped using this technique were fab- by improving the resolution power of the scan.
ricated. Fig. 5 shows the schematic structure of
the laser diode. Laser devices were fabricated by
preparing about 8t00 jurm long cleaved resonator 4. Conclusions
structure-; with at 25 urn wide Au stripe electrode.
Neither f'acets have high-reflectivity coating lauy- The lie gas mixing is a useful technique to
ers. As shown in Fig. 6. the lasing emission was control the acceptor concentration in the nitro-
observed at 77 1K under the pulse operation, and gen doped p-ZnSe and p-ZnSSc layers. The ac-
the lasing wavelength wits 482 mnn. The threshold ceptor concentration has been tuned betw,,een

6 x 10"' and 7 x l(l' 17CM for ZnSe. and tuned
between 4 xIt" and 4 x l0 c for ZnSSe.

- -- The doping characteristics were affected by the
gas mixture ratio and the RF power. T]he p-layer

- grown using this technique wkas applied for the

* -. .laser diode structure.
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Improvement of electrical and optical properties
of ZnSSe p-n heterostructure diodes with optimization

in metalorganic vapor phase epitaxy

1. Suemune ",Y. Fujii, M. Fujimoto
Facil/r of E*11jneri~ng. jljrus/,j,,w L ni eriv. 1-4-1 Kainpiiamm un. l1I'~liha N nhdur nlhp -24. .IrJ'rtl

Abstract

p-Type ZnSSe films were grown with nitrogen doping in atmospheric-pressure nietaloiganic %apor-phase epita.\%
at the growth temperature of' SOO'(' ZnSe/ZnSSc p-n heterostr-ucture diodeCs thus prepared shosseCd better
voltage-cur-rent characteristics than those replorted with laser diodes prepared ss ith molecular-beam cpita,\%.\V
improNvement of the growth process. blue luminescence %sas observed %s ith current injection of 20) mA and thc
operating voltage of 2 V.

1. Introduction ZnSe films are usually growsn in the temipera-

ture range of'25 )-SO-35t'( in both NI 131 and
In comparison to the successful p-type doping MOVPE. lIo avoid the problem of' the N-Il

with nitrogen (N) i-adieal doping in molecular- bondings in MOVPE. epitaxial growth at higher
beam epitaxy (MBE) (1,2]. it hats been difficult to gr( ,.th temperature to dissociate the N-11 bond-
have reproducible p-type conductivities in nitro- ings may he one of tile solutions to this difficults.
gen-doped ZnSe grown by metalorganic vapor- Formerly. at problem in n-type doping at higher
phase epitaxy (MOVPU:) [3.41. Recent studies growth temperature wats studied, and electronl
suggested that N can be doped up to 10)2" cm ' concentrations greater than I x 10l's cm we. cre
[5]. but the depth profile of" the doped N wats observed for at growth temperature aboxe 500(i{
almost completely overlapped by the profile of' in atmospheric-pressure MOVPF: [71.
hydrogen (H) [6]. These results suggested the lIn this paper. p-type ZnSe wsas grown wkith N'
neutralizattion of' the doped N acceptors with doping in MOVPF at a growth temperature ahove
N-H bondings. 5)trC. ZnSc,/ZnSSc heterostrueture p -n diodes

were fabricated, and electrical and optical prop-
erties were studied. With improxerretit of' the
diode properties based on the examination of' the

(orrcsponding atithor. prohlems found through the studies, blue lumi-
1PrcsNtrly at Research nstitutej for IlJecironic Soric nescence wats observed with low-voltage opera-

Hokkaido University. Sapporo 4(10). Japan. tions.

(1022-t1248/94/SOT17.f( 1994 Fisevrer Scierice BA'. All rights resernct
XXDI 00422102484193 1;0424 Ii
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2. N doping and properties of p-n diodes2%

Growth of ZnSe and ZnSSe was performed at
a temperature of 560'C by atmospheric-pressure
horizontal-type MOVPE on (001) GaAs sub-
strates. Th precursors and the respective flow
rates were 0.45. 2.5. and 2.4 gmol/min for dlieth- c -

v'lzinc (DEZn). diethvlselenide (DESe). and di-
ethvlsulfide (DES) for the growth of ZnS,,,,Se1 ,,,.
The flow rate of DES depended on the S mole--
fraction of ZnSSe. The growth rate of ZnSe at ________

560'C was- I gm/h. In the present growth 10-0; 0
system. GaAs substrates were heated witl- in-
frared lamps and the unintentional increase oh
the visible light irradiation at the higher growNth
temperature enhanced the grow.th rate [8]. Iodine
wxas doped in ni-type lavers by supplying ethvlio-
dide (FlI).

Details of thle N cloning properties will be
reportedl elsewkhere [9]. but the main points will
be briehix described belowv. Nitrogen was doped .oj '

in p-type lavers by' supplying tert-butvlamnine )sg* 2. 1 1 mid I chliaracteri~tic, nmciairci o~ t1iw ir n

(tBA). tBA was introduced to tile growing surface
thr'ough a quartz tube separate from that foir thle
other precursors with pUre N, ats at earrner gas. with five 1t0 nim thick ZnSc wcells and 101 rim thick
tBA was thermially eracked with at furnace during ZnS,,, ,Sc, ,,,, barrier~s. The lowcer ni-type eladdini:
thle transport into the quartz reactor. Thermal laver wNas 1 .56 pmn thick ZtiS,,, Sc,,, %%~shere io-
cracking of MIA w-as neeessarv to increase the dtinle was doped w.ithl thle Etd flom, rate of 1.4
donor-acceptor M IA) pair emlission that is the Armol./mIlil. [he nlet donlor concentration of, thle
USu~allý -accpted indication of N incorporation, doped film was 7 x W(11- cmi ' he Upper p-t~ pc
I[here wsas ain optimlum temiperat nrc range for thle el add iniz glaver was also I .5 p mi thick

cracking of tI3A and the increase of the DA pair ZnS,,,Se,, ,. where N w~as doped with at tB,\

emissioti was, maxin"ILui inl the temnperat tre range flow rate of 130) p mol/mitt and with at cracking
(if 7()()-8'f)0( '. temnperature of 800"C. .A 100) pm wide AuI stripe

Fig,. I shows thle s.chemalitic structure of at electrodeC Was tormid on thie p-/nS,, Sc,,, su r-
inSe/ /nSSc hetcrostruICture' diode. The active face and the sample wkas antiealed at _200'C for- 40)
avecr consists of t a multiple quantumll Well (MOW) mini to improve the ohmnic contact.

Fig. 2 Shows thle o,1tltaCe-curret- 0I- and

Ali"001P capacitanee--ioltage (('-I )characteristics, nica-
p riSC,'IS 1 56i0 sured onl the hecterostrueCtureC diode show n inl [ig.

tormirn o 100MO Si~rim iat roomn temperature. The apparent bulilt-uIp
voltagle seeti in thle 1 '-1 characteristic changes
with thle vertical scale for the current. The aria-

n'Gak, y ,81 t io n of thle me~asured dliode ca pacitanice with titlie
bias show-s that the tipper cladding laer has

40/SO 'I11)1111 p-typeC C~ induct ivit anrd the w id th oif the de plce-

I ig. 1, Schcmatic sn ucturc (it /.nSc,/.nSSc 1 n kiwoc srijc tion layer at thle p-n junction change,, wxith tilie
u-c biais voltage. Th'le net acceptor concentratinon.
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_____ _____3. Improvement of diode properties
E

S 7 "r X I 3. 1. Unintentional incorporation of iodine into p-
F N 70X10 =•, ~ I

E, •J tvype layers

S" In our previous work on a hetcrostructure
0 0 • . similar to that shown in Fig. 1 where the upper

000 00 0 00 cladding layer was left undoped, diffusion or seg-

regation of iodine from the lower n-type cladding
layer into the upper-grown layers by about 0.1
i/,m was indicated [12]. This gives the possibility

07 C a for the p-type layer near the p-n junction to bc
Depletion Layer width (pim) compensated by the incorporation of iodine dur-

Fig. 3. Estimated net acceptor concentration in N-doped ing the growth. To minimize this problem. a

ZnSSe layer, modulation-doped ZnSe(5 nm)/ZnS, ,,Se ,,, (5
nm) superlattice structure was used in the lower
cladding layer. The iodine was doped only in the
ZnSe layers to a concentration of 7 x 1)17 cm -1

and the ZnS 1, •Se,.., layers were left undoped.
and a total thickness of the superlattice of about

- ND. was estimated from the measured C-V/ 1.5 gcm was grown. The other growth conditions
characteristics assuming the uniform donor con- for the active and p-cladding layers remained
centration in the lower n-cladding layer, and the essentially the same.
results are shown in Fig. 3. The open and closed The net acceptor concentrations estimated
circles show the results for two samples. The net from the C-V measurements are shown in Fig. 5
acceptor concentrations estimated near the p-n with the squares. The open and closed squares
junction using a donor concentration of 7x10` are the results for two samples. The donor con-
cm in the n-cladding layer was on the order of centration averaged in the superlatticc was used
10I' cm The depletion layer under this condi-
tion expands mainly toward the p-type layer. The
tendency of the increase of the net acceptor -0.

concentration with the expansion of the depletion " -
layer will be discussed in the next section.

The V-I characteristic measured at room tem- 10
perature with a pulsed operation to cover the
higher current range is shown in Fig. 4 by closed , 7"
circles. The pulse duration of the current was 51)
ns and the repetition was I kHz. The open circles
are the reproduction of the V-1 characteristic w 10
measured on the blue-green laser diode reported
b% 3M [10]. The drastic improvement of the V-I • ZnSe,'ZnSS

•~Drode

characteristic in the present diode grown by
MOVPE is clear. The physical origin of this rcla- 3r 3 Gwoiw

live improvement will be discussed elsewhere Ill I]
but this comparison shows the possibility to real- ,
ize low-voltage operations for blue lasers with Voltage (V)
MOVPE, especially toward the reliable continu- Fig. 4. Comparison of the measured V- I characteristic w•ith

ous-wave laser operations. that of the diode laser reported from 3M.

tI
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in this estimation. The circles are the reproduc- 10 -
tion of the results shown in Fig. 3. Since the T 296K

donor concentration in the n-type layer near the
p-n junction may not be uniform, as indicated by 10
the above discussion, the estimated values for the .
net acceptor concentration may have some uncer- E oo o
tainty. However. the decrease of the depletion $ 101 "

< 0o
layer width near zero bias up to 0.1-0.2 Am was
observed in the present structure compared to r
the previous structure shown by the circles. Since F n -U 10- --ca

depletion layer widths generally decrease for 1 0

higher impurity concentrations, this indicates thatf Znc. dop e S

the effective acceptor concentration in the p-type 0 dope --- - -

ZnSSe layer near the p-n junction was increased 0 5 10 ...

in the present structure by reducing the compen- Voltage (V)
sation effect with the iodine incorporation. Fig. 6. Comparison of V-I characteristics measured on two

The variation of the net acceptor concentra- kinds of diodes with different n-cladding lavers, where I was

lions seen in both types of diodes shown in Fig. 5 doped in ZnSe layers in the ZnSe/ZnSSe superlatticc struc-
was observed in the series of measurements. ture (closed circles) and the uniformly-doped ZnSSe la.er

There is a possibility from the above discussion (open circles).

that the compensation due to the iodine incorpo-
ration in the p-type layer near the p-n junction
resulted in the spatial distribution of the esti- n-cladding layer. The open circles are the ones
mated net acceptor concentration. measured on the diode with the uniformly-doped

Fig. 6 shows a comparison of the V-I charac- n-ZnSSe cladding layer. The low-voltage opera-
teristics measured in the two types of diodes. The tion was clearly observed in the present structure.
closed circles show the characteristic measured Since the overall current flow in II-VI diodes is
on the present structure where the modulation- limited by the tunneling process through the
doped superlattice structure was used for the Schottky contact on the surface [11.13], the ob-

served improvement with the modification of the
n-cladding layer is slightly surprising. However.

7 0 this may indicate that the incorporation of the
n Z z rs..S L iodine in the upper-grown layers is mainly due to
. 70 x : 'the segregation during the growth. The improve-

E s znsetI OoQ) ZnSSeSL ment of the V-I characteristic shown in Fig. 6 is"0 "eo I dopeZnSSo

U. oconsistent with the reduction of the depletion

z ? 1P layer shown in Fig. 5, considering the suppression
4Z * , of the iodine segregation by the modulation-

z .•10 00 0 0 doped ZnSe/ZnSSe superlattice in place of the

uniformly-doped ZnSSe for the n-cladding layer.

0. FL , , , , '0 7 3.2. Purging tinte for the growth of p-type layers
73 7,4 05 06 07 08 r-q

Depletion Layer width (um) In the present work of p-type doping, thermal

Fig. 5. Comparison of net acceptor concentrations estimated cracking of tBA was necessary. Since radical
on two kinds of diodes with different n-cladding layers, where
iodine (1 was doped in ZnSe layers in the ZnSc/ZnSSe species formed with the thermal cracking will

superlattice structure (squares) and the unilormly doped have a short lifetime, the distance for the trans-
ZnSSe layer (circles). port should be as small as possible. No valves
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1 those of laser diodes prepared with MBE. A
T=50K Cavity=O 5mm pulse width tins

repetition 2ms problem found in this work was the segregation
current 20mA of iodine doped in the lower n-cladding layer.

S'This was reduced by introducing the modulation-
doped superlattice structure in the n-cladding
layer, and blue luminescence was observed with

LU the current injection of 20 mA and with the low
operating voltage of 2 V.

450 500 550 600 650

Wavelength (nm)
Fig. 7. Luminescence measured with current injection of 20 5. Acknowledgements
mA with diode voltage of 2 V.
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Metalorganic vapor phase epitaxy growth of p-type ZnSSe
and its application for blue-green lasers

K. Yanashima *, D. Yamasaki, S. Watabe, K. Hara, J. Yoshino, H. Kukimoto
Imaging Science and Engineering Laboratory. Toko Institute oj Technology. 425) Nagatisda. Aidori-ko. Yokohama 227. Japan

Abstract

p-Type doping of ZnSSc layers lattice-matched to GaAs substrates are investigated by metalorganic vapor nhasc
epitaxy (MOVPE) growth, where dimethylzinc, dimethylselenide. and diethylsulfide (DES) or dimethvlsulfide IDMS)
are used as the host sources and dimethylaminolithium as the acceptor dopant. Low-tempcrature photolumincscencc
and capacitance measurements show that acceptor impurities, nitrogen and/o- lithium. are effectively doped in
ZnSSc layers grown by using DMS as the sulfur source, while they are hardly doped in the layers grown by using
DES. Stimulated emission in the blue to green spectral region are observed at 77 K from MOVPE-grown structures
of separate confinement hetcrostructurc single quantum well (SCH-SQW), ZnSSc/ ZnSc/ ZnCdSe/ ZnSc/ ZnSSc,'
GaAs. under optical excitation, and evidence of stimulated emission by current injection in a pulsed mode was
observed.

1. Introduction progress has already been made in the MOVPE
growth of n-type ZnSe and related alloys, and a

There has been increasing interest in ZnSc main issue remaining yet to study is a repro-
and related alloys of ZnCdSe, ZnSSe and Zn- ducible MOVPE growth of p-type layers. We
MgSSe since blue-green lasers based on these have taken an approach to the solution of this
materials grown by molecular beam epitaxy issue by growing at relatively high temperatures
(MBE) were demonstrated by several research and by using an acceptor dopant which may not
groups [I-41. We pay attention t, a growth tech- produce hydrogen upon decomposition, in order
nique of metalorganic vapor phase epitaxy to overcome a problem of hydrogen passivation
(MOVPE) for fabricating blue-green lasers for of acceptors. We have already reported that p-
two reasons. One is that MOVPE is more suit- type ZnSe layers with a carrier concentration of
able than MBE in principle for growing the mate- mid 10" cm-' can be grown by MOVPE at
rials which involve volatile elements such as phos- 470-600'C using dimethylaminolithium (DMNLi)
phorus and sulfur. The other is that MOVPE has as the acceptor dopant 15].
a mass-production capability. A significant In this paper we report a successful MOVPE

growth of the p-type ZnSSe layer lattice matched
to GaAs which is an important component of

Corrcsponding author. ZnSe-based lasers, using the dopant of DMNLi

t1122-10248/94/$117.1X) c, 1994 Elsevier Science B.. All rights reserved
S.50S)I1 2 0 22-0248(9)3)[-;15 57- N
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as was previously used [5]. but using dimethylsul- (a FE

fide instead of diethylsulfide as an appropriate
sulfur source. We also demonstrate the fabrica- :a
tion of separate confinement heterostructure sin-
gle quantum well (SCH-SQW), ZnSSe/ZnSe/ E
ZnCdSe/ ZnSe/ ZnSSe/GaAs, based on the p-O (b) FE

type control of ZnSSe layers. ". .

I.- -

2. Growth and characterization of p-type ZnSSe Z AOX
.-J

The growth was carried out in an atmospheric
pressure MOVPE system consisting of a cold wall
horizontal reactor. Dimethylzinc (DMZn),
dimethylselenide (DMSe), and diethylsulfide PHTO ENRG 28 2.

(DES) or dimethylsulfide (DMS) were used as

source materials. The flow rates of DMZn and Fig. 1. Photoluminescence spectra at 33 K for (a) an undoped
DMSe were 2.5 and 12 /tmoI/min, respectively. layer. and (b) and (c) doped ZnSSe layers grown at 470'°("

using DMS as sulfur source. Doping of layers (b) and (c) were
The sulfur content of about 7% in ZnSSe for performed at hydrogen flow rates of 2M) and 5MK) SCCM.

lattice-matching to GaAs was controlled by a respectively, passing through a DMNLi container kept at

typical flow rate of about 15 /mol/min for DES 95°C.

or about 50 .mol/min for DMS. GaAs sub-
strates were chemically etched for 1 min in a
INH 4 OH: IHO,: 10H,O solution [6], followed energies with increasing doping level. The behav-
by surface treatment in a (NH,).S,S solution, and ior could be ascribed to a slight decrease of sulfur
then they were immediately loaded to the reac- content in ZnSSe due to a prereaction between
tor. The typical growth rate at a growth tempera- DMS and DMNLi although it would be much
ture of 470'C was about 0.8 A/m/h. Layer thick- weaker, if any, than between DES and DMNLi.
ness was typically about 2 Am. Capacitance measurements for Schottky barriers

The low-temperature photoluminescence spec- made on the sample of Fig. Ic have shown a hole
tra for the layers grown using DES as the sulfur concentration of mid 10" cm-'.
source were dominated by the free exciton emis-
sion line, located at 2.83-2.84 eV near the band
edge of ZnSSe, no matter whether or not they 3. Application for visible lasers
were doped with DMNLi. This indicates that
acceptors were not effectively introduced in lay- Before applying the p-ZnSSe layer for lasers.
ers probably owing to a prereaction taking place we fabricated undoped SCH-SQW samples on
between DES and DMNLi. The undoped layer GaAs substrates to investigate the quality of all
grown using DMS as a sulfur source showed a constituting layers in terns of crystallinity and
dominant free exciton line, labeled FE, as shown heterointerfaces. A I pm thick ZnS n07 SeOi3 layer
in fig. ]a. However, the doped layers grown using was first grown on the (100) GaAs substrate,
DMS as a sulfur source showed acceptor-bound followed by a 200 nm thick ZnSe layer. 10 nm
exciton emission lines, labeled AnX, located at 10 thick Zn_,1 CdSe layer (x = 0.1-0.2), 200 nm
meV below the free exciton line as shown in Figs. thick ZnSe layer, and finally a I A.m thick
Ib and Ic, indicating that nitrogen and/or lithium ZnSn0,Se0,, layer. The samples used for photo-
are introduced in these layers. It is also noted luminescence measurements had a 600 Am long
from the photoluminescence spectra that the Fabry-Perot cavity consisted of two parallel
bound exciton line shifts slightly toward lower cleaxcd surfaces.
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Fig. 2. The relation between light output at 77 K from a single Fig. 3. Photoluminescence spectra at 77 K of an S('ll-SQW
facet of an SCH-SQW and the excitation power of the pulsed sample excited by the 355 nm pulsed light (width of 20 ns and
355 nm light from a Nd:YAG laser. The Cd content in the repetition rate of 11 Hz) from a Nd: YA(i laser.

SQW layer was 171i.

(Si-doped. n = I X l0s cm 3), a 200 nm thick
With excitation at 77 K by the 355 nm third n-ZnSe layer, a 10 nm thick undoped Zn, ,Cd,Sc

harmonic pulsed light from a Nd:YAG laser (x = 0.1-0.2) single quantum-well layer, a 200 nm
operating at 10 Hz with a pulse width of 20 ns, thick p-ZnSe layer, a 500 nm thick p-ZnS,,,,Se,,q;
the structures showed emission in the blue-to- layer, and a 12.5 nm thick p-ZnSe contact layer.
green spectral region depending on the Cd con- The p- and n-type layers of the structure were
tent x of the Zn. ,CdSe quantum well layers in grown using DMNLi and ethyliodide (CHI) as
the structure. Fig. 2 shows an example of the acceptor and donor dopants. respectively. Carrier
relation between light output from a single facet concentrations in these p- and n-type layers were
as a function of excitation intensity. Emission estimated to be around 10" cm-3 from the ca-
intensity increases superlinearly with excitation pacitance measurements of epitaxial layers sepa-
intensity above a threshold power density of about rately grown under the same growth conditions.
18 kW/cm2-. Fig. 3 shows emission spectra ob-
served under different excitation levels of the
same sample as in Fig. 2. Above a threshold Au/Zn/Au/ri/Au
excitation level, a spectral narrowing takes place Si02L,
with a spectral linewidth of about 0.7 nm which 12.5 nm
may be limited by the resolution of the present p-ZnSSe:Li,N 500 nm

measurement system. The observed luminescence p-ZnSe:Li,N 200 nm_________________ ZnCdSe SOW
behavior can be attributed to the stimulated light n-ZnSe:l 200 nm 10 nm

emission, indicating that the SCH-SQW structure
can be successfully fabricated by MOVPE.

Based on the undoped SCH-SQW structure
for optical pumping experiments, we have tried n-GaAs substrate

fabricating SCH-SQW injection lasers with struc- i
ture as schematically shown in Fig. 4. The struc- AuGe/Au

ture consists of a 800 nm thick n-ZnSQ.1 7Se0,,,3 Fig. 4. Schematic structure of an SCH-SQW light emilter. The
layer grown on the n-type 0(10)) GaAs substrate 'd content in the SOW layer was about I I'.;
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cation of blue lasers of better performance by

MOVPE. The important issues to further investi-
gate would include an achievement of much
higher carrier concentration in both p- and n-type
layers used in the structure as well as a fabrica-
tion of better ohmic contacts on p-layers.

z

E_ 1 amA

z 92 mA 4. Summary
0
(n 55m) A

p-Type ZnSSe layers, lattice-matched to GaAs
: 30 mAsubstrates, were successfully grown at 470'C by

MOVPE using DMZn, DMSe, DMS and DMNLi.

466 468 470 472 474 Undoped SCH-SQW structures grown by

WAVELENGTH (nm) MOVPE showed stimulated emission of blue to

Fig. 5. Emission spectra at 77 K from an SCH-SQW light green light at 77 K under optical excitation by the
emitter under different pulsed current levels. Nd: YAG third harmonic pulsed light. The SCH-

SOW injection laser structures were also fabri-
cated by MOVPE based on the results of p-type

For making ohmic contacts, Au/Zn/Au/Ti/Au doping of ZnSSe layers lattice-matched to GaAs.
and AuGe/Au were evaporated on the top of the Evidence of stimulated emission in the blue spcc-
p-ZnSe layer and on the back of the n-GaAs tral region was observed at 77 K under pulsed
substrate, respectively, followed by annealing at current injection.
350'C in a nitrogen atmosphere for 210 s. The 15
Am wide stripe pattern was made by forming a
SiO, layer on the top surface. The diode wafer 5 Acknowledgements
was cleaved into bars with a cavity length of
about 600 A±m.

Blue to green light emission was observed from The authors thank Mr. H. Fujiwara for help in

samples at 77 K depending on the cadmium con- photoluminescence measurements using a Nd:

tent x in the Zn_, -CdrSe quantum wells under YAG laser. They also thank all members of Pro-

pulsed current injection with a pulse width of 5 fessor Iga's laboratory at the Tokyo Institute of

As and at a repetition rate of 2 kHz. Photolumi- Technology for processing of laser structures.

nescence spectra from a single facet of an SCH-
SOW sample at different current levels are shown
in Fig. 5. We can clearly see evidence of spectral 6. References
narrowing under a voltage of 8 V and at a current
of 130 mA. Unfortunately, an operation above [I1 J. Qiu, J.M. DePuydt. H. ('heng and M.A. Haase. Appl.

this current level led to the sample degradation. Phys. Lett. 59 (1991) 2992.
The threshold voltage of 8 V is surprisingly low (21 M.A. Haase, J. Qiu, J.M. DePuydt and H. Cheng. Appl.Phys. Lett. 59 (1991) 1272.

compared with the reported values for the de- [31 K. Ohkawa, T. Karasawa and T. Mitsuyu. 1. Crystal Growth

vices of similar structure grown by MBE. This IIl (1991) 797.

may be due to the special nature of MOVPE- [41 H. Jeon, J. Ding. W. Pattern and A.V. Nurmikko. Appl.
grown p-type ZnSe surfaces and/or an effect of Phys. Lett. 59 (1991) 3619.
the electrode material used in this study. 151 K. Yanashima, K. Koyanagi, K. tiara. k, Yoshino and H.

Kukimoto, J. Crystal Growth 124 (1992) 616.
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observed behavior and to move forward the fabri- J. Crystal Growth 117 (192)85.
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Photoluminescence excitation spectroscopy of the lasing
transition in ZnSe-(Zn,Cd)Se quantum wells

Y. Kawakami 1, I. Hauksson, J. Simpson, H. Stewart, 1. Galbraith. K.A. Prior,
B.C. Cavenett *

Department of Physics. Hteriot W, att Unit ersiiv. I'dinburgh F1114 4.4S. UK

Abstract

Photoluminescence excitation spectroscopy of the lasing transition in Il-VI laser structures allows direct
observation of the absorption edge during laser operation. We have investigated a set of Zn, ('d,, Sc,/ZnSc
multiple quantum well structures with well widths ranging from 30 to 120 A and the photoluminesccnce at IoN%

excitation levels consistently shows the n = I heavy hole exciton transition, while above threshold the lasing peak is
observed to be red-shifted with a localization energy which is always much greater than the Stokes shift due to
inhomogeneitics. Excitonie absorption features can he observed up to the highest excitation energies and the

localization energy for all well widths remains around 30 meV suggesting that the optical gain abo%e lasing threshold
involves exciton-l.O phonon emission.

1. Introduction However, in a compound such as ZnSe. the Mott

An important objective at present is the devel- density is - 6 x 101" cm 3. two orders of magni-
Aop im pornt of bjlasertiveoadpesenhich o athe in a rtude larger than for GaAs. and so excitons may

opment of In-VI laser diodes which operate in a play an important role in the lasing mechanism.
continuous wave mode at room temperature and This has been seen in other bulk Il-VI materials

understanding the lasing mechanism in these [21.

lasers is essential for the optimum design of laser In this paper we examine the recombination
structures. Current Il-VI quantum well laser processes in undoped ZnSe-(Zn.Cd)Se multiple
diode devices operate at room temperature in a quantum well structures by optically pumping the
pulsed mode with very short lifetimes [I]. In lasing transition in structures with different well
Ill-V semiconductors, recombination from the widths. The strongly excitonic character of the
electron-hole plasma is the dominant lasing pro- absorption during lasing can be investigated using
cess and so only band-to-band transitions are photoluminescence excitation spectroscopy (PLE)
generally included in gain spectra calculations, where the intensity of the lasing transition is

monitored as a function of the excitation wave-

C Corresponding author, length. The results show that even above the

Permanent address: Department of Electrical Engineering. lasing threshold the PLE spectra display a strong
University of Kyoto. Kyoto 006-01. Japan. excitonic character.

t(t22-O24X/9)4/SO7.lN) c) 1994 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
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Historically. exciton-rclated lasing mechanisms PHOTON ENERGY (eV)
have been studied for bulk Il-VI crystals at low 275 2.70 2.65
temperature. Guillaume et al. [31 attributed the 77K

optical gain in CdS excited by an electron beam well width 30 A

at 10 K to three exciton-related processes namely
(I) a low gain process owing to the annihilation of
a free exciton with the emission of a photon and
a LO phonon (E,-LO phonon process), (2) a >_
medium gain process of exciton-exciton inelastic t
scattering, (3) a high gain process involving exci- Z
ton-electron scattering. More recently, Newbury L
et al. [4] concluded that the exciton-exciton in- Z
elastic collision is the dominant stimulated emis-

sion process at 6 K in an optically pumped ZnSe
epilayer. Exciton-related lasing processes have 3

been investigated in multiple quantum well "

(MOW) structures such as (Zn.Cd)Se-ZnSe [5-9]. -

ZnSe-Zn(S.Se) [ 11], (Zn,Cd)Se-Zn(S,Se) [ I I] and I

(ZnCd)S-ZnS [12]. 450 460 470

WAVELENGTH (nm)

Fig. 1. Emission spectra taken from the cleaved edge of the
2. Experimental procedure MOW sample (L,, = 30 A) under pulsed photo (2.7365 eV)

excitation of: (a) 0.063 kWi cm 2
. (b) 6.3 kWicm2 and (c) 210.

The (Zn.Cd)Sc-ZnSe MQW layers were grown kW/cm

in a VG Scmicon molecular beam epitaxy system
using conventional Knudsen cell sources of zinc.
cadmium and selenium on semi-insulating (Cr- tion of the pump laser is 5 ns. which is much
doped) (100) GaAs substrates at a temperature of longer than the recombination time in the materi-
2810 C. Details of growth techniques have been als. so that the excitation was quasi-CW. The
published previously [13]. pump intensity was controlled using neutral den-

The MQW structures consist of a ZnSe buffer sity filters and was focused onto the sample sur-
layer ( 1.0 Am). 15 cycles of Zn,,,1 'Cd_, Se wells face using a cylindrical lens. 'I hc pulsed emission
and ZnSe barriers and a ZnSe cap layer (0.20 signal with a repetition rate ol Is Hz from the
jim) and in these experiments, a series of samples cleaved edge of the sample was focused into a
with different well widths of 15, 30, and 12t0 A. Spex 0.6 m single grating monochromator using
and a constant barrier width of 801 A were investi- collection optics and was averaged using a boxcar
gated. Given an exciton Bohr radius (a,,) of 35 A integrator.
in bulk Zn,,Cd,1 1 Se, these well widths cover
the range of 0.43a11 to 3.4a,. Thus we span the
transition from quasi-two-dimensional to bulk ex- 3. Experimental results
citonic character.

The samples were cleaved to approximately Fig. i, curve (a). shows the pulsed emission at
50(1 Am and mounted on a copper cryostat holder. 77 K from the cleaved edge as a function of the
An Xc-Cl excimcr laser (Lambda Physik LPX- excitation power obtained from a ZnSe/
I1X)) pumped tunable dye laser (Lambda Physik Zn1 .,,,Cd,,.,1 Sc multiple quantum well structure
FL2(H) I ) with dyes of Coumnarin 120 and Couinarin with well width of 30 A pumped at 2.7365 cV. At
47 was used for the photopumping to cover the higher excitation intensities, the stimulated emis-
spectral range of 440 to 476 nm. The pulse dura- sion is observed at 2.6818 eV (curves (b) and (c))
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whereas the Ex Ihh exciton emission is at 2.7132 35

eV. Thus there is a large red shift. Note that the
emission peak of the heavy hole exciton does not 307
shift with increasing excitation intensity and is V
still observable above the lasing threshold. Re- -5
flectivity and CW absorption measurements were
used to determine the Stokes shift of the exciton 20

emission from the exciton absorption energy. The
intensity of the lasing transition as a function of 10

excitation wavelength is shown in Fig. 2 for pump 5 0

intensities increasing trom (a) to (e). as indicated. 23
where (he data in (a) correspond to the threshold 0[,_ _

condition ( 1 .01 ,h). Both the light hole, Ex llh. and 0 50 100 156

heavy hole, Ex lhh, excitation transitions are ob- WELL WIDTH A,

served and the spectrum is similar to the low Fig. 3. Stokes shift of the CW PL (LI and the /,, I alue 10)

power CW absorption. With increasing intensity as a function of well width. Data obtained from aZnss'dos~-Zn..~e.,:MQW (I. =51 ,.) are ,.

the exciton peaks become less distinct and there sho.n ( ,, ( 1a1.

is a small shift to higher energy. The net shift is

the result of several effects, namely the exciton

band filling (a blue shift), a reduction of the
exciton binding energy due to the exciton-sell-

PHOTON ENERGY feV) screening (a blue-shift) and the renormalization
275 2,70 26 of the bandgap (a red-shift) This shift we desig-

nate the localization energy at threshold. AiE,"
7TK and is defined as the energy difference between

well w,dth 30 A the Ex lhh peak in the PLE and the lasing line.

For the 30 A sample., Erhr is 27. I mcV.
Similar results h;tve been obtained for ZnSc/

Zn1 , 5 Cd,.,Se structures with 15 and 120 A
> • quantum well widths. Stimulated emission is ob-

.rw e,8 served at 2.7411 cV for the 15 A wells and 2.0021
eV for the 120 A wells. For the 15 A wells, the
PLE spectra show the excitation transitions into
the light and heavy hole excilons. ats well ats into
the ZnSe barrier/cladding layers. The red shift.
IE .cr. for this sample is 31.4 meV. For the 121)
A wells the Ex lhh peak at 2.6336 eV is much
broader and weaker than observed in the other
sample and disappears if the excitation intensity

L . is raised above 1.51/h. The Ex Ilh is not observed

and Ek•, is 31.5 mcV.
450 460 Fig. 3 summarizes the data for the Stokes shift

EX,:ITATION WAVELENGTH ml and the red shift 4lniwr for the three samples
Fig. 2. Lasing peak intensity taken from the MOW (Lv. 311 reported in this paper together with data from a
A) as a function of excitation wavelength under excitation previous study of a Zn Cd, A¢Se/ZnS,,,,,Sc .
intensity of (a) 1. "/h, (h) 2

.5 1
1h- (c) 50I,. (d) 7.91,, and (e) a Z (5

11-2/1h respectively. In this ease. Ih is the threshold intensity quantum well laser structure (well width of 5 nm)
under resonant excitation of the EIhh line. [91.

I
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4. Discussion this analysis, the conduction and heavy hole band
discontinuities (IE. .1E, hh) are assumed to be

Th,- AEi. values of these samples are much iE, = 168 meV and -1E,.hh h= 66 meV, respec-
larger than the Stokes shifts. The values are close tively, and the calculation has been done for two
to both the LO-phonon energy (E,o) of 31 meV different in-plane heavy hole masses: "') mhhl, =

and the exciton binding energy Eh = 35 meV and 1.46m, and (b) inhhjý = 0.501n1. As far as we are
so two processes may be responsible for the las- aware, there are, to date, no comprehensive mea-
ing. One is the LO-phonon assisted recombina- surements of the valence subband dispersion in
tion of excitons and the other is the exciton-exci- these materials. However, the actual in-plane
ton scattering process. mass would be between the two. For examile, the

Parametric lasing processes such as these have E, value at Lw = 15 A is estimated to be it, the
been previously considered in bulk II-VI materi- range between 37 and 45 meV. which is substan-
als [2,13,14]. The stimulated emission is viewed as tially larger than the observed /E"h value (27.1
a scattering event in the polariton picture from meV). More significantly, if exciton-exciton scat-
the exciton-like branch to the photons-like tering were dominant, the value of AEh, should
branch. follow the strong well width dependence of the

The exciton-exciton scattering process in- binding energy. In fact, Fig. 3 shows that the
volves two excitons, e.g. on the n = I exciton-like AE"Cr data lie between 27.1 and 31.5 meV. and
polariton branch. The Coulomb interaction be- do not show any distinct dependence on the well
tween them may scatter one onto the photon-like width.
branch and the other onto a higher-lying, Purely from an energy consideration, the re-
exciton-like polariton branch. In either case E/', suits are consistent with the lasing mechanism at
should be proportional to Eh and should follow threshold being LO-phonon mediated rather than
the well width dependence of E I ....., Fig. 4 shows being due to exciton-exciton scattering. LO-pho-
the exciton binding energy of t = I heavy hole non scattering from the exciton-likc branch to the
exciton (E,) in the ZnSe-Zn,,,,,Cd.,(,Se-ZnSe photon-like branch of the polariton is accompa-
quantum well as a function of Lw calculated nied by the emission of one LO-phonon with the
using a two-parameter variational approach. In light emission occurring one LO-phonon energy

beneath the exciton energy. No well width depen-
dence of E". is expected with this mechanism
and the laser threshold should show a very dis-
tinct behaviour with temperature [14]. Below - 7(0

... : K the threshold for lasing should remain con-
stant, but rise exponentially thereafter. The expo-
nential rise is due to the emergence of a popula-$ 40

Stion of thermally excited phonons, which con-
-tribute to a phonon-assisted absorption, thus

I making lasing more difficult to achieve. To con-
". firm this we have followed the lasing threshold as

30 "a function of temperature and show the results in
30- Fig. 5. Clearly we see the expected sharp rise in

threshold above - 70 K indicative of the exciton-
50 LOO 15s0 LO phonon process.WELL WIDTH (A) The Stokes shifts are in the range between 3.0

and 7.7 meV, which is substantially smaller than
Fig. 4. Calculated binding energy of excitons confined in a the 7 Tr e, it is expetedthat thal
Znj,, ,Cd,, ,,So QW as a function of well width, assuming that

the in-plane effective mass of the heavy-hole in Zn,,85 (Cd, .0Se isation of excitons by alloy disorder and/or the
i% (a) 1.46mn,, and (h) 0(.50(m,. fluctuation of the well width is not directly re-

'1
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#53 3Znede is independent of the well width. Even under
L. 30A lasing conditions. excitonic peaks are clearly seen

-200- - in the PLE spectra confirming the importance of'
excitonic transitions in the lasing process. We
conclude that exciton-LO phonon scattering is!50 - jthe dominant process for the optical gain in the
range from I= 'r 1,t 

7 1h.*
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Dependence of device characteristics on quantum well thickness
in ZnSe/ZnCdSe multi-quantum well blue-green laser diodes
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Abstract

ZnSc/Zn115 ,Cd,11 5Sc multi-quantum well (MQW) diode structures with different well thicknesses (L) in the

range of 6-13 nm were fabricated, and device characteristics of the diodes were studied in terms of crystalline
quality of the MOW layers. In order to investigate the ýelationship between the device characteristics and the
crystalline quality of the MOW layers, the intensity of spontaneous emission from MOW diode structures was
measured. The emission intensity increased with increasing L.. and showed a maximum value at L, = 101 nm.
followed by rather rapid reductien of the emission intensity at L,. > 1It nm. This decrease of emission intensity is
suggested to be due to the lattice relaxation caused by dislocation formation at the interface taking account of
critical thickness of the MOW structure. The lasing characteristics of ZnSc/ZnCdSe MOW blue-green laser diodes
are also described.

1. Introduction not only using ZnSSe cladding layers [2]. but also

using ZnMgSSe cladding layers [3]. These QW
Recently, the ZnSe/ZnCdSe quantum well structures have strain at the hetero-interface, and

structure has attracted great interest in th.: area the relation between the device characteristics
of blue-green laser diodes. Ilhe first laser opera- and the crystalline quality is not clear.
tion has been achieved using a ZnSe/ZnCdSe In this paper, we will describe the characteris-
single-quantum well (SQW) separate confine- tics of ZnSe/ZnCdSe OW devices in terms of
ment heterostructure (SCH) laser diode [I]. Since crystalline quality of the QW layers. In order to
then, several groups have reported on device investigate the relation between the device char-
characteristics of ZnSe/ZnCdSe QW structures, acteristics and the crystalline quality of the QW

layers, the intensity of spontaneous emission of
several devices with different well thickness was
measured. Dependence of the intensity on quan-

"Corresponding author. tum well thickness is discussed taking account the
Present address: D)epartment of Electrical and Electronic critical thickness of ZnCdSe well layers in ZnSe

Engineering. lottori University. Koyama, Toltori 6810. Japan. barrier layers.

(M122-1024X/94/$17.(X) , 1994 Elsevier Science B V. All rights reserved
551)1 1122-0248( 94 )00t036- I.
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The lasing characteristics of ZnSe/ZnCdSe I I I ,
MOW laser diodes operated at 77 K (pulsed) will 1.0 Lw- LnSeZn(dSe SQW -
also be described. Onm 77K

2. Experimental procedure

S0.5 5.Onm
The device structure shown in Fig. I was grown 2J 0

by molecular beam epitaxy in an ULVAC SLD- Z 2so

260 system. Epitaxial layers were grown on Si- Q × rwHM
doped n-GaAs (100) substrates at a growth tem- v

perature of 300'C. Elemental Zn, Cd, and Se 0
were used as source materials. ZnCI, and N 245 2.5 2.55 2.6 2.65 2.7 2.75 2.8

excited by RF plasma were used for n- and p-type PHOTON ENERGY (eV)
dopants. respectively. The diode structure con- Fig. 2. PL spectrum of ZnSe/ZnCdSe SQWs at 77 K.

sists of an n-ZnSe: N cladding layer (n = 5 x 1017

cm -. d = 2.0 Am), a ZnSe/ZnCdSe MOW ac-
tive layer and a p-ZnSe :N cladding layer (N.- - layer. Au-Cr electrodes were evaporated onto
N,' = 5 x l017 cm- 3 , d = 1.0 Mm). The MQW both p- and n-side.
layer was composed of six wells of Zn.._,Cd(. 5 Se.
Well thickness (Lw) was varied from 6 to 13 nm
and barrier thickness was fixed at 10 nm. To 3. Results and discussion
reduce the operation voltage of the devicL,, an
n÷-ZnSe:Cl buffer layer (n = I X loll cm-3, d = First, to confirm the interfacial quality of
0.1 Am) and a p'-ZnSe:N/p -ZnTe:N graded ZnSe/ZnCdSe quantum well structure, photolu-
contacting layer [4] were adopted. minescence (PL) spectra of single quantum wells

Both LEDs and gain-guided LDs were fabri- (SOWs) were measured at 77 K using He-Cd
cated. 500 X 500 Am 2 size LED chips were made laser (325 nm). Fig. 2 shows PL spectrum of a
by evaporating Au electrode (200 Am in diame- multilayer structure which consisted of four sin-
ter, 15 nm in thickness) on top of the diode gle-quantum well layers with different L,, of 2.5,
structure. The chips were mounted on the stem 5.0, 7.5 and 10.0 nm, separated from one another
(TO-18). The gain-guided laser was fabricated bý by 20 nm thick barrier layers. Sharp peaks from
making 20 Am wide stripe with Al103 insulating all wells were clearly observed. From the fact that

the FWHMs of the peaks are rather large [5] and
that the integrated intensity of the peak from the
well with Lw = 2.5 nm is smaller than those of

o+'ZLZnTe:N CONTACTING other peaks, it is implied that a roughness of a
p+-ZnSe/Zn~e-SLS J LAYER few monolayers exists at the ZnSe/ZnCdSe het-

p-ZnSe:N CLADDING LAYER ero-interface. From these results it is confirmed
ZnSe/Zn 0. 8 5 Cdo. 1 5 Se MQW(6wells) that quantum wells with Lw larger than 5 nm

ACTIVE LAYER were successfully fabricated.
SCFig. 3 shows the dependence of emission in-
n-ZnSe:CI CLADDING LAYER tensity of the diode structure on well thickness.

The emission intensity was measured from the
LED devices at RT under CW operation with

n+-GaAs(1) SUBSTRATE -. injection currents of 5 and 10 mA. The emission
intensity increased with increasing L, in the

Fig. I. Layer structure of ZnSe/ZnCdSe MQW diode. range of L. = 6-10 nm. This increase is thought

I

A
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1 6.0

0.8 - 77K, PULSE

Jth=l SKA/cm 2
4.0 0=481nm(77K)

0 . A.

"E 0.4
0 2.0

S0.2
E 0 0.0 Ith
ILU 0 4 6 8 10 12 14 0 100 200 300 400

Well Thickness (nm) I (mA)
Fig. 3. Dependence of emission intensity of ZnSe/ZnCdSe Fig. 5. Optical output characteristics of ZnSe/Zn~dSe MOW
MOW LED on well thickness (L.). hblue-green laser diode at 77 K (pulsed).

to be due to the decrease of influence of interfa-
cial roughness. The emission intensity decreases GaAs substrate with its experimental value. As
with an increase of L, in the range of 10-13 nm. shown in Fig. 4, the critical thickness for
This decrease of the emission intensity seems to ZnSe/Zn08 .,,Cd,,,,Se with N. = 6 is about 6 nm.
be due to the lattice relaxation caused by disloca- Therefore the decrease of emission intensity in
tion formation. In order to confirm this hypothe- the range of Lw > 10 nm in Fig. 3 is thought to
sis. the critical thickness of ZnSe/ZnCdSe was be due to the creation of a nonradiativc center
calculated. The calculation was based on the caused by lattice relaxation through formation of
model proposed for the SiGe/Ge system [6,71. dislocations.
Fig. 4 shows the calculated critical thicknesses of Based on these results, a ZnSe/ZnCdSe MOW
ZnCdSe well layers in the relaxed ZnSe barrier blue-green LD was fabricated with the smallest
layers with different well numbers (Nw) of i, 3, well thickness (6 nm). Fig. 5 shows the typical
and 6. For the calculation of the critical thick- optical output characteristics of the laser diode
ncss, the Poisson ratio is assumed to be 0.2 by operated at 77 K (pulsed). Laser operation was
fitting the calculated value for a ZnSe layer on successfully obtained. Lasing wavelength was 481

nm and threshold current was 300 mA (threshold
current density was 15(M) A/cm -2). The relatively

30 high threshold current density [8] may he due to

25 E---Nw=1 small optical confinement and large carrier spread

-i•Nw=3 in the p+-ZnTe: N layer.

is 4. Summary

10Q N ZnSe/ZnCdSe quantum well structures with

z 5 different well thicknesses of 6 to 13 nm were
fabricated. The intensity of spontaneous emission

00 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0 of the diode structures was measured at RT. The

Cd Composition X emission decreased for well thickness larger than

Fig. 4. Calculated critical thickness of ZnCdSc well layer in 10 nm. Comparing this result with the calculated
relaxed ZnSe barrier layers. (Thickness of ZnSe barrier layer critical thickness of the system, it is suggested
is Ill nm.) that the decrease of emission intensity is due to
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InGaAlP visible light laser diodes and light-emitting diodes
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4• Abstract

In this paper, we review and discuss the critical problems involved in the research and development of InGaAIP
visible light devices along with some of our achievements. High p-doping of a cladding layer. and a multi-quantum-
barrier structure improved the temperature characteristics of InGaAIP laser diodes. These techniques have made it
possible to realize a high temperature CW operation above 70°C at the wavelength of 633 nm. New structure
InGaAIP light-emitting diodes (LEDs) which employ an off-angle substrate and a Bragg reflector have improved
both quantum efficiency and light extraction efficiency. Candera-class, high-brightness LEDs have been achieved for
operation in the orange to green color region.

1. Introduction of these lasers was relatively long (670-690 nm).
compared with He-Ne gas laser (633 nm), and

Quaternary InGaAIP alloys have been exten- the maximum operation temperature was limited
sively investigated for optical device applications to a temperature as low as 50'C. The develop-
in the visible-light region. InGaAIP alloys can be ment of shorter-wavelength InGaAIP laser diodes.
lattice-matched to GaAs, and provide a direct oscillating below 670 nm. has been continued for
transition type band-gap energy from red to green the use in high-density optical disk applications
[1]. InGaAIP visible-light laser diodes oscillating and the realization of a small-size light source of
in the 0.6 Am wavelength range have attracted relevant emission wavelength for the substitution
much interest as light sources for optical informna- of conventional He-Ne gas lasers [5-16]. These
tion processing systems, such as high-density opti- approaches also made it possible to realize the
cal disk systems and bar-code reader systems. high-power operation of InGaAIP laser diodes
Room-temperature continuous-wave (CW) opera- [17-23].
tion of InGaAIP lasers was first achieved in 1985 InGaAIP light-emitting diodes (LEDs) are also
[2-4] for InGaP/InGaAIP double-hetero (DH) attractive because of their numerous potential
structure grown by metalorganic chemical vapor applications, such as outdoor displays and auto-
deposition (MOCVD). However, the wavelength mobile indicators. In LED applications, the con-

ventional current-spreading structure consisting

SCorresponding author, of a low-resistive and thick transparent layer is
Current address: Department of Electrical and Computer indispensable for efficient light extraction, since

Engineering. University of California, Santa Barbara, Califor- it effectively spreads the current flow [24]. Em-
nia 93106. USA. ployment of the current spreading layer of

tX)22-0248/94/$07.t1) o• 1994 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
SSDI 0022-0248(93)E0748-V
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GaAIAs or GaP resulted in a candela-class high- maximum operation temperature decreased with
brightness operation from orange to yellow [25- decreasing wavelength. For practical use of
27]; however, the efficiency of green LEDs still short-wavelength InGaAIP lasers, improvement
remained low. of the temperature characteristics is indispens-

In this paper, we review and discuss the criti- able. The deterioration of the temperature char-
cal problems involved in the research and devel- acteristics in the short-wavelength region is con-
opment of InGaAIP visible light devices along sidered to originate from an increase in the elec-
with some of our achievements. First, InGaAIP tron overflow caused by a small band-gap energy
laser diodes are described. Discussions will be difference between the active layer and the p-type
focused on the improvement of temperature cladding layer. In this section, we describe the
characteristics towards the aim of the production effect of the following methods, high p-doping
of the 633 nm laser diode. Next, the design of [7,8] and the multi-quantum-barrier (MQB) struc-
InGaAIP LEDs grown by MOCVD is discussed, ture [11-13], on the reduction of the electron
which is indispensable for realization of high-ef- overflow in InGaAIP lasers.
ficiency operation in the green region. This will
be focused on a new structure which is well 3.2 Improvements of temperature characteristics
matched to the MOCVD growth technique.

These results and discussions are considered Fig. I shows the schematic energy band dia-
to be useful for research and development of gram of an InGaAIP laser. The conduction band
ZnSe blue-green devices, discontinuity in the heterojunction is relatively

small [30]. Even when high Al ..ontent cladding
layers are employed, the maximum operation

2. Experimental procedure temperatures are limited to low temperatures

The epitaxial layers used in this study were
grown by low-pressure MOCVD. The growth J over-flow
temperature was 730'C. Trimethylindium (TMI),
trimethylgallium (TMG), trimethylaluminum ------
(TMA), AsH 3 and PH 3 were used as source
materials. The doping sources were dimethylzinc hi, Eg clad
(DMZ) and Sil-4 for the p- and n-type layers,
respectively. The GaAs substrates used were -------
(1X0), and cut 15' off the (100) plane toward the
[011] direction (off-angle substrate). Ridge wave- n-cladding layer active p-cladding layer

guide structure was employed in the investigation layer

of laser diodes [28,29]. A GaAIAs current spread-
ing layer was employed for the LED structure high p-doping
investigated in this study.

3. InGaAIP laser diodes " over-flow

3. 1. What limited the performance of InGaAlP

laser diodes? hz 4. J Eg clad

One of the problems in realizing a short-wave- --------
length InGaAIP laser diodes was that it was diffi-
cult to obtain high-temperature operation. The Fig. I. Schematic energy hand diagram of an lnGaAIP laser.
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n-type cladding p-type cladding layer
Slayer

"( P=5XIOI cr3 / guide guide

/6 ' layer j _ layer
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Fig. 3. Schematic band structure of the laser with an MOB.
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Fig. 2. Acceptor concentration dependence of the maximum
temperature for CW operation against oscillation wavelength. 600

500 (Wavel,•.ngtrh wi:{4 v ;)

400 T. 32K

when shortening the wavelength. This is because ýo0 W T 43K

the electron overflow into the cladding layer from
the active layer increases, and also because the
threshold current is increased.

When the p-cladding layer is highly doped, the - l.I MOB
Fermi level in the valence band side moves to- ý10
wards the valence band. The hetero-barrier be- (0 3 Ca•,,tyugth

tween the active layer and p-cladding layer in the 50 4
0

0uim
40

conduction band effectively increases and thus 0 40 60 80 100 20
the electron overflow is reduced. Fig. 2 shows the I'empWlitt tt'e (0(')
acceptor concentration dependence of the maxi- Fig. 4. Temperature dependence of the threshold current of
mum temperature for CW operation against oscil- InGaAlP lasers with and without MOB. The wavelength was
lation wavelength. The maximum operation tem- 034 nm.
perature was drastically improved over a wide
wavelength range by high p-doping. By using the
highly doped p-type cladding layer, the maximum
operation temperature was increased to 70'C for CW 7 = 634 nm

wlg 20 40 50 60 65 70 72a laser with an oscillation wavelength of 650 nm. 2 30
Next, the use of the quantum effect, MQB, on

the improvement of the temperature characteris- w
tics is described. Fig. 3 shows a schematic band :O 74

structure of the laser with an MOB. Interwell 0

interference of the electron levels can be ob- D 1
tained by incorporating a series of the wells and CL
barriers in the p-cladding layer [31]. It raises the
electron conduction level. 0 76 TC

Fig. 4 shows the temperature dependence of

the threshold current of InGaAIP lasers with and 0 100 200

without an MQB [131. The wavelength was 634 CURRENT (mA)
nm. Reduction of threshold current was clearly Fig. 5. Temperature dependence of I-L characteristic of
confirmed. Also, the characteristic temperature, InGaAlP laser with MOB structure.

S- .=.IT.. = .
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1 4 0 A facet degradation, due to the oxidation of a
- . g,-an , stgr.ate laser facet, occurred in the InGaAIP lasers [331.0ff-angle substrt'

(1 990) Other degradation modes, related to the opera-
1 2 0 tion current density [34], or the optical density in

the active layer [20], were also confirmed through
00 StMOB... MOW numerous results of reliability tests. Facet coat-

(1 992) ings, and improvements of the device design and

80 r' MOCVD growth techniques resulted in the real-
E ization of a highly reliable operation of InGaAIP

v-/ Conenlasers [20.21,33,341. A stable operation was con-
Conntional firmed for the lasers oscillating in the 630 nm

AP e# band [13,16]. High reliability was also realized in
o 4 0 high-power operation of InGaAIP lasers [20.21.

S0/0 23].
S20 /o

3.4. Comparison with ZnSe blue-green lasers

3 01 0 . . .
6 0 0 6 2 0 640 6 6 0 68 0 7 0 0 The threshold current density of the first CW

Wa v e I en g h (o) operation of InGaAIP lasers was several times

Fig. h. Relation between reported CW wavelength and maxi- 10'A cm-2. It was reduced to I x 103A cm- at
mum operation temperature. the first production of the InGaAIP lasers due to

the optimization of the DH structure. Further
reduction has been realized by an employment of

70 was increased by introducing the MOB. Fig. 5 the strained MOW structure. In the case of ZnSe
shows the temperature dependence of the I-L blue-green lasers, a relatively low threshold cur-

characteristics of the MOB laser [13]. The CW rent density as I X 1(13 A cm 2 was already real-
threshold current was 49 mA. Maximum opera- ized, which shows that ZnSe material systems are
tion temperature of over 70'C was realized at the promising as semiconductor laser materials. Re-
wavelength of 634 nm. suits and discussions described in this paper are

Fig. 6 shows the relation between reported considered to be useful for the research and
CW wavelength and maximum operation temper- development of ZnSe blue-green lasers.
ature. High p-doping and the MQB have drasti-
caly improved the temperature characteristics.
These improvements in the maximum operation 4. InGaAIP LEDs
temperature have made it possible to replace the
He-Ne gas laser with InGaAIP laser diodes. Re- 4.1. What limited the efficiency of InGaAIP LEDs?
cently, we have realized over I x 1)ts cm ' dop-
ing in InAIP using Zn as the dopant [32]. Also, The employment of a current spreading layer
much effort has been expended towards the re- of GaAIAs or GaP resulted in candera-class LEDs
search on strained MQW active layers of In- from orange to yellow [25-27]. However, it has
GaAIP lasers [14-16]. Due to theses techniques, been difficult to obtain high-efficiency InGaAIP
further improvements of maximum operation LEDs in the green region. The values of external
temperature of InGaAIP lasers can be expected. quantum efficiency below 590 nm were lower

than the values estimated from theoretical calcu-
3.3. Reliability of InGaAIP lasers lation, considering band structure of InGaAIP

alloys [26]. This is because a high Al composition
We have found several degradation modes in in the InGaAIP emission layer is required to

the reliablity tests of InGaAIP lasers [20,21,33,34]. shorten the emission wavelength, and this in-
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Fig. 7. Dependence of 1- I. characteristics of InGaAIP LEDs
on substrate type. A (2.2 x 10'

6
cm "

3
).I I I I

100 200 300 400

creases the generation of nonradiative recombi- T (K)
nation centers through the contamination of Al Fig. S. Dependence of DLTS signals in undoped In(iaA1P

with residual oxygen [26]. On the other hand, the layers on 15' off and (IW(M) substrates.

GaAs substrate absorbs a large part of emission
light. This has also reduced the light extraction concentration in undoped InGaAIP layers on

efficiency. 

o c nrto n u do c n a I a es o
In this section we describe the approach to the substrate type, by SIMS measurement [351. Therealhiza section of hig brigthtness napoac geen oxygen was clearly detected in these layers. ThisLEDs, by employment of the MOCVD growth on is because InGaAIP alloys contain Al which is

the off-angle substrate and a newly designed very reactive. The oxygen concentration was re-
Bragg reflector.
4.2. Improve'mnent of quantumn efficiency by off-an- 5x10' U

17Undoped In05 (Ga_ 1.. AI) 05 P
gle substrate E

Fig. 7 shows the dependence of I-L character- 0 lO8 (100) substrate

istics on substrate type. The efficiency of LEDs C

grown on off-angle substrates was three times .2

larger than that of LED grown on ( i(X)) just E 0/
substrates. Tlhe emission wavelength was also
shortened for the LED grown on an off-angle a 101 .015o
substrate by disordering. Fig. 8 shows the depen- 0 substrate
dence of the DLTS signals in undoped InGaAIP

0.
layers on 15 off and just substrates [35]. A, B, >ý
and C peaks were clearly observed in the layer 0 1o16
grown on the ( I(X)) substrate. On the other hand, 0 0.5 1.0
B and C deep-level peaks were drastically re- Al Mole Fraction x
duced in the layer grown on the off-angle sub- Fig. 9 ). Dependence of oxygen concentration in undoped In
strate. Fig. 9 shows the dependence of the oxygen GaAIP layers on substrate type. measured by SIMS.
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AuZn/Au 100
p-GaAs .1nAiP/Ino.5(Go 1-xA•M 0.5 P or GaAs

Current spreading layer g 80 Gs

n-In GaA2P blocking layer 60

p-InGaA1P 60-- =

undoped-InGaA.P , 40ofor 59Om x =0.3)

Bragg reflector o 20
_ n-GoAs

\ AuGe/Au 0 0 5 10 15 20 25 30
Fig-. M). Schematic structure fo• green JnGaAIP LED. Number of pairs

Fig. 11. Calculation results for the dependence of the reflec-
tivity on the number of layer pairs.

duced by the employment of an off-angle sub-
strate. Comparing to the previous results, as
shown in Fig. 8, it seems that the occurrence of small number of pairs, which also leads to a wide
deep levels is closely related to the incorporated band spectrum. Fig. 12 shows the spectra for the
oxygen. It is considered that the off-angle sub- InAIP/GaAs Bragg reflector and the InAIP/In
strate reduces the oxygen concentration in In- GaAIP Bragg reflector. The number of pairs in
GaAIP alloys: thus. non-radiative recombination each Bragg reflector was 10 and 20, respectively.
centers related to B and C deep levels are also The band width of the reflection spectrum for the
reduced, which improves the emission efficiency. InAIP/GaAs Bragg reflector was about three

times larger than that for the InAIP/InGaAIP
4.3. New structure for InGaAIP LED with multi- Bragg reflector. A reflectivity of 70(,% was also
layers measured, which is sufficient for improving LED

efficiencies.
Fig. 10 shows the schematic structure for a Fig. 13 shows the external quantum efficiency

green InGaAIP LED [36]. In this structure, the for InGaAIP LEDs. The use of an off-angle sub-
current injected from the p-side spreads through strate provided the improvement of quantum effi-
the current-spreading layer and does not flow ciency and shortened the wavelength. Further
through the undesired region under the elec- improvement was obtained by using the new
trode. because of a blocking layer. This structure
also employs a newly designed Bragg reflector, to
reduce absorption by the GaAs substrate [37]. F
The use of a Bragg reflector is a promising way to 2
resolve such a problem. Wide-band and high re- , '-., mA/P/GaAs

flectivity characteristics are required in the design . I, " n= 10
for the Bragg reflector. To realize such character- ,
istics, we employed a new type of reflector con- "_
sisting of stacked layers of InAIP/GaAs. Z

Fig. I I shows the calculation results for the nAtp/ = I- GAP
dependence of the reflectivity on the number of
layer pairs [37]. It was found that the large refrac- I A. Itive index difference between InAIP and GaAs 520 540 560 580 600 620 640 660 680
can be utilized to construct a high-reflectivity Wavelength (nm)
structure in spite of the absorption loss in GaAs. Fig. 12. Comparison of reflective spectra for the InAIP/GaAs
High reflectivity was obtained for a relatively Bragg reflector and the InAIP/InGaAIP Bragg reflector.
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Recent progress in III-V quantum optoelectronic devices

C. Weisbuch
l~ahoratoire te Physique die ittatiere "Condensee, Ecoh" t'otethnique, F-Vl1120) 'alarseatu. France

Abstract

Three generations of quantum optoelectronic devices are described. Although , field of man. successes, the
subject is still progressing at an undiminished pace. A number of the effects so far illustrated in Ill-V material's
could be implemented with Il-VI materials.

I. Introduction based on "subtler" effects of layered materials.
such as increased light-matter interaction. in-

We are witnessing a major revolution in the proved electro- and non-linear-optical effects.
performance of optical arid optoelectronic de- bandgap engineering, strain effects. etc. The de-
vices [1]. based on the ever-increasing number of vices relying on these effects are electro-optical
new device concepts allowed ' v the more and and non-linear optical modulators. IR detectors.
more refined implementations of heterostructure etc.
materials (Table I). After a "'zeroth" generation The third generation of quantum hetcrostruc-
using heterostructures in absence of quantum ef- tures, started in the late eighties, aims at exploit-
fects which gave the room-temperature double- ing completely new (and better'?) pboperties of
heterostructure (DH) laser, a first generation of heterostructure materials when material structur-
quantum hatcrostructures occurred in the late iig at the nanometer level occurs in two or three
seventies when the ness growth methods of directions. They stem from the realization that
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) and metalorganic the usual broad optical features in solids arise
chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) allowed de- from the existence of a continuum of states for
positing ultrathin semiconductor layers with pre- both electrons and photons, which allow transi-
cision down to the atomic layer. In such a case. tions for all energies and polarizations. Electron
the carrier motion is quantized in one direction state quantization can be one way to reduce the
across the layer, anti carriers experience a two-di- continuum of transitions to discrete ones, in an
mensional motion along the layer, one degree of increasing way when quantizing motion in I di-
freedom being "frozen". The "first-order" effects rection (quantum wells OWs). 2 directions
associated with such two-dimensional structures (quantum well wires QWWs) and 3 directions
give their performance to some very important (quantum boxes QBs). Photon mode quantization
devices as the quantum well laser, in an optical cavity is another one, which seems

The second generation of quantum het- much more promising due to the additional ad-
crostructures started in the early eighties and is vantages brought along by the light emission into

1Xi22-t1248/ t
94/$07.Mlt , 199)4 FtIscvier Scicnce B.V. All rights, reserved
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Taible I
The ,arious concepts implemented through hc:• -structures, yielding imiproied performlnllcc

Physical effect Property impacted

Energy band disconttinuities ('arricr hlwalizalion and concentrltion
Index ot refraction difference Optical wave concentrated
Dtiminished density of states Reduced transparency current

lowei non-linear threshold
Square density-of-states in 2D QW Larger differential gain
Excitons at room temperature Stronger light-matter coiunling
(iant matrix element Stronger light-matter coupling
Quantum -confined Stark cffect Stronger elctro-oplical coefficient
Phase-space filling Stronger electro-opticalI coefficient
Sharp density of states ( ID. (1I) ImprosLed. sharper gain curse
Photon niode control ('ontrollcd spontaneous, ciin.ssion

into single optical mode
Enhanced resonantt cayity field intenlsi• ('oherent light-matter coupling

one or several optical modes only, and by the respectively). Therefore, in first approyimation.
increased light-matter coupling due to the ce- diminishing layer thickness mainlr diminishc, the
tric-field enhancement occurring in resonant cavi- transparcncy density which is proportional to the
ties. Effects similar to those obtained from opti- number of statcs and therefore varies linearly
cal microcavitics are also accessible by the use of with L reaching the quantum well limit (QWL)
photonic band gap (PBG) materials. when only one transverse electron state exists

within the well (Fig. IR
The QWL is actualb., tetter than just that: the

2. The first generation device: the quantum well two-dimensional nature of clectron motion
laser changes the spectral shape of the density of states.

and hence of the optical gain. We mentioned
The "obvious" property of an ultrathin scmi- earlier that each inverted c-h pair yields the

conduct ir layer is the size quantization of cicc- same gain independent of dimensionality. How-
tron motion occurring in one direction. There- ever. depending on dimensionality, the gain is
fore. one degree of freedom is frozen when com- more and more spectrally concentrated (Fig. I)
pared to the three-dimensional nature of electron (and even more so as it decreases toward 0I1) see
motion in classical DH lascrs. How does this below). Therefore. carriers are more 'efficient'"
translate into better lasing properties? Let us first in QWs as only the maximum gaiin value is deter-
recall that the gain versus current curve has two mining laser threshold. This leads to the strong
components: a number of carriers is required to curvature of the QW laser gain curve (Fig. I,
reach carrier inversion. This number is called the bottom right), which translates into high diffcrcn-
transparency carrier density and it defines the tial gain, leading to many improved features such
transparency current: below transparency, an op- as higher-frequency operation, narrower line-
tical wave is absorbed rather than amplified. width, lower frequency chirping [I].
Above it, additional carriers of the second com- The very thin OW active layer, however, has
ponent create optical gain. The net gain per an adverse effect on the wavcguiding of the opti-
carrier for that current component above the cal mode: the optical confinement factor " de-
transparency current only depends on the optical scribing the overlap of the lasci mode with the
transition strength, proportional to the optical active layer decreases as 1, when the active
matrix clement, and can be shown to be indcpcn- layer thickness is below 1(1 000 Therefore. sev-
dent of layer size and even of carrier quantization eral schemes have been implemented by to retain
in I, 2 or 3 directions (OWs. QWWs and OBs, acceptable values for I'V either by thL use of
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multiple qutantum wells (MOW's) or by the use of' different operational properties: as is clear f'romi
separate confinement hetcrostructures (S('Hs) Fijg. 2. MOW lasers should have a better tcmpcr-
(Fig. 2). Of course, these various structures have attire coefficient JI. ats the structure allo\,% s fc\\ er

MFJL:iPLE QUAN-UM WN-,

Fig. 2 Schemnalic drainkngs ot sesra I OW laser struFtitUres and issio'ci.c . rd occupied elect ron stac utnsiimder .if I C
injectioin
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hot electrons in the thermal tail of the distribu- Energy bands in solids

tion function. Conversely, its threshold current is Energy Absorpton

not optimum as the transparency current is in- fbroad absorption

creased n-fold as compared to the single QW e It ea bands

laser if the structure has n QWs. j spread tight
The recent progress in this field is still impres- mat, teraCtion

sive: whereas strain effects were considered detri- . h,
mental in terms of reliability, they have recently Intraband transitions in quantum wells

been shown to significantly improve the perfor- L ---W iler If> - eL
mance, due to the valence band modifications 2 Absorption

which they provide [2]. Another recent concept is -1

the electron reflector barrier, in which a multiple n 2

layer stack of GaAs/GaAIAs is used as an clcc- H
tron-wave mirror, exactly similar to the quarter-
wave stacks used in DBR multilayer mirrors [3]. I E1 2  h,
The bound states occurring in an electron "cavity" Elect' Interband exciton transitions
between two such mirrors, in a structure exactly .n de tso

mimicking the Fabry-Perot optical interferome- 'Ohole
ter. have been evidenced by Capasso et al. [4]. Absorption

3. Trhe second device generation: subtle effects of n A 2

3. 1. The increased ltqht-tnatter interaction

Fig. 3. Comparison of absorption transitions in bulk material
As we mentioned already, the strength of the (top). in intersubband transitions in QAWs (center). and in QW

"exciton interband transitions (bottom).
light-matter interaction per optical transition is
determined by the optical matrix element. Usu-
ally, in interband transitions (i.e. between valence (where k is the Boltzmann constant) and they are
and conduction bands) the spreading out of tran- therefore so easily dissociated that no exciton
sitions over the energy bands leads to weak and effects are to be observed at room temperature in
energy-broadened optical f,,atures such as ab- any semiconductor material. In QWs. due to the
sorption. The two-dimensional quantization oc- concentration of the electron and hole wavefunc-
curring in quantum wells changes such a behavior tions in the QW. the Rydberg energy is increased
in two instances, due to exciton effects in inter- (up to four times for perfectly squeezed two-di-
hand transitions [5] or to the giant matrix element mensional excitons) and exciton effects can easily
occurring in intersubband transitions [6] (Fig. 3). be observed for those optical phenomena which

As is well known, the Coulomb interaction rely on unrelaxed optical excitation such as ab-
between photocxcited electrons and holes in in- sorption or dispersion [5]. For those phenomena
terhand transitions produces a well-defined opti- which rely on relaxed excitations, such as lumines-
cal resonance somewhat below the semiconductor cence and laser action, the binding energy even in
bandgap (by the effective semiconductor Rydberg QWs is still too small to prevent exciton dissocia-
energy R*) and concentrates optical strength at tion at a room temperature. Notwithstanding this
that energy. limitation for relaxed interband transitions. exci-

Whereas cxcitons also exist in bulk semicon- ton effects give QWs their superior electrooptical
ductors, their binding energy R* is much smaller and non-linear-optical properties. as those are
than the room-temperature thermal energy kT based on virtual. unrehlxed excitations.

Iw
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For intersubband transitions occurring between OW-no field OW-QCSE QW-PSF

the QW quantized levels, either in the conduc-
tion band or the valence band, two effects in- - 2 2

crease the optical interaction. First, the optical
matrix element is largely increased: the QW acts 1 1 . - -

as an electric dipole moment of size L (QW
thickness), whereas atoms and ordinary solids EG h h, hY

yield dipoles of the order a (atom size). Second. E1conf 1

as the energy dispersion of the quantum states 2 .... .........._-

for the two-dimensional motion is the same, all 3- 3

transitions occur at the same energy for all elec- 4 4

trons, independent of their kinetic energy (see 5 5-

Fig. 3 for the difference with usual interband
transition). Therefore, due to these two effects,
QWs can act as good radiation detectors in the
IR spectrum although the number of QW elec- no QCSE vs PSF

trons that can detect photons (limited to = 10" C field QCSE
cm 3 for metallurgical reasons) is much smaller ti QCSE ,,' " -

than that of valence electrons (= 1023 cm 3) in '-

interband bulk detectors like mercury cadmium -r ,
telluride (MCT). / PSF f F

The performance of the IR QW detectors is -" fild
indeed very promising [6] compared to that of Photon energy (a.u) Photon energy (a.u)
MCI-based devices, and offers the prospect of Fig. 4. Electro-optical effects in quantum wells. Top. energy

much better mastered technology. It should be levels and wavefunctions: from left to right: transitions %kith

kept in mind at this point that a major limitation no applied field: transitions with applied electric field in the

in performance of such detectors is due to the absence of carriers (quantum confined Stark effect. O(S-:t:

very short lifetime of excited states in QWs: elec- transitions Aith carrier bandfilling (so-called phase-space fill-
trn an always relax between intersubband 1v- ing VSF). BMinmi. from left to right: absorption curves for

"t c Q(SE and PSF conditions, and comparison of the absorption
els by emitting LO phonons in = 1(0 s, whereas changes for OCS_ and PSF (from D.A.B. Miller and II.

for interband detectors like MCI the lifetime in Sakaki).

the conduction bound is very long (in the 10 -' s
range), as phonon emission cannot occur across
the forbidden gap. This translates into a back- its energy levels. However. due to the squeezing
ground-limited infrared performance (BLIP) tem- of the electron and hole wavefunctions against
pcrature of 60-70 K. the OW interfaces, the electron-hole optical in-

teraction remains very strong even at high electric
3.2. Electro-optical and non-linear-optical eifects fields, at variance with the smoothing out of

absorption peaks in bulk materials.
Interband electro-optical effects in QWs are From the strength of the electro-optical effects

much stronger than in any other material, due to in QWs it has been possible to operate two-di-
the increased light-matter interaction brought mensional arrays of QW light-absorption modula-
along by the exciton effects described above and tors. Under such conditions, however, the con-
by the increased sensitivity of QW energy levels trast ratio between the on-off beams is quite low.
to applied electric fields, described first by Miller limited below 10. By using a reflectivity geometry.
as a quantum confined Stark effect (QCSE). It with Fabry-Perot (FP) cavity effects obtained by
can easily be seen from Fig. 4 that application of placing the electro-active QWs between dielectric
an electric field across a QW drastically changes mirrors, several authors were able to drastically

.1
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improve the contrast ratio: it suffices to use asym- trix element and the bleaching of that coupling at
metric FP modulators (AFPMs) such that the low injected densities due to the small 2D den-
overall reflectance of the structure is zero (by sity-of-states in QWs. The performance is well
having the reflectance of the first mirror exactly evidenced by the fact that low-power CW lasers
balancing the OW absorption and the reflectance can be used to perform frequency doubling or
of the second mirror) at zero applied electric degenerate four-wave mixing (DFWM) experi-
field and destroying that balance under applied ments.
electric field. Contrast ratios above ItX) were ob- Another hybrid scheme to obtain non-linear
tained [7]. effects is to use at the same time the photocon-

Another type of electro-optical effect is also ductive and the electro-optical properties of QWs.
obtained by injecting carriers in QWs (Fig. 4): Under proper bias, a bistable behavior can be
under such conditions bleaching of the exciton obtained in the so-called self-electro-optic device
absorption by phase-space filling (PSF) is ob- (SEED). Many implementations of SEEDs have
tained for quite low carrier densities, in the few been proposed. Optical "integrated'" circuits with
10'' cm-2 range, due to the two-dimensional up to 2048 devices have been fabricated [9].
nature of the QWs. This electro-optical effect
based on absorption bleaching is being imple-
mented in a number of planar waveguide modu- 4. The third-generation sharp optical features:
lators due to its low insertion loss and low drive- confined electrons and/or photons?
voltage capability [8].

Non-linear optical performance of QWs is also 4.1. Quantum wires and quantum boxes
superior to that of other materials. Here again
the performance is based on the strong light- Capitalizing on the many improvements
matter coupling brought along by the interband brought along by the one-dimcnsional quantiza-
exciton effects or by the giant intersubband ma- tion of layered semiconductors heterostructures
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Fig. 6. Impact of the phonon relaxation bottleneck on quantum wire and quantum box luminescence quantum efficienc_ (center.
after H. Benisty [10) and on BLIP temperature of infrared intersubband QW detectors (right, II. Benistv and C. Weis•uch.
unpublished).

just described, further improvements of optical ported worse, or at most as good properties as 2D
properties were predicted for structures with QWs. at strong variance with the universal im-
more fully quantized states in two or three di- provement brought along by OWs when com-
mensions in quantum-well wires (QWWs) or pared to three-dimensional hctcrostructures [I].
quantum boxes (QBs) [1]. In particular, fully We have recently shown [1)] that beyond the
quantized motion of electrons in all three dimen- surface and material damage brought along by
sions should yield sharp isolated optical transi- the 2D and 3D manufacturing processes of I D
tions, which should lead to well-improved maxi- QWWs and ()D QBs. some intrinsic mechanism
mum gain under excitation conditions similar to should be responsible for such a universal behav-
3D. 2D or ID (Fig. 5). Although many realiza- ior, independent of the many fabrication schemes
tions of ID QWWs or OD QBs have been re- used. We actually found that whercas optical
ported in the past few years. most of them re- properties are predicted to improve ssith decreas-

electrit
box 
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modes • 30 or 2D or I D

density
of states -200 A photons densityS/of states -200
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Ii• lL E 
LkL E
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Fig. 7. Schematic drawings of the matching between electronic states and photonic states for electron quantizalion (left) or photon
mode quantization (right).
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ing dimensionality thanks to the sharper optical cal" transitions), because there exist under the
transitions, there is conversely a price to pay for usual conditions a continuum of photon states
such a fuller quantization, i.e. reduced carrier which induce spontaneous emission through the
energy relaxation rates. It is then simulated that so-called vacuum-field fluctuations (Fig. 7). If we
energetically-injected electrons and holes in consider that the active material is placed in an
QWWs, and above all in QBs, most often remain optical cavity where only a single photon mode
in orthogonal quantum states, therefore forbid- has a spectral overlap with the emission band,
ding radiative recombination in interband transi- radiative recombination can only take place in
tions (Fig. 6). Several improved relaxation that photon mode. The emitted light has the
schemes have recently been proposed to bypass spectral characteristics of the photon mode. i.e..
this relaxation bottleneck such as resonant LO can be extremely narrow as determined by the
phonon relaxation in specially-designed QBs [11] photon lifetime in the cavity. The fate of all
or electron-electron Auger collisions [12]. On the electron-hole pairs not matching the energy and
other hand, the relaxation bottleneck is full of momentum of the mode photon is to either re-
promises for intraband-based devices [13] such as combine non-radiativcly or. in "good" samples, to
infrared detectors, which as mentioned at the end reach the photon-matched states by momentum
of section 3.1. are most often limited in perfor- and energy relaxation before non-radiative re-
mance due to the fast inter-level transition rate combination takes place. Like for electron states.
brought along by LO and LA phonon emission the photon mode quantization can be achieved in
(Fig. 6). 2D, ID or OD using planar cavities, cylindrical

cavities or closed cavities respectiveN (Fig. 7).
4.2. Photont mode quantization in optical microcat- Similar control of spontaneous emission can be
ifu's obtained from the recently-developed concept of

photonic band gap (PBG) materials [15]: such
A newv way to obtain sharp optical features in materials have a periodically modulated dielectric

solids has recently been opened thanks to the constant, as provided by the use of a 3D periodic
photon quantization in microcavities [14]. The heterostructure. The exclusion of unwanted pho-
basic principle is easy to grasp: Electrons and ton modes is provided by the multiple reflections
holes in energy bands can usually recombine at occurring in the periodic structure, analogous to
the various energies allowed by carrier popula- the opening of a bandgap in the electronic energv
tions energy and momentum conservation ("vcrti- levels in periodic solids. Of course, one requires

t , Output

DBR Y
reflectors

Ouantujm
I Wells

"Oupu 0.5 " 0 0.5

Output d
Fig. 3.Schematic drawings of a quantum microcavity (left) and its angular spontaneous emission diagram (Bvork el al. [14][
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within the photonic bandgap an allowed mode The spectral narrowing of LED emission due
which would let light escape from the crystal. to the cavity resonance is also very useful: it
This is provided by breaking the exact translation reduces the dispersion in high-data rate transmis-
invariance of the perfect photonic crystal by a sion. An improvement of = 3 was recently ob-
".photon impurity". i.e. localizing an optical mode served by Hunt [17] in the maximum distance-
by a photonic crystal defect [15]. We have re- frequency product.
cently shown the two approaches of microcavities Recently, we have evidenced the resonant in-
and photonic bandgap materials to be equivalent. teraction of the microcavity photon mode with
the microcavity representing an optimal impurity the QW excitons. which gives rise to the vacuum-
in a PBG material [16]. field Rabi oscillation of the excitons [181. Rabi

Semiconductor microcavity structures have very oscillations can be seen as a coupled-oscillator
simple ID implementations: one uses planar process, by which resonantly coupled electronic
Fabry-Perot (FP) microcavities where the mir- and photon oscillators periodically exchange en-
rors are multi-quarter wave stacks distributed ergy. In a classical coupled oscillator description.
Bragg reflectors (DBRs) (Fig. 8). The usual multi- the overall system response yields two split modes
pass interference description of the FP resonator corresponding to the normal modes of the sys-
shows that the resonant photon mode, for which tem. In an atomic transition language, one con-
all reflected waves in the cavity are in phase, has siders the system as undergoing a coherent evolu-
an intensity increased by a factor 4/( - R), tion with a photon being absorbed by an atom.
where R is the DBR mirror reflectivity [14]. Con- which subsequently emits a photon with the same
versely. those non-resonant photon modes are energy and wavevector k. that photon being reab-
suppressed by a factor = I - R. The cavity acts sorbed, and so on. This observation, recently cx-
as if it concentrated the electric field from all tended to room temperature. shows that the asso-
non-resonant modes into the resonant mode. The ciation of quantum wells and microcavities yields
net effect is therefore that the spontaneous life- an optical -hybrid" material which exhibits a
time has hardly changed. as long as efficient strong optical coupling, i.e. the cohterent int'rac-
relaxation towards the photon-coupled electron- tion ol light and matter. This might well be the
hole state prevents a too-strong hole burning .. ultimate'" optical material.
phenomenon.

Many predictions of the impact of microcavitv
effects have been verified. One of the most 5. Conclusions
promising device-wise is the concentration of the
spontaneously emitted light in the narrow angle As can be seen, the field of optical het-
of the cavity mode (Fig. 8). of the order of (I - crostructures has already provided many impor-
R)/rr inside the microcavity material. This opens tant devices, and will continue to do so in the
the way to high efficiency LEDs with fiber- future [14]. The exciting feature of this field is
matched emission angles instead of the approxi- that breakthrough concepts are appearing at an
mately Lambertian emission of cavityless struc- undiminished pace, to the contrary! We hope to
tures. It should be remarked that this effect, have conveyed some of the excitement expcri-
directly due to the photon mode quantization, enced by the researchers in this field in this short
yields a major improvement when compared with overview.
the quantum box electron quantization where the
electric dipole of electron-hole pairs or excitons
radiates in all directions. It should also lead to 6. Acknowledgements
the " thrcsholdless" laser [14] as the emission
process will continuously switch from sponta- I would like to thank my various coworker% on
neous to stimulated in the same single photon various aspects of the work described hctc It
mode while increasing exciting power. Benisty, C'. Sotomayor-Torres. Y. Arakawka. M.
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Abstract

After a short review of the typical gain processes in II-VI semiconductors, we present examples for various
compounds considering rather thick epilayers and superlattices. The observed gain processes include inelastic
scattering processes. biexcitons and plasma formalion.

I. Introduction due to the dependence of the effective density of
states or of the Mott density on material parame-

In the seventies and eighties we saw already a ters like the dielectric constant and the effective
phase of intense work towards the understanding masses [1]. In the following we shall shortly re-
of gain processes in II-VI semiconductors. The view the gain processes, present the investigated
failure at that time to grow efficient p-n june- samples, some of their properties and the ob-
tions caused at shift of the interest to other topics served gain spectra. We finish with a short con-
[I]. The recent success based on advanced growth clusion and outlook.
and doping techniques like molecular beam epi-
taxy (MBE) and metalorganic chemical vapour
deposition (MOCVD) [2] brought the interest 2. Gain processes
back to the above-mentioned field. While com-
mercial laser diodes for the (infra-) red range
based on GaAs or InP relay essential on the The main gain process in semiconductors have
recombination in a degencrate three- or two-di- been compiled already several times (see, e.g..
mensional electron-hole plasma (EHP) as gain refs. [1,4-71 and references therein). We can be
mechanism [31, it became rather early clear. that therefore rather short here.
excitonic processes contribute in addition in the At low temperatures, there are extrinsic pro-
case of wide gap lI-VI [4] (and Ill-V) materials cesses like the recombination of an exciton bound

to a defect under emission of an acoustic phonon
or under scattering with a free carrier or exciton
[6]. These processes contribute to the so-called

* Corresponding author. M-band. Furthermore there can be gain due to

15122-0240/94/$07.01) ( 1994 Ilsevier Science B.. All rights reserved
NSSP 00l22-024KOM3)|0565-()
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free-to-bound transitions or due to population fects are negligible, partly superlattices (SLs) or
inversion in the tail of exciton states, localized by multiple quantum well (MQW) structures with
disorder occurring, e.g. in alloys or at interfaces well width 1, comparable to the excitonic Bohr
(well width fluctuations) [4,8]. In the intermediate radius. The hexagonal CdS and CdSe epilayers
density regime there are a large number of intrin- and the CdS/CdSe superlattices have been grown
sic processes depending on temperature, material on GaAs (111) substrates in Kaiserslautern by
parameters and excitation conditions which gen- hot-wall epitaxy. Details about the growth pro-
erally ressemble a four level system and show cess are given in ref. [11]. The ZnTe epilayers
gain. Examples are the decay of biexcitons (in- have been grown on GaAs (100) in Regensburg
cluding both incoherent processes contributing to by MOCVD [12] and the ZnSe epilayers and
the M-band and coherent antiStokes raman scat- ZnSe/ZnS,,,Se, 9., SL in Aachen also by MOCVD
tering (CARS)-like ones) [6.7], the decay of an [13]. In some cases the layers have been glued on
exciton under emission of one (or more) LO a sapphire chip and the substrate has been re-
phonons [6,9], or inelastic scattering processes in moved by selective etching.
which one exciton (or electron-hole pair) decays The linear transmission, reflection and lumi-
radiatively, however transfering part of its energy nescence spectra have been recorded by standard
to another exciton, which is excited to a state techniques using a He flow cryostat, a spectrome-
with n,=2B 3..... x, resulting in the so-called ter and an optical multichannnel analyser for
P,, bands, or to a free carrier [6]. These so-called detection. For high excitation, the samples have
exciton-exciton and exciton-electron (or hole) been illuminated either by 7 ns pulses from a
scattering processes can survive also when the tunable dye laser pumped by a nitrogen laser or
excitons are increasingly ionized either thermally by 80 ps pulses from a quenched cavity dye laser
or by increasing excitation density in the transi- pumped by an excimer laser. In the latter case
tion to an electron-hole plasma. In the case of a the emission was temporally dispersed by a streak
degenerate EHP such processes are also known camera. Gain spectra have been obtained from
as "Fermi sea shake-up"' [101]. The exciton-carrier the emission spectra under variation of the exci-
scattering shifts with increasing temperature tation stripe length [14] and care has been taken
faster to the red than the band-gap does [1,6]. At to avoid gain saturation. The product of gain and
the highest excitation intensities, an EHP is layer thickness is usually so low that pump-and-
reached in all semiconductors. In the case of a probe measurements through the sample are not
degenerate EHP, i.e. when the chemical potential applicable for gain measurements.
A of the electron-hole pair system is situated
above the reduced band gap E", one has popula-
tion inversion between the bands and gain due to 4. Results for thick epilayers
direct band-to-band recombination between A
and E, [6]. The gain can extend to energies below The gain processes at low temperatures show a
E. due to final state damping [6], Fermi sea rather consistent picture in various samples. The
shake-up [10] or the emission of plasmons and/or gain is mainly due to inelastic exciton-exciton
phonons [6,101. Some of the last mentioned pro- scattering with contributions of the ex-LO pro-
ccsses may result in gain also in a non-degenerate cess. At the highest pump powers close to the
EHP. damage threshold EHP features appear. Gain

spectra have been published for the above-men-
tioned ZnTe [15] and CdSe layers [16]. They

3. Investigated samples and experimental tech- agree with luminescence spectra under high exci-
niques tation [17.18]. We give here in Fig. I an example

for a 0.5 gm wide ZnSe layer grown on GaAs
We investigate partly epilayers with thick- between ZnS1 .,Se,., buffer and cap layers of 2

nesses above 0.1 jim for which quantization ef- and 0.5 M.m, respectively. We see in the absorp-

-~ _ _.. ... .. . . ... ... .. . . ... ..... .. . .
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absorption spectrum can be measured. It shows
T20K .4 several structures: a weak shoulder at 2.8019 eV. a

first main peak at 2.815 eV another one at 2.825

200 ,, , eV, a weaker one at 2.831 eV and a step-like
- feature above 2.84 eV. The interpretation of these

lot ) ' Ca data is rather complex due to some uncertainties
".1 %%'co " in well and barrier widths and compositions, and

" 02 •C- in the combined effects of strain (including the
"unknown thermal behaviour of the adhesive).
quantization and enhancement of the exciton

-4 80S _.'. 2 02,4 S6 binding energy. An interpretation of the shoulder
photon energy (eV) at 2.809 eV as n= I lh exciton [19] is for the

Fig. 1. The absorption spectrum (-- -). luminescence spectra present system rather unlikely due to the presum-
for two different excitation intensities (- - -.. ) and a gain ably compressive strain. In this case the hh exci-
spectrum (- ) for a ZnSe epilayer grown between

ZnS, , Seo, cladding layers on GaAs. ton should be lower [19-211. So we attribute the
shoulder to some defect transitions or well-width
fluctuations. The absorption and reflection sig-

tion spectrum the broadened F5 nB = 1 exciton nals at 2.815 eV correspond then to the nB= I
centred around 2.803 eV, the continuum transi- hh exciton. For the higher peaks we put forward
tions starting above 2.82 eV and the absorption of two alternate assignments: (i) 2.825 eV. nH = I lh
buffer and cap layers beyond 2.84 eV. The lumi- exciton; 2.831 eV. n, = 2 hh exciton: around 2.84
nescence observed in a backward scattering con-
figuration shows at /,, = 0.27 MW/cm 2 an M-
band like structure [6,171 to which an emission . a
from excitons bound to defects and/or to inter-
face disorder may contribute, apart from the ef-
fects mentioned in section 2. At higher excitation
an additional structure appears around 2.78 eV,
which dominates the in-plane emission spectra o . "

due to stimulation. The optical gain is concen- 800 b t, I cm

trated in this band and reaches values up to 250 -" T=2 , . 04,

cm -. From its spectral position and its similarity E 400- ..... 0.08611,

with CdSe or ZnTe [15-171 we attribute it to E_- 2.83•e•-

inelastic exciton-exciton scattering. 0

2.76 2.78 2.80 2.82 2.84 2.66

5. Results for superlattices Soo 0- c 3.2 WCM,
T-300K E-2.83 ev

We continue with a SL consisting nominally of E 250 0

120 periods of 6 nm ZnSe and II nm ZnS, Se,.,. Jý _
In Fig. 2a, its linear optical properties are sum- .
marized. When the sample is still on the GaAs L L
substrate, it shows strong Fabry-PHrot modes in 2 p62 2.64 2.66 268 2.70 2.2

reflection (upper trace) in the transparent part of photon energy (eV)

the spectrum and in reflection a main resonance Fig. 2. Optical properties of a ZnSe/ZnSSco,, SI.: (a)

of the nt I I"1 exciton in ZnSe at 2.815 eV. reflection spectra before and after removal of the (ias

= 5 substrate (- ) and absorption spectrum (-- -.. ): (b) Gain
After removal of the substrate, this resonance is spectra at low lattice temperature for various values of the

only slightly shifted (lower trace). In addition, the excitation intensity: Ic) Gain spectrum at room temperature.
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eV. onset of the exciton continuum of the wells temperature (K)
and of the barrier absorption. In this case the 0 0 100 150 200 250 304)

binding energy of the exciton would be enhanced 2.82 a 0 gain ,,aximurno 0

from the bulk value of 20 meV to about 25 meV. .0 o artabsorption

(i6) Splitting of hh and lh excitons below the 2.80 * • ., peak

observed width of the resonances of about 5 2.78
meV. Then we would have 2.825 eV, nB = 1
exciton of barriers, 2.831 eV. nB = 2 exciton of > 2.76 , s-0.42meVK
wells and at 2.84 eV, the onset of the continuum 

0 2.74

for wells and barriers. Further work is in progress
to distinguish between (i) and (ii). The low tem- 2.72 s,- 0.607 \

perature gain spectra start rather close to the
exciton resonance. Therefore we can exclude ex- 2.70

ex scattering for both above assignments. The 268 -s 0.187niVIK-2.2k,,
spectral position coincides rather with the M- 2

band, so in principle all processes contributing to 5" 10 " b " ;:: : .this feature (see above or ref. [6]) have to be E * EIM °o
considered and in addition localized tail states 20 °
caused by well width fluctuations. The rather 7_ o -
high peak values of the gain lead us to favour the 0 * , " Y 0A)
latter interpretation or the biexciton decay pro- .0 SO ,0() 20( _-0 "00
cess [21]. The binding energy of the biexciton temperature (K) -

would then be in the range of 5 meV roughly Fig. 3. The temperature dependence of the exciton cnerg,

compatible with the enhanced exciton binding (-:,-1 and o(f he gain maximum jusi beyond threshold
energy. (- i -) (a) and the temperature dependtnce of the FWH[M of

Around 80 K the gain process changes evi- the gain spectrum (-- 0 -) and the excitation intensitr atAroun 80 Kthreshold (-. E -) (hI.

dently. The gain spectrum is getting broader and

shifts more strongly with temperature as can be
seen from the slopes given in Fig. 3a. The laser 1 7  .........

threshold increases (Fig. 3b). At 3M) K it reaches lob Tattice-0K, E_247eV

a FWHM of 40) meV. 'E
These features are strong hints for an inelastic I05 _? 25 ps

scattering process between free carriers and cxci- i _160 ps

tons [20] or holes and electrons in an EHP. A :0 E
simple guess with the generation rate and a life- 10 i3- 35 ps

time of 2M0 ps indicates, that the EHP could be .-
just at the onset of degeneracy at RT with ni of 10 250ps
several l(0" cm -. • 1 430 ps

As a last example, we show in Fig. 4 time L 1.2 ns

resolved emission spectra of a hexagonal type-il ' I6.7 ns
CdS/CdSc SL grown on GaAs (Il ). The shift of 14 ns
the emission with time is connected with the 10-1 32ns

screening of internal piezo-fields by the free car- 10-.
riers and is treated in more detail in ref. [221. 1.5 1.6 1L7 1.8 1.9 2.0

Here we concentrate on the strong peak around photon energy (eV)
1.8 eV which appears with a threshold character Fig. 4. Time rcolved emission spectra after ps excitafion of 30

for the highest excitation energies only and which periods of 6 nm ( JSe and h nm (dS on GaAs I1/1) for to
decays almost synchroneously with the excitation different pump powers.
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pulse. These features confirm that this emission 121 See. e.g.. M '% l~aase. J. Qiu. .1.M_ IDcPuydt and 11.

is of -timulated origin. A detailed analysis [22; of Cheng. Appl. Phys. Lett. 59 (1991) 1272:

the (mini-) band structure in this SL shows that H. Jeon. J. Ding. W. Patterson. A.V. Nccrmikko. W. Xic.
D.C. Grill. M. Kobayashi and R.L. (junshor. App).

the stimulated emission is due to the transition Phys. Lett. 59 (1991) 3619:
from the second quantized electron level to the or the contributions to this conference and rcfcrencs

first quantized hole level due to the stronger therein.

overlap integral. The first quantized hole level is [3] S.M. Sze. Physics of Semiconductor Devsices. 2nd cd.

wih nceain eciatonpoulte frs, utthe (Wiley. New York. 1981): sons. New York (1981):
withinceasig ecittionpoplatd fistbutK.J. Ebeling. Integrierte Optoclektronik. 2nd ed.

optical transition matrix element is too small tc (Springer. Berlin. 1992).
overcome the losses. Since the parity selection [4] A.V. Nurmikko and R.L. Gunshor, Ph~s. Status Solidi (h)
rule -In.. = 0 is relaxed by the internal piezofields, 173 (1992) 2(A.

the transitions between the second electron and [51 Hi. Kalt. 1.1). Collet. Le Si Dang. J. (ihert. S.D. IBara-
the irsthol subandare lloed ad gt ineednovskii. R. Saich. M. Umnlauff. K.P. Gevzers. M. Fleuken
the irsthol subandare lloed ad gt ineedand C. Klingshirn. Physica B 191 I 1993) 9)).

a higher oscillator strength than the fundamental 16] C. Klingshirn and 11. ilaug. Phys. Rept. 7)1)(1981) 3)15.
transition [22]. The densities at which these states [7] B. lliinerlage. R. Lc~y. i.B. ir'un. C. Klingshirn and K.
start to be populated are in the 1i013 cm -2range Bohnert. Phys. Rept. 1214 (1985) 161.
and thus beyond the 2d Mott density. This means. [8] F.A. Majiumder. S. Shevel. V.G. Lyssenko. F1.-E. Ssso-

thatwe aveher anexaple f pasm gan i a oda and C. Klingshirn. Z. Physik B 66 (1987) 401).
thatwe aveher anexapleof lasa gin n a [9] K. Wfinste). and C. Klingshirn. Opt. (Conuun. 32 (]9)S))

Il-VI SL. 269.
[10)] M.S. Skolnick ct A). in: Proc. 21st Int. (onl. on Phssics

of Semnicondutors (World Scientific. Singapore. 1982) p.

6. Conclusion and outlook 41. and references therein.
[HI] M. Grim. M. Hletterich. C . Klingshirn. A. Rocnacscur. .1

Zweck and W. Gebhardt. J. Chrvstal (irowth I3 IS 1494)
We have seen that the gain proce..ses for sev- )50.

eral 11-VI epilayers and SL follow the trends 112] W. Gehhardt. Mater. Sci. Em!. BII) 119921 1.
known from bulk materials. In the future we can [13] J. Sij1lner. M. Scholl. A. Schneider. M. Ileuken and I

expect the optimization of these processes to- Woitok. J. Crystal Growth 138 (1994) 35.
[141 K.L. Shaklec. R.E. Nahory and R.F. Lecheny. J Lurnine..

wards application (i.e., room temperature lasing cence 7 (1973) 284.
in a forward biased p-n junction) and a quantita- [151 F.A. Majumder. II. Kalt. C. Klingshirn. A. Naunio%. 11.
tive analysis and understanding of. e.g., the scat- Stanzl and W. (iehhardt. in: Proc. lCL '93. J1. Luriincs-
tering processes, the band alignment and renor- cence. to he published.

malization. [161 S.V. Bogdanov. M. (irun. II. Kalt and C. Klingshirn.
Solid State Commun. 86) (1993) 273.

[71 J. (iutov~ski. Semnicond. Sci. Technol. ( 1)991) AS)I.
[1)8] C. Klingshirn. J, Crystal Growth t117) (1992) 753.
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Dephasing of excitons in a CdTe/Cd().,,Mn0.14Te
multiple quantum well
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Abstract

The decphasing of heavy- and light-hole excitons in ('dTc/(Cd,,,Mn,,,,Te mul~ltiple quantumn %Ncll is nmestigatcd
hy means of suhpicosecond transient four-wave flixing. We find dephasing times on the order of 2 ps. coirresponding,
to a homogeneous linewidth of' 0.65 meV. for the free heavy-hole exciton at 5 K and moderate exciton densitN.
Density and temperature dependent measurements of the homogeneous linewkidth allo%% the determination of the
interaction strength for exciton-cxciton and cxeiton-phonion scattering as well as of the residual contrihution duc 4
extrinsic scattering processes. Simultaneous excitation of hea~v- and light-hole excitons lead,, to the appearance oft
quantum heats, allowing the determination of the light-hole dephasing time. We find that the light hole dephases
4-5 times faster than the heavy-hole exciton. This faster dephasing of the light-hole exeiton is attrihutedI to a1
resonant coupling hetween the Is light-hole and the 2s heavy-hole exeiton state. The resuLltS :ire compared ito
puhlished data for GaAs/Al ,Ga, As quantum wells.

1. Introduction geneous linewidth of optical. in partictilar exci-
ton, transitions is at very sensitive measure of' the

Recently various time-resolved optical tech- extrinsic and intrinsic properties of' the tniaterials
rtiques. including time-resolved photolumines- and structures. For example, amongst the differ-
cence (TRPL), pump and probe, or transient ent scattering processes contributing to the deC-
four-wave mixing (I'FWM). have been employed phasing, defect-, impurity-, alloy- and interlace-
to study the dynamics of exeitons in Il-VI semi- scattering are extrinsic processes. Which often1 dC-
conductor bulk materials [1] and heterostructutres pend on growth conditions, while qluasi-particle
[2.3]. Among these. TF'[WM allows direct measur- interactions, like exeiton-ext '!on and exeitort-
ing of the exeiton decphasing time T_. and thus phonon scattering, are intrinsic. Thus, a detailed
determining the homogeneouS linewidth, I investigation of these processes and a comparison
It/Trl,. D~ue to its dependence on scattering pro- of the optical properties of qutantunm wells (QWs)
cessýes. the decphasing time and hence the homo- based on wide gap Il-VI semiconductors %%ith

Ill-V OWs arc also of great importance for the
_______further development and improvement of opto-

Corresponding author, electronic devices based on Il-VI materials,.

00422.t0248/94/$07.00) . 1994 Elsevier Scicrice It.V. All rights reserved
SS) 1102 2-f(24Xt 43 tt0466- K
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Here we report on subpicosecond TFWM
Studies of scattering processes contributing to the A hb
optical dephasing of heavy-hole and light-hole h
excitons in at sernimagnetic Cd'Fe/C'd( ,,Mn, 1Te
multiple quantum well (MOW).

2. Experimental details 
i

The Cd'le/C'd,,,,,,Mn,, 4-Te MOW was grown 1 601 2Enry(V16416

b% molecular beam cpitaxy on ( 100)-orientedEnry(V
CdTe substrate after a 0.2 junl CdTe buffer layer Fig. 1. Photo]urnirtescence excitation splectrum at Lt K.f .

The horizontal solid arrosk indicates the spectra] full Nkidth at[4]. T'he MOW consists of 5(0 periods of 8.5 nm half maximium of the laser Pulses used in the TFWMN experi-
thick CdTc wells and 9.5 nm thick Cd,,5',,Mn,, 14Te ments. The dashed line corresponds to the encrg% splitting
barriers. A tunable mode locked Ti-sapphire determined from the ohsetxed heat period.
laser wkas used as an excitation source for the
IFWM experiments. This laser produces at train
of 1101 fs pulses (spectral width 22 meV) at at attributed to well-width fluctuations on the order
repetition rate of 76 MHz. The T, times were of three monolayers.
measured in the two-pulse self-diffraction TFWM Fig. 2 shows the transient behaviour of the
configuration in the retlection geometry [5]. al- luminescence detected from the free Is heavyA-
lowing FWM experiments on structures with hole exeiton recombination under nonresonant
opaquec substrates. The nonlinear signal was de- excitation. i.e. excited above the Is heavy-hole
tected time integrated by at photomultiplier ats a exciton resonatnce. The TRPL signal can be well
function of' the time delay between the two mnci- fitted with an exponential decay constant of 2(15
dent pulses. For inhomogeneouslv broadened ps. a typical value for II-VI semiconductor OWS
tratnsitions. the exponential decay of the TFWM [2.71.
signal is related to the dephasing time by TFWM traces measurcd at 4.2 and 45 K and

Vx-4 11t\ [6]. For the TRPL experiments, an exciton densitv of 1012 cm are shown in Fig.
c\citation was provided by a synch ronously 3. In order to excite only the hb exciton transi-
pumnped mode-locked Pvridin 2 dlye laser with tion. the laser was tuned well belo%\ the hh reso-
pulse duration of 7 ps. A synchroscan streak nance. The decay times of the Tuwm signals.
camera with at time resolution of 25 ps wats used obtained by an exponential fit to the data. corre-
for detection. The sample was kept in a tempera-
(tire variable helium flow cryostat, allowing teni-
perature dependent measurements.0

3. Results and discussion 60.5

The photolumrniescnce1C excitation spectrunm
(I.F,[) of the sample is shown in Fig. I. The
resonances of' the Is hecavy- and light-hole cxci- 0 .0 0 50 10
tons (hh and] Ih) can be observed at 1.6201 cV (hh) Time (ps)
and 1.633 cV (lbh). This corrresponds to a lh-hih I ag, 2. -1RNI of ihe heavN-haalc exeton at ; Kx is mecasure.d
splitt ing of' 1.3 meV. The Iinewidth is 4.3 mcV for under nonresananatt excnatat'tt i.e. excied abon the 1, hea%\-
tlie hh and 5.0 meV for the lb. T~he broadening is htole citnoat energs.
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Fig. 3. TFWM signal as a function of the delay lime between Excitor d, "ity ( " = cm'

the two exciting laser pulses at T =- 4.2 and 45 K. Fig. 5. Homogeneous linewidth as a function of exciton den-
sity. The dashed line is the result of a linear regression. \which
yields the parameter for exciton-exciton interaction.

spond to dephasing times T. of 1.38 and 8401 fs.
respectively. These dephasing times are much
shorter than the observed exciton recombination is the dominant temperature dependent dephas-
time of 205 ps. Thus, we can conclude that the ing mechanism below 45 K [8]. The slope of the
recombination process does not contribute to the linear increase is a measure of the exciton-acous-
dephasing and that the T. times are determined tic phonon coupling strength y,,. whereas the
solely by scattering processes, which will dis- intercept I'h,,m(T= (I) accounts for temperature
cussed in detail in the following, independent processes such as exciton-exciton

Temperature dependent TFWM measure- interaction and scattering by defects. impurities.
ments between 4.2 and 45 K reveal a linear interface roughness and alloy fluctuations [9.10].
increase of the homogeneous linewidth from 0.95 A linear regression to our data yields yon = 13.7
to 1.54 meV, as shown in Fig. 4. The linear geV/K and an intercept of10.89 meV. The value
increase implies that acoustic phonon scattering for Yph is a factor of three larger than the one

reported for a 13.5 nm GaAs/AIGaAs QW [9].
Thus, we conclude that exciton-acoustic phonon

1.6 scattering is weaker in GaAs/AIGaAs as com-
pared to CdTe/CdMnTe OWs.E" "

As mentioned above, I',,,n(T = 0) involves a
5 1.4 contribution due to exciton-exciton scattering.

• 0 -" •We have determined this contribution by measur-

1.2= ing the density dependence of h at 4.2 K in
"the range between 3.4 x 1It' and 5.5 X 012 cm 2
The obtained values are plotted in Fig. 5. '1,...

01 increases linearly with exciton density from 0.0
E00 meV to 2.4 mcV in this range. This linear in-
I crease is attributed to exciton-exciton scattering

0.8 0 10 20 30 40 so and can he described by [I I]:
Temperature ( K ) I',(n) = =) + ya2En,. ( I

Fig. 4. Ilomogeneous linewidth as a function of temperature.
The dashed line represents a linear regression, which yields Here a,, is the exciton Bohr radius (4.5 nm in our
the coupling strength for exciton-acoustic phonon scattering, particular structure) and 1,, the exciton binding

A
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energy (20 meV in our case). y,, is a dimension-
less parameter and gives a measure of the exci-
ton-exciton interaction strength. "hm(nx = 0) is
the density independent contribution to the ho-
mogeneous linewidth and includes all residual
interactions of the excitons with acoustic phonons,
impurities, interfaces and alloy fluctuations. Fit-
ting Eq. (1) to our data yields an exciton-exciton
interaction strength of 0.16 and a density inde-
pendent contribution of 0.35 meV at 4.2 K. The 1 0 1 2
value of y, is nearly one order of magnitude Delay (ps)

smaller than the one reported by Honold et al. Fig. 6. TFWM signal (solid line) detected under simultaneous

for a 12 nm GaAs QW [12]. Since the differences excitation of the heavy- and light-hole excitons. The dashed

in exciton parameters (as. E,,) are already taken line is a fit to the data, which provides the energy splitting and
the dephasing times of the two transitions involved in the beatinto account in Eq. (1), we expect y,' to be phenomena.

similar in different materials. Slight differences
can be partly attributed to the different screening
of the Coulomb potentials between excitons, i.e.
due to the different dielectric constants of both
the well and the barrier materials. In addition. y-y
will also be modified by localization (for localized
excitons a smaller y, is expected). However. The primary contribution to this difference is
assuming localization is in contradiction to the probably due to the different structural quality.
temperature dependent TFWM results, since the For the TFWM experiments described above,
observed linear temperature dependence is con- the exciting laser was tuned well below the hh
sistent with the interaction between free excitons resonance in order to excite only the hh exciton.
and single acoustic phonons [10]. This, however. Tuning the laser center frequency (spectral width
was also found in another II-VI QW system 22 meV) to higher energies between the hh and
(CdZnTc/ZnTe) by Stanley [13]. Nevertheless. lh resonance, both transitions are excited simulta-
this point is not yet fully understood and further neously. This results in the appearance of a peri-
work is definitely needed. odic modulation in the TFWM signal, as shown

Since we have measured both the interaction in Fig. 6 (solid line), which is attributed to quan-
strength for exciton-acoustic phonon and exci- tum beats between the Is hh and Is lh [14]. By
ton-exciton scattering, we are now able to deter- analyzing the temporal dependence of the TFWM
mine the contribution to uh.n, due to the residual signal, both the energy splitting .IE = h/TB (Tij
extrinsic scattering processes, e.g. alloy, interface is the beat period) between the respective transi-
and impurity scattering, which often depend on tions and their dephasing times can be obtained.
growth conditions. Hence i'(7T= 0. n = 0) might A fit to the observed data is shown in Fig. 6 by
be considered as a measure for the structural the dashed line and yields an energy splitting of
quality of the sample. By extrapolating the data 12 meV, in reasonable agreement with the split-
to zero temperature and zero density we find ting in the PLE [15]. The dephasing times for the
I'h,,n,(i'= (0; 1, = 0) = 0.28 meV, which is a factor hh and lh excitons are found to be 1.90 T 0.1)5 ps
of 2.5 larger than the value reported for GaAs for the hh and 0.4 T- 0.1 ps for the lh. i.e. the Ih
QWs [9]. Spin scattering between the exciton spin exciton dephases approximately 4-5 times faster
and the spin of the manganese ions in the semi- than the hh exiton. This shorter dephasing time
magnetic barrier may contribute to i'(T = 0; n , = of the lh exciton is attributed to scattering be-
0I); however, further careful study is required to tween the excitonic Is lh state and the nearly
investigate the role of this spin-spin interaction, degenerate 2s hh exciton state.
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Abstract

We have studied the electronic structure of strained-layer ZnSe/ZnS supcrlattices by using two kinds of
two-photon spectroscopy: two-photon absorption spectroscopy and resonant second-harmonic generation. The
exciton binding energy is found to exhibit a blue shift as compared to the bulk value due to the exciton confinement
effect. Based on the observed subband energies, we derive a conduction-band offset of - 70 mcV and a
valence-band offset of 8(9) mcV.

1. Introduction spectroscopic techniques. We determine the en-
ergy of the 1S-2P splittings of heavy-hole (hh)

Wide band gap 1I-VI semiconductor hct- and light-hole (lh) excitons, exciton binding ener-
erostructures are becoming more and more im- gies, and conduction- and valence-band offsets in
portant as prospects for utilizing these materials the ZnSe/ZnS superlattices.
in a variety of optoelectric device applications. In
particular, ZnSe-based heterostructures are po-
tentially useful for such devices as blue-emitting 2. Theoretical background
diodes and blue injection lasers. As compared to
the case of GaAs-based quantum-well structures, The TPA in bulk ZnSe has been shown to
however, less background knowledge is available result predominantly from transition terms which
for this structure. In this paper, we apply two- are described in the framework of a two-band
photon spectroscopy, i.e., two-photon absorption model [I]. In this model, allowed two-photon
(TPA) spectroscopy ([1,21 and resonant second- transitions occur to final P-exciton states via dis-
harmonic generation (SHG) [1,3], to the study of crete S-exciton states as intermediates. The low-
electronic structure of ZnSc/ZnS strained-layer est-energy final state is then the 2P exciton. In
superlattices (SLSs). The TPA and resonant SHG ZnSe/ZnS superlattices, one must distinguish
provide detailed information about the funda- between E II z and E L z polarization configura-
mental electronic structure of the superlattices, tions because of the different selection rules [2].
which cannot be obtained by means of linear For E ± z, the situation is not so different from

the bulk case. The onset of TPA occurs when
twice the incident photon energy. 2hw,, is equal
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notation hhi-cj and Ihi-cj for the optical transi- bands, electron and hole confinement also causes
tions, where hh (Oh) refers to the heavy (light) the transition energies to move higher energies.
hole, and i qj) is the hole (electron) subband. The confinement energies are calculated by using
Including the exciton effect, the lowest-energy the modified Kronig-Penney model [7].
state reached is the 2P state of the hhl-cl exci-
tons as in the bulk case. For E 1 z, the TPA
spectra differ greatly from those of the bulk crys- 3. Experimental procedure
tal. reflecting subband quantization. The onset of
two-photon transition occurs at the Ih2-cl or The ZnSe/ZnS superlattices studied here were
lhl-c2 transition, which is higher in energy than grown on a (001) GaAs substrate without buffer
the hhl-cl transition. (The hh2-cl transition is layers by hot wall epitaxy (HWE). The experi-
forbidden because for E II z the interband transi- mental data were obtained from two samples: an
tion is not allowed between heavy-hole and con- SLS consisting of 1200 periods of 20 A ZnSe and
duction bands.) 18 A ZnS layers, and an SLS composed of I I()

The forbidden SHG signal is found to be en- periods of 15 A ZnSe and 40 A ZnS. The actual
hanced drastically when twice the incident pho- structural configuration of the sample has been
ton energy is resonant with the excitation energy assessed by high-resolution double crystal X-ray
of a 2P exciton in semiconductors [3,4]. The po- diffraction. The incident laser beam was propa-
larization selection rules of the resonant SHG is gated normal to the epitaxial growth direction, z.
the same as those for the TPA. Further, resonant so that either the E II z or E _L z polarization
behavior of the SHG signal can be also observed configuration was possible [3]. The samples were
at the IS exciton energy [3,4]. From the resonant directly immersed into liquid helium pumped to 2
SHG data alone, therefore, we can obtain infor- K. The excitation source was a home-made
mation on the IS and 2P exciton states. Ti :-sapphire laser pumped by a CW Q-switched.

In ZnSe/ZnS SLS grown on a [001]-oriented intracavity frequency-doubled Nd: YAG laser op-
substrate, the strain tensors e,, corresponding to erating at 6 kHz. The Ti: sapphire laser had a
ZnSe or ZnS layers, are given by E,, = E,, = (a,1  tuning range from 700 to 1000 nm, a pulse dura-
- a)/ao, E6- = - 2 E,,Cj,/CI, f, ý,=, =Ce: = tion of 30 ns and an average output power of
0 [5.6]. where a,1 is the in-plane lattice constant of - 100 mW. The tuning. accuracy of the Ti: sap-
the superlattice, a(, is the lattice constant of bulk phire laser was about I A, corresponding to - 0.3
ZnSe or ZnS, and C,j are the elastic stiffnes, meV uncertainty in the energy determination of
constants. Due to the in-plane biaxial strain, the 2h(o. The TPA signals were monitored via the
fourfold F " valence band splits into two doubly luminescence from IS free excitons (two-photon
degenerate bands, i.e., hh (J. = +3/2) and lh excitation spectroscopy). The luminescence and
(J. = ± 1/2) bands. As a function of the biaxial scattered light were dispersed with a monochro-
strain c,, the energy separations between the mator and detected by a gated optical-multichan-
conduction and valence bands are given by [5,6] nel detector. The spectral resolution of the pre-
AEhh=[2a(I- _C12/C,1) sent measurement is mainly limited by the

linewidth of the tunable Ti: sapphire laser.
-h(I + 2C, /CI )]2C . (1)

AEh [2a( I - C12/C, 1 ) 4. Results and discussion

+ b ( I + 2 C I2 1CIIEx (2) In Fig.. I, we show the TPA spectra obtained

where a and b refer, respectively, to the hydro- from 20 A ZnSe/18 A ZnS sample. For experi-
static and shear deformation potentials appropri- mental points indicated by open circles, the po-
ate to tetragonal distortion. In addition to the larization vector of the laser beam is chosen
strain-induced renormalization of the energy parallel to z. The filled circles are obtained for
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Fig. 1. Two-photon absorption spectra of the 21) A ZnSe/18 Fig. 2. SHG intensities from the 20 A ZnSe/18 A ZnS
A ZnS superlattice for the E _L z (*) and E IIz (§) configura- superlattice as a function of 

2
hto for .i(vv. unp): (0) and

tions. x(zz, unp), (C) configurations.

for the hh and lih excitons. There is a significant
E _L z. In the E L z configuration, the TPA pro- increase in the binding energy in our sample, as
cess involves final 2P excited states for the hhl-cl compared to that in bulk ZnSe (- 20 meV). This
and Ihl-cl excitonic transitions. For El Hz, the increase will be caused by the cxciton confine-
TPA enhancement is observed around 2h&) = 3.05 ment effect. An appreciable difference in the
eV, which has a resemblance to the one-photon binding-energy between the hh and Ilh excitons
exciton absorption feature. Taking into account can be detected, as the effective mass theory
the polarization selection-rules and the small predicted [8,9].
conduction-band offset between ZnSe and ZnS Similar results have been obtained in the case
[6,10], this feature can be assign to the transition of the 15 A ZnSe/40 A ZnS SLS. The TPA
between the Ihi and the conduction-band contin-
uum states. At higher energies, we can find other PHOTON ENERGY (eV)
two peaks: IS cl-hh2 peak at 3.175 eV and 2P 3.00 3.10 3.20

c2-hh2 peak at 3.249 eV. 10- znse zos 15A 40A 2K a1

Variation of the SHG intensity with 2 ht w, i.e., W!
the excitation spectrum for SHG, is shown in Fig. Z' _
2. No correction due to reabsorption of the signal = " .

was made for simplicity. For E _L z, four peaks °
exist strikingly in the energy region concerned. o,
The second and fourth lowest peaks in the excita- ýn- 10-
tion spectrum can be easily identified as appear- z e z

ILU e 1, 7

ing as a result of resonance with the 2P excitons. °
The first and third peaks at 2.917 and 2.985 eV, 5'.
which have a corresponding feature in the one- - 4

photon absorption spectrum, are attributable to , 00.
IS hhl-cl and Ihl-cl free exciton transitions, o-- -3.0 3 3.•2
respectively. TWO-PHOTON ENERGY (eV)

From the measured energy splitting betweenthe IS and 2P excitons, we can estimate the Fig. 3. (a) One-photon photoluminescence excitation spec-
trum of the 15 A ZnSe/ U) A ZnS supertattice. (h) Two-pho-exciton binding energy. The binding energies are ton absorption spectra of the 15 A ZnSe/40 A ZnS superlat-

found to be 38 ± 2 and 44 ± 2 meV respectively tice for the EL z (0) and Eliz (, configurations.
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E-- --- 170meV E discontinuity in the center of gravity of the hh

and lh bands is - 795 meV. The in-plane lattice3 654~ 2 83ev

3 5 8constant a I is - 5.62 A and E,, is calculated to

1-2m- - be - 0.8(). which agrees approximately with the
2E value of ic/4 estimated from Raman scattering.

The lattice constant a,, is larger than that ( - 5.51
A) predicted in the case of a free-standing super-

710meV 880mev lattice [5,6]. This means that the a is still at-
I fected by the substrate even in thick samples. As

for the 15 A ZnSe/40 A ZnS SLS, e, is calcu-

E . -lated to be - 1i, and the strain-induced splitting

E, between the hh and lh bands becomes - 52 mcV
Zn5 Zne in the ZnSe layers.

Fig. 4. Band lineups of the 201 A ZnSe/18 ,A ZnS strained-layer
superlattice. The heavy- and light-hole valence bands are
represented by solid and dashed lines, respectively.

5. Concluding remarks

spectra for this SLS are presented in Fig. 3. The We have shown that two-photon absorption
two broader peaks in the E 1 z spectrum come spectroscopy and resonant SHG can yield crucial
from the 2P hhl-cl and IhI-cI excitonic transi- information on electronic structures of ZnSe/ZnS
tions. The TPA enhancement around 2ho =. 3.18 strained-layer superlattices. These methods have
eV in the E If z spectrum is due to the transition improved the accuracy in determination of exci-
between the IhI and the conduction band contin- tonrbindingenergy andeh a tin the

uum tats. he esoant HG ignl culdnot ton binding energy and band offsets in the
uum states. The resonant SHG signal could not strained-layer superlattices. It should he interest-
be observed clearly in this sample because of srie-ae ueltie.I hudb neet
hemobserv cvolumearlylarger intissmplebeause oing to apply this method for other strained-layer
smaller ZnSe volume and larger inhomogeneous superlattices. such as CdS/ZnS superlattices.

broadening. Instead of the SHG data. the one-

photon excitation spectrum is shown in the fig-
ure. Two IS exciton peaks can be observed in the
one-photon spectrum. It is found from these data 6. References
that the binding energies are 45 + 2 and 51 + 2
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Abstract

With the technique of nonlinear quantum heat spectroscopy (NOBS), based on time-integrated, spectrally
resolved four-wave mixing, the nonlinearities of biexcitons localized at neutral acceptor sites in CdSc are investi-
gated. The NQBS offers the possibility to distinguish between quantum beats from a three-level system and
polarization interference from independent two-level systems. The localized biexciton states are discussed in analogy
with excited states of holes in neutral donor complexes.

1. Introduction conductors [4,5]. This field of ultrafast laser spec-
troscopy has recently been reviewed by Pantkc

Nonlinear quantum beat spectroscopy (NQBS) and Hvam [6].
has in recent years turned out to be an important, Our NQBS is based on four-wave mixing
ultrafast technique applicable to semiconducting (FWM) in which a laser beam of ultrafast pulses
compounds and structures. Close-lying excitonic is split into two beams with wavevectors k, and
transitions have been investigated using lasers k_. The nonlinear FWM signal is detected, time-
with pulse lengths in the picosecond or subpi- integrated, in the background-free direction 2k.
cosecond regime, which is shorter than the de- - k, as a function of the delay r between the
phasing times T. of the excited states. Particu- pulses in the two beams. The correlation trace
larly are studied beat phenomena in GaAs multi- will appear either as a free polarization decay or
pie quantum wells [1-3], but also in bulk semi- as a photon echo with intensity /,:,,tr) a

AW) e - " depending on whether the transition is
homogeneously (c = 2) or inhomogeneously (c =
4) broadened, respectively, where y = 1/T7 [7]. If
nearly degenerate multilevel systems are simulta-

o('trrcsronding author. neously and coherently excited by the same ultra-
Permanent address: A.F. loffe Physical-Technical Institute, short laser pulse, the correlation trace may addi-
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ation. tionally be modulated by the difference frequency
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where the decays of the average intensity 1,,,,(7) tral dependence of the FWM signal by solving the
and of the modulation amplitude 1m(T) are gov- Bloch equations and calculating the third order
erned by the dephasing rates y, of the individual nonlinear polarization p,3)(t, _r) [7.17.18]. The
transitions. The phase of the modulation is speci- spectrally resolved signal P131(w, r) is then the
fied by (b. Fourier transform of P,'3 (t, -).

Two methods have been described to distin-
guish whether or not the underlying microscopic
systems are coupled. Koch et al. [8] time-resolve 2. Theory for polarization interference and quan-
the FWM signal by cross correlation with a third, turn beat
delayed laser beam and observe the modulation
in real time for different delays between the two
incident beams. In the (0, ') domain they distin- Denoting t c the c transitton frequenciesguish between polarization interferences (P1) and .(2,0 = o - o - iy, (1 =1. 2) for two indepen-
quantu beatween polarizato idnterfeences(ig ) tan- dent two-level systems, and assuming Fourier lim-quantum beats (QB) by identifying signal trajec- ited pulses having a spectral width, which is much
tories at (t - 2r) and (t - ). rIespectively. Altr- smaller than &1 and a), and much larger than
natively, our group [9] spectrallv-resolhe the FWM
signal with a spectrometer. By this method, the is thed ti o nl n
distinction is made in the (w. 7) domain analysing is expressed by [18]

the modulation amplitude /,, and phase c6, as a R e'1* R, e'7•'-
function of the detected frequency around one of P,21 (t, r) = - + (2)
the resonances. As we shall see in the following. - f - )

the most distinct signature is a phase shift of r where R, = 2NM,4 with dipole moment M,. N, is
passing through a resonance, in the case of polar- a function of the incident fields, the spectral
ization interferences, which is absent in the case overlap with resonance i. and the concentration
of quantum beats. of two-level centres of type i. The nonlinear

In a highly excited semiconductor. biexcitons signal is proportional to the absolute square of
may form. and possibly bind to impurity centres the polarization in Eq. (2). yielding an expression
to form multi-exciton complexes. Such complexes as in Eq. (1). The beat signal involves the cross-
were first observed in indirect-gap semiconduc- product in Eq. (2), i.e. both resonance denomina-
tors. e.g. silicon [10.11], germanium [12] and sili- tors, giving rise to the phase shift of -, and the
con carbide [13]. Later, observations in the direct- minimum of /, in resonance. No signal is present
gap semiconductors GaAs [14]. CdTe [15] and, for negative delay. -,< 0. i.e. when pulse #1 ar-
recently. CdS [16] followed. rives before pulse #2.

Using the NOBS technique, we study the pres- Similarly, for a cascaded three-level system.
ence of localized biexciton states A!'M associated considering positive delay 7 > 0, the third order
with neutral acceptor sites A" in the II-VI semi- nonlinear polarization is expressed by [18]
conductor CdSc. Together with the one-cxciton
states A'X, the A"M states form a cascaded R, c'" + Q.2 e"n'
three-level system in which the intermediate state -QH( W, 7

A"X is shared by the ground state to exciton
tA"-A'X) transition and the exciton to biexciton R, eI-' + Q,1 e'•"•
(ANX-A'M) transition. - fill - ) (3)

The observed quantum beats are distinguished
from beats arising from polarization interference with Q,= N, M, 2M, 2. Squaring Eq. (3), we find a
between different impurity bound excitons, which nonlinear signal, again on the form of Eq. (1).
could be detected as well. To see the difference where no phase shift and only a slight change of
between the cascaded three-level system and the Im is found when w moves through the rCso-
independent two-level systems, we find the spec- nance. A signal is also present for negative delay
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(r < 0) which, however, does not show any modu-
lations [18]. CdSe 2K 12 (b)

3. Experimental setup and technique 4'' >'-"--, --- 4

We use pulses generated by a mode-locked 2

argon-ion laser pumping synchronously a tunable 2
dye laser (DCM) with a repetition rate of 82 MHz o
and a pulse coherence time of less than 500 fs [5]. V

-3
The experiments are performed at 2 K. -4

In the experiments, we spectrally resolve the ... . . . . .. .
nonlinear signal from the region below the lowest
free exciton (A,,. at 1.8251 eV). In this region, .2 -
we find the A`X impurity complex (0, with bind- 4 $-.-'--£ 4

ing energy 8.3 meV) and the neutral donor com- 2-•---- .

plex D"X (1, with binding energy 3.4 meV). 0
Recording the nonlinear signal for zero delay - 2

(r= 0) as shown in Fig. 1, the resonance en- / V

hancement around the 1, and 1, resonances is
evident. The exciting laser was centred near the Tm2 4 6 8 0 1

I, complex (see Fig. 1). Around the 1, complex, Time Delay (ps)
two lines, denoted I"t' (at 1.8212 eV) and I" (at Fig. 2. Polarization interferences detected near the I, reso-

1.8223 eV), are present in addition. These lines nance: (a) calculation after Eq. (2) with halw = 4.8 meV.
y= ). h),2 = 0.03 meV. and R, /R,_= IA and (h) cxpcri-are very difficult to observe in other experiments, ment. The different frequency components are separated b%,

e.g. in a luminescence experiment (see Fig. 1). 6,,= t(,o- ,o,)/o.)8 meV.

After band-to-band excitation, the lines appeared
only at high excitation as weak shoulders on the

high and low energy side of the I. luminescence
peak, respectively.

We will show in the following that the lines I"'
"I' !2 and 1 Nt are associated with biexciton states local-

S CdSe ized at neutral acceptor sites by observing the

2K modulated nonlinear signal near the 1. complex.
t as a function of time delay 7.

_1 i4. The exciton-biexciton system

In CdSe. beats between different impurity

bound excitons have earlier been identified [5].

8 ... An example is shown in Fig. 2b from a sample
18150 18200 with pronounced l-i, beats. A phase shift of

Energy (eV) nearly 7r and a minimum in 1m are observed
around the I, line, as compared with theory in

Fig. I. Luminescence after hand-to-hand excitation (dashed

curve). the nonlinear signal from a FWM process (solid curve) Fig. 2a, giving evidence of polarization interfer-
for zero delay 7 = 0. and the excitation profile for the nonlin- ence. To study the lines I,"' and I 1. a sample
ear signal (dotted curve), with very short dephasing time of the 1. excitons
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was selected. In this case the nonlinear signal A
0

M

showed only a few beats. At the I M, and I m lines,
however, pronounced oscillations could be ob-
served. The i" line has a modulation period of
T(IO ) = 750 fs (see Fig. 3b) corresponding to the +
I IIt splitting of 5.4 meV, whereas the Im' line ---- AOX

has a modulation period of T(Im') = 950 fs (see
Fig. 3c) corresponding to the I1-Im' splitting of 1

4.3 meV. At both lines, no phase shift and only a
slight change of modulation amplitude are ob- (2 A
served, suggesting that the beating states belong Fig. 4. Level scheme for the bound exciton-biexciton system

to the same quantum system, as calculated in Fig. with (1) the excitation via the exciton and (2) the direct

3a. two-photon excitation via a virtual state. On the left are

Additional experiments were performed to give shown the electronic configurations.
further evidence of the localized biexciton. In
direct two-photon excitation, as sketched in Fig.

4, i.e. with photon energy hw rpA ý !(El, + E,,,),
CdSe z- , - the Im line is detected in luminescence. The

2K li (c) spectral width of the laser was, for this experi-
, 'ment, reduced to 0.3 meV by introducing an
,,u AbA \, etalon in the laser cavity. The two-photon absorp-

, t tion to the Im state was evident, as the lumines-
\ ' •' k"/',. cence intensity was strongly dependent on small

,L-A'_ v, shifts of the laser around 0 T11. This experiment
2 demonstrated clearly the biexciton nature of the

I!' line. Similarly for the 1' line.
F " .. In the following, we discuss the structure of£ IT (b)

- -the biexciton complex in analogy with the excited
0 1 VAI states of holes in neutral donors. For the A!1M
--.- < .. .. - .-....- complex, the immobile negatively charged impu-

jN• ~ ritv centre with the two surrounding holes (dashed
". 2v• - 2 circle, Fig. 4) can be thought of as an immobile

.. ,. 3 positively charged centre. The overall complex i.-
C- 1. - - thus analogous to an exciton bound at a neutral

donor (D"X) with the difference that only two
holes can be in the IS ground state, due to the
Pauli exclusion principle. The third hole must
therefore be in an excited state. 'I he existence of
excited state holes for a DWX complex wa.

* • , _ 2 demonstrated theoretically for hexagonal ll-VI

2 : 7 1q 1 1 semiconductors and experimentally in CdS by Puls
ct al. [19] The excitation of the A4 M complexTIme Delay (psi follows the optical transitions

Fig. 3. Quantum beats detected in the I"' and IM lines: (a)

calculation after Eq. (3) with hJiw = 5.4 meV. hy, = hy2 ý A'X + hi- A- M or 2hwo -- AM, (4)
0l. 11 meV. (b) experiment detected in IM and (c) experiment which show the transitions from an excited neu-
detected in "'4. The different frequency components are
separated hy bow = h~ ()R1 0/0.06 meV. W = OWIM.. tral acceptor A1X to the biexciton A"M and the

,,.,4.two-photon transition to the bicxciton AnM. Cal-
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Abstract

We study coherent transient phenomena of excitons using femtosccond time-resolved four-%,avc -ýi.ing (TR-
FWM) in two types of high quality thin films of ZnSe: one is a homo-epitaxial film (1.2 Am thickness) and the other
is a very thin (5(1 nm) hctero-epitaxial film on GaAs substrate. Free induction decay (FiD) behavioi of the
third-order polarization is clearly observed. We obtained the same values of cxciton d -ohasing time from the
temporal measurements, the decay time of FID, and the frequency domain measurements, analyses of reflection
spectra. This implies that the excitons in ZnSe films are homogeneous. In the thin film sample, we observe a beat
signal in time-integrated and time-resolved FWM. Based on the perturbational calculation, we conclude thai the
beat originates from the quantum interference of heavy- and light-hole excitons.

1. Introduction tion causes the significant effect on the optical
responses of excitons. Thus we often encounter

The development of tunable short pulse lasers the sample dependent phenomena even qualita-
enables us to study the coherent transient pht- tively. On the other hand, the cpitaxial growth
nomena, such as free induction decay (FID), pho- technique of wide gap Il-VI semiconductors has
ton echo (PE) [11 and quantum beats (OB) [2-4], been remarkably improved. In wide gap P-`I
in semiconductors where the induced polarization semiconductors, the cxcitons are very stable and
decays much faster than in atoms. These phe- the resonant effects of excitons can be clearly
nomena have so far been studied extensively in observed. We observed a very large nonlinear
GaAs quantum wells. Although the growth tech- phase shift at the exciton resonance in ZnSc films
nique of GaAs epitaxial layers has been well [5], which is then applied to the demonstration of
established, the strict control of inhomogeneous all optical serial to parallel conversion up to
broadening of cxcitons is still difficult. This is sub-Tbit/s [6].
because the binding energy of excitons in GaAs In this paper, we report the coherent transient
quantum well is so small that the small imperfec- nonlinear responses of excitons in high quality
tion of the structures such as well width fluctua- ZnSc films using high repetition rate tunable

sub-picosecond pulses. We measure temporal re-
sponses of the third-order polarization in four-

Corresponding author, wave mixing. We use two types of thin film sam-
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pies, one is the homo-epitaxial ZnSe film, where Pulse 1 Lens

we observe the FID behavior of excitons. The Aple
other is the very thin film grown on GaAs sub- T
strate, where we observed the QB signal of heavy-
and light-hole excitons. Based on these results. Pulse2

we discuss the intrinsic nature of thc excitonicthird-ordcr nonlincarity.. --:t:• ....... ...- ,T )

ReferencePulseno•

2. Experiments HTR-FWM
Half Mirror T -W

High quality ZnSe thin films samples are grown Fig. 2. Schematic drauing of the experimenlal :onfiguratiton"Hg qult neti imssmlsacgon (f T-R-FWM~ andt T1'-FWM in rcfllction geonictr%.
by molecular beam epitaxy method. One is i o
homo-epitaxial ZnSe film of 1.2 j.m thickness
grown on ZnSe substrate (sample 1) [7]. The sample is excited by two pulses with wavc %ectors
other is a ZnSe film with thickness of 50 nm k, and k,. They are set to be co-polarized. The
grown on GaAs substrate (sample II) [8]. in sam- interval between two pulses. 1. is positive vhcn
ple II. the valence band splits into a heavy- and a pulse I follows pulse 2. The third-order nonlinear
light-hole bands caused by the biaxial strain. In signal in the direction 2k, - k is detected in a
Fig. 1. we show the reflection spectra. A heavy- reflection-type geometr. [9]. We measure the
and a light-hole exciton are clearly observed in temporal responses of the signal using the field
sample II (Fig. lb). Sample I is free from any correlation method. We dcnote this as time-re-
strain and we observe a single exciton band. as solved four-wave-mixing (TR-FWM) signal w.hich
shown in Fig. Ia. We use the second harmonics of is a function of the reference dela. time. r. The
a CW passively mode-locked Ti: sapphire laser temporal resolution is determined by the pulse
(Coherent Mira-90)(). This laser generates high- width, about 150 Is. We define the time zero.
repetition rate pulses suitable for the detection of t = 0, as the time when pulse I reaches the sam-
weak signals. The pulse duration is 1O0 fs and the ple. All the experiments are performed at 10 K.
spectral width is 13 mcV. We use the spatially The excitation density is estimated as 2 x I0)lý
parametric type two-pulse degenerate four-wave- cm '. In this excitatiotn density region, the inten-
mixing configuration as shown in Fig. 2. The sity of the FWNM signal shows a third-order power

dependence of the input pulses.

(a 3. Results and discussion

3.1. Sample I. observation offree induction decay

(b) heavy-ole Fig. 3 shows TR-FWM signals of sample I as a
S/ exciton hght-hoie function of reference delay t at excitation delayC excT= 0 1I ps and I ps. The signals appear at the time

when pulse I reaches the sample and the signals
decay exponentially. The decay timcs are inde-
pendent of the excitation delay T.

2 79 2.80 281 282 283 We performed a third-order perturbational
Photon Energy (eV) calculation based on the clementar. excitation

:ig. I. Reflection ,peetra (it %ample I (a) anti of sample 11 (h). picture which we have recently applied to the
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(a) light-hole (b) hght-hole
eac~ton excitoneconheavy-hole excto

heavy-holea) T =0 ps exciton

P ground state ground state

C1) (b) T = I ps Fig. 4. Energy level diagrams of quantum heat regime (a) and

_,J ý classical beat regime (b).

-1 0 1 2 3 4 (0(B). On the other hand, if we have two inde-
Reference Delay t (ps) pendent two-level systems (Fig. 4b) and we excite

Fig. 3. TR-FWM signals of sample I at excitation delay, T= 0 them simultaneously, the polarization interfer-
ps (a) and at T = I ps (b). ence of two oscillators causes the beating signal.

We call the latter phenomenon a '-classical beat"

four-wave-mixing signals in a GaAs quantum well. (CB). In an excitonic system, the distinction be-

For the inhomogeneously broadened system. the tween QB and CB is not a simple problem be-

TR-FWM signal behaves like a photon echo. The cause of the complexity due to the many body
signal profile is Gaussian and its peak position nature of the system and the inhomogeneity of

depends on T. For the homogeneously broad- the samples. It has already been reported that it

ened system, on the contrary, the signal behaves is possible to distinguish them from the measure-
as free induction decay. The signal peaks at t = 0 ments of TR-FWM signals as a function of T and

(on the arrival of pulse 1) and decays with the t [3].
dephasing time of T_. Our observations of Fig. 3 Fig. 5a shows the T-dependent time integrated
coincide with the latter case. According to this (TI-FWM) signal of sample 11. The beat period is

model, the decay time of the TR-FWM signal 35(0 fs. which corresponds to an energy splitting
gives us the T, of the excitons as 1.3 ps. This is in of 12 meV. This is in good agreement with the

good agreement with the homogeneous line width splitting energy of heavy- and light-hole excitons.
(= h/27rT,) estimated from the reflection spec- as shown in Fig. lb. In TI-FWM, the modulation
trum in Fig. Ia. Such coincidence of the estima-
tions of dephasing times obtained from both tem-
poral and spectral domain measurements implies lb)

that our exciton system is truly homogeneous. A. A=-.05 ps

Our observation clarifies that the intrinsic exciton ýA

system shows a free induction decay in the low (a) +A

excitation regime. Such behavior is consistent with 1 _
a B T=0l 18psthe many body theory with semiconductor Bloch 8_ 82'C

equations [10.=038 ps
D to

3.2. Sample /I: observation of quantum heat of 5

heav'y- and light-hole excitons 
o _0S 

p

-1 0 1 2 0 1 2

The coherent excitation of two nearly degener- Excitation Delay T (ps) Reference Delay t (ps)

ate transitions in a three-level system (Fig. 4a) Fig. 5. TI-FWM signal of sample 11 la) and TR-FWM signals

creates a quantum-mechanical beating signal at various excitation delays, T (h).
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depth is the most important measure to distin- origin of the beat is the quantum interference of
guish the two types of beats. Third-order pertur- heavy- and light-hole excitons, not the classical
bational calculation predicts the l10(0 modula- polarization interference. Our results assure that
tion depth for QB under the condition of equal the excitons in ZnSe films have no inhomogene-
spectral weights of heavy-hole exciton and light- ity. Thus the ZnSe excitons are suitable for a
hole exciton. In the case of CB, however, the rigorous comparison between experiments and
modulation depth is 1417 at the maximum within theories especially to prove the various many
the possible range of T, from the reflection spec- body phenomena predicted by the theory, such as
trum, which is 0.9 <h/27r-T < 1.7 meV [11. In intrinsic photon echo [10].
Fig. 5a, we observe a modulation depth of more
than 60%, which is much larger than the limit
obtained from the CB regime. S. Acknowledgments

Fig. 5b shows the results of TR-FWM at vari-
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Degenerate four-wave mixing at bound excitons
in II-VI semiconductors
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Abstract

The coherent and incoherent dynamics of hound cxciton complexes in CdS arc investigated bý mecans ot
degenerate four-wave mixing and differential transmission spectroscopy. We observe dcphasing times T, up to S8l0
ps for the (A', X) complex and up to 151) ps for the forbidden A,. exciton. The dephasing times T, are found to he
generally shorter than expected from the energy relaxation times T,. Pure dephasing processes not connected with
cxciton or phonon scattering arc found and discussed in view of impurity interactions and nuclear spin-flip processes,

1. Introduction contradictory intormation on the coherent dN-
namics is availablc yet. On the one hand. using

The first step in the relaxation of an excited transient four-wave mixing. dephasing times T. of
electronic system like bound excitons in scmicon- several hundred ps could be determined only for
ductors is the loss of coherence due to dephasing the neutral acceptor bound exciton (AW. X) in
processes. Thus, the study of dephasing processes ('dSe 16] and ('dS [7]. On the other hand. a
yields information on basic interactions at the dephasing time of 3WM) ps has been found for the
investigated system. Most dcphasing processes in ionized donor bound exciton (DI. X) in ('dS [81
semiconductors take place on a fs or ps time scale by means of quantum beat spectroscopy, whereas
and are connected either with a continuum of no quantum beats have been observed tor the
electronic states or with the scattering of quasi- deeper bound exciton complexes. Detailed
particles [I]. These processes are expected to knowledge of the coherent dynamics of bound
depend on the degree of localization of the inves- cxcitons in single crystals would help to under-
tigatcd system. However, the influence of the stand the basic dephasing processes of localized
localization on dephasing processes is still an systems in semiconductors.
open question [2]. In the present paper we investigate nonlinear

Energy relaxation processes of free and bound effects and dephasing processes of excitonic states
excitons in wide band-gap Il-VI semiconductors in CdS by means of degenerate four-wave mixing
are intensively studied by means of time resolved (DFWM). The dephasing times are found to be
photoluminescence [3-5]. However, only little and too short to result exclusively from energy relax-

ation, indicating pure dephasing processes.
Phonon and exciton scattering arc intensively in-

Corresponding author. vestigated in ref. [7] and can be excluded under
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suitable experimental conditions. Here, possible
dephasing processes of excitonic complexes due
to impurity interactions and nuclear spin-flip pro- Ods -Ec
cesses are discussed. I, T=1.8K E c

2. Experimental procedure -0
U)

DAFL
The samples used for the measurements are W -20

high-quality platelets of CdS with thicknesses be-
tween 10 and 2(0 Am. The samples are selected
for excellent surfaces and appropriate 1, absorp- .
tion.

The excitation source for the DFWM experi-
ments is a dye laser synchronously pumped by a Z B

mode-locked and frequency-tripled Nd: YAG 0)U)
laser providing pulses of about 3 ps duration. , A1Using Coumnarin 102, the dye laser is tunable Zo Al
between 460 and 510 nm with an energy resolu- Us C 102. t
tion of 251) ueV. The laser beam is split into two 2.535 2.540 2.545 2.550 2.555

beams with one chopped at 1.5 kHz. Neutral ENERGY (eV)
glass filters are used to adjust the laser power. Fig. 1. Polarized absorption and emission spectra of ('dS al

Changes in the probe beam transmission as well T = 1.8 K.

as the first order diffracted signal are detected
using photo-diodes allowing the simultaneous
recording of the differential transmission spectra neutral acceptor (IM 1'I,) arc observed in ab-
(DTS) and the DFWM signal, respectively, sorption only. However, the interpretation of

weak emission lines in the same spectral region in
terms of ionized donor bound exciton complexes

3. Experimental results is not clearly established to date.
CdS exhibits strong nonlinearities in the near

Fig. I gives representative absorption and band-gap region correlated with excitonic pro-
emission spectra of the investigated CdS platelets cesses. Fig. 2 shows the energy dependence of the
in the near band gap region which are typical for DTS as well as of the DFWM signals for oxed
high quality CdS samples [9]. In the polarization, delays r between the two incoming pulses of 10
E _L c transitions involving A excitons are al- ps (dotted traces) and 60 ps (full traces) recorded
lowed. Two different neutral acceptor bound cx- with the pulse polarizations perpendicular to the
citon complexes produce an 1, doublet around crystal c-axis. Strong signals are observed at the
2.5357 cV with an energy splitting of 190 tcV. bound exciton resonances. Both 1, and I. show
Around 2.546 eV, several i. transitions corre- saturation leading to a long-living induced trans-
sponding to excitons bound at different neutral mission. Nevertheless, all fine structures arc situ-
donors are obscrxed. These absorptions are situ- ated on a broad induced absorption band follow-
atcd on a tail of the A exciton absorption but ing the tail of the A exciton absorption (see Fig.
dominate the luminescence spectrum. In the po- 1). probably connected with excited state absorp-
larization E lic instead of the strong A exciton tion of free excitons. The induced absorption in
absorption the forbidden (A,.) and the longitudi- the energy region between I1 and 1. disappears
nal (A1 ) A exciton are clearly resolved in absorp- very fast. Strong DFWM signals occur for the
tion as well as in emission. B excitons bound at a different bound exciton complexes (Qi, 1.) and
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additional weak signals are observed for the I3
and on the low energy side of the I, resonance. l' OdS
The strong absorption starting at the I, reso- T=1.8K

nance influences the DFWM signal, leading to a --
small energy shift between the DTS and the - 0

DFWM signals of V,. DFWM signals of the At. 0 200 40
and the A, exciton are observed using light pulses CU \ A,
polarized parallel to the crystal c-axis (not shown
in Fig. 2). It should be noted that the separate 0-
investigation of the different bound exciton tran- 0 50 100

sition becomes possible using a narrow bandwidth
laser system as done in this study.

Comparing the spectra taken at delays - of 10 0
and 60 ps. it is apparent that only the 1, bound 0 50 100
exciton complex has a dephasing time longer than Delay time (ps)
a few 10 ps. Corresponding spectra for the polar-
ization E 11 c show a resolvable dephasing process Fig. 3. Transient, of the D)FWM signals obskered for the

(At. X) (II) and the (I)". X) (I.I bound exciton complexes
for the forbidden A F exciton too. Fig.t 3 depicts E i c) and the At exciton in (dS (E c) at T1 I.S K.
transients of the DFWM signal for the !I•. the i ,. Notice the changed time scale for I,.

=• OdS and the A, resonances recorded at an excitation
T•-8 density of 0.5 MW cm giving a reasonable
.E esignal-to-noise ratio. Only for the I, complex and

for the forbidden A, exciton does the signal
0'5MW/cm extend noticeably beyond the autocorrelation

i ,function of the exciting laser pulses. indicating
extremely fast dcphasing processes for most of
the excitonic states. Time-resolved investigations

SO- _ of the photon echo of I prove the inhomoge-
neous broadening of the If resonance [7]. For an

I• inhomogcneously broadened two-level system, the

- I, =6Ops I DFWM signal decays with I a cxp(-4/T.,).
ý6 However. the time-integrated photon echo signal

rI -ops of the 1, resonance is non-exponen~tial (Fig. 3).
Photon echo experiments in dependence of the

0 excitation density 171 demonstrate that the jitst

) Oearh" part results from interactions with a time-
- dependent bath. probably free excitons. and that

the exponential part at longer delays gives the
2.535 2S540 2545 2.550 dephasing time of the investigated system. We

ENERGY (eV) determine dcphasing times T. between 550 and
Fig. 2. l)ifferential transmission l)'fS) and degenerate lour- 8M) ps for the (A", X) complex depending on the
wave mixing (1)FWM) signals in dependence on the excitation investigated crystal. The DFWM signal observed
energy in the hand-gap region of ('dS at 1I I.M K and two for the A, exciton resonance shows a fast part
different delays r between the two incoming pulses. Thc
exciting light pulses are polariied perpendicularly with re- following the autocorrelation of the exciting laser
spect to the crystal c-axis, pulses and a slower exponential decay yielding
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j, p- Oresults is obtained. The fast decay of the beating
, ,1COS results from the inhomogeneous broadening of'• •, ', iv; , '• ', T=18K

the two oscillators.
09e

C \4. Discussion

S 22 ps
For some systems a significant influence of

S..exciton localization on dephasing processes has
o so.......0.0 I been found [2]. For these systems the dominating

0 5100 10 2000 50 100 150 200 factor is the reduction of relaxation channels with

Delaytime (psi Delaytime (ps) increasing localization. Thus. it can be expected
Fig. 4. Experimental (left side) and calculated (right side) that cxcitons localized at a single impurity form-
I)FWM signals of the (A'. X) bound exciton complex in (dS ing atomic-like electronic systems show no com-
shoeing polarization interference. The inset gives a high parable fast dephasing processes. Indeed, recent
resolution absorption spectra showing the teo involved 11 quantum beat [8] and DFWM [6.7] experiments
abhsorptions. as well as the present results show dephasing

times of some hundred ps for bound exciton
complexes in the wide band gap II-VI semicon-

dephasing times T. between 100 and 1510 ps ductors. Without pure dephasing processes only
depending on the investigated sample. DFWM energy relaxation contributes to the dcphasing
excitation spectra show that the fast component time T., then given by T, = 2T,. In this paper. T.
is not resonant with the AF exciton. times are determined for bound exciton com-

On the left-hand side. Fig. 4 shows enlarged plexes which are always shorter than expected
the modulation in the early part of the time from pure energy relaxation processes. For exam-
integrated photon echo signal observed for the pIe. the dephasing time T, of the (A". X) complex
(AW. X) resonance. Such modulation can either of about 70(0 ps is considerably shorter than ex-
result from quantum beats or from polarization pected from the energy relaxation time T, of 980
interference [10]. The beating has been observed ps measured by time resolved photoluminescence
for a sample showing two clearly resolved 1, spectroscopy. This discrepancy is even more pro-
resonances, as is obvious from the high resolution nounced for the (D", X) complex. DFWM experi-
abbsorption spectrum depicted in the insert. The ments in dependence on sample temperature and
beat period of 22 ps corresponds well to the excitation density show a strong interaction with
energy difference between the two I1 resonances resonant acoustical phonons and free excitons
of 1901 .eV. These beats are absent in crystals [6.7]. However. at low temperature and moderate
showing only a single or two poorly resolved I, excitation density, both processes do not con-
resonances, proving that the beats result from tribute any longer to the d.phasing. Thus. there
polarization interference caused by the simulta- is evidence for an additional dephasing process of
neous excitation of two independent (A". X) com- bound exciton complexes.
plexes. Recently. polarization interference be- Excluding exciton and phonon scattering, pure
twecn the (A". X) and the (D". X) complexes in dephasing processes of bound exciton complexes
('dSc has been reported [I I]. On the right-hand could be due either to impurity interactions or to
side. Fig. 4 shows the beating of the time-in- nuclear spin-flip processes of the surrounding
tcgrated photon echo signal calculated for a sys- host ions. Time-resolved photoluminescence
tem consisting of two inhomogcneously broad- measurements show that higher impurity concen-
ened oscillators. Using the energy splitting and trations can alter even the energy relaxation times
the FWHMs determined from the absorption [12] and. e.g., the dephasing of excited Cr ions in
spectrum, good agreement with the experimental A1.0, results from nuclear spin-flip processes of
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neighbouring ions [13]. It is obvious that the the magnetic field on the dephasing process b.
interaction of a bound exciton complex with other stabilization of the nuclear spins. In both cases.
impurities as well as with surrounding spins de- the (D", X) and the (A", X) complexes should
pends critically on its localization. With increas- possess even longer dephasing times. However.
ing extension of its wave function, the bound no quantum beat signals have been observed for
exciton probes larger areas of the crystal leading the neutral donor or acceptor bound exciton
to a faster dephasing. This is in good agreement complexes. The lack of a quantum beat signal can
with our experimental results. Only the impurity have many different reasons, especially consider-
interaction depends on the defect concentration. ing the complicated level structure of bound exci-
making the dephasing time T, dependent on the ton complexes formed at neutral donors or accep-
investigated crystal. Our experiments show only a tors.
small variation of the dephasing time of the Completely different is the situation in the
(A", X) complex in CdS. caused either by slightly case of the forbidden AF exciton, showing a
different impurity concentrations or by the differ- comparatively long dephasing time between (100
ent chemical nature of the neutral acceptor. It and 150 ps. In general. generating free excitons.
has to be noted that we expect the investigated exciton-exciton collisions lead to at dephasing on
crystals to be very similar, since they are grown a fs time scale [I]. However, the forbidden cxci-
using the same equipment and selected for a ton has only a small dipole moment. and thus
suitable 1, absorption. Thus. no unambiguous dis- experiences a weaker interaction with other clec-
tinction between the two dephasing processes is tronie excitations.
possible at this point.

It is interesting to compare the results of lin-
ear quantum beat [8] and DFWM experiments 5. Conclusion
yielding apparently contradictory results in the
case of bound exciton complexes in CdS. Quan- I)FWM spcctroscopy is an appropriate tech-
tum beat experiments, in principle, do not probe nique to study coherent processes in the near
the "optical" coherence between the ground and band-gap region of semiconductors. The pre-
excited states of a system, but the ".quantum" sented experimental results demonstrate dcphas-
coherence between two nearby excited states, ing times T, of several hundred ps for the accep-
which mcans that additional relaxation processes tor bound cxciton (A". X) complex in ('dS. which
between the two excited states would decrease are still too short to be limited by energy relax-
the measured dcphasing time. Further on, a mag- ation processes. Neither phonon nor exciton scat-
netic field is used to generate and tune the two tering contributes to the dcphasing process under
excited states. The magnetic field alters the clec- the experimental conditions used in this work [7].
tronic states and can directly influence dephasing However, impurity interactions or nuclear spin-
processes [131. Thus, DFWM experiments give flip processes in the surroundings could explain
more reliable results, since they work in each the dependence of the dephasing rate on the
two-levcl system showing absorption. This means localization of the bound exciton complex. Addi-
that a short DFWM signal proves a short dephas- tionally. for the forbidden A, exciton, dcphasing
ing time, whereas a missing quantum beat signal times longer than I(1M ps are observed.
can have different reasons.

Our DFWM experiments indicate extremely
short dephasing times for the (D", X) as well as 6. Acknowledgments
for the weaker bound exciton complexes. In con-
trast, the quantum beat experiments give a de- The authors are indebted to J.M. Wagner for
phasing time of 3M) ps for the weakly bound performing the calculations. This work is partly
(I)'. X) complex [8]. This indicates either a much supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemcin-
lower impurity concentration or an influence of schaft.
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Time-resolved donor-acceptor pair recombination luminescence
in highly n- and p-doped 11-VI semiconductors
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Abstract

Time resolved luminescence measurements of the donor-acceptor pair (DAP) luminescence of n-doped CdS: III
hulk crvstals. undopcd bulk ZnSe crystals grown with various V11/li ratios. and p-doped ZnSe: N epilayers in the
near hand gap region arc presented. The decay of the donor-acceptor pair recombination luminescence is
inv~estigated for dopant concentrations below rite Mott dcfisit%. A discussion on the basis of- a statistical theory h%
Thomnas and Hioptield for DAP recombination yields. by knowledge of' the Bohr raoi. of the impurities, the number
of electronically active impurity centres. The reliability of this method to determine im~purity concetntration,, is
discussed.

1. Introduction of the decay time with increasing doping concen-
tration, and explained the development in at sta-

Wide band gap 1l-VI materials became of tistical approach by the reduction of the mean
extreme interest since the reliable fabrication of distance between donor and acceptor ions. In the
highly p-doped epitaxial structures has been real- present paper. the dynamics of the D)AP lumines-
ized recently. Based on these materials new cence of n-doped CdS: In. undoped bulk ZnSe
prospects are opened for technical aplications grown with a large variety of VI/li ratios and
like short -wavelecngt h lasers [11 and detectors. p-doped ZnSe N epilayers arc presented. Time
However, one important problem is the exact resolved measurements of DAP luminescence are
knowledge of impurity doping levels, which is introduced ats a standard technique to determine
required for p- or n-doped iI-Vt compounds. the impurity concentration in 1l-VI semiconduc-
One fairly easy access is given by time-resolved tors (bulk material ats well ats epilay'ers) for at wide
measurements of the DAP luminescence, being range of concentrations below the Mott density.
strongly dependent on the doping concentration.
Thomas et al. [2] performed time-integrated and
time-resolved measurements, showing a reduction 2. Experimental technique

The investigated CdS crystals are grown by the
Corresponding author. Frerichs- Warminsky method fromt the gaseous

0()22.t)24k/ft4/$(7.AKI , 1994 [lsevier Science 13N. All tighi% reserved
SSWl~ 0022-024M(9 ~)31106 11 - A
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phase [3]. The indium doping was achieved either than the other, one gets:
during growth or subsequent by indiffusion. The IV( r) = IVM,,exp( 2r/a,) (I)
ZnSe bulk material is grown by low pressure
chemical vapour deposition (CVD) at T"= 675°C Eq. (1) is only valid for hydrogen-like pairs of
using various VI/Il ratios. The ZnSe epilayers reasonably large separation. i.e.. , >> a. [2]. Due

are grown by metalorganic vapour phase epitaxy to the fact that only the Bohr rvdius of the

(MOVPE) with DeZn and DeSe as precursors at weaker bound impurity atom is used to deduce

a temperature of 480'C. The doping is carried out Eq. ( I). the following calculations are valid with

during growth by a nitrogen plasma. For the the same Bohr radius a, for both acceptor or

luminescence measurements the crystals are ir- donor excess.

mersed in liquid He at 2 K. A synchronously Admitting donors or acceptors in excess, one

pumped dye laser with 3 ps pulse duration and gets for the intensity of light I emitted at time r
1.9 MHz repetition rate excites the samples with [2]:

an average output power of 10) mW, reduced by
neutral glass filters for low excitation densities. 1(t) = 4,-iN r) exp[ - I(r )t]r r dr,

Time resolved luminescence measurements are

performed with a subtractive grating monochro- × exp 4Nf {cxp[-'(r)t]
mator and a micro-channel-plate photo-multiplier
tube (MCP-PMT) using time correlated single V
photon counting. - l}r- dr%. (2)

N is the concentration of the majority constituent
3. Experimental results which should be of the order of the carrier con-

centration derived in Hall measurements at T=
In all three systems - CdS: In. ZnSe and 300 K.

ZnSe: N - free excitons. bound exciton comn- Fig. I shows time integrated luminescence
plexcs and a luminescence band. several 10 meV spectra at liquid helium temperature of (dS cn's-
bclo\k the band gap with strong phonon replica. tals doped with indium at concentrations (,V,
are obscrved at liquid-hclium temperatures. The between 101- and 5 X 101" cm '. The lowest
broad band is attributed to donor-acceptor pair spectrum in the inset of Fig. I exhibits in the
recombination [4]. Each donor-acceptor pair has near-band-gap region the DAP recombination lu-
a distinct separation r and a radiative recombina- mincscence. The energy position of the I , line at
tion energy 1V" = E(r). We assume therefore expo- 2.5460 eV corresponds to a bound exciton com-
nential recombination kinetics for a single plcx formed at a substitutional indium impurity
donor-acccptor pair. The superposition of a large on cadmium site [5]. The energy position of the
number of exponential decays from each pair DAP luminescence confirms the incorporation of
leads to the observed luminescence band. A theo- indium as a donor. The green luminescence be-
retical treatment to determine the impurity con- comes broader and the recombination dynamics
centration of the radiative dynamics is by far faster (main part of Fig. I) with increasing indium
more reliable than line shape analyses, since in concentration. A good agreement between thco-
the latter case too many parameters are involved. retical calculations using Eq. (2) and experimen-
The influence of doping on the I)AP rccombina- tal transients could be established (Fig. I). The
tion dynamics is studied by time resolved mea- fitting of the experimental data with a,, = 2.4 nm
surements. and WV,,,, = (3 + 2) x It0 s ' using Eq. (2) gives

Using effcctive-mass theory to calculate the the concentration of donors N in the CdS: In
recombination probability W( r) for a single samples (see Table I).
donor-acceptor pair. where one of the impurities The inset of Fig. 2 depicts time integrated
has a significantly larger a, (a,,: Bohr radius) measurements of the DAP recombination lumi-
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time (s) Fig 2. Transients of the DAP luminescence ,of (AVt)-gro,,,n
bulk ZlSe gromn ri%%h two V[/ II ratios, (A (I0.6i and (I1 (R.:3

Fig. I. Transients of the DAPI luminescence o(f 'dS with during growth at lto, excitation densities I(.,L = I0 kW cm ).
%arious . , at low excitation densities (I., Ill kW cm - ). Points represents experimental data and lull lines gisc theo-
Points represents experimental data and full lines give theo- retical tits using Eq. (2). Rcsul'- are given in Table I. 1"he
retical fits using Eq. (2). In concentrations and results are corresponding luminCsccncC is given in the inset.
given in Table I. 1 x_ corresponding luminescence is given in

the inset.

nescence at T = 2 K of bulk ZnSe crystals grown
by CVD for two VI/Il partial pressure ratios shows the corresponding transients taken at the
below one (0.6 and (0.3). The main part of Fig. 2 maximum of the luminescence intensity. The used

values of , a, and N arc given in Table I.

Table c The DAP luminescence showing clearly pro-

Fitted values according to Eq. (2) for CdS:In. ZnSc and nounced phonon replica (curve A) decays slower

ZnSe:N (see Figs. 1. 2 and 3 1: '",, ,. gives the concentration than that of curve B. The VI/ll ratio of the latter
deduced from growth conditions, and V and W,, give the ones is closer to one than that of the first ones.
fitted concentration and transition constant using Eq. (2). The results of time-resolved luminescence
rcspectiveli measurements of MOVPE grown ZnSe epilavers

Nao, N Impurity I doped in situ with nitrogen are presented in Fig.
(cm ) (cm '~3. The inset shows time-integrated spectra of

(dS: In A I I)" 3.10 IOt'_ Donor (3 t 2)1 lU crystals (curve A) grown with a VI/11 ratio of 3X'
Iil I lxIII' 1.2×11I1l'' Dotnor (3 +2)x1tr'
It 5 x l)0' 3.52 x 10" IDonor 3 + 2)x Il,1 and a plasma power of 5.5 W as well as with a

ratio of (1.8 for two plasma powers (curve B: 5.9
nSe (bulk) A 2.4 x If1) " 1" W; curves C: 6.5 W). The corresponding tran-

sicnts taken at the maximum of the DAP lumi-

ZnSe epilayv4r) A - 1.51 × I" X5 If' nescenre are given in the main part of the figure.
It 4.5 ' 1': 5, t' We observe with decreasing Vi/1l ratio a de-

S 1.7lx 10's - 3v (0'
crease of the luminescence lifetime. The fitted



Thomas and Hopfield (Eq,;. (1) and (2)) is ex-

ZnSe pected to be valid and an analysis of the DAP
10=2K luminescence decay yields the concentration of

the dominating dopant. This situation is given to
a good extent for the CdS: In samples. With

. increasing indium concen'ration, the decay be-

A B C comes faster. However, all transients can be fit-

10' ted with one Wm,,, as expected from the theory
(see Table B. The obtained doping concentra-
tions are in good agreement with the estimated

_>1 A t, k indium concentration and NA - N, values deter-
mined by electrical methods. It should be noted

C10: B o•"-." that the fit of the DAP transien:s gives the total
acceptor (" donor concentration and not only the"-- . .8 uncompensated part. Thus. a combination of

I time-resolved and electrical data yields the major-
26t 2.7 28 1 ity constituent (N , or N,), its concentration, and

1W ) ener (e\• a,=2.7 nm information on the compensation.
The situation becomes more difficult if non-ef-fective mass type defects are involved. Especially.

time (s) deep defects can alter the transition probability

Fig. 3. rransients of the DAP' luminescenCe Of MOVPE-gro.n of a DAP due to competing nonradiative recom-
ZnSe doped with nitrogen at low excitation densities (/,,, = I1 bination channels. FI'r example, efficient excita-
kW cm 2) for various Vt/It ratios and nitrogen plasma tion of 4f ions over DAPs has been attributed to
powers: (A) VI1,'1 = 3.A. Pi, = 5.5 W: (B) VI/iIt 0.8. a "three-centre Auger" process [6]. In this case

5.t w: (C) V/1 / .= =X 6. W Points rep- Wm,,, should increase with the deep defect con-
resents experimental data and full lines give theoretical fit, centration and N represents only an upper limit
using Eq. (2). Results are given in Tahlc I. The corresponding
luminescence is given in the inset. for the majority constituent (N, or No). This

behaviour is obvious for the CVD ZnSe samples.
Both samples have been grown under the same

values of I,'.. and N using Eq. (2) are given in conditions except of different VI/Il ratios. The
"Table 1. VI/ll ratios critically determines the concentra-

tion of deep native defects generated during
growth at 675°C'. The DAP luminescence of the

4. Discussion crystal grown with a VI/Il ratio of 0.3 decays
considerably faster than that of the sample with

The DAP luminescence in a semiconductor VI/Il = t.6, indicating a much higher defect con-
offers a unique spectroscopic access to the con- centration. However, the analysis using Eqs. (1)
centration of impurities. It is the only lumines- and (2) shows a large increase of WH,,, and only a
cence whose dynamics depend critically on the small increase in N, see Table I. At a VI/Il ratio
impurity concentration. Nevertheless, interac- of 0.3, much more deeper native defects are
tiins with deep impurities affect the dynamics, generated, leading to an enhanced DAP recombi-
making it complicated to obtain reliable informa- nation probability. Obviously, W•,,, is a sensitive
tion in a straightforward manner, as will be dis- sensor for deep defects.
cussed for the three examples given above. The example of the MOVPE grown samples is

Under ideal conditions, i.e. the crystal contains the most complicated one. Nitrogen doping of
only effective-mass-like donors and acceptors in a ZnSe leads to p-conductivity in high quality MBE
statistical manner, the statistical approach of ZnSe epilayers. However. MOVPE-grown ZnSe
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layers ,,ill safter from the high impurity content eral, it should be noted that the analysis of the
of the available precursors, as is obvious from the DAP dynamics gives reliable concentrations in
high impurity concentrations determined for sam- either p- or n-conducting samples but only quali-
pie B. Upon N-doping the defect concentration tative arguments in case of dominating deep de-
increases. The simultaneous increase of the tran- fects. i.e. semi-insulating samples.
sition probability W indicates that N-doping pro-
duces not only shallow acceptors, but also deep
defects. This is affirmed by electrical measure- 6. Acknowledgements
ments showing that all MOVPE grown ZnSe lay-
ers are semi-insulating. Nevertheless, at high con- The authors wish to thank Dr. R. Broscr and

centrations of shallow impurities energy transfer E. Krause for supplying the crystals. This work

processes among DAPs can be important. too [7J. was partly supported by the Deutsche For-
schungsgemeinschaft and the Siemens AG.
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Energy transfer processes via the interface
of ZnSe/GaAs epilayers
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Abshtract

In theclprcscin paper. cnlcrgN trinsfcr proccsscs %ia the interfacc of niolCCul1ir heamn cphra'A ( \tit[ ) L~iosii
iZnSc (ia.As cpila~xrs, are inxcstigaicd( b\ means of timc-rcsolved photolumlincsccncc sPcctroscopý.- Il 'n 0i c\Ctat iii
c \pc rimen is shi nk that an c lct ron-holc plasmia c xiss in frecc-s a ndi ng Zr Sc I ac rs onI. liý coIMnIpan The
wmc-rC~o1\ke tumjnle~cn:cc proper,,tits of lSe ,( iAs helerostructurcs and of Ircc-standinsg ZnSc %%cs.~c

dICrnnon~tratc % hich kind of cncigN translcr rncchainisn is prCdom11inant in h-ctcrostruciurcs: A 1.)\\ cCwIiai1lo

dCensitiCNescnrg is transfcrcd b\ re-ablsorption (it the [uASe Iumincsecntcc. At hiliwer c\Ciimsion decnsities. mr
arniipidar carriCr dfiffusion1 %K 111ch ZnSc GtAs inicrtacc is ti1e domniiatinig tiroecss.

1. Introduction investigated 12.3]. In the excitonic regime tlhe
luniinescecnec depicts split cxCiton rcconibinat ion

In thle pastI decadc, ZnScecpilaxers havc been line". X,,, and X,,,. and Split bound exeiton emnis-
thc ob-ject of' initcnse research ill view (of possible Sion lines. I ,and I. Thiis splitt ing of the cxci-
application to optoclectroriies. [he improixement tonic features is correlated \%ith tilc splitting oft
in growing pure crys.,talline ZnSe lby epitaxial thc upper V,~ valence band of' inSe. bccause of
gro\,%th method(s. especiall 1)\r niolecular beamn the strain inlduced liv tileclattece niismatch (0l.27'e
epitaxv ( MBF3L I recentl clv LIminated in the first at roomn tenmperatu re)I and thle differenit thermal
registered blue laser activity iii a ZnSc-based expansion coefficients of laser and substrate 1211.
device [1]. Hfowever, the responsible proeess lor lYinie-resolvedl 1luineCscecle of free exentons in
this lasing is still riot welil uniderstood. Ihcreto0re. tilie investigated lieterost ruct tres viCII eLds deca
it is necessary to study tile nonlinear optical pro- times of 1001 ps for tile N,, eXCitonl and 1501).ps for
ce~sscs in such epilavers. and] cspeciaill%. to uinder- the X1, exciton [3]. [Fhe pfhotoluniinesccnce of thle
stanld the influence of thle substrate oil these ZnSe /(iaAs lieterost ructutres uinder hiigh-densit\
rin 1 ie a ri ties, exicitation of' at ns pulIse laser Show, s to strong

Ilimne-integrailcd photoluniinescenicc of ZnSe bands. w.hichu are called 11, and P-. [he\ have~
SiaAs heterostructures under low M'V excitation been assigned ito exciton-exciton coillisioni pro-

densitics (I, 1 5 mW 7cm I has, been t horoughIk cesses [4.5]. In cont rast to t(lie hetero~strc ureuis.
the phioto1luniinescecel of highly ec\ited free-
standing Zn1Se layers, tobtained alfter a speciall\

orresps ioditg anithor deve biped etchIin g pro ceduore if thle ( a As sob-

IM1221024S, 94, y$417 iK)i I li~i t tsc~ ct SclcrhLc Ii \, ,\It ogiglns resersed
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strate) depicts an additional N band on the low ZSe/GA P2
energy side of the P bands, which has been inter- 1n8e/Ga 21.8/ im 0 "
preted as the recombination of electron-hole T=1.8K _

pairs in an electron-hole plasm a (EH P) [6]. This., xc '350 Mw/crr

means the carrier density seems to be higher in
layers without substrate and points out that en- fl

orgy transfer processes are present in the _
ZnSe/GaAs heterostructures. 278 279 280

In this paper we investigate the kind of energy C energy leVI
transfer processes from the ZnSc layer into the .-

CD(GaAs substrate in ZnSe/GaAs heterostructures. 0
We first compare the luminescence dynamics of 0) P d 90ps
ZnSc/(iaAs heterostructures to those of free-
standing ZnSc layers under low and high excita- E
tion densities with ps time-resolution. After-
%%ards. we investigate the dynamics of the GaAs P2 d 110DS
substrate luminescence upon excitation of the
ZnSc cpilayer to distinguish between the differ-
cnt possible energy transfer mechanisms via the 0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200
interface of the ZnSc/GaAs heterostructure. time (ps)

Fig. I ILunmnescclee Irlnsienlts ot the P. dnd P, handt, in tile

cmrsiion o ZinSc (ia., hectrostructure', in the ewcitonic
2. Experimental setup rcgimlC under high band to-hand excitation den,,itie,, ! I,

2.8513 cV and I./, -3t11 M\W 'cm-) % ith a p, laCr \,'teln

All ZnSc samples sk crc nonminally undoped descrihed in the te\t. thc insert sho%,, the corresriortikng
in l-t ta B tlnl-inltegrateld hllminlce•'tne t? oe thet. samell e\pe.rllllentll t'on-

N, glc-crstal MIBE layers with thicknesses of I to I eition

2 ,Im. The growth conditions on (100) undoped

GaAs substrates have been described in an car-
lier publication [7]. In order to have free-standing tion its fitting parameters. This convolution tech-
ZnSc layers, wC used a chemical etching proce- niquc allows a time resolution better than 1t) ps.
durc of the (GaAs substrate, described in ref. [4].
"The samples were immersed in liquid He at 1.8
K. In time-resolved luminescence experiments, a 3. 'rime-resolved results
dyc-lascr synchronously pumped by an activeley
modc-locked frequency-tripled Nd :YAG laser 3.1. ZnSe / (Gals heterostructurts
with 3 ps pulse duration and 3.8 Mtiz repetition
rate excited the samples. The luminescence tran- For a laser energy above the ZnSe band gap
sients were detected through a time-compensated and at high ps excitation densities ( -> 300
double monochromator by means of timc-corrc- MW/cm'). the time-integrated luminescence of
lated single photon counting using a multi-chan- ZnSe/GaAs heterostructures shows two strong
ncl-platc photonIultiplicr. The ps laser system bands on the low energy side of the excitonic
.iclds excitation densities up to 350) MW/cm- in regime which are called P. and P, (see insert of
the used configuration. The luminescence tran- Fig. I ). They have been attributed to exciton-ex-
sients were itited by convolution of the apparatus citon collision processes. where one exciton is
response to the exciting 3 ps laser pulse with a scattered in an upper excitonic polariton branch
sum of two exponential functions. This sum tidc- (it 2...., x), while the other exciton is scattered
scribes the investigated transition and has the rise in the lower photonic branch under energy and
tite 7,,,, and the decay time , of the transi- momentum conservation and is then detected as
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a photon leaving the crystal [8]. Considering the
conservation laws, the photon detected at the ZnSe N P2

energy position of the P. band stems from an 1.8//m C

exciton, which originates from the neighbourhood ,0 T=1.8K GO

of the bottleneck, because its collision partner -0 Mexc W c

has been scattered in the n = 2 polariton branch. .

In the case of the photon detected at the energy E

position of P., it has a lower energy than the 277 2 2.7 280

photon of the P, band, and therefore originates energy 8eV2
from an exciton which is more distant from the e V

bottleneck. It is already known that polaritons Q)
which are in the vicinity of the bottleneck of the ) -d.hyp = 70ps

U N-d.exp -170ps

polariton dispersion curve have a relatively longer
life time [9]. The decay time of the P, band -p

= 110 ps) is found to be greater than that of the .
P. band (= 90 ps) (Fig. 1). This underlines the xp =70ps
correlation of the polariton dispersion with the'2
decay times of the P bands, and supports the ,
interpretation of these bands in terms of exci- 0 500 1000 1500
tonic collision processes. time (ps)

Fig. 2. [unline.cence rian,,icn,, of the N and P, band in the
3.2. Free-standing Zn.Se epilavers emission of highl excited frce-Ntanding ZnSc Iawr,, for the

same laser energ, a, in Fig. I and %%ith 1_ 350) MW cm-

By removing the GaAs substrate, a relaxation The m,,rt depicts the correponding time integrated lurnine•-

of the strain in the free-standing ZnSe layer is cerce.
observed. Therefore, the luminescence and ab-
sorption spectra of such layers depict only one band for excitation densities above 3(W) MW/cmn
degenerate free exciton and one bound exciton (see insert in Fig. 2), which has been interpreted
feature. Time-resolved measurements show that in terms of electron-hole plasma recombination
the lifetime of the free exciton in those free- [6]. As the N band superimposes the P. band. the
standing ZnSe layers ( = 201) ps) is much longer theoretical fit of the N transient contains an
than that in a ZnSe/GaAs heterostructure. This exponential part of about 50"i decaying with the
means that the strain in the heterostructure to- corresponding ,d,.,xp = 170 ps. The remaining cx-
gcther with the interface defects and dislocations perimental transient of the N luminescence band
actually reduce the lifetime of free excitons. (Fig. 2) can only be fitted by a hyperbolic decay

The luminescence transient of the P, band function ("p = 70 ps) with deconvolution of the
depicted in Fig. 2 has a decay of 170 ps. The luminescence transient, which actually corre-
decay of the P, band has been measured at the sponds to an EHP luminescence decay process
same sample and amounts to 110 ps: In both [10]. At even higher excitation densities we regis-
cases, we see that the luminescence of the P ter that the transient of the N band shows a very
bands behaves similarly to the free exciton lumi- fast decay time of about 10 ps. which indicates
nescence having longer decay times in free-stand- the beginning of stimulated emission processes.
ing ZnSe layers than those in ZnSc/GaAs het-
erostructurcs. This is again consistent with the 3.3. Enegy' trais•fi'r processes in ZnSe / (;a..s epi-
interpretation of the high-density P bands as cxci- layers
ton-cxciton collision processes.

The time integrated luminescence spectrum of The fact that an EHP can be built up only in a
free-standing ZnSc layers shows an additional N free-standing ZnSe layer and not in a ZnSc/GaAs
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heterostructure dem onstrates that the carrier a 12 Zne _

density is limited in a ZnSe/GaAs heterostruc- ZnSe/GaAs GaAs 2 ZnSe

ture. To show that ambipolar carrier diffusion 1.8/,m BE

actually takes place via the interface, we use the T=1.8K x-,

GaAs luminescence as a detector to investigate lexc= 10oMW/cm
2

the excitation mechanism. When a band-to-band .
excitation of the ZnSe layer of a ZnSe/GaAs 150 152 279 280

heterostructure is applied, we observe the lumi- 2>mnuescence energy (eV)

nescence of both ZnSe and GaAs, which means C0
that an excitation of the GaAs substrate is pre- -

sent. For the used excitation energy, the laser
light is strongly absorbed in the first 0.1 /im of
the ZnSe layer (a = 105 cm [11]). and cannot
be the source of the excitation in the GaAs E
substrate.

Actually we have to consider two main types of (a) ZnSe (b) GaAs
excitation mechanisms in order to explain the
observed excitation of the GaAs substrate (see
Fig. 3): 0 400 800 1200 1600 2000

(1) Excitation by light transfer: the emitted ZnSe time (ps)
luminescence light is absorbed in the GaAs sub- Fig. 4. Luminescence transients of the blue emission of the

strate and creates electron-hole pairs, which then ZnSe layer and the red emission of the Ga.,\s substrate in the

recombine. In this case the GaAs luminescence excitonic regime under band-to-band excitation with I,,, = II

transient has to be fitted by convolution of the MW/cm'. The insert shows both types ot tume-integratCd

corresponding ZnSc luminescence transient with luminescence detected simultaneously. The full cutes arc the

a two-exponential function (describing the inves- fits obtained from convolution techniques described in the
text.

tigated transition in GaAs).

(2) Excitation by free carriers, which diffuse am-
ZnSe GaAs bipolarly from the ZnSe layer into the GaAs

substrate: this process is favoured by the specific
band offset structure of the heterostructure of

laser Z, type 1 [121. There, we expect that this type of
- • , excitation starts delayed at a time given by the

t .ambipolar diffusion of the photogenerated carri-
2 - ers through the 1-2 #m ZnSe layers. In this case

the GaAs transient has to be fitted bv convolu-
E) -. tion of the sum of two exponential functions with

given rise and decay times with the apparatus

Fig. 3. Schematical presentation of the different kinds of response and taking into account the occurring

excitation of the GaAs substrate. The laser excites the ZnSe delay time.
layer with an energy greater than the band gap and is com- The insert of Fig. 4 shows the time integrated
pletcl absorbed. In process (I), the ZnSe layer emits blue luminescence spectra in the excitonic ranges of
light with its proper dhnamics, which transfers into the GaAs the ZnSe layer and of the GaAs substrate under
substrate. where it causes an excitation of the substrate. In low excitation densities of the layer ( E,,, 183
process (2). the photogcnerated carriers at the surface of the eV and I... = 10 MW/cm-). The simultaneous
ZnSc layer diffuse into the (aAs substrate and cause there an
excttatioti. The timc-rcsolved (GaAs luminescence allow us to detection of both types of luminescence is possi-
determine which excitation process is predominant. ble under the same experimental conditions, be-
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/(a) mum (a). In order to fit properly the GaAs tran-
350Wm GaAs ,sient we have to consider two components:

a) / The first one is depicted by curve (c) and
S ( .b) represents the part of the light transfer (about

"" 30%), which is obtained by convolution of the
V ,corresponding ZnSe luminescence transient with

laser (c) a two-exponential function r < 80 ps and
""/ rdcc," = 560 ps).

., The second part is depicted by curve (b) and
00 represents the part of the carrier diffusion (about

( 0 200 400 70%). This part results from convolution of the
time (ps) apparatus response to a delta-like excitation (e.g.

E.2 the 3 ps laser pulse) with a two-exponential fun-
tion with the same rise and decay times ( < 80

fi ps and , = 560 ps). However. wc have to
01 consider an additional delay time of about 160 ps

for the fit (b) in order to reach a fit of the GaAs
0 1000 2000 3000 luminescence transient (a). as the sum of curve(b)

time (ps) and curve (c). This delay time can be understood
Fig. . (it) Luminescence transient of the emission of the as the timc needed for the carriers to reach the
GaAs •ubtrate detected by hand-to-hand excitation of the substrate. With a thickness of about 2 /pm and a
ZnSe layer in a heterostructure at high excitation densities registered delay time of 160) ps. we obtain a

= 350) MWN/cm-). (c) calculated GaAs luminescence diffusion velocity of 1.2 × 10" cm s ` correspond-
transient if light transfer is assumed as the excitation process
and amounts to 30' , (h) calculated transient it te ewitakim ing to results obtained in CdS bulk crystals [1i3.
takes place through carrier diffusion and amounts to 70';. With these results, we prove that at high excita-

tion densities, the ambipolar carrier diffusion via
the interface plays an increasing role. in addition
to the light transfer.

cause the red luminescence of the GaAs sub- In this paper, we demonstrate that above a
strate passes undisturbed through the ZnSc layer, certain high excitation density ( > 300 MW/cm').
Fig. 4 depicts the corresponding transients of the carrier diffusion via the interface of ZnSc/GaAs
bound exciton luminescence maxima of ZnSe (a) heterostructure becomes important, which repre-
and of GaAs (b). The predominant luminescence sents an energy loss in the ZnSe laver. In this
of ZnSe (10, decays within 150 ps. The bound-ex- context, it explains why an EHP cannot be built
citon luminescence transient of GaAs can be up in those heterostructures. However. if we con-
fitted very good by convolution of the recorded I, sider that the decay time of the EHP ( = It ps)
transient (and not the apparatus response of the is shorter than the diffusion time of the carriers
laser pulse) with a two-exponential funtion (r7o_ through the ZnSe layer 16= I6( ps), it should be
< 90 ps and 7,,,,.,, = 35(1 ps). This indicates that possible to see plasma luminescence also in the
here the light transfer is the only responsible ZnSc/GaAs heterostructure. As this is not the
excitation mechanism of the GaAs substrate. case, we take into account additional mechanisms

For excitation densities above 3011 MW/cm2 . which prevent the carrier density from increasing.
the excitation mechanism of the GaAs obviously As greater decay times of the P bands are inca-
changes: The recorded transients of the GaAs sured in the free-standing ZnSe layer, this shows
luminescence cannot be fitted if we assume only that the strain situation in ZnSc/GaAs het-
light transfer between layer and substrate. In Fig. crostructure actually reduces the decay times,
5 we show the transient of the GaAs lumines- which represents also a competing process reduc-
cencc in the excitonic range at its energetic maxi- ing the carrier density.
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Polarization dependent dephasing measurements
in Cd Zn I.Te/ZnTe multiple quantum well structures
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Abstract

Polarization dependent dephasing measurements are performed in inhomogcncously broadened ('d,Zn,
Te/ZnTc multiple quantum wells at low and high exciton densities. At low temperature and densit. the self-dif-
fracted signal when the beams are cross-polarized is much weaker than, and decays much faster than. the signal
obtained when the beams arc co-polarized. At high densities the signal strengths become the same. A model is
proposed to explain the results. We find that the dynamics of a small subset of excitons which are created in :i
spatially bunched manner can be probed by cross polarizing the beams.

Exciton dynamics in quantum wells have been izations [8]. It has been observed that the nature
examined extensively over the last decade [1.21. of the response is fundamentally different for the
Four-wave mixing is a powerful tool for this work situations where the polarizations of the beams
and has been applied in a wide variety of ways. to are co- or cross-linearly polarized. In this paper
measure many different aspects of exciton dy- we describe self-diffraction experiments per-
namics such as recombination times [31, diffusion formed under various laser beam polarization
times 141. dephasing times [5.6]. and spin related conditions on excitons in Cd,Zn ,Te/ZnTe
phenomena [7]. Many of the systems studied are quantum wells, at low and high exciton densities.
partly disordered due to imperfect interfaces and Using this technique, new aspects of the exciton
alloying, and in such systems localization effects dynamics can be exposed. In particular we find
become important. While a growth in the under- that, for low exciton densities and low tempera-
standing of exciton dynamics in such disordered tures. the magnitude and the decay time of the
systems has taken place, much of this work has self-diffracted signal are much smaller for per-
been on Ill-V materials and comparison with pendicularly polarized beams than for parallel
Il-VI and other materials should be useful. Stud- beams. Similar effects have been observed in
ies have been carried out on the dependence of other semiconductor systems 18] although they
the four-wave mixing signal on pump beam polar- arc not observed in other types of inhomoge-

neously broadened systems, such as doped glasses,
A model is proposed which explains the observed

* ('orresponding author, behaviour.

(X)22- A24i/94/$)7.(X) , 1994 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
SSP)I I12 2-112481 "3)1-06 2 3- F
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The samples used in this work contain fifteen . . .........

periods of 50 A thick Cd Zn1 __Te strained wells. a

separated by 100 A ZnTe barriers grown on a o0"

GaAs substrate with a 2 j.m ZnTe buffer layer
for strain relief. The excitons in these wells are
inhomogeneously broadened to a linewidth (F,) 16'
of 10 meV full width at half maximum due to
fluctuations in the thickness of the well and to
the alloy nature of the wells. In comparison, the B
homogeneous linewidth (rh) at T= 4.2 K at anN:"'

exciton density in each well of 5 x 10"9 excitons/
cm- is 70 AeV and the laser linewidth (Fr) is - 10 [ ".

1 meV. This situation is shown schematically in
Fig. 1. The inhomogeneity of the transition is 1_

central to the effects we observe. Also shown in 16'
Fig. I are the quantum numbers associated with
the conduction and valence band states involved. "'.
in exciton transitions in an ideal semiconductor. 104 (C)

The optically active exciton states are denoted by
+ I)= I +3/2. - 1/2) and I - 1) = I

1-3/2. + 1/2). Some authors have claimed that 101i

these states are mixed by disorder induced effects ,
in the crystal [8]. o "

The experiments are performed using = 4 ps.10 Lt 0- .. o .- -_30
dye laser pulses and are carried out in a He bath Delay (ps)

cryostat at temperatures between 4 K and 50 K. Fig. 2. Decay of the diffracted intensity for: (a) co-circularly

As in the normal self-diffraction geometry the polarized beams: (b) co-linearly (6) and cross-linearly )

laser beam is split in two. one beam delayed with polarized beams at lo%, exciton density (5 XIl1" excitons /cm-)i
"(el same as (b) except the exciton density is high 12.5 X 1lo

excitons/cm ).

(a)

/ \ i ,h- , n. t,, respect to the other, and the beams recombined
/ Lon the sample. The first pulse imparts its coher-

I i, ence to the excitons it creates. A grating will
4 o result only if this exciton polarization has not lost

J I\ V -its coherence on arrival of the second pulse. By
varying the delay between the two pulses and

Energy monitoring the strength of the diffracted signal.
the coherence time of the excitons can be mca-

Ib) m, isured.
-,12 0'-The exciton peak in this sample at 4.2 K is at

2.1 eV and the laser is tuned 2 meV below the

1_/2] 1/2j hh peak for the dephasing measurements described
below. Previous measurements have shown that

Fig. I. (a) Schematic representation of the relative magnitudes the dephasing time of the excitons does not var

of the various linewidths. (h) Energy level scheme for an ideal

semiconductor: : + I) and I - I ) excitons are made up from rapidly across the inhomogeneous profile in these
these electron and hole states. samples [5]. Fig. 2a shows the diffracted signal

--A _
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versus delay between the pulses for the case of resonant nonlinearities, of strength R, which arc
co-circularly polarized beams (cr . (r' ). The de- due to excitons with the same energy, spin. and
cay time of this signal is 5.3 ps which translates, spatial position (this type of nonlinearity is often
assuming inhomogeneous broadening, to a de- referred to as phase space blocking): (2) non-res-
phasing time of 21.2 ps. When the two beams are onant nonlinearities. of strength NR. which occur
circularly polarized in the opposite sense Or*, ( - ) when some of the above characteristics are not
then no diffracted signal is observed from our the same, e.g. if the excitons have different spin
sample. This indicates that there is not any coher- or different energy. Coulomb screening, band gap
ent mixing between the spin states in these mate- renormalization and exciton induced dephasing
rials. If the states were mixed due to, e.g.. disor- (EID) are all examples of this latter class.
der in the system, or biexcitons. then using oppo- The four-wave mixing signal at a given energy
sitely circularly polarized beams should result in will depend on the relative strengths of these
the formation of a grating and thus in a diffracted different types of nonlinearities. The exciton
signal. states I + I ) and I - I ) are coupled to the ground

Fig. 2b shows the result for parallel and per- state by circularly polarized photons and r * and
pendicular linearly polarized beams at low exci- or. The linearly polarized photons are made up
ton densities ( = 5 x 10") excitons/cm 2 ). For the from combinations of circularly polarized photon
parallel case, the signal again decays with a time states. Photons polarized along, say. the v'-axis
constant similar to the co-circularly polarized can be described as a -+ (r , while photons po-
case. However when the beams are cross- larized along the x-axis are described by a * -- ,r
polarized the decay becomes faster than our sys- (x- and Y-axis are both in the plane of the well).
tem resolution, < 2 ps. Also. the signal strength For parallel polarized beams the I + I) and I - I I
in this case is = 112 weaker than in the parallel gratings are overlapped spatially while for per-
case. These results leave two questions to be pendicularly polarized beams the gratings are
answered: (1) Why does the observed decay time spatially out of phase (see Fig. 3). The diffraction
of the self-diffracted signal depend on the rela- of ar' light from a ar ar grating is due to the
tive linear polarizations of the two beams? and nonresonant nonlinearities described above and
(2) Why does is the strength of the signal depend thus has strength NR, Diffraction of ar' light
on the relative polarizations? from a ar' r' grating has both resonant and

In addressing these questions, it is useful to nonresonant components and thus has strength
look first at what happens when the exciton den- R + NR. The reverse is true for aY light.
sitv is increased. Fig. 2c shows the results for
linearly parallel and perpendicular polarizations
at a much higher exciton density of 2.5 x It)'
cxcitons/cm'. "T'he strengths of the two signals
are now very similar and the time decay in both
cases is less than the system resolution. The re-
duction of the decay time in the parallel case is sample
due to exciton-cxciton collisions which become
the main dephasing mechanism when the exciton I : I-
density is increased to these levels [9]. ( D

The explanation of the results lies in the rcla- I+1> \f/j/\j, 1+1>
tive magnitudes of the homogeneous, inhomoge- I- > fJj I-I > \J•/j
neous, and laser linewidths (see Fig. 1) and the
nature of the exciton nonlinearities. Without de- Fig. 3. tUpper part shows self-diffraction experimental set-up.
scribing in detail the nature of excitonic nonlin- E, and E, are the electric field vectors of the beamrs. When

aEl I E, (bottom left) the gratings for the I+ I ý and i- Iearities in semiconductors [10). we can divide the transitions are in-phase spalialy w'hile for E, 1 F-, Ihbollom
exciton nonlincarity into two broad classes: (I) right) they are out-of-phase spatially.
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For parallel polarized beams, because the grat- excitons broadens and becomes similar to the
ings are in phase, the resulting signal strength is laser linewidth. In this case the dominant signal is
the sum of the above contributions: due to the R component of the nonlinearity and

parallel signal = R + 2 NR. () so. in terms of our model, it becomes clear why
the difference in the parallel and perpendicularFor perpendicular beams, the gratings are out of

phase and the total diffracted strength is the signal strengths is reduced. It should he noted
that at high intensities E1D saturates in purely

difference of the two: homogeneously broadened transitions [Il1: how-

perpendicular signal = R + NR - NR = R. (2) ever, at such intensities the dephasing rate is

The ratio of the parallel to perpendicular signals already high.
can therefore be seen to depend on the relative It can be seen that all excitons arc not created
importance of the terms R and NR. equal. The response of a set of excitons that arc

At low temperatures and low exciton densities created in a bunched manner in certain regions
the homogeneous linewidth of the excitons is less of the crystal is masked by the response of the far
than the laser linewidth. In this case most of the greater number of excitons which arc spatially
nonlinear interaction is non-resonant and so NR separated. This minority of excitons can only be
> R. This explains why the signal in the cross- probed by performing dephasing measurements
polarized case is much less than in the co- with cross-polarized beams.
polarized case. The decay of the signal in the Cundiff and Steel [8] have performed extensive
co-polarized case reflects dcphasing due to a polarization dependent measurements on GaAs/
combination of acoustic phonon scattering and AIGaAs quantum well samples where they have
scattering off the disorder in the system. The time resolved the diffracted signal in a three-beam
signal observed in the cross-polarized case has a experiment. With parallel polarized beams they
different decay and reflects the different dynam- see an emission delayed with respect to the see-
ics of a subset of the exciton population. The ond pulse: this is a photon echo and is the cx-
signal in this case is due to excitons created veiy pectcd response from an inhomogencouslv broad-
close together in space, which scatter off each cned system. When they perpendicularly polarize
other very quickly. The short decay time of the the beams, the emission becomes prompt. This is
signal in this case illustrates that the homogc- a free polarization decay and is the signature of a
ncous linewidth of these particular excitons is homogeneously broadened transition. The dc-
comparable to. or greater than. the laser phasing times measured in the two cases and the
lincwidth. The implied existence of inhomoge- relative magnitudes of the signals behave in a
ncous and homogeneous resonances at the same manner similar to what we have observed in
energy is a result of the disorder in the system CdZn, ,Ie/ZnTe. They interpret their result
and non-uniform creation of excitons spatially. of the co-existence of homogeneously and inho-
The creation of excitons in small spatial sub- mogencously broadened resonances :at the same
groups leads to rapid EID which broadens the energy as evidence for the existence of localized
linewidth of such excitons such that all groups and dclocalized excitons at the same energy. a
overlap in energy (within the laser linewidth). In result which was not expected. They also invoke a
this way the response of cxciton groups is homo- model of spin mixing of the exciton states d(ue to
geneouns in nature. On the other hand spatially biexcitons to explain their results.
separated cxcitons have no EID so that inhomo- We note that our model is simpler: we do not
gencous broadening dominates, resort to biexcitonic effects. While we also imply

When the cxciton density is increased, as shown the co-existence of homogeneously and inhomo-
earlier, the magnitude of the two signals become gencously broadened resonances at the same en-
closer together. At high densities the scattering is ergy. we do not interpret this result in terms of
due to cxciton-cxciton scattering and becomes the localization and delocalization of the cxci-
%cr-y rapid [91. The homogeneous lincwidth of the toils.
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Abstract

Time-resolved photoluminesccnce measurements on CdTe/(CdZn)Te asymmetric double quantum wells (AD-
QWs) with electron and hole confinement potentials of some tens of meV are reported. The carrier transfer from
the narrow into the wide well is evidenced by photoluminescence decay times of the narrow well as short as a few
picoseconds. The observed tunneling times depend strongly upon the barrier and well widths of the investigated
samples which determine the relative position of spatial direct and cross exciton transitions. Very efficient tunneling
is found in ADQWs in which the transfer of spatial direct excitons under emission of LO phonons is possible. In any
case. one has to consider excitonic rather than single particle electron or hole states in order to explain the observed
behaviour of the tunneling times.

1. Introduction tween two resonantly coupled QWs is a direct
manifestation of tunneling which has recently

Asymmetric double quantum wells (ADQWs) been detected [1j. Further applications of
consisting of a narrow and a wide quantum well ADQWs are tuneable lasers [2] or optical ab-
separated by a single barrier arc well suited sys- sorbers with ultra-fast recovery times [3). The
tems for the investigation of tunneling in semi- knowledge of minority-carrier tunneling times is
conductor heterostructures. Photoluminescence also of importance for the operation of perpen-
experiments with picosecond time resolution al- dicular transport devices (e.g. light emitting tun-
low the study of the carrier transfer dynamics via nel diodes) [4].
tunneling by an analysis of the decay and rise GaAs/(AIGa)As is the most widely studied
behaviour of the emitting narrow well (NW) and material system in which resonant and non-reso-
the collecting wide well (WW), respectively. nant tunneling of electrons and holes has been

The sub-millimeter radiation emitted by an observed [5]. From a more fundamental point of
electron wave-packet coherently oscillating be- view, resonant electron tunneling has been

demonstrated to occur via excitonic states. i.e.
that the tunneling process can be understood as a

Corresponding author, transfer from a direct NW exciton into a "cross"

tX)22-024X/94/$07.0M '( 1994 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
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exciton made tip of the WW electron and the NW 2. Samples and experimental details
heavy hole [61j[7j. Indeed, in ADQWs with strong
carrier confinement Such as GaAs/(Al.Ga)As [8] The ADOWs investigated here are grown hN
or CdTe/(Cd.Mln)Tc [9] holes are believed to MBE on a (100) Cd ,,) Zn,,(,1 4Te substrate. A
tunnel much slower than electrons due to the Cd, - ZnTe buffer layer of 2 jum thickness de-
different effective masses. Tunneling of excitons termines the lattice constant of the strained
as an entity has not been reported yet. ADQW. The latter consists of a narrow CdTe

In the low-confinemencrt system CdTe/ layer of thickness 1,N. a Cd, - ,ZnTe barrier with
(Cd.Zn)Te the valence band discontinuity equals thickness L1, and, finally a wide CdTe QW (L,.).
the exciton binding energy for a Zn concentration The Zn concentration x ranges between 0. 13 and
x •ý0. 18. This has led to the picture of an addi- 0).18 depending on the growth run. The intention-
tional hole confinement through Coulomb attrac- ally undloped structures are capped by a thin
tion by an electron [10]. In the same respect the CdTe layer ( < I(H) nm). The samples are labelled
observation of the excitonic centre-of-mass LN/LIjI/L\ hereafter, the actual thicknesses
wavevector rather than of single particle states (determined by RI-EED oscillations) being com-
[II]I emphasize the importance of excitonic bind- piled in Table 1. The band-diagramn accounting
ing~. Furthermore. heavy holes are expected to for strain effects and the confinement levels arc
ha~ e tunneling times similar to electrons since displayed in Fig. 1.
the heavier effective mass is almost compensated For the time-resolved photoluminescence:
by the much lower valenice-band discontinuitv. (TRPL) measurements. the samples were cxcited
Let LIS finally recall that due to strain effects, the by the 5 ps pulses of a synchronously pumped
light-hole 16 band-edge is split-off in the CdTe Styryl 8 dye laser or by a mode-locked Ti: sap-
OW from the hecavy hole band-edge by =5(1 me\/ phire laser. The excitation density estimated to
leading to a type-Il confinement of light hole in be below 10"' cm 2 per pulse was low enough to
the (CdZn )Tc barrier [12]. Mixing of hole states avoid space charge effects. The P'L was dispersed
should therefore not be important for tunneling, in a (1.32 m monochromator (resolution 5 A) and

il 1st (I'I qliiltull 'icliIf 11 1, ) and harrier (I.,) thickitesses. characteristic times ol Pl- clca\ ( 7, . 7)I And tunneling (7 t; Il

e flergz' difflereices hlectv ecn t he calultcii te elect ron iec els in hot h wkells 6
1

ýN - (,\% I. he tween the ollser~cii diirect cXeiton Ira nsit ons
(Xi N I XA WI) and i)ct\%cen the direct NW and croiss exciiiin (Xl N) - Vli (\. hh. I arc reported

1\ 7,~ 7 X(N) XIWI X(N) -- X'(~ hh~i

(.i A) (A\I psi (PsI I ps) 1meV) (meV) (me.')

Fist" sanples

41 4X "I0 176 , 7 7 _21.3 2 5. )

34 11 7 I, i08 12.5; 14 24.01 32.2 t). 7
410 IIN' 74 157 is 21 16.3 NA. 1.2
42 13S 74 ]s~ 55s 0g.i. 24.2 2.2
37 its t,7 164 3$8 22Wx -21.3 26.5

"Slt'v" samples

441 71 W- 166 32 41 125 i 5.o 0. 1
491  111) 7,s 11 X 45 6i 13.7 1 .2 1.2
72 1if) 10(i) q 14 102 13 1 16.7 16.4 1.1
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Cd~e Cd~ne Cd(]eclected bx a two-dinirnsional .svnchroscý.n streakCd~e Cd~~e Cd~ecamera with ail S0t cathode. T Ihe limnit of thle
Measured Ill. decay time "ias 7 ps. The samnple

meV eNtemperature was vat ted l)ct%%~enf 10l and 701 K in a
ew cold-finger crvostat.

--------- 3. Experimental results

In the lollowing. w, \&ill focus on h ss-temlper-a-
L, LB L ture TFRPL, res ilts sine the steady-state proper-

Fig. 1. Band diagrami of the .\t)OW struetutres in gromhtl ties of the investigated ADUWs arc described in
direction - representing the electron and hea%% hole confiine- at previous paper [13]. 'orn~plcmentar\ data are
iment Qnergies (,,. e%, hh.. and hh%\ and the thicknesses of presented here obtain.' on niew, AI)QWs for
the (diec qtiantrini well 1... 1x,,, and (Cd.Znt'le barrier LIj which the well widths have beeni changed. keep-
Characteristic timei are the itunneling time -, and the iC\ n tebrie hcnescntata ouh-I
tine I lerit`CleS 7ý and 7ýin nairrtn\ and wide %\ ell. respec-I.
teli c. The dahtedCL line is tlte light-hol_2 %alence l~nk potentil II M A. Theli carrier transfer tronitl te NWA into
shitising t_ýPv-JJ eonfillefntent. the W\V is cshilitbdd b\ thle NW phit~ it ulumnes-

(a) /18 4()49/11 0/78

4245ps

to

Z

C0 (d 3 /177
(b 4011/7 . 2 i

-S 01
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1CIO 0 100 2000 300 400, la 00 .200 322?
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Ilig. .2 )ecaj_ '~cliii ititr atj 1 1t K 4i NW ;11( I id V1  (0t pI)II0104111titil e ncCtc lit a 'citti-log pltit o 'Iii tit th tis lt'i,
Is lit / ."4 (int At. thie inticrasc itt(the N1W (let;,\ tite xi %ith intereasoig barrier tlt1Tkites I , Jt hI til\ti l h 11te11te itt i
height (larger NW Ai ihlj I,~ c ildl is deOIiiTtitlra See' ilsthIssioti0 ot1 10nnelitig 1CIl tine lie test
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cence decay times 7 (Fig. 2) which are much 1000
shorter than the ones ohserved in single ('die fast
QWs (see below). In addition, the WW decay osw
deviates cicarly from a straight exponential law U4 0
demonstrating the arrival of carriers at early times E
Qt c 200 ps). Figs. 2a and 2b display the NW and - M9
WW IL responses at T= 10 K for the 40/109/74 S2
and the 42,/138/74 structures when excited in 61

resonance with the lowest NW :xciton transition
X(c,. lhhQ. The NW decay times -7 are 18 and -

42 ps. respectively,. whereas the WW decay times 510 1 2 5 3
7, are: the samei for both structures (see Table I )
The effect of' an increasing barrier width is. as LB., mm (V-eN) (nm.meV)
expected. to increase the NW decay time from 7
to 138 ps for harrier widths ranging between 501 1:9 3. 'tunneling tint's _T (1f the iiet.tc Xl)O'týs.'s .1

and 520 A. It is worth noticing that 7 does not tunction of the ratio of harrier thicknles I a ýnd harrier

depend on the laser excitation energv neither on penetration depth A in at erni-log plot, -he tast' amnple,
4(1 (losed circles) cani he connected h% at straigiht line gLuide to

he smpletempratue fo 1 • K [1]. he e~e). Ahov thie trrtiiiht line the ''los. structure, are
The short NW' decay times, have to be corn- siutdnthlnrtnelntmshtcopaleape

pared to the IT decay time 7S" of'a singl pairniccrs.
('die r('d,,-Zn,,) 1Je OW grown in at separate
reference sample that we measutred to be -,,()k,
147 ps. T'he NW IT. decay rate is at sum of' the
tunneling rate 7,', and the NWV excitonic re- barrier penetratioin length A
comtbination rate I// -, according to 7 - - 7 ±

A1 s. tssii'ttU 7, to be CCtual to the SOW deca\ b exp i
time 7,i)\\ allowsl us1 to calculate the tunneling IAl
tnime'. 7, Mi ich are compiled in ['able 1.L ,2 It ( -C)(I

The effect otf changing the narro\N wecll width b xp ia_ -111(V
1, is shlown in Figs. 2c and 2d by a comparison /It
of the 34 /117 /76 and the 49/ 1 10/78 A[)OWs. \Nliere ;n * is the effectike electron mass in C die
Hbe slowerl IT dec~ay ohserx ed for the second 1414. 1) is a prefactor depending ott the difference
structure wxith the %i ider NW is consistent Nxith bc tkkeen NW and( W\\ st'ates 6E = --, '_ 1k

thec larger difference I' t,,., between the dclc- when Calculated w\ithlout coupling and on a level
tron confinement cx el e, and the height of thle broadening V' characterizing the intrawvell relax-

contdunet io n hanrd ha rricr I '. lThe same a rgutmeniit at ion (e.g. ft r phon oin emission)1:
lhtolds ift (te heax's hole lcx l hh , is considered.
The sample 72 / III'10/1Wconfirmns thisirenid qUal- 1) It 4~ + 1') 21 IT,".(2
itatiWIvc xxitll a (Ittit 1lung tunneling timeC Of 330

xx xxillsli xxintheb ~ \twig x hre the energy /L,, depe nd' slighltly oil the formps. Nexertlii" %k tileleslls. 01tmn of .the electronic x ax funetiorts 1141. HeIre, /1 is
that the relative distanice Ibetxx cei cxcitontu states minimum in a resonance (( -ll. A proportional-
rallier than beCtxxecn xinlgt,Iu pia'fttic states is the Mitv actor it is introduced in the exponent [151].
relexant paramnete'r gmtxrning the t unnelitng times Fig. 3 display .s the dependenlce of the obserxed
of comparable structures,.

Ill t~lx limit of wecak delticali/atiort of the cdcc- [10] onl
Iron waxefunctions. i.e. large hiarrir widths, thie G; - L r , rn ( I t

electronic tunneling trimes 7,depend exponneri-
tiallv oin the ta;tio of the barrier %kidth /It and the tnr being the Irce electron mass. One can actually
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distinguish between two sets of samples: the (a)
"*fast" structures following a straight line as pre-
dicted by Eq. (1) with roughly the same value of h
(closed circles) and the "slow" structures (open
triangles) having longer tunneling times than their
"fast" partners with comparable values of G. It is
surprising to note that the "slow" samples have a
small difference E = e, - e which should lead
to short tunneling times if the transfer mecha-
nism and thus I' were the same for the "slow" electronconfinementlevels

and the "fast" structures (Eq. (2)). It appears -------- electron levels minus

then that different transfer mechanisms arc de- esciton binding energy

termining the tunneling process leading to differ-
ent values of b for both subsets of samples. We (b)
will figure out different carrier transfer mecha- TT

nisms that can increase the tunneling rate in the X(N' ,
"fast" structures and which are absent. i.e. cner- hLOf (W)
getically forbidden, in the "slow" structures.

First of all, we can rule out the importance of
free carrier states (electrons and holes) for the exciton levels in NW and WW

freecarierwith total barrier heighit

tunneling mechanism. Indeed, those states are
never in resonance in all the structures invcsti- Fig. 4. Schematic representation of the tunneling proce-,.

n a) Process t)(. electrons tunnel ,ia cwcitonic qtatc: the

gated. Moreover. in some "'fast" ADOWs the transfer front the direct NW exciton X into the cr,.i exciton

difference between the calculated electron con- x'. (h) Procc,,, I)D. the tunneling of the direct NN ewiton

finetnent levels e, - e' is smaller (Table I ) than into the direct \WW, exciton by emision ot an 1 ) phonon can

the optical phonon energy hto ) in CdTe (21.2 he reprcsentted as a single particle tunneling through a harriet

meV\) so that non-resonant electron transfer as- with a total heiht equal to the conduction tlus alde hand
oflsct.

sisted by LO phonon emission does not explain
the difference between "fast" and "slow". The
difference between heavy hole confinement levels
hh, - hhw amounts only to 4-8 meV implying
that resonances with L() phonons are not impor- tunneling in GaAs/(AIGa)As ADOWs [6.7]. Oti
tant for heavy holes. On the other hand, due to the other hand. tunneling can also involve the
the strong cxcitonie binding energies in compari- exciton as a whole, i.e. in form of a transfer from
son to the confinement potentials one should not the spatial direct NW exciton into the direct WW\
neglect the importance of the electron-hole cor- exciton (process DD) by emission of an 1-0
relation during the tunneling process. phonon (Fig. 4b).

We will therefore consider two charge transfer Considering the first process DC. the cross
mechanisms implying cxcitonic states which arc exciton X'(c',, hhN) is not observed in the ('W
depicted in Fig. 4. The first process "direct-cross" spectra and the binding energies of the cross

C)() is file transfer of an electron bound in a excitons are therefore calculated by a variational
direct NWV cxciton X((,,, hh , ) towards a cross approach with an excitonic trial wavefunction fol-
exciton state X'('•,, hh, ) (Fig. 4a). This transfer lowing Leavitt and Little [19]. The actual valence
has been demonstrated to he very efficient even hand offset (VBO) of this hetcrostru ure system
in GaAs/(Al.Ga)As double OWs where confine- is still a matter of discussion [10]. We have cho-
ment is much stronger than in the system invcsti- sen a zero chemical offset and the hydrostatic
gated here [17.1j. It has been identified to be deformation potential for the valence band a\ to
the relevant mechanism for resonant electron one third [20(i of the bulk value a = 3.,1 cV [211.
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The supplementuar confinement of heavN holes 4. Summary
bN tile electronic Coul.1omb potential is not taken
into account. The direct NWV and WW exciton We have presented tunneling times mecasured
transition energies calculated with this model by picosecond photolumlinescence onl a large set
agree w\ith the ohser\ ed values within + 2 meV. of (de(dn)eADOWs varyin& over three

If' thle difference S' = Me,\ lib 11 X - x'es orders of* magnitude as a function of thle harrier
til , ) -1 0 the DC process is Possible and couild thickness. Trhe investigated struIctures are divided
ec en lead to it resonant elect ron transfer ift' S t into a "fast" and at "slow" subset wvhich can he
thuis explaining fast tunneling times. Indeed. S is distinguished by the presence of relevant transfer
positixc t or the "fast' structures hut also for- mechlanisms. In fact, the energy strIuTctr of the
Sonic slow sItru lctrs. []he DC( proceess might -fast- samples allows af direct transfer if exeitons
he presenit in the niajoritý of the studied samples fromt the NW to thle WW Under emission of'
butl does not explain thle different tunnelllingt- be- optical phonons in contrast to the -slo%%- struIC-
ha~ iou rin the two sets oft samples. On the ot her tures. It is difficult to assess the importance of
hand, one shou-ld realize that S' can change by electron tunneling as a, transfer from the direct

2- file\' depenlding on thle VBO assumned for- the NW exeiton to the cross exeiton Nh'(t\ . fil, I
Calculations. It is, therefore impossible to reliably since the binldingi energy of thle latter is not known i

discriminate: the AI)Q\s in which the DC pro- xý ith sufficient accuracy. Neverthecless, one has to
cc,,, is emnergeticallyI allowed or forbidden. Apply- emiphasize that the obsers ed he haviour of the
ingc an external electric field wxould help to dIi- tunneling times canl onlx be explained b\ scatter-
reeds\ ob~sers thle cross exciton transition energy. ing hetx% ecui exeitons and not) hetxcen single parl--

[:or thle second process (DD)). thle energy dif- ticie electron or hole states.
terence: between both NW and WW' direct cxci-
tons, I - N) l\. till, I N( c hh\, ) is directl\
atccessible since it has been] determinied quite,11
aIccurately h\ steady-state lIT excitationI spectral iAkoldeet

iable H . Wke notice that for all] *slow'" AI)OI's
Ais, rnialler than the IA. ) phonion cnergx, Of FC. dIe [h authors oudlike to tckiio\Nledlge II.

timlha the DD1 pro~css, is, enieruticall\ In rhidden1. Fiuffigo-I. liiier and N . Nagunca for proxiding, re-
)11 tIil Otniher Iial& d -A h in is pi sit is tofr sutis of criiergý and saefuntincalculations and

aisiAll tile -Ifast struLctu~res. (ne Canl there- [(r Collaborationt(ilduing the sample grosxth. The\
tore conludeILI thatl the traInfer Of direc~t exeitons also thank K. Rinther and If. IKlann tor- thle tech-

en iissionl of LO( phonlons is Cffectise in thle fiiCal assistance during, the I1RPI mecasuremeints.
"fast" sainlles, and acceler-ates the tuFnnelingL1 pro- S.I . thanks tile IDeutsclier AkademIisCher .-\is-
CeSs in lheseC stru1ctures, with respect ton the -sloss- tatiseidietist (I ISPII! ./A-\1[A for finiancial sup-

AI)QWs. po rt
k\ ssould like to stress that therc might be

Still other coulplingl, nCieclaisilns hetsMeII NW aind
WW~ (seauttermn of the NWV exeiton into WV\V 6. References
contIIIiiiuui st1ates., excitonl tranIsferl withou~t LO)
phonon emission). C onsider is anl example thle tl I H v Nb,,.NA\-.ISa. K, t ko. t) \ If Mill.
samnple 4911Il1),/78 with a turnneling time oft 0 p's. A M I o IN Schnimi Rink and , 1Ko ~hlei. Ph\,~. Re\
I lunnliiig is relatisely efficient althouigh both thle t cu.ý 1"' I ii121 22

DD1 and thle DC( process are energetically forbid- 12 1 S. tkeddi. A. Shimr,'u ,gmid t I1ina. April. 11n, t cii. S5

dfenl. HIi USe Of external electric or magnetic i 1984 1 1S
Ill \. t Ancntidi. S. Mill". I limi and [I tilt. Afit)]. Ph\,

fields shouild prOs ide ~further insight contlert ltig I Cu Is u I ii.f'9 1 6,1
tile rClati\e ItllpOrtaIInC of thle different charge li1 ( 5, tt,,nlof I., (wmaietlrs ind 0~ ttingt. Ph\,, Re\ B
trirnsfer princesses. 41, 1i N92) i5
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Excitonic emission in ZnCdSe-ZnSe multiple quantum wells
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Abstract

Zn, ,CdSe-ZnSe multiple quantum wells (MOWs) are grown on GaAs (1004) substrate bN MO('VD Their
photoluminescenice (PL.) is studied at temperatures between 77 and 300( K. We have observed five emission bands in
Zn,,(,,,Cd, ,~Sc-ZnSe MQWs under the 457.9 nm line of an Ar ion laser excitation at 77 K for the first time. Three
of these bands are attributed ito different exciton emission: the n I heavv-hole (Hill exciton transition, the ni =I

light-hole (LFI) exciton transiton and the n = I H-l- exciton transiton with the emission of two 1-0 phonons. T'he two
exelton emission bands P, and P., of ni = I HI- and ni = I flit with two 1.0 phonons emission can be ohser'ed uip lo
230 K.

1. Introduction Se-ZnSe MQWs grown by atmospheric pressure
metalorganie ehemnieal deposition (AP-MOCVD)

Wide band gap Il-VI strained layer superlat- is studied at different temperature and five emis-
ties (SLSs) and quantum well (QW) struetures are sion bands are observed at 77 K by using Ar ion
of interest for their superior luminescence and laser excitation for the first time. Three of these
non-linear optieai properties [1-31. One of the bands are attributed to the different exeiton
optical characteristics of these SLSs or OW Sys- emission.
tems is their efficient photon emission property,
which is an important factor in II-VI semicon-
ductor-based visible short-wavelength laser di-
odles. Since the demonstration of blue-green in- 2. Experimental procedure
jeetion laser operation by Haase et al. [l1, its
electronie and optieal properties are widely dis- The Zn,,,,,Cd,,,Se-ZnSe MOWs structure in
eussed in Zn, ('dSe-ZnSe OW materials. cs- this study is formed oin ( IM() G;aAs substrates by
pecially for exeitonie properties. The nonlinear MOC'VI. Dimetlwlzinc. dimethvleadmium and
exeitonie absorption and thermal stability have H- ,Se are used as the source materials. Eatch
been also studied [2]. We have reported the exei- sample is eomposed of fifty Zn .('d,, 3 Sc quan-
tonie optical bistability in ZnCdSe-ZnSe M1QWs turn wells of thieknesses 1,, = 101 nm. separated
at 77 K [4]. In this paper. the PL of Zn,,,, Cd, 0  by the ZnSe barrier layer with L, = 10) rnn. The

ZnSe and Zn('dSe layer are grown at 320'C'. A I
Aim thiek buffer layer of ZnSe is grown directly

________on at GaAs substrate. The spectral distribution of
Correspionding author, the lumineseence ts measured by using a 44 W

(X)22.11248/'J4/$07.4ll) 41994 Ulsevier Sciecie B.V. All righis reserved
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grating monochromator with a C31034 cooled
photomultiplier and a JY-T 800 Raman spectra
equipment. PL is excited by the 337.1 nm line 1-- ý. 21
from a N. laser and the 457.9 nm line from an Ar
ion laser. .;

• O0. 61.,

3. Experimental results and discussion - 0. o.

Fig. I shows a typical X-ray diffraction pattern

from Zn 1,,Cd. 3 ,Se-ZnSe MQWs with 50 peri-
ods on a GaAs (100) substrate with a ZnSc (I
Mrm) buffer layer, measured by conventional
diffraction using Cu Ka lines. It clearly shows the 480 520 5-)0

satellite peaks with a good quality MOWs struc- Wavelength (nni
ture. The lattice mismatch between the Zn , , Fig. 2. PL spectra in Zn,,.('d,, Cd Se-ZnSe MQ\V cxcited b\

Cd,Se and the ZnSe is L.W4 for x = 0.32. The the 337.1 nm line of a N. lacr at 77 K under different

critical thicknesses of Zn, -,Cd, Se with x = 0.32 excitation intensities.
on the ZnSe layers are estimated to be 23 nm by
People's formula [5]. Fig. 2 shows the PL spectra
of the Zn . ,Cd, ,,Se-ZnSe MOW sample at dif- intensity of the high energy band is stronger than
ferent excitation densities by the 337.1 nm line of that of the low energy band. With decre:ising
a N, laser at 77 K. The PL spectra exhibit two excitation density, the high energy band becomes
peaks. The higher energy peak is located at 475 weak and the low energy band becomes strong.
nm (2.61t1 eV) and the lower energy peak is When the excitation intensity is 0.4 lo. the low
located at 510 nm (2.451 cV). When the excita- energy band emission is dominant ;ind both the
tion density (/) is 3 MW/cm2 . the emission high energy and the low energy band shift to the

low energy. The low energy peak position moves
towards the low energy about 20 meV at 0.4 1,.
The PL spectra of Zn,,,Cd,_,.Sc-ZnSe MOWs

at temperatures between 77 and 3011 K under the
A 457.9 nm line of Ar ion laser excitation are shown

in Fig. 3. Some fine structures are observed at 77

SB K in Fig. 3. The high energy band at 479.4 nm
corresponds to the high energy band in Fig. 2. In
the low energy region there are four emission
bands, namely P, (515.0 nm). P. (530.5 nm). P,
(543.0 nm). and P4 (57(1.0 nmi. The emission

intensity of hand P. is about six times stronger
than that of the high energy band in the tempera-
ture region of 77-85 K. With an increase of

2 temperature to 124 K. the high energy band dis-
I ' , appears and band P, maintains only a small

L "i ~shoulder on the high energy side of band P.. In
60 64 68 addition, tie luminescence in Fig. 3 mainly con-

20(deg) sists of hands P. and at 124 K because band P.
Fig. 1. X-raN diffraction pattern ot ZInI (dSc-ZnSe (I also disappears. With. -n increase of the tempera-
1.32) M()k' on (laAs ,uhstratc. ture to 175 K. the emission intensity of band P.
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230K

17,, KII

•, [ - //•! I. 124K :

85K / K,

p, • P,' / t I ________________Il~rl

ý180 530 580 Fig. 4. Ah.-x rpliiin ( it) and cinissiir hi (b i) urli iii
rWavelenigth (nnd 4,c-Zlt M,(\ at 77 K

Fig. 3. P1. pcctra in Zn,,,('d,, ,U S - ZnSc MQWN at 77- 300
K h%, ihc 45c non linc (it Atr lacr eXClitaInol. found that band 1), is located at the low cncrg,

side (5301 nm) tit tilt absorption peak (520 nlnt)
and the peak energy is found to shift to the hlo, cr

has clearly decreased and that of band P, be- energy side (rcd-shift) from the HH exciton
com,,s strong. Both hand P, and band P, can be ground quantum level. The amount of the red-
observed up to 23) K. Then band P, disappears shift is about 24 mneVt however. it exhibited a
with an increase of the temperature and band P. marked size efffect. So band P, is attributed to
can be measured at 300t) K. Here we are inter- the n = I HH cxciton emission. According to rcf.
ested in the origin of the abol c emission bands. [2]. the calculation predicts a Lt1 uniaxial strain
In Il-VI 'wide band gap quantum wells, the en- splitting of 75 meV so that the 1.11 state corrC-
hancement of exciton binding energy and the sponds to a weakly type-il quantum well. From
large oscillator strength make it possible to ob- Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. the cnerg. difference bctwcen
srcvc these effects at room temperature (RT). bands 1.) and Pi is 701-78 me\ and band P, (515

Usually. the absorption aiud luminescence charac- rim) is located at the low, cncrgN side of the
teristics observed at RT in ZnCdSc-ZnSe MQWs
are thought to be duc mainly to the it = I HH
cxciton recombination [6- 11]. In our case. band
P. (530J nm) in Fig. 3 at 77 K might be considered
to be the ,- I F1IH cxciton recombination, ac-
cording to its emission characteristics. In order to
describe this conjecture, the absorption spectra in . P:
the Zn C,,,('d,,sc-ZnSc MOW at 77 K (a) are
measured. sit shown in Fig. 4. Iwo well-defined
structures (l:bclcd L1- and HH) are observed and
they are I ieated at 513 and 526 nni. These are
attributc, to the light and heavy hole cxciton
ground tates (I =- I ) in the quasi-two-dimen- -) 31 8 50 0
sional system [9]. The separation of the it = I [H Wavih'ncTIh till (1
and the it = I Ill cxciton is approximately 78 1 Ilccrrd in Sc /nSc MUW. N~ith it
mneV. Curve (b) in Fig. 4 is the emission spectrum lerenil ecittiomn %kaw,,lengih: (a) 457.9 nni lilc: ;hl 4,.44 nnm

for the above MOWs at 77 K. From Fig. 5 it is linc.
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absorption peak L-H (513 nm). As mentioned 4. Acknowledgements
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Nonlinear transmission dynamics of ZnSx Se1 - X/ZnSe
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Abstract

Wc inv estigate the nonlinear transmission properties oft ZnS, Se ZnSe and ZnS, Se1  ZnS, Se v
%kaveguides growni by IMOVPE. All "itaieguides %iere designed ats thiree-layer %%in, cguides vo ith eit her a ZnS, Se of
a ZnSe lasecr ats guiding layNer. The light-guiding structures, are examined using at tinie-resolsed ns-pulse pump-and-
probe technique. %kith the probe beamn propagating through the ssaseguide: and the pump latser becing, locused onto
the capt lav Ier of the ý4ineguidc. We obsern induced absorption and transmission of the sample close to the
absoirption edge under pump light irradiation. This can be utnderstood fin terms of frceecarrier absorption. mails-bodN
effectsi and heating of the sample. The %&aveguides %kith ZnSe as, guiding la% er showk interference patterns in the
transmission spectra with unusually large spacing betsseen the maximal for energies 301 nick belosm the absorption
edge. This feature is unders;tood as beating betweecn tmo guided modes oif the 'AivegUide and can be obiscr~cd at
room temiperature. The creation of tree carriers in the ,\a~eguidc can suppress these patterns. For loser carrier
densities at blue shift of the interference fringes, is obseri ed.

1. Introduction role for the design oft blue-light modulators, for
integrated optics. Sescral modulators based on

Besides the creation of ai laser active layeI r in a ZnSe have been reported [2,31. to make use of
laser structure based on ZnSSe, u/ZnSc, the the linear electro-optic effect. w~hich ean lead to ;I
design of' the waveguiding properties of* such a change of refractive index ats large as .1n =- lf.M08
structure is also a key issue. The waveguide se- [3]. or of the quantum-confined Stark effeet tin
lects the transvecrse modes of' the laser structure Zn('dSc//ZnSc [4].
and the polarization of the emitted light. Proper We repoi-t on nonlinear transmission changes
design of the layered system can also increase close to the absorption edge oft a waveguide based
reflectivity of the end facets of the waveguide and on ZnSSe being induced by the creation of* free
hence lower the threshold Ior laser operation I II. carriers in the cap or the guiding layeI r. Our
In addition to this. waveguides play an important experiments were conducted by at time resolved

pump-and-probe technique using at ns dye laser
system. The Pump pulses provided at high density

orresponding authw. of carriers (up to I0'_ cm '). which is known to

00122-11248/9)4/911701 , t1994 llsvesur Science B.N. All riglns rcsncd~~t
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create a change in the absorption of the light WAVELENGTH (rim)
propagating through the waveguide with the en- 480 460 440

ergy in the excitonic range [5]. A density of carri- T=2K
crs of -IN -2 x 10" cm 3 induces a change in
the refractive index in the order of 3n - -1.0.003
near the hand edge, being larger than reported in sample 3

previous work [6].

2. Experimental set-up
sample 2

The ZnSSe, ,/ZnSe and ZnS,Se,,/ ,/
ZnSSe, I(x>v) waveguides were grown by X
MOVPE on GaAs substrates. The structures were sample I
not intentionally doped and have a background 2 6o 270 .2 80
doping of less than 1)'1 cm-3 . For details of ENERGY (eV)
growth see references [8,9]. The samples were
cleaved to a size of appro ;-natcly I x 3 mm. The Fig. I. Unpolarized transmission spectra ot the intestigat"d

sample composition and t( lnensions are listed in samples . ith mt pump light excitation at a temperature oK 2

Table 1.
The experiments were performed using two

synchronously excimer laser pumped dye lasers multiplier tube or an EG&G 1455 optical multi-
(pulse duration 12 ns). One laser pumped the channel analyscr (OMA). With the OMA detec-
waveguide structures with a narrow (25 MucV en- tor being optically triggered by the pump laser
orgy width) laser pulse. The second laser pro- pulse, the transmission was recorded with 5 ns
vided an intense broad band luminescence of the time resolution in a spectral range of 7 nm. The
dye. This light was used to probe the transmission luminescence of the sample that was generated
through the waveguides. Both laser pulses were by the pump light was measured separately with
sent via optical fibers to obtain a variable time the probe light off and subtracted from the .:ans-
delay between them. The delay time was always mission spectra.
mc niurcd with respect to the onset of the pu:mp
pulse. The pump beam was focused onto the cap
layer of the layer structures achieving an intensity 3. Experimental results and discussion
of more than 200) kW/cm.

[he transmitted probe beam was spectrally Transmission spectra without additional pump
resolved by a SPEX 1704 double grating light on the samples are shown in Fig. 1. A
monochromator and detected by a bialkali photo- remarkable feature are the beatings in the spec-

tra of samples I and 2 being discussed later in
this paper. Sample 3 has a ZnSSe, layer as

lib1e I guiding layer, hence it is transmitting light for
Nominal; composition .tand thickness til the imestigated higher energies than samples I and 2. The dc-
ZnS,ScL .'/nS,Se, , wa.cguitics: all sanmples %.crc grown crease of transmission of sample 2 around 2.71
h% M(0)V|Pt on (GaAs subtrate,

eV can be understood as absorption of light due
_______- ,Samplee2ISampleeto impurities. First, we will discuss experimental

Ui, ) d Unim) t V; ) d liiin) i IV;) d (nni) results obtained close to the absorption edge of
Cap lascr 4.5 5tXI II , SM 22 5m~x the waveguidcs in dependence of the excitation
Giuidig laser I1 5MN) I) i(X) 14 5t;lI wavelength. The second part of this paper will
............Buffer lacr 4.5 2t II 2 i 22 21 address the beating patterns and the induced
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changes of the refractive index due to the excita- and was not included in the figure. The wavc-
tion. lengths characteristics, the time constants. and

this saturation bchaviour indicate that the phc-
3.1. Tranis,mission changes chl.se to (he ah•sorption nomenon is to be interpreted in terms of bleach-
edge ing of acceptor-conduction band transitions. be-

ing well known to occur in other II-VI materials
Excitation of the structure with wavelengths like CdS [11.12]. Acceptors are built in by self-

above the excitonic resonance of the cap layer compensation in all n-type II-VI materials and
will lead to an increase of transmission through are most prabably vacancy-donor centrcs (0.ith
the wavcguidc in the spectral range between 2.701 the vacancy acting as double acceptor). if not
and 2.775 cV. This effect is large at liquid helium provided by contaminations of material sources.
temperature, it becomes smaller for increasing The strength of the DTS signals is a criterion
temperatures and vanishes at 25(1 K. In such for the impurity concentration in the samples.
cases the differential transmission signal (DTS) The enhanced impurity contents of sample 2
defined as (T- T,,)/T,, is measured, where F is compared to sample I is also confirmed bh time-
the transmission of the sample with pumping and resolved analysis of their stimulated emission un-

O, without pumping. For sample 2. the probe der intense pump light excitation. It decavs much
wavelength was chosen 448 nm (2.76 cV) and the faster in the first than in the second sample, if a
excitation wavelength was 408 nm (3.05 eV), which 1.5 ps pulse is applied [13]. Sample 3 exhibiting
is well above the band gap of the cap laver. A the largest D)TS and thus the highest impurit\.
purely exponential decay of the DTS was found concentration w\as grown from H S instead of
with a time constant of 25 ns. This relates our diethvlsulfide (DES) which was used for samples
observation to optical transitions involving impu- I and 2. This source may have providcd a larger
rities. which are known to have time constants of number of contaminations in the cap layer. As
a couple of 10 ns in ZnSe at moderate doping will be discussed below. the electric field distribu-
levels [I10]. tion inside the wavcguide sho~s a large field

The I)I'S of samples 2 and 3 is shown as a strength cvcn inside the cap laycr. This makes the
function of pump intensity in Fig. 2. saturating transmission of light through the waCLcguiidC vcr\
for pump intensities beyond 1t11) kW/cm-'. Sam- sensitive to losses inside this layer.
ple I exhibits a \cry weak induced transmission In contrast to the behaviour of the probe

transmission described above, an induced absorp-
tion of the guided light is obsercvd for pump

0• energies belo\\ the cxcitonic resonances of the
0.8- 0 cap laxer. For such a case. the i)TS of sample I

__ sample 3 in the cncrgy range below 2.790)) eV is show\n in
Fig. 3 as a function of probe dcla. with respect to

S 0.4. the pumlp pulse. The pump energy of 2.82 eV was
just in the ZnSc guiding-la.cr band edgC. theE-•sa m p le 2 - o b 0 \ n -s p 2 excitation density wvas chosen to be 10) kW cnf.

0.0 n In this case. the transmission spectra exhibit a

0 5" to0 150 200 complicated time evolution.
First, a pronounced increase of transmission is

PUMP INTENSITY (kW/cm2 ) observed in the spectral region between 2.77 and
Iig. 2. I)illcrentiAl irannussion %ignal I)TS. (I I) I fo lot 2.79 cV even after correction of the detector
•,anple 2 and amrple 3 in dependence tit the exciiiiiioll signal for the luminescence of the sample caused
Inl.'ilc i llt at I terpenlra t.t oIl 2 K, Ih CXle e clationl••'ecllniesils ii a• emperitir. lci 2 I). 1w• ecitiurn ;•. 44S ngi by the pump light. This peak is not explicitly
%kits 4015 iiii (30( 

3 
c V . thie DYS5 %%is meastired at .448 nin -

(2 7•6 t'Vt for sample 2 ntl ait 441 jim 12.811 cVI hol %rnipllsc shown in Fig. 3. but indicated by the blank area
in the left upper corner caused through the cut-off
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D)TS signal in this energN and time window as all

6 amplification of the probe light by stimulated
2020 recombination. The free-carrier lifetime is knowkn

A ~to be as short as at few 1001 ps in these ZnSc
svstems. even being shortened bN stimulated

60 S/ emission effects [7]. Thus. it is understandable
that the effect immediately follows the time evo-

so lution of' the ns pump pulse.
0.0 The same is valid for at fast induced absorption

-0.,ý effect on the low-energy side of stimulated] emis-
-0,6 sion, i.e.. below 2.75 eV. This absorption effect

can be observed even at 635, nm w here its devel-
.7,30opment in time is shown in Fig. 4. It is strongl\

0 27 20 correlated with the shape of' the pump pulse
'790 21 (eVwhchiýgo which isexplicitly depicted ats full linle. TIhe mag-

3-i. tDificiential ttansmission spcctia ITS. (T - T,)l , of. nitude of this absorption effect goes ats at roughlx
xzipleI fr el~~ tmebeteeno ahi~n i~ t empratre quadratic lawt with the detection wavelenigth, in

il2 K. The excitation %aa~etength l.aN 439.5 nim (2.82 00I Aith accordance with experimental measurements and
.111 ntcttsit'. of 11H) kW ,'cttv. predictions by Broser et all. [15] concerning the

absorption of light by free carriers. The applied
pump intensity of 10(1 kW/cm2' is estimated to

(it positive [)ES values. It appears for delay times create at carrier density (of 10"' cmi T he tree-
bet'een 2 and 22 ns and shows at narrowing for carrier cross section Calculated according to
increasing delay after correction of the detector Seeger [161] yields a change of the absorption
signal for the luminescence of' the sample caused coefficienit in at semiconductor in the order of 0(1
b% the pump light. TFhe development of' tile trains- to 3 cm 'if at carrier density as Lcivenl abome is
mitsstonl increase tin titme is closely related to t ,he created. We determinec the experimental change
shape of the pumip pulse (tbr the latter, see Fig. of' the absorption coellicient ats 0(.2 cm 'at 490(
4). Since it is known that samples I and 2 show nim. which compares \%ell w ith the theoretical
stimulated emission in at strip-length Pump geomn- Calculat ion',.
ctr\ [14]. it is plausible to interpret the positive On at longer delay time scale. the f'ree cilrricr

absorption vanishces iil favour (if an i nteinse ill-
______________________________(duced absorption just on the lo\v -crilrgy edge of

the stimulated emission peak. Ellis feature lasts
laserpuls considerably longer than tile pumpl pulse. but is

.6restricted to -2.71 to 2.77 cV and showvs at higll-en-
El -0.2-ergy shift withl time until it disappears. F-or longer

delay times. this effect is probabl\ due to simlple
ErT V) heating of' tie sample by thie intense: light absorp-

0 ~ '~ sap W tion and correlate,; ill tille wkith a red shif't (it the

0 10 20 interfecrence paitterns described latter. The lack oft
DELAYTIME(ns)transmission of* light in the spectral region where
DELAY TME (ns)the amplificationl too~k place and the hligh-enlergy

I ig 4. Di)tih. rentiui transisstionu sigttal 1) ES. (Il .. '~. for shift of' the [YES edge (or longer delays (more
,.11ttplC I *it au %%,iclcngth tit 105.s rtim ii '5 eV) in deCpCedenct- than 100 ns) can he attributed to a temperature

ofthe dcli', titme at a ienie rm titre (it 2 K (dashvd ctt t\ c . Ilie related shift (if the bandi gap. We est imnated t he
ewltat,ttio %audenteu h val, 43t.5 ntot (2.82 eV) %kith an tientcisi ,

ofPitt Ok cm' thle Shape tit the pump lasr pulse is also temperature increase due to the pump light ab-
'hoixwt 1s'ult lttte . sorptionl to amount toi 10-301 K at at heliunm bathl
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temperature of 2 K. taking the given pump inten- rors (wavelength 49(1 nrm. n 2.8 for ZnSe). (iien
sity and the specific heat of ZnSe [17]. this distance, we conclude that neither the length

As a conclusion it has to bt- mentioned that nor the width of the samples can explain the
bleaching of impurity-band transitions is only ob- beatings. The propagation of light through a
served when directly excitin, band-to-band tran- waveguide can be described as a zig-zag .%avc.
sitions in the cap layer. It is completely over- being reflected at the interfaces between the dif-
whelmed by other effects when pumping into the ferent layers. The propagation constants of such
guiding layer's band only. For band-to-band exci- a wave and the field distribution in the wavecguide
tation into the cap the light is mostly absorbed can be computed by a matrix formalism [181. in
there and carriers are hardly created in the guid- case of detailed knowledge of the refractivc index
ing region. However. efficient migration of the n(A) of the different laycrs. We adapted thd
carriers from the cap into the guiding layer in- theoretical description of Adachi [19]. because il
creases the bleaching effect of the impurity-re- relates the refractive index n to material parame-
lated transitions in the cap layer by suppression ters. like the fundamental hand gap F,, at the V
of recombination into the acceptor centres. So, point and E, at the L point. The refraclikc index
due to light propagation in the guiding as well as for the ternary compounds is estimated h% a
in the cap layer, in this case integral probe trans- linear approximation [21 of the shifts of F,i and
mission in the sample increases since the carrier E, and calculated with the model of Adachi. All
densities in the guiding layer remain moderate. other parameters of the model were left constant.
This changes in case of direct excitation of carri- The computations show, that a w•avetUidC like
ers in the guiding region. Now. strong free-carrier sample I does support two guided modes for 11
absorption and sample heating exceed any effect and TM polariied light, respectively. The field
of impurity bleaching. yielding induced absorp- distributions of the modes do not reach the (iaAs
tion in total, apart from stimulation just in the with a significant field strength. hence no (iaAs
band edge. related losses can be expected. The dispersion

relation and the field distribution are nearl. the
3.2. .ransmissioti hapii.ses helow the ab.sorption same for both polarizations.
ede An interference between tMO guided nmodCes of

the waveguide cannot be observed if a large aper-
The transmission spectra of samples I and 2 lure (e.g. a microscope lens) is used. since the

show a beating for energies below the absorption modes of a wavcguide arc orthogonal. i.e. the
edge at 2 K as well as at room tcmperaturc. integral of the two field distributions F, and I-,
These features possessing an oscillation period of of the modes over the \Nholc end Lacet isl zero.
Snni can not be explained as a conventional tHowever, we used lenses k\ith 150 mm focal Ic ngt h

FabrN-Perot oscillation between the end facets of and a diameter of 6' cii. which is equ i\ alent to
the waveguide which should show a 01.03 nm wide perform the integrate over a smaller area. Thco-
spacing between the maxima at 4901 nm for a 3 retical calculations of this lens system sho,. a
mm long waveguide with a refractive index of 2.8. significant beating of the two guided modes, \xith
The interference fringes depend on the polariza- a spacing between the nmaxima that is similar to
tion of the light. A probe beam with a polariza- the observed one.
tion parallel to the layered structure (TE wave) A reflection measurement of sample I indi-
will produce narrower fringes than the perpendic- cates a total thickness of the structure of 3.45
ular polarization (TM wave). The 'I'M wave tin- uni. This is 15`r' larger than the intended total
dergoes twice as much attenuation as the TF. thickness of the structure: hence we increased the
wave, nominal thickness of each layer b\ 1I . A good

If we assume a conventional Fabry-Perot res- fit to the spectrum was found for a sulphur con-
onator as source of the observed beatings, we can centration of' 09.9, in lhe cap and 4.51; in the
calculate a distance of 43 rni between the mir- bufl'fer layer at 30o K. This strongly asymmetric
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su~lphur concentration in the buffer and cap layer gives a nonlinear refractive cross sectioni (r,
disagrees with thle results of SIMS measurements, in/A1N of' 1.5 10I e'm ~.This value is one order
that wecre conducted on different samples grown of magnitude larger than previously rce'orted re-
ait the RWTH Aachen. The concentration of sul- suits [6,23]. Thie beatings were suppressed lot
phur was found to be symmetric for the measured excitation densities above 20 kW/'cm' (at _2 1K
\Vaveeu ides. Hence. our description of thle refrac- and room temperature). This might be a~tributcd
tIke indices of the ternary compounds may not be to scattering of light at free carriers. For longer
valid and %%c have to include not only the shifts of delay times (above 20 ns). we did observe a red-
the band gap~s F, aind) E,. but also the changes of shift persistent for more than 1 0C -, This rclat,-s
the other model parameters, i.e. excitonic line the red-shift to the temperature sl.ift of the band
wkidth and] oscillator strength [20]. The calcuiated gap. as was alreadN described earlier in this p-i-
sulphur concentrations should be translated into Per.
thle refractive indices of the dlifferent lavers, which
has to be higher iii the cap layer compared to tile
buiffer l aver. 4. Acknowledgement

The sitron,,cr attenuation of' the TMt polarizek'
light is ssell kno~ i from thle literature anid can be Thel authors NAOUld like to aeknoiledgeIU the
at trib Lt ed ito di ffe rent loss nicehaniiisms of thle f ian upr fteVlkx g itt ie i
TM wvave compared ito the TI-- wlave [21.22]. Theyý fiancilspoto'teN.okvUn~tU1,1r

also hiave smalle ri efllectioni coe fficiecnts at thle
end facets [III.

I tic time evolution of' thle beating pattern tinl-
der the inf]LueceI of pump light is shoss ii in Fie. 5 ' 5 References
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Exciton relaxation dynamics in ultrathin CdSe/ZnSe single
quantum wells
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Abstract

Ultrathin CdSe/ZnSe single quantum wells grown by self-limiting monolayer epitaxy are investigated by means of
time integrated as well as picosecond time-resolved luminescence spectroscopy. Well thicknesses are 1, 2 and 3
monolayers of CdSe. All samples exhibit a bright excitonic luminescence which shows, for an SQW of one monolayer
thickness, a blue shift of 850 meV with respect to bulk CdSe. The transient behavior of the luminescence varies
depending on energy of detection. At high energies, the decay is very fast and nonexponential. At the low-energy
side of the luminescence band, a slower, simply exponential decay is observed. A model of excitons relaxing in a
random potential is set up to describe and discuss the experimental data. Under resonant excitation into higher well
states, several phonon replica of recombining, resonantly excited excitons occur.

1. Introduction ment [2]. Thus, our work deals with a system
which is, on the one hand, of interest for basic

Rcntlyp th-semicnterest os thesfied ofnden- research, due to its extreme geometry, and is, on
band-gap lI-VI semiconductors has been concen- teohrhnpsil utdfroteetoi

trated more and more on materials whose optical
transitions are in the blue-green spectral region. applications, due to its large exciton energy, long

Additionally, application or at least applicability exciton lifetime and bright luminescence.
in optoelectronic devices plays a major role [I].

At a first glance, the mid-band-gap CdSe/ 2. Experimental setup
ZnSe system which is the subject of this investiga-
tion does not fit these trends. However, when All investigated single-crystalline CdSe/ZnSe
looking at the properties of the samples, we found single quantum wells were grown by a modified
an outstanding quality which enabled us to drive molecular beam epitaxy process called self-limit-
the well width to its natural limit of one mono- ing monolayer epitaxy (SME) [3]. Samples consist-
layer thickness. Besides the fundamental interest ing of a single quantum well, as well as structures
in dynamical properties of excitons in ultrathin containing a series of uncoupled wells of different
quantum wells, this small width pushes optical thicknesses, were investigated. Intended thick-
transitions of the system into the blue-green spec- nesses were one, two and three monolayers (ML),
tral region, due to the large electronic confine- respectively.

The transient behavior of the well lumines-

* Corresponding author. cence was measured by time-correlated single-

0022-0248/94/$07.00 © 1994 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
SSDI 0022-0248(93)E0630-P
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photon counting. For excitation of the samples, ri-, tin ciecov time

the frequency-doubled light of a mode-locked
titanium-sapphire laser running at 4 or 82 MHz "tliA
repetition rate is used. The pulse duration . o-

amounts to 1.5 ps with energies up to 4 nJ/pulse. 100-

After being dispersed by a subtractive double- -
monochromator of 320 mm focal length, the lumi- :-- 200- 3L

nescence photons are detected by a microchan- /00
nel-plate photomultiplier tube (MCP-PMT). Part 100 3ML

of the laser light is used to illuminate a photodi- 0]....... -
ode for triggering. The system response (includ- 2,1 .2 2 1 4 2 :,2 6

ing electronics) to the short laser pulse itself ENERGY (e\)
reveals a FWHM of about 50 ps. Usual time-in-tegrated luminescence spectra can be obtained by Fig. I. Time-integrated luminescence spectrum ot

allmiofscethe dtecti an pses omb thned b CdSe/ZnSe structure containing a I ML, 2 ML. and 3 ML
counting all of the detection pulses from the SOWs. Additionally, rise times and decay times are given at
MCP-PMT while tuning the monochromator. different energies of detection.
Detection is performed in a direction rectangular
to the exciting beam with the sample slightly the laser spot on the sample surface, the intensity
tilted off 45' to avoid direct reflection of the laser of the 3 ML emission is smaller than the others in
beam into the monochromator. any case. This is probably caused by misfit dislo-

The excitation intensities were kept below a cations which degrade the layer quality for in-
time-integrated power of I mW. For band-to-band creasing well width when the critical thickness is
excitation of ZnSe with an absorption coefficient exceeded (4 + I ML [21). The halfwidth of the
of 10' cm- 1 and a radius of the excitation spot of luminescence bands increases with increasing well
0.15 mm, this corresponds to a density of excited width.
carriers just after the exciting pulse of about 1015 Table 1 shows the energy positions, halfwidths
cm- 3. and relative energy shifts (with respect to the

All optical investigations were performed in energy of free excitons in hexagonal bulk CdSe)
superfluid helium at T = 1.6 K. of the luminescence bands for different samples.

Although the CdSe layers in our samples are
assumed to grow in cubic modification, the com-

3. Experimental results parison is made with hexagonal CdSe since data
At low temperatures the samples exhibit bright for cubic bulk CdSe are lacking. However, theo-

excitonic luminescence for excitation into band retical evaluations as well as measurements on
states of the ZnSe barrier as well as for resonant thin cubic CdSe films yield values of the band
excitation into the CdSe wells. Fig. I shows the
time-integrated luminescence of a sample con- Table I

Luminescence data of two different CdSe/ZnSe SOW sam-
taining three quantum wells with thicknesses of 1, pies under investigation; the blue shift refers to the exciton
2, and 3 ML, respectively. For this spectrum the energy of 1.826 eV in wurtzite bulk CdSe; SOW I ML denotes
sample was excited at 3.20 eV, i.e., into band a sample containing just I ML CdSe. SOW 123 one containing
states of the ZnSe barrier. Each quantum well non-coupled I ML, 2 ML, and 3 ML CdSe layers

emits a single distinct luminescence band, which Sample Luminescence peak FWHM Blue

becomes evident when comparing the characteris- energy (eV) (meV) shift

tic luminescence of samples that each contain I ML 2 ML 3 ML (meV)

one single quantum well only (of 1, 2, or 3 ML SOW I ML 2.678 - - 24.5 850
thickness, respectively). Whereas the intensity ra- SOW 123 2.611 - - 29.7 790

tio between the I ML and 2 ML bands scatters SOW 123 - 2.415 - 54.4 590

around one, depending on the actual location of SOW 123 - - 2.238 56.0 410
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Fig. 2. Time-integrated luminescence spectra for a I ML well TIME (ps)

for different excitation energies. Besides the energy of the
exciting laser, El._,,. two energy positions are marked where Fig. 3. Transient luminescence behavior of a 2 ML SQW

sharp spectral features occur. These labels are 13 and 32 meV (solid lines) at four different energy positions. indicated in the
below Ela.,,. inset, which shows the time-integrated luminescence. Dashed

curves are fits it) the experimental data. The energy of excita-

gap, E,,cub, of cubic CdSe close to those of the tinaotst2.7e.

hexagonal modification, E,,h,, [4,5]. As a result, ing fits on the low-energy side of the emission
th e b lu e sh ift o f th e excito n ic e m issio n a m o u n ts b n s o l . T i s s o n f r a 2 M a p e i
up to 850 meV for a I M L sample . bands 3.O vo usly , this exps o nen ta dorca y 2oMbsa perved

When exciting the samples at energies below at.3 bvosy the lwergsiexpofntelmntial encay observd
the ZnSe exciton but above the quantum well cangtes smow-enery tod a ompicthe d lum nesene bnd
luminescence, sharp structures superimposed on changes smoothly high-energyidae. oepnn
the broad excitonic emission band are seen. This When o e xctn thatm l s eo the barrierr sdeis shown in Fig. 2 for a I ML sample. When the

laser energy is tuned, these small peaks also shift
in energy, keeping a constant energy separation wT (
of 13 and 32 meV with respect to the energy of the
excitation .

F 3 n lcei

As can be seen from the data added in Fig. 1i "er l e .D
the decay times 

td 
of the luminescence bands 

e A ei

gaEIbo uic, loet hoeo h

vary between 30 and 470 ps, increasing monotoni- _"A dea v time

cally with the wavelength of detection for each :ar!es

emission band. At the maxima of the different e

luminescence bands, t d increases with increasing bsa
well width. 8 e data given here are results of 0- .
fitting the transients with an exponential rise (Fig) 3. Obv o4 ti d a o

and an exponential decay (rd). For comparison ENERGY (eV)

laser enpergyisuentldat, thes smalheakstials cuvshift

iFig. 4. Luminescence spectrum of the resonantly excited I ML
convoluted with the system response to the ultra- SOW together with fitted rise times and decay times (El_

short laser pulse itself. Doing so we obtain satisfy- 2.642 eV).
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exciton, the temporal behavior changes. The rise If the recombination time r, of excitons is
times become considerably shorter. This is ob- assumed to be independent of energy, at least in
served not only for detection on the low-energy the small energy interval defined by level varia-
side, but also on the high-energy side of the tion caused by well width fluctuations, the ob-
luminescence band. The large rd values at lower served changes of the decay times Td when tuning
energies remain almost unchanged. There is one the energy of detection over the exciton lumines-
exception from this behavior concerning the addi- cence band (see Fig. 1) are clearly due to the
tional sharp structures superimposed to the emis- characteristics of energy relaxation. This is put up
sion band in case of resonant excitation of the in a simple model described below.
wells. The transients at these energies show a fast
initial decay which is attributed to the decay of 4.1. Model considerations
the sharp lines. Fig. 4 shows a luminescence Phonon-assisted tunneling is discussed as a
spectrum together with fitted 7d for a fixed exci- mechanism for energy relaxation in localized ex-
tation energy. Notice the distinct drop of decay citon systems (see refs. [6-81). In our measure-
time when measuring on top of the sharp struc- ments, the experimental findings are similar to
ture. those reported for CdSSe,, [81]: the lumines-

cence at high energies decays, at first, very fast
4. Discussion but the decay slows down more and more at later

times (see Fig. 3). Our interpretation of this be-
havior is that some excitons cannot relax in en-

Interpretation of the time-integrated spectra ergy. The model separates the number of excitons
allows a rough estimate of the well widt tha at a given energy into two groups. Excitons be-
tion in our samples from the ratio between the longing to the first group are able to relax inblue shift of the excitonic emission (with respect energy by spatial migration into areas of wider

to bulk CdSe) and its FWHM. This gives a very well widths, while the others are assumed to be

small value of less than 0.1 ML well width fluctu- wellured ile the ooaassumed tote

atios fr aI M saple.Insde tw-dien- captured in local minima of the localizing poten-ations for a l ML sample. Inside a two-dimen- tial. All of them are able to recombine radiatively

sional potential relief, defined by the spatial dis- or nonradiatively. The concept is as follows:

tribution of well widths, excitons relax in energy - Well width fluctuations cause a random 2D

by migration. Thus, energy relaxation is expected potential for the excitons.

to reduce the population of exciton states at - The spatially integrated density of states (DOS)

higher energies, leading to a complicated shape for 2D excitons in a quantum well of varying

of the luminescence as well as to complicated width is a Heavyside-function with a smoothed

transient behavior. This situation is directly re- edge which depends on the actual distribution of

lated to alloy disorder in ternary semiconductors, potential energy. If a very fast relaxation of ki-

To change the well width in a CdSe/ZnSe system netic energy is assumed, only statesaat k 0 are

means, especially for the ultrathin wells as are considerably occupied. The DOS for k = 0 is pro-

discussed here, to substitute a Zn atom by a Cd portional to the energy distribution of excitonic

atom at the interface of the well. This is exactly ground states in the potential relief. It is called

the same as to increase the Cd content in a g(E) and is chosen to be a Gaussian distribution

Zn,1 Cd.Se alloy. Having this in mind, consider around a mean value Ex having a width of Wi

that it is known from cation-substituted ternary

Il-VI alloys that, due to the small ratio of elec- g(E) - e-Ex-E 2 /w. (1)
tron mass to hole mass me/mro, exciton localiza- - The population of excitons at a given energy is
tion is weak compared to anion-substituted sys- N(E) - NRR(E) + NR(E), with Nr(E) excitons
terns like CdSSe,_. [61. However, reduction of being able both to relax and to recombine, and
the dimensionality of the system to 2D should NR(E) excitons resting in a local minimum and
increase localization, waiting for recombination with time constant To.
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- According to this, the rate of loss at Einit for is centered at EM (the mobility edge), and has a
NR is given by recombination only. The rate width WM:
equation for NR is (terms which increase the M(E) = (e E-EM)/WM + 1) (6)
population are abbreviated as gain and are given At a given energy E, an exciton relaxing frombelow)AtagvneegEaexioreaigfm

higher energies is added to NR(E) with probabil-
dNR( Eini) NR(Einit) ity M(E), and to NRR(E) with probability I-

dt To M(E). Thus, M(E) defines a mobility edge with

The relaxation probability for an exciton at en- adjustable width WM. At high energies ME is

ergy Eini, into a state Efinai is proportional to the zero (all excitons are mobile) and at low energies

density of states g(Efinai). Therefore, a second M(E) is unity (all excitons are localized).

term has to be added to the recombination loss - At time t = 0 the ultrashort laser pulse excites

for NRR. This yields a sharp population of excitons at Elasr only.
This model was computed by iteration for dis-

dNRR(Einit) crete energy levels and discrete times to fit the

dt experimental data. Fig. 5 shows the result of
NRR(Einit) rE fitting a set of three transients and the lumines-
-- WNRR(Einit)J •g(E) dE cence band using the same set of fit parameter

7'o - values for width and energy of the mobility edge

+ gain. (3) and of the exciton DOS, transition probability W,

Setting the constant fit parameter W indepen- and recombination time 7. The reasonably good
dent of E neglects the influence of the exciton- fit of the time-integrated luminescencc given bydennt ofuEpneglectsthein flunc of the excniito- the mean value of population at each energy over
phonon coupling on the transition probability the entire time window (Fig. 5a), as well as of the
[7,8]. Then, the last term in Eq. (3) can be simpli- transients (Fig. 5b) underscores the true value of
fied by introduction of an effective, energy-de- the model used. The slow down of the decay for
pendent time constant rI(Einit): later times at high energies (here 2.6906 eV) is

d NRR( Einit) NRR( Einit) NRR( Einit) well reproduced (in this example even too strong).

dt TO rI( Einit) However, fitting the extremely fast rise of the
transients even at low energies by assuming a

+ gain. (4) high relaxation probability makes the fits at higher

- Corresponding to this, gain of population at a energies much faster in rise and decay than ex-
final state Efnai is given by a fraction of the perimental data. Therefore, the model gives too
relaxation losses at higher energies. This fraction fast behavior at high energies and too slow behav-
is given by the density of states g(E0 ,,j) of the ior at low energies. To explain the fast onset of
state under consideration divided by the inte- luminescence at lower energies excitons can be
grated density of states for all possible final states assumed to be created in a non-k-conserving pro-
with E < Eini: cess in areas of wider well width having large

d( NR( Efin.) + NRR(Ern,.)) kinetic energy, being followed by very fast relax-
ation to optically active states at k = 0. Or, exci-
ton recombination under phonon emission which

-s NRR(E) g(Efinal) contributes to the luminescence at lower energies
loss + T(E) EdE. leading to a fast component in the transient (seeJ _g(E) dE section 4.2). However, the luminescence of the

particular sample in Fig. 5 does not show re-
(5) solved phonon replica. Thus, phonon coupling is

The gained population (Eq. (5)) at a given E is not very strong. Both mechanisms were not in-
distributed among NaR(E) and NR(E) by a Fermi cluded in the model in order to keep the number
function called M(E) which depends on energy, of unknown parameters small.
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- Exp data (a)
7 Theory , '• dat a

3 Thr

g (E) Z/ 1V

z g oE) 2

-2.62 2.64 2.66 2.68 2.70 2.72 0 4()0 80o0 1 00)

ENERGY (eV) TIME (ps)

Fig. 5. Experimental data of a I ML SOW in comparison with fitted results of the model: (b) experimental (solid lines) and
theoretical (dashed lines) transients taken at three different energies of detection, see (a); (a) experimental (solid line) and
theoretical (open circles) time-integrated luminescence spectrum of the sample, DOS of excitons g(E) (dotted line), and mobility
edge M(E) (dashed lines). Labels (I). (2), and (3) refer to the energy positions where the transients shown in (b) are taken. El,-r
amounts to 2.712 eV.

4.2. Exciton-phonon coupling According to this, at fixed E ...r the decay slows
down if Edetect is slightly detuned from the sharp

Let us now consider the sharp features super- replica line (see Fig. 4). From this we conclude
imposed on the broad luminescence band in case that the line is a I LO phonon replica of recom-
of resonant excitation (see Fig. 2). The line at bining excitons resonantly excited at E aser. Here,
lower energies, which is spectrally better re- the phonons are emitted at the time the excitons
solved, occurs 32 meV apart from the excitation recombine radiatively. Therefore, the transient
energy Eiaser. This energy amounts to that of LO behavior of the luminescence on a replica is com-
phonons, ELOznse, in bulk ZnSe [4]. Here, differ- posed of the transient behavior of the exciton
ent explanations are possible. First, part of the population at Eiar (fast, 1 LO replica lumines-
exciting photons may directly create a ZnSe LO cence) and at Edetec (slower, phonon-free lumi-
phonon and a quantum-well exciton at the energy nescence).
Eta.er - ELO.ZnSe, leading to an enhanced exciton The second line observed 13 meV below E,,r
population and, thus, enhanced luminescence in- is rather hard to detect in time-resolved measure-
tensity. Secondly, relaxation of resonantly excited ments, because it is broader than the phonon
excitons by LO phonon emission subsequent to replica discussed above and is placed on a much
the exciting pulse is possible. In both cases, the larger background of broad excitonic emission
transient decay behavior of the luminescence at a (see Fig. 2). Its energy separation of 13 meV does
fixed energy should be independent of the occur- not equal any known phonon in bulk CdSe or
rence of a phonon replica at that energy. From ZnSe. It might be a phonon replica caused by a
time resolved measurements this was concluded phonon mode of the CdSe layer, but this cannot
to be the case in CdZni_,Te/ZnTe quantum be unambiguously decided at this stage.
wells by Stanley et al. [9], in CdTe/ZnTe quan-
tum wells by Kalt et al. [10], and in Cd. 4.3. Exciton lifetime versus well width
Zn2, ,Se/ZnSe quantum wells by ourselves [II].
In contrast to this, in CdSe/ZnSe the transient As can be seen from Fig. 1, rd decreases
behavior depends on the excitation energy show- monotonically with decreasing well width. The
ing a faster decay if Ejaser = Edelect + ELO.ZnSe* reason for this is the growing overlap between the
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electron and the hole wavefunctions for decreas- times measured in Zn_,-CdSe/ZnSe [III or
ing well width. This behavior is expected theoreti- Zn,-,Cd.Te/ZnTe QWs [9]. Further. we ob-
cally and also observed experimentally in 2D served ZnSe LO phonon replica of radiatively
quantum wells [12,13]. For very small well widths, recombining excitons, a behavior which differs
the wave function of the electron with its smaller from that in systems like CdTe/ZnTe or Zn, -,

mass extends considerably into the barrier mate- CdSe/ZnSe quantum wells, where the occur-
rial, resulting in 7'd to increase again. This was rence of similar lines is attributed to exciton
observed in a III-V semiconductor [14]. Due to relaxation by LO phonon emission.
their smaller exciton Bohr radii, it is questionable
wether this effect occurs in Il-VI semiconduc-
tors. In the CdSe/ZnSe samples under investiga- 6. Acknowledgement
tion, an increase of Td is not observed even for
smallest widths. The authors would likc to thank Prof. Dr. J.
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Many body effects in transient luminescence spectra
of a homogeneous electron-hole plasma

in CdTe/ CdMnTe quantum wells
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Abstract

Using time resolved photoluminescence spectroscopy, we have investigated many body effect, and the dynamics
of a high density electron-hole plasma in strained CdTe/CdMnTe quantum wells. Great care has becn taken to
achieve a spacially homogeneous plasma by mesa etching of single quantum well structures. Our experimental data
show strong band filling effects up to the barrier energy due to the Pauli principle within a few tenths of ps. A
lineshape analysis yields plasma densities up to 2 X 10'2 cm 2 and carrier temperatures up to 335 K (bath
temperature 2 K). A band gap renormalization of the emission spectrum up to around 23 mcV as compared to a Io%
excitation reference spectrum is observed. The reduction of the carrier density due to recombination causes an
increase of the emission intensity at the Ic-lhh cxciton transition, indicating an enhancement of the oscillator
strength below the Mott density.

As semiconductor laser structures operate at nescence spectra of the spatially homogeneous
high carrier densities, many body effects as well electron-hole plasma [3]. Recently, new opto-
as the dynamics of the electron-hole plasma have electronic device prospects on the base of 1I-VI
become of great interest during the last years. A heterostructures have caused intense investiga-
lot of experimental and theoretical work has been tions mainly in the wide gap ZnSe system [5]. On
done especially for Il1-V quantum well het- the other hand, II-VI compounds on the base of
erostructures due to the application of these sys- CdTe, as for example CdTe/CdMgTe [6] are
tems for optoelectronic devices [1-4]. Typical able to cover the whole visible spectral range. In
many body effects like band filling due to the CdTe/CdMgTe as well as CdTe/CdMnTe het-
Pauli principle or band gap renormalization due erostructures, stimulated emission was reported
to exchange correlation effects were quantita- recently [7,8], indicating the potential of thcsc
tively analyzed by a lineshape fit uf photolumi- systems for optoelectronic applications. However,

not only from the viewpoint of applications, but
also due to the basic physics, the study of many
body effects and the dynamics of the high density

* Corresponding author, electron-hole plasma in 1l-VI heterostructures

1X022-0"248/94/$t07.00 Cc 1994 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
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is of great interest. One point of interest is the CdTe/Cdo.8aMno. 12Te T=2K

role of excitonic effects in wide gap I-VI het- Lz=5nm
erostructures even at high excitation densities
[5.9,10]. barrier

In this paper we present time-resolhed optical quantum well

studies on a high density l'ectron-hole plasma in
CdTe/CdMnTe quantum wells. A spatially ho- 27ps.• N 27ps

mogeneous plasma was achieved using single
quantum well mesa structures with lateral exten- 5 8 ps
sions smaller than the laser beam diameter used "j B9ps
for excitation. Band filling up to the barrier en- a-

ergy occurs within a few tenths of ps. Many body ....... 151ps

effects cause a strong red shift due to band gap 245ps
renormalization. A quantitative description of the
high density plasma emission spectra was per- 338ps

formed using a lineshape analysis. If the carrier 463ps
density is reduced below the Mott density by
recombination, an increase of the spectrally re- 1.60 1.65 1.70 1.75 1.80

solved emission intensity at the le-lhh exciton energy (eV)

transition indicates an enhancement of the oscil- Fig. I. Transient PL spectra of a 5 nm CdTe/CdMnTe

lator strength. quantum well structure. The peak excitation density was about
mwell structures were grown 3.2 MW/cm

2
. The spectra are not normalized, but vertically

The single quantum wshifted for clarity. The PL signal at around 1.6 eV originates

by molecular beam epitaxy at a growth tempera- from the substrate and can be observed at short delay times
ture of 230'C on a (100) oriented CdTe substrate. for high excitation densities.
The CdTe layer was embedded between a 200 nm
CdMnTe buffer layer and a 30 nm CdMnTe cap
layer. A Mn content of about 12% was chosen for the intensity of the barrier emission decays within
the barrier layers. Mesa structures with an exten- a few tenths of ps, causing a high density elec-
sion of 50 am x 50 am were obtained by elec- tron-hole plasma in the quantum well. The
tron beam lithography and wet chemical etching broadening of the spectra due to band filling as
using a Br 2 in ethylene glycol solution. The elec- well as a red shift of the low energy tail of the
tron-hole plasma was excited by a mode-locked, luminescence line due to exchange correlation
compressed and frequency doubled Nd-YAG effects is clearly demonstrated. With increasing
laser. The pulse width was about 3 ps and taking time a narrowing of the PL spectrum is observed.
into account the repetition rate of 82 MHz, a caused on the one hand by an efficient cooling of
maximum peak intensity of about 3 MW/cm2  the hot carrier system and on the other hand by a
could be achieved. The transient luminescence reduction of the plasma density due to recombi-
spectra were dispersed by a 0.3 m monochroma- nation. In this structure there is only one sub-
tor and detected by a streak camera with SI band in the conduction band and the light hole
photocathode. The overall time resolution of the subband edge is strongly shifted to higher energy
setup is about 15 ps. All experiments are per- due to strain effects. Thus, only one emission
formed at a bath temperature of 2 K. peak of the quantum well luminescence, related

In Fig. I we have plotted the transient photo- to the le-lhh transition, can be observed.
luminescence (PL) spectra of a 5 nm CdTe/ Due to the Pauli principle, the intensity of the
CdMnTe quantum well. Several interesting fea- low energy tail of the emission spectrum saturates
tures can be seen directly in the PL spectra. At for high plasma densities. Further increasing the
short delay times, the emission is dominated by excitation power results in a broadening of the
the barrier signal. Due to an efficient capture, luminescence line. As can be seen in Fig. I the
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.5-• .controlling the decay of the barrier signal as well
"�p. "as the onset of the integrated quantum well emis-

11.67?eV sion.
1.0 " "Regarding the dynamics at E = 1.67 eV (solid

I line), we also observe at first a fast onset due to
I . carrier collection. However, an additional de-

.... layed increase is found within a few hundreds of
barrier QW - ps after the collection process from the barrier

4 •states. This effect was observed in all CdTe/
0 100 200 300 400 CdMnTe structures under investigation. We at-

time (ps) tribute this to the formation of excitons if the
Fig. 2. PL intensity as a function of time for the integrated plasma density is reduced below the Mott transi-
barrier signal (dotted line), the spectrally integrated quantum tion due to recombination. The associated en-
well signal (dashed line) and the spectrally resolved PL signal hancement of the oscillator strength causes an
at 1.67 eV. corresponding to the energy of the low excitation increase of the spectrally resolved PL intensity at
ie-lhh exciton transition (solid line). E = 1.67 eV. This is in contrast to experiments in

Ill-V quantum well structures as. e.g., reported
states of the quantum well can be completely by Daiminger et al. [13] or Deveaud et al. [141.
filled up to the barrier energy. This is a conse- where a PL intensity independent of time at the
quence of the discontinuity distribution between low energy tail of the plasma emission was ob-
the conduction and the valence band AQc/AQv served during more than I ns after the carrier
= 70/30 [11] and the ratio of the electron and collection process. Plasma recombination in this
the heavy hole in plane masses of about 1/1.5 as high density region mainly causes a narrowing of
calculated from the Luttinger-Kohn parameters the spectrum, leaving the PL intensity of the
[12]. Energy and momentum conservation results energetically lowest le-lhh transition unchang-
in an almost equal band filling of the potential ed. In I1-VI heterostructures, however, the exci-
wells in the conduction r-d the valence band. tonic enhancement of the oscillator strength is
This is completely differer, as compared for ex- expected to be especially pronounced due to the
ample to the lnGaAs/ InP system, where a maxi- large excitonic binding energies in these systems
mum broadening of the emission spectrum of causing the observed increase of the PL intensity
only 1/3 of the total discontinuity between the due to the formation of excitons.
quantum well and the barrier can be observed. In To obtain quantitative values for the density
this system the discontinuity distribution is about and the temperature of the electron-hole plasma
AlQc,/AQv = 35/65 resulting in a maximum and the band gap renormalization, we have per-
linewidth of the plasma luminescence spectrum formed a lineshape analysis based on the model
corresponding to the depth of the potential well of Triinkle et al. [i]. We used parabolic bands
in the conduction band. characterized by the in-plane masses as calcu-

The influence of excitonic effects even at high lated from the Luttinger-Kohn parameters and
carrier densities is demonstrated in Fig. 2. The constant matrix elements. A broadening due to
PL intensity as a function of time is compared for intervalley relaxation after the method of Lands-
the integrated barrier signal (dotted line), the berg [15] is included. In Fig. 3 we have compared
spectrally integrated quantum well luminescence the experimental data (dots) as obtained from
(dashed line) and the spectrally resolved signal at time-resolved photoluminescence measurements
E = 1.67 eV, corresponding to the energy of the with calculated spectra (solid lines). The high
low excitation le-lhh exciton transition (solid energy tail of the spectra is determined by the
line). The lifetime of the integrated quantum well carrier temperature, whereas the spectral line-
signal is found to be about 210 ps. The carrier width is mainly given by the density of the elec-
collection from the barrier occurs within 25 ps, tron-hole plasma. An excellent agreement be-
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10- Cdre/Cdo.eMno.,2Te tion effects for the fundamental band gap of
Lz=snm different semiconductor materials.

In summary we have studied many body effects
8, and the dynamics of a high density spatially ho-

"mogeneous electron-hole plasma in CdTe/
S2.10.10-2Cni' CdMnTe quantum wells using time resolved pho-

6 6- 3 toluminescence spectroscopy. The transient emis-
sion spectra were analyzed quantitatively by a

1.65.10'2CM-2 lineshape analysis. Carrier densities up to 2 x 1012

cm 2 and plasma temperatures up to 335 K were
_J "obtained, causing band filling up to the barrier
a. 0.95"10"cm-' energy within a few tenths of ps. Exchange corre-

lation effects lead to a bind gap renormalization
0.38.10'cm-2  up to 43 meV. If the carrier density is reduced~20K

0 ____ __...._... below the Mott density by recombination, a de-
1.60 1.65 1.70 1.7.5 1.0 1.85 layed increase of the intensity at the le-lhh

energy (eV) exciton transition indicates an enhancement of
Fig. 3. Typical high excitation spectra of a 5 nm CdTe/ the oscillator strength due to exciton formation.
CdMnTe quantum well as obtained from experiments (dots)
and from a lineshape analysis (solid lines) as described in the We are grateful to M. Illing for the prepara-
text. The experimental data corresponds to transient PL spec- tion of the mesa structures. The financial support
tra at At = 42. 73. 151 and 463 ps (from top to bottom), of the Bayerische Forschungsstiftung is gratefully
respectively. The arrows indicate the red shift of the band gap acknowledged.
due to many body effects.
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Abstract

Zn, -CdSe/ZnSe single quantum wells (SQWs) and Znt _CdS :GaAs epilayers grown by molecular beam
epitaxy are investigated by picosecond time-resolved luminescence spectroscopy as well as by time integrated
luminescence, reflection, and transmission spectroscopy. The well thicknesses of the SQW samples are 3.3 and 5 nm.
and the Cd contents amount to 0.09, 0.18, and 0.20, respectively. Whereas the epilayer luminescence is dominated by
free-exciton emission, the SQW luminescence exhibits free and bound-exciton bands of comparable intensity. The
decay times of the luminescence are shorter than 140 ps in any case. When tuning the energy of detection. E,,, over
the free-exciton band, the decay time decreases for increasing energy. This is also known from other localizing
ternary systems like Cd_,xSSe or CdSe/ZnSe. In contrast to those systems, the transient behavior of the
luminescence in the Zn, -Cd.Se samples exhibits a simple exponential rise and decay even at high E,,,. This is
probably caused by the short length scale of the localizing potential. At high excitation densities emission from
recombining biexcitons is observed in the SQWs.

1. Introduction gation on the dynamical properties of excitonic
luminescence in Zn_, -CdSe/ZnSe single quan-

The first ll-VI laser diodes presented in 1991 tum wells and Zn,-xCdSe epilayers is pre-
contained ternary Znt-.CdaSe as material for sented.

the active layer [1,2]. Thus, Zn -_Cd .Se belongs
to the few Il-VI semiconductors used in an opto-
electronic device up to now. In spite of that
success, little is known for this material about 2. Experimental setup
localization, relaxation and recombination dy-
namics of excitons which dominate the optical All investigated samples were grown by molec-
properties over a wide range of carrier densities ular beam epitaxy (MBE) in a 3-chamber Riber
and, in case of quantum wells, a wide range of 2300 system using elemental source materials Zn,
temperatures [3]. In this paper a detailed investi- Cd, and Se. All structures and epilayers were

grown on semi-insulating (100)GaAs substrates.
Zn, _CdrSe/ZnSe single quantum wells (SQWs)
of 3.3 nm thickness and epilayers were grown

* Corresponding author, with a Se: Zn beam pressure ratio of 2: 1 and

0022-0248/94/$07.00 0 1994 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
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cadmium contents of x = 0.09 and 0.20, respec- 10- .
tively. Recently, a new growth chamber for GaAs 7
has been interconnected to the three 1I-VI 80-

chambers. This allows a careful oxygen desorp- - 4

tion under As overpressure and the growth of
GaAs buffer layers. SQW samples with thick- 3 4-l
nesses of 3.3 or 5 nm and a Cd content of 7 -
x = 0.18 were deposited on such buffer layers. 20-

Here, the thicknesses of the whole structures 0 ---
were chosen to be 150 nm in order not to exceed 265 2.67 2.69 271 27• •
the critical thickness for ZnSe growth on GaAs ENERGY (eV)
and, thus, to avoid generation of misfit disloca-
tions in the well region. The thicknesses of the Fig. 1. Luminescence spectra of a Zn. 9,Cd 0.oSe epilayer (left
Zn,,Cd.Se/GaAs epilayers amount to 1 t~m. band, E.,- = 2.719 eV) and a Zno.g0 Cdo.ogSe/ZnSe SQW

(Ejlr = 2.739 eV). For structures marked by arrows, see text.
The optical investigations were performed in Additionally, fitted rise times and decay times are given for

superfluid helium at T = 1.6 K. different energies. Labels I to 5 refer to the transients given
in Fig. 3.

2.1. Time-resolved luminescence spectroscopy

The transient behavior of the luminescence excitation and a 0.85 m double monochromator
was measured by time-correlated single photon equipped with a photomultiplier for detection. In
counting. For excitation of the samples, the fre- reflection spectroscopy a halogen lamp is used for
quency-doubled light of a mode-locked titanium- excitation. For transmission spectroscopy a piece
sapphire laser running at 4 or 82 MHz repetition of one SQW sample was released from the GaAs
rate is used. The pulse duration amounts to 1.5 substrate by grinding followed by selective etch-
ps with energies up to 4 nJ/pulse. After being ing.
dispersed by a subtractive double-monochroma-
tor of 320 mm focal length, the luminescence
photons are detected by a microchannel-plate 3. Experimental results
photomultiplier tube (MCP-PMT). Part of the
laser light is used to illuminate a photodiode for All samples under investigation exhibit bright
triggering. The system response (including elec- excitonic luminescence which is, in case of the
tronics) to the short laser pulse itself reveals a epilayers, dominated by a single line (see Fig. 1).
FWHM of about 50 ps. Detection is performed in By comparison with reflection spectra, this emis-
a direction rectangular to the exciting beam with sion is proven to be recombination radiation of
the sample slightly tilted off 450 to avoid direct free excitons (FEs). Its full width at half maxi-
reflection of the laser beam into the monochro- mum (FWHM) amounts to 4.5 and 5.0 meV for
mator. x = 0.09 and 0.20, respectively. The ternary sys-

tem Zn1 ,CdSe under investigation is expected
2.2. Time-integrated spectroscopy to localize excitons in a random potential which is

caused by composition fluctuations in epilayers
The usual time-integrated luminescence spec- and, in addition to this, by well width fluctuations

tra are obtained with the setup described in sec- in the SOWs (see, e.g., the review 141). This
tion 2.1 by counting all of the detection pulses should be kept in mind when the term "free
from the MCP-PMT while tuning the monochro- excitons" is used for simplicity in the following as
mator. a distinction to impurity-bound excitons.

Excitation spectroscopy is performed by use of In contrast to the bulk ternary layers, the
an excimer-pumped dye laser (10 ns pulses) for luminescence of the SOWs is composed of two
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overlapping lines exhibiting comparable intensity. Time-resolved spectroscopy yields a very fast
From reflection spectroscopy it is found that the transient behavior of the dominant luminescence
line at higher energies belongs to recombination bands possessing decay times shorter than 130 ps
radiation of free well excitons for all SQW sam- at any energy in any sample. The data are pre-
pies. This was also confirmed by absorption spec- sented for a Zn 0.9 ,Cd 0o.Se SQW and the corre-
troscopy performed on a substrate-free piece of a sponding epilayer in Fig. 1 (left-hand axis). The
SQW sample [5]. The energy separation of the time values T, and rd given in the figure are
maxima of these two lines scatters between 8 and results of fitting an exponential rise and decay
11 meV for different samples. Their intensity (see Eq. (1)) to the experimental transients:
ratio R = IFE/II (IFE = intensity of free exciton I(t) - (T. - r)-I[exp(-t/rr) - exp(--t/Td)].
line and I, = intensity of low-energy line) de-
pends on the energy of excitatiou as well as on (1)
the excitation intensity. Fig. 2 shows sets of lumi- For comparison with experimental data, the com-
nescence spectra taken at different excitation in- puted curves were convoluted with the system's
tensities for two SQW samples. The lumines- response (FWHM - 50 ps) to the ultrashort laser
cence spectra are normalized with respect to the pulse; this procedure gives an accuracy for the
actual excitation intensity. Obviously, the depen- fitted rise and decay times of about + 5 ps. For
dence of the intensity ratio R on excitation inten- decreasing energy of detection, the rise times 1 r
sity is opposite. While for the 5 nm well the and decay times rd increase in all samples. The
free-exciton luminescence gains relatively in in- computed transients fit the experimental data
tensity (Fig. 2a), this is valid for the low-energy quite well for more than two decades of dynamic
line of the 3.3 nm well (Fig. 2b). range of the luminescence decay (Fig. 3). This is

The epilayer luminescence (Fig. 1) exhibits two true for any energy of detection for the SQWs as
additional small and sharp lines besides the exci- well as for the epilayers. Table 1 shows rd at the
ton band at 2.654 and 2.686 eV, respectively, maximum of the excitonic luminescence band of
When the energy of the exciting laser is tuned, the epilayers as well as at the two lines of the
these lines also shift. Their distances to the en- SQW samples. Due to the spectral overlap of the
ergy of excitation remain constant and amount to FE and the low-energy band in the SQWs, it is
32 and 64 meV, respectively. Similar spectral hard to derive a decay time of the latter in its
features are also observed for the SQW samples. maximum. Instead, the lowest-energy decay time

I, !- (b)

(/ ..- .- /
\\ I 2.'- ,3 /,

-4--

'1) 97 U

6 257 2 59 260 21 2.6 2 2.62 2.63 264 265

ENERGY (eV) ENERGY (eV)

Fig. 2. Luminescence spectra of a 5 nm (a) and a 3.3 nm (b) Zno.s2Cd 0o 15Se SQW for different excitation intensities 4,,. The
spectra are normalized to 1,_. In amounts to: (a) 1.6 ni cm- 2 per pulse; (b) 1.0 nJ cm- 2 per pulse.
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2 Xu

258 260 262 61
I IVM-RGY (e'k)

200 0 200 -100 60)0 800 Fig. 4. Luminescence spectrum of a Zn(1,o,)Cd.)f1Se/ZnSe

'IIM (p•) SQW of 3.3 nm thickness under resonant excitation into well
states. A sharp feature occurs 32 meV below the energy of

Fig. 3. Transient behavior of the luminescence of a excitation. Additionally, the rise and decay times of the tran-
Zno~gtCd 1 . 1)Se/ZnSe SQW of 3.3 nm thickness taken at five sients are given at different energies of detection.
different energies of detection (solid lines) in comparison to
fitted curves (dashed lines). Labels 1 to 5 refer to the energy
positions given in Fig. 1. the structure at 2.607 eV fits into the general

trend.

is given where overlap by the FE band is negligi-
ble. Obviously, the decay of free exciton lumines- 4. Discussion
cence in quantum wells is faster than that in the
corresponding ternary "bulk" material. The luminescence of the Zn,-,Cd)Se epilay-

Concerning the small peaks superimposed on ers exhibits dominant emission of recombining
the luminescence band under "resonant" excita- free excitons. From their energy Ex, the cad-
tion, no change of the transient behavior is ob- mium content x can be computed. To do so we
served at a fixed energy Edei if such a peak is use the composition-dependent band gap EG(x)
tuned from another energy position onto Edel. calculated in ref. [6] which is in agreement with
Fig. 4 shows the luminescence spectrum of a experimental data [7]. The exciton binding energy
Zn0.soCd0. 20Se/ZnSe SQW of 3.3 nm well width EB(FE) was linearly interpolated between the
for resonant excitation whose energy was chosen values for CdSe (15 meV) and ZnSe (20 meV) [8].
to have one of the additional peaks just on top on This yields cadmium contents of x = 0.09, 0.18,
the FE band. The decay times (triangles) added and 0.20, respectively.
to the figure increase monotonically for decreas- The missing of bound exciton (BE) lines in the
ing energy of detection. Especially, the decay of epilayer luminescence spectra, being quite un-

usual for Zn I_5 Cd5 Se systems (see refs. [4,7,9]),
points to binding of free excitons to donors and

Table I acceptors to be less probable in these samples,
Decay times (in ps) of the luminescence bands of free-exciton indicating their good quality. In contrast to this, a
and bound-exciton emission in epilayer and SOW samples second line occurs at the low-energy side of the
(well width 3.3 nm) free exciton emission in our SQW samples, being
Composition Epilayer: QW attributed to (Do, X) complexes of donor-bound

free exciton Free exciton Second line excitons (compare ref. 16)). As expected for such

Zn0.9 Cd0.1 Se 60 37 81 a case, the intensity ratio R = !•/!1 decreases
Zno.92Cdo 1mSe - 70 140 for increasing excitation intensity in the 5 nm
Zno0mCd (IoSe 65 60 130 sample (Fig. 2a), due to saturation of the number
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of donor sites available for binding of free exci- may be suppressed for the second wider SQW by
tons. In excitation spectra, the free-exciton ab- efficient exciton capture at donor centres. Since
sorption occurs as a strong resonance of the BE the energy separation of the high-density band
emission. The binding energy derived from the with respect to the FE emission is too small to be
energy separation to the FE band (8-11 meV) is explained by exciton-exciton collision (where
well within the expected range for (DO, X) sys- dE 3 -EB(FE). the free-exciton binding energy),
terns. Bound-exciton binding energies in QW sys- it is most probably due to biexciton formation in
tems roughly obey a kind of Haynes rule, i.e. the SQW. Such superlinear biexciton-related
[10-12] bands have been found in ZnSe/ZnMnSe QWs

[14]. The biexciton binding energy is not known
EBIt.z(D°', X) =fu(Lz)Eo(L.), (2) for Zn,_,Cd5 Se alloys, but amounts to 1.1-3.5

meV in ZnSe [15] and 0.8-1.2 meV in CdSe [16].
where fH is the Haynes factor only weakly de- so that roughly 2 + I meV have to be expected in
pending on the well width L_ and ED(Lz) the ZnO.80CdO.2()Se bulk. A giant increase of the biex-
donor ionization energy strongly increasing for L. citon binding energy under quantum confinement
approaching and falling below the 3D donor ra- has been reported for the ZnSe/ZnMnSe system
dius. Thus, an increase of E8 (D', X) by a factor [14] and confirmed by theoretical calculations in
of 2-2.5 when compared to values in the bulk [131 low-dimensional systems [17,11,18]. Since the
is well understandable in the SQWs whose L_ biexciton wavefunction is spread much wider than
values are close to the donor Bohr radii. Thus, the exciton Bohr radius, the biexciton/exciton
BE emission in the SQWs, despite their absence binding energy ratio is increased by a factor of 3
in the epilayers (which are grown under identical to 4 in the 2D limit [14,17,11]. When, additionally
conditions), may be caused by the increase of taking the increase of the free-exciton binding
binding energy EB(D', X) in QWs which en- energy in the 2D case into account, an increase of
hances the capture cross section for FE. ln..ddi- the biexciton binding energy by a factor of 5 to 10
tion to this, the creation of intrinsic defects at the compared to the 3D case as found in III-V
interfaces of the wells may increase the density of materials at respective L./aB ratios [17] is rea-
donors in QWs. sonable and thus also to be expected in the

As was explained in section 3 (Fig. 2b), the systems described here.
low-energy line gains more intensity than the The overall decay time range of up to 130 ps is
free-exciton emission in the 3.3 nm SQW for in rough agreement with results from sponta-
increasing excitation intensity. The latter behav- neous emission of a ZnO.N2Cdo 1_Se/ZnSe SQW
ior was already measured without interpretation [23] and of a Zn(.1 ,Cd0. 14Se/ZnSe superlattice
in bulk Zn0.2,Cd 0 .7,Se [9]. As the spectra of Fig. 2 [22] yielding 300 and 100 ps. respectively, ob-
are normalized to the excitation intensity, curves tained from rough estimations of spectrally not
I and 2 clearly show that the intensity of the resolved decay data. Especially with regard to the
low-energy line increases superlinearly, while that rather short decay times when being compared
of the free exciton increases linearly. From this, with those in CdSe/ZnSe QWs [21], we definitely
we suppose the occurrence of a high-excitation do not rule out competing nonradiative relaxation
process which emits light in the same energy channels for free excitons in all presented cases.
region as do the recombining (D0, X) complexes. The increase of the decay time rd for decreas-
This interpretation becomes quite reasonable if ing energy of detection Ed.t found inside the
the low-intensity luminescence spectra are di- free-exciton band for epilayers as well as for the
rectly compared. At low densities, the 3.3 nm SQW samples (Fig. 1) is characteristic for local-
SQW exhibits a weak (D", X) emission compared ized-exciton systems (see, e.g., refs. [19,20,4]).
to the FE band, while the opposite situation is Having this aspect in mind, the transient behavior
valid for the 5 nm SQW. Thus, free-exciton high- which is perfectly described by an exponential
density effects are likely to occur for the first, but decay at any energy Ed.t is, on a first glance,
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somewhat irritating for those transients taken on energy amounts to that of a ZnSe bulk LO
the FE emission (Fig. 1 and Fig. 3, curves I to 3). phonon. However, due to the small x values in
As is found in other localized I1-VI systems like our Znl_ CdxSe samples, it is hard to decide
CdSxSel-x bulk material [20,19] or CdSe/ZnSe whether the phonons represent a Zn,_xCdýSe
SQWs [21], transients taken at the high-energy mode or a ZnSe mode. Since the occurrence of
side of the exciton luminescence band behave in these luminescence structures does not change
a complicated nonexponential manner. In ref. the transient behavior at a given energy of detec-
[21] we supposed that this complicated transient tion (with respect to the nonresonant behavior),
behavior is caused by different relaxation proba- they are attributed to an enhanced exciton popu-
bilities for excitons at a given energy E, due to lation. This enhancement is caused either by LO
the characteristics of the localizing potential phonon assisted relaxation of excitons resonantly
which forces some excitons to remain localized in excited at Ejaser or by direct excitation of LO
a local minimum since deeper adjoining minima phonons and excitons at Ea,, - ELO by the excit-
are lacking. However, if the length scale of the ing photons. The first process is suggested to
fluctuations in potential energy is of the order of occur in Cd Zn1 _,Te/ZnTe quantum wells [25]
the exciton Bohr radius or even smaller, this idea as well as in CdTe/ZnTe quantum wells [26].
does not work. Then, the relaxation probability Both processes are leading to the same transient
depends on energy only, and the decay should decay behavior, and thus, both or at least one of
behave exponentially, as is the case in our ternary them is obviously responsible for the observed
samples. behavior in our samples. In contrast to this, in

Concerning bound excitons in ternary alloys, a CdSe/ZnSe SQWs the sharp peaks are found to
purely exponential decay is expected, at least if it be phonon replicas of recombining hot excitons
is dominated by radiative recombination, since resonantly excited at Eir [21]. Thus, the inter-
relaxation effects in the random potential are esting question arises which material and struc-
suppressed by efficient localization of the exci- ture parameters govern the dominance of one of
tons at the impurities. Such an exponential be- these mechanisms in a given QW structure.
havior was measured in Zn1 xCdrTe [24], thus
being in full agreement with our finding for all
detection energies in the BE band regime. The
BE band is broadened due to the fact that the BE 5. Conclusions
binding energy should be roughly independent of
local fluctuations so that the band shape resem- In conclusion, this investigation yielded optical
bles that of the FE. Because of missing relax- properties of Zn -_CdSe/ZnSe QWs which are
ation, increasing decay time might not be ex- of interest not only for basic research, but also
pected for decreasing detection energy in the BE for application in optoelectronic devices. First,
band regime; however, the true BE Td values binding of free excitons to donors is more likely
cannot be determined here due to the strong in SQWs than in ternary epilayers. This may be
overlap of the BE and FE emission. Intentionally caused by the increased binding energy Ea(D0 , X)
doped OW samples with dominating BE emission of 8-11 meV and/or by increased generation of
would be required for such a study. The step-like donor centres at the Zn1 -_CdxSe/ZnSe inter-
increase of rise time when shifting the detection face during growth. Secondly, at high excitation
from the FE onto the BE band indicates the time densities in SQW samples emission from recom-
necessary to bind an FE to an impurity in the bining biexcitons occurs whose binding energy is
system. found to exceed the 3D value by a factor of about

The sharp spectral features superimposed on 5 caused by quantum confinement. The unusually
the exciton luminescence under resonant excita- simple exponential transient behavior of the free
tion are spaced by 32 meV from the energy of the exciton luminescence is probably caused by the
exciting laser Ewwer (see Figs. I and 2). This short length scale of composition fluctuations or
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Abstract

We report the observation of nonlinear optical properties of ZnSe-ZnTe superlattices under photo-injected
carriers, at pumped liquid helium temperature. Identification of several transitions measured by transmission on
samples grown by metalorganic vapour phase epitaxy and etched away from the GaAs substrate is made in the
context of the envelope function approach. This reveals that the conduction to valence band line-ups are type If in
these samples. This situation is invoked in order to interpret the efficiency of the exciton screening.

1. Introduction remain embryonic. The recent achievement of
p-type doping of ZnSe by MBE, followed by the

During the last two decades, semiconductor realisation of Il-VI based blue-light emitters [I-
physics has developed towards studies of low-di- 4] renewed the interest for this compounds. On
mensional systems made possible to synthetize the other hand, combining binary or ternary li-VI
due to the advent of modern growth techniques compounds may lead to superlattices exhibiting
such as molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) or met- type II fundamental band gaps wider than the red
alorganic vapour phase epitaxy (MOVPE). The band gap obtained when using GaAs-AlAs based
possibility to conceive new devices downstream of quantum structures. Such superlattices may also
the fundamental studies has not been ignored presents efficient non-linear optical behaviour
howbeit, and the influence of free carriers on the (optical bistability was recently observed in
optical properties of low-dimensional systems has ZnSe-ZnTe superlattices grown on CaF2 sub-
been in particular the subject of many investiga- strates (5]). This gives strong potentialities to such
tions. The physics of if-VI compounds has not superlattices in the area of wide gap semiconduc-
yet undergone the investigations devoted to the tors.
IIl-V compounds, for which numerous applica- In this communication we show that the can-
tions are expected, and has long seemed prone to cellation of excitonic effects by photo-injected

carriers can be easily produced in ZnSe-ZnTe
superlattices. This combination is interesting since
it has a type 11 band alignment in real space [6,71.

* Corresponding author. The image charge effects correlated to differ-
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ences in dielectric constants of ZnSe and ZnTe free-standing ZnSe/ZnTe

plays an important role in the localization of strained-layer superlattice
electrons and holes at the interfaces. Moreover,
strong confinements of electrons and holes by ZnTe

large band offsets lead to important values of Buffer:: T=21K
Rydberg energies [8]. Thus important energy- M P=40.62 A

shifts of some 20 meV are a priori expected to be e ZnSe = 7.9 A
measured when exciton screening is produced in < ZnTe = 32.7A

such superlattices. . elhh2(Z)

.0

2. Experimental methods and results
elhh1 (I')

We have first grown short-period ZnSe-ZnTe
superlattices by MOVPE on (100) GaAs sub-
strates after either a ZnSe or ZnTe relaxed buffer 1.85 2.'05 2.25 2'45
layer was deposited. Details on growth apparatus Energy (eV)
and growth conditions have been reported else-
where [9,10]. The periods and thicknesses of the Fig. 1. 2 K absorption spectrum of a ZnSe-ZnTe free stand-
individual layers were obtained from X-ray
diffraction measurements. Collection of X-ray
data obtained for a series of samples with similar lution of the spectrum in order to extract the
designs (80 repeats of a - 4 nm building block contribution of the superlattice to the absorption
each consisting of a 1 to 5 monolayers thick ZnSe from the contribution of the Urbach tail of the
barrier and a 10 to 20 monolayers thick ZnTe ZnTe buffer is difficult since the buffer layer is
well) leads us to conclude that such superlattices thick (5 Aim) compared to the superlattice (325
are free-standing whatever the buffer is (ZnSe or nm). This currently prevents us from determining
ZnTe). For such structures grown onto a ZnSe the absolute value of the absorption coefficients
buffer a complete relaxation occurs in the first for the different plateaux with an accuracy better
superlattice periods, whilst in case of superlat- than 25%. The measured absorption coefficient is
tices deposited onto a ZnTe buffer, the relaxation 3 X 10' cm-'. This value is to be compared to
is distributed over a large number of periods, those obtained for other II-VI superlattices
leading to a free-standing state only near the grown by MBE like CdSe-(Zn, Mn)Te type II
superlattice surface [10]. superlattices (3.7 X 10i cm-') [12] or ZnSe-

We have performed optical transmission mea- (Zn,Cd)Se type I superlattices (105 cm -i) [131.
surements at superfluid liquid helium tempera- Knowledge of the absorption coefficient is impor-
ture in order to reveal several radiative transi- tant in order to establish the relationship be-
tions. For this purpose, we have grown a 80-period tween the photo-induced carrier densities and the
superlattice on a 5 jim thick ZnTe buffer layer, photo-excitation power density. An identification
each period being constituted of a 7.9 A thick of the observed transitions is offered in Fig. 1.
ZnSe layer and a 32.7 A thick ZnTe layer. The This identification is based on calculation of the
substrate was removed by chemical etching using electronic structure of superlattice using a multi-
a 7% aqueous solution of NaOCI. This experi- band description of the envelope function formal-
ment summarised in Fig. I reveals the broad ism and a strain-free value of 1200 meV for the
plateau-shaped absorption characteristics of two- valence band offset. We note that the observation
dimensional semiconductors. The shape of the of zone centre transitions as well as transition
absorption in type I and type II superlattices has associated with the miniband dispersion can be
been investigated by Voisin et al. [11]. Deconvo- reported. The envelope functions calculated for
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the first electron, light-hole and heavy-hole sub- Ro 10
bands are reported in Fig. 2. Data corresponding 77J•
to the second heavy-hole states are also given in .°

order to point out that the overlap between enve- S
lope functions of e,(z) and hh 2(z) states is not i

zero, making the ehh 2(z) saddle point transition D 1 4 40 400
observable. Observation of sharp peak at the 'e0c 4W40 40

resonance energies is not reported. This we at- .W

tribute to a broadening of the exciton resonance
related to fluctuations of the thickness of both ..

ZnSe and ZnTe layers. We note particularly that,
due to the very small ZnSe layer thickness (7.9
A), one could expect an important variation of
the confinement energy of the electron for a
single monolayer fluctuation of the ZnSe thick-
ness. -n s.1.90 2.'00 2. i10 1 2. .20

We now discuss the influence of the injection
density on the photoluminescence. Fig. 3 displays Energy (eV)
the evolution of the photoluminescence band of Fig. 3. Evolution of the normalized photoluminescence with

the superlattice when the intensity of the 488 nm pump power. The pump power increases from bottom to top.
Inserted is the logarithm plot of the integrated intensity
against the photo-excitation power density.

ZnSe ZnTe ZnSe ZnTe

line of an argon ion laser was scaled over three
decades. The highest power density estimated
from the experimental conditions was 400
W/cm2 . The integrated intensity of the photolu-

.. . .minescence follows a linear power law of the
excitation (see insert of Fig. 3). We note that

.2 I even under high excitation condition, we do not
eZ "e hht observe any significant broadening of the photo-

luminescence band, whose energy position satu-
rates at around 25 meV above the value mea-

W sured under low excitation condition. The magni-

tude of the blue-shift first depends linearly upon
CU injection density, but saturates at higher pump

1 intensities as observed with GaAs-(Ga, AI)As
o /-microstructures of various thicknesses under

moderate injection densities [14]. Let us now
.............. briefly review the state of the art for the GaAs-

(Ga, AI)As combination. For type I microstruc-
tures, for wich both electrons and holes are con-
fined in the same layer (GaAs), the blue-shift
observed under low excitation conditions was in-
terpreted in terms of the existence of an exciton

Fig. 2. Envelope functions for the first relevant states. Full gas rather than an electron-hole plasma [141. For
(dashed) lines are for the calculation at zone centre (Z sufficiently large injection densities, a gain region
mini-zone edge). appears below the absorption edge of the semi-
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conductor, due to recombination in a photoex- In calculating the induced-electric field effects
cited plasma [15]. The situation is somewhat dif- correlated to the presence of free carriers in the
ferent for type II GaAs-AJAs microstructures for superlattice, we need to obtain the wave func-
which the spatial separation of electron and holes tions for various photocarii'.r densities, and then,
in real and reciprocal spaces creates a space to evaluate the modification of the image charge
charge potential [16]. We note particularly that effect (a value of 3 meV is obtained from the zero
no experimental observation of optical gain has charge calculation). We have computed the elec-
been reported for this system to our knowledge. tronic structure of the sample as a function of the

In our experiment, the line shape of the photo- areal carrier density, in the simplest possible ap-
luminescence is almost independent of the proach, by-self consistently solving Poisson's and
photo-carrier density. Thus, the saturation of the Schr6dinger's equations. In view of subbands sep-
photoluminescence energy is not related to the arations in the valence band, and the low temper-
creation of a dense electron-hole plasma and the ature of the experiment, we limited the phase
subsequent onset of band gap renormalisation space filling to the first heavy-hole state. This
effects, which, if any, would have strongly broad- required to solve local equations of the kind:
ened the photoluminescence and modify its line- h2 a I a
shape. Since the photoluminescence energy peak + Vc(z) -1qz - E
falls in the low energy tail of the first structure [ 87r 2 az mc( z) az
observed in the transmission spectrum, this emis-
sion could be related to carriers trapped on struc- xx¢(z) = 0, (3)
tural defects. In order to determine the areal with
density of such defects, we have performed a 'k(z+z)- q(z)
study using ETOCAPS (etching technique on

chemically angle polished samples) [17-19] at z +Xe(G )
2 

Xhh( )
2

"Laboratoire Central Jet Recherches Thomson- = ff dl. (4)
CSF". This experiment revealed an areal struc-
tural defect density of 106 cm-2. Next, we have In these equations, as usual, X,' represents the
correlated the photo-excitation power density with envelope functions, Vc the potential line-ups and
the induced photocarrier density. Most of the mc the z-dependent carrier confining masses (with
incident photons (A = 488 nm) are absorbed in c = e or hh for the electron and heavy hole,
the superlattice (the absorption coefficient ex- respectively). The integral 0 is calculated for
ceeds 10' cm-' for this radiation). In the sim- various areal carrier densities or, and E(z) is the
plest approach, where diffusion and surface re- dielectric constant. ' is nothing else than the
combination are neglected, the injection rate is local polarization field photo-induced between z
given by and z + Az. From symmetry arguments (we only

fill one electron and one heavy-hole band), it is
dn/dt=(- R)la e -z- n/r=0, (1) obvious that c0 vanishes at the middle of both

ZnTe and ZnSe layers. Fig. 4 illustrates the
blue-shift obtained from this calculation. We ob-

n = (I - R) ,oarf e' dz, (2) tain a linear dependence, whilst the experimental
"supcrlattice observation is non-linear. Moreover, because of

the strong confining potentials, the envelope
where !, represents the incident areal pump den- functions are not significantly altered and the
sity, and a and R are the absorption and reflec- image charge effect calculated using Eq. (8b) of
tivity coefficients, respectively. Thus, at 400 ref. [8] remains sensibly constant whatever a is.
W/cm 2, a plasma density of some 1012 CMn- 2 is At this stage we interpret the observed blue shift
generated if the radiative lifetime 7 is some 1 ns, in terms of screening of the exciton by photo-in-
a value reasonable for type II superlattices. duced electron-hole pairs. The effect is found to
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Abstract

The decay time of excitons bound to neutral acceptors (I1 line) appearing in low temperature ZnS films on GaAs
(100) substrates grown by vapor phase epitaxy was measured for the first time with the use of a streak camera. The
measured decay time of - 190 ps agreed with a value calculated by the giant oscillator strength model. Under
tunable (3.7-3.9 eV) picosecond light pulse excitations, resonant enhancements of Raman scattering intensities were
seen for LO-, 2L0-, 3L0-, TO- and 2TO-phonon lines. The dependence of 2L0-phonon Raman line intensity on
excitation photon energy showed resonance enhancements with free and bound exciton states.

1. Introduction In exciton emission region spectra, some sharp
lines were reported to appear by excitation of a

ZnS is a wide-band-gap II-VI semiconductor 325 nm (3.815 eV) line from a He-Cd laser [21.
and a promising material for blue-light emitting These lines were reported to be Raman scatter-
optical devices. Successful p-type doping has been ing lines resonantly enhanced with the free exci-
reported [1,21, but the physics of impurity behav- ton state [7]. One can examine the behavior of
ior are now under investigation. Bound exciton resonance enhancements of these Raman scatter-
emissions (1, and 12 emissions from neutral ac- ing intensities by the use of a tunable light source.
ceptor- and neutral donor-bound excitons, re- and consider the main contribution process to the
spectively) were reported to appear in epitaxial scattering. For the second order (2LO-phonon)
ZnS films on GaAs substrates [3-51. Studies of Raman scattering in CdS, the successive two-pho-
decay kinetics of the bound exciton emissions will non scattering process was reported to be a domi-
give important information on the characteriza- nant process [8]. However, there is no report on
tion of the bound excitons and impurities. How- the scattering process of 2LO-phonon lines in
ever. the decay kinetics of the bound excitons in ZnS.
ZnS has not been studied extensively. (For bulk This paper reports the decay kinetics of the
ZnSe, see ref. [6].) neutral acceptor bound excitons in picosecond

time scale for epitaxial ZnS films on (Q(M0) GaAs
substrates grown by vapor phase epitaxy and res-

* Corresponding author. onant enhancement behavior of Raman intensi-

10022-0248/94/S07.t0 V 1994 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
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ties by the use of a tunable (3.7-3.9 eV) picosec- WAVELENGTH (nm)

ond light source. Measured values of the decay ,329 328 .32 326 325

time of the bound exciton emission are analyzed 1, zn # 90

with the giant oscillator strength model. Discus- 0 16 K

sion is made for the enhancement behavior ob- \2L

served for the 2LO-phonon scattering process. 3.eV.. =_•, 2 LO
C

2. Experimental procedure Z' d) 3879eV 2L

Measurement was done for two ZnS films (No. C 2Lo
190 and V73) of p-type conduction grown on z

(100) GaAs substrates by vapor phase epitaxy [2]. z-

The samples cooled at 14 K in a cryostat were

excited by the second harmonics (3.7-3.9 eV, (82LO

- 100 AW) of picosecond light pulses from a CW \a------4eV-' 2L0
mode-locked and cavity-dumped (at 4 MHz repe-

tition rate) DCM dye laser which was syn- 3.76 3.78 3.80 3.82
chronously pumped by the second harmonics of a PHOTON ENERGY (eV)

CW mode-locked Nd: YAG laser. Time-in- Fig. 1. Enhancement of the 2L0 0-man scattering line re"-

tegrated intensities of the bound exciton emission nant with the free exciton 0 s.• and the bound exciton .!I) in

and Raman scattered radiation were measured VPE ZnS at 16 K. Fr. d,notes the exciting photon energy.

with a combination of a 30 cm double monochro-
mator and a cooled photomultiplier followed by a
photon counter. The combination of a single cmnsidered to be due to annihilation of excitons
polychromator and a synchronously-scanning bound to neutral acceptors. The free exciton
streak camera (effective resolution of 80 ps) with emission was not observed in sample No. 190.
a cooled CCD area sensor was used to measure The free exciton energy (E,) was determined to
the intensities of the emission and scattered radi- be 3.799 eV at 14 K from a reflectance anomaly.
ation as functions of wavelength and time in a A line denoted as 2LO is a Raman line scattered
single measurement. Temporal behavior of the by two LO-phonons. Fig. 2 shows the temporal
bound exciton emission and the scattered radia- behavior of the 2LO-phonon Raman scattering
tion, which was used to separate the emission and intensity and that of the 1, emission intensity
scattering processes, was observed by the use of under the above band-gap excitation at 3.887 eV
the double monochromator and a microchannel which was obtained with the use of the streak
plate photomultiplier followed by a time-corre- camera. The Raman intensity was synchronized
lated single-photon counting system (effective with the exciting light pulse, whereas the 1, emis-
resolution of I(X) ps). sion grew up until about 30 ps after the exciting

light pulse. This time would correspond to the
formation time of bound excitons and/or the

3. Results and discussion trapping time of free excitons by acceptors. The
decay times of the It emission in samples No. 190

3.1. Decay times of the bound exciton emissions and V73 were estimated to be NI l n .t d 196 ps,
respectively. A calculation of th, dc.a tmrne for a

Fig. I shows the time-integrated exciton region bound exciton can be done b-, th 1t i,,cillator
spectra in sample No. 190 at 16 K under excita- strength model given by Henn v \.,x.au [9].
tion by the tunable light at several photon ener- Taking m, (electron effective in.- Q??0- mh

gies. The emission at 3.781 eV denoted as It was (hole effective mass) = 0.42m,, toscillator
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strength of free exciton per molecule)= 4.3 X
10' [10], A (wavelength of transition in cm)= r0 Z.° #190

327.9× 10-, EB (binding energy)= 17 meV, K

12,l (volume of one ZnS ,-lnecule) = 39.6 ,- ".o,
and n (refractive index) = 2.4, the decay time "(

_e 10 (1)
T-4.50A1242 42(m.+ m.) E.] 3

/1/8wrh~nf,

was calculated to be 161 ps, which compares .%/
reasonably well with the experimentally observed z o"I

values. o 102o

3.2. Resonant enhancement of Raman intensities )'(3)
and scattering processes 1 -50 0 50 100 150

As is seen in Fig. 1, the 2LO-phonon Raman Eex-Ex (meV)

line intensity was resonantly enhanced when exci- Fig. 3. 2LO Raman intensity in ZnS (No. 190) as a function of

tation photon energy Eex became E5 + 2ELo ( exciting light frequency. Theoretical curves of the 2L0 Ra-
man intensity are shown for three processes of (I) simultane-

3.886 eV) or EBE + 2 ELo (= 3.869 eV). The en- ous two-phonon scattering, (2) successive two-phonon scatter-
hancement in the latter case is seen better at ing and (3) two consecutive first-order one-phonon scattering.
E,, - = 70 meV in Fig. 3. Similar resonant
enhancement was observed for other lines of LO, at E 5 - E. + pElt) + qE.ro or at E. - EBE +

TO. LO + TO, and 3LO-phonons with excitation pEt.o + qE~o, where p and q are integers. To
clarify the Raman scattering process of 2LO-pho-

ZnS V73 nons, we measured excitation photon energy de-
14K V7 0 pendence of the time-integrated intensity of the
Eex3,K887eV ''1.) 2LO Raman line. The result is shown in Fig. 3 by

e t hI\A/ I open circles as a function of E,• - E•, where E.,
U•, is the excitation photon energy. When E, - E -
1- 325 330 -46 meV, some background luminescence hav-
z1 WVELENGTH (nm) ing a longer decay time of about 300 ps was

observed. Using the time-correlated single-pho-
= // • ••monochromator, this background luminescence

4a could be subtracted from the measured intensity
"T(b) data. The closed circles in Fig. 3 show the data"10°- (a), (corrected by the above procedure. The data near

E-E = -17 meV are considered to contain
contribution of I 1 -2L0 luminescence.

For the 2LO-phonon Raman line, three scat-
z_ tering processes are known [11]: (1) simultaneous

10
-100 0 100 200 300 400 S00 two-phonon scattering, (2) successive two-phonon

scattering and (3) two consecutive first-order
T IME (ps) one-phonon scattering. The enhancement behav-

Fig. 2. Temporal behavior of (a) 2LO Raman scattering inten- ior in Fig. 3 seems to be explained as the process
sity and (b) bound exciton (l) emission under the resonant (1), since the intensity variation was fitted to the
exciting condition (E_, = E, +2Et.0 ) in ZnS (V73) at 14 K (E, + 2 ELo - Eex)-2(E 1 - E )- 2 relation with
excited by 3.887 eV light. The decay time of the 1, emission
intensity is 196 ps. The inset shows a time-integrated spec- the free exciton resonance. In the case of CdS the
trum. successive two-phonon scattering process was re-

11

~iA
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Abstract

Results of neutron scattering studies on MnTe/CdTe superlattices with ultrathin non-magnetic CdTe "barriers"
are presented and compared with data from earlier studies on MnSe/ZnSe, MnTe/ZnTe. and MnSe/ZnTe
multilayers with thick non-magnetic spacers. The experiments revealed two qualitatively new effects - namely, (i) the
existence of pronounced interlayer magnetic correlations in the case of the CdTe thickness corresponding to two
single monolayers and (ii) the coexistence of two magnetic phases that never occurred simultaneously in the
previously studied systems.

1. Introduction One of these is that in such artificial structures -
due to the epitaxial growth conditions and to

We report the first results of neutron diffrac- "sandwiching" between layers of ZB II-VI mate-
tion studies of spin ordering phenomena in rials - the Mn-VI constituent is also enforced to
MnTe/CdTe superlattices. This system belongs grow in the ZB phase. It should be noted that
to the family of artificial multilayered structures these tetrahedral crystallographic modifications
composed from zinc-blende (ZB) II-VI semicon- of MnSe and MnTe cannot be obtained by any of
ducting compounds and Mn chalcogenides using the known bulk growth techniques. In contrast to
the techniques of molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) the naturally existing crystals (of the NaCI, and of
or atomic layer epitaxy (ALE). Other known ex- the NiAs structure, respectively) which belong to
amples of binary systems from this group are common antiferromagnetic (AF) classes, the ZB
MnSe/ZnSe, MnTe/ZnTe, or MnSe/ZnTe su- forms offer unique practical realizations of one of
perlattices. the most intriguing AF systems - namely, an

The Mn-VI/Il-VI multilayers are highly in- FCC Heisenberg spin lattice with dominant near-
teresting magnetic systems for several reasons. est-neighbor (NN) AF interactions. Such a lattice

is naturally "frustrated" (i.e., all AF bonds can-
not be simultaneously satisfied), and one of the

* Corresponding author. important consequences of this fact is a strong

0022-0248/94/$07.00 © 1994 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
SSDI 0022-0248(93)E0593-V
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degeneracy of the magnetic ground state. This Table I

degeneracy can be lifted by weak symmetry- Undistorted lattice parameters of the constituent materials,

breaking perturbations, either intrinsic or exter- and typically observed c/a values in the Strained Mn-VI
layers in previously studied 12-4] MBE-grown Mn-VI/Zn-VI

nally induced - e.g., by magnetic dilution, superlattice systems with relatively thick non-magnetic layers,
dipole-dipole or Dzyaloshinski-Moriya aniso- and in MnTe/CdTe multilayers prepared by the combined

tropic terms in the spin-spin interaction Hamil- MBE/ALE technique investigated in the present work

tonian, or by external strains. As has been theo- Layer Undistorted lattice c/a
retically predicted [1], such circumstances may materials parameters(A) for the

- Mn -VI
stabilize some of the degenerate ground state Mn-Vl II-Vl lattice
configurations, and thus produce a rich variety of material material

collinear and non-collinear AF structures. How- MnSe/ZnSe 5.90 5.67 -1.05

ever, the limited availability of naturally existing MnTe/ZnTe 6.34 6.10 -1.06
NN FCC antiferromagnets has resulted in rela- MnSe/ZnTe 5.90 6.10 -0.94

tively little experimental work in this field. MnTe/CdTe 6.34 6.49 ~0.98-0.99

The emergence of the MBE-grown ZB forms
of MnSe and MnTe opens new opportunities for
such studies - especially, for investigating the for the other. Hence - as is illustrated by Table 1
strain-induced effects. It should be noted that the - by taking various material combinations, one
MnSe and MnTe layers stabilized in the SL struc- can obtain magnetic layers with two different
tures are invariably strained due to the relatively distortion types. As shown by previous neutron
large (2-4%) lattice mismatch between the con- diffraction studies on Zn-based forms (MnSe/
stituent materials. As shown by X-ray and neu- ZnSe, MnTe/ZnTe, and MnSe/ZnTe [2-41), the
tron diffraction measurements, the lattice param- strain indeed has a profound influence on spin
eters match up in the multilayer plane (xy) to ordering phenomena and phase transition behav-
establish one "common" period, while in the ior in the frustrated Mn-VT layers. One nothe-
perpendicular direction (z) they accordingly con- worthy finding of those studies was that a tensile
tract or elongate to diminish the change in the strain (which is the case in MnSe/ZnTe superlat-
material volume (Fig. 1). In other words, both tices) produces a transition to a new incommen-
lattices experience a tetragonal distortion, with surate helical AF phase which has not yet been
the c/a ratio being > 1 for one of them, and < 1 observed in any other FCC antiferromagnet [2].

The MnTe/CdTe superlattices discussed in
the present work offer another example of a
system with tensile strain in the magnetic layers.

(a) (b) However, an interesting novel aspect of these
a,. multilayers is that here the magnitude of the

I I II I ;a"III c strain may be considerably lower than in the1_• " Ipreviously investigated MnSe/ZnTe structures.
, All the Mn-VI/Zn-VI specimens for neutron

diffraction studies have been grown by MBE, and
the stability of the growth process in this method
can be ensured only if the thicknes of the Zn-VI

a, "spacers" is larger than that of the Mn-VI lay-

Fig. 1. A scheme illustrating lattice distortion effects in a ers. Hence, the distortion of the Mn-VI lattice is
binary superlattice consisting of two materials with different stronger than for the Zn-VI lattice.
lattice periods. Plot (a): unstrained materials with lattice The MnTe/CdTe specimens have been pre-
parameters a'> a". Plot (b): a bilayer with a "common"
lattice period a" <a. <a' in the layer plane (xy), and pared using a combined method which utilizes
appropriately changed periodicities (c'> a', c" <a") in the the technique of ALE for the growth of CdTe
growth direction (z). layers. As has been demonstrated by the Linz
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group [5-9], this modification allows the prepara-
tion of good-quality superlattices with extremely
thin (2-3 monolayers) CdTe spacers, and much
thicker MnTe layers (even up to 10 monolayers).
Due to the changed thickness proportions, the
distortion of the AF lattice is decidedly weaker
than in the previously studied case of MnSe/
ZnTe (see Table 1), thus allowing the investiga-
tion of the onset of incommensurate helical ef- -

fects. An additional highly interesting aspect of Z

such specimens is - in contrast to the situation in
the systems with MBE-grown Zn-VI layers - ICol]
that the non-magnetic layer thickness becomes Fig. 2. Three possible AFM-1ll domain configuration in an

comparable with the range of the Mn-Mn AF epitaxial layer grown on a (001) substrate. While in a bulk

exchange. This leads to obsevable magnetic inter- crystal these three states are equivalent, in an epitaxial layer
layer coupling effects which have never been seen the magnetic energy for the "Z'" configuration may be differ-

ent from that for the "X' and "Y" configurations due to
in any of the Mn-VI/Zn-VI systems [2-4]. strain-induced anisotropy in the exchange interactions.

In section 2 of this paper we briefly recapitu-
late the results of previous neutron studies of
Mn-VI layered systems with various strain types.
In section 3 we describe the technique of prepa- Strained layers with c /a > 1: MnSe / ZnSe and
ration of MnTe/CdTe multilayers in greater de- MnTe/ZnTesuperlattices. The experiments [3,4]
tail, and present the results of first neutron show that MnSe and MnTe layers exhibit the
diffraction experiments on such specimens. In same spin structure which is seen in unstrained
section 4 we summarize and discuss the results. MnTe films, but now only a single AFM-ll1 do-

main state is populated - namely, the one with
the magnetic unit cell doubling direction parallel
to the SL axis (the "Z" configuration in Fig. 2).

2. Studies of Mn-VI / Zn-VI multilayers and This preference is clearly a manifestation of strain
MnTe single cry'stal films effects: the lattice distortion leads to slight

changes in the Mn-Mn distances, thus introduc-
Unstrained lattice: MnTe films. In contrast to ing an anisotropy in the NN exchange coupling.

the situation in multilayered forms, MBE-grown Consequently, the magnetic energies of different
MnTe single crystal films are essentially strain- domain states are no longer equivalent. In fact,
free due to their relatively large (- 1 Mrm) thick- the observed configuration is the one that mini-
ness. Such films provide therefore "standards" mizes the energy in the case of c/a > 1. Another
with which to compare the results from the conspicuous strain-induced effect is that the AF
strained layers. Low-temperature diffraction data transition in the superlattices is of the second
from the films reveal the formation of the ex- order. As follows from renormalization group
pected Type IlI AF structure (AFM-lil) with an theoretical considerations, the underlying factor
(a,a,2a) unit cell. The cubic symmetry dictates in the first-order phase transition is the cubic
three possible domain configurations (Fig. 2), and symmetry, so that lowering of this symmetry
all of them are indeed seen [3] in the films. The should result in a shift to a second-order transi-
temperature dependence of the magnetic peak tion [11]. Because of the lack of appropriate
intensity indicates a first-order AF phase transi- AFM-II! systems which could be subjected to
tion which is in agreement with the predictions of significant strains, that theory prediction could
the renormalization group theory for AFM-l1i not be experimentally verified before the emer-
systems [10]. gence of the epitaxial Mn-VI forms.
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where JNNN is the next-nearest neighbor ex-
change parameter, and 4 JJN is the strain-in-
duced anisotropy in the NN exchange. Assuming

0) ---- that JNN depends primarily on the ion-ion dis-
tance, and that only the linear term in this depen-
dence is essential for small lattice distortions, one

2 ( obtains that AJNN is approximately proportional
(b) .... . to a "distortion parameter" defined as y = 1 -

c/a. It should be noted that the value of c/a for1• . •the MnSe lattice in this specific SL system is not
fixed, but can be varied within certain limits by
changing the MnSe : ZnTe thickness ratio. As fol-

VA ~~~~lows from the above - and whichasbein
---- deed confirmed by our experiments - one can

(c) c. . actually control the helix pitch in the layers.

3. Sample preparation and neutron diffraction
Fig. 3. Helical spin ordering in tetragonally distorted MnSe or measurements
MnTe layers in MnSe/ZnTe or MnTe/CdTe superlattices
(b). For ,• = 0 (a), this arrangement is equivalent to collinear The CdTe/MnTe superlattices were grown by
Type I AF (AFM-i) order, and for v = 90* (c), it is equivalent
to the canted (Keffer) modification of the AFM-1Il ordering, a combination of atomic layer epitaxy (ALE) for
The orientation of the spin planes (shaded contours) with the CdTe and mass spectrometer controlled MBE
respect to the multilayer plane corresponds to the -X'- or for the MnTe. The ALE method is based on the
"Y" situations in Fig. 2. fact that the Cd-Te bond is much stronger than

the Cd-Cd or the Te-Te bond. If Cd and Te are

Strained layers with c/a < 1: MnSe/ZnTe su- deposited alternately, only the atoms, which can
Stranlaycer.This wtype of /distor:in /apnpeas to form Cd-Te bonds, will stick, whereas the sur-

perlattices. This type of distortion appears to plus atoms are re-evaporated. In the ideal case
have the most dramatic influence on the spin this leads to the formation of exactly one CdTe
order in the magnetic layers. Diffraction experi- monolayer within one so-called reaction cycle,
ments -2] show that in such superlattices the independent of the amount of deposited material.
AFM-sll structure occurring in unstrained sys- In fact such monolayer growth has been achieved
terns as well as in those with c/a> 1 becomes for CdTe [5], but it turns out that for superlat-
replaced by an entirely new incommensurate heli- tices it is more efficient to work at higher sub-
cal AF ordering never before seen in any FCC strate temperature where only 0.5 monolayers per
antiferromagnet (Fig. 3). The helical period A reaction cycle are formed [6]. The actual growth
observed in different samples varied from 2.9a to conditions were a substrate temperature of 310'C
3.45a (where a is the in-plane lattice parameter), and a reaction cycle time of 4 s. Since the Mn-Mn
The formation of such a helix in a frustrated FCC bond is stable at this temperature, ALE cannot
lattice can be explained by applying a mean-field be applied to the growth of MnTe. In order to
approach [3] which leads to the following equa- achieve comparable accuracy, we used a
tion for the angle (p describing the spin rotation quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS) situated
in consecutive AF planes: near the substrate to monitor the Mn flux in situ.

(p = arccos( AJNN/ 2
JNNN), (1) The OMS signal was fed into a computer, and the

with the helix pitch being related to (p as: averaged and background-corrected values served
as a feedback for the Mn shutter opening time.

A = iral/w, (2) The combination of these two growth techniques
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allowed a precise tayloring of superlattices with two phases cannot be understood on the grounds
very short period [7-9]. of the simple mean field model used for the

Neutron studies were performed at the 20 MW interpretation of the data from Mn-VI/Zn-VI
Research Reactor at the National Institute of systems [2-4]. However, as pointed out below,
Standards and Technology on a triple axis spec- such a behavior can be explained by applying a
trometer with a (002) pyrolythic graphite (PG) more sophisticated theoretical approach [12].
monochromator and analyzer fixed for elastic Another striking difference between the re-
scattering, and a PG filter in the incident beam. suits of observations for the Mn-VI/Zn-VI sys-
An incident energy of 13.7 or 14.8 meV with 40 tems and for MnTe/CdTe multilayers with ultra-
arc min collimation throughout was used for most thin non-magnetic layers was the width of the
of the experiments. The samples were placed in a magnetic peaks in Q-space diffraction scans par-
variable-temperature He cryostat, and were ori- allel to the growth directon. For all former speci-
ented with either the [001] direction (the growth mens those peaks were strongly broadened - the
axis), or the [100] in-plane axis perpendicular to widths, AQ, clearly corresponding to the thick-
the scattering plane. Those two sample orienta- ness of a single magnetic layer for a given sample,
tions enabled the observation of different families DM, transformed from real space to Q-space
of magnetic reflections. The experiments have (AQ = 21r/DM). This behavior clearly indicates
been performed for four samples with the follow- the absence of any correlation between spin or-
ing CdTe: MnTe thickness proportions (in mono- dering in individual magnetic layers, and is con-
layers): 2:7, 2:10, 4:9, and 6: 10. The number of sistent with the large thickness of the non-mag-
bilayers in each sample was 100. netic spacers which effectively isolate the mag-

Search for magnetic reflections at low temper- netic layers from one another. In contrast, the
ature has revealed peaks corresponding to an magnetic peaks seen in MnTe/CdTe superlat-
incommensurate helical AF phase of the same tices with 2 CdTe monolayers are only slightly
kind as previously observed in MnSe/ZnTe su- broader than the instrumental resolution width
perlattices. Hovever, the helical modulation pe- (Fig. 4). Such a width indicates a coherence be-
riod appeared to be much shorter than in those tween the spin orientation in individual layers,
specimens, which is consistent with the weaker with the range of these correlations correspond-
strain in the magnetic layers. In particular, for ing to at least 10 bilayer thicknesses (computer
the three latter specimens the observed values of simulation of a diffraction pattern from a
A are 2.05a, 2.07a, and 2.15a, respectively. The (MnTe) 7-(CdTe), multilayer with such a range of
increase of A reflects the gradual increase of the interlayer magnetic correlations is shown in Fig.
lattice strain in the Mn layers due to the growing 5).
CdTe thickness (it should be kept in mind that
the zero-strain A value is 2a, since the normally
occurring AFM-II! structure can be looked at as 4. Summary and discussion
a special case of a spin helix with the pitch
exactly equal to two lattice periods). In conclusion, neutron diffraction experiments

Surprisingly, in one of the investigated samples on MnTe/CdTe superlattices with ALE-grown
(with 2 CdTe monolayers) the measurements have ultrathin non-magnetic barriers reveal at least
revealed - in addition to peaks corresponding to two qualitatively new effects not previously seen
the helical phase - also the presence of maxima in any Mn-VI/ii-VI multilayered systems. The
characteristic for the AFM-IIi domain arrange- first of these is magnetic interlayer coupling
ments occurring in strained layers in the case of through the non-magnetic barriers. This effect is
c/a > I (i.e., that seen in MnSe/ZnSe and clearly evidenced by the observed narrowing of
MnTe/ZnTe superlattices [3,4]). The peak inten- the magnetic reflections. A totally convincing
sity indicated approximately equal populations of proof for that would be, of course, the observa-
the two phases. A simultaneous occurrence of the tion of superlattice satellite peaks of those reflec-
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tions. However, it should be noted that the obser- 100.0
vation of satellite maxima for samples in which
the thickness of the magnetic layers is much
larger than the CdTe spacer thickness is not a .
trivial task. In such a situation, as is illustrated in
Fig. 5, the intensity of the satellites is very strongly 60.0
supressed by the bilayer structure factor (for defi- R
nition, see, e.g., ref. [3]) which has I F I 2= 0 11 "0
minima not far from the positions where the
first-order satellites occur. Hence, their intensity
becomes very small. The detection of the satel- 20.0

lites would require a radical improvement of the
signal/background ratio in our measurements - 0.o

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8

[((nTe).~KcdTe)a e SLQ, (reciprocal lattice units)

S, , , ,Fig. 5. Computer simulation of a magnetic diffraction pattern
960- from a (MnTe) 7 /(CdTe) 2 superlattice with 10 correlated

0~ (a) T=6K magnetic layers (thick curve). The thin curve is the square of
"- the structure factor for a single bilayer "unit cell", I FB[ 12.

Ewhich is the "envelope function" describing the intensity of
840 the satellite peak group (see, e.g., ref. [3]).

I
•720 either through the preparation of much larger

samples than currently used (- 0.3-1 cm 2 ), or by

using a cryostat with special windows - and such
%00 0 0.5 0.5 experiments are planned. Detailed studies of in-0.44 0.48 0.52 0.,56

Q. [A-'] terlayer coupling effects - especially, systematic
investigation of their dependence of the CdTe
layer thickness - may give us new insight into the

90 (b) T--K nature of weak long-range magnetic exchange

interactions in diluted magnetic semiconductors
0E based on II-VI compound. So far, relatively little

840- is known about interactions ranging beyond the
second-nearest magnetic neighbor in these com-
pounds.

720 - .Second, the experiments reveal that in certain
circumstances the normal AFM-II1 phase may
coexist with the helical phase, even though the

0oo MnTe layers exhibit a distortion with c/a < 1. As
0.94 0.96 1.02 1.06 noted, this fact can not be understood on the

Q, [A-'] grounds of a simple mean field approach, from

Fig. 4. Diffraction scans through a magnetic reflection from a which it follows that the boundary between the
{(MnTe) 7 /(CdTe) 2], 11 superlattice sample in two perpendicu- two phases is located exactly at c/a = 1. How-
lar directions in Q-space: parallel to the 10011 growth axis (a), ever, the problem has been recently treated theo-
and parallel to the 10101 in-plane axis (b). In both cases the retically by Cohen and Newman [12] using a more
peaks show essentially no broadening effects; the absence of
broadening in the [0011 direction indicates the existence of sophisticated Landau-Ginzburg formalism. As
pronounced interlayer magnetic correlations in the system. shown by their study, the phase boundary in
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question may actually be slightly shifted toward tering research carried out in the USA was sup-
c/a < I values. Simultaneous occurrence of the ported by NSF Grant DMR 9121353.
two phases might therefore be explained by as-
suming that the magnitude of the strain in the
sample is close to the critical value, and strain
fluctuations, which are invariably present in epi- 6. References
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Abstract

Magneto-excitation spectrosop) experiments are performed up to 5.5 T at low temperature (4.2 K) in a
ZnSe/Zn07. 3Mn0.27Se doublr quantum well structure. The experimental results are compared to calculations of the
excitonic transitions, taking into account the strain effects, the giant Zeeman effect in the (Zn,Mn)Se layers, the
diamagnetic shift of the exciton. We show that a magnetic-field induced transition in the nature of the fundamental
excitonic state (from light to heavy hole exciton) occurs for a certain critical magnetic field.

Among the various II-VI compounds, the transition from a light hole exciton to a heavy
ZnSe based materials require a particular atten- hole exciton by changing the magnetic field. Pho-
tion because of their blue emission. As a matter toluminescence and excitation spectroscopy un-
of fact, the first blue laser emission has been der a magnetic field have been performed on two
obtained with ZnSe based compounds [1]. The different ZnSe/Zno.73 Mn0 27Se quantum wells,
ZnSe/(Zn,Mn)Se semimagnetic heterostructures and the comparison between the experimental
ate of particular interest because of their great results and the calculation of the excitonic transi-
magneto-optical properties, due to the exchange tions has allowed us to underline this effect.
interaction between the spin of the carriers and The heterostructure has been grown by molec-
the spin of the paramagnetic Mn 2" ions located ular beam epitaxy along the (100) axis and con-
in (Zn,Mn)Se layers [2]. The so-called giant Zee- sists in two ZnSe quantum wells whose thick-
man effect can lead to the formation of a spin nesses are 53 and 106 A, respectively, separated
superlattice structure in which the carriers can be by a 350 A thick Zn0 .73Mno.27Se layer. The dou-
separated and spatially localized according to ble quantum well is grown on a 1200 A Zno.73
their spin [3,4]. We show here that it is possible Mn 0.27Se layer deposited on a 9700 A thick ZnSe
to tune the nature of the fundamental optical buffer layer. The cap layer consists in a 350 A

Zno.73Mn 0 .27Se layer. The substrate is GaAs.
The photoluminescence spectrum of the het-

* Corresponding author. erostructure, shown in Fig. 1, has been performed
Present address: 3m, Company, 3M Center, St. Paul, Min- at zero magnetic field, at low temperature (4.2 K)

nesota 55144-100, USA. with the 363 nm line of an Ar' laser. Two lines

0022-0248/94/$07.00 © 1994 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
SSDI 0022-0248(93)E0422-4
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PLW T=4.2 K tions [5], we have interpreted the different lines
_X of the excitation spectra and determined the band

r B or structure of the heterostructure (see ref. [61 for
more details). In particular, this comparison has

Z X PLT allowed an estimation of the strain effects, which
O -

SE // are very strong in this heterostructure. It has
W I been found that the 1200 A Zn0.73Mno.27Se layer

S".is partially relaxed on ZnSe buffer layer; the
I • •(Zn,Mn)Se barrier layers are compressed. The

residual strain in the barrier: c,., = [a - a°(x)]/a,
Y ,where a is the mean parameter in the strained
3 SE ,," layer, and a°(x) is the strain-free lattice constant
CD of ZntxMn.Se is found eba,= 5.5 x 10 3 . To
o. 2.7 4 2.76 2.78 2.80 2.62 2 5, know the strain state of the ZnSe layers, we

E NERGY(V, assume an elastic accomodation of the lattice
Fig. 1. Photoluminescence (full line) and excitation spec- parameter of the two ZnSe wells with the barrier
troscopy SEw and SET of the two quantum wells at zero one. Moreover, from the energy difference be-
magnet;,- field and at low temperature (4.2 K). SEw (dash- tween the heavy and light hole excitons, we have
dotted ine) is the excitation spectroscopy of the 106 A wide
well performed at Ed.1 = 2.764 eV and SET (dashed line) is evaluated the percentage of the strain-free band

the excitation spectroscopy of the 53 A thin well performed at gap difference which is in the valence band, called
EdCt = 2.792 eV. the relative valence band offset: q' = 10%. The

resulting band structure is represented in Fig. 2.
This heterostructure has a quite unusual configu-

are observed: the 2.773 eV one, called PLw, ration: the fundamental optical transitions of the
corresponds to the luminescence of the wide (106 two wells: Xw' and XT1 are type-I (electrons

A thick) well, the 2.808 eV one, called PLT,

corresponds to the luminescence of the thin (53
A thick) well. The excitation spectroscopy of the .'*% *'-h Z-sQ 7.
two photoluminescence lines is shown in Fig. 1: V
SEw performed at the detection energy Edet-

2.764 eV and SET performed at EdCt = 2.792 eV. . T n E
As excitation source between 4500 and 4200 A, - j
we have used the second harmonics of a picosec- E
ond CW mode-locked Ti-Sa laser. The photolu- Ei
minescence signal was analyzed by a double
Jobin-Yvon f= 25 cm monochromator, and de-
tected by standart photon counting techniques. -- . -sene -
First, we can remark that the small Stokes shifts K.
(6 meV for the thin well and 2 meV for the wide .
well) between the photoluminescence lines and . - ..-... K----
the first line of their excitation spectra are not L. ;i L
high, indicating the good quality of the sample. J -_---LH
Secondly, comparing the two excitation spectra so 1064 35 rA 534
SEw and SET, we can conclude that the two
wells are not coupled. Thus these wells will be Fig. 2. Calculated potential profile along the growth axis of
treated in this paper like single quantum wells. the heterostruture taking into account the strain effects onthe structure band. The relative valence hand offset is taken

From the comparison between the experi- q• - 10%. the strain in (Zn,Mn)Se layers is taken e, =5.5

ments and the calculation of the excitonic transi- x 10-1.

| .
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and light holes are localized in the same layers) the Mn7' ions and the spin of the carriers. Fol-
light hole excitons; the first excited transitions, lowing the sign of the exchange interaction versus
XWH and XHH, are type-Il (electrons and heavy the carriers spin in the conduction and valence
holes are localized in adjacer.t layers) heavy hole band [21, the component XT1 (O,,) (respectively
excitons. The type-Il excitons can be seen very xTH(o-)) at lower (respectively higher) energy
clearly in the excitation spectra: they are in fact corresponds to the - 1/2 (respectively + 1/2)
interface excitons [7], and have an oscillator z-component spin of the electrons (z is the growth
strength which can be comparable to the oscilla- axis of the heterostructure and the axis of the
tor strength of type-I excitons. magnetic field) and the -3/2 (respectively

Magneto-excitation spectroscopy experiments + 3/2) z-component spin of the heavy holes. The
have been performed at liquid helium tempera- splitting of the XT,, line can not be observed
ture ,4.2 K) with the same laser system and with a here. It is much smaller than the splitting of XTt1
superconducting magnet up to 5.5 T, in the Fara- for two reasons: first the exchange interaction is
day configuration. The laser ingoing and the pho- three times smaller for the light holes than for
toluminescence outgoing lights were collected by the heavy holes; secondly, the heavy holes are
a multi-fiber-optic guide. Fig. 3 shows the behav- localized in the semimagnetic layers and are more
ior of the excitation spectra of the thin well (Fig. sensitive to the exchange interaction than the
3a) and wide well (Fig. 3b) photoluminescence light holes which are localized in non-semimag-
lines for several values of the magnetic field. netic layers. At 2 and 3.5 T, the XT,1 (a-) line is

For the thin well, when the magnetic field clearly seen, but because of the width of the lines,
increases up to 1 T, the XT line energy does not the XT1 and Xr1 (or+) lines can not be distin-

change, the XWH line splits into two components guished and appear in a broad line. Above 4.5 T,
xT 1 (cr') and XT'(r- ). This splitting is due to these two lines can be resolved. In Fig. 4, we have
the giant Zeeman effect existing in the semimag- reported the energy position of the lines with
netic material (Zn,Mn)Se, originating from the their full width at half-maximum versus the mag-
strong exchange interaction between the spin of netic field.

"IHIN WELL '53A) ( WI0E WELL

F-
V4) Xý

1 T B=OT

2.8T
z_ 3.5T Z

D- T5) 5.51
C) X 5.5 T

'~(e) v 1'C)LLXLH X ". L bý) -

2,78 280 282 2.84 2•E 276 2,78 280 2.82 284

EN•FC.Y eV) ENERGY (V)

Fig, 3. Evolution of the excitation spectra of the 53 thin well, (a) Edt = 2.795 eV, and of the 106 A wide well, (h) E, = - 2.764
eV, for different magnetic fields, at low temperature (4.2 K).
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THIN WELL T=4.2K tion due to the width of the lines, we can note a
q,=1o7 good agreement between the experiment and the

2.850" calculation for q0 = 10%.
- >The excitation spectra of the wide well versus

HXT - the magnetic field do not show the same behavior
> as the excitation spectra of the thin well. In fact,.- 2,825
>- such a transition is expected at a higher critical

1--4- -- x LH magnetic field for the wide well (about 8 T). The
2.0 critical magnetic field depends on the thickness

HX (6 of the well. This property can be understood by
Vanalyzing the valence band schematized in Fig. 2.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7- When the well thickness increases, the energy
MAGNETIC FIELD (T) difference between the light and heavy hole tran-

Fig. 4. Energy position of the different lines observed in the sitions at zero magnetic field increases. This
excitation spectrum of the 53 A thin well and their full width property is due to the decrease of the confine-
at half-maximum (vertical segments) versus the magnetic field. ment energy of the light hole, and to the fact that
The lines show the calculated excitonic heavy hole (solid line) the interface exciton binding energy of the type-Il
and light hole (dashed line) transitions, heavy hole exciton is smaller for a wide well than

for a thin well (the recovering between the elec-
Fig. 3b shows the behavior of the excitation tronic and heavy hole wavefunctions being smaller

spectrum of the wide well versus the magnetic for a wide well than for a thin well). The energy
field. The splitting of the Xw'1 line can be ob- difference between the light and heavy excitons
served, and it is clearly seen that the Xw1 line at zero magnetic field increasing, the value of the
does not change at all, at least up to 5.5 T. critical magnetic field, for which the crossing

In Fig. 4, the calculated energies of the exci- between XTH and XTL XHtl(o- } occurs, increases.

tonic transitions of the thin well versus the mag- In summary, magneto-excitation spectroscopy
netic field are reported. The calculation which experiments up to 5.5 T, performed on a 53 A
takes into account the strain effects, the coulom- thin quantum well and compared to calculations
bic effects, the exchange interaction and the dia- of the excitonic transitions, have allowed us to
magnetic shift of the excitons, is performed in the demonstrate the existence of a magnetic field
parabolic approximation, and is valid for a type-I induced transition in the nature of the excitonic
and a type-Il structure [5]. The relative valence fundamental transitions for a certain critical mag-
band offset is taken as 10%. According to this netic field. Below this field, the fundamental exci-
calculation, the excitation spectrum above 4.5 T tonic state is a light hole exciton, above this field,
can be easily interpreted: the fundamental optical it is a heavy hole exciton. The value of this critical
transition is the XH1 ((r ) heavy hole exciton and magnetic field depends on the thickness of the
the first excited transition is the Xt light hole well and on the relative valence band offset q"'.
exciton. Fig. 4 shows clearly the crossing between Our results seem to be coherent with the value
the XT , and XTIt(or+) tr:,nsitions, and so the qn = 10%. To confirm our results, we plan to
existence of a critical magnetic field B, for which perform magneto-excitation spectroscopy of the
a transition in the nature of the fundamental 106 A wide well at higher magnetic field in order
state occurs: for B < B{, the fundamental optical to observe this transition.
transition is a type-I light hole exciton, for B > B0,
the fundamental optical transition is a type-Il
heavy hole exciton. The precise value of B, de- 1. References
pends on the value of the relative valence band
offset, so a measurement of B, could provide Ill M. Haase, J. Qiu, J. De Puydt and H. Cheng, Appl. Phys.

information on q'). In spite of the limited resolu- Lett. 59 (1991) 1272.
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Abstract

The energy transfer between the wells of asymmetric CdTe/Cd IMn.Te double quantum well structures was
investigated by both CW and time-resolved optical measurements. The barrier heights were tuned by an external
magnetic field. Furthermore, in samples with a wide semimagnetic well magnetic fields caused resonances and level
crossings of the electron and hole energies. This was observed in the magnetic field dependence of the CW
luminescence and luminescence excitation intensities of the respective transitions. The luminescence decay was
measured using selective ps excitation. In the case of a field induced resonance we got a strong decrease of the decay
time constant as a function of the magnetic field. A kinetic model for the exciton transfer is given taking into account
the independent tunnelling of electrons and holes and the exciton lifetimes in both wells. A set of rate equations
describe the time dependent carrier densities in the quantum wells. The solutions are given for CW and ps
excitation.

1. Introduction well can be tuned by the magnetic field. This can
The magnetic properties of CdTe/ lead to resonances between energy levels in wideTh e magnmetric p opertes of m wdell and narrow wells. if such a resonance occurs, a

(DOW) structures asymmti doue quatumy e wet drastic increase of the exciton transfer probability(DOW) structures allow one to study the exciton

transfer as a function of the barrier height tuned can be expected. To study these resonances, ei-

by a external magnetic field. The field-induced ther CW and time-resolved spectroscopy can be

changes of the coupling strength influences the used.

energy transfer between the two wells. In the case CdTe/Cds pMna Te stutiesymmetric

that the wide well consists of Cdl-,Mn,5Te to, CdeC,,n eDOW structures with x g
even the bandedge w el nsists of dthis M gnTe too, 0.25 grown by MBE on (100) InSb substrates at a
even the band edge energy of this semimagnetic temperature of 240"C and a growth rate of 0.7

_ _m/h.

* Corresponding author. Our set of samples consist of structures with
Deceased. non-magnetic wells and barrier widths ranging

00224-248/94/$07.00 0 1994 Elsevier Science B.V. Ail rigt', "•.;rved
SSDI 0022-0248(93)E0457-l
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from 25 to 200 A. The well widths are 40 and 80
A for the wide and narrow wells, respectively. In hhl..
samples with a semimagnetic wide well, the t- - - PL

amount of Mn in that well was about 4%. I- PLE

The CW luminescence and luminescence exci-
tation measurements were carried out using an S hhl.ww IhlnwAr÷ laser pumped dye-laser system. The samples - It

were cooled in an Oxford magnet cryostat which hh
allowed one to apply fields up to 10 T. | -" -

For the time-resolved spectroscopy, the sample
was excited with a ps dye laser synchronously 16 1.5 1.7 1.75 1.8 1.85
pumped by a mode-locked Ar+ laser. The dye E W1V)
laser pulse has a halfwidth of 6 ps at a repetition
rate of 800 kHz. The luminescence signal was Fig. 1. PL spectrum (- - -) and PLE spectra (- ) of a

detected by a microchannelplate photomultiplier, DQW structure with LE1=100 ,A and xM,= 29.5% (T=
1.8 K).

which fed its signal to the analysing electronic
system on the base of time-correlated single-pho-
ton counting. With this setup we were able to get tributed to the free hh and lh transitions in both
a time resolution of about 40 ps. wells. In more detail, the two lowest energy tran-

sitions are the n = I hh and lh cxcitons localized
in the ww, whereas the highest energy peak be-

2. CW measurements longs to the n = 2 hh exciton of the same well.
With less intensity we can observe the n = I hh

2.1. Energies and Ih excitons of the NW. The difference in the
PLE peak heights indicates that the two wells are

The samples were chosen for the CW mea- nearly decoupled. In fact, for somewhat thicker
surements to cover a wide range from non-cou- barriers (150 A) but even lower Mn concentra-
pled to strongly coupled wells. For a barrier width tions (18.5%), the two wells were already proved
of 100 A, we found strongly coupled and nearly to be completely decoupled (see ref. [1]).The en-
decoupled wells when the Mn concentration in ergetic positions of the free exciton transitions
the barriers was 8.5% and 29.5%, respectively. To can be calculated using a two-well model in enve-
characterize the optical transitions in our DOW lope-function approximation [1], taking into ac-
samples, we show in Fig. I the photolumines- count the strain-induced valence band splitting.
cence (PL) and photoluminescence excitation The excitonic binding energies are estimated us-
(PLE) spectra (T= 1.8 K) of the latter sample. ing a fractional dimension model (see ref. [2]).
The PLE spectra were recorded monitoring the The valence band offset in our calculations was
emission from the bound excitons in either well. supposed to be 20% of the total offset in accor-
The excitonic emission is mainly duc to donor dance with ref. [3]. In an external magnetic field
bound excitons (D°X), as can bc concluded from up to 10 T, the Mn ions in the barriers cause a
their energetic position, compared with the free wide tuning of the band gap energy due to the
excitons observed in reflectivity and PLE, and so-called "giant Zeeman effect" [4]. In our case
from their behaviour in an external magnetic the band gap energy of the CdMnTe barriers can
field. In the PLE spectrum of the narrow well vary by about ±50 meV between the a' and a-
(NW) emission we find distinct resonances which components. According to this effect, we observe
belong to the free heavy hole (hh) and light hole a splitting of the WW and NW exciton states
(Ih) excitons localized in the narrow well. In con- which can be well reproduced in our calculations
trary, in the wide well (WW) PLE spectrum there using the measured barrier energy splitting (see
are five resonances observable which are at- Fig. 2). As our measurements were done in Fara-
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width of the barrier). To connect the estimated
1820 transfer times with the measured intensities in

hh.,,, CW excitation experiments, we solved a system of
four coupled differential equations for the densi-

17:0 - ties of spatial direct and indirect excitons in both
h, .. .wells [6]. The spatially indirect excitons had to be

.included as intermediate states to take into ac-

1 E 1720 count the different tunneling times of electrons
hhl.. and holes. The solution for stationary excitation

above the bandgap is given approximately by:
1670 T -Ih

1, * / W ( + 7T- + Th )-'(

Ihhl .w
1620 .. where INW and Iww are the PL intensities from

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 NW and WW, respectively, T, and Th denote the
B T ) ----- electron and hole transfer times, respectively, and

Fig. 2. Measured PLE peak energies (excitons localized in is the exciton recombination time in NW).
WW: (0) o,+ and (0) a-; excitons localized in NW: (0) ' "Nw
and (N) r-), and calculated exciton energies (- ) of the Formula (2) shows that the ratio of the PL inten-
sample from Fig. I as a function of the magnetic field. sities of both wells depends mainly on the ratio of

the NW exciton recombination time and the
shortest of either electron or hole transfer time.

day configuration, no band mixing has to be taken As in general the electron transfer times are
into account. faster by about two orders of magnitude than the

heavy hole transfer times, we expect to observe
2.2. Transfer PL emission from the NW only if the barrier is

thick enough to find the electron transfer time
The exciton transfer through the potential bar- being comparable with the excitonic recombina-

rier can be described as tunneling of electrons tion time. This recombination time was measured
and holes, although in more sophisticated compu- in the ps excitation experiments (see below). In
tations it can be considered as intersubband re- our calculations we found good agreement with
laxation between states localized in nei ,hbouring the data for a series of samples (see ref. [1]). It
wells [5]. However, in our case the ban ier width was established that over the hole range of real-
and height dependence of the transfer can be ized barrier parameters, the ratio of the PL in-
satisfactory explained using the formula tensities was dependent only on the coupling

parameter a which describes the effective barrier
I [2E/m Pwidth and height for electrons. In contrast, in an

T 2Lw (1) external magnetic field, the valence and conduc-
tion band edges of the barriers decrease for the

where ,o+ component leading to a faster carrier trans-

16E( V - E) ( 8pvF8m fer. As in CdMnTe about 80% of the total energy
P V2  ex= - - shift is taking place in the valence band [7], the

a) hheavy hole transfer times can decrease by several
is the tunneling probability and a = LBý/V -- E orders of magnitude depending on the sample
the coupling parameter (T is the transfer time of parameters. For an illustration, see Fig. 3. The
the considered carriers, E and V are the subband PL intensity ratio for three samples with same
energy and potential, respectively, m denotes the barrier widths (100 A) but different Mn concen-
effective mass, L, is the well width and LB is the trations are plotted versus the magnetic field. For
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10 ton level resonances in magnetic fields (see refs.
[9,101). Fig. 4 shows the PL energies of a sample

x=29.5% with 14% Mn content in barriers and 4% in the
1 .. wide well and 60 A barrier thickness versus the

I .magnetic field. Because of the Mn content in the

1 0.1 wide well, the WW emission band occurs at higher
J x=15.5 % energy than the NW one. Both the WW and NW

spatial direct exciton emission are observable in-
0.01 spite of the fact that the inner barrier is only 60

A thick. However, at zero magnetic field the WW
Sexperiment emission is very weak and increases with increas-

0.001 X=8.5 % -Calculation ing magnetic field. The exact dependence of the
PL intensities on the magnetic field in this case is
not yet fully understood and an explanation re-

0.0001 '..............................quires to extend the kinetic model introduced
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 above. At 2.7 T we observed very clearly a cross-

K (TeuiaI l ing of the excitonic energies. This indicates that

Fig. 3. PL intensity ratio INw/lww for three samples with energy resonance of the hh or electron states
the same barrier widths (100 A) and Mn concentrations of must have occurred at a somewhat lower mag-
29.5%, 15.5% and 8.5% versus the magnetic field. netic field. For comparison, we calculated the

free carrier energies in the framework of our
the highest Mn concentration (29.5%), no change two-well model. In this model we found an anti-
in the intensity ratio could be observed, because crossing of the hh states at 1.8 T. If we consider
in this case the hh and electron transfer times the different binding energies in both wells, the
even for higher fields are still much longer than exciton energy resonance would occur at about
the recombination time. On the other hand, for 2.6 T, which is in good agreement with our exper-
the lowest Mn concentration (8.5%), the NW PL
intensity is decreasing rapidly. The reason for this
is that the relative shift of the valence band edge
in a magnetic field is larger for lower Mn concen- 1675
trations because of the decreased antiferromag- wide well

netic coupling. Some authors even discuss a type 1670 -semimagnetic)

I-type I transition for comparable Mn concen- 1
trations [8]. Although we could not find any hint 1665 .
for a type II potential lineup, we can assume the > 1660
barrier height for the hh to become very small. -

Consequently, the hh can even become faster 1655 V ,,
than the electrons tunneling through the barrier
and will determine the NW PL intensity for suffi- 1650 -narrow welt

ciently high magnetic fields. The solid lines in (nonmagnetic)

Fig. 3 represent the calculations done with our 16
kinetic model and agree well with the experimen- 1640
tai results. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

B (Teglal2.3. Semimagnetic well
Fig. 4. PL peak energies (a) versus magnetic field for a DOW
sample with semimagnetic wide well (Mn content in barriers

Another type of DQW structure was designed 14%, in the wide well 4%) and 60 A barrier thickness (0:

with a semimagnetic wide well to study the exci- bound exciton luminescence).
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iments. The anticrossing nature of the resonance 240

cannot be established experimentally as the PL
linewidth is much larger than the minimum en- T 200 b

ergy spacing between the two states. In spite of
the hh anticrossing, we do not expect any spatial
indirect exciton emission, because the barrier 160 a

thickness of 60 A is comparable with the normal
exciton Bohr radius in CdTe and would probably 120 "

not allow any indirect recombination. Further- 0 1 2 3 4
more, the ground electron state is spread over B [T) --
both wells according to our calculations and Fig. 5. PL decay constants 7 as a function of the magnetic

therefore in both wells direct excitons could be field B for (a) transfer NW hho,÷ -- WW hho- between
formed. nonmagnetic wells, LB = 100 A and (b) transfer WW hhor'

(semimagnetic) -. NW hhoa÷ (nonmagnetic). LB = 60 A (the
lines are guides to the eye).

3. Picosecond measurements tion. In curve (a) we pumped into the NW and

observed the luminescence of the WW. The sam-The time-resolved experiments were made by pie has a barrier width of 100 ,A and a Mn

detecting the luminescence decay of the respec- cnent rion of 2.% T ay t so

tive radiative transitions. From choosing different concentration of 29.5%. The decay time shows

excitation energies applying to transitions in WW only a slight decrease from 160 ps at 1.0 T down
to 120 ps at 4.0 T due to the decreasing barrierand NW, we can get luminescence light with and hih ihicesn il.Cre()rpeet

without exciton transfer through the barrier. For height with increasing field. Curve (b) represents

both cases the luminescence decay curves can be

fitted in good approximation by single exponen- pumped via the semimagnetic wide well of the

tial functions. The exponential decay constants sample described in part (c). For this case a

without energy transfer which we attribute to the strong decrease of the decay constant 7 is observ-
able between 1.5 and 2.5 T. T reaches its lowestexcion ecominaiontimewer foud t be value of 150 ps at 2.5 T and stays then more or

around 120 ps for all samples, a typical value for le on This is in good agreemen with th
CdMnTe quantum wells [11]. less constant. This is in good agreement with the

CdnThe quergytrant r wes [s tresults obtained from the CW measurements and
The energy transfer which determines the re-

spective PL decay is influenced by the barrier the theoretical calculations which found the reso-
nance of the hh states at 1.8 T, which means

width and the barrier height. For barrier widths ce bf the excitoresoa nc at au2

of about 25 A, we got decay times in the order of c urly The elds resonance that the
the exciton recombination time, and for samples T occurs. This yields further evidence that the
with barrier widths of 100 A, the decay time is hole tunneling is the limiting process for the

about 300 ps due to a slower tunneling process. energy transfer.
The barrier height is given by the concentra-

tion of Mn, but depends also on the magnetic 4. References
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Abstract

An effective Hamiltonian for the hybridization-induced hole-ion interaction, reported previously, is used to
calculate the valence-band Zeeman splitting in cubic V-, Cr-, Ni- and Cu-based diluted magnetic semiconductors
(DMS). The orbital coupling terms predicted for these systems lead to drastic modifications of the band splitting
expected from the usual spin-exchange model. In V-based DMS we obtain a highly asymmetric splitting. But, in the
case of Cr static Jahn-Teller distortion tends to quench the orbital effects, in agreement with experiment in
Zn_, Cr.Se. For Ni-based DMS a sign reversal of the m = ' ½ subbands is predicted. The splitting vanishes in
Cu-based DMS.

1. Introduction the valence band maximum Nfl is negative (anti-
ferromagnetic) and of order 1.0 eV. We [2] have

Semimagnetic or diluted magnetic semicon- accounted for these features in the following
ductors (DMS) are typically solid solutions of manner. The relatively small Noa corresponds to
II-VI compounds: A!'._M 5 Bv1 , where A"= Cd, the ordinary exchange integral of the Coulomb
Zn, Hg, Bvl = Te, Se, S and M is a transition potential between a conduction band electron
metal. Mn-based DMS have been investigated and the Mn d electrons. On the other hand, Nnig
most extensively. The Fe-and Co-based ones have is dominated by the effective exchange arising
been synthesized and studied more recently. The from the hybridization between the valence band
spectacular magneto-optical properties of the states and the localized d orbitals. The Schrief-
Mn-based DMS were early interpreted in terms fer-Wolff transformation 13] was used to quanti-
of the Kondo-like exchange Hamiltonian of the tatively relate N0• to the Anderson hybridization
form -Js S, for the coupling between the band parameter and the energy of the d level below the
electron spin s and the Mn 2" ion spin S, with the valence band maximum. These ideas have been
Hund rule value S = 5. The same Hamiltonian is further developed by Larson et al. [4]. The Schri-
used for describing transport properties and effer-Wolff formula is valid for the S-state ion
bound magnetic polarons. A mean-field analysis Mn2 +. For other transition-metal ions L * 0 and
of combined magneto-reflectivity and magnetiza- orbital coupling terms were also expected [5].
tion measurements yields accurate values of the Blinowski et al. [6] studied the cases of Cr 2

+ and
exchange parameter in wide-gap DMS [1]. Gener- Fe2 +.
ally speaking, the exchange parameter for the Recently we deduced [7] an effective hole-ion
conduction band minimum Noa is positive (ferro- coupling Hamiltonian for the general case of 3d"
magnetic) and of order 0.2 eV, whereas that for configuration in tetrahedral symmetry, by using

0022-0248/94/SO7.00 C 1994 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
SSDI 0022-0248(93)E0555-L
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group-theoretical methods. As the valence band X [(312 - 2)(3P - 2) + 3(12 - 1)(- I2)]
at F belongs to the irreducible representation t 2

no coupling is obtained for n = 1 (Sc 2+) or 2 + l (yoa(T2 , )+3y 1a(T,,l)s S]

(Ti2 ) because the hybridizing t 2 subshell of the
ion is empty. For n = 5 (Mn 2+), 6 (Fe 2 +) and 7 X+ (1.+Vx)

(Co2 +) with half-filled t 2 subshell, the coupling +(lIlZ + 1J0)(llk +l1 Y)
reduces to the usual spin-exchange Kondo form,
in agreement with experiments (81. However, the + (1.ll + l 1 1j)( !1I + I.,)1}. (1)
Schrieffer-Wolff formula is modified by a nor-
malization factor (2S)-' which mostly accounts H
for the observed increase of I No3 I from Mn to p-like valence band states at F. The pseudo-an-

Fe to Co in a given host. On the other hand, for gular-momentum operators 1 in the subspace
n = 3 (V 2 1), 4 (Cr 2 +), 8 (Ni 24 ) and 9 (Cu 2+), in are represented by the usual I = I angular mo-

addition to the spin-spin coupling, we obtained mentum matrices. In this subspace, the ionic or-

terms involving the orbital degrees of freedom. In bital angular momentum L = rl, with r = - 1 for

the present work the complete effective Hamilto- L = 2(Cr 2+, Cu 2 +) and r = -3/2 for L = 3 (V2+,

nian is used to calculate the valence band Zee- Ni 2+). Note that the tetrahedrally invariant form

man splitting in V-, Cr-, Ni- and Cu-based diluted of Hff is completely general; only the coupling

magnetic semiconductors. A comparison of the coefficients depend on the mechanism. They were

results with those of the simple spin-exchange deduced from the Anderson model for single-

model in each case reveals the importance of the electron p-d hybridization (mixing) by using the

orbital exchange terms. We summarize the theo- irreducible tensor method. Y0, y, and a(A, 2)

retical model in section 2. The results are pre- are given in ref. [71:

sented and discussed case by case in section 3. 16Vpd ( 1 1I
We also discuss the experimental study of IN, E -,d E + Uff - E+ (2)
ZnI XCrrSe [9], the only one reported so far in )
this family of DMS. where No is the number of primitive cells per

unit volume and Vd/ the real-space hopping am-
plitude from the transition metal d orbital to a

2. Theoretical model neighbouring anion p orbital. The energy denom-
inator of the first term in Eq. (2) corresponds to

The transition-metal ion (3d") is treated in the the virtual emission of an electron from the ionic

intermediate crystal-field coupling scheme. The t 2 subshell to the valence band. The second term

Hund rule ground term (L, S) is split in the corresponds to the inverse virtual process.
In order to calculate the contribution of Hnfftetrahedral crystal field leading to the ground to the valence-band Zeeman splitting in the

multiplet (i, S), where i is an irreducible repre- mea leneld Zeeman spitt in the

sentation of Td. In the cases n = 3, 4, 8 and 9, i is mean-field approximation, we first evaluate the

triply degenerate (either T, or T2 ) and the hole- expectation values of the band operators in the

ion ffetiv ineratio Hamltoianis ive by states I im X In a zinc-blende DMS, the r,~ va-ion effective interaction Hamiltonian is given by lence hand (U = -) splits into four components
[71 with energies

nEm =Nox1. ,m[yla(A,, 1)<S,>

I,4{yia(A I, i)s"S +y 0a(Ti, 0)(<.)]

2 +).s.+ya(T,, 1)1(-' _m2)
+[y(E, 0) + 3yta(E, l)s'S]×(Si)+ Si)+(m-¼)Sl]
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+ 1•ya( E, 0)(m2 - -)(31? - 2)2 ) 0.
+1 1)(m3 23M 2

2y~a(E, Tm2(Sz(3l,2 - 2)> .0
-iyla(TE, 1) (M oM _ ý1 .2o-

+Ixlz)) +(S'(lrl. + Iri)>)] (3) 0 .oo-

for magnetic field along a cube axis (z). On the
other hand, the spin-exchange model gives -

E ,( _ = --x,-m(SM ). (4) -0....

M 3S
The expectation values of the ionic operators -0.60 E 1 12 A 4 A 6 1 A I '
have to be calculated in the eigenstates of the MAMEnC FIELD
heemave tbealculated includg the epigen-tte of tFig. I. Theoretical valence-band splitting in a V-based DMS
Zeeman Hamiltonian including the spin-orbit in- at T = 2 K for B 11(100). Subband energies E, I/(NoxI 3) are
teraction and then thermally averaged. The plotted against B (in tesla). The solid curves correspond to
spin-orbit interaction splits the ground multiplet the full effective Hamiltonian and the dashed ones to the
[10]. The Zeeman Hamiltonian mixes the spin- spin-exchange model. In both series the subbands m=3 2.

os and -_ are in order of increasing energy, with m = at
orbit eigenstates. We solve the 3(2S + 1)- the boom.

dimensional eigenvalue problem in order to cal-

culate the thermal averages.
For magnetic field along a trigonal direction, along a cube axis at T = 2 K. The solid curves

the quantization axis is 11<111). A new set of obtained from Eq. (3) correspond to the full
orthogonal axes (6, 17 and ý) is used to rewrite effective Hamiltonian. The dashed curves result
H,,f[ and to calculate the averages, from the spin-exchange model Eq. (4). In each

series the subbands m = I, 4, - 4 and - are in
order of increasing energy, with m = 3 at the

3. Results and discussion bottom. It can be seen that the orbital coupling
terms lead to qualitatively new results. A remark-

3.1. V-based DMS able feature is the large asymmetry of the band
splitting with respect to the zero-field energy. At

Spin-orbit interaction splits the ground multi- 10 T, the energy of the m = - 4 subband is3
plet 4T, of V2" into four levels: FI, F7, F8 and +0.52, while that of m = + - is -0.23. In mag-
F6 with energies -9A/4 - (1305A 2/64A), -9A/ neto-optical experiments, one would expect a cor-
4 - (225A2/64A4), 3A/2 - (45A2/4A) and 15A/4 responding asymmetry between the cr+ and or
- (225A2/64A), respectively [10]. Here A is the components with respect to the zero-field exciton
spin-orbit coupling constant and A is the crys- line.
tal-field splitting. After adding the Zeeman Fig. 2 shows the band splitting in magnetic
Hamiltonian, we have a 12 x 12 eigenvalue prob- field along a trigonal axis. Comparison between
lem. However, for B 11(100), the Hamiltonian Figs. 1 and 2 reveals strong anisotropy. Note that
matrix reduces into four 3 x 3 blocks. For the splitting asymmetry is reduced for B 11(111).
B 11 (1110 we have two 2 x 2 blocks and two 4 x 4 Fig. 3 presents the average magnetic moment per
blocks. Exact diagonalization is carried out nu- V2" ion (in 1dB) versus B. Here the solid curve is
merically and the valence subband energies calcu- for B111(100) and the dashed one for Bj1(11I).
lated. The parameters used are A = 50 cm - I and Notice the significant anisotropy of magnetiza-
A = 3600 cm-' suitable for the CdTe host crystal tion.
[II]. The effects of the orbital coupling terms, illus-

Fig. I shows the dimensionless subband ener- trated above, would be drastically attenuated in
gies Em/(N0 x13 ) versus magnetic field B (in tesla) case of strong Jahn-Teller distortion. (Evidence
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0.40_ - orbital triplet T2 splits into a singlet ground state
0.30- and a doublet excited state separated by - 1500
0.20-_ cm-'. The spin-orbit coupling lifts the spin de-

generacy in the second order. At low tempera-
tures, the orbital part of the ground state remains

0o.00- mostly IT 2, 0). Thus, for B parallel to the distor-
--tion axis, we obtain from Eq. (3) the subband-0.10- 

energy per ion
-0.20- ")

- .o = 14 m2 )( l+ m (S
_03 6R (5a)

-0.40o For B along a cube axis perpendicular to the
MAGNETIC FIELD distortion, we find

Fig. 2. Theoretical valence-band splitting in a V-based DMS 14
at T = 2 K for BI(1II) >. See the caption of Fig. I for further el -[ - (m 2 

-)- -(M-2 )m(S )]
description. 6

(Sb)
1.40- As the distortion axes for different ions are ran-
1.20- domly oriented, for B Il 100>, the subband ener-

1.00- gies are
1.00- Em [mýS + I(M2 _

0.80- Em 9 ~xI

.-KS 1 ))]. (6)

10.40- Thus the band splitting is qualitatively similar to
that in the spin-exchange model. However, the
second term increases the splitting between 3

0-6 12 3 4 1 6 7 i l 10 +4, and decreases that between - and +4.
MAGNETIC FIELD But this correction decreases with increasing field

Fig. 3. Theoretical magnetization curves for a V-based DMS and vanishes at saturation.
at T= 2 K. Magnetic moment per V2* ion (in uG) is shown An experimental study has been reported [9] in
against B (in tesla). The solid curve is for B11(100) and the Zn , _Cr5 Se with x rather small (maximum x =
dashed one for B11(IIIl. 0.0045). The magnetoreflectance data indeed fit

in with the spin-exchange model. But the most
for a trigonal distortion was reported in ZnS: V striking feature is the sign reversal of the3
[12].) On the other hand, the orbital effects are valence-band splitting: the m = 2 subband lies
expected to be most important in wurtzite-struc- above m = - 4. This implies a ferromagnetic ef-
ture DMS. Preliminary calculations suggest that fective exchange, in contrast with the cases of
the Zeeman splitting of the A band in Cd, _•V 5Se Mn-, Fe- or Co-based DMS. On the other hand,
is smaller than that of the B band, in contrast the magnitude of the exchange parameter is of
with the spin-exchange model. order I eV, much too large for the direct ex-

change mechanism. A tempting interpretation is
3.2. Cr-based DMS to assume a negative 14 value. This would, how-

ever, mean that the Cr d level (Ed) lies above the
Cr as impurity in cubic II-VI compounds has valence band edge (Ev), implying an unstable

been systematically investigated [13]. In all cases, 3d 4 configuration. The presence of a hole should
the Cr2W ion shows a strong static Jahn-Teller then lead to real transition into the Cr 3 ÷ state.
distortion along a tetragonal axis. The ground Apparently, the time delay for such a process is
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sufficiently long and the effective hole-ion inter- with an effective hole-ion interaction Hamilto-
actio,', Hamiltonian with n = 4 can be used phe- nian reported previously. The coupling terms in-
nont. ,ologically for analyzing the Zeeman split- volving the orbital degrees of freedom lead to
ting of the exciton line. Of course, photoemission drastic modifications of the band splitting ex-
experiments should be performed in order to pected from the simple spin-exchange model. In
check the energy level scheme. V-based DMS large magneto-optical asymmetry

is predicted. In the case of Cr, static Jahn-Teiler
3.3. Ni-based DMS distortion tends to quench the orbital effects, in

agreement with experimental data in Zn • _•CrxSe.
The spin-orbit interaction splits the ground But the observed sign reversal of the band split-

multiplet 3TI of Nit into four levels. The ground ting suggests a negative 14 value, implying that

state is a singlet. The first excited level lies G = the Cr d level in ZnSe lies above the valence
-3,•/2- 15(AZ/4A) above. With A = 4200 and band. On the other hand, in Ni-based DMS the
)t = -300, we estimate G = 370 cm-t. The field- orbital coupling terms lead to a sign reversal of
induced mixing can be treated as a perturbation the m = +_ ½ subbands. However, the spin-orbit
and the low-temperature operator averages calcu- coupling is so large that the magnetization and
lated analytically. We obtain band splittings are expected to be rather small in

these Van Vleck paramagnets. In Cu-based DMS
E,, -- •N°xl• (m2 - •)m(S,). (7) the total effective Hamiltonian predicts a vanish-

ing valence-band splitting in complete contradic-
Thus, orbital coupling leads to a sign reversal for tion with the spin-exchange model. Our results

I
the m = + • subbands. Unfortunately, it would would hopefully encourage experimental studies
be hard to detect experimentally, because (S=) is of new DMS systems, in particular, those based

14 IzuB/G .,. -0.06 at I0
rather small: (St) = - •- on V and Cu.
T. The estimated low-temperature magnetization
of such Van Vleck paramagnets is also small; the
magnetic moment per ion is given by 3.5(S=)/za. 5. References
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Abstract

Temperature dependent magnetization measurements have been performed on both thick Cd, _,MnTe layers
and a CdTe/Cd, _,Mn.Te superlattice grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). The general behaviour of the thick
layers is similar to bulk-grown material, with a spin-glass state being formed at low temperatures, but the magnitude
of the high-temperature susceptibilities differs significantly. This may be due to structural differences in the material
grown by different methods. The layer with the highest Mn fraction of x = 0.70 shows antiferromagnetic behaviour
with a N&el temperature of 48 K. The superlattice structure containing 100 A thick layers of Cd 55Mn4445Te also
showed a spin-glass transition, but had an enhanced paramagnetic contribution to the susceptibility at low
temperatures. This could be caused by the reduction in dimensionality or by an interface effect.

The magnetic properties of bulk dilute mag- merous. Theory predicts a critical dimensionality
netic semiconductors such as Cd,_,Mn.Te have of between two and three for the spin-glass state
been extensively studied in recent years. For Mn [41, so this would be expected to vanish as the
fractions x between 0.2 and 0.6 this material thickness of a CdMnTe layer is reduced. This
condenses into a spin-glass phase below a critical disappearance was observed by Awschalom et al.
temperature Tf(x) 111, although tne precise na- [5,6] in a series of CdMnTe/CdTe superlattices
ture of this state has been the subject of some with CdMnTe layer thicknesses between 80 and
discussion [2,31. For x > 0.6 it has been suggested 20 A. They also found thermal hysteresis in the
that the ordering is antiferromagnetic [1], but thinnest layers, which is not fully understood.
experiments are hampered by the formation of In this paper we report measurements of the
mixed structural phases in bulk-grown material magnetization as a function of temperature in
for x > 0.7. Investigations of the magnetic be- CdMnTe structures grown by MBE. The be-
haviour of low-dimensional CdMnTe are less nu- haviour of thick layers (- 2 tgm) is qualitatively

similar to that of bulk-grown samples, but quanti-
tative differences are observed which may reflect

* Corresponding author, structural differences in the material grown by

Present and permanent address: Institute of Physics, Polish the two methods. Significantly different results
Academy of Sciences, 02-668 Warsaw, Poland. are obtained from a CdMnTe/CdTe superlattice
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containing 100 A CdMnTe layers, which may be 30 ....... ............ ..
due to interface effects or a consequence of the
reduced dimensionality. E 2 Am Cdo.s0Mno.70Te

The samples studied were grown by MBE on 28

InSb (100) substrates at the University of Hull [7]. H=l100Oe
Thp magnetization was measured in a DC SQUID 

H 0

magnetometer: the normal measuring field was 26 •
0.1 T, although no significant dependence of the -

susceptibility upon magnetic field was observed
up to 1.0 T. The Mn concentrations x were o 24 °
deduced from both high resolution double-crystal
X-ray diffraction rocking curves, and dynamical
simulation [81 and from Raman measurements of 22

the CdTe-like and MnTe-like longitudinal optic
phonon frequencies [9]: the former technique also
gives the layer thicknesses in the superlattice 20 '....... I .. . ....... 1 , ....
sample. 0 40 80 120 160 200

Typical results for a thick layer are shown in Temperature [K I
Fig. 1, which plots the magnetization M as a Fig. 2. The magnetization of the thick layer with x = 0.70.

function of temperature for a 2 j~m thick sample There is no difference between FC and ZFC data and no

of Cd0 .72 Mn 0o.ETe. The M(T) curve shows a cusp TRM, suggesting antiferromagnetic ordering. The cusp in the

at a temperature of 4 K, below which the magne- magnetization gives a Nel temperature of 48 K.

tization depends upon whether the sample was
cooled in zero magnetic field (ZFC) or with the
measuring field already applied (FC). This be- haviour is characteristic of the spin-glass forma-

tion in bulk-grown CdMnTe [1,10] and the point
of diverge:ice of the FC and ZFC curves is nor-

' 'mally taken as the freezing temperature Tf. With
- 2 jIm Cd0.72Mn0.28Te our use of a DC SQUID we were also able to

055 measure the thermoremanent magnetization
5 10FC (TRM) produced when the sample is cooled in
S • H 100efield and the field then removed [10,111, and we

feel that the vanishing of the TRM provides the
. 45- Z most accurate indication of Tf.- This behaviour characteristic of a spin-glass

40 phase was seen in thick layers with x = 0.28 and
x = 0.53, the values of Tf deduced being 4 K and

eq 35- I22 K respectively. These are similar to the transi-
9, tion temperatures found in bulk-grown material

* [1,10,11]. However, a thick layer with x=0.70
1W •gave rather different results, as shown in Fig. 2.

"~ 1There is a cusp in the magnetization at a temper-

0 5 10 15 ature of 48 K, below which the temperature de-

Temperature [K pendence is weak, with no difference between FC
and ZFC data, and there is no TRM. We inter-

Fig. 1. The magnetization of the thick layer with x = 0.28, and thi a t o an therro or derinter-

showing the divergence of the field-cooled (FC) and zero- pret this as due to antiferromagnetic ordering, as
field-cooled (ZFC) data and the thermoremanent magnetiza- observed previously by Galazka et al. [1]. The
tion (TRM) below 4 K, indicative of the spin-glass state. N6el temperature of 48 K is the highest value
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0.20 0.25 0.30 from magnetization studies that we are aware of,10

0.40 and this may reflect the ability of MBE to grow
"9 0.40 pure cubic material following the substrate struc-

0.50 ture at Mn concentrations where bulk growth
8 - .0.60 produces mixed structural phases.

-- • •0.60 At temperatures well above Tf bulk-grown
7 0.0 CdMnTe behaves paramagnetically, with a sus-

ceptibility X of the Curie-Weiss form x ="68 -
E ,C(x)/[T + O(x)], where O(x) is the Curie-Weiss

S5 •jw temperature [10.121. Thus a plot of X` against T
" 0 gives a straight line whose gradient and intercept

4 reflect C(x) and 0(x), respectively. Our data
from the MBE-grown thick layers follow this form,

3 Cd-MnTe as shown in Fig. 3, but the values of C(x) and

"2 O(x) differ significantly from those seen in bulk-
• x=0.28-thicklayer grown material. The results from refs. [10] and

1 • x=0.53-thick•ayer [121 are shown by solid and dashed lines, respec-
x X=0.40-th14,-ZyP, tively, and it can be seen that the MBE samples

- ~~o x =0.4.5.-buik eample"

40,L •have considerably higher susceptibilities than
1) 40 so 120 160 200 bulk-grown material of the same composition.

Temperature K ; The values of C(x) are of order 50% greater in
Fig. 3. The inverse susceptibility of the three thick layer the MBE samples, while O(x) is 270 K and 340 K
samples, plus a bulk sample for comparison. The solid and for the x = 0.28 and x = 0.53 layers, respectively,
dashed lines show the bulk data of refs. [10] and [12], respec-
tively. Although the MBE samples have high temperature compared with values of 140 K and 320 K ex-
susceptibilities of Curie-Weiss form, as seen in the bulk, the pected from ref. [12]. Fig. 3 also shows measure-
actual magnitudes are significantly higher. ments made in our equipment on a bulk-grown

E 45 . . .I. . l.. .l '1 . .

U"0- 0""" 40(Y
S0 Superlattice CD

: Cx, x0.45 ---

-•.u~3E0
"Z X 25 Co.-° 0CC)

S25 i .... i .0 o 1 2n 0 30 40o Sn
•oT j•1

W 20 Thick layer
x 0.53 8O,

tI 20 40 60 so 100 120 140 t60 180 200
Temperature K I

Fig. 4. A comparison of the susceptibilities of a thick layer and of 100 A layers in a superlattice. Although both show spin-glass
behaviour at low temperatures, there is an additional paramagnetic contribution to the susceptibility of the superlattice layer,.
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sample with x = 0.45, which provides a test for tion of x - 0.03, and thus contribute an addi-
systematic errors. This sample gives a somewhat tional paramagnetic magnetization. However,
lower susceptibility than the data of refs. [10) and there is evidence from other sources that such
[12], in contrast to the MBE layers, with O(x) = interdiffusion has not occurred in this sample.
280 K as compared with the value of 260 K The Raman studies [9] give an upper limit of
expected from ref. [12]. The cause of this differ- x = 0.02 for the Mn content of the CdTe layers,
ence between bulk- and MBE-grown samples is while the energy of the free exciton photolumi-
unclear at present, but one possibility is that the nescence from the quantum wells could not be
distribution of Mn ions on the cation sites is consistent with x > 0.01 in the wells and reason-
nonrandom in either or both types of material, able assumptions about the band offsets and exci-
This would alter the number of clusters of Mn ton binding energy. Most convincing, however, is
ions interacting antiferromagnetically, and thus the shift of the free exciton emission in magnetic
change the susceptibility. It has been suggested field, which implies a Mn content in the wells of
previously that the Mn distribution in bulk-grown x < 0.001 [13]. These optical measurements sam-
CdMnTe is nonrandom [1,1C',. although this may pie only the uppermost - 0.1 jA m of the superlat-
be due to the limitations of the theoretical mod- tice, whereas the magnetization results reflect the
els used [11]. Alternatively, the MBE-grown full 3 j•m thickness of the structure, so the en-
CdMnTe may have an ordered distribution of Cd hanced paramagnetism could arise from greater
and Mn ions of the form found in various III-V interdiffusion at the bottom of the superlattice,
alloys when grown by MBE. which is held at elevated temperatures for a

Fig. 4 compares the susceptibility of the 2 Azm longer time in the growth process. This was shown
thick layer of Cdo.47Mn 0 .53Te described above not to be a serious factor by etching away a
with that of 100 A thick layers of Cd0.55 Mn0.45Te section of the substrate and comparing the photo-
in a superlattice structure. The superlattice con- luminescence from the top and bottom of the
tained 200 CdMnTe layers separated by 50 A superlattice [13]. The peak emission energy from
layers of CdTe, and the Mn fraction in the Cd- the bottom of the structure was - 3 meV higher,
MnTe layers was confirmed by both X-ray which corresponds to a Mn fraction in the wells
diffraction and Raman scattering studies with the only 0.002 greater.
strain in the structure taken into account [8,9]. We thus believe that the enhanced paramag-
The superlattice shows the behaviour characteris- netism that we observe in the superlattice is not
tic of a spin-glass, with a difference between the due to interdiffusion, but is either a consequence
FC and ZFC data and the appearance of TRM of the reduced dimensionality or an effect of the
below the transition temperature of Tf = 19 K. CdTe-CdMnTe interfaces. We observed no de-
This freezing temperature for x = 0.45 is consis- pendence of the susceptibilities measured upon
tent with the values seen in the thick layers and whether the magnetic field was applied parallel
in bulk-grown material. However, the superlattice or perpendicular to the layers: the observation of
sample shows a greatly enhanced paramagnetic such a difference would have strongly suggested
component to the susceptibility at low tempera- that the reduced dimensionality was responsible.
tures. This difference between the two samples is The layer thickness of 100 A is considerably
more than 10 times greater than can be ac- greater than the value of 40 A where Awschalorn
counted for by the small difference in their Mn et al. [5,6] saw the onset of dimensional crossover
concentrations. in CdMnTe layers of rather lower Mn content.

One possible explanation of this enhanced Given the short-range nature of the interaction
paramagnetism would be that the CdTe layers in between Mn ions, we feel that the additiondl
the superlattice actually contain a small fraction paramagnetism is more likely to arise from an
of Mn arising from Mn diffusion during growth. interface effect. The Mn ions near a CdTe-
In fact, the data can be fitted very well if it is CdMnTe interface will have fewer magnetic
assumed that the CdTe layers contain a Mn frac- neighbours in an anisotropic distribution, and
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may therefore be less likely to form antiferromag- the Science and Engineering Research Council,
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Abstract

We report on synchrotron radiation reflectance spectroscopy experiments on the interband transitions of
Zn, -,MnSe for concentrations 0 _x _• 0.4 within the energy range from 2 to 15 eV at a temperature of 30 K. By
use of Kramers-Kronig transformation, the dielectric function was calculated, the imaginary part of which was
analysed. In 4.Jdition to the well-known anomalous concentration dependence of the band gap, the same anomaly is
found for the critical point transitions E, and E, +A,4i and for the Zn 3d core level transitions. For all other critical
point transitions we find a linear concentration dependence. The anomalous behaviour is discussed by means of
sp-d exchange interaction, assuming that this interaction influences mainly s-like conduction states but that the
influence vanishes for mainly p-like conduction states.

1. Introduction band gap first decreases up to a manganese con-
centration of x = 0.03 and then increases with

Zn,_5 MnSe belongs to the family of diluted further increasing amount of manganese.
magnetic semiconductors (DMSs) in which transi- The band gap Eg variation of DMS due to
tion metal atoms substitute for the group II ele- various interactions such as transition metal con-
ments. The magnetic moments introduced by the centration, temperature and exchange interaction
transition metal atoms lead to several interesting can be described if they are taken as energy
optical and magneto optical properties [I], one of corrections to the band gap energy E0 of the pure
them being the variation of critical point ener- (x = 0), unperturbed crystal at zero temperature
gies. It has been shown that the Mn-based wide [4,5]:
gap materials do not show a common concentra-
tion dependence. The band gap varies linearly Eg( x , T) = E, + E, + ET + Eex, (1)
with manganese concentration x for Cd, _,Mn Te
and Zn, 5 Mn5 S [2,31, but in Zn,-,Mn5 Te and where E•, ET and Eex denote the energy correc-

Zn,-,MnSe an anomalous concentration de- tions due to composition, temperature and ex-

pendence is found [4,5]. For Zn,-_MnSe the change interaction, respectively. In a first order
approximation, the composition-derived energy
correction term EX can be assumed to vary lin-
early with concentration x. For the temperature

* Corresponding author, dependence, the description presented by Varshni
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can be applied [6]. A possible deviation AE(x) of 3. Results and discussion
the concentration dependence of the experimen-
tal band gap values from a linear behaviour now For the pure ZnSe (x - 0), the imaginary part
can be ascribed to the influence of exchange of the dielectric function shows well-pronounced
interaction. If the temperature is kept constant, structures due to interband and Zn 3d core level
AE(x) and thus the term E.. can be expressed as transitions. Especially for the interband transition
follows: region up to 10 eV, the structures are well known,

AE(x) =Eex(x) =Eg(X) - (d + c), (2) and the assignment is supported by detailed theo-retical work [81 (see Fig. 1 and Table 1). The
with c = Eo - aT 2/(T + 19) representing the cor- results of the line shape analysis are summarized
rection due to the given temperature [6]. in Table 1. For the interband transitions, best fit

The influence of magnetic interaction can be results were achieved using two-dimensional criti-
calculated directly if second order pertubation cal point line shape and corresponding excitonic
theory is applied to the Hamiltonian describing line.
the coupling of band electrons with localized Mn To confirm our data, we first analysed the
spins. The calculation delivers the following concentration dependence of the band gap. The
equation: anomalous behaviour of E. is clearly shown in

Eex,= -bV(x, T)T, (3) Fig. 2. The result is in excellent agreement with
the data reported by Bylsma et al. [5]. From the

where b contains the unit cell volume and the experimental band gap data, we extrapolated the
exchange parameters, and X(x, T) is the suscep- band gap energy of hypothetical zincblende MnSe
tibility (for a detailed presentation, see Bylsma et (x = 1) (see Table 1) and calculated the term
al. [5]). The considerations presented above for
the fundamental transition Eg were applied also
for the analysis of the concentration dependence lI i i I
of higher energy critical points and Zn 3d core 10- E, ZnSe
level transitions.

8-
2. Experimental procedure E2

S~Edt
The high-resolution reflectance spectroscopy 6 Ee2  Ed2

experiments were carried out at the 3m-NIM I E,
beamline of the synchrotron radiation storage
ring BESSY in Berlin. Crystals were grown at our
institute using a modified Bridgman technique, 4 0
and the manganese content was checked by mi- E0'+E0'
croprobe analysis. From the bulk crystals, sam- E
pies were prepared by cleaving under ambient 2
conditions. The samples were then mounted in an
Oxford Instruments CF 1100 cryostat, allowing
experiments in the temperature range of 25 K up 0
to room temperature. From the reflectance data, 5 10 15
the dielectric function was calculated via photon energy [ev]
Kramers-Kronig transformation, and the imagi-
nary part of the dielectric function was subjected Fig. 1. Imaginary part of the dielectric function of ZnSe at

T = 30 K. The critical points are labeled according to ref. 18].to a lineshape analysis (for detailed information, For the energy range of Zn 3d transitions the scale is en-

see ref. [7]). larged.
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JE(x) (see Eq. (2)). The resulting data are shown stant over the whole concentration range. As for
in Fig. 3. A comparison with susceptibility data of Eg, the exchange-interaction-derived contribution
Bylsma et al. recorded at T = 8 K [5] shows a AE(x) of EI and E, + A, is proportional to the
linear relation as predicted by Eq. (3) (see Fig. 3). susceptibility (see Fig. 3).

For the cricital point transitions E, and E, + A, The structures in the energy range of 5.5 to 10
located at the L-point of the Brillouin zone, an eV can be followed up to a manganese concentra-
interesting behaviour is observed. The concentra- tion of - 0.2. The broad structure peaking at 6.4
tion dependences show the same anomaly as the eV is a convolution of four critical point transi-
fundamental transition, but their shape is re- tions which are located in the volume of the
versed: the critical point energies first increase Brillouin zone (E 2,), along the A-line (E22 and
with increasing amount of manganese up to a E,), and near the X-point [8]. The line shape
maximum at about x = 0.03, and then decrease analysis delivers a linear concentration depen-
with further increasing Mn concentration (see dence for the critical points E2N to E24. The same
Fig. 2). The spin-orbit splitting Al remains con- result is found for the critical points E,, E,' + d•,

[ ' 1 ' J ~9.0 I
+~ + ++l

.Ed2

8.5 +
Ed *l El'

1 2 .0 - -E-
• ÷ ÷ ÷8.0-
+ + Eet

+ E, I S Eo°+A•o'

7.5 , o'

5.0 E,+Aj
+ 7.0

•# € € E24

4.5 6.5* * * E23

3.0 - Eg E

2.8 - 6.0
2.8,00 , I I

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.0 0.2 0.4

Mn concentration x

Fig. 2. Concentration dependence of the critical point energies determined by line shape analysis. Left: critical points showing an
anomalous concentration dependence (see also Table 1); right: critical points varying linearly with x. Solid lines are drawn to guide
the eye.
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Table I F-point increases with increasing amount of man-
Critical point energies of pure ZnSe; the theoretical data are ganese. The transitions associated to the critical
from Chelikowsky and Cohen 18]; for transitions with an points E, and E" are located at the L-point and
anomalous concentration dependence the extrapolated ener- p
gies of hypothetical zincblende MnSe are given along A [8]. The concentration dependence of

Structure Critical point energy (eV) the above structures is shown in Fig. 3.
The structures near 12 eV are due to theZnSe Theory MnSe

(x = 0) (x = 1) excitation of Zn 3d core level excitons and transi-
tions from 3d core levels into the CB minimum at
the F-point [7]. The interpretation of the experi-

E, 4.88 4.79 3.90 mental data is based on a model presented for
+, 5.13 5.06 4.20 ZnS [9]. Due to crystal field and spin-orbit inter-

Ea 6.13 action, the Zn d states at the F-point are split
E_ 6.34 into three states: F,, F7 and F,. The ordering
E23  6.54 6.50 and the energy separation of the states is strongly
E,4 6.72 6.71 influenced by p-d repulsion [101. In ZnSe, the

E, 7.30 7.22 energy separation between the upper F, and F7
+ 7747 is rather small and thus impossible to be resolved

E' 8.33 8.39 experimentally. We therefore find only two core
E', 8.95 8.86 exciton lines E,, and Ee2 at 11.85 and 12.11 eV,
E~t 11.85 11.501E4, 12.11 11.82 respectively (for ZnS three core exciton lines

were observed [9]). The associated core level to
Edl 12.18 11.87 conduction band transitions Ed, and Ed2 are at
E,, 12.45 12.17 12.18 and 12.45 eV, respectively, giving an exciton

binding energy of 335 meV. The analysis of the
concentration dependence of the Zn 3d core level

Et and E•'. E• and E0+A' are assigned to transitions delivers the same anomalous be-
transitions from the valence band maximum into haviour as found for E, and E, + A,. The mag-
higher conduction band states F7 and F,. The netic exchange correction AE(x) of the core level
conduction band spin-orbit splitting A,) at the transitions is shown in Fig. 3, also being propor-

tional to X(x).
.. . The influence of the sp-d exchange interac-

Z M... tion on the different critical point and core level0M'.' transitions can be discussed in the light of the

wave function character of the corresponding fi-

--- nal CB states. Band structure calculations [10,11]
-T l 'yield the CB wave function character at the dif-

0 / ,- ferent points of the BZ. Near the CB minimum
40 "(F 6 ) they show pure s-character. For k 0 0, mix-

S" (x ing of s, p and d states occurs and the following
distributions are found [10,11]: near the L-point
75% s-, 15% p- and 10% d-character, and near

the X-point 26% s-, 43% p- and 31% d-character.
- • 0 The higher CB states (F7 ,,, L4.5 ) are built of 75%0.0 0.2 0.4

Mn 0 onte0ra4ion x p- and 25% d-character, but no s-character. The
initial valence states of the interband transitions

Fig. 3. Energy corrections AE(x) for E,, E, and Eda. The
data are proportional to the susceptibility data of Bylsma et are built by p-like wave functions.

al. [5], also shown for comparison. Lines are drawn as guides All transitions into final states with predomi-
to the eye. nantly s-character, i.e. E., E,, EI + A,, and the
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Zn core level excitations, are influenced by the centration dependence as observed for the first
exchange correlation. In contrast to this, transi- time for the fundamental transition.
tions into final states with predominantly p-char-
acter are not influenced by the exchange interac-
tion and thus depend linearly on the x. The 6. Acknowledgments
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Abstract

The local magnetic behavior of recoil-implanted isolated Sc ions has been studied in II-VI and other
semiconducting compounds. In all cases nonmagnetic configurations were observed consistent with an empty d-shell
of the Sc ion. Additionally a different influence of nearby defects on the Sc probe ion was observed in the various
types of compound semiconductors.

1. Introduction from the interplay of inter- and intra-atomic cor-
relations in the solid. Therefore the local mag-

Transition-element impurities greatly influ- netism of isolated transition-metal ions in semi-
ence the electrical and optical properties of semi- conductors can be used to investigate and identify
conductors. They occur in different electronic their electronic states.
configurations and charge states. Depending on Complementary to electron paramagnetic res-
the position of their energy levels within the band onance (EPR), we study the magnetic behavior of
gap relative to the Fermi level, such impurities transition element ions in semiconductors via the
can act as deep traps for electrons and holes. hyperfine interaction at the nucleus using the
Therefore the determination of the electronic nuclear method of perturbed angular distribution
states, the charge state as well as the configura- (PAD) after recoil implantation. In the case of Fe
tion, and their dynamics under equilibrium and and Ni ions in ZnS and ZnTe, at least two
non-equilibrium conditions is of great importance different electronic configurations attributed to
for the understanding of the role of the impurity different charge states were observed. The occur-
atoms in such isolated states in semiconducting rence of the presumably 1 + state of Fe (and Ni)
materials. was interpreted as resulting from electron cap-

The magnetic behavior directly reflects the ture during the slowing-down of the ions in the
configuration of the outer electrons, which results recoil-implantation process [II.

In this context, the behavior of the elements at
the beginning (scandium) and the end (copper) of

Corresponding author, the transition element series is of interes,. For

0022-0248/94/$07.00 © 1994 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
SSDI 0022-0248(93)E0647-P
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these elements the distinction of different charge .... ,So
states might be easier than for elements in the A . ,
middle of the series. For the 3' state in scandium 0 ...oF0 0 '**

and the 1 + state in copper, nonmagnetic configu- ,,
rations should dominate, since configurations with ....
a completely empty or filled d-shell, respectively,
should be favored, while for the 2' state for Fig. 1. PAD modulation spectrum and corresponding Fourier
d-like electrons a magnetic behavior is expected. transform of the 19/2 isomer in 43Sc implanted into ZnS at 80

In contrast to EPR, both magnetic and nonmag- K with an externally applied magnetic field of 1.6 T.

netic states are easily detected and investigated
with a nuclear method. In this contribution, we
report on studies of scandium in II-VI and other sured in situ and immediately after the isomeric
semiconducting compounds for which informa- state is populated and implanted into the sam-
tion has been rather scarce so far. If electron pies.
capture processes occur as discussed for Fe and The samples (zinc chalcogenide samples: sin-
Ni ions [1] then, in the case of Sc, they may be gle crystalline platelets grown using the Bridgman
detected via the observation of magnetic configu- method; InP: Zn and Sn doped material from
rations well distinguished from nonmagnetic con- MCP Electronic Materials Ltd.; InSb: Cd-doped,
figurations. In fact, the occurrence of 2' Sc ions and Si: Sb-doped, both from Wacker Chemie)
in ZnS at low temperature has been shown by were attached to the cold tip of a He conti-
EPR spectroscopy after optical excitations [2,3]. nuous-flow cryostat allowing temperatures be-

tween 20 and 400 K. The external magnetic field
of 1.6 T was applied perpendicular to the ion

2. Experiment beam direction in a conventional magnet setup.
An example of the observed modulation spec-

In the experiments reported here we have tra is presented in Fig. 1 for Sc in ZnS, where the
studied the magnetic behavior of Sc ions in vari- modulation is shown as time spectrum and its
ous II-VI compounds as well as in a few III-V Fourier transform as frequency spectrum.
semiconductors via the hyperfine interaction at From modulation spectra like the one shown,
the nucleus using the PAD method after recoil the following information can be extracted:
implantation. As probe nucleus we used the iso- (i) The modulation frequency: Deviations from the
meric state of 43Sc ( = 19/2, T11 2 = 473 ns, nu- pure Larmor frequency in the external magnetic
clear g-factor g = 0.3286) in an applied external field indicate paramagnetic contributions either
field of 1.6 T. The nuclei were produced in a from neighboring ions or from the own electronic
nuclear reaction using a pulsed heavy ion beam magnetic moment in which case the temperature
from the accelerator VICKSI at the Hahn- dependence may be Curie-like, i.e. inverse pro-
Meitner-Institut. The reaction used was '2C( 3Ar, portional to the temperature.
a p)43Sc with a 36Ar-ion beam of 136 MeV en- (ii) The amplitude of the modulation: This is a
ergy. Due to the transferred kinetic energy from measure for the fraction of probe atoms in a
the nuclear reaction, the ions recoil out of the specific configuration. The maximum amplitude
target foil, a 2.3 mg/cm 2 thick carbon foil, and is given by the nuclear parameters, it is experi-
are implanted deeply into the sample (up to a few mentally measured typically in a metallic host in
jin) mounted directly behind the reaction foil. which the probe atoms occupy substitutional sites
The nuclear process, in addition, produces the with negligible defect concentration nearby.
alignment of the nuclear spins, resulting in (iii) The damping of the modulation: Defects in
anisotropically emitted y-radiation. The hyper- the neighborhood of the probe atom can result in
fine interaction, observed as the variation in time deviations from the crystal symmetry and yield
of the anisotropic angular distribution, is mea- quadrupole interactions superimposed to the

I
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magnetic interaction. The damping constant is a From the observed damping of the modula-
measure for the mean quadrupole coupling con- tions, additional information can be extracted.
stant resulting from different unresolved nearby Since no magnetic configurations are being in-
defects. volved, paramagnetic relaxation caused by spin

In the II-VI compounds ZnO, ZnS, ZnSe, fluctuations can be ruled out as the damping
ZnTe, and CdTe as well as in the III-V semicon- mechanism. The dipole-dipole interactions with
ductors InP, InSb and in silicon, the recoil-im- adjacent nuclear spins are much too small to
planted isolated scandium ion exhibits a nonmag- explain the measured damping of the modulation.
netic configuration in the temperature range from However, the observed correlation with the lat-
77 to 300 K. The frequency of the modulation tice constant implies that we rather have to as-
observed in all these cases equals the Larmor sume an additional electric quadrupole interac-
frequency in the external magnetic field within tion superimposed to the interaction with the
the limits of accuracy. Only one unique fraction external magnetic field. The electric field gradi-
of scandium ions was observed which amounted ents yielding the quadrupole interaction result
to almost all recoil-implanted scandium ions. from deviations from the cubic symmetry in the
However, differences were found in the damping vicinity of the Sc probe ion due to defects pro-
of the modulation in the different compounds. duced in the slowing-down process. The variation

Although the damping is not such a character- of the electric field gradient with r- in general
istic quantity as the frequency, certain trends explains easily the observed correlation of the
were found independent of the model with which damping of the modulation with the lattice con-
the damping is described. The damping is weaker stant within one class of compounds. The damp-
in the II-VI compounds as compared with the ing is not very characteristic of a specific type of
II1-V compounds and the elemental semiconduc- defect, but rather the result of various defect
tor Si. For both types of compound semiconduc- configurations and orientations. Although nearby
tors, it seems to correlate with the lattice con- defects, leading to impurity-defect pairs, e.g. the
stants: compounds with larger lattice constants A-center with the trivalent In impurity [41, yield
show smaller damping. large well-defined quadrupole interactions, their

formation probability under non-equilibrium con-
ditions is very small compared to defects further

3. Discussion away from the probe atom.
Finally, we want to point out that the generally

The most simple explanation for the diamag- smaller damping strength in the Il-VI com-
netic behavior of nearly all the recoil-implanted pounds reflects the higher stability against defect
Sc ions is that the Sc ions adopt the 3' charge formation as compared to Ill-V compounds and
state with an empty d-shell which corresponds to silicon.
their regular chemical valency. This would imply
either that an electron capture process as argued
for Fe and Ni does not occur for Sc in the 4. References
systems studied, or that the captured electron [1l H. Waldmann. H.-E. Mahnke. B. Spellmeyer. G. Sulzer.
does not occupy a magnetic d-like state. This is W.-D. Zeitz, H. Hoffmann, H.-E. Gumlich and U. Pohl, J.
not in contradiction to the earlier EPR experi- Crystal Growth 117 (1992) 715.
ments [2,3] by which the 2' state was detected 121 A.O. Barksdale and T.L. Estle. Phys. Lett. A 42 (1973)

after optical excitation: in our experiment the 426.
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Abstract

To study the nature of the absorption bands in Zn, -,CoS single crystals, optical absorption measurements were
made on samples with cobalt composition x = 0.03 and 0.05 as a function of temperature in the wavelength region
between 400 and 3000 nm. Each spectrum showed three well-defined absorption bands below the fundamental
absorption gap, corresponding to transitions from the fundamental 4A,( 4 F) ground state to the 4 T1(

4
F), 

4T '(4F) and
4 T,(P) excited states. Besides these main bands, the infrared region has a series of small peaks. In the visible region,
just below the onset of the band edge, there is a well-defined structure related to electronic transitions from the 3d
shell of the cobalt ion.

1. Introduction region of the 4T2(F) band, there are two smaller
bands in the visible region of the spectrum. The

The optical properties of diluted magnetic spectra shown here have better resolution than
semiconductors (DMSs) have received much at- previously published data [6,7].
tention in the past few years. Most of the re-
search done was concentrated on manganese-
based Il-VI compounds [1-4]. Lately, good sin- 2. Experimental procedure and results
gle crystals have been prepared with different
transition elements such as Zn, _CoS [5], where The samples used in this work were prepared
the divalent cobalt ion randomly replaces the by chemical transport with nominal cobalt con-
divalent zinc ion. In this work an optical absorp- centrations of x = 0.03 and 0.05. Details of the
tion study is presented for two different concen- growth procedure are given elsewhere [5]. The
trations, 0.03 and 0.05. This study was carried out absorption spectra were taken on samples lapped
at different temperatures in the visible and near- to the appropriate thickness for wavelengths be-
infrared regions. Besides the three main absorp- tween 400 and 3000 nm and temperatures be-
tion bands due to the presence of the transition tween 50 and 300 K, using a Cary 17 spectrome-
element and a fine structure in the high-energy ter and an Air Products Closed Cycle system. At

wavelengths below 600 nm, the absorption spec-
tra for the two samples show essentially the same
features as can be seen in Fig. 1, while in the

* Corresponding author. visible region the band localized at 474 nm (2.612

0022-0248/94/$07.00 C 1994 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
SSDI 0022-0248(93)E0650-V
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eV) is absent for the sample with 5% cobalt
concentration, as can be seen in Fig. 2b.

Z n°'9C00.°3S °'C°•

SOK

3. Discussion _ . 300K

In the past, the absorption spectra of Co2" ion
in ZnS have been interpreted considering crystal
field theory, the Racah parameter, and spin-orbit a
coupling [6]. A free Co2 + ion has 3d 7 configura- 'E
tion and 4 F, 4 p, 2G, 2H 2

p, 
2 Dm, and 2F energy > >

levels. When the cobalt ion is placed in the tetra- "
hedral crystal field of ZnS, the 4 F level splits in a _,
4A 2(F) singlet ground state and in two higher
lying orbital triplets 4T2(F) and 4T(F) [5,61. When < I
the spin-orbit interaction is taken into account,
the levels are split further, as shown in Fig. 3.
The energy position of the different levels of the 400 0 600 400 So 6&

cobalt ion within the ZnS crystal have been calcu- ý (nml \ nm)

lated by Fazzio et al. [8]. Fig. 2. Visible portion of the spectra of Znn_,CoS single
The three main bands are identified as the crystal for (a) x = 0.03 and (b) x = 0.05. For clarity only data

internal transitions due to the cobalt ion from the for two different temperatures are shown.

Zn~,-Co~s

S 300K

2Z -

o 1.63eV 6 5 432

o 1.49eV 50 300K

I-)
X:0.05

0. : ,

X=0.03 
5XK

600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 2200 2400 2600 2800 3000

X(nm)

Fig. 1. Absorption spectra of Zn 1 _Co,S single crystals for x = 0.03 and x = 0.05. The spectrum for x = 0.05 at T= 50 K is only
partially shown. Each spectrum has been displaced vertically for clarity.
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ground state to the excited states, as shown in Table 1

Fig. 1. This identification agrees with other exper- Energy position of the structure observed on the wings of the

imental and theoretical results [6,8]. Further- 4
A 2(F) ---

4
T,(F) absorption band of Co

2
÷; see Fig. 2 for

identification of the A, B and C transitions
more, this is supported by the fact that the posi- no. Ene a ssignm

tions of the bands are temperature- and concen- (er)

tration-independent [4]. In the following, each

band will be discussed. 1 0.4380 A
1 0.4670 B

2 0.4760 TO(x)
3.1. LT2(F) band 3 0.4810 LO(x)

4 0.4860 C

The absorption band from the ground state 5 0.4930a TO(x + TA(x)b
4A2(F) to the first excited state 4T2(F) is centered 6 0.5120 2TOx)W

around 0.457 eV with a half-width that goes from 7 0een2below 100OK

0.180 eV for x = 0.03 to 0.260 eV for x = 0.05. Seen below 100 K." TAWx = 90 cm - ' [9].
On the high-energy side of this band there are a c Absent for x ý 0.05.

series of lines; the position and identification of
the main lines are given in Table 1. The assign-
ment of these lines was made following the argu- eV for x = 0.03 and 50 K to 0.46 eV for the
ments given in refs. [6,9] and with the aid of Fig. higher concentration of x = 0.05 at RT. This band
3. Table 1 also includes the narrow and intense does not present any appreciable structure as in
line (label I) observed on the low-energy side of the case of more diluted samples [6,9]. The two
this band, and is attributed to a zero phonon line samples studied gave a similar band.
(ZPL) as in ref. (9]. The identification of the
remaining lines of the structure is in progress. 3.3. 4T,(P) band

3.2. 4T,(F) band This band corresponds to a transition from the
ground state 4A2(F) to the first excited state

The absorption band originating from the 4T2(P), and is centered around 1.77 eV. Its half-
4A 2 (F) to the 4T, excited state is centered at width, as in the previous cases, depends on tem-
0.827 eV having a half-width that goes from 0.25 perature and concentration going from 0.25 eV

for x = 0.03 at 58 K to 0.41 eV for x = 0.05 at
RT. The structure observed on the low-energy

ree + (VC)TE• + side of this band may be attributed [6,8] to transi-

4 58 p-13/a G , tions from the ground state to doublet states as
4 4, (°)E•, ,--3,2 (-3/11) follows: the small peak at 1.49 eV to the 2E, the

"G shoulder at 1.58 eV to the 2T, and the line at

1.63 eV to the 2A, state. The first two peaks are
E3 /2 (s9/ ,, 1) only observed at low temperatures and for the

4 T,() G Wm lower concentration.
4 /'/ý' 7" E -1/2 541 x 1)

F I 77W

E5/2 r1241N1) 3.4. Visible band

:8o3v G The visible region of the spectra is shown in
0457W

Fig. 3 for the two concentrations under study at
4A 2 t-12, ' two different temperatures. This part of the spec-

Fig. 3. Energy level diagram for Co
2 

ion in a tetrahedral tra shows two bands of interest. The first band
crystal field (after ref. [61). The lines A, B and C indicate has one sharp peak located at 2.129 eV and a
transitions in the infrared region, weak shoulder at 2.217 eV. The intensity and the
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line width of this band decrease and become were obtained for both concentrations even at
broader as the temperature and the concentra- room temperature. The two samples show essen-
tion x increase. The first line has been attributed tially the same features, except for the band
by Dreyhsig et al. [7] to a transition from the located in the tail of the fundamental absorption
ground state to a 2T, or a 2T2, or a mixture of edge, which is present only for the sample with
both. Following Noras et al., tnis structure may 0.03 cobalt concentration.
be attributed to a ZPL and its phonon replica
[101. The second band is only observed for the
sample with 0.03 cobalt concentration and shows 6. Acknowledgment
a small shoulder at 2.582 eV and a sharp line at
2.612 eV. This structure is located in the rising This work has been done with the financial aid
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Abstract

Electron beam induced current (EBIC) measurements have been applied to shallow-angle bevelled sections
through CdHg,-,Te (CMT) epitaxial layers containing p-n junctions. Samples studied include (a) fully doped
homo- and heterostructures grown by metalorganic vapour phase epitaxy (MOVPE) and (b) vacancy-doped CMT
layers grown by MOVPE or liquid-phase epitaxy (LPE) where the junction has been formed by ion-beam milling or
Hg in-diffusion from a surface oxide layer. The bevelled sections were formed by chemical etching and profiles of
the bevel surfaces were measured to enable accurate junction positions to be obtained. For grown junctions,
chemical dopant profiles determined by secondary-ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) and the position of the electrical
junction, fro-i Hall and strip depth profiling, agree with the position of the electrical junction revealed by EBIC
studies. For junctions formed in MOVPE samples by Hg in-diffusion from a surface oxide, EBIC reveals contrast
consistent with interspersed p and n regions. These observations can be explained by uneven Hg diffusion including
fast diffusion down defects producing n-type channels within a p-type matrix. This effect was not observed in
MOVPE samples with doped or ion beam milled junctions or LPE samples with diffused junctions, highlighting the
difference between the microstructure of MOVPE and LPE CMT. EBIC assessment can provide an indication of
the likely performance of test devices.

1. Introduction precludes doping with the acceptors As or Sb. Hg
in-diffusion is used most commonly for junction

Cd5 Hg, _5Te photovoltaic devices can be made formation in LPE material [1,3]. In contrast, met-
using a variety of junction formation techniques. alorganic vapour phase epitaxy (MOVPE) has
Broadly, these techniques fall into the categories been used to prepare extrinsically doped struc-
of Hg-diffusion [1-4], impurity-diffusion [5], dop- tures with well-controlled, sharp dopant junc-
ing [6-8] or ion implantation methods [9-11]. tions. Both donor and acceptor doping can be
The Te-rich liquid phase epitaxy (LPE) CMT achieved readily during MOVPE growth [7,13,14].
growth procedure used in this laboratory [12] Assessment of homo- or heterojunction struc-

tures requires reliable techniques for the mea-
surement of electrical properties. Electrical junc-
tion positions can be determined by Hall/strip

* Corresponding author, techniques or, for doped grown junctions, sec-
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ondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) can pro- For vacancy-doped samples, in-diffusion of Hg
vide dopant profiles, which should agree with the is emp!oyed for type-conversion of CMT by re-
electrical junction position [151. The electron duction of Hg vacancies, using one of two means.
beam induced current (EBIC) imaging technique In the first case, CMT samples were ion beam
in the scanning electron microscope (SEM) can milled using a neutralized argon ion beam with
be used to observe charge depletion regions and junction depth determined by the milling time
electrically active defects in semiconductor mate- and the p-type carrier concentration (vacancy
rials. EBIC allows p-n junctions to be easily concentration). The second approach, developed
located and imaged and is useful as an aid to by Jenner and Blackman [3], involves the forma-
device characterisation. tion of an anodic oxide on the CMT surface

EBIC has been widely applied to silicon and which acts as a source of free Hg during a subse-
other semiconductor materials [16-18]. In corn- quent heat treatment. Samples were anodized,
parison, relatively few EBIC studies of CMT ma- and then heated in air at 180'C, in order to
terial and device structures have been published type-convert the CMT surface to a depth of - 5
[19-231. Recently, we reported the application of Am. The anneal time required for conversion to
EBIC to shallow-angle bevelled sections through this depth is dependent on the vacancy concen-
doped MOVPE CMT layered structures [15]. In tration. Finally, the anodic oxide was removed by
the work reported here, this method was used to etching in a weak HBr solution.
characterize electrical behaviour in doped Bevelled sections in small samples of CMT
MOVPE layers and to study junctions formed by (e.g., 4 x 10 mm) were prepared using a tech-
Hg in-diffusion in LPE and MOVPE material. nique based on work by Huber and Grattepain
Interesting aspects of the EBIC assessment tech- [25]. The method, in which low angle bevels were
nique applied to a number of samples are high- formed by controlled immersion in an etchant,
lighted and discussed. has been described previously [151. Where re-

quired, profiles of chemically etched bevels were
measured using a profilometer. Bevelled samples

2. Experiment were contacted and mounted on an EBIC sample
holder (see ref. [15]), before loading onto a cryo-

Doped homo- and heterostructures of CMT genically cooled (77 K) stage, located in a JEOL
were grown in a horizontal, atmospheric pressure SEM specimen chamber. In most cases, a 25 keV
MOVPE reactor at 360°C using the interdiffused incident electron beam was used with the mini-
multilayer process [241. The layers were given an mum current necessary to observe a good EBIC
open tube 200'C isothermal Hg anneal to elimi- signal. The junction position with respect to the
nate metal vacancies. LPE layers were grown at indium contacts was obtained by overlaying the
500°C from a Te-rich solution using a horizontal EBIC line scan image on a SEM picture of the
sliding-boat system. Samples were annealed after surface. From this, the lateral distance of the
growth to vacancy concentrations in the range 4 junction along the bevel from the intersection of
to 6 x 10 16 cm-3 . the CMT/CdTe interface with the bevelled sur-

On-substrate samples were obtained by cleav- face can be determined and given the bevel slope.
ing pieces of the appropriate size from an LPE or the vertical distance of the electrical junction
MOVPE slice. Monolithic (i.e. off-substrate) sam- from the CMT/CdTe interface can be obtained.
pies were prepared by waxing the sample, CMT For some on-substrate samples, the EBIC
surface down, onto a clean sapphire carrier and measurement of junction position was compared
removing the substrate using a selective etch. with the results of electrical profiling and, for
Monoliths (thickness 8-11 Mm) were defined in doped grown junctions, with the results of chemi-
the CMT layer, etched out and mounted individ- cal profiling. Electrical profiles were obtained
ually onto sapphire carriers for handling conve- from differential analysis of successive 77 K Hall
nience. measurements on etch-thinned samples. Chemi-
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cal dopant profiles were measured by SIMS using
a 12 keV oxygen primary ion beam for arsenic
(via the AsOP species, detection limit - 10`5 S$

atoms cm-3) and an argon primary ion beam was
used for the iodine profile (via the I- species).
The dopant junction position can be deduced
from the sharp change in dopant concentrations. N SEW

¢- •RERWOEER AENEMTC

3. Results
* VýA TION An OE SITY ýWIl

ELECTRON SEAM PENETRATHON RPrO

3.1. Interpretation of the EBIC signal and determi- Fig. 1. EBIC line scan signal from bevel section through

nation of junction position doped MOVPE-grown p-n÷ heterostructure VG 239. re-

lated to the carrier generation volume at various points along

Electron/hole pairs are generated by the inci- the bevel section. The shaded regions represent the genera-

dent electron beam and are separated and col- tion volume and the variation in carrier density with electron

lected by the electric field of a p-n junction (or beam penetration depth.

Schottky barrier) within a range determined by
the minority carrier diffusion properties. EBIC
contrast occurs where there is variation in the ber of carriers are collected at the junction. Be-
generation or recombination of electron/hole yond the junction, the signal decays slowly as the
pairs within diffusion range of the junction. The overlap of the generation volume with the deple-
application of EBIC to a bevelled section pro- tion layer decreases. After direct overlap has
vides a direct means of viewing the p-n junction ceased, an EBIC signal may continue as a result
and electrically active defects within the layer. of vertical carrier diffusion. If diffusion lengths
However, as a result of the sample geometry, are short, the EBIC signal will be relatively nar-
careful interpretation of the EBIC signal is neces- row and result almost completely from direct
sary. overlap. A typical EBIC signal observed in a

When the electron beam impinges on the bevel p-n+ heterojunction (low arsenic, low x: high
surface, excess carriers are generated in a charac- iodine, high x), sample VG 239, is shown in Fig.
teristic "tear-drop" shaped generation region be- 1. The junction position corresponds to the point
low the surface. The shape, size, penetration at which the slope of the signal increases sharply
depth and the distribution of carriers associated due to the onset of direct overlap of the carrier
with the "generation volume" will be functions of generation volume with the depletion layer.
the material and the incident electron beam en-
ergy. A representation of the generation volume 3.2. Doped junctions
and variation of carrier density with depth is
shown in Fig. 1. An EBIC signal is obtained when The EBIC image of a bevelled pp-n' het-
excess carriers arrive at the depletion layer and erostructure (high arsenic, high x; Tow arsenic,
are collected at the junction. Below the junction, low x; high iodine, low x), sample VG 244, is
an EBIC signal can arise only from long lateral shown as a photomontage in Fig. 2. The p-n n
diffusion, which will depend upon the character- junction is revealed clearly and a weak signal
istic diffusion length of the material. Further up from the pp- junction can also be seen. The
the bevel, carriers begin to diffuse to the deple- EBIC signal from the latter occurs where a change
tion layer giving an EBIC signal and eventually in carrier concentration and a change in x coin-
the generation volume overlaps directly with the cide. In other cases, a change in x or in p-type
depletion layer. The maximum signal will arise carrier concentration alone has not given rise to
when the overlap is such that the maximum num- an EBIC signal. Scratches from handling damage
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image. At onset, the EBIC signal rises sharply,
corresponding to the actual junction position on
the bevel surface. The EBIC signal tails off ratherml .-more slowly, a function of both bevel/junction
geometry and longer diffusion length on the n-

7 A v- type side of the junction. The dark region in the
P 200 ,m P,, EBIC tail corresponds to an electrically active

Fig. 2. EBIC picture from bevel section through doped scratch, which was also visible on the SEM image.
MOVPE-grown p p-nn heterostructure VG 244, showing A slight change in slope of the EBIC signal
faint signal from the p+ p- junction (electron beam energy 25 occurs in the tail region and this corresponds to a
keV). change in the iodine dopant level, seen in the

SIMS depth profile.

are often electrically active and one is evident in 3.3. Diffused junctions
the lower central part of the EBIC picture.

Junction positions determined from the EBIC In general, EBIC images of the diffused junc-
study of four doped MOVPE layered structures tions, such as those described below, show a less
are compared with Hall/strip results and SIMS ti ons, than as the d oped junctions
chemical dopant profiles [7] in Table 1. The EBIC distinct s igse than for the edj cresuts nd IMS opat pofils sow ood described above. Figs. 4a and 4b show the EBICresults and SIM S dopant profiles show good si n l fr m o oit s( 10 A th c ) f P
agreement, within error limits of the techniques. signals from monoliths (~p 10 /m thick) of LPEIn ostcaestheHal/sri reult idicte and MOVPE CMT (samples LZ 1295 and VGIn most cases, the Hall/strip results indicate 683) with junctions formed via Hg in-diffusion
shallower junctions than those of the other meth- from an anodic oxide on the surface. For sample
ods. In junction depth studies, the resolution of LZ 19 (Fig 4a), the junct ha r sl

the allstri mehoddepeds n th thck- LZ 1295 (Fig. 4a), the junction has a slightlythe Hall/strip method depends on the thick-

nesses of etched portions removed in successive
stripping steps. The narrowest EBIC signal ob-
served was for a sample VG 732, implying short
diffusion lengths. From the signal width and the
measured bevel slope, the penetration depth of a
25 keV electron beam was calculated to be :< 1.3
um, less than reported in the literature [16].

Fig. 3 shows the EBIC signal from a fully
doped pn heterojunction, sample VG 735. A sin-
gle EBIC line scan is shown superimposed on this

Table I
Comparison of junction positions, x, (distance from buffer
layer. Acm) in doped MOVPE layered structures

Sample Junction Hall/strip SIMS EBIC
type (±0.5) (±0.4) (±0.4)

VG 244 p p 5.2 5.7 (±0.7) 5.6

As profile only
p n' 11.4 11.9 12.3 0.5mm n

VG 734 p n* 8.7 8.6 8.5 Fig. 3. EBIC picture from bevel section through doped
MOVPE-grown pn heterojunction VG 735, with EBIC single

VO 735 pf 8.0 8.4 8.3 line scan superimposed (15 keV). Note that the sample is

VG 737 p n 14.0 14.4 14.5 connected to EBIC amplifier with opposite polarity compared
to sample in previous figure.

--T _ I . . . .
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ragged appearance at the leading edge, probably
as a result of uneven in-diffusion of the Hg. The
curved junction shape is a result of the junction"a)"plane" intersecting the rounded surface of the
bevel etched monolith. Diffusion length in the
n-type region of this layer appears to be relatively

p 0.5 mm n long. The EBIC image of sample VG 683 reveals
a narrow junction signal with additional EBIC
contrast either side of the junction. This mottled,
highly contrasting EBIC structure arises from
electrically active features, probably consisting of
interspersed p and n regions over the entire sam-
ple surface. This result is typical of MOVPE
monolith samples in which a p-n junction has
been formed by in-diffusion of Hg from an anodic
oxide. Fig. 4c shows the EBIC image from an

S10O I n on-substrate MOVPE sample VG 736. A similarla 10 I~ 1 n EBIC signal to that in Fig. 4b can be seen, but
C) "with reduced contrast. This effect was not ob-

served for MOVPE samples with grown junctions

observations are consistent with highly uneven

Hg diffusion from the anodic oxide in MOVPE
* samples, possibly including fast diffusion down

defects to give a ragged p-n junction and n-type
channels within the p-type matrix. This indicates
a difference in microstructure for MOVPE and
LPE CMT.

P 0.5 mm n For the on-substrate MOVPE sample VG 761,
shown in Fig. 4d, the junction was formed by ion

d) j beam milling. EBIC signal onset is slightly ragged
but the junction signal is relatively intense. The

S less mottled appearance of this sample may imply
"that the diffusion process associated with the ion
beam mill, at relatively low temperature, has a
different mechanism from that of Hg in-diffusion

-, y at 180°C.

3.4. Correlation with device results

P 0.5 mnm n A qualitative correlation of EBIC signals ob-

Fig. 4. EBIC pictures from bevel sections through samples tained from bevelled samples with diode results
with diffused pn junctions: (a) monolith of LPE CMT with from test arrays has been attempted. Doped
junction formed by Hg in-diffusion from anodic oxide (25 MOVPE layers have been fabricated into mesa
keV); (b) monolith of MOVPE CMT with junction formed by diode test structures and for undoped MOVPE
Hg in-diffusion from anodic oxide (30 keV); (c) on-substrate
MOVPE CMT layer with junction formed by Hg in-diffusion or LPE layers with diffused junctions, loophole

from anodic oxide (25 keV): (d) on-substrate MOVPE CMT [26] or planar geometry test arrays have been
layer with junction formed by ion beam milling (30 keV). prepared. The I-R-V characteristics of these
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arrays were measured at 77 K. Doped MOVPE qualitative correlation can be made between
sample VG 244 and LPE sample LZ 1295 with a EBIC signals and diode performance.
diffused junction both showed strong EBIC sig-
nals with a sharp signal onset and good diode
characteristics. In other cases, no EBIC signal or 5. Acknowledgements
a faint EBIC signal correlated with very poor
diode characteristics. Usually, a strong EBIC sig- The authors would like to thank P. Mackett
nal is an indicator of good diode performance. and E.S. O'Keefe for the supply of MOVPE and

LPE layers respectively. This work was carried
out with the support of the Procurement Execu-

4. Conclusions tive, Ministry of Defence, sponsored by DRA
(Malvern).
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Abstract

Laser induced absorption and photoluminescence are used for the investigation of band states and deep levels
(DLs) in ZnSe and ZnO bulk crystals. Interband two-photon and two-step absorption processes, both via DLs as
intermediate (virtual and real, correspondingly) states, take place and give information about the main parameters of
the DLs. The effects are investigated depending on doping and thermal treatment which change the contamination
of native defects. The results illustrate the great possibilities of nonlinear spectroscopy methods in condenced matter
science and especially in local defect study.

1. Introduction den and a low probability process, has two advan-
tages: the possibility to approach close to the

Nonlinear spectroscopy of semiconductors fundamental edge of bulk crystals, and, secondly,
based on the induced absorption, as a rule, are the tendency to reveal defect-perturbed band
determined by the competition of different two- states where the symmetry forbiddenness is lost.
quantum phenomena: (iii) In real crystals, an additional channel of
(i) Among them, two-photon absorption (TPA) interband "impurity" TPA (ITPA) appears, with
spectroscopy has been strongly confirmed as a participation of deep levels (DLs) of defects or
procedure developed for the study of the funda- impurities in the forbidden gap (as virtual inter-
mental properties of crystals [1,21, such as band mediate states of TPA event) [4].
and exciton structure. (iv) Part of the local defects which are in reso-
(ii) The presence of defects in real crystals dis- nance with the exciting radiation, which changes
rupts the translational symmetry of the lattice, their population, give rise to non-coherent two-
causing changes in the near-band-edge region of step absorption (TSA) [5,6] via such deep levels
TPA [3). In this case TPA, as a symmetry forbid- as real intermediate states.

(v) If we change the excitation-modulation condi-
tions in such a way that laser radiation leads to

* Corresponding author. two-photon excitation of the crystal, the induced

0022-0248/94/$07.00 0 1994 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
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absorption by nonequilibrium free carriers ap- photoinduced change of the impurity absorption
pears [7]. In this case, shallow traps of carriers and TSA [8].
and deep centers of rapid capture undergo In this paper, we hope to confirm experimen-
nonequilibrium overcharging, which leads to a tally that concomitant incoherent phenomena
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Fig. I. Comparison of the common features of single- and two-photon absorption spectra. (a) Scheme of typical spectra
components. (b) Free carrier (left part) and impurity (right part) absorption spectra of ZnO crystal samples (300 K) of different
thermal treatements (Table 2). Urbach tail and two-photon absorption edges are shown for some crystals.
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with participation of local defects give a lot of applications of "band-gap-edge TPA defec-
information for the studies and metrology of these toscopy" [3].
states [3-9]. Experimental evidence. We investigated two-

photon spectra in wide-gap II-VI semiconductors
subjected to various heat treatments that affect

2. Two-photon-defectoscopy of band-gap edge the stoichiometry and the content of the point
The near-edge region of energy-band states in defects. Fig. 2 shows the long-wavelength parts of

crystals has an exceptional influence on practical the TPA spectra of ZnO and ZnSe samples of
optoelectronic devices and it is also the most various quality: initial, and the same but annealed
sensitive to crystal structure defects. Therefore, under an overpressure of their components and
there is every reason to seek new ways of reveal- diffusion-doped. The TPA edge was localized at
ing distortions of the density-of-states function much shorter wavelengths (more than 150 meV
around the interband absorption edge of real beyond the Urbach edge; see, for example, Fig.
crystals. In Fig. 1, we compare schematically the lb), in close agreement with the band-gap Eg
common features of traditional single- and two- (300 K).
photon spectroscopies and illustrate this by the In these zinc compounds, "saturated" by an
corresponding spectra of ZnO. excess of the interstitial defects of Zni type

The investigation of the fundamental edge of a (ZnO : Zn, ZnSe : Zn) and also by Lii-type
single-photon absorption (SPA) in bulk crystals is (ZnO: Li) [12-141, spectral distortions weic exhib-
complicated by an extra-strong excitonic and ited in the form of the long-wavelength shifts or
"band-to-band" absorption (a > 10' cn-C-') and the shoulders up to 50 meV in the case of ZnO
by the influence of shallow defects. The exponen- and up to 90 meV for ZnSe. These take place
tial "Urbach tails" are typical for SPA in crystals. only in the near-band-edge region.
These have no adequate theory and cannot give Zn-excess in ZnO could be reduced by means
first-hand information on the bands, of the annealing under oxygen overpressure. Such

In contrast, the transparency region of crystals treatments had practically no effect on the origi-
is used in TPA spectroscopy. In this range, the nal sample, but once performed, they lead to the
light-induced TPA losses are low (a < 1 cm- ') reduction of the shoulders (curves 4 and 6 in Fig.
and are essentially of a bulk nature. These are 2a). Annealing in Zn-vapour or in a self-vapour
the reasons for the specific nature of TPA: (i) It in an evacuated ampoule increases off-stoichiom-
is possible to avoid the influence of surface and etry and is reflected in the spectral changes. The
of surface defects. (ii) TPA is practically not spectra of strongly isovalently doped ZnSe :Te
influenced by shallow defects and impurity states (Te -1%, curve 2 in Fig. 2b) differed slightly
and neither by exponential "Urbach tails". The from the initial sample, in contrast to the ZnO : Li
reason is that all of them are out of sensitivity of case (curve 7 in Fig. 2a). This is in agreement
TPA measurements. (iii) As a rule, the ground Is with the hypothesis of Te incorporation only in
exciton states do not participate in TPA because substitutial form of Tes, [6]. The most perturbed
of the symmetry forbiddance [1,2]. Therefore, by interstitial defect incorporation are the states
TPA spectroscopy of bulk crystals may be re- near to the band extreme with a small momen-
garded as an alternative to single-photon spec- tum. This reflects the loss of a long-range order
troscopy on thin samples [10,11]. (iv) We consider of crystal translational symmetry and has a statis-
"off-allowed" by symmetry TPA which makes it tically spatial inhomogeneous nature.
possible to approach very close the fundamental
edge of bulk crystals, but also helps to reveal
defect-perturbed band states for which the selec- 3. E evenl
tion rules for symmetry, parity and momentum
are alleviated by local fluctuations of band states. Deep levels can influence nonlinear optical
These features illustrated by Fig. 2c suggest novel phenomena by their participation as additional
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virtual intermediate states [4,15]. The specifics of
strong spatial localization of DL states leads, for
example, to the possibility of nonresonance char-
acter of such "impurity TPA" (ITPA) via DLs,
without the conservation of momentum in these

ZnO " ,8 stages. This is displayed in an increase of nonlin-
ear losses over the whole spectrum of interband

/TPA, weakly distorting its spectral form. The
Z / resonance character of ITPA (with conservation

of momentum) is determined by interference ef-
S1 //.. fects of the oscillator strengths of the whole spa-

-/"6 tially distributed ensemble of deep levels [4].

"Nonresonant ITPA. In Fig. 3a, the TPA spectra
for pure ZnO crystal are given, which agree with

" 3, rthe theory of TPA to the p-exciton continuum
a- (curve 1), and also for doped ZnO: Li with a

(a concentration of _~0 cmC 3 of Liz, acceptorsS0 In
3. . 34 . . with EVA = 1.2 eV. The theoretical spectrum of
S3;3 1nw,+fLo,• 3, eV interband ITPA [4] (curve 2) agrees with the

.- Zexperimental spectrum for ZnO: Li. The compo-
.. nents of ITPA spectra are shown for the transi-

- tions "with conservation of wave vector" (curve
4) and for the case of virtual scattering of wave-
vector in a DL state (curve 5) because of its
indeterminacy in the local state. It must be men-
tioned that only the component with "k-conserva-
tion" can have resonant features. The contribu-
tion of ITPA component "without k-conserva-
tion" under resonance conditions obtains a
threshold form specific for the two-step absorp-

5-. 4 . 1(b) tion via deep levels.
0 )Resonant ITPA. Two-photon and two-step ab-

2,6 2,7 2J3 eV sorption via local states are mutually connected
in the conditions of the intermediate resonance

EE between quanta and local states. The incoming
into resonance conditions leads to the increase of

C 4 electron lifetimes in local intermediate states,

Fig. 2. Long-wavelength parts of two-photon spectra of ZnO

o (a) and ZnSe (b) undoped (original, curves 1) samples and of
V (C) different heat treatement prehistory samples (ZnO in Table

0 0 k TWO-PHOTON ABSORPTION 2). For ZnSe: (2) ZnSe:Te (0%); (3) annealed in Se vapour;
(4) annealed in Zn (ZnSe:Zn); (5) self-vapour annealed. (c)

TPA in TPA in Model, explaining the difference between single- and two-
ideal crystals defect crystals photon edge spectrum formation in defect crystals.
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/ ZnO of intermediate states:

S 80 K *C7I I

~ 00F= (~ + 7- +WA + WAC),(

A•0 2 which includes the probabilities W of optical

0a 3 R o changes of the centre population additionally to
0.RNR transversal (k) and longitudinal (E) relaxation

otimes. Therefore, the resonant ITPA can be de-

pendent on the modulation intensity, seen in
Sdamping and saturation of spectral resonances.

SI Thus, on separate ZnSe crystals, on the back-
4 ,ground of intrinsic interband TPA spectra we

0 o. have seen two intensity-dependent resonances
k (Fig. 3b) described satisfactorily by ITPA theory
S3.4/ -5 3.6 [4,161:

( Double-photon energy (eV)2 s• o 2 p E s i 2, ( 2 )
-,tnZnSea0 1 "iEA - h(OL +--A)'2+ Fi2

*300 K 1

10 2

0 and C, is a quantity slightly changeable in a
.- resonance region and proportional to a squared

21concentration of centres C~ Ni2. Summation is

5 "- through the number of different nature levels.
Results of Fig. 3b correspond to (2) if EvA = 1.06

eV, E Ag= 1.12 eV and F, = 20 meV, /,=30
. ,meV. It should be noted that the spectral resolu-

E 0: tion in determination of the energy of DL statesE •2.8 3.0 3.2 3.4 is increased as a result of the difference in effec-
b) Double-photon energy (eV) tive masses of the bands m*, > m*,. Besides this,

Fig. 3. Influence of two-photon absorption via deep Itvels on unlike in ITPA, the defect states in the linear
the nonlinear spectrum formation. (a) Nonresonant TPA optics generally cannot have the resonant spectral
spectra for pure crystals ZnO (Ci) and for the same but peculiarities under their optical overcharge con-
diffusionally doped ZnO:Li (C7). Theoretical curves: (1) in- ditions.
trinsic TPA into p-exciton continuum; (2) summary spectrum
of TPA and ITPA; summary contribution of "impurity" TPA
with "k-conservation" (4) and without one (5). (b) Resonant
evidence of two-photon absorption via deep levels in ZnSe 4. Deep level nonlinear spectroscopy (DLNS)
crystals (curve 1). Intrinsic TPA (2) and the resolved impurity
TPA (3) parts of spectra are also presented. Curves are
calculated according to Eq. (2). DLNS is a method [5,6,9] of investigation of

nonequilibrium processes of optically modulated
impurity absorption up to the saturation by means

starting from disappearingly small for coherent of so-called direct and/or indirect laser modula-
TPA and finishing by terminate lifetimes of real tion of quasistationary two-step absorption (LM
states of noncoherent TSA. So, the coherence of TSA) via deep levels. It permits one, firstly, to
the process is lost with the appearance of its separate the spectral contributions of DLs which
dependence on occupation of the "real" interme- are different in nature, even in the case of their
diate states. Such connection between TPA and complete energy overlap; secondly, to determine

I N ll•[ nllNI| n I • IH I aidI
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the basic set of phenomenological parameters, formation of the luminescence properties of crys-
the composition of DLs, and also, in some cases, tals [8,91.
to determine directly the role of these defects in On account of short duration and high inten-

3-0

ZnSe S3 :'"
1 1-3 - 80K *
4- 300 K (*3)

!I 20 0

00

- 0Ao o o o °1/

"0 CPO 0 02(

o 0
"5.,00 00 /

po 00000
.E0 104 1 41 0 0! _x

2.5 2.6 2.7

(a) Photon energy (eV)

' ° 100 2.68 eV
* 2.64 eV
a 2.565 eV

,,, - j 0

0.1 1 10 50
(b) Intensity of laser modulation (MW/cm 2 )

Fig. 4. Separation of spectral contributions (curves la and 2a) of LM TSA caused by two deep centres in ZnSe crystals mutually
unresolved in spectra (curve 3a), (a) Spectra and their separation to the components (curves 3 and 4). (b) Intensity dependences of
induced absorption for different probe quanta and their theoretical components (curves I and 2) caused by two deep levels
differing in photon capture cross-sections.
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sity of laser modulation, the DL depletion by 2.7 3.0 :,.5
laser quanta is the main process during the laser
illumination. According to this, the induced ab-
sorption dependence on the intensity of modulat- 0.04- /
ing illumination (,a (I1)) has a saturating charac- ZnSe
ter determined only by the value of a cross-sec-

tion of the photon capture o'(co,). This allows us
to determine the parameter directly. Further- C ,

more, the separation of spectral contributions of . 0.03-

the centres of different nature is possible, even at 2
close activation energies. The latter is illustrated -
by experimental results in Fig. 4. : SV

As a result, we can determine in DLNS the"
main set of parameters associated with deep cen- 002 .

tres: (iW Energetic position in a band-gap (E.A 4

and EAC: study of Franck-Condon losses). (ii)
Values and spectra of cross-sections of both pho-
totonization and photoneutralization, i.e. the 0.o- 6 7
photo-activities of DL. (iii) Coefficients of carrier s.. --

capture, i.e. electroactivity of DL. (iv) Lifetimes
of carriers localized in DLs. (v) Quasi-stationary (.z.+D+) Z11
occupation of DLs just before the modulation.
(vi) Concentration of the centres. 0 4n+TeV

Deep level metrolog, in ZnSe. The annealing of 83-',uple

compound crystals under overpressure of their 1
component vapours strongly influences the crystal L5t. .0 2.5 l.ev
properties. as a consequence of the stoichiome- Photon energy (eV)
tr'. and the defect content changes during the Fig. 5. Induced absorption spectra changes caused h% differ.

treatment. This way of a post-growth rearrange- ent annealing of two ZnSe samples: (I. 4) original ,tples al

ment of defect ensemble is a standard for the and a3: (2, 5) annealed in self vapours (SV) at 550)'( for 12 h:

attemptions to identify their nature. Fig. 5 shows (3. 6) additionally annealed in Zn (3) and Se (6) vap'olurs: (1)
the spectra of probe light absorption changes, theoretical spectrum of two-photon absorption hN p-exciton

continuum

Table I
Parameters of deep levels in ZnSe and ZnSc :Te crystals

Nature of cenires F:" 5 E, [," ,. , (r (
1
I ). oýr1)(, i (. , 1(w) Largest (Corresponding

(eV) (eV) (cm
2

) (cm) concentration luminescence
(cm h) band(eV)

Centres included Fe/* I.05 1.77 Io 2 X lo 2× 11 • I11
A-centre (Dt' vXn) 0.62 2,15 2 x I1o 4 x I1) 5 x -O 2.o15
M-cei•tre (I) + V',, + 0e,) ((.72 2.105 ' X 0o 3.5 x 10 16 7 X Itt"5
Associatcd with "'e. t.K2 2.31 I))17 " ", 10 '' 5 x 111t"
Interstitial donor Zn, 0).44 2.38 5 x 10 .() 7 2 X Ilo -

Centre of fast hole capture 1.45 2.59 2 x 10 -) - 1.2_

"Photoionizainon energy.
Photoneutralization energy.
Photoionization cross-section.
Pholoncutralization cross-section.
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VO (FZnO
0 300 K

0 (V (V+Zni )

0 2.2 2.6 2.8 3,.0 3.2 3.4

Photon energy (eV) JC.,eV

(Li, +]D)) Zn1

(Vz'4Db)

Fig. 6. Spectral components of LM TSA from different deep levels influencing the formation of induced absorption spectra in ZnO
crystals (Table 2).

3.35-

----------------------- --------- ---
3- 3.15V eV

1.41.2eV

1.eV eV+i
2.VVIeV V0

2.7eV V~n 3.13eV V"D +.e L'

0.4e

I VALENCE BANDl
Fig. 7. D~efect states in ZnO Lrystals investigated and identified by means of deep level nonlinear spectroscopy.
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induced by laser radiation, for a number of the bands are somehow related to the loss of Zn from
different prehistory samples of two ZnSe crystals. the crystal during annealing, i.e. to the formation
The long-wave part of the spectra is determined of Vzn, since they are reversibly enhancing and
mainly by interband two-photon absorption. weakening under treatments in Se and in Zn
Curve 7 shows the theoretical spectra for TPA by vapours, respectively. The 2.03 eV band is less
p-exciton continuum. On this background we see sensitive to annealing that the 2.15 band, al-
the "game" of three DL bands with the thresh- though their behaviour is similar. The measured
olds at 2.03, 2.15 and 2.38 eV. concentration of "2.2 eV centres" correlates with

After annealing under the self-vapour, a signif- SA luminescence intensity (self-activated), and
icant enhancement of two overlapping bands is their binding energy is in good agreement with
seen in the spectrum of crystal al (curve 2). Such that for the SA centre (Vz, + D) [12,17].
a spectrum of crystal a3 (curve 5) becomes the Identical technological treatments are em-
same as that of the original sample al (curve 1). ployed in DLNS experiments on isovalently doped
A renewed heating in Zn vapour (curve 3) de- ZnSe:Te crystals [6]. The parameters of deep
creases the two bands, and the treatment in Se levels, characteristic for ZnSe and ZnSe: Te crys-
(curve 6) makes them stronger. The band at 2.38 tals, determined in this work, are presented in
eV in the original crystal a3 (curve 4), on the Table 1.
contrary, is removed after the self-vapour (SV) Deep letel metrology in ZnO. Spectral depen-
annealing. These results of Fig. 5 allow one to dencies of {O'A( t )--vA( o)] type for LM TSA
suppose that the 2.38 eV band is evidently caused components for the observed DLs, summarized
by superstoichiometric zinc, and exactly in inter- for all ZnO samples, are given in Fig. 6. The
stitial Zni form. In this case, selenium vacancies results of DLNS study of deep defects, identified
are not involved, since the vacuum annealing also by their reaction on different thermal an-
gives the opposite result, similar to that for heat- nealings of ZnO and of diffusionally doped
ing in Se, but not in Zn. The 2.03 and 2.15 eV ZnO: Li crystals, are summarized in Fig. 7 and in

Table 2
Parameters of deep levels in ZnO crystals

Defect
VVW + Zn,) (D + Vn') Zn, (D'+ Li•_)

Photoionization cross-section, 1.5 x 10 6s 6 x Io- 10 a 5 x 10 -' 0.5 x 1l '7
o'vA(W), CD(tWL) (cm2)

Neutralization cross-section. 3.5 x 10 o 10 If 2 X 10 lo 7 x 10 i 1.5 X 10 17
Ora(W). tylt)(Wo) (CM 2)

Photoionization energy. 2.3 2.4. 2.7 -3.13 -3.15 - 3.10
ECA. Eo (eV)

Annealing Defect concentration (cm -3)

CI Initial sample 2 x lo16  3 x loll - Iios X
C4 O, 83(rC. 25 h 5 x 10'6  7 x 10 5  - 3 X i8 x -

C6 O- 44(rC. 25 h 7 x 10'" 1.5 x 10"' -I t x -

C5 Vacuum, I I(l 0C, 25 h 1.6 x 10'6 1.5 x 10" - 1018 _ lo17 -

C8 Self-vapour. 6050C. 25 h 6 x 1017 7.5 x 101" X 7 x 1017

C3 Zn, 6oo-C, 25 h 3.5 x 101 7  5.5 X 10"6 x 8 x o017
(7 LiCO , 8300C, 102 h 2.5 x 101"' ltol x - 10"' 5 X jo17

Note: x absence in spectra; - low concentration (< 1015).
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Abstract

First results on the characterization of Hg,.,8 Zn,.15Te surfaces are given. They show that the stoichiometry just
under the surface can be kept after several chemical processes. The modulations due to diffraction of the outgoing
photoelectrons indicate that the lattice is not damaged. All the surface processes studied leave a layer containing
mainly carbon, but also oxygen which cannot come from an atmospheric contamination.

1. Introduction resolved X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(ARXPS) patterns are simpler and clearer than

The surface of Hg, _•CdTe (MCT x) has been in other crystallographic directions. Reliable in-
extensively studied as it is of crucial importance formation about the crystal lattice of MZT 0.15
in the fabrication of infrared devices [1]. The low under its surface is reported using ARXPS. The
binding energy in MCT results in a change of different surface preparations before ARXPS
stoichiometry near the surface and damage of the study are presented in the first section and the
lattice if great care is not taken during surface experimental conditions necessary to monitor the
treatments. Hg, -Zn 5 Te (MZT x) appears as an ARXPS spectra are then recalled. Analysis of the
alternative material to MCT because of its higher chemical composition near the surface after the
bond strength [2,3], which leads also to a lower different treatments is given in section 4. The
segregation of mercury near the surfaces [4]. The photodiffraction features are then discussed in
study of MCI' surfaces has been only performed section 5.
on <I11) surfaces, this orientation is preferred
for epitaxial growth as twins which may appear
are perpendicular to this direction. However, for
the (100) direction the interpretation of the angle 2. MZT growth and surface treatments

MZT ingots with x near 0.15 are grown by the
travelling heater method. Details and a discus-

* Corresponding author. sion on the growth process are given in ref. [5].

0022-0248/94/$07.(X) © 1994 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
SSDI 0022-0248(93)E0755-V
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Thc ARXPS results presented here have been bromine, methanol and ethylene glycol (5%, 15%,
obtained on one of the samples with (100) orien- 80%) for 1 min, rinsed with methanol and dried
tation and 2 cm2 of surface. It has been cut in an with nitrogen gas. This treatment is similar to the
ingot which appeared almost a single crystal. process used to polish MCT samples.
However, a subsequent careful analysis revealed (Ila) After step (I), an oxide layer is grown by
that the sample is constituted of a great number electrochemistry in a solution of 0.1M KOH in
of crystallites of which the size is broadly dis- ethylene glycol and deionized water (90%, 10%).
tributed around the mean value of I mm; they The current density is kept constant at 300 ,tA
are separated by subgrain boundaries. The devia- cm-' during the whole growth process until the
tion in crystallograohic orientation between voltage between the sample and a standard
neighbouring grains remains generally small (-= 20 calomel electrode reaches 30 V where the growth
arc min), but the whole of these orientations is is stopped [8]. The oxide layer, with thickness
spread on a 2.5' cone. The sample surface is first slightly larger than 100 nm, is immediately re-
mechanically polished with 15 Atm silicon-carbide moved with a IM solution of lactic acid. The
grains and finished with 0.3 Mm alumina grains, sample is then rinsed with pure water and dried
Its composition has been checked with a micro- under a nitrogen flow.
probe [6] on 15 points of its surface: the mean (lib) The process is the same as (Ila), but after
value of x is 0.144 with a variation of ±0.015. the chemical removal of the anodic oxide layer,

The sample is chemomechanically polished the sample is rinsed in methanol and dried under
with a 2% bromine in methanol solution before nitrogen.
each new treatment, to remove a 10 Azm layer. (III) After step (I), the sample is put in a solution
The sample has been first submitted to a stoichio- of deionized water which is saturated with KCN.
metric annealing at 400"C in a closed silica am- It is then rinsed with water and dried. When the
poule with Hg at 3800C in order to remove pre- sample is taken out of the KCN solution, its
cipitated tellurium and to decrease the vacancy surfaces become unwettable and appear stable in
concentration. After this annealing the hole con- air as checked by ARXPS. This process (step
centration is 1.2 x 1017 cm- 3 [7]. Before the (lID) has already been proposed to obtain near
ARXPS analysis, three different types of surface stoichiometric surfaces on Cd-rich MCT, the KCN
treatment have been applied which are: solution dissolving all the tellurium-related oxides
(I) The sample is dipped into a solution of of the top layers [9].

(a) [00]

RX184 26,5* 4.

ifo

(00] 0100]Emission plane

Fig. I. (a) Overview of the phoioelectron monitoring referred to sample crystallographic axis. (h) Atomic arrangement of the
sphalerite structure in ihe probing plane ii- of (a).
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All three processes are entirely performed in a
closed box under a nitrogen atmosphere, and the E Hgg4f

sample is placed in a bag which is sealed in this -"

box. This bag, used to carry the sample, is open
inside the preparation lock of the XPS apparatus
which is filled with nitrogen. The lock is then
evacuated and the sample transferred to the anal-
ysis chamber with a sliding rod. This procedure
avoids, a priori, a contamination by atmospheric 105.0 102.5 100 97.5
species. Binding Energy(eV)

t Te4d
3. XPS apparatus and analysis details

The photoem~ssion spectroscopy setup is
placed in a UHV chamber (10-00 Torr). Its X-ray
source is a twin Al/Mg anode tube; however, the
MgKa peak (1254 eV) is used in this study. The
photoelectron analyser is a VSWMA 100, its ac-
ceptance angle is 30 and its energy resolution 0.7 45 42.5 40 37.5
eV for a 10 eV pass energy. Binding Energy leVI

The intensity of the photoemission from the Fig. 2. Intensity profiles of ttg4f and Te4d core levels after
core levels Hg4f, Te 4d, Zn 2p./ 2, C Is and 0 Is processes (11) and (1i1) described in the text.
is monitored as a function of the polar angle 0
between the electron escape direction and the
normal to the sample which is a (001) axis of its surface. ARXPS has been studied only on sur-
lattice, as shown in Fig. la. The sample is rotated faces with no detectable species other than the
around the (010) crystallographic axis so that the crystal constituents, carbon and oxygen. The sam-
analysis is performed in the plane 7r. The peri- pie is rotated by steps of 2.5*, and scans of the
odic array of atoms belonging to the two sublat- electron intensity versus the enery are moni-
tices in this plane 7r is drawn in Fig. lb. The tored around the characteristic energies of the
direct wave (part of the non-scattered wave) of core levels already cited.
the outgoing electron emitted by an atom inter- As the mean free path of the photoemitted
feres with the same wave elastically scattered by electrons varies with their kinetic energy, the
the neighbouring atoms. So, for the kinetic ener- emissions from core levels Hg4f and Te4d, of
gies of the analysed photoelectrons, the diffusion which the energies are close, have been chosen so
amplitudes are peaked in the,-forward directions that the Hg/Te ratios are directly comparable.
where the atomic densities in the lattice are the The intensity profiles are obtained by substrac-
highest; these directions have been drawn in Fig. tion of the background contribution using the
lb. The amplitude of the modulations in the method of Shirley [101; they allow one to separate
photoelectron intensity depends on the deviations clearly the different types of chemical binding for
of the atomic positions near the surface as com- each element studied. Fig. 2 displays the Hg4f
pared to those of a perfect lattice; they are a test and Te 4d energy profiles after processes (!!) and
of the lattice defects created by surface treat- (III) for which they are the same. No chemical
ments. shift corresponding to a bonding of Hg and Te

For 0 = 0, a complete scan in photoelectron with other atomic species (particularly oxygen) is
energy is monitored. It gives a first chemical observed, showing that Hg and Te are not bound
analysis of the possible species found near the to oxygen. Each profile is integrated numerically
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in energy and divided by the corresponding ion-
ization cross section to give the normalized inten- . ----- Hg --- Zn --- 0
sity. .30 - Te C

The level Zn 2p3/ 2, exited by the Mg K a radia-
tion, has a cross section greater than the Zn3p;
nevertheless the corresponding electron current c 20
remains comparatively small and in an energy
domain where the background contribution in-
creases steeply. The signal/noise ratio of the 10

Zn 2
P3/2 profiles is lower than for the other Z

levels and the results are less precise. The mean ..0 . 4 6
free path of the Zn 2p 3/ 2 electrons is shorter due 0 20 40 6U

to their lower kinetic energy; this difference is e(deg)

simply taken into account in the calculation of
the normalized intensities, although the depth
tested by these photoelectrons is lower than for T 0865
Hg and Te. - .6 - -

0 20 40 60
4. Results and discussion e(deg)

Fig. 3. Normalized intensities and Hg/Te ratio versus polar
After process (I), the surface is deeply oxidized escape angle 0 after process (I1b).

with mainly TeO2 and has an excess of Te. It is
depleted of Hg but not of Zn. The lack of Hg can
be explained by the loss of HgO in the UHV ness of 20 A and for a disordered top layer, the
chamber as it is volatile. Oxygen is highly present modulations due to the diffraction of the photo-
as bound in oxides, but it remains also in the top electrons disappear [12]. We will see in the fol-
layer with carbon and bromine which cannot be lowing that the thickness of this top layer appears
completely removed by the several rinsing steps. rather homogeneous on the sample. We have not
These results appear non-reproductible when re- been able to remove this layer, which originates
peating process (I) and must be considered as from the chemical processes themselves, as the
only qualitative; they are of the same type as sample has been continuously maintained under
found in MCT [11]. a nitrogen atmosphere during all the processes.

After processes (Ila) and (l0b), Br, N and K Profile analysis of C shows a very small content of
are not detectable. On the other hand, 0 and carbonates for processes (Ila) and (lib); for pro-
particularly C remain as seen in Fig. 3, showing cess (Ila) almost all the carbon corresponds to an
the polar spectra for these elements and the aliphatic form, when for process (IIb) about half
constituants after process (lib). The profile in of the carbon is in an aliphatic binding; the
energy of Te and Hg does not show any de- remainder belongs to an alcohol form.
tectable contribution coming from one of their Fig. 4 shows the Hg and Te normalized inten-
respective oxidized forms (cf. Fig. 2). Moreover, sity variations with 0 after process (Ila). It shows
the amplitude of the normalized intensity corre- interference modulations (as in Fig. 3) with ex-
sponding to 0 remains almost constant of 0 (cf. trema at polar angles shown in Fig. lb which are
Fig. 3). C is in larger abundance at the surface characteristic of a slight damage of the lattice in
than 0, as seen in Fig. 3; it is difficult to assess the first atomic layers under the surface. The
the exact mean thickness of this top layer, but we ratio of the height of the peak at 0 = 0° for Te to
can fix an upper limit for its value of 10 to 15 A' if its minimum near 0 = 100 is about 3/2. This
it is considered homogeneous. Beyond a thick- value can be compared to that obtained on (100)
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GaAs epitaxial layers which are considered as a -.-- re
reference, where this ratio is 2/1 [13]. In the case ±

of MZT, the ratio is actually reduced due to the . 20 g
spread of 2.50 found in the (010) axis of the
crystallites in the sample; the relative decrease of
this ratio has been estimated to be of 20%. Fig. 4 15
shows also that the modulation in the intensity of
Te is clearly seen near 0 = 450, but that of Hg has -9.

Eýalmost disappeared. The smaller amplitude for
Te is an effect of the carbon top layer; in return Z 10

the loss of modulation for Hg corresponds to a
perturbated cation sublattice under the top layer. 0 20 40 60

The mean intensity variations of Te, Hg and e(deg
Zn are the same; this is evidenced in Fig. 3 and 1.5

Fig. 4 for the Hg/Te evolution with 0. The Hg/Te 2
ratio after process (lID is larger than the value
obtained after process (Ila), where it is very near n'0.981

the stoichiometric value after process (lIb). L . I , i , ,
The values of the relative fractions of Te, Hg, 0 20 40 60

Zn have been put in the usual compositional E(deg)
triangle [1,11], the corresponding points are scat- Fig. 5. Normalized intensities and Hg/Te ratio versus polar

tered in a circle of radius 0.03 centred on the escape angle 0 after process (111).
mean fraction value. This mean value corre-
sponds to Hg(,.,ZnoTe1 15 1 for process (lib) and

to Hgj.OKZnO.,8Tei.os for process (Ila). The small
variations of these values with 0 correspond to a
constant composition lattice under the carbon

Hg Te layer and must be that of the bulk. The difference

• 1- between the fractional values and the composi-
- tion of the sample actually remains small and

may be attributed mostly to the top most layer in
0 which the mean free path of a photoelectron

emitted by Zn is shorter, leading to a smaller
-"normalized intensity. The difference in Hg/Te

E ratio between processes (Ila) and (lib) is also
z attributed to the effect of the top layer.

I. After process (1li), Br. N and K cannot be
0 20 40 60 detected at the surface but the contamination

eldeg) with C and 0 is as high as with processes (11). An

5 /example of normalized intensity curves is pre-
sented in Fig. 5 which gives also the Hg/Te ratio

Z 1.095 --. . .. as a function of 0. The profiles of intensity of Hg
and Te are like those given in Fig. 2 and show no

1 .oxidation of the constituents. Fig. 5 shows that
0 20 40 60 intensity modulations are of amplitude compara-

eldeg) ble to those found after processes (11); they are

Fig. 4. Normalized intensities and Hg/re ratio versus polar related to a ;,-,w damage of the crystal under a top
escape angle 0 after process (Ila). layer of carbon. The relative fractions of Te, Hg
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and Zn with 0 have been drawn in the composi- removed by an acid. The difference in the relative
tion triangle; the points remain inside a circle of fractions of the constituents must be attributed to
radius 0.03, whose mean value corresponds to the effect of the top layer and gives a limit in the
Hg 0.9 8Zn0.08Tej.x. These small variations corre- composition precision which can be reached by
spond here also to a constant composition crystal, the method used.
which must be that of the bulk under a relatively A comparison with HgCdTe remains difficult,
homogeneous top layer of about 10 to 15 A. the intensity modulations appear stronger than

The mean Hg/Te ratio is the highest after those found on HgCdTe surfaces [1], but the
process (Ila) for which the modulations appear a crystallographic orientations of the samples are
little broadened (cf. Fig. 4a). In return this ratio not the same. The stoichiometry near the sutface
is lower for processes (lib) and (i11) and the is conserved in HgZnTe after a simple chemical
modulation slightly pronounced. This may be ex- process, which is consistent with the higher stabil-
plained by a crystal terminated mainly by Hg it. f its lattice [2,41; however, the simple process
atoms which are more displaced than the Te wc used should be tested also on Hg-rich HgCdTe.
atoms after process (Ila). In the case of processes
(lib) and (III), the crystal will be terminated
mainly by Te atoms which are less displaced. This 6. Acknowledgements
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Abstract

The shape and position of the p-n junction created by ion beam milling was studied using a scanning electron
microscope. The shape of the p-n junction demonstrates the diffusion-like character of the p-n conversion process.
A model for the explanation of the conversion based on the assumption of an extremely low Hg interstitial migration
energy is proposed. A comparison with radiotracer self-diffusion is reported.

1. Introduction 2. Experiment

Most as-grown single crystals Hg, _,Cd1 Te are The bulk Hg, _Cd.Te single crystals with x
p-type due to Hg vacancies. This material can 0.21 were produced by the modified Bridgman
usually be converted to n-type by annealing at method with a floating source. As-grown crystals
low temperature (-' 3000C) in an Hg overpressure were p-type. Their hole concentration was in the
[1-4] or by ion-beam milling (IM) [5-9]. Large range 1016_1017 cm-3 and the mobility varied
discrepancy between mercury diffusion coeffi- between 250 and 700) cm 2/V- s at 77 K. A
cient deduced from annealing experiments and VEECO ion beam etching system was used with
IM exists [9] and it is not completely explained optimal etching parameters: energ3 of neutral-
yet. Tracer diffusion profiles of Hg usually con- ized argon ions 750 eV and current density 600
tain two branches (slow and fast) with diffusion jAA/cm 2. A part of the surface of some samples
coefficients at - 400°C in the range of (D-- was coated with a photoresist mask to shield it
10- "-10-9 cm 2/s) [10-13]. However IM experi- from the ion beam. The samples are mounted on
ments can be explained only by much faster diffu- a water-cooled copper holder by a heat-conduct-
sion (D = 10-6 cm2/s) at temperatures - 50 0C. ing grease. The sample temperature was obtained

In our paper the explanation of this discrep- during the IM process by a thermal sensor
ancy between both coefficients based on the as- (pyramids from Wood's metal) and did not ex-
sumption of an extremely low interstitial migra- ceed 700C. Similar results were reported in ref.
tion energy is given. [7].

Secondary electron (SE) and electron beam
induced current (EBIC) observations were used

Corresponding author, to determine the shape and position of the p-n

0)022-0248/94/$07.00 P 1994 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
SSDI 0022-0248(93)E0758-Y
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junction after IM. The typical scanning electron 4. Theory and discussion of diffusion
microscope (SEM) parameters were 25 keV, 10
nA beam current and a magnification between 60 A great difference between Hg diffusion coef-
and 300. The samples were investigated with the ficients deduced from IM and annealing experi-
e-beam perpendicular to the cleaved cross section ments is the reason why the ordinary diffusion
and the temperature of the samples was 75-100 m, :hanisms of n-type layer creation are aban-
K. Indium was used to provide good ohmic con- doned and other (nonstandard) diffusion mecha-
tact between material and bonding Au leads. nisms are looked for - see ref. [7]. The theory

proposed here removes this apparent discrepancy
of diffusion coefficients and proves that the ordi-

3. Results nary diffusion mechanism can explain both the
observed phenomena.

Fig. 1 shows a mixed mode SEM micrograph
(both EBIC and SE images together) of cleaved 4.1. Diffusion model of ion milling
cross section of a sample which was prepared by
IM (750 eV, 600 tLA/cm2, 25 min). Before milling During IM the mercury interstitials (Hg,) are
one half of the sample was covered by a photore- liberated near the surface. Then the region close
sist mask. It can be seen that the distance of the to the bombarded surface of the sample is super-
p-n junction from the milled surface is uniform saturated by them and the concentration of Hg1
in the whole sample and the thickness of the significantly exceeds their thermal equilibrium
n-type layer reaches approximately 170 Mzm. In concentration in this region. Hg, diffuse either
addition, the n-type region extends deep under into the bulk or out from the sample. Conse-
the photoresist mask (the white solid line on the quently, by a recombination with Hg, the concen-
surface of the sample marks the position of the tration of Hg vacancies decreases significantly
photoresist mask). and residual uncompensated donors convert the

region into n-type. After finishing of IM, the Hg,
recombine fast and their concentration returns to
the thermal equilibrium one. The diffusion of
other components (Cd, Te) as well as sputtering
of the surface during IM are neglected here.

The model suggested here starts from the as-
sumption that diffusion of Hg is driven by a
combined interstitial-vacancy mechanism. The
sample is homogencous with plain surface at co-
ordinate y = 0. The coupled one-dimensional
equations of diffusion for the Hg, and Hg va-
cancy diffusion read:

act a2c1S=D - Rcoc, + SS(y), )
at ay-2

acC a2C ,

l = Dýy- - RclCv, (2)
- at aly2

where c1 =c.(y, t), cv -=c,.(y, t), and D1 and D9,.
Fig. I. A mixed EBIC-SE micrograph of the cross section of are c , =_ interst= tials and D, cand ies

sample 49-13-E6. The white solid line marks the position of are concentrations of interstitials and vacancies
the photoresist mask which shielded a part of the sample from and diffusion coefficients, respectively. S is the
ion milling; arrow indicates direction of incident argon ions. source of the interstitials located on the surface.
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A thermal creation of vacancies at the surface bine with Hg vacancies, and consequently the
and interstitial-vacancy pairs in the bulk is very n-type region is created. After switching off the
weak at low temperature and is left out here. source Hg, recombine at the p-n junction and on
6(y) is the Dirac function. R represents the inter- the surface and their concentration decreases
stitial-vacancy recombination constant [141: quickly.

R = 47r(D, +DV)e 2/EkBT, (3)

where e, E, kB and T are the electron charge, the 4.2. Tracer self-diffusion

dielectric constant, the Boltzmann constant and
the temperature, respectively. In view of the fact The model of annealing describes diffusion in

that the p-n structure is long-time stable at room a crystal at chemical equilibrium, i.e. uniform
temperature, Dv. can be set zero. chemical and native defect composition (self-dif-

Generally, S describes also a loss of Hg, dif- fusion). This regime is invariably studied using
fusing out from the sample. Thus S is divided radiotracers, therefore involving a net isotopic
formally into two parts S = S, - S2c,(O, t), where flux. Similarly as in the case of IM. the isotopic
the second term describes the above-mentioned flux is described by the coupled one-dimensional
case. equations of diffusion for the Hg radiotracers in

The concentration of vacancies has decreased the interstitial and lattice sites:

significantly in the converted n-type region. Thus act a I cl 1
the recombination term in Eq. (1) can be ne- - = - + RK - -cC

glected there and diffusion of Hg is driven by the at = D, c)l
diffusion coefficient D,.

Eqs. (1) and (2) were solved numerically for +S ipl CICI) (4)
initial conditions and model parameters c1 (y, 0)
= 0, c'(y, 0) = 106 cm-3, D = 10-' cm 2/s, D,
=0, T=320 K, S,= O1 cm- 2/s and S,=5x ac, c, c,.1  cR t
10-- cm/s. At time t = 1500 s, the source S, was Dt R i - )
switched off (S,(t > 1500 s) = 0). The resulting

cj(y, t) is shown in Fig. 2. Starting IM at = 0,c, "'-) m
increases, Hg, diffuse into the bulk and recom- + SlcvPttg I - -6(). (5)

Cttg

Here cI, CL, Clig, K F and Pig are radiotracer
interstitial and lattice sites concentrations, the
total Hg lattice sites concentration, the Frenkel
constant and the Hg pressure, respectively. The
last terms with 8-function describe transport of
radiotracers through the surface. S, and S,_ are
pressure- independe nt model parameters. Note
that due to chemical equilibrium, c, a( P,,. but is
independent of y and t.

A: Eqs. (4) and (5) can be simplified if we realize
that the generation-recombination terms (pro-
"portional to R) exceed by several orders of mag-
nitude those with time and space derivatives. This
means that c, and c, are locally near the equilib-

Fig. 2. The example of c(Y. 0 calculated for model parame- rium [151 where
ters given in the text. The surface with source is at v = 0. The
dashed line shows the position of the p-n junction. c1 = KFCLt/CIIgCS. (6)
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Summing (4) and (5) and substituting (6), the 5. Conclusion
equation for total radiotracer diffusion is ob- The shape and position of the p-n junctiontamehpedndpintinthete pformcio
tained in the form created by ion beam milling was studied using
acT a2CT ( cTn- scanning electron microscopy. The shape of the

D Hg-aV2 +ST 1- - ((y), (7) p-n junction demonstrates the diffusion-like
at Hg character of the p-n conversion process. The

where cT- is total radiotracer concentration CT estimates explain that the great value of the dif-
C1 + cL, fusion constant of mercury interstitials Dt ob-

ST = (St + SLCv) PHg, (8) served during ion b, -m milling experiments is not
in contradiction with standard values of radio-

and Dtg is Hg self-diffusion coefficient, tracer mercury self-diffusion constant DHg estab-

D~g = (DtKF + DvC,)/(C,,gCv + KF). (9) lished from equilibrium annealing experiments.

Assuming CiCgv >> KF, Eq. (9) can be rewritten This work was supported in part by the Hun-

in a more visual form: garian National Scientific Research Fund under
contract No. OTKA T7615.

D*g - DCT + DvC,.)/Ctg, (10)
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Abstract

Firstly. we have studied the indium doping concentration dependence of the electrical properties of Hg1) 7Cd1..3Te
monolayers grown by liquid phase epitaxy (LPE). Below the indium concentration of I X 101 cm 3 ncarlV 100% of
indium was electrically active. Indium-doped Hg11.7Cdo.3Te/undoped Hg,, .Cd,, ,Te/CdTe heterojunction was grown
in a double bin graphite boat, using a slider LPE technique. After the growth, Hg-annealing was performed. An
n-type Hg,.,Cd(,.Te layer was formed just beneath the Hgl.T7Cd,.3Te cap laser by Hg-diffusion. The Hg,,,Cd,,,Te
p-n homojunction formed thereby would have no misfit defects.

1. Introduction photo-carriers at the interface between the insu-
lating layer and HgCdTe reduces the quantum

Mercury cadmium telluride (HgCdTe) is the efficiency. If a wide bandgap HgCdTe film is
most important semiconducting material for the deposited onto the narrow bandgap HgCdTe, ab-
fabrication of infrared photon detectors and sorption of the desired radiation (longer wave-
imaging arrays 11-3]. However, the low junction lengths) will occur mainly in the narrow bandgap
impedance and high leakage current have been photoabsorbing layer. Here, the wide bandgap
the major challenges for HgCdTe photodiodes to HgCdTe acts as a spectral filter for the incident
be used for the detection of 8-12 Am infrared, radiation [7]. Therefore, this kind of heterojunc-
Heterojunctions (wide bandgap on narrow tion is expected to reduce the surface recombina-
bandgap HgCdTe) have been considered as a way tion and background photon flux.
of increasing the performance of HgCdTe photo- Most of the HgCdTe p-n heterojunctions
diodes by many authors [4-61. grown by LPE (liquid phase epitaxy) have under-

In the frontside illumination mode, photon gone a two-step process of growing sequentially
absorption takes place near the surface of the p- and n-type layers with using Te-rich and Hg-
HgCdTe layer. Therefore, the recombination of rich solutions [8,9]. Recently, p-Hg0-75Cdo.,2 Te/

p-Hg0.78Cd0.22Te/CdTe grown by using only a
Te-rich slider LPE process was reported by Ya-
sumura et al. [10]. In this study, we have grown

* Corresponding author. n-Hg0 .7CdfTe/p-Hg 0)8Cd0.2Te/ CdTe hetero-

(X)22-0248/94/S$7.(X) k) 1994 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
SSDI 0022-0248(93)E0759-Z
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first second 3growth growth tions (atoms/cm3 ) in the growth solutions were
solution HgTe solution HgTe slider measured by AA (atomic absorption analysis).

SIMS (secondary ion mass spectrometry) was used
to determine the indium concentrations in the

SJ HgCdTe epi-layers, using 02 ions as a primary
s raion beam. The segregation coefficient of indium

CdTe substrate (K) was calculated from the AA and SIMS data.

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of a double-bin slider boat for LPE For the double layer heterojunction (DLHJ).
growth of HgCdTe DLHJs. the composition of the base layer was determined

by a Fourier transform infrared spectrometer

junctions by indium doping in a double-bin (FTIR), using a relationship by Finkman and

graphite boat, using a Te-rich slider type LPE. Schacham [13]. A wavelength dispersive spec-

The characteristics of the heterojunction will be trometer (WDS) was used to determine the com-

discussed. position of the cap layer and the composition
grading width.

Hg-annealing was carried out in a sealed quartz

2. Experimental procedure ampoule. Annealing was done at 250'C for sev-
eral hours, with the samples kept 5°C warmer

HgCdTe layers were grown on CdTe (01 )A than the Hg reservoir to prevent condensing of

substrates (12 x 12 mm 2) by LPE technique, us- mercury on the sample. Differential Hall mea-

ing a double-bin graphite slider boat (Fig. 1) surement was used to determine the junction

under purified hydrogen flow at atmospheric depth (x,) and the electrical properties [14].

pressure. Mercury vapor loss from the growth
solutions was precisely controlled in a specially
designed boat. The mercury overpressure created 3. Results and discussion
by a HgTe source next to each melt bin was used
to compensate for the mercury loss from each 3.1. Indium-doped Hgo CdoTe

growth solution [111. The weight gain of each -
growth solution measured at the growth start
temperature was used to determine the optimum An undoped HgCdTe layer grown using a Te-
growth temperature, with using the Maudes rich solution is usually of p-type conductivity with
equations [12]. The compositions of the growth a high hole concentration due to Hg vacancies

solutions and the growth temperatures used are which act as doubly ionized acceptors [15]. Hg-

listed in Table 1. annealing at 200-250'C reduces the Hg vacancy

For the growth of n-type Hg0,.Cd0 .3Te layers, concentration in HgCdTe, the conduction types

indium was doped in the growth solution. Te being determined by residual impurities [16]. To

ingots containing 0.01% indium were used for the obtain an n-type conductivity accurately, inten-

synthesis of growth solutions. Indium concentra- tional donor-doping is needed. The most widely
used n-type dopant for HgCdTe is indium [171.
Firstly, we have determined the segregation coef-

Table I ficient of indium in our Te-rich LPE process. The
The composition of the growth solutions and the growth indium concentration in the growth solution was
temperatures for HgCdTe double layer heterojunctions 2.7 X 1018 cm-' and that in the epi-layer was

Composition of solution Growth 7.5 X 10 's cm-3, resulting in a segregation coeffi-
temperature cient (K) of 2.8.
(°c) We have studied the indium-doping concentra-

Hg)xCdO 2Te Hg:Cd:Te = 0.150:0.007:0.843 475.1-465.9 tion dependence of the electrical properties of
Hg,1 ,Cd,1 1Te Hg: Cd: Te = 0.114:0.009:0.877 465.9-465.1 LPE grown Hg1 .TCd 1 .3Te monolayers. Hg 0.7

t . . ..
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°1 10•10" g-anIMS data

00"10,-I

Htall data

In-doped Hg,)7 Cd).3Te monolayers versus concentrations of Fig. 3. Surface morphology of HgCdTe DLHJ grown by LPE

tions doped with different concentrations of in-
dium. These layers were Hg-annealed at 250o C Fig. 4 shows the room temperature FTIRfor 35 h to remove the Hg vacanceand activate transmission spectra for a DLHJ. From the FTIRthe indium. Fig. 2 shows the carrier concentra- spectra, the composition x of the base layertions measured at 77 K versus the concentrations (Hg,-.CdxTe) was measured to be 0.205. Sincetiofs indium ed i th layKvers.uB the dopetiong o the composition of the cap layer could not beof indium in the layers. Below the doping of

I x 1018 cm-3, In-doping is well controlled. In measured by FTIR due to absorption of infrared

other words, nearly 100% of indium was electri- by the base layer of the lower energy band gap, it
was measured by WDS. The cadmium composi-

cally active. The carrier concentration levels off tio measured across the cadmsurfc pis
at 2 x 10 18 CM -3. This is probably because the tion measured across the cleaved surface is shown

at 2x 118 m3 .Thi is robblybecusethe in Fig. 5. The cap layer composition x was 0.3
solubility limit is reached as the indium concen- an The composition g was tin

tration approaches 2 x 10' cm-3 . A similar re- and the composition grading width was thinner

sult has been reported from MOVPE materials than 0.5 Am. The entire layer thickness and the

[16]. Our result supports the idea that above the
solubility limit, most of the indium atoms remain - ......... . .. .-

as electrically inactive In complexes, like In 2Te3, 2oj

with only a small fraction of indium in Hg lattice
sites playing the role of active donors [18].

3.2. As-grown double layer heterojunction

For the growth of DLHJ, an undoped
Hg08 Cd 02Te base layer was grown first on the
CdTe substrate, using a Te-rich solution. Subse-
quently, a Hgo.7Cdo.3Te cap layer doped with
indium of 5 x 106 cm-3 was grown onto the base 2500 2000 2500 ,o00 500

Hg 0o.Cd 0 2Te layer. DLHJs were free of melts left Wavenumbers
on the surface and looked like mirrors. Terrace Fig. 4. Room temperature FTIR transmission spectra for
structures were observed, due to small misorien- DLHJ.
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Fig. 7. The p-n junction depth as a function of Hg-annealing
time at 250'C for the DLHJ having a cap layer doped with

indium of 5x 1016 cm-3.

Fig. 5. Cadmium compositional profile of HgCdTe DLHJ 3.3. Hg-annealed double layer heterojunction

measured across epitaxial layers on cleaved surface.

Misfit dislocations are usually observed at the
HgCdTe heterojunction interface, due to the lat-

cap layer thickness were 15 and 1.8 jtm, respec- tice mismatch D19]. Misfit dislocations are be-
tively. lieved to act as recombination centers in pho-

Fig. 6 shows the SIMS depth profile data of todetectors. Therefore, it is desirable to position
the indium concentration in an as-grown DLHJ the p-n junction in the base Hg1 .,Cd0.2Te layer
which has the cap layer doped with indium of in which no misfit dislocations exist.
5 x 10" cm- 3 . We can see that an indium con- In this study we tried to position the p-n
centration of 9 X l0'5 cm- 3 exists throughout the junction within the Hg,.,Cd,).,Te base layer, using
undoped base layer. Indium diffusion from the a low temperature Hg-annealing at 2500C. The
indium-doped growth solution bin to the un- diffused mercury lowers the density of the Hg
doped growth solution during the LPE growth vacancies below that of the indium concentra-
might be the major cause of this result. tions, converting the top part of the base layer as

well as the cap layer to n-type. The carrier con-

centrations of n-type layers are determined by the

H%,Cd,,Te cap layer indium concentration in the HgCdTe layers. The
HE18 aythickness of the n-type Hg0,,Cd1 ,.2Te layer can be

Hg%.CA,Te base layer CdTe controlled by the Hg-annealing time.
substrate To place the p-n junction at a desired depth

in the base layer, we have done some diffusion
1 • experiments. Fig. 7 shows the p-n junction depth

E-1 -- as a function of Hg-annealing time at 250'C for a
DLHJ with the cap layer containing indium of

15 5 X 10" cm- 3 . Junction depths have been mea-
4• sured by differential Hall measurements. From

Fig. 7, we could obtain the two unknown parame-
1E. 14 ters, i.e., constant value A and the activation

0 5 10 is energy Ea, in the diffusion equation of

Depth from the surface 61m) x3N,/time =A exp( -Ea/kT),
Fig. 6. SIMS depth profile of indium concentration in as-grown

DLHJ. where k is Boltzmann's constant and T is the

.[... ..
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Hgt.,Cd,Te(x=0.3). lnl=5xlO"cm' 1.8pm erojunctions, using a Te-rich slider LPE tech-
niques. The cap layer thickness was 1.8 Am and

Hg,.CdTe(x-0.2), [nl=9x10"cm' 3.21im the composition grading width was thinner than
pn-hormjunction 0.5 Amin.

A p-n homojunction was formed within the

Hg,,Cd,Te (x=0.2), lpI=5s0•"cm' 1opim Hg0o.Cd0 2Te base layer by Hg-annealing at 250°C
for 1 h. In conjunction with the wide band gap
cap layer of Hg0.7Cdo 3Te, this Hg,.,Cdo.,Te p-n

CdTesubsurate homojunction having no misfit defects and no
Fig. 8. Schematic drawing of the cross section after Hg-an- band discontinuity is expected to bring forth a
nealing at 250"C for I h. LWIR photodiode with good detectivity.

annealing temperature in kelvin, xj is the junc-
tion depth and Na is the initial vacancy concen- 5. Acknowledgements
trations [20]. E. and A were determined as 0.47
eV and 7.5 x 1022 cm-i s-1, respectively.
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Abstract

Buffered structures of Hgo.sCdo.2Te/Cd11 .94Zn.(111 Te/Cdo.91 Zno. 03Te were grown by a slider LPE technique and
their material properties were compared with those of Hg0.8Cd0.2Te/Cd0 .97 Zn.031 Te structures which have no buffer
layer. Photoluminescence spectroscopy (PL) was used to determine the compositions of the buffer layers and the
substrates and analyse the impurities in the buffer layers. Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) was used to analyse
impurities. Either sodium or lithium related donor-acceptor pair (DAP) peaks were observed in the substrate, but
not in the Cd 0.9Zn0.o6Te buffer layer. AES analysis revealed that the substrate contained some impurities such as
Si, Al, 0, K, Fe, and Mg. In the Cdo.,4Zn 0.,Te buffer layer, the above impurities were not detected. The
distribution of dislocations in the epi-layers were analysed by defect etching as well as double crystal X-ray
diffraction. For the buffered structure, most misfit etch-pits were located just above the interface between the
Hgl08Cd0.2Te and Cd0.94Zno.o6Te buffer, and their density was much lower than that ini the unbuffered structure, in
which etch-pits were distributed rather broadly in the epi-layer. Electrical properties of the Hg,,.,Cd11.,Te epi-layers,
which were Hg-annealed at 250oC, were analysed by Hall measurement at 77 K. The buffered structure showed the
carrier concentrations of 7 x 1013 to 1 X 1014 cm -3 and Hall mobilities of 2 to 5 x 105 cm 2/V- s.

1. Introduction electrical properties. CdZnTe and CdTe have
been used as substrates for LPE growth of

Hg1 _•Cd.Te is the most widely used material Hg_,-Cd,,Te. The electrical property of a
for infrared (IR) detectors. The energy band gap Hg1 _,CdTe epi-layer depends largely on the
of Hg,_,CdTe varies with the mole fraction of impurity concentration and crystalline defects of
CdTe (x). Hg0,.Cdo.2Te has the energy band gap the substrate [1]. Hg_,-CdrTe epi-layers can be
of 0.1 eV, therefore being exclusively used for contaminated by impurities in the substrate [2].
detecting infrared of 8-12 Am. Not only dislocations in the substrate but also

Liquid phase epitaxy (LPE) has become a ma- misfit dislocations created at the interface propa-
jor manufacturing process of Hg, _CdjTe for the gate into the epi-layers, deteriorating the electri-
last decade. Hg, _,CdTe materials grown by LPE cal properties.
have both uniform composition and excellent In this paper we have tried to improve the

electrical properties of LPE-grown Hg0 .,Cdl.2Te
by inserting a buffer layer Cdo.,4Zno.0oTe be-

* Corresponding author. tween the Hg,.,Cdo.2Te epi-layer and the Cd0.97

0022-0248/94/$07.00 0 1994 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
SSDI 0022-0248(93)E0760-5
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Zn. 003Te substrate. Electrical and defect-related
properties of the buffered structures were com- (a) -C(.zo,,

pared to those of the unbuffered structures of Temp 12K

Hg .Cd 0.2Te/Cd0 .97 Zno.03Te.

50

2. Experimental procedure a a
CO)
Z

LPE growths of Hgo.Cdo2Te epi-layers and - (b) Asgr...

Cd 94 Zno.06Te buffer layers were carried out, Z f•n Tp 12K
using an open tube slider system [3]. The solution .j
compositions and temperature ranges used for a.

the growths are given in Table 1. Cdo.,7 Zno.0 3Te
with (I11)A orientation and of the size 12X 12
mm2 were used as substrates.

After a Cdo.,4Zno.oTe buffer layer was grown, 7400 7600 7o0 8000 8200 8400 8600 8800 900

it was taken out of the boat and etched. A WAVELENGTH(A)
Hgo.,CdoTe epi-layer of 25 Am thickness was Fig. 1. PL spectrum of (a) the Cdo, 7Zn11 1 jTe substrate and

grown on top of it. Isothermal Hg-annealing at (b) the Cdo., 4Znoo6Te buffer layer.

250°C for 40 hr was performed to convert the
as-grown p-type Hgo.8 Cd0 .2Te to n-type.

LPE grown epi-layers were characterized as (111)A as-grown and (110) cleaved surfaces, using
follows. PL spectra were obtained at 12 K both Polisar I1 [4], Nakagawa [51, and a new etchant
for the substrate and buffer layers. Ar ion laser [6], respectively. The crystallinity was evaluated
was used as an excitation source. The spectral using a double crystal X-ray diffractometry
resolution was 1 A. Impurities on the surface of (DCX). lnSb was used as the first crystal. Full
the substrate and buffer layers were analysed by widths at half maximum (FWHM) of double crys-
Auger electron spectroscopy (AES). Just before tal rocking curves (DCRC) were obtained at dif-
the analysis, the surface of the substrate and ferent depths of the specimen by repeated etch-
buffer layers were sputtered by Ar+ ions. Com- ing and measuring.
positions of the HgoaCdo.2Te layers were deter-
mined from the cut-on wavelengths on the IR
transmittance curves. Hall effect measurements 3. Results and discussion
were performed on Hg-annealed specimens at 77
K to obtain electrical properties. 3. 1. PL characteristic of Cd,1 4Zn0,1 ,Te buffer lay-

The distributions of dislocations in the ers
Hgo.8Cdo.2Te epi-layer, the buffer layer, and the
substrate were studied by defect etching of both Figs. la and lb show PL spectra obtained from

a substrate and a buffer layer, respectively. The
peak position of free exciton (X) was used to

Table I determine the ZnTe mole fraction in both buffer
Solution compositions and temperature ranges for LPE growth layers and substrates [7]. The ZnTe mole fraction
of CdO., 4Zn 1.11Ie and Hgf).Cd0,,Te epi-layers of the buffer layer determined from the PL spec-

Solution composition Growth trum was about 0.060. This value matches very
(mole fraction) temperiture well with the result of wavelength dispersive spec-

range (C) trometry (WDS) analysis (about 0.061). The ex-
CdiiZno,,Te CdO.o2(,Zn,.0 Te,.97,3 513-493 perimental error in the WDS measurement of
Hg115Cd,. 2Te Hg.1 iswCdo.0Teo1 s 22  478-468 ZnTe was ±0.1 at%.

j.. .
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Table 2
Electrical properties of Hg-annealed Hg1 -,CdTe at 77 K

Sample No. Composition. Carrier concentration Hall mobility Type Remark
x (cm -3 ) (cm 2/V. s)

1 0.205 1.2 X 1014 4.1 x 10' n Buffered structure
2 0.210 7.0 x 10i3 3.3 x 105 n Buffered structure
3 0.205 9.8 X 1013 2.4 x 10' n Buffered structure
4 0.206 1.0 X 1014 5.8 x 10- n Buffered structure

5 0.203 1.5 x 1015 1.2 x 104 n Unbuffered structure
6 0.204 2.0 x 1014 8.3 x 104 n Unbuffered structure

The PL spectrum of the substrate has free of X to (X, A°) as a measure of crystal quality in
exciton (X) and bound exciton ((X, A°), (X, Do)) CdTe. The ratio was 0.19 for the buffer layer,
peaks. The peaks at 1.5950 and 1.5868 eV are compared to 0.077 for the substrate. The higher
LO-phonon replica peaks of X and (X, A9), re- X/(X, AN) ratio for the buffer layer is thought
spectively [8]. The peaks at 1.5729, 1.5664 and due to reduction of impurities in the buffer layer.
1.5598 eV are thought to be donor-acceptor pair Secondly, in the buffer layer, the DAP peak.
(DAP) peaks [9-14]. The peak at 1.5664 eV seems which was considered to be related to Na or Li
to be due to nitrogen (N) and the one at 1.5598 impurities, disappeared. The buffer layer seems
eV to either sodium (Na) or lithium (Li) impuri- to have effectively blocked Na or Li impurities.
ties [9]. The origin of the peak at 1.5729 eV could Reduction of impurities in the buffer layer is
be some other acceptor impurity, shown also by AES analysis (see next section).

The PL spectrum of the LPE grown Cdo.
Zn0 .( Te buffer layer is somewhat different from 3.2. Electrical properties of Hg., Cdf2 ,Te
the one of the substrate. Firstly, the ratio of X to
(X, A0 ) emission peak heights is larger than that Table 2 shows the results of Hall effect mea-
of the substrate. Cooper et al. [15] used the ratio surements at 77 K for 250'C Hg-annealed speci-

10 r
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Fig. 2. Auger spectrum of the surface of Cd0,,, 7 Zn,.f,3Te substrate.
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Fig. 3. Auger spectrum of the surface of Cd 0.4Zno.1 ),Te buffer layer.

mens. The buffered structures have excellent Impurities in substrate and buffer layer were
electrical properties: carrier concentrations of 7.0 analysed by AES. Fig. 2 shows the AES spectrum
x 10i" to 1.2 x 10t4 cm-3 and Hall mobilities of of the surface of the substrate. Some granular
2.4 to 5 x 105 cm 2/V• s. Our result is one of the defects were observed on the surface. Si, Al, 0,
best ever reported, comparable to those of Astles K, Fe, and Mg elements are found in the granu-
et al. [16] and Pelliciari et al. [17]. From the Hall lar-type defects. These impurities might have been
effect measurements, we conclude that the con- introduced into the substrate during either crystal
centration of residual impurities in the buffered growing or wafering process [18,19]. Fig. 3 shows
epi-layer is much smaller than that in the un- the result of AES analysis of the buffer layer. No
buffered layer. granular defects have been found in the buffer

Hqwd~de *

Fig. 4. SEM micrographs of the cross sections of Hgo0 5 Cdo 2Te layers which were defect etched: (a) Hgo Cd(, ,Te/Cd0 .7 Zn0 j1 Te
unbuffered structure; (b) Hgo.8Cdo. 2Te/Cdo.4Zno.o0 Te/Cdo.97 ZnnooTc buffered structure.
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layer. The surface of the buffer layer does not
contain the impurity elements which were ob-
served in the substrate. 00

These AES analyses as well as the PL results
described in the former section show that the
Cdo.,,Zno.oTe buffer layer improves the electri- Hg,,Cd.Te
cal properties of Hg,.,Cdo.2Te epi-layer by block- (x0.208)
ing outdiffusion of impurities from the substrate.

3.3. Crystallinity of Hg 0.Cd 0.2Te

Figs. 4a and 4b show the distribution of etch-
pits on the (110) cleaved planes of the buffered ."
and unbuffered structures, respectively. These C
etch-pits correspond to misfit dislocations caused e. butler layer

by the lattice mismatch between the epi-layer and .r
the buffer layer or the substrate. For the buffered
structures, most etch-pits are located just above x
the interface between the Hgo.8Cd,,.,Te epi-layer
and the Cdo.94Zno.0 Te buffer, and their density
is much lower than that in the unbuffered struc-
ture, in which etch-pits are distributed rather
broadly in the epi-layer. --

The etch-pit distribution was observed on the substrate

surface planes, i.e., (010)A of the substrate, the
buffer layer, and the Hgo.,Cdo.2Te epi-layer, re- -400 -200 0 200 400

spectively. The etch-pit density of the buffer layer Angle(arc sec) --

(= 1.8 x 10' cm- 2 ) is about 5 times higher than Fig. 5. Double crystal X-ray rocking curve profiles of a Hg,,
that of the substrate ( =-3.4 x 104 cm- 2 ). The CdO.2Te/Cd(). 4 Zno.IýTe/CdO.97Znoj3Te buffered structure

Hg0.,Cdo.2Te layer shows a slightly lower etch-pit obtained after sequential etching.

density (= ".7 x 104 cm- 2 ) than the buffer layer.
A serie- of double crystal rocking curves

(DCRC) were obtained at different depths for a
buffered structure and the results are shown in
Fig. 5. We can see from the relative positions of ......
the rocking curves of the layers that the lattice 14o SUB. BUFFER- Hg0 .Cd 0 Te

constants of Hgo.sCdo.2Te epi-layer (a,), Cd-1 4 ,0
Zno.o6Te buffer layer (ab) and substrate (a,) have 0 100

sothe following order in magnitude: a,> a > ab. • so -A

We can also see in the figure that the lattice " • ,
mismatch between the Hgo.Cd0 .2Te and the ""
buffer layer is larger than that between the °
Hg0 .Cdo.2Te epi-layer and the substrate. The 20

ZnTe mole fraction of the buffer layer was calcu- 0 -- 30 40
lated from the DCRC peak spacing between the DISTANCE(rom)
lIgCdTe epi-layer and the buffer layer. The cal- Fig. 6. Depth profiles of FWHM (full widths at half maxi-

culated ZnTe mole fraction (about 0.063) agrees mum) of double crystal X-ray rocking curve in a Hgo.gCdO,,
with the results of PL and WDS analysis (see Te/Cdo,•Zn0 .•Te/Cdo,9 Zno,1 Te buffered structure.
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Bridgman growth of Hgl_.CdxTe from melt
of constant composition
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Abstract

A modified Bridgman method is applied for the growth of semiconducting alloys Hg, _,Cd.Te from the melt. The
large separation between the liquidus and solidus lines in the T-x phase diagram and further non-planar
melt/crystal interface shape cause significant axial and radial gradients in the composition. In order to reduce these
difficulties, the proposed method - Bridgman growth from melt of constant composition (BGCC) - is based on a
demand to simply ensure a melt of constant composition near the melt/crystal interface during growth. The missing
CdTe is transported to the phase boundary •'y diffusion from a suitable source - for example floating solid CdTe. A
model of diffusion of CdTe in the liquidus was verified by a fast cooling of the melt above the growing crystal and its
composition analysis. In this way the equilibrium segregation coefficient and solute diffusion coefficient of CdTe
were determined. As-grown crystals were p-type Hg-vacancy-doped. By an annealing near-Hg-saturated condition or
in a Hg bath, arid also by ion beam milling, the n-type material can be prepared. Electrical. optical and
photoelectrical properties are briefly discussed.

1. Introduction the composition uniformity requires very careful
processing of MCT.

The pseudo-binary alloy material Hg, _Cd5Te The bulk material grown by directional solidi-
(MCIT) has recently received a great deal of at- fication methods is still in widespread use for
tention due to its utility both as a semiconductor infrared detectors, despite rapid progress in the

and as a photoconductor. The forbidden energy various epitaxial growth techniques [1]. The verti-
gap is dependent on the mole fraction of CdTe x, cal Bridgman growth of crystals was one of the
ranging from a wide-gap semiconductor for x = 1 first used for MCT. In the classical Bridgman
to a zero-gap semiconductor for x = 0.16. These growth (CBG), the material Hg, _,Cd•Te in a
materials are widely used in photoconductive and sealed silica ampoule is initially heated above the
photovoltaic devices. They are also a centre of liquidus temperature for given x and the temper-
interest in modelling of the dynamics of growth. ature is then slowly lowered with translation rate

High sensitivity of semiconducting properties on v through a temperature gradient G below the
solidus temperature. From the wide separation of
the liquidus and solidus curves in the T-x phase
diagram, it is apparent that the original simple

* Corresponding author. CBG gives a low yield of material with suitable x

0022-0248/94/$07.00 0 1994 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
SSDI 0022-0248(93)E0761-U
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1200 [7,8]. Comparing these methods from the point of
Hg,.xCd.Te view of their technical burdensomeness and a

L -yield of material with suitable purity and radial
1000 homogeneity, it is evident that each of them has

12 together with priorities also some imperfections.
Sm s Some of them, SSR, SG, CBG and ACRT, are

Uu- XL Xs successfully used in production. Extensive experi-
mental studies of the FBG method contributed to

T70° understanding of temperature and solute fields in

600 the melt [8,9].
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 The method proposed by us - the Bridgman

x growth from melt of constant composition
Fig. 1. Pseudobinary HgTe-CdTe T-x phase diagram (m is (BGCC) - is based on a demand to ensure melt
the slope of the liquidus curve at x = XL). of constant composition XL above the crystal

during growth.
values [2]. Moreover, the combination of the dif-
ference in thermal conductivities between melt 2. Theoretical model - thermodynamic consider-
and crystal and the thick silica ampoule leads to a ation
highly curved melt/crystal interface me" The cur-
vature I.c has been identified as a major factor In further considerations we shall concentrate
causing the radial nonuniformity. A number ct on the preparation of Hg,1 ,Cd.Te crystals with
solutions of this problem were attempted: solid x = 0.22. The same advancement can be applied
state recrystallization (SSR) [31, slush-growth (SG) to arbitrary composition. The way out is the phase
[4,5], accelerated crucible rotation technique diagram T-x depicted in Fig. 1. The curves of
(ACRT) [6] and fast Bridgman growth (FBG) liquidus (L) and solidus (S) were determined with

I VW X L,(,) CRYSTAL GROWTH

S• SOLID • SOURCE]

SL2 (t)
tSOURCE)

I. . Li(t)

So id MELT
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Fig. 2. Schematic representation of one-dimensional model of (a) enrichment of melt and (b) crystal growth.
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the help of analytical relations (1) and (2), de- where DL is the solute diffusion coefficient of
rived in ref. [10] for the melting point Tm in CdTe in the melt (DL - 5 X 10i- cm- 2/s [8]), y
dependence on the composition of liquidus XL is the distance from the bottom of the ampoule
and the equilibrium segregation coefficient k in into the melt and xL(y, t) is the mole fraction of
dependence on XL, which agrees well with exper- CdTe at the place y and in the time t. In the
imental data [11]: time t = 0, xL(y, 0) = 0. The boundary condition

3 defines zero flux of CdTe at the bottom of the
Tm(oC) E aixL, (1) ampoule:

5CdTe -DL = 0. (4)
k = E bi x'L, Xs kXL, (2) ay =O

The situation at the phase boundary melt/source
where the coefficients have values (a,} = (670.94, I.s is described by the condition
671.46, -375.07, 110.54) and {b}) (4.726, X'L(Y,t)Iy=L,=XL, t>0, (5)
- 15.935, 39.335, --59.151, 46.752, - 14.743). At where ' is determined by relation (1) for tem-
temperature T = 707.2'C, the corresponding val- perature Tm(XL) = Tm(XL) + AT. It is true that a
ues are xs = 0.22, XL = 0.0557 and k = 3.95. The thin layer of (HgCd)Te with composition x' =
model of two-component melt (HgTe and CdTe) x'k(x{) is created on the CdTe source. How-xiks• use [12,13ed on t eCLs uc .H w
is used [12,13]. ever, diffusion of Hg in solid CdTe passes with a

The principle of our BGCC method, evident diffusion coefficient at least two orders of magni-

from Fig. 2b, is based on the fact that the crystal tude lower than diffusion of CdTe in the melt

grows for most of the time from the melt with and therefore making the balance of lengths and

Composition xL =xs/k which corresponds to a anthrfemkigheblceolntsad
compoaiti temperature as/ which coresond tom a composition, the thickness of this layer can be
relevant temperature Tm(XL), as is evident from ngetd
Fig. 1. The missing CdTe is during the whole ngetd
Fig.ess 1. The wth mis ng podted isu the whole The solution of differential equation (3) fulfill-
process of growth transported to the phase ing the above conditions, supposing that the
boundary I,,c by diffusion from a suitable source. length of the column of liquid does not change

2.1. Enrichment of melt too much, is of the shape

[ 4 1 1
As we can see from Fig. 2a, an ampoule of a X'(Y,t),=xL - •k• 2k +l

whole length L completely filled in the bottom 1r k. k

part with a column of HgTe with length (1- xs)L i (2k +l)'7r'
and in the upper part with a column of CdTe Xexp 4 DLt

source with length xsL is placed in a hot-zone I
Bridgman furnace with temperature Tm(xL)f f ((2k + 1)ir Y)
Tm(XL) + AT. The melting temperature Tm(XL) = xcos y . (6)
707.2°C corresponds to the crystal composition 2L,

which we want to produce (xs = 0.22), and AT> 0 For times t > 4.5 X 10- 2L 2/DL, it is sufficient
is the temperature difference ensuring the de- to calculate only the first term of the series (the
manded flux of CdTe by diffusion to the phase error is 1%). Under this condition we can simply
boundary I, during crystal growth. The value of determine the time 7, at which the composition
AT will be determined in the next section. of the melt at the bottom of the ampoule x j(0, T)

The HgTe melt is gradually enriched by CdTe corresponds to the composition XL from which
from the solid source of CdTe by diffusion de- the crystal of composition xs should grow. From
scribed by the Fick's second law: the relation X(0, r) = XL:

ax(y,t) a2xL(y, t) 4L2 (4 xL
IDL , 0<y<L, (3) In x_ (7)at 2 2DL(XLX
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At this time we can determine from the bal- Tm(XL)), the flux of CdTe JCrre driven by diffu-
ance of CdTe content in the ampoule the length sion to the phase boundary lr from phase
of melt L,(T): boundary /Is must be constant in any time and

,+ Q~dre =xL, (8) the sum of CdTe fluxes at the interface I., must
[L-L +be zero. This demand is described in relation

where Q'dTe is the CdTe content in the melt at (11).
time r: The flux JcdTe of CdTe species is related to

QdrdTe the concentration gradient of the species and to
the motion of melt relative to the interface by

fL(T)x,~ r) yFick's first law:
0d = D aXL(Y)

2 xL-x, JCdTe DL - XL(Y)- = -- 'X (11)
-XLL ,(r) 1 -- - . (9)

"7" XL where XL(Y) is the mole fraction of CdTe in the

For L,(r), it is valid that melt and y is the distance measured from the

I -xs interface I,, into the liquid, 0 _<y <L . A coor-
L,() ( 2xL_-xLL. (10) dinate system moves with interface Imc where its

-X'(1 L beginning is situated. The demanded condition
7r x for phase interface Im reads

For L=10 cm and AT=18*C, xL=0.084 , XL(y)Iy. .O=XL-Xs/k. (12)
Ll(r) = 8.3 cm and r = 8 days. Therefore, during The solution of differential equation (11) then
this time, the length of the liquid does practically has the form
not change L,(,r) - L,(0) = 0.5 cm.

XL(y)=Xs [1- (x - y
2.2. Crystal growth L =s exp - L

In further considerations on crystal growth in =XL I + (k - 1)-Ly . (13)
the arrangement depicted in Fig. 2b, we shall
suppose that: The second part of relation (13) is valid under
(a) the solute transport in the melt is controlled condition L, << DL/v.
by diffusion; Together with gradual increase of crystal length
(b) the one-dimensional approximation is valid H(t) with rate L' when H(t) = vt, the length of
and the interfaces lc and I., are flat; the column of the melt above the crystal, L, =

(c) the enrichment of melt with CdTe passed for L1(t), decreases but with different speed us =
a period i- determined from relation (7) and the dL 1(t)/dt. In the phase y = L,(t), where in the
ampoule was subsequently shifted to the temper- time t the phase boundary melt/source I. is
ature gradient G = dT/dy in such a way that the situated, the composition of melt xL(t) must be
bottom of the ampoule is located in the place determined by relation (13), xL(t)=xL(LI), if
with temperature T= T4(XL). relations (11) and (12) are to be fulfilled all the

If, in the time t = 0, melt with composition xL time. This means that the value xL(t) must grad-
at the bottom of the ampoule is lowered with ually decrease with time to copy the diffusion
translation rate v, then a crystal with composition profile in the melt determined by (13) for given
xs = kx. starts to grow at the bottom of the DL and k. This can be reached by a decrease of
ampoule in the initial stage. If we demand the temperature of the upper zone, where CdTe
crystal composition to stabilize at value xs during (source) is located in the way to fulfil
the growth (which means that in any time the
crystal will grow in the place with temperature Tm(x,.) = T(xL) +AT(t). (14)
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The length of the melt L,(t) can be deter- Relation (20) in first approximation shows that
mined from the balance of lengths and the bal- if the crystal of constant composition xs should
ance of CdTe content in the ampoule: grow with rate t, it is necessary to linearly de-

(t) + LA(O) = L, (15) crease the temperature of the hot zone from the
beginning of growth from the value T (xL) +

H(t)Xs + QCdTe + [L 2 (t) -L 1 (t)] =xsL. (16) AT(O) to the value Tm(XL). Due to the fact that
the starting value AT(O) - r, it is necessary to use

The value of the mole fraction of CdTe in the small rates, so that the temperature difference
melt QCdTe is given by between the source and the crystal is not too

high. For L = 10 cm, t' = 1.16 X 106 cm/s, DL
QCdTe f I XL(Y) dy = xsL1 (t) = 5.5 X 10-5 cm2/s, x= 0.22 and XL=0.05 57 ,"0 we obtain L,1(O)= 8.3 cm, QcdTe = 3.06 mol. fr.

L[ ( L,(t)) cm, x' =0.084 and AT(O) = 18'C.

+(Xs --XL) -,L- exp - 1 c• In fact, the situation is not so simple because
S DLthe heat transfer is far from the one-dimensional

(17) case near the interface lmc. The difference in

For L,(t we obtain thermal conductivity between the melt and the
crystal forces the heat of solidification to flow

L1(t) = (1 -xs)(L - vt) + QcdT. from the melt into the silica ampoule and leads to
radial temperature gradients near 'Ic [10,12]. The

L- - rt). (18) consequence is the concavely curved interface I,•

1--XL [13] and thermally driven convection near I.,,

The second part of relation (18) is valid under which was not taken into account.

the condition L1 I DL/V. The exact value L 1(t)
can be determined by numerical solution of the 3. Experimental procedure
set of Eqs. (18) and (17). The value xL(t) =
xL(LI), determined with the help of relation (13), The principle of the method used for prepara-
allows us together with (1) to fix at time t, Tn(Xi.) tion of crystals of composition xs - 0.22 is evi-
= T (XL) + AT(t). In approximation L, << DL/L dent from the model described in the preceding
and for not very high xL(t) < 0.1, relation (19) is section.
valid and AT(t) can be determined with the help The starting binary materials HgTe and CdTe
of (20): are prepared by reacting the elements (purity 6N)

S- XL(O) 1 -Xs in a sealed evacuated silica ampoule. The am-
poule outer/inner diameter is 20/14 mm for

X' 0 X(0) I --XL(0) HgTe and 19/13 for CdTe, and the total length
v ), of the ampoule is L < 10 cm. After synthesis, the

X--(L - vt), (19) ampoule with HgTe is carefully opened and an
DL I ingot of CdTe with dimensions corresponding the

situation in Fig. 2a is placed above HgTe. The
AT(t) •-a, -L--(L -vt) ampoule prepared in this way is put on a silica

I XL DL pedestal into the hot zone of the Bridgman growth

aL Xs--XL furnace with temperature Tm(X) = Tm(XL) +
1 a2 XL2+ AT(O), where it is left for 3-7 days. The ampoule

a, _XL is then lowered to the temperature gradient with

V ]rate v.
X -(L - vt)II. (20) The most difficult step is to realize experimen-

DL 1tally the demanded composition of liquid XL at
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1.0 It is necessary to choose such a growth rate v
for the given temperature gradient G to elimi-

"0.8 MCT.80 nate constitutional supercooling. For the maxi-

.2 mum rate vr.. that can be used it is [14]
S0.6 -1

_o I IIIV V GDL k - I
L 0.4mx= , (21)E V~max "s k

S0.2
where m = dTm(XL)/dXL = 630 K/mol-fraction

"0.0 at 707.2*C; in our case we have chosen v = 1.16 x
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 10-6 cm/s = 1,'/ 2 . For this rate we can deter-

ylL mine also the value AT(O) determining the in-
Fig. 3. Axial distribution of the average composition in the creased temperature of the upper zone at the
ingot which is quenched to room temperature during growth. beginning of growth, AT(O) 18'C. Together with

the beginning of lowering of the ampoule with
rate u, the temperature of the hot zone is de-
creased linearly to fulfil AT(t) = 0 in the time

the bottom of the ampoule in the moment when t = L/u. The rate of decrease of the temperature
the bottom of the ampoule is located at tempera- of the hot zone is optimized based on experimen-
ture Tm(XL). If the melt is too enriched in initial tal results. A sublinear temporal dependence of
state, a crystal with composition higher than xs the temperature is found to be convenient, espe-
starts to grow and the composition equilibrates cially at the end of the crystal growth.
on the demanded value xs only after some time For a better understanding of processes occur-
(see Fig. 4). On the contrary, if the crystal starts ring during crystal growth in the region of phase
to grow with time, when the composition on the interface and in the melt, one experiment is inter-
bottom of the ampoule has not reached the value rupted during the growth and the whole ampoule
XL, the composition at the beginning of the crys- is quickly cooled to room temperature. The solid-
tal is lower than x. (see Fig. 3). From the point ified ingot is cut perpendicularly to the growth
of view of controlling the process of enrichment, axis into plates with thickness 500 Am. The aver-
the most advantageous method seems to be to age x values are calculated from the measured
move first the ampoule with rate 1', =4 0/7 until mass densities and values of the lattice constant
temperature T= Tm(XL) at the bottom of the [151. The concentration profile obtained along the
ampoule is reached, and then start moving with ingot axes is evident from Fig. 3 and several
rate t. regions can be seen in it. Region (1) represents

The value AT, which depends on the growth the initial stage of crystal growth, when the con-
rate, is determined from (20). The furnace is centration increases relatively quickly to the value
constructed with two zones, with thermal isola- xs (the enrichment of melt was insufficient). Re-
tion between the hot and the cold zone. The gion (II) represents the crystal grown in the pe-
temperature of the cold zone was 520'C. The riod before the ampoule was quickly cooled to
temperature gradient G in the place with tem- room temperature, with composition xs 0.22.
perature Tm(XL) = 707.2°C was G - 10*C/cm. The decrease of x values in region (III) is proba-
The temperature during enrichment of the melt bly caused by a convex meniscus creating the
and crystal growth is measured and checked by melt/crystal interface Ic, the depth of the
two thermocouples situated ai the top and at the meniscus being about 3.5 rmm. Region (IV) is the
bottom of the ampoule. The low temperature region, where the crystal was in a liquid state
gradient is chosen such that the influence of the before rapid cooling and where the value roughly
curved phase interface on radial composition is linearly increases to region (V), where CdTe with
not too substantial. a surface enriched by HgTe is located. A moder-

11
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ate increase of x in region (V) is probably caused ql
by a concave shape of the melt/source phase .
boundary Ims. Fitting the concentration profile 2

x(y) in region (IV) with the help of (13), a segre- 167

gation coefficient on the phase boundary Imc', 13 ,

k = 5.9 and the effective solute diffusion coeffi- .213

cient of CdTe in the melt at - 715'C, DL = 1- 26

cm 2/s were determined, see solid line in Fig. 3. 2%
The last value is in relatively good agreement •13
with the value found out by Szofran et al. [8]. The 213

segregation coefficient found by us is about 1.5 x 210

higher than its value determined with the help of
relation (2).

Fig. 5. Radial distribution of the composition across a wafer.

4. Material characterization

The as-grown crystals were in most cases com- to 5 X 1016 cm- 3 and mobility of holes at 30 K
posed from one single-crystal grain. The course ranging from 600 to 1100 cm 2/V. s. According to

of axial composition determined from the mass a former model [161, a simultaneous analysis of
density measurements in evident from Fig. 4. Fig. the Hall coefficient and electrical conductivity
5 shows the radially symmetrical distribution of yields ionization energies of 5 meV and 0.5 E. for
the composition x across a typical wafer cut from Hg vacancies and 10 meV for residual acceptors,
a single crystal. The x values have been mea- respectively.
sured by EPMA at Humboldt University Berlin. Investigation of the absorption edge in sam-

Axial homogeneity Ix = ±0.02 and radial homo- pies cut from the BGCC crystals is presented in
geneity ,ix = ±+0.005 were typical values. Higher ref. [17], where the very high slope of absorption

composition is apparent at the periphery of the edge (SOO K) - 103 eV- ') is discussed.
wafer due to non-fiat interface I, The quality of our crystals prepared by BGCC

The single crystals are p-type Hg-vacancy- for photovoltaic applications was found to be
doped with hole concentration at 77 K of 3 × 1015 comparable to that prepared by THM method.

n +/p photodiodes were prepared by implanting
boron ions with an energy of 50 keV and dose of
2 x 1014 cm -. At T= 80 K and field of view

0.4 (FOV) = 60*, background limited detectivity of
I- photodiodes with a cut-off wavelength of A,)-

MCT-81 10.7 jim was achieved [18]."0.3

-. 82  " 5. Discussion

0.1 The method of the crystal preparation de-
scribed above does not require synthesizing a

"0_ __ ternary system Hg ,_Cd•Te, but only its binary" 0.0 .. ..
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 components HgTe and CdTe. The whole techno-

y/L logical process is relatively safe and modest. The
Fig. 4. Axial profil of the average composition along the transport processes ensuring the constant flow of
quenched ingot. CdTe to the melt/crystal phase boundary are

II
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Abstract

We tried to make the epitaxial growth of HgTe and Hg, _xCdxTe films on CdTe substrates from the vapor phase
under controlled mercury pressure in a sealed reaction chamber. As a reaction chamber, a horizontal quartz tube
with 3 cm diameter and 30 cm length was used. The temperature ranges of substrate and HgTe source were 200-250
and 300-350°C, respectively. The mercur pressure employed was 0.1-10 Torr. HgTe and HglxCdxTe were
successfully grown. A growth rate of 1-4 A/s was obtained for HgTe film, but the rate depends severely on source
and substrate temperatures and Hg pressure.

1. Introduction sticking or condensation coefficients for mercury
[5,6]. On the contrary, in liquid phase epitaxy a

Because of the potential use of Hg, _xCdxTe rather high growth temperature (typically 5500C)
and other Hg-based materials in infrared detec- is required, although the mercury loss during the
tor device applications, the growth of such mate- growth is negligible [7]. It would be useful to
rials has attracted much attention. Vapor phase realize a low temperature and low mercury c-Nn-
epitaxial growth techniques such as molecular sumption growth technique for HgTe and Hg-
beam epitaxy (MBE) [1,2] and metalorganic based alloy materials.
chemical vapor phase deposition (MOCVD) [3,4] In this paper, a vapor phase epitaxial growth
enables low temperature growth of these materi- system designed for growing HgTe and
als. In those systems, however, a fairly large Hg1 xCdxTe under controlled mercury pressure
amount of mercury is wasted because of low is presented. The system has been used success-

fully to grow HgTe and HgI -xCdxTe films. Re-
sults on crystallinity assessments and structural
characterization studies of grown films are also

Corresponding author, presented.
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2. Experimental procedure ,

Fig. 1 shows a schematic diagram of the pro- ..
posed HgTe and Hgl-xCdxTe film growing sys- < .. ,
tem. As a reaction chamber, a horizontal quartz
tube with 3 cm diameter and 30 cm length was ,e
used. One end of the tube was sealed and the . 2

other end was welded to a stainless steel conflat 3e,, 41)
flange. A Hg reservoir, made by Pyrex glass, was
also welded to a stainless steel flange which was 35)),)4U

connected to the reaction chamber through a - , I ." '--' '
high vacuum valve. This reaction chamber system 210 220) 230 240)

was connected to an evacuation system through a Substrate Temperature mI
valvc and could be evacuated to 1 10-7 Torr. Fig. 2. Growth rate of HgTe on CdTe(100). Numbers repre-
During the growth, the reaction chamber was sent temperatures of HgTe and Hg source (THgT. / T,,,).

isolated from the evacuation system and the Hg
pressure was controlled by the temperature of the
reservoir. After the growth, the excess Hg was
withdrawn back to the reservoir by cooling, direction were examined by Auger electron spec-

HgTe and Hgl-xCdxTe were grown on troscopy (AES).
CdTe(100) and CdTe( 111) substrates prepared on
GaAs(100) by hot-wall epitaxy [8]. The CdTe sub-
strates were etched with 1% bromine-methanol 3. Results and discussion
immediately before loading into the reaction
chamber. Polycrystalline HgTe and cadmium 3.1. HgTe growth
(99.9995%) were used as tellurium and cadmium
sources, respectively. The Hg reservoir was maintained at a temper-

Assessment of crystallinity of the grown films ature in the range 80-1800 C, which corresponds
were carried out by X-ray diffraction observa- to Hg vapor pressures of about 0.1-10 Torr.
tion, reflection high-energy electron diffraction Substrates were preheated at 1600C for 30 min in
(RHEED), and electrical measurements. Compo- the pressure of 2 x 10-7 Torr, and HgTe films
sitional profiles of the grown crystals in growth were grown at a substrate temperature of 210-

2400C.
The HgTe film could be grown epitaxially on

both CdTe(100) and CdTe(1 11) substrates. In Fig.
TO PUMP <= 2, growth rates of HgTe films on CdTe(100) are

plotted as a function of substrate temperature
(T), in which the parameters are HgTe source

[ 0 00000temperature (TH.Te) and Hg temperature (THg).

The growth rate of HgTe depends critically on
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0• the temperatures of substrate, source HgTe and
Cd HgTe SUBSTRATE Hg. At a high Hg temperature (1400C), the growth

rate is almost constant for a substrate tempera-
0 0ture of 210-2400C. On the contrary, for low Hg

temperature the rate goes to a maximum value
Hg o o with increasing substrate temperature and then

Fig. I. Schematic diagram of HgTe and Hg, _xCdxTe growth decreases with a further increase of the substrate
system. temperature. At a given substrate temperature,

* 1 -.
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Fig. 3. RHEED patterns of HgTe films on CdTe(100) (a) and CdTe( 11) (b).

the growth rate increases with decreasing Hg from the (400) Cu Ka, diffraction line of
temperature, i.e. Hg pressure, and also increases HgTe(100)/CdTe(100) films. Generally, the value
with HgTe source temperature. These facts are of the FWHM is smaller for the films prepared
understood as follows: Te atoms or molecules are with faster growth rate. For a Hg temperature of
supplied to the substrate surface through diffu- 100°C, the FWHM becomes small for a substrate
sion in Hg pressure, which is controlled by Hg temperature of around 230°C. This indicates that
temperature. The contribution of Hg atoms from there is an optimum substrate temperature for
the source HgTe to the Hg pressure and hence to given HgTe and Hg source temperature. For a
its impinging rate on the substrate is considered higher Hg temperature (140°C), the HgTe source
to be small. Thus the growth rates are expected temperature of 360'C is not sufficient for good
to increase with Te supply rate as long as suffi- film growth. Indeed we have found that when the
cient Hg is supplied to the substrate surface at a Hg temperature is very high (180 0C), a HgTe
given substrate temperature. This is evident in source temperature higher than 400'C was re-
Fig. 2. The decrease of growth rate at higher
temperature for the uppermost case in the figure
is considered to be due to the decrease of the

sticking coefficient of Hg at high temperature.
RHEED patterns of HgTe films grown on -

CdTe(100) and CdTe(lll) substrates are shown
in Fig. 3. As is seen in the figure, a single crys- 35 140
talline HgTe film is obtained epitaxially both on
the CdTe(100) and the CdTe(l 11) substrate. The -_\

X36( 4epitaxial orientation is (100),[OOljHgTe 1(100),3
[001]CdTe for CdTe(100). Streaks and Kikuchi .. .........-...... ..
lines in the pattern indicate that the HgTe films . 2(11

are of high quality. For the CdTe( 11) substrate,
two orientations [21]]HgTej[01 1]CdTe and 221_0 2201 230) 2401

[211 ]HgTe 1I[07l]CdTe are possible, and twins or Substrate Temperature (t1)
micro-twins are often observed. Fig. 4. Substrate temperature dependence of FWHM of X-ray

Fig. 4 shows the substrate temperature depen- rocking curve from (400) of Cu Kai diffraction lines of
dence of the FWHM of X-ray rocking curves HgTe(1O)/CdTe(10).
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Table I
, I' ,Properties of HgTe films (n-type)

"- O Sample Substrate n FWHM
No. (cm

3
) (cm

2 V-` s-1) (HgTe)
(arc min)

0- 46 CdTe(100) 4.2x10 7 1X104 4.5(400)
0 101 CdTe0lll) 5.5 x 10 17 3x 104 3.30333)

'001 0 0 0

0 films because of preferential sputtering of Hg
10I [10]. The profile is corrected with the appropriate

2 4 6 Auger sensitivity factors. The vertical axis repre-
Thickness (tpm) sents the composition of the constituent atoms

Fig. 5. Thickness dependence of FWHM. and the horizontal axis represents the distance
from the surface of the film toward the interface.
HgTe has been known to evaporate incongruently

quired to obtain an appropriate growth rate and [11] and the composition of the HgTe source
hence good quality films, must be changed during the growth run. How-

The FWHM of HgTe(100)/CdTe(100) film de- ever, as is clear from the figure, the composi-
creased with increasing film thickness and be- tional profile of the grown layer is very flat.
came almost constant for films thicker than about Hence it can be concluded that this growth sys-
2 Am. This is shown in Fig. 5. As often seen in tem is very effective for growing HgTe films at
heteroepitaxial growth [9], the initial decrease of rather low temperatures.
FWHM may be considered to be due to the In Table 1, results of Hall measurements at
initial diminution of dislocations originating at room temperature are shown for HgTe(100)/
the HgTe/CdTe interface caused by surface de- CdTe(100) and HgTe(111)/CdTe(111) films.
fects on the substrate and/or the lattice-mis- Carrier concentration and Hall mobility are al-
match between HgTe and CdTe. most the same for both films and are (4-6) x I0"7

Fig. 6 shows a typical AES sputter profile cm- 2 and (1-3) x 10' cm2 V-` s -, respectively.
through the HgTe/CdTe interface. It is difficult These values compare well with those obtained
to evaluate the precise composition of the HgTe for films grown by MBE [121.

From the above considerations, thick HgTe
layers (> 2 Am) grown under the appropriate

. .,,I....' ,, .. conditions are thought to be of good quality.
71

3.2 Hg,- xCdxTe growth

50 . . For the growth of Hg,_xCdxTe, Cd is loaded
=- .. into the reaction tube separately from the source

"HgTe, as shown in Fig. 1. The Cd source was
0" "g Ud heated at a temperature between 270 and 330°C,

depending on the temperatures of HgTe source,
Hg reservoir and substrate.

-- Fig. 7 shows X-ray diffraction patterns of 1.3
0 I 2 Am thick Hgl-xCdxTe(100)/CdTe(100) and 5

Sputter depth (pm) Am thick Hg,-xCdxTe(lll)/CdTe(lll). The
Fig. 6. Typical AES sputter profile through HgTe/CdTe temperatures of Cd, HgTe source, Hg and sub-
interface. strate during the growth are 280, 350, 230 and

al . .. . .. . ... .. . .. . . . _ ...... ....... ... . .. . . . . . . •
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S1w17
HgCdTe, CdTe( 100) HgCdTe/Cd'c( 11)

(1400) (133) 1

(a) (b)
±x o .5

2801
1~20 o.42 × o.3

A 
I. 2710 281) 290) 3011)

Difraction angle Cd source Temp.

Fig. 7. X-ray diffraction patterns of Hg _xCdxTe(100) on Fig. 8. Relationship between Cd temperature and composition

CdTe(100) (a) and Hg I - ACd xTe(111) on CdTe(11I)B (b). X. T,. TtlTC and T,, were maintained at 220. 350 and IXW(C.
respectively.

100°C for Hg,-xCdxTe(100), and 320, 380, 250
and laO0C for Hgl_xCdxTe(011), respectively, tained at 220, 350 and 100°C, respectively. The
In each pattern, the dominant peak corresponds values of X are roughly estimated by AES mea-
to the film and the other one to the substrate. It surements. X increases evidently with increasing
can be seen from the figure that Hg1 xCdxTe Cd temperature, suggesting the controllability of
grows epitaxially on both CdTe(100) and Cd fraction in the Hg,_xCdxTe alloy.
CdTe(ll1). This was also confirmed in RHEED Fig. 9 shows depth profiles of composition in
observation of the film. The values of FWHM are the Hg,-xCdxTe films grown at temperature
280 and 200 arc sec for Hg,-xCd,,Te(100) and Tttg = 100*C (a) and 80'C (b). For the film grown
Hg,_xCdxTe( 10), respectively, and larger than at Tjg = 100°C, the composition in the layer is
those of the corresponding substrates, especially almost constant. For T,, = 80*C, however, the
for Hg, xCdxTe(100). Fluctuation of the com- composition in the layer changes greatly during
position, X, in the film probably may be one of the growth, although the substrate and source
the reasons for broadening of FWHM. HgTe temperature are maintained constant. This

Fig. 8 shows the relationship between compo- means that the concentration ratio of Hg and Cd
sition X and Cd temperature when the tempera- on the substrate surface changes during the
tures of substrate, HgTe source and Hg are main- growth. The reason for this is not clear at this

Table 2
Properties of Hg, _xCdxTe films (n-type)

Sample Substrate n A FWIIM ,
No. (cm 3) (cm 2 

V-1 s-1) (Hg, - xCdxTe)
(arc min)

66 CdTe(100) 9.5 x t017 I X 104 105(400) 0.02
III CdTe(100) 2 x 101

7  4x 10
4  10 (400) 0.6

208 CdTe(100) I x 1018 3 x 10- 3.7(400) 0.1

107 CdTe(I11) 1.0 x 101 7  I X 10
4  3.3(333) 0.4

110 CdTe(I 11) 1.3 x 1017 2 x 104 6.7(333) 0.8
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4. Conclusion

--------- - -- We presented a simple vapor phase growth
lig (d system under controlled mercury pressure for

S2i- HgTe and Hg, xCdxTe. With this system, HgTe
and Hg, -CdxTe films were successfully grown

... on both CdTe(100) and CdTe(lll). The grown
t _1 1 HgTe films were compositionally homogeneous in

• .. growth direction and showed good electrical qual-
- ity. Hg, xCdxTe were grown epitaxially on both

CdTe(100) and CdTe(lll) substrate. Composi-
2.;, tion X was shown to be controlled by Cd source

temperature. Film growth under Hg pressure was
shown to be effective for HgTe and Hg-based
materials.

Distance (lsm)

Fig. 9. Depth profile of compositon in Hg1 xCdxTe films
grown at T,,, = 100°C (a) and 80 C (b).
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and optical characteristics
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Abstract

Zinc sulfide nanocrystals doped with a manganese activator element were precipitated within a poly(cthylenc
oxide) polymer matrix to study the effects of size and quantum confinement on the luminescent properties of
ZnS : Mn. Ultraviolet absorption demonstrates the increased bandgap due to quantum confinement. Photolumines-
cence measurements show the characteristic Mn 2+ emission from within the ZnS host crystal and photoluminescent
excitation measurements show a change in excitation which is indicative of the increased bandgap. These character-
istics are shown to change with growth of the particles. The growth rate of the ZnS particles is contrasted with the
growth rate of CdS by calculating the molecular diffusivity for diffusion controlled growth in each case.

1. Introduction ductor crystallites like zinc sulfide, which in their
early stages of growth reveal quantum confine-

Nanometer-sized and quantum-confined semi- ment effects [4]. This matrix-mediated growth
conductor particles doped with an activator ele- technique was modified to make manganese and
ment have optical properties which differ from terbium-doped zinc sulfide particles which
those of an identical bulk material, and from the demonstrate quantum confinement effects as de-
quantum-confined host material alone [1,2]. The duced from the luminescent properties of both
dopant element, a luminescence activator, emits the host crystal and the dopant. The synthesis of
light as a result of electron-hole transitions within this material, its properties, and how the molecu-
the bandgap of the host crystal, and thus the lar level environment and growth kinetics affect
emission is affected by the change in bandgap the properties will be discussed in this paper.
and e-h localization produced by quantum con- When the radius of a semiconductor crystallite
finement. The crystalline synthesis technique of is comparable to the excitonic Bohr radius (- 50
Bianconi et al. [31 creates matrix bound semicon- A in ZnS). the electronic properties change [5).

For iVNm,,Thc. i blue shift was observed in the

Corresponding author. bandgr reased Ed) for quantum-sized ZnS
Present address: Nanocrystals Technology. P.O. Box 820. partwci Alhition by Henglein in 1984 [6].
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group IV semiconductors, when prepared as conductor particles in the matrix is low and (2)
quantum-sized particles, demonstrate quantum particles of greater complexity are limited by the
size effects in their physical properties. Besides chemistry. Other polymer matrix based synthesis
the size, another requirement is that particles routes are less attractive because either the ma-
must remain isolated from one another; if al- trix will not bind the particles or reactions are too
lowed to aggregate, the material will exhibit bulk selective to allow incorporation of the dopant.
properties despite the small size of the particles. The application of this process to make a

Bulk manganese-doped zinc sulfide has a yel- luminescent quantum-confined material, and the
low luminescence which results from the d-d incorporation of an activator element into the
transition of the Mn, involving the 4T1-6A1 lev- semiconductor phase is unique. To manipulate
els, and its emission peaks at about 2.12 eV (585 the optical properties of an activator element by
nm). The photoluminescent excitation (PLE) the quantum confinement of its host is an impor-
wavelength of this emission was measured to be tant new area for materials research.
3.65 eV (340 nm) which is close to the bandgap of
ZnS (3.66 eV) M1]. In quantum confined ZnS: Mn
particles, this excitation energy is seen to increase 2. Experimental procedure
with the increase in bandgap (i.e. a blue shift) [1].
The radiative recombination lifetime of this tran- A solution was prepared as follows: 0.09 gram
sition in bulk material is about 1.7 ms. In the ZnCl 2 and 0.01 g MnCi, (weighed in a nitrogen
quantum-confined ZnS:Mn we have shown that glovebox) were dissolved into 30 ml distilled and
the recombination lifetime shortens dramatically deionized water to which 1.35 g 200,000 MW
to approximately 4 ns and the efficiency of this polyethylene oxide polymer (PEO) was added.
luminescence is comparable to that measured in This was then stirred for 2 h to dissolve the PEO.
bulk ZnS: Mn (18%) [2]. The translucency of the PEO matrix can be im-

The matrix-mediated growth technique is par- proved by lowering the initial pH, and thus avoid-
ticularly appropriate for making quantum-con- ing polymer crystallization. The solution was cast
fined doped semiconductors for two reasons: (1) onto 4 X 6 inch plate glass sheets and dried under
crystallites form on the matrix, and grow by inter- flowing nitrogen for 4 h before being peeled.
molecular diffusion though the matrix, thus isola- Complete drying of the coupons is essential to
tion of the particles is assured once growth condi- improving the rate of particle forming. After fur-
tions are removed, and (2) the chemistry lends ther drying on the reverse side, the PEO matrix
itself to doping with a metal salt of the activator was cut into 0.5 square inch coupons and put into
element. The process is to dissolve poly(ethylene 40 ml vials filled with a cyclohexane and hexa-
oxide) polymer (PEO) in water with the desired methyldisilthian solution; this reactive solution
metal salts which bind to the polymer, this mate- consists of 100 ml C6 H,., cyclohexane with 0.40
rial is dried and placed in a nonsolubilizing ml S(Si(CH 3)3)2 hexamethyldisilthian. Growth
solution (typically a hydrocarbon) with the experiments were done by removing the coupons
sulfur donating reactant, hexamethyldisilthian from the reactive solution at various times, drying
(S(Si(CH., 3),) The reaction to form ZnS in the under nitrogen, and evaluating the properties.
PEO matrix is: Samples are stable for up to 8 months, but some

variation in optical characteristics were seen after
ZnC12 + S(Si(CH 3 )31)2 , ZnS + 2 Si(CH.) 3CI. I year in samples prepared with high concentra-
With time, ZnS molecules diffuse and heteroge- tions of reactants.
neously nucleate stable particles which then grow Ultraviolet absorption measurements were
by continued molecular additions or aggregation made by direct transmission on a Perkin-Elmer
of discrete particles. 330 UV-VIS spectrophotometer. The photolumi-

There are also two drawbacks to this ap- nescent (PL) emission and photoluminescent ex-
proach: (1) the final concentration of doped semi- citation (PLE) spectra of Mn 2 ' ion in bulk pow-
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ders and the nanocrystalline ZnS within the PEO 4 1 5587
matrix were measured at room temperature using - No reacti'n

Spex-Fluorolog 1680, 0.22 m double grating spec- 1 1 days

trometer. The excitation source was a xenon lamp '3 3 21 days

and the PL data were taken with exciting wave- 35 days

length of 300 nm. All spectra were corrected for
source intensity variation with the Spex DM1B
spectroscopy laboratory coordinator system.

3. Results and discussion .

Ultraviolet spectroscopy of the PEO/ZnS: Mn 590

coupons show that the ZnS bandgap is greatly 0
increased in the initial precipitates. Fig. I shows 450 500 550 600 650 700

the ultraviolet absorption for a time series of Wavelength (nm)
ZnS:Mn precipitates in PEO. The peak in the Fig. 2. Photoluminescent emission of ZnS:Mn nanocompos-
UV absorption is indicative of the bandgap of the ites, excitation energy 300 nm.
semiconductor ZnS particle. The curves demon-
strate that the bandgap of the material shifts
towards higher wavelengths as the particles grow. spectrum revealed a red shift and shape change
The initial absorption peak is at 261 nm after five characteristic of particle growth, yet remained
days, which is blue shifted from that expected for blue shifted (shorter wavelengths) with respect to
bulk ZnS, 340.6 nm, by about 78 nm. Based on a bulk material and are still quantum sized.
the calculations of Rossetti et al. [7], this indi- Photoluminescence measurements demon-
cates a size of approximately 27 A. After 35 days, strate the effects of doping the ZnS with Mn. The
the absorption peak is at 277 nm and particles light emission of the ZnS: Mn/PEO nanocom-
are estimated to be about 36 A in size. The UV posite show the characteristic orange emission of

Mn in a ZnS host (585 nm). This photolumines-
cent emission is shown in Fig. 2. Bulk ZnS: Mn
powder has its emission centered at 585 nm,
while the emission varies from 590 nm for short

5 oaco growth times to 587 nm at longer growth times.

4 .. 1 days This spectrum is evidence that the activator has
277 .21 days been incorporated into the ZnS particles, other-

35 days wise efficient emission at these wavelengths would
0" be impossible This change in PL with time, and

-e 3 , therefore as a function of particle growth, is
26 'characterized by an intensity increase, most likely

"from the increased number of particles in the
"2 matrix, and a slight change in peak position and a

narrowing. The shift in peak position with growth
S - - is thought to be a result of e-h localization in the

1 quantum-confined particles lifting the degeneracy
250 300 350 400 of the 4T] and 6A1 levels and thereby shifting

Wavelength (nm) the transition to lower energy levels [8]. The

Fig. I. UV absorption of ZnS:Mn/PEO nanocomposites and narrowing is perhaps attributable to changes in
the change in absorption with time. the size distribution, to be discussed below.

LS
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20 The evolution of the optical characteristics in
297 - No reaction Figs. 2 and 3 also gives us information about the

5.1 days growth of the particles and indirectly about theS • ..... 11 days

, 1-.21 days chemical interaction of the precipitate and the
.35 days matrix. PEO is known to bind monovalent, diva-

n lent and trivalent cations [9] and it is likely that
the zinc chloride, and after reaction the zinc

- 10 sulfide molecules, bond with the negatively
charged ether oxygens of the PEO by either elec-
trostatic attraction or by the partial sharing of a

' "lone pair of electrons - thereby forming a coordi-S5 281 '- 21 ,, nate bond [10]. The strength of this attraction will

dictate the growth rate of the ZnS particles.
"-"--- From the PLE data in Fig. 3, we can study the

0 diffusion controlled growth of the ZnS particles
250 300 350 400 which follows the initial heterogeneous nucle-

Wavelength (nm) ation. By treating the matrix as a solution and
Fig. 3. Photoluminescent excitation of ZnS: Mn/PEO assuming that growth occurs under steady state
nanocomposites, emission energy was selected based on the conditions, and that the concentration is not de-
maximum emission value of the individual sample (590 to 587 pleted significantly by nucleation, it is possible to
nm). calculate a diffusivity for ZnS molecules in the

PEO. From the ZnS growth shown above, there
is a shift in bandgap from 4.41 to 4.17 eV over 30

The unique character of this material becomes days, from theoretical calculations [71 this indi-
more apparent in the excitation spectra for the cates particle growth from approximately 27 to 36
Mn emission, which is shown in Fig. 3. In bulk A, giving a growth rate (dR/dt) of 0.0125 A/h.
ZnS: Mn, the PLE has its maximum at 332 nm. The molar volume of ZnS, V, is 23.83 cm3/mol
This excitation wavelength is close to the bandgap and the equilibrium concentration C! of ZnS
of bulk ZnS (340 nm). The Mn excitation in the molecules (assuming complete conversion of
smallest of the quantum-sized ZnS particles has ZnC! 2) is 6.25 x 10' mol/cm 3. The steady state
its maximum intensity at a wavelength of 281 nm diffusion controlled growth of a single component
(4.41 eV), in which UV absorption indicated a can be described with the simplified equation
bandgap of 261 nm. In spite of the variation [11]:
between the two values, it is clear that the changes
in the excitation energy of the Mn 2 + transition is dR VCýDzs
due to the increased band gap of the quantum dt R
confined ZnS host, while the Mn transition re-
mains at about 585 nm in bulk and quantum size For the samples described above, Dzs is 2.3
ZnS samples. The difference in the excitation ,2/h.
spectra of the two materials results from the This diffusivity will vary with the attraction of
change in the ZnS band gap. With the growth of the cation to the PEO. In the binding of monova-
particles, the peak becomes sharper, more in- lent cations to PEO, the binding constant de-
tense, and shifts to 297 nm (4.17 eV) as in the UV creases with increased atomic number [12]. The
absorption. This material displays a significant same is expected to hold true for divalent cations
shift in its excitation spectra with no accompany- like Zn and Cd. PLE measurements of the band
ing shift in the emission peak location and is to band excitation for undoped CdS precipitated
indicative of the quantum confinement of the in PEQ is presented in Fig. 4. The growth of CdS
matrix bound particles, was observed to be much faster than the ZnS,
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100 00 concentration, matrix density, and temperature.
- CdS 6 days 425 There is also an effect from the choice of organic

S...... Cs 10 days . solvent in the reactive solution, because of differ-
.......... ences in the solvation of the solute molecules will

D alter the binding to the matrix. For example, the

60 decrease in binding energy from toluene in this
work is apt to be less than that for tetrahydrofu-
ran.

.• 40

" 20 4. Conclusions

The precipitation of semiconductors within a
0 polymer matrix is attractive for both its simplicity
250 300 350 400 450 500 and the uniform size distribution of discrete par-

Wavelength (nm) ticles created. We have presented an example
Fig. 4. Photoluminescent excitation of CdS/PEO nanocom- where a dopant was incorporated simultaneously
posite, measured at 80 K. Emission energy was 650 nm for the in a nanosize particle. This material shows the
6 day sample and 680 nm for the 10 day sample. characteristic emission associated with the dopant

and characteristic effects of quantum confine-
ment, including increased bandgap and shorten-

and Eg varies from 3.1 to 2.92 eV, an increase in ing of the radiative recombination lifetime. Fur-
size from 39 to 50 A [13], in only 4 days. For the ther development of this technique will require
values of V (29.97 cm3/mol) and C, (5.33 X 10- the development of techniques to extract parti-
mol/mm3) of these samples, the Dcds is 279.7 cles while retaining quantum confinement. This
,,/h, a 123-fold increase from the ZnS. This should be possible by the use of surfactants in
difference in diffusivity cannot be entirely at- solvents for the PEO matrix. The possible future
tributed to differences in electrostatic attraction applications of this type of material include sen-
between the molecules and the PEO matrix. Dif- sor materials and optical switches.
ferences in conformation of the solute molecules
to the binding sites on the PEO, and the effect of
the solute molecules on the structure and crys- 5. References
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Abstract

CdS quantum dots under weak confinement conditions embedded in a polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) polymer film have
been studied in the presence of an external electrical field at different densities of photoexcited carriers. Applying
an external electric field strength of 5 x 104 V/cm, the observed absorption change Aa/a in this material is - 7%.
At high laser excitation the electric field separates the laser excited carriers and the change in absorption is
attributed to a compensation of the many-particle interaction by the external electrical field. A restoring of the
oscillator strength is observed and explained by screening effects of the polarization fields in the interface region due
to the photogcnerated electron-hole pairs.

1. Introduction quantum dots in organic matrizes instead of
glasses, allowing us a better control of the devel-

At present, intensive research work is going on opment and growth of the quantum dots. The
concerning the electrooptic properties of II-VI promising nonlinear optical properties of CdS in
quantum dots embedded in glass comprising de- a polymer film environment have already been
tailed line shape analysis of the electric field demonstrated in refs. [7-9]. Some first results of
induced absorption change 11-6]. These investi- electro-optic experiments have been published
gations show relatively small changes in a, with for CdS and CdSe embedded in an acrylonitril-
values far below 1% and often only visible in styrene copolymer (AS) and in polymethyl-
modulation spectroscopy and at field strengths of methacrylate (PMMA) [10,11].
>_ 10 V/cm. An essential problem arises from The main topic of our contribution is the in-
the low filling factor ( < 10-2) resulting in a flat vestigation of the electro-optic changes of the
absorption edge in the linear spectra, from the absorption spectra of CdS quantum dots embed-
strong inhomogeneous broadening by the size ded in PVA. The action of the electric field will
distribution, and from the technological problem be discussed in connection with different levels of
in the realization of electric contacts. For the optical excitation, i.e. at different optically in-
above reasons, it seems interesting to investigate duced charged carrier concentrations. Special at-

tention has been paid to hints on interface-in-
duced internal polarization fields similar to those
produced by the lattice mismatch at the interface

* Corresponding author, in strained-layered, two-dimensional superlat-
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tices. In these structures a large electro-optic -..

response has been found for piezoelectrically 400 CdS/PVA

generated polarization fields, modulated by exter- 0 T=2OK

nal electrical fields or high densities of laser 300
excited carriers [12-14].

200

2. Sample characterization 100

With regard to the electric field experiments, -- *,

one has to find samples which meet the following ' 0
requirements: (i) well-defined sizes and thus good
knowledge of the confinement regime, e.g. for the -1oo 2.45 2.0 2. 2.60
clarification of the influence of Coulomb interac-
tion between electron and hole on the electro-
optic properties, (ii) a sharp absorption edge or a Fig. I. Linear absorption spectrum (solid curves). spectrum of

narrow absorption peak for the optimum modula- the change in optical density - Aa. and the bleached absorp-
tion (dashed curves) of CdS quantum dots embedded in PVA

tion of the contrast, (iii) a volume fraction of the (thickness of the sample d = 75 Aim, T = 20 K. laser excitation
semiconductor quantum dots in the range of 1% energy at 2.63 eV and 2 MW/cm2 ).
to 10% to decrease the layer thickness down to
some tens of microns ensuring a high electrical
field at moderate voltages and a reasonable ab- For the characterization of the material, an
sorption coefficient, and (iv) no (or low) electrical analysis of the linear and nonlinear absorption
conductivity, realized by an insulating matrix and and the luminescence has been carried out and
by keeping an upper limit for the volume fraction described in ref. [16]. High-resolution electron
of semiconductor dots to prevent a mutual con- microscopy gives an estimation of the radii of
tact or percolation. Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) has - 20 nm (= 7ad). These radii correspond to the
been proved to be a good stabilizer for quantum weak confinement regime. The confinement in-
dots of the narrow gap semiconductor PbS [15] duced high energy shift expected in the linear
and is also well suited for the incorporation of absorption spectrum is only in the order of some
CdS. meV. Accordingly, the linear absorption spec-

The films were prepared by the procedure trum in Fig. 1 is still similar to that of bulk CdS.
described in detail in ref. [161. After drying, a A steep rise of the absorption of over 300 cm-'
water free CdS/PVA film of a dimension of in an energy interval of only 50 meV can be seen
_ 10 cm2 and a thickness of 50 to 75 Am was for the CdS/PVA film. Evidently, the sharp on-

obtained showing a clear yellow colour. For the set of the absorption has been achieved which is
contacts, a symmetric coplanar electrode configu- necessary for an application in electric field ex-
ration was used (see ref. [17]) by evaporating periments. The steepness of the absorption edge
metal films at both sides of the sample leaving a is essentially preserved up to room temperature.
free slit in the centre of about 100 Am width for Furthermore, a volume fraction of the semicon-
light transmission and detection. In the following ductor material in the host as large as 1% to 3%
the electric field strength is given in terms of the can be determined from the absorption coeffi-
external electrical field because the knowledge of cient. The sizes of quantum dots realized in the
depolarization factors is rather poor. At room CdS/PVA film are rather large, so that the prop-
temperature, a value of the electrical conductivity erties will be close to the bulk properties and let
K = 6 x 10-8 S/cm = 6 x 10-12 m/(M mm 2 ) was expect a great influence of excitonic effects.
obtained, which is approximately the value of the The measurements of the nonlinear absorption
pure PVA polymer. of Fig. 1 were performed using a pump-and-probe
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set-up consisting of excimer-laser-pumped dye

lasers. The narrow-band pump laser was tuned to CdS / PVA
an excitation energy of 2.63 eV. The experiment 1
shows a broad absorption bleaching over the
whole spectral range of the ground state absorp- E=106 kV/cm

tion peak. This behaviour can be explained in
analogy to the bulk mechanisms causing the opti- <

cal nonlinearity. In bulk CdS, the excitonic ab- 0
sorption vanishes with increasing carrier density
due to the Mott transition and formation of a
dense electron-hole plasma (see, e -. refs. 2.4 25

[18,191). Screening of the Cou' ib in-,Aaction Photon Energy (eV)
and gap shrinkage appear corn A1 with band Fig. 2. Electric field induced change of the absorption coeffi-
filling effects. In contrast to the buin.., in the large cient Aa at low light excitation, room temperature and an
CdS quantum dots investigated here, no induced electric field strength of E = 106 kV/cm.
absorption has been found either at low or at
room temperature. A strong line broadening of
the linear absorption of the ground state could the electrical field even for an electric field
mask this feature; however, more important for strength larger than the ionizing field strength of
the explanation of the nonlinear absorption spec- the bulk semiconductor of = 10' V/cm in CdS
tra is the change in the interaction mechanisms [211. The field ionization is suppressed because
within the many-particle system occurring due to the exciton feels the surrounding potential bar-
the weak confinement. The higher exciton bind- rier. As already proposed in refs. [1-5,10), the
ing energy in lower dimensional systems and the result of Fig. 2 is discussed in terms of the quan-
minor importance of screening effects due to the tum-confined Stark effect; however, with a typical
restricted mobility of the electron-hole pairs [20] behaviour more similar to bulk CdS, i.e. more
should result in more pronounced exciton-exci- pronounced broadening and a smaller red shift.
ton interaction effects. In Fig. 3 the difference in absorption with and

without an electrical field of E = 50 kV/cm has
been measured in the presence of a photoexcited

3. Electric field effects at different excitation den-
sities

120
The spectrum obtained in electroabsorption at 100 CdS / PVA

low light excitation and presented in Fig. 2 shows 1: = 50 kV/cm
a distinctly larger change in the absorption coeffi- 80oE T= 20 K
cient compared to those reported for CdS in 60

glasses [1-6]. This can be easily explained by the I - 0. 1 MW/cm2 3

higher filling factor and by an optimum contact 40 2 - I MW/cm 2

configuration resulting in a homogeneous field 2

and giving an efficient potential drop over the
microcrystal. 0

The description by a three-line feature, as 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6
known from the increase of damping of an iso- Photon Energy (eV)
lated Lorentzian resonance, fails, obviously, duetathed presencot won oremorace, nar, nvigouring due Fig. 3. Change of the absorption coefficient Aa of theto the presence of two or more near neighbouring CdS/PVA film with an applied electric field of 50 kV/cm
and strongly broadened states and their superpo- and increasing excitation at 2.63 eV (measured at T- 20 K);
sition. The excitonic effects are not destroyed by (1) 100 kW/cm2; (2) t MW/cm

2
; (3) 2 MW/cm2 .
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dense carrier system. Because of the use of the
broad band continuum of a pulsed dye laser to 400 3

measure the corresponding reference absorption _..-
spectra, a lower experimental accuracy has to be E 300. CdS/PVA
taken into account compared to the experiments T=20K / 2/
at low light intensity. Aa has been calculated .
with the nonlinear absorption as the reference 2- 200

spectrum at zero electrical field strength.
Starting with an excitation intensity of 100 oo /

kW/cm 2, where the absorption is bleached by
only some cm-', the action of an external electric I -linear absorption

o 2 - 2MW/CM2 ý E - 0 kV/cmfield on the nonlinear absorption is small and 3-MWicm
2

. E 0kV/cm
3 - MW/cm2 

E =50 kV.1cm
within the experimental error (spectrum (1)). 2.45 2.50 2.55 2.60

However, a pronounced effect can be detected at

excitation intensities of 1 MW/cm 2. The corre- Photon Energy (eV)

sponding nonlinear spectrum shows an absorp- Fig. 4. Absorption spectra of the CdS/PVA film without

tion bleaching of about 20 cm- . Thus, the ap- electric field and at low excitation densities (1), without elec-

plied electric field compensates nearly completely tric field but under laser excitation of 2 MW/cm2 (2), withthe ighdenity ffets nducd b th lasr eci- electric field of 50 kV/cm and laser excitation of 2 MW/cm2
the high-density effects induced by the laser exci- (3).

tation (spectrum (2)). Exciting the CdS quantum
dots with an intensity of 2 MW/cm 2, the change
in absorption obtained is even larger than the high excitation intensity of 2 MW/cm 2 resulting
bleaching at the same intensity without field in a bleaching of the absorption without electrical
(spectrum (3)). field. When an electrical field is switched on, the

We explain our results as follows: The electri- nonlinear bleaching effect declines in strength for
cal field acts on a high-density particle system the reasons given above and the linear absorption
generated by the laser excitation. The most sim- spectrum is gradually restored. Moreover, at the
pie excited state consists of a four-particle system highest excitation the action of the electrical field
and it is obvious that already this state is more results in a larger absorption maximum and in a
sensitive with respect to the ionizing effect of the slight decrease of the linewidth (3). The experi-
external electrical field destroying the excited mental data in Figs. 3 and 4 show the modulation
states. The electrical field then separates the of a by controlling the efficiency of the many-
excited carriers and cancels the many-particle particle interaction by the external electrical field.
interaction in the microcrystal, the bleaching is
reduced, and a positive change in a is obtained.
On the other hand, the optically excited electrons 4. Conclusion
and holes, which are separated and driven by the
external field near the interfaces, create a depo- When CdS quantum dots are grown in a poly-
larization field. There the charged carrier cloud mer film environment (PVA), the observed change
screens the internal fields and potential fluctua- in the absorption under the action of an electrical
tions produced by the interface. Consequently, a field is large compared to quantum dots in glasses.
restoring of the oscillator strength is evidently This is partly attributed to the higher filling fac-
connected with an increase of the absorption tor and to the optimum contact configuration
peak. resulting in a homogeneous field penetration and

To further clarify the situation, the absorption in an efficient potential drop over the quantum
spectra (Fig. 4) are shown at three different con- dot. In addition, the weak confinement increases
ditions: spectrum (1) is the linear spectrum with- the ionization field strength of the exciton giving
out field and excitation, (2) is the spectrum for an excitonic absorption also at higher electrical
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Abstract

Infrared photoluminescence (PL) measurements have been performed on 17 [211-oriented superlattices with
energy gaps spanning the range 110-495 meV. The spectra for 7 different samples display double peaks, which are
attributed to monolayer fluctuations in the average thickness of the quantum wells. The peak splittings vary
systematically with PL energy gap (Ed), and are accurately reproduced by orientation-dependent band structure
calculations if the magnitude of the fluctuations is taken to be 1.5 monolayers. These data confirm that the
low-temperature [211] growth produces islands with monolayer average smoothness over lateral dimensions of at
least 500-1000 A. Results are compared with earlier determinations of the interface roughness correlation length
from magneto-transport measurements. In agreement with theoretical predictions, the decrease of d E./dT with
increasing Ep is as rapid as that in the Hg1 -,Cd.Te alloy.

This work reports a comprehensive experimen- peaks been reported near the band edge [1,2],
tal and theoretical investigation of infrared pho- and in both cases the energy splittings were far
toluminescence (IRPL) in HgTe-CdTe superlat- too large to be associated with ML fluctuations
tices. By correlating results for a large number of (they agreed with calculated energy differences
samples with a broad range of layer thicknesses between the heavy and light valence bands). While
and energy gaps, we are able to probe the funda- an earlier report of PL data from one of the
mental nature of the IRPL. We focus in particu- present samples attributed the second peak to
lar on the first observation of multiple PL peaks bound-exciton transitions [3], we now believe that
due to monolayer (ML) fluctuations of the quan- interpretation to be incorrect.
tum well thickness. These are indicative of excep- The HgTe-Hg1 _Cd.Te superlattices were
tional growth quality, since they imply the exis- deposited directly onto [2111]B CdTe substrates by
tence of large lateral islands over which the aver- photo-assisted molecular beam epitaxy (PAMBE)
age layer thickness is smooth to within I ML. In [3-5]. The growth temperature was 170'C, and
only two previous studies of HgTe-CdTe and barrier compositions x were - 0.9 due to a con-
Hg,_ CdxTe-CdTe superlattices have multiple tinuous Hg overpressure. Table 1 lists the well

and barrier thicknesses (dw and d.) for 17 dif-
ferent superlattices, as determined from a corre-

* Corresponding author. lation of the growth rate, the total thickness, and
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comparison of the PL energy gap to theory [6].
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) mea-
surements on some of the superlattices [3-5] indi- -SL-M62
cated sharp interfaces with no significant interdif- .t
fusion, and that the thickness was essentially uni- I : , ,
form from front to back over as many as 400
periods. While thc dislocation densities were too
low to be accurately determined by TEM, chemi-
cal defect etching indicated densities in the range 77 ' k,-,) ,o%

10 3-10 4 cm- 2 [4]. These are the lowest reported
to date for MBE-grown Hg-based superlattices,
and are among the best for Hg-based films grown k

by any technique. Double crystal X-ray rocking "
curves displaying satellite peaks provide further
evidence for the periodicity and high structural 100 200 3)00 100 500
quality [4].

IRPL measurements employing excitation by a
CW Nd: YAG laser were carried out at Martin Fig. 1. Experimental PL spectra showing the double peak for

Marietta, in a system which has been described SL-862 at 77 K (for two pump powers), and at 145 K.

elsewhere [7]. All 17 of the investigated samples
emitted photoluminescence, which is not surpris-
ing since recombination lifetimes for a number of double-peak energy splittings (AE) for those 7
these superlattices were in the 100 ns to 20 jxs which displayed clearly-resolvable multiple peaks.
range [3-8]. Table 1 summarizes the experimen- While the other 10 superlattices exhibited only a
tal PL peak energies (Ed) and full widths at half single peak, in several cases that feature con-
maximum (FWHM) for all samples, as well as tained a shoulder or other substructure suggest-

ing that the PL in fact consisted of poorly-re-
solved multiple contributions. Double peaks wereTable I osre nbt -adpdpdsmls swl

Well and barrier thicknesses, photoluminescence peak energy. observed in both n- and p-doped samples, as well
full width at half maximum, and double-peak energy separa- as in undoped superlattices.
tion for 17 [211]-oriented HgTe-Hgo.0 OCdON1 Te superlattices Typical IRPL spectra displaying the double

Growth dw dB EP (77 K) FWHM (77 K) AE peaks are illustrated in Fig. I for SL-862. Data
No. (A) (A) (meV) (meV) (meV) are shown at 77 and 145 K for the maximum
617 37 50 159 16 _ pump power (P) of 500 mW and at 77 K for a
619 45 47 110 28 - much lower P (30 mW). The two peaks separated
632 36 39 133 25 14 by 30 meV are seen to have similar line shapes
637 15 65 495 26 60 and FWHM (28 meV). Note that whereas the
650 41 41 122 45 - lower-energy peak is n;9re intense at the lower
741 22 60 325 27 37
749 35 31 145 37 - temperature and pump power, the higher-energy
751 35 38 161 17 - peak becomes dominant once the temperature is
764 40 30 117 21 - increased to 145 K.
788 19 24 320 19 55 We carried out detailed theoretical modeling
790 37 28 127 37 -

832 16 35 429 19 50 of the PL line shapes in order to determine
833 15 41 470 45 - whether some aspect of the band structure could
840 24 41 275 40 - account for the presence of prominent double
862 22 24 262 28 31 peaks with the observed properties. It is well
866 36 34 150 38 - known that the complicated free carrier disper-
881 33 53 l88 30 18 sion relations in HgTe-CdTe superlattices lead
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to multiple peaks in both the magneto-transmis- -• (A)
sion spectra (e.g., double hole cyclotron reso- 60 40 30 20 15 12

RO F- -- ý -F -'-nance) [9] and the "mobility spectra" from the 1.5 ML

conductivity tensor (e.g., due to "mass broaden- [2111 HgTo-CdT, SL

ing" and the extremely nonparabolic hole mass) 7 = 77 K

[10]. However, our calculations demonstrate that 60t IL

these phenomena have a relatively weak effect on 1

the PL line shape. Whereas the magneto-optical - /
and magneto-transport data are quite sensitive to 0
variations in the electron and hole masses indi-
vidually, the density of states which governs the 7/
photoluminescence depends only on the reduced
electron-hole mass (m m -' +mp'). Thus 2
even a very strong variation in the hole mass
shifts m, and the PL intensity by less than a
factor of 2. While the model based on non- 0o too 30( 40) 500 600

fluctuating layer thicknesses sometimes produces
a shoulder due to contributions from different E,, imi\)

regions of the miniband or a very weak second Fig. 2. Double-peak splitting versus PL energy gap (higher-en-

feature due to transitions involving the light hole ergy peak). The curves are based on theoretical analyseso
assuming sell-width fluctuations of I monolayer (1.32 A.band, we find that those mechanisms fail com- dashed curve) and 1.5 monolayers (1.85 A. solid curve). The

pletely to account for the energy splittings, inten- barrier thickness in the calculation is 30 A. for which the top
sity ratios, and layer-thickness dependences of scale gives the well thickness corresponding to the energy gap
the observed multiple peaks. in the bottom scale.

It has recently been shown that in the case of
GaAs-AlGal_ As heterostructures, monolayer
fluctuations in the quantum well thickness can energy line) for the 7 superlattices displaying
lead to well-resolved multiple peaks in the exci- double peaks. Apart from one anomalous point,
tonic PL [11-13]. The observation of double peaks the dependence is seen to be quite systematic.
in the present spectra (e.g., Fig. 1) may similarly Using an 8-band transfer-matrix algorithm (k -p)
be attributed to the coexistence of extended is- which explicitly accounts for the growth orienta-
lands having a given average dw with other is- tion [6], we have calculated the expected shift of
lands whose average thickness differs by approxi- EP resulting from a I ML fluctuation [14] of d,.
mately 1 ML. This model accounts for the near (assuming dB = 30 A) in a [2111 HgTe-
equality of the observed FWHM for the two Hg1 .,Cd.,1 Te superlattice. The result is given by
peaks, as well as for the temperature shift of the the dashed curve in Fig. 2. We find that to lowest
intensity ratio. While the lowe--energy PL line order, this calculation without adjustable parame-
dominates at low temperatures because the elec- ters accounts quite well for both the magnitude
tron and hole wavefunctions are localized in the and the layer-thickness dependence of the ob-
islands with thicker quantum wells, the higher-en- served AE. Furthermore, the solid curve indi-
ergy line gains intensity with increasing tempera- cates that if the fluctuation magnitude is taken to
ture as carriers are thermally excited into the be 1.5 ML, the data are reproduced almost cx-
islands with thinner dw. actly. It should be noted that the multiple-peak

The strongest evidence for this interpretation splittings reported for GaAs-Al .Ga-, As het-
is that it accurately accounts for both the magni- erostructures typically corresponded to 0.6-1.2
tude and the energy-gap dependence of the split- ML rather than precisely I ML [11, 12,15].
ting energy. The filled circles in Fig. 2 plot the The experimental observation of monolayer
experimental variation of AE with Eo (higher- thickness fluctuations in the PL data is indicative

'I'.
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of high growth quality, since it implies that the tions should have been obtained if the net layer
islands over which the average quantum well thicknesses change only in sudden jumps as one
thickness maintains monolayer smoothness must moves from island to island, these observations
be quite large. Neighboring islands contribute imply that the discrete steps of = 1.5 ML occur
separately to the photoluminescence only if their at only one of the two interfaces of each quantum
diameter is larger than the electron and hole well [12], i.e., either HgTe-on-CdTe or CdTe-on-
wavefunctions. Comparison with estimates for ei- HgTe but not both. Recent reflection high energy
ther the exciton diameter or the de Broglie wave- electron diffraction (RHEED) data by Myers et
lengths yields that the island size in the present al. [21] indicate that for [211] growth it is the
structures must exceed 500-1000 A [16]. How- HgTe-on-CdTe interface which is smoother. One
ever, it should be emphasized that the interfaces also expects that a lateral variation in the flux
are known to remain microrough on the atomic rate should lead to transition regions in which
scale. i.e., the implied "'smoothness" pertains only islands with three different layer thicknesses co-
to a constant average layer thickness within a exist in relatively close proximity. Spectra for
given island [11,12,15,171. SL-637 confirm that while either one or two PL

These conclusions from our PL data should be peaks are observed at most positions on the wafer.
considered in the context of earlier magneto- a third peak occasionally emerges as the surface
tr.nsport determinations of .1, the interface is scanned. The three FWHM are comparable
roughness correlation length (whose interpreta- (= 30 meV), and the two energy splittings sepa-
tion is roughly equivalent to that of the island rating the peaks are nearly equal (AE = 60 meV).
diameter discussed here) [18,19]. By fitting a phe- Additional conclusions concerning the [211]
nomenological model for interface roughness growth kinetics are discussed in a separate work
scattering to experimental electron mobilities in [7].
HgTe-CdTe superlattices with thin quantum Having identified the origin of the multiple
wells, .I = 3(W) A was obtained for a series of peaks in the spectra for some of the samples, we
[1(X)]-oriented (PAMBE) samples [10,20] and A now consider in more detail the implications of

20W A for a series of [211 ]-oriented (non- the PL results for all 17 superlattices. We begin
photo-assisted growth) superlattices [6]. The dis- by noting that the 77 K values of the FWHM
cussion of the previous paragraph implies that from Table I show little apparent correlation
these .1 are somewhat smaller than the minimum with EP or layer thickness. The spectra as a
required for the observation of multiple PL peaks, function of T (down to 10 K in some cases)
and in fact such features due to ML thickness generally yielded a zero-temperature extrapola-
fluctuations have never been observed in matcri- tion FWHM,, in the range 9-18 meV. These are
als fabricated under the growth conditions em- somewhat narrower than previous low-tempera-
ployed in refs. [6] and [10]. ture values of 18-110 meV [1,2.22-25], and the

Further information about the nature of the FWHM of 10 meV obtained earlier [3] for SL-632
islands is provided by scanning E. as a function at 4.5 K is, to our knowledge, the narrowest ever
of lateral position. For SL-862, spectra were ob- reported for a Hg-based superlattice. The non-
tained at a grid of 41 different locations on the thermal contribution to the observed linewidth is
surface of the 2 x 2 cm 2 wafer. Although the probably due primarily to broadening of the con-
relative intensities varied from point to point, duction and valence extrema by potential fluctua-
double peaks were observed at most positions, tions [24,26]. One obvious source of these fluctua-
and both energies shifted smoothly and in tan- tions is the presence of monolayer roughness (on
dem with translation of either in-plane coordi- a lateral scale smaller than the exciton diameter
nate. Data acquired for coarser grids on several and de Broglie wavelength) at one of the two
of the other samples similarly indicated gradual interfaces for each quantum well (as mentioned
shifts of the peak energies with location on the earlier, the RHEED results imply that it is the
surface. Since abrupt rather than gradual varia- CdTe-on-HgTe interface which is rougher [21]).
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di, (A) ergy gap is just as rapid in the superlattice as it is
60 40 30 20 15 12 in the Hg -_.,Cd_,Te alloy 127] (dotted curve). The

0.5 , , I 1 data are taken from spectra at T between 77 and

[211[ HgTc,-CdTe SL 300 K for 11 of the present samples (filled circles),
0.4 -Q. along with two superlattices studied previously by

Baukus et al. [22,231 (open circles). Theoretical
" 0T "', dependences were obtained using temperature-

0.3 dependent [211] energy gaps from the transfer-

"" Alloy (v = 0.5) matrix algorithm, where we have employed the
. " ,relation

20.2

" EP(t) = Eg(T) + VkT. (1)

0.1 - The solid curve in tht: figure represents v = 1/2,
01 1.5 which is appropriate for momentum-conserving

v 0. hband-to-band transitions when non-thermal
"0.00 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 broadening mechanisms are ignored. Since the

calculation employs no adjustable parameters, the
E,,(77 K) )xiV) agreement with experiment should be considered

Fig. 3. Experimental (circles) and theoretical temperature relatively good.
coefficients for the superlattice PL energy gap versus peak However. the dashed curve in Fig. 3 indicates
energy at 77 K, where the theory employed dB = 30 A and v that theory and experiment come into much bet-
as indicated on the curves. The filled circles are from the
present work, while the open circles are from the previous ter agreement over the entire range of energy
study of Baukus et al. 122,23]. Also shown as the dotted curve gaps if P = 0.5 is replaced by v = 1.5. Many previ-
is the analogous dependence for the Hg, _,CdTe alloy [27). ous studies of temperature-dependent PL in Hg-
All results represent an average over the temperature range based superlattices and alloys have similarly found
77-300 K. that dEo/dT is equivalent to dE,/dT+ tk,,.

with E (T) determined independently, only when
Broadening is also expected due to fluctuations in 1 < v < 6 is employed [22-24,28-33]. This finding
the alloy composition of the barrier layers. The is often interpreted [28-31] as implying that mo-
band structure calculations indicate that fluctua- mentum is not conserved in the radiative transi-
tions on the order of AxB- ±0.05 would ac- tions, since theory then yields v = 2 [29]. How-
count for a significant fraction of the observed ever, that interpretation is inconsistent with other
FWHM 0 . aspects of the data, particularly the magnitude of

We next consider the related issue of how Ev VFWIIM, the temperature coefficient of the
and the energy gap E. vary with temperature. It FWHM. Ravid and Zussman have point out that
is well known that dEg/dT is positive for HgTe while V-wttM = 1.8 is expected for momentum-
and negative for CdTe, with a cross-over at x = conserving processes, a much larger value of
0.5. In lowest order, one may expect the superlat- ViwntM = 3.4 is predicted for non-k-conservation
tice to mimic HgTe, since the baseline for the [34]. Our spectra yield 1.1 < PFwI M < 1.8, which
confinement-induced energy levels is E2(T) in is far to small to be explained within the non-con-
the quantum well material. However, a more servation-of-momentum hypothesis, and nearly all
detailed calculation indicates that when dw is previous PL data at higher temperatures similarly
very thin, the net temperature coefficient in the imply VWiM << 3.4 [22-24,31,33]. It should be
superlattice becomes quite sensitive to dE 5/dT noted that Hunter and McGill limited their origi-
in the barrier layers. This is evident from both nal discussion of the possible importance of this
experimental and theoretical results for dEo/dT mechanism in Hg, - CdTe to the low tempera-
in Fig. 3, which illustrates that the decrease of ture regime (T:5 30 K), for which an electron-hole
the temperature coefficient with increasing en- droplet like model was invoked 1291. The earlier

i_
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theory of Lasher and Stern for non-k-conserving monolayer average smoothness over island di-
transitions in GaAs was similarly restricted to low mensions exceeding 500 A. Data for d EP/dT as
temperatures, since it was based on processes a function of EP have been compared with the
involving localized states in the tails of the bands theoretical temperature shift of the energy gap.
[351. Those authors specifically argued that mo- The relatively modest discrepancy has been at-
mentum should be conserved at higher tempera- tributed to the influence of potential fluctuations
tures, since most of the carriers then occupy rather than to non-conservation of momentum as
non-localized states well above the band extrema. proposed in several previous works.
Previous attributions of v > 0.5 at T > 77 K to
non-conservation of momentum therefore seem We are grateful for discussions with C.A.
physically unreasonable. A more likely interpreta- Hoffman, B.V. Shanabrook, N. Otsuka, T.H. My-
tion is that the observed value of v results from a ers, and N.C. Giles, and thank Quantum Semi-
broadening of the density of states by potential conductor Algorithms for the use of superlattice
fluctuations [24]. At lower temperatures, for which band structure software. This research was sup-
the electrons and holes preferentially occupy ported by the Air Force Wright Laboratory Mate-
states in the tails of the fluctuations, PL can rials Directorate.
occur at energies below the average band gap.
However, as kT approaches the magnitude of
the fluctuations the PL energy becomes more 1. References
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Abstract

By means of linear and nonlinear spectroscopy, the energy states and linewidths were investigated for CdS
quantum dots under weak confinement grown in the coalescent or normal growth process. The homogeneous line
broadening measured by differential absorption spectroscopy and non-degenerate four-wave mixing is strongly
influenced by the interface properties and is considerably larger than reported for bulk CdS. This difference has
been attributed to a dephasing process introduced by interface polarizations. The direct electron-hole pair
recombination is characterized by a sharp luminescence peak 20 meV below the absorption band. The Huang-Rhys
parameters have been estimated from both the luminescent Stokes shift and the linewidth, and good agreement has
been achieved.

To characterize the quantum confinement of sponding to 2.5 a, to 3.5aB, where a. = 2.6 nm)
zero-dimensional structures (quantum dots, QDs), adjusted by special heat treatments. Besides the
the analysis generally starts with the determina- known influence of the growth process on the
tion of energy states and linewidths derived from inhomogeneous line broadening, it has been
the absorption spectra. Because of the rather found that likewise the homogeneous linewidth F
smooth structures in the linear absorption of can no longer be considered as independent of
quantum dots, nonlinear optical methods have the growth process. F can be modified, e.g. by
been successfully applied as an useful tool to changing the polar coupling constant due to in-
resolve the electronic levels [1-10]. Concerning terface polarizations or charge localizations. For
1I-VI quantum dots, the studies were mostly the CdS QDs investigated, the energy states have
concentrated on the strong confinement with radii been identified by differential absorption spec-
smaller than the Bohr radius, but a lack of infor- troscopy (DAS) and the linewidths F have been
mation exists with respect to the weak confine- estimated. The value of F obtained from the
ment, where the properties of the quantum dots analysis of the hole-burning has been compared
should converge to the corresponding solid state with results obtained by luminescence experi-
material. ments and nondegenerate four-wave mixing

In this paper we report on CdS QDs in the (NDFWM).
weak confinement range (R = 7-9 nm corre- The experiments have been carried out at three

representative samples. They wcre grown using
the same matrix composition of 56% SiO 2 , 8%

* Corresponding author. B20 3, 24% K20, 3% CaO and 9% BaO. The
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first sample has been obtained from a diffusion trast to small CdSe QDs, no sharp peaks but two
controlled process near nucleation, carried out at pronounced steps characterize the spectral be-
the low temperature of 6000C over 60 h (labelled haviour of the linear spectra. The observed
in the following as 600°C/60 h). The second changes in absorption in the bleached spectra
sample is grown at high temperature to promote (dashed lines) are concentrated in the spectral
directly the coalescence avoiding the normal region of these steps. The nonlinear absorption
growth stage (labelled 700 0C/8 d). Whereas for (Aad) has been measured by nanosecond pump-
this 700°C/8 d sample a preceding preannealing and-probe spectroscopy with different energies of
step has been performed at 5600C over some the pump laser ranging from 2.6 to 2.75 eV. To
days, the third sample is grown without this nu- compare the absorption changes of the different
cleation phase (labelled 7000C/7 d/no nucle- samples in Fig. 1, the pump intensity has been
ation). For sample 600"C/60 h, the sizes of the normalized to excite nearly equal carrier densi-
quantum dots have been carefully determined by ties. A fitting procedure based on the superposi-
small-angle X-ray scattering to be R = 7.5 nm tion of multiple Lorentzian curves has been car-
with an average deviation of 20%. For the sam- nied out, keeping in mind that this gives only a
pies grown at 7000C, a somewhat larger average first approximation. The obtained information can
radius around 9 nm can be estimated from the be summarized in the following items:
absorption onset at lower energies, compared to (i) The first absorption maximum related to
the sample 6000C/60 h. the electron-hole pair ground state has been

Fig. 1 shows the linear and nonlinear absorp- found at 2.64 eV for sample 600"C/60 h and at
tion spectra of the CdS quantum dots arising 2.61 eV for the 7000C samples. Compared to the
from the different growth stages. The differences lowest bulk exciton energy (2.55 eV) and to the
in the linear absorption spectra of the three sam- radii of the quantum dots, the high-energy shift
pies are essentially confined to the different scale experimentally observed is larger than expected
in ad caused by the different realized volume from the confinement. This is a clear hint at the
fractions of the semiconductor material. In con- presence of additional potentials besides the con-

US - QD' 6S 63's.Cd'S Q'Ds2 T=20K . T=0K -- T20K.600 oC/60 , . 0.5 7 CI_- -. 700° C/7 d

0.0 " -"0.0 --- -- - , ,• ., -- •
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Fig. 1. Linear and differential absorption spectra of the CdS quantum dots measured at T- 20 K and at excitation intensities
normalized to excite approximately the same carrier density: (a) 600*C/60 h, 1,ý - 200 kW/cm2; (b) 7000C/8 d, Ic, - 2
MW/cm 2; (c) 700(C/7 d/no nucleation, l._ - 2 MW/cm 2. The pump energy is indicated by arrows. The dashed line shows the
bleached absorption spectrum for the pump energy being resonantly to the second peak at 2.7 eV, respectively.
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fining barrier, e.g. strain or intrinsic polarizations, Exciting with pump energies resonant to the
at the interface, high-energy peak, a distinct bleaching at lower

(ii) A second transition can be resolved in the energies has been observed. This is in contrast to
Aa spectra, in particular for sample 600'C/60 h. the result obtained for very small CdSe QDs in
The energy position has been determined to be the strong confinement [10], where the ratio of
2.71 eV for sample 600°C/60 h (difference with the intensities of the bleaching signal from the
the first peak is 70 meV) and 2.675 eV for the two lowest electron-hole pair transitions is oppo-
other two samples (65 meV difference). The en- site and relaxation seems to be suppressed.
ergy distance between the first and the second (v) The absolute value of Ja is significantly
peak is very similar to the A-C valence band larger for sample 600°C/60 h. For the matrix
splitting of bulk CdS and shows a small tendency composition considered, the diffusion controlled
to increase with decreasing size. The two lowest growth process near nucleation, carried out at
peaks were therefore attributed to the electron- low temperatures, resulted in approximately one
hole pair states with the lowest hole states arising order of magnitude smaller saturation intensities
from the upper and the spin-orbit split-off va- and higher nonlinear optical response compared
lence band. to a high-temperature heat treatment.

(iii) The width of the bleaching spectrum is (vi) Compared to the narrow linewidth in the
strongly dependent on the growth procedure. For DAS obtained for small CdSe QDs [11], the low-
discussing tendencies, an estimation of the homo- est limit for the optimum growth procedure of
geneous linewidth can be made assuming the sample 600°C/60 h is still considerably large.
dominance of a single Lorentzian resonance for Reasons could be the remaining power broaden-
each peak. The full width at half of the maximum ing, the excitation of more than one resonance or
(FWHM) is then for the first peak in the DAS of stronger strain-induced broadening.
sample 600°C/60 h approximately 35 meV, and If the linewidth is mainly determined by the
54 meV and 58 meV for samples 700°C/8 days polar electron-hole pair/phonon coupling, cor-
and 700*C/7 days, respectively. The differences respondence should be obtained between the re-
in the linewidth of the bleaching spectra of Figs. suits from the DAS and the coupling parameter
la-Ic were also preserved with decreasing pump derived from the Stokes shift of the luminescence
intensity, so that power broadening gives always with respect to the absorption of the correspond-
the same (small) contribution. ing electron-hole pair transition. One problem

Apparently, the different growth processes in- which gives difficulties in the determination of
troduced different interface configurations, this Stokes shift arises from the contributions of
thereby giving rise to a change in the scattering red-shifted luminescence caused by trap states.
mechanisms. Because of the weak confinement The luminescence of the selected samples has
range, the energy shift of the resonances is small been measured at different excitation conditions
compared to their homogeneous linewidth, and and is shown in Fig. 2. The dashed lines show the
the homogeneous and inhomogeneous broaden- luminescence spectra of the 600'C/60 h and the
ing are of the same order of magnitude. Changing 700*C/7 days samples excited with a mercury
the pump energy, the bleaching spectrum is spec- lamp in the UV region. At this low intensity a
trally constant and does not shift with the laser broad, low-energetically shifted luminescence can
excitation. be seen accompanied for sample 700*C/7 days by

(iv) For all samples the second peak has a a second band around 1.7 eV, which has not been
larger line broadening than the first peak. This found for sample 6000C/60 h. The solid lines
behaviour is typical for scattering processes from show the luminescence under high excitation us-
excited states to the ground state. Obviously, an ing a dye laser tuned resonantly to 2.7 eV. The
effective relaxation to the ground state takes luminescence spectra at different excitation in-
place, also demonstrated by the ratios of the tensities show saturable and nonsaturable parts
intensities of the two peaks (sample 600 0C/60 h). which allow to attribute the recombination pro-
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1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 diffraction efficiency, two tunable dye lasers have
d I . . . ...... 2.5 been used. The beam of laser I was fixed in

CdS energy and the diffracted signal has been mea-
sured during the stepwise scanning of laser 2.

600"C!. 60h 1. From the dependence of the diffraction efficiency

S1.0 on the detuning the dephasing time - and by this
0.5 the homogeneous linewidth - can be determined

,. (see ref. [14]). Fig. 3 shows the result at low
0.8 excitation intensity of 500 kW/cm2. In the pre-

"E 700"C'7d 0.6 sent stage of application of NDFWM to quantum
no nucleation -" dots, the two-level model is the best-developed

0.4 description of the quantum-confined states and
therefore used for the fitting procedure of the0.2

0.. experimental results. From this analysis, a de-
.0.0 phasing time T_ - 200 fs has been determined

1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 which gives for the homogeneous linewidth F an
P'hoton lncrrg (e\,') approximately twice smaller value than obtained

-- from DAS. This finding will be the subject of
Fig. 2. Luminescence spectra measured at different excitation
conditions: (- - -) excited with low intensity with the mer- further investigation.
cury lamp in the UV region. (- ) excited with high In conclusion, for the presented matrix compo-
intensity with the dye laser tuned to 2.7 eV. For comparison sition, a low temperature growth process results
the linear absorption spectra are shown, too. in an effective nonlinear optical response with

large signals in the differential absorption spec-
trum. For CdS QDs of average radius of 7.5 nm.

cesses to impurities and direct electron-hole pair the two lowest transitions have been resolved at
recombination. In sample 600°C/60 h, the trap 2.64 and 2.71 eV. The homogeneous broadening
density is small and its luminescence saturates is strongly influenced by the interface properties
with increasing intensity. At higher excitation, the and is considerably larger than that reported for
influence of the traps is suppressed and can only bulk CdS or small CdSe QDs in the strong con-
be seen in the low-energy tail of the luminescence finement range. Band-edge related luminescence
band. The direct electron-hole pair recombina- has been observed and good agreement could be
tion is characterized by a sharp luminescence
band 20 meV below the absorption. On the other
hand, in the samples grown at 700°C, the trap
luminescence cannot be saturated and deter- 10 ,5(Ids A4 N DFWMA
mines the linewidth of the luminescence peak 10 600"(`6h oI
further on. A similar situation has bee-' found for 2 "

small CdSe quantum dots [12]. " 10
Calculating for sample 6000C/60 h the 101 2

Huang-Rhys parameter S from the luminescent 7
Stokes shift AStoks = 20 meV and from the 10-2 'ptm kw'crn
linewidth AWitM = 35 meV, we get S = 0.285 1014 -.....
and S-= 0.25, respectively (hwLo = 35 meV for - -2 0 2 4

CdS). AE (meV)

Finally, NDFWM as a further nonlinear opti- Fig. 3. Intensity of the first diffracted order of an nondegener-
cal method has been applied to measure the ate four wave-mixing experiment using two dye-lasers andobtained by tuning the frequency of one of the dye-lasers
homogeneous line broadening (for experimental trough the resonance, whereas the second is fixed to the
details, see ref. [131). For the measurement of the resonance frequency.

4
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CdS quantum dots in colloids and polymer matrices:
electronic structure and photochemical properties

V.S. Gurin *, M.V. Artemyev
Physico-Chemical Problems Research Institute, Belarussian State University, Minsk 220080, Belarus

Abstract

We have studied the optical properties and electronic structures of quantum-confined CdS particles (Q-particles,
quantum dots) prepared as CdS colloids in different solvents, CdS particles embedded in polymer matrices and
vacuum evaporated island films of CdS. Due to the quantum-confined effect, the optical spectra of these systems
exhibit the explicit blue shift of fundamental interband absorption and the appearance of well-pronounced exciton
peaks at room temperature. The electronic structure of CdS quantum dots was examined by X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy and semi-empirical quantum-chemical calculations were performed. Both XRS data and results of
calculations reveal the clear difference in valence band density of states for CdS Q-particles with respect to bulk
CdS. Semiconductor-like electronic structure, especially for d-band, appears for CdS clusters containing more than

100 atoms. We also compare the relative stability of CdS clusters of different structure. Additionally. we studied the
photochemical properties of CdS Q-particles and observed the effect of spectral hole burning in the absorption
spectra of CdS colloids in 2-propanol during UV laser irradiation. This phenomenon results probably from selective
photo-oxidation of CdS Q-particles, whose exciton absorption bands are close to irradiation wavelength.

1. Introduction dots opens new possibilities in realization of vari-
ous photochemical processes [12,13].

Various systems, containing CdS Q-particles, Interpretation of optical properties of direct-
like color optical glasses, colloids and polymer gap semiconductor Q-particles is based on de-
matrices with such particles, are now popular scription of excitonic states in the effective mass
objects to study the optical properties of quantum approximation (EMA) [1,14]. Such interpretation
confined semiconductor particles. A number of explains quantitatively the main experimental
quantum size effects have been observed for CdS data. However, the electronic structure of quan-
particles: size-dependent variation of absorption tum dots with diameter less than 10 nm cannot be
and luminescence spectra [1-61, transient in- represented as a simple extrapolation of bulk
duced absorption, hole burning and related non- material band structure, especially for excited
linear effects [7-11]. Also, selective size-depen- states [15-17]. Likewise, there are certain prob-
dent photochemistry of semiconductor quantum lems to determine experimentally the electronic

structure of quantum dots because of their poly-
dispersity in real systems. In this work we used

* Corresponding author, some experimental methods like electron mi-
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croscopy (EM), X-ray diffraction analysis (XRD), ia 7 'e\s-14.i
arb. 7.0 1.optical spectroscopy and X-ray photoelectron nits 8 5 /

spectroscopy (XPS), and carried out quantum- 6.1. '-' 16.0 17.3

chemical calculations to obtain more information
about electronic structure of CdS Q-particles. 3 '. 13.34.0 .a

1 9.0 12.91.6.4J _x. /9 x.

2. Properties of CdS Q-particles in different sys- 3 J 11.3

tems 11.9

We prepared CdS Q-particles as: 6.5 / .1

(1) colloids in water, 2-propanol, acetonitrile; 3.14. C
(2) particles in poly(vinyl alcohol) PVA films;
(3) CdS thin island films on optical quartz. E. eV

Colloids of CdS Q-particles were prepared by Fig. 2. XPS data for valence band of CdS 0-particles in PVA
chemical reaction in solution between Cd 2 + and matrix prepared from aqueous (a) and acetonitrile (b) col-
HS or Na 2S in the presence of PVA as a stabi- loids, and in island evaporated film of 3 nm thickness (c).
lizer.

The PVA films, containing CdS Q-particles,
were prepared by evaporation of solvents at 20'C variable high-energy shift of the exciton bands
from the above-mentioned colloidal solutions at with respect to the absorption edge of bulk CdS
optical quartz support until solid PVA film with (2.58 eV). This is clear evidence of the quantum-
good optical quality was formed. CdS island films confined effect in CdS particles. Our results con-
were obtained by thermal high-vacuum evapora- form quantitatively with data of preceding studies
tion of CdS powder on optical quartz glass. The [1-6,12,13).
thickness of the CdS films was 3-10 nm. According to XRD data, CdS Q-particles em-

Fig. I shows absorption spectra in the UV- bedded in PVA films have sphalerite crystal lat-
visible region of PVA films with CdS quantum tice. The average particle diameter has been esti-
dots obtained both from water and from acetoni- mated to be about 2-3 nm, from the analysis of
trile-based colloidal solutions and vacuum evapo- XRD line broadening. The mean diameter of
rated CdS film of 3 nm thickness. The existence CdS Q-particles in the vacuum evaporated film
of exciton absorption bands is observed at all has been determined to be about 50 nm, from
these absorption spectra. We have found also a EM investigation. Thus, to explain the quantum-

confinement effect in the absorption spectra of
the CdS evaporated film in Fig. 1, the existence

5.5 5.0 4.5 4.0 3.5 E. eU of ID quantization in thin planar CdS islands
D...... .. should be proposed.

0.1s5 Optical spectroscopy gives information about
S"_energy levels of highest occupied molecular or-

""..,0 bital (HOMO or top of valence band (VB)) and
S" -lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) if

o.0 2 the semiconductor quantum dots are considered
"\ 3 to be molecular clusters. Other VB levels affect

o weakly the energy of optical transitions. Such
zz zo Z0 A0 a 350 X. nnlevels can be very significant for other properties

Fig. I. Absorption spectra of CdS 0-particles in PVA films of semiconductor particles when electrons from
prepared from aqueous (I) and acetonitrile (2) colloids, and the VB would be excited. We studied the VB
vacuum evaporated CdS films of 3 nm thickness (3). structure by means of XPS (Fig. 2). There is an
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explicit difference in XPS data for three different Table I

kinds of CdS Q-particles. The photoemission Relative stability of different clusters (CdS), estimated from

threshold is located at - 6 eV for colloidal parti- total electron energies '; the Cd-S distance is assumed to be

les and at -10 eV for evaporated films (in the equal to 0.229 nm (as in the bulk srhalerite lattice)

last case there is also some peak in the 4.5-6 eV Cluster Symmetry Et,,tai /n

region), while the photoemission peaks for bulk CdgSr +CdS41 0 272.04

CdS lie at about 2 and 11 eV [20]. It should be Cd6Sg- +Cd 5S6 O, 271.69
noticed that we obtained a more dramatic size- Cd5 S5  DO 273.76
dependent shift of photoemission spectrum than Cd4 S4- +Cd 6 S4 Td 272.43

in ref. [21] for 6.8 nm CdS particles. Within the Cd4 SlV +Cd,,S4 % 270.05
EMA approach, this shift can be conditioned by Cd 12 S14 +Cd 14542 Oh 270.56

iCd4S 416 +Cd1 ,S14 Td 272.55
quantum-confinement of electrons in quantum Cd54 54  

269.50

dots. According to molecular orbital approach, Cd*,S'- +Cd6 3 S _ Oh 268.4463 414

the downward shift can be explained as bond Cd 17S10 +Cdl,,S 7 C31  271.82

formation from lower s-orbitals of Cd and p- a In the case of a different number of Cd and S atoms in

orbitals of S (see the following section). clusters, for adequate comparison of Et,,,,, we take the un-
bounded pairs of clusters with the same structure Cd,S, +
CdS,.

3. Quantum-chemical calculations of electronic
structure of CdS clusters and C -, respectively) and other symmetrical con-

figurations (D4 h, Oh). Most of the structures we
The quantum-chemical approach principally took into consideration were stable clusters with

allows one to determine the various properties of binding energies per Cd-S bond of more than I
molecules and clusters. Quantum dots can be eV. The general result of our calculations is the
considered as large clusters with definite struc- appearance of bulk-like band structure already in
tures, and computational troubles are simplified 10-20 atomic clusters (Fig. 3). For the d-band.
when semi-empirical methods are used [22,23]. In this tendency is most explicit. Near-located en-
the present work we consider the theoretical ergy levels are merged into a quasicontinuum.
model of particles that have the same sizes as in and the energy gap (A) between HOMO and
the experiment. We used the extended Hiuckel LUMO (which is shown by the arrow in the
method in the Wolfsberg-Helmholz parametriza- schemes) contracts with increasing cluster size.
tion with charge self-consistence [23] (constant K The schemes of energy levels in Fig. 3a reflect
was fitted according to thermodynamic data). clear variation-, of electronic structures of CdS

We calculated a number of model clusters clusters with different n-tmber of atoms.
(Table 1) of different size, being the fragments of The data which we obtained can be used to
sphalerite and wurtzite lattices (point groups Td predict the optical properties of the clusters and

t (a) lm it% d suta (b)

-- 15 18-~

-, S __ __ ts to 10-

U1 3-20 -15 -10 -5 EF EeU

Fig. 3. (a) Schemes of energy levels for various Cd,S, clusters obtained from quantum-chemical calculations. (b) Calculated density
of states for Cd 54Sl6'- cluster.
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correlate with known values of optical transitions and insoluble (S) products [26]. Thus, CdS parti-
energies of (CdS)5 clusters [2-4,12]. For example, cles undergo photostimulated etching and degra-
the near-edge maximum in the absorption spec- dation, and we observe a uniform decay of CdS
trum is specific for many semiconductor clusters fundamental absorption. However, in the case of
(it is interpreted as an excitonic-like transition in real CdS Q-particles obtained in experiment, the
EMA) and corresponds to HOMO-LUMO tran- absorption spectra of the Q-particles consist of

n F Cd 5 45 , A = 3.15 eV, and for superposition of excitonic resonances of all parti-
CdS1 2 41, A = 4.75 eV, which is in agreement cles, which shift to the high-energy region when
with the observed location of the (CdS), absorp- the particle diameter decreases. Irradiation of
tion band. Q-particles with certain size distribution by

We compared the calculated values of A for monochromatic laser light results in photo-oxida-
CdS clusters of different structure and the energy tion of particles whose excitonic resonances are
of excitonic resonances in absorption spectra of close to the irradiation wavelength. Selective pho-
various CdS Q-particles (Fig. 1). For selected tochemical degradation of such particles gives
clusters Of Oh symmetry, exactly Cd556, .,se to hole burning in the absorption spectra at
Cd63S58 and Cd54 S54 , the A value of Cd 4SaS83- the irradiation wavelength.
corresponds well to the energy of the excitonic We observed the hole burning in absorption
resonances in Fig. 1. Hence, CdS Q-particles are spectra of CdS Q-particles in 2-propanol during
probably the clusters of such a structure where UV-irradiation by pulsed N2 laser (A = 337.1 nm,
excess sulphur comes from solution during the pulse energy was 3 1J of 9 ns duration, and
synthesis and stabilizes the cluster. The XPS repetition frequency was 100 Hz). Colloids with
spectroscopy data on the VB energy of (CdS)5  CdS Q-particles were prepared by mixing of 2 x
1-2 nm particles immobilized in polymer film 10- M cadmium acetate and Na 2S both in 2-
coincide qualitatively with the calculated data for propanol containing 0.1% polyvinylpyrrolidone
a Cd 54S6- cluster (this cluster is a cube with
sides of 0.916 nm). Fig. 3b shows the formation of
three bands of states in the energy spectrum of I))
this cluster. The position of the bands is in agree- 20 -0.6
ment with the energy of the experimental peaks.
This is the evidence of general adequacy of the
calculation, especially if the non-monodispersity
of CdS Q-particles in experimental samples is 0.5

taken into account.
It should be noticed that according to calcula-

tions all of the above CdS clusters have a variety .- I
of geometrical configurations or isomeric struc- .0.4

tures with approximately the same diameter and M 350n

energy, and each isomer could give specific peaks
in the absorption spectra.

4. Photochemical properties of CdS quantum dots .. r
250 300 350 400 . nm

Photochemistry of CdS, PbS and other semi- Fig. 4. Optical density D versus wavelength A of CdS Q-par-
conductor Q-particles was studied frequently ticles in 2-propanol before (upper curve) and after (lower

[26-28]. Optical excitation of CdS colloids in dif- curves) N2-laser irradiation of various duration. Irradiation
time increases from upper to lower curves with 30 min steps.

ferent solvents results in photo-oxidation of the Excitation wavelength is indicated by arrow. Insert: part of
CdS phase up to the number of soluble (SO'-) spectra around irradiation wavelength with higher resolution.
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Abstract

Experimental evidence of both weak and strong confinement regimes is reported on CdS nanocrystals embedded
in glass matrix. Classic methods for nanocrystallite preparation meet a principal difficulty, the polydispersion in size
of crystallites due to several difficulties such as coalescence and decomposition of particles with time and high
temperatures. In this work, we used a new route to elaborate CdS-doped sodium borosilicate glass from gel formed
in an aqueous medium. Our vitreous matrix is fully and swiftly densified at relatively low temperature, providing us
with CdS nanocrystallites yielding fine band-edge structure and small size dispersion. Low temperature absorption
spectra have been interpreted in terms of excitons and electron-hole confinements, taking account of both a
Lorentzian broadening of the energy states inside each nanocrystal and a Gaussian size-distribution. It has been
shown that, for very small crystallites, the strong blue-shift of the absorption edge due to the quantum size effects, is
partially compensated by a red-shift associated to the size distribution.

1. Introduction sumed stronger confinement operates along the
three dimensions of space when the crystal size is

Non-linear optical phenomena are at the ori- of the order of the exciton Bohr radius. Of course,

gin of ultra-fast optical functions such as optical the use of such crystallites for improving semicon-

switching and bistability, or highly non-linear ductor lasers or the performance of absorbing or
waveguides, etc. Generally, semiconductors are emitting devices at a precise wavelength implies a
favourable media for observing non-linearities, perfect control of the size of the grown quantum
particularly when structured into quantum-well boxes.
layers or quantum wires, where quantum-confine- Classical methods for nanocrystallite prepara-
ment effects enhance those properties [1]. Even tion (colloidal suspensions, insertion in porous

further in the field of low-dimensional systems, zeolites, inclusion in glass prepared by conven-
semiconductor nanocrystallites constitute inter- tional melting processes, etc.) usually meet the
esting quantum dots or boxes in which a pre- main difficulty, i.e. the dispersion in size of the

crystallites. This dispersion originates from sev-
eral mechanisms such as coalescence and decom-

position of particles with time and high tempera-

* Corresponding author, tures.
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Recently, a sot-gel process was applied to The gel is dried at 100°C during 12 h. The
synthesize nano-particles in a glass of porous major part of the solvatation water is thus evapo-
silica, at low temperature, with quite a sharp size rated, and a monolithic and transparent gel is
distribution [2]. However, in this case, obtaining obtained. Polycondensation water due to a com-
well-stabilized nanocrystals seems to necessitate a bination of hydroxyl groups is eliminated between
full and fast densification of the gel into glass at 100 and 400°C. The gel then loses 18% in weight
low temperature [3,4]. and its density becomes very low (1.5 g/cm3 ). At

In this paper, we describe a new route to this stage, the texture of the material is that of a
elaborate Na 20- B 20 3 • SiO 2 glass doped with juxtaposition of opened pores of more than 100
CdS semiconductor crystallites, from a gel formed A•m in diameter. When heated between 400 and
in aqueous medium. Our vitreous matrix is fully 600°C, this texture collapses: the pores close and
and swiftly densified at relatively low tempera- fuse together to become a fritted and smooth
ture. A quantitative analysis of optical absorption material. The fusion arises at 7320C. Quenching
spectra is proposed. the liquid at room temperature gives a transpar-

ent glass of composition Na 20. B 20 3 • SiP2.
The chosen cadmium precursor (3CdSO4 "

2. Preparation of sodium borosilicate glass doped 8H 2 0) is first dissolved in distilled water. Then
by CdS nanocrystallites H 3B0 3 is added and the result is stirred so as to

obtain a clear solution. Then Na2SiO 3, H20 is
The sodium borosilicate gel is synthesized in introduced to initiate the gelation.

aqueous solution by mixing sodium metasilicate The evolution of the texture between 400'C
Na2SiO3 and boric acid H 3BO 3, in molar ratio and the fission point prevents the oxidation of
1:2. This solution is stirred and heated at 60- cadmium sulphide and permits two sulfuration
80°C. After a few minutes, a slight blur appears methods, which are sketched in Fig. 1. The first
and a stiff gel is formed in 30 min. one consists in the sulfuration of Cd 2+ by expo-

3 COO, .840 H20 H390 N02103 ..9 H20

0"ovYn" H2SCSO 840 HM303 NGAS0 .9 H20

Milled .1e.

GIL

Drying i 10-

Heating ot40-

101

Ik~wdion du9ng Me.

Deralfcfim ol SW

Cd6 doped CJ dpe

Fig. 1. Illustration of two different synthesis processes of sodium horosilicate glasses doped with UdS crystallties.
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sure of the pre-heated gel to H 2S gas. In this
case, the sulfuration can be performed at differ- 4 C C2 T K

ent temperatures, and especially at the liquefac-
tion temperature of H 2S (-61°C). The second 82

method consists in an in-situ sulfuration of Cd 2 +

by using the complexing power of some organic
2

and inorganic molecules containing sulphur with l,

a.
free electron doublet and oxidation step loe -CMPE$

than 6 (for instance 5 sulfosalicyclic acid of am- 135n

monium thiocyanate). The complexing molecules 0
are dissolved in the starting cadmium solution.
The sulfuration of Cd 2 + then takes place during 2 2 '
the gel degradation, at temperatures varying be- 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.(
tween 300 and 500°C, depending on the chosen
complexing molecules. Fig. 3. Absorption spectrum of sample SI. Arrows indicate the

energies of the main excitonic peaks. Solid lines indicate

ground states and dashed lines indicate first excited states,
calculated for this sample.3. Spectroscopic data

Fig. 2 displays four typical optical density spec- The simplest model used to calculate the
tra for samples containing nanocrystallites with quantum confinement in nanocrystallites consists
various average diameters. From the top to the in regarding the crystallites as spherical particles
bottom of the figure, the spectra evolve from a with an infinitely high potential wall surrounding
shape quite similar to that for bulk CdS to a the sphere. Theoretical investigations have been
much smoother one, shifted towards high ener- done, using the standard effective mass approxi-
gies. This evolution is evidence of an increasing mation by Efros and Efros [51, Brus [61 and
degree of quantum confinement. Such results can Kayanuma [7] and in the tight-binding framework
be compared to model calculations, so as to ex- by Lippens and Lannoo [8].
tract quantitative data about the crystallite sizes. The absorption spectrum of sample SI, con-

taining rather large crystals, is displayed in Fig. 3.

Clearly we observe three main absorption lines
labelled Al, BI and CI which correspond to the

5 13.5nm CdSNANOCRMATJJS excitons associated with the three valence sub-
bands in the hexagonal CdS crystal. As a result of

15 - 10.the quantum confinement, these peaks are shifted
S.s~anm to higher energy by an amount of about 14 meV.

In this sample, corresponding to the weak con-
finement regime, only the centre-of-mass motion
of the exciton is quantized and the blue-shifts of

4 15_ 3.8 /n' the exciton levels are governed by the total mass

of the exciton. The transition energies are given-- 2 by [51:
2.6 2.7 2.9 3.1 3.3 315 2h

2
Tr

2

AHOTON ENERGY (e*N) E = E, - Ee. + n'
Fig. 2. Typical absorption spectra of glasses doped with CdS mD2

crystallites of various average sizes. The shift to higher ener- where E' is the energy of the band-to-band tran-
gies of the absorption onset reveals the quantum confinement
of carriers. Assuming a Gaussian distribution of crystal diame- sition (j A, B, C), Ee, is the binding energy of
ters. the typical width a never exceeds I nm. the bulk exciton, M =Me + mh is the total mass
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of the exciton, D is the crystallite diameter and n has calculated the excitonic energy in a first order
the quantum number of both the electron and the perturbation model, as the mean value of the
hole subband. By using Eq. (1), we have calcu- Coulomb interaction over the sphere. For the
lated the energies of the first quantum-confined first excited states this gives Ee- -=3.6 e2/eD
states, taking the following material parameters where e = 5.7,E [6] is the dielectric constant of
for CdS: excitonic energy gaps EI = -E- Ex = CdS. On account of the selection rules, An = 0
2553, 2568 and 2632 meV [9] for j = A, B and C, and Al = 0, the energies of the dipole-allowed
respectively; exciton binding energy Eex = 29 meV transitions may be written as:
[101; electron effective mass mn-0.2m 0 [91; hole
effective mass mh = 0.5rn0 [8]. The full and 2h 2a2 2

dashed arrows in Fig. 3 correspond to the ground Eý1 = E• + (3)£ MD2  eD (3
(n = 1) and first excited (n = 2) states, respec-

tively, for crystallites with an average diameter where 0 (1/me + /rm h)- is the reduced ef-
D = 135 A. fective mass of the electron-hole pair.

In this range of crystallite size, the energy shift Let us now consider the process of interband
associated to a size variation is typically AE-= 3 absorption of light. We have to take account of
meV for AD = 10 A, for the ground state energy. the orbital degeneracy of each energy level and of
Consequently, the peak broadening resulting from the broadening due to the finite lifetime of exci-
the size distribution is very small and the tons. The latter is a homogeneous broadening
halfwidth at half maximum for the main struc- associated with crystalline and chemical defects
tures almost corresponds to the only intrinsic characteristic of a given crystallite. This may be
broadening F specific of the chemical and crys- described by using a Lorentzian broadening func-
tallographic qualities of the crystallites. We get tion F•r-i(E 2 

+ F 2)-', where F is the halfwidth
F = 8 meV which we shall keep for all samples. at half maximum of the Lorentzian. The associ-
Indeed, the best-fitting calculations described be- ated lifetime is h/2F. Then, the absorption coef-
low have shown that the intrinsic broadening ficient for a crystallite of diameter D can be
parameter should not be much larger than this expressed as [5]:
value. In particular, a larger F value forbids
describing correctly some details such as peaks A
and dips in the absorption spectrum (see Fig. 4). 7( hw) =-

Now let us consider the absorption spectra for

samples containing rather small crystallites. In F
that case, for infinitely high potential walls, and X Y_ (21 + 1) 2 (4
in the absence of Coulomb interaction, the corre- j.,n, (hwo - Ent) + F2

sponding Schr6dinger equation may be analyti-
cally solved and the kinetic energy eigenvalues of where A is a constant proportional to the square
the electron-hole pair written as [71: of the matrix element of the dipole moment be-

tween Bloch functions. At low temperature, the
2h' )1 2h'(~,1 absorption spectrum of a single crystallite consists

Ea = - + ( 2) in a series of Lorentzian peaks centred around

m electron-hole pair energies Enj.
Now, the experimental exciton peaks are

where a., is the nth root of the Ith order spheri- broadened by the statistical distribution of sizes:
cal Bessel function. It is usual to refer to the crystallites with different diameters yield absorp-
(n, 1) eigenstates as IS, 1P .... 2S, etc. When the tion structures at the different energies corre-
Coulomb interaction is included, the problem can sponding to their excitonic transitions. The size
no longer be solved analytically and one has to dispersion gives rise to a series of broad maxima
use numerical or approximate methods. Brus [6] of the absorption coefficient with the profiles and
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CdS NANOTRWALUES -Fig. 4 shows a comparison between the experi-

THEORY,-.- mental (full lines) and calculated (dashed lines)
5.3 rnm absorbances for sample S3. The dotted lines show

0• o nm ..
r-a m.v .. the calculated absorption coefficient of the indi-

vidual crystallites (Eq. (4)) with exactly the diam-_! / eter D. The best agreement between experiments
SEXPRIMENT and calculations is obtained with D = 53 A: the
4 ]positions of the absorption onset, of the first peak

SPECTRUM FOR and the shape of the spectrum at higher energy,
T 2 A SINGLE

AVERAE-SIZED are indeed reproduced with this value within an
accuracy of - + 4 A. For smaller crystallites, the

2.4 2.6 2.8 3 3.2 3A quality of the fitting is the same and the accuracy
ENERGY W4 is comparable. As a result of the size dispersion,

Fig. 4. Comparison between the measured and calculated the macroscopic spectrum (dashed lines) clearly
absorption spectra for sample S3. The parameters for the best
fitting are indicated. At the bottom of the figure lies the exhibits a broadening and a red-shift with regard

calculated spectrum of a crystallite having exactly the average to the individual absorption structures (dotted
diameter D. Note the role played by the first excited states, lines). Indeed, the macroscopic absorption is
whose larger degeneracy allows a larger contribution to the dominated by the contributions of the lprger par-
absorption. ticles within the distribution since the optical

density is scaled by the particle volume. We re-
mark that the red-shift of the absorption onset

positions given by the size distribution function, may be as large as - 100 meV, while o, hardly
P(D). The resulting absorption coefficient is: exceeds the lattice parameter of the crystal. This

S+D3 is due to the large sensitivity of the energy to the
&(hta) = Vc "o D3 (htW) P(D) dD. (5) diameter, in this range of crystal sizes.

In the following, we postulate that the size
dispersion is normally distributed with a central 4. Conclusion
value D and variance 0,

2 . In other words, the size
distribution function is assumed to be a Gaussian Quantum size effects have been observed on
function given by: the fundamental optical band-gap of CdS

I nanocrystallites embedded in sodium borosilicate
P( D)" (6) glasses. Two confinement regimes can be distin-

guished. First, a weak blue-shift of the gap is
Consequently, for small crystal sizes, the ab- obtained for rather large crystallites, and the

sorption coefficient depends on the average di- motion of the centre-of-mass of the exciton can
ameter D, on the width a of the size distribution, be considered as quantized as a whole. Second, a
and on the quality of the material through the F strong blue-shift of the absorption onset is mea-
parameter. Now should be noted that a quantita- sured when the average crystal diameter is small.
tive fit to experimental data is very difficult and Then the Coulomb interaction between the elec-
somewhat unrealistic because one needs to intro- tron and the hole is enhanced, and another model
duce several arbitrary parameters to describe both is applied for calculating the blue-shift of the gap.
the real thickness of the active medium and the For small crystal sizes, we have modelled the
scattering of light by a crowd of differently sized absorption spectrum, taking account of the size
crystallites embedded in the dielectric matrix. As dispersion of the crystallites. A best fit to experi-
a result, we shall merely compare the shapes of mental data allows one to conclude in favour of a
the experimental and calculated absorbance spec- good and constant quality of crystals r = 8 meV)
tra. and of rather a sharp size dispersion (oa = 8 A).
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Carrier dynamics in CdSe quantum dots embedded in glass
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Abstract

The relaxation and recombination of carriers excited by ultrashort optical pulses are studied on specially
prepared I-VI quantum dots in a silicate-type host. Photoluminescence with ps resolution allows to observe the
emission from the confined, intrinsic energy levels of the dots under non- and size-selective excitation, respectively.
A comparison with data of transient non-linear absorption reveals that the relaxation pathway of electron and holes
may be substantially different and depends strongly on the dot size.

1. Introduction 2. Samples

In a quantum dot the translational symmetry The CdSe quantum dots used in the present
of the former bulk material is completely re- study are grown in a boro-silicate glass by the
moved by confining the carriers in all three di- conventional heat treatment method. Generally,
mensions. As a result, a ladder of discrete energy the growth process establishes a size distribution.
levels is formed. The related change of the opti- Small-angle X-ray data yield a Gaussian-like
cal properties is the subject of various predictions shape with a typical standard deviation of 20% to
that quantum dots might be very useful in device 30%. Here we concentrate on samples of a mean
applications. Some of those ideas were recently particle radius (R) which is clearly smaller than
summarized by Brus [1]. The present study is the bulk exciton radius (5 nm). Thus, Coulomb
aimed to the carrier dynamics in very small ( < 3 effects are of less importance and the confined
nm) wide-gap II-IV quantum dots embedded in single-particle energies are dominant in the total
a glass matrix. These dynamics are of fundamen- electron-hole pair energy (strong confinement
tal physical interest, but also of praclical impor- regime). The absorption spectra of the samples
tance as it controls the switching transients of exhibit an isolated ground-state feature followed
possible devices, by less pronounced structures on the high-energy

side. The quantum size effect is clearly evidenced
from the high-energy shift of the ground state
with decreasing average dot radius. For the 1.4
nm sample this shift is - measured relative to the

* Corresponding author, bulk energy gap of CdSe - as large as I eV (cf.

0022-0248/94/$07.00 0 1994 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
SSDI 0022-0248(93)E0429-B
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Fig. 3). The total broadening of the transitions is scale. Pulses of 2.5 ps duration from a tunable
formed from homogeneous and inhomogeneous dye laser synchronously pumped by the third har-
contributions to an approximately equal extent, monic of an Antares mode-locked YLF laser are
as seen from quasi-stationary hole-burning data used to excite the samples. Sample heating is
[2]. A quantitative estimate of the data obtained suppressed by acousto-optical modulation of the
from a sample with (R) = 2.0 nm yields a FWHM 76 MHz dye laser output yielding pulse trains of
figure of 60 to 80 meV for the homogeneous typically 300 M•s duration with 1 s apart. The
width of the e-h pair ground state at room tem- luminescence is detected with a synchroscan
perature and a decrease down to about 25 meV streak camera with an overall time resolution of
at 1.8 K [3]. No essential change of these values is 10 ps. The energy density per pulse was lowered
found for the average radius range from 1.6 to 2.8 down to about 100 nJ/cm 2 to avoid saturation
nm. The homogeneous width at room tempera- effects as well as photo-structural changes.
ture is consistent with the dephasing time of a
few 10 fs found in non-degenerate four-wave 2.1. Non-selectiVe excitation
mixing measurem(;nts on the same samples. We
believe that scattering at defect states, the exis- Fig. 1 presents data for excitation markedly
tence of which is clearly exposed by the lumines- above the absorption edge. In this situation the
cence spectrum (see below), is the underlying quantum dot system is practically homogeneously
process. Further evidence for this assumption excited across its size distribution since several of
comes from the fact that the homogeneous width the inhomogeneously broadened transitions (see
can be influenced by long-term optical excitation above) interfere spectrally at the pump photon
[i!. energy. Wavelength selection of the photolumi-

in addition to the homogeneous width, the nescence is achieved with interference filters with
hole-burning data reveal a substructure of the a spectral resolution matched to the homoge-
energy spectrum which is not exhibited by the neous line-width at low temperatures. In the de-
inhomogeneously broadened sample absorption. cay curves drawn in the lower section of Fig. 1, a
The data demonstrate at least the existence of fast component superimposed to a background is
three states. A quantitative analysis [2] account- clearly manifested. The background (as well as
ing for also the 430 meV split-off band shows that the finite luminescence intensity at negative times)
the three hole states identified experimentally are is caused by the repetitive excitation within the
s-d mixtures of total angular momentum 3/2 pulse train and, therefore, a direct measure of
(first and second state) and 1/2 (third state), the contribution from slow parts. On the other
respectively. An independent study [5] based on hand, the rise of the curves around zero allows
luminescence has led to the same conclusion, one to construct the emission spectrum right after

excitation, as depicted in the upper section of
Fig. 1. The broad band extends down to the

2. Time-resolved photoluminescence energy range of deep traps, the emission of which
is primarily seen under CW conditions [3].

Under CW and ns excitation, the photolumi- The occurrence of the fast emission compo-
nescence of quantum dots in glass is usually dom- nent with ps life-time in Fig. 1 is restricted to the
inated by (nonexponentially) slow and spectrally direct vicinity of the absorption edge. The life-
broad components, which are strongly low-energy time, however, is strongly photon-energy depen-
shifted with respect to the absorption edge [3]. dent. Fig. 2 summarizes the 1/e times deduced
This is commonly assigned to the participation of from the decay curves for the 2.0 nm sample and
various defects which localize the carriers prior to three others of different average radius. Observa-
recombination. To study the "intrinsic" emission tion at a given photon energy samples predomi-
of the quantum dots from the confined energy nantly the emission from quantum dots of a cer-
levels, the measurements are done on the ps time tain size. This is confirmed by the fact that the
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.6 ' ., ,,- 1.98 Fig. 2. Life-times (1/e) of the direct emission versus photon

2.05 energy deduced from decay curves measured at 5 K on four
4 "samples of different average dot radius. The line is used to

guide the eye. Dashed symbols mark the position of the

S--*"-'""A ' , . 2.14 absorption maximum for each of the samples investigated.
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Fig. 1. Lower part: Luminescence decay curves at selected , - 4

photon energies for a sample with an average dot radius of 2.0 -Lo 0
nm at T = 5 K. Upper part: Luminescence intensity versus : 3

photon energy 10 ps after the maximum of the excitation 3, . 3
pulse derived from the rise of the decay curves around zero. c 5fl,@ tme [ps 2
The data (circles) are corrected for reabsorption. The line is ." 10 1
used to guide the eye. For comparison the absorption spec- .30
trum is figured on the right-hand side. Arrows mark the 100
photon energies where the decay curves below are taken.

4

0

life-times found at a given photon energy are S -,13 2

practically the same for all samples in Fig. 2, tm [
although the average radii are different and the 10 1
linear absorption peaks of the 2.8 and 1.6 nm .• 30
samples are shifted by 450 meV relative to each 100

other. Therefore, the more than one-order-of- _2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8

magnitude increase of the life-time in Fig. 2 is photon energy leVI
directly related to the size of the emitting dot. Fig. 3. Time-resolved luminescence spectra for a sample with

SR)= -1.4 nm using size-selective excitation at a photon en-

2.2. Size-selective excitation ergy hw,. = 2.50 eV (upper part) and 2.55 eV (lower part),
respectively. The time integrated luminescence spectra and
the linear absorption are shown for comparison, respectively.

Fig. 3 summarizes the time-resolved photolu- The spectral spacing corresponding to the LO phonon energy
minescence obtained from a sample with (R)= is indicated.

m •m r n -n=mmmm
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1.<-4m -5 - -_ eV 3. Transient hole-burning
<R> 1.4nmm, T -5 K, h,- 2.5OSV~.100.0a

U WM Transient nonlinear absorption measurements
•2.4n V were performed with tunable sub-ps pulses from

a hybrid mode-locked dye laser pumped again by
10.0 2.4705V the third harmonic of the YLF laser. Single pulse

4o.o6 selection and amplification are done in a four-
stage dye amplifier pumped by an excimer laser.

2o.o• The resulting 500 fs pulses of some hundred /iJ
. .were used to excite the sample and to generate a

0.0- probe continuum. Care was taken to minimize
a6 -. 166 chirp effects of the probe. The result for a sample

lime [PsI with 2.0 nm average radius is presented in Fig. 5.
Fig. 4. Luminescence decays (normalized) taken at the ener- The differential transmission signal is defined by
getic positions of the 1, 2 and 3 LO phonon replica in the DTS = (T - T0)/To), where T and T, are the
upper part of Fig. 3. For comparison the instrumental re- sample transmission with and without pump, re-

sponse is given. spectively. The spectrum exhibits a remarkable
dynamical evolution with increasing pump-probe
delay. A bleaching feature develops at first in the
direct vicinity of the pump and, then, a second
more pronounced one occurs in the range of the

1.4 nm for two different photon energies of the linear peak. During the first few ps the maximum
exciting ps pulses at the low-energy wing of the
ground-state absorption. Thereby, a very sharp
distribution of dots is excited, which is deter- 4 <R> - 2.0 am,T= 80 K

mined by the relation between the homogeneous o
width of the ground-state transition and the tail 2
of the overall size distribution in the sample. The
luminescence obtained here is spectrally decom- 0 ".
posed by a double monochromator in a subtrac- p ... C. p[pSI
rive mode, yielding a resolution better than 5 100:"' • ' ' ,, -

0.100
meV. The decay curves measured at successive 0"1• 100.0 ,,.,,.... -. .3

photon energies by the streak camera are used to 4.5" ,,..i•" ,..""," ... .. , . 4.5

construct the time resolved spectra taking into 1.5-" " ' ": " 1.5
account the instrumental response by standard .
deconvolution technique. Clear vibronic struc- . . 1.0
tures due to coupling to the 200 cm t LO phonon 0.5... . ...
mode of CdSe appear during the very first pi-
coseconds. Decay curves measured just at the 0.0

energetic positions of the LO phonon replica (cf. -0.5
the upper section of Fig. 3) are given in Fig. 4 in 0.1 -1,0
comparison with the instrumental response. The 0.o .
finite decay time clearly seen rules out a domi-
nant contribution of Raman processes in the time 2.0 2.2 2 2.6

resolved spectra. In contrast to the situation in photon energy I eV
Fig. 5. DTS spectra of a 2.0 nm average radius sample at

Fig. I, the decay curves are independent of pho- different pump-probe delays. The pump energy density is 200
ton energy, and confirm the size-selection of Cxci- AJ/cm

2. The corresponding linear absorption spectrum is

tation. shown in the upper part.
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of the latter shifts to lower energies. Simultane- on a 1 ps time scale. Similar conclusions can be
ously, a weak, but clearly present induced absorp- drawn indirectly from the results of non-selective
tion feature evolves on the high-energy side. excited photoluminescence in the upper part of
About one half of the bleaching at the linear Fig. 1. Emission found in the region of the deep
peak recovers to 1/e within 30 ps. At the low-en- traps immediately after the excitation pulse proves
ergy side somewhat slower recovery is found, in that corresponding fast capture times occur.
agreement with the results given in Fig. 2. At Times of about 1 ps are obviously sufficient to
delays larger 100 ps a permanent, spectrally broad transform an electronic energy in excess on the
absorption bleach persists which survives up to 1 order of 1 eV to the vibrational system. This fact
j/s as shown in an independent measurement on intimates a quasi-continuous density-of-state tail
a larger time scale [3]. in the "forbidden gap" with a separation of the

involved energy levels smaller or on the order of

5. Discussion the LO-phonon energy, so that enough states are
available for the carrier scattering. We note that

The 800 ps decay constant on the low-energy a 1.5 nm CdSe dot consists of about 50(0 atoms
side in Fig. 2 is on the order of the radiative from which about 1/3 are on the surface. Those
life-time expected for CdSe quantum dots in the atoms give rise to the same number of states in
strong confinement regime. Since this value is the "forbidden gap", either as dangling bonds or
practically size-independent, the much shorter through the association of host atoms. The exis-
life-times on the high-energy side have to be tence of those states is thus an intrinsic feature of
attributed to a non-radiative process that be- the energy spectrum for a quantum dot. In the
comes increasingly important with decreasing dot present samples with a glassy host, the energy
size. Coherent effects [6] are ruled out in view of distribution of such states seems to be rather
the much shorter dephasing times found in non- broad compared with surface passivated dots in
degenerate four-wave mixing experiments on the organic solution.
same samples. We assign the short life-times to The strong coupling of carriers to surface and
the trapping of carriers at surface and defect defect states, especially in dots with R smaller
states that give rise to the slow and low-energy than 2.0 nm, suggests a rather low quantum yield.
shifted part of the luminescence. It is clear from Recent calorimetric absorption measurements on
cross section arguments that the trapping rate a sample with (R) = 1.4 nm, however, have shown
will increase considerably in small dots. We note that only about one half of the absorbed photons
that the data collected in Fig. 2 were acquired on is converted into heat [8]. The other part is re-
samples grown under different conditions which emitted at lower energies so that the total radia-
exhibit different defect emission, but are practi- tive yield is on the order of some 10%. Appar-
cally equal with regard to the "band-to-band" ently, this is a consequence of the confinement
recombination. Thus, the dramatic increase of which, in contrast to the bulk, prevents spatial
the non-radiative rate below a radius of 3 nm is separation of the electron and hole so that the
obviously a general quantum dot feature, optical rate remains large, even when the carriers

Under size selective excitation, vibronic struc- are localized at "defect" states.
tures show up in the luminescence spectra which The vibronic structures are not seen in quasi-
are similar to those obtained in ref. [7] on surface stationary hole-burning experiments using ns-
passivated CdSe quantum dots in an organic host pulse excitation [2,3]. This has to be related to a
using ns-pulse and CW excitation. However, on partially relaxed state of electron-hole pairs,
the present dots in a glassy host, those structures which is tested on such a time scale. In the
are only seen during the first ps after excitation transient DTS experiment depicted in Fig. 5 the
in a hot luminescence regime. This very fast dis- excitation is markedly above the linear peak, so
appearing indicates that at least one of the pho- that initially higher quantum dot levels are popu-
toexcited carriers is scattered from its initial state lated. The signal in the first few ps reveals relax-
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ation of the carriers down to the ground state. 7. Acknowledgements
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SrS-ZnS electroluminescence materials
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Abstract

SrS-ZnS multilayered thin films are proposed as novel thin film electroluminescent (EL) phosphors. Riccent
advances in the development of (SrS:Ce/ZnS), multilayered thin film EL devices are summarized. Growth of
(SrS/ZnS), multilayered thin films by using the hot wall technique, which enaLles us to grow ZnS and SrS thin films
at the same substrate temperature and then to prepare (SrS/ZnS), thin films having a large number of ZnS and SrS
films, is discussed. Features and problems of ZnS and SrS thin film EL phosphors are als,, discussed.

1. Introduction materials appears to be confronted by many diffi-
cult problems. One of alternative approaches is

Thin film electroluminescent (EL) display pan- to deal with the thin-film phosphor structure in
els having Mn-doped ZnS (Ilb-VIb compound) addition to materials. One of the possible ideas is
phosphors have been developed and have entered the introduction of phosphor films having multi-
into the marketplace. The EL matrix display pan- layered structure [3]. As this kind of phosphor,
els with a varie y of sizes and resolutions are now we have proposed (SrS/ZnS), multilayered thin
commercially available. SrS (Ila-VIb compound) films as a new thin film EL phosphor material
thin films are also promising host materials to [4,5]. By using such structures, one can expect
produce color thin film EL devices [1,2]. By using such (SrS/ZnS), multilayered thin film ELs to
rare-earth ions as luminescent centers, these ma- show superior electrical and optical characteris-
terials show color electroluminescence. With tics when compared to individual ZnS and SrS
these thin film EL phosphors, however, there are thin films.
several problems. For rare-earth-doped ZnS thin Here, we summarize briefly the features and
films, low solubility of rare-earth ions in the ZnS problems of ZnS and SrS thin film EL phosphors.
host lattice has to be considered. In the case of Then, we review the recent progress of the
SrS thin films, chemical instability due to its (SrS:Ce/ZnS)n multilayered thin film EL de-
hydroscopic nature becomes problem. To solve vices [4-7]. Growth of (SrS/ZnS), multilayered
these problems, many color EL research pro- thin films by using hot wall technique are also
grams are being continued mainly to find and to discussed 18]. This method enables us to grow
develop promising EL materials and luminescent (SrS:Ce/ZnS), multilayered thin films having a
centers. This approach of dealing with only EL large number of ZnS and SrS films.

0022-0248/94/$07.00 © 1994 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
SSDI 0022-0248(93)E0602-4
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2. ZnS and SrS thin film EL (a) ZnS (b) SrS

2. 1. ZnS and SrS host materials 8

Phosphor materials to be used for thin film EL 4 L L

panels must be doped with luminescence centers. 0 2 r,
In addition, to excite the luminescence centers by 0, , 5 r"

hot electrons created by an electric field, it must 4 V

be possible to apply a very high electric field over 6 X,

1 MV/cm to the thin film. To satisfy these re- zn (3d)'

quirements, semiconductors with fairly wide gap V

of 3.5-4.5 eV, such as wide gap II-VI corn- 2 - .

pounds, must be used as host materials. One such L A r A x L A r A

material is ZnS and other is SrS. k k

Suitable luminescent centers for these host Fig. 1. Energy band structure of (a) ZnS and (b) SrS.

materials are different from each other; for in-
stance, Mn 2 + ions for ZnS and Ce 3 + ions for SrS
hosts. This results from the difference in energy is well localized and then isolated from the band
band structure of these host materials and in type electrons. This may be one reason why the 3d 5

of luminescent centers. The band structures of electrons of the Mn 2 + centers are mainly excited
these materials are shown in Figs. la and lb, by direct impact excitation.
respectively. ZnS has a direct band gap structure Contrary to the case of ZnS, SrS has an indi-
[9]. The conduction band minimum at the F point, rect band structure. The conduction band mini-
where it is s-like, comes from the 4s wave-func- mum at the X point comes from the wave-func-
tion of Zn atoms. The valence band maximum at tion of unoccupied 4d wave-function of the Sr
the F point, where it is p-like, comes from the 3p atoms [11). It is therefore d-like. The valence
wave-function of S atoms. The occupied Zn 3d"0  band maximum at the F point comes from the 3p
level is located at about 7-8 eV below the va- wave-function of S atoms, same as in ZnS. When
lence band maximum. When Mn atoms are doped Ce-3 centers are doped in the SrS lattice, the 4f
in the ZnS lattice, the Mn 3d 5 level, which is the ground state level lies in the forbidden gap and
ground state of d-d transitions, lies about 3-5 eV 5d excited state lies fairly close to the conduction
below the valence band maximum [101. There- band minimum at the X point. Therefore, it is
fore, the 3d' electron configuration in Mn 2 + ions expected that the 5d excited state of the Ce3 ÷

3000 8 600 2.0

(a) ZnS:Mn Thin Film EL (b) SrS:Ce Thin Film EL
1 kHz Pulse I kHz Pulse

IE 0 Luminance0- Luminance 15

:b2000 - A- Efficiency b40 Efcey

0 4U C 1.00
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E~oo '000 E 20 5 -- 0
2 -2 2 jV 5

0 0 0 .0
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Applied Voltage Vo-p(V) Applied Voltage Vo-p(V)

Fig. 2. Typical luminance-voltage and efficiency-voltage characteristics of (a) ZnS: Mn and (b) SrS: Ce thin film EL devices.

',
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centers will interact well with conduction elec- -', .. ,,
trons and the Ce 3 + ions are ionized by the elec- RL
tric field [12]. In.ular

la.acr

2.2. EL devices with ZnS:Mn and SrS:Ce thin
films lwght L-m....on

" (jiars Subh,crate Inulator Muihllayer [ac

Typical luminance-voltage and efficiency- 6 _ _ rlo

voltage characteristics of ZnS: Mn and SrS: Ce Fig. 3. Schematic structure of multilayered thin film EL

thin film EL devices under a I kHz drive are device.

shown in Figs. 2a and 2b, respectively. The de-
vices have a conventional double insulating struc-
ture consisting of a glass substrate, an indium tin
oxide (ITO) transparent electrode, a first dielec- 3.2. (SrS: C'e/ZnS),, multilayered EL phosphors

tric layer, a phosphor layer, a second insulating
layer and Al rear electrodes. The typical thick- To prepare te e(SrSCe/ZnS)e multilayered
ness of the ZnS: Mn phosphor film is 600 nm and thin film EL devices, we have used two different
that of the SrS:Ce film is 1000-1300 nm. The methods, namely reactive evaporation and elec-
luminance rises steeply at voltages above the tron-beam evaporation [4,5]. In the first case, the
threshold and the saturated luminance level evaporation is based on Knudsen sources, where
reaches 2500 cd/m 2 for ZnS: Mn and 500 cd/m 2  ZnS is evaporated from the compound and

for SrS: Ce. It is noted that the threshold voltages SrS: Ce from pure elements. In the latter case, a

for both devices are almost the same, although mixed SrS: Ce,K target is used. The preparation

the thickness of the SrS: Ce films is twice that of conditions have been adjusted in order to obtain

the ZnS: Mn films. In other words, the average highly adherent, high quality films. In the case of

electric field of 0.8 MV/cm for the SrS: Ce films reactive evaporation, the optimum substrate tem-

is one-half of 1.6 MV/cm for the ZnS: Mn films peratures for the deposition of ZnS and SrS: Ce
[13]. The lower electric field observed for SrS:Ce have been found to be 200 and 600-650'C. re-devices results from band bending due to space spectively [4]. In the case of electron-beam evapo-charge caused by ionization of Ce 3e luminescent ration, the optimum substrate temperature hascenters [13,14]. been found to be the same as for reactive evapo-ration [2].

The scanning electron microscope (SEM) im-

age of the cross sections of the multilayered films
3. (SrS:Ce/ZnS),~ multilayered EL prepared by reactive evaporation technique are

shown in Fig. 4 [7]. The SEM image clearly shows
3.1. Multilayered EL structure the grained structures of a 9 multilayered thin

film phosphor. The overall thickness is 1.5 jtm.
The concept of an electroluminescent multi- Due to the perfectly separated films, it is obvious

layer device is illustrated in Fig. 3 [3]. Each layer that no intermixing between the ZnS and SrS: Ce
is classified depending on its function such as occurs, which is somewhat surprising because of
electron acceleration layer, light emission layer, the high temperature processing of the SrS films.
barrier layer, carrier confinement layer, etc. Many Furthermore, the SEM images of the multilay-
varieties of combination can be considered [3]. ered phosphors exhibit perfect adhesion between
Sometimes, we can not separate the layer's func- the single layers within the SrS: Ce/ZnS stack.
tion clearly, for instance, one layer serves as Fig. 5 shows high resolution X-ray diffraction
acceleration and electroluminescent layer at the (XRD) patterns of ZnS (Fig. 5a). SrS (Fig. 5b)
same time. and (SrS/ZnS), (Fig. 5c) multilayered thin films
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-a--(SrS:Ce/ZnS), Multilayer
0 SrS:Ce Conv'.

, 102

10

1,15 10
200 250 300 350 40)0

Fig. 4. SEM image of the cross section of the (SrS/ZnS)9  Applied Voltage (V)
multilayered film prepared by reactive evaporation technique. Fig. 6. Luminance-applied voltage characteristic of

(SrS:Ce/ZnS)5 multilayered thin film EL device. L-V char-
acteristics of a conventional SrS:Ce thin film EL device are

deposited by electron-beam evaporation (full line) also shown, for comparison.

and by reactive evaporation (broken line) [4]. The
ZnS films are oriented in the (0001) direction of

struare ori d in the (001) direction o a strong (200) texture in the rock-salt structure.
the hexagonal sAs shown in Fig. 5c, both diffraction lines origi-
of the zincblende structure, whereas SrS exhibits nating from the SrS and the ZnS are observed.

This indicates that nonintermixed (SrS/ZnS),
multilayered phosphor films were prepared, as

(a) Zn5- EB evapo. expected from the SEM image in Fig. 4. How-
Reaaiv, ever, a slight shift of the ZnS peak towards theReactive

evapo. SrS peak is observed, indicating a strained growth
of ZnS on SrS. The evaluation of the FWHM of
the XRD peaks reveals the good crystallinity of

all films. The same tendency in the structural
"3 ib) SrS feature of the multilayered thin films for both

preparation techniques has been observed.

. 3.3. Luminance-applied voltage characteristics of

multilayered thin film EL

? (Sr.S/ZnSS), Typical luminance versus applied voltage (L-

S Multi-Layer V) characteristics are shown in Fig. 6 [4]. The

x conventional structure of the ZnS/SrS:Ce/ZnS
/,, thin film EL device is contrasted with the

(SrS: Ce/ZnS)5 multilayered thin film EL device

27 28 29 30 31 prepared by reactive evaporation. As expected.

2 0 (deg.) the introduction of (SrS Ce/ZnS), multilayered
phosphors in thin film EL devices leads to a

Fig. 5. High resolution X-ray diffraction patterns of (a) ZnS. significant increase of luminance and efficiency.
(hi SrS and (c) (SrS/ZnS)9 multilayered thin films deposited
by electron beam evaporation (full lines) and by reactive The maximum luminance of 1100 cd/m- at I kHz
evaporation (broken lines) methods, is higher for the multilayered structure than for
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the conventional device (300 cd/m 2 ). The overall the sequential deposition, the substrate was ex-
increase in luminance of the 9 multilayer device posed alternatively to ZnS cell and SrS cell.
compared with the conventional one is about 3
times. The threshold voltage of about 250 V for 4.2. Growth of ZnS and SrS thin films
the multilayered TFEL device is lower than for
the conventional thin film EL device, although Fig. 7 shows the dependence of the deposition
the multilayered phosphor has larger thickness. rate of ZnS and SrS films on the substrate tem-
Probably, the reasons are related to the primary perature Tsub [8]. The temperature of the ZnS
electron generation from the SrS/ZnS hetero-in- powder source TZns was 800 and 850rC. The
terfacial states. deposition rate of the ZnS films decreased rapidly

with an increase of the substrate temperature,
and became less than 1 A/s at Tub > 400'C, even

4. Hot wall technique for (SrS/ZnS). multilay- when Tz~s was increased to 850'C. It is reported

ered thin film growth that to grow SrS thin films having a good crys-
tallinity, substrate temperatures over 400°C have
to be used [2]. Therefore, to deposit ZnS and SrS

4.1. Hot wall deposition technique films at the same temperature, ZnS films should

be deposited at least at 400'C. To increase the
To obtain (SrS/ZnS), multilayered thin films deposition rate of the ZnS thin films, we have

with larger layer number and with good quality, it tried to introduce S vapor during ZnS deposition.
is beneficial if the SrS and ZnS thin films are In other words, we increased the S/Zn ratio
grown at the same substrate temperature. As during deposition to reduce the re-evaporation of
mentioned in section 3.2, in the case of reactive Zn from the surface of the ZnS thin films. As a
evaporation and electron beam evaporation, ZnS result, we have found that the deposition rate of
thin films are usually grown at a relatively low the ZnS films was remarkably increased by sup-
substrate temperature of 200-300°C. Contrary to plying S vapor, as shown in Fig. 7.
this, the optimum substrate temperature during Fig. 7 also shows the dependence of the depo-
SrS thin film deposition is higher (500°C). This sition rate of SrS thin films on the substrate
results in difficulty in growing (SrS/ZnS), multi-
layered thin films. To grow (SrS/ZnS), multilay-
ered thin films at the same substrate tempera- zns
ture, we have tried to use the hot wall deposition
technique, and studied the thin film growth of ZnS - izs =85"(without S) ---0- T,~s= 8.50"
ZnS and SrS thin films at the wide substrate 3 -•0--Tss=50 U
temperature range of 300-6000C. "STS (.,.h S

The hot wall deposition equipment used in this. = Ts 1ml

experiment has two hot wall cells for ZnS and for P, 1.3 x 10 Pa

SrS thin film growth [8]. ZnS thin films were
grown by using a ZnS powder source, which was W

rresistively heated to 700-850°C. To increase the ZnS (with S)
deposition rate, sulfur vapor was also introduced A
into the ZnS cell. SrS thin films were grown ...".. "' .'l SrS

through the chemical reaction of Sr and S vapor.
Sr vapor was supplied from the Sr metal source 0,
resistively heated to 580-6500C. Controlled S va- IM 200 30 400 .0 600
por was supplied to the Sr cell. (SrS/ZnS). mul- Substrate Temperature ('C)
tilayered thin films were grown by the sequential Fig. 7. Dependence of the deposition rate of ZnS and SrS thin
deposition of the SrS and ZnS films. To achieve films on the substrate temperature.
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temperature. Since Sr metal has higher vapor
pressure, the deposition rate increases remark- (SrS/ZnS),
ably at Tsr> 600'C. Therefore, we used Tsr of ,=51
580-600°C to control the Sr vapor pressure. On 2 dsWs nz)

the other hand, the deposition rate of SrS films
depends slightly on the S vapor pressure. As "
shown in Fig. 7, a deposition rate of 1 A/s for .2n
SrS films can be achieved in the substrate tem- (100nnJS5nm)

perature range of 350-550'C under the deposi-
tion conditions of Tsr = 600*C and sulfur pres- -_ ___,_,
sure of 1.3 X 10-2 Pa. (200

These results imply that a proper deposition 480hm

rate of the order of I A/s was obtained for both -

ZnS and SrS thin films at the same substrate (220)

temperature region of 400-500°C. As a result, it __,_,_

became possible to deposit ZnS and SrS films (c) (111)ZnS
sequentially at the same substrate temperature. 60 nm

(200) (220) (31

4.3. Growth of (SrS / ZnS), multilayered thin films _ ,_.. .._, _(2 _,
20 30 40 50 60

2 0 (deg)
Fig. 8 shows the XRD patterns of (SrS/ZnS),, Fig. 8. (a) X-ray diffraction patterns of (SrS/ZnS), multilay-

multilayered films having 11 and 51 layers. The ered thin films with II and 51 layers, which were grown by
total thickness is 1 Am. The overall thicknesses of using hot wall deposition technique. XRD patterns of (hW SrS
SrS and ZnS are almost the same (about 500 nm). and (c) ZnS thin films are shown for comparison.
For comparison, the XRD patterns of SrS and
ZnS films are shown in Figs. 8b and 8c. Since the
diffraction peaks due to ZnS and SrS lattices are 4.4. EL characteristics
observed for multilayered thin films, ZnS and SrS
layers were grown successfully even for 51 thin Thin film EL devices having hot wall grown
film layers, in which each SrS and ZnS layer was (SrS: Ce/ZnS), multilayered phosphors were
only 20 nm thick. The ZnS layers were strongly prepared. The device showed a greenish-blue EL
oriented to (11 > for both multilayered thin films. emission. A luminance of 10 cd/mi2 at I kHz was
This result is the same as in the case of the obtained. This value is lower than those for the
electron beam evaporated and reactive evapo- multilayered EL devices prepared by electron
rated (SrS/ZnS),, multilayered thin films men- beam and reactive evaporation techniques, be-
tioned in section 3.2. On the contrary, for SrS cause the Ce concentration and other device pa-
films, the (200) peak became weak and the (111) rameters have not been optimized yet.
and (220) peaks became rather strong. This indi-
cates that the orientation of the SrS thin films in
the multilayered films is strongly affected by the 5. Summary
ZnS interface. Since both the (111) surface of
ZnS and that of SrS are polar, but the SrS (200) We have summarized the recent experimental
surface is electrically neutral, SrS films with (Ill) results for (SrS: Ce/ZnS), multilayered thin film
orientation tend to grow on ZnS (11l) surface. EL devices prepared by reactive evaporation and
However, the growth kinetics of (SrS/ZnS), mul- electron beam evaporation techniques. The EL
tilayered thin films by different growth technique characteristics, such as luminance and efficiency.
are not yet well understood. of (SrS:Ce/ZnS), multilayered thin film EL de-
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Trailing edge phenomena in SrS: CeCI3 thin film
electroluminescent devices
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Abstract

SrS:CeCI3 based thin film electroluminescent devices in conventional and multilayer structures have been
investigated by means of time and voltage dependent photoluminescence (PL) measurements after laser excitation of
the Ce 3

+ ions. It turned out that a significant photo-induced transferred charge as well as photo-induced
electroluminescence (PEL) occurs at voltage levels far below the actual EL threshold, mainly in the trailing edge of
the voltage pulse. Furthermore, a reduction of the PL intensity by increasing the applied voltage is observed. At EL
threshold voltage, the PL intensity is as low as 65-75% of the zero voltage value. These observations are
independent of the device structure. The PEL can be described as a partial regain of the quenched PL. being more
pronounced in the multilayer case due to a higher mean electric field strength in the SrS: CeCI layers. To explain
the experimental findings, a quenching caused by weakly accelerated electrons is proposed.

1. Introduction imperfections originating from the incorporation
of rare-earth ions. Hence, the clarification of the

Since rare-earth activated alkaline-earth sul- nature of the TE emission will give important
fides (AESs) have been introduced as promising hints for a further optimization of AES based
phosphor materials in AC-driven thin film elec- TFEL.
troluminescence (AC-TFEL), a contradictory dis- The reported experimental findings for SrS: Ce
cussion about the involved excitation mechanisms and CaS: Eu are as follows: It seems to be proven
is in progress [ 1-3]. In particular, the understand- that the TE emission is related to the recombina-
ing of the so-called trailing edge (TE) emission of tion of electrons via luminescent centres which
such devices which occurs when the voltage pulse have been ionized during the high field period of
is switched off is important, because it is usually the voltage pulse. The ionization is caused by a
not observed in ZnS: Mn TFEL devices. Further- mechanism called field-quenching or field-delo-
more, it is not decided whether the TE emission calization [1,2,4]. An experimental indication of
is inherent in AES phosphors or only caused by this model is given by the appearance of a photo-

induced transferred charge after photolumines-
cence (PL) excitation in an electric field [5,6]. The

* Corresponding author, field-quenching mechanism is explained by sev-

1X122-0248/94/$07.0() (() 1994 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
SSDI 0022-0248(93)E)603-5
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eral authors [7,8] as field-stimulated tunnelling of 3. Measurements
electrons from the excited 5d level of Ce 3 + and
Eu2

+ into the conduction band, assuming that The PL excitation in the range of 400-480 nm
the 5d level is located in the forbidden gap of the was done by means of a nitrogen-laser-pumped
host, 1 eV or less below the conduction band dye laser with I jAJ pulse energy and 500 ps pulse
edge. width. A digital oscilloscope was used to acquire

It is believed that the TE emission compen- the time resolved behaviour of EL and PL, which
sates to some extent the luminescence losses dur- has been measured with a fast photomultiplier.
ing the electroluminescence (EL) process in the For the low temperature measurements, a refrig-
leading edge. However, if the quenching of the erator cryostat was used which could provide
luminescence in the leading edge (LE) is a pre- temperatures as low as 15 K.
requisite for the TE emission, it is not clear
whether the trailing edge emission is beneficial or 3.1. Photo-induced trailing edge emission
should be avoided for improving the device effi-
ciency. On the other hand, if the mechanism The photo-excitation of SrS: Ce TFEL devices
generating TE emission is efficient and can be at wavelengths fitting the Ce 3+ absorption band
enhanced, as for instance the multilayer approach results in a voltage dependent photo-current or
indicates, one should make use of it. It was found photo-induced transferred charge [5,6]. It turns
that the luminance and efficiency of multilayer out that the same excitation spectrum as for the
devices is two- to threefold compared to conven- blue-green 5d-4f luminescent transition of Ce-÷
tional devices [9,10]. is observed, supporting the assumption that some

In order to evaluate the mechanisms involved, excited Ce3
1 centres are ionized in high electric

field and time dependent PL measurements have fields. Looking in more detail on the response of
been carried out on SrS: CeCI3 EL devices in SrS: CeCO3 devices after laser excitation not only
conventional and multilayer structure. a transferred charge, but also a photo-induced

EL (PEL) is observed even at voltages much
lower than the EL threshold voltage ULh (Fig. 1).
As stated above for the photo-transferred charge

2. Device fabrication Qph, the excitation spectrum of the PEL coin-

cides with the Ce3 + excitation spectrum indicat-
SrS:CeCI3 EL devices with various phosphor ing related mechanisms.

layer structures were prepared by means of reac-
tive evaporation as previously reported [11]. Two
types of devices have been investigated, conven-
tional devices with a =1 m thick SrS:CeCI3  101
film embedded between two ZnS layers and 9
multilayer devices having 9 alternating ZnS and i 10'

SrS :CeCI3 films as active layers. In either case,
ZnS is forming the interface to the insulators. In 103

the multilayer devices, the thickness of each Cc
SrS:CeCI3 single layer was around 200 nm. All S 10'
samples were fabricated with the same combina- 1
tion of insulating films using Si 3ON as bottom and 10 . . .6.0o.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4
Si 3N4/Ta20 5 as top insulator. The doping of the normalized voltage
SrS films was provided by CeCIn coevaporation Fig. 1. Typical intensity versus voltage characteristics of
and adjusted to a concentration of about 0.5 at% SrS:CeCI. based TFEL devices with (0) and without (a)
Ce in all samples. The ZnS layers remained un- laser excitation (voltage is normalized to the EL threshold

doped. Uh).

I

.1
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50oo played, a remarkable PEL is observed already at
Laser voltage levels of only O.OlUth. A further increase
0n -•m f _ of voltage results in a soft increase of PEL before

U:lOOHz it peaks just above the EL threshold. An evalua-
tion of the PEL response indicates that below EL

TE threshold, only a PEL in the trailing edge is
ifound. An increase of voltage above U,, leads

mainly to an additional leading edge response.
These features were found in conventional as
well as in multilayer structures. However, in the
latter case the additional response in the leading

th edge is more pronounced. These findings are in
C 'contrast to experiments carried out on ZnS: Mn
a. time (25ps/div.) devices under UV irradiation, which exhibit the

well-known EL mechanism above and below
"threshold voltage [12].

- voltage

Fig. 2. Time resolved PEL response at voltages above and 3.2. Photoluminescence in high electric fields
below the EL threshold (TE: trailing edge; LE: leading edge
emission). In order to elucidate the mechanisms responsi-

ble for the photo-induced transferred charge and
the PEL, the integral PL intensity and the photo-

As shown in the inset of Fig. 2, the laser luminescence decay time r of the Ce3  emission
excitation with a frequency of 20 Hz was adjusted were measured under EL driving conditions. The
to the pulse dwell of the 100 Hz driving pulse. decay time T has been determined by fitting the
Fig. 2 shows an example of the time resolved PEL
at driving voltages below as well as above the
threshold ULh. The latter was determined by the
difference betweem "dark" EL and photo-EL. To
avoid any misinterpreting of leading and trailing I
edge PEL processes, a specially designed voltage
shape with a steady decrease after the laser exci- 0
tation was applied. As exhibited in Fig..,, where *'.*• c
the integrated luminescence response is dis-

1.2 0.8 1ý
0.0

LE 1' 0.8 0
_S 0.6 LE 0•'

"c 0.4

.E 0.2 TE
__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _0.6 . , ,

00.2
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 0 0.2 0.4 06 08 1 12 1.4

normalized voltage normalized voltage
Fig. 3. Integrated PEL intensity versus applied voltage (volt- Fig. 4. Normalized PL response versus applied voltage of
age is normalized to U1h). conventional (0) and multilayer (o) devices.
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exponential PL decay curve over 2 orders of
magnitude. As a common feature, it can be seen
from Fig. 4 that the decrease of the PL follows
continuously the increase of the applied voltage. I
The PL intensity at EL threshold remains at 1 1
about 65-75% of the value at zero voltage (PLO). L
In Fig. 5 the voltage dependences of T/IO (7 0 : -. 0

decay time without applied voltage) and of
PL/PLo are displayed. Since T.o varies from 22 to 0
25 ns for the different samples, indicating a more 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4
or less disturbed incorporation of the luminescent
centres, the decrease of r/l 0 under applied volt- normalized voltage

age is almost independent of To and only about Fig. 6. PEL regain related to PL loss APL versus applied

8-10% at Urh. Hence, the contribution of the voltage of conventional (e) and multilayer (0) devices (voltage

field-reduced 5d-4f decay time to the decrease of is normalized to Ulh).

the PL intensity seems to be negligible. To evalu-
ate the influence of thermal activation, these No significant differences between multilayer
measurements were also carried out at a temper- and conventional devices have been observed so
ature of 15 K. As shown in Fig. 5, an even weaker far; however, it is known from EL data that the
decrease of the decay time versus applied voltage multilayer devices are more luminant and more
in the low temperature case is found, whereas at efficient than the conventional ones. Therefore,
Uh the PL intensity is reduced to approximately to obtain a further parameter for the comparison
the same level as found in the room temperature of the two types of devices, the ratios of the
measurement. A modification of r0 and PL0 with photo-induced electroluminescence (PEL) to the
temperature was not observed. PL losses (APL) for the various device structures

Summarizing this section, the more pro- have been calculated. PEL/APL can be seen as a
nounced drop of PL/PL0 compared to T/ro can measure for the regain of losses occurring in
be explained by considering a quenching process either PL or EL during the time period when a
which is much faster than the time resolution of 1 high electric field is applied.
ns of the measuring setup. In addition, the Ce3 Fig. 6 shows the behaviour of PEL/APL ver-
decay time r is affected by temperature, whereas sus applied voltage for a conventional and for a
the quenching process represented by PL/PL0 is multilayer device. In the low field region, PEL/
almost temperature independent. APL is about 1, reduced to 0.6-0.4 just before the

threshold voltage for both types. However, a fur-
ther increase of the applied voltage leads to a

1.1 distinct behaviour of the different structures.
1 Whereas in the conventional case PEL/APL in-

0.9 creases slightly, followed by a drop even below
the threshold level, a significant increase of

S0.8
PEL/APL in the multilayer case is observed,

-" 0.7 mainly due to a gain in the PEL leading edge (see
0.6 Fig. 3).
0.5

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4

normalzed volage 4. Discussion
Fig. 5. Normalized PL intensity and decay time versus normal-
ized voltage measured at room temperature (filled symbols) It turned out that the photo-induced trans-
and 15 K (open symbols). ferred charge Qph as well as the photo-induced
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6 Lquenching as seen in the dip of the PL in Fig. 4
Lo~er &, around Uh,. Hence, the proposed multiplication is

not caused by a band-to-band ionization process,

Cfaml but by an electron transition from Ce3" into the
UAJM j conduction band. Further hints for this mode are

Qh•j M A • found if the decrease of r and PL intensity with
Q. uincreasing voltage is taken into account. Such

behaviour can hardly be described by Frenkel-
Poole emission or *tunnelling through a barrier,

0 where both follow exponentially the electric field.
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.40l 0.2tage 0 0 0 1 1 .It should be noted that the electric field in the

normalized voltage SFS CeCI3 layer changes from 0.01 to about 1

Fig. 7. Measured (0) and estimated (&) photo-induced trans- MV/cm.
ferred charge versus normalized voltage. M/m

Again focussing on the different device struc-

tures, the more pronounced loss of PL associated
with a larger gain of photo-induced transferred
charge is observed in the multilayer case. This

TE emission observed in SrS:Ce based TFEL can be attributed to a higher mean electric field
devices are accompanied by a decrease of photo- strength in the emitting layer, which is caused by
luminescence intensity with increasing voltage, the thinner SrS: CeCI3 (200 nm) compared to the
Therefore, clear evidence is given that the bases conventional device (1 gm). This has also been
for the efficient TE emission in PL and EL are observed in ref. [13], where conventional devices
ionized luminescent centres. Furthermore, the with different SrS: Ce thicknesses have been
trailing edge emission can be seen as a regain of compared in EL. It was shown that the thinner
losses caused by the ionization process. the SrS: Ce, the higher the mean electric field

The regain below EL threshold is comparable strength. Hence, the higher electric field in the
for conventional and multilayer devices and is multilayer case results in the observed higher
caused by a PEL emission in the trailing edge. In reduction of PL intensity, the higher photo-in-
contrast, by increasing the voltage above thresh- duced transferred charge as well as the enhanced
old, the regain is more pronounced in the multi- regain.
layer case. This occurs not in the trailing edge but In conclusion, the ionization of excited Ce 3,

in the subsequent leading edge (Fig. 3), accompa- luminescent centres has been identified as a pre-
nied by an increase of photo-induced transferred requisite for trailing edge. It has been shown that
charge, as shown in Fig. 7. Also shown in Fig. 7 is the gain in luminance and efficiency in multilayer
the expected charge Q* which can be deduced devices is only partially due to an increased trail-
from the PL losses. The relative measure of Q* ing edge response, because the additional emis-
was calculated according to the formula Q* sion in the subsequent leading edge contributes

Alvo + I1,00(0 - r)/To. Herein, J,0 represents the significantly to the overall emission. The quench-
number of excited luminescent centres evaluated ing of the excited Ce3 + centres by impact of
from the time-resolved PL at time t = 0 and electrons is considered to be the responsible
measured at the respective voltage levels. AI 0 = mechanism. The multilayer approach gives rise to

!0.0 - l,,0 includes the fast quenching mechanism achieving a higher mean electric field strength in
as discussed above. Comparing the voltage de- the light emitting SrS: CeCI3 layers. Therefore,
pendence of Q* with Qph, a significant differ- further investigations on AES based TFEL de-
ence above Uth is observed. This can be at- vices should focus on both, optimized incorpora-
tributed to a multiplication of initial carriers tion of the luminescent centres including the
which originate from luminescent centres or from question of codoping as well as device structures
interface states, resulting in an even stronger which allow high electric fields in the AES films.
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Abstract

Measurements under continuous UV illumination permit one to investigate the influence of a bulk space charge
on the excitation efficiency 7r.xc in ZnS thin film electroluminescent devices. Depending on the irradiation intensity,
the addition of UV reduces or even erases the space charge which is responsible for the inhomogeneous excitation
efficiency. When the space charge is reduced. r7exc is higher in the region near the anodic insulator-semiconductor
interface. In another experiment, neodymium doped ZnS samples are used to determine the variation of the space
charge during the charge transfer. Under our driving conditions, the space charge increases during the charge
transport in the steady state regime.

1. Introduction centres to the transferred charge) with increasing
transferred charge. Among different hypotheses,

Alternating-current-driven thin-film electrolu- it has been suggested that the decrease of 7,exc
minescence devices (ACTFELDs) have been ex- stems from a space charge in the ZnS layer [1],
tensively investigated in the last decade. How- By using probe layer devices, where only selected
ever, some important questions are still open. In parts of the ZnS layer are doped, it has been
particular it is necessary, in order to develop observed that qexc is nonuniform [2]. As the exci-
reliable full colour displays, to elucidate the prob- tation efficiency is related to the electric field,
lems related to the charge carrier transport and the field must be nonuniform, too. This result is a
the field distribution in the semiconductor. strong indication for the presence of bulk space

It has been shown in ref. [1] that the well- charge.
known decrease of the efficiency of ZnS:Mn In this work we present two methods which
ACTFELD at high excitation levels is partly due provide further insight into the role of the space
to a strong decrease of the excitation efficiency charge in AC'TFELDs. (1) By illuminating the
"lexc (ratio of the number of excited luminescent device with UV, one can erase the space charge

and verify if lehxc becomes independent of the
position in the ZnS layer. (2) The doping of the
probe layer with a luminescent centre providing a

* Corresponding author, fast emission allows one to investigate the excita-

0022-0248/94/$0700 0 1994 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
SSDI 0022-0248(93)E0462-G
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Fig. 1. Schematic structure of probe layer samples. [X] desig- 0.01

nates either Mn, TbF. or NdF3. The doped layer thickness is A

about one fifth to one sixth of the total semiconductor thick-
ness.L

160 180 200 220
ti (\'l

Fig. 2. Internal residual polarization P of the ZnS layer

tion efficiency and the behaviour of the space versus applied voltage U. "Al- - indicates that the polariza-

charge during the charge transfer. tion is determined just before the aluminium electrode is
negatively biased. (e) Without UV illumination: (A) under
UV illumination.

2. Samples

recombine with the opposite charged centres. As
All the samples have the metal-insulator- a consequence, P, and thereby the residual space

semiconductor-insulator-metal (MISIM) struc- charge, are suppressed. This is depicted in Fig. 2
ture. The semiconductor was grown by electron (UV illumination came from a mercury lamp with
beam evaporation and the doping was realized by a filter system providing UV between 340 and 400
thermal co-evaporation in order to ensure uni- nm). This process is very efficient at low frequen-
formity of the dopant. Depending on the sample, cies (some Hz) of the electric excitation (as the
the doped layer is located in a different part of recombination takes time), and at high levels of
the ZnS layer: either near the insulator-semicon- transferred charge because of the strong residual
ductor (IS) interface or in the middle of the ZnS polarization field. By varying the irradiation in-
layer (Fig. 1). The thickness of the doped ZnS tensity, one can choose the degree of space charge
layer was about a fifth of the unintentionally erasing in the semiconductor.
doped ZnS layer. For a series of samples, the
doped layers were deposited in the same process,
ensuring thereby that all have the same dopant Poo
content and equal luminescent properties. The AI-(tV)

dopant is either Mn or ThF3 (section 3.1) or NdF 3  ITO-

(section 3.2). - 0r

3. Results and discussion ITO-(t7V1I,#.' At

3.1. UV illumination

After a charge transfer for a given electric .
pulse, there is a polarization P in the ZnS layer 0.1Q, (PC1+n

caused by the stored charge in the insulator-ZnSinterfaces and by some residual bulk space charge. Fig. 3. Excitation efficiency s73 c versus transferred charge Q,
"Al - " or "ITO - " designates the negatively biased electrode.

When UV is added, the UV-generated charge Sample of type C (see Fig. I). (e) Without UV illumination:
carriers can drift under the polarization field and (A) under UV illumination.
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Fig. 3 depicts some typical curves of 77,xc for were dedicated to the time behaviour of the
an excitation pulse length of 2 Azs. Here, the space charge during the charge transfer. For this
probe layer is adjacent to the ITO IS interface purpose, we realized probe layer samples with a
(structure C, Fig. 1). When the electron injection dopant providing a sufficient fast emission that
comes from the IS interface opposite to the probe follows very closely the charge transfer. The tran-
layer (Al-), 77exc is lower than for the other sit time of one electron in an ACTFELD at high
polarity and decreases with increasing charge. fields (about 1 MV/cm) for a 1 Am thick ZnS
The results are analogous for structure A, irre- layer lies in the order of some picoseconds. How-
spective of the used dopant (Mn or Tb). These ever, due to the electron emission mechanism
are the main results of ref. [2]. (which is generally assumed to be the tunnel

The key point is: how behaves the excitation effect [3]), the time of the real conduction current
efficiency when the space charge is suppressed? is of the order of microseconds. Thus, one is
When UV is added, the excitation efficiency for looking for an emission with a decay time below I
Al- becomes higher and there is no decrease. As. The red emission due io the 4 G 4

This confirms the influence of the space charge transition of Nd 3" satisfies this requirement. For
on the excitation efficiency. When ITO- is nega- a concentration of about 1 mol%, its decay time
tively biased, the situation is somewhat more Te is about 300 ns, as revealed from our cathodo-
complex. At low voltage level, there is almost no luminescence measurements. As shown in former
electron injection from the IS interfaces and the experiments, direct impact excitation prevails in
charge carriers created by UV in the bulk are Nd-doped ZnS [4], so that the short decay time
predominant. As most of these carriers are gener- allows one to measure an instantaneous efficiency
a-ed "behind" the probe layer, they cannot excite by taking at each time the ratio of the Nd lumi-
the centres therein. As a consequence, 71,,c is nescence to the conduction current.
very low and increases the more the electrons Fig. 4 shows a typical result for a sample
injected at the IS interface contribute to the (structure A). The conduction current density J
transferred charge. At high level, q, does not was determined L. atg the bridge method that
reach the value obtained without UV. This may permits one to compensate the displacement cur-
be explained by the suppression of the space rent [5]. Jt) is virtually independent of the polar-
charge which can diminish the field near the ity. For the sake of legibility, J is only repre-
cathode. One observes at the same time a differ-
ence between Al- and ITO- urder UV at high
excitation level. We suggest that this is due to the
less good crystallinity of the first grown ZnS on
the ITO side which results in a somewhat lower .. "0
excitation efficiency compared to Al- under the 220,

same conditions as already observed in ref. [2].
This would explain why for the structure A, -q , .,

is slightly higher under UV when Al compared .
to r7 for ITO- under UV.

SI40

3.2. Nd emission
I S 20

The measurements presented in the previous
section as well as those presented in refs. [1,2] 0 1 , 20 0 40 5, 0 6

permit one to investigate the excitation efficiency Fig 4 Luminescence L at 600 nm and conduction current
at different parts of the semiconductor layer, but density J versus time t. The indices -Al " or ITO .- desig-

it is still integrated over the time of charge trans- nate the negatively biased electrode. Applied pulse form is

fer. Therefore, the second series of experiences shown by dotted line. Sample of type A (see Fig. I1).
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sented for one polarity (AI-). The total trans- transfer in agreement with ref. [2] and the results
ferred charge during the applied pulse of 50 As under UV illumination.
length is around 1 AC/cm

2. This corresponds to There is an important additional result which
a high level where existence of strong space charge concerns the dynamic behaviour of the space
is expected. charge: R increases during the charge transport

The Nd 3 + luminescence at 600 nm is corn- by a factor 2. This indicates that in the steady
pared for the two polarities: For structure A, the state regime and under our driving conditions (6
luminescence L is all the time higher when Al- Hz, pulse width of 50 As), the space charge builds
compared to ITO- (Fig. 4). This asymmetry is in up during the pulse. Note in this context that
keeping with the results in Mn or Th doped experiments on integrally doped ZnS:Mn de-
samples revealing that the field at the cathode is vices, where the instantaneous excitation effi-
higher than near the anode. One can observe a ciency was determined by deconvolution of the
delay of I As between the maxima of J and L Mn luminescence response, show that 7, de-
which has to be explained in order to determine creases during the charge transfer [6]. This also
the exact behaviour of suggests that the space charge increases during

the charge transfer in these devices. The exact(L(t) CM picture of the space charge dynamics, however.
= 1(t) J may depend on the characteristics of the grown

layer and the driving conditions.

(ITO )(t) L(t) ITO
77,:xc 1(t) j

4. Conclusions
Nevertheless, the ratio of the two instantaneous
efficiencies can be expressed as R = 7(`X0fIcn c(t). cn Measurements under UV illumination prove

Fig. 5 shows R for the structure A. At the the influence of space charge on the excitation
beginning of the charge transfer, the efficiency is efficiency in ZnS thin film electroluminescent

about two times higher for Al-. This polarity devices. When the space charge is suppressed by

dependence of the efficiency reflects the pres- the UV irradiation, the excitation efficiency is

ence of a residual space charge before the charge almost uniform across the semiconductor layer at
high excitation levels. Nd doped ZnS samples can
be used to determine the variation of the space
charge during the charge transfer. In the steady
state regime, there is a residual space charge
which results in a non uniform excitation effi-
ciency from the beginning of charge transport.

II. I,,The non uniformity of the excitation efficiency
, 'increases with higher transferred charge. indicat-

, -ing that the space charge increases during charge
transfer.
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Mn-3d derived partial density of states at the interface
of epitaxially grown zinc-blende MnTe on CdTe(100)

P.R. Bressler *, H.-E. Gumlich
Institu fiir Festkdrperphysik. PN4- 1. Technische Universitit Berlin, Hardenbergstrasse 36, D-10623 Berlin. Germany

Abstract

Zinc-blende MnTe films (0 to 10 monolayers (ML)) were grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) on CdTe(lI()).
Angle-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy (ARPES) and resonantly enhanced photoelectron spectroscopy (RPES)
were performed. The Mn-3d derived partial density of states (Mn-3d PDOS) was determined for the first time. By
analysis of the Fano-like Mn 3p-3d resonance near hv = 50 eV. three contributions to the Mn-3d PDOS were
derived (denoted M, at 3.6 eV binding energy (BE), V, at 1.9 eV BE and S, near 7.5 eV BE). The Fano q-parameters
obtained agree with the prediction that V relates basically to charge transferred states of Mn-3d5 L character and S
represents predominantly Mn-3d 4 satellite emission. The relative branching ratios for the latter two features to the
first (V/M and S/M) grow monotonically as a function of thin MnTc coveragc exceeding bulk Cd, , Mn,Tc values
for thicker films. This behavior is possibly due to strain and distortion of the tetrahedral symmetry at the interface
and due to the phase transition to NiAs structure.

1. Introduction means of resonant enhancement of the Mn-3d
emission at the Mn-3p threshold in resonant pho-

It is well established that MnTe in zinc-blende toelectron spectroscopy (RPES), the Mn-3d de-
structure can be stabilized by means of epitaxial rived partial density of states (PDOS) has been
growth on related iI-VI substrates [1-3]. Thus studied in HgMnVI [5], CdMnVI [6-81 and Zn-
the entire concentration range of Mn in MnVI [9,10]. These experimental investigations
1l,-,MnVl compounds (e.g., Cd, ,MnTe) can have been previously limited to the range of Mn
be investigated experimentally. In particular, the concentration available in bulk samples (e.g., 0 <
exchange interaction between Mn-3d spin and x < 0.77 for zinc-blende Cd -, MnTe). whereas
the valence or conduction band electrons, the most theoretical work has focussed on binary Mn
actual electronic structure and the degree of p-d chalcogenides [11-13]. In this paper we present
hybridization have been subject of several investi- the first photoemission study of the electronic
gations on bulk ll-,Mn Vl compounds (4]. By structure of epitaxially grown MnTe on CdTe( 100)

using synchrotron radiation. The Mn-3d derived
partial density of states in zinc-blende MnTe is
determined by utilizing the well-known Mn 3p-3d

* Corresronding author, resonance near 5(0 eV excitation energy.
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2. Experimental procedure tions of the InSb(100) substrates were detected.
(4 x 2) and (2 x 1) surface reconstructions of

Thin CdTe and MnTe films were grown by CdTe(100) were observed. Below TUh = 140'C,
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) and characterized RHEED patterns became spotty. (2 X 1) surface
by Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) and reflec- reconstruction is found throughout deposition of
tion high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED). MnTe. No other specific changes of the RHEED
Angular-resolved ultra-violet photoelectron spec- pattern were detected during MnTe deposition.
troscopy (ARUPS) and (angular-resolved) reso- Deposition of MnTe (0 to 10 ML) occurred in
nant photoelectron spectroscopy (RPES) were situ at Tsub-- 180'C. Elemental sources and a
performed in situ. Epitaxial growth, characteriza- MnTe compound cell were used. Typical temper-
tion and PE experiments were performed in situ atures for the Mn source were - 800*C. MnTe
in a three-chamber system. The work reported cell temperatures were - 720°C. MnTe growth
here was carried out at the Berlin synchrotron rates were - 0.5 ML/min. The source power was
radiation source BESSY using a toroid grating controlled between 30 and 40 W for the Mn
monochromator (TGM) beamline. The photon source. The Mn flux rate was monitored with a
energy ranged from 10 to 140 eV. Energy distri- cross-beam quadrupole mass spectrometer. De-
bution curves (EDCs) of the emitted photoelec- positions were calibrated by relating coverages to
trons were detected with a commercial hemi- flux rates with AES data and with reflectivity
spherical energy analyzer. The overall resolution spectroscopy (RS) data from our thick films.
was - 200 meV at 70 eV photon energy. Work- MnTe coverages were also checked by compar-
ing pressure in the PE chamber was < 8 X 10-1") ing the Cd-4d core level attenuation in ARUPS
mbar and < 5 x 10' mbar in the growth cham- as a function of coverage with published results
ber. General details concerning the experimental by Wall et al. [8] (Mn on CdTe( 110)) and Niles et
set-up and our photoemission (PE) experiment al. [15] (MnTe/CdTe(110)). This way indepen-
have already been described and can be found in dently determined inelastic mean free paths were
ref. [14]. extracted assuming a simple exponential attenua-

CdTe buffer layers were grown on commercial tion versus film coverage [16]. Fig. 1 shows a
InSb(100) substrates. Coverages ranged from 50 combined plot of MnTe films grown on CdTe(100)
to 150 monolayers (lnSb(100): 1 ML = 4.76 x 1014 (our data) and MnTe films grown on CdTe(1 10)
particles/cm 2) for use in turn as substrate sur-
faces for monolayer growth of MnTe in zinc-
blende (ZB) structure. CdTe was deposited from ...._.....

two elemental effusion cells (Cd: 4.5N and Te: a MnTe/CdTe
5N material) and from a single CdTe effusion cell
(4.5N). Typical elemental cell temperatures were I
220°C for Cd and 280°C for Te. Binary-cell tem-
peratures ranged around 310°C. Typical growth z

0 I
rates were 0.3 to 3 ML/min. P

Enhanced Auger intensity ratios of In (404 eV)
and Te (483 eV) to Cd (376 eV) indicated the 3

formation of ln 2Te3 at the interface with deple- o ,nT,/CdT,(,0l) 14tion of Cd in the first few monolayers at TW > -2 0 2 - 6 a 20 12 14

210°C. To avoid this, samples were grown at COVERACE / ML

T7uh = 170-190-C. RHEED patterns along three Fig. I. Logarithmic plot of the attenuation of Cd-4j core level
azimuths ((001), (011) and <01 )) of lnSb(100), emission at 70 eV photon energy versus deposition of MnTe.

CdTe buffer layers and MnTe films (up to 10 Data from this work, obtained via deposition time and by
extrapolation from growth rates of thick films measured by

ML) indicated good two-dimensional surface RS. fit on the same line as data from ref. (151 (MnTe/
quality. (8 x 2) and (4 x 2) surface reconstruc- CdTe(l10)).
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(data from ref. [15]). The logarithmic plot of PE The different structures in Fig. 2 are from
intensity and the nominal MnTe coverage are different multiplets of the final 3p 5 3d' configura-
found to be linear with the evaporation time. tion (0D, 4 F and 'P). The prominent absorption

band near 50 eV is due to transition from the
3p 6 3d 5 (6 S) ground state into the 3p 5 3d' (0P)

3. Mn-3d derived density of states excited state. The 'P multiplet is the only dipole-
allowed transition from the 'S ground state in

The total yield of the Mn 3p-3d threshold L-S coupling. The asymmetric line shape and
excitation as detected by measuring the sample width are governed by the quantum-mechanical
current versus excitation energy is presented in interference with the degenerate continuum tran-
Fig. 2. The signal current was scaled to th. sition from the ground state into the 3p6 3d 4Ef

monochromator output (determined by the pho- state [17], [181. The small resonance on the low
tocurrent from the Au exit mirror of the beam energy edge of the 6 P resonance is assigned to
line). The Te-4d core level absorption is seen at the 6 D and 'F members of the 3p-5 3d' multiplet
41.1 eV (4d5/2 edge) and at 42.7 eV (4d 3 2 edge). [181.
This is 0.2 eV lower than in Cd , MnjTe. Mn-3d The Fano-like enhancement can be used to
derived absorption features are predominant be- separate the Mn-3d related portion of the va-
tween 45 and 60 eV. They arise from resonantly lence band emission [5-101. The Fano profile
enhanced Mn-3d emission. The Fano-like reso- [17,18] of the photoelectron intensity I(E) can be
nance is due to the interference between the written as:
direct Mn-3d emission (channel 1) and Mn 3p --

3d transitions followed by autoionization which 1(E) = INR(E) + 1,( E)(q + E)2/(E-+ 1). (+)
lead to the same final state (cha-inel 2):

Channel I: Mn: 3p 63d"5 + h' - 3p 63d 4 + e-, INR(E) represents the non-resonant background

continuous excitation. emission. I(E) is the Mn-3d emission in absence

Channel 2: Mn: 3p6 3d 5 + y- -. 3p-3d' of autoionization and e is the resealed energy,
e = (E - E(,)/F, with Eo being the resonance

S3p'3d4 + e-, discrete excitation. energy and F the width of the resonance. The

Fano q-parameter is determined by the strength
Mn 3p-3d Fano resonance of the intereference between the particular final

MnTe states. A set of EDCs taken in the range of
sample current sp resonance excitation for 6.1 ML MnTe/

CdTe(100) is showi in Fig. 3. Clearly, three fea-
"tures appear to enhance drastically above ca. 50
eV: at 7.5 eV, at 3.7 eV and near 1.5 eV 3E. The
Mn M 2 3 M 45 M 45 Auger peak found in metallic
Mn [19] and in MnP [201 is not detected in our

T 4d spectra. This supports the assumption that the

$ predominant decay channel of the ( 6 P) Mn 3p-3d
---------- core excitation is by autoionization (direct recom-

30 40 ýo io io 80 bination) rather than by Auger decay [7].
PHOTON ENERGY / eV A difference curve ("on" resonance minus

Fig. 2. Total photoemission yield of 6.1 ML MnTe/CdTe(100) "off" resonance) for 2.2 ML MnTe is presented
as a function of photon energy. Te-4d threshold is double- in fig. 4. The spectra were normalized to the
peaked at 41.1(1) eV and 42.7(1) eV. The predominant Mn monochromator output and corrected for see-
3p-3d resonance (6p multiplet) is at 50.5 eV. Preceding ondary electrons. The normalized EDCs taken at
features are denoted to weaker 6 D and 6F multiplets (dipole
forbidden transitions). (Step below 50 eV is assigned to " D. off resonance (MnTe: hw - 47.3 eV) were sub-
'F should hardly be visible in the plot.) tracted from the EDCs recorded on resonance
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MnTe(6.1 ML)/CdTe(100) MnTe(2.2 ML)/CdTe(100)
MAIN

3p-3d RESONANCE So VALTEN

EDC Te 4dl qi ) -2.1( .O.A q ((M) - 2.222

hv q V-) I.S

'42ell

45 eV
." 47 eV

z 49 eV

t 50 60 70

51 eV PHOTON ENERGY / eV

• 55 eV Fig. 5. Constant initial state-like spectra of S. M and V
60 eV emission of 2.2 ML MnTe/CdTe(100). Data points were
70 eV obtained by evaluating the area underneath the Gaussian fits

-20 0 to the thrte structures. The solid lines are Fano profile fits.The corresponding Fano q-parameters are inserted in the

BINDING ENERGY /eV plot.

Fig. 3. Set of EDCs of 6.1 ML MnTe on CdTe(100) in the
photon energy range of the Mn 3p-3d excitation. Te-4d
emission excited by second order light of the monochromator represents the Mn-3d derived photoemission
is seen in the upmost spectrum (42 eV) at the valence band spectrum. The spectrum itself contains the partialmaximum. pcrm 'esetu tefcnan h ata

density of Mn-3d states in the valence region and
emission from the p-d charged transferred states

(MnTe: hto = 50.4 eV). Due to the nature of the as well as Mn-3d 4 satellite emission. In accor-
Fano resonance, only Mn-3d electrons contribute dance to the configuration interaction model [211
to the resonance [7,18]. The difference curve thus for a MnTe- cluster [7] the three structures are

related to emission of Mn-3d 4 satellites (S) and
Mn-3d 5 L (ligand hole) emission resulting from

Difference Curve charge transfer (V and M). All three structuresDiffrenc MQCure~ consist of final states of both 5T. and 'E symme-
MnTe(2.2 ML)/Cd'Te(100) try; however, M contains predominantly 5E sym-

metry, and V and S contain predominantly 5T.
0 final state emission. The curve features have been
N reproduced in Fig. 4 using three Gaussians (solid
_. •lines).

11) MThe resonance behavior of the three features
z S
" ,-S. M and V is investigated by substracting the
zi "off'-resonance curve from all other spectra after

normalization. The area of the curves is deter-
mined and fitted by a Fano resonance (Eq. (M)).
The fit results (solid lines) for 2.2 ML

0 -. 5 0 MnTe/CdTe(100) are presented in Fig. 5. Thc

BINDING ENERGY / eV corresponding Fano q-parameters of the individ-
ual curves have been ins..: ed. One trend ob-Fig. 4. Selected Mn-3d derived photoelectron spectrum for 2.2 served is that the q-parame: !r of V is lower than

ML MnTe/CdTe(IO0) (data points) The fitted curve (top
solid line) contains three Gaussians for the three major struc- that of the other structures due to the stronger
tures M. S and V (underlying solid curves), contribution from p-d charge transfer states in V
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[7,11-14]. This indicates a stronger degree of p-d ENHANCED Mn 3d EMISSION
hybridization and delocalization of the final states 4 (peak area)

involved. The values agree fairly well with results A Satellite

from bulk ternary Cd1 _MnTe [6]. Maln boand A

In Fig. 6 the difference curves ("on" resonance 3

minus "off' resonance) of several MnTe films are ,verusA A,'

plotted versus binding energy. The relative inten- 0A

sities of features S and V normalized to M should <
reflect the degree of p-d hybridization: S/M
should decrease and V/M should increase with 1 0 0 rM [ []
stronger p-d hybridization. The relative branch-
ing ratios of the individual curves were compiled v v w V V

by fitting the spectra to three Gaussians, as de- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 .,

scribed for the 2.2 ML film. These branching MnTe/Cd~e(100)
ratios are plotted in Fig. 7 as a function of MnTe M~/de 0

Fig. 7. Plot of the emission ratio (Gaussian areas) of M. S and
coverage. The original difference curves were ob- V normalized to the main structure M as a function of MnTe
tain by subtraction, as described above, after the coverage.
data had been normalized to photon flux and a
secondary background had been subtracted. aries correction). The same trend (increase of the
Other methods had been tested (e.g., normalizing branching ratios) as in Fig. 7 was always found.
data to tot~t valence band emission after second- An interpretation of this finding cannot follow

the p-d hybridization argumentation [6-101 be-
cause both S/M and V/M appear to increase
with MnTe coverage. Principally, this indicates an
increase in emission of 'T, final state symmetry

DIFFERENCE SPECTRA with respect to 'E final states onsetting near 6
MnTe/CdTe(100) ML. Below 6 ML MnTe coverage, the branching

800 ratios agree with values obtained from bulk sam-
ples. This behavior differs significantly from the
continuous increase of the branching ratios up to

600 d/ML bulk values found in MnSe/ZnSe(100) [14]. The
lattice mismatch of the two systems is of opposite

9.8 sign: J ,(MnSe/ZnSe(l00)) = +4.5% and

C 406.1 Ag(MnTe/CdTe0l00)) -4.0%. This will give
Z rise to different strain induced effects on the

4.1 charge transfer mechanisms in the different films.
A possible explanation for the step-like variation
is an initiating phase transition from ZB to NiAs

2.2 structure below 10 ML. Previously, the transi-
tion has been reported to occur near 12 ML

0 1.2 under similar growth conditions in the MnTe/
CdTe( 10) system [ 15].

-15 -10 -5 0

BINDING ENERGY / eV
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Peculiarities of transport properties in semiconductors
with resonant impurities: HgSe: Fe versus PbTe: Cr

E. Grodzicka, W. Dobrowolski, J. Kossut *, T. Story, B. Witkowska

Institute of Physics. Polish Academy of Sciences. AL Lotnik6w 32 / 46. 02-668 Warsaw, Poland

Abstract

We compare the transport properties of two semiconducting systems containing resonant donors. HgSc: Fe and
PbTe: Cr, with concentrations of dopants corresponding to the Fermi level being stabilized at the resonant state. It is
known that under such conditions, at a low temperature, there arises a spatial correlation of electric charges
localized on donor centers. The occurrence of the correlation is driven by the inter-donor Coulomb repulsive
interaction. In the case of HgSe:Fe, the correlation leads to a sizable enhancement of the conduction electron
mobility. In thL, case of PbTe: Cr, high values of the dielectric constant limit the temperature region in which the
correlation is expected to occur, to temperatures below approximately 3.5 K. Therefore, no direct observation of the
mobility enhancement was possible. On the other hand, a lack of a strong suppression of the mobility by the
resonant scattering mechanism can be taken as an indirect indication that the positions of charged donor centers are
correlated to such an extent that formation of the Coulomb gap (due to inter-donor Coulomb repulsive interaction)
causes the resonant scattering to be very inefficient.

1. Introduction ionized (and therefore charged); thus the system
of donors is sometimes referred to as possessing a

There are several cases of donor impurity states mixed valence character.
whose energies are known to be resonant with Under the condition of the Fermi level being
the conduction band states. In I1-VI semicon- pinned to the resonant donor level, one may
ductors, for example in HgSe and related materi- e:,p,:ct that the conduction electron mobility
als (Hg,_,ZnSe, Hg,_,MnSe, HgSSe,_•. would be additionally reduced because of the
etc.), such a state is given rise to by an iron onset of an additional and efficient scattering
substitutional impurity [1,21. In materials contain- mechanism - the resonant scattering. Contrary to
ing resonant donors, the position of the Fermi these expectations, some of the HgSe : Fe samples
level can be stabilized (or trapped) at the reso- in the mixed valence regime were found to be
nant level position provided that the concentra- characterized by surprisingly high values of the
tion of the resonant impurities is high enough. In electron mobility [3.4]. As suggested by Mycielski
such a situation, only part of the Fe donors are [5], this effect is to be associated with a spatial

correlation of impurity charges, which can arise
at low temperatures in a system of impurities

Corresponding author. incompletely filled with electrons, driven by

tX)22.0248/o1/$07.0(X © 1994 Elsevier Science B.V. A•i rights reserved
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inter-donor Coulomb repulsive interactions. This Ni (10'9 cm-
3)

interpretation (with some quantitative modifica- 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14

tions) is now widely accepted (see refs. [6-8]).

Another example of a resonant donor state 4.2 K
which can pin the Fermi level is the case of DX
centers in GaAs under hydrostatic pressure [6]. E
Also in the case of the latter material, a reduc- A , . . A

tion of the scattering rate of conduction electrons
by charged impurities was observed and at- .
tributed to spatial correlations within the systems
of the scattering centers. _ 77 K

In the case of IV-VI semiconducting com-
pounds, the resonant nature of impurity states is
even more common than in other semiconductor
systems. There are several well-evidenced cases 0- - 4i --- --------------------------------------------

of resonant acceptors as well as r -onant donors
[9,10]. PbTe, even when doped wit'- nonresonant ) 4.2V

0 77K
impurities, often displays high values of elec- I a 4.2 K, after Akirnov et al.

tronic mobility at low temperatures (since charged ref [10]

impurity scattering is strongly suppressed due to A 4.2 K, after Vulchev et al.

very high values of the dielectric constant in this -1 _o ref [10]

material [111). It is interesting to see if it is 0.0 0.002 0.004 0.006 0.008 0.01

possible to combine this feature with mobility Mole fraction, x

enhancement related to the spatial correlation Fig. I. Conduction electron concentration in PbTe doped with

mechanism. Cr as a function of Cr molar fraction for two temperatures.
The lines are only a guide to the eye.

2. Experimental procedure electron concentrations. It shifts, however, the
Fermi level across the resonant impurity density

We have prepared PbTe samples, doped with of states. Also, it improves greatly the mobility.
chromium, by the Bridgman method and investi- The increase of the mobility upon annealing is
gated Hall effect and resistivity at temperatures sometimes by a factor of about 4 (see Fig. 3).
ranging from 3.5 to 300 K. We studied both From the value of the conduction electron con-
as-grown and annealed samples. Doping with Cr centration at the saturation, it is possible to esti-
leads at first to an increase of the electron con- mate the value of the energy of the resonant Cr
centration in the conduction band (see Fig. 1). At state that equals 100 or 70 meV (see ref. 1121 for
very small concentrations of Cr, the as-grown more details), depending on the band structure
samples turn out to be p-type; it is possible to parameters of PbTe used in the calculation. Be-
convert them into n-type by isothermal annealing low x * all Cr ions are ionized and possess Cr÷3
process in Pb vapor, which reduces the number of configuration, while in the saturation region part
Pb vacancies that act as compensating acceptors. of them exist in a neutral (with respect to the
For concentrations of Cr ions introduced into the host lattice) Cr* 2 state. This is in agreement with
crystals that exceed approximately 1.3 x 10' magnetic susceptibility [13] and EPR [14] mea-
cm -3 (which corresponds to molar fraction x * = surements carried out on this compound.
0.0009), a saturation of the n versus x curve is The conduction electron concentration dis-
observed. This is evidence of the Fermi level plays an interesting temperature dependence. Fig.
pinning. Annealing of the samples with x > x * 2 shows an example of n versus T curves for
does not lead to any changes of the conduction samples from various regions of Cr contents. In
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the x =0.009 sample (with the Fermi level Ni (10" cm-3)
trapped by the resonant Cr state), a decrease of n 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
with an increase in T is mostly related to a a
downward temperature shift of the impurity level. c a.-grnw.,

In the sample with x = 0.00042, all Cr ions are in
Cr÷3 state. After an initial slight increase of n 106 *°
with T (attributed to the presence of the defect _ Pbi~CrxTe
states in the gap), a decrease of the concentration 5

with temperature is observed. This is due to Fi T 3.5 K
trapping of thermally excited electrons by the
large density of available Cr resonant states. The . 2

sample with the smallest number of Cr ions,
shown in Fig. 2, displays a dependence that is °

typical for PbTe crystals [15]. The trends in n
versus T dependence resemble those seen earlier .3
in HgSe: Fe in various regimes of iron doping [3]. .'

The mobility of our PbTe: Cr samples (espe- 0
cially after annealing) shows very high values
characteristic of PbTe crystals, where the dielec- 2

tric constant (E = 1300, see ref. [16]) screens out 0
the charged impurity Coulomb potentials that 101
normally limit the mobility in semiconductors at 0.0 0.002 0.001 0.006 0.0os 0.01

Mole fraction, x
Fig. 3. Electron mobility in PbTe:Cr measured at 3.5 K. The

2 lines show the mobility displayed by best PbTe samples doped
o x=0.00028 with nonresonant donors taken from refs. [11,17).
o x=0.00042
AX x=0.0o9

l014 1 -e& A =000 low temperatures. The highest mobility value ob-
CrTe served in our samples was 2 x 10' cm 2/V • s. This

=j e ,was seen in the sample which was only very
", slightly doped with Cr-cf. Fig. 3. Samples in the

a mixed valence regime (i.e., with concentrations of
C Cr greater than 1.3 x 10" cm- 3 ) have lower mo-

a a bil;ties; however, they correspond to the best

"mobilities observed in the heavily doped PbTe
ODD&on a [17] - see Fig. 3. The good mobility of a heavily0 a 0  doped PbTe: Cr material is also evident from the

magnetotransport studies by Akimov and co-
workers [10], where the Shubnikov-De Haas os-

1018 cillations were characterized by small Dingle tem-
OMOO0000o 0 o 0 0 0 0 peratures.

0 5o 100 150 200 250 300 3. Analysis
Temperature (K)

Fig. 2. Conduction electron concentration as a function of Having in mind the high value of the dielectric
temperature in three PbTe samples with different Cr con- constant of PbTe, we could expect the mobility
tents. enhancement to become visible only in the lowest
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2 0 x=, 0'0o28 conduction electrons due to nonresonant dopants.
a x=0.00o42 oObviously, to completely exclude the possibility of

10 x=o.09 0 o existence of mobility enhancement in PbTe:Cr,o0 OP. ... our investigation needs to be extended to even

o ot x, a lower temperatures, i.e., well below T*.
2 On the other hand, the high values of the

0. mobility in our samples from the mixed valence
10 regime indicate also that there is little (if any)

a %contribution from the resonant scattering. This
b-, scattering was reported to be observable in the

S2 case of other resonant acceptors in PbTe [181.
The relaxation time for this scattering mechanism

S10 can be expressed by (assuming that there is only
- • 5 one characteristic energy of the resonant donor

"Pbl-xCrxTe state Ei)

2 1
I• Tr pt,(.E)h' l

5 t 10
2  

2 5 10- 2 where Qb stands for the density of states in the
conduction band and1/T (Kt1) N

Fig. 4. Electron mobility as a function of inverse temperature V (2)
in three PbTe:Cr samples. Broken lines show the mobility 27 1",2 + (E - (i)
measured in PbTe doped with nonresonant donors by Allgeier
and Scanlon 117] in samples with: (a) ,, 3.3X 10 " cm-'- and is the resonant impurity density of states, N, is
(b) n = 9.48× l0X0 cm 1 . the total concentration of the impurities, F is the

width of the resonant level due to hybridization
(not to be confused with the spread of the impu-

temperature studied by us. An estimate of the rity energy E values due to the spatial Coulomb
characteristic temperature of the onset of the potential fluctuations). For strong degeneracy of
correlation within the short range correlation the electron gas one has to calculate the above
model [6,7] gives T* =-Eck, = 3.5 K, where E, expression for the relaxation time at the Fermi
is the energy gain (per charged impurity) due to level EF. We estimated the mobility limited by the
the spatial correlation of impurity charges. For resonant scattering (assuming for simplicity a
comparison, the value of T * in HgSe: Fe is about spherical and parabolic conduction band) taking
70 K. In the latter system the enhanced values of F = I aeV, the value consistent with extremely
the mobility are clearly observable at tempera- narrow line width of the EPR signal [14]. The
tures as high as 2T*. In the present case of position of the Fermi energy within the broad-
PbTe:Cr, it is impossible to find unambiguously ened density of impurity states was estimated
any characteristic features of the enhanced mobil- from the ratio, known for each sample, of the Cr
ity (e.g., strong temperature variation of the mo- impurity centers filled with electrons to the total
bility in the region where the correlation forms, number of Cr impurity centers:
i.e., below -2T*) down to the lowest tempera- I
tures studied. This is clearly seen in Fig. 4, where ,re/ dc
the weak temperature dependence of the mobil- N, n 4 '2 + (-Ef)
ity observed in our samples, in the lowest temper- N- l N- - I . (3)
ature region, is similar to that seen in PbTe ov y +- d .
samples containing the same concentration of 0 l +(CE,)
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The thermodynamics of indium-vacancy pairs in Hg.7 9CdU.2 1Te
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Abstract

We have measured the thermo,!ynamic properties of In-Vn. pairs in the infrared material Hg1 ,, 7,Cd. :Te by
using the method of perturbed angular correlation (PAC). PAC allows the determination of the absolute fraction of
indium atoms in particular defects. Previous measurements have characterized the In-V pairs with hyperfine
interaction frequencies of 83 and 92 MHz. These defects were observed in materials which were quenched from
> 350'C to retain a large number of mct~l vacancies. After subsequent low temperature (60 < T, < I 10°C) anneals.
the fraction of indium atoms that had trapped vacancies increased because of the migration of metal vacancies. By
measuring the rate of increase at different temperatures, we determined the vacancy migration energy to be
Em = t0.45 ± (1.04 cV. Anneals at slightly higher temperatures dissociated •he In-V pairs. From the decrease in the
In-V pair fraction with temperature, the ln-V pair binding energy was found to be Eh = t0.44 + 0.15 cV.

I. Introduction of donor dopant in Hg, ,Cd,Te is indium. Since
indium has a valence of +3. it acts as a donor

The compound semiconductor alloy Hg, when substituting for metal atoms. However. in
CdTc has been used for many years in the many cases the amount of indium present cx-
production of infrared photodiodes and focal ceeds the conduction electron concentration of
plane arrays. The narrow energy gap of the x = Hg, - ,Cd,.Te. Two mechanisms have been pro-
(1.21 and x = 0.3 materials makes them useful for posed for this compensation of indium. Indium
the 9 and 5 Am atmospheric windows of interest may form lnTe3 [1,2], or indium could directly
for many applications. However, the weakness of pair with compensating vacancies [3-5].
the Hg-Te bond makes the material particularly We have recently published results using the
susceptible to mercury vacancy defects. These technique of perturbed angular correlation which
vacancies act as acceptors and are present in all show that indium does in fact pair with vacancies
as-grown Hg, - CdTe; therefore, it is important [6]. When there is an exceptionally large number
to understand their interaction with other of vacancies present, such as in samples quenched
dopants. to room temperature from above 350'C, li-V

The interaction of vacancies with dopants has pairs were observed to be stable at room temper-
not been well examined. The most common type ature. These In-V pairs were identified by the

observation of two hyperfine interaction frequen-
cies, 83 and 92 MHz. The fraction of indium
atoms participating in these In-V pairs increased

Corresponding author. during subsequent annealing in the 60 to I 10C
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range. This fraction likewise increased with in- vacancies within a few lattice spacings. In addi-
creasing quenching temperatures above 350°C. tion, the hyperfine splitting of the I = 5/2 state
The pairs were removed by annealing at tempera- causes the presence of three frequencies in the
tures between 110 and 350'C. By understanding R(t) spectrum. The relative amplitudes and posi-
the annealing processes which govern these be- tions of these frequencies can be used to deter-
haviors, we may determine the migration energy mine the asymmetry of the EFG and provide
of vacancies and the binding energy of the In-V more detail on the structure of the defect. Fi-
pairs. nally, since the unperturbed anisotropy of the

radiations from the ...Cd nucleus is known, the
absolute fraction of indium atoms in defect sites

2. Experimental method may be measured by fitting the R(t) spectrum to
a formula derived from theory. For a more de-

The method used in this research is that of tailed explanation of the PAC technique, the
perturbed angular correlation (PAC). PAC essen- reader is encouraged to consult review articles in
tially measures the precession of nuclear spins in the literature [7, 8].
an electric field gradient (EFG). This precession In this work, we have used undoped, bulk
is measured by observing the angular distribution samples of Hg0.79Cd,,,,Te supplied by Texas In-
between consecutive gamma rays emitted from struments. These samples were grown by solid
the probe nucleus. In this study, the probe .lin state recrystallization. The samples were cleaned
was used. This isotope decays by electron capture by dipping in 0.5% bromine/methanol solution
to an excited state of ..Cd. This in turn decays and rinsing with methanol and sealed in cleaned
by emission of two gamma rays. The first of these quartz ampoules at a pressure < 10-' Torr with
decays populates an I = 5/2 state. This state may a small amount (= 10' molecules) of "'InCI.
interact with local EFGs, perturbing the angular The sealed ampoules were then annealed in a
distribution of the second radiation which takes tube furnace at 350°C for 6 h or more to diffuse
the nucleus to its final, stable state. the indium into the sample to depths of several

Typically, the angular correlation between the microns. PAC spectra were taken at room tem-
two gamma rays is measured using four Nal de- perature with the samples sealed in the ampoules
tectors at right angles. Spectra of counts versus to avoid any exposure to air. All subsequent
time for detection of the first gamma at a particu- anneals were also performed in these ampoules.
lar detector and the second at another detector
are measured using a standard slow-fast coinci-
dence technique. Eight such spectra are mea- 3. Annealing experiments
sured for four combinations of detectors at 1800
to each other and four combinations at 900. These 3.1. Vacancy migration
spectra are then divided in an appropriate ratio
to give what is known as R(t). This R(t) spec- It was observed that the fraction of indium
trum can be thought of as the time dependence atoms participating in In-V complexes was in-
of the angular anisotropy between the two radia- creased by annealing at temperatures near 100°C.
tions. If a number of the indium probe nuclei are This increase was attributed to the migration of
in sites where they experience definite non-zero frozen in vacancies and their subsequent trapping
EFGs, the R(t) will show a regular modulation at indium atoms. That is, there is enough thermal
corresponding to the precession of the nuclear energy for the free vacancies to become mobile,
spins. The frequency of this modulation is di- but not enough to separate trapped vacancies
rectly proportional to the strength of the EFG from the indium donors to which they are bound.
and can be used to label particular defect sites. Therefore, if a vacancy comes close to an indium
Since the EFG is proportional to r'•, this is most atom before being trapped elsewhere or de-
sensitive to neighboring point defects such as stroyed, it will be trapped and remain there. A
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vacancy can also be created or annihilated at equation is also easily solved:
sinks such as dislocations or surfaces. These pro- d[C]/dt = K,[In][V.] e-K3',
cesses can be described by the following reactions (7)
(where C represents the In-V complex): ( [1n1 otj - [C(t)] K,[V0J ( -A

In [linjoI - C(0)] K, (q-e-)
V+In4"C, (1) (K., (8)

V "- sinks. (2) Since the fraction obtained by PAC is the ratio of
K 4  In-V concentration to the total indium concen-

The first of these, Eq. (1), represents the cre- tration,

ation/annihilation of In-V pairs. The second, f= [C]/[In,.t], (9)
Eq. (2), represents the destruction/creation of then we can solve Eq. (8) for this fraction as a
vacancies at extended defects or surfaces. The function of time:
rate constants, Kp, K 2, K 3, and K 4, have an
exponential dependence on T- 1 : f(t) = I - [1 -f(O)]

K= K,,0 exp( -E,,/kT), X K,[V0] (×exp1( eK~) (10)
where E, is the activation energy of the process. K3

Using these reactions, we may state the rate To measure the time-dependence of the In-V
equations: fraction, a series of isothermal annealing experi-

d[C]/dt = K1[In][V] - K 2[C], (3) ments were performed by annealing samples of

d[V]/dt = -K,[In][V] + K 2[C] - K3[V] + K 4 , Hg0 .79Cd0.21Te for various lengths of time at tem-
peratures between 60 and 1 l0 0C after the sam-

(4) pies had been quenched from 350°C. Between

where the square brackets represent the site frac- each anneal, PAC spectra were taken to deter-
tion of the particular defect or atom. Near 1000C mine the In-V fraction (Fig. 1). These fractions
it is obvious from the experimental data that the were then plotted versus time as shown in Fig. 2.
reaction in Eq. (1) proceeds in a forward direc- The data in Fig. 2 were then fitted using Eq. (10)
tion. This means that the rate equation for this to determine the values of K3 as a function of
reaction, Eq. (3), can be approximated by temperature. Note that K,/K 3 should be inde-

pendent of T since both processes involve the
d[C]/dt = Kl[In][V]. (5) thermally activated migration of vacancies. From

We can further simplify the problem by realizing an Arrhenius plot of K 3 versus T` (Fig. 3), the
that the number of indium atoms is much smaller energy of the process was determined. The pro-
than the number of vacancies. Therefore, the cess described by K3 is the migration of vacancies
dominant mechanism for the destruction of va- to indium traps, and therefore this energy is
cancies is trapping at other sinks and not at simply the migration energy of metal vacancies.
indium atoms. Furthermore, the concentration of This migration energy was determined by this
vacancies is much greater than the equilibrium method to be 0.45 ± 0.04 eV.
concentration, so that the destruction/creation
reaction may be assumed to proceed entirely in 3.2. In-V pair binding
the direction of vacancy destruction. Based on
these assumptions, we may simplify Eq. (4): In a similar manner, the binding energy of the

d[V]/dt = -K 3[VI. (6) In-V pair could be determined. A simple analysis
based on the law of mass action is not possible

This equation is easily solved for [V]. When the since the vacancy concentration depends on tern-
solution for [V] is substituted into Eq. (5), that perature. Therefore, we determined this binding
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X Fig. 2. Typical annealing curves showing the formation of

In-V complexes. Shown are the fractions of indium atoms
paired with vacancies as a function of annealing time for

-0.05 anneals at 68 and 85°C. The dashed lines represent least
VU squares fits of each set of data to Eq. (10).

I'd('50

"0 ' . ........... I ... I .... .... and the corresponding rate equation, Eq. (3), may
0 50 100 i50 200 250 300 350 400 by simplified to

Time Ins) Tim 0d[C]/dt = -K2[C], 11
Fig. 1. PAC spectrum for ... In-doped Hgo79Cd 0.,,Te. The
modulation is due to In-V complexes which are identified by which is easily solved for [C] and therefore for f:
two frequencies: 83 and 92 MHz: (a) room temperature spec-
trum of a sample quenched from 350*C (b) increase in the f(t) =f(O) e-K~' (12)
amplitude of the frequencies after the sample is annealed at To measure K 2 , a sample of Hgo.79 Cdo.2,Te
85'C for 8 h. was annealed at 350TC, quenched, and annealed

fix) C WtC 8) C 70'C

energy by observing the break-up of the In-V
pairs during annealing above 1000C. The PAC .
spectra were taken at room temperature as usual.

The In-V concentration in quenched samples " I
is higher than equilibrium because of the excess -

of vacancies frozen in. As seen above, these va- S
cancies can be trapped in In-V pairs which are
stable at room temperature. However, at temper-I
atures slightly higher than room temperature
these complexes are no longer stable. When the
complexes break apart, the vacancies are likely to 0.0026 0.0027 0.0028 0.0029 0.003
migrate to sinks until the equilibrium concentra- I/T(K-

tion of vacancies is reached. In this temperature Fig. 3. Arrhenius plot of the logarithm of the reaction rate
range, the reaction in Eq. (1) runs right to left constant K3 versus T-
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0.6 ........................................ pair studied here serve several purposes. They

help to define parameters which can be used for
0,5 comparison with theoretical models. They may

0.4 also help to understand the diffusion properties
of certain defects. Finally they may help us dis-

0.3 7 cover mechanisms of compensation of dopants in
> kmaterials used for devices.

>- 0.2 The first quantity measured here, the vacancy
migration energy, is closely related to the self-dif-

0.1 fusion of mercury atoms in Hgg.71)Cd 1 .2)Te. This
has been observed several times to be a two-com-

000''' 0'''0 . 18 200 2 ponent diffusion process [10, 11]. However, all
previous measurements were performed at higher

Annealing Temperature C'C) temperatures than those in the current study.

Fig. 4. In-V fraction versus annealing temperature in the The lowest temperature measurements reported
range of temperatures where In-V pair dissociation domi- energies of 0.15 and 0.35 eV. The other studies
nates. report energies over a wide range from 0.3 to 0.61

eV. Also reported are higher energy processes
with energies between 1.5 and 2.4 eV. If we

at 100°C for 12 h in order to create a large assume that these higher energies are related to
number of In-V pairs. Then the sample was other diffusion mechanisms, then the value re-
isochronally annealed at temperatures between ported here, V.35 eV, falls within the range of
100 and 200'C with PAC spectra taken between 0.15 to 0.61 eV of the other measurements.
each anneal. The results of these spectra are The second energy, the In-V pair binding
plotted in Fig. 4. This temperature dependence energy, has only been reported once [9]. Though
may be modeled using Eq. (12): it is not clear how the result was obtained, it was
f(T) =f(0) expl-K 2,, e -E, /kTtAll (13) reported that this binding energy was 0.34 eV.

f() =This is slightly less than the migration energy of
where t

A is the annealing time (2 h). The fit of 0.44 eV which we report here.
the data using this equation is shown by the We have shown that PAC nay be used as a
dotted line in Fig. 3. The value of E, determined technique to characterize the thermodynamics of
from this fit is 0.89 eV. This energy represents In-V interactions in Hgo.7YCd0.,Te and some
not only the energy needed to liberate the va- properties of the vacancies alone. This characteri-
cancy from the indium, but also the energy needed zation includes the migration energy of vacancies
for the vacancy to move away from the indium, as well as the In-V pair binding energy. We note
Therefore, the energy is the sum of the vacancy that these measurements are done using an ex-
migration and In-V binding. Using the migration tremely small concentration of indium (so that we
energy determined above, the In-V binding en- are working in the infinite dilution approxima-
ergy is found to be Eh = E 2 - = 0.44 ± 0.15 tion), and furthermore, that the analysis is inde-
eV. The only previous measurement of this en- pendent of the indium concentration in contrast
ergy, 0.34 eV, was published by a group in to analysis by other methods.
Leningrad (St. Petersburg) in 1979 [9].
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Abstract

Electroluminescence has been measurled for ZnS, -xSex thin films doped with rare-earth ions. As X incrcases
the band-gap energy of the host decreases. The emission levels of trivalent rare-earth ions arc not observed when the
band-gap energy is narrower than the excitation levels. This is because of the energy transfer between the host and
the emission center.

1. Introduction band-gap energies (Eg). Based on these experi-
ments, we discuss the energy transfer process in

Thin-film electroluminescent (EL) devices have the EL devices.
been actively investigated. In these devices, II-VI
compounds are generally used as the host mate-
rial. Although many experiments have been per-
formed, the excitation mechanism of the emission 2. Experimental procedure
center is not yet clear at present. In a previous
study, we examined the excitation process by 2.1. Sample preparation
measuring the transient behavior of host and
Th 3

+ emission for ZnS:TbFx EL device [1] and
using rare-earth-doped Zn,-xCdxS EL devices Conventional double-insulating EL devices
[2], and reported that energy transfer participates were used in this experiment. The devices were

in the excitation of thin-film EL devices. This fabricated on glass substrates (Asahi Glass: AN)
work is an extended study of the excitation pro- coated with indium tin oxide (ITO). As an emis-

cess. The EL behavior was measured for sion layer, Thb- or Tm3 ÷-doped ZnS _xSex (0

ZnS1 xSex thin-film EL devices with various <x < 1) thin films (550 nm thick) were prepared
by electron-beam evaporation at a substrate tem-
perature of 1500C, with subsequent annealing at
400°C for 1 h in vacuum. As the evaporation
source for the emitting layer, ZnS and ZnSe

* Corresponding author. powders were mixed with TbOF or TmOF pow-
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der, pressed into pellets and sequentially fired for 3.44 1 1

1 h at 1000°C in Ar atmosphere. As the starting ZnS.:,,se, film

materials for ThOF and TmOF powder, oxide
and fluoride compounds were mixed and baked
at 1200'C for 2 h in Ar atmosphere to undergo
the reactions below: 3.2

4 ThF 3 + 2 Tb 40 7 ' 12 TbOF + 0 2 ,

TmF 3 + Tm20 3 -- 3 TmOF. 3.1

The concentrations of TbOF and TmOF were
0.45 and 1 mol%, respectively, in the starting 3.0
materials. In this paper, the value of X, which 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

indicates the composition of the ZnS, -xSex host, Composition: X
is described as the atomic ratio between S and Se Fig. 1. Interplanar spacing (dA) as a function of host composi-

in the starting materials. The emission layer was tion for ZnS1 ,Se% thin films.

sandwiched between 450 nm thick Y,0 3 insulat-
ing layers. An aluminum electrode was placed on for the measurement of the X-ray diffraction
a second insulating layer to complete the EL pattern, photoabsorption spectra and PL. in or-
device. ZnS _,Se, films were also dircctly de- der to avoid confusing signals from other films in
posited on the quartz glass substrates as samples the device.

1 1 - -4

ZnS,, tSeN film

F,) 2'k'M

0..

E- 3

g6

50 - -
- ; ><, 0j

Eg - 2.-•F 
'Fý

Photon Energy (eV) L-

C,VX~W~F., h -0O 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 10 Tb" Tm'
(ZnS) (ZnSe)

Composition: X Energy Levels

Fig. 2. X value dependence of the band-gap energy (E.) for ZnSj _xSeA thin-films. The energy levels of TbV* and Tml' ion are
also shown. The photoahsorption spectrum of the ZnS1 ,SeO. film is shown in the inset.
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2.2. Measurement system 3. Experimental results

For the measurement of the photoabsorption 3.1. Crystalline properties
spectra, the samples were irradiated by light from
a 300 W Xe lamp combined with a monochroma- Fig. I shows the X value dependence of the
tot. The transmitted light was detected by a ther- interplanar spacing (dA). With increasing X, dA
mopile. The output of the thermopile was fed to shifted from 3.11 (ZnS) to 3.27 (ZnSe).
a lock-in amplifier and the data were calibrated The X value dependence of the Eg for the
with the intensity of the irradiated light sensitivity ZnS, _xSe, thin films is shown in Fig. 2. The
and with the transmissivity of the quartz glass energy levels of Tbh3 and Tm 3 " ions are also
substrate. shown. E, is defined by the slope of the photoab-

The emission spectra were taken by a system sorption spectra, as shown in the inset in Fig. 2.
comprising a photomultiplier (Hamamatsu Pho- With an increase of X, Eg decreased from 3.6 eV
tonics R-928), monochromator (Jobin-Yvon H-20 (ZnS) to 2.56 eV (ZnSe) in our films. A similar
visible) with a resolution of I nm, electrometer result was reported for mixed crystals [3]. The
(Advantest TR8651) and X-Y recorder. The band-gap energies are about 2.96, 2.72, 2.64, 2.62,
spectral sensitivity of the detection system and 2.60, 2.58, and 2.57 eV when the values for X are
transmissivity in the EL devices were not cali- 0.25, 0.50, 0.60, 0.70, 0.75, 0.8(0 and (0.90. respec-
brated. The EL devices were driven by pulse tively.
voltage of alternating polarities with 40 /As pulse
width and 50 Hz. For PL, a He-Cd, laser (Kim- 3.2. EL spectra for ZnS, ,Se. : ThOF

mon: CD302R, 20 mW) with a wavelength of 325
nm (3.82 eV) was used as the excitation light The EL spectra for the ZnS 1 ,Se..:TbOF
source. All measurements were performed at device are shown in Fig. 3. When X= 0
room temperature. (ZnS :TbOF; Eg = 3.6 MV). the EL spectrum coni-

sists of strong emission peaks at 490, 545. 590 and
4- 625 nm and weak emission peaks at 380, 420, 440

'D1 and 460 nm, due to both 5 D _* 7 F, and 5D, 7 F,

S'D3-, (J= 3, 4. 5 and 6) transitions, respectively. For

H is not observed. On the other hand, the emission

I IlII~l jcorresponding to the transition of 4'D4  F (J=

0L-F' 3, 4, 5 and 6) is observed, independent of the
composition (X).

x20,
1 3.3. EL spectra for ZnS, SSe,,: TmOF

X=0.00
X I The EL spectra for the ZnS, -Se•,:TmOF

X=0.25 devices are shown in Fig. 4. When X = 0"?'1x 2 (ZnS:TmOF; Eg= 3.6 eV). the EL spectrum

"X=0.50 consists of two main peaks at 480 nm (2.59 eV)
, x and 793 nm (1.57 eV), and a weak peak at 655 nm

SX-0.75 (1.50 eV). The 480 and 655 nm emissions are
10assigned to the transitions from the same level of

X-1.00 'G 4 to two terminal levels of 3H, and 3F4. respec-
350 45 550 650 tively. The 793 nm emission is due to the transi-

Wavelength (nm) tion of 3 H 4 _.3H,. With an increase of X, the

Fig. 3. EL spectra for ZnSj ,,Se: ThOF ihin films. 480 and 655 nm emissions become weak and
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ultimately disappear. On the other hand, the 793 4-
nm emission is observed, independent of the value 3 D-

of X. 'G

H-.3.4. PL spectra for ZnS,-xSev: TmOF I i

Fig. 5 shows the PL spectra for the 0
ZnSlSe, :TmOF films. The PL spectra show
the same behavior as in the case of EL. In the x40

case of X = 0, the spectra are composed of i. z
emissions from the two emissio,; !,;vels of 4G4 x40 ' -- X=.0O4
and 3H 4. As X increases, the emission from the
'G4 level is not observed. The 793 nm emission x40 X=0.25
due to the 3H4 -- 3

3 H, transition is observed in all X

samples. In PL, the broad-band emission is ob- Xo0 X=0.50
served.

x40J X=0.80

4. Discussion 40 X=0.90

The EL emission has been measured for 450 550 650 750 8 5•0X1'00
ZnS, _xSex thin films doped with rare-earth ions. Wavelength (nm)

Fig. 5. PL spectra for Zn, %Cd S:TmOF thin films.

4-_D_ _ _ In these devices, emissions from levels higher
than E. of the host are not observed, and the

V !composition of those spectra changes with the
host composition (X). Similar behavior was also

SH observed in rare-earth-doped Zn, -S thin-
0 tH, film EL devices [2]. Two causes of the changes of

the spectra are considered. One is the case where
levels higher than the host are not excited. In this
case, it is suggested that the emission center is

,0 excited via energy transfer by way of recombina-
tion in the host, and hence the levels higher than

X=0.25 EE cannot be excited [2]. The other cause involves
the direct impact excitation model of hot elec-

X=0.50trons which are accelerated in a high electric

x5. •field, in which the emission levels are higher than
that of the band-gap of the host. In this case,X }X0. 80 
t o s w i h a e a c l r t d i i h e e t i

-0.8 'emission is not observed from levels higher than
"X=0.90 E., although the levels are pumped. If this phe-

X 50nomenon occurs, we believe that the energy
transfer from the rare-earth center to the host

350 450 550 650 750 850 -(back-energy transfer), which is reported not only
Wavelength (nm) in rare-earth-doped Ill-V semiconductors such

Fig. 4. EL spectra for ZnSj xSex :TmOF thin films, as InP [4], but also in Il-VI compounds [5.6].
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Abstract

Samples of Ca_,-SrS:0.001 Ce were prepared by reduction of mixed sulphates with H2/H2S at elevated
temperatures. In the absence of a flux, only at 1200'C for long reaction times did near complete solid solution occur.
However, addition of LiF flux to samples prepared at I 100°C did yield homogeneous single phase mixed sulphides
but of poor crystallinity. Photoluminescence excitation and emission spectra were determined for these solid
solutions at 295 and 77 K. Peak emission wavelengths at 77 K ranged from 500 nm for CaS: Cc to 478 nm for
SrS: Ce. The wavelength shift reflects the sensitivity of the 5d state of the Ce3 ' ion to the strength of the crystal
field.

1. Introduction LiF, with the resultant material obeying Vegard's
law very closely. Okamoto and Kato [3] used a

Alkaline-earth sulphides doped with rare-earth sulphurizing flux to produce (CaSr)S phosphors
ions offer the possibility of multicolour electrolu- whose lattice constant increased linearly with
minescent and cathodoluminescent devices. Fine mole fraction of SrS.

tuning of the emission colour can be achieved by, The work reported here is an extension of

for example, varying the composition of a solid previous studies by Brightwell et al. [4] and Bick-
solution of calcium and strontium sulphides as erton et al. [51 on the photoluminescence of

the host lattice. Ca1 5Sr,S and focuses on the behaviour of
Solid solutions between calcium and strontium cerium as the emitting centre.

sulphides were originally investigated by Rumpf
and Travnicek [1] who observed large apparent
deviations from Vegard's law which they could 2. Experimental procedure
not satisfactorily explain. Primak, Kaufman and
Ward [2] demonstrated that complete solid solu-
tion of the two sulphides results from fluxing with

2.1. Sample preparation and characterization

Calcium and strontium nitrates in the chosen
proportion were dissolved in deionized water at

• Corresponding author. 80°C and a "mixed" sulphate precipitated by the

01022-0248/94/$07.00 (0 1994 Elsevier Science B.. All rights reserved
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addition of a 10% stoichiometric excess of ter and the calcium-strontium sulphide solid so-
(NH 4 ),SO 4 solution. The resultant precipitate lution. In contrast, addition of LiF resulted in
was then digested for a range of times at 60 or complete solid solution at 1100'C within I h;
90'C before filtration and washing with cold however, for this material the X-ray diffraction
deionized water. The Ce dopant was added to the traces were much less sharp. The distinct differ-
sulphates as a dilute solution of ammonium sul- ences observed in particle morphology are illus-
phatocerate(IV) to provide a dopant level of 0.001 trated in Fig. 1 for CaS :Ce, Ca 5.sSr0.S :Ce and
moles Ce per mole of sulphide. Alternatively, the SrS: Ce.
cerium was addcd, as nitrate, to the solution The PL excitation and emission spectra con-
before coprecipitation of the sulphates. The mixed sisted of main and minor peaks similar to those of
sulphates were dried in an air oven and the CaS: Ce at 77 K shown in Fig. 2. The excitation
product finely ground. A few samples had 1.5 spectrum consists of two main bands with peaks
mol% LiF added at this stage. at 250 and 455 nm for CaS: Ce, and 255 and 431

Reduction to the sulphide was carried out in a nm for SrS: Ce. The two emission bands occur at
tube furnace with flowing H2 at temperatures of 500 and 570 nm in CaS: Ce and 478 and 534 nm
1000, 1100 and 1200°C for times ranging from 1 in SrS: Ce respectively. The main peak emission
to 4 h. A small amount of H,S was added to the wavelength was observed to shift to shorter wave-
gas flow to eliminate any oxide formation. lengths with increasing strontium content. x, at

X-ray analysis of the final product was carried both 77 and 295 K; Fig. 3 illustrates that be-
out using a Philips diffractometer (PW1730/1710) haviour at 77 K for samples excited by 254 nm
using Cu Ka radiation. Scanning electron micro- wavelength radiation. In Fig. 3 the peak wave-
graphs of the samples were taken using a Philips length (Arax) is plotted as a function of the lattice
505 SEM at a magnification of 2500. constant, a0, with the present work compared to

the results of Okamoto and Kato [31 and Kasano

2.2. Optical measurements et al. [6]. Also shown are the "optical absorption
edge" values _f Lehmann [7].

Optical measurements were with a Perkin- At 295 K, the peak emission intensity varied

Elmer LS50 fluorescence spectrometer which with composition showing a maximum value at
dexcitation and emission spectra to be intermediate compositions. At 77 K, the peak

permitted ation and 295 spe to be emission intensity decreases with increasing
adoptermined atme 7asend 295 K. proue pcede strontium content. The emission intensity levels
adopted in measurement was to produce an emis- arsinfctlgetrat7Kpriualyt
sion spectrum by exciting at 254 nm. An excita- are siguificantly greater at 77 K particularly at
tion spectrum was then obtained with thexct- calcium rich compositions.

trometer set at the emission wavelength of the
major peak observed in the initial emission spec- 4. Discussion
trum. A second emission spectrum was then pro-
duced for each sample using the optimum excit- The co-precipitation of the sulphates did not
ing wavelength, between 430 and 460 nm, for the produce a single phased product but a mixture of
emission peak associated with the cerium centre. the separate sulphates. Increased digestion times

served only to increase the particle size and hence
to inhibit the formation of a solid solution of the

3. Results sulphides on sintering. The scanning electron mi-

crographs show that the reaction with H 2/H2S
With the exception of the samples prepared produced separate sulphides with a particle size

using LiF flux, all of the mixed sulphides were to and shape reflecting that of the sulphates. Only
some extent two phased, these phases were cal- at 1200"C and for long reaction times did near
cium sulphide at close to the ideal lattice parame- complete solid solution occur.
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Fig. 3. Peak fluorescent emission wavelength as a function of
lattice constant, a5. (a) this work, at 77 K excited by 254 nm
wavelength radiation; (b) Okamoto and Kato [31. cathodolumi-

nescence; (c) Kasano et al. 161. cathodoluminescence: (d)
Fig. I. Scanning electron micrographs of Ca1 -,SrS :Ce pow- Optical absorption edge energy values for MgS, CaS. SrS from
der phosphors for (a) x - 0, (b) x - 0.5 and (c) x - I. Lehmann [7].
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The addition of 1.5 mol% LiF to samples to see why these type II stresses should have such
prepared at 1 1000C did, however, yield single a striking effect in the MgS-CaS system, yet a
phase material but the distinctly less sharp nature negligible effect in the CaS-SrS system. It seems
of the X-ray diffraction traces gives rise to doubts possible that the reduction in the value of A max as
about the homogeneity of the products. the composition changes from Mg 0.6 5Ca0o3 S to

The photoluminescence results can be ex- MgS has its origin elsewhere and perhaps from a
plained using a model proposed by Yamashita et change in energy band structure.
al. [8]. The two overlapping emission bands corre- The general displacements between plots a, b
spond to transitions from the 5d(2T 2,) excited and c in Fig. 3 have their origin in different
state of the Ce3+ ion to the 4f(2 F712 ) and preparative techniques of the samples, different
4f( 2F5/ 2) states. The saddle between these two dopant levels and different stimulation processes.
emission peaks becomes deeper as the tempera- The apparent monotonic variation of "optical
ture drops from 295 to 77 K due to suppression absorption edge" with lattice constant, a0, d in
of lattice vibrations. In the excitation spectrum, Fig. 3, is in striking contrast with the variation of
the peak at about 440 nm arises from the 4f(

2 F5/2) peak emission wavelength for the three sulphides.
to 5d( 2T2g) ground to excited state transition.
The crystal field splitting of the 5d state will be
smaller for the larger SrS lattice. The blue shift in 5. References
peak emission wavelength results from the in-
crease in energy of the 5d(ET 2 g) to 4f( 2F5/ 2) [1] E. Rumpf and M. Travnicek, Ann. Physik 4(1930) 725.
transition. The variation of peak wavelength, [2] W. Primak, H. Kaufman and R. Ward, J. Am. Chem. Soc.

A,.,., with composition of solid solution across 70 (1948) 2043.

the MgS-CaS-SrS system, shown in Fig. 3, has (31 F. Okamoto and K. Kato, J. Electrochem. Soc. 130 (1983)
432.been rationalized, particularly for the MgS-CaS [4] J.W. Brightwell, B. Ray and C.N. Buckley, J. Crystal

system, in terms of local stresses around dopant Growth 59 (1982) 210.
ions [6]. These stresses are of two types: (I) due to [5] J.C. Bickerton. 1.V.F. Viney and B. Ray, J. Crystal Growth
difference in ionic radii of host lattice and dopant 72 (1985) 290.
cation and (I) due to difference in radii of the [6] H. Kasano, K. Megumi and H. Yamamoto, J. Elec-
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Abstract

Mixtures of CaS and CdS treated at 1020°C for 2 h in a nitrogen atmosphere with an excess sulphur pressure have
resulted in solid solutions, Ca,-,CdXS up to x =0.41. Fluorescence emission studies have indicated massively
enhanced broad band emission spectra for x between 0.01 and 0.10 at both 77 and 300 K. Electroluminescence
studies of copper-coated powder-based samples under AC excitation conditions at x = 0.05 have indicated signifi-
cant emission intensities broadly aligned spectrally with those from photo-stimulation at the same composition.
Further investigations are being directed at optimization of composition, particle size, layer thickness and excitation
conditions for enhanced electroluminescence emission intensities.

1. Background with temperature is surprisingly large. Susa et al.
13] reported a linear dependence of lattice pa-

The earlier reports [1-6] of extensive solid rameter across the whole composition range when
solutions in the Ca,-xCd5 S system for x up to the sodium chloride structure was quenched in
0.55 and broad band fluorescence emission char- from elevated pressures for larger x values.
acteristics of compositions with x between 0.01 This study is centred on a well-established
and 0.10 have prompted this particular study. The method for the preparation of samples to confirm
solid solutions have the sodium chloride structure the reported fluorescence emission spectral be-
of calcium sulphide with the lattice parameter haviour in Ca, -Cd.,S over the range x = 0 to
having a linear dependence on composition over 0.41 [6], but then focuses in on the composition
the range of solid solubility [3,6]. The tempera- Cao.95Cd).(5S. At this composition enhanced opti-
ture of preparation has a significant influence on cally stimulated broad band fluorescence emis-
the limit of solid solubility with Lehmann [21 sion occurs at both 77 and 300 K. Particulate
observing it to be x = 0.55 at 1200°C and Viney et samples of Ca 0.,5Cd 0.5S have been treated to
al. [61 x = 0.40 at 1025"C; this variation is not permit AC electroluminescence to be observed
unexpected although the magnitude of change and comparisons of the emission spectra ob-

served made with those for the same samples
subjected to optical stimulation. The crystal qual-
ity of samples across the full solid solubility range

* Corresponding author. in Cat _CdS has been investigated also to assess

0022-0248/94/$07.00 0 1994 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
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whether there is any correlation between crystal washed with methanol before drying at 100'C.
quality and luminescence emitting performance. The dried and coated powders were sieved

through a 45 A•m mesh and loaded into capped
quartz tubes, heated in a nitrogen atmosphere at

2. Experimental methods 850'C for 30 min and then cooled to room tem-
perature.

2.1. Sample preparation
2.2. Optical measurements

The calcium sulphide starting material was
prepared from high purity calcium carbonate us- Luminescence spectra were determined with a
ing a metathesis reaction with hydrogen sulphide Perkin-Elmer LS50 fluorescence spectrometer
at 1200°C: permitting measurements at both 77 and 295 K.
S+ 120ooC A detailed excitation spectrum for each emission
CaCO3 + H 2 S - CaS + CO + H 2 0. peak was obtained and the optimum exciting

The CaS was mixed intimately under dry argon wavelengths were identified to obtain the maxi-
with CdS (5N purity) and 5 mg of elemental mum emission intensities for each peak.

sulphur was added to provide a sulphurising at-
mosphere during heating. The mixture was loaded 2.3. Electroluminescence measurements

into a closed end silica tube of 10 mm diameter
which in turn was capped by a similar tube of Electroluminescence measurements were made
larger diameter, The capped tube arrangement using a demountable test cell in which a de-
was loaded into a 40 mm diameter furnace tube formable particulate/ dielectric mixture was
plugged with glass wool through which a silica sandwiched between central metal and conduct-
delivery tube introduced a supply of inert gas to ing glass transparent electrodes separated by 125

retain an overpressure during heating, see Fig. 1. j•m. The particulate Ca0,.,Cd0 .05S was mixed with

Samples were heated from room temperature castor oil in the ratio of 2: 1 by weight to provide

to 1020°C in a nitrogen atmosphere, held at a spreadable and deformable mixture. The excit-
1020°C for 2 h, then removed from the furnace ing AC field was derived from a voltage-frequency
and cooled rapidly to room temperature whilst signal generator operating in the ranges 0-550 V

still in nitrogen. and 0.4-10 kHz. The electroluminescence emis-

Electroluminescent powder samples were pre- sion spectrum was measured with a Rofin-Sinar
pared by coating with copper from a solution of optical spectrum analyser.
copper(Il) chloride dihydrate giving about I mol%
copper dissolved in methanol. The powder was 2.4. X-ray diffraction measurements
heated under reflux for 15 min, then filtered and

A Philips PW1730/1710 X-ray diffractometer
was used to assess the phase purity, lattice pa-

Gas Delivery Tube Tube Furnace rameter and crystal quality. The methods of de-
S\0 termining phase purity and lattice parameter from

X-ray diffractometry data are well established.
:- "Crystal quality measurements use the same data

and the assessment criterion applied to define
__ quality is the level of resolution of the Ka,-Ka2

'- 0 0 X-ray diffraction peaks close to 20 = 800. The
ratio of the minimum height, b, between the Kai

Glass Wool Plug cawed silica Tube and Ka 2 peaks to the Kai peak height, a, was

Fig. I. Experimental arrangement for the preparation of the particular measure taken with low b/a ratios
Cal _xCdS solid solutions. marking high crystal quality.
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2.5. Atomic absorption spectrophotometric mea-
surements

0 04-

A Varian AA475 atomic absorption spec-
trophotometer was used to analyse for the cad-
mium content in the samples. It demonstrated _

that cadmium loss occurred from Cat1 XCd- S 06

samples with x > 0.1. In combination with X-ray
diffractometry measurements, it permitted the
proportion of cadmium incorporated in the single
phase solid solution to be calculated. T 0.8

0

3. Results 1-0 . * I

3.1. Structural and crystal quality 0 02 04 06

it was observed that solid solutions of Fig. 2. Crystal quality parameter b/a as a function of comtpo-

Cat _Cd.S occurred for x up to 0.41 having the Sition in Ca, Cd,S.

sodium chloride crystal structure at a preparation
temperature of 10200C in a sulphur-rich ambient. At 77 K, all samples exhibited substantial fluo-
For x = 0.31 and 0.41 there was evidence of a rescence emission and excitation spectra were
second phase being present, having the wurtzite obtained for the peak emission wavelength in
structure of CdS, and increasing in level with each sample. For x = 0.01 and in particular x =
increasing x. The lattice parameter values con- 0.05, well-defined sharp excitation peaks are seen
formed with those observed in earlier reports at 285 nm with secondary peaks at 310 nm of
[5,61. about 80% of intensity of the principal peak. At

Whilst the crystal quality measure is crude, it higher values of x, once again as at room temper-
did indicate a decline in quality from x = 0 to a ature, broadening of the excitation spectra oc-
minimum at x = 0.10, followed by a progressive curs. Fig. 3 indicates the nature of the excitation
increase up to the solid solubility limit at x = 0.41. spectral characteristics for x = 0, 0.01, 0.05 and
Fig. 2 illustrates the dependence of the crystal 0.10.
quality parameter b/a on composition in
Ca, _ CdS. 3.2.2. Fluorescence emission spectra

At 295 K, Cat-,Cd5 S solid solutions excited
3.2. Optically stimulated excitation and fluores- by 300 nm wavelength radiation exhibited intense
cence emission spectra fluorescent emission spectra for x = 0.01, 0.05

and 0.10. There was a progressive shift in the
3.2.1. Excitation spectra peak emitting wavelength with values of 405, 423,

Excitation spectra at 295 K for the blue-green 439 and 460 nm for x = 0.01, 0.05, 0.10 and 0.22
fluorescence emission in the undoped Cat - Cd S respectively. The fluorescence emission charac-
at x between 0 and 0.22 exhibited a steep rise teristics of the copper-coated Ca0 .95Cd 0.05S sam-
from short wavelengths to peaks between 290 and pIe were also investigated at 295 K using 300 nm
340 nm. As the cadmium concentration is in- wavelength exciting radiation; the emission inten-
creased, the excitation spectrum becomes broader sity was reduced by 70% and the emission peak
with the intensity at 300 nm never falling below shifted from 423 to 520 nm.
80% of the peak value for x = 0.01, 0.05, 0.10 and At 77 K, fluorescence emission spectra for all
0.22. samples were excited by 300 nm wavelength and
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800- Fig. 4 illustrates the characteristic emission for
x = 0.01, 0.05, 0.10, 0.22 and 0.41. The fluorescent

A .emission is particularly intense for x = 0.01, 0.05
and 0.10 with that at x = 0.05 being the most

S600 /intense. The emission peaks were also sharper at
liquid nitrogen temperatures and, for x =0.31

. •and 0.40, there was also evidence of emission
(\C from the second phase based on the CUS phase

.1 present.

/ - *, ,,3.3. Electroluminescence

- 200- 3.3.1. Brightness versus voltage and frequency

(a) The electroluminescence brightness as a func-
tion of voltage in the copper-coated Ca(,)qCd()(,,S
samples exhibited the familiar B ="A exp

0- (-a/V'/ 2 ) relationship over the frequency range
250 300 350 400 0.4 to 10 kHz at voltages between 250 and 550 V.

Wavelength 11M) The brightness dependence on frequency was
substantially sub-linear in the frequency range

Fig. 3. Excitation spectra at 77 K for the principal blue-green
emission peak in CaI _,Cd S with (a) x = 0, (b) x = 0.01, (c) investigated.
x = 0.05 and (d) x = 0.10.

too- (a). " (c)

80 0 - (b) F , -

"(a I' E 11

I I

2600-

0I C _ \0

0

() (c) •

400 5M60

I./ / ' -" I -

-avelth .'wn "a~~~5 for (a pica stmlto at30n fa

/ '/

S300 400 500 600 700" • • r-'--T • 'Wavelength inrnr

4OO5OO6OO Fig. 5. Normalized fluorescence eniision spectra at 295 K of
wavelengtm mini Caa.•Cd. 0 5S for: (a) optical stimulation at 300 nm of an

Fig. 4. Fluorescence emission spectra at 77 K excited by 300 undoped sample, (b) optical stimulation at 300 nm of a copper
nm wavelength radiation in CaI _•CdS with (a) x - 0.01, (b) coated sample and (c) electrical stimulation at 550 V and 10

x - 0.05, (c) x -0.10, x = 0.22 and (e) x =0.41. kHz of a copper coated sample.
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3.3.2. Spectral distribution of the electrically excited the exciting and emitted radiation. The intensity
fluorescence emission of the overall fluorescence emission peak in the

Copper-coated Ca 0.9.Cd0.0.0 S electrically stimu- copper-coated sample is 70% of that from the
lated at 550 V and 10 kHz had a spectral emis- undoped Ca0,.,Cd0.05S sample.
sion peak at 540 nm with an emission profile very The electroluminescence observations are be-
similar to that of optically-stimulated material of lieved to be the first reported on the Ca1 ,_-CdxS
the same composition. Fig. 5 compares the fluo- system. They are evidence of the realization of
rescence emission spectra at room temperature of the potential predicted for the system first by
Ca0.,_Cd0 .05 S (a) undoped and optically stimu- Lehmann [2] following his extensive studies on
lated at 300 nm, (b) copper-coated and optically cathodoluminescence and subsequently by Ray et
stimulated at 300 nm, and (c) copper-coated and al. [4] from parallel photo-stimulated fluores-
electrically stimulated at 550 V and 10 kHz. cence studies. The brightnesses obtained for the

copper-coated Ca0.),Cd.0.5 S samples were for a
non-optimal arrangement and were estimated to

4. Discussion be up to 3 cd m -2 for the active emission area.
The 125 um gap cell structure used in the investi-

The excitation and fluorescence emission stud- gations will have resulted in effectively six parti-
ies at 77 and 295 K have served to extend and cle layers, given the average phosphor particle
confirm earlier observations [5,6] of the broad size of 20 Am, within which emission can be
band emission spectra excited by radiation in the generated and substantial scattering/absorption
spectral region 290 to 310 nm. The peak emission loss can occur. Smaller particle sizes, fewer parti-
wavelength shifts from the blue to longer wave- cle layers and optimization of the suspending
lengths as x is increased from 0.01 to 0.41 in dielectric media will all contribute to increasing
undoped Ca,. CdS. At 77 K the emission peaks the electroluminescence intensity and the effec-
are better resolved and of greater intensity and tive electric field applied to excite the active
for x = 0.01 and 0.05 the peak is blue shifted by layer. Clearly thin film AC EL structures offer
20 nm relative to that at 300 K. The samples, in further potential for development, as does tuning
which the Cal- CdxS coexisted with a second to the optimal composition and level of copper-

phase based on wurtzite-structured CdS, had flu- coating required.
orescence emission spectra characteristics of both Comparison of the optically-stimulated fluo-
component phases with CdS fluoresence being rescence and electroluminescence emission spec-
significant particularly at x = 0.41. tra in the copper-coated Ca).,.Cd(.,1 5S samples

The coating of Ca0o.,Cd1 .0 5S with copper, in with peak emission intensities at 520 and 540 nm
order to allow its study under electrical stimula- suggests a relatively good match of emission char-
tion, resulted in a substantial shift in the fluores- acteristics for the different excitation mecha-
cence emission peak wavelength from 423 to 520 nisms. The enhanced level of infrared emission in
nm. The explanation for this is centred around the electroluminescence emission spectrum could
the incorporation of the copper into the be linked to electrical power dissipation raising
Ca0,.9 Cd,.00 S lattice as emitting centres instead the local temperature. Optimization of the EL
of the defect states found as emitting centres in test cell structure and component constituents
untreated CaS and Ca, _XCd.S. The absorption will contribute to reducing such power dissipated
process for the exciting radiation could be either losses.
directly by the host lattice or the copper centie The structural studies were undertaken to as-
itself but whichever was the case, still giving rise sess whether crystal quality had an influence on
to longer wavelength emission associated with the the electroluminescence characteristics of the
copper centre. The unincorporated copper resid- particulate phosphors. Insufficient focus has yet
ing on the surface of phosphor particles had the been given to the key compositions in the range
general affect of attenuating the transmission of x = 0.01 to 0.09 to assess whether there is any
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intrinsic relationship between quality and the ca- powders, (iv) incorporation of other emitting cen-
pacity to accommodate emitting centres. How- tres, and (v) working with much thinner electrolu-
ever, the initial results with the poorest crystal minescent test structures.
quality being observed in Ca 0.,oCd0O.0 S do not
point to it being a key factor in obtaining strong
electroluminescence. Nevertheless, future studies 4. References
will continue to involve crystal quality as part of
the standaid characterization of Ca _xCdS [11 W. Lehmann, J. Electrochem.Soc. 117 (1970) 1389.

phosphors for test under AC EL excitation. 121 W. Lehmann, J. Luminescence 5 (1972) 87.

Particular focuses of further study in the labo- (31 K. Susa, T. Kobayashi and S. Taguchi, J. Solid State
ratory are (i) compositions adjacent to Cao.95  Chem. 33 (1980) 197.

Cd0o.oS particularly between x = 0.01 and 0.09, [41 B. Ray, J.W. Brightwell, D. AIlsop and A.G.J. Green, .

(ii) optimizing the level of copper deposition on Crystal Growth 86 (1988) 644.
[51 I.V.F. Viney, A.G.J. Green, J.W. Brightwell and B. Ray. J.

and incorporation in the phosphor, (iii) adapting Luminescence 48/49 (1991) 593.
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Growth and characterization of SrS/ZnS multilayered
electroluminescent thin films grown by hot wall technique

Koutoku Ohmi *, Yoshihiko Yamano, Sang Tae Lee, Takehiro Ueda, Shosaku Tanaka,
Hiroshi Kobayashi

Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Tottori Unit'ersity. Koyama. Tottori 680. Japan

Abstract

The growth of thin films of ZnS and SrS by the hot-wall evaporation technique has been investigated. By
supplying additional sulfur (S) vapor, the deposition rate of ZnS was increased, allowing ZnS films to be grown at
substrate temperatures over 400'C. SrS thin films were grown through the chemical reaction of Sr and S vapor with
the substrate temperature in the region of 350-500°C. SrS/ZnS multilayered thin films were grown by the sequential
deposition of the SrS and ZnS films. The (SrS/ZnS)5, multilayered thin film showed X-ray diffraction lines from
both ZnS and SrS layers, even when the thickness of each SrS and ZnS layer is 20 nm. The electroluminescent
devices with SrS: Ce/ZnS multilayered thin films showed a greenish blue EL emission.

1. Introduction film deposition is high (500-600'C) [2,3]. This
causes the difficulties in growing SrS/ZnS multi-

ZnS and SrS thin films are promising host layered thin films.
materials to produce thin film electroluminescent It has been reported that a hot wall deposition
(EL) devices [1,21. Recently, it has been reported method is widely applied to the thin film growth
that SrS:Ce/ZnS multilayered thin film EL de- of 1I-VI compounds, such as PbTe [6], CdTe
vices showed higher luminance and efficiency than [7,8], ZnSe and ZnS [9], etc., and these superlat-
conventional SrS: Ce thin film EL devices [3-51. tices [10]. In the hot wall deposition method, the
To prepare SrS/ZnS multilayered thin films, re- vapor pressure near the substrate is relatively
active evaporation and electron beam evapora- high compared with the reactive evaporation and
tion methods have been employed. In these electron beam evaporation methods. Therefore, it
methods, the optimum substrate temperature for is expected that one can grow SrS and ZnS thin
ZnS and SrS thin film growth is different [3]. ZnS films in a wide substrate temperature range.
thin films are usually grown at relatively low In this paper, we report on the growth and the
substrate temperature of 200-300*C. On the other characteristics of SrS/ZnS thin films grown by
hand, the substrate temperature during SrS thin the hot wall deposition. The SrS/ZnS multilay-

ered thin films were successfully grown at the
same substrate temperature. Multilayered thin
film EL devices prepared by hot wall deposition

* Corresponding author, are also reported.

0022-0248/94/$07.00 C 1994 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
SSDI 0022-0248(93)E0764-X
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2. Experimental procedure ZnS

ZnS -- Tz, = 8001C

Fig. 1 shows a schematic diagram of the hot (without S) O-Tzs = 8501C

wall deposition equipment. There are two walls 3twtz s, /
for ZnS and SrS thin film growth. The distance SrS
between a wall and the glass substrate is about 15 Ts 600=C30a

mm. ZnS thin films were grown using a ZnS 2 \ 1

powder source resistively heated to 700-850°C.
Sulfur (S) vapor was introduced to the ZnS wall

to increase the deposition rate of ZnS at high ZnS (with S)

substrate temperatures. S vapor was supplied A. . .
from a S furnace placed on the outside of the 9"NSr
growth chamber. The S vapor pressure in the S
furnace was controlled by a temperature of 200- 01
300'C, which corresponds to an equilibrium sul- 100 200 300 400 500 6W0

fur vapor pressure of 700-10000 Pa. The sulfur Substrate Temperature (M)

vapor pressure was reduced to 0.01-0.1 Pa by a Fig. 2. Dependence of deposition rate of ZnS and SrS thin
bellows valve. SrS thin films were grown through films on substrate temperature.
the chemical reaction of Sr and S vapor. Sr vapor
was produced from a Sr metal source resistively quential deposition of the SrS and ZnS films by
heated to 580-650*C. Controlled S vapor at a
pressure of (0.8-2) x 10-2 Pa was supplied to the moving the glass substrate.

Sr wall in the way described above. The thin film
growth was carried out at several substrate tem- 3. Results and discussion
peratures in the range of 200-550'C. SrS/ZnS
multilayered thin films were grown by the se- 3 Growth of ZS and SrS thin films

Fig. 2 shows the dependence of the deposition
rate of the ZnS and SrS thin films on the sub-
strate temperature. The deposition rate of the

Glass Substrate ZnS films decreases rapidly with an increase of
the substrate temperature and is less than 1 A/s

Sr Metal over 400°C, even at a ZnS cell temperature of
ZnS 850'C. It is reported that, to grow SrS thin films
Powe L with a good crystallinity, substrate temperatures

over 400'C have to be used [2]. Therefore, to
deposit ZnS and SrS films at the same substrate
temperature, ZnS films should be deposited at
400°C or above. To increase the deposition rate
of ZnS thin films, we introduced S vapor during
ZnS growth. We have found that the deposition
rate of ZnS film was increased remarkably by the
introduction of S vapor, as shown in Fig. 2. This
may be caused by the following facts. For the
growth of ZnS thin film, since the sticking coeffi-

1Sulfur-sulfur cient of S is low at a growth temperature over
Fig. i. Schematic diagram of hot wall equipment. 400*C, Zn atoms were re-evaporated easily from
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the surface of the ZnS thin film. Therefore, sup-
plying S vapor suppresses the re-evaporation of (a) (SrS/ZnS),
Zn atoms, and results in an increase of the ZnS n=51 dss/ dz.

deposition rate. In contrast, the deposition rate (20 nmI20 nm)

of the SrS films is almost constant in the range of
350-550°C. In the case of the growth of SrS thin n = 21
films, Sr atoms hardly re-evaporate. Therefore, it (i n50mnm)
is thought that the growth rate of SrS thin films
does not depend on the substrate temperature
and mainly depends on the supplying rate of Sr Mvapor. n

va o.>. (100 ni1/85 nm)

As a result, by introducing S vapor into the
ZnS cell, it becomes possible to deposit ZnS and
SrS films sequentially at the same substrate tem- - _ _ _ _ _.2 n=3
perature of 400-500°C. i (500 nns250 nm)

3.2. Growth of SrS / ZnS multilayered thin films is

Fig. 3a shows the X-ray diffraction (XRD) " (b) (20) SrS
patterns of (SrS/ZnS), multilayered thin films (1 480onm
having numbers of layers (n) from 3 to 51; here n M

denotes the total number of SrS and ZnS layers.
The total film thickness is about 1 A±m. The
overall thickness of SrS and ZnS is almost the (c) (111) ZnS

630 nm
same (about 500 nm) for each multilayered film.
In other words, the SrS and ZnS thickness for
one layer (dsrs, dzns) decreases with increase of
n. For comparison, XRD patterns of SrS and ZnS 20 30 40 50 60

thin films are shown in Figs. 3b and 3c, respec- 20 (deg)

tively. These films were deposited on quartz glass Fig. 3. X-ray diffraction patterns (XRD) of (a) (SrS/ZnS),

substrates at the same substrate temperature of multilayered thin films with n = 3, 11.21. 51; (b) and (c) show

450 0C. XRD patterns for SrS and ZnS thin films, respectively.

First, we discuss the growth characteristics of
ZnS and SrS thin films. Fig. 3c shows the result oriented to the (200) plane. The SrS thin films
of the ZnS thin film grown by supplying ZnS and deposited at a substrate temperature of 350-
S vapor, simultaneously. The thin film has a 550°C have almost the same X-ray diffraction
zincblende structure and is strongly oriented in pattern as in Fig. 3b. This suggests that SrS films
the (111) plane. By introducing S vapor, the de- with good crystallinity can be obtained at rela-
position rate increased 2-3 times, as mentioned tively low substrate temperature by the hot wall
in section 3.1. It is known that the crystallinity technique.
usually becomes poor with increasing deposition The (SrS/ZnS), multilayered thin films show
rate. However, it is probable that by introducing XRD peaks due to both ZnS and SrS lattices, as
S vapor, the crystallinity is improved, because the shown in Fig. 3a. Even for 51 multilayered thin
value of full width at half maximum (FWHM) of films, in which each SrS and ZnS layer is only 20
0.23* for ZnS film grown by supplying S vapor is nm thick, it is obvious that ZnS and SrS layers
narrower than that of 0.29* for ZnS grown by exist and that the interdiffusion between ZnS and
supplying only ZnS vapor. As shown in Fig. 3b, SrS films hardly takes place even at a high sub-
the SrS film has a rocksalt structure and is strongly strate temperature of 450"C. The ZnS layers in
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ties of a 500 nm thick SrS film are also plotted.
ZnS I tensity The (200) peak of the SrS layers in the (SrS/ZnS),

104 7() 4 film is much weaker than that of SrS thin films,
SrS Intens, /

multi single o(I) (3) O although both SrS thicknesses are almost thee - • 2 0 0) 0
(200) A 0 same. On the other hand, the (011) and (220)

0 220) 0 0 . peaks of the (SrS/ZnS)3 film are stronger. These
"I ......... results indicate that the orientation of the SrS

30 (21) thin films in the multilayered films is strongly

S .. affected by the ZnS interface. This may be caused
by the following. The (111) surface of the ZnS

(3) zincblende structure has only Zn or S atoms. For
;'(21) (n) Layers SrS lattice, the (200) and (220) surfaces are the
2 51) surfaces with both Sr and S atoms. On the con-

102 ....... trary, the (111) surface is Sr or S surface. There-10 100 1000

Thickness d,,s, d5,s (nm) fore, the SrS thin films deposited on the (i11)
oriented ZnS surface tend to grow in the I(111)

Fig. 4. Dependence of X-ray diffraction (XRD) intensity fron.
ZnS and SrS layers on each thickness (dzns, dss). Overall direction rather than the (100> or (110> direc-
thickness of multilayer was kept at I Aim (dZns x nzns (500 tion. It is reported that the orientation of SrS
nm)+ dsrs x nsrs (500 nm)). XRD intensities of 500 nm thick thin films of SrS/ZnS multilayered thin films
SrS film for (200) (o), 0111) (t N ) and (220) (0) planes are also grown by reactive evaporation method is the same
plotted. as that of single SrS thin films 13-5I. However,

the difference in growth kinetics between the hot
wall and the reactive evaporation methods is not

the (SrS/ZnS), multilayered thin films are yet well understood. The intensities of the (200),
strongly oriented in the (KIl> direction. The ori- (111) and (220) peaks decrease with a decrease of
entation axis of ZnS thin films in the multilayered dsrs. This is caused by the increase of the dead
film is the same as for the single ZnS thin film. layer, the same as in the case of the ZnS (I11)
The dependence of XRD intensity of the (111) intensity.
peak due to ZnS lattice on the thickness of each
ZnS layer (dzns) is plotted in Fig. 4. The intensity 3.3. SrS: Ce/ZnS multilayered thin film electrolu-
of the ZnS (011) peak decreases rapidly at a minescent devices
thickness of about 100 nm. This is caused by an
increase of the dead layer near the interface Electroluminescent devices with (SrS: Ce/
between the SrS and ZnS layers. Since the lattice ZnS), multilayered thin films (n = 3-11) were
constant of SrS is 6.019 A and that of ZnS is prepared by using the hot wall deposition method.
5.409 A, the lattice mismatch is very large (10%). The Ce luminescent centers were doped by using
Therefore, it is supposed that epitaxial growth of a CeCi 3 hot wall cell heated at 600°C. The de-
SrS on ZnS or ZnS on SrS hardly occurs and that vices have a conventional double insulating struc-
ZnS films with poor crystallinity are grown in a ture. The devices showed a broad greenish-blue
thickness of 100-200 nm, as reported for ZnS EL emission peaking at 490 nm under 1 kHz
thin films grown on a glass substrate [Ill]. drive. This broad EL emission ranging from

The orientation of the SrS thin films in the 430 to 650 nm is due to the 5d-4f transition
multilayered thin films changes drastically com- of CeW, luminescent centers. The luminance-
pared with the SrS single film, as shown in Fig. applied voltage (L-V) characteristics of a
3a. The dependence of XRD intensity of the (SrS: Ce/ZnS),, multilayered thin film EL device
(200), (111). and (220) peaks due to SrS lattices are shown in Fig. 5. The luminance rises steeply
on the thickness of each SrS layer (dsrs) are at 180 V. The obtained luminance value was still
plotted in Fig. 4. For comparison, XRD intensi- quite low compared with the luminance level of
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10 ZnS films. EL devices with hot wall grown
(SrS:CeIZnS)1 , Muilayered SrS:Ce/ZnS multilayered thin films showed a
Thin Film EL greenish blue EL emission.

E I kHz pulse
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Abstract

High resolution reflectance spectroscopy experiments were performed to study the Zn 3d states of Zn,
over the whole concentration range (0 _s x < 0.56). For zincblende-type samples (x < 0.05). we observe the \citaton
of three core level excitons reflecting the threefold split Zn 3d states at the F-point. The splitting of the F, state due
to spin-orbit interaction is ,,, = 251 meV. For the core exciton binding energy, a value of 117 meV is determined.
For wurtzite-type samples (x > 0.05). the core exciton derived structures are broadened, reflecting the tenfold
splitting of the 3d states under C6, symmetry.

1. Introduction investigations because (i) the crystal structure
changes from zincblende to wurtzite for man-

The electronic structure of II-VI semiconduc- ganese concentrations in the range from x = 0.05
tors is distinguished from that of III-V corn- to x = 0.1, depending on the technique applied
pounds by having a cation d-band inside the main for growing the crystals [4], and (ii) its band gap
valence band. Among other effects, the band gap, varies linearly with x, independent of the crystal
the spin-orbit splitting at the valence band maxi- structure [5].
mum and the valence band offsets between semi-
conductors are thus influenced by the metal d-
bands [1]. In contrast to this, the cation d-elec- 2. Experimental procedure
trons are treated as part of the chemically inert
atomic core in the interpretation of photoemis-
sion data [2,3] and in most calculations (see the Thenhigh-resolution reflettane SE ypublications cited in ref. [1]). experiments were carried out at the 2m-SEYA

In this paper we examine the influence of beamline of the synchrotron radiation storagecrystal structure on the metal d-electrons of ring BESSY in Berlin. Crystals were grown at ourcryntal structuTe oeimegmetilcsemconductor institute using a modified Bridgman technique,Zn,_,MnS. Thesanexelntcagndidatemcf uor these and the manganese content was checked by mi-Zn,-,MnrS is an excellent candidate for these croprobe analysis. From the bulk crystals, sam-

pies were prepared by cleaving under tmi),wnf
conditions. The samples were then mot',.-; i

* Corresponding author. Oxford Instruments CF 1 IX) cryostti. Ii

(X)22-0248/94/$07.(1X ( 1994 Elsevier Science BV. All rights reserved
SSDI 0022-0248(93)EIt465-J
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experiments in the temperature range of 25 K up F1
to room temperature. From the reflectance data,
the dielectric function was calculated via F7
Kramers-Kronig transformation, and the imagi- F9\
nary part of the dielectric function was subjected
to a lineshape analysis (for detailed information, r8

see ref. [6]). F[ F7
[ _ r9

3. Results and discussion - [' [\8

An important result of the location of the -F9-

cation d-bands inside the main valence band of

II-VI compounds is that the d states are influ- zincblende structure wurtzite structure

enced also by crystal field interaction, whereas Fig. 1. Resulting Zn 3d-electronic states at the /-point of the
they can be treated as core-like states for III-V Brillouin zone for zincblende (left) and wurtzite structure

semiconductors [1]. Thus, when calculating the (right). In the calculation, crystal field and spin-orbit splitting

electronic structure especially for the cation d- arc included.

bands, the crystal structure and the symmetry
representations have to be taken into account, the number of 10 d-electrons. The resulting elec-
and for ZnS only a few band structure calcula- tronic states at the F-point are shown in Fig. 1.
tions are available where the metal d-atoms were For wurtzite structure the situation is more
not treated as core-like atoms [1,7]. complicated. At the centre of the Brillouin zone

Since we were interested in the analysis of Zn the symmetry representation is C, and is thus
3d derived transitions, we calculated the expected reduced with respect to zincblende. Furthermore,
splitting of the d states for both crystal structures for the hcp lattice the unit cell contains four
under study. Our calculations were restricted to atoms, and we expect 20 d-electrons at the F-
the centre of the Brillouin zone, because only for point. Due to the reduced symmetry we find
this symmetry point can zincblende and wurtzite already six d states if spin-orbit interaction is
structure be compared directly. neglected: two non-degenerate F , and F, states

Zincblende structure has a tetrahedral point and four twofold degenerate Fs and f, states. If
group (Td). Because of the missing inversion sym- spin-orbit interaction is considered, the degener-
metry, zincblende-type semiconductors exhibit a acy is cancelled out, and we get ten non-degener-
mixing of central-atom d states and ligand-atom p ate states (the irreducible representations are
states [1]. If only crystal field interaction is con- shown in Fig. 1).
sidered we find two Zn 3d states at the F-point. The result of our reflectance spectroscopy ex-
Applying Bethe's notation the irreducible repre- periments is shown in Fig. 2 for pure ZnS (i.e.,
sentations Fý3 (twofold degenerate) and F5  x = 0) in zincblende structure. The first structure
(threefold degenerate) result (according to in this figure peaking at 11.5 eV is due to an
Bouckaert's notation F, 2 and F,5, as presented in interband transition located along the ,1-direc-
the work of Wei and Zunger [I] and Eckelt [71). tion in the Brillouin zone [9]. The sharp struc-
Under the influence of spin-orbit interaction, the tures around 12 eV are subject to our investiga-
F.• state is not affected and transforms into a F, tions. They originate in the excitation of Zn 3d
representation, whereas the Fs state splits into core level excitons. Two distinct peaks are clearly
one F 7 and one F, representation. For this resolved, and a third structure appears as a low
spin-orbit splitting, Eckelt calculated a value of energy shoulder of the first peak.
300 meV [8]. Taking into account the number of From a lineshape analysis we achieve an excel-
two atoms per unit cell, the above result reflects lent fit of the experimental E2 data if three
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Lorentzians are used. The resulting energies are Table I

11.896, 12.045 and 12.296 eV, respectively. We Experimentally determined binding energies and spin-orbit

ascribe the observed lines to the excitation of splitting of the cation 3d states of ZnS (the data of Eckelt [7.8]
are from calculations)

core level excitons of the Zn 3d states 18,/ 7 and Reference Binding energy teV) .I.,( meV)

F, at the F-point (see bottom of Fig. 2 and also
Fig. 1). From the excitation energies of the F 7  Vesely and Langer [11] 8.97 560

and F8 core excitons at 12.045 and 12.296 eV,

respectively, the spin-orbit splitting A., can be Ley et al. [2] 9.03 -

calculated. The resulting value is As, = 251 meV. This work 8.60 251

This triplet of core exciton structures observed 8.78

for ZnS can be clearly followed for Znt_,MnS 9.03

up to a manganese concentration of x = 0.037, Eckelt [7,8] 7.0 300
being the highest amount of manganese for which
our samples are in the zincblende structure. Both
the core exciton energies and the spin-orbit split-
ting remain constant within this concentration these two transitions is identical with the value
range. derived from the respective core exciton lines.

The core level exciton derived structures are The structure corresponding to the uppermost F's
followed by core level conduction band transi- core excition at 11.896 eV is hidden at the onset
tions at the F-point, dominated by the peak in of the peak at 12.554 eV.
the C2 spectrum at 12.554 eV which is correlated From the difference in energy between the
to the F 7 core exciton at 12.045 eV. The peak at direct conduction band transitions and the core
12.820 eV correlates to the F, core excition at exciton lines, the exciton binding energy can be
12.296 eV, the spin-orbit splitting calculated from calculated. We achieve a value of 517 meV in

agreement with "first principles" calculations re-
ported by Chacham et al. [10]. If also the band

, gap energy is known, the binding energy of the
1,6 cation d states can be obtained: 8.60 eV for F1,

8.78 eV for F7 and 9.03 eV for F, (see Table 1
1.5 .. and references therein).

Transitions from the cation d states into the
1.4 -:". conduction band minimum at the F-point are

13 Ewell separated from transitions at other points of
1.3 3 "high symmetry inside the Brillouin zone because

of (i) the high energy separation between the
1,2 core level-Ca conduction band minima at the F- and the L-point

transitions of at least 1.5 eV (the L-point minimum being the
1.1 second lowest conduction band minimum) [71 and

ll e n(ii) a dispersion of the d-bands being one order of
1017 core l magnitude smaller than that of the lowest con-

1 1 1 1 .4 duction band [1]. We therefore ascribe the struc-
photn 1 g 13 1ture peaking at 13.3 eV in the e2 spectrum of Fig.
photon energy (eV) 2 to the onset of transitions at the L-point.

Fig. 2. Top: Imaginary part of the dielectric function of In contrast to the energy range of transitions
zincblende-type ZnS in the energy range of the cation 3d at the F-point, where pronounced structures are
transitions: bottom: result of the line shape analysis for the observed, no fine structure can be resolved for
core exciton lines. The energy levels and the spin-orbit split-
ting are shown, and the range of transitions into the conduc- energies above 13 eV. One reason is given by the
tion band minimum is indicated, fact that at the L-point the symmetry is lower
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A significant change is found in the core level
1,8 exciton structures within the energy range be-

tween 11 and 12.5 eV. For wurtzite type samples
"we now observe only two broad and intense struc-

/ :tures, replacing the interband transition peak E,
1'6 ! w , ýw urtzite and the core level exciton peaks found for1.6 /"

/ ' •. zincblende structure. These spectral features can
1W If •be followed up to the highest available man-

ganese concentration of x = 0.563. As discussed
in the first part of this section, this change is due

1•4to the difference in the electronic structure of the
Zn 3d states at the F-point of the two crystal

"-"" structures under study. Since we now have ten
.... .. electronic d states rather than three for the

1,2 , - zincblende structure (see Fig. 1), the experimen-
zincblende tal E2 data reflect the changes in the electronic

1 1 1 1 2 1 structure. Due to the high amount of electronic
11 12 13 14

states involved and the fact that eight of themphoton energy (eV) result from the spin-orbit interaction, a line shape

Fig. 3. Imaginary part of the dielectric function of analysis could not deliver reliable results.
Zn, ,MN.S. Lower curve: x = 0, zincblende structure; upper
curve: x = 0.07. wurtzite structure.

4. Conclusions

than at the centre of the Brillouin zone. Thus five The excitation of Zn 3d core level excitons in
d states result, spread over a wider energy range zincblende-type Zn1 ,MnS could be used to
than the electronic states at the F-point. Nearly reveal the electronic structure of the cation d
the same electronic structure is found for the states at the centre of the Brillouin zone. The
X-point, the conduction band minima at L and X theoretically predicted splitting into three elec-
being only separated by a few tenths of an elec- tronic states and accordingly the spin-orbit split-
tron volt [7]. The structures derived by transitions ting could be confirmed by the experimental data
from d states into the conduction band minima at and a detailed line shape analysis. At the same
L and X thus partly overlap, and the resulting E2  time it could be shown that the cation d states of
spectrum is almost unstructured. 1l-VI compounds are influenced by the crystal

As mentioned earlier, the spectral shape pre- field. Due to the change in the crystal structure at
sented in Fig. 2 can be followed as long as the a manganese concentration of x - 0.05, the dis-
Zn-,xMnS samples have the zincblende struc- tinct core level exciton peaks found for
ture. For manganese concentrations above x = zincblende-type samples are replaced by two
0.05 the samples have the wurtzite structure. For broad and unstructered lines.
a Zn, ,Mn.S sample with a manganese content
of x = 0.07, the E2 spectrum is shown in Fig. 3.
From a comparison with the spectrum of pure 5. Acknowledgments
ZnS given at the bottom of Fig. 3 it can be seen
that the onset of conduction band transitions at We gratefully acknowledge Dr. A. Krost and
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tion of the band gap with increasing manganese bert performed expert microprobe analysis to de-
conccntration [5]. termine the manganese concentration of our sam-
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Late News

The nitrogen-hydrogen complex in ZnSe
J.A. Wolk a, J.W. Ager III a, K.J. Duxstad ab, W. Walukiewicz a, E.E. Hailer ,

N.R. Taskar C, D.R. Dorman c, D.J. Olega c

"Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Berkeley, California 94720, USA
b Unit ersity of California, Berkeley, California 94720, USA

"Philips Laboratories, Briarcliff Manor. New York 10510. USA

Recent progress in p-type doping of ZnSe has ture Raman scattering experiments were per-
been achieved by using the MBE growth tech- formed in a pseudo-backscattering geometry us-
nique with nitrogen free-radicals as a source for ing an ion argon laser.
the acceptor doping [1]. The concentrations of The results of the infrared absorption mea-
electrically active N acceptors as high as 1018 surements at 9 K are shown in Fig. 1. Two peaks,
cm - have been reported. Attempts to reproduce one at 3194 cm - and one at 783 cm-', were
these results with the MOVPE growth technique clearly observed in the spectrum. Since these
have not been successful so far. It has been peaks have only been observed in N-doped
suggested that a major impediment to achieving MOVPE grown ZnSe and have not been detected
large free hole concentrations using MOVPE is in an undoped reference sample, we assign them
the passivation of N acceptors by H. The possible
sources of H contamination in the growth process
include NH 3 used as a N source, H, as a carrier 003 IV
gas and H as a decomposition product of the Zn / TnK

and Se precursor molecules.
In this late-news paper we present the first 002 H

spectroscopic evidence for the presence of N-H WU
complexes in MOVPE-grown ZnSe [2]. The ZnSe 1' M
layers were grown by photo-assisted MOVPE on 0 001
(100) semi-insulating substrates using dimethyl- <
zinc and dimethyl-selenium as precursors. The t
growth temperature was 350'C and the layers 000 4k,,.'
were 2.3 to 3 j.m thick. The layers were doped 000
with N using NH, in a flow modulation epitaxy.
The capacitance-voltage measurements have 760 780 800 820 3160 3180 3200 3220

shown the concentration of electrically active ac- Wave numbers (cm-')
ceptors to be less than 10'" cm- 3, although the
total concentration of N atoms determined from Fig. I. Infrared absorption lines in N-doped ZnSe containing
SIMS measurements exceeded lt" cm-3 . Fourier H. The H stretch vibration mode (3194 cm -') and the H wag

mode (783 cm -I) are shown. Two configurations shown astransform infrared absorption spectra were taken inserts in (a) and (b) are fully compatible with the IR and
at 9 K and at room temperature. Room tempera- Raman spectroscopy data.

0022-0248/94/$07.00t © 1994 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
SSDI 0022-0248(94)00016-F
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to local vibrational modes of the N-H complex. man spectroscopy results has shown that the N-H
The high energy peak at 3194 cm-' corresponds complex has C3, symmetry. Therefore, as is shown
to the stretching and the low energy peak at 783 in the insert of Fig. 1, the H atom can be bonded
cm-n corresponds to the wagging mode of the to the N atom in a bonding or antibonding direc-
complex. The energy of the stretching mode is tion. In analogy with C-H complexes in GaAs,
8% lower than the energy of N-H vibrations in the bonding position of the H atoms is a more
the NH 3 molecule at 3444 cm-'. This is consis- likely configuration for the N-H complex.
tent with the empirical rule stating that the LVM
frequency is several percent lower for a bond in
the crystal lattice than it is for the same bond in a [11 R.M. Park et al.. Appl. Phys. Lett. 57 (1990) 2127.
free molecule. An analysis of the polarized Ra- 121 J.A. Wolk et al., Appl. Phys. Lett., to be published.

..... ~~ ......
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Late News

The influence of nitrogen on the p-conductivity in ZnSe epilayers
grown by molecular beam epitaxy

A. Hoffmann a, B. Lummer a, L. Eckey a, V. Kutzer a, Ch. Fricke ', R. Heitz ,
I. Broser a, E. Kurtz b, B. Jobst b, D. Hommel "

"Institut fiir Festkbrperphysik, Technische Universitat Berlin. Hardenbergstrasse 36. D-10623 Berlin, Germany
h Physikalisches Institut, Unijersitiit Wihrzburq. Am Hubland. D-97074 Wiirzburg, Germany

The relation between the incorporation of ni- cm-', instead of BE and DAP luminescences a
trogen into ZnSe/GaAs epilayers grown by new broad band appears around 2.63 eV. How-
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) and the resulting ever, time-resolved PL proves the DAP character
p-conductivity is not fully understood to date.
Native point defect reactions are believed to
strongly interfere with the control of carrier type
and conductivity. Our MBE samples were grown ZnSe/GaAs
on p-type (100) GaAs: Zn substrates in a 4-cham- NA_ ND T -1.8 K
ber system using elemental sources for Zn and Se
with a Se/Zn flux ratio of 2: 1. N was incorpo-
rated during growth using a plasma source. Vary-
ing the substrate parameters we are able to pro-
duce p-type or n-type conductivity. We present " 0
time-integrated and time-resolved photolumines-
cence (PL) measurements yielding new informa- . DAP
tion on the incorporation mechanisms of N into '

p-type ZnSe epilayers. >'
Spectra of n-type and weakly p-type samples

exhibit bound exciton (BE) and donor-acceptor
pair (DAP) luminescence (cf. Fig. 1). From their
energies the BE emissions are attributed to the
decay of excitons bound to a Ga donor ('2), a N
acceptor (I'), and to a complex of a Zn vacancy a grown
and interstitial Ga (KC), evidencing interdiffusion
of Ga and incorporation of N on Se sites. This is
supported by the fact that samples grown at higher 2.6o 2.60 2.70 2.60
temperatures tend to be n-type. The DAP lumi-

nescences around 2.70 eV are consistent with a N Energy (eV)
acceptor level between 100 and 110 MeV. With Fig. I. Luminescence of N-doped ZnSe/GaAs in the hand
higher N concentrations and NA - ND :> I X 1017 edge region.

0022-0248/94/S07.00 0 1994 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
SSDI 0022-0248(94)00017-G
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of this band. From this we estimate a N-associ- The growth temperature is an important pa-
ated donor level at 50 meV. The acceptor con- rameter for p- or n-conductivity of ZnSe grown in
centrations, determined by means of time-re- a N plasma, since it is related to the incorpora-
solved PL (for the method, see ref. [1]), are in tion of native defects. RHEED studies in the
reasonable agreement with NA - N. values from growth regime showed a clear (2 X 1) reconstruc-
C-V profiling measurements (given in Fig. 1). A tion for p-samples, indicating a surface rich of Se,
further increase of the N-concentration results in whereas n-samples exhibited a (2 x 2) reconstruc-
a blue shift of this broad band, a behaviour tion typical for a surface rich of Zn.
known form highly n-doped CdS [1] and ex-
plained by screening of shallow impurity levels. [1] Ch. Fricke et al., J. Crystal Growth 138 (1994) 815.
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SrS single crystals grown by physical vapor transport

R. Helbing, R.S. Feigelson
Center for Materials Research. Stanford University, Stanford, California 94205, USA

Alkaline earth sulfides have recently been showed no deviation from stoichiometry, within
found to have interesting luminescent properties the limits of detection. The photoluminescence
for applications in thin film electroluminescence spectra of as-grown SrS crystals showed a broad
devices. Strontium sulfide doped with rare earth band emission centered at around 630 nm, its
ions is one of the most promising of these materi- excitation peak being at 290 nm - in close agree-
als for blue or white emitting displays. However, ment with the band gap energy of about 4.3 eV.
little is known about the basic material properties Upon annealing in a sulfur and selenium atmo-
of the Ila-VI semiconductors, one of the reasons sphere, respectively, the crystals turned corn-
being the difficulty to grow single crystals of these pletely black. After heat-treating of these crystals
materials. Thus, we have investigated the crystal at elevated temperature, the original color of the
growth and characterization of SrS. In prelimi- as-grown crystals returned. However, annealing
nary experiments using the laser heated pedestal of as-grown crystals in an argon atmosphere at
growth (LHPG) technique, the high evaporation 2000TC in an arc image furnace resulted in color-
rate of the SrS prevented the formation of a less crystals. The coloration of the as-grown crys-
stable molten zone. However, the re-condensed tals may result from carbon incorporation during
material in the system was found to be pure, growth. The PVT-grown crystals were remarkably
stoichiometric SrS and, therefore, vapor phase stable with respect to an ambient air atmosphere.
transport appeared a more promising approach. After several months open storage, no signs of
Using the physical vapor transport (PVT) tech- degradation were observed, polished surfaces
nique, we have been able to grow SrS crystals stayed mirror-like. Only after heat-treating of as-
about 1 cm in diameter and I cm in length grown crystals in air for 16 h at 600°C, a thin.
containing only a few grains. Crystals were grown oxygen-containing surface layer was found. Corn-
in a single zone, high temperature graphite fur- pared to as-grown material, photoluminescence
nace in a graphite ampoule at 1650°C and l0-1 measurements of these crystals revealed an addi-
Torr. The as-grown crystals were slightly colored. tional emission as well as excitation peak at 480
Electron microprobe, XPS and X-ray diffraction and 315 nm, respectively.

0022-0248/94/$07.00 © 1994 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
SSDI 0022-0248(94)00018-H
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Studies of blue-green laser structures with asymmetric
and pseudomorphic ZnSe wave guides

D. Hommel a, E. Kurtz a, T. Behr a, A. Jakobs a B. Jobst a, S. Scholl ', K. Schiill a
V. Beyersdorfer a, G. Landwehr a, H. Cerva b

Physikalisches Institut, Uni'ersitat Wiirzburg, D-97074 Wiirzburg, Germany
h Siemens AG, Otto-Hahn-Ring 6, D-81739 Mfinchen, Germany

The laser structures were grown in the 3M Carrier densities as measured by C-V profil-
configuration with CdZn,_,Se quantum well, ing v iII be discussed as well as structural proper-
ZnSe wave guide and ZnS0,.0Se. 94 cladding lay- ties determined by high resolution X-ray diffrac-
ers lattice matched to the n-type GaAs:Si sub- tion reciprocal space mapping.
strate. Au-Ge contacts were applied to the GaAs A novel approach to prevent the formation of
backside and 30 Am Au stripes to the top of the misfit dislocations within the active layer of such
p-ZnSSe: N layer. laser structures without using quaternary corn-

Based on confinement calculations for a 10 nm pounds is the growth of strained ZnSe wave
thick CdZnSe well, an asymmetric wave guide guides. The thickness of the ZnSe at both sides of
with 320 nm ZnSe below and 160 nm above the the quantum well was chosen as 70 nm in order
quantum well was chosen to ensure that the ZnSe to be below the critical thickness of 150 nm for
layer is at least partially relaxed before the active ZnSe on GaAs. TEM studies of such quantum
region is grown. well and laser structures confirm the excellent

Laser emission was studied using pulses with a crystalline quality. The active region of such laser
length between 100 and 400 ns and a repetition structures is free of misfit dislocations. The opti-
rate up to 10 kHz, usually at 77 K. For a cavity cal confinement factor is 1.8%, a value still above
length of 1.3 mm the longitudinal mode spacing the one calculated for structures with partially
was 0.32 A. Single mode operation has been relaxed wave guides.
observed as well. The threshold current density Lasing of such a structure has been observed
was about 570 A/cm2 and the power output per recently.
uncoated facet more than 50 mW. The lifetime
exceeded 3 h at 77 K, while lasing was observed
up to 250 K.

0022-0248/94/$07.00 0 1994 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
SSDI 0022-0248(94)00019-1
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Ridge waveguide, separate confinement green-blue
heterostructure lasers

A. Salokatve a, H. Jeon a, M. Hovinen a, P. Kelkar a, A.V. Nurmikko ', D.C. Grillo
Li He b, j. Han b, Y. Fan b, R.L. Gunshor b

Division of Engineering and Department of Physics, Brown Unitversity, Providence. Rhode Island 02912 USA
" School of Electrical Engineering, Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana 47907, USA

We report on the room temperature perfor- but random pulsations as the devices degrade.
mance of ZnCdSe/ZnSSe/ZnMgSSe separate The laser pulsations can occur on a timescale of a
confinement (SCH) diode lasers which also incor- microsecond or less and appear to be directly
porate Zn(Se,Tt-) graded gap ohmic contacts. A connected to defect formation and propagation in
heavily doped p-ZnTe forms the top layer for the active layers. By employing transparent elec-
metal (Pd) contact. The pseudomorphic het- trode material, we have also used optical mi-
erostructures have been fabricated into ridge croscopy to visualize the formation of defects in
waveguides by a self-aligned contact process, with real time during the degrading of the laser de-
a typical mesa width in the 5-6 A±m range. Spe- vices, by spatially imaging the spontaneous emis-
cific dry etch and other processing methods are sion along the stripe electrode atop the active
necessary due to the chemical differences be- region. Clear evidence is seen of the coalescing of
tween ZnSe and ZnTe. Room temperature laser defected microareas into macroscopic regions
operation at voltages as low as 7 V have been which leads to an accelerated reduction in the
obtained for 500 Am long devices with uncoated optical emission from the device, impairing of the
facets, with single transverse mode output, and vertical transport, and to a subsequent catas-
with differential quantum efficiency at approxi- trophic failure. Eventually, large dark areas within
mately 20-25% per facet. Both single and multi- the stripe, with regular geometrical features along
pie quantum well structures have been employed, principal crystallographic planes, show nearly to-
with threshold current density in the range of tal quenching of optical activity. These spatially
1.2-1.5 kA/cm2 for the former, and about 600 resolved observations are similar to those recently
A/cm 2 per quantum well for the latter. Pulsed reported by the group at 3M in the LED regime
high-duty cycle operation up to several tens of in a study which also included transmission elec-
percent has been verified in heatsunk devices. tron microscope analysis of the dislocation-de-

At the high, quasi-CW duty cycle level of oper- rived defect microstructure.
ation, the device lifetime is reduced to seconds.
The slope efficiency deteriorates quickly and we Research supported by the ARPA, NSF, and
frequently observe in the temporal output distinct AFOSR.

0022-0248/94/$07.00 © 1994 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
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Reduction of the Au/p-ZnSe(100) Schottky barrier height using
a thin Se interlayer

W. Chen ", J. Gaines b, C. Ponzoni b, D. Olego b, P.S. Mangat P, P. Soukiassian ,
A. Kahn a

Department of Electrical Engineering, Princeton University, Princeton. New Jersey 08544. USA
b Philips Laboratories, Briarciiff Manor. New York 10510. USA

Department of Physica, Northern Illinois Unit'ersity. Dekalb, Illinois 60115-2854, USA
d CEA, Centre d'Etudes de Saclay. F-91191 Gif-sur-Yrette Cedex. France

We present a study of the formation of Schott- The measurement of SB heights by PES relies
ky barriers (SBs) between Au and p-ZnSe(100) on the determination of the Fermi level (EF)
using high-resolution synchrotron-radiation pho- position relative to the valence band maximum
toemission spectroscopy (PES). PES is a powerful (VBM) on the clean surface, and of the shift of
technique in that it provides information on in- the semiconductor core levels as a function of
terface chemical reaction, intermixing, growth metal deposition. Using this technique, we found
mode of the metal layer and intermediate values EF to be initially at 1.1 eV above the VBM (1.1
of the barrier during the interface formation. eV downward band bending) and to assume a
Au/p-ZnSe(100) is an important test-case inter- final position at 1.13 eV above VBM for thick Au
face. Theoretically, high work function metals overlayers. The 1.13 eV hole barrier is consistent
like Au should produce low barriers for holes on with previously reported PES results [1]. The
p-ZnSe. Low barrier, or ohmic, contacts are cru- analysis of the core level spectra shows that Au
cial for further developments of ll-VI-based light grows in a layer-by-layer mode, and that no signif-
emitting devices, icant chemical reaction nor intermixing takes

p-Type ZnSe(100), nitrogen-doped with a free place at room temperature.
carrier concentration of - 5 x 10i7 cm-3, was A substantial modification of this barrier was
grown by molecular beam epitaxy on p-GaAs(100) obtained by leaving a thin interlayer (2-3 mono-
substrates. The thickness of the ZnSe layers was layers) of Se between Au and the ZnSe surface.
5000 A. These samples were capped in the growth The initial E, position was - 0.1 eV closer to
chamber with a thick Se layer for protection the VBM than that of the clean surface, and the
during transfer to the photoemission system, and final Au SB height was 0.88 eV, - 0.25 eV lower
then decapped in ultra-high vacuum to obtain than that obtained without the thin Se layer. This
clean ZnSe(100) surfaces. Depending on the an- result will be discussed in terms of the large
nealing temperature, Se-rich (0 x 1), (2 x 1) and electronegativity and work function of Se.
Zn-rich c(2 x 2) reconstructed surfaces were ob-
tained. The deposition of Au was done by evapo-
ration from a W filament. I I M. Vos et al.. Phys. Rev. B 39 (1989) 10744.

d)022-0248/94/$07.00 © 1994 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
SSDI 0022-0248(93)01)021 -D
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Growth of MgTe and Zn1 xMg/Te thin films
by metalorganic vapour phase epitaxy

B. Qu'Hen, X. Quesada, W.S. Kuhn, J.E. Bour6e, L. Svob, A. Lusson, 0. Gorochov
Laboratoire de Physique des Solides de Bellerue, CNRS. I Place Aristide Briand. F-92195 MAeudon. France

One of the main challenges in the field of light Zn, -, Mg •Te alloys was comparable with that of
emitting semiconductor laser diodes is the shift of ZnTe grown on (10t)) GaAs substrates (e.g..
the wavelengths in the blue and the UV range [I]. ZnO.IMg0. 17Te: 1.5 Aim, X-ray (004) FWHM
This can be achieved by alloying binary material - 700 arc sec). Quantitative analysis of sample
as ZnTe with more ionic group I1 elements as, for composition has been performed with SEM-
example, Mg. EDX. A ZnTe thin film and a well characterized

Here we report for the first time on metalor- bulk Zn, 74Mg,.2je alloy have been used as a
ganic vapour phase epitaxial (MOVPE) growth of reference. The composition of the layer versus
the large band gap semiconductor MgTe and the the inlet partial pressure ratio of the alkyls p,,,/
variable band gap ternary alloy Zn_, ,Mg 5 Te. (p mg + Pz,) is presented in Fig. 1. One observes
We chose the precursors diisopropyltellurium an overproportional incorporation of the Mg in
(DIPTe), diethylzinc (DEZn) and bis-methylcy- the layers. It is not yet clear whether this be-
clopentadienylmagnesium (MCP,_Mg). All layers haviour stems from the low thermal stability of
were grown on semi-insulating (100) GaAs sub- the MCP,Mg compared to DEZn, or whether the
strates in an experimental reactor cell with down- thermodynamics of the solid solution influences
flow on a graphite susceptor placed in the centre the composition.
of a cylindrical vertical tube. The growth parame- Photoluminescence measurements exhibit a
ters were: total H 2 flow = 1 SLM, p101 = I atm deep emission in the green region. It is located
and T, = 350'C. about 210 meV below the hand gap edge lumi-

Bulk MgTe is a known but not well studied
material (very hygroscopic) with wurtzite type
structure and a direct band gap of the order of _,60

3.5 eV [2]. The MgTe layers were found to be "w
polycrystalline. These films were very quickly de- 40

graded by hydratation even if they were covered
by a ZnTe film. Zn,-_MgTe epitaxial layers 20 ,
were grown with a Mg concentration of 0 <x
< 0.6. In this range of composition they appeared 0
stable in air. Up to 50% Mg concentration, the 0 to 20 30 40 50
phase is essentially a zincblende structure and P'/(PK'+Pz.)
beyond this value both structures seem to coexist Fig. 1. Composition of layers as a function of the inlet partial

[2]. The crystalline quality of the layers of pressure ratio of the alkyls., P%1 I( PMg + P/,).

tX)22-0248/94/S$17,tX) V, 1994 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
SSDI 0022-0248000122-E
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nescence reported in ref. [3]. The authors would like to thank Dr. J. Cheval-
The feasibility of growing cubic Zn Mg,Te lier for suggesting this investigation.

by MOVPE has been demonstrated. The usual
optimization of the growth parameters (tempera- [1) R.N. Bhargava. J. Crystal Growth 117 (1992) 894.

ture, inlet partial pressure, purity, growth rate) [21 S.G. Parker, A.R. Reinberg. J.E. Pinnel and W.C. Holton.
J. Electrochem. Soc. Solid State Sci. 118 (1971) 979.should result in better optical quality of the mate- [31 K. Somogyi. J. Chevallier. J.F. Rommeluere. J. Marine

rial. However, an easy control of the composition and B. Schaub, IEEE Trans. Electron Devices ED-26
is possible with the selected precursors. (1985) 165.
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745 114, 127. 136. 195. 255, 2601. 290. 295. 3101. 3115. 3111. 318.
- - of zinc sulphoselenide telluride 7103 324, 331, 338. 352. 357. 373. 379. 385. 391. 397. 4113. 4108.
- - of zinc telluride 8. 81. 523. 551). 59). 633, 692 412, 425, 4311, 448, 455. 464. 477, 504. 534, 564. 575. 595.
- by molecular beam epitaxy. through plasma source 6)1, 619, 625, 629, 633, 643. 647. 677, 714. 727. 745. 7511.
- - of zinc selenide 431) 759. 764. 796, 81)5. 820. 838. 849. 861. 8. 924. 11071. 11173.
- by vapor phase epitaxy 11076. 1078
- - through chemical vapor deposition - selenide telluride 595
- - - of zinc selenide 75 - sulphide 28, 140. 145. 418, 534. 559. 571). 643. 796. 873. 9711.
- - through evaporation and condensation 1101. 1023. 1061
- - - of mercury cadmium telluride 964 - sulphoselenide 28, 35. 324. 331. 367, 455. 667. 686, 7(19. 714.
- - - of mercury telluride 964 719. 745. 750, 755. 1046, 11076. 1077
- - - of zinc selenide 255 - sulphoselenide telluride 71)3

- - through metalorganic chemical vapor deposition - telluride 8. 81, 187. 219, 295. 412, 523. 538. 551). 581), 5901,
- - - of cadmium mercury telluride 917 633. 692, 826. 868


